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The Classical Review 

FEBRUARY 1898. 

DORPFELD’S THEORY OF THE GREEK STAGE. 

For many years past Dorpfeld’s book on 
the Greek theatre has been expected with 
the greatest curiosity. Before its publica- 
tion his theory of the Greek stage had only 
been revealed in a partial and fragmentary 
manner, in the course of incidental papers 
and reviews. We were never sure whether 
we had the whole theory before us, or 
whether we knew all the evidence which 
was to be brought forward in support of it. 
His book has now been published. The 
theory is clearly expounded, and carefully 
worked out in all its details. We are now 
therefore in possession of all the facts which 
are necessary for the purpose of coming to a 
decision about it. Under these circumstances 
a fresh discussion of this question about the 
Greek stage may be interesting and _ pro- 
fitable. My purpose in the present paper is 
to state briefly the main arguments which 
are to be brought forward on both sides of 
the question ; and to explain the grounds on 
which, as it seems to me, the new theory 
must be regarded as untenable. In dealing 
with this subject it will be convenient to 
divide the period covered by the Greek 
drama into two parts, and to consider first 
the later period, from about 300 B.c. on- 
wards; and then to return to the earlier 
period, that of the fourth and fifth centuries 
B.c. The evidence in the two cases is some- 
what different, and will be more clearly 
understood if taken separately. 

lis 

First then as to the later period. The 
excavations of various Greek theatres during 

NO. CII. VOL. XI, 

the last ten or fifteen years have now given 
us a fairly clear idea as to the shape and 
structure of the stage-buildings throughout 
this period. We now know that from the 
beginning of the third century onwards the 
stage-buildings in every Greek theatre con- 
sisted of a long rectangular structure, and 
that in front of it there was a narrow plat- 
form about 12 feet high and 10 feet deep. 
This platform was called the ‘ proskenion,’ 
as is proved by an inscription at Oropus. 
It was adorned in front with columns sup- 
porting an entablature. In the third century 
it appears to have been still made of wood. 
But in the course of the second and first 
centuries a stone proscenium was substituted 
for the old wooden ones in almost every 
theatre. The question now arises, What 
was the purpose of this proscenium, this long 
platform about 12 feet high and 10 deep, ° 
which we find in all Greek theatres after 
the end of the fourth century? Here we 
naturally turn to Vitruvius, who wrote a 
book about architecture towards the end of 
the first century B.c., and in the course of it 
gave a detailed description of Greek and 
Roman theatres. Vitruvius tells us (v. 6 
and 7) that every Greek theatre has a stage, 

and that this stage is from 10 to 12 feet 
high and 10 feet deep. Its narrowness is 
due to the fact that it is only used by the 
actors in tragedy and comedy; all other 
performers appear in the orchestra. He 
adds that the Roman stage is much lower and 
much deeper, and this for two reasons. It 
had to be deeper, because all the performers 
appeared upon it. It had to be lower, be- 
cause in a Roman theatre the spectators sat 

B 
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in the orchestra, and would not therefore 
have been able to see over the top of a 
twelve-foot stage. Here then we seem to have 
a clear and final answer to our question. 
The proscenium which we find in all Greek 
theatres after about 300 B.c. must have been 
a stage. It answers exactly to the descrip- 
tion in Vitruvius. Déorpfeld however takes 
another view. He says Vitruvius was mis- 
taken, and that the Greek proscenium was 
not a stage but a background. It repre- 
sented the palace or building before which 
the action was taking place. Actors and 
chorus stood in front of it, in the orchestra. 
The lofty stage-buildings above and behind 
it merely represented the sky. Now this 
theory seems to me impossible. It is absurd 
to suppose that Vitruvius was mistaken. He 
was a professional architect writing about 
his own special subject, and writing at the 
very time when many of these proscenia were 
being erected. His remark about the Greek 
stage is not introduced as an obiter dictum, 
but is made the basis of the distinction 
which he draws between Greek and Roman 
theatres. He had evidently therefore thought 
about the subject. But even if we suppose 
that he could make a mistake of this kind, 
even if we suppose that he had never been 
in Greece, and never seen a Greek play acted 
there, still it is impossible that such an 
absurd error should have remained uncor- 
rected in his book. The connection between 
Rome and Greece was so intimate, that there 
must have been thousands of people in Rome 
who had seen Greek plays performed, and 
knew how it was done. If Vitruvius had 
made this absurd blunder, some one would 
have been sure to point it out to him, and 
he would have had it corrected. 

I think then that the two facts already 
mentioned—first, the fact that Vitruvius 
tells us that every Greek theatre should 
possess a stage of a certain height, and, 
secondly, the fact that all Greek theatres 
after about 300 B.c. are found to possess a 
stage corresponding exactly to his descrip- 
tion—I think these two facts are sufficient 
in themselves to decide the whole question. 
But there is no lack of further evidence. 
Various writers of this later period may 
be cited as witnesses. Pollux, in his 
description of the Greek theatre, says that 
‘the stage is appropriated to the actors, 
the orchestra to the chorus’ (iv. 123 kat 
oKnVn pev iroKpitOv td.ov, 7 dé dpyjoTpa Tod 
xopod). Later on he says that the actors, 
when they ‘enter by the orchestra, ascend 
the stage by means of steps’ (iv. 127, éwea- 
Oovres b€ Kata tiv dpynotpay emi Ti oKNViV 

dvaBaivover dw. kAysdkov). The scholiasts on 
the extant dramas often speak of the per- 
formance in a Greek theatre as being 
partly in the orchestra and partly on the 
stage. The commentator on Svogs 181 
says that the scene must be ‘either upon 
the logeion or in the orchestra’ (éri rod 
Noyeiov 7 eri THs épxjorpas). On 297 he says 
that Dionysus here appears ‘not on the 
logeion but in the orchestra’ (oi« éxt rod 
Aoyetov GAN’ él THs 6pynotpas). The scholiast 
on Knights 149 discusses the question why 
the sausage-seller should ascend from the 
parodos to the logeion (iva, dyoiv, ék tis 
Tapddov ert To Aoyetov avafP7y. dia ti ovv ex THs 
wapooov;). There are other scholia to the 
same effect, which it would be tedious to 
quote. Now in these passages from the 
scholiasts and from Pollux, the point to 
notice is this. They do not merely say 
there was a stage in Greek theatres, but 
they describe the performance as one partly 
on the stage and partly in the orchestra. 
Dorpfeld says they are all mistaken ; that 
they lived after the Christian era, and were 
confusing the Greek theatre with the Roman. 
But this would not account for their 
mistake, suppose there was one. In Roman 
theatres all performances were confined to 
the stage; the orchestra was occupied by 
senators and other distinguished spectators. 
How then can Pollux and the scholiasts 
have got this notion of a performance in 
which stage and orchestra were used at the 
same time? There was nothing in the 
Roman practice to suggest it. It can only 
have been derived from the Greek theatre. 
But apart from this, the suggestion that 
Pollux and the scholiasts were misled by 
their recollection of Roman customs is not 
a fortunate one. It implies that their 
writings were the result of personal obser- 
vation. But noone can read a page of them 
without seeing that they were merely com- 
pilations from earlier sources. The scholiasts 
often mention their authorities, and these 
go back to Aristophanes and Aristarchus, 
and even beyond. Although then they 
wrote after the Christian era, their state- 
ments really represent the opinions of the 
old Alexandrian scholars. When they say 
that Greek dramas were performed partly 
on the stage and partly in the orchestra, it 
is evident that the Alexandrians thought 
the same. The testimony of Pollux and the 
scholiasts is really testimony of the third 
century B.C. 

Another writer whose words appear to be 
decisive on this question is Horace. Horace 
in the Ars Poetica (278), in recounting the 
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dramatic reforms of Aeschylus, says that he 
‘erected a stage on beams of moderate size,’ 
(modicis instravit pulpita tignis), Now it 
is true that Horace is often inaccurate in his 
account of the early Greek drama. It is 
possible that he had not much real know- 
ledge about the reforms of Aeschylus. But 
one thing is certain, that he would never 
have included among those reforms the 
‘erection of a stage,’ unless a stage had been 
a regular part of the Greek theatres of his 
own day. Dorpfeld, in dealing with this 
passage, offers two alternatives. He first 
suggests that ‘ pulpitum’ means the ‘stage- 
buildings.’ But he cites no authority for 
such a meaning, and none is to be found. 
The word ‘ pulpitum’ in Latin always means 
a stage or platform. Then, if the first 
alternative seems unsatisfactory, he suggests 
that Horace has made a mistake, like 
Vitruvius, in attributing a stage to the 
Greek theatre, and that he was confusing 
the Greek theatre with the Roman. But 
Horace, as we know, was for a long time in 
Athens, and must have often seen Greek 
plays performed. It is hardly conceivable, 
therefore, that he should have made a 
mistake on such a simple matter as the 
presence or absence of a stage. 

Many other writers, ranging from the 
third century B.c. to the second century A.D., 
might be cited as witnesses on this question. 
But as they have often been quoted before, 
and the passages are now familiar to every- 
one, I will pass on to whatis more novel and 
interesting—the archaeological evidence. 
The recent excavations of Greek theatres 
have brought to light several facts which 
bear closely on this subject of the stage. 
The evidence derived from this source ap- 
pears to be as fataltothe new theory as is the 
literary evidence. One of the most convincing 
proofs is that afforded by the structure of 
the stage-buildings at Sicyon, Eretria, and 
Oropus. We have seen that, according to 
Dorpfeld’s view, the proscenium was the 
background, and that the action of the play 
took place in front of it, in the orchestra. 
Obviously, in that case, the most important 
part of the stage-buildings must have been 
the rooms immediately behind the proscenium, 
or in other words, behind the back-scene. 
Now what do we find at Sicyon? We find 
that one-third of the space behind the 
proscenium consisted of solid rock. The 
Sicyonians, in order to save the expense of 
erecting a lofty auditorium, excavated their 
theatre out of the rock to a depth of about 
twelve feet. But they attached so little 
importance to the rooms behind the prosce- 

nium, that they did not take the trouble to 
excavate the whole of this part. They left 
one-third of it as it was. It was only when 
they came to the first floor of the stage- 
buildings, the floor on a level with the top 
of the proscenium, that they provided a clear 
space from end to end of the building. 
Their conduct, on Dorpfeld’s theory, was 
very peculiar. But the people of Hretria 
acted in a still stranger manner. They too 
excavated their theatre out of the rock. 
But. they left the whole of the space behind 
the proscenium unexcavated. Consequently, 
at«Eretria, the ground floor of the stage- 
buildings was on a level, not with the floor 
of the orchestra, but with the top of the 
proscenium. There could hardly be a more 
decisive proof that at Eretria the actors 
appeared, not in front of the proscenium, 
but on the top of it. Then there is the case 
of Oropus. Here the stage-buildings were 
built upon the ground, and the rooms behind 
the proscenium were originally open from 
end toend. But later on the Oropians pro- 
ceeded to fill up the greater part of the space 
with earth, and left only a narrow passage 
immediately behind the proscenium. Such 
conduct is irreconcilable with the supposi- 
tion that the proscenium was the back- 
scene. 

Another proof is afforded by the height of 
the proscenium. Vitruvius says that it 
should be not more than 12 feet high, and 
not less than 10. Asa matter of fact most 
of the proscenia which have been discovered 
are about this height. Sometimes they are 
more. The proscenia at Athens and at the 
Peiraeus were about 13 feet in height. On 
the other hand they are sometimes a great 
deal less. At Delos and at Oropus the 
proscenium was only about 8 feet high ; the 
columns which supported the entablature in 
front of it were only 6 feet 6 inches. On 
Dirpfeld’s view, these proscenia, with their 
architectural front, represented the palace or 
other building before which the action was 
carried on. But what are we to think of a 
palace about 50 feet long and only 8 feet 
high? The background at Oropus and at 
Delos, during the performance of a tragedy, 
must have been most peculiar. -We should 
remember that the Greek tragic actor walked 

upon cothurni, which added about six inches 

to his stature. He also wore a mask with 

a lofty onkos which raised his height by 

another six inches. Consequently the Greek 

tragic actor, when equipped for the stage, 

can hardly have stood less than about 6 feet 

6 inches. This being so, if Dérpfeld’s view 

is correct, it follows that the PrOvAganiey 
B 2 
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who took the part of the king at Oropus 
and at Delos must have been just about the 
same height as the columns which supported 
the roof of his own palace. When he made 
his entrance through the central door of the 
palace, he would have to bend his head in 
order to avoid knocking it against the cross- 
beam. Surely the theory is a weak one 
which involves such ridiculous consequences. 
If the Greeks had adopted a background of 
this absurdly diminutive height, without any 
reason for doing so, this fact alone would 
have been strange enough. But it must 
appear stranger still that, having once 
adopted it, they should proceed to add about 
twelve inches to the stature of their actors, 
in order to make the disproportion between 
the size of the actors and the size of the 
palace still more preposterous. 

The reason which Dorpfeld gives for the 
lowness of the proscenium—the background, 
as he calls it—is as follows. He says that 
such proscenia were first erected at Athens 
in the fifth century, and were intended to 
represent an ordinary house of that period. 
But the ordinary house at Athens in the 
fifth century was, he thinks, about twelve 
feet high. To this theory there are several 
answers. In the first place, as we have just 
seen, some proscenia were only eight feet 
high ; which is far lower than any crdinary 
Greek house, either at Athens or elsewhere. 
In the second place there is no clear evidence 
to show that the Athenian house of the fifth 
century was twelve feet high. From the 
remains lately discovered at Delos it appears 
that in the better class of houses there even 
the first storey was more than twelve feet. 
But granting, for the sake of argument, that 
an Athenian house of the fifth century was 
of the size which Doérpfeld supposes, what 
has this got to do with the size of the scenic 
background? The Athenian theatre, we 
must remember, was developed originally as 
a place for tragedy, and not for comedy. 
Comedy, at the beginning of the fifth 
century, was very little regarded. The 
background, therefore, must have been in- 
tended, in most cases, to represent a palace 
ora temple. But why should this palace or 
temple have been made the same height as 
an ordinary house? Moreover the proportions 
must have appeared extraordinary. A 
structure about fifty feet long, and from 8 
to 12 feet high, would be altogether unlike 
any temple or palace. Dérpfeld replies to 
this that it is impossible on the stage to 
represent buildings as large as they really 
are; that in modern scene-painting the 
representations of palaces and temples are 

much reduced in size as compared with the 
originals. This is quite true. But they are 
reduced to scale, and in proper proportions. 
A modern scene-painter, in representing St. 
Paul’s, would no doubt have to make his 
representation much smaller than the actual 
St. Paul’s. 
he would diminish the width at the same 
time. No modern scene-painter would 
produce a temple 50 feet long and 8 feet 
high ; nor can we suppose that the ancients 
would have put up with a similar 
disproportion. 

Again, there is the question as to the 
doors of the proscenium. If it was the 
background, it ought to have had three 
doors, the usual number in a Greek back- 
scene, as Pollux and Vitruvius tell us. 
But in most of the proscenia discovered 
there is only one door. In two of the 
proscenia, those at Megalopolis and Thespiae, 
there is no door of any kind. Even the 
single door, when it is found, is very 
narrow for the central door of the back- 
scene. At Epidaurus it is only 4 feet wide, 
at Oropus only 3 feet 8 inches, at Delos 
only 3 feet 3 inches. A door so narrow as 
this would be altogether unsuitable as the 
central door of the palace, and is quite 
inconsistent with the use of the eccyclema. 
When we come to the Graeco-Roman 
theatres, where the wall at the back of the 
stage has in many cases been preserved, 
there we find everything corresponding 
closely with the descriptions of the grammar- 
ians. There are always at least three doors, 
as we should expect ; and the central door 
is of considerable width. At Termessos it is 
about 7 feet. As regards the absence of the 
requisite number of doors in the proscenium 
Dorpfeld gives the following explanation. 
These Hellenistic proscenia, as we see from 
the remains, consisted of an entablature 
resting on columns. The space between the 
columns was filled in, not with a regular 
wall, but by slabs of marble or wooden 
boards. Déorpfeld suggests that when doors 
were required, they might be provided ad 
libitum by removing the intervening slabs. 
But if three doors were regularly required 
in the dramatic performances, it is most 
improbable that they should not have 
been provided as a permanent fixture in the 
proscenium. It is most improbable that the 
Greeks should have put themselves to the 
trouble of opening out these temporary doors 
at each festival. In any case we can hardly 
doubt thatif the proscenium had been the back- 
scene the Greeks would always have provided 
at least one permanent door, and would not, 

But in diminishing the height . 

E 

77>’ 
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as at Megalopolis and Thespiae, have erected 
proscenia in which there was no door of any 
kind. The absence of a door in these two 
places seems to prove conclusively that 
communication between the orchestra and 
the space behind the proscenium was a 

. matter of no importance. 
There is another piece of archaeological 

evidence which may be dismissed more 
briefly, as it has already been well known 
for many years. JI refer to the vase- 
paintings found in the Greek cities of South 
Italy, and belonging to the third century 
B.c. These paintings represent comic 
scenes acted by the Phlyakes. The Phly- 
akes were a sort of farcical comedians, whose 
performances were not unlike those of the 
oldest Attic comedy. In many of these 
paintings they are represented as acting on 
a stage. In some cases the stage is a rude 
erection of wood. In other cases it is 
an elaborate structure, nine or ten feet 
high, and with columns in front, just like 
the proscenia which we have been dis- 
cussing. Often there is a flight of steps 
leading down to the orchestra. In one case 
the action is taking place partly on the stage 
and partly in the orchestra. One of the 
actors is represented as actually ascending 
the steps to the stage. This evidence 
seems to prove beyond a doubt that in the 
Greek cities of South Italy, during the 
third century B.c., performances were some- 
times given in theatres with a tall stage, 
and that both stage and orchestra were 
employed for the purpose, and were con- 
nected by steps. Dorpfeld now admits 
that this was the case. But he contends 
that the arrangement was an exceptional 
one, intended only for these farces of the 
Phlyakes. For these performances, he 
admits, wooden stages were erected, and 
the exhibition took place partly on the 
stage and partly in the orchestra. But the 
regular dramas—the tragedies and the 
comedies—were performed solely in the 
orchestra. But all this is the purest as- 
sumption. There is not a particle of 
evidence to support it. It is altogether 
improbable that a different arrangement 
should have been adopted in the case of 
these farces, and in the case of the regular 
drama. Moreover, as we have already 
pointed out, in some of the paintings the 
stage on which the Phlyakes are performing 
is obviously a permanent erection, and 
not a mere temporary platform of wood. 
It seems certain therefore that the Greeks 
of South Italy, during the third century 
B.C., provided a stage for their actors in all 

dramatic performances ; and this being <o, 
we can hardly doubt that the same was the 
case in Greece generally. 

I have now mentioned the most important 
of the archaeological discoveries which seem 
to be inconsistent with Dérpfeld’s theory. 
To enumerate them all would make this 
paper too long. The facts already brought 
forward, combined with the testimony of 
Vitruvius and the other ancient writers, 
are sufficient, I think, to prove the exist- 
ence of a stage during the period we are 
discussing. I will now consider the reasons 
which induce Dérpfeld, in spite of this 
apparently overwhelming evidence, to deny 
the existence of such a stage. And first of 
all it is necessary to bear in mind this fact, 
that by the beginning of the third century 
the Greek drama had altered considerably in 
character. The chorus had become a mere 
shadow of its former self. It was often 
discarded altogether. When retained, its 
functions were practically confined to 
singing choral interludes between the succes- 
sive acts. It had no longerany real share in . 
the action of the play. Apparently it 
seldom or never appeared upon the stage. 
Pollux and Vitruvius both say that the 
stage was confined to the actors, and that 
the chorus remained in the orchestra. We 
may ask, what was done in the case of 
reproductions of the old plays of the fifth 
century. The only old plays reproduced at 
this time were those of Sophocles and 
Euripides. When! their tragedies were 
revived, the text was probably rearranged so 
as to reduce the choral part to a series of 
mere interludes. We know for a fact, on 
the testimony of Dion Chrysostomus, that 
the same sort of thing was done in the first 
century A.D. ; and we may therefore assume 
that it had begun to be done as early as the 
third century B.c. The fact that the chorus 
was occasionally discarded altogether in the 
third century is a proof that even when it 
was retained its part was an insignificant 
one. 

To turn now to Dorpfeld’s objections. 
He says that these proscenia of the 
Vitruvian type would have been too narrow 
for the performance of a play. But their 
narrowness has often been much exagger- 
ated, owing to false calculations. None 
of them, as it now appears, were less than 
about ten feet in depth. But a stage ten 
feet deep and fifty or sixty feet long would 
be amply suflicient for the performance of a 
Greek play, when the chorus was confined 
to the orchestra. The fact has been proved 
by actual experience. Most readers of this 
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paper have probably seen the plays produced 
in the theatre at Bradfeld. The stage 
there is only ten feet deep and thirty feet 
long. Yet any one who has been present at 
one of these performances must admit that 
there was plenty of room upon the stage. 
Dr. Gray tells me that on one occasion, at the 
funeral procession in the Alcestis, as many 
as sixty people were bought upon the stage 
at the same time, and without any difficulty. 
It is clear then that the Vitruvian stage, 
which was just as deep and twice as long as 
that at Bradfeld, would have been large 
enough to accommodate both the actors and 
the chorus in an ancient Greek drama, and 
would have been more than large enough 
for the performance of a play in which the 
chorus was practically confined to the 
orchestra. 

Dorpfeld further objects that these Hel- 
lenistic proscenia were too high to have 
served as stages. Their height, as we have 
seen, varied from 8 to 13 feet. No doubt a 
stage of this size would appear excessively 
large in a modern theatre. But in an 
ancient theatre the case was different. 
There were no spectators sitting immedi- 
ately in front of the stage. The audience 
was excluded from the orchestra. Further 
than this, the theatres were of enormous 
size. At Athens the spectator in the top 
row of the auditorium was 300 feet from 
the stage, and 100 feet above it. To sucha 
spectator the twelve-foot proscenium must 
have seemed a comparatively small object. 
In theatres of this kind, where the majority 
of the audience were raised a great height 
from the ground, it would obviously be an 
advantage to have the stage as high as 
possible, consistently with not spoiling the 
view of the people in the lowest tiers. As 
for the objection that the chorus would not 
have been able to converse with the actors, 
if they had been separated from them by so 
great a difference of level, this is answered 
by the fact already mentioned, that by the 
beginning of the third century the chorus 
had ceased to take any share in the dia- 
logue, and merely performed the same sort 
of functions as the band in a modern 
theatre. There is also this point to be con- 
sidered. The highest proscenium of which 
we have any trace was 13 feet, the lowest 
about 8 feet. If then it is urged that a 
proscenium of 13 feet would have been too 
high for a stage, we may reply that it is far 
more difficult to suppose that a proscenium ~ 
of only 8 feet could have served as a back- 
ground. 

Another objection of Déorpfeld’s is that 

in the existing proscenia there is no trace of 
any communication between the stage and 
the orchestra. Now such communication, 
as we have already pointed out, was seldom 
required at this time, owing to the exclusion 
of the chorus from all share in the action. 
When it was wanted, it was supplied by 
temporary wooden steps. Pollux (IV. 127) 
says that the actors, when they enter by the 
orchestra, ascend the stage by steps. 
Athenaeus, the writer on military engines 
(p. 29, Wesch.) speaks of the steps which 
were placed in front of the proscenium for 
the actors. Moreover steps of this kind are 
found depicted in old paintings, along with 
other theatrical accessories, such as masks 
and costumes (Wieseler, Denkmiéil. ix. 15, 
iv. 5). In several of the Magna-Graecia 
vases they are represented in their place, in 
front of the stage. As to their existence 
there can be no doubt. Déorpfeld says 
further that if the stage was twelve feet 
high, the steps would have been so long as 
to project far into the orchestra, and pro- 
duce an ugly appearance. But this result 
might easily have been avoided by placing 
the steps parallel with the stage. At 
Tralles, where there is a stage of the Roman 
type, but much higher than usual, such 
steps are actually found, lying parallel to 
the stage, and on each side of the door 
which leads out from the front wall of the — 
stage into the orchestra. A similar ar- 
rangement might easily have been adopted 
in the Hellenistic theatres. 

In support of his theory Dérpfeld brings 
forward an argument based on the theatre 
at Megalopolis. The arrangement of this 
theatre was peculiar. The place of the 
usual stage-buildings was taken by a large 
hall. or meeting-place called the Thersilion. 
The front of the Thersilion was like an 
ordinary temple facade ; and at the bottom 
was a flight of five steps, each about 13 
inches high. To one side of the Thersilion 
was a long building, apparently called the 
Skavo$yxa, and probably used for storing 
the scenic decorations. In this building 
are the remains of a low wall, running in 
the same straight line as the bottom of the 
flight of steps, and about the same length 
as the stage must have been. Dorpfeld 
supposes that this wall was used for working 
a scaena ductilis. He supposes that, when 
dramas were to be performed, a wooden 
scene-painting was pushed out from this 
wall immediately in front of the lowest step 
of the Thersilion, and served as a back- 
ground. The actors in front of it must 
have been on the floor of the orchestra. 
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But this arrangement appears to be impos- 
sible. If the back scene had been placed in 
the position he supposes, immediately in 
front of the steep flight of steps, the repre- 
sentation of dramas under such circum- 
stances would have been little short of 
ridiculous. The actor entering from the 
back-scene would have had to come down 
these steps to reach the threshold of the 
door. At first little more than his legs 
would have been seen, at any rate by the 
spectators in the upper part of the theatre. 
His whole person would hardly have become 
visible, until he reached the lowest step. 
For a tragic actor to make his entrance in 
this way would have been far from dignified. 
Moreover, in plays like the Hippolytus and 
the Alcestis, where a sick woman on a couch 
had to be carried out, it would have been 
extremely awkward to have to carry her 
down a flight of steps as steep as those at 
Megalopolis. The eccyclema would of 
course have been quite impossible to work. 
Although then the Sxavo6jxa at Megalopolis 
may very likely have been used for the 
storage of scenery, it is clear that this 
scenery, when used, cannot have been put 

- up in the place which Dorpfeld suggests. 
Another argument against the ordinary 

theory is based by Dorpfeld on the remains 
of the theatre at Delos. The structure of 
this theatre was also very peculiar. The 
stage-buildings consisted of a long rect- 
angular erection. In front of it was a 
proscenium of the ordinary type. The 
peculiarity consisted in the fact that this 
same proscenium was continued, though in a 
modified form, round the sides and back of 
the building. Dorpfeld argues from this 
that the proscenium cannot have been a 
stage, as it would be absurd to erect a stage 
all round the stage-building. But if there 
is any validity in this argument, it might be 
advanced just as effectively against his own 
theory. Supposing, as he does, that the 
proscenium was the scenic background, it 
would be equally absurd to provide a scenic 
background on all sides of the stage-building. 
But as a matter of fact, though the arrange- 
ment at Delos was peculiar, there is nothing 
in it which conflicts with the ordinary 
opinion about the Greek stage. It is true 
that the stage-buildings were surrounded on 
all sides by a raised platform ; but the front 
portion of this platform differed considerably 
from the parts on the sides and at the back, 
and was clearly intended for a different pur- 
pose. In front it was an ordinary proscenium 
of the Vitruvian type. It was supported by 
a series of columns ; and the spaces between 

the columns were filled up with boards or 
slabs. On the sides and at the back, on the 
other hand, it rested on square pillars, and 
not on columns; and the spaces between 
these pillars were left open. It is evident 
therefore that the front part was intended 
to serve as a stage; the continuation on the 
sides and back formed a sort of portico or 
colonnade, and was no doubt designed as a 
shelter from the rain. Vitruvius expressly 
advises architects to construct porticoes of 
this kind close to the stage-buildings, for 
purposes of shelter. Inthe Athenian theatre 
the back of the stage-buildings was furnished 
with such a portico. The fact that at 
Delos this portico was continued round 
the sides of the stage-buildings, as well as 
the back, and that it was of the same height 
as the proscenium in front, is no doubt 
peculiar. It was apparently an architectural 
experiment. But it throws no light on the 
stage question one way or the other. The 
front part of the erection at Delos was just 
like an ordinary proscenium. If therefore 
the proscenium in other theatres was in- 
tended for a stage, it must have been intended 
for a stage at Delos. 

The proscenium in a Greek theatre was 
also called the oyetov or ‘speaking-place.’ 
It is so called by Vitruvius; and the word 
Noyetoy occurs in Delian inscriptions as early 
as the third century B.c. This being so, we 
are naturally led to ask how this fact is to 
be reconciled with Dorpfeld’s theory. If 
the proscenium was the background, and not 
the stage, why should it have been called 
Noyetov, or the ‘speaking-place?’ Déorpfeld 
makes the following answer. He says that 
in Greek tragedies the gods used to make 
their appearance on the palace roof, or in 
other words, on the proscenium ; and that it 
was therefore called the @eoAoyetov, and for 
shortness the doyetov. But this statement 
will not bear examination. There are 
several passages in the extant dramas which 
show that when the gods made their appear- 
ance on high, they appeared, not on the 
palace roof, but above it. Cp. Herc. Fur. 
817 irtp Sépwv, Eur. £7. 1233 ddpwv imep 
axpotdruv, Ion 1549 oixwv OvoddKwv brepredys. 
There is also the scene at the end of the 
Orestes, where the palace roof is already 
occupied by Orestes, Pylades, and Hermione ; 
and Apollo and Helen suddenly make their 
appearance above them, and are described 
as ev aifépos mrvxais (Or. 1631). In fact, 
there are only about nine instances in the 
extant dramas, in which the palace roof, or 
the roof of a house, is known to have been 
used by the actors. If then the proscenium 
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was really the back-scene, the top of it must 
have been called the doyetov or ‘speaking- 
place,’ because the actors did not usually 
speak from it. Nine instances out of forty- 
four dramas are not sufficient to justify us 
in regarding it as a regular speaking-place. 

I have now gone through the most impor- 
tant of the arguments which can be brought 
forward on both sides concerning this stage 
question, as far as it relates to the Hellenistic 
period. Some points have necessarily beeu 
omitted, for want of space. But they would 

not affect the result very much either way. 
I think that, as far at any rate as the 
Hellenistic period is concerned, the evidence 
in favour of a stage altogether outweighs 
any considerations which can be adduced on 
the other side. 

106 

I now come to the earlier and: more im- 
portant period, the period of the fourth and 
fifth centuries, when the drama was still in 
reality a choral drama. Of course the posi- 
tion of the chorus differed very much at 
different stages during this epoch. At the 
commencement of the fifth century it was 
all-important ; during the latter half of the 
fourth century it had begun to sink into 
obscurity. Still, speaking generally, we may 
regard the fifth and fourth centuries as a 
time when the chorus still played a signi- 
ficant part. As a consequence the conditions 
of a dramatic performance were very differ- 
ent from what they afterwards became 
throughout the Hellenistic and Roman 
epochs. 

Let us consider first what is the literary 
evidence for the existence of a stage during 
these two centuries. For the fourth century 
we have the testimony of Aristotle. Aris- 
totle in many places (Poet. c. 12, Problem. 
xix. 15 and 49) speaks of the songs of the 
actors as Ta dro THS oKNVAS, AS Opposed to the 
songs of the chorus, 7a rév xopév. Further 
he speaks of the actor’s part as being played 
ext ths oxynvys. His words are 76 ézi THs 
oKnVnS Kal TOV vroKpitov (Poet. c. 24), Ac- 
cording to the usual interpretation of these 
passages he means that the actors played 
their part ‘on the stage’ and sang their 
songs ‘from the stage.’ Dorpfeld however 
proposes to translate amo tis oxynvns as ‘from 
the background,’ and ézi ris oxyvas as ‘ at 
the background,’ and denies that these two 
expressions imply the existence of a stage. 
Now the translations which he proposes may 
be possible, as far as the Greek is concerned. 
But is it possible that the passages cited 

could have had this meaning in Aristotle 
Aristotle’s words seem to imply clearly that 
there was some essential and conspicuous 
difference in the position of the actors and 
of the chorus respectively. But if, as 
Dorpfeld thinks, they all performed together 
in the orchestra, there would be no such 
conspicuous difference. It is true that the 
actors might, for the most part, be rather 
nearer to the stage-buildings ; and that the 
chorus might, for the most part, be rather 
more distant from them. But#practically 
they would be standing in the same place; 
there would be no pronounced ditference. 
It seems to me that Aristotle’s words are 
only explicable on the supposition that the 
actors appeared upon a stage, the chorus in 
the orchestra. 

For the fifth century we have the evidence 
supplied by the use of the word évaBatvew 
in Aristophanes. In three places, when an 
actor comes on, he is said dvaBaivew, though 
the action is supposed to be taking place on 
the level ground (Knights, 148, Acharn. 732, 
Wasps, 1342). It has been proposed in 
these places to translate dvaBaivew as ‘come 
on’ and not ‘come up.’ But such a usage 
of the word is otherwise unexampled in 
Greek. Moreover, in one place—Knights, 
148—it is proved to be impossible. Here 
Demosthenes cries out to the sausage-seller 
avaBatve dedpo, ‘mount up here.’ He then 
shows him the people, the markets, the 
harbours, and tells him he will be lord of 
all. But this is not enough. He says, 
‘You have not seen all yet.’ and adds (169), 
GAN eravafinO. Kawi tévAeov Todi, ‘mount up 
on to this table also,’ and then proceeds to 
show him the islands round about. These 
words show conclusively that advaBaivew must 
mean ‘mount up’ in the previous passage, 
and likewise determine its meaning in the 
other parallel passages. They also render 
it probable that in two other places (Wasps, 
1514, Hecles. 1152), where an actor leaving 
the scene of action is said xaraBaivev, the 
reference is to the stage. 

The evidence just cited from Aristotle 
and Aristophanes appears to prove that 
there was a stage for the actors in the 
fourth and fifth centuries, as well as in the 
later period. We have now to consider 
what was the size and structure of that 
stage. Here the chief evidence is that 
derived from the extant dramas. These 
dramas have been carefully ransacked during 
the last few years, and several treatises 
have been published containing every 
passage that can throw light upon the stage 
question. It is not likely, therefore, that 

i 
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any new points will now be discovered. 
Much of the evidence that has been brought 
forward on both sides of the question is 
really of very little value. It depends upon a 
too scrupulousand literal interpretation of the 
text, or upon a forgetfulness of the fact that 
there is much that is conventional in all 
dramatic performances. For instance, when 
old men are approaching the palace and 
complain of the steepness of the way (Hur. 
Hl. 489, Ion. 727), this fact is supposed to 
be a proof of the existence of a stage. It 
is suggested that they enter by the orchestra, 
and that the ascent of which they complain 
is the ascent on to the stage. But if this 
was so, these old men must have timed their 
entrance very exactly so as to reach the foot 
of the stage just when they came to the 
verses in which they began to grumble 
about the ascent. There would be some- 
thing rather ludicrous in the whole pro- 
ceeding. It seems more natural to assume 
that their remarks had no reference to the 
stage, and that the steepness of which they 
complain was left to the imagination of the 
spectators. 

It will be best then to disregard all 
evidence of this inconclusive kind, and to 
confine our attention to those points which 
really throw light on the question as to the 
relative position of actors and chorus during 
the fifth century. The following facts seem 
to be established. It is evident that the 
chorus sometimes entered and sometimes 
departed by the back-scene. Instances are 
not very common ; there are only about six 
in the extant dramas; still they undoubtedly 
occur. It is evident, too, that the actors 
sometimes entered by the orchestra. They 
must have done so when they entered along 
with the chorus, and they probably did so 
when they entered in chariots or waggons. 
This gives us about ten cases where the 
actors apparently came in by the orchestra. 
They may have done so much more fre- 
quently, but these ten cases are the only 
ones for which there is any distinct evidence. 
On the other hand it was a common practice 
for actors and chorus to depart together 
through the orchestra. Many plays end in 
this way, such as the Humenides and the 
Septem. In Aristophanes it is a favourite 
form of conclusion for actors and chorus to 
go off through the orchestra in a joyful 
procession, The general conclusion then is 
this, that it was not uncommon in the fifth 
century for the actors to enter or exit by 
the orchestra, and for the chorus to enter or 
exit by the back-scene. But when we pass 
on from these entrances and exits, and look at 

the rest of the play, we find that it is very , 
unusual, during the course of the action, for 
the chorus to come on the stage, and for the 
actors to go into the orchestra. The 
instances in which, apart from exits and 
entrances, the actors and the chorus can be 
shown to have come into physical contact 
with one another, are remarkably few. I 

mean such cases as when the chorus try to 
prevent Creon from seizing Antigone, or 
when the chorus of farmers in the Peace 
mount the stage in order to draw the statue 
of Peace out of the well. Opinions may 
differ as to individual cases, but the total 
number of instances does not amount, at the 
outside, to more than about fifteen. The 
conclusion we may draw from this evidence 
is as follows. There was nothing in the 
theatre of the fifth century to prevent the 
actors from moving into the place occupied 
by the chorus, and there was nothing to 
prevent the chorus moving into the place 
occupied by the actors. But except when 
they were entering or leaving the scene of 
action, they do not appear to have usually 
done so, but to have kept apart from one 
another. 

Now what does all this prove as regards 
the stage? On the one hand it proves con- 
clusively that the stage of the fifth century 
cannot have been as high as the ordinary 
Hellenistic stage. If the fifth century stage 
had been twelve feet above the level of the 
orchestra, there would have been the greatest 
awkwardness in actors and chorus passing 
from one place to the other. But on the 
other hand it does not in any way exclude 
the possibility of there having been a stage 
of some kind or another. If we suppose 
that the fifth century stage was lower and 
deeper than that of later times, and that it 
was connected with the orchestra by a long 
flight of steps, or by a sloping ascent, then 
the extant dramas might have been acted on 
such a stage without the slightest difficulty. 
Actors and chorus could easily pass from 
stage to orchestra, or vice versa. The fact 
that they so seldom come into contact with 
one another, except when entering or leaving 
the scene of action, is a strong confirmation 
of the view that there was a stage of some 
kind, and that it was reserved in most cases 
for the actors, while the usual place for the 
chorus was in the orchestra. 
We have lastly to consider how far these 

results are confirmed by archaeological 
evidence. Unfortunately there is very 
little of this. Most of the stage-buildings 
of which remains have been preserved be- 
long to the third and later centuries, But 
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» we still have the foundation walls of the 
stage-buildings erected by lLycurgus at 
Athens about the middle of the fourth 
century. And the oldest stage-buildings at 
Eretria apparently belong to the same 
period. As the two buildings are very 
similar in shape, it will be sufficient if we 
confine our attention to those at Athens. 
The Athenian stage-buildings of the fourth 
century consisted of a long rectangular 
structure, with wings at each end on the 
side fronting the auditorium. These wings 
projected about 17 feet, aud stood about 70 
feet apart. Obviously they were intended 
to enclose the stage. The important point 
to notice here is this. When in later times, 
probably in the second century B.c., a pro- 
scenium of the Vitruvian type was erected 
at Athens, these wings were brought back 
about 6 feet, so that the stage which they 
enclosed might not be more than about 10 
feet deep, the usual depth of the Vitruvian 
stage. The fact then that the wings of the 
old Lycurgean building projected 17 feet 
instead of 11, appears to show conclusively 
that the stage of that period was consider- 
ably deeper than the Hellenistic stage, and 
that its depth was more like 16 feet than 10. 
But since it was deeper, it must have been 
lower. If it had been 12 feet high and 16 
feet deep, the spectators on the lower 
benches would not have been able to see down 
to the back of it. We see then that the 
evidence of the oldest stage-buildings at 
Athens, as far as it goes, is distinctly in 
favour of the view that the early stage at 
Athens was considerably deeper and con- 
siderably lower than that of later times. 

As to the exact height of this early stage 
nothing can be determined. Obviously the 
main purpose of the stage must have been 
to make the actors clearly visible to the 
audience, and to prevent the view of them 
being impeded by the chorus in the orchestra. 
A few feet of elevation would be sufficient 
to produce this result. Dérpfeld, it is well 
known, denies that the view of the actors 
would have been obstructed by the chorus 
standing in front of them. But if we look 
at the plan of a Greek theatre, it is clear 
that if the actors were in the orchestra, and 
the chorus stood in front of them, the 
chorus must have obstructed the view of a 
great many of the spectators. In fact we 
have ancient testimony to that effect. The 
tragic chorus stood in three rows. We are 
told that the worst and most ungainly 
choristers (the Aavpécrarar) were placed in 
the middle row, because they were not clearly 
seen by the spectators. Yet however the 

chorus stood, there could only have been one 
row between these Aavpdorata. and the 
audience. If then the actors had been in 
the orchestra with three rows of choristers 
in front of them, the obstruction to the 
view would obviously have been very much 
greater. And it is important to remember 
that the spectators who would have suffered 
most by this arrangement would have been 
the occupants of the lowest tiers of seats. 
But these seats were reserved as seats of 
honour, and were confined to high officials 
or to distinguished citizens. Hence, if Dorp- 
feld’s theory is correct, the distinction which 
the Athenians bestowed upon their leading 
citizens cannot have been a very enviable 
one. The benches which they assigned to 
them must have been the worst seats for 
view in the whole theatre. 

Dorpfeld further objects that if we sup- 
pose a low stage at Athens in the fifth 
century, the history of the Greek stage 
becomes a very fantastic and _ peculiar 
affair. We have first a stage of five or six 
feet, then in the Hellenistic period it 
suddenly rises to twelve feet, then later on in 
the Roman period it suddenly drops to five. 
His own theory, he says, is much simpler. 
There was no stage at all till the Roman 
period, and then a stage of five feet was 
erected. But the figures given by Dorpfeld 
are quite fallacious. There was no sudden 
rise and fall of the kind he describes. We 
know nothing about the height of the stage 
during the fifth and fourth centuries. But 
when we come to the Hellenistic period, we 
find that the stage was not fixed at 12 feet, 
but varied from 8 to 13. There was no 
settled rule. Architects naturally tried new 
experiments. Different heights were tried 
in different places. Probably there was 
just the same variety and love of experi- 
ment in the fifth and fourth centuries. 
Again, when we come to the Roman period, 
we do not find that the height of the stage 
was suddenly fixed at 5 feet. Some inter- 
esting plans and measurements of certain 
Asia Minor theatres have lately been 
published (Lanckoronski, Stdédte Pumphy- 
liens und Pisidiens), which throw a new 
light on this question. Many of these 
theatres, such as those of Termessos and 
Sagalassos, were among the earliest Greek 
theatres to be Romanised. But we find 
that the height of the stage adopted was 
not, in most cases, 5 feet, but from 8 to 9 
feet. Moreover the stage was not placed in 
the middle of the orchestra, as in the later 
Roman fashion, but remained in just the 
same place as the old Hellenistic pros- 
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cenium. The orchestra still formed nearly 
a complete circle. These examples show 
how gradual was the process by which the 
Greek theatre was Romanised. If we com- 
pare the Graeco-Roman theatre of Ter- 
messos with the purely Greek theatre of 
Delos, the comparison is most instructive. 
Both theatres are almost identical in size, 
structure and general arrangement. The 
auditorium in each extends round two-thirds 
of the orchestra; the orchestra in each 
forms nearly a complete circle. The stage- 
buildings stand well back from the auditor- 
ium. The front line of the stage at Ter- 
messos is in exactly the same position as the 
front line of the proscenium at Delos. The 
height of the stage at Termessos is about 
8 feet, and the height of the proscenium at 

Delos is almost exactly the same. The only 
difference of importance between the two 
theatres is this, that the Roman stage at 
Termessos is longer and rather deeper than 
the Hellenistic proscenium at Delos. Now 
the stage at Termessos was really a stage. 
There is no doubt about it. The upper 
parts have been well preserved, and show 
clearly what its purpose was. Since then 
the stage at Termessos is known to have 
been used by the actors, can we doubt that 
the proscenium at Delos, which stands in 
exactly the same part of the theatre, and 
differs only in being shorter and a few feet 
shallower, was also used for the same pur- 
pose ? 

A. E. Haien. 

THE USE OF PLACE-NAMES IN HISTORY. 

AN ILLUSTRATION. 

In the attempt to solve topographical 
problems of antiquity, what may perhaps be 
called Geographical Tradition is one of the 
methods of research not infrequently em- 
ployed, at least in addition to or in default 
of better. This Tradition, or the use of 
Place-names as a proof of the site of some 
event, has for instance been used as a 
favourite instrument in dealing with the 
well-nigh desperate topographical problems 
of the second Punic War. And indeed if 
ever a historian be justified in employing 
all the means at his disposal, good, bad, and 
indifferent, it is surely when these particular 

problems confront him and demand some 
attempt at solution. Controversy is the 
happy mother of a family of arguments of 
this kind. Thus local Tradition and local 
place-names have been recently involved to 
demonstrate the Little St. Bernard to have 
been the Pass whereby Hannibal crossed 
the Alps. They have been used to support 
the (to me) more than doubtful Sanguineto 

site for the Battle of Lake Trasimene. And 
recently in studying the question of the site 
of the Battle of the Metaurus river I 
have been again and again confronted with 
this same question, viz: what is the value 
of this local Tradition? In the absence of 
many precise topographical details in our 
literary authorities for this battle, the 
question of the justification of the appeal to 
the place-names of the district becomes even 

more urgent than in cases where, as in the 
Trasimene question, our literary information 
is perhaps but too plentiful. The district 
on both banks of the Metaurus teems with 
names of villages, of hills, of bridges, which 
might conceivably be dragged in to support 
some theory of the site of the battle. Four 
such sites at least have been suggested, two 
on the right, two on the left, bank of the 
river, between Urbania and the mouth near 
Fano. In three of these the neighbouring 
placenames may be urged as additional 
evidence. It is not my purpose now to 
discuss this question of the site. That 
perhaps I may hope to do later. But this 
which is really a question preliminary to 
such a discussion seemed to demand some 
attempt at an estimation of its value, to 
clear the ground before the main struggle, 
if this may haply be the result. Even ‘ finds’ 
too may be partly included in this general 
subject of the value of Tradition, when all 
that is left to us is not the ‘find’ but only a 
traditional account of the locality of the 
* find.’ 

It is hardly worth while to repeat here 
the literary account of the battle of the 
Metaurus, as given in Livy xxvii. 43-49 
supplemented by Polybius xi 1-3, Appian, 
Hannib. 52, Dio-Zonaras, ix. 9, and various 
passages in such authors as Frontinus, Florus, 
Eutropius, Valerius Maximus and Ampelius. 
All put together, the information affords 
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much scope for topographical controversy in 
virtue of its deficiency. This much however 
is directly asserted. Hasdrubal’s camp 
was pitched 500 paces distant from the 
Roman, possibly (this is a point of dispute), 
near the city of Sena. On his discovery of 
the arrival of Nero in Livius’s camp (i.e. 
accepting the tale of the great march, which 
is quite another question and does not 
affect my purpose in this paper, though it 
does concern the topographical dispute,) 
Hasdrubal retreated in the night up the 
banks of the Metaurus, seeking vainly to find 
aford. On being overtaken by the Romans 
next day he was compelled to fight, and 
after a desperate engagement Nero’s strategy 
won the day for the Romans. Hasdrubal, 
seeing all was lost, charged the foe and fell 
fighting bravely. His army, save for a few 
survivors whom it was not thought worth 
while to pursue, was cut to pieces or made 
prisoner. 

In the year 1613 one Sebastian Macci 
‘ Durantinus’ published at Venice a work in 
four books entitled ‘De Bello Asdrubalis.’ 
Book iii (pp. 34-56) is a comprehensive 
effort to supplement and correct the literary 
account of the Metaurus Battle by the use 
of local placenames. It is necessary to 
make the preliminary remark that Macci 
intended his work to be a serious contribu- 
tion to history. He had previously published 
a disquisition ‘De historia’ which proposed 
to reduce the art of writing history and the 
principles of evidence to a scientific certainty 
of rule and demonstration, even as Aristotle 
had treated Rhetoric. And Macci’s ‘ De 
Bello Asdrubalis’ seems to have been 
written to exemplify his Theory. In his 
Dedication too Macci explains fully his 
intent is to fill a gap in historical studies 
and supplement the literary sources. After 
commenting on the meagre information 
supplied us by Livy and Polybius he con- 
tinues : Quapropter ego, cui potissimum tota 
haec Metaurensis regio ab summo Apennini 
dorso usque ad mare Hadriaticum probe 
esset nota, non parum semper dolui hance 
tantam nostram provinciam...fecisse historiae 
jacturam ; ita nempe scripta est ut per 
jocum quodammodo ad nos transmissa esse 
videatur.’ Wherefore ‘ad hance unam 
Asdrubalis historiam ex vetustis monu- 
mentis eruendam omnes nervos intendi... 
Non discessi ab Livio, sed quae illi in hac re 
deesse sensi, ad historiae integritatem 
superaddidi ete.’ 

In fact, the author has set out in all good 
faith to give for the first time a full and 
‘complete account of the battle of the River 

Metaurus, supplementing the deficiencies of 
the literary authorities by a use of local 
tradition, local names, local finds. This 
account I propose in the remaining part of 
this paper to give, though compressed and 
summarised, and for this reason: not be- 
cause it becomes at times so amusing as 
even to raise the question of the author’s 
good faith, were this not (as I have said) so 
clearly beyond dispute: but because it is by 
far the best illustration known to me of the 
method of this use of tradition and place- 
names to help to decide topographical con- 
troversy, and of the extreme danger and 
uncertainty of the whole proceeding. Per- 
haps it is not fair to argue ‘Ab hoc uno 
disce omnes.’ But I do think it a lesson 
and an amusing lesson which may teach the 
eager topographical controversialist not to 
place reliance on ‘Traditional sites,’ when 
the tradition or local place-name is opposed 
to, or even uncorroborated by, literary 
evidence. And also I hope it will be of 
some assistance in any future discussion as 
to the site of the battle. 

The method Macci employs of argument 
from place-name to event is so evident from 
his actual account as to need no introductory 
explanation. I proceed then to give that 
account shortly, as an illustration of the use 
of place-names and tradition in history. 
Where I have been able to identify the 
places of Macci’s time with those existing 
to-day, I enclose the modern name in square 
brackets, as also one or two remarks of my 
own. The rest is but an English version 
and a summary of Macci’s own account. 

The Roman consuls then (according to 
this author) were encamped at Sena. Has- 
drubal’s own camp however was on the 
Metaurus, 16 Roman miles away to the 
North. That only 500 paces separated the 
camps is clearly impossible, when we con- 
sider the size of the armies and the strate- 
gic abilities of the generals. ‘ Even if Sena 
could mean the district, and not the town, 
yet the boundary of the district to the 
north is the River Cesano, 3 miles from 
Sena. Thus if Livius had occupied the 
whole district, 13 miles would still have 
separated his camp from Hasdrubal’s.’ 
Thus the river, in any case, “unde 
aquabantur,” was the Cesano. [It is 
interesting to note that this interpretation of 
‘Ad Senam’ is at least suggested as early 
as 1613 in the annals of the controversy. 
Oehler, for instance, seems to think Tarducci 
invented it in 1888, vid. ‘Der letzte Feld- 
zag des Barkiden Hasdrubal,’ p. 6-7.] 

Hasdrubal advanced over the Metaurus 
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to make a reconnaissance, but, observing 
the increased numbers of the Romans, 
retreated again in the night. Next morning 
the consuls crossed the Cesano in pursuit. 
They overtook the retreating Carthaginian 
and forced him to give battle. This ‘first 
battle’ took place on the ‘ plain of Bastia,’ 
situated on the coast south of the Metaurus 
and north of the Cesano, the Carthaginian 
rear resting on the former river. A level 
space for fighting was left free between the 
armies. This was afterwards called ‘ Maur- 
otta’ ‘a superatis Mauris.’ [La Posta 
Marotta is on the coast, 3 Roman miles 
north of the Cesano, and thus some 10 
south of the Metaurus. | 

Hasdrubal indeed had attempted to fortify 
a hill near the Metaurus, but, stayed in this 
attempt by Livius, was forced to fight on the 

the Carthaginian right wing. In the excite- 
ment of the conflict first the respective 
centres were drawn into the fray to help 
their engaged wings, and finally the Gauls 
and Claudius to help their respective centres. 
From sunrise to midday the battle raged 
furiously, till at last the Punic troops gave 
way. Thereupon Hasdrubal ‘ existimans se, . 
si se ipsum incolumem servaret, facile 
posse novum exercitum comparare, ac 
bello iterum Romanos infestare, se coepit 
recipere ex pugna ac fugam cum quampluri- 
mis militibus in summos colles petere.’ It 
is true that Livy says he charged the foe 
and fell fighting. ‘Sed judicio tam meo 
quam eorum omnium qui hance historiam 
diligenter perpenderunt, fugam arripuit, 
atque in aliud tempus et locum magis oppor- 
tunum, obitum suum distulit, ut constat ex- 

Cagli 

plain without fortification of any kind. 
His left wing, the Gauls, he posted, not on a 
hill (as Livy and Polybius) but on the sea, 
‘non tam quod illis magnopere confideret, 
quam quod rebatur eos ab Romanis miran- 
dum in modum pro nomine nationis timeri.’ 

Livy indeed says that the Gauls were 
stationed on a hill. But how can this be, 
when all admit that they formed the left 
wing of Hasdrubal’s army, and that the 
Carthaginians fought in that part of the 
plain nearer Fano, the Romans nearer Sena? 
‘ Ad sinistrum igitur cornu, ubi erant Galli 
adversus Claudium, nullus est collis, tota 
namque planities ab ea parte conjungitur 
cum mari.’ It follows therefore that Livy 
wrote ‘ ex locorum ignorantia.’ 

Owing therefore to the Roman dread of 
the Gallic name and not to any obtrusive 
hill, the battle began between Livius and 

pluribus monumentis, quae paullo infra suis 
locis a nobis referentur.’ [In fact so many 
place-names in the district claim henceforth 
Hasdrubal’s presence as to leave him no 
room for a glorious and speedy death on the 
plain of Bastia. j 

Thus Hasdrubal fled, but in his flight the. 
Metaurus barred his way and he journeyed 
up the river in search for a ford. But the 
Romans pursued hard after, and compelled 
him to stand on a hill, called in after years 
the Mons Maurus ‘ab ipsis Mauris in eo 
colle occisis.’ [Monte Maggiore ?] 

Some of his men however succeeded 
where their general failed, and crossed the 
river. Here.on the left bank they pitched 
two camps, one at Saltaria [Saltara], the 
other at Carthicoetum [Cartocceto]. For 
this is plainly Carthaginiensium Coetus.’ 
And here the fugitives seem to have pursued 
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a tranquil and undisturbed existence. ‘ Est 
autem Carthicoetum sub Fano, ab eoque 

. leges accipit. Sed adversus Fanenses qui 
Romanorum coloni sunt, non secus hostilem 
retinet animum quam Carthaginienses quor- 
um colonia Carthicoetum est olim adversus 
Romanos.’ 

Hasdrubal however has been left on the 
the Mons Maurus. The Romans surrounded 
this on three sides, but on the fourth, where 
this hill abutted on to others, there was left 
a way of -escape. Driven therefore from 
this refuge after a fierce struggle which cost 
the Romans dear, Hasdrubal ‘se recepit in 
alios eminentiores colles.’ Hither also the 
Romans pursued and brought him once 
more to bay 3 miles distant or a little more 
from Mons Maurus. 

So desperate was the resistance offered 
here, so memorable the struggle ‘ut aeter- 
num colli nomen dederit. Nam postmodum 
ibi conditum fuit oppidulum, quod a patrato 
belli facinore Mons belli fuit appellatum.’ 
[M. Bello]. And by this time the Romans 
knew so well their foeman’s skill in flight 
to the neighbouring hills, that they stationed 
troops on the surrounding heights to inter- 
cept escape. Thus they left the river valley 
open and gave Hasdrubal an opportunity 
which he seized. Escaping with the sur- 
vivors of the fight from the Mons Belli he 
descended to the valley and crossed the 
Metaurus by a ford. But Hanno his lieu- 
tenant here parted from him and fled higher 
up into the hills towards the valley of the 
Cesano. The Odyssey of-chase splits into 
two. The consuls, themselves pursuing after 
Hasdrubal, detached a squadron of horse 
to take Hanno. His fortunes we now 
follow first. 

When Hanno spied the pursuing horse, 
he ‘halted on a hill three miles away from 
the Mount of War to await their onslaught. 
But with them came thronging the armed 
peasants of the district to join the chase. 
Whereupon Hanno fled in hot haste to other 
neighbouring hills. Yet one thing he left 
behind him on the hill where first he pre- 
pared to stand, and that was his name. In 
after years a town was founded thereon 
named Urgeannum [Orciano]. For as the 
squadron parted from the consuls to pursue 
him, this was the order they gave its leader. 
‘Urge Annonem.’ And still from the spire 
of the church of this place may be seen 
suspended by iron chains an elephant’s tusk, 
found in the fields near by when the fight 
was done. [Surely this is unsurpassed of 
its kind. ] 

Meanwhile some Roman cohorts had been 
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sent from Picenum and the Cesano to take 
up a position on the hills to stay Hanno’s 
flight. 
away from the Hill of the Pursuit of Hanno, 
another town was built in later years. 
‘dictum et felici auspicio Mondavium, quasi 
montem Avium, haud secus ac si aves ad- 
dixissent.’ Destroyed by Alaric, it was 
afterwards rebuilt. [Ruins of Mondavio.] 

But Hanno had fled to be again overtaken 
by the horse two miles farther up the 
Metaurus valley, on yet another hill. Here 
too a town founded in after years bore the 
name Barchium [ Barchi] ‘a Barchinis mili- 
tibus ibi superatis.’ Near this is a castle 
called in the Italian tongue Reforziatum 
[Reforzata]. For here the peasants rein- 
forced the horse. Thus: with increased 
numbers they pursued yet again after 
Hanno towards Umbria. At last on a hill 
which rose some seven miles away he and all 
with him were overtaken and cut to pieces. 
So afterwards there sprang up here a great 
and rich city named Fractae, ‘ab fractis 
Poenis.’ [Fratte. ] 
Now we return to follow Hasdrubal’s 

fortunes. 
After fording the Metaurus he had barely 

reached the Via Flaminia before the consuls 
came up with him. Another stubborn en- 
gagement ensued, but fortune continued to 
smile on the Romans, who were elated 
already by their former successes. Has- 
drubal therefore ‘fugam Romanis minime 
opinantibus capit.’ In commemoration of 
these events, ‘for an eternal memorial of 
the Roman dead, P. Sempronius Tuditanus 
three years afterwards founded Forum Sem- 
pronii’ [ Fossombrone. | 

Hasdrubal fled up the Via Flaminia, and 
outstripping his pursuers, reached the point 
where the roads divided and he had a choice 
of ways.- One road—the Via Flaminia— 
led through the Furlo pass to the Umbrian 
great central plain. The other to his right 
followed the upper course of the Metaurus 
towards the Apennine chain and Etruria. 
Hasdrubal chose the latter, thinking thereby 
the more easily to leave the Romans behind 
him. The Furlo also was so narrow and 
dangerous a ravine and the river’s banks 
were so precipitous, that though this was 
crossed by a bridge, the way was yet most 
unsuitable for an army in hurried flight. 
The bridge however was attempted by 
some African troops ‘et nunc quoque Pons 
Maurus appellatur.’ [There is no bridge in 
the Furlo cutting to-day. | 

Hasdrubal, continuing his flight up the 
other river, the Metaurus, came ‘ ad parvum 

Here where they halted, a mile~ 
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Hospitium, situm in quodam fluminis tor- 

tuoso flexu, quod nunc vulgata lingua Hos- 

pitalectum nuncupatur.’ Here a road struck 

up to the hills on the right leading to 

Urbinum [Urbino]. But when the fugitive 

looked up the road, he saw that the cohorts 

of Urbinum had gathered in force and 

lining the ridge of hills prevented all escape. 

Forced therefore to continue up the river he 

crossed it by a ford, and afterwards came 

upon a bridge which he crossed, and stayed 
there seeking to break down the bridge to 
hinder the foe from pursuing. But a few 
of the speediest of the Roman horse rode up 
too soon and Hasdrubal fled all the quicker 
till he overtook the rest of his men who had 
gone on before. Then they came to the 

_ place called Castrum Firmidianum, vulgo 
Firminianum. [Fermignano.]| This name 
however has nothing to do with these events, 
but is so called from the villa of a Roman 
citizen named Firmidius, ‘as is proved by a 
very ancient inscription dug up here but a 
few days ago.’ Here there is a bridge over 
the Metaurus, and between the town and the 
bridge an old storied tower, ‘inexpugnabilis 
nisi aenea adhibeantur tormenta.’ This 
tower is now the property of the great- 
grandsons of a brother of Polydore Virgil 
of Urbino, ‘rerum Anglicanarum historici 
elegantissimi.’ When Hasdrubal crossed 
the river here, certainly the bridge was in 
existence. ‘De Turri non ausim affirmare.’ 
He crossed the bridge in question, hoping 
to reach Umbria. Also the Urbinate 
cohorts prevented any further progress up 
towards the mountains. Thus they kept 
the fugitives in the valley and made the 
pursuit easier. 

[Then follows a long glowing account of 
and panegyric on Urbino—after which 
digression— | 

Hasdrubal crossed the bridge therefore 
and marched for Aqualania [Acqualagna. 
This is so.far useful as showing that Tar- 
ducci’s Fermignano-Acqualagna road was 
thought more easy at the beginning of the 
XVIIth century for travellers to the south 
than that over the Furlo.]) But he had 
barely escaped one mile from Firmidianum 
when the Romans overtook him, fell on his 
rear, and forced him to fight. This attack 
the Carthaginians repulsed, and the Romans 
drew back and waited for reinforcements. 
They saw that the country was so far roused 
that Hasdrubal had no chance of ultimate 
escape. The Punic general indeed could but 
fortify a position on a hill at a little 
distance, in the breathing-space thus given 
him, and flee no further. Such good use 

however did he make of his time that on 

arrival of reinforcements the Romans found 

his position impregnable. They therefore 

sate down before the hill and determined to 

starve him into attacking them. 

Now indeed was the Carthaginian plight 

a desperate one. In vain the fugitives 

planned ways of escape. ‘ Deus permittit 

interdum meliores vexari ac saevissimis 

opprimi Tyrannorum iniquitatibus, quo 

acquisitae victoriae laetitia sit maior, ac 

tandem recognoscant Dei benignitate se 

gravissimis calamitatibus fuisse liberatos.’ 

When his provisions were finally exhausted 

Hasdrubal charged down from the hill upon 

the foe in the plain beneath as the day 

was breaking. When after a desperate 

encounter he saw the day was finally lost, 

he spurred his horse into the thickest of the 

foe and fell. 
His body was recovered from among the 

slain and carried off by the consuls for burial 

in a suitable and conspicuous spot elsewhere. 

But the rest of those who had fallen in the 

fray were buried on the hill where they fell. 

And ever since the hill has been called the 

Mons Asdrubalis, and to-day the rustics 

name it M. Asdrubaldo. [% M. Arcello.] 
To the plain where so many noble Romans 

had fallen there came in following days 

many women to bewail their dead, and it 

preserves the name Planctus Mulierum to 

this day. Here too by the stream that 

flows at the base of the hill were found 

many years after a helm and a richly 

decorated piece of horse armour thought to 

be Hasdrubal’s own, and now preserved in 

the Prince’s Armoury at Pisaurum. 
Still some remnants of the Carthaginian 

force had escaped, and fled over the river. 

But no sooner were they come safe to the 

opposite bank than the leaders fell out as to 

the more expedient way of flight. One 

band turned to the right and climbed a 

neighbouring hill—called the Mons Bran- 

dorum [M. Brando|—where, as further 

retreat was cut off by the Urbinate cohorts, 

they entrenched themselves. The others 

fled about three miles up the river and 

halted on the plain now called the plain of 

San Silvestro. Here they built a rampart 

which still remains, and is called the Vallum 

Asdrubalis. [This is the great piece of 

evidence for the San Silvestro site.] Others 

of them built another similar fortification 

just on the very banks of the river, and 

destroyed the bridge over it. This was 

called afterwards the Pons Cratium ‘quia 

post} dirutos areus crates  interpositae 

fuerunt ne eius usus intermitteretur,’ 
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All this resistance was useless. On the 
consuls’ return to Firmidianum, troops were 
despatched which quickly put the refugees 
of M. Brando to the sword, while they 
themselves proceeded against the two camps 
in the plain of 8. Silvestro and destroyed 
the garrisons after one final and_ fierce 
fight. 

All that now remained was to build the 
Tomb of Hasdrubal on some conspicuous spot 
to commemorate their victory. On a lofty 
hill they built it, and this, known before as 
the Collis Silicis, ever after kept the name of 
the Mons Asdrubalis. [Clearly Macci found 
two hills bearing this name.] The Tomb 
was restored and amplified by the famous 
Roman architect P. Fuficius, and _ its 
inscription, though partly illegible owing to 
the wearing away of the stone, is still 

preserved: .fHorum omnium vetustissima | 
elus inscriptio satis luculenta atque elegans, 
licet in multis exesa, effossa inter Castelli 
rudera, fidem minime dubiam facit.’ 
Many and glorious are the monuments 

and buildings of the famous city and district 
of Urbino, but greatest among them is 
Hasdrubal’s Tomb. Thither the princes 
come, and the Antiquarians are gathered 
together. ‘Visitur hoc tam nobile tamque 
vetustum Asdrubalis sepulchrum, una cum 
propinquis propugnaculis, a summis Princi- 
pibus ac viris antiquitatis rerumque gestarum 
studiosissimis.’ 
How much then may be argued from local 

Tradition and the use of place-names to 
demonstrate the site of the battle ? 

BERNARD W. HENDERSON. 
Merton College, Oxford. 

REPETITIONS IN EMPEDOKLES. 

THE reader of Empedokles, as the text is 
restored by Stein, cannot fail to be struck 
by the repetition of certain phrases and 
lines. The recurrent use of convenient 
phrases is characteristic of the epic style 
which Empedokles affects, and in this way 
the repetition of many phrases is accounted 
for. The phrase! ddX’ dye, 11. 19, 74, 96 (cf. 
130, 262), will serve as an example. The 
first half of ll. 36, 61, 76, and the last half 
of Il. 112, 239, 140, are other illustrations of 
what may be expected in an ‘epic’ writer, 
and deserve no special consideration here. 

A second class of apparent repetitions 
may be dismissed with a word, namely the 
repetition of a line for emphasis, with dis- 
tinct statement of the fact that it is re- 
peated (e.g. ll. 60-62 repeated 75-77). It 
amounts to the same thing when a thesis is 
stated, and then repeated at the close of the 
discussion. In this way I explain ll. 66 
and 72. 

Thirdly, there are numerous passages that 
impress the reader as repetitions because 
they deal with much the same thought, al- 
though there is a studied effort to put this 
thought in different language. In ll. 173 and 
248 the language of 67 and 116 almost 
reappears. Lines 69, 70 repeat the thought 
of 61-62 with intentional change of lan- 
guage. The fundamental thought of the 
poem is that all things on the earth are the 

1 { refer to Empedokles by the lines of Stein 
(Bonn, 1852), 

product of four elements moved by two 
forces. The three parts of this thought 
appear again and again, but with intentional 
variation in language so as to prevent a 
sense of monotony. The list of things on 
the earth appears in lines 40 f., 105 f. 
(= 124f.), 252 f. 383 f., 421 f. The four 
elements are mentioned in different terms 
many times: 33 f., 78, 130 f., 187, 197 f., 
(200), 204 f., 211, 215 f., 265 f., 333 f., 
378 f. These repetitions, like those of the 
last group, are examples of a literary device 
appropriate to philosophic poetry. By 
means of it the poet is able to enforce and 
bring home his thought without too much 
wearying his readers. 

There remains another class of repetitions 
which are due, as I believe, to a wrong re- 
construction of the text, and it is with the 
purpose of eliminating the repetitions which 
belong to this class that I have instituted 
this study. 

105-107 = 124-126. Lines 105-107 ap- 
pear in Simplicius 7v 33, 15 and 34r 159, 
22, and their position in this connection is 
confirmed by the quotation of 104-107 in 
Arist. Met. ii. 4, 1000a 29. On the other 
hand the same lines after 1. 123 are found 
only in Simplicius 347 160, 6 ; the text here is 
somewhat uncertain, and the link with the 

preceding by the participle xriGovre is rather 
artificial. Simplicius had quoted these lines 
less than half a page back, and it seems to 
me probable that the lines were inadvertently 
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repeated here— possibly instead of some 
similar enumeration of things on the earth. 

94(-95) = 108(-109) = 114(-115). Lines 
94-95 are the fitting conclusion of the pre- 
ceding discussion of the elements, but they 
have no meaning after 107. They stand in 

Simplicius 34r 159, 3 at the end of a long 
quotation, and it is not unlikely that they 
were repeated at the end of the next quota- 
tion (347 159, 25) by the error either of 
Simplicius or of some copyist. The last half 
of 109 reads like a gloss that has been in- 
corporated into the text. A negative argu- 
ment of less weight for the omission of 
these lines (108-109) is the fact that they 
are omitted Simpl. 7v 33,17. The same lines 
appear in Simpl. 87 33, 21. Here they are 
intimately connected with the two preceding 
lines, but their connection with the following 
lines is forced, and the following lines—as I 
shall hope to show—belong better in another 
connection. Accordingly I propose to identify 
114-115 with 94-95 and to insert 112-113 
before 94-95. The order will then be 90-93, 
112-118, 94-95 (= 114-115). The insertion 
of 112-113 between 93 and 94 is confirmed 
by the fact that 112-113 form the natural 
response to 93, and give a fitting introduc- 
tion to 94—95, 

67-68 = 116-117 (cf. 248). Lines 67-68 
appear in this connection several times in 
Simplicius, and indeed 70-73 appear directly 
after 118 at Simpl. 87 33, 26. Stein inserts 
Simpl. 87 33, 26 as his line 69. My proposal 
is to insert both Simpl. 87 33, 25 and 26 
after 68, in which ease there is no reason for 

regarding 116-117 as different from 67-68. 
So I would read 67-68, 118, 69-73. 

These two changes in the text of Simpli- 
cius, which cut out several repetitions, rest 
on the interpretation of Simpl. 8r 33, 19. 
Stein breaks this passage after 33, 25 and 
inserts 33, 26 as line 69. I propose to break 
it at the point where the meaning halts, 
namely after 33, 22; the first four lines I 
would place after 93 as I have suggested in 
the last paragraph but one, and the re- 
mainder after 66, as I have suggested in the 
last paragraph. 

134 = 138. Line 134, which consists 
simply of the word odatpov, has no reason 
for existence; as the reference in Simpl. 
2587 may perfectly well apply to line 138. 

3 = 228. The close resemblance between 
these two lines may be due to the restoration 
of 228. We may notice however pepiuvas 
(3, 45, 228) and SeiAa (3, 53, 228, 343, 400, 
441, 446) are favourite words with Em- 
pedokles, so that perhaps there is no reason 
to discredit line 228. 

In conclusion I should like to suggest a 
slight emendation of line 85. The text of 
Simplicius at 347 158, 24 reads er’ dcoucw 
(so aH; DE per’ doco); Preller suggests 
yéocorw; Panzerbieter, pe’ ddourw. What 
is wanted is a reference to the four elements, 
with which Love works, though her activity 
cannot be discerned by mortal men. So I 
would suggest peta roiow, since ratra, rade, 
Td are commonly used to refer to the elements 
in the whole poem. ARTHUR FAIRBANKS. 

Yale University. 

ETYMOLOGICAL NOTES. 

I.—IJngens ONCE MORE. 
1 

Repryine to Dr. Fennell (Class. Rev. 
July, 1897, p. 300), I would urge the 
following considerations against the deriva- 
tion of ingens from ‘an indeterminate 
preposition with the root of gi-gnere, ete.’ 

(i) As to Form. 
This explanation requires that -gens be 

explained 1° as a nomen agentis of the type 
of mens, or 2° as an aoristic participle, say 
in-g(n)ens, or 3° as a participle toa root g-é-, 
parallel :’with gen-. The first of these ex- 
planations is morphologically unobjection- 
able, the second is plausible, but the third 
is a form-type usually accompanied by 
reduplication. Bréal (in his Dictionary) 

NO, CII. VOL, XII. 

does, to be sure, compare indiges, but the 
etymology of indiges has, as I shall submit 
below, been misunderstood. 

(ii) As to Signification. 
For all the above derivations of -gens we 

should expect a sense like ‘growing up, 
increasing,’ if in the prefix in- we have a 
preposition; but «gens means rather 
‘grown up, increased,’ and there is some 
difficulty in this shift of meaning. 

(iii). As to the Composition. 
Here there is great difficulty to my mind, 

and this I hinted at when I called the 
preposition indeterminate. I find no such 
development of meaning in éy-yiyvec@ar ‘ to 
be innate,’ nor in ingenuus ‘free-born,’ and 
hence reject the preposition 7m for ingens. 

¢ 
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If Latin has any cognate of dva that 
cognate is an- in anquirere, an-hélare' (cf. 
vy. Planta Osk.-Umbr. Gram. i. p. 97, 
Brugmann Gr. Gram.? p. 218, Bréal et 
Bailly Dict. Etym. s.v. halare). 

In the above statement I have tried to 
set forth at its strongest the argument for 
the derivation supported by Dr. Fennell, as 
well as the other side. I need hardly say 
that the counter-arguments seem to me the 
stronger. 

I also reject the cognation Dr. Fennell 
instances of yiyas with the yévos-group, 
though that derivation is in current use (cf. 
Prellwitz Htym. Wort. s.v.). On the side of 
the signification y/yas meets its very best 
explanation when regarded as a doublet of 
BiBds ‘high-stepping’ (cf. the author, Am. 
Jr. Phil. xiii. 226). The ‘velars’ were in 
all probability not labialised before a (cf. de 
Saussure Mém, 119, n. 2, Brugmann, G7. 
Gram.” 35, Anm., and the author, Proc. Am. 
Phil. Assoc. 1895, p. Ixvi., in answer to 
Bechtel’s contentiometo the contrary in his 
Hauptprobleme, p. 354). If this be true 
*g-a@ would have given normally in Greek 
*ya- that is in an isolated word like yéyas, 
while Bi8ds was affected by Baivw and its 
group. 

Dr. Fennell holds that there are no 
certain examples of Sk. d- or Grk. a- akin 
to words beginning in m followed by a 
vowel. He will, I take it, not object to my 
citing the initial gradation na*-/n- any 
more than to ma*/m-. All scholars agree 
without any prominent exception, so far as 
I recall, that the privative a- of Sanskrit 
and Greek is a weak form of ne ‘ not.’ 

Fick (B.B. v. 168, vii. 95), Bury (ib. vii. 
80-, 338-), Bezzenberger (7b. v. 168 footnote) 
suggest a large number of cognations based 
on the phonetic change denied by Dr. 
Fennell. I agree with G. Meyer (G&. 
Gram.’ p, 52 Anm.), that very few of these 
have any claim to probability. But some 
of them are, we must allow, very plausible, 

1 The derivation of anhélure from a preposition 
with Adlare is, I am convinced, erroneous. The root 
of Lat. anima, Grk. tveuos, Sk. Gnila-s, is ana-. As 
other ‘dissyllabic’ roots frequently show in Sanskrit 
~@ (‘from 4’?), I would connect anhélus ‘gasping’ 
directly with Sk. dnila-s ‘wind’ (cf. dniti ‘he gasps’). 
The é of anhélus shows the same riddlesome variation 
in colour (@ and not &@) shown by &vewos ; while its 
length as well as the # may well be of secondary 
origin—by association with hdlare—or we may here 
have the result of an Aryan a (?). 

I am also not in accord with the derivation of 
halare from a noun-stem *an-s-lo-, even though this 
is a very neat phonetic feat. To me halare looks 
very much like an extension of hd, the sighing inter- 
jection. 

more particularly the following, all from | 
Fick’s first article. 
| aya-, ayav ‘sehr’: peya ‘gross, sehr.’ 

dyapor ‘bewundern, hochhalten’: Sk. mah- 
verherrlichen, herrlich sein.” 

Noreen (Ungerm. Lautlehre, § 31,5) adds 
Sk. mddhyas, Lat. medius...‘in der mitte . 
befindlich’: Germ. wntar ‘zwischen, unter-,’ 
cf. Sk. ddhas <*mdh- ‘unten.’ 
We can hardly refuse to consider that 

*n-sme (or *ns-sme), the base reconstructed 
for Lesbian dupe ‘us,’ Sk. asmd-, is in grada- 
tion either with me- of the ace. sg., or ne- 
of the plural stem (Lat. 76s). 

The following examples of na*-/n- are ac- 
cepted by Wackernagel, Altindische Gram- 
matik, § 7. 

(1) Sk. dbh-ri ‘Hacke’ : nabh- ‘bersten’ 
(Fick, B.B. vi. 238, Hoffmann, 7b. xviil. 
287). 

(2) Sk. dsta- Heimat: nas- ‘einkehren’ 
(Bartholomae, X.Z. xxix. 438 Anm.). 

(3) Sk. aktd- ‘night’: Lat. noct-cs ‘of the 
night’ (Benfey, S.V. 3, Bury, B.B. vii. 338, 
Bartholomae, 7b. xv. 20). 

(4) Sk. addha <‘ gewiss,’ Avest. azda ‘Ge- 
wissheit’’: Sk. medha from *mazdha ‘ Kin- 
sicht’ (Johansson, J./’. ii. 30). 

(5) Sk. abhrd- ‘Wolke,’ Grk. agpds, Lat. 
imber : Sk. ndbhas, Gk. védos. 

The above examples will convince the 
reader that a large number of scholars 
recognise the probability of the existence of 
the gradation called in question by Dr. 
Fennell. 

It is altogether likely that dyav is an ace. 
fem. adverb from a stem *dyo- as Dr. 
Fennell explains. Still the loan-word 
theory is not a very cogent one, and there — 
is nothing either to disprove the claim that 
dyov is a neuter adverb of participial nature 
like 7av. 

IT submit again that the comparison of 
Lat. ingent- (from *mgent-) with Sk. mahdnt- 
presents fewer difficulties than either of 
the current etymologies. 

I1.—LatINn mons, ‘ PEAK.’ 

Cognates of the stem mont- have seemed 
to be lacking almost entirely. Wacker- 
nagel K.Z. xxxiii. 571 sq.) explains very 
attractively the word potca ‘muse’ from 

2 Accepted by Brugmann with a qualifying ‘wol’ 
(Gr. ii. § 575), and cited without expression of 
opinion by G. Meyer (Gk. Gram.* § 448); disputed 
by the author, Am. Jr. Phil. xv. 427, footnote 1, on 
grounds no longer cogent if ingent- is a cognate of 
Sk, mahdnt-. 
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*yovr-ya- ‘a mountain dweller, oread.’ 
Wharton in his EZtyma Latina s.v. mons 
writes a base MoNTi- and compares MNTi- 
Ags. mund. protection, Eng. mound: 
‘refuge.’ Just what his conception is I am 
not sure that I grasp from so abbreviated a 
statement. Perhaps it is that this stem 
belongs to the root men- ‘think’ and mons 
was first a memorial or grave mound, and 
then came to be metaphorically applied to a 
natural elevation of land. The implicit 
metaphor is not impossible, and may even 
have been natural if the Italians came from 
a flat country to Italy. 

Wackernagel’s explanation of potoa just 
mentioned would set the problem back of 
the Italic period, and it remains to see 
whether other cognates do not show them- 
selves in a sense susceptible of a more direct 
connection with mons. 

I propose to apply to méné- the gradation 
ma*/m-, and I further assume that *munt- 
would give yné- while the latter might be in 
certain cases indistinguishable from “-. 
Homer uses the adverb dvavra ‘uphill’ and 
-avra might be explained on the lines of our 
assumption. We may explain as further 
cognates O.H.G. andi ‘brow,’ O.Ir. étan, 
and, with generalised meaning, Sk. dnta-s 
‘end.’ Our common use of the phrase 
‘brow of the hill’ is guarantee enough for 
the relation of O.H.G. andi ‘brow’ to Lat. 
mone- ‘ hill,’ 

There is still another Greek word that 
suggests itself in this connection viz. pevOxjpy 
‘brow,’ not given in Liddell and Scott, but 
to be found in Prellwitz’s Htymologisches 
Worterbuch. I still believe (cf. Am. Jr. 
Phil. xvi. p. 3 footnote 2) that the question 
of the tenuis aspirata in Greek is unsettled 
and that neighbouring nasals and liquids 
exercised an aspirating influence on the 
tenues (spite of G. Meyer, Grk. Gram.® 
§ 207). Thus it seems to me possible that 
the root of pevOypn is ment-. We might 
with so solitary a word operate with a 
vulgar aspiration, or fall back on the 
Boeotian verb ending -v6y= Attic -vra1, and 
suspect dialectic variation. If we may set 
up an Aryan stem ma*nt- ‘ peak, point’ we 
may refer to it the Latin words meniula 
‘membrum virile’ and mentum ‘chin.’ In 
Sanskrit the stem matht means ‘twirling 
stick.’ Such a stick was pointed and 
twirled rapidly about in another bit of 
wood to create fire by friction. 

Beside the stem mathi- stands one entirely 
like it in inflexion, viz. pathi- ‘road.’ The 
latter is represented in Latin by pont- 
‘bridge,’ and if mathi- meant primitively 

‘point,’ then Latin mont- ‘peak’ is its 
cognate, and has. preserved the same flexional 
type. 

IUI.—Jndigetes. 

~The etymology current for indigetes (indu 
+gen-) is obviously of the popular variety, 
and may be read between the lines: of 
Servius himself on Verg. Georg. i. 498: 
patrii Dii sunt, qui praesunt singulis 
civitatibus, ut Minerva Athenis, Juno 
Carthagini: Indigetes autem proprie sunt 
Dii ex hominibus facti, quasi in Diis 
agentes. Here, passing over the etymolo- 
gical Zwsus of Servius himself, we note that 
the Great Gods were indigetes. This is also 
seen in a passage from Macrobius (8, 1. 17): 
virgines vestales ita indigetant, Apollo 
Medice, Apollo Paean. 

Alongside of ¢ndigetes stand indigetare 
‘invoke’ and indigitamenta ‘book of rites, 
prayers, and the relation of meaning 
between them, if zndigetes be taken to mean 
‘home born,’ like indigena, is very far to 
seek. 

I propose therefore to divide our word 
ind-ig-et-es, and compare Sk. yajatd- ‘ holy, 
divine’: the root yaj- ‘ honour, sacrifice to.’ 
Thus ind-ig-etes means ‘ divine, consecrated, 
deified.’ In Greek we receive great support 
for this explanation in dyiZew ‘hallow by 
sacrifice,’ and évayifew ‘make offerings to 
the dead or Manes.’ The Greek preposition 
év- is of course identical with ind- in 
indigetare. 

It is an interesting phenomenon that in 
Sanskrit there is a ¢e- suffix instead of a ¢- 
suffix and the development of meaning was 
doubtless from ‘honoured’ to ‘ honourable’ 
(cf. Lat. acceptus which has passed from 
‘accepted’ to ‘acceptable’). The ¢- suffix 
is of course prevailingly active (but com- 
pare dyve-r- ‘unknown, not knowing,’ 
mpoBdy-t- ‘thrown forward, springing for- 
ward,’ and dopixpy-r- ‘ spear-pressed,’ Brug. 
Gr. ii. p. 368, § 123), and the ée- suffix 
prevailingly passive. This furnishes us 
with the clue to the difference in the stems 
in Latin °¢g-et- and Sk. yajaté- which last 
has been assimilated to a past participle in 
regard of its suffix. 

From the phonetic standpoint there is no 
difficulty in Latin: ind-ig from in+tag- 
shows the same treatment as inicere from 
in+tacere. The d of indigetes either comes 
in by way of popular association with 
indigena, or was patterned after metrical 
archaisms like indalbare, indaudire, ete. If 
we may judge from inicere the initial 

c 2 
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syllable of *inigetes would also have been 
long by position. This factor too must 
have been of weight in the orthography of 
indigetes, particularly as we know there 
was a vulgar or dialectic variation between 
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nd and nn, as in tennitur for tenditur 
(Lerence, Phormio, 330). 

Epwin W. Fay. 
Lexington, Va. 

ETYMOLOGICAL NOTES. 

Consus, the god to whom the Consualia 
were sacred, is expressly stated by Varro 
and Dio. Hal. to be the same as Neptunus 
Equestris : in other words Consus was an 
ancient god of horses—cf. Tertullian de 
Spectaculis Cap. V: Exinde ludi Consualia 
dicti, qui initio Neptunum honorabant. Cf. 
old Sclavonic koni, Russ. kon’, horse. 

Gradivus seems hard to separate from 
IUVE KRAPUVI (lovi Grabovio) of the 
Umbrian Iguvian tables: the meaning 
seems to be ‘the shouter’ from the root 
,/gra, found in Slavonic igra, play, dance : 
,/gra signifies ‘shouting’ vide Miklosich 

ON THE QUANTITY 

In my History of Greek Literature I 
marked the t of Aerrivys long as contrasted 
with the short sin Aicyivns. I have been 
asked by several scholars to state my 
authority for this distinction, and am the 
more anxious to do so, as I now realise 
that it goes to some extent beyond the 
evidence. 

The scansion Aicyivys is proved by Theocr. 
xiv, 2 &ce. For Aerrivys my authority was 
Fick Griechischen Higennamen xxxv seq. 
After quoting names in -inos like “Epyivos, 
Xappivos, Fick proceeds: ‘ Neben-ivoserscheint 
seltner die Nebenform -ivys, -ivas wie -tas 
neben -os, -evas neben -evos auftritt.’ He then 
quotes 14 names in -wys, -ivas (not including 
either Aiocyivns or Aemtivns): e.g. KadXivys 
(KadAivos), Aecvkivns (Aecvxivos), Iparivas 
(IIpwrivos). The last case seems the 
clearest ; IIpativas being regular Doric, 
with the characteristic -as=-os. The name 
Leptines occurs, so far as I know, only 
twice in poetry. Archil. 70 Bgk. 

a UA \ a * 

Totos avO@parro.ct Ovpos, Made, Aerrivew rai. 

and Rhianus Anth. Pal. xii. 93. 
\ ? A ca 

“Hy 8 ézi Aerrivew orpaiins Sepas, ovkete yvia. 

Whh. der Slav. Sprach. p. 95. This will 
tally with Juvenal’s simile of ‘ Gradivus 
Homericus.’ 

The word viverra (a ferret), Plin. V.H. 
vili. 81, used in Pliny’s time, as now, to chase 
rabbits, and imported from Africa for the 
purpose, is a loan-word brought by trappers 
from the north with the skins which they 
supplied to the Romans. The Slavonic 
word is vévera a squirrel: in O. Prussian 
vaivaras signified a weasel; cf. Miklosich 
p. 389. 

H. A. Strona. 

OF NAMES IN -wys 

The first of these is inconclusive: the 
latter tends in favour of 7, since the Ionic 
Genitive in -ew ‘must always be read as one 
syllable.’ (Weir Smyth, Jonic, § 428 ef. 
§ 446: ‘Tonic -ewy is invariably mono- 
syllabic).’ For this reason I marked 
‘Leptines’ in accordance with Fick’s rule 
and with the apparent usage of Rhianus. 

However, Rhianus is not quite conclusive : 
he may have taken an unusual licence with 
a name otherwise unmanageable in elegiacs, 
and have sought to justify himself by “AXrew 
ds Acdeyeoou in ® 87 ; (cf. the late epigram 
in Weir Smyth’s note lc.) And as for 
Fick's rule it seems to crumble away upon 
closer examination. Of his 14 names in 
-ivys -ivas, 1 can find no single instance where 
the u is certainly long, while there are two 
where it is short. These are Mupivys (cf. 
Moupivos, Mupivn) in poet. ap. Ath. 32b, 132d, 
and Sy.xptvys in Menander’s Aspis. Of 
course Mupivys, as the name of a wine, and 
adjectival, may not be evidence for real 
proper names. ytxpivys rests upon an 
emendation of Bentley’s (MS. cyixpyv 4%), 
but if the form with = was used at all by 
the Comic poets (see the strong evidence in 
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Kock ad. loc.) the -w- must be short. They 
would not invent a name which could not be 
used in iambics. 

Ilv6ivas is marked -iv in Pape’s Lexicon, I 
suspect by a misprint, since in similar names 
Pape marks -iv. The name only occurs, I 
think, in Delphian prose inscriptions ; e.g. 

— «Collitz 2023. 1f "Epacwddys (-w-) is the 
right form in Ar. Hanae, 1196 we may infer 
’Adkivadas in Thue. v. 24: but the variant 
spelling -sdys is probably correct in both 
eases, and the patronymics come from 
’Epacivos, ’AXxivos, rather than from “Epacivys 
"AXkivys. 

The upshot seems to be that our evidence 
is at present inconclusive. The suffixes -ino- 
-Ina- are well established in Greek proper 

names (Kparivos &c.) as well as in words like 
’ayxoTives, Kopaxtvos, xolpivn (Brugmann 
Engl. Trans. ii. p. 157 § 68) : -ino- -Ina- are 
common in adjectives (dpvuvos, ¢yywos, 
dvOpdérwos) and are found in such quasi- 
proper names as Muppivy &e. We find 
conclusive evidence for Aicyivys and slight 
indications in favour of Aerrivys. Etruscan 
forms like Caectna may or may not be 
analogous. 
May I at the same time correct a more 

serious error which escaped my notice on p. 
398 of the same book? Galen is there 
placed in the time of ‘Augustus.’ It. 
should of course be ‘ M. Aurelius.’ 

GILBERT MurRAY. 

A THEMISTOCLEAN MYTH. 

Ir has sometimes been asserted that myths 
may owe their origin or at least their form 
to works of art, of which the meaning was 
misapprehended. Such myths would form 
an interesting variety of the aetiological 
species. Hitherto 4t has not been easy to 
point to satisfactory instances of the variety." 
Recent investigation offering us a curious 
instance of a myth which seems to owe its 
shape to a well known statue, it seems worth 
while to set forth briefly its character and 
history. 

I can claim no merit of discovery in the 
matter. The credit of discovering the evid- 
ence belongs to Dr. Rhousopoulos of Athens ; 
the application of the evidence to the question 
of the origin of a myth is due to Dr. C. 
Wachsmuth.? I have only worked out their 
suggestions in more detail in order to present 
an interesting discovery to a wider English 
audience. 

In regard to the circumstances of the 
death of Themistocles at Magnesia we have, 
as is well known, varying accounts. Thucy- 
dides (i. 138) states that he died a natural 
death, though some asserted that he poisoned 
himself, because he was unable to carry out 
the promises he had made to the Great 
King. Thucydides must here refer to the 
tale which is alluded to in the Knights of 
Aristophanes (1. 83) :— 

Bedricrov hiv aipa tai’peov TEV, 
6 @euurrokdéovs yap Gavaros aiperwrepos, 

1 Compare, however, Milchhoefer in Ath. JMiith. 
v. 45; Goblet d’Alviella, Migration des Symboles. 

2 Rheinisches Musewm, 1897, p. 140. 

which shows that the belief that Themistocles 
had died of drinking bull’s blood was accepted 
at Athens in s.c. 424, and had almost given 
rise to a proverb. Of later writers Cornelius 
Nepos follows Thucydides. But Plutarch 
and Diodorus both accept the tale of the 
bull’s blood. Modern historians naturally 
prefer the Thucydidean story of a natural 
death. In so doing they follow the line 
already taken by Cicero (Brutus, xi.). That 
writer asserts that it was Clitarchus and 

Stratocles who invented the story that 
Themistocles sacrificed a bull, and receiving 
its blood in a patera, drank it and died. 
Cicero adds that this version was naturally 

preferred by later writers as more susceptible 
of rhetorical and tragical embellishment; and 
here he seems to express the truth. 

Themistocles is not the only celebrated 

man who was said to have thus met his 

death. Among prehistoric heroes Jason and 

Midas thus died ; among historic characters 

Psammenitus, and Smerdis the brother of 

Cambyses. Hannibal is also by some said 

to have committed suicide by drinking bull’s 

blood in imitation of Themistocles. The 

earlier of these reputed poisonings can only 

have been vouched for by vague rumour. 

The manner of the suicide of Hannibal is 

probably an invention of the rhetoricians.® 

It seems fair to assume with Cornelius 

Nepos, Cicero, Grote, and others, that the 

historic fact was, as Thucydides says, that 

Themistocles died a natural death, and that 

3 See Roscher in Newe Jahrbiicher fiir Philologie, 

1883, p. 158. 
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the story of the suicide by drinking bull’s 
blood was a myth. Let us then examine 
the myth and separate its elements. A 
myth may fairly be regarded as having 
commonly three parts, an ethical motive, an 
intellectual justification, and a body or form. 
The motive of the myth before us may be, as 
Cicero suggests, merely the desire to have a 
tale suited to rhetorical and tragical treat- 
ment. Or there may have been mingled 
with this, very Greek, motive, one more 
strictly moral, the feeling that one who like 
Themistocles had been a traitor to Greece, 
ought not to have died in his bed. Mingled 
with this ethical element are others of a 
more intellectual or rationalistic kind. 
Thucydides records, as we have seen, the 
explanation that Themistocles slew himself 
because he could not fulfil his promises to 
the Great King. Another explanation is 
given by Diodorus!, that Themistocles in- 
duced Xerxes to swear that he would not 
attempt again to invade Greece save with 
him as general, and then committed suicide 
heroically, and so secured Greece from Per- 
sian attack. The two explanations seem 
alike to have arisen in the schools of rhetoric. 
We have a glimpse which suggests of how 
flimsy material much of Greek history is 
made up. 

There yet remains for consideration the 

body or form of the myth. Why is Themis- 
tocles said to have sacrificed a bull and then 
drunk its blood? It is the more desirable 
fully to explain this form, because it was 
already fixed at the earliest time to which 
we can trace the myth, B.c. 424. 

It is impossible that any one could drink 
bull’s blood, and straightway fall dead. I 
am informed on excellent physiological 
authority that there is nothing poisonous in 
the blood of bulls. ‘To drink hot bull’s 
blood would be unpleasant, and might make 
one ill, but it would not be fatal. Pliny? 
writes ‘Taurorum (sanguis) celerrime coit 
atque durescit, ideo pestifer potu maxime.’ 
This is at the least a great exaggeration 
It is possible that the popular notion of its 
poisonous character may have arisen from 
the use of the blood of victims by priests, 
first for producing a temporary inspiration, 
and secondly, as an ordeal. When used as 
an ordeal fresh blood or even less injurious 
substances might when allied with a guilty 
conscience prove fatal. 

TEXAS DSsd: 
2 N.H. xi. 222, cf. xxviii. 147. 
3 See Frazer, The Golden Bough i. 34. Pausanias 

(vil. 25, 18) mentions the draught of bull’s blood as 
an ordeal to test the chastity of the priestess. 

The belief that Themistocles took bull’s 
blood as a poison, almost to a certainty arose 
out of the details of a statue of the hero 
erected at Magnesia, the place of his 
decease. : 

Thucydides (l.c.) tells us of a monument, 
pvypecov, set up at Magnesia in Ionia 
in memory of Themistocles. Cornelius 
Nepos gives us a hint of the character of 
this monument. It was a sculptural group, 
statuae in foro Magnesiae. In the Athenian 
Mittheilungen for 1896 (p. 22), Dr. 
Rhousopoulos of Athens publishes a coin of 
Magnesia, struck in the reign of Antoninus 
Pius, which almost beyond doubt gives us a 
trustworthy representation of this monument. 
It was in the form of a bearded statue of 
the hero, naked, wearing a wreath, holding 
in the left hand a sword, in the right a 
patera over an altar, while a bull lies dead 
at its feet. The identifying inscription, 
OEMICTOKAHC is added in the field.* 
The statue is quite in the style of the earlier 
fifth century. 1t reminds us especially of 
the naked bearded figure at Munich 
commonly called a heroic king, but regarded 
by Furtwingler as Zeus,® which dates from 
about B.c. 460. 

Dr. Rhousopoulos sees in this statue a 
representation of the last scene of the life 
of Themistocles. This appears to me a 
mistaken view; and I do not hesitate to 
prefer to it the interpretation suggested by 
Wachsmuth, which I have worked out in 

more detail. 
The accessories of the statue are intended 

to show clearly in what light Themistocles 
was regarded by the people of Magnesia, 
namely as a civic hero or oixorys. The 
offerings which were brought to persons 
raised to heroic rank were libations, and a 
bull, usually sacrificed at an annual 
festival. The animal was slain at the tomb, 
and its blood allowed to run into a trench. 
The ceremony was called Botv évayifev® as 
opposed to Podtv Ovew, the word Qvew being 
usually reserved for the Gods. Slain bull 
and patera were added, it would seem, to the 
statue, to show that Themistocles held 
heroic rank. But how natural and 
easy it was for stupid people, among whom 
myths frequently take their rise, to see in 
these same accessories allusion to the manner 

4-The 
T'patov. 

5 Meisterwerke Pl, xxiii, xxiv: Masterpieces, p. 
212. 

6 See Hdt. ii. 44: Diodorus iv. 39. &c. Cf. the 
inscription in Kaibel, Epigr. Gracce, No. 461, uexpts 
ep iuav h méAts Tadpov évnyiCey : also the inscrip- 
tions of the Diogeneion at Athens. 

magistrate’s name is ém AtooKoupliov 
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of the death of Themistocles, and thus to 
furnish an embodiment for the conviction 
that he must have met with a violent and a 
self-inflicted death. The very form of the 
myth as Cicero gives it, hunc isti aiunt, 
quum taurum immolavisset, excepisse san- 
guinem patera, et eo potu mortuum concidisse, 
seems to point direct to the statue as it stood. 

Here then we have an excellent instance 
of the rise of a myth, not out of words 
‘misunderstood, but out of a statue mis- 
interpreted. And a specially interesting 
feature is the rapidity with which the myth 
sprang up. ‘Themistocles was banished 
about 471, after which he lived for several 

years in Asia. The Knights was acted in 
424, Within some forty years of the death 
of Themistocles, and during the lifetime of 
hundreds who had known him, this curicus 
myth in regard to his death arose, and had 
become so generally accepted as to be almost 
proverbial. There is in some quarters a 
notion that myths in regard to historical 

persons take a long time to spread and find 

acceptance. One would like to know on 

what evidence this view is based. At all 

events we have in the myth before us an 
instance to prove the contrary of it. 

Percy GARDNER. 

. VARIOUS EMENDATIONS. 

ARISTOPHANES, Vesp. 765 sqq. 

BA. GAN évOadi 
EY “ / , a > / 

avTod pevev Oikale Totow oikéras. 
®I. epi rod; Ti Aypeis ; 
BA. Tavd’ amep ékel mpatreTat 

9 X , Cyn a4 c \ / 

oT THY Ovpav avewksev 1) onKis AdOpa, 
Ga hd > \ NST, 4 TavTHNS eTLBorAny Wypiet play povnv’ K.T.A. 

The point lies in the awarding of petty 
punishments to petty crimes. Editors who 
have tried to keep ravrys have explained 
(1) rijs dikys, which is far to seek, and, when 
-sought, is hardly a satisfactory genitive, (2) 
THs onxidos. For the latter, the dative is a 
much more natural case, and hence tavry y’ 
of Blaydes. But, even admitting tavrys 
exiBodiyv to be capable of meaning ‘a fine in 
her case,’ what is to be understood with 
piav? The commentators say dpaxyyv. Yet 
this word is not (as in such idioms it should 
be) at once suggested by the context and by 
usage. Moreover, even if the plural dpax- 
pas is in certain circumstances easily omitted 
with numerals, e.g. yiAias, it does not follow 

- that the singular dpaypiy is to be omitted 
with piav. We can say in English ‘I will 
charge him five hundred,’ viz. ‘pounds,’ but 
we cannot equally say ‘I will charge him 
one. Such expressions are decided by use. 
Again, would a Greek master fine a slave 
‘only one drachma’ as a paltry infliction for 
a paltry offence? In the land of the triobol 
the sum would be a large one to a slave, 
even if money-fines were likely in such a 
case. 

If any word is to be supplied, it should 
rather be wAyyyv; but the truth lies other- 
wise. I feel convinced that we should read 

Bradrys exiBodiv Wyre play povyv 

‘you shall vote one single application of the 
slipper.’ émBodjv then contains a neat 
play on the sense of ‘fine,’ and that of 
eriBdddew mAnyds. For ‘slippering’ (not 
yet obsolete as a punishment) cf. PAavrow ; 
Lucian, De Conse. Hist. 10, watopeves b70 THs 
’Ophddrys TG cavdariw ; Terence, Hun. v. 7, 4 
(1028), ete. 

Theocritus, xiii. 8-15 (Heracles and 
Hylas). 

‘ ‘\ © 

Kal vw TavT’ edloake, TaTHp aoel pirov via, 
¢ \ 3 \ NSN a AN ” 

docu paday ayaGos Kat Goldos avTOS EyEevTO 
ee 

xopis 8 oddéror’ js - 

n~ 4 / wv 

Ws avTO KaTa Gvpov 6 Tals TEeTovapLEvos EL), 
A > : \ +” Nee) , 

taird 0° eb Exwvt és ddabwvov avdp’ droBain. 

There is no need to detail the suggestions 
hitherto made upon the last line. The exact 
sense required is not, perhaps, so certain as 
in the case of some other corruptions, but I 
think the following restoration satisfiesall the 

conditions, most of the mischief having been 

done by erroneous breathings and an iota 

subscript. Read 

avt® 8) «6 cixadyv és ddabwov avdp’ amo- 

Bain 
‘and that, an image (copy) of himself 

(Heracles), he might turn out a genuine 

man.’ aito eb=éavrov. Hylas was to be 

an exact copy of Heracles. 
[In the fragment of Eubulus xvBevras, 1, 1 
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(in the MSS. of Athenaeus) one MS, gives 
eiAxov, but another etkov]. 

Theocritus, xiv. 51. 

pds, havri, Ovdvixe, TyedpcOa ricoas. 

The few who think that yevue6a may be a 
word, and that it may stand for either 
yeyevcba or yevouefa, wikl perhaps shrink 
from altering into 

‘ es } /, / ‘ a / / ? 

pds’ davti, Ovwvixye, ‘yevMa TE TicCas, 

but I hope the suggestion may commend 
itself to others. ‘The saying goes “a rat 
and a taste of pitch.”’ This is a sufficiently 
familiar way of quoting proverbs. Cf. ‘a 
fool and his money’; ‘the fox and the 
grapes.’ 

yevpare was first read as yevyera and then 
‘corrected.’ [Cf. MSS. of Xen. Anab. vii. 7 
§ 24 iv rove ABD for qv re 7G cett., and 
Soph. 0. C. 1105 ré6de€ L for d67.«]. 

Theocritus, xxiii. 49. 

0) SEN 4 om > s DeSean / 00 eirmv AlOov cihevr eperodpevos 8 eri Toixw 
dxpt pecwv ovdav TPhoBepov AWovtT Harrev az’ 

avTa 
‘\ ~ a 

tav AerTav cxowioa. 

poBepov is without sense, and the inele- 
gance of the second AiGov speaks for itself. 
Read’ 

coBap® vew (‘of the disdainful youth’). 

See the context, coBapds is a vox propria in 
such connexions. Students of palaeography 
will find nothing surprising in the corruption 
of véw, since N=AI and E=@. Thus Phot. 
and Suid. quote from Aristophanes the cor- 
rupt Pde for the vei of Ltym. Mag. 

Theocritus, xvii. 2. 

\ ~ . 

ex Aws dpxoperOa, kai és Aia Ayyere Moicai, 
/ ” an 

davatwv TOV ApioToV ETIV adwpEVv GoLoats. 

It cannot, of course, be proved that the 
expression adev dowais is wrong. It is, 
however, very unpleasing. The suggestion 
kXciwwev iS quite uncritical. I propose 
atpwpev (AIP for AIA) ‘extol.’ 

Longinus, De Sublim. c. xxxii. § 8. 

TOls TOLOVTOLS eAarroparw ETLYELPOV Topas 
abot KaixiAuos év tots brép Avoiov oy ypap- 
pacw amreOdppnoe Ta Tavtt Avoiay dpeivo 
IIAarwvos drodyijvac Bau. 

Read 6 Mépos adrod. Caecilius can 
find nothing but faults in Plato. 

Longinus, ¢c. xxxiv. $ 2. 

Kal yep Nadet (se. "Yrrepeidys) per? adedetas, 
ev0a xpy, Kal ov mavro, efns Kal povorovus ws 6 
Anpoobevys Neyer, TO Te NOLKOV exer wera yAUKU-_ 
THTOS THOV AuTasT eydvvdpevov. 

Even if a reasonable meaning could be 
extracted from this sentence, the combina- 
tion of yAvkiryros, 760, and en Svvdpevor, is 
intolerable. Since 7=« in pronunciation, 
we may read with some certainty. 

eLOvAALK HS ehydvvopevov. 

Longinus, c. xxxiv. § 2. 
\ 

TKOppaTa OvVK dpovea ovd dvaywya KATO. 
\ ? ‘\ a s > te eS , tovs "AttuKovs éxelvous TAA’ ErriKetpeva.. 

It is admitted that émxeieva has no 
sense, and that Longinus would certainly 
not have said of ‘the classic Athenians’ 
that their jests were dpovca or davaywya. 
Read adAas for dN’ and punctuate 

oKdpporre OUK dpovea ove’ dvd-yurya KOTO. 

TOUS ’AtriKovs éxelvous aAas €TTLKELMEVOL, 2.é. 

“seasoned with wit after the manner of the 

classic Athenians.’ 

Sophocles, Antigone, 519. 

AN. duos 6 x “Atdys Tovs vopsous TrovTovs 
mobet. 

= > ’ au le \ A aA a 4 
KP. ad’ ovy 6 xpyotos TO Kax@ axel Loos. 

For rovrovs schol. marg. L. has yp. icovs. 
Professor Jebb’s defence of tovrovs does not 
convince me. An easy correction, exactly 
fitting the sense, is tovs ovs (suos), which 
would almost certainly be corrupted by 
some MS. into ‘ovrovs when written 
TOYCOYC. 

Sophocles, O. 7’. 625 

Professor Jebb is clearly right in assum- 
ing the loss of a verse after 

ec ° c / JAN 4 / 

WS OvUX breewv ovoe TLE TEVO WV Neyets ; 

I should suggest that the lost verse in re- 
tort was 

ws ovx théewov THY Sikny TadwoTopets ; 

For the expression, and for the close re- 
semblance in the shape of question and re- 
tort, cf. 547-555. The reason of the 
omission becomes obvious at once. 
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Euripides, Iphigenia in Tauris, 407 sqq. 

7 poOlos eiAativats SuxpoTowwe KwTrats 
térdevoay ert TovTia KUpaTa. 

vdiov dyna Awordpovow avpais 
dirorovtov apiAav 

avbEovres peAdOpouow ; 

The construction érAevoav vdiov, oxnpa 
xoras is quite without parallel. Read 

éomwevoav, ‘made to speed.’ The first 
syllable in the line of the corresponding 
strophe is long. 

Euripides, Zphigenia in Tauris, 419. 

sf ? e X y+ y yvepa 8 ois ev akatpos OA- 
Bov, rots 8’ és pécov KEL. 

For these meaningless words the context 

requires 
7, ? e 4 \ ” 

yropa 8 ois Eve Katpos Od- 
Bov, rots 0’ és MET POV HKEL. 

—‘in the mind of whomsoever there is a 
well-judged limit in the search for wealth, 
to them it comes in due measure.’ 

Euripides, Lphigenia in Tauris, 856. 

> / > , pe / 

avupevatos, @ avyyov', AxiAdEws 
a, > la , 

res KAuciav NexTpwv 
, Ae A) / 

ddAuov OF ayomav. 

Neither Xkrpwv nor ddAvov can be said to 
have a construction. Nor was Iphigenia 
brought és kAuciav “AxiANéws. The point is 
that she was brought ‘on a crafty pretence 
of marriage with Achilles.’ Hence read 
exixAnow. For éxixdyow treated adverbially 
and yet joined with an adjective, cf. v. 566: 

KAKHS YuVaLKos Xaply Gxapw adAero. 

Euripides, Iphigenia in Tauris, 895. 

dvoty Troiv povowT 
"Atpevoatvy avet kakOv exduow ; 

But Orestes and Iphigenia are not the 
only two Atreidae left. Electra not only 
existed, but is remembered by Euripides, 
and mentioned in this play by the ‘only 
two’ themselves. Read TAnpdovorr, 
which was the more easily corrupted since 
n=or in pronunciation, and -povow would 
readily be separated off as an independent 
word. 

Kuripides, Lphigenia in Tauris, 910. 

a 8 , / * 
nv O€ Tis TPOOvLOS 7, 

/ \ lal A a 5c 

obevew 70 Oetov padAov cikoTws Exel. 

To begin with, the theology is very 
questionable. The divine power could 
hardly be said to depend on human zeal. 
Nevertheless he would be a bold critic who 
would meddle with the text on purely 
theological grounds. Remembering, how- 
ever, that a fragment of Aeschylus (291) 
says gitel S€ TO KdpvovTe. TVTTEVOELY 
6eds, and the modern ‘Heaven helps those 
who help themselves, we may, I think, 
suggest as more probable than ofévew, the 
similarly-shaped word o vv «tv. 

Aeschylus, Persae, 676. 

® ToAvKAauTE dirovce Gaver, 
/ 4 / / ti Tade Ouvata Suvara 

\ A fal iA s 3 t 

Tept Ta oa OlOvpma Toiayoev apapTiat 
Tacav yav Tavoe 

TeEehOwO ai tpicxadpor 
vaes Gvaes aVaEs. 

This desperate-looking passage may be 
very simply cured by the insertion of C 

between O and €, a correction of accents, 

and the recognition of an idiom. 

Read 

Tl TAOE OVVA T & OVVA TO 

wept Taga, Sidvua dt ayo<s> €v 
GLApPTLa 

Tacav Yav rave. 

ecepOivOa ; <ai> tpicxadpor 

VGES GVQES AVAES. 

=‘ Why is this possible, possible, touching 
which was thine—that all this land should 
have utterly perished as a double penalty 
for a single sin? Alas! the...’ 

For the construction ecepOivOar apapria cf. 
Prom. V. 563 tivos apadaxias mowas oX€ker ; 
Eur. Zroad. 878 zowas reOvaor, ete. 

Aeschylus, Per'sae 655. 
7 7 

Ocopyjortwp 5 eoKer, 
> \ \ PUSC Q 7 
€TEL OTPATOV TUTEOWKEL 

Later copies have ed érodaxetT. No 
passage has brought forth in the way of 
conjectures greater monstrosities intended 
for Greek words. 

A point never to be lost sight of in the 
Persae is the perpetual objection of the 
Chorus to the policy of Xerxes in trusting 
to a sea-force. Previously Persia had 
carried on all its operations by land, and 
they had been successful, but Xerxes has 
dared écopév mévriov dAcos x.7.A., and with 
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the direst result. The Chorus here again 

commends Darius for his better judgment. 
Read 

> Q \ » 3 »” 

€7Tel OTPATOV evuToo WKEL 

‘when he governed an army sound on its 
feet.’ 

Xenophon, Hellenica, vi. 4, 24. 

ei 8 Terudabcba, by, Botrecbe TO yeyevy- 
pevov aos. 

? The sense is that of ‘undoing’ or ‘ com- 
pensating for.’ Madvig’s éfidcacfar does 
not belong to sober criticism, Read rather 
émavadécOat, ‘to retract the false 
move. The simple dvafécfa: is common 
enough in this meaning, and ém- frequently 
= back.’ 

Xenophon, Hellenica, iii. 2, § 18. 

e f , 7 , , 

o pevro. Tiocadepvys to Te Kupeov otpa- 
/ / cal 

Teva Katadoyilopevos ws éeroheunoev avrots, 
/ > x 

Kal TOUTW TavTAS vouilwv dpotovs Elvat TOUS 
"EAXgvas, otk éBovdeTo payer Gan. 

For the last words cod. C. has ov« 
erok¢unoev. Does not this divergence 
almost certainly point to the true reading 
being ov« érokeunoerev, ‘he had no taste 
for fighting’? The desiderative verb is 
glossed in the other MSS. and corrupted 
in C. 

Herodotus, u. 8, 1. 

TH pe yap THS ApaBins otpos maparéraran, 
hépov tam apxtrov tpds pecapBpins te Kal 
vOTOV, ail avw TEivov és THY EpvOpiyy Kkadeonevnv 
Oaraccay, ev TH at AGoropiar Everot, al és Tas 
Tupapioas Katatpneioat Tas ev Méeudu. tavry 
pev Ajjyov avakdprre és TA ElpyTat. 

It is a sheer impossibility that anything 
should run dz dpxtov zpos peoapBpins. It 
may run dz’ dpktov mpos pecapBpiyv, or to a 
central point az’ dpxtov kat mpos pecapBpins. 
The only defence offered for the text is the 
forlorn one that zpos peoapBpins =mpos 
pecapPBpinv. But there is no instance of the 
genitive in Herodotus which cannot be 
readily explained as distinct from the 
accusative from a natural point of view of 
the speaker. 

The cure lies in reading é7 Gpxtov. 
Herodotus regards the range as having its 
chief part southward and as ‘coming to an 
end’ in the north, near the quarries. It 

then runs back at an angle (dvaxdprev) 
toward the Red Sea. 

[For confusion of éz’ and dz’ (which is 
very frequent) cf. Xen. Hell. iii. 29, where 
all MSS. give éreuWev airois ax’ ’Edécov, 
but all editors require éx’ ’Edécov, the sense 
being decisive. | 

Herodotus, ii. 22, § 2. 

rs 5 a es vn yes,” a / 3) 48 a 
KOs Ov OnTa peor av amd yxLOvos, aro TOV 

Oeppordrwv fpewy és Ta Wuxpdrepa; Tov Tro 
/ > > / / / / TOAAGT éate avdpi ye NoyilerOat TowovTwy TépL 

/ 

olw TE EdVTL, MS OVE OIKOS G7d XLOVOS pV PEEL; 
TpOTov mev Kal peyioTOV papTUpLov ol avELoL 

/ / TOPEXOVTAL...O€UTEPOV OE... 405 Tpita &...... 

For discussions on the passage see Stein. 
Rather than accept the supposition of a 
lacuna or some forced explanation, read, not 

TONTATIOAAA, 

but TONTATIOAHAA, 

ie. Tov 7 aro ONAG eo K.7.r.; ‘and, as 
regards arguments from which it is clear... 
that it is not even reasonable for it to flow 
from snow, the first piece of evidence comes 
from the winds...the second...the third....’ 

[In TONTATIOAHAA it was natural to 

mark off TA as an independent word. 
may follow its case in Herodotus. | 

9: Sa 
avo 

Herodotus ii. 25, $ 1. 

g XN . ~ , = , 7 

ate dua wavTos TOD xpovov aifpiov TE €ovTOS 
nw “~ Lol 4 \ wn 

TOD Hépos TOD KaTa TatTa TA Xwpla, Kat Geewis 
col £ X\ / cal 

THS XPS eovons TKal ave“wv Wuxpev. 

This being plainly contrary to all reason, 
not to mention grammar, one‘ edited’ MS. 
has otk édvrov dvépwv Woxpdv, Which many 
editors adopt. It is not, however, clear why 
obk édvrwv should have fallen out. I believe 
the true reading was not xat but xyrTe 
(‘through the absence of’). Cf. ix. 11. 
AOnvaior...xiTL Tvppayov, katadicovTat To 
Ilépoy. This word seems to have had the 
form xaru also. 

Herodotus, ii. 39, § 3. 

copa pv 5}) Tod Kriveos Setpovar, kepadry de 
Tkeivy TOAAG KaTapynodpevor pEpovat. 

Nothing can be added to the discussion 
upon xeivy itself. Rather read xovv7. The 
prayers are ‘for the sins of the people.’ 

Herodot,us. ii 78, $ 1. 

mepipéper avip vexpov ev copa Evdwov... 
4 a aA , péyabos ooov re TavTN THXVaAlov 7} TOlmnXvY. 
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It does not seem to have struck com- 
mentators as remarkable that the wooden 
mummy should be spoken of as ‘about a 
cubit or two cubits long.’ In plain, but 
absurd, English it is saying that the figure 
measures ‘about eighteen inches or a yard.’ 
An examination of the MSS. shows that four 
of them give durdodv. The true reading is 
plainly dérovr ; ‘about eighteen inches or two 
feet.’ 

* Herodotus, ii. 111, § 3. 

4 ‘ Xm » / 4 e YE déka pev Oi erea eclvat pv TuddAdv, évdexaro 
dé éret aixéoIar oi pavtiiov éx Bourods 7oALos, 
c > 4 / ee / X tf \ > , as é&yxe TE of 6 xpovos THs Cywins Kal avaBr<é 
Wet... 

The oracle is in oratio recta, That fact is 
of importance for the entirely unclassical 
active future dvaBdAdye. One cannot, of 
course, absolutely demonstrate the impossi- 
bility of such a form, but it is no great 
boldness to suggest é&jxe ré rou (=cor) 6 
Xpovos THS Cyins Kat avaBrap ear. 

Herodotus, ii. 116, 1. 

8 / / VY, x ¢ A oxéer O€ ror Kal “Opnpos tov Adyov TovTov 
, 3 ? > \ < 7 2 X 2 ah mubécGar. aX’ od yap dpotws és Thy eroroutny 

eimpeTys TV TS ErTépw Tomep expyoato, Tés 0 
petnke adrov, dyAdoas ws Kat TovTOV éxiaTaToO 

Re 4 a / U Q x > s > 
tov Aoyov. OdyAov d€. TKata yap éroinoe ev 
Triad... .rAGvyv Ti “AdeEdvSpov, ‘as danvelxOn 

ce lot 

dyov “EXévyy, 7 te 01) GAAy TAaLOpeEVOs, Kat ws 
és Sava THs Powikys dzikero. 

It is unnecessary here to give and review 
the attempted explanations of the passage as 
it stands. Neither és 0 nor xara has any 
sense. The purpose of this note is to sug- 
gest the reading 

3 ? 3 \ ec , > \ > , ey \ GAN (od yap dpoiws és Tiv éromouny ebrperys 
RV T@ ETépw TOTEP ExpHoaTo) €Ew peTHKE avTov 
(‘he put it aside’), dyreéoas os Kal Todrov 
> 4 \ dg iol \ /, \ 

ériotato Tov Adyov: SnAov b&€ KapTa: <Kai> 
‘\ 

y2p see 

Of course it is not necessary, nor desirable, 
to mark off the clause ov yap as parenthetic, 
but it is done here to save words as to the 
structure. 

Herodotus, i. 33 (Solon and Croesus). 

tra Aéywv TO K poicw ov kws oute éyapilero __ Tatra yor 76 Kpoiow od Kws obre exapiero, 
route Adyov puv ToLnodpevos OvdEVos aToTreuTE- 

, > 
Tat, kapta ddgas dpabea civat,...... 

The change of subject from Solon (éyapi- 
Cero) to Croesus (dromeumera) is peculiarly 
abrupt in this instance. One ‘edited’ MS. 
has dpa6ijs, keeping Solon as the subject. 
Critics hardly require to be told that such an 
emendation is not emendation, but a make- 
shift device. The probable cure lies in 
changing the second ovre into 6 re...‘ and he 
(viz. Croesus)....’ This is quite in keeping 
with Herodotean idiom. 

[For the change cf. Anab. vii. 6, § 38, 
where A.B. give ovre for the dre of the rest. 
There, as here, a preceding negative helped 
the corruption. | 

T. G. Tucker. 

Xen. Hell. 1. 7. 8. pera 8 radra éylyvero 
"Araroupia, év ois of Te TATEPES KL OL OvyyEevys 
cvveiot ohiow adrors. 

It is somewhat grotesque that ‘ fathers’ 
should be mentioned as a class by them- 
selves and pointedly distinguished from 
‘relatives.’ The Greek does not mean 
‘fathers and other relatives’ ; and, even if it 
did, there is no reason for specifying fathers 
separately. When we remember the char- 
acter of the Apaturia as a festival of the 

-phratries, can there be any doubt that for 
matépes We should read dpdrepes 

* 
Dem. Phil. 1. 22. wébev 8} rovtos 4 

\ / ee} na Tpody yevicerar; eyo Kal todto ppdow Kal 
, > \ 2 s a delEw, ereiday Sidr THALKAUTHY aroXpHY otpaL 

VARIA. 

Tv Siva Kat woXiras Tos aTparevopevous 
civar KeAetvw didaku. 

In this passage rods orparevoyévovs can 
hardly be right, because only a portion of 
the troops were to be citizens. Dobree 
thought of tots cvetparevopévous, Spengel of 
moNlTas Tots oTpatevopevors mapetvat. Prob- 
ably we should read zoXiras robs orparevo- 
pévovs <évious> civat, where the loss of 
eviovs will be due to the -evous preceding. 
"Eviot (eicty ot) is sometimes put thus in 
apposition instead of taking a_ genitive. 
Thus O2. 3. 11, robs wept trav orparevopevov 
eviovs: Aphob. A. 23 60° ena pydé xaraderp- 
Ojva ravraracw nudes Byrnke : Thue. 1, 6, 6, 
ev tots BapBdpos éorw ois: Ar. Lth. 9. 1. 
1164 a 27, év rots rovovrous 8 éviows: Poet. 9. 
1451 b 19, ev rais Tpaywolats éviats. We find 
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such words as zoAXol, of odXoi, exacros, 
even ovdeis, added in the same way. 

* 

Isocr. (in Nicoclem), 2. 45, cipyooper rods 
moAAovds abtdv (i.e. tTOv avOpérwv) ore Tov 
oitiwv xatpovras Tois byvewordros ovTe TOV 
emiTnoeupdtwov Tots Kahdorols oiTe TOV TpaAy- 
pdrav tots BeAticras ovTe TOV Opeupdtwv Tots 
apAmwraros, dda ravrdracw evavtias TO 
oupepovte Tas HOovas exovTas. 

@peupdrwv is the reading of the Urbinas 
and one other good MS. as against the 
palnudtwv of the rest. It has had the 
fortune, rare with bad readings, to be de- 
fended by Cobet (W.Z. p. 154, and V.Z. p. 
515), who refers to the Athenian éprvyo- 
tpopo. as illustrating Isocrates’ meaning, 
and it is adopted by Blass. But Opéupara 
is rather ludicrous after érurySevuara and 
mpdyyata. Perhaps another word may be 
found, giving a better sense and also ex- 
plaining better the v./. wabypdrwv. Isocrates 
must have written rév Ocaydtwy rots dpeXe- 
potatos. A word like @éaya harmonises 
much better with zpéyya and érurjdevpa, 
and is confirmed by Oewpodvres (48) and the 
pv8o. which are said to have been made not 
only dkovaroi, but even Ocaroi (49). Cf. 
Thuc. 2. 39. 1, Oedparos 6...dv tis idSov 
apednGein. Isocrates could also write Gewpy- 
Harwv in the same sense, and that would 
account for the p in Opeupdtwv ; but perhaps 
Geaparwv is the more likely. 

Isocr. (Panath.), 12. 131, xareorjcavro 
yap Snpoxpariay ob Thy <ixy moditevopéryv Kal 

4 X ‘\ 3 i“ > / > vopicovoav THv pev akodaciay éAevbepiay civat, 
‘\ 25) / 4 , al > 

Ty 0 eovoiav 6 Tr BovdAerar Tis Toveivy eddat- 
poviav, GANG Tijv Tots ToLOvTOLS peV eriTooAY, 
apiotoKpartio. O&€ xpwmevny. 

Anpoxpariav...dpirtoxparia xXpepevny is an 
expression which no artist in words, such as 
Isocrates, would have thought of using. 
Read xexpapevyny, © word which his contem- 
porary Aristotle employs once or twice in 
the same connection; vide Pol. 6. 3. 8: 
8. 8. 2, tais eb Kexpapevars rodurelas. Cf. 
§ 153, of this same oration: Snpokpatiar... 
THY GpirtoKpatia memrypevyv. 

x # 

Pausanias, 1. 23. 10, ’Avaxwpyoas obv (6 
Doppiwv) és tov Uaavea Shmov evradOa ctye 

4 AN 4 eX di 4 e Xx > a dlavrav, és 0 vavapyov airov ’AOnvatwv alpov- 
/ > “~ > 4 > / ‘\ pevov extredoat ovK Ehackev: ddethew TE yap 

kal ol, mplv dv exrioy, mpos Tovs otparudtas 
ovK elvan TapexerOar Ppdvypa. 

No sense can be made of this, until we 
have altered rapéyeoOar to rapépyeobar, when 
everything becomes easy. Phormio had 
not courage to join his troops until he was 
clear of debt. In Pausanias there is no 
objection to wapepyecOar: cf. for instance 
épxomevos in 1. 39. 1, and dvépyecOor in 
10. 30. 2. ’ExrAetoo cries out for an ay, 
which must be added. 

x # 
* 

Arist. Rhet. 3,6; 1408a 9, ofov 76 pavar 
TH oddmvyya €ivat wéAos &Aupor. 

For «iva: read tévac as in Plat. Phil. 51 D, 
Tos ev TL KaOapov tcicas pédAos: Laws 812 D, 
ddra...peln tov xopddv tacov. A trumpet 

‘can be said to emzt, but not to be a strain of 
music. 

* 

Arist. epi trvov, 2. 455 a 16, Zore 8€ tus 
Kat Kown dvvapis axodovbotca racats (rats 
aicOycecw), % Kat ore 6pa Kat dxover Kab 

5 / > X ‘ lel » ce a“ A € lal 

aicOdverat: od yap dy TH ye oer opa ore Opa. 

kat Kpiver Oi Kal OvvaTar Kpivew St erepa Ta 
yAuKéa TOV NevKdV ovTE yevoeL OUTE oWeEL OUTE 
appotv, dAAG TWL KoW® popiy TOV aicOyTypiov 
OTAVTWV. 

There is evidently something wrong about 
ey 5) s a 
y-..alaOaverar, and one or two MSS. omit 
the last xaé. I should rather conjecture 
that we ought to add something, and read # 

\ 4 € a XN > 4 a 4, > f 

KQt OTL Op® KGL GKOVEL KAL <yevetau> aicOa- 

verat. The loss of yeverar will be due to 
homoeoteleuton. The use of yetdors in the 
next sentence points to the probable occur- 
rence of the word in this; and Aristotle 
has it several times in the same connection 
with dys and dxoy. For a somewhat similar 
omission ,cf. Magna Moralia, 2..7. 1204 b 8, 
> \ a 3 “A \ > a) \ > a 

G70 TOd aKkovoat Kal <ideiy kal> dodpavOjvar, 
where ideiy kat is Susemihl’s tolerably cer- 
tain restoration from the words that come a 
few lines further, érl d€ ye rod ideiy Kai 
dxovoat kat oodpavOnvar, and from the fact 
that idetv and dxodca: so constantly go 
together. 

* % 
* 

Arist. Problem. 33, 7, dua ti tov pev wrap- 
pov Oeov iyovpcba eivar, tiv d€ Baya Hy tv 
Kopucav ov ; “"H dure &k Tot Gevordtov Trav mepl 
ypas, THs Kepadjs, Bev 6 Royiopds éeort, 
ylyverar ; 

Did the Greeks regard sneezing as a god? 
They called it ‘a bird,’ Aristophanes tells 
us, but to personify it as a god was more in 
the Roman way. Read Geiov, which is in- 
deed indicated by rod Gevordrov. 

* 
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Diogenes Laertius has not unfrequently 
written a wretched epigram on the philoso- 
pher whose life he gives us. At the end of 
his account of Socrates (2, 46) he thus 
throws in a little thing of his own, the 
second line of which has suffered, if the 
verses of Diogenes could suffer, from the 
hand of a copyist : 

a as eee Nay mive vov ev Avds dy, © SoKpares’ 7)-ce yap ovTws 
5 , 

Kat codov etme Oeds, Kal Peds ) copia. «.T.A. 

The first line makes it clear that in the 
second he wrote kat coor ete Geds Kal Oedv 
4 codia. The god declared Socrates wise 
and his wisdom declared him a god. This is 
so palpable that it has no doubt been pointed 
out before. The reverse blunder occurs 
2, 100 where dis 8’ etvar Oeds is written for 
is 8 eivar Ged. 

#  * 
* 

Plat. Phaedo, 82 D, éxeivou, ois tu peer THs 
éavtav wuxns GAAG py cowpate (Or copara) 
mrdtrovres Coow x.t.\. Heindorf’s copare 
Aarpevovres, adopted by Schanz, is at present 
the only plausible emendation of this pas- 
sage, but it would appear from Ast’s Lexicon 
that Aatpedw does not occur in Plato and 
that Aarpeia is only used by him in its 
proper religious sense (Apol. 23 C: Phaedr, 
244 E). Perhaps iznperotvres is the word 
that he used here. 

*  # 
* 

Athenaeus, 507 C, Swxpdrys...évimvioy 
epycev Ewpaxevar TAELOvwv TapdvTwv’ SoKeiv 
yap bn tov WaAdrwva Kopwovnv yevopevov éxi 
Tv Kepadyjv pov dvarndjcavta TO padaxpov 
pov katackapipav Kal kpwlew repiBr€rovoar. 

Kaibel omits pov in both places as ab 
epitomatore additum. A much safer and 
more obvious change is to substitute eddxovy 
for doxerv. It is the regular word in telling 
a dream, e.g. Ar. Vesp. 15 éddxovy derov Kata- 
TTGLEVOV K.T.A. 

#  # 
# 

'* Herodotus, ix. 122, The Persians are 
said to have addressed Cyrus in words 
beginning éret Zeds Uepanor yyepovinv d.d0t, 
dvopav b€ col, Kipe, katedov "Aotuaynv, bépe, 
yiv yop «.7.’. The extreme awkwardness of 

the words dvdpov dé coi does not seem to 
havestruck any editor before Herwerden, who 
attempts to emend the passage by inserting 
eOvéwy pev before Ileépoynou. In this he seems 
to have missed the right track. The natural 
thing to say was that Zeus had made the 
Persians masters of mankind and had made 
Cyrus master of the Persians. This sense 
we can get by the insertion of one word, if 
we write the passage thus: éret Zeds Iepoyor 
nyepovinv dot avopav, <Ilepréwv> 8€ coi, 
Kipe. I had arrived at this conclusion, I 
may add, before I knew that Herwerden had 
found fault with the words as they stand. 
Katedov ’Aorudyny must be either omitted, 
with Gomperz or altered to the dative: the 

. vocative—for it cannot be nominative—is 
ludicrous. 

* * 
*% 

Thucydides, iv. 36, 3, kat of Aakedayzdveor 
BadAopevot 1€ dporépobey Hdn Kal yryvopevor 
év TO faite EvpTTdpati, os puKpov peydro 
cikacal, TO ev Oeppor’Aais—éxetvol Te yap TH 
atpar@ tepieAGovtwv Tov Hepoay duehOapnoar, 
ovtol Te GupiBoror ndyn OvTes ovKeTL ayvTEtXoV, 
GANG ToAXots Te GACyot paxdpevor Kal acbeveta 
TwopAToV La THY TLTOdELAY UTEXwpovr. 

So no doubt the passage should be 
arranged, if it is what Thucydides wrote: 
and its correctness is now supported by Mr. 
Hunt’s transcript of the recently found 
papyrus. Thucydides, we must suppose, 
forgot that the words otro/ re «.7.X. were 
part of a parenthesis, and went on with 
GANG...UTexopovv as though they were the 
main sentence. This may well have been 
the case. Yet in spite of the papyrus I 
would just suggest for consideration a 
minute change which may save the author’s 
credit. ’AAAd and dya are often confused. 
Read dpa here, and the passage will run 
thus : yvyvdpevor ev TO atte EvprrtHpate TO ev 
@epporvaAaus (exeivol Te yap TH atTpar@ Tepted- 
Govrwy tov LHepodv duepOdpynocay otrol Te apdi- 
Bodor nn dvtes ovKEeTL avrTeixov), Ga Todos 
Te OAlyor paxdpevor Kal acbeveia copatov dud 
TV olTddeay wvrexepovv. The word dpa 
emphasises the combination of two causes 
that made the Lacedaemonians give way. 
They were much outnumbered and also they 
were much enfeebled. 

HERBERT RICHARDS. 
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CONCESSIVE PARTICLES IN MARTIAL. 

MarriAu’s usage “of the particles of con- 
cession has been sadly neglected by the 
grammarians, Schmalz, Handb. d. Alter- 

thumswiss. 11.2 § 263, refers to the usage of 

Juvenal, but not one word does he say in 
regard to Martial. Draeger, Hist. Synt. d. 
Lat. Spr. 11.2 § 566 foll., Kuehner, Aus/- 
Gram. II., p. 960, Landgraf (Reisig, Vorles. 
III. Anm. 427b), all omit Martial in 
their lists of the writers of the Silver Age. 
Martial, following the usual practice of the 
woets, does not by any means make use of 
all of the available particles of concession 
but is partial to only two or three of them. - 
Etsi, which is very rare in poetry, avoided 
entirely by Horace and Tibullus, only 
employed twice by Propertius and twice by 
Vergil, is not used at all by Martial. 
Etiamsi, tametsi and tamenetsi, as one would 
expect, are not found in Martial, quamquam 
rarely a favourite with the poets, did not_ 
meet with favour either with Propertius or 
Martial, not being used at all by either of 
these poets. Martial employs wt with this 
force but once: II. 41. 4: verum ut dixerit ; 
his favourite particles are licet, gquamvis and 
cum. 

Licet always appears in Martial with the 
subjunctive and, with but one exception, 
always with a primary tense. This word, 
though having a concessive force, was still 

felt to be a verb, and soa few examples of 
licebit are to be found. Draeger cites no 
example of such a usage; Haase, in a note 
to Reisig III, § 262 only Ovid, Amor. 2, 11, 
53; Wagener (Weue Formenlehre I1.? p. 973) 
cites only Hor. Hpod. 15, 19; 8, 2, 2, 59; 
Lucan 7, 855; 8, 629; Claudian, in Ruin. 1, 
196 ; Martial uses licet 54 times : 

I. 60, 1 licet intres. 
Pe 1, 8 sis licet. 

23, 1 licet rogetes. 
10; 4 4s oabluas: 

III. 6, BD ,, dederit. 
30D) 5 dicad. 
81, 5 sis licet. 

IV. 16, 6 defendat Regulus ipse licet. 
54, 8 lautior sis licet. 

(10) V. 19, 7 sit licet unum. 
28, 3 licet vincas. 
39, 8 licet fuissem, a sequence 

extremely rare (cf. Juv. 
XIII. 56). 

51, 6 fidiculae licet cogant. 
60, 1 allatres licet et lacessas. 
65, 13 saepe » hnhumeretur. 

licet manibus blandis instes. 
» hoe velis negare. 
», usque votes mittasque 
rogesque. 

5 sis licet placata. 
sit placidus licet. 

nolis licet. 
instent licet premantque 

curae. 
des licet. 
licet sint aemula dona. 
coeperis licet. 
licet tribuas. 

2 ardeat licet. 

licet nolis. 
5, fiat. 

sit lusea licet. 
licet ludas. 

»  essent. 

redeas tu licet (=etiamsi). 
licet ediscas referasque. 
sis gravior licet. 
» Patavina ,, 
relegas licet. 
sedeas tu licet. 
Lucretia sis licet. 
nec sint saxa licet. 
Tu licet observes teneasque 
tir; ~-*velis: 
sint ,, sordidiora. 
Nasutus sit usque licet. 
haec licet disticha mittas. 
iste licet pungat. 
sint lauta licet. 
licet haec membrana voce- 

tur. 
nondum legerit hos licet. 
sit licet et ventus. 
licet rodas. 
caedas licet usque. 
Ingrediare viam caelo licet. 
Currant verba licet. 

Martial uses Jicebit also 6 times: 

Vi. 2a3 
49, 10 
Bi, 3 

52, 
(20) 64, 29 

VEL bE 13. 
97,05 

AAG ey Oe eae | 
28.15 
Aen, 
54, 1 
59, 12 

IX. Praef. 1 
sie) 

(30) ay) 
Borne 
91, 3 

Be 12, 12 
; 68, 11 
ea. 6 eo 

8 
ae Wri 
98, 17 

104, 22 
(40) XIT.14, 6 

29. 3 
82% 2 

8 
SO Eee? sal 

3,5 
86 
88 

ENG 7 

8 

(50) 28 
70 
55 

130 
208 

II. 81 
VWs" 55,28 
WEL 2 
WILE 64,5 
xX. 10Gb 
XIII. 54 

sit licebit. 

rideas licebit. 
stent licebit. 
sit vultus tibi levior licebit. 
habeas pedem licebit. 
Cerretana mihi fiat licebit. 

Quamvis (a) occurs 15 times, is used only 

with the subjunctive and always with prim- 

ary tenses : 

NAT quamvis teneat. 
a cesserit. 
s- sit, 
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VIII. Praef.10 quamvisiscripta sint. 
EK: ), -88; 7D FA sint. 

rs RRS 5 - sit. 
Mi SeZ5, - 5 » futuam. 

43, 9 = iaceret. 
£085 SL: $3 possis. 

eins 29,: i as caleant. 
(Kee: »  caverit. 

XIII. 73 5 esset. 
81 3 gerat. 

XIV. 95 5 rubeam. 
120 A dicant. 

Quamvis (b) with a participle (rare in 
Classical Latin, Kiihner Ausf. Gram. II. 
p. 960, Anm. 3) occurs 5 times : 

Nig 15, 5 quamvis reverentia. 
65, 1 55 obstante. 

RE Theos. 3 lassa. 
XI. 695 D1 - rapta 

104, 15 . stertente, 

Quamvis {c) with an adjective occurs 3 
times : 

2 quamvis tristior. 

V. 52, 7 quamvis ingentia. 
x | te) a plurima. 

It will be noticed that Martial employs 
quamvis both with the comparative and 
with the superlative. Cum is used as a 
concessive particle 9 times and chiefly in 
the earlier books: 

ITI. 
1Ve 

27, 1 venias cum saepe vocatus. 
6, 3 cum sis improbior. 

13, 10 cum fuerit, non videatur 
anus. 

19, 1 cum sit pupa. 
fos aT: 

64,23 ,,  ,, tam prope Mulvius. 
73, 1. ,, extremas duceret horas. 

(this may also be taken as temporal) 
VIII. 20 cum facias versus ducenos. 
XIV. 1, 4 ,, videat tam prope lacus. 

Quantumvis and quamlibet do not occur. 
It is thus seen that the reigning conces- 

sive particle in Martial is licet, (54 times) 
and that next to this he prefers quamvis 
(15 times). : 

Emory B, Lease. 

NOTE ON HOMER; ILIAD XIV. 139 ff. 

’Atpeidn, viv 54 tov ’AxiAATos OAoOv KAP 
ynbea ev oryfecor, povov kai pilav “AxaLaov 
5 U > \ y CaN / DO” 3 , EpKOpevw, errel ov of evt ppeves od Paral. 

So speaks Poseidon in the guise of an old 
man whose sympathies are on the side of 
Agamemnon. Hence there is no possible 
objection to the tone of dAodv, but only to 
the abnormal foot, a tribrach, which it pro- 
duces in the fifth place in the verse. 

At first sight one might imagine that 
ododv had taken the place of an original 
Adotov, as we find :— 

B 851 ITadAayovey & yetro T[vAapeveos 
Adoov Kjp 

IL 554 dpoe Mevoiriddew UWarpoxAjos Aacov 

Kip” 

and in reference to Achilles himself there is 
the well known passage :— 

A 188 ev O€ of HTOp 
oryPecow Aaciowws didvdrya peppypreev 

but apart from the doubt as to the suitability 
of Adovov here, where the necessity for an 

uncomplimentary term is fairly apparent, 
and it is certain, if only from II 554, that 
Adovov is not such, it is impossible to under- 
stand why Adovv should ever have been 
displaced by édoov. I believe the true 
restoration is this :— 

’Atpeion, viv dy mov “AxiAAH’ ovAdpevov Kp 
ynbée ev arnbeoot, hovov kai pilav “Ayardy 
SepKkomevo. 

Here ’AyiAdAy’ represents ’AxiAAj.e and the 
removal of this elided « would be quite a 
sufficient motive to induce the later Greeks 
to substitute dAodv for what they would 
consider, erroneously of course, the synony- 
mous ovAdjwevov—inserting the commoner 
for the rarer form. : 

The expression as restored has its exact 
counterpart in :— 

N 494 ds Aiveta Oupds evi ornbeoor yeyy Ger, 

where there was no inducement to tamper 
with the dative Aivefa. It is a singular 
additional confirmation of ’AyiAAje in our 
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present passage, that the vast majority of our 
MSS., all the best, although there is com- 
plete unanimity as to the genitive of the 
proper name, give in defiance of grammar 
depkopevw, and not depxouéevov in 1. 141. 
This peculiarity of construction, which is 
the exact reverse of the usual one, is de- 
fended by a very weak-kneed trio I 636, 
K 188, & 206, which I recommend to the 
consideration of those who may be interested 
in the point. 

Classen’s interpretation of otAdpevos needs 
no defence, but the coincidence of the 
Shakespearian use of ‘shrewd’ is worth a 
moment’s notice. The ‘ Beshrew my heart,’ 
of Juliet’s nurse approximates very closely 
to ovAdpevov kpp here. Oddly enough if we 
wanted an equivalent of the somewhat 
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remote modern use of ‘shrewd’ we have it 
in Adovov according to tradition (Hust. 7rd d¢ 
Adovov KHp avti Tod wuKWH Wrxy, TovT’ eorL 
petaAn@TiuKas TuKv7) Kal ovveryn). The only 
difficulty in the way of admitting this tradi- 
tional explanation of Adcvov in the phrase 
Adovov Knp is the above quoted passage, A 189, 
where ‘shrewd,’ ‘ wise,’ ‘ prudent’ would ill 
consort with the furious wrath of Achilles. 
It may be that ornbecow aciow: is only 
another example of the habitual carelessness 
of the later Greeks in maintaining obsolescent 
words. If this be so, I would suggest 
otnGco’ ddacreiover, ‘in his indignant breast,’ 
(cf. vexéw, vexefw) aS an original by no 
means unlikely to have been corrupted into 
the vulgate. 

T. L. Aqar. 

ARISTOPHANES, ACHARNIANS, 709. 

a ‘\ ‘ , ? ° “A Crs Oe Os pa THY Anuntp’ eéxetvos pvik’ nv Oovke- 
d/8ys 

397 A BN ‘ > , e / 5 /, ? ovd’ av abtyy THY Axalav padiws ivéoyer 
av, 

\ a 
GANG KaTerdrarey GY pev TpaTov EvabAovs 

déka, 
/ 7 ox ‘ / kateBonoe 8 Gv KEKpayos TogdTas TPL XI- 

diovs, 
e 4 2 aN > - a \ ‘ tmepetogevoey 6 Gy avTov Tov TaTpos TOUS 

évyyevets.} 

709 

The difficulty of 1. 709 is to understand 
why Thukydides, in the days of his prime, 
should have refused to ‘ put up with airy 
ri ’Axatav.’ It is known (Hesychius) that 
’Axaia was an epithet of Demeter ; and the 
cult of A. ’Axaia is mentioned by Herodotus 
5, 61; cf. also Plutarch, de Isid. 69 (as & 
axe ovons). Hence the meaning is explained 
to be, either that he would not have put up 
with Demeter’s presence (as_ being ill- 
omened), or would have shouted down even 
the shrieks of the grief-distracted mother, 
or would have drowned the noise of her 
drums and cymbals (476 tod xtizov Tov 
KupBdrov Kal Tupmavev Tov yevopévov Kara 
fqyrnow THs Kopys, schol.). But such vagueness 
of reference is more in the style of Lykophron 

1 rots tuyy. ‘the (Scythian) ‘relatives of,’ ef. 
also supra, 704. 

4 

than of Aristophanes, and is especially un- 
likely in so forcible a passage. Hamaker 
conj. AtroxAjs radaiwv. Blaydes remarks 
mihi quidem mendosus videiur hic locus. 
The true reading is, I think, suggested by 
the climax of the passage tof0oras, iepero- 
éevoe, x.7.4. The goddess who excelled at 
archery was of course Artemis, the goddess 
of the chase, ehadafoXos, Onpodovn: and she 
could be jealous of mortal rivalry, witness 
the offence given by Agamemnon with his 
ovde » "Apres (Tzetzes ad Lykophr. 183). 
Now the huntress maiden had at Athens 
(schol. Ar. equit. 660) the title ’Ayporépa, ef. 
Aristotle, A@. zoX. 58. Also she had, though 
it occurs less frequently, the epithet "Aypata 
—cf. schol. Plato, Phaedrus 229 ¢ ’Aypatas 
"Aptéwisos tepov idpvoav ot ’AGnvator dua TO 
Epopov civar TavTOSs TOD aypiov THY Oeay Kal TaY 
TO dypiov Kal avypepov Katactéed\Aaw. Cf. 
EKustath. 361,16. Similarly, Apollo had the 
title ’Aypatos, Pausan. i. 41, 3. Aristophanes 
himself uses the name ’Ayporépa in three of 
his plays, and in this passage I would read 

oy DY hess er | , ¢ a Set. > ¥ 
OU GV QUTYNV TYHV Aypatav PZOLWS NVEOKET GV. 

The error ’Ayaiav was possibly helped by 
the expletive pa tiv Anpnrpa having occurred 
in the line preceding. ‘ 

C. E. 8. Heapiam. 

ilies ill 
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NOTES ON VERGIL AND TACITUS. 

Cuncta equidem tibi, rex, fuerit quodcunque 
fatebor 

Vera, inquit: neque me Argolica de gente 
negabo. 

Hoc primum : 
Sinonem 

Finxit, vanum etiam mendacemque improba 
Singet. 

nec, st miserum fortuna 

Verg. Aen. II 77-80. 

In this passage all the commentators seem 
to me to have overlooked a point, though 
not unnaturally since it is one of Vergil’s 
feebler strokes. Finxit is interpreted as 
‘has made me to appear,’ and the same sense 
is ascribed to jinget. Evidently however 
the two words are not placed in their 
emphatic positions, made more emphatic by 
the antithesis, without good reason. Now 
the only reason which I can see for this is 
that the words have a double sense (1) the 
obvious sense, (2) a covert sense. ‘If 
fortune has feigned (i.e. (1) ‘made to appear’ 
(2) ‘made falsely to appear’) Sino unfortu- 
nate, it shall not feign him (i.e. (1) ‘make 
him to appear’ (2) ‘make him falsely to 
appear’) a vain liar? Thus in the finxit 
Sino insolently mocks those whom he is 
deceiving, and in the finget the poet by an 
employment of the Tragic Irony makes him 
express his own condemnation. ‘Not 
falsely shall fortune make him out a liar.’ 

That this is what Vergil intended is, I 
think, clear; it is an imitation of Greek 
Tragedy, but wanting in vigour and out of 
place in the Epic, as the oversight of all the 
commentators seems to prove. 

Silvia prima soror, palmis percussa lacertos, 
Auxilium vocat et duros conclamat agrestes. 

Aen, VII. 503-4. 

In the note on this passage Conington states 
that the only quoted parallel to the words in 
Italics is Claudian Rapt. Proserp. Il 248-9 . 
planctuque lacertos verberat. But Facciolati 
gives us three references to Ovid’s Metamor- 

NO. CII, VOL. XII. 

phoses (s. dacertus) and one to Lucan: we 
may add Statius Si/v. IL 6. 82. In all these 
passages some form of plango or its 
derivatives occw's, and Sidgwick explains 
the action in our passage as a ‘natural 
gesture of horror.’ Plainly, however, the 
gesture is in the Aeneid a signal and not 
a mere expression of horror, as appears from 
1, 504. Vergil therefore understands the 
gesture in a different sense from his 
successors. Whether ‘natural’ or not, it 
may be of great antiquity, since under the 
name dsphotanam it was a form of challenge 
used by wrestlers, etc. in ancient India. 

Mox cessere hostes et sequentibus diebus 
crebra pro portis proelia serebant.—Tac. Hist. 
Vres El. 

This phrase is usually explained as 
equivalent to crebra proelia committebant. 
But it is impossible to distinguish between 
the use of sero here and in 

bella ex bellis serendo.—Sall. Withr. 

ex aeternitate causa causam serens.—Cic. 

De Fat. 12. 

alternum seritote diem concorditer ambo 

—Ennius. 
rerum humanarum ordo seritur. — Liv. 

xxv. 6. 

Therefore the meaning is ‘they engaged 
in a series of combats’ sc. from-day to day. 
It is true that from consero we have not 
only 

nocti conseruisse diem—Ov. Am. III. 6. 10, 

but also conserere pugnam. This, however, 
is merely an accusative of result, and the 
things which are really ‘strung together’ 
are manus. Serere pugnam would be an 
impossible expression : the plural is wanted. 

This explanation, let me add, seems to be 

accepted by Forcellini, from whom the above 
examples are cited. 

F, W. Tuomas. 
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THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI. 

(Abstract of a paper read before the Oxford Philological Society on November 5, 1897, by 
Mr. A. S. Hunt, M.A.) 

Arter a few general remarks descriptive 
of the great find of papyri made by Mr. 
Grenfell and himself at Oxyrhynchus last 
winter, Mr. Hunt gave a sketch of that 
part of the collection, comprising about one- 
sixth of the whole, which has up to the 
present been examined. The literary sec- 
tion was first dealt with. Among the 
classical pieces not previously extant, the 
following were specified :— 

(1) A Sapphic fragment, from a MS. of 
the third century, a.p. The five stanzas 

of which this is composed are rather muti- 
lated, but the sense of the first three is 
clear, and satisfactory restoration is so far 
possible. The occasion of the ode is the 
departure of the brother of Sappho—for 
there seems to be no reason for doubt that 
she herself was the writer—upon a voyage. 

(2) A hexameter fragment in the dialect 
of Alkman, and probably to be attributed 
to him. The papyrus contains three broken 
lines from the end of a poem, and four com- 
plete ones from the beginning of another. 
(3) A prose fragment, five columns in 

length, being part of a treatise on metre, 
most probably the fvdpixd_crorxeia of Aris- 
toxenus. The analysis of the different 
rhythms of which the fragment treats is 
illustrated by quotations from lyric poems, 
possibly the choruses of lost tragedies. 

(4) A considerable fragment from a chron- 
ological treatise of doubtful authorship, 
giving a summary of the chief events 
during the years 356—316 B.c. Account 
is taken in this work not only of Greek, 
but of Oriental and Roman affairs, and 

events of literary interest also find a place. 
The contemporaneous discovery of a second 
piece of the Parian Chronicle, covering just 
the same period, lends this papyrus a pecu- 
liar interest. 

Brief mention was also made of two comic 
fragments, a short elegiac fragment, and 
some mutilated oriyor pelovpor, intended to 
be sung to the flute. 

A long list was given of fragments from 
works already extant, special notice being 
taken of the following :— 

(1) A leaf from a papyrus book of the 
third century, containing most of the first 
chapter of St. Matthew’s Gospel. The few 

existing texts. 

peculiar variants preserved in this early 
fragment are for the most part confined to 
the spelling of Christian names. 

(2) A small vellum leaf from a fourth 
century MS. of the apocryphal ‘ Acts of 
Paul and Thecla.’ The fragment exhibits 
a remarkable number of variations from the 
mediaeval text, and affords a valuable clue 
to the extent of the changes produced by 
the editing processes which the book is 
supposed to have undergone. 

(3) A first-century Thucydides papyrus, 
recently published in the’ Archaeological 
Report for 1897 of the Egypt Exploration 
Fund. ‘The importance of this discovery 
was shown to consist chiefly in the support 
given by it to the vulgate text, as against 
the attacks of some modern critics. 

(4) A fragment of Sophocles’s Oedipus 
Tyrannus, of the fifth century, which, if 
containing no remarkable variants, is not 
unimportant for purposes of textual cri- 
ticism. 

A connecting link between the literary 
and non-literary sections was found in a 
number of semi-literary documents—parts 
of collections of scholia, dictionaries of 
Homeric and other words, fragments of 
Greek accidence, medical prescriptions, and 
the like. A selection of the most interesting 
non-literary documents was then passed in 

review, illustrating the variety of the col- 
lection and the valuable information which 
these original records afford upon the public 
and private life of Roman Egypt. 

This survey of the materials led to some 
deductions upon the relation between the 
papyri and certain departments of research. 
It is to Egypt that the scholar now chiefly 
looks, both for fresh additions to the classi- 
cal treasury and for new evidence upon 

Much insight too may be 
gained from this quarter into the obscurer 
byways of literature, the traces of which 
have become indistinct or even completely 
obliterated. To the theologian the papyri 
offer similar encouragement, by holding out 

hopes of the recovery, on the one hand of 
texts which go behind those which have 
descended to us, on the other of some 
of those records of early Christianity, 
which have been partially or entirely lost, 
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For the internal history of Kgypt under 
Ptolemaic and Roman rule the papyri are 
by far the most important source of infor- 
mation ; and Greek and Roman law may 
here be studied inthe concrete. Palaeography 
has no less a debt to acknowledge. ‘The 
Oxyrhynchus collection in particular will 
throw considerable light upon the develop- 
ment of the Greek literary hand, and will 
fill up some gaps in the evidence for the 

history of cursive writing. It also includes 
some remarkably early specimens of tachy- 
graphy. These papyri are, moreover, rich 
in miscell:neous palaeographical data, e.g., 
for the history of abbreviations and con- 
tractions, the rise and growth of the use of 
accents, breathings and other lection signs, 
the forms of books, and other cognate sub- 
jects. 

THE TEXT AND INTERPRETATION OF LOGIA JESU II. 

Aéyer Inoods, eav wy vyotevoare TTOU Ko pLovT 
ov pa) evpyte THV Bacrciav Tov Geov: Kal eav wn 
caBPationte TO oaBBatrov ovx owWeobe Tov 
TaTéepa. 

Clem. Alex. Strom. 111.15, 99 has of pev 
eivovxiaavres EavTovs amd Taos apaptias da 
tiv Bacirelav TOV obpavOv pakdpLoe ovTOL cic 
ol Tov Koopov vyotevovtes. The striking 
similarity of this last phrase with the above 
quoted logion seems to justify the correction 
of the acc. to the gen. 

The whole passage in Clement, from which 
the extract is taken, may be read as a com- 
mentary upon the logion. The third book 
of the Stromata deals with heretical teach- 
ings about marriage, especially those which 
leaned towards asceticism. Among other 
writers Clement singles out Julius Cassia- 
nus, l.c. 91. Now Cassianus in the passage 
quoted by Clement makes special use of 
Isaiah 56, 3, 7 Aeyérw 6 edvodyos OTe EVAOV 
eyo eit Lnpov. Clement devotes two para- 
graphs l.c. 98, 99 to the discussion of this 
same text, and it is in the latter that the 
striking parallel to the logion occurs 

In this discussion, Cassianus, l.c. 91, appeals 
to ‘a saying of the Lord’ (én 6 kvpuos). 
Clement objects, J.c. 92, that it is not found 
in any of the four Gospels but is found in 
the Gospel according to the Egyptians, and 
then proceeds to interpret the saying in an 
allegorical manner, |.c. 93. From this it 
may be inferred that Clement had access to 
the Gospel in question, if indeed it was not 
actually before him at the time of writing 
this book of the Stromata ; cf. Strom. iii. 
9:63. ff. 

Let us now turn to ili. 15, 98-9, remem- 
bering (a) that Clement has Cassianus in 
view, (b) that we are to be ready therefore 
for references to the Gospel of the Egyp- 
tians. Clement begins by quoting Isaiah 
56 vv, 83-5 and comments upon the passage 

thus: ‘Neither the condition of a eunuch, 
nor his keeping of the sabbath justifies him, 
unless he do the commandments.’ It is in 
the same spirit that Clement ends the passage 
le. 99, and gives the interpretation of the 
strange phrase ‘fasting from the world.’ 
‘Those who have made themselves eunuchs 
from all sin (i.e. spiritually) for the kingdom 
of heaven’s sake—blessed are they for they 
Jast from the world.’ 

I venture to suggest, therefore, that the 
Logia are fragments of the Gospel according 
to the Egyptians, or even fragments of an 
original collection of sayings upon which 
the Gospel was perhaps based. The extant 
portions of that Gospel are in the form of 
short sayings uttered in response to questions 
upon particular cases, and resemble very 
closely both in form and matter the recently 
discovered Logia : cf. Clem. Strom. iii. 6, 46 ; 
9, 63 ff. (The first part of the fifth logion 
seems to be alluded to Strom. ui. 10, 68.) 

If this is the case, the Logia are perhaps to 
be interpreted in the light of the Encratism 
amid which the Gospel according to the 
Egyptians was in vogue. (Salmon, /néro- 
duction to N.T. 4th Ed., p. 203.) 

It is noteworthy however that Clement 
seems to attach an almost canonical authority 
to his quotations, cf. 64. Perhaps we may 
connect the Logia with the apocryphal 
Gospel, without closing altogether the ques- 
tion of their genuineness. 

FRANK GRANGER. 

Norte.—Since I wrote the above, 1 find 
that Professors Harnack and Armitage 
Robinson have discussed the relation of the 
Logia to the Gospel according to the 
Egyptians, in the Hxpositor for December 
1897. Harnack, however, does not refer to 
the above parallel, and Armitage Robinson 
draws somewhat different inferences.—F. G. 

D 2 
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NOTE ON [DEWM.] 42, 25. 

[Dem. | 42, 25. kaddv yap xayabdv éore 
Sikacrav Tovs pev TOV ToAITOY eOedoVTAS, OTaV 
edropaat, AnToupyotvtas Kal év Tots TpLaKoT Lots 
dvras dvarraveww, STav TOUTOV OEdmeEVvoL TYYXAVMCL, 
Tovs b€ vopilovras arohAVel, Otay eis TO KOLVOV 
ru Saravijtwow, aye €is TOs TpoELapepovTas 
Kal pi) ewiTpEere Oparrerevew. 

Baiter and Sauppe, Dindorf (1874), and 
Blass (1889) print in this passage é€dovras. 
The change of an accent restores clearness 
and order to the period. Read é6eXovras, and 
compare Dem. 19, 230, cai 6 ev xopnyav Kat 
Tpinpapx@v ére Kal tavr’ wero detv éFeovris 
dvadiocxev, AverOar, pydev’ ev cvpdopa Tov 
moditav bv évdeav mepropav, 18, 68 ris édev- 

NOTES ON THE 

5 na # 
1. ddd’ dvédyv, 6 8 yGpos ap’ ovK ETL, 

Pees So legen 
ovK ére PoByTos viv, 
€pmrere. 

‘Nay roam at large; the place hath no 
more terrors for you—no more.’ 

The translation is Professor Jebb’s, and 
dp’ ov« éru is his correction of épvxerau. 

But dpa is not the conjunction required, 
nor is it helped by reading 6 6ée for dde. 
Why not read ézet otk éru? We have several 
instances of the synizesis in this play: 

ewer’ evel ovdev Tw kaxdvy’ ’arddeto. 446. 

ov-yap av obévovta ye 
elev pr éxret vd’ dv GO exov7’ ei py ddA. 947. 

e£orda 8’ Os pede y* eel ovror’ Gv oToAov 
erdevoat av rove. 10387. 

Porson’s correction of ywAds for x@pos 
seems clearly to deserve acceptance. 

2. ov yap pe TaAyos TOV TapeAOovTwr daKveEl, 
GAN’ ota xpy Tabety pre TpOs TOUTWY ETL 
do0K® TpoAevooe. ols yap “n yvopy KakKOV 

, i ¥ 8 4, / 1 35 

PaTHp yevnTat, TAAAG TaLoEvEL KAKA. : 

Philoctetes here gives us a screed of 

Oepias abterayyeAtovs eOeAovTas rapaxwpnoat 
Dirlr7w, tb. 99 tov Cedovrdv tpinpapxwv Tore 
mpOTov yevopevov TH TOA, Ov eis Hv eyo, 21, 
156 tpaywdots Kexopiyynké 708’ otros, éyo 8 
atAyntais avdpact. Kal OTL TodTo TavaAwp’ 
> ‘ lol , / > ‘\ n~ > . 

éxelvns THs Oamdvns tA€ov éoTt TOAAG, ovdEls 
> a“ /, 5 aN < >. ‘\ ~ £ e ‘X 

ayvoet Onrov. Kayo pev €OeAovris viv, ovTOs O€ 
KaTaoTas €& GVTLOOTEWS TOTE, OV Xdp_ ovdEepiav 

/, / + 4 - X 

dyrov dukaiws av tis éxor, 1b. 13 mapedOav 
€ / 9. iN , 3 / trecxounv éyo xopnyynoev eedovrys, 4, 29 
ey cuprréwy eehovris tacyxew STLody EroLuos, 
3X \ af) A 4 , , 

eav py TALE’ obTws exyn, 45, 85 wévre Tpijpets 
eHeAovTijs emidovs Kal wap’ avtod mAnpdcas 
eTpinpapxnTe TplLnpapxias. 

W. WYsE. 

PHILOCTETES. 

juristic or ethical. psychology: viz. He 
who has once committed a deliberate, pre- 
meditated crime is capable of any wickedness, 
Tyopyn, then, stands for the Aristotelian 
mpoatpeots, deliberate intention ; which im- 
plies, when it violates law, dduxia, Kakia, 
tovynpia, nOovs—a readiness to break law on 
every occasion. This being the thought, 
Tada is evidently inadequate, and should be 
replaced by ravra, as Meineke recommends. 
Professor Jebb reads xaxovs; but kaka is 
perhaps preferable; for, according to the 
doctrine, the agents are already kaxot 
(depraved, wicked) without any further 
maidevolts. Translate: ‘It is not resentment 
for the past that stings me; but I seem to 
foresee what I am doomed to suffer from 
them in the future: for men whose deliberate 
intention has been author of a single wrong 
are prepared to perpetrate any crime.’ 

Here ‘single’ is implied by the aorist. 
The language (pyrnp, ratdever) is not felicitous, 
but no proposed emendation is satisfactory. 
Philoctetes, of course, is speaking perversely : 
for it is impossible to believe that fear rather 
than anger dictates his refusal to go to 
Troy ; but Sophocles intends him to betray 
that long sufferings have warped his judg- 
ment—or Iiis will. 

E, Poste. 

a 
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THE WORD yAupavxynv IN SIMONIDES AND BACCHYLIDES. 

Some years ago I wrote a brief note in 
this Review (vol. iv. p. 231) in which I 
attempted to show that the words yAuwpzis, 
xAwpavxnv applied to the nightingale in the 
Odyssey and in Simonides, should be referred 
to sound, not to colour; that the force of 
xAwpos here is the same as in yAoepa pécOpa, 
derived from the springing of the grass as 
being fresh, living, gushing, so that the 
nightingale is described as having a clear, 
liquid, or gushing note; that, in fact, the 
idea is the same as in the ‘liquidae voces 
avium’ of Lucretius, or the ‘ full-throated’ 
of Keats. I am confirmed in my opinion 
that, at any rate, it is not a word of colour 
by the use of yAwpavynv in Bacchylides, 
v. 172—Imagine Bacchylides, four lines 
further on, using yAwpwoAeve Kadota as 
equivalent to AevKdAcve KadAvora !—Bacchy- 
lides applies to a girl, whom he wishes to 
compliment, the same epithet which his 
uncle applied to a nightingale. What 
have a girl’s neck and a _ nightingale’s 
in common? In this position of the case 
surely colour is put out of court. We 
must choose between two things, form 
and sound. Both bird and lady may be 
supple-necked, flexible-necked, or both may 
be clear-voiced, liquid-voiced. Here may be 
suggested a comparison with Hesiod, Op. 
203, ‘dnddva moxtAddepov.’ Paley says 
‘ spotted-necked.’ To this there is an objec- 
tion which I must confess I regard as 
superior to all philological considerations. 
The nightingale has not a spotted neck. 
For I do not think anyone will maintain 
that the dydav of the Greeks was the 
so-called ‘ thrush-nightingale.’! But there is 
no difficulty in taking the word to mean 
‘with quivering throat,’ and in that epithet 
ideas, both of form and sound, are conveyed. 
Or it may =ovxAdynpuv, ‘of varied note.’ 

1 The true nightingale, of course, is common in Greece. 

In the latter case an objection may be 
raised to giving depy (or avxynv) the meaning of 
Adpvy€: but 1 think the passage in Aesch. 
Ag. 328, “€& éXevbepov depys azoipdlover 
supports that meaning; and in a physical 
sense the word avyyv unquestionably can do 
duty for both our words ‘neck’ and ‘ throat.’ 
Tt can be applied equally to the back of the 
neck which bears the yoke, or to the throat 

of the victim, which is cut. 
I confess I halt between two opinions, 

form or sound. In favour of my original 
view that it refers to sound, there is this 
consideration: that it is difficult to see how 
xAwpyis would get its sense as easily, if it 
referred tothe flexible neck of the nightingale. 
In one case neck is omitted, in the other 
voice. Which would be most natural, 

‘ flexible nightingale’ or ‘liquid nightingale?’ 
I think it is easier to imagine the nightin- 
gale as all voice than as all neck—in fact, 
as an ‘unbodied voice,’ just as Shelley’s lark 
was an ‘unbodied joy.’ The nightingale 
does not sing quite as much out of our sight 
as the lark does, but it is much more often 
heard than seen; the proportion, perhaps, 
is about the same as in the case of the 
cuckoo, who, to Wordsworth, was ‘a wan- 
dering voice.’ Hence it is not improbable 
that the nightingale might have an epithet 
which properly belongs to its note. On the 
other hand it may be adduced in favour of 
‘ flexible-necked,’ that it may not improperly 
in the passage of the Odyssey (xi~. 518) 
convey the idea which is emphasized three 
lines further on by the words “) te Oapa 
tpwraoa’: and the xAwpov yovu of Theocr. 
xiv. 70 will probably support this rendering. 
Whichever of these two interpretations 
may be right, it is surely made quite clear 
by Bacchylides that the lexicons are wrong 
with their ‘ pale-green-necked.’ 

G. E. MarinDInN. 

HAIGH’S JRAGIC DRAMA OF THE GREEKS. 

The Tragic Drama of the Greeks. By A. E. 
Haieu, M.A. With illustrations. Oxford, 
at the Clarendon Press. 1896. Pp. 499. 
12s. 6d. 

Mr. Hate is deservedly well known by his 
Attic Theatre. His present work is, there- 

fore, one that the student of Greek tragedy 
will open with an interest due at once to 
the subject and to the author. But to some 
the first impression may be a certain sense 
of disappointment. In many respects the 
feeling is unjust. Mr. Haigh has sent out 
his book void of preface, but one would 
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fairly infer from the preface to the Attic 
Theatre that his purpose in this second 
treatise had been to collect and _ piece 
together all the available information con- 
cerning the origin, development and decay 
of the old Athenian tragic drama. It may 
further be inferred from the general style 
of the book itself that it is the result of 
Mr, Haigh’s college lectures, and that its 
usefulness has been already tested. He has 
aimed to put sound material in the hands of 
students at large, not to write an ‘ epoch- 
making’ book, and has supplied a compre- 
hensive English manual of the subject. He 
has tried to say not new things, but always 
true ones. He has read much and intelli- 
gently ; he writes clearly and sensibly ; he 
is not carried away by new theories, because 
they are new ; and he has covered the wide 
ground of his subject with tolerable evenness. 
But a book of this commanding form that 
contains little that is strikingly novel or 
new will, rightly or wrongly, disappoint 
scholars, glad though they may well be to 
recommend it to their students. 

To enter somewhat more into detail, Mr. 
Haigh has divided his material into six 
chapters. In the first he treats briefly (too 
briefly one may well think, considering the 
size of the book) the early history of Greek 
tragedy. Then three several chapters are 
given to the lives and works of the three 
great tragedians. A fifth chapter deals 
with the form and character of Greek 
tragedy and a sixth with the later history 
of Greek tragedy down to its formal extine- 
tion. It may be said in passing that it 
would have been ‘justifiable and doubtless 
productive of good, had the ‘ Great Three’ 
been treated in another than the orthodox 
order, z.e. had Euripides been made to 
follow Aeschylus immediately, Sophocles 
being then discussed in his relations to the 
other two. 

In the opening chapter the author’s ap- 
parent absence of personal opinions and his 
lack of sureness in the handling of matters 
of mythology and archaeology hinder dis- 
tinctness and coherence. A primitive indi- 
genous nature- worship (phallus - worship, 
tree-worship) and an alien cult of Dionysus 
as coalescing forces are not made distinct 
enough. Nor is the tendency of a strongly 
marked and systematised cult to absorb 
kindred and even alien elements sufficiently 
emphasised. Again, the failure to distin- 
guish periods of art and such vague re- 
ference as ‘ancient paintings’ vitiate the 
paragraph that deals with the Bacchantes 
and the minor followers of Dionysus (pp. 

7-8). At p. 26 one misses in note 1 a 
reference to the late Professor Merriam’s 
monograph on JIcaria in the Seventh 
Annual Report of the American School at 
Athens. What is said of a ‘formal pro- 
logue’ in the Thespian tragedy (p. 31 sq.) is 
not satisfactory. Notwithstanding the im- 
possibility of attaining absolute certainty in 
this matter (see p. 248, note 1), it is surely 
venturesome to claim a prologue in the 
Kuripidean (or, rather, Aristophanic) sense 
for the early tragedy. The most that can 
be affirmed seems to be that the Aristotelian 
prologue (ée. non-lyrical matter preceding 
the parodos) may be earlier than Aeschylus. 
It is hardly hypercritical to object to the 
statement (p. 35) that at the opening of 
Aeschylus’s Supplices ‘ the fifty [1] daughters 
of Danaus are seen crouching round an 
altar’ (italics reviewer’s) or to the implica- 
tion (¢bid.) that the opening anapaests of 
that play are sung by the whole chorus. 

But Mr. Haigh improves as he advances 
in his subject. The account of Aeschylus is 
good—clear, sober and sensible. But one 
dislikes to see at this late day the famous 
tale of the ixpia and the stone theatre told 
as it is at p. 48. The fact that the 
Athenians were, in the growth of their 
empire, dvcepwres Tv azovtwy is perhaps a 
sufficient explanation of Aeschylus’s geo- 
graphical digressions (p. 76). The terms 
trilogy and tetralogy are assumed (p. 96) to 
go back to the fifth century, though there 
seems to be no direct proof that they are 
prae-Alexandrian. At p. 100 we miss in 
the - ccount of the preservation of the plays 
a reference to v. Wilamowitz-Moeilendorft : 
indeed the references throughout the book 
often surprise one by their omissions. But 
of this more later. It must further be said 
that the question of the date of the Prome- 
theus is not treated fully enough and that 
something should be said about the possible 
post-Aeschylean revision of the play. 

Notwithstanding Mr. Haigh’s apparent 
wish to treat Sophocles with orthodox 
admiration, his frank study of the poet 
makes him say some things that will give 
heretics a wicked pleasure; but the treat- 
ment is uneven. At p. 156 we are told 
that ‘though the connexion [of Sophocles’s 
choruses with the subject matter of the 
drama] varies in point of closeness, it is 

always obvious and intelligible.’ It did not 
need M. Decharme’s trenchant words (Luri- 
pide et Vesprit de son thédtre, p. 406) to 
emphasise the looseness of attachment of 
Antiy. 334-375—a passage that would have 
been treated as a flagrant euBorAmorv had its 
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author been Euripides. But at p. 188 
Sophocles is charged with padding the Ajaz, 
and the harshness of style of the Antigone is 

~ not overlooked at p. 162. The treatment of 
Sophocles’s style at pp. 163-165 is excellent, 

_ but one would like to see its Thucydidean 
quality brought more into relief. To men- 
tion some matters of detail, at p. 136 
(note 2) Sophocles is said to have copied 
Herodotus in Ant. 905-911, but the famous 
question about this passage is first referred 
to at p. 185, where it is handled with justice 
(I think) though perhaps too briefly. At 
p. 140 (or in chap. V.) something might 
perhaps have been said about the ques- 
tion of the regulation of the length of 
Attic plays. At p. 162 the opening of the 
Antigone is cited in illustrition, of Sopho- 
cles’s fondness for involved expression ! 
This is but one of the instances, not a few, 
that might be cited of Mr. Haigh’s uncriti- 
cal attitude towards his texts (not to 
mention such things as his retention of the 
forms cow and oixteipw). The question of 
the dating of Sophocles’s plays is not well 
handled. A combination of the data fur- 
nished by the hypotheses of the Antigone 
and Alcestis (in the latter uf for vé seems 
certain) may be interpreted as showing that 
the numbers refer not to lists ‘drawn 
up for the convenience of students and 
purchasers’ (p. 402), but to records (di- 
dascalic?) in which the year of the poet’s 
dramatic career was indicated. The date 
437 B.c. for the Antigone would hang well 
enough together with the story of the 
generalship, especially as the Tévos says that 
Sophocles was made general seven years 
before the Peloponnesian war. Of course, 
this is assuming that the traditions of the 
generalship and of the date of the play are 
confused in our ‘sources.’ Again the refer- 
ences to the Plague and the reminiscences 
of the Hippolytus in the Oedipus Rex (cf. 
965 sq. with Hipp. 1058 sqg.; 584 sqq. with 
Hipp. 1012-1020; 1525 sq. with Hipp. 86 
[and perhaps 1091 sqq.]; possibly too 481 
sq. should be compared with Hipp. 564), 
taken together with other indications 
(see Bethe, Prolegomena zur Geschichte des 
Theaters in Alterthum, p. 194, note 15), seem 
to fix 427 B.c. as the terminus post quem of 
Sophocles’s play. The date of the Zlectra is 
not discussed. Before leaving Sophocles 
Mr. Haigh’s just appreciation of that beau- 
tiful play, the Zrachiniae (p. 188) must be 
warmly commended. 

The long treatment of Huripides (pp. 
304-321), in a manner the piece de résist- 
ance of the book, is in the main just and 

good, but demands correction and criticism 
in details. The works of M. Decharme 
(whose Luripide et lesprit de son thédire is 
incorrectly named at p. 207, but rightly at 
pp. ~62 and 271) and of Professor v. 
Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (particularly his 
Herakles, which is cited at p. 299 without 
indication of volume or edition) would 
justly, it seems to the reviewer, have been 
more freely referred to. The latter’s 
Herakles, as well as his Analecta Huripidea, 
should have been cited at p. 281 (note 1), 
and his reasonably certain dating of the 
Heraclidae (in independent agreement with 
Haupt: see Analect. Hur. p. 152) between 
429 and 427 should at least have been 
mentioned. M. Decharme’s treatment of 
the Euripidean prologue and_ epilogue 
should have been mentioned in connection 
with what is said pp. 247-251, and his 
treatment of the chorus in Euripides, 
which is fairer, though less moderate, than 
Mr. Haigh’s, should have been alluded to. 

One may be justified in thinkng that 
Euripides’s relation to Sophocles is hardly 
well stated at p. 218. His ‘ priesthood’ too 
(if ‘priest’ be the proper rendering of zup- 
dopos as used in the Tévos) is not necessarily 
to be regarded as it is at p. 268 (note 2). 
(See Wilamowitz, Herakl.! p. 5, note 8. 
Had a youthful temple-service any influence 
on Euripides’s charming picture of Ion at 
Delphi 4) 

At p. 279 the fact that Med. 246 has 
been rejected by Wilamowitz and after him 
by Weil and v. Arnim (though M. Weil in 
his note on v. 266 inconsistently accepts a 
scheme of division of vv. 214-260 that 
would prove v. 246 genuine) might have 
been alluded to, if only to defend the tradi- 
tion. It may be doubted in passing whether 
Mr. Haigh has quite done justice to Eurip- 
ides’s treatment of women. But it is not 
easy todoit. At. 283 (note 4 to p. 282) the 
Bacchae and Iph. Aul. are dated ‘soon after 
406.’ Did Euripides write in the other 
world? This brings us to the dating of 
Euripides’s plays in general, a matter of 
which Mr. Haigh might have given a fuller 
treatment. 

At p. 283 the methods of ascertaining the 
date of plays of which the date is not 
preserved in an trofecis are not quite 
well stated. Nothing is said of allusions to 
historical events in the plays themselves or 
of references in Aristophanes and the 
scholia, althovgh both these methods are 

employed in the sequel. The question of 
the authenticity of the Rhesus is unsatisfac- 
torily handled. The more recent literature 
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of the subject including Professor Rolfe’s 
article in Harvard Studies vol. iv. pp. 61 sqq., 
might well have been referred to. The date 
assigned to the Heraclidae (430 or 429) 
ignores Wilamowitz (see above), nor is his 
discussion of the date of the Hercules alluded 
to. Hor the date assigned to the Electra 
M. Weil’s notice in the Sept Tragédies 
should have been cited. Though the Jph. 
Taur.is placed after the Helen, the ques- 
tion of the probability (or improbability) of 
its posteriority is not discussed. The Jon is 
inserted between the Helen and the Jph. 
Taur. with its date given as ‘very uncertain.’ 

It may be remarked that the treatment 
of the Alcestis can hardly be pronounced 
satisfying. The 7roades too gets scant justice. 
The famous picture of the sack of the city 
in the Hecuba (p. 295) might well be called 
not merely ‘one of the most beautiful lyrics 
in Euripides’ but one of the most beautiful 
in all literature. It may be noted that 
Evadne’s allusion to her future renown 
(p. 296, note 1), if indeed it be such, need be 
no more than a reference to the play itself 
(like that in Alc. 452, where see Weil’s 
note). 

The chapter on the form and character of 
Greek Tragedy is divided into sections deal- 
ing with general characteristics, the subjects, 
the characters (at the close of this section 
the famous ‘pity and terror’ is briefly 
discussed without, however, entering into 
the question of the objectivity or subjectivity 
of the ‘terror ’), unity of structure (what is 
said of the romantic drama at p. 338 is 
good: it might have been added that the 
first part of the story of Othello would have 
found place in a Euripidean prologue, like. 
that of the Hippolytus), treatment of the 
plot, formal divisions, language, versification, 
symmetry of form, the satyric drama, and 
the titles of Greek tragedies. It may be 
noted that zpéAoyos did fot ‘ originally’ (p. 
351) denote the whole of the opening scene 
(that sense is Aristotelian) and that érewd- 
dwov (sc. pépos) is derived directly from 
éreicodos, ‘subsequent entrance’ (p. 353). 
The opening anapaests were more probably 
recited by the coryphaeus than by the chorus 
(p. 355). The term ordomov is rightly to 
be explained as an adjective derived directly 
from ordows (see Professor Jebb’s Oed. Tyr2 
p. 8). In the section on language one ought 
to be referred to Professor Smyth’s Jonic 
Dialect. To mention the Epic language as 
old Ionic (p. 366) is to tread on dangerous 
ground. 

With versification Mr. Haigh does not 
deal as fully as he might have done; how- 

ever, this is a case in which discretion is 
the better part of valour. Still in dis- 
cussing iambics he might have gone a little 
further. The fact should be noted that it 
is Sophocles that elides at the end of a 
trimeter and otherwise shows a tendency to | 
treat that verse as a colon, thus working 
with larger unities in the dialogue. The use 
of anapaests by the coryphaeus at the close 
of a choral song seems susceptible of a 
better explanation than that given at p. 375. 
A very interesting part of chapter V. is 

that which has to do with symmetry of form. 
It is well that this important subject should 
be brought prominently to the notice of 
students. It has been too little regarded. 
It is meet too that it be treated with some 
wise reserve. But Mr. Haigh keeps too far 
to windward. It ought to be plainly said 
(and here again Mr. Haigh’s uncritical 
attitude towards the text is very evident) 
that the bad preservation of the Tragedians 
is to blame for the fact that structural (and 
verbal) responsions are not more evident. One 
is surprised to find (p. 382) the speeches of 
Medea and Jason in Med. 465-575 declared to 
beof fifty-four and fifty-five lines respectively. 
But v. 468 is generally and justly con- 
demned ; so the speeches are of precisely 
equal length. Again the speeches of Creon 
and Haemon in Ant. 639 sgq. (cited p. 382, 
note 2) may fairly be regarded as of equal 
length. The simplest cure for the difficulty 
in vv. 690-1 is to assume, with van Her- 
werden, a lacuna of a verse after 690, to be 
supplied perhaps <76 py tw’ dorav éudavds 
xpyobai rore>. So again in the Septem it 
seems against all reasonable probability that 
we have in vy. 375-676 only partial sym- 
metry : there are abundant indications that 
the text is mutilated. More than that 
there is some verbal balancing. Thus (the 
most striking case) in vv. 421-451 (15 = 15) 
the words peonpBpwotcr Oarrecw in 431 
are answered by the same words in 446. 
But this is not the place to carry this dis- 
cussion further. It may merely be added 
that the choral antistrophic responsions 
referred to at p. 339 are not confined to 
phrases, but extend to words and syllables, 
and might well have been more fully treated 
and illustrated. 

The final chapter on the later history of 
Greek tragedy, where Mr. Haigh’s know- 
ledge of inscriptional evidence comes into 
play, seems to call for no detailed discussion. 
It may be observed in passing that the 
doubt about the spelling of Meletus’s name 
(p. 417) would seem to be settled by the 
puns in Plato’s Apology (24 D and 25 C). 
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The book concludes with two useful 
appendixes, one of tragic poets with a brief 
account of each, supplemental to the ac- 
count of minor poets in chap. VI.; the 
other, of titles of Greek tragedies and 
Satyric dramas classified according to mythic 
cycle and subject. 

The process the plates representing 

GARDNER AND JEVONS’ 

A Manual of Greek Antiquities, Books. I—V 
by Percy Garpner, Litt.D., Books VI— 
IX by F. B. Jevons, Litt.D. London, 
Charles Griffin & Co., pp. 736, 1895. 
16s. 

THE present work aims at supplying the 
student with an introduction to the social, 
religious and political antiquities of Greece. 
Within the compass of a single volume of 
more than 700 pages the authors traverse 
the ground covered in the well-known Hand- 
books of Schémann, K. F. Hermann and 
Iwan von Miller. Professor Perey Gardner 
is responsible for the first four hundred 
pages, including Chapters on the ‘ Land and 
People,’ on the house in Homeric and 
historic times, on Religion and Mythology, 
on Temples and Religious Societies, on 
Sacrifice and Oracles, on the Public Games 
and the Mysteries. These amongst other 
topics occupy the first three Books. The 
fourth is on the ‘Course of Life,’ and 
touches on Education and Travel, on the 
position of women, on the treatment of 
disease, and on burial and tombs. The fifth 
is on Commerce, including agriculture and 
pasturage, manufactures and professions, 
trade-routes, and the money-market and 
coins. Dr. Jevons is responsible for the 
remaining four books, on Constitutional and 
Legal Antiquities, on Slavery, on War, and 
on the Theatre. 

The object of the authors is ‘ to present 
to the English reader the elements of these 
subjects in a readable form.’ The result of 
a careful perusal of the seven hundred pages 
of their work, which has octupied all the 
leisure hours of a single week, is a cordial 
appreciation of the success which has on 
the whole attended the execution of their 
laborious task. Professor Gardner’s work 
is marked throughout by a mastery of the 
archaeological and the literary evidence 
bearing on religion and mythology and also 

Tragedians (including, of course, the famous 
Lateran Sophocles) and the youthful Diony- 
sus (facing p. 12) add to the attractive 
appearance of the book. 

The mistakes in the printing and accent- 
ing of Greek are commendably few. 

Mortimer Lamson EARLE. 

Bryn Mawr College, Pennsylvania. 

GREEK ANTIQUITIES. 

on the antiquities of ordinary life ; while 
Dr. Jevons is no less thorough in his treat- 
ment of constitutional and legal antiquities 
and the other important topics that have 
fallen to his share. Perhaps the most 
satisfactory parts of the work are those in 
which Professor Gardner summarises the 
results of his own papers elsewhere, e.g. the 
chapters on the Homeric house, and the 
Olympian festival, on the mysteries of 
Eleusis and on the Asclepian shrine at 
Epidaurus. The chapter on sacrifice (in- 
spired in part by Robertson Smith) and 
that on the classification of myths are also 
of special interest and importance, although 
the interpretation of the meteorological 
group of myths may be open to exception. 
Thus Hera is to some extent a ‘moon- 
goddess’ (126), yet she persecutes Io who 
also ‘seems obviously the horned moon 
wandering through heaven under the count- 
less eyes of the stars, which the breath of 
morning makes pale and _ closes.’ The 
mythological counterpart of this is the 
story that Io ‘is watched by the hundred 
eyes of Argus until that guardian is slain 
by Hermes’ (90). Hermes is here identified 
as a wind-god, but it may be doubted whether 
the closest observation of the stars at dawn 
has ever detected any obscuration due to the 
influence of the wind. 

Dr. Jevons has done good service in 
writing a consecutive account of Attic law 
which ought to be of special use to students 
of the Private Orations of Demosthenes ; 
he has also given us a very satisfactory 
chapter on a more novel subject, the Law of 
Gortyna, and he has supplied us with a 
fairly adequate discussion of the views of 
Dr. Doérpfeld on the Greek Theatre. 
Among the slight defects of the work 

may be mentioned a certain amount of 
repetition due in part to the way in which 
the subjects overlap one another. Thus, 
the manumission of slaves is treated not 
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only by Dr. Jevons under the head of 
‘Emancipation of Slaves’ (p. 623), but also 
by Professor Gardner (p. 195), and the same 
illustrations from the Delphic inscriptions 
are noticed by both. In another edition 
some of these redundancies may be readily 
removed. Certain minor inaccuracies, which 
must here be noticed, will, it is hoped, be 
corrected at the earliest possible oppor- 
tunity. 

On p. 5 we are told that Plato ‘compaies 
the bare hills of Greece to the limbs wasted 
by disease of a once robust body :’ whereas 
the passage quoted from the Critias does 
not refer to Greece in general but to the 
primitive state of the land that was after- 
wards known as Attica. On the same page 
Boreas is the N.E. wind, Zephyrus is N.W., 
and Notus the S.W.: but, although Boreas 
is sometimes described as the N.N.E. wind, 
there seems no suflicient reason for departing 
from the usual identification of these winds 
as N., W. and S§. respectively. The influ- 
ence of the climate of Attica and Boeotia 
on the intellectual character of their inhabi- 
tants is imperfectly illustrated by Pindar’s 
Bowria ts: it would be better to refer to 
Cicero, de Fato iv 7, Athenis tenue caelum, 
ex quo etiam acutiores putantur Attici ; 
erassum Thebis, itaque pingues Thebani et 
valentes. Pausanias is described on p. 15 as 
‘the traveller,’ but he has already been 
mentioned on the previous page without 
any such description. Beginners, for whom 
such a description may be necessary, will 
perhaps find it hard to understand what is 
meant on p. 13 by saying that the market- 
place at Athens was frequented by ‘the 
masters of the Socratic elenchus’; nor will 

they expect to be told in the text (instead 
of in the note) that ‘Rumpf is wrong in 
supposing that there was anything special 
or technical in the application of the term’ 
poxos (p. 26). When they read (on p. 14) 
that ‘Athens had other smaller markets 
besides that of the Ceramicus, for instance, 
a corn-market, croa dAditérodis, built by 
Pericles,’ and that ‘in addition Piraeus had 
two markets, one close to the sea and one 
further inland,’ they will infer that the 
corn-market in question was in Athens, but 
they may eventually discover that it was in 
Piraeus, as we are expressly told by the 
Scholiast on Aristophanes, Acharnians, 548.1 

1 It is, of course, very probable that there was also 
a oTou GAgitémwAis in Athens itself (Curtius, Athen, 
p. xe), but it was the one in the Peiraeus which was 
ascribed to Pericles (7b. p. exvii), though Curtius 
himself (p. 173) happens to say the same of that in 
Athens. See, however, Curt Wachsmuth, Stadt 
Athen, 111 96, 101. 

The reference (for ayAtvovs Totxovs) to Plut. 
Dem. ii (on p. 18) is meant for 11 § 6. On 
the next page we are told that Hipparchus 
‘engraved moral saws’ on the Hermae ‘in 
all parts of the city’; but the passage in 
Plato’s Hipparchus, p. 228, only mentions 
inscriptions on Hermae in the country. On 
p. 32 we are told that Demosthenes is 
‘speaking of the heroes of the days of 
Marathon’ when he says that ‘they erected 
such buildings and set up such works of art 
as posterity has never been able to surpass’ ; 
this would seem to imply that the Parthenon, 
&e., belong to 490 B.c., but a glance at the 
context of Olynth. 2 § 25 will show that the 
orator is referring to the age of Pericles no 
less than to the ‘days of Marathon.’ 

Pausanias ‘of Ceramis’ (p. 38) is an 
awkward rendering of 6 é Kepapéwr, 7.¢. ‘of 
Ceramicus.’ The Oeconomicus of Xenophon 
is on pp. 45, 350 exceptionally called the 

Economics. On p. 65 the authority for the 

long hair of Gylippus rousing the ridicule of 
the Syracusans is not Thue. i 6, but Plut. 
Nic. 19. The former refers to the Athenian 

kpwBvdos, on which mention may now be 

made of Studniczka’s elaborate excursus to 
the new edition of Classen’s Thucydides. 

One might have welcomed a precise reference 

on p. 101 to the interpolated passage in 
Hesiod in honour of Hecate, and on p. 149 
to ‘one of the few poetical lines’ in the 
Theogony. On p. 131 Aboniteichos is used 
as an equivalent to ’APwvov retxos. Onp. 145 

we are told that ‘Lemnos contains an 

extinct voleano Mosychlus,’ but it is known 
that not a trace of this voleano has been 
found by travellers, and the most plausible 

theory respecting it is that it is submerged 

among the shoals N.E. of the island (see 

Jebb’s Philoctetes, p. 244). On p. 165, after 
Xenophon’s Mem. iii 8 §¢ 10 has been 
quoted as ‘declaring such spots to be most 
fitted for dedication to the gods as could be 
well seen by all’..., we read ‘Aristotle 

speaks to the same effect.’ One might have 

expected a reference to Pol. viii 12 § lL. 

On p. 221 we find that the keenest shafts of 

polished wit are directed against outlandish 

cults by Avistion, Menander and Theophras- 

tus. Is this a misprint for Aristophanes? 

On p. 232 the reference to ordeals by fire in 

the Antigone (rip dieprev) might have been 

supplemented from the Conon of Demos- 

thenes (54 § 40). For the varied applica- 

tions of the word épyvs in the sense of 

‘omen’ one would have preferred a precise 

reference to the Aves, 1. 719, and similarly 
for the reAeiddes of Dodona, to Zrach. 171. 
The chapter on ‘ Divination and Oracles’ is 
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immediately followed (on p. 269) by one on 
the Public Games, ushered in by the 
words :—‘ To our account of Greek gymnas- 
tics, we add here a brief account of the 
Public Games’; but gymnastics is not 
treated until a later part of the volume, so 
that the chapter on the Public Games must 
originally have been meant to follow p. 322. 
On pp. 270-274 and p. 379, students who 
are not in the habit of thinking in Olym- 
piads would have been glad to see the dates 
p.c, added in the margin. The position of 
Andania is undefined on p. 275, but ten 
pages later it is described as ‘in Messenia’ ; 
similarly ‘Arrhephoric maidens’ are men- 
tioned on p. 288 to be explained seven pages 
afterwards. ‘ Election by lot’ (pp. 304, 484) 
is surely an inaccurate way of expressing 
appointment by that method. The fact that 
the zadovopos at Teos had to be ‘ not less 
than 40 years old’ (p. 311) may be par- 
alleled by the rule at Athens which required 
Tov Tait xopnyovvTa to have attained that 
age (’A@. zoA. 56). A reference to the trea- 
tise just quoted (42 § 3) shouid have been 
added to the account of the training of the 
Athenian é$7Bor (p. 312), and also (43 § 1) 
to the notice of the xpnvav émyedntai (p. 
372). Of butter we are told on p. 328 that 
‘the Thracians seem to have employed it 
more especially for rubbing themselves 
with,’ although the ordinary use of butter 
was so familiar to the Thracians that they 
are described by Anaxandrides as avépes 
Bovrvpodayo. On the same page dxralew 18 
so rare a term for a seaside picnic that one 
might have expected a reference to Plut. 
Symp. @. iv 4. The reference to Plato 
p. 212 on p. 335 requires the addition of 
the name of the dialogue, the Symposium. 
For the instance in ‘ Demosthenes’ of a 
‘dowerless wife’ who was ‘acknowledged to 
be legally married’ (p. 344), we should refer 
to p. 1015 (40 § 24) rather than to p. 1016. 
As the name of one of the early tribes of 
Attica, the form "Epyddes (p. 380) has far 
less authority than ’Apyadeis. In the Eng- 
lish style there is little to criticise, though 
one does not like the split infinitives ‘ to 
constantly issue’ (392), and ‘to annually 
estimate’ (505), or ‘spectators in carefully 
arranged clothes’ (317), or ‘the cultivation 
of the bee’ (376), or ‘fashion’ occurring 
twice in the same short sentence (95), or the 
odd effect produced by the description of 
Aegina in the following sentence :—‘ (the 
Acropolis) was above the level of the city, 
and looked over it to Aegina, the eyesore of 
the Piraeus, and Salamis and Acrocorinthus’ 
(p. 357). In contrast to these occasional 

infelicities of phrase it is only fair to quote 
Dr. Gardner’s fine characterisation of 

Athena 

‘As the pure and high-minded virgin, who shared 
the counsels of Zeus and imparted of her abundant 
wisdom to men; the lofty patroness who founded 
the Athenian state and still upheld it in a thousand 
dangers, giving its statesmen wisdom, and diffusing 
through the breasts of its soldiers valour, such as in 
days long gone by she had bestowed on Herakles 
and Tydeus and Odysseus ; receiving from the hands 
of the Athenian people all that they had best to 
bestow of art and poetry, and in return blessing the 
givers of these gifts with tenfold increase so that 
their city shone throughout Hellas as the queen of 
wisdom and the mistress of beauty’ (p. 141). 

Dr. Jevons contributes to the joint work 

more than 300 pages, mainly on Constitu- 

tional History and Law. This part of the 
work is, on the whole, excellent. Only a 

few small points admit of improvement in 

future editions. Thus, in connexion with 

Sparta we are told that the military office 
‘was for ever limited to the strict duty of 

the original war-king or heretoga’ (419): 

we have to wait until the next chapter 

before this official is more precisely defined 

as the ‘Teutonic heretoga’ (458). Under 

Athens, it may be noticed that Aristotle's 

éxrnjopot has better authority than Plutarch’s 

éExrnpopror (444). In the time of Solon, we 

are informed that ‘for the archontate, each 

tribe elected the four men it thought best ; 

and from the forty thus elected, the nine 

archons were chosen [or rather ‘appointed ’ | 
by lot’ (447); whereas we are expressly 
told that each tribe nominated ten (’A@. zoX. 

8 § 1), the number of tribes being jour, as 

Dr. Jevons is well aware, for on a subse- 

quent page he marks the transition from 

the ‘four old tribes’ to ‘the ten new 

tribes’ under Clisthenes (p. 450). The 
date at which the Areopagus was deprived 
of its political power by Ephialtes is 
stated (on p. 452) as Bc. 464, although 
the ’A@nvaiwv modureta (25 § 2, followed by 
Busolt) gives B.c. 462. icoréAea is described 

as ‘ total exemption’ from the Aeroupyiar as 
well as from the perockiov (p. 455); here it 
ought to be made clear that by the Aeroup- 
yia. are meant those that fell on the perouxor 

alone. The Athenian is said (as in Gilbert 

i 2182) to have come of age ‘ on the com- 

pletion of his seventeenth year’ (458, 635), 

although we are distinctly told in °A@. vod. 
42 § 1 that it was on the completion of the 
eighteenth (éxtwxaidexa €ry Yyeyovores). The 

procedure in appointment by lot is some- 

what awkwardly expressed on p. 464: ‘ the 

mode of election was that in the fifth 

century the demes, i the fourth century the 
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tribes, each nominated a certain number of 
candidates from whom the requisite officials 
were chosen by lot; the demes, however, 
proved corruptible, and their power of 
nomination was transferred to the tribes.’ 
In the note on doxipdoi (465), it might 
have been well to refer to ’A@. wod. 55 §§ 2, 
3. The distribution of the duties of the 
otpatnyo. began at an earlier date than 
‘between B.c. 334 and 325’ (as stated on 
p. 473, and in my note on ’A@. zod. 61 
§ 1); an inscription as early as B.c. 352 
mentions tov otpatnyov Tov eri tiv dvdAaKnv 
THS Xwpas Kexelpotovnpevov (Foucart in Bull. 
Corr. Hell. xiv 434, 443). The singular 
number 6 ért 70 Oewpixov (474) must now be 
altered into the plural (see ’A6. zod. 43 § 1, 
47§ 2). Perrot, p. 255, appears on p. 477, 
without the title of the work referred to: 
it is not every student that is familiar with 
the Hssai sur le Droit Public d’ Athénes. 
Harpocration’s quotation (p. 465) is now 
superseded by the actual text of the ’A0. 
mod. 58 § 3. The reference for the pole- 
march’s possible retention of jurisdiction in 
certain military offences (p. 480) should be 

Lys. c. Alcib. § 3 (not § 4); the other 
reference for this (D. 169), I do not under- 
stand. The tribunal of the polemarch was 
not ‘in the Lyceum’ (479) but at the ’Em- 
Avcevov (AG. word. 3 § 5), and that of the 
Thesmothetae was not the Zhesmosion (480) 
but the @ecpoferetoy (’AG. vod. L.c.). Certain 
private cases came not ‘before the Four- 
teen’ (482), but before the Forty. For the 
jurisdiction of the polemarch in Sékar do 
aupPdrAwv it is unnecessary to refer to any 
inscription (482); it is enough to quote Ad. 
zoX. 58. Similarly, instead of relying on Cail- 
lemer’s article on Archontes for information 
on the jurisdiction of the Zhesmothetae (481), 
an article written while our information 
was still necessarily imperfect, it would 
have been better to follow c. 58 of the 
"AOnvaiwy wodtreia. Paredri is misprinted 
for proedri (486). On the Heclesia (492) a 
precise reference to ’A@. woA. 43 § 4 should 
be added. On p. 498 on is omitted between 
‘any proposal’ and ‘the subject.’ ‘ Any 
man who had to resort to legislation’ (529) 
is a misprint for litigation. The case of 
death ensuing ‘from an act which no one 
could foresee would have such a result’ is 
illustrated by an example somewhat far 
removed from the province of Attic law, or 
even of real life, viz. ‘ the act of a merchant 
who cast away a date-stone, thereby causing 
the death of the genie’s invisible son’ (530). 
€Tl Tols cHpact pydeva daveiLew should now 
be quoted on the authority of ’A@. zod. 6 

and 9 rather than on that of Plutarch’s 
Solon (539). 

On p. 580 we read ‘it was only the new 
dicasts who had to be distributed by lot 
among the dicasteria’: the last word here 
seems to be used not of the ‘law-courts,’ but 
of the ‘dicastic sections.’ On p. 595 we 
are told that the manner in which ‘the 
dicasts recorded their vote [in deciding 
between alternative penalties] in the fourth 
century is unknown’: but it may be learnt 
from °A@. vod. col. 37, érera rékw tysoot, dv 
d€y Tyra, TOV adToV TpdTOV WHdilo- 
#evot Olynthus was captured by Philip 
not in 353 (p. 612) but in 348: this mistake 
is to be traced to Biichsenschiitz, Besitz wu. 
Erwerb, p. 112. vedpiov is surely a ‘ dock- 
yard’ rather than a ‘harbour’ (658), On 
p- 676 one would have welcomed a reference 
to the authority for the use of dé Ajpvov in 
the sense ‘ off Lemnos.’! On pp. 683, 686 
A. Miiller ought to be named, just as on 
p. 688. On p. 687 the index figures referr- 
ing to two of the notes have gone wrong. 
On pp. 690-3 the term éxxvxAnpa is repeated 
far too often, being printed no less than 
24 times in Greek characters, and twice in 
English. ‘It is only by a violent emend- 
ation and an improbable conjecture,’ that 
the costume of tragedy can be connected 
with that of the Hierophants and Daduchi 
at Eleusis (698): but we have no reference 
to the passage meant, viz. Athen. p. 21 E. 
Texts on Thespis and on the ‘choruses of 
men’ are cited on p. 705 without any refer- 
ence to their source, the Parian Marble. 
On pp. 706 and 708 it would have been well 
to refer to the copy of the inscription of B.c. 
419-8 quoted in Haigh’s Aétic Theatre, 
p. 824. It is in connexion with the public 
performance of tragedies and comedies that 
we are told on p. 710 that ‘ where a modern 
audience cries encore, the Greek cried ai6is,’ 
but the only authority for this, Xen. Com. 
(i.e. Conv.) 9, 4, refers to a private perform- 
ance of a pantomime; and it might have 
been more to the purpose to quote Cic. 
Tusc. iv 63 cum Orestem fabulam doceret 
Euripides, primos tres versus revocasse dicitur 
Socrates. 

The following words are wrongly accentu- 
ated on the pages referred to: yvvatxeia 
dyopa (13), Oeds (41), KAtvar (46), AEByres 
(48), xurdv (53, 57, 58, 59), xAapds (56), 
PXairat, KoGopvor and ’Ayator (64), rér71E and 
tértiyes (65), kvvoddytis (93), etdos (110), 
dmapxai (181), pedAcooar (207), ayvos (216), 

1 ‘Off’ is expressed by brép in Thuc. i 112 § 4 
(brep Sadauivos), 1387 § 2; viii 95§5. This sense is 
not noticed in Liddell and Scott. 
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otepavirar (269), drdirdv (273), Kppvé (276), 
ypappariotys (3808), koopyrys (312), xdtvar 
(329), ératpor (339, 352), ovyypady (339), 
pov (345), deorowar (353), bdpia (368), adto- 
moda and éuzropou (391), tpameLirar (395), 
dyearar (436), Pacitiooa (478), oirdvae 
(483), éfeore (529), cvvOnKov (540), and 
dmroxnpvéar (557). ‘yuvatkwvirts is misspelt 
(37), Grapapu is a misprint for ddapidrar 
(433), KvOnpodikns (615), and TarpoxAcidns 
(710) appear without the capital letter. 
‘ According to Hphesus’ (438) is meant for 
Ephorus, Pegasae (613) for Pagasae, dectes 
for deities (244); Bosphorus (388, 393, 510), 
is preferred to the more accurate form Bos- 
porus. €evias (482), vdoBacire’s (530), 
iduitnv (534) Sdpwv or dwpodoxias (560), and 
Svaurnrys (586) are misprinted, and diocnpia 
appears as duoocypeia (596). On pp. 555-6, 

- the abbreviation for Zsweus is misprinted in 
all the four references to that orator. It is 
fair to add that in the Jndex, which is the 
work of Miss E. M. Platt, the accents are 
almost invariably correct, the only exception 
noticed being dyvos for dyvds. Koopnrys (312) 
should be added to the Index, and further 
references for ayopa (12m and 460), and 
dotpakiopos 451. 

There are nearly 40 cuts, most of them 
satisfactory. The plan of the Greek House 
at Delos (40) is specially welcome as a sub- 
stitute for the ‘supposed house at Delos 
which figures in Guhl and Kouer and other 
works.’ ‘Men Bathing’ (315), is badly 
printed. The cut on p. 31 should be re- 
ferred to on p. 29, ‘the frieze of alabaster 
and glass.’ The ‘Greek Window’ on p. 44 
belongs to the previous page. The cuts are 
purposely limited in number, and for further 
illustrations the student is referred to Prof. 
Anderson’s edition of Schreiber’s Atlas of 
Classical Antiquities, as a work which may 
advantageously be used as a companion to 
the present volume. 

Probably many of the above inaccuracies 
might have been removed if the authors had 
resorted to the simple expedient of, each of 
them, reading the proof sheets of his col- 
league. Such inaccuracies do not, however, 
detract seriously from the substantial merit 
of the work which, as a whole, deserves a 
hearty recognition on the part of scholars 
and a widely extended use among students 
of Greek Antiquities. 

J. E. Sanpys. 

BARNARD’S EDITION OF CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA. 

CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Quis Diyes Sal- 
vetur, edited by P. M. Barnarp (Texts 
and Studies v. 2). Cambridge Press, 
1897. -32. 

Tuis edition of Clement’s most popular 
work does great credit both to the editor, 
and to the series of which it forms a part. 
The text is a vast improvement on that of 
all preceding editions, being based upon an 
Escurial MS. of the eleventh century 
(named by the editor 8), from which was 
derived, what was till now held to be the 
ultimate authority for the text, viz., the 
Vatican MS. (V) of the sixteenth century. 
Even this latter seems to have been never 
examined since 1623, when Ghisler printed 
a very inaccurate transcript in his Com- 
mentary on Jeremiah, which has been the 
source of all subsequent texts. In the 
Introduction we read how Dr. Stihlin, who 
has for some time been engaged on the 
much needed work of preparing a complete 
edition of the text of Clement, communicated 
to Mr. Barnard the fact that the catalogue 
of the Escurial MSS, made mention of a 

homily commencing with the introductory 
words of the Q.D.S., and how it was agreed 
between them that the collation of this MS. 
should be left to the latter. Both scholars 
had already collated the Vatican MS., and 
when the collation of S was made in 
August 1894, it speedily appeared that V 
was dependent upon it, as the words and 
letters which remained in a torn page of 8 
werecarefully copied in V, blank spaces being 
left for what had been torn away. The 
new collations not only enable us to correct 
many words which were wrongly given by 
Ghisler, but also to supply whole lines 
omitted by him. Of the former we may 
take the following examples. 

§ 3 (D. p. 382, 20) ir id ravpatwcw : 
on which the note is ‘V has «@ 6émdrav 
padbwow quite clearly, but Ghisler’s copyist 
seems to have been thrown out by the first 
o of ézorav not being closed at the top and 
by the use of an ordinary ligature for rar. 
Segaar conjecturally restored the right 
reading, but subsequent editors were unable 
to see the excellence of his conjecture, which 

is not mentioned in Dindorf’s critical note.’ 
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§ 10 (D. p. 389, 5) & rotro zpabjva rots 
dAos ov dedvvntar: note ‘V has rpoPjva, for 
this Ghisler printed zpa@jvav...Stahlin sug- 
gested mpocGcivac which proves to be the 
reading of 8.’ 

§ 12 (D. 390, 25) ri diabeow yupvdcar 
Tov wrod trav rafov: so Ghisler with V, 
Segaar conjectured izdvrwy, which is found 
in 8. 

§ 28 (D. 406, 3). Here Ghisler read with 
V otov €Xaov, Segaar conjectured ofvov, which 
is found in 8. 

§ 37 (D. 412, 26) 6 povoyevys vids Geos: S 
omits vids, which appears as a marginal cor- 
rection in V. 

There are six cases in which a line or 

more was omitted by Ghisler, usually owing 
to homoeoteleuton, eg. § 8 (D. 387. 19), 
after ti péya 7) tmépAapmpov ynpas dyovov 
dpaptnnatwov; Mr. Barnard adds from the 
MSS. dy ériOvpiat tiktovor veavixal 7 dpyi 
féovoa 7. €pws xpyuatwv ; § 30 (D. 407, 28) 
for <zpos> Tovs Tadtta pu) TapacxovTas <apyv 
Neyo tty ef’ doov ovk éroujcate Evi TOVTWY 
Tov ehaxiotwv ovde emol éroujoate> of Dindorf 
(where the words between brackets are due 
to previous editors), S has rots tatdra 1 
TapacxovTas avtots eis TO mip euBddrde 7d 
aiwVLov, WS a’T@ py TapecynKoTas, the eye of 
the copyist having passed from zapacyovtas 
to mapeoynkoras. 

But the excellence of the edition is not 
simply due to the use made of the two MSS. 
The judgment of the editor is shown both 
in the improved punctuation and in the 
emendations adopted or suggested. One of 
the most striking of these occurs in $ 13 
(D. 392, 3), where the old reading ériéevoic- 
Oat Zaxxaiw keNe Vet kai MatGaiw, is changed 
to érugevodtar Z. kat Aevei x. M., Clement 
here distinguishing between Levi and 
Matthew, as in p. 595. I presume that S 
has emfevotrar, but that is not distinctly 
stated. It would, I think, have been more 
satisfactory if all the information about the 
text had been given in the critical notes. 
We may assume, I suppose, that, where 
nothing is said, the text represents 8, but I 
should like to have been sure of this in such 
a case as § 31 (p. 24, 18 Barnard) 6 rod 
kupiov Neheypévos, where I much prefer the 
old reading 67@ kuvpiw A. Again in § 2 (B. p. 
3, 3) it is a pity, I think, that the conjec- 
ture given at the end (avpwrois for avépwrw 
7) should not have appeared at the bottom 
of the page; and so frequently. 

Great however as is the improvement of 
the text in the new edition, it still presents 
not a few cruces on which I am tempted to 
add such emendations as have occurred to 

me on a fresh perusal of the book. § 13 (p. 
10, 32 B) rv de dicaiay kplouv émbets, cat 
THY ddiKov ddedov kaTayyeAAcL, SHpepov cworypla 
x.t.r., alluding to the story of Zacchaeus. 
Here the meaning of xpicw is not plain: 
if we read xrfjow, the sense might perhaps 
be ‘conferring upon him the just possession 
but taking away the unjust’ (7.e. by fourfold 
restitution and half given to the poor). I 
think however I prefer ékricw, which is used 
with émiridévar in Din. 107, 12 dexarAaciav 
TOU TYLnaTOS THY exTicw émiTOévras. The 
sense would then be ‘imposing the just fine, 
but removing the unjust.’ § 18 (p. 14, 16, B.) 
ei tow éori TO Lnodpevov...) Wvy7...dpXov 
non Tapds Ore adTH...cwlerar, read atiryn for 
airy. § 20 (p. 16, 1, B.) cuvydecay éavtots 
puto Ta maOn Té\eov aroTLOepévors. 
The present participle does not go well with 
téheov: Segaar suggested drofemévos; I 
should prefer the perfect dzoreOepévois. 
§ 21 (p. 17, 12, B.) rotr’ &v adarrotto 
non Tots év ovpavois éyypadyoopevas. The 
old editions had rodr’ dvarrowro; I should 
prefer rotr’ av dvamrouro, as we find this verb 
in the same construction just below (§ 29) 
Ta Tpwrela THS aydwns avarte TO Gea. § 25 
commenting on Mark x. 30 ‘houses and 
brethren with persecution,’ Clement says 
‘Those who are called to life are neither 
without money nor without houses nor with- 
out brethren, for he has called even rich 
men, only in the way we have described, and 
brethren too in the same way, only being 
of one mind with one another and with 
Christ’; and then goes on 70 6€ pera Siwypov 
tatta exaoTa éxew amodoxidéer, which is 
translated in the note ‘but it is the having 
these things with persecutions that He 
disallows.’ But surely Christ nowhere dis- 
allows of persecutions: they are the mark of 
the true Christian. I believe that some such 
words as eirwv tots dvagiovs have been lost 
before dodoxualer ‘By saying that these 
blessings would be attended by persecutions 
he rejects the unworthy.’ Compare Matt. 
13, 21 yevonerns dé OAtWews 7) Stwypod...cKav- 
darilerar. Just below Clement speaks of the 
soul being the prey of evil passions kal 
gavriov eAridwv cal POaptdv sveporodr- 
patov. Should not we read déaptixdv 
‘corrupting dreams.’ § 31 (p. 24, 13, 
B.) atrov fyreiv robs ed meiopevovs aéiovs 
Te OVTaS TOD GwTHpos pabyras, read ye for Te. 
§ 32 (p. 25, 6, B.) 6 didos odk ek pds docews 
yiverat, GAN é& Odrys avaTavoews kal 
cvvovctas paxpas. Perhaps dvaraicews is a 
corruption of dvarAnpwoews ‘a full satisfying 
of all wants.’ § 33 (p. 25, 1. 18 B.) ‘It is 
better to benefit the unworthy than from 
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excess of caution dé Tots oarovdaiols 
mepimeoety. The final word can hardly 
be right. It is generally used of disasters. 
Possibly it represents [i|ryperetv. § 36 (p. 
27, 18 B.) ‘the holy seed are sent into the 
world io peyadys oixovopias kai dvadoytas 
tov ratpos. Perhaps we should read dvaywyjs 
‘man is sent into the world by God’s ordain- 
ing and upbringing,’ i.e. as a result of God’s 
plan for training us. § 38 (p. 28, 31) ‘Let 
not this thought remain in your mind so as 
to produce despair, if you were also to learn 
who is the rich man who has no place in 
heaven.’ I think something must have been 
lost at the end of the first clause: at present 
there is nothing to explain rotro. § 39 (p. 
29, 1) is the order of «i jv dé possible? (p. 
29, 4) [cannot quite agree in the translation 
given at the end, ‘if a man allow himself to 
be completely mastered by sins at first com- 
mitted ignorantly or involuntarily, this man 
is altogether condemned by God.’ The sen- 
tence which follows: ravi yap To émurtpeavte 
..dveayacw ai Ovpar, and indeed the remain- 
der of the paragraph, show that it is the 
abounding mercy of God which forms the 
subject of the preceding sentence. While 
agreeing with Ghisler that a negative is 
needed, I think its loss is most easily ac- 
counted for, if we insert ovdé before otros. 
Below 1. 7 d€yetat Tpir aa pevos Tarip viov 
GdnOds petavoodvta, I should prefer spicac- 
pevos. 

There are some cases in which I think the 
editor has been too cautious in admitting 
emendations. (p. 2, 1. 10 ff.) rotro pev 
éfartoupevors Tapa Oeod...TovTo dé N€yw dvd 
THS XaptTos TOV TwTHpos iwpévovs Tas Woxas. 
Here the note says ‘Aéyw may have slipped 
in owing to the frequency of the phrase 
rovto o¢ Aéyw.’ Is it not simpler to suppose 
with Segaar that it stands for Adyw? § 14 
(p. 11, 15) I think Segaar’s dyovoias should 
have taken the place of drovoias, and his 
ovpaviov taken the place of otpavod before 
Baotrcias in p. 12, 36, as we have BactA«iav 
ovpaviov in p. 24, 39, and it is the plural 
ovpavav, not the singular, which is used 
in this phrase in pp. 15, 17, 23, &. 
§ 18 (p. 13, 28) rods tAovelovs pad npate 
K@sS akoveTéov Tors dvcKdAws cioeAevTopevous 
eis THY PaciAv€iav, pi) okaiws...pndé capKLds. 
The older editors objected with reason to 
pabypatikos, and I think it would have been 
well to have adopted Dindor?f’s pafyrixds, as 
we find paéytixiy dyoura cxoAnv in p. 8, 26, 
and in § 20 (p. 15, 32) we have the equiva- 
lent phrase kad&s nKoveav Kal os pabyral Tod 
mapaBorrKOs AexGevtos brs Tov Kupiov. § 19 
(p- 14, 80) 76 kara koopov trwxd Kal trAovalw 

Kata Ta 7a0n 6 Kata tveipa [ov] Trw ds Kal 
kata Gedv tArAovovos ’Aroorynh x.7.X. Here the 
older editors inserted gyoi after drdornht, 
but in the note the omission of the verb of 
saying is justified by a reference to § 22 
(p. 17, 17) droxpiGeis de "Incots ’Apany dyiv 
A€yw. I think the omission is much harsher 
in the former passage, and would suggest 
that the superfluous od represents an original 
gyat. § 25 (p. 19, 20) drav (4) Wrxy)...Kabarep 
KEVTPOLs 7) PUY, TOIS TPOKELMEVOLS avTH 
ribeow eEayscoonta. Here Segaar’s zpoc- 
xeynevors is far more suitable than zpoxewpé- 
vos. § 28 (p. 22,1) ‘The Master avwfev 
kataPBaivarv aro lepovoadip aye TO Oyo 
twa. eis lepiys.’ The note here is ‘ Ghisler 
corrected to xataBatvovra, but the nom. 
though bold is perhaps possible in this 
graphic passage.’ I think xatafPatvovta is 
needed with aya ro Adyw (‘represents one 
coming down’), and that the accusative 
would easily be changed to nom. before aye. 
§ 31 (p. 24, 15) Segaar’s dedouévws should 
certainly have taken the place of geddpevov 
és, Which plainly originated in the copyist’s 
correction of the last syllable of Peddpevor. 
Just below (1. 17) tAXapov dérynv ayara. 6 Beds... 
dixa yoyyvopav Kal Siaxpicews Kat AVTNS Kal 
KowwvovvtTa, Segaar rightly omits the last kat. 
In one case the editor rejects, as I think 
without reason, an old reading which is sup- 
ported by S. ($ 1, p. 1, 10 f.) ris weptovoias 
Kal’ atta ikavys ovons xavvOoar Tas Wuyxas 
Tov KexTnpevwv...ot de¢ (B. has oide) tpocex- 
mAnooovs. Tas yvopas Tov TAovoiwv. This 
appears to me to be a case of d& in apodosi 
post participia absoluta, which Klotz (on 
Devar. ii. 372) illustrates by the following 
apposite quotation from JIsocrates, déov 
avtous tiv dpovynow aoKetv padrov Tov aAXov, 
ot 6& xetpov wadevovra. I have noticed one 
misprint (p. 20, 1. 10) ddeéorepov for evdeéo- 
tepov, and suspect another in p. 29, 1, where 
Dindorf has rév aiwviwy ayabdv for B.’s trav 
aiwviwv tov ayaddv, as in neither edition is 
there any note as to the MS. authority.1 

There are two passages in which I was at 
one time inclined to question the reading : 
§ 13 (p. 10, 27) yupvov oxeralor Kat aoreyov 
avvayot, which I now think is defended 
by Isa. 58, 7 rrwyxovs doréyous eloaye eis TOV 
otxov cov, and by Nahum iii. 18, where the 
LXX. has éxdeyopevos, but according to 
Schleusner some of the other versions have 
ovvayov ‘ubi notat hospitio accipere. The 
other is § 26 (p. 20, 7) fpémeu mpods Tors 
todvktypovas ad divites spectat, where I was 

1 Since this was written I have learnt from Mr. 
Barnard that both adeéorepoy and ray ayaloy are 
found in §. 
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inclined to read Bdéret, but am now satisfied 
by the parallel in Arist. Plut. 50 6 ypyopos 
eis TOUTO peel. 

I have gone so much into details, because 
the book is one which ought to secure a 
large sale, and, where so much pains has 

been taken, I hold it to be both a duty and 
a pleasure for those whose work lies in the 
same field to help, so far as they can, to make 
the second edition an even greater success 
than the first. 

J. B. Mayor. 

NUTT ON THE CELTIC DOCTRINE OF RE-BIRTH. 

The Voyage of Bran to the Land of the 
Living, edited with translation by Kuno 
Meyer. With an Essay upon the Irish 
Vision of the Happy Otherworld and the 
Celtic Doctrine of Rebirth, by ALFRED 
Nurr. Volume II. The Celtic Doctrine 
of Rebirth. London: Nutt. 1897. 
Price 10s. 6d. 

THE Science of Comparative Mythology is 
undergoing such extensive alterations and 
repairs that the business which it once did 
in the pre-historic antiquities of the Aryan 
peoples seems to be temporarily suspended. 
Doubtless when the hoardings are removed 
which at present screen it from the view, 
it will resume operations on a larger scale 
than ever. Meanwhile a junior concern, 
the Science of Comparative Antiquities, is 
seizing the opportunity to establish itself ; 
and Mr. Alfred Nutt must ever be reckoned 
as having been amongst the foremost to 
venture on this new emprise. In his first 
volume (reviewed in the C.F. Vol. X. No. 2. 
pp. 121-124) he sought to show that the 
belief in a Happy Otherworld was found 
amongst the Celts and the Greeks and went 
back to times before the dispersion of the 
original Aryan people. In this volume he 
seeks to show that a belief in the transmi- 
gration of souls existed amongst Celts, 
Greeks and Hindoos and must also be 
regarded as a pre-dispersion belief : psycho- 
logically the belief is connected with the 
phenomena of ecstasy, especially as mani- 
fested in Dionysus-worship, which is itself 
but a form of an agricultural worship, 
common in its main features to Celts and 
Greeks. 

One of the greatest difficulties which the 
Science of Comparative Antiquities has to 
surmount is that of distinguishing between 
what has been inherited from pre-dispersion 
times and what has been borrowed in post- 
dispersion times ; and the difficulty is especi- 
ally great in that branch of antiquities with 
which Mr. Nutt is concerned in his present 

book, for in this department pre-historic 
men seem to have been as adept as modern 
authors in borrowing each other’s ideas. It 
is therefore with sound scientific instinct 
that Mr. Nutt begins his second volume, as 
he began his first, by endeavouring to prove 
that the doctrine in question was not bor- 
rowed by the Celts. Thisis an operation of 
some difficulty and delicacy, for there is 
nothing in Comparative Antiquities, corre- 
sponding to Grimm’s Law in Comparative 
Philology, which enables us to distinguish 
decisively between; what is inherited and 
what has been borrowed. And the difficulty 
is enhanced in the case of Celtic material 
because the documents embodying it belong 
to Christian and comparatively late times. 
The first thing to do therefore is to estab- 
lish by a comparison of texts the oldest 
form of any given tale presupposed by the 
existing literary variants; and that Mr. 
Nutt is especially competent for this indis- 
pensable and valuable preliminary work is 
shown by the high praise given to his first 
volume by such specialists as M. Gaston 
Paris, M. H. d’Arbois de Jubainville, M. 
H. Gaidoz, and Professor F. Y. Powell. 
In the non-Celtic student, the mere Saxon 
who does not know even how to pronounce 
such names as Cichmaine, Eochaid, etce., it 
would be impertinence to praise this part of 
Mr. Nutt’s work; but one may express 
one’s gratitude to the scholar who, like Mr. 
Nutt, makes accessible what otherwise 
would be a sealed book. 

The oldest form of any given tale having 
been established, the next thing is to dis- 
cover whether it or its incidents can be 
probably assigned to pre-Christian times. 
And here readers of the Classical Review 
who are not ‘ Celtisants’ can form an inde- 
pendent opinion of their own, for the basis 
of the argument consists in certain passages 
from the Classics. In the Celtic stories the 
belief is postulated that a man, having died, 
may be born again in human form. 
Various classical authors state that the 
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Druids taught the doctrine of re-birth in 
human form. The conclusion indicated is 
therefore that the belief is a genuine, 
pre-Christian, Celtic belief. It is true that 
there are apparently only about half-a-dozen 
of these Celtic stories, and about eight 
classical references (some of which are 
possibly mere repetitions), but, however 
jealously sifted, they will be found, I believe, 
to leave a residuum of fact only to be 
explained on the hypothesis that the Celts 
of pre-Christian times believed in re-birth 
in human form. The fact of the matter is 
that this belief is so common amongst 
uncivilised peoples that what would in other 
cases rightly be considered a very slight 
amount of evidence is in this case quite 
sufficient. But most observers who have 
recorded instances of this belief as occur- 
ring amongst savages have ascribed its 
origin to the resemblance between a child 
and its parents or grandparents—a resemb- 
lance for which the savage accounts by the 
hypothesis that the grandparent or parent 
(if dead) has been re-born in the form of the 
child. There is nothing, as far as I know, 
to lead to the idea that this belief is as- 
sociated amongst savages with the phe- 
nomena of ecstasy, or that it is confined 
to peoples who have reached the agricultural 
stage. 

Another belief which Mr. Nutt postulates 
for the early Celts, and which is so common 
amongst savages that the postulate may be 
granted, is that men can be transformed into 
animals, But this seems to me not to be 
the same thing as transmigration of the 
soul. In transmigration, the man dies 
before he becomes an animal; in transform- 
ation, he does not. The soul which migrates 
leaves a dead body behind it ; the man who 
is transformed does not. 

To complete our account of Mr. Nutt’s 
Celtic evidence, we must mention the case 
of Tuan MacCairill. ‘The Christian classic 
learning which has so profoundly modified 
much in Irish tradition,’ also produced an 
‘elaborate system of pre-Christian chrono- 
logy modelled upon and synchronised with 
that of Biblical and classical antiquity...The 
main feature of this annalistic scheme is 
furnished by the so-called invasions of, or 
immigrations into, Ireland,’ and ‘a _ pecu- 
liarity of this highly artificial annalistic 
scheme is, that each successive race is 
supposed to have died out or vanished from 
mortal ken. The question naturally arose, 
by what means was the knowledge of past 
races handed down?’ (pp. 76, 77). The 
answer is given by Tuan MacCairill; he 
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was there all the time, 320 years, saw 
everything and related it afterwards. For 
a hundred years he was a man, then he 
transformed himself into a stag for eighty 

years, then into a boar for twenty, then 

into an eagle for a hundred, and then into a 
salmon for twenty. Finally, he was re- 
born in human form. The question then is, 
Is the legend of Tuan, apart from the annals 
foisted into it, a genuine pre-Christian 

Celtic legend? or, Is it the invention of the 

Christian annalist, who wanted a frame- 

work for his scheme, and made it by 

combining two forms of incident (trans- 
formation into animal shape and re-birth 

in human form) which must have been 
fairly familiar to him from his knowledge of 
Celtic myths? To me it seems that the scheme 

is too philosophical to be a genuine piece of 

folk-lore. Tuan first lives on the earth for 100 

years, then in the air for 100, and then in 

the water for 100 (if we take the account 

given in the Book of Ballymote). He spends 

three hundred years in animal form, and his 

transmigration takes the form of a cycle: 

he begins as human and ends human. All 

this is singularly like the Egyptian theory 

of transmigration, as recorded by Herodotus, 

ii. 123: ‘the soul of man is immortal, 

and when the body perishes it enters 

the body of some animal; when it has 

performed the round of all creatures that 

are on the land and in the sea and in the 

air, it again enters a human body, and the 

round takes 3,000 years.’ This may be a 

very easy and natural development of the 

simple, savage belief that a man may be 

re-born in human form. But there is no 

evidence to show that Celtic belief had taken 

this turn in pre-Christian times. 
Having produced his Celtic evidence, Mr. 

Nutt turns to Greece. That the Greeks 

believed a man might be re-born in human 

form, is a proposition which I do not feel 

inclined to dissent from. Indeed, I once 

wrote in the Classical Review (June, 1895) 

to argue that certain Greek burial laws 

seemed to postulate the belief. But that 

the original Aryans had the belief, because 

the Greeks and Celts had, I am by no 

means certain. The idea was developed by 

the Algonkins, for instance, quite inde- 

pendently of the Greeks and Celts, and may 

have been reached by the Greeks and Celts 

quite independently both of one another and 

of the original Aryans. Indeed, if Mr. 

Nutt is right in associating the beliet with 

agricultural worship, it cannot go back to 

Aryan times, because agriculture seems to 

be certainly later than the split between the 
E 
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Hindo-Persians and the European branch of 
Aryans. 

However, without undertaking to deter- 
mine what the pre-dispersion Aryans did or 
did not think on this point, let us assume 
they did believe that a man could be re-born 
in human form. What can we infer from 
that fact? Most Aryan peoples dropped 
the belief so completely that no trace of it 
is left amongst them. The Celts never, at 
any rate in pre-Christian times, carried the 
conception any further, any more than the 
Algonkins did. The Hindoos added to it 
the belief that man could be re-born in animal 
shape ; and, above all, they gave the belief 
an ethical character—the good man got a 
good birth, the bad man a bad one. Pytha- 
goras taught transmigration not merely as 
a moral theory but as a religious doctrine, 
involving the notion of a day of judgment, 
and taught it in a form so closely resembling 
Egyptian notions that the balance of opinion 
still is in favour of the supposition that he 
borrowed his teaching from Egypt. Mr. 
Nutt, however, is inclined to ask if the 
Hindoos could develop a complicated theory 
of transmigration for themselves, why could 
not the Greeks? A priori reasons can, of 
course, be supplied—I have attempted some 
in An Introduction to the History of Religion 
—but the question is, after all, one of 
evidence. Are the resemblances between 
the Egyptian and the Pythagorean doctrine 
so remarkable that borrowing is the most 
probable explanation of them? And some 
weight must be allowed to the Greeks’ own 
feeling that Pythagoreanism was an exotic. 

Finally, Mr. Nutt returns to the Happy 
Otherworld, and argues with great force 
and ability that the views as to the next 
world which were taught in the Mysteries 
were purely Greek and Aryan in their 
origin and development, and were no more 

borrowed than were the Hindoo views on 
the same subject. Now, so many races 
have independently attained for themselves 
to a belief in a state of future happiness for 
the good and of future punishment for the 
bad, that it would be foolish to suppose that 
the Greeks were incapable of doing so too. 
The odd thing is that there are no signs of 
any such development of ideas amongst the 
Greeks until just the very time when this 
belief began to manifest itself with great 
activity amongst the Northern Semites. 
Mr. Nutt thinks that if we assume the 
movement to have spread thence to the 
Greeks,we ought also to assume that it spread 
to the Hindoos, and this seems to him rather 
too much. I am not prepared to say it is 
not, but I will conclude with a quotation 
from Huxley (Zvolution and Ethics, p. 104): 
‘The Ionian intellectual movement does not 
stand alone. It is only one of several 
sporadic indications of the working of some 
powerful mental ferment over the whole of 
the area between the Aegean and Northern 
Hindostan during the eighth, seventh and 
sixth centuries before our era. In these 
three hundred years prophetism attained its 
apogee among the Semites of Palestine ; 
Zoroasterism grew and became the creed of 
a conquering race, the Iranic Aryans; 
Buddhism rose and spread with marvellous 
rapidity among the Aryans of Hindostan, 
while scientific naturalism took its rise 
among the Aryans of Ionia. It would be 
difficult to find another three centuries which 
have given birth to four events of equal 
importance. All the principal existing 
religions of mankind have grown out of the 
first three: while the fourth is the little 
spring, now swollen into the great stream of 
positive science.’ 

F. B. JEvons. 

FRIEDLANDER’S ‘(JUVENAL.’ 

D. Junii Jurvenalis saturarum libri v, mit 
erklirenden Anmerkungen von Lupwic 
FRIEDLAENDER. (Leipzig: Hirzel). Pp. 
612 and 108*, 8vo. 14 M. 

Pror, FRIEDLANDER’s ‘ Juvenal’ consists of, 
first, 120 pages of Introduction dealing with 
the life and literary merits of the satirist 
and the history of his text—this contributed 
in part by Prof. Biicheler—, secondly, the 

sixteen satires with critical notes in Latin 
and explanatory notes in English, and, 
thirdly, ‘a ‘Register’ with an apparently 
complete Index Verborum. In character, 
arrangement, and even in appearance the 
whole closely resembles its author’s edition 
of ‘ Martial,’ issued just ten yearsago. The 
merits of that admirable work are known 
to all Latin scholars, its judgment, its 
learning, its taste, its terseness. I may 
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express my opinion, which is also the general 
opinion, of the present edition, by saying that 
perhaps it even surpasses its predecessor. 
It deserves an honourable place in every 
scholar’s library. 

The life of Juvenal, the subject with 
which the book opens, is an old puzzle. 
Here is Prof. Friedlinder’s solution, familiar 
in part to readers of his ‘Sittengeschichte.’ 
Juvenal was born about a.p. 60, and in 
his youth probably served in the army, 
holding one of the ‘ Militiae equestres’ and 
as an officer, perhaps, visiting Britain, Egypt 
and other provinces with which he seems 
personally familiar. He retired soon, possi- 
bly because he failed to get promotion— 
passages in his writings suggest such dis- 
appointment—and about 90 came to reside 
in Rome. Here he stayed, studying rhetoric 
and enjoying literary society, especially (till 
98) that of Martial; here, later, he wrote 
his Satires (115-130). If he was exiled 
(which cannot be decided), it was before 110 ; 
if he was quinqguennalis of Aquinum, he 
may have left Rome for a year for the 
purpose. It is an attractive sketch of a 
career in which (so far as one knows) every 
detail is possible ; its one difficulty, I think, 
is the date of the Satires. Juvenal, as is 
well known, refers specifically to three or 
four events which occurred in Trajan’s later 
years or under Hadrian. Prof. Friedlander 
combines these references with the pre- 
supposition that Juvenal wrote his poems 
in one definite period. Thus he obtains 
the limit of fifteen years (in round numbers) 
between about 115 and 130. But the 
presupposition seems, at least, needless, 
and the references in question occur 
chiefly in the latter part of the Fourth and 
the Fifth Book. The whole atmosphere of 
the first three, perhaps of the first four 
Books—that is, two-thirds or three-quarters 
of the whole—the personages mentioned 
in them, the resemblances to Martial, and 
many other details, reek of Domitian’s reign. 
Juvenal promised, in his first Satire, to deal 
chiefly with the dead, but he can hardly 
have lived so wholly in the past as to write 
or publish in 115 a satire on the men and 
manners of nearly thirty years before, all 
the more when those men and manners 
had been largely swept away by the down- 
fall of Domitian. If he did this, it is 
certainly a literary problem of considerable 
magnitude. It is surely more probable that 
these Satires were published soon after 96, 
when the memory of the third Flavian was 
yet fresh. We may venture further. The 
Flavian colouring (if I may so call it) is 

most marked in Satires i-vii, less so in 

viii_x, while in xi and following it 

fades wholly out. Again, Satires xi and 

following show a new and weaker manner ; 

they also contain nearly all the references 

to events later than 115. It is credible that 

Juvenal began to write before or about 100, 

and to publish soon after that date, and that 

he continued to write at intervals until 130, 

gradually dropping his Flavian allusions as 

the Flavian age faded from his and the 
popular memory, changing his manner with 
this change in matter and growing weaker 
in style as he grew old. Whether he wrote 
his Satires in their present order, whether 
he revised, remodelled, re-edited, are problems 
which it is safer at present not to raise. 

I may pass by the rest of Prof. Friedlinder’s 
Introduction, excellent and complete as it 
is. The sections of most interest, those 
dealing with the history of the text, have 
been already expounded admirably to readers 
of this review by Mr. 8. G. Owen, whose 
own edition of the poet we are all awaiting. 
I will only express my regret that the chapter 
on ‘Juvenals Versbau’ contributed by 
another hand, should seem to me below the 
general level. Itcontains numerous statistics, 
but statistics, popular as they are in con- 
temporary scholarship, are very blind guides. 
They have certainly not enabled their com- 
piler to grip the central fact about Juvenal’s 
‘ Versbau,’ that his rhythm is Virgilian and 
not Horatian. In many respects—use of 
colloquialisms, use of dialogue, indifference to 
logical sequence of thought — Juvenal 
followed the tradition of the old Satura. 
In his rhythms he broke away, and that 
fact is surely noteworthy. For the rest, 
the Introduction is complete, interesting 
and judicious. 

The commentary is equally admirable ; 
two of its merits seem to deserve special 
notice. In the first place it exhibits a rare 
combination of fulnessand brevity. Every- 
thing is adequately explained, and yet text 
and notes, both printed in a fine legible 
type, together occupy no more than 480 
pages. It is a fault of the present age to 
confound length with learning and_ the 
word ‘short’ with the word superficial. 
It is therefore a great gain that a 
scholar with Prof. Friedlinder’s deserved 
reputation should set a contrary example. 
It is a further gain that he should give us 
a full and brief edition of Juvenal. We 
have, of course, one admirable edition, Mr. 
Mayor’s monumental work. But Mr. Mayor’s 
monument is Juvenal’s tomb, while the 
smaller English and foreign editions are too 

E 2 
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small for advanced students. Prof. Fried- 
linder gives us a commentary of the right 
length and the right learning. And, in the 
second place, his notes combine in an un- 
usual degree a command of many subjects : 
Latin, history, antiquities. The interpre- 
tation of Juvenal demands this combination 
to a rather special degree, though editors 
(Mr. Mayor apart) have rarely recognized 
the fact and have in consequence written 
oddly, for instance, about the Roman army. 
Prof. Friedlinder, with aid from Prof. 
Hirschfeld, Dr. Klebs (who supplies some 
valuable ‘ Nachtriige’) and others, deals 
adequately with all problems, 

I conclude by noticing a few unimportant 
points, and first I. 158 eum fas esse putet cwram 
sperare cohortis. ‘The command of a cohort 
commenced the Equestrian career, on which 
Juvenal himself had embarked with more 
labour than profit. He is naturally in- 
dignant at the spendthrift’s easy entrance. 
Probably the latter was of senatorial birth 
(maiorum censu), had lost or resigned his 
rank (Tac. Ann. ii. 48, xii. 52, ete.), and, 
through influence, had been consoled with a 
salaried post. JI may add that I see no 
reason for saying that either ewra or sperare 
are here used technically. Cuwra=‘command’ 
is common in Imperial Latin, but I very 
much doubt whether, even on military 
inscriptions, it ever denotes special or ex- 
traordinary command, as is sometimes 
affirmed. Optio ad spem ordinis and similar 
phrases (Hphem. iv. 471) are certainly 
technical, but only of certain promotions ; 
they do not apply here. 

I. 67. Signator falsi qui se lautum, ete. 
No one, except Mr. Mayor, not even Prof. 
Friedliinder, has quite faced the fact that 
while the context is about forging, the word 
signator means ‘a witness,’ and Mr. Mayor’s 
theory of a friend ‘called in at the mortal 
agony’ seems open to the objection that five 
witnesses were required. The Cornelian 
Forgery Law apparently provided for the 
case of witnesses who knowingly signed a 
forged deed by which they were to benefit, 
and who therefore were accomplices. I 

suppose Juvenal’s signator must have forged 
in some such manner, perhaps concocting the 
will as well as sealing it. Witnesses, how- 
ever, are not often mentioned as tampering 
with wills, while some doubt arises about fals?, 
for the text in P seems only half certain 
and falsum, though constantly denoting the 
crime of forgery, does not seem to denote a 
forged document. 

JT. 155. Tigellinum. There seems some 
reason to think that the monster’s name was 
Ofonius, not. Sofonius or Sophonius, though 
nomina formed from barbaric, or, at least, 
non-Roman names, do occur in the early 
Empire. 

II., 35. Dr. Klebs is plainly right in 
referring Juvenal’s and Horace’s Scauros to 
the Aurelius Scaurus who fell nobly in Gauk 
in 105 B.c.; the Aemilii Scauri, who were 
prominent from about B.c.120—a.pD. 20, seem 
to have been throughout a bad lot. But 
the reference may be also to Scauri unknown 
to us. Virgil’s Gracchi genus (A vi. 842) 
is possibly the same. 

IIL, 64. Gentilia tympana. Dr. Klebs 
renders ‘ foreign’ a sense which he finds also: 
in Horace’s terruit Urbem, terruit gentes, 
Tacitus’ duret gentibus amor nostri and 
elsewhere. The sense is common enough in 
the fourth century, and, as the ‘tribe’ was 
an uncivilized thing, neither Roman nor 
Greek, the Roman was on the verge of this 
sense whenever he used gens to mean a 
‘tribe.’ But the first instance I know of gen- 
tilis ‘foreign’ belongs to A.D. 232, and the 
frequent occurrence of the adjective in Taci- 
tus to mean ‘native’ showsthat we may expect 
that sense here, where it suits perfectly. 
Besides, one may object to Dr. Klebs that 
a Syrian from the Orontes was not a 
‘foreigner’ but a subject of Rome and 
native of a Roman province. In Horace, | 
suppose, terruit gentes means ‘terrified the 
World,’ a suitable antithesis to Rome. 
Tacitus in the words quoted comes, natur- 
ally enough, nearer to the later sense, but 

he probably means no more by gentibus 
than uncivilized tribes. 

F, HAVERFIELD. 

PAYNE’S HARVEY AND GALEN. 

Harvey and Galen ; the Harveian Oration 
delivered to the Royal College of Physicians, 
Oct. 9th. 1896. By J. F. Payne, M.D., 
Oxon., &e. London, 1897. 2s. 6d. net. 

Ir we have delayed the due notice of this 
excellent little book we may truly say that 

its value is not transitory ; until the author 
himself, or some student of like competence 
widens and enriches the argument in a 
fuller treatise the present essay has a 
permanent claim on our attention. Dr. 
Payne is one of the few physicians who has 
combined historical scholarship with large 
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experience and success in the field of modern 
science and practice. It is needless to say 
that in discussing such subjects as the pre- 
sent a practical expert has a great advantage 
over the closet student. 

And this advantage is eminent in every 
page of the Oration. Dr. Payne’s text is 
the establishment of the true relation of 
Galen to Harvey; and in such an in- 
quiry a survey of the historical position 
of other great physicians, such as Linacre 
and. Caius, is incidentally undertaken. 
The enormous volume of the works of 
Galen has been one of the chief obstacles 
to a proper understanding of his real claims 
on our gratitude as a pioneer of scientific 
medicine. Galen, in a way, confesses this, ‘If,’ 
he says, ‘I do write long books it is not my 
fault ; itis the fault of the other people who 
will write books full of so many wretched 
arguments.’ It is against his true apprecia- 
tion that thus so much of his work had but 
an ephemeral value ; had he been less of a 
rhetorician and philosopher his scientific 
merits would have been more eminent. As 
it is, his works are too voluminous for ready 
study ; and the edition which we were to 
have had from the learned pen of Dr. 
Daremberg never got beyond the second 
volume. As Dr. Payne says, ‘ His original 
observations, which are many and of great 
value, have to be dug out of his theoreticai 

expositions like fossils from a rock. 
We owe therefore no inconsiderable debt 

to Dr. Payne in so far as he has prospected 
Galen’s claims and has done already some 
very efficient digging. It is not too much 
to say that no one can read Dr. Payne’s 
oration without receiving a fresh conception 
of Galen and an impulse to the further study 
of this most interesting ancient. 

Dr. Payne points out that to Galen Harvey 
owed much more than the transcendental 
advantage of scholarly tradition. Through 
Linacre and Caius Harvey was brought into 
direct contact with the very work and 
method of Galen. Linacre contributed a 
knowledge of Greek and an enthusiasm for 
the new learning ; Caius also much Greek 
and Latin with a zeal for anatomy and a 
training in clinical medicine. Harvey in his 
turn had a profound knowledge of anatomy, 
some experimental methods, and a great 
enthusiasm for Aristotle. It is likely 
that Harvey would have admitted his great 
debt to Galen had it not fallen to his lot to 
resist the dogmatic infallibility of Galen, 
and to demand for the direct investigation 
of nature a place before the worship of 
scriptures. But, after all, to the Galenists 

clinical medicine owed its revival; the 
Galenists and ‘ medical humanists,’ especially 
in the study of anatomy and botany, were 
turning to the investigation of nature. Dr. 
Payne rightly praises Vesalius for correcting 
the errors of Galen; but his researches 
were based upon the system which he de- 
stroyed, and ‘it is hard to see how anatomy 
would have arisen when it did, had Galen’s 
works perished.’ 

What honour or gratitude has Galen re- 
ceived for this signal service? In modern 
times scanty praise or none. The orator 
goes so far as to assert that there is perhaps 
no other instance of a man of equal in- 
tellectual rank who has been so persistently 
misunderstood and even misrepresented —a 
reaction no doubt from the extravagant 
homage formerly paid to him. Anatomy is 
little regarded in the Hippocratic treatises, 
and, but for Galen, the great discovery of 
Harvey might never have been made. In 
this field Harvey stands face to face with 
Galen; nor is there any third figure that 
can be compared with them, except that of 
the founder of biological science, Aristotle 
himself. 

In a very happy passage Dr. Payne tells 
us how the mere accumulation of correct 
data was of little avail in the discovery of 
the circulation. Why did not Vesalius, or 
Fabricius, or Colombo, whose anatomical 
knowledge was quite as complete as was 
required, get near it? After comparing 
such data to a word puzzle in which a num- 
ber of letters are thrown on the table to 
mike a word, the orator says that the 
‘master mind of Harvey arranged the letters 
in the right order, and so the word was 
spelt for all the world to read.’ To do this 
required that high and peculiar faculty of 
synthesis which is rightly regarded as an 
attribute of genius, and is closely allied to 
the poetical imagination. 

In the next place, Dr. Payne endeavours 
to estimate Galen’s relation to Aristotle ; 
and even to modern physiology. He says 
that often a difference in language makes 
Galen’s views seem much more different from 
modern physiology than they really were ; 
especially in regard to his study of the 
nervous system, and the old and famous 
doctrine of the ‘animal spirits.’ If Galen 
seemed to oppose Aristotle it was because 
the use made of the great biologist’s authority 
was an unintelligent one; the Peripatetics 
talked about anatomy, but they would not 
dissect. ‘Come and see for yourselves’ was 
his constant cry. Galen’s standard of rea- 
soning was perfectly sound nevertheless, 
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judged by the criteria of Bacon or Mill. 
On the mechanism of the respiration, indeed, 
Galen, as Dr. Payne points out, was actually 
in advance of Harvey. 

Every physiologist should read what Dr. 
Payne says concerning Galen’s investigations 
into the nature of the brain and nervous 
system. Instead of the adumbrations and 
analogies of Aristotle, Galen gives actual 
proofs. His experimental research into 
the spinal cord by sections at different levels, 
and by half sections, was most remarkable. 
‘Tt is quite modern in precision and com- 
pleteness.’ And his application of his physio- 
logical knowledge in diagnosis is no less 
striking. We cannot look without sympathy 
upon the spectacle of Galen wrestling with 
the philosophers, and striving to bring them 
to the evidence of facts and the teaching of 

nature. Even at the present day such an 
example is not without its application. We 
owe our thanks to Dr. Payne, not so much 
for setting us right in this detail of text and 
interpretation or in that, but because he 
has changed our perspective of more than 
one of the most interesting of the world’s 
benefactors. 

Although in the brief space of this oration, 
and in the notes which are supplied in the 
printed edition, we have a compact presenta- 
tion of the outcome of long and fruitful 
study, yet I trust that Dr. Payne will occupy 
his scanty leisure in developing his thesis, 
and in contributing on a larger scale a new 
and original chapter to the history of 
medicine. , 

T, Currrorp ALLBUTT. 

VAN LEEUWEN AND DA COSTA’S EDITION OF THE ODYSSEY. 

Homeri Odysseae Carmina cum apparatu 
critico ediderunt J. Van LEEUWEN et 
Menves Da Costa. Editio altera passim 
aucta et emendata. Accedunt tabulae 
tres. Pars Prior. Carm. I—XII. Lug- 
duni Batavorum apud A. W. Sijthoff. 
mpcccexeviL 3 M. 

In preparing their second edition the editors 
have had the advantage of using the collation 
of G F P by Molhuysen. This circumstance 
alone suffices to make the book indispens- 
able for serious students of the poet. The 
preface, Manuscriptorum Notitia, is also de- 
serving of careful attention. Part I. gives 
a list of the authorities for the text, in- 
cluding the papyri, and arranges them, as 
far as possible, according to their relations 
to one another. Part IJ. shows how in 
many passages recent investigation has 
found in old MSS. readings that before de- 
pended on late MSS. or on mere conjecture. 
Here the importance of G is very evident. 
The editors maintain nevertheless that even 
the most cautious cannot always abstain 
from conjecture, and support their view by 
a list of passages in which all or most MSS. 
agree in error. ‘ Textwi igitur talibus vitiis 
inquinato aut hisce locis aut alibi passim 
anxie inhaerere malle quam suo stare judicio 
.... Superstitionis est merae. Luculenter 
autem ostendunt hujuscemodi errores artis- 
simis cognationis vinculis cohaerere cunctos 
nostros codices. Non minus tamen certum est 

- courage a beggar to beg: 

optima exemplaria GFPHMXUn.... neque 
alterum ex altero esse ducta neque inter ea duo 
plurave esse quae eundem habeant patrem. 
Ltaque quamquam de codicum utilitate non 
nimis magnifice sentiendum esse vidimus, non 
tamen impune ex vis unum alterumve omnino 
neglexerit quispiam.’ 

On two passages mentioned in this intro- 
duction the reviewer would like to offer 
some remarks. On p. xxvi. the editors 
seem to be sure of the correctness of reddev 
in v. 295 wedd9ev diroe ciciv. This is the 
reading of P. and Eust., while G (Mol- 
huysen) and the rest of Ludwich’s MSS. 
have the impossible zadc6ev. May not 
Schulze, Quaestiones epicae, p. 86, n. 1 have 
hit the mark with his zaev ‘“ a puero,” 
quod in radobev, deinceps in red0bev corrup- 
tum est’? Again p. xxi. the editors accept 
the reading peculiar to G of p 347 

aidws 6 odk ayaby Keypnmevov avdpa Kopmicew 

in preference to the vulgate 

a. 8 od« a. Kexpnpéevy avdpt Tapetvat. 

This they find obscure, while G gives pre- 
cisely what is wanted, viz. something to en- 

‘pudor non est 
utilis ad virum egenum nutriendum. But 
Monro’s interpretation of the vulgate, H.G.? 
p- 198 ‘shame is not good to be beside a 
needy man (is not'a good “backer” for)’ 
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seems to meet all the requirements of the 
ease. Would any difficulty have been felt 
in the vulgate, which is also the reading of 
Plato, Charmid. 161 A and Lach. 201 B, if 
it had been cast in the impersonal form com- 
moner in later Greek, ot« dyaOdv aido x.7.r.1 
Further, as the editors point out, what G 
gives is identical with the correct reading of 
Hesiod, Op. 317. Now the scribe of G was 
very liable to write down not what he had 

before him, but some parallel passage: cf. 
Molhuysen, De tribus Od. codd. p. 22: is it 
not possible that he has given us here a 
parallel passage from Hesiod ? 

It is somewhat disappointing to find that 
the tabulae tres are those already published 
by Molhuysen. 

C. M, Mutvany. 
Queen's College, Benares. 

NIESE’S SUMMARY 

THlandbuch. dev Klassischen Altertumswissen- 
schaft, herausgegeben von Dr. Iwan von 
Miuuer. Dritter Band, 5. Abtheilung. 
Grundriss der rémischen Geschichte nebst 
Quellenkunde, von Dr. B. Nixsz. Zweite 
Auflage. 5m. (Munchen, Beck.) 

Proressor Nisse’s Grundriss (pp. 1-248) 
gives a useful summary of Roman history as 
far down as the end of the empire in the West 
(A.D. 476),—a much more reasonable place to 
leave off than the accession of Augustus, 
generally observed by English writers. Its 
exact object is said to be ‘eine brauchbare 
kurze Zusammenfassung der wichtigsten 
und glaubhaft iiberlieferten Thatsachen,’ but 
from the necessity of the case it includes a 
little more. There must always bea certain 
element of conjecture about ancient history. 
The history has to be restored or recovered ; 
the documents are defective; conjecture 
must therefore play a part. So we should 
describe the Professor’s new book rather as 
‘a summary of what is known or probably 
conjectured, stripped of the mythical, the 
picturesque and the personal, and set forth 
with solid reasonableness.’ But solidity is 
not always lively, and the work is cut into 
sections,—a practice which is, though we 
hardly know why, depressing. In fact, the 
Grundriss does not seem to us to be every- 
body’s book. It is rather for those who 
know a good deal already, who can take up 
allusions, and who understand something of 
the theory of evidence generally and of the 
nature of the evidence for Roman history in 

particular. It is not a readable and popular 
sketch, but a trustworthy encyclopaedia- 
article, and it has the defects as well as the 
merits of that kind of composition. 

Herr Niese has tried to pack too much 
into a small compass. The story is over- 
long for the pages, and in addition there is 

OF ROMAN HISTORY. 

the Quellenkunde. The paragraphs which 
deal with the latter subject suffer from the 
want of some general theory or introduction. 
Simple as the theory may be it needs to be 
laid down somewhere. The student who 
uses the book will often wonder why a story, 
a view, or a conjecture is rejected as 
insufficiently supported, because his attention 
is nowhere drawn to the general rules of 
evidence with which this particular case 
does not comply. Indeed the treatment of 
early and of republican times is somewhat 
too summary and too little critical all 
through. Views or stories are not so much 
discussed as summarily rejected :— ruht 
auf unsicherer Grundlage”: ‘ diese Ver- 
mutungen sind sehr zweifelhaft ”: “ freilich 
manches sehr zweifelhafte vorgebracht wird.” 
Of course all this expresses a right and 
cautious attitude; nothing could be better 
than the general remark that “In 
Wahrheit kénnen wir iiber diese Kénigszeit 
nichts bestimmtes wissen” : but the attitude 
wants justifying somewhere if ancient 
history is to be a useful “ Disziplin,” Here 
again isa sound judgment, but one requiring 
explanation point by point for readers not 
familiar with the line of inquiry :— 

‘«The latter (not the earliest) form which Roman 
story took, found to some extent in Cicero, but 
especially in Livy and Dionysius, has been greatly 
worked up under rhetorical and antiquarian 
influences, and in telling of the older political 
struggles it follows the model of struggles later than 
the Gracchi, uses Greek analogies, and monotonously 
repeats similar incidents.” 

The story of the heroic resistance offered 
by Saguntum to Hannibal is, it appears, 
‘‘ Rhetorenarbeit ohne Wert.” Perhaps so, 
but why? In short Niese’s attitude as a 
doubting Thomas is judicious, but, practising 
it as he does he will not impart it to any one 
else or make a good model. Much more of 
the principles of doubt in these matters may 
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be learned from C. Wachsmuth’s Hinleitung 
in das Studium der alten Geschichte. 

On the other hand there are times when 
Homer nods and .Niese accepts blindly. 
The imputation of motives has charms for 
everyone, even—or especially, for students 
of ancient history. It is no doubt deplorably 
necessary now and again, but the conscien- 
tious writer (such a man as the late Mr. 
George Long) takes care that his readers 
know the difference between the facts handed 
down and the motives ascribed. Far too 
lightly does Niese set forth in three lines the 
assurance that Spurius Cassius, Spurius 
Maelius, and M. Manlius all aimed at a 

despotism. One is equally surprised, too, to 
find him taking as probable the guess that 
Servius Tullius was really the last of the 
Roman kings, and considering the Panegyri- 
cus of Pliny a ‘wichtige Quelle.’ Here a 
little suspicion would be in place. 

For some time now the centre of gravity 
of new Roman histories has been shifted, 
and the chief interest of each fresh one has 
lain, not in the style, not in views of per- 
sonal character (though Mommsen’s are cer- 
tainly racy), but in the conjectures on 
constitutional history. Various causes have 
put us recently into possession of many new 
keys to questions of that sort, and in con- 
sequence we have had a multitude of theories 
through which the study is still groping its 
way, and among which it has not arrived at 
many very fixed conclusions. In dealing 
with these theories, especially about the later 
times, Niese is perhaps seen at his best. He 
knows which to omit and which to mention, 
and we can only regret that he has little 
space in which to explain or discuss. He 
has some very judicious remarks as to the 
exact point of time at which we are to say 
that the Roman Empire begins, deciding for 
Jan. 16, B.c. 27; and he declares that ‘ Au- 
gustus’ work can only be called a restoration 
of freedom if we think of the Civil Wars 
and of the Triumvirate, not if we are com- 
paring the old days’: but the pages given 
to the constitutional character of the prin- 
cipate are too few (pp. 177-181). We are 
glad to see that he is not enthusiastic for 
Mommsen’s term of Dyarchy as expressing 
a union of the old senatorial government 
and the new principate. Augustus’ apparent 

arrangement was indeed ‘eine Verbindung 
unvereinbarer Gegensiitze, and the new 

name, if convenient, is essentially mislead- 
ing. Yet Niese makes Diocletian’s rule a 
more distinct epoch in the growth of mon- 
archial power than we can. We all feel of 
course a difference from the time of Diocle- 
tian onward, yet it is not easy to put it into 
words which will not apply to earlier rulers. 
‘With Diocletian,’ he says, ‘begins outspoken 
monarchy and an entire setting aside of the 
old constitution and of the senate.’ But 
monarchy could not be much more outspoken 
than the Emperor Gaius made it, and the 
senate could hardly feel more really set 
aside than under Nero, Domitian, or Aure- 
lian. Indeed we find Niese saying in another 
place ‘the monarchy was no less complete 
under the emperors from Nerva to M. Au- 
relius than before, in spite of consideration 
then shown to the senate; it was quite 
rooted.’ 

Niese is laudably cautious in his handling 
of Tiberius and Nero, subjects which belong 
half to constitutional, half to personal 
history. . The foreign policy of the early 
emperors is treated together, and a general 
unbroken view is thus obtained, of great 
interest. The author declines (like Finlay) 
to recognise the Antonine period as that of 
greatest happiness, enumerating with some 
force the first plain signs of decay then 
perceptible in the Roman world. 

No literary history is included in the 
Grundriss except where literature directly 
touched politics, as in the cases or assumed 
cases of Virgil, Lucan, and one or two 
other writers ; Catullus is strangely passed 
by. The account of Cicero is interesting, 
but too compressed. Niese certainly does 
not rate Cicero as high as Cicero rated him- 
self ; he treats him rather in politics with a 
cool indifference which reminds one of 
Sallust. But he does not forget that Cicero 
has other claims to immortality than what 
the Catilinarian conspiracy gave him, and 
his judgment of the high after-importance 
of the stylist and philosopher, expressed in 
few words, coincides with the fuller treat- 
ment of the subject by Th. Zielinski in his 
recent Cicero im wandel der Jahrhunderte. 

F. T. Ricuarps. 
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ZERETELI ON GREEK TACHYGRAPHY. 

Grecorius ZerereL!. De Compendiis script- 
urae codicum graecorum praecipue Petro- 
politanorum et Mosquensium anni nota 
instructorum. Accedunt 30 tabulae. 

Petropoli typis academiae Caesareae 
scientiarum. MDCCCLXXXXYI. 

Patriotism knows no law, but a manual of 
Greek contractions in Russian, must, if the 
book is intended for use outside Petersburg, 
fail in its object, and the publisher will have 
cause to regret that Mr. Zereteli did not 
array his observations in either of the classic 
tongues of palaeography—the native or the 
acquired language of Montfaucon. It is 
true that in a palaeographical handbook the 
letterpress sinks to its lowest value; the 
plates for the most part explain themselves, 
and so few general conclusions can be drawn 
in the subject that the reader, if annoyed, 
need not seriously lament his ignorance. 
The learning and kindness of the Rev. 
Li. J. M. Bebb has unlocked for my benefit 
the purport and arrangement of this hand- 
book. 

Mr. Zereteli begins with an introduction 
of forty-three pages, in which the names of 
Gomperz, Gitlbauer, and Wessely, emerging 
more or less disguised from the paragraphs 
of Russian script, guarantee that the infor- 
mation is up to date. The origin, however, 
and early history of Greek tachygraphy has 
still to be told; Wessely’s paper (Denk- 
schriften der k. Akad. der Wiss. in Wien, Band 
XLIV. Abhandl. 4, 1895) is a_ notable 
attempt, but the material for the inquiry is 
still unpublished, and until the Sibyls who 
keep the keys of papyrus have done with 
tying theological squibs to the tail of the 
Nonconformist conscience, speculation on 
the prae-minuscule stage of compendia must 
be premature. 

Mr. Zereteli follows with a collection, 
arranged alphabetically, of letters and 
syllables that are expressed by symbols. 

Part of these are taken from dated MSS. at 
Petersburg and Moscow, but to them Mr. 
Zereteli has added en bloc all that have been 
gathered by previous inquirers. The necessity 
for such a collection is not obvious, for the 
time for a final conspectus of compendia is 
still far off; and the proportion, both in 
number and in value, of the Russian addi- 
tions is not great. (In the plates the 
Petersburg forms have no numeral attached, 
the Moscow are distinguished by 2, the old 
examples by 3.) By some fatality dated 
MSS. are as a rule barren of graphical 
peculiarities, and the Russian minuscules are 
evidently ordinary types of Eastern eccle- 
siastical MSS. ‘The editor’s diligence and 
system are admirable, and it is not his fault 
if his material was not richer. His analysis 
of the earliest dated minuscule MS. (a.p. 
835) is worth having, but the most solid 
contribution the book makes is the abundant 
list of examples from MSS. of the thirteenth 
to the fifteenth centuries. This ungrateful 
labour, together with the wealth of facsimiles 
of these centuries provided by M. Henri 
Omont, should suffice to establish their 
usage, 

Search for abbreviations within minuscule 
writing may still be pursued in two direc- 
tions. In minuscule MSS. generally, dated 
and undated, of all ages but principally 
900-1100, a certain, though small, harvest 
remains to be reaped. The process is very 
long, and can only be undertaken by a 
librarian or someone having constant access 
toa library. Besides this general field, the 
so-called Italian or Lombardic Greek minus- 
cule MSS., written in the south of Italy and 
now nearly all among the Vaticant greci 
contain a rich vein of compendia, as yet 
scarcely worked. The reviewer possesses some 
store of both, and holds them at the dis- 
position of the enthusiastic publisher. 

Tuomas W. ALLEN. 

ARNOLD AND CONWAY ON THE PRONUNCIATION OF GREEK AND LATIN. 

The Restored Pronunciation of Greek and 
Latin, with Tables and Practical Explana- 
tions, by E. V. Arnotp and R. 8. Conway. 
Second Edition. Cambridge: at the 
University Press. Price 1s. 

THE scheme of ‘restored’ pronunciation, 
prepared by Professors Arnold and Conway, 

and officially sanctioned by their colleagues 
in the University of Wales, ran the gauntlet 
of criticism at the time of its publication 
some two years and a half ago, and met with 

a general welcome. ‘There is therefore little 
to be said about the second edition, except to 
recognise that it has been improved by the 
removal of a few ambiguous or misleading 
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expressions. In the first instance it wisely 
aimed at no originality in its main features : 
they are to be found in all the best recent 
grammars; and the noteworthy part con- 
sisted in its careful adaptation to the needs 
of Welsh students. It is strange to find no 
reference, where the evil consequences of the 
conventional ‘English’ pronunciation are 
pointed out, to the confusion which it causes 
in the understanding of inflexional and other 
changes: e.g. caedo and cecidi, audacter and 
audaciter. It is open to question whether 
grandfather is a good example for & and d@: 
surely the pronunciation of the second a as 
long is both common and legitimate. It may 
be doubted whether z was always sd ; e.g. in 
Zmyrna, or whether there are any words 
borrowed from Celtic, beginning with +h: 
rheda is of course an illegitimate spelling ; 
are the writers possibly thinking of Rhenus ? 
Whatever date we may assign for the change 

of aspirated mutes or ‘plosives’ into spirants 
—a question perhaps not yet settled, cer- 
tainly not by Miss Dawes’s thesis—it hardly 
took place first in modern Greek ; and the 
softened or sibilated pronunciation of ¢, g, ¢ 
before 7, etc., certainly came about in late 
Latin, and should not have been apparently 
limited to English and other modern European 
languages. The writers show good judgment 
in dealing with the question of ‘hidden 
quantities,’ recognising their importance for 
phonetics, but remembering that they should 
be disregarded as a rule in practice. The 
scheme, as a whole, deserves to be widely 
adopted ; it may be remarked that it is in 
all points virtually identical with that which 
has been in use for some five and twenty 
years in one at least of the colleges of the 
Victoria University. 

A.S.W. 

NOTES ON BACCHYLIDES. 

Some of the following notes have been 
anticipated in the Athenaeum or elsewhere ; 
in such cases I have occasionally erased my 
own, but generally let it stand in the form 
in which it already stood when the other 
appeared. Hence, e.g. the crude form of the 
note on v. 26. 

There is so much adverse criticism of 
Mr. Kenyon’s edition in them that I should 
like first to add my testimony to the value 
of the very important work which he has 
done. The defect of the edition is the 
faulty manner in which the metre is 
treated. 

1. 1, BabvdeteAov if right at all, would 
mean ‘sunny,’ I think. 

3. ere d€4 
32.-vocwv.! 

42. To save a monstrous piece of scansion 
read xpovoy ovd édaxev tysav, which also 
improves the sense. Cf. frag. 48 and Lon- 
ginus ix. 3. I keep odd as nearest the MS. 
but ov« would be more natural. 

ili. 5. [épov]ro. 
22. Looks like dydaife6? & mdp’ dpictos 

oAPov.2 But this will not suit if the previous 
1 A Scotch friend (they do not teach the elements 

of Greek verse in Scotland, I believe, nor apparently 
in some other places) entreats me to explain why? 
I do not wish to insult the readers of the Review by 
explaining the elements of verse to them; let my 
inquisitive friend look up some introduction to the 
subject. 

? [See also notes by Tyrrell and Richards. ] 

line is right. 
apirtos oABwv. 

26. xpiow ? cf. IU. A. 5. 
27. Is [éaducar] lyrical ? [AjnpOynoav] 4 

Perhaps ayldife to zap’ 

48, ré0° ire kat éBpoBdray KéAevoe 
drrev &dAwov ddpov. 

A man cannot tell (as Bacon has it) 
whether d8poBarav or ‘ABpoBdrav be the 
more trifler. In my opinion Bacchylides 
wrote ¢B8poBardv (or é8poBaréwv). Mr. Ken- 
yon is, I think, mistaken in saying that 
éBpoBara: at Persae 1072 is practically a 
Synonym for Persian ; Aeschylus meant it, 
I imagine, to be predicative, and the 
line means, ‘ wail, treading softly,’ as 
mourners do. ‘And Agag came unto him 
delicately, saying, Surely the bitterness of 
death is past.’ Similarly it is natural for 
the poet to say that Croesus, ‘ stepping 
delicately’ as a mourner in a funeral pro- 
cession, gave orders to light the pyre. But 
he was already on the pyre. Not neces- 
sarily ; at 34 the word used is éréBauve, not 
éxéBy, and he would give the order while 
going up. Hence possibly came the w 
erased by the writer before -ray. 

63. doou pev “EAAGS’ éyovow, ov'tts. 
There is one syllable short, and what it is 

that has dropped out can easily be guessed. 
Croesus sent more gifts to Apollo than any 
other mortal ; Hiero, goes on the poet, has 
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sent more than any other Greek. Read 
then dco ye pev, the emphasis being thus 
thrown strongly on ‘EAAad’—‘ Howbeit of 
all who dwell in Greek lands.’ 

64. Read : & peyaivyntos ‘Tépwr, GeAjoe 
[adxet |v o€o tAelova xpvadv 
[Aogt]a réupar Bporar. 
[<d, Aey]ew réperty oo- 
tis 2) POdve miaiverau 
[edora]|Ay pidurrov avdp’ af p|yjuov.! 

The dvyp diiurmos is Hiero plainly, not 
Bacchylides. I at first proposed aivéev, but 
with great doubt about the uncontracted 
infinitive ; Prof. Housman improved it to « 
déyeuv. 

Since this was written Mr. Nairn has also 
proposed aivéew and Bpordv. With dédve 
maiverat compare Pyth. ii. 56. For peyat- 
vntos ef. Hermann’s restoration of Pyth. i. 
92. 

Hiero seems to be digammated here and 
in 92. Observe also how his name is 
brought out at the same place in the strophe 
at 4, 64, 92, no doubt with some special 
musical effect. 

71. The accent in the papyrus is against 
K@y and I rather fear that Cos and Merops 
have no business here. Mepo- may very 
well mean nothing but mortal, or wépos may 
be the true reading. 

77. [vir] of course, not vid. 
81. revrnKovr érea can have nothing to do 

with Hiero’s age. If my doctor says to me: 
‘Your heart is bad, you may die to-morrow 
or may live fifty years,’ what does that 
prove about my age at the time? Well, it 
might prove that I was not very old; but 
here the words are not said to Hiero at all, 
but by Apollo to Admetus as a general 
maxim. Cf. Anacreon 8, érea wevtjKovTd Te 
Kal éxatov Taptyoood Paoretoan. 

T can by no means agree with Mr. Nairn 
in advocating 6 BouvxoAos (Kenyon) at 77; 6 
avaé AtoAXwv 6 Bovxodos might do in Aris- 
tophanes. Professor Jebb’s éxafdAos is 
surely better than that. 

88. z[polev7a is at any rate better than 
mapevta. It is all very well to talk of 
leaving one’s youth behind, but who ever 
heard of leaving old age behind? Besides 
Hiero was not an old man at all according 
to Mr. Kenyon’s note. Possibly y’ adévra 
(y Marindin). 

90. puviv6y 2? 
96. Prof. Housman called my attention 

to the difficulty of xaAév. To him therefore 

1 [See also notes by Thomas, Headlam, and 
Sandys. ] 
2 [See also note by Headlam, | 

as much as to me is due the then pretty 
obvious Baddv.3 

v. 6. I do not feel sure that et@vdékwv 
would not be better. 

8. Put a full stop after vow, and keep 7 
with the MS, 

v9: iddvas 
tpvov aro Labeas vacov Sévos tperépav 

TEL 
met KAEWVvav és TOAW 
xpvodumrvkos Otpavias KAewos Peparur. 

ebeXeu de 

Mr. Walker is clearly right in getting rid 
of the superfluous syllables. He reads ric? 
for wéyzer and ejects de, but thus leaves a 
curious asyndeton, which seems too abrupt ; 
there are plenty of other asyndeta in 
Bacchylides, but none, I think, quite like 
this ; it is not a passage of animated narra- 
tive. If, as Mr. Walker says, these verses 
have been ‘cooked’ in the supposed interests 
of metre, we need not invoke palaeographi- 
cal probabilities, because the zealous cook 
never thought of them. So I propose to 
read zAéwv for réyrer; when dé was added 
after éGeXe, the participle had to be changed 
to an indicative. For the scansion ef, frag. i. 
13, dzomAewv, Odyssey a 183, and Timocreon 
itate 

For the simile of the eagle and the little 
birds, which follows, compare 7itus Andront- 
cus LV. iv. 83: 

The eagle suffers little birds to sing, 
And is not careful what they mean 

thereby, 
Knowing that with the shadow of his wing 

He can at pleasure stint their melody. 

Bacchylides as an eagle would remind 
me of that ode of Cibber’s, which amused 
Dr. Johnson so much, wherein he speaks of 
a linnet soaring on an eagle’s wing. But 
the truth is that the eagle is Hiero. The 
eagle rules earth, air, sea, and so I also 
have plenty of choice in praising Hiero, 
victor alike in games and war. 

Compare also Aleman 28 : dtcav 8’ dzpaxta. 
veavides, Oat | Opvets iepakos trepTTaperw. 

26, 27. Delete the comma after ydae and 
read voyd to govern edepay. But voparac is 
quoted by the scholiast to Hesiod ; however 
even if we keep vwyarar it must govern 
€etpar. 

28. Obviously rroaiow. 
48, terae involves at least something very 

3 [See also note by Thomas, ] 
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like a false quantity. The line then began 
ier’. But what is vedxporov? The best I 
can think of is {er’ aivyoiuBporov, which, 
being perhaps written -o.Bporov, had to be 
corrected somehow when (era: was wrongly 
divided. From vyoi8porov to vedkpotov is 
still a long way, but what would a copyist 
make of vyciBporov? He would correct it 
‘semehow. Or has aiveaixporov any sense 4 

60. xv’ d£éovr’ is straight from Odyssey 
x1, 623, elisions and all. 

64. éday is strange. 
E AAE are very near. 

107. zAnptpwv. (So also Housman and 
Nairn). 

110, ciodvrav, (for ecicdvryny, cf. eicavra 
and avrnv).} 

121. [rods 0 d]Aece potp’ ddJba. 
[rAdpova]s: od ydép rw Saidpur. 
tAdwovas has of course no claim to scan- 

sion. Meleager has spoken of burying 
those slain by the boar, and then goes on: 
“others did dire fate slay, for Artemis was 
not yet content.” What then must be 
supplied? Something like ‘a different’ 
fate. Hence I conjecture that some word 
such as dovpds is missing, but cannot find 
one of more than six letters. 

Then, does a poet worth his salt say éAece 
6doa? Something like rots & &urece would 
be more natural. Is the 2 certain in 
Oreo e 1 ; 

160. ré0° fa. Another impossible piece 
of scansion. 70%’ first hand. Did Bacchyli- 
des say ret’? If not, at least we must read 
a0, or rad’ or some long syllable. This 
among other things looks as if the third 
hand was sometimes emending on his own 
account, and a pretty bad metrist he must 
have been. 

175. This abrupt ending of the myth at 
such a place is positively comic, unless there 
was some point in the marriage arrangement 
here described, a reference to some wedding 
at Hiero’s court at the time. Suspicion 
becomes certainty when we look at Olymp. i. 
69-89, written for the same occasion. 

189. drwcopévay or more likely dzwoa- 
pevovs. The tis in 190 is responsible for the 
change to the singular. But the short 
syllable, is not, I think, quite impos- 
sible. 

196. yAédocar ofiwrov kadas. An adjective 
is wanted with xedevOov. 

197. Translate, ‘for thence spring noble 
Scions, whom may Zeus preserve!’ and read 
[pvrAdooo] for [Pvrddocer]. 

eioevv? EIAE and 

1 [See also notes by Headlam, Richards, and 
Sandys.] 

ovtis dvOparuv K[ Aer ]- 
¢ / 

vas év dAuKke xpove 
mats éwv avnp TE 7 

> Ul 4 

vas edc&aro vikas. 

Vili. 6. 

In line 8 zocot zAcivas is already con- 
jectured by Dr. Sandys, and is excellent so 
far as it goes, but it leaves the extraordinary 
phrase édéaro vikas untouched. Read : 

Lad aN ~ , . fs 

Tals €wv avyp TE TOOL OTEPAVOUS 
a , 

mAcbvas edeEaTo Vikas, 

which gives a much better rhythm and the 
required sense. Hence if xXeevvis be the 
right word at 6 we must accent xAcevvas. 
Then at 12 read wept xpara riGels, or tifeis ot, 
or re @és, or in short something with some 
semblance of verse about it. And at 13: 

yAavkov AirwXidos 

avon’ édalas, 

the ear yearns for a choriambus after Airo- 
didos ; 6.9. 

yravkov Aitwdidos tYixrAddov dvdnp’ éXatas 

would make a decent verse. 
ix. 10. dowikdomdes.2 Yet the army of 

the Seven was notoriously Aevkaomides—well, 
even kal Aevxdomides would be better than 
yap vx. Nonnus (xxv. 387) calls the shield 
of Dionysus zodvxpoos, but that is a wonder- 
fully wrought shield like the shield of 
Achilles. This also was partly coloured 
red according to Quintus Smyrnaeus v. 27, 
médov Grav aipatt ToAAG Sevouevw HikTO Kar’ 
do7idos. And of course there is the rapijiov 
immwv of Iliad A141 which a woman doivixe 
puaiver ; this shows that in Epic times some 
parts, at any rate, of armour might be red. 

14, capa edXovtos hovov. 
® Motpa woAvkparés: ov viv 
met?’ ’OixXeldas woAw 
OTELXELY. 

Put a comma after ddvov, another after 
moAvkpatés, and read ov, despite the-acceut 
in the MS. which was not put there by the 
poet. ‘Where Amphiaraus strove to turn 
them back, but hope deceived them.’ 

19. Tadaioviday for the sake of scarified 
ears! and at 45 zodvuénAote avaé. 

86. Kaddorov edxos Kat Oavotow]. Cf. 
xill. 80,171. I can find no word to suit 
beginning with <i-. 

® [See also note by Sandys.] 
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88. Corrupt as well as mutilated, as the 
scansion shows. 
x. 6. ypu[co... But the first syllable is 

short; read ypri[ce... xpvoos is almost 
unknown. 

10. Possibly acta, tiv & éxeivnoev.t Cf. 
Olymp. vi. 12. There is some evidence that 
tw may be long, and if so the & is not 
wanted. 

12. ey? But TI should prefer avOparow 
Gein ; or the epic Oey is nearer the MS. 

15. 600a<kis>? Cf. 27, etc. 
25. rerpaxwAov unluckily will not. scan. 

If the first syllable be long it makes a 
logaoedic verse, if it be short there is no 
getting it to correspond to the similar line 
in the second epode. The only words 
apparently that will fill up are terpacAxrov 
and terpaérypov, if anything can be made of 
either of them. Or the line may have begun 
with rerpax. Of course it is possible that 
Bacchylides wrote recoapaxwdov (cf. teroa- 
pafowos) and that it was written tetpaxwAov 
by some one contemptuous of metre. But 
Mr. Kenyon’s principle is a good one, not to 
emend in a mutilated passage, if it can 
possibly be helped. 

28. edBov- | Awv [Xapirlwv tpodara. 

But this is a logaoedic verse and the ode 
is Dorian, Moreover eiPovAwvy does not 
mean ‘favouring,’ and is no proper epithet 
of the Graces. Therefore yapirwy must be 
wrong, but it is not so easy to see what is 

right. The best I can think of is edPovAwv 
dcO\apxov tpopara; Mr. Kenyon marks a 

Jacuna of six letters, and seven is as near to 
six as five is; I am in no way proud of 
deOdpxwv, but dywvapxov seems forbidden 
by euphony, BpaBevrawy is too long and a 
dubious word besides for poetry, and in 
short defAdpxwv is the best I can devise. 

x. 1. Perhaps 

pypa, ov yap &uBpotos avOpworwy Tedorxvets 
GOAa.” 

47. Stop after écOAdv, instead of after 
xdAduorov. But still és6Adv is bad: the MS. 

has ECEAWN, read déOAwy and compare 
Pyth, 1.99. Also read pov or pay for pev. 

51. Mr. Adam proposes yAéocav ifvcas, 
which appears to have been the reading of 
the first hand. 
“ 53. Aapa|pov éidpooiva. Or 
aoTpov. 

possibly 

xi. 1. Nixa ydukvdupe, didot yap col marip 

1 [See also note by Pearson. ] 
* [See also note by Headlam. ] 

Tia ayovev, or something of the sort, and. 
put a comma after verse 7. 

30. Reading «’ éxt (Housman) at 24, 
supply here zopritpod{ ov ‘Iradiav vixav6’ |. 

43. epoBynoe. 
47. érvis no sense unless it can be shown 

that maidens might not enter the temple ; 
even then ézi would be far better. 

77. It was Professor Housman who 
pointed out to me that the last syllable 
must be long; read kapovr’ éAOovres. 

87. dolale? 
106. dpioromarpa. 
110. Read rai for ya.* 
119. The metre proves plainly that we 

must read zpo youvot for mpdyovo. Hence 
the whole theory about the ancestors of 
Bacchylides must vanish again into the thin 
air from which it sprang. Cf. iii. 19. 

xiii, 29. Read zavpous Bpordv ale. If 
there be not room for ai- before -e/, it is easy 
to suppose that the word was written de. 

48. ev ravrecow [ere Tou]. 
50. Remove the stop after daivov. 
53. rappéwl[s}. 
SOUL el 
émmore U[nAcidas]..a..7a.... 
epeivat[o Aapdavdav] 7’ eXvoev a{ Akay]. 
ol mpiv pev... 

Aapdavidsav and ddxav Jebb, who also sug- 
gests (after IjAcidas) eraver’ aiyudlwv, 6 8° 
oios, thus making the subject change from 
Achilles to Ajax. Ithink Achilles is subject 
all through. Also the first syllable of the 
word following InA«idas ought to be long ; 
the only other short syllable in this place ia 
the ode is in another suggestion by the same 
critic which happens also to be ridiculous 
poetry (123) ; Mr. Kenyon knows better and 
marks the first syllable long. Though a 
short is theoretically permissible in this place 
it is something of a poetic license, and 
Bacchylides has carefully put a long one in 
all the eight lines where his text is preserved. 
Then épeivato is odd enough anyway, but if 
Ajax is the subject it makes it odder still. 
Achilles sulked but Ajax @peivaro! Again, 
what is Aapdavdav eXvoev ddxdv? Ajax did 
nothing of the sort ; he covered a retreat, 
he defended a ship; would you say that 
Ney eAvoey éAxav of the Russians in 1812? 
Why, Ajax could not keep the enemy from 
firing the ships, and even allowing for the 
exaggeration of an ode, eAvoev dAxav is still 
too strong, 

Fill up then rather with something like: 
qvavat’ adkav Kat xoAw Kp | @petvato, Aapda- 
vioadv t éAvoev adyos or arav. Achilles 

3 [See also note by Pearson. ] 
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refused to fight, because he was stirred at 
heart by wrath, and so he stayed the woe of 
the Trojans. Neither d\yos nor adray seems 
right, but no better word beginning with a 
can I think of at present. dpeivaro is truly 
extraordinary and perhaps we should read 
épyaivero! (Bacchylides wrote. OP and 
probably did not mean it to be augmented, 

but if you prefer ap because somebody who 
knew no more about it than we do once 
transliterated it as ép, why thére is no harm 
done). I prefer jvavaro to avavaro for the 
reason given on page xlvi. of Mr. Kenyon’s 
introduction, but of course it is fifty to one 
that dvatvowar was not the verb used at all. 

Professor Housman improves further to 
Aapdavidas 7’ é\voev atas, or whatever the 
genitive may have been. 

81. Evidently the lacuna had a negative 
in it, e.g. [bow ov 1]. 

84. [zrlaocov.? If there is not room for 
[zr] read [8 ez] at end of 83, and -raccoy in 
84. But this would involve ypw’ at 71 and 
would make v[adcov] doubtful at 149. 

85. I think év redim right ; it seems better 
sense and the poet nowhere else uses ev for 
és. And cf. Jsth. vii. 54. 

91. For the simile compare Paradise Lost 
ii. 286 :-— 

The sound of blustering winds which all 
night long 

Had roused the sea, now with hoarse cadence 
lull, 

Seafaring men o’erwatched, whose bark by 
chance 

Or pinnace anchors in a craggy bay 
After the tempest. 

You would have sworn Milton was copying 
Bacchylides. 

95. dAjgéev 8 civ dacop| Bpore| 
’Aot ordpecev O€ Te TO TOV | 

L ad 4 eter 4 
ovpia, voTov 6’ éxov[ Tos] _V— 
e lA c U » 

iotiov, apTaews a- 
eXrtov é|tko|vro x| époor]. 

So Kenyon, admitting that votouv €éxovros 
is unparalleled, but arguing that yérov must 
have some sort of construction. Look at 
the opposite page and you will see that otpia 
is the corrected MS. reading, not oipia. 
What if vorov depends on that? Again dp- 
modéwra first hand, o is written over 7; does 
not this mean that we are to read dpraléws 
t de\rrov? Then ordpecev rovrov ovpta strikes 

1 With yuvaieds, for example, instead of xéA@ Kip 
in the previous line. 

2 [See also notes by Sandys and Thomas. ] 

me as not quite the natural thing. Rude 
Boreas ceases at dawn and by ceasing lulls 
the sea ; every one remembers devav 7’ anya 
TVELPATWV ekolwioe OTEVoVTA TovTov and fifty 
other things of the kind. Then éxovros being 
so doubtful, is there no other possibility ? 
Yes, éxovres, the sailors willingly hoist their 
sails to the south wind, after being wnwil- 
lingly driven by the storm.’ The word fol- 
lowing éxovres probably began with a con- 
sonant, because to shorten the last syllable 
of two epitrites running is a sad confession 
of weakness. Considering all these things, 
I propose :— 

TOVTOV,; 

otpla votou 6 ExovrTes Kovdicay (or some better 
word) 

¢ 4 e / ee? sé/ / 

tatlov, apTadéws 7 aeATTOV €f(KOVTO XEpoov. 

The objections are (1) otpia vorov, which I 
cannot precisely parallel, but if “Pindar says 
ovpos éméewy and so on, why not ovpta vorov 
too? (2) The accent on ov. inthe papyrus. 
This can only point to ovpia, but there seems 
no making anything of that, and the accent 
is perhaps only a mistake for a breathing. 
(3) The position of 6’, which I do not 
remember elsewhere as third word in 
Bacchylides, who is very orthodox in the 
position of his words, except at x. 45. But 
like it or not it seems clearly what the MS. 
points to. 

100. éret kAVov, with Geotow in 105.4 
117. wapar 
122. Did ever any poet out of Bedlam 

talk of 7eor in one line and iooGeox in the 
next? I-think the second line may have 
run digav ioor Gedy dv’ dppav, but even the 

MS. reading is uncertain, Or digev tcos, 
with 6s tore y’ in 121. 

124. 7. 
125, etc. Something like: 

[OaXd ovres treppiadov 

| podvnn.’ eOpepav] 
Tpde|s immevTal KvavwTioas eK 

| zarpas dracerba] veas 
\ ee: ] 7 255. 

[vuKTos 8 warvov cida |rivas T eV 

| éué|p[a]es fev O[€0d ]uarov rodw. 

(Tpdes Kenyon, <iAarivas Kenyon, dpepats 
Blass, Ged3uarov Blass.) Bad enough lines 
in all conscience, but they will scan and that 
is something to be thankful for. 

145. An adjective is wanted to agree with 
ddéa. Read then dx{apdrw] or better ax[a- 

pura]. 
3 rods 8 obk eOéAovTas HeAAaL TévTOV em ixOboEVTA _ 
fA@v amdvevbe pépovow. liad T 377. 
+ [See also note by Sandys. ] 
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160. Mr. Adam proposes to read fog if 
there be not room for Mr. Nairn’s apa 67. 

193. Something like [éyapiooar’ éuar]. 
194. éxaOpjoats t[<€xvar].! 
195. ex’ évéoraéev, xapvéovre is the most 

remarkable Greek I have seen since looking 
over the London B.A. pass papers. ef y’ is 
obvious and exactly suits the sense, but 
Professor Gildersleeve says «i ye is not 
lyrical. 6’ seems out of the question. 

xiv. 1. dai[povos.? 
3. eoOdav. 

5.  [Ovp.jov, cat [ap] dyrpary rev- 
[xeu K]aropfuwGetca. 

12 Molo. « [our 
a|v. 

17. Should not the line end at epyparu, 
the first syllable of xdAAucros being the 
anacrusis of the next ? 

xv. 13. civ<re>eots or something of the 
sort. 

61. Read oq’ és. 
xvi. 13. One would certainly expect «Avo- 

pev, rather than xAéoper. 
20. pedrev t 
29. port to judge from the space left in 

the uncial text. Armapav for Arapov is 
demanded by euphony and sense ; ef. v. 169. 

xvii. It is not at all clear how much 
license Bacchylides allowed himself in 
Paeonian verse. Certainly a great deal 
more than Pindar did, unless the text is 
very corrupt. But he was as much inferior 
to Pindar in the management of verse as he 
is in most other things, as is shown very 
clearly in his Dorian rhythms. However I 
will propose tentatively that at 37, to cure 
two metrical faults, we should read iozAokor 
xa. | Auup? _ J Nopnides. Of course cipa 
would drop out easily but it is barely sense, 
and anything else may have gone. At 62 
ov would drop out more easily than 76 and 
is perhaps more poetical, but also perhaps 
nothing need be inserted. At 102 if exact 
parallelism be needed we may read ede” 
6ABiovo Nypéos. At 109 ceuvay te zarpos... 
ide Boorw. In 91 the last syllable of ayjra 
(dyra) must be short ; compare Simonides 
41 where the word occurs again and the 
rhythm shows pretty clearly that it is short. 
At 92 the third syllable of ’A@avaiwy is 

& |v — app.o[ Cor] —| ov’ 

short. In 42 it is easy to read apfpdrov ; 
in 20 read depraro’ with the opposite 
change. At 112 didva will scan well enough. 
At 50 read probably ’AcAéov, and in the 
corresponding line 116 doddeco’ for deAtos 

1 [See also note by Thomas. ] 
* [See also note by Headlam. ] 

(8dAcs first hand in the papyrus and the 
second hand is worthless or nearly so). The 
feminine ddXios is suspicious, though Euri- 
pides uses it as he will do with any adjec- 
tive, such was his misogyny. Finally, if the 
eighth and ninth lines of the epode go 
together, as seems not improbable, read 
réx[ev] at 54 for réx[e] and Kvwoiwy at 120 
for Kvaotov. 

37. Mr. Kenyon has forgotten the love- 
liest line in Alcaeus : 

idwAok’ ayva peAdxopede Largo. 

39. 7® should not be changed to 7a. 
49. ddpov % 
58. Kat oe. 
74. Onoet, rad? euat 

mean ? 
90. I propose with great doubt : 

What does déapa 

7 > > , VA , / iero 8 dkdroprov Sopvacoos (-das, -6a) 
viv Bopeas x.7.A. (vv Housman). 

If S0pvecdos means ‘ driving a spear’ and 
Sépv means also ‘a ship,’ it follows that 
Sopyccdos may mean ‘driving a ship.’ And 
for the middle vero, ‘sent before it,’ compare 
Homer’s é& poy evto. 

The stop after ddpv in the MS. is very 
abrupt, and can hardly be right. 

118. dpevodpas. For the form cf. Pindar’s 
xadkodpav Mepvova (Isth. iv. 45) and xaAxo- 
apav (Isth. ill. 81). 

xviii. 9. What are pydwv dyeAas? pda 
cevov 74 but the tense is bad. 

33. modeuniowrw | orAors t 
39. rocovTwv seems better. 
41, 7}—prjoerat ; Medea’s bad conscience 

is working. ‘Or can it be that he is a 
divine messenger of vengeance?’ 

43, 44. The meaning is: ‘It is not easy 
for one who is always doing evil to escape 
evil.’ 

46. dpaprewv is the regular form in old 
poetry. 

50. By some bold transposition one might 
get rid of the difficulties : 

/ 

KNUTUKTOV KUVEaY Kapa 
Adkxawav Trepl Tupooxaitov, 

APT &, 
orepvols Te TOpPvpEoV XITOV apt. 

But one must then assume the passage to 

have been altered on imaginary metrical] 

grounds. If zypcoxatrov came from 7upgo- 

xairas (see Index) it would be TuproXalT a. 

xix. 5. ioBdéapot ré € cai. If not, at 

least correct the antistrophe to edv7’. 
21. KeAevoe. 

“ 
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38. eiduxpivy is a word hitherto supposed 
to be confined to prose. 

xx. Exempli gratia :— 

Sapa ror’ ev [ eipvxopw 
EavOai Aakedal yoviae Kdpau 
Towovoe peAos K| <Addeor, 
ee hig td 4 
or’ Gyeto KadAural paov 

/ / a 
Kopav OpacvKap| duos “Idas 
Mapryocayr iol orépavov 

‘ 4 / duyov Pavarov [TéAos. 
dvaéiaXos Toot dav 

immous TE ol icar| emous eet 
TlXcupav’ és eixr| evay 

, ex > s 
xpvoaamidos vidls ‘Opeias 
[wepwev kal trdrrepov appa]. 

OTP. 

> 
aVT. 

The metre is a wedding metre, and it 
looks as if the ode was written for some 
such occasion. ’Opetas is Mr. Marindin’s ; 
some of the rest Mr. Kenyon’s. Mr. Adam 
points out that the same story was treated 
by Simonides. (Schol. on J/iad ix. 556, 
Bergk’s Simonides fr. 216.) According to 
this version Idas was only nominally son of 
Aphareus but really of Posidon. 

Theocritus seems to have had the beginning 
of this poem of Bacchylides in his head 
when he penned the opening of his Lpitha- 
lamium of Helen. 

Frag. 1.2. av. 
3. dyavos. 
15. Etpwziéda. 
Frag. vi. If this does belong to the first 

ode, the restoration proposed in the note 
will not scan. For compare i. 2 and 10. 

The following are some of the corrections 
which must be made in the metrical schemes 
prefixed to the Odes by Mr. Kenyon. 

Ode i. Strophe, line 1, the last syllable is 
short. Epode, line 3, seventh short, last 
long. Ode iii. Epode, line 3, last long, line 
4, fourth long? scan ’Advarra in 40 as a 
molossus? Yet a resolution is possible ; cf. 
Isthm. iii. 72, and the last line of the epodes 
in Jsthm. ii. Line 5, last but three common. 
The metre of the epode is not logaoedic at 
all ; indeed the contrast between the swift 
logaoedic strophes and the solemn Dorian 
epodes strikes meas the finest metrical effect 
in Bacchylides. Ode iv. line 10, the rhythm 
ISeEODADLY. 22; | a col od ae |e Ode =v. 
Epode, line 1 sixth long, line 10 first long 
(on 151 see K.’s note, on 160 my own above). 
Ode viii. line 4, second short (!). Line 8, 
sixth short ; and see above. Line 11, supply 
probably v|_VC_||. Line 12, if the eighth 
was short, it must be followed by a dactyl, 
and then either one or two long syllables. 

1 (Cf. note by Headlam. ] 

But it may just as well have been long, and 
then supply y |_V_||. In lines 3, 5,13 the 
last should of course be marked long, or at 
least common, as also xix., strophe, 17. 
Ode x. Epode, line 3, fourth and sixth long. 
Line 8, see my note on x. 28. Ode xi. Isit 
really necessary to say that this ode is 
Dorian? Strophe, line 1, last long. Line 
8, last long ; correct accent on dpiororarpa 
at 106. Epode, line 7, last long. 

Ode xiii. is no more logaoedic than Ode xi. 
The only difficulty about the scansion is to 
be found in the third line of the strophe, 
which’ is); i thinks [= |g25| 2 on eac.@ ated 
Pyth.i. 3. At 36 ravGadréov is a molossus, 
cf. Pindar’s ei@adys. Line 6, last long. 
Epode, line 7, first UU. Ode xiv. Epode, 
line 2, first long; line 5, delete the first 
short mark. Ode xvi. strophe line 4, first 
not quite certain, Epode,- line 2 ends pro- 
bably with a spondee. Ode xix. strophe, 
line 3, last short. 

As for the division of the lines in the 
MS. it is of course simply for convenience 
of writing, possibly of reading, though it 
has caused no end of mistakes both in the 
copyists and in the editio princeps. Often it 
is quite absurd, as with the first line of the 
first ode. 

ARTHUR PLATT. 

iii. 54, 5. duaiOvsce is possible and 
perapBabes or perapBades, for the long 
syllable in pedayxevfés is not invariable in 
this v. of the Epode, e.g. in 69 ¢idAurrov 
avopa Kniwv. 

73. [kpvolecoa 8 eAvis might suggest a 
different line of restitution: and after 
épdpepov in 73 it seems unlikely that 
érapeptwv should be the word of which 
-epuwv survives in 76. 

vii. The Aurapa Ovyarnp Xpovov (? Kpovov) 
kat Nuxros may be Nika (Victory), and the 
number zevrixovta pléra] éxxaexatay refer 
to the number of victories won by the person 
for whom the ode is written. Pausanias 
mentions 1,400 crowns as won by Theogenes 
in different games (vi. 11, 5). 

Pausanias says Wight was, on some 
accounts, mother of the two Nemeses (vii. 
5, 3): and long before him Hesiod Theog. 
223 had assigned the same parentage to the 
single Nemesis. Nemesis was early asso- 
ciated with Victory, and in a lyrie by 
Mesomedes, a poet assigned to the era of 
Hadrian, identified with her. See my comm. 
on Catullus p. 349. Such an identification 
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seems to lurk in Catullus’ verse lxiv. 395 aut 

rapidi Tritonis hera aut Rhamnusia wirgo ; 
for Athena and Nika would naturally be 
combined as encouraging an army, whereas 
Nemesis would appear rather to give a 
warning. 

ix. 17. doayevovra is perhaps a mistake 
for éAarevovra ‘roaming,’ as the child 
Opheltes (Archemorus) is described by 
Statius Zheb. iv. 792 nemorique malorum 
Inscius et witae multum securus imerrat. 

Lactantius on Zheb. iv. 779 Archemorum 
Lycurgi filium quem draco interemit is 
almost a translation of Bacchylides’ words 
tov EavOodepxys | édv’ dAatevovta Spaxwv. 

30. Perhaps dpvpova. 
37. Possibly 

Tolw [zor GAKé |wo o{ devel 
yuia[ AKéo dy para [zpos] yata. TreAacow|v] 

ixer’ |Evewov]| rapa roppupodivav. 

Eur. H. F. 410 in his catalogue of Hera- 
kles’ exploits mentions his crossing the 
Eusxine to war with the Amazons about 
Maeotis, rév imrevtdy 7 ’"Apaldvev otparov | 
Maarw dpdt zodvrotapov | Ba dv’ Evgewov 
otdua Aipvas. Possibly the rivers of Ares 
(45) are these Scythian rivers about the 
Maeotis, perhaps including the Ister: for 
the Amazons reached the Ister, and Thrace, 
as we learn from Herodotus v. 13, was 
colonized by Teucrians from TZroy (iyuidov 
Tpotas €d0s), cf. Grote ill. p. 283 ed. 1. 

Thrace, and generally, the northern 
regions of ice and snow, were the special 
seat of Ares. Hence, in the J/iad (xiii. 301) 
Ares and Phobos start from Thrace, 7a pev 
dp’ é& @pyKns "Edvpous péra OwpyoceoOov ; 
hence Virgil calls Thrace Mauortia G. iv. 
461; cp. Servius there ideirco Thracia 
Mauortia tellus dicitur quia in diwisione 
terrae Marti cessit. Hence Statius heb. vii. 
init. summons Mars from thence (5-10, 34— 
38, 64 sqq.): the rivers of the North might 
therefore fairly be called rivers of Ares. 

ix, 55. I suggest [ris 8 od dodryyper|yov 
Aiywov; Pind. O. viii. 20 ef€vere xpatéwv 
mada dodixnpetpov Aiyway ratpav. 

x. 51. Possibly ri paxpav [yA]aloo]av 
divas éXatvw | éxtos 6300; unless ificas of 
the papyrus is used transitively. The 
language is comparable with Pindar Wem. 
vii. 70, 71 dzropvtw | pi téppa mpoBas axovi’ 
ate xadxordpaov opra. | Goav yAdooayr. 

xi. 102, 3. With this compare the Greek 
epigram in Vitruvius viii. 3. 25, and my 
article in Cambridge J. of Philology, vol. vi. 
p- 273. The writer of the epigram uses the 
very word of Bacchylides to describe the 
madness of the Proetides, Avooa 

NO. CII. VOL. XII. 

xiv. i. wap Satzovos seems more likely 

than zapa daipoow. 
3 sqqg- Perhaps 

ovpdopa 8 ecbdav apaddv- 
ve. Bapv’tAatos moAovca 
[aAodrlov Kat [és] tYupavy Te 
[Act KlaropOwbhetoa” Tuysdv 
8 adXos adXAolav Exe. 
[pupé lac 8 dvdpav dpelrat], pra 8 es| 
| rya|v mpoKerrar. 
[ds ye] wap xetpos KuBepva- 
Tat dikataow ppeverow. 
[ovrou] BapuévOeow app.o- 
Cer paxars poppuyyos ope. 
[od Ar]yvKAayyets xopot. 

xvii. 4. To Kpyrtixov tapvev 7éAayos corre- 

sponds in the antistrophe Atoay, éxxAyoopev 

Srav. Kenyon edits tdayve; but it is not 

impossible that tépvev is right, and éxhy- 

couev Should be changed to éx7Ajooper. I 

am aware that in the second strophe and 

antistrophe, radi wavdepxea Oéuev and nOéwv 

yévos éret, the former of the two corre- 

sponding verses has a short syllable in this 

place, and the latter, seemingly ; for, as a 

whole, the metre only corresponds imper- 

fectly. But in view of the many cases in 

this ode where the correspondence of metre 

is not consistently carried out, if the 

papyrus is right, it seems worth while to 

suggest the above possibility. 

10. I should prefer Kizpido[s écOA]a 

ddpa. 
37. I do not believe any alteration is safe 

here, though a syllable is wanting at the 

end to make the metre correspond, At any 

rate it cannot be ro. A syllable is wanting 

in the same place xviil. 35. 
62. Sixov Opdéce [od] copa is an easy 

correction. 
67. dperpov of the papyrus is perhaps 

dpurpov, a Cretan word = pxpov (Hesych.). 

The prayer was short and is therefore not 

expressed by the poet. 
74. I doubt whether the inserted od is 

right: it spoils the effect of the following 

ov © opr.’ 
80. #%derSpov must have some special 

reference: but it is not easy to see what. 

91. May not vew be vw, as perhaps in Xi. 

15, ode an imperfect connected with cevew, 

imroadas Sopva-coos, ete. and meaning ‘ urged 

on’?1 The lengthening of the v in ddpy, if 

exact correspondence of metre is thought 

indispensable, might perhaps be accounted 

for from the commonness with which short 

vowels preceding -cdas, -coys, etc, cause the 

following o to be doubled. 

1 [See also notes by Pearson and Richards. ] 
F 
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112. For the corrupt aidva of the papyrus 
diay is a possible suggestion. It would 
mean, I suppose, a purple hem, 7.e. a robe 
with a purple border. 

Xvill. 27. TloAvripoves Te kaptepay | odipav 
e€€Barev Ipoxd | rras, dpetovos tvxav | pwros. 
These vy. are natural and intelligible if 
Prokoptes, which seems a mere variation 
on Procrustes, is supposed to be the son of 
Polypemon. Such he is apparently in Ov. 
1b. 407 ut Sinis et Sciron et cum Polypemone 
natus ; for with Sinis Sciron Polypemon 
Cercyon (/b. 412) it was almost inevitable 
to add Procrustes as in Met. vii. 436 sqq., 
Her Ai 60,.4 0. 

The Ibis scholia, it may be noted, are, so 
far as I know, the only authority extant 
till the discovery of Bacchylides for the 
story, given’ at length in Bacchylid. fr. i. 
(p. 105 Kenyon), of the rape, committed by 
Minos on Dexithea and the birth of Euxan- 
thius in consequence. The scholion is thus 
given in MS. Phillipps 1726, one of the 
best which I employed for my edition 
(Oxford, 1881). I cite the part only which 
contains the legend. Ad quas (Macelo and 
her sisters) cwm uenisset Minos eum Dexione 
concubuit : ex qua creawit Huxantium unde 
Lusantidae fuerunt. This is identical with 
the scholion published by Saluagnius, and in 
the ed. Paris. of 1573, except that these for 
ad quas have ad alias vero seruatas, Desi- 

thone or Desitone for Dexione, and Eusantium 
Eusantiae for Cuxantium, Cusantie of P. 
It is impossible to say whence this scholion 
was drawn: but it is now an ascertained 
fact, which the new papyrus puts beyond 
doubt, that it could not have been from 
Apollod. iii. 1, 28 or the scholion on Ap. 
Rhod. i. 186. 

Rosrnson E..is. 

p- 9 i. 38: Callim. Zp. 33, 5 (A.P. xii. 
102), Hor. Sat. i. 2. 138, Ov. Am. ii. 9. 9. 

i, 42 (=19) is unmetrical, but the words 
admit of transposition: docov av Lon, Adxe 
TOVOE XpovoV Tipav.” 

p- 21 ii. 38, 39: Aesch. Cho. 899, Eur. 
Tro. 430. 

p. 23 ui. 49 EvAwov Sopov ‘stfucture’: 
Hom. M 169, 301, Aesch. Supp. 141, Eur. 
Alc, 165. 

p. 25 ili. 63 ovtis...dedAjoer 
65 <atyet>v o€o tActova ypvoov 

>a réeuiar Spore. 
67 <eddAo>yciv wépectw, ba- 

Tis wy povw Tiaiverar. 

1 [See also note by Housman. ] 
* [See also note by Housman. } 
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wv. 67 or eb deyew 

». 68: Pind. 
v. 66 =‘ to a poet’ 4 
v. 67: ef. v. 188, xiii. 166. 

P, Hebb: 
p. 29 iii. 90: I cannot credit pwvdea. To 

my mind puvivOy is most probable both here 
and in v. 151 puvivOn dé wor Woxa yAvketa (cf. 
Theognis 361, Aesch. Theb. 903). 

v. 22: Alcaeus 27, Soph. Aj. 171, Aleman 
28. 

p. 47 v. 80 yedavicas = yadyvicas, as 
yedarvys = yadnvns.? 

p- 51. The division (remarked by Mr. 
Kenyon) of the words Kadvdd\y and 
tyvodvac|a’ is normal: see Bast Greg. Cor. 
p. 859. 

v. 110 read, as the accent indicates, éorts 
eiodvtav podo (=avrqy, éoavra).* 

v. 142. The conflict of emotions expressed 
in dyk\avcaca (Prof. Jebb’s correction of 
éyk\avoaca) is amplified hy Ov. Jet. viii. 
462-511. 

p- 65 vii. 1 & Aurapa Ovyatrep Xpovov re Kal 
Nuxtés, 7.e. “Apépa, as Mr. Kenyon infers 
from Hes. Theog. 124. Cf. Aesch. Ag. 276 
evayyeAos pev, BoTEp 7) Tapoy.ia, ews YEvolTo 
pytpos etppovns mapa. 291 ris viv tTexovons 
pas 76d eddpovys. Fr. adesp. (Stob. Lel. 
Phys. i. 2.31) v. 8 Xpévov raidwv ‘Opav, at 
mwévta pvovr.. According to Eur. fr. 222, 
tHv To. Aixny éyovar 7atd’ civat xpovov: but 
Nvé could hardly be her mother. 

vil. 7 <a> ptotadkés 
p- 71 ix. 6 pydodaixray: the other com- 

pounds are wvyxodaixrny A.P. ix. 524. 24, 
avopodaiktwy KoTavov Aesch. Cho. 859, xomov 
tv. 132, mupyodaixrovs moAcuouvs Pers. 106, 
Novtpoddixtros Cho. 1069, airoddixror Theb. 

722. In Anacreont. 40. 10 dOovov daixryv 
(Pauw) is a necessary correction of dackrov, 
as dautynp Alcaeus 28, Aesch. Zheb. 900, 
datkrwp Supp. 806. 

ix. 10 ke<ifi yop> vixkdowides Hpiden 
mpatiotoy “Apyetwv Kpirot 

does not convince me. The epithet I should 
expect is Nevxdowiwes—the heraldic symbol 
of the Argives, which is applied to the army 
against Thebes by Aesch. Zeb. 89, Soph. 
Ant. 106, Eur. Phoen. 1106. 

ix. 12: schol. Pind. Vem. p. 424-5 Boeckh. 
ix. 13 dwrevovra, Mr. Neil’s conjecture, is 

established, in my judgment, by the varia- 
tion in the story as told by Euripides and 
Statius. There were two interpretations of 
the word ; that followed by Euripides (as by 
the critics now) was ‘plucking flowers’; that 
followed by Statius was ‘sleeping.’ This I 

3 [See Classical Review, Vol. xi. p. 452.] 
4 [See also notes by Platt, Pearson, Richards and 

Sandys. ] 
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believe myself to be the right one: dwrevovra 
= dwrebvta = rvéovta trvw (Aesch. Cho. 619), 
trvov Bapiv éxkpuodvra (Theoer. xxiv. 47). 

ix. 38 read reAdooas (Kenyon) and 46 xa@’ 
(Jebb). 

p. 79 ix. 55! <kai ray éparévy> pov Alywar ; 

peyiotov 
<d Aws mAabeioa AE>yKeL TEKEV 

ipo 
<ANTOKOVs-ue- 6 50U 

as Eur. Zro. 206 Xéxrpois tAaGeto’ “EAAdvor, 
Rhes. 913 déxrpos exrAdOnv Srpvipovos: cf. 
xvii. 35, Hec. 874, Andr. 25, Aesch. P.V. 
925. puxGetoa is less likely; in xvii. 29 
oe.... Teev A€xer Atos, imd Kkpdtadov "Idas 
puyetoa implies pryeioa aiTo. 

ix. 61 fi<Wo>zm)ov (drav) as Aesch. Theb. 
302 (corrected by Hermann) ? 

64 é<v add>Aai<s. 
66 <épo>ayv as xi. 122, or eiduarav. 

p. 81 ix. 79-87: cf. xiii, 25-33, i. 40-46, 

5 ae Al 

\ nn 

81 <kai rots érvy>wopevas aiet TipavoKot 
X / / 

<tiv Ne>pea vicav' to <d€>Tow Kadov 
epyov 

or TO yé ToL. 

86 xaAX\oTov ci<s aidva Ktdos> 
Neizrerau. 

100 xpvccorxamrtp<ov Ads> 

p. 85 ix. 104 revr<yxovta> : ef. vii. 2, 
i..-9. 

x. 1 Gjpa, ob y<ip abavarwv Ovatov 7’ 
€7 > OLXVELS 

<0>Aa, xa<pvéov> 

or wedorxvets. Of. Pind. JZ. iii. 40-43 =1Vv. 
22-25. 

x. 11 <:>yewes is difficult. dcxepes might 
mean ‘uniting their request’; or déxepos 
( = dcyetp, as Opacvxetpos ii. 4) might be ‘ with 
might and main,’ dudorépaicr xepoiv Vv. 188. 
But the presumption is that the first syllable 
was long. Hesych. gives ’Ayewpés: dxpetov, 
an error for “Axpecés, which can have no 
fitness here. It suggests, however, the 
possibility that the truth may be Caypetés, 
which is used adverbially by Nicand. 7’her. 
290, and is conjectured by Bergk iii. p. 709 
in Lyr. fr. adesp. 78. 

51 ri paxpav <rp>a<p>av ifvoas éavvw 
€KTOS OOD ; 

1 [See also notes by Housman and Sandys. | 

Cf. Pind. P. x. 51-54, Eur. Or. 354 Madea 
mpocicxov zpopav, Hom. h. Merc. 148 ibicas 
8’ dvtpov ééixero. The MS. would have 

TTPOIPAN. 
p. 105 xi. 104 breaks into a direct quota- 

tion as Sappho 1. 18. 
xii. 1 xvBepvaras codds is a constant 

epithet: Archil. 45, Aesch. Supp. 778, 
Niceph. Walz. Rhet. i. 488, 489, Phaedrus 
iv. 17. 8 (gubernator sophus). 

xiii. 52 raphéw<s>! cf. Hom. 6 379, X 142. 
55: Eur. Heracl. 781. 
58 <douik>éor. 
64 & r<Ov immevta>v érixrey Ipdéea 

rather than aiypardy (Jebb), since iota, 
immjXara are his usual Homeric epithets. 

xiv. 1 zapa dai<povos> 4 
5... . ov <oe> kal tydav7. 
10 <é 7o> map xetpos KvBepvarat 

as 70 wap 7odds Pind. P. iii. 60, ppovrida trav 
Top modes P. x. 62.2 xvBepva<tar> is con- 

firmed by vopa—rar in v. 26, similarly at 

first miswritten. 
xiv. 17 rightly Jebb: Pind. O. xii. 48, 

Hes. Op. 694, Theognis 401. 
xvi. 32: Tryphiodor. 310, Hom. h. Dem. 

257, Orph. fr. xxxii. p. 491. 
p. 159 xvii. 7 r<e>Aepalyidos ? weheparyts 

(=aiyida celovca, Kpadatvovee., TWdoooven) 

would give a most natural sense (cf. Hom. 

A 167, Noun. D. vi. 177; xxvii. 302); but 

the formation one would expect is reAcué-, 

verbs being usually compounded from the 

aorist-root: cf. however tepmixépavvos. For 
the accent, see Ht. Mag. 518. 54. 

p. 163 note: idwAoxe surely = io7Aoxape 

in Aleaeus 55. 1, and should be accented 

iéwoxov in the same sense A.P. ix. 524. 10. 

xvii. 90 &kvaoprov ddpu: Simonid. 37. 7, 

Aesch. Supp. 141. 
112 & vw dpdéBadrtev. .. toppupea I 

suspect, with some feminine - substantive 

meaning ‘raiment,’ formed like dyzexovy, 

and from the same root as eiwa, iuariov: @.9. 

ciwova, twova, eldva, eave. 

xvii. 118: dpevodpais: cf. xaAxodpav Pind. 

I. 41, xadAxoapay iv. 63, xeprapav Y eae es i 

Hesych. Noapéws: vovvexdvtws, Herodas 

vil. 2 vonpes. 
p. 181 xviii. 39 ds tovovTwv (Kenyon) 

seems to me right. 
51, as it stands, is impossible metre for a 

glyconic line. Possibly «patos xdra : cf. 

Hom. @ 85 dapos Kix Keadijs cipvoce: sch. 

4 ard dvrt ras wept: Whence in Aesch, Lum. 

637 I read dapos xatecxyvwce for mepeo- 

kjvooe, comparing Cho. 997. 
2 [See also note by Pearson. } ‘ 

F 4 
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xix. 9 xawov I prefer. 
xix. 15 jev “Apyos 06’? jv ore is a common 

phrase: Pind. fr. 83 A. P. i. 92, viii. 178, 
xii. 44, xiv. 52, owore ix. 344, Naeke Opusc. 
i, 237. 

xx. 1 Srdpta ror’ ev <eipvxopw> 
éavOai Aakeda<ipovior> 
To.ovoe eos K<aTapyxov Or KaTapsav> 
oT ayeTo KaAXia<xvv és ddpovs> 
Kopav OpacvKap<owos “Idas> 

6 Mdprycoav io<otepavov> 
puyov Gavarov <védos or TéXos> 

wo. 1: Pind. WV. x. 52, Hom. v. 414, 1.—-». 
2: gavOai is expressly indicated in the MS. 
—v. 3: Pind. XM. iii. 10, Eur. H./. 743, 881, 
Hee. 675, Or. 952.—vv. 6, 7: ef.—xin. 30, 
88, Theognis 707. 

p. 199 Fr. 6. 1 <Ili>epides followed in 
v. 2 by some form (perhaps the imperative) 
of tdaivev or evudaivev: cf. v. 9, xix. 8, 
Pind. fr. 179.—v. 3 <yap>vs. 

p. 201 Fr. 7.5 <wo>)vepren... 
5 dpareNotpodov Keéov. 

Fr. 9 <dp> twos xéap ? 
Fr. 12.1.... € XatpodAav 

<pewednu >evov EiceB <ia> 
ef. Pind. fr. 155. 3 Eidupia pedwv. O. 1. 89 
dpetaio. pepadoras. 

Fr. 13.9 aipnpos or <A>ausypoist But 
one would expect ev BévOeoow .. . adds (Ar. 
Ran. 667 Blaydes). 

Fr. 15. 2 <ravr>ecoow av< Operas > 
Fr. 17. 1 <épyv>podiva<v> is possible. 
Fr. 38. 2 <dxa>pdatw Bopé<a>: Emped. 

426 dxapdrwov avénwv obevos. 
Fr. 41 erBos & ovdels Bpotdv <tov a> 

TavTa xpovor ! 
Fy. 45. 2: aypuxta xadexta Pherecrat. 

Bekk. An. 339. 33. 
Fr. 49 dmrpaxra dupdpevov t 

verbially as Aleman 28. 
Fr. 53: Hesych. ’Ayxvdn. 
Fr. 72, 2 mpnutaro is a right alteration, 

as A. P. vi. 349. 

Cie vit 

ampakta ad- 

WALTER HEADLAM. 
King’s College, Cambridge, 

Dec. 14, 1897. 

Most of these conjectures have been 
printed without explanation in the Athen- 
aeum for Dec. 25th 1897 and Jan. 15th 
1898. Several of them, and in particular 
almost all the corrections of metre, were 
made independently and simultaneously by 
Professor Platt; and in these cases I add 
his name. 

i 4-9. Supply as follows : 

’Apycio[s, ov ovde] A€ovros 
Givo[s adpot]o wore 
<l>axpei|ov av O]oAo? paxas, 
rocolv T édal|dpo[s, 7 larpiov 
7’ ovk [axAdpwtos Kk ladav, 
TOG. KTX. 

i | 

Verse 7 is so amended by Messrs 
Kenyon and Nairn, and the latter has seen 
that some case of Caxpetos must be intro- 
duced in 6. 6ivos or Ouvds is explained by 
Hesychius as opyy and the verb @vvw is in 
Pindar. In 8 you may read dzékXapos, but 
kadov is necessary, and so is the comma: 
tooa in 9 is relative. See ii 6 and v 51, 
The gen. plur. of zada is wadav, and will 
deprive tooa of all meaning. Simonides 
frag. 8 praises Glaucus by saying ovde Iodv- 
devkeos Bia xeipas avreivait’ av évavTiov aivTd. 

At 2 Bafvdero (so the first hand) can 
hardly be anything but Bafvxdiov or Babv- 

XaoLov : XAEI=AKAE! = AIEA. Then 

Mr. Nairn’s supplement (C.R. xi. p. 450) 
may be adopted with one slight change: 
ToA|v Tpatos, TO|v Babvxaioly etc |nev yevos. 

It is not I, but the MS, that presents a 
ditrochaeus in lieu of an epitrite at 6. 
Bacchylides is quite content with this, and 
even with a trochee for a spondee in the 
dactylic cola. Antistrophic correspondence 
has nothing to do with the matter. 

i 32. voJcwv is unmetrical: write vocwv 
(so also Platt). Does the corruption seem 
strange? turn to v 78, 115, xi 28, xvi 11: 
in all these places a rarer form has wrongly 
supplanted a commoner. Equally unmetri- 
eal is frag. i 15, which belongs to this poem. 
If Mr Kenyon’s Eipwzid|os| is right his [ré 
dlexdr» is wrong and r@ must be ev. But 
since there is no reason to believe in the 
existence of a substantive Etvpwzis I propose 
Eipwrida (so also Platt), and further [ovtv 
dlexdrw : see xi 23. I take Hipwrida to be 
not the feminine adjective but Aeolic for 
Eipwzidns : see Bergk. at Pind. Nem. vi 60. 

One does not like to look a gift horse in 
the mouth, and one cannot fairly expect a 
palaeographical expert to be a metrical 
expert as well: non omnia possumus omnes. 
But there must be quite half a dozen 
scholars in England who understand these 
matters, and it surprises me that Mr 
Kenyon could get none of them to help 
him. The consequence is that his text con- 
tains at present a good many metrical sole- 
cisms: some of these are introduced by his 
own conjecture, and three or four supple- 
mentary violations of metre are proposed in 
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the notes by Professor Jebb. The schemes 
prefixed to the odes are often incorrect: the 
marks of quantity placed above lacunas are 
even worse, and have led Mr Nairn to make 
two unmetrical conjectures in the last 
number of this Review. Mr Kenyon says 
that ode iii is logaoedic: the strophe is, but 
the epode is dactylo-epitrite. He says that 
xi is logaoedic with dactylo-epitritic lines 
interspersed: it is purely dactylo-epitrite 
from beginning to end. He says that xiii 
is logaoedic: it is dactylo-epitrite with no 
logaoedic elements at all. He says that 
xvii is paeonian : it ought to be, but as Mr 
Kenyon prints it it is neither that metre 
nor any other. It is the more deplorable, 
because Mr Kenyon and Mr Palmer and Prof. 
Jebb have all three done a great deal to 
restore the text: some of Palmer’s correc- 
tions in particular are admirable for their 
simplicity and certainty. 

I wish to make an end of faultfinding, so 
let me say here that the discrepancies 
between the right and left-hand pages 
concerning the letters contained or omitted 
by the MS are numerous and sometimes 
grave. 

i 34 icov. Metre demands ioov. 
i 42 ypovov tovd’ éXaxev. 
Restore the metre by writing axe rdvdc 

xpovov. For the transposition see xv 47.1 
ii 4, 5. Supply thus: 

tu peyas Opacvxeyp <ap’> “Ap- 
yelos apato vikay. 

For the use of dpa see Hom. X (xxii) 439 
NYYEA OtT pa ot woos ExToH pipve TrdAdwr, 
N 675, P 411,655. Some will object to the 
sound of apap, but the Greeks did not mind 
it. The antistrophe simply means _ that 
Argius’ victory at the Isthmus recalls the 
victories of other Ceans there. 

iii 21, 22 Gedv, Oedv tis | dyAaiférw yap, 

dpictov oABov. Write zap adpictov odBov, 
‘in the hour of his prime prosperity’.2 This 
is just what Croesus did, and had his reward 
in the day of trouble. 

iii 25-27 ebre trav rez[pwpéevav] Znyvos 
Tere todoar Ktilow Sapdues Uepoldv éadwoav 
otplaro. Ratber Sadpdies Tepo [av ézop- 
Getvto otplara. See xi 121 Bovdatou Gedv 
pakdpwv mépoav modkw and Herod. i 84 
fin. ovtw Od) Sdpdies te AwKecav Kal wav TO 
aorv éropGéero. Pindar has the verb zopOeiv 
at Nem. iv 26, and it is here better than 
er€pGovro. 

? [See also note by Headlam. ] 
® [See also note by Richards. ] 

* 

iii 48, 49. rd’ ciwe kat GB[po]Bdwray x{ Ac ]v- 
oev 

antew EvAwov ddopov. 

The o is struck out. ‘A soft stepper’ is 
absurd enough, but to make “ABpoBdrav a 
proper name, ‘ told Jeames to light the fire’ , 
is too absurd. The w was meant to alter 
this unbearable ¢BpoPdray into the participle 
aéBpoBarav (it ought to be aBpoBaréwv) ; but 
Croesus began to ascend the pyre fourteen 
verses ago, and ought to have reached the 
top by this time. éSpoBaras would be better, 
but better still 

700 aBpoBatav <érérav> Kéevoev 

‘a soft-stepping attendant’; the word is in 
Pind, Pyth. v 4. It was lost through 
homoeoteleuton, 760’ was mistaken for 7tdc,’ 
and eize caf inserted. tére is thus used at 
58 and xvi 23. 

iii 62 és dyaeav <ér>éreuwe Ilv66. To 
write <dv>érepe is just as easy and more 
appropriate. 

iii 63 do[or] pév “EAAGS’ eyovow is unmetri- 
eal, and I proposed to read 6éuw for per, 
making ‘EAAdd an adjective. But do[or} 
<ye> pev (so also Platt) is simpler and 
better. Croesus, with his golden river, gave 
richer gifts than any man in the world; in 
Greece however none has given more than 
Hiero. 

iii 64 & peyaivyte ‘Iepwv. The last syllable 
of peyaivnte, says Mr Kenyon, is lengthened 
in arsis. These things do not happen: I 
propose pey’<ei>aivy?’. Bacchylides some- 
times rewards the monarch’s munificence by 
investing him with a digamma, but compare 
for the elision iv 3. 

iii 68 dOovw iaiverar. So the first hand, 
rightly: see xvii 131 dpeva iavOe’s: the 
corrector who here wrote ziaiverau forgot to 
write ziavOeis there. But what business has 
iaivw with a digamma? As much as is at 
v 75. 

iii 87 eidpootva 8 6 xpvods. Gold makes 
glad, but it is not gladness: write eid¢po- 
Ovvos. 

iii 90 puvde. The sense and tense are 
right, but the scansion must bec... Lhe 

same scansion, the same meaning, and a 
past tense, are required at v 151 where the 
MS gives pivvv6a. Here then we have two 
corrupted examples of the verb puwivéw or 
puwovOew, already found in Hesychius puver- 
Goto. dé pbeipovor de. adavifovra dé and 
puvvOortor pbe(povow and puvvOadia, ) ceAjvy’ 
dd Tov puvevOetv. Write therefore at iii 90 
puvivOer or puvevOet and at v 151 pivuvOev or 
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puvivOer: in the one place a more familiar 
verb has been substituted and in the other 
a more familiar adverb. 

iii 96-98 civ 0’ ddabeia Kadwv | Kat pedry- 
Adooov Tis ipvyca xdpw | Kyias dnddvos. 
Mr Kenyon accentuates xadév and says it is 
the participle ; but the participle is xaAéwr : 
see v 152 ddtyoobevéwy, Vill 2 tuvéwy, Xili 85 
kAovéwvr. At v 107, as Mr Nairn has 
observed, the true reading is 7Anpvpuy, at 
xiii 190 we shall find that it is vuvwv, at 1x 

32 purrdév must be either firrwy or pirréwr. 
But here xaAéwv will demand an accusative 
which is not forthcoming, so I would rather 
transpose the consonants and write AaKwr. 
For the tense of the participle compare 
Pind. Isth. vi (v) 51 <ivey re dwvyjoats. 

v 11-15. Mr R. J. Walker in the Athen- 
aeum for Dec. 18 has corrected the metre of 
this passage by writing vA in 12 and 
expelling 6¢ from 14. But the ,connexion is 
abrupt, xAewds is insufferable beside xAcevvav, 
and the first hand has xkdwos. The corrector 
ought not to have inserted the « but to have 
substituted it for the X: write and punc- 
tuate 

E€vos bpeTepav 
mre KNeevvav és 7OAW. 
xpvodparvKos Otpavias Ket- 
vos Oeparwv eGere 
yapuv KA. 

v 48, 49 verae vedxporov 
/ Tr ld , 

vikcav lepwve pirogseivw titicKov. 

tera is the wrong tense and vedxporov has no 
apparent meaning : both faults will be cured 
by the change of one letter, ‘er’ ddvedxporov, 
a victory abounding in noise. I suppose 
the element -xporov will signify rather the 
clattering of hoofs than the clapping of 
hands: Homer A 160 and O 453 has trou 
Kelv’ Oxea KpoTaArCov and Kporeovres to express 
the rattling of cars, and Mr Platt adds Pind. 
Pyth. v 92 immodxporov éddv. adveds, not 
avevos, is the form Bacchylides employs. 

v 104 eipvBiav. Write cipvBia, for xovpa 
(after Gea) needs an epithet, and xdézpov has 
one to spare. 

v 121, 122 [rods & &]Aece potp’ ddoa 
| tAdjuova|s. 

tAdpovas is the conjecture of Mr Kenyon, 
who calls it a cyclic dactyl. There are no 
such things as cyclic dactyls in this metre : 
write [zAcdva]s.1 Meleager lost one of his 
brothers at the hunting of the boar; but 
others, more in number, perished in war. 

1 [See also note by Richards. 

mAéovas is also possible: see iii 83, vili 12, 
xiii 31. 

v. 140-142. 

kai€é Te Oatdaheas 
éx Adpvakos @kvjopov 
ditpov eyxAaicaca.. 

If Meleager meant to say that Althaea 
wept at burning the brand, he should have 
used -xAaéovoa and he should not have called 
her drapBaxtos yuva. The easiest change 
would be éyxAdoaca, but having regard to 
éx Adpvaxos I prefer éAxvoaca: as to the 

metre see what I said on i. 6. 
v. 160. 768’ éba is unmetrical. The first 

hand has TO!A, which is merely TOIA 

written without elision: read therefore rot’ 
eda 

v. 182-184. 

kat Licav, ev0 6 KXeevvis 

[woloot vikdoas dpopw 
[avélev Pepevixos eiripyous Svpaxovoas. 

The last line is unmetrical : write 

[MAO ]ev Bepevixos <és> edripyovs. 

The adverb év6a belongs only to wacas. 
nrAGev goes much better than avéev with the 
following ¢épuv. 

v. 189. drwoapevov. Metre requires a7w- 
capevous (so also Platt): see 69. 

v. 191-194. 

Bow rds dvip Tad poviacev tadar0s |, 
‘Hoiodes rpdroXos 
Movoay, ov abavaror Ti pats dd<AdAov | 
kat Bpotav dypav éx|Ayncar]. 

In 191 Mr Kenyon’s restoration gives the 
right sense, but rade is unmetrical: write 
7ad¢, or else tavde puvlacev ror éudav. 

193 is also unmetrical. Repeat the 
syllable va and write 

Movoay, 0<v &>v dbavaror ty pao, TOUT | 

kat Bpotav dypay éx[eoGar]. 

This is the maxim referred to at 191. 

Vir l—4e 

Adxwv Awos peyiotou 
axe heptatov rodecor 

A Chas ie a . fr 

Kddos ex’ "AAdeod zpoxoaic|e cepvats |, 
bv daca KTA. 

dv 60a is senseless : write Tpoxoais [deOAwv | 

to furnish é6cc0a with an antecedent: the 

= 
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genitive depends on the superlative ¢epra- 
zov. The meaning of the whole strophe is 
simply that Lachon has won the most 
glorious victory ever won at Olympia by a 
man of Ceos. 

vii 9 éx’ dvOpérocw evdokos_ KéxAyrau. 
What can éxi mean? Write either éy, or 
map’ (ap absorbed by av), or zed’ (A absorbed 
by A): I prefer the last. See on xiii 142. 

ix 1-6 should be written thus: 

ddav, & xpvoadaKator Xdpures, 
: 

mevoipppotov Soint Eel, 
Movoay 76 ioBAeddpwv Octos tpoparas 

4 A / \ T /, 

evtuKos PdLotvTa Te Kal Neweatov 
Znvos «dGarés 7édov 
DEVEL. 

. I have amended the punctuation, written 70 
for re in 3, and retained in 4 the evruxos 
which Mr Kenyon alters to evtuxov. Movody 
mpopdtas is the poet, and cannot be anyone 
else. 7d is relative with éra for its 
antecedent, and is cognate: accusative with 
tpvely. evTUKOS Means €roipos and, like 
éroijsos, takes an infinitive and dispenses 
with éoré: see Aesch. supp. 974 was tis 
éreumetv Woyov GANG pdots EvTVKOS. 

ix 10 xelih. yap] vxdordes ytOeou KX. 
This adjective is incapable of meaning any- 
thing: write [dou]vixdomides (so also Platt). 
Aeschylus Sophocles and Euripides give 
white shields to the Argives, but Pindar 
Pyth. viii 46 sends Alemaeon to Thebes 
Spdxovta moitAov aif Gs ex’ doridos vopovra. 

ix 12-14. 

dOdnoav éx “Apyepopw, Tov EavGodepKas 
rédv’ doayevovta Spaxwv i7€porAos, 
capa peAXovtos pévov. 

Merely double the y and write doay yevovTa. 
Opheltes by his death gave the Argives a 
foretaste of woe, wherefore they named him 
’Apxéopos. I have corrected the accent of 
EavOodepkis- 

ix 30-461 should be written and punc- 
tuated as follows: 

rotos EAAdvwv dc’ dmeipova KiKov 30 
daive Oavpacrov déuas 
dicKov Tpoxocidéa pirTwv 
Kal pedapdvdAdrov K\ddov 
dxréas és aivewav mporéuTov 
aidép’ éx xeupds, Body 7’ dpwe adv 3D 
ol TeAcvTalas duapvypa TaAas. 

toiw 8 imephipw obever 
yuuadkéa odpara pos yala reAdooas 

1 (Cf. note by Sandys. | 

ixer’ [’Acwrd|v rapa. roppupodivay, 
Tov KA€os Tacav xGova. 40) 
AArGev Kal éx’ €xxata Neidov 
tal 7 em evvaet TOpH 

5 “ , > 4 oiketor OcppwdovTos €yxXEewv 
toropes Kotpar dwwéirrou “Apyos 
cov, ® ToAvéjAwTE avas, TOTALOV 45 
> , 4 y bee 4 4 4 4 éyyovov yetcavto Ka’ tirvAou Tpotas dos. 

35 sq. Bodv 7’ cpwe...ot scripsi, Boar 
&rpuve...y MS. The verb is ridiculous and a 
copula is indispensable. oi is circumflex 
because it begins the line and the anti- 
strophe. Perhaps however «ac should be 
read: see what I say on xi 24. 

37 row & Platt, ro@d’ Kenyon : see 30. 
39 ’Acurdv scripsi. The subject of the 

sentence is of course Automedes. Whither 
did he go after his Nemean victory? Home 
to Phlius. On what river is Phlius built ? 
Asopus. Who was the father of Thebe and 
Aegina (49-55)? <Asopus again. Talk of 
chimaeras dire ! ” 

40 rod refers to Asopus. 
45 modvijAwre scripsi (so also Platt), 

rotvijAwr MS unmetrically. dvaé here 
retains the digamma, as in Pindar. 

46 éyydvov scripsi, éyyovo. MS. xaé’ Jebb, 
xat MS. The Amazons, from the remote 
Thermodon, sampled the prowess of Asopus’ 
descendant in the land of Troy. Since 
Achilles was not the grandson but the 
great-great-grandson of Asopus I should 
have expected éxydvov. 

ix 53-57 3 may be supplied as follows: 

/ > > , Tis yap ovK oidev KvavoTTAOKd pov 
OnBas eidpatov roAw ; 

, ? > / yy / 

[ris 8’ od xapitovulpov Atyway ; péyurtov 
a \ ~ ff / 7 

[& Aws wAabetoa Xé]xer TEKEV Hpw, 
[kaptepay iv’ Aiax od. 

The mistake [xapirwv t]uvov was very 

easy. 
x 48 eiuev is good Doric, though perhaps 

too severe for Bacchylides. 
= pO ol, 

/ ‘\ > , > 4 

TL PAKpaV..W.. AV iOicas eAavvw 

€KTOS 6000 ; 

The first missing letter may be y, the as of 
idvoas is struck out and v is written above 
the. The lost word is evidently yAécoar: 
then, since I do not see the appropriateness 
of i@vcas, I propose ideas, which is very 
much like it. The word has puzzled the 
scribes again at xv 54, where the first hand 

2 [See also note by Richards. ] 
3 [Cf. note by Headlam. ] 
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gives SixadyOeiav instead of Sdikav ifetav. 
edOecas is not found in Bacchylides. Compare 
Pind. Nem. i 25 eciOeias ddots, frag. 108 
eddeia KéAevOos, Pyth. ii 85 sq. 600s cKoArats 
.. .b03yhocoos, Ol. xiii 11 sq. toApa... deta 
yrAdooay dpvier A€yev, though these resem- 
blances are merely verbal. 

xi. 8, 9 Adah [Babv]rAoKxdpov Kovpa [Atos 
6p |O0dtKov. But BaburAoKapov cannot belong 
to Ads: write [per’ cd|zAoKapov Kovpals], i.e. 
per’ ’Aptéutdos, who is often called ei\oxKa- 
pos. Nixa and “Aptewis are here invoked 
together because Bacchylides expressly says 
at 37-39 that "Aprews...vicav édwxe. For 
per’ perhaps 7rd’. 

xi 11 [xeAad]oto.. The 3rd pers. plur. of 
Kedadéw 1S KeAXadedou OY KeAadeovor: see 13 
ipvedor, ix 43 oixedor, Vi T xparetoay, i 41 
Sovéovor. Therefore something like Mr 
Nairn’s [xaréx]ovo. must be read. 

xi 24-30 dacw 8é kat ext Cabéors...damédots 
...orepavocdpevov...ixécOa. The second 
hand restores metre by altering éwi to ev: 
better perhaps write 6€ «’ éi, for av or kev 
must somewhere be inserted. «’ may have 
been mistaken for an abbreviation of kai: 
I suspect that at ix 19 the corruption AH 

for & xai arises from AK ; and H at ix 36 

may be K =xai. 
xi 67, 68 Aaov’s te SixooTaTiats NpevTrov 

(jpurov). That is not what their dyooractar 
did : write 7peuxov (jptxor). 

xi. 102-105 rékva dvordvowo Avooas | wap- 
dpovos é€ayayeiv: | Ovow 8€ Tou etkoor Bois | 
atuyas howikorpiyas. All these are the words 
of Proetus: ééayayety is imperative. 

xi 110 yau 8 airixa of Téuevos Bwpov te 
redxov. Mr Kenyon writes ya and proposes 
74, but clearly it must be rai (so also Platt). 

xi 113-116. 

evOev kai apnidtrors 
y ec / , > a 

avipecow trmrotpopov TOAW Axa.ots 
€omreo, adv be TUX 
vateis Merazovtuov. 

The metre of 114 must be 

SS SS MI BS Soh SS 

Write therefore 

avopes <a 7p0>s immotpodov Troiav ’Axatots 

aupo was absorbed by ovrro, which left 
dvdpeco’ immotpodorv: I do not like to propose 
év=és. TIOIAN for TIOAIN is the confusion 

of A with A and the consequent transposition 

of |, just as in Bergk’s renowned Avyvacrady 

for dyuis tadi at Solon xx 3. See Soph. 
Aiax 143 immopav7 Aepodva and Eur, Andr. 
1229 irroBorwv zediwv, and the connexion 

of Aemov and trroBdroo in Hom. 6 605 sq. 
xi 118-120. 

+” , e , 
aGAwos TE TOL jwEepoev 

‘ 2 »” / 
Kacav zap evvdpov mpdyo- 
VOL EOOG [EVOL 

Impossible. The last syllable of 119 must 
be long: it is no good to read éooay énoi and 
invent fairy-tales about Bacchylides’ ances- 
tors, who would have turned in their graves 
if he wrote verse like this. And if they 
emigrated to Metapontum, how came he 
to be born in Ceos? Mr Arthur Platt 
emends zpo youvot’, and I would complete the 
correction with éccav éuev. Whether the 
precinct stood in front of a youvds I no more 
know than I know whether Bacchylides’ 
ancestors made it; but there is all the 
difference between a picturesque detail and 
an impertinence, metre apart. 

Since we learn from this passage that 
synaphea exists between the seventh and 
eighth lines of the epode, it follows that 
xdipov in 77 is unmetrical, so Mr Platt cor- 
rects xdyovr: I had thought of writing 
FeiNovres or FédXoavres in 78, but this is 
simpler. The comma in that sentence must 
be placed after xaAAuorov, not before. 

xi 125 oiv amavtt ypovw. More likely 
ovvdravte: Pind. Ol. vi 56 xpévw cvprartt. 

xiii 25-30. Here Prof. Jebb’s vikas 
épixvoéos (See 157) and aid are evidently 
right, and his dyAadv is probable; but his 
restoration as a whole I hardly understand, 
and it contains two false quantities. The 
following will be metrical : 

[ra 87) rapa Bupov dpurtopxov Aus 
|vikas éptx jvdéos av- 
[dcbci|ow avOea 
|dyAa|av dogav roAvpavtov év ai- 
[ave] tpeper tavpors Bpotav 
[ailet, Kal Oray KTA. 

mavpos and aieé are Mr Platt’s emendations. 
dvOea is the subject of tpéde. 

xiii 61, 62. 

/ / 

mapOevor LEATOVCL T..-. +. +++. o 
déorowa ratée|. 

Supply and correct : 

mapOévor péArrovar tev yapov], & 
deorowa Taye ivov xOovds], 

ig 
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or else redv yovov: see the following context. 
Prof. Jebb’s redv kAéos is too vague and will 
not fill the space. 

xili 67-70. 

Tov <@’> vias depoipdy| ous] 
taxiv T ’AxiAdEa 
everdeos T 'EpiBotas 
mato irephvpov Boal Gov]. 

At 67 the insertion of 6’, says Mr Kenyon, 
‘is necessitated by there being no verb 
following which can govern viéas.’ The verb. 
is in 70: Bod[ow]. See Kur. Hel. 1108 sq. 
oe Tav évavAclois i7d SevdpoKdpors | povoeia Kat 
Odxous eviLovoeay avaBodou. 

xiii 117 zdp[a]. Metre demands zap[ai]: 
see 150. So also Platt. 

xii 142-144. 

3 \ 3 \ 

od yap dXaere vol KTOs | 
Tracipavys aper|a| 

ales lee} a 4 kpupleto’ ayavpo| drat cxdtovow]. 

Write dAapréi in 142 and xadvrrpa in 144: 
see xvi 32 dvodepov kdAvpya, Aesch. cho. 811 
dvodepas kadvatpas. M was lost after AA 
here, as after AA at xix 48 xados for Kadsos, 
and ze was then reversed: so at vii 9 I 
suppose that A was lost before A, and ze 
inverted in consequence. 

xiii 149-153. 

mS \ / A 

Kal pov hepekvoea vacov 
> A a ‘\ > 

AiaKov Tye . OV €v- 
kAeia O€ pidooredpave 
moAw KvBepva 
ecivopia Te caddpov. 

This is the punctuation of the MS: the 
government of dpera ceases in the middle of 
150. If with Mr Kenyon and Prof. Jebb 
you put a comma there and alter the civoyia 
of 153 into eivoyia the position of caddpwv 
becomes intolerable. Therefore the corrup- 
tion resides in te: write eivouia caocidpor, 
which is as good a word as owotzoXs: 
Hesychius has caociuBpotos: 6 cvlwv dvOpu- 

teAEddpwv would even more easily 

give rise to teCAddpwv, but the meaning 
would be hardly so apt. 

xiii 166-168. 

TOUS. 

> , "LS ‘\ 

ei pn tw’ abepo . . mys 
bOdvos Baran, 

> / ‘\ »¥ 
aiveitw ropov avopa. 

Write dyuepo[se}rys: Hesychius has duepoi- 
d¢pwv and Nonnus dpepoivoos and épepoiyapos 

and Pindar cipyoveryjs. Let all praise 
Menander, save those whom envy has bereft 
of speech: ‘some with envy dumb’ says one 
of our own poets. 

xiii 189-191. Supply as follows: 

powtkoxpadenvollo Movcas | 
tpvev twa, Tavd’ eKabev vacov podwv], 
dative. 

I said at iti 96 that tuvev and not tpuvdr 
must be read. Compare vi 10 dvagiddrov 
Otpavias vpvos. 

xiii 195-198. 

© 4 par 4 »¥ ‘\ Tov elk’ ervpws apa KXe{ od] 
mavOays €nats éverral ev ppeciv], 
Teperets viv | douldat 

\ / ~ 

TavTL KapvgovTe dala]. 

elk evéeotage, kapvéovtt: such is the amazing 
solecism proffered by Messrs Jebb and 
Blass. I propose ei xkdeirav. and guess that 
eTUws Was written overhead to mark the 
paronomasia and then mistaken for a cor- 

rection because KA€ITAN looked like an 
unmetrical «’ dei trav. dpeow should prob- 
ably be ¢paciv. 193 sq. may be completed 
thus : 

tov éuot Adurwvr[répe, THACEV od | 
PXAnxpav érabpyoats t[<xvav]. 

The emendation of the last two words is 
Prof. Platt’s. The insertion of od seems 
necessary : Bacchylides may disparage him- 
self (though he never does), but he must not 
disparage Clio. 

xiv 3-6. 

[a ]uppopa 8’ ecOdov apaddd[ 
|... BlapvrA[at los podotca. 
[. . . . Jovndnufuparyre, 
|. . . klatopAw6ecica. 

The.third hand has struck out the ydy of 5 
and written xai above it: after this xaé 
there is a lacuna which Mr Kenyon sup- 
poses without reason to have contained a 
second word. écfddv in 3 is of course un- 
metrical. I propose 

ovppops. 8 éobddov <k’> dpaddv[v-| 
[ew BlapitAatos podotca 
| @anr lov id’ iyupavy rel V-] 
[you kK JaropOwOcioa. 

Sore disaster, arriving with intent to crush 
him, would mend her ways and bring glory 
and exaltation to the man of worth. This 
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will be the only example of idé in all Bacchy- 
lides and Pindar. The only example in all 
Aeschylus Sophocles and Euripides is at 
Soph. Ant. 969 in a dactylic colon like this ; 
and there it is corrupted to 7d¢ as here to 
On. Simonides has 7€ at frag. 53. 

xiv 8-11 

[wrpl lar & dvdpdv dpelrat]: pia 3 e{-] 
lBacuw |v mpoxerra, 
[ds ye] map xeipds KvBepva- 
[rat du|xacoror ppeverow. 

Tn 10 the first hand has kvPepva, and wap 
xeipds does not seem to mean anything. 
Bacchylides is saying that the chief of 
virtues is good taste. Write 

pa 8 ee] 
[adda |v TpOKELT!, 

Os ye TAY xpetos KUBEpva 
‘\ / / [odv d:|xatacor ppeverow. 

See vili 5 obv dAabela dé wav Adpurer Xpéos. 

xv 13 otv Oeois is unmetrical: the true 
reading may be 7iféos, for the sons of 
Antenor are the subject of the ode. 

xv 48, 49. 

Tlvciobevidas MeveAaos yapvi OeAéveret 
pbéyéar’ eirérAovwt Kowwoas Xapicow. 

Where is the object to xowdécas? Probably 
cirémAous € KoWwwcas, i.e. yapuv. Professor 
Platt restores € at xix 5 where the metre 
requires it ; Pindar uses it once at Ol. ix. 14 
of the town of Opus ; Homer applies it to 
inanimate things, as oxy7tpov at A 236. 

xvii. On this ode and its metre I hope to 
write a special paper, so for the present I 
pass it by, and will only say that at 901 
should now write ddpu, 6’ ot wv. 

xviii 27-29 IoAvmjpoves te Kaptepav odd- 
pov é&éBadev Ipoxorras. This passage ex- 
plains and is explained by Ovid Ibis 407 
‘ut Sinis et Sciron et cum Polypemone 
natus.’ Procoptes is Poly pemot#\ son, and 
apprenticed to his father.' 

xviii 33-36. 

4 \ oh 4 

TOTEpa ov TOAEUNLOLS O- 
A ” ‘ 

TAOLoL OTpaTLav ayovTa TohAGy, 
\ lay S uj 7) povvoy avy OTAoLow 

™» 
aTELXEW, Eurropov ot dAdaTav. 

35 is neither sense nor verse, so Mr Kenyon 
proposes 7) pdvoy 7” dvowAdv ré vw. Write 

a s 
n JLOVVOV OvVOTQAOVWV 

1 [See also note by Ellis. ] 

‘without companions’. This was mistaken 
for civ ézadvwv and altered to civ érdoow ; 

and QTTAOCIN hardly differs from OTT- 
2 : : 

AOICIN.” There is no metrical cause to 
alter podvoy here nor xyitu«rov at 50; and 
Kuvenv édtuxrov is Homeric. 

xviii 50-54. 

+ / / 

KnvTuKTOV Kuvéay AaKa- 
/ 

Vav KpaTos Urep TUPTOXALTOV 
xiTdva Toppupeov 

/ teas a AN + 
oTéepvos T dt Kat ovdAtov 
@coocadav xAapvo’ ; 

In 51 there is an anapaest in lieu of a 
dactyl ; in 53 the position of re is ridiculous, 
for the word is meant to join xvvéay with 
xitava. Write xpatds @ tro in 51 and 
delete 7 in 53. The @ was absorbed by the 
o; vo, thus rendered meaningless, was 
altered to trep; and re, which now became 
necessary, was inserted in the only place 
which would receive it. 

xix 12-15 should be written thus : 

/ ‘ / 4 

mpemet o€ HepTarayv ijwev 
6d0v, tapa KadXudras Xa- 

xotcav efoxov yépas, 
4 ? 4 

et tw’. “Apyos xTAX. 

I have put an accent on ce in 12 and 
written «i tw’ for tunv in 15. ea and 7 are 
sometimes much alike in this hand. At 19 
zor should be read, as Mr Kenyon proposes. 

A. E. Housman. 

iii, 21, 22. If space will permit é\wv 
may be right in place of the second Gedy. 
The position of yap is intolerable, and the 
sense of dpicrov oA Pov unsatisfactory. What- 
ever are the exact words, there can be little 
doubt as to the general meaning, and that 
Bacchylides alludes to the poetic common- 
place first found in Hesiod Op. 320 xpryara. 
0 oby dpraktd, Gedadora roANOv ducivor et yap 
Tis Kat xepol Bin péyav OABov EAnTaL...Tavpov 
8é 7° éxt xpovov dABos dryset. Then in Solon 
13, 9 wAodrov 8’ ov pev ddcu Geol rapaylyverat 
dvOpt Eumedos €k vedtov tuOpevos eis Kopupyv 
and Theognis 197 f. ypyya 8, 0 pev Ardbev 
kat ow diky avopt yevytar Kal KaGapds, aiet 
rapmovysov TeACOe, ‘This point is more than 
once emphasised by Pindar ; as in Nem. viii. 
17 civ Oc6 yap Tor puteveis OABos avOparorov 

[The suggestion of oy émdoow has been 
sent to me simultaneously by Mr W. A. Goligher. 
G,E.M.] 
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wappovutepos. Cf. fr. 99, Isthm. iii. 4 foll. A 
consideration of these passages will, I hope, 
recommend the conjecture: ev Oedy (or 
Oedwv) tis ayAdile, cGs yap adpirrov odPos. 
The first C was confused with 0, and the 
second fell out accidentally as in xiii. 98. 
The disturbance at the end of the line is 
subsequent to the displacement of c&s. cas 
yap dpirros oABwv is, of course, possible but 
less clear, and the plural of oAfos I can only 
find in Soph. frag. 298. 

iii. 67. Perhaps [od wWelyew, assuming that 
the sentence ends with réuwar in 66. 

v. 48. vedxporov. This difficult epithet 
should probably be brought into connection 
with Soph. £7. 714 év dé ras éuerrHOy dpopos 
KTUTov KpoTnTOV app.dtwv Where see Jebb. It 
means then either (1) ‘the fresh victory of 
the rattling car’—a view favoured by the 
Homeric yea xpotéovres—or (2) ‘ the victory 
of the newly welded car.’ The fact that the 
horse is the subject of the sentence makes 
the omission of any reference to the chariot 
less harsh. 

v. 62. amAdrov ’Exidvas. This elision, for 
which see Mr. Platt in C.R. ii. 99, is freely 
admitted by Bacchylides: cf. ix. 44, xvii. 42. 

v. 107. wAnpipwv rather than wAnprpdv 
has been anticipated by Mr. Nairn. L. and 
S. are misleading as to these words. 

v. 110. ay is ungrammatical, and is not 
to be defended by such doubtful passages as 
Pind. Pyth. 9, 129. The accent of the 
papyrus points rather to eicavray related to 
elcavrTa as avrnv to avra. 

ix. 5d. The indications of the papyrus and 
the requirements of metre point to an adjec- 
tive in -wyvpos, such as peyaddvupos or roXv- 
wvupos. Perhaps vacov 7’ épardvupov Atywav 
ef. xvii. 32. 

x. 10. Following up Mr. Nairn’s sugges- 
tion that the name of the athlete is concealed 
here. I would propose Iaoéa, tiv éxeivyocev 
«7.4.1 Mr. Kenyon reports that the re- 
mains of the first letter suggest 7. It is 
true that Bacchylides has riy in xviii. 14, 
but tiv is accepted by Fennell and Bury in 
Pind. Jsthm. v. 4 and is certain for Theo- 
eritus. The only objection is in the position 
of the accent which may, however, be mis- 
placed, as seems to be sometimes the case, 
e.g. xi. 45. 

xi. 110. For ya 8’, which is pointless, read 
tat d€, which supplies the following verbs 
with their natural subject, and marks the 
change of situation. Cf. xiii. 58.2 

xiii. 62. The clue to the restoration of 

1 [See note by Platt. ] 
? [See also note by Platt.] 

this line seems to be given by Pindar’s de- 
scriptions of Aeginetan hospitality: see 
Nem. iii. 2 rav rodvEévay Adpida vacov Aiywav 
ab. iv. 12, v. 8, Ol. viii. 26. Surely this is also 
the meaning of 6APiav feivowwr.in Bacchy]. 
xii. 5 where Mr. Kenyon interprets other- 
wise. Here, therefore, we might read redy 
modw in 61 and complete 62 with fevayéray 
or £elvois daos.? 

Xlll. 67. depoysdxovs is a strange word 
when compared with other compounds of 
depot. Perhaps we should read deétpdyovs. 

xiii. 97. There is no reason why the 
deliberate ovpia of the MS. should be altered 
to ovpia. Bopéas is still the subject, and the 
phrasing is no less illogical than that of the 
well-known passages Soph. Az. 674 Sewday 7’ 
Ona TVEYLATWV eKOimLoEe OTEVOVTA ToVTOY and 
Verg. Aen. 3, 69 placataque uenti dant 
maria. In what follows vérov éxdvros seems 
an impossible phrase, and the metre of the 
corresponding epodes points to __J_ in the 
lacuna. Moreover, if we observe that the + 
in 98 is not erased, the almost invariable 
practice of the corrector (A*) will indicate 
that o written over the line is an addition 
to the text, and not a substituted letter, 
Then, no emendation is necessary and we 
may write: vdrov 6 éxdr[reco’ ts erAno’ | 
tatiov dpmadéws Tt aeXmtov K.T.X. 

xiv. 10. Why not os 76 wap xeipos making 
the phrase strictly parallel to 76 wap odes 
Pind. Pyth. 3, 60 i.e. his nearest business 24 
kuBepvarar iS not certain, and the active 
kuBepva orv dixaiator ppevecow is preferable, 
ef. xiii. 152, xvii. 22. 

xvil. 62. od is more likely to have been 
lost here than 7é. 

xvii. 86. Why not tadev? Amazement is 
as natural an emotion on Minos’ part as joy, 
and the metre is no objection: cf. 1. 43. 

xvii. 90. I cannot help thinking that oda 
is a genuine form belonging to the causative 
of the root qieu. The existence of this word 
is established by Hesychius’ éoconpeévov: see 
Brugmann G7. ii. § 794 (iv. p. 327 Eng. Tr.).5 
The sense ‘sped on’ is exactly what is re- 
quired. The asyndeton is impressive and 
natural, since the clause is merely an amplifi- 
cation of what precedes, and would be intro- 
duced in prose by ovrw. The length of the final 
vowel of ddpv is not surprising in view of 
dopv-codos and the prevailing Epic scansion 
before words from this root e.g. ¥ 198 Ay re 
cevaito Kaneva, Whether veiv is used of 
ships floating like vyyoua and the Latin 
nare and natare, I cannot at present ascer- 

3 [Cf note by Tyrrell. ] 
4 [See also note by Headlam. ] 
® [See also notes by Ellis, Richards and Sandys. ] 
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tain, but if this is objected to it would be 
easy to read vw or perhaps vatv. 

A. C. PEARSON. 
24th Dec., 1897. 

3. 16. durogeviist the three datives 

plural correspond. Cf. rpdros for zpwrors in 

1. 30. 21. yap is for wap. Read Gedy tis 
dyAailérw map’ apiorov odor, either at time 
of or on account of (Pind. Ol. 2. 71).' The 
suggested Oedv tis dyddife, would be like 
praise God somebody: aydailérw ts is quite 
different and unexceptionable. If we go by 
the MS. correction, we might read zap (= 
ndépeotw) apioros 6ABwv, but I prefer the other. 

63. dct ye pev (cf. 90) “EAAGS’ éxovow, ovtus 
& peyatvyte Lépwv Oednoer adxetv oéo tetova 
xpuoov Aogia épuipar Bpotdv: eb r€yew K.7.d.” 
88. zapévra ynpas would mean that a man 
cannot at the very end of old age recover 
youth, as though he could at the beginning. 
Take therefore zpoevta dismissing: it can 
hardly be postponing. 

4. 19. Can zavrodarév mean open to all 

comers % 
5. 8. érdOpnoov (13. 194)? 27. vopara 

governs €Oepav. 48. Perhaps dadkporor : 
ef. 9. 35: 3.9 (4). tera, if right, must not 
be taken as historic present, which B. like 
Pindar does not use. 110. Read cicavrav 
with the MS.?: dv here isa solecism. 121. zpés 
8 ddece pop’ 6d0a wAcdvas: something like 
this the context requires. 142. Althea’s 
tears are also in Ovid. Met. 8. 470: cf. 
Swinburne’s Atalanta p. 101. May not éy- 
be right, weeping over him? 151. Certainly 
adopt Mr. Purser’s puwvv6y. The aorist is 
right, for the weakness fell on Meleager 
quite suddenly: cf. Ovid and Swinburne. 
Read purvv6y also in 3. 90 for puvGe. 161. 
pnd’ 195, weiHopo. means perhaps that he 
does what Hesiod says. Should we write 
TepTrov 4 

9. 10. xwéomdes? 40 foll. Well may 
Mr. Kenyon say that the sense tas he gives 
it, is not satisfactory. The fa her of Thebe 
and Aegina, as of many other geographical 
nymphs (47-50), was the river-god Asopus 
(Pind. J. 8. 17: Herod. 5. 80: Diod. 4. 72: 
Pausan. 2. 5. 2): he therefore, not Ares, is 
the qrodvijAwros dvaé of 45.4 Phlius and 
Nemea are not far from the Asopus. The 
general sense of 42-46 is that the Amazons 
and Troy felt the might of Heracles. I 

1 [See also note by Housman. } 
2 [See also notes by Platt, Sandys and Tyrrell.] 
3 [See also notes by Platt, Sandys and Headlam. ] 
4 [See also note by Housme. | 

cannot yet deal with cév (car 7’ 4)...7oTapav 
éyyovo.; but I hope Mr. Housman (who in 
Athenaeum of Dec. 25, has anticipated me 
on three or four points) sees further. 
Remove the comma after 7\6ev in 41. 

10. 13 foll. redv dperav paviov émyOovior- 
aw, docov av Nixas x«.7.A. The genitive 
dperav is awkward and oooa hardly possible. 
T have also thought of date civ Nikas. ad 
would be explained by 27. 28. Perhaps 
BpaBéwv. 37. Better not to insert anything 
confidently, where there are many other 
possibilities, e.g. euBaivwv. 43. épyoww is 
husbandry. 

11. 30. eirvyéov6’ is infelicitous. Poets 
are flatterers and impute desert. Many 
things are possible, e.g. és réAw oAfwov x’ 
ixéoOar. 43. éepoBycev. 120. eooav for 
égoavro in this use is questionable. Keep 
therefore éoodpevor and look for a verb in 
mpoyovol, the more so as its second syllable 
should be long. Is zpodyov possible ? 

13. 28. ypvoeav? 38. vooreis? 46. rou 
is pronoun, not particle (index). 119. 
Perhaps évapiLopévwv dutdv 0 épevheO’ aipare. 
For the position of d€ compare Mrag. 1. 7 
Avs eixAXetov S¢€ and re in 18. 53 yurdva 
noppvpeov otépvois 7 apdu, if right. 125. 
aixeovres? 195 foll. has some strange 
things. rdv is very awkward after trav in 
193, and B., though not a great poet, is a 
skilled workman. i xe with indicative here 
is stranger than the examples in Monro’s 
Hom. Gram. § 324, for they are past 
possibilities, this a supposed fact. In what 
sense can Clio be called zavGadys, and is the 
second a long or short ? 

14.8. pia & &k macéwv mpdKertar ei TO Tap 
xepos KuBepvarau. Cf. Pindar’s yvovta 70 

wap todos Pyth. 3. 60 etc. 59. Read a. I 
doubt if 4 would be so used after the article : 
moreover 62-3 is the main predication, 
answering to 56. 

17. Several difficulties in this ode can be 
removed by transposition of words. The 
method is no doubt dangerous, but the cases 
should all be considered together and in the 
light of the fact that the MS. gives us in 
this ode irregularities certainly transcending 
metrical license. 10. xvmpidos aiva dapa 
surely an unsuitable epithet: ata? or 
GBpat 38. I have thought of tordoxor 
rpo|kdAvppa, or idwAoKor Ka |Avpp? _C. 42, 
Possibly dapBporor idetv épavvov dots ddos. 
68. Médw with an iambus omitted before it, 
e.g. Exwv. 72. mérace xeipas or possibly -xepa 
nréetraccev tenditque ad sidera dextram (Virg. 
Aen. 12. 196). 74. ov is unsuitable, 
especially in view.of 76: read Onoed, rade 
pev éBreres. 86. Perhaps vids dé Avos 
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wdobev Kéap Tide. Tape (29. in tadov 
dyépovce) does not connote immobility. 90. 
ode. should not be dismissed too confidently. 
Some such word seems presupposed by the 
middle forms codcbe, codvra, etc. (Veitch 
8.v. odopat). ode (or adev) yap | vw may be 
suggested. If veww=vw, compare the MS. 
mistakes in 67 and 107.1 93. Insert pev, 
and not zav, comparing 13. 169-70. 94. 
Perhaps wévrovee Oopev jpws xara | te Netptwv 
éppdrov Sa|xkpvxeov. 101. Putting peyapov 
in 100 with Mr. Housman, write here poder. 
102. ee’ éABiowo Ny|péos képas? But 105 
seems metrically doubtful. 108. zocoi. 
109. Mr. Housman and Mr. Platt agree in 
suggesting ceuvdv te TaTpds adoxov Pidayv ide, 
an improvement, but incomplete, because 
we want a long syllable in the sixth place. 
Read something like cepvay ror’ adoxov 
matpos dtdav. 118. There seems no evidence 
that 4G J wish was suited to lyric or epic. 
dé\oow may stand for another word much 
used of the gods, dow. Cf. revxer in the 
parallel 3. 57 dwucrov ovdev 6 Te Gedy pépyeva. 
TEV KEL. 

In the passage of Apollodorus quoted to 
illustrate 20 read defcaca as av <yuvij> wy 
ynpacav aitiy ’A. xatadiry: in that given 
on p. 101 for kat kara yaortpos pev ere ovtes 
read kal kati yaorpos pytp (or pytpl ere) 
évres, for xat...uev is hardly possible and pj 
often gets confused with perv. 

All the above to be regarded as sugges- 
tions merely. 

HERBERT RICHARDS. 

Tue following is a conspectus of the 
readings proposed by Prof. Buass in the 
Literarisches Centralblatt for Dec. 25. It 
is interesting to notice that in several 
instances Prof. Housman and Prof. Platt 
in the Athenaeum of the same date, and Mr. 
Nairn in the Classical Review for December, 
have lighted on the same suggestions. I 
may add that Prof. Blass examined the 
papyrus in August last. 

i 2-6, ék rod pev yevos erdeto Kpatepoxetp 
"Apyetos, © _ & A€ovtos Ouvpov Exwv, O7dre 
faxpetos dvtiBoArot paxas (sc. 6 Aéwv). CF. 
Iliad 4, 342 payys avriBodrdjoa. 8, Kaddv, 
TOO. K.T.A. 
fi 4, dru péyas Opacvxep ’Apyetos dparo 

VLKQY. 

ili 22, Oedv, Oedv Tis ayAailerw, 6 (by crasis 
ayAaileda) yap dpictos oABwv. 33, (zupav) 

vanoar’. 44, gowiocetar aipate xpvcodivas 

1 [See also notes by Sandys and Pearson. ] 

TlaxrwAds, cf. xiii 131. 63, dco. <ye> 

piv ‘EAAdS’ exovaow, ovtis...6€\yoev J _ c€0 

tetova xpuoov Aogkia replat Bpotav. 67, && 

héyew. 69, cdOadj...avdp apiiov. 78, Pepy- 

TLAOG 
iv 4, rap’ dudaddv. 14, wdpecriv vw (cf. 

iii 67) and yatas. 6, dxumddwv dpetats cov 

UrTwv. 
v 110, cicdvrav.2 191, dv <dy> adBavaror 

Tynacw adrol (2), Kat Bpordvy piypav exerGar, 

ef. Theognis 169 ody de Geot Tyo", ov Kal 

popetpevos aiver (Prof. Housman’s proposal 

is nearly identical, differing only in rovrq, 

which is better than atro/). 
vii 7, dpucradxés (Mr. Nairn proposes the 

same). 
viii 6, ovtis dvOparwv Kal? “EdAavas €v 

Gduxe xpdvm tals éov dvyp TE mo TAcdvas 

éde€aTo Vikas. 

ix 2-3, éret Moved ye. 4, PdeodvTa and 

*@izuxos should be retained, the latter re- 

ferring with Movoav zpoddras, who is the 

poet. 10, xeifu porvexdomdes nptOeor 

(so also Prof. Housman). 18, tdaipetrar 

vonpa, cf. xi 54, 21-28, mArabevr. GAN’ ett 

xelvov. 23, remove full-stop after Nepeg. 

28, in’ papyrus daat 38, weAaooats Or 

(with Kenyon) zeddooas. 39, "Agwmov 

mapa topdupodivay (so also Prof. Housman). 

55, 7) Tav peyadovupov Atywav, peyictou a 

Avis wAabetoa (similarly Housman) 

réxev Hpw.2 72, xpvoeav...devta iowdoKov rai) 

cirev Kimpw. & parep ayvaurtwv épotov. 

88, cict 8 dvOpwruv. 

x 10, vacrw. 37, KéAevOov, avtwa 

atelxwv. 46, Siaxpirous. 47, 7a (so also 

Mr. Nairn). 51, yAdooav, cf. v 196 (so 

also Housman). 
xi 9, kovpa Stvy ds dpHodicov (7c. Niky). 

30, ropritpdpov av rediov warpay ikea Oat. 

110, tat (Housman and Platt). 
xiii 61, wapOévor péArover Tedv KpaTOS, a) 

déorowa tat Znvos, sc. Artemis. 77, «laote 

IIpdcidas Opaceiav aixpay _ J — — aplvaro, 

Aapdavidav 7 edvoev aAxav. 83, ov Actzov. 

84, mrdccov (v 22).4 91, perhaps dor’ ev 

xvavavOéi Odwv vavtiiovs mévtw Bopéas io 

kipacw dalle. 97, vdrov 8 éxoATwoay ovv 

(v 28) atpas ioriov dpradcws + dae\TTOV 

eEiKovTO XEporov. 100. éret xAvov (as once 

proposed by Mr. Kenyon). 105, Qeviow. 

125, mvéovres trepdiadrov. 134, épewiAdots. 

175, Suopevéwy Sé paraias LoWopias puvvGet. 

xiv 22, Ivppixou 7 evdofov imm@OviKoV ULOV- 

xv 2, Sdpap kvavdmis, "APavas mpoooXos 

(sc. Theano). 
xvi 3, Ivepiabev ért fpevas (2) Odpavia. 

2 [See also notes by Headlam, Platt and Richards. } 

3 [See also notes by Headlam and Richards. ] 

4 [See also notes by Platt and Thomas. ] 
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xvii 10, dBpa (Mr. Kenyon’s first reading), 
67, dpertov? 86, raxev. 90, oder vw.) 

xix 43, AwoordAwv. 46, d0ev kai ’A yavo- 
ploas ev éxtamvAoiot OnBars Kadpos Sepeday 
éduaev. 50, dtov vidr. 

xx 2, the mark of a short syllable over 
the second a in gavfa: points to gavOai (not 
éavOa). If so, I may suggest, instead of my 
proposal in the Athenaewm for Dec. 25, the 
following restoration of the eleven remaining 
lines of the ode (the additions are denoted 
by spaced type) :— 

Saapta mor éev[7pu yvvaiKes 
\ , 

éavOai Aaxedalywoviorg uv 
/ / / ? 

towovoe pedos Klat yp xovG"* 
or ayeto KadAtral xvv 

, / Sf 

Kopav OpacvKdp| dios “Idas 
Mdpryocar idlt NoKov, aiacayv 
puyov Oavarov [wpéXarvay, 
7 4 / Cus / 4 u) urmouvs TE ot icar[ enous O ecs [2], 
IlAcupav’ és eixtlumov Spoev 
Xpvodomoos violy "A pros... 

éavOa is an epithet of yuva in Bacchylides 
xili 103, of Hera and Athene in xi 57 and 
v 92, and of Athene and the Graces in 

Pindar, who also has yuvagt xadAukoporw 
of the women of Argos. 

J. E. SAnpys. 

iii, 21-2. 
I propose to read 

Geov, Geov tts 
GyAaileé’> os yap adpirtos oABwv. 

The corrector, who in the great majority of 
cases is right, gives dpictos oABwv. For the 
plural with zs cf. Terence Ad. iv. 4. 27 
aperite aliquis actutum ostium, Plaut. Ps. vi. 
1. 37, nunciate quis, Thue. li. 53 éroApa tis 

.. . Op@vrTes. 
iii. 63-68. 

ooot pev “EAAGS €xovow, ovis 
® plelyaivyre ‘Tépwv, OeAjoe 
[....|v [o]éo rAclova xpvody 
[....]a meupar Bpore 
[. .. . Jew rapeotuy os- 
[rus |) POdve rraiveralc]. 

The word required in 1. 66 is, I think, Aoééa, 
while for 1. 65 I suggest gdapev or dackew 
‘No one will care to claim to have sent 
more gold to Loxias than you.’ The verb 

1 [See also notes by Ellis, Pearson and Richards. | 

depending upon zdpeorw will be some equiv- 
alent of xpivew. 

iii, 87. 

eippootva 8 6 xpucos. 

cidpootva plainly refers back to the evdpawe 
Ovpov of 1, 83 and is therefore the subject. 
The question therefore arises whether oxpv- 
cos could mean ‘as good as gold.’ But 6 
xpvods may stand. 

iii. 96-8. 

aiv 6’ ddableia| Kaddv 
Kal wedvyAwoowou Tis tpyyTEL Xap 
Knlas andovos. 

Kenyon translates “‘naming him with 
truth,’ i.e. in praising Bacchylides he may 
truthfully be called ‘the honey-tongued 
nightingale of Ceos’’’. But the sense seems 
to me to be this ‘Over a prosperous man 
silence is not creditable, and with truth 
shall he be sung by grace of (xdpw) the 
Cean nightingale.’ For xadav I suggest 
Bodov ‘conjecturing’, cf. ob wWevder Badrdv 
Pind. N. i. 28, &c. yapw may either be taken 
as above, or in the sense of ‘ meed of praise,’ 
for which cf. Bacch. xiv. 19-21 KXcorrodeuo 
dé xdpw—viv xpy—KeAadjoa, Pind. I. iv. 
123-4 otv’Opoea 8€ vw Kwpdlopot, Teprvav 
drootdlav xapw Ol. x. 115 and commonly. 
The former sense is, of course, alsocommon, 
e.g. Avs xdpw Pind. P. iii. 168, dAafetas xépw 
“by way of truth’ Bacch. v. 187. The two 
senses run together perhaps here, as in 
Pind. O95: 

v. 16. dvorairaka kipara.  dvoTatrada 
is almost certainly right in the sense of 
‘restless’ (connected with raAXu, cf. rarpdc- 
cw daiddd\\w Fatficow daidados ete.) and 
corresponds to the éyauzdxerov in the parallel 
passage concerning the eagle Pind. P. i. 28. 

v. 150. 
The proposal to take pivvvfa as a verb= 

éuwtvOn requires a final -y, which would not 
become a in any ordinary Doric dialect. I 
may add two similar minutiae, zpoddras ix. 
3 should, according to the rule given 
Introd. p. xlvi, be zpodyras: we have 
mpoparat X. 28, but cf. kvBepvytas xii. 1 and 
xuBepvarar xiv. 10. Again ipavyns xiii. 4 7 
(corrector) would only in Elean become 
iWavyas (original hand and ed.). 

ix. 1-6. 

/ 5 / , ddgav, © ypvcadaKarto. xapiTes, 
> 

weioippotov Soin eet 
Movoai re ioBAehdpwv Ocios tpopyras, 

4” cal / \ RE / 

evtuKov PXALovvTa Te Kat Nepeatov 
Znvos evOades redov 
e 4 tyvetv. 60t K.T.X. 
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In addition to the other difficulties here 
noted by the editor we must call attention 
to the fact that the left-hand column gives 
evtuxos, and this, if really the reading of the 
papyrus, is certainly right.! 
easily with Spveiv in the sense of ‘ready (in 
trim) to praise,’ cf. L. and S., while it is 
extremely questionable whether ciruxos 
moXts, to say nothing of evruxos PAu0ds, 
would be Greek. Again, éve is very 
curiously used for érecou. or peda. Now 
the sense will be free from all difficulty if 
we read, dofyr’, éxel Move te ioBAedapwv 6 
buav (iuds) mpopytas evtvKos x.T.X., Where 
ae xapirwv, and this is supported by xix. 

5 

Os av tape Ivepidwy Aa- 
_ xno apa Movoay 
ioBr€apoi Te Kal 
pepeotedavor xapites 

fe »” X 

Badrwow dude Tysav 
UPLVOLTLY. 

where we have the Muses and Graces 

again together with ioBdAédapo applying to 
the latter. The source of the corruption 
may be readily explained if we suppose. 
Geios a correction for 6 tuos misread as 
@vpos. For tds and the construction cf. 
Pind. P. vii. 14-16 dvo0 & dd Képpas, & 
MeyaxXees, buat Te Kal tpoyovev. 

ix, 27-9. 

as dotpwv diakpiver Pay -ceAdva 

Has not duaxpive here a simple local sense 
‘parts’ sc. ‘moves among’ ? 

ix. 55. The adjective with “Avywov might 
be doAryjpetpov (Pind. O. viii. 27) or etvopov 
(Pind. I. v. 28). 

ix. 83. ro[de] tor Kadov epyor. 
TOL, K.T.X. 

x. 46. dxpirous (reAevtds) ‘indiscriminate’ 
Kenyon: but ? ‘uncertain’ ‘unknown,’ cf. 
L. and §. 

xi. 118-120. 

Read 76 dé 

od U c / 

adoos TE ToL ipepdev 
Kdoav zap’ evvdpov mpoyo- 

e 4 

vou éoodpevot, Ipudjmou ere x.7.d. 

May not the right reading be xricav? evv- 
dpov, which will then go with ddgcos, is 
generally used of fand.  xpdyovor= their 
ancestors. 

xii. 4-6. 

és yap oABiav 
Eeivoirt pe roTvia Nixa 
vacov ’Avyivas amrapxe.. 

1 [See also note by Housman. ] 

For it goes - 

For dzapxet, dmouret and éraipe are proposed. 
But daaipe. would better maintain the 
nautical metaphor in xvPepvitas—evovve, 
and I suggest the perfect drapxev. 

xiii. 6. rapOévor péArovar tledv yovov] o . 
reov yévov= Aeacus. In the next line read 
déorowa rayéetvov dikas, comparing Pind. N. 
iv. 18-19, Ol. viii. 28, N. xi. 9, where this 
combination of justice and hospitality is 
ascribed to Aegina, 

xiii. 84. 
arvlopevor b€ 

[rrlacoov dfetav pdxav. 

rraccov is suggested by Mr. W. B. Thomas : 
déeiav pdxav is governed by dru{opevor. The 
form 7rdccw occurs above V. 20 and also in 
Pindar : cf. the use of zréccw in Homer of 
shirking battle.? 

xiii. 97-9. Read vorov 0 Exov| Tos e€eoav | 

ioriov dpmwakéws 7’ deAmtov e€ixovto xXEpoov. 
For ééeoav ioriov cf. Pind. P.i. 176-7 e&ce... 

istiov. But efAxvoav would do. 
xiii. 100-105. 

ds Tpaes éx[e|xAvov . . . Geotor 8 avrewav 
Xépas. 

A better sense will be given by 

ibs Tpaes, eet KAVov. . . eotow avrewav 
xépav. 

xiii. 124. 7) pweydAaow x«.t.X. Read 7. 
xiii. 193, 4. Perhaps read 

Tov éuor Adprov | wopev dAtkias| 
Bdnxpav érabpyoas [réxvar]. 

éxabpijoois = érabpycas, and BAnxpav refers 
to childish skill, as xi. 65 to childish strife : 
cf. BAnx7, BAnxcopat. 

Xvi. 22. iyuxépay. Kenyon can scarcely 
be right in saying that this is for tyuKcépwv 
‘like Ilooedav for Tocedav’. The latter is 
a case of Doric contraction of -awy. If the 
a is really long, we must compare Pindar’s 
bywikepara. 

F. W. THOoMAs. 

Tue Editor and the scholars who have so 
brilliantly assisted him have rightly resolved 
to adhere as closely as possible to the MS. in 
the editio princeps of Bacchylides. Accord- 
ingly, they have rarely admitted a conjecture, 
except when the claims of metre were in- 
exorable. In some cases the editor has 

2 [See also note by Sandys and Platt. ] 
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admitted into the text a reading with which 
he owns himself to be dissatisfied. These are 
cases in which it is a question whether the 
text can be defended, or whether we must 
not have recourse to emendation. The fol- 
lowing short notes refer chiefly to cases of 
this kind and to passages in which the 
reading of the MS. must admittedly be 
abandoned. 

It seems to me that the editor, in drawing 
up his metrical schemes, might well have 
assumed that the last syllable of the verse is 
always common. I know such is not the 
custom of metricists. Bergk, for instance, 
in the second Olympic ode marks every line 
of the five strophes and antistrophes and 
every line but one of the five epodes as 
having the last syllable common. Would it 
not be more scientific to say that the last 
syllable of every line is common, and that 
when five epodes agree in one verse only in 
having a long syllable at the end this pheno- 
menon is due tochance? In the Bacchylides 
where a common syllable is found I should 
be disposed to regard it (if possible) as 
marking the end of a line. 

If the last syllable of each verse is not 
common, then synapheia exists, as in the 
tragic anapaestic dimeter. In that case the 
verse may end with an elided syllable, if the 
next begins with a vowel. But in this MS. 
no such license is permitted. The verse often 
ends in the middle of a word, but the elision 
is always brought over to the beginning of 
the next verse. Thus tuvodvaclc’ xii. 1, 2, 
pa|? xvi. 15, 16, OeAolp’ xvii. 41, 42. Is 
not this an express statement that there is 
no synapheia, and consequently that the 
last syllable of every verse is common ? 

ili. 21, 22. In the reading given in the 
editio princeps yap is not only out of its 
place, but it is hard to see what it could 
mean. I would suggest 

Oeov OéXovres 
aydatile?’ @ map’ dpiotos OABwv.4 

For @édovres cp. eOedwv v. 169, OedAnoas 
ppovnoas T Soph. 0.7. 649, and the common 
epic usage whereby 6¢Awv means ‘zealously’ 
‘gladly.’ In the MS. € is often confounded 

with | and €]. For zapa signifying ‘in the 
gift of’ cp. xiv. I. 

e pev ciapOar tape daipoow av- 
Opwrois dpioror, 

and mapa daipoor xetrar ix. 84. TIdpa in 
anastrophe is found in xvi. 35, 

1 [See also note by Platt.] 

As to dpictos dABwv, there is nothing 
really objectionable in the plural, which is 
actually found in a fragment of Sophocles, 
and Bacchylides has a stronger anomaly in 

the plural in rappayiay xiii. 43, edppoovvar 
xi. 12. The three passages fortify each other. 
The plural is the correction of A®, and it 
will be observed that in nearly every other 
case the editor has acquiesced in the view of 
the corrector. 

In ode v., line 11 and the corresponding 
antistrophic line 26 have a syllable more 
than in the other strophes. The same is the 
case with ll. 14 and 29. Mr. R. J. Walker 
in the Athenaeum, December 18, brings ll. 14 
and 29 into conformity by easy changes 
which I accept. In 14 he omits dé. This 
asyndeton is characteristic; cp. xvii. 119 
and (probably) 90. In 29 he reads dpi|yvwros, 
omitting wer’ in the next verse to the great 
improvement of the sense. But when we 
come to ]. 11 and the corresponding anti- 
strophic verses, the case is different. It is 
impossible to bring them into conformity by 
omitting a syllable. It will not do to read 
mvc for such a’ characteristic word as 
mwéurrer 1D 

vacov E€vos tmerepay TEp- 
-met KNeevvav és OAL. 

We must therefore see if there are not 
signs of a syllable having dropped out in the 
corresponding ll. 51, 66, 91, 106, 131, 146, 
171, 186. In all these places the added 
syllable is natural, in some there is a very 
good reason why it should have fallen out, 
and in some it renders change of another 
kind unnecessary. The ll. as emended will 
run thus (I add the following verse when 
necessary) : 

51. potpav re Kad@v éxop’ <epywv > 
66. “Idas ava pndoPorovo. 
91. wéupe kepada: ra dé dyrov 

106. 6s KadAtyopov Kadvddvos 
dvta wAnpupov oOéver. 

131. xpiver didrov ev woA€uoww. 
146. aid’ adxipov é&evapilwv, 

Cov, dpopytov déuas, 
Tupywv mpomapoile Kixyoas: 

171. wuxa tpocédpa Mededypov, 
KdAAurov xAwpavyxeva. 

185. ‘Iépwvt bépwv 
ot 

EVOalpwovias TeTANOV <ov> 

In 51 some such word as épywv is almost 
necessary. 66. the adjective goes better with 
"Idas, aS mp@vas has another epithet. 91. 

Sirov is much more suitable than ov, and 
the 8y- would have fallen out after de. 106. 
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The change preserves ds of the MS. as well 
as the uniformity of metre, though it intro- 
duces other alterations. 146. The dv in 
147 would certainly have been omitted as a 
dittography of éevapi-Gwv. The word is 
suitable: Meleager came on Clymenus ‘still 
surviving, ‘not yet slain’ like the rest. 
Cp. P. 445 

al xe Lov rémys Sapmydova ovde ddpovde 

185, The word zéraXov is strange. It cannot 
mean that the Olympian victory was the 
‘bud, source’ of the prosperity of Hiero, 
because this victory was certainly preceded 
by a famous one at Delphi. It must mean 
‘a vote’ as in J. viii. (vii.) 46, and the 
contribution which the victorious Pherenicus 
made to the prosperity of Hiero is called his 
vote for his happiness. Cp. an equally 
strange use of Wadov tn PS ive 26.—- The 
addition of gy swum is all but essential, and 
would very easily have fallen out. 

v. 129. We should read ’Ad¢apya for 
"Addpyta. The gen. of ’Adapeds is ’Adapéws, 
and the 7 seems to have got into the MS. 
here and in Pind. . x. 111 through a con- 
fusion with ®¢pys -yros. Here the MS. gives 
ADAPHATA with the a struck out. The 

corrector seems to have intended to strike 
out the T, but to have deleted the A by 
mistake. Ovid J. viii. 304 has the right 
form in Aphareia proles. 

v. 142. The change of éyxAatoaca to 
aykAavoaca is bolder than it looks, because 
the poet would have made more of the 
thought if he had wished to describe Althaea 
as weeping at her own act in bringing about 
the death of Meleager by burning the magic 
log. By reading éyxAgoaca or éyxiagaca we 
should have a common idiom, whereby xate 
gitpov éykAcioaca=Kale ditpov ov evekdeuwe. 
Cp. Soph. Ag. 676 Ava mwednoas = Aver ovs 
eTednoe. 

vi. 4. The words 60 ooca rapoubev.. .ceurav 
could only mean ‘on account of all the songs 
they sang of yore’ and this gives no sense. 
A slight change would be Aus 6€ wdpoiev 
‘before the face of Zeus,’ and this would 
suit the context well: Lacon had formerly 
won at Olympia and then his victory was 
sung there ‘in the presence of’ Zeus of 
Olympia ; now another Olympian victory is 
being celebrated, but now it is at his own 
home in Ceos. Zeus is called ’OAvproos = ‘ of 
Olympia’ in J/. v. 8. 

ix. 28. The meaning ascribed to draxpiver 
seems hardly possible. Qu. dvaxpaiver, ‘ blurs 
them,’ ‘pales their ineffectual fires.’ Cp. 
katéxpaveyv V. 44 used in a similar sense. 

NO. CII. VOL. XII. 

Perhaps also 0’ dxtatve. is possible. The 
word is intrans. according to the ancient 
lexicographers. 

ix. 45, 46. 
cov, © ToAvenAwT avas, ToTAPOV 
»” 4 oe , / a 

eyyovor yevoavto Kal bputvdov Tpoias edos. 

It is hard to see how oév can be explained. 
I would read cov, taking éyxéwv as the 
antecedent, governed by yevoarvro. The ‘sons 
of River-Gods’ before Troy on both sides 
‘had proof of’ the spears (for and against 
them) of the Amazons. Achilles and Ajax 
on the Greek side were descended from the 
River-God Asopus; Nestor was son of Neleus 
son of Enipeus; Asteropaeus on the Trojan 
side was the grandson of Axius, and the speech 
of Achilles FG him, ® 184 ff., shows in what 
esteem River-Gods were held as progenitors. 
In O, xiii. 55 ff. Pindar expressly speaks of 
the glory of being connected with heroes of 
the “Trojan war on both sides. The expl. 
given in the note seems hardly possible. 
Jebb’s xa’ for xai is surely right. 

ix. 82. Perhaps we might supply dptejea. 
The meaning seems to be that the song pre- 
serves the victory as a secwre heirloom. 

x. 11. The corrupt word probably conceals 
the name of the brother-in-law who ‘stirred 
up the islanders’ (vacwrdav) singing bee’ to 
compose the ode of victory. 

x. 15. For édcca <viv> read dccdxe 
which simplifies the constr., and -«k.s would 
more easily fall out before vuk-. 

x. 37. Perhaps av tifs éuBatv|ov would 
be a more natural expression. Pindar uses 
év.Baivew in this sense with the dative; the 
accus. however is quite right, as in Eur. 
Suppl. 989. 

xi. 32, 33. watd’ év xOovi KaddAryopw 

ToutXals TEXVaLS TEAAT OEY 

Translate ‘he brought the boy who opposed 
him to the ground by his cunning.’ It is 
the verb éuzeAadlw in tmesis. So in J. viii. 
38 Bergk rightly reads Kay  xOovi yvia 
radia : 

. 65. Would not BAnxas az axpas = c 
peat vagitu, be a natural expression for 

‘from their infancy?’ Cf. Pyth. v. 7, aidvos 
axpav Babpidwv amo. 

xii. 6. For tdawdpyeat we might perhaps 
read érdpxer=érypxer the pluperf. of éracpo. 
The sense ‘had urged, impelled’ seems to 
be required. Bergk in WV. iv. 46 reads 
dmdpxe. secessit for dmapxe, quoting from 
Hesychius 4 GmnpKev? amredypnKev. 

xiii. 19,20. The words éAGety and eyvappOn 
G 
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would seem to be more suitably supplied 
than we‘pew and éorpépOy, regard being had 
to epic usage. 

xiii. 39, 40. The words Baordocas and 
kavxypacw: would suit the metre and have 
Pindaric usage in their favour. 

xiii, 49. aupodv &s “EAA[aow Akar] * 
paivuv. 

It would be better to supply duvov instead 
of dAxav. Pindar often compares his song 
to a flame or light, and likens it to a torch 
in J. iii. (iv.) 61 dyor tupodv vuvwv. The verb 
daivew often means ‘to bring to light’ in 
the sense of ‘to be the occasion of’ e.g. in J. 
3, 20, eipayaviav yap épavas...vpvy. 

xili. 62. Probably the word to be sup- 
plied is gewayér. Pindar in apostrophising 
Aegina constantly dwells on her hospitality, 
Cg Nn. ay tive Te. 

xiii. 122, 123. Perhaps we might read 

ayxe pey’ 7p.Geo.s 
cre / 2) / ae , édvtos (or mpémrovtos) icdfeov Ov oppay. 

Pindar uses édyy: = ‘like,’ déyxod = ‘near.’ 
The word jpileors seems to suggest that 
Hector is likened to the demigods. The use 
of dd is characteristic of Pindar. 

xiii. 127-130. The passage seems to 
describe the hopes entertained by the 
Trojans and might have run somewhat 
thus :— 

va U > /  peyaraow eAriow 
kNalovtes Ureppladov 
” 3 ‘\ 

Ope Wav evxav 
Tpaes immevtal Kvaveidas €k- 
-préEavras (or éxpdcEacav) “EANavwv véas 
Nourais xdpw eihamivas 7’ év 
is / id / / 

dpepats eferv Geddpatov wow. 

Pindar often uses Nourds for ‘ future.’ 
xiii. 144. Read dvodoucw. The plur. of 

Svodos is found Aesch. Cho. 52. I do not 
think any plur. of oxdtos occurs. 

xiii. 193, 4. The passage probably ran 

tov enol Adprwv tapexwv Eeviws 
BXnxpav erabpjoa oraya 
TOV K.TeA, 

‘and may Lampon extending this friendship 
to me look in friendly wise on that little 
drop (of inspiration) with which if Clio has 
really inspired me (ray ely’ érvpws dpa Kew 
éuats évéoragev dpeciv) lovely lays will herald 
him to all the host.’ Ap. Rh. iv. 624 has 

1 [Cf. note by Pearson. ] 

ordyes, and Weil’s orayas for abyas is NOW 
generally accepted in Eur. Hipp. 741. 

xiv. 10. The interpretation given to wap 
xeipds seems hardly possible. I would sug- 
gest, comparing V. xi. 32, xeipds eAxwv dricow 
Oupds arodpos éwv (‘a faint heart dragging 
him back by the hand’), 

o > + ‘ al 

os y adap xelpos KuBepva- 
Tal OuKalaiow ppéverou, 

‘who straightway (whenever need of action 
arises) by a righteous spirit is guided by the 
hand.’ 

xvii. 90, 91. I would propose 

ofevev 
vw Bopeas omev éurvéovo’ ajra. 

This, a slight modification of Jebb’s conjec- 
ture, is nearer to the MS., COENENNIN 

being very like COEINEIN, and it escapes 

the difficulty of taking oféve to mean 
‘mightily.’ The vw is governed by éurveovca, 
the éu- of which fell out after -ev in omer. 
For cbévev ‘was mighty,’ ‘ blew strongly,’ cp. 
cbévovca Aaprds ‘burning brightly,’ Aesch. 
Ag. 296. The resolution of the long syllable 
is frequent in this ode, occurring also in lines 
5, 12, 14, 17, 20, 21. In defence of the 

adverbial use of ofeve. might be urged verse 
62 where the editor gives 

Suxov Opdce <1O> copa ratpés [és] dduous, 

and takes Opdca adverbially ‘boldly. IL 

should much prefer to supply ctv instead of 

7>. For the position of ov cp. Hom. ot 

oiv K.19, éuot crv u. 332, Aptépude Edv o. 410, 

and iv. 18 where ovv certainly follows its 

case, and where we should perhaps read 

3 , / ‘ ov 

OkvTosEeTot dpop.oLs OvV LTT WV 

or, 
> / , ‘ 7 GKUTOOWV TTEPAVOLs TLV LTTOV 

comparing for the latter Pind. /r, 221 (Bgk.) 

? , o 

deA\XNoTOOwY prev TW’ Evppalvolow iTTwV 
/ 

avOea, Kal oTrepavot. 

The prep. civ would have fallen out more 

easily than 7d between Opdoer and copa, and 

its anomalous position would have contri- 

buted to that accident. A long syllable 

corresponds with a short several times in 

this ode, in which, as regards resolution too, 

the metre is laxer than usual. 
xvii. 112. Why may not the corrupt 
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word represent an epithet, such as aidAav ! 
We might regard rop¢upéay as a substantive, 
whether so written or changed to zopdipar. 
It is to be scanned as a cretic however we 
write it. 

xix. 7. For the metaphor in Pdd\wow 
dpdt tisay ep. weptateAAwv dovdav I. i. 33. 

xx. 8. After this line must have fallen out 

a verse such as 

bmomTEpov app oracoas 

Tine lee ul 

‘Agaptos. 
perhaps we should read vv 

R. Y. TYRRELL, 

ARCHAEOLOGY. 

DISCOVERIES OF ROMAN REMAINS 
IN BRITAIN.—IV. 

THE present article continues the series 
which I long ago began in this review, and 
contains the principal discoveries made since 
my last article (February, 1896). That 
article covered 1894 and 1895; I now ap- 
proach 1896 and 1897. 

Hadrian’s Wall, between Newcastle and 
Carlisle, has witnesséd much activity. The 
Newcastle Society of Antiquaries has con- 
tinued its work at the fort of Aesica, a spot 
almost equidistant from Newcastle and 
Carlisle. Several probably second century 
inscriptions have been found and, in par- 
ticular, two tombstones which the Romans 
appear to have brought in from the cemetery 
south of the fort and to have used in the 
construction or reconstruction of a building 
close to the centre of the fort. Several other 
cases are known of Roman tombstones being 
converted by the Romans into building 
material, although the act was illegal (e.g. 
Digest xvii. 12, 4). In particular the North 
City Wall of Chester, which is Roman work, 
is full of tombstones dating probably from 
about a.p. 60 to 160. A building outside 
the fort at Aesica was also uncovered ; it 
resembles in ground plan the buildings found 
outside almost every Roman fort and best 
explained as baths. A hoard of third cen- 
tury coins was found in this building, but 
very few smaller objects of importance were 
met with. 

Simultaneously with the examination of 
Aesica, excavations were made by Prof. 
Pelham, myself, and others, principally in 
connection with the Cumberland Archaeo- 
logical Society, with the object of elucidating 
the Vallum, that is, the two ramparts with 
a ditch between, which run side by side 
with the wall, about 30-1,300 yards south 
of it. The results were important. In the 
first place, it was found that in four cases 
the Vallum deviated or stopped to avoid the 

site of a fort, and, as there is no discoverable 
contrary instance, it may be assumed that 
the Vallum and the forts are contemporary, 
or, at least, that the Vallum is not older than 
the forts. Evidence of various sorts seems 
to show that forts and wall are coeval, and 
the work of Hadrian, and we might, there- 
fore, conclude that wall, forts and Vallum 
were all built by one Emperor, Hadrian. 

Unfortunately, however, for this ap- 
parently satisfactory result, an element of 
uncertainty of a quite new kind has been 
introduced by another of our discoveries. 
At the fort of Amboglanna, near Gilsland, 
we found, in 1894, some traces of a turf-wall 
built with regularly laid sods. Further 
search in the last two years proves that this 
wall once ran right across the area of the 
fort, that is, that it represents an earlier 
frontier line than the existing wall and forts 
of stone. We were unable to ascertain 
whether an earlier earthen fort stood on the 
site of the fort now visible, nor could we 
trace the turf-wall—or rather its ditch, 

which was alone discoverable in many places, 
—for more than two miles, at each end of 
which distance it merged in the stone wall. 
We cannot, therefore, either assert or deny 
a theory which has been put forward, that 
the earliest frontier wall was of turf, and 
that later a stone wall was built upon the 
top of it and exactly along its line, except 
near Amboglanna. Should this theory be 
established it will become a question with 
which of the two walls we should connect 
the Vallum. As it is, we can only say that 
the two years’ excavations have wholly 
altered the Mural Problems, as they were 
understood by Dr. Bruce. 

North of the wall the Scotch Society of 
Antiquaries has been busy on two Roman 
forts, Birrens, near Ecclefecchan,and Ardoch, 
a little north of Dunblane. Almost the 
whole of Birrens has been uncovered, the 
ground plan (of the normal type) ascertained, 

and several inscriptions found, Datable 
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objects seem to show that the fort was 
constructed about the middle of the second 
century and soon abandoned, probably in 
one of the numerous border wars which 
vexed second century Britain. Some sort of 
reoccupation in the fourth century is possible. 
At Ardoch the results have been less 
striking but no less interesting. The fort 
has always been famous for the imposing 
character of the deep concentric ditches 
which encircle it, and the Roman character 
of it had been known from a tombstone 
(C.L.Z. vii. 1146), as well as from chance 
finds of coins (Trajan, Domitian, Pius), ete. 
The discoveries made by the Scotch excava- 
tors in 1896 were unexpected and perhaps 
unique. \The whole interior of the fort was 
proved to be full of holes, generally just 
large enough to admit one’s arm, and arranged 
in rows. Probably the buildings of the fort 
were principally of wood, and the holes 
represent the sockets of the most important 
uprights. The smaller objects found were 
of little importance. The general conclusion 
of the excavators was that the fort had only 
been occupied for a brief space or for two 
brief spaces, I suppose in the middle of the 
second century. 

There is less to report from the south. 
At Chester a couple of dedications to the 
genius of (respectively) the Twentieth Legion 
and one of its centuries have been found 
accidentally, as well as a row or part of a 
row of columns which once fronted (it may 
be) some important part of the Praetorium. 
It is pleasant to be able to add that the 
owner of the property, Mr. Charles Brown, 
has taken excellent care of these discoveries. 

At Silchester, the London Society of An- 
tiquaries has continued its patient and 
admirable work of uncovering the whole of 
the ancient site. The task is not yet done; 
it is hardly half done, but every one must hope 
that it will be carried to its conclusion. 
The results, year by year, are not very 
sensational—ground plans of houses, systems 
of drains, gate-ways in the walls, and a 
great variety of smaller objects seldom 
possessing special importance. For example, 
the chief feature in the last season’s work 
has been the examination of several wells 
constructed by sinking tubs. Some of these 
tubs (one or two with small inscriptions) 
have been rescued from below ground for 
preservation in the rapidly-growing Museum 
at Reading. The true importance of the 
work does not lie in these finds, interesting 
as they may sometimes be; it lies in the 
complete uncovering of the provincial town 
of Calleva, and the light thrown thereby on 

the general condition of similar towns in 
southern Britain. In this connection it is 
almost as important to ascertain that a 
large area inside the walls is waste ground 
as to trace buildings. Not much light, I 
regret to say, has been thrown on the his- 
tory of the place. The coins and pottery 
(I think) go to confirm my suggestion that 
it may have been founded, as a Romano- 
British town, by Agricola, but they do not 
exclude an earlier date. 

Of accidental discoveries and smaller ex- 
cavations there has been no lack in the last 
two years, but none of them can claim 
sufficient importance to be mentioned here. 
They confirm our knowledge of Roman 
Britain, but do not, as a rule, carry our 
horizon further, as the excavations which | 
have sketched may fairly be said to do, 
I may, however, just allude to the excava- 
tion of a small ‘villa’ at Appleshaw near 
Andover, where an inscription to Carinus 
has been found. In plan the ‘villa’ is said 
to resemble that at Carisbrooke in the Isle 
of Wight, and both belong probably to the 
end of the third century. The third and 
fourth centuries are, indeed, the period to 
which most Roman British ‘ villas’ should 
be ascribed. 

F. HAVERFIELD. 

BACCHYLIDES AND THE FATE OF 
CROESUS. 

THE version of the story of Croesus given 
by Bacchylides in Ode ili. is described by 
Mr. Kenyon as the earliest form of the 
legend, and the statement is correct in 
respect to literary tradition. It may be 
worth while, however, to recall the fact 
that a famous work of art, the red-figured 
amphora, No. 194 in the Louvre, published 
in the first volume of the Monumenti dell’ 
Instituto, has been rightly held (by F. 
Koepp in von Sybel’s Historische Zeitschrift 
for 1894, p. 442) to imply a version of the 
legend differing from that found in Herodo- 

tus. Here Croesus (KPOEZ=OS), attired 
in royal robes, holding a sceptre in one hand, 
and pouring a libation from a q¢iaAn with 
the other, is seen seated upon a throne 
which is placed on an elaborately con- 
structed pyre of logs (the évAwos dopos of 
Bacchylides). A servant (Greek, not 
Persian in attire) is apparently kindling 
the pyre with two torches, though it must 
be admitted that the implements which he 
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applies to the logs are unlike the conven- 
tional torch. The name EYOYMO® is 
attached to him. Koepp pointed out that 
the vase-painter clearly intended to convey 
the impression that Croesus, like Sardana- 

palus, sought a voluntary death on the pyre 
constructed by his own order. Whether 
the sequel of the story as Bacchylides 
relates it was also part of his belief must 
remain doubtful. The amphora is one of 
that class in which a small number of 
figures are represented on a large scale, and 
the artist in selecting a single moment from 
the story which he depicts is not tied to any 
special version of the dénotment. In the 
light of the ode of Bacchylides, however, it 
is hardly too bold a conjecture that the 
deliverance of Croesus would have formed 
the next scene in the story. The amphora 
is of the ‘severe’ style; after reading the 
ode of Bacchylides, I examined it, and found 
that the ends of the logs in the alternate 
layers of the pyre were painted in a purple 
‘engobe’ over white, a survival of black- 
figured technique pointing to a relatively 
early date. It is therefore anterior by 
some decades at least to the poem of 
Bacchylides. 

H. Sruart JONEs, 

NOTES ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND 
MYTHOLOGICAL ON BACCHYLIDES. 

Ope III. Zhe Croesus myth.—It may be 
worth noting that light is thrown by the 
version of Bacchylides on the fine early 
RF vase published Mon. dell. Inst., Pl. liv. 
In this beautiful design Croesus (inscribed) 
is enthroned on a pyre with more of the air 
of a triumphant king than a condemned 
prisoner ; he pours libation from a phiale, 
and incidentally, or intentionally, his libation 
falls on the pyre at the moment of kindling; 
the fire is applied! to the pyre by a man 
(inscribed Evévpo[s}) dressed not as a Persian 
but as an ordinary Greek slave. Croesus, 

too, wears Greek dress and is crowned—the 
Greek dress of the attendant is the more 
noticeable as on the reverse of the vase the 
capture of Antiope is represented and she is 

* Baumeister (Denkmiiler, p. 797) thinks that the 
objects held by Euthymos' are not torches but 
mepippaythpia ; he is not lighting the pyre but con- 
secrating it with holy water. From the peculiar 
form of the supposed torehes and the fact that the 
pyre is already burning freely in all directions the 
explanation seems probable and of course helps out 
the festal solemnity of the scene, 

in complete Oriental dress. The first com- 
mentator on the vase, the Duc de Luynes 
(Annali, 1833, p. 237), noted of course the 
discrepancies with the narrative of Hero- 
dotus, and in the manner of his time is 
driven to much needless symbolism in his 
attempt to account for it. But he hits the 
mark when he points out that about the 
historical facts of the life of Croesus had 
grown up a religious myth —‘le mythe 
religieuse est bien différent’ (p. 244, op. cit.). 
To be depicted on a vase at all is in itself 
tantamount to canonization; historical 
events are not made the subject-matter of 
vase paintings save in those rare instances 
where history is glorified by a halo of 
mythology, e.g. in the figures of Harmodios 
and Aristogeiton. It is not necessary, 
though possible, to suppose the vase painter 
directly inspired by Bacchylides, but he ¢s 
inspired by the same religious and historical 
impulse—Croesus mounted the pyre of his 
own free will, his slave fired or sprinkled it 
and—K poicov 6 xpvu{dopos] pvAa€ ’AwoAov. 

Ode XVII. Vheseus Minos and the ring.— 
As regards the interesting relation between 
Ode xvii. and the Francois vase, Mr. Kenyon 
perhaps goes a little far when he says (p. 
157) ‘it is difficult not to trace a direct 
indebtedness of the poet to the artist.’ 
vaa mapa Aertouevov avy is certainly 
tempting—the motive is obviously pic- 
torial, but in the face of the subordinate 
position in Greek art occupied by ceramo- 
graphy direct indebtedness seems little 
likely. May not the pictorial touch be due 
to some more important work of art non- 
extant, from which the vase painter himself 
borrowed, possibly even the fresco of Mikon, 
so vaguely described by Pausanias? If 
Baechylides borrowed direct from the vase 
painter such borrowing is a unicum. 

Mythologically the version of this rare 
Theseus myth is of the first importance. 
Hitherto the Euphronios vase has been our 
earliest source for an important factor in 
the myth, z.e. the reception and recognition 
of Theseus by Amphitrite. How Mikon 
depicted the myth it is idle to conjecture, 
though Pausanias vaguely notes that the 
golden crown was’Apdutpirys dépov. Hyginus 
is more explicit. According to him Theseus 
is carried by dolphins to the Nereids and 
receives a crown from Thetis ; he adds ‘alii 
autem a Neptuni uxore accepisse dicunt 
coronam, and Mr. Kenyon notes that 

‘the mention of ‘‘alii” shows that he derived 
the story from various authorities, but 
among them, directly or indirectly, must 
have been Bacchylides,’ The fact is now 
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beyond doubt that the introduction of 
Amphitrite was not a mere whim of the 
artist but an integral part of the myth. 

The importance of this factor can only be 
indicated here; even without the evidence of 
Baechylides, it is one of those traits the 
authenticity of which is self-evident, because 
they serve no purpose in the story, It 
would have been much _ simpler for 
Poseidon to recognize his own son, and 
he certainly would have done it had he 
been on the spot. In a word the myth 
belongs to that early stratum of mythology 
when Poseidon was not yet god of the sea, 
or, at least, no-wise supreme there—A mphi- 
trite and the Nereids ruled with their 
servants the Tritons. Even so late as the 
Iliad Amphitrite is not yet ‘Neptuni uxor ;’ 
possibly the marriage was the work of the 
genealogy-maker, Hesiod. Later, anyhow,— 
as the Olympian system with its patriarchal 
tendencies came in,—she had to marry 
Poseidon as Hera had to marry Zeus—but 
there is always a sort of separateness about 
her kingdom. It isa matriarchal touch that 
sonship had to be acknowledged by the 
mother, though orthodox theology has made 
nonsense of it by turning her into a quasi- 
stepmother. The token of the ring is 
another matriarchal touch; it was originally, 
it appears, fastened on the breast of the 
child and would naturally be recognized by 
the mother. This has been pointed out by 
Bachofen in Lustath. Hom. p. 850. Need- 
less to say Bacchylides is probably as 
unconscious of the import of his version as 
even the impartial Hyginus. 

Two of the other vases cited by Mr. 
Kenyon adopt the orthodox patriarchal 
version— Poseidon replaces Amphitrite. In 
a third, the Bologna crater, the vase-painter 
halts, a Triton brings Theseus in his arms 
to Amphitrite, but Poseidon is present on a 
splendid couch, as spectator ; in the back- 
ground is the Aerrézpupvos vats. It may be 
worth noting that in tbis late vase the 
scene is Apollonized by the orthodox ad- 
dition of tripods and the chariot of the sun 
and sprays of laurel. 

Jane EK. Harrison. 

THE ARGIVE EXCLUSION OF ATTIC 
POTTERY. 

Heropotus v. 88: 
Kal zpos tatra eri T6d€ Toujoar vomov etvar 

rapa oicr éExatéporr (the Argives and the 
Aeginetans). . . . ’Arrixoy 0€ pujre te aAXo 

mpoaepelv Tpos TO tpov pyre Képapov, GAN’ &x 
XuTplowy emiywptewy vopov TO Aourov adrdO etvat 
xivew. The last part of the passage is re- 
peated in Athenaeus, Deipnosophistue, 502, ¢. 

The tale of which this passage forms a 
part, is one of the best known in Herodotus, 
from the archaeological standpoint. Through 
it we are enabled to establish a certain date 
for the change, at Athens, from the old 
Doric style of female dress to the Ionic, 
which dispensed with the zepdvy or shoulder 
pin. It has also been frequently used to 
prove that the exportation of Attic vases to 
different parts of Greece was a great feature 
of Athenian commerce. 

Since the completion of the excavation of 
the American School at the Argive Heraeum, 
under Professor Charles Waldstein, I have 
been engaged on the preparation of the vase 
fragments for the final publication. As they 
afford a striking proof of the correctness of 
Herodotus’ story, as well as an accurate 
date for the passage of this embargo by 
Argos, it has seemed best not to delay the 
publication of this important fact. 

Studniczka,! in his essay on the early 
Greek dress, has declared that the Athenian 
expedition against Aegina, which caused both 
the Aeginetans and the Argives to pass 
this act, must have fallen between the 
years 570-549. That Studniczka is abso- 
lutely correct in his statement the Argos 
vase fragments show. In the first place, it 
was noticed from the very beginning of the 
excavation that fragments representing the 
black- and red-figure styles were extremely 
scarce, in contrast to the elder varieties suchas 
Mycenaean, Geometric, and Proto-Corinthian. 
The further classification of the fragments 
in the Museum at Athens made this all the 
more apparent. I should estimate that the 
total number of black-figure fragments 
hardly filled two baskets,? while the number 
of red-figure fragments did not exceed fifty 
specimens. . No single vase could be recon- 
_structed from the fragments of either style, 
although several fragments clearly belonged 
tothe same vase. In the red-figure style we 
may say roughly that between two and three 
dozen vases were represented. 
A study of Attic vase painting during 

the middle of the sixth century shows us 
that the black-figure style was in full swing, 
but that the great masters of the technique, 
Exekias, Taleides, Andokides, etc., were not 
yet in their prime. It was the period of 

1 Beitrége Geschichte der Altgriechischen 
Tracht, p. 7. 

2 The baskets used throughout the excavations were 
about 30 em. high. 

eur 
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Nikosthenes and the ‘ Little Masters ’ group, 
and before 550 none of the real chef-d’ oeuvres 
of the black-figure style had made their 
appearance. The red-figure style is not 
introduced until some twenty years later, 
and all its finest work falls in the period 
between the end of the century and the 
beginning of the Persian wars. Now an 
examination of the fragments representing 
the two styles at the Heraeum reveals the 
following facts: first, that of the scanty 
number of black-figure fragments, barely 
half a dozen belong to the best period (é.e. 
after the middle of the sixth century) ; 
secondly, we have about the same amount of 
the red-figure fragments prior to the Persian 
wars. Thus we have a period of seventy 
years, from 550-480, represented by about 
twelve fragments or so of what was then the 
most important ware in all Greece. 

That the cause of this lack of Attic ware 
was the embargo of the Argives, is too plain 
to be doubted ; and the further conclusion is. 
forced upon us that the period of seventy 
years referred to was the duration of this 
measure, since almost all the black-figure 
fragments are prior to 550 and almost all the 
red-figure later than 480. That any fragments 
should be found at all within this period is no 
proof against the existence of the embargo. 
No such measure can be absolute, and it would 
be too much to expect that, no matter how 
rigorous the customs were, they should have 
succeeded during a period of seventy years in 
preventing the importation of a single Attic 
vase into Argos. It cannot be said with 
certainty that thisembargowas removed after 
480, but such is probably the case ; Argos, 
though remaining neutral during the Persian 
wars, would hardly have enforced a discrim- 
inatory measure against the chief Greek 
state at the time of her sorest need. More- 
over, though the number of fragments of the 
red-figure style later than the Persian wars 
is scanty, still enough are preserved to show 
that if the measure existed, it was not so 
rigorous as in the earlier days. 

Thus the fragments found at Argos appear 
to confirm the statement of Herodotus that 
the Argives forbade the importation of Attic 
vases, and that such a law must have been 
passed about 560-550 B.c. 

JosErH Ciark Hoppin. 

MONTHLY RECORD. 

BRITAIN, 
_ Appleshaw, near Andover.—Between thirty and 
forty Romano-British pewter vessels (large cireular 
dishes, bowls, cups, jugs, platters, ete.) have been 

found on the supposed site of a Roman villa. Most 
of the dishes have incised central ornaments re- 
sembling the designs of late mosaic pavements.+ 

ITALY. 

Palestrina.—Two fresh fragments of the Praenes- 
tine Calendar of M. Verrius Flaccus have come to 
light. The better preserved contains the religious 
observances for August 1, viz., a sacrifice in the 
Forum Olitorium, and another (hitherto unknown) 
to Victoria Virgo on the Palatine Hill.? 

Boscoreale.—Not far from the villa where the great 
hoard of plate was recently found, the remains of 
another villa have been excavated. It is divided 
into two parts, one for the proprietor, the other for 
the farmer. There are a number of wall-paintings, 
chiefly landscapes and sea-pieces. One represents a 
country house near a river with an angler fishing 
from a bridge. In another is a small village on the 
sea-shore ; near the houses rises a pyramid, which is 
thought to indicate Graeco-Egyptian influence. 
There are also a number of groups of plants, flowers, 
animals, birds and fishes, and in the torcularium 
(where the wine was prepared) an appropriate repre- 
sentation of Silenus and Bacchus with a panther. 
The cella vinwria contained four large dolia. Another 
room seems from its graffiti, in which corn and 
beans are mentioned, to have been used as a granary. 
Seven skeletons were found.? 

SICILY. 

Buscemi (Eastern Sicily).—Three grottoes have 
been discovered with Greek graffiti relating to ephebz. 
The grottoes were presumably connected with a 
gymnasium or college of ephebi, like a similar cave 
on Santorin, formerly supposed to be a sanctuary of 
Poseidon.+ 

GREECE. 

Thermon (Aetolia).—The ruins south of Kepha- 
lovryso have been excavated by the Greek Archaeo- 
logical Society, with the result of confirming Lolling’s 
suggestion that they represent the ancient Thermon. 
There exists a quadrangular Altis (846 m. by 200 m.) 
with awall 2°60 m. thick, built of large stones. Of 
the inscriptions proving the identification of the site, 
one records a treaty with Philip V., with the proviso 
that a stelé should be set up at both Thermon and 
Delphi; another mentions ’AyéAaos 6 Navraxtios, 
strategos of the Aetolian League. Within the Altis 
is the Assembly-hall of the League, with a frontage 
of 130 m., and 30 monuments with inscriptions. In 
the neighbourhood a great number of objects were 
found, including some bases of statues, one of which 
mentions an artist Herakleides. The site has re- 
mained undisturbed since the destruction of the place 
by Philip in 218 B.c.5 

Thermopylac.—The ancient remains discovered 
during the late war have been examined by the 
French School. They comprise a watch-tower 8 m. 
square, of the time of the Persian wars, commanding 
one of the mountain-paths which turned the pass in 
the rear; and a necropolis, probably of Hellenistic 
origin, but proved by the discovery of a Delphian 
coin of Imperial date to have been used in the Roman 
age. The tombs were cut in the soft rock about a 
mile from the warm springs, and contained common 
unpainted pottery and iron arms.! 

_ Athen. 27 Nov. 1897. 
Athen. 8 Jan, 
Athen. 18 Nov. 1897. 
Athen. 18 Dee. 1897. 
Berl, Phil. Woch. 11 Dec. 1897. oO mm & rm 
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ISLANDS, 

Paros, “Antiparos, Despotiko.—Tsundas has ex- 
cavated about 180 prehistoric graves on these islands, 
as well as some houses, also prehistoric, and said to 
be earlier than any others yet discovered. The finds 
include terracotta and marble vases, marble statuettes, 

and necklaces of stone pearls and obsidian chips." 
G. F. HI. 

Revue Numismatique. Part iii, 1897. 

Th. Reinach. ‘Un nouveau roi de Bithynie.’ 
Reinach shows that the ‘King Nicomedes, son of 
King Nicomedes’ mentioned in a Delphic inscription, 
published in Revue des ét. grecques vili. 451, isa new 
king of Bithynia, Nicomedes Euergetes, son of 
Nicomedes II. Epiphanes and father of Nicomedes 
Philopator, hitherto called Nicomedes IIJ. The 
place of this new Nicomedes, as king of Bithynia, is 
between Nicomedes II. and ‘III.’ He probably died 
circ. B.C. 94, and some years of the long reign 
hitherto assigned to Nicomedes II. really belong to 
Nicomedes Euergetes. A passage in Licinianus and 
various inscriptions throw light on the new king who 
was celebrated for his liberality and made gifts to 
Delphi, Delos, etc. Pliny, H.N. vii. 127; xxxvi. 
21 refers to this Nicomedes rather than to Nicomedes 
Philopator ‘III.’ A list of the kings of Pontus on 

1 Athen. 1 Jan. 

p. 258 of this paper deserves notice.—E. Babelon. 
‘La Collection Waddington au Cabinet des Médailles : 
Inventaire sommaire’ (with three plates). The first 
instalment of a useful inventory of the Waddington 
collection which is now finally deposited in the 
Bibliothtque Nationale. The inventory gives the 
inscriptions and brief descriptions of the types, but 
further details are reserved for publication in 
Waddington’s Reeweil général des Monnaies grecques 
de V Asie Minewre which will be printed by the 
Academy of Inscriptions.—J. Rouvier. ‘ Note sur 
un poids antique de Béryte.’ A leaden weight with 

type, trident and the inscription, LAMP (year 184 

of Seleucid Era=128 3.c.) NIKWNOS ATO- 

PANO(MOY). 

Numismatic Chronicle. Part iii. 1897. 

E. J. Seltman. ‘The type known as ‘‘the Demos” 
on coins of Rhegium.’ The ‘Demos’ explanation is, 
no doubt, as Mr. Seltman argues, by no means free 
from objection. Mr. Seltman would explain the figure 
as Aristaeus, but the weak point in his paper is that he 
brings forward no corroborative evidence whatever to 
prove that Aristaeus was worshipped at Rhegium : 
such eviderice is the more desirable because this 
alleged representation of Aristaeus is not one of the 
_known representations of the god, and the symbols 
which Mr, Seltman would identify as his attributes 
are susceptible of other explanations.—J. P. Six. 
‘Monnaies grecques, inédites et incertaines’ (con- 
tinued). Sardis, Side, Golgoi, Cyrene, ete. 

WARWICK WROTH. 

SUMMARIES OF PERIODICALS. 

Rheinisches Museum fur Philologie. Vol. 
52,3. 1897. 

Lateinische Ubersetzungen aus der Aratusliteratur, 

M. Manitius. These translations are given from 

Cod. Dresdensis De. 183 with various readings from 
the other MSS. in which the same are found. Dic 
Exostra des griechischen Theaters, A. Kérte. Though 

the precise nature of this contrivance is disputed, 
yet its existence cannot be doubted. Antiker Volks- 
glaube, W. Kroll. (1) On the souls of the dead 
passing into the bodies of the new-born. (2) On 
cynanthropy and lycanthropy. (3) On the names 
of the dead being changed to avoid evil spirits. 
Lucubrationum Posidonianarum Specimen ii, E. 
Martini. Part of this is a reply to Maass’ criticism 
of the writer’s dissertation Quaestiones Posidonianae. 
Lebte FErasistratos in Alexandreia? R. Fuchs. 
Maintains against Susemihl (Gesch. Griech. Lit. 1. d. 
Alexandrinerzeit) that Er. lived at Alexandria the 
latter part of his life, which is also the received 
opinion. Altes Latein, F. Buecheler. On fovere 
and favere: marks on tesserae: aplopodite the name 
of a drinking-vessel: the meaning of praestare. 
Buphonien, P. Stengel. On von Prott’s article in 
the last number [Cl. Rev. xi. 823]. Studien zur 
Geschichte der gricchischen Rhetorik i. and ii, L. 
Radermacher. (1) On Timaeus and the tradition of 

the origin of Rhetorik. (2) Plutarch’s work De se 

ipso citra invidiam laudando. Zur lateinischen 
Wortbildungslehre, M. Pokrowskij. (1) Serenus, 

crudelis. (2) Defraudit. (3) Verbs compounded 

with the negative in. Zu Pscwdo-Kallisthenes und 
Julius Valerius, A. Ausfeld. 

MisceLLEN. Zwei Vermuthungen zu der Schrift 
mep) Sous, W. Schmid. Zu dem Lexicon Messanense 
de iota adscripto,R. Schneider. Some corrections to 
Rabe’s article in vol.'47. Zu Cicero ad. fam. viii. 17, 
2, J. Ziehen. For +Arruntanus Cato proposes astu- 
tia! num me Catonem? Zu Horat, Carm. ii. 6, A. 
Frederking. Dates this B.c. 27. Hine Zeitbexiechung 
in der ersten Mécenaselegic, J. Ziehen. Nemesians 
Ieeutica, M. Thm. Ueber Entstehung von neuen Ver- 
wandschaftsnamen aus alten im Latein, A. Zimmer- 

mann. Mars Mullo, Mars Vicinnus und ‘drei pagi 

der Redones, M. Ihm. On three inser. discovered at 

Rennes. in inschriftliches Beispicl von Kolometrie, 

C. Wachsmuth. igennamen in griechischen In- 

schriften, W. Schwarz. 

‘Vol. 52, 4. 1897. 
Kritische und exegetische Bemerkungen 2 Philo, 

P. Wendland. Zur lateinischen und -griechischen 

Etymologic, M. Niedermann. (1) On -per in the 

adverbs aliquantisper, nuper, parwmper, etc. (2) 

On Beaaepopdvrns. Die Composition der Chorlieder 

Senecas, F. Leo. These give a proof of the continued 

connexion of the chorus with the tragedy up to late 

times. Der Korinthische Bund, J. Kaerst. An 

account of the federation founded by Philip after 

Chaeronea. Zu Pseudokallisthenes und Julius 

Valerius, ii., A. Ausfeld. Critical notes continued 

from last no. Das afrikanische Latein, W. Kroll. 
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Archaisms, vulgarisms, Graecisms and syntactical 
peculiarities from Apuleius, Tertullian, ete. Ueber 
die Schriftstellerei des Klaudios Galenos, iv., J. lberg. 
On the non-medical works of Galen, chiefly philoso- 
phical [see Cl. Rev. x. 223]. 

MiscettEN. Variayl.. Radermacher. On Plaut. 
Stich. 270, 271: Varr. Sat. Menipp. fr. 384: Prop. 
iv. 1, 7 in ]. 12 reads meat for meas: resemblances 
between Actna and the Greek writer Conon of the 
first cent. B.c.: the Cynegetica of Gratius. Ueber 
Bezichungen zwischen Isocrates, Lobrede auf Helena 
und Platons Symposion, K. Liiddecke. Hin neues 
Axiochoscitat, A. Brinkmann, ‘Two references to 
this dialogue given from a Byzantine writer [see Cl. 
Rev. x. 361]. clow vorn, ttw hinten, R. Fuchs. 
This sense of the words is common in medical writers. 
andpiota, omicwbev, L. Radermacher. 

Neue Jahrbucher fiir Philologie und Paeda- 
gogik. Vol. 155. Part 3. 1897. 

Das schlachtfeld im Teutoburger walde ii., A. 
Wilms. Concluded from the last no. [Cl. Rev. 
sup. p. 369]. The town of Detmold is built on the 
site of the battle. Tetpauvev, F. Hultsch. Die 
entstehung des Thukydideischen geschichtswerkes, G. 
Friedrich. An attempt to date the composition of 
various books. Etymologie wnd begriffs-bestimmung 
einzelner Homerischer wirter, J, Oertner. On audie- 
Auooa, EAlww, ciAlmodes EAtkes, ATpUyeTos, TaYNAEYTS, 
duonAreyhs, aTNACYEwS, TAVadmouS, TAYUYAwOTOS, TAVU- 
mTEpos, Tayvopupos, TavUpAoos, TavuPuvdAdos, and 
vapoy. Textkritisches zur consolatio ad Liviam, J. 
Ziehen. Zu Platons Sophistes, K. J. Liebhold, 
Critical notes. Zu Platons Hippias dem groszern. 
K. J. Liebhold. Critical notes. Zu Caesar de belio 
Gallico, J. H. Schmalz. Defends the text in 
various places against R. Schneider and Meusel. 
Die erzihling von dem orakel der Celaeno in Vergils 
Aeneis, K. Fulda. Zur lateinischen grammatik und 
stilistik, P. Stamm. Onecum quidem: on the doctrine 
of the ablative: the attraction of a pronoun to the 
gender of the predicate: scimus=‘we know’ in 
historical narrative: the position of et epexegetic : 
primary sequence after historic tenses: the form 
-urum fwisse in the apodosis of unreal conditions in 
orat. obl. Zu Ovidius Metamorphosen, L. Polster. 
In xiii. 294 reads diversosque wrbes and in ib. 794 
Sarno for forma. 

Parts 4, 5. Der bogenwettkampf in der Odyssee, 
A. Ruppersberg. In @ 421, 422 takes oreiAecis as 
object of 4#uSpore and mpHTys as partitive gen. Zu 
Appianos, E. Schwabe. In Syr. 55 proposes ’Apelwy 
for ’ApaBlav. Die entstehung des Thukydideischen 
geschichtswerkes, G. Friedrich. Concluded from last 
no. Thuc. wrote the Archidamian war first, and 
published it about 418, then the Sicilian war, then 

supplemented his account by the years 421-415, and 
finally the eighth book. He died soon after 404 
without revising his work. Zu Sophokles Aias, F. 
Polle. On various passages [Cl. Rev. xi. 175]. 
Die schuld der Sophokleischen Antigone, E. R. Gast. 
Kallimachos und die nomosfrage, C. Steinweg. An 
arrangement of the hymns to bring them within the 
rules of the nome. Zu Aischylos Choéphoren, K. 
Frey. On Cho. 917 with reference to Dr. Verrall’s 
note. Zu den neorol des Julius Africanus, F. 
Riihl. <A critical note. Zur topographie des puni- 
schen Karthago, O. Meltzer. De Donati commento in 
Terentium specimen observationum primum, P. Rab- 
bow. Lateinische etymologien, O. Keller. On Pala- 
tium, Inchoare, Multa and Multus, Provincia. Zum 
edictum Diocletiani, W. Heraeus. An examination 
of the Latin and Greek glosses. Quellen-kritisches 
zu Vitruvius, M. Thiel. Posidonius is the source of 
the astronomical details of the ninth book. 

Part 6. Zu Euripides Hippolytos, J. Oeri. Chiefly 
on the responsion-system in this play. Zu Ciceros 
briefen an Atticus, W. Sternkopf. Onii. 1, 5. Das 
geburtsjahr Theokrits, R. Helm. Puts it B.c. 305- 
300. Susemihl says 315-312. Zur textkritik des 
Lukianos, P. R. Miiller. Zu den ps.- Platonischen 
dialogen Alkibiades I. und II., K. J. Liebhold. 
Critical notes. Zu Plautus Miles gloriosus, A. 
Fleckeisen. On ll. 771 foll. Zui Strategikos der 
Onesandros, R. Vari. Oni. 13. Macer und Tubero, 
i.-iv., W. Soltau. It is more and more seen that 
out of the great number of annalists Livy only 
used a few. In the first decade Macer and Tubero 
are his chief authorities for the constitutional 
struggles. Zu Cornelius Nepos, L. Polster. In 
Dion i. 4 proposes tenuabat for tenebat of MSS. [see 
Cl. Rev. x. 774. 

Part 7. Aristotelis ethicorum Nicomacheorum libri 
iv. capita t., ti. Vit., quae swnt de liberalitate enarran- 
tur, R. Noetel. Der begriff des wissen vom wissen tm 
Platons Charmides und seirte bedeutung fiir das erge- 
bnis des dialogs; ©. Schirlitz. Zu Sophokles Antigone 
und Platons Protagoras, F. Blass. Defends the MSS. 
véuous mapelpwy xOovds in Antig. 368 by a comparison 
with Pl. Prot. 322c, etc. Sokrates und Xenophon, 
iii., K. Lincke. On Book IV. of the Memorabilia 
[see Cl. Rev. xi. 84]. Zu Ovidius metamorphosen, Ph. 
Loewe. In iii. 29 reads a culmine and in 33 quo 
conditus antro. Zu Platons Symposion, K. J. Lieb- 
hold. Critical notes. Zu Platons Gorgias, K. J. 
Liebhold. Critical notes. Das schema Pindaricum 
bet Platon, O. Wilpert. Maintains that there are 
no real exx. of this figure in Plato. Hmendationen 
zu Domninos, F. Hultsch. Zw Plinius naturalis 
historia, K. Mayhoff. Defends his reading in xviii. 
146 in his edition of 1892. 

LIST OF NEW BOOKS. 

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN BOOKS. 

Aristophanes. The Wasps, with introduction, 
metrical analysis, critical notes, and commentary 

by W. J. M. Starkie. 12mo. 546 pp. Mac- 
millan & Co. 6s. 

Aristoteles. Loos (I.) The political philosophy of 
Aristotle. 8vo. 21 pp. Philadelphia, Academy 
of Political and Social Science. 25 c. 
NO. CII. VOL. XII, 

Bacchylides. Poems, from a Papyrus in the British 
Museum, edited by F. G. Kenyon. 8vo. Frowde. 5s. 

— thesame. An autotype facsimile. Folio, 20 

plates. Frowde, £1 1s. 

Catullus. The Lesbia, arranged and translated by 

J. H. A. Tremenheere. Crown 8vo. 

Unwin. 6s, 

174 pp. 

H 
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Cebetis Tabula, with introduction and notes by 
C. J. Jerram. Abridged edition. Crown 8vo. 
Frowde. 1s. 6d. 

Cicero. Selected letters, 

notes by F. F. Abbott. 
Boston, Ginn. $1.35. 

Demosthenes. Meidias, with introduction, analysis, 
notes, and index by C, A. M. Fennell. Crown 
8vo. 156 pp. Clive. 5s. 

Fulleylove (J.) Pictures of classic Greek landscape 

and architecture. Text by H. W. Nevinson. 
Imperial 4to. 94 pp., plates. Dent. £1 11s. 6d. 

Harington (K. P.) Greek and Roman mythology. 

16mo. New York, Leach. $1. 

Homerus. Butler (S.) The authoress of the 
Odyssey : where and when she wrote, who she 

with introduction and 

12mo. 76, 315 pp. 

was, the use she made of the Jliad, etc. Royal 8vo. 

292 pp. Longmans. 10s. 6d. 
Horner (S.) Greek vases: historical and descriptive 

notices of vases in the Museum of the Louvre and 
in the British Museum. With preface by A. S. 
Murray. Crown 8vo. 192 pp. Sonnenschein. 

3s. 6d. 
Plato. Lutoslawski (W.) The origin and growth 

of Plato’s Logic, with an account of Plato’s style 
and of the chronology of his writings. 8vo. 
Longmans. #1 1s. 

Potter (G. S.) The founders of Rome. 12mo. 6, 

28 pp. Buffalo, Peter and Paul Co. 25 c. 
Woodhouse (W. J.) Aetolia. Its geography, topo- 
graphy, antiquities. Royal 8vo. 414 pp., 
engravings, maps. Frowde. £1 1s. 

FOREIGN 

Aristoteles. Aumiiller (J.) Vergleichung der drei 

Aristotelischen Ethiken hinsichtlich ihrer Lehre 

iiber die Willensfreiheit. S8vo. 37 pp. Miinchen. 
— Bursy (B.) De Aristotelis woAiretas ’A@nvatwv 

partis alterius fonte et auctoritate. 8vo. viii, 

148 pp. - Dorpat. 
Vahlen (J.) Hermeneutische Bemerkungen zu 

Aristoteles Poetik. S8vo. 18 pp. Berlin. 
Augustinus. Ohlmann (D.) De S. Augustini 

dialogis in Cassiciaco scriptis. 8vo. 8U pp. 
Strassburg. 

Borchardt (L.) Ueber das alter des Sphinx bei 
Giseh. 8vo. 9 pp., engraving. Berlin. 

Cicero. Oratio in Verrem de suppliciis. Texte 
accompagné d’une introduction, d’un commentaire 
explicatif et de notes critiques par P. Monet. 
Crown 8vo. 182 pp. Paris, Colin. 

Haccius (O.) Gliederung der ersten catilinar- 
ischen Rede Ciceros. 4to. 106 pp. Weissenburg. 

Cinquini (Ad.) Observationes in varios scriptores : 
scriptores graeci. 8vo. 20 pp. Florence, Landi. 

Codices graeci et latini photographice depicti duce 
Scatone de Vries Bibliothecario. Tom. II.: Codex 
Bernensis 363, Augustini de dialectica et de 
rhetorica libros, Bedae historiae ecclesiasticae 

librum I., Horatii carmina, Ovidii metamorphoseon 
fragmenta, Servii et aliorum opera grammatica 
continens. Cum praefatione H. Hagen. Folio. 
v, Ixxi. pp. and 394 pp. of facsimile. Leiden, 
Sijthoff. 200 Mk. 

Columelia. Becher(W.) De Lucii Junii Moderati 

Columellae vita et scriptis. 8vo. 82 pp. Leipzig. 
Curtius (E.) Christ (W.) Nekrolog auf Ernst 

Curtius. 8vo. 4 pp. Miinchen. 

Damascius. Chaignet (A. E.) Damascius. Frag- 
ment de son commentaire par la troisitme 
hypothése du Parmenide. 8vo. 42 pp. Paris, 
Leroux. 

BOOKS. 

Empedokles. Diels (H.) Ueber ein Fragment des 

Empedocles. 8vo. 12 pp. Berlin, Reimer. 

bower 
(Aus ‘ Sitzungsberichte der k. preuss. Akademie 

der Wissensch.’) 

Euripides. Wecklein(N.) Beitrage zur Kritik des 

Euripides. 8vo. 52 pp. Miinchen. 
Fegerl (Joh.) Die physicalischen Kenntnisse der 

Alten, entnommen den wichtigsten Autoren. 
(Continuation.) S8vo. 30 pp. Kremsier, Gusek. 

1 Mk. 
Firmicus. Moore (C. H.) Julius Firmicus Mater- 

nus, der Heide und der Christ. 8vo. 

Miinchen. 
Floss (A.) De collegiis invenum quaestiones epi- 

graphicae. 8vo. 37 pp. Erlangen. 
Furtwingler (A.) Sogenanntes ‘Todtenmahl’-Relief 

mit Inschrift.—Zur Venus von Milo. 8vo. 20 

pp. Miinchen. 
Goedeckemeyer (Alb.) 

Demokrit in der Naturphilosophie. 
pp- Strassburg, Triibner. 4 Mk. 

Hiller von Gaertringen (F. Frhr. v.) Die archaische 

Cultur der Insel Thera. 8vo. 33 pp. Berlin, 
Reimer. 60 Pf. 

Hirschfeld (O.) Die Haeduer und Averner unter 

romischer Herrschaft. 8vo. 21 pp. Berlin, 
Reimer. 1 Mk. 

(Aus ‘ Sitzungsberichte der k. preuss. Akademie 
der Wissensch.’) 

Hofmann (O.) Die griechischen Dialekte in ihrem 
historischen Zusammenhang. Vol. III. Der 

ionische Dialekt. Quellen und Lautlehre. 8vo. 

x, 626, 20 pp. Gottingen, Vandenhoeck & R. 

16 Mk. 

Homerus. 

Variétés littéraires. 
Poussielgue. 

51 pp. 

Epicurus Verhiltniss zu 
8vo. 137 

Bertrin (G.) 

Crown 8vo. 

La question homérique : 
338 pp. Paris, 
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Horatius Werke. UHerausgegeben von O. Henke und 

C. Wagner. Vol. I. Oden und Epoden. Ein- 
leitung und Text von O. Henke. 8vo. viii, 286 
pp-, 8 maps. Bremen, Heinsius. 3 Mk. 

Jahresbericht iiber classische Altertumswissenschaft. 

Index to Vols. 1-87. Parts 2 and 3. 8vo. 

Berlin, Calvary. Each part 2 Mk. 40. 
Karels (J.) Le destin et la mort dans la tragédie 

grecque. 4to. 64 pp. Luxemburg. 

Klein (W.) Praxiteles. 8vo. viii, 448 pp., 
numerous engravings. Leipzig, Veit & Oo. 

20 Mk. 

Ueber Copien einer 
4to. 38 

(Berliner 

Berlin, 

Kekulé von Stradonitz (R.) 

Frauenstatue aus der Zeit des Phidias. 
pp., 10 engravings and 5 plates. 
Winckelmannfest-Programm Nr. 57.) 

Reimer. 6 Mk. 
Kérber (K.) Romische Inschriften des Mainzer 

Museums. Dritter Nachtrag zum Becker’schen 

Katalog. 8vo. 66 pp., engravings. Mainz. 

Kvoehnert (O.). Canones ne poetarum scriptorum 

artificium per antiquitatem fuerunt? 8vo. _ iii, 
67 pp. Kénigsberg. 2 Mk. 

Krumbacher (K.) Kasia. 8vo. 

Miinchen. 
Limes (der obergermanisch-ritische) des Romer- 

reiches. Im Auftrag der Reichs-Limes-Commission 
herausgegeben von O. v. Sarwey und F. Hettner. 

Part VIII. 4to. 10, 16, 10 pp., engravings, and 
9 plates. Heidelberg, Petters. 4 Mk. 

Livius. Soltau (W.) Livius’ Geschichtswerk seine 

Komposition und seine Quellen. 8vo. viii, 224 
pp. Leipzig, Dieterich. 6 Mk. 

Inwcani Pharsalia. Cum commentario critico ed. 

C. M. Francken. Vol. IJ. (Libri VI.-X.) 8vo. 
xiv, 276 pp. Leiden, Sijthoff. 9 Mk. 60. 

Menander. Nicole (Jul.) Le laboureur de Ménandre. 

Fragments inédits sur papyrus d’Egypte, déchiffrés, 
traduits et commentés. 8vo. 79 pp. Basel, 

Georg. 2 Mk. 
Mittheilungen des kais. Deutschen Archaeologischen 

Instituts, athenische Abtheilung. Vol. XXII. 4 
parts. 8vo. (Parts I. Il. 282 pp., 7 plates.) 
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KING JAMES I. ON THE REASONING FACULTY IN DOGS. 

In March 1614-5, King James, accom- 
panied by Charles Prince of Wales, visited 
Cambridge University. In the philosophy 
act Dr. Matthew Wren, afterwards Bishop 
of Ely, was Respondent, and John Preston 
of Queens’, afterwards Master of Emanuel, 
first Opponent (W. G. Searle, History of 
Queens’ College, I 2, Cambr. 1871, pp. 
429-431). The story is told in John Ball’s 
Life of Preston, one of the most interesting 
biographies of the seventeenth century, 
printed again and again in the Lives of thirty- 
two English Divines, by Samuel Clarke, 3rd. 
ed , Lond. 1677 fol. 79-81. Strange to say the 
late Mr. E. W. Harcourt, M.P., of Nuneham 
Park, had never heard of the early editions, 
when in 1885, he issued (Parker, Oxford 
and London, 8vo), as ‘now first published 
and edited,’ The life of the Renowned Doctor 
Preston, writ by his Pupil, Master Thomas 
Ball, D.D., Minister of Northampton, in the 
year 1628 (pp. 19-27), from a MS. at 
Nuneham : 

A rumour came into the University that the King 
would shortly come to visit them. King James was 
happier in his education then his Mother would have 
had him. It pleased God to breede a Buchanan on 
purpose for to guide his younger years ; and, by that 
tyme he was ripe, Scotland was growne acquainted 
with Geneva, and the King no stranger unto Mr. 
Calvin’s way. The newes awakened all the University, 
and there were few but promised to themselves some 
good from this faire gale; that seeing Promotion 
came neither from the East, nor West, nor from the 
South, Psal. 75 6, it must and would come from the 
North ; and the proverb be inverted, and be, Omne 
bonum ab Aquilone. 

Doctor Harsnet, master of Pembrooke Hall, was then 
Vice-Chancellor, a priadent well-advised governour, 
who, knowing well the critical and able apprehension 
of the King, was very carefull and sollicitous to pitch 
upon the ablest in every faculty for actors in that 

NO. OIII. VOL. XII. 

solemne enterteynment, and himself made choyce of 
Mr, Preston to answer the Philosophy Act, and sent 
unto him to provide himself. He was ambitious 
enough by nature, and had this newes come a little 
sooner, nothing had bin more suitable to his 
inclynation and designe, but now the gentleman was 
planet-struck, growne dull and phlegmatique. Mr. 
Cotton’s sermon had so invaded him, that Kings and 
Courts were no such great things to him, especially 
when he understood that another was resolved on for 
Answerer. 

Dr. Wren was thena very pregnant scholar in 
Pembrooke Hall, and also chaplain to Bishop Andrews, 
and thought fit to be imployed in this Commencement 
service, yet was not willing to have any other place 
but Answerer. The Vice-Chancellor urged his 
promise and engagement to Mr. Preston, and his 
opinion of his great ability ; but nothing would 
serve, the Vice-Chancellor’s College and the Bishop’s 
Chaplain must have precedency; which he most 
seriously excused to Mr. Preston, and endeavoured to 
reconcile him to the first Opponent’s place, which he 
declined, as being too obnoxious to the Answerer, 
who is indeed the lord and ruler of the Act; but 
there was no removing now, and so he goes about it 
with much unwillingness, being rather driven than 
drawne unto it. 

His great and first care was to bring his argument 
to a head, without affronte or interruptions from the 
Answerer ; and so made all his major propositions 
plausible and firme, that his adversary might 
neither be willing nor able to enter there, and the 
minor still backt by other syllogismes; and so the 
argument went on unto issue; which fell out well 
for Mr. Preston ; for, in disputations of consequence, 
the Answerers are many times so fearful] of the event, 
that they slur and trouble the Opponents all they 
can, and deny things evident ; which had bin the 
case in all former Acts, There was such wrangling 
about their Syllogismes, that sullyed and clouded 
the debates extreamely, and put the King’s acumen 
into streights. But when Mr, Preston still cleared 
his way, and nothing was denied but what was ready 
to be proved, the King was greatly satisfied and gave 
good heed, which he might well doe, because the 
question was tempered and fitted to his content ; 
namely, Whether dogs could make syllogismes. 

The Opponent urged that they could; an 
I 
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Enthymeme (said he) is a lawfull and real Syllogisme, 

but dogs can make them. He instanced in a hound, 

who hath the major proposition in his mind, namely, 

The hare is gone either this way or that way ; smells 

out the minor with his nose, namely, She is not gone 

that way ; and follows the conclusion, Hrgo this way, 

with open mouth. 
The instance suited with the auditory, and 

was applauded, and put the Answerer to his 

distinctions, that dogs might have sagacity, but not 

sapience, in things especially of prey, and that did? 

concerne their belly; might be naswtwli, but not 

logici ; had much in their mouths, little in their 

myndes, unless it had relation to their mouths ; 

that their lips were larger than their understandings ; 

which the Opponent still endeavoured to evade with 

another syllogisme, and put the dogs upon a fresh 

scent. The Moderator, Dr. Reade,? began to be 

afraid and to think how troublesome a pack of 

hounds, well followed and applauded, at last might 

prove ; and so came in unto the Answerer’s ayd, and 

told the Opponent that his dogs, he beleeved, were 

very weary, and desired him to take them off [and 

start some other argument].? And when the 

Opponent would not yield, but hallooed still and put 

them on, he interposed his authority and silenced 

him. 
The King, in his conceit, was all this while upon 

New-Market Heath and liked the sport, and 

therefore stands up and tells the Moderator plainly, 

he was not satisfied in all that had bin answered, 

but did beleeve a hound had more in him than was 

imagined. I had myself (said he) a dog that, 

stragling far from all his fellows, had light upon a very 

fresh scent, but considering he was all alone, and had 
none to second and assist him in it, observes the 

place and goes away to his fellows, and by such 
yelling arguments as they best understand, prevayled, 
with a party of them to goe along with him, and, 
bringing them to the place, pursued it to an open 
view. Now the King desired for to know how this 
could be contrived and carried on without [the use 
and]+ exercise of understanding, or what the 
Moderator could have done in that case better, 
and desired him that either he would thinke 
better of his dogs or not so highly of himselfe. 

The Opponent also desired leave to pursue the 
King’s game, which he had started, to an issue. But 
the Answerer protested that His Majesties dogs were 
always to be excepted, who hunted not by common 
law, but by prerogative. And® the Moderator, 
fearing the King might let loose another of his 
hounds, 2nd make more worke, applyes himself with 
all submissive devotion to the King; acknowledged 
his dogs were able to outdoe him, besought His 
Majesty to believe they® had the better; that he 
would consider how his illustrious influence had 
already ripened and concocted all their arguments 
and understandings; that, whereas in the morning 
the reverend and grave divines could not make 
syllogismes, the lawyers could not, 
physicians, now every dog could, especially His 
Majesties. 

All men acknowledged it was a good bit to stop 
with. It was growne late, and so the Congregation was 
removed unto the Regent House, aud the King went 
off well pleased with the business. The other acts 

1 Harcourt has ‘‘ did not,’ by mistake. 
2 Simon R., of Christ’s, B.A. 160%, M.A. 1604, 

D.D. 1611. 
3 « And... argument,” not in Harcourt. 
4 ‘without an exercise’ Harcourt. 
5 ¢ But’ Harcourt. 
8 ‘he’ Harcourt. 

nor the > 

were easily forgotten, but the discourse and logicke 

of the dogs was fresh in mouth and memory, and the 

philosophy Act applauded universally. The King 

applauded all the actors, but above all, the 

Opponent. It was easy to discern that the 
King’s hound had opened the way for Mr. Preston 
at the Court, if he were willing; yet many of the 

great ones put him in mynde, and promised all 

assistance and encouragement. Sir Fulke Grevil, 

afterwards Lord Brooke, was greatly taken with him, 

and, after many demonstrations of his reall love, 

setled at last a stypend upon him of fifty pounds per 
annum, and was his friend until his last hour. 

Both the King and the disputants had 

probably met with the question in various 
authors. Thus Montaigne (II 12, p. 257 of 
Florio’s version 1613, fol.) : 

Chrysippus, albeit in other things as disdainful a 
judge of the condition of beasts, as any other 
philosopher, considering the earnest movings of the 
dog, who, comming into a path, that led three 
severall wayes, in search or quest of his master, 
whom he had lost, or in pursuite of some prey, that 
hath escaped him, goeth senting first one way, and then 
another, and having assured himself of two, because 
he findeth not the tracke of what he hunteth-for, 
without more adoe, furiously takes himselfe to the 
third ; he is enforced to confesse, that such a dogge 
must necessarily discourse thus with himselfe. J 
have followed my master’s footing hitherto, hee must 
of necessity passe by one of these three wayes; it ts 
neither this nor that, then consequently hee is gone this 
other. And by this conclusion or discourse assuring 
himselfe, comming to the third path, hee useth his 
sense no more, nor soundes-it any longer, but by 
the power of reason suffers himselfe violently to be 
caried through-it. This meere logicall tricke, and 
this use of divided and conjoyned propositions, and 
of the sufficient numbring of parts: Is it not as good, 
that the dog know it by himselfe, as by T'rapezuntius 
his logicke ? 

Philo deanimal. 45 46 (VIII 122, ed. Lips. 
1830, =p. 147 Aucher ; from the Armenian :) 

Canis cum persequebatur feram, per- 
veniens ad fossam profundam, iuxta quam 
duae erant semitae, una ad dexteram, altera 
in sinistram ; paullulum se sistens, quo ire 
oporteret, meditabatur. currens autem ad 
dexteram et nullum inveniens vestigium, 
reversus per alteram ibat. quando vero 
neque in ista aperte appareret aliquod 
signum, transiliens fossam, curiose indagat, 
praeter odoratum cursum accelerans ; satis 
declarans non obiter haec facere, sed potius 
vera inquisitione consilii. 

Consilium autem talis cogitationis dialec- 
tici appellant demonstrativum evidens quinti 
modi. quoniam vel ad dexteram fera fugit 
vel ad sinistram aut demum transiliit: et 
quidem haec et similes formae verborum 
explicantur ab hominibus ; verum intellegi- 
tur aon obscure et apud ceteros sine 
mendacitate, 
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Ibid. 84 (VIII 138, =p. 166 Aucher) : 
Proscribenda etiam eorum opinio, qui 

canem venaticum bestias persequentem 
autumarunt quinto argumenti modo uti. 

Plut. de sollertia animalium 13 $$ 45 (II 
969) : 

Oi 8 duadrexrixol gaci, tov Kiva TO did 
mreovov SueLevypeve xpdpevov év tats oAv- 
ox.déow drpamois, ovhdoyiler bau mpos €avTov 
‘nrow THVvOE 70 Onpiov OppyKey, 7 tHvde, [7 
tHvoe |: GANG pay ovTe THVOE, OUTE THVOE rave 
Aourdv apa’: THs pay aicOyoews ovdev 7) THY 
mpoodnyw ddoveys, Tod 6€ Adyov Ta Ajppara 
Kal TO OULTEpATLaA TOLS Anppacw emupepovros. 
ov pany Setrai ye TowavTys PapTuptas 6 KUwv 
yevdr)s y4p éoTe Kal KiBdnros- 4 n yop aio Onors 
abr Tols ixveot Kal Tots mvetpace tov Onpiov 
Tv guy émideixvcr, xalpew A€éyovoa SdieLevy- 
peévors aiwpac. Kal cvpmemAcypevots. 

Ael. n. a. vi 59: 

6 be > 6 \ ‘ 8 Xr 5 ‘ \ 
To 6€ éevGupnuatikov Kat dvadextiKov Kal TO 
a A X A e \ > ‘\ ‘ A 

Tovoe paAXov 7 TovdE aipeTiKoV ei Kal Ta Coa 
78 a vn » } oa nN a 2) 

oldev, eikdTws av elzousev SidacKadov TOV OAWV 
» \ 

Thy piow Guaxov. e“ol yovv Tis yevodpevos 
‘ / 

diadXextikyns Kat KUYN YET Lov por yeros exopevos 
Towatta €Acyev. Vy Onpatuci) KUOV, 7 © Os. 
ovKOUV ayo Kat ixvia Tet kal O pev ovx 
EwpaTd mw, pmetabéovca 5é% Kiwv evtvyxaver 

/ ‘ a> , eA ‘\ »” mov Tadpw, Kat duatropel dpa ye emt deka apet- 
xX vov 7) emt Garepa SuwoKew: as aToxpwvTws eddKet 

mp 

otabunoacba, eita evGvwpov simeperyndnoer. 
S s 

6 dackwy ovv diadextikds Te elvar Kal Onpatikods 
TavTn 7 ovvayew THV imép TOV AexGevTwv 
ereipaTo amobetew. emotaoa q KUOV eoKoreiro 
Kal mpos €avtiv eAeyev ‘ WTO Toe 7 THOE 7) 
exetvy 6 Aayas éerpareto. ovTEe piv THOE oUTE 
east Ls ” > Ney, 

THe exelvy apa.’ Kal ov por edoKer codiler bat 
TOV yap ixvOv p11) Gpwpevur él Tae THs TAPpor, 
KateXcireTo wrepTndnoar Tov Aayov atv. 

> / > 

elKOTWs ovV erndnoE Kal aiTH Kat’ adTov: ixvev- 
TU) yap Kal evpivos éxeivyn ye 1) KUwV HV. 

Sext. Empir. Pyrrhon. Hypotyp. I 14 
§ 69 (the passage which Montaigne had in 
view) : 

Kata O€ Tov Xpvourmov, Tov padtora zoXe- 
potvta Tots dddyos wos, Kal tis dowdipou 
duarextixys perexer’ pyol yap aitov 6 mpoetpy- 
Hévos avnp emuBadhew TO TEpTTw Sua mevovenv 
dvarroBeiKroy, oTav ert “tpiobov €\On* Kal Tas 
dvo ddovs ixvetoas bv dv ov bu AGe TO npiov, 
THY Tpitnv pnd ixvetoas, eddews oppyjoe bv 
avThs. vd pre a TOUTO adrov AoyiLeo Out 
gynow 6 dpxaitos. ‘7TOL ris 7 moe 7 H THE 
due TO Onptov: ovre S€ THdE, 7 THOSE, THdE 
dpa,’ 

Porphyr. de abstin. III 6: 

duaAextixijs bev adroit parw ot TO Goyov 
avTav Karan bilopevoe €ralew Tovs KUVas, KE- 
xpioOat Te TO Ova TAELOVWY dreLevypevy i ixver- 
ovTas, orav eis Tprddous apikwvran. ToL yap 
TavTny 7) éxetvyqy 7) THY érépay dareAnAvG eva TO 
Onptov- ovre dé TavT AV ouTE TavTaY" TAUTHY apa, 
Ka@?’ nv Nourov Kat SusKeuv. GAN’ EroULov déye 
dice tadita oveiv, OTe poets aita é€edi- 
Sacer. 

Basil. in hexaém. hom. ix 4 (I 84°): 
a A 
& yap ot Kata toAdIv cxoAnv Tod Biov Kabe- 

, A ~~ cal 

Copevor pordis e€edpov, Tas TOV ovdAdoyiopaV 
Aéeyw troKds, Tatra SeixvuTat Tapa THs dicews 
6 KUwv reTadevpevos. TO yap ixvos ToD Onpiov 
Suepevvdevos, éereidav evpy ato moAvTpoTws 
oxilopevov, Tas ExagTaxod Pepovoas extpoTas 
> / X \ ‘\ ‘ 

éreMGwv, povovovxt THY ovAdOyoTLK}Y hwviv 
3 7 bv e , on , } > s ae , adinas ov av rpacoce: 64 THVSE, Pyoty, ‘ érparn 

\ 6 / x / y Ry 3X 50 x / > x TO Onpiov 7 THVdE 7H emt TOde TO pépos: GAAG 
‘ »~ , 5 » Pi 5 , ¢ } 78 pay ovte THVdE OTE THVOE, AcLTOMEVOV eoTL THOE 

appnolat avto” Kal ottws TH avaipéoer TOV 
Wevdav ebpioret TO aAnbeés. ti Tepiroorepov 
TOLOveL ot ent TOV Siaypappdrov owepvas Kabe- 
Lopevor Kal TV KOvW Karapdooovres, TPLov 
TpoTacewy avatpovvTes Tas OVW, Kal év TH AeuTrO- 
pevyn TO GAnbeés eLevpiokortes ; 

Ambr. hexaém. vi 4 § 23 (I 219 Schenkl) : 

Exsortem rationis canem esse nemo 
dubitaverit ; tamen si sensus eius vigorem 
consideres, censes eum sentiendi sagacitate 
vim sibi rationis asciscere. denique quod 
pauci in gymnasiis constituti, qui totam in 
discendo vitae longinquitatem contriverint, 
vix potuerunt cognoscere, ut syllogismorum 
coniunctiones contexerent, hoc naturali canis 
eruditione conprehendere facile  poterit 
aestimari. nam ubi vestigium leporis cervive 
reppererit atque ad diverticulum semitae 
venerit et quoddam viarum compitum, quod 
partes in plurimas  scinditur, obiens 
singularum semitarum exordia tacitus secum 
ipse pertractat, velut syllogisticam vocem 
sagacitate colligendi erroris emittens. ‘aut 
in hance partem’ inquit ‘deflexit aut in 
illam, aut certe in hunc se anfractum 
contulit, sed nec in istam nee in illam 
ingressus est viam. superest igitur, ut in 
istam se partem sine dubitatione contulerit.’ 
quod homines vix prolixa compositae artis 
meditatione componunt, hoc canibus ex 
natura subpetit, ut ante mendacium 

deprehendant et postea falsitate repudiata 
inveniant veritatem. nonne totos dies 
conterunt philosophi propositiones sibi in 
pulvere dividentes, qui radio sibi describunt 

12 
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singulas et ex tribus, cum unam earum 
veram esse necesse sit, duas primo inter- 
ficiunt tamquam mendacio congruentes et 

sic in ea quae relicta est vim veritatis 
haerere definiunt. 

Joun E, B. Mayor. 

GREEK METRICAL INSCRIPTIONS FROM PHRYGIA. 

(Continued from Vol. XI. p. 138.) 

Vi 

Tuts inscription has since been published 

by A. Korte in the Géttingische Gelehrte 

Anzeigen, vol. 159 [1897], p. 407, with an 

additional line between lines 1 and 2 

|//\|onopynraov 

This we regard as a mere scratching 

made by an ignorant person, and having 

nothing to do with the inscription proper. 

LX, 

Found at Dorla: built into the wall of 

the mosque. 

avOpiruv majvtwv “YAas mpopepectatos 
Ely 

és Kabapa] mnyn, GérKedos abavarots, 
avOpérov, oft yav — ebrexéa -vatov 

"Ioalv]pa, 
cupravtwv| tpodeper, eixedos ‘Adio. 

5 dv mdvrjes pidcov pépores, aorot TE 
Eé[voli [re, 

3 X\ / \ / 3 rz Hoe vear tpolwepal, KaddAos ayacoa- 
preva. 

Saypd|r[tjos KaKds eotw Os éxmaydov 
eya| Ora, 

brtwv élerdvva(c)’ €[plvos [é]r’ jiKo- 
pLov. 

kAatoe dé] Kal piAcovea tov viéa moTVLG 
, 

ree ‘\ \ 4 > A. 

10 oliv waol(v) revéeou ayAatnv 

WNAAIKEIOONEWC odedov ce 
Jou aGavaro. d\Eecat 

The left part of the stone is wanting. 
Most of the restorations are due to Prof. 
Ramsay. épvos is a suggestion of Mr. 
W. R. Paton. 

1. “YAas: the normal quantity is “YXas, 
as the verses of Virgil show (Hel. vi. 44 
cet.). 2. Oéoxedos is cited from Nonnus and 
Coluthus in this sense of ‘like unto the 
gods.’ 3. "Ioavpa is acc. plur., and is here 
used uniquely for the country. Its ordinary 
meaning is the town, while the country is 

called by Strabo “Ioavpud. The form 
Tsauria is not used until late times (De-Vit’s 

Onomasticon). 5. The final ¢ of pépozes is 
lengthened. 6. tpoyepat is proposed with 
diffidence. 

xe 

Found at Dedelii Yaila, in Lycaonia, and 
copied by Rev. A. C. Headlam, who travelled 
with Prof. Ramsay in 1890. 

avjep[a] KvdddAysov dyavodpovos 70 
ayaBoto 

via told marépos yains 7 éprBodov 

dpovpys, : 
pvijpa | Tooe KEvOL Piri evi TaTpidx yain, 

A jeAuavor, KA[v}rov avépa Bpotav ayabav 

TE TOKHWV, 
5 dvOpér|wv ox’ dpirrov 

yain. 

2 ee , ec , a 
év évjexa of TOde oHpo. 

GKOLTLS 
»” , ° 4 > / 

éorn|ocav pynpns éritivBiov éxtedecavres. 
Sjplos 8 yro mavta teA€coaro, 1) Tay’ 

Graves. 

£1: Ce , 
ey €VL mat piou 

é7) Ovyarnp Kat 

1. The o of xvdddinov is lengthened like 
the ein ix. 1.5. 3. The « of rode is notably 
lengthened. dri is an error of the 
engraver for the qiAy proper to this 
Homeric phrase. 4. Acdvavov = AdiALavov. 
This is the Latin name Zaelianus (D. Cass. 61, 
6; C.LL. ii. 419 (Teos) ; 5973 cet.). For the 
shortening of theacf. Taruavés. Translate: 
‘a famous man among mortals, and (born of) 
good parents.’ Such brevity of expression 
would not be found in a literary compo- 

sition. 5. é7: the stone has €HC. 
7. éxurivBiov ojpa is found also in C.L.G. 
3685 (Liddell and Scott): note éxreAécaytes 
masc., though the nouns in agreement are 
fem. 8. Ojos is doubtful. Translate: 
‘The people or, perchance, everybody.’ If 
this be right, the reference is to a public 
funeral. My friend, Mr. W. B. Anderson, 
however, would read air]os 6 to. wavta 
tehécoato, 7 Tax’ amavres, and translates: 
‘Verily he hath fulfilled the whole span of 
life, as all men must quickly do.’ In 
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support of this view it may be mentioned Homer, and that this epigram is full of 
that raya always has the temporal force in Homeric recollections. 

2. Ik 

Found at Kutaya (ancient Kotiaion). 

Ovn T0(s) | 

| "Hy igs | 

oe cae feb | oan PS gas 
| av | ™ | 4 

ee oe 

ay Female. Male. o_- 
2 a O 

5 <7 No infant. < 

Avp. Mapiwv rp idta cw Bio ’Addia xe AcxAnm- 
dn vid Ke “Appia tebpenpervy x[é] T[Z]ros Lav rq pytpr Ke “Ap 
pia ovvBiw Ke AokAnriddy adeddw Ke Bpediv zpooly 

nye evopevy nyepov bXiywv aveotncey pyypns Yap. yov 
10 ei dé Gedis od pally, tapodeita, de Képy KaTaKeire pera. 10 

oVVTpo- 
gov ’Ao- 

ei O€ KANT 
TLS 7O- aoov. 

15 cotou ava. pLe- 15 
xipa THY gov TO 
Bapv- Bpéos 
pOovov, EXOUCL. 
TOUS Te 0 TaTIp, 

20 purecot- ToAAa 20 
TO ovV- oreva- 
popys. xov idé- 

NS Tra- 
Adpans, 
Kat Ge- 29 
TOs € v- 

de yap 
E€vos 

gevw 
30 Ov 6 zaryp Ta Too6r- KaXov TOTE ézroiet 

Ta Kabidev ovde yitwv yirov. 
ov ede Ee, [je |v 

Plough and yoke of oxen. OUTW TOTE 7) VEMETLS 
TEPLEOTN. 

5. The name of the stone-cutter is often Pape-Benseler. 6. Aip(#duos) is perhaps the 
added in inscriptions of this district: see commonest praenomen in Phrygia. The 
Ramsay’s Cities and Bishoprics, vol. i. p- genealogy here is :— 
558. The name EvyAv¢is is not recorded in . 

Aur. Marion = Apphia 
Af 

| 
Asklepiades (ctvytpopos) Ammia = Titos 

Bpegos 
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7. rOpeupey: Veitch gives only the 

form réOpaypar as perf. pass. of tpéepo. 

Opeupevos is given from modern Greek by 

Jannaris, p. 278. «¢ for a in inscriptions 

is very frequent as ké, katakeite (10) ete. 

Examples from MSS. are given in 

Starkie’s excellent edition of the Vespae, 

p- lili, see also Jannaris’ Historical Greek 

Grammar, § 49. The stone reads here 

K¥FITOC: the engraver has by mistake 

put the small horizontal stroke after the T 

instead of after the K. 8. Bpediw zpocy. 

hu. or. ‘the little babe added (to the family) 
for a few days.’ Bpéduov is cited by Liddell 
and Scott only from ‘ Byz.’ 10. 6éds for 
Géras: cf. pabiv, xipa (16), yirwv (31) 
etc., cf. Jannaris, § 34. After line 10 
the inscription proceeds down the right 
side, the left side being disconnected. 
The latter consists of a formula very 

frequent in this district: cf. Kaibel 

Epigrammata Graeca 376 (examples from 

Aizanoi, Kotiaion, etc.) and Ramsay’s Cities 

and Bishoprics inscr. 238 (=C.LG. 3893, 

from Eumeneia). 14-15. rocoto. = mpoooire 

of. toosvra (30-1). ‘The form zos for zpos 

is often found in this district’ (W. M. R.). 

19. We must write roujs cvvpopys (dat. plur.) 

on the analogy of the other inscr. The 

engraver has accidentally omitted some 

word which should come after rovys, to make 

the line metrically complete, perhaps dapys. 

19 ff. (right) ‘The father, mourning much 

for his own handiwork, buried him.’ For. 

orevdxew With the genitive, cf. Prof. J ebb’s 

note on Soph. Hl. 1075-6. addpy used = 

‘child’ appears to be unique. For xarefero 

ef. Od. 24, 190 of « daovipavtes pédava 

Bporov é& drehéwv Katbépevor yoaouev. 

’ A. SouTER. 
Aberdeen, Scotland. 

(To be concluded.) 

THE NOTES MESE AND HYPATE IN GREEK MUSIC. 

In Aristotle’s nineteenth problem there 
are references to mese, the middle note of 
the ancient heptachord, which lead to the 
inference that this note played a very im- 
portant part in musical compositions ; and 
modern writers have usually followed Helm- 
holtz in assuming that it was somewhat 
analogous to the tonic or keynote in modern 
music. This view finds some support in 
the eleventh chapter of Claudius Ptolemy’s 
second book, where the positions of the 
various scales are deduced from their meses. 
But had the Greeks any feeling for key 
and keynote in the modern sense? It must 
be remembered that modern tonality grows 
out of our elaborate system of harmony, of 
which the Greeks knew nothing; and a 
comparison of the recently discovered speci- 
mens of ancient Greek music with the words 
of Aristotle seems to suggest another view 
of the matter. 

The passages in Aristotle inform us that 
in all well composed melodies the mese is 
frequently employed, and all good composers 
have constant recourse to it; while, if they 
leave it, they hasten to return to it, just as 

in good Greek the conjunctions re and kat 
are constantly used. Again, if, after a lyre 
has been properly tuned, the mese is altered 
(or put out of tune), all the strings will 
sound wrong ; whereas, if any other string 
is put out of tune, and the mese left intact, 
only that one string sounds wrong, because 
all the intervals are determined by their 
relation to mese. In another passage mese 
is spoken of as the jyeuov of the tetrachord, 
and the reference to the descent of the 
melody by a fourth has led Westphal to 
the conclusion that compositions usually 
ended on the note hypate, a conclusion 
which recent discoveries have shown to be 
well founded. Ptolemy, in the chapter 
alluded to above, shows very clearly that 
the names of the notes, hypate, parhypate, 
lichanos, mese, etc., were used in a twofold 

sense ; first as referring to their position in 
a particular key, secondly as referring to 
their place in the complete schemes of sound 
called the greater and lesser perfect systems. 
The first nomenclature was called thetic, 

the second dynamic. An example in one 
octave-species will make this clear. 
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PHRYGIAN OCTAVE. 

2 Hypate Parhypate Lichanos Trite Paranete Nete 
Thebic names Meson Meson Meson Mese Paramese Diez. Diez. Diez 

: s€22 
ca BT es Ee [ko a 
——————— 

Lichanos Hypate Parhyp. Lichanos Mese Paramese Trite Paranete 
Dynamic names 

Hypaton Meson Meson 

Tt will be seen that in all keys (except 
the Dorian) there are two meses as there are 
two of all other names. Which mese Aris- 
totle referred to is a matter of doubt, and 
will perhaps be sc until more examples of 
ancient music are discovered. With the 
Dorian key, as the names coincide through- 
out, there can be no doubt ; and fortunately 
we have more than one example in the 
Dorian mode by which I can illustrate the 
view I propose to explain. 

There seems little doubt that the 
inflections still in use in the Roman 
liturgy are merely a musical setting of 
the natural rise and fall of the voice 
in speaking; and the so-called ‘neu- 
matic’ notation (out of which our notation 
has developed) was an attempt to represent 
the rise and fall of the voice graphically. 
Dom Pothier refers to this in Les Mélodies 
Grégoriennes (p. 34), where he says, ‘ Les 
neumes les plus ordinaires, et probablement 
les plus anciens, out pour élément constitutif 
le signe méme de l’accent dans le discours : 
c’est-a-dire le trait dont le sommet est in- 
cliné tantét 4 gauche tantét a droit, employé 
par les grammariens pour exprimer que le 
son de la voix sur telle ou telle ee: est 
relativement grave ou aigu.’ : 
‘Celui qui parle éléve naturellement la Voix 
sur certaines syllabes et la fléchit sur d’au- 
tres; ce sont ces divers mouvements de 
voix que les anciens ont appelés accents.’ 
Of the importance attached to the rise and 
fall of the voice in ancient days there is an 
example in the fourth century Virgil in 
the Laurentian Library at Florence, which 
was provided at a later date with a large 
number of ‘neumes’ ; and still more striking 
evidence is the ‘rule of the accent,’ dis- 
covered by Crusius and Monro, showing 
how intimately Greek music was connected 
with the natural inflections of the voice. 
In fact, such Greek music as we have, 
seems to be more or less a regulation of the 
natural rise and fall of the speaking voice 
by musical intervals, larger or smaller 

Meson Diezeugmenon Diezeugmenon 

according to the will of the composer,! and 
this simple form of music still exists in the 
priest’s part in our liturgy. 

When the music of the early church had 
been systematised and regulated, the note 
corresponding to the normal pitch of the 
speaking voice was called the ‘dominant,’ 
and the melody worked round the dominant, 
often returning to it, though it did not 
necessarily begin and end on it: while the 
dominant varied according to the different 
modes. It must be borne in mind that the 
Gregorian dominant was essentially different 
from the modern harmonic dominant. The 
melody ended on the ‘final,’ which was a 
third, fourth, fifth, or a sixth below the 
dominant, according to the mode. I wish 
to suggest that by substituting the word 
‘dominant’ in the Gregorian sense for 
‘mese,’ and the word ‘ final’ for hypate, we 
shall probably get nearer to the meaning of 
Aristotle’s remarks and Ptolemy’s descrip- 
tion, than by calling the mese ‘tonic,’ and 

hypate ‘dominant’ (in the modern sense), 
as has hitherto been done: and I think this 
view is more or less borne out by the few 
fragments of Greek music that we have. 
We read in Greek theoretical works of 
metabole of system,2 which produces a 
change of mese. Thus, Bacchius senior, 
p- 13, speaking of metabole Says, Svornpariy) 
Tota cori 5 OTav €k TOU DroKeysevou vor npa- 

TUKOS eis erepov ovoTnma dvaxopnoy 0 peAwdta 
Erépav peonv Katackevatovca. It seems 
almost certain that the thetic mese is here 
referred to, for the dynamic mese is the 
same in all the seven principal keys, and a 
change of system would not alter it: 
whereas a change from the Dorian to the 
Phrygian or Lydian mode would produce a 
corresponding change of thetic mese, and a 

1 Modern vocal music, being influenced by har- 
monic and many other considerations, is far more 
artificial than this, and stands on a differe nt basis. 

2 I have suggested a possible use of the ‘system’ 
in Greek musical composition in Vol. ix. No. 8 of 
this Review. 
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change of the scale intervals. It would be 
equivalent to changing from the first church 
mode (dominant A, final D) to the third 
(dominant C, final E) or fifth (dominant C, 
final F), the distribution of tones and semi- 
tones differing in each. 

Of the fragments of Greek music that 
have come down to us, the most important 
is undoubtedly the Delphic Hymn to 
Apollo, discovered in 1893. It is in the 
Phrygian notation, and according to M. 
Reinach and all other authorities, in the 
Dorian mode or octave. This example offers 
no difficulty, for, as I have mentioned above, 
mese by position and mese by power are 
the same note in the Dorian mode. M. 
Reinach points out (Bulletin de Corre- 
spondance Hellénique, 1893, p. 597) that the 
note which is by far the most frequently 
used is C, that is to say, the Dorian mese at 
the Phrygian pitch: while the one place 
where a full close has been preserved on the 
stone shows a descent from C to G, ie. 
from mese to hypate, or, according to my 
suggestion, from the dominant to the final. 
The Tralles hymn is in the Iastian notation, 
and M. Gevaert shows (La Mélopée Antique, 
p. 386) that the mode is Jastian. Here D 
represents thetic mese, and the melody 
appears to revolve round this note, as round 
a Gregorian dominant. Hypate meson is 
A, and the melody does not end on this 
note, but on E, the fourth below, that is, 
hypate hypaton, thus maintaining the prin- 
ciple of ending on the lowest note of a 
tetrachord. Is it possible that we have 
here a metabole of system producing the 
érépa eon alluded to by Bacchius senior ? 

The second Delphic hymn is attributed 
by M. Gevaert (Za Mél. Ant., p. 451) to the 
Dorian mode, its notation being Lydian and 
Hypolydian. This hymn is in a far more 
fragmentary condition than the last two 
examples, and therefore much stress cannot 
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be laid on any deductions from it. It is 
divided by M. Gevaert into ten sections for 
convenience of reference. The melody of 
the first section appears to revolve on D, 
the mese, and to end on A, the hypate. In 
the second, third, fifth, and sixth sections 
E appears to play the part of a dominant, 
and all these sections end on this note or 
its octave below. Perhaps here we have 
again a érépa péont Of the last section 
Van Jan says that it ends on mese, but 
Gevaert contests this, and supposes that ‘ le 
docte professeur de Strasbourg aura, par 
distraction, écrit mése voulant écrire 

hypate.’ 
With regard to the well-known Graeco- 

Roman hymns, M. Gevaert shows (La Mel. 
Ant., p. 40), that in the ‘Hymn to Helios’ 
hypate is the principal ‘note de repos,’ 2.¢. 
the final of the various phrases, while ‘ La 
mése (A) remplit bien ici sa fonction mé- 
diatrice.’ The ‘Hymn to the Muse’ ends 
on the Dorian hypate, but mese is not so 
prominent as in the other examples. The 
hymn to Nemesis is, according to M. 
Gevaert, ‘in the ‘relaxed Iastian’ mode, 
equivalent to the Phrygian octave D to D, 
but with G as its final. If the hymn be 
transposed from its original pitch to the 
octave D to D, it will be found that G is the 
note most frequently used ; and it seems to 
play the part of a dominant here, in that 
the melodic design ‘ circule autour de cette 
corde centrale.’ It is, moreover, the thetic 
mese in the Phrygian octave, a point in 
favour of the view that the thetic, and not 
the dynamic mese is the one to which 
composers had ‘ constant recourse.’ 

But whether thetic or dynamic, does not 
affect the contention that a note used in 
the way described must have been analogous 
to a Gregorian dominant, rather than toa 
harmonic keynote. 

C. Aspy WILLIAMS. 

THE AORIST INJUNCTIVE IN LATIN. 

In his Vergleichende Syntax (Zweiter Theil, 
pp. 376-383), Delbriick does me the honour 
of taking my articles on The Latin 
Prohibitive as the basis of his discussion 
of ‘Der alte Injunctiv Aoristi im 
Lateinischen.’ While I am highly gratified 
to find that in his own words ‘ Unsere 
Ansichten gehen eine gute Strecke mit 
einander, I am nevertheless not quite 

satisfied with the treatment he accords to 
certain features of my discussion, and feel 
that at one point he has quite misinter- 
preted my meaning. It is with the hope of 
making my own position clearer, that I 
venture to offer the following remarks upon 
Delbriick’s treatment. 

In the first place, it seems to me that 
the words he sometimes uses in describing the 
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force of the aorist are open to criticism. He 
describes this force as invariably ‘ punk- 
tuell’—a term by which he says (p. 14) he 
means ‘dass die Handlung mit ihrem 
Hintritt zugleich vollendet ist.’ I cannot 
believe that Delbriick really means by these 
words what he seems to say. If taken 
literally, the words would make him express 
the belief that the aorist tense in bellum 
gestum est, or in moAAa yap érAnv, for 
instance, means that the act itself was 
finished as soon as begun. Anyone who 
holds the view which the words quoted from 
Delbriick literally express would have to 
claim that the aorist could be used only of 
so-called instantaneous acts. I suspect 
therefore that the particular wording of this 
definition is due to a lack of care and 
precision, of which Delbriick is very rarely 
guilty. I feel sure that Delbriick would at 
once agree that the aorist tense implies 
absolutely nothing with reference to the 
length of duration of an act or a state. The 
act or state may have lasted for years or 
only for an instant. The length of duration 
is something with which the aorist tense is 
not in the least concerned. What Delbriick 
evidently means is that, when a person, in 
referring to any act, uses the aorist tense, he 
disregards for the moment the progress of 
the act and conceives of it as an entirety. 
The aorist makes quick work of the thought 
about the act; when used of a past act, it 
does not necessarily imply anything what- 
ever about the nature of the act itself, 
though of course it is frequently and 
naturally used of so-called instantaneous 
acts. If this is what Delbriick means, then 
our views are identical as regards the 
fundamental meaning of the aorist tense. 
In one or two features of its application, we 
are apparently somewhat at variance, but 
not so much at variance as Delbriick seems 
to suppose. On page 381 he says: ‘ Elmer 
ist offenbar der Meinung, in ne feceris miisse 
eigentlich der Sinn der Vergangenheit 
stecken, wahrend thatsiichlich der Sinn der 
Vergangenheit nicht darin liegt, sondern 
nur gelegentlich als Wirkung des Sinnes der 
Periode hineinkommen kann.’ I confess I 
do not quite see how my articles, as a whole, 
could give the impression that I hold the 
view here ascribed to me. Indeed I 
distinctly say on p. 6 (138) that ne feceris does 
not contain any notion of ‘ Vergangenheit.’ 
My words are: ‘ Ne feceris cannot mean 
literally “ Do not, prior to a certain point in 
the future, have done it.””* In one respect, 
however, the distinction, it seems to me, 

still holds. In ne feceris there is at least no 
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thought of the progress of the act. The 
expression deals with an act in its entirety. 
The beginning, the progress and the end of 
the act are brought together and focussed in 
a single conception. The idea of the act is 
not dwelt upon, but merely touched, for an 
instant, and then dismissed. The speaker 
as it were, makes short work of the thought.’ 
I certainly meant by these words exactly 
what I understand Delbriick to have 
intended, when he describes the force of the 
aorist as ‘punktuell.’ Our views are then 
still identical, If I understand Delbriick 
aright, we start from exactly the same 
point of view. 
We now come, however, to a point of real 

difference of opinion. At the bottom of p. 
383 Delbriick has the following words: ‘ Es 
lag gewiss nahe, das Perf. und Pris. 
gelengentlich in der von Elmer beobachten 
Weise zu gebrauchen, denn es ist zuzugeben, 
dass das Priisens sich fiir einen auf rapide 
Ausfiihrung berechneten Befehl nicht eignet, 
aber das ist nur eine gelegentlich auftretende 
Folgeerscheinung.’ It is clear then that, as 
far as the distinction between ne feceris and 
ne facias is concerned, Delbriick regards the 
speaker’s earnest or impassioned mood, 
which I claimed was a_ characteristic 
accompaniment of the perfect tense, as 
something that always remains wholly 
incidental, z.e. something that is not at all 
suggested by the tense itself. My claim, on 
the other hand, is that the fundamental mean- 
ing of the perfect (aorist) subjunctive is such 
that it is not natural to use it of the future 
except when one is (or is pretending to be) 
thoroughly aroused, or wishes to speak with 
unusual energy; that this feeling was 
therefore, at least until comparatively late 
times, regularly associated with such uses of 
the perfect tense ; and that, in this sense, 
such a feeling on the part of the speaker 
may be regarded as an essential characteristic 
of the perfect tense and the one by which 
it came to be chiefly distinguished from the 
present tense in the minds of the Romans. 
At this point I wish to call attention to 
what seems to me to be a serious error that is 
wont to be made in discussing questions of 
this character. Perhaps I cannot better 
serve my purpose than by quoting here the 
following extracts from my Studies in 
Latin Moods and Tenses that is now in press 
for the Cornell Studies of Classical Philology : 

‘It seems to me that a serious mistake 
has been made, on the part of grammarians, 
in making no distinction between the perfect, 
or aoristic, conception as applied to the future 
and the same conception as applied to the 
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past. Undoubtedly the original fundamental 
idea is the same in both cases, but I contend 
that the perfect (aorist), when used of the 

| future, came to be associated and identified 
_ with ideas that were wholly foreign to past 
_ uses of the same tense. 

‘The perfect (aorist) indicative deals with 
an act that is finished. In presenting a past 
event, it merely touches the idea of the act 
and then leaves it. It differs from the 
imperfect much as “ glance at” differs from 
‘gaze at.” But this “ glance” at the act has 
nothing to do with the real character of the 
act itself. This act may have been performed 
quickly or slowly, energetically or deliber- 
ately ; it may have lasted for years or only 
for an instant. With all of these particulars 
the perfect (aorist) indicative is not in the 
least concerned. It merely presents the act 
as one that took place; such an act is now 
beyond the sphere of anybody’s influence— 
it is no longer a subject of suspense. But 
with the future use of the perfect subjunc- 
tive, circumstances are quite different. The 
act is now one which ‘s in suspense. Instead 
of taking a calm view of past events, the 
speaker is now referring to events whose 
character, in the case of expressions of the 
will, he himself is endeavouring to shape 
and determine, or, in the case of the con- 
tingent future subjunctive, would under 
certain conditions shape and determine. 
Under such circumstances, the manner of 
looking at the act came, naturally enough, 
to be very closely associated with, and 
dependent upon, the manner in which the 
act was to be performed. My meaning will 
be made clearer by the use of English 
illustrations. Let us take the expression 
“you went’, corresponding to the ordinary 
aorist of past events, and “ be gone !”’, repre- 
senting fairly well! the use of the aorist of 

1 T say only ‘fairly well’ for the reason that some 
might insist on regarding ‘ be gone!’ as a perfect 
instead ofan aorist. Butin either case the expression 
serves the purpose for which I have used it, as all 
idea of progress is eliminated from the thought. As 
applied to the future, the perfect and the aorist 
resemble each other in that they both alike include 
the end of the act; they differ in that the perfect 
represents it as one to be performed prior to a future 
time, the aorist represents it as one to be performed 
in its entirety (the end of the act being therefore in- 
cluded) af a future time with no idea of priority. 
But as the idea of completion, or accomplishment, is 
common to the two tenses, the expression ‘be 
gone,’ however it is explained, is sufficiently apropos. 
That the perfect and the aorist conceptions approach 
each other under certain circumstances, is shown by 
the facts that a Greek aorist seems often best trans- 
lated by an English perfect and that both tenses are 
in Latin represented by the sameform. In si wenerit, 
wideat, the wenerit is a perfect subjunctive ; in ne 
ueneris, the weneris is an aorist. 
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future acts. In the expression “ you went,’’ 
the speaker is merely stating that, as a 
matter of fact, the act of going took place in 
the past. The length of its duration is a 
matter about which the speaker is not con- 
cerned. He merely dismisses the act with a 
single glance. It is clear that this quick 
glance at the act of going is not determined, 
or even influenced in the slightest degree, 
by the character, or manner, or duration of 
that act itself. But in the case of the 
future use of the aorist, illustrated in ‘be 
gone !’’, a moment’s thought will show that 
the manner of looking at the act depends 
largely on the manner in which the speaker 
expects or wishes the act to be performed. 
“ Be gone!” represents, to be sure, a quick 
glance at a future act of going, but this 
form of expression is chosen only because 
the speaker wants the act itself to be 
promptly and quickly accomplished. So, in 
such uses of the perfect (aorist) subjunctive 
as in di faxint, etc., while the tense primarily 
indicates the manner in which the act is 
looked at, it also indicates, with equal clear- 
ness, the character which the act itself is 
thought of as assuming. Every such perfect 
(aorist) tense hurries the thought and fixes 
the attention at once upon the accomplish- 
ment and completion of the act. And just 
as the use of “be gone!” instead of “ go” 
shows with absolute certainty that the speaker 
is thoroughly aroused, so do similar uses of 
the perfect subjunctive in Latin betray a 
similar state of mind.’ 

It only remains now to decide whether 
this theory that the perfect subjunctive in 
prohibitions indicates an aroused state of 
mind harmonizes with actual usage. I can- 
not feel that Delbriick does full justice to 
the state of things shown to exist by my 
collection of instances. Especially unfair, 
it seems to me, is the manner in which, in 
testing my theory, he passes by Plautus and 
Terence, the only authors who freely use 
both the present and the perfect tenses, and 
who form therefore the only field where the 
phenomenon can be satisfactorily studied. 
I cannot conceive how anyone, who compares 
all the instances of the perfect and present 
tenses from the earliest times down to the 
time of Livy (for which see my articles), can 
hesitate to admit that, with rare exceptions 
(comparatively speaking), it is very clear 
that speakers who use the perfect tense are 
(or for evident reasons are pretending to be) 
thoroughly aroused, and that those who use 
the present tense are perfectly calm and in 
commonplace situations. I feel all the more 
justified in insisting upon this as a fact that 
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must be recognized, for the reason that this 
distinction between the tenses has, during 
the three years since the publication of my 
articles, been publicly recognized by no less 
than six authors of Latin grammars.! In- 
deed Delbriick himself does not explicitly 
deny that my distinction will hold for 
Plautus and Terence. But he claims that it 
breaks down when tested by certain passages 
in Cato and Cicero’s Letters, and cites, in 

_ support of this claim, especially Cato 4 
vicinis bonus esto : familiam ne stueris peccare. 

Let us consider for a moment what 
attitude it is proper for us to assume 
towards such a sentence as this. After a 
careful and exhaustive study of all the 
instances of the perfect tense from the 
earliest period down to the time of Livy, we 
have discovered that, with rare exceptions, it 
is beyond all dispute that the perfect is 
associated with emotion and energy of 
expression, the present with a calm mood 
and commonplace situations. But there are 
a few instances of the perfect, namely, the 
exceptions above referred to, where the tone 
in which the writer wishes his utterance to 
be understood is not made clear by the 
context. If the writer himself could read 
the passage to us, his voice would, of course, 
betray the tone. But with only the written 
page before us, we are left to our own 
resources to detect that tone. Now when 
we have found, in all those passages where 
the tone is beyond all dispute, that the 
perfect is used only when the speaker is 
aroused or unusually energetic, is it not 
allowable to conclude, or, rather, are we not 
forced to conclude, that, in passages where 
there is no other indication of the tone 
intended, the perfect tense still continues to 
represent the same idea and to betray the 
same feeling? Now Cato, in the passage 
above quoted, says ne siweris where he might 
have used any one of the several other forms 
of prohibition. I presume it will be admitted 
by everybody that the expression ‘ Do not 

1 Bennett, Latin Grammar § 276, and Appendix 
§ 358 d. ; Gildersleeve-Lodge, Latin Grammar § 272, 
2, Remark, and Gildersleeve, in the American Journal 
of Philology, vol. xviii. 1, p. 123; Schmalz, in the 
Berliner Philologische Wochenschrift for June 20, 
1896, column 794; Sonnenschein, in his review of 
Gildersleeve’s grammar, Classical Review, vol. x., 
No. 1, p. 64; Ziemer, in the Wochenschrift fiir 
Klassische Philologie for April 22, 1896, column 459 ; 
and apparently Golling in the Zeitschrift fiir die oester. 
Gymnasien for 1895, column 1074. The correctness 
of my conclusions is further acknowledged by Hey in 
the Archiv fiir Lat. Lexikographie u. Grammatik for 
1895, by Giles in 4 Short Manual of Comparative 
Philology, p. 439, note, and by Buck in The Oscan- 
Umbrian Verb System (University of Chicago Studies 
in Classical Philology, vol. i. p. 140). 
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allow it’ is one that admits of being uttered 
in a very commonplace manner, or with 
great energy. If there are, outside of the 
expression itself, no certain means of finding 
out just how much or how little importance 
Cato attached to this particular prohibition, 
is it not, nevertheless, natural, under the 
condition of things which we have found to 
exist elsewhere, to suppose that the tense of 
ne siueris in itself indicates that Cato wishes 
to lay great stress upon it, and accordingly 
chooses the most energetic form of ex- 
pression? Indeed, the context itself in this 
instance shows that Cato did attach the 
utmost importance to this particular pro- 
hibition, for he goes on to say that a 
farmer’s success depends upon a compliance 
with it (si te libenter wicinitas urdebit, facilius 
tua uendes, operas facilius locabis, etc.). 
When Delbriick says of this passage, ‘ Es 
heisst einfach so viel als ‘‘verhindere dass sie 
das thun”’ he is indulging in mere assertion 
and seems to me to be begging the whole 
question. He adds further ‘man soll sich 
nicht vorstellen, dass die Leute allerhand 
Boses thun, und der Gutsbesitzer be- 
schiftigt ist, sie daran zu verhindern,’ ete. 
Why then did Cato consider it necessary to 
give this prohibition at all? The fact that 
Cato uses the prohibition and makes so 
much depend upon it, shows very clearly 
that such a caution was needed. The only 
question is then: In what tone did he intend 
it? And the answer to this question must 
be sought by making a study of all those 
passages in which this particular form of 
prohibition is used. I have tried to answer 
it in the light of such a study. And the 
few passages like the one cited from Cato 
must, it seems to me, be studied in a similar 
manner and interpreted in the light of 
similar evidence. 

One other passage, cited against me by 
Delbriick, I cannot pass by unnoticed, viz. 
Cic. ad Att. x. 13, 1 scribes igitur ac, st quid 

ad spem poteris, ne dimiseris. Tu Antoni 
leones pertimescas caue: nihil est ilo homine 
iucundius. On this passage, Delbriick writes: 
‘ist darin etwa dimiseris mit grossem Ernst, 
pertimescas aber in anderer Stimmung 
geschrieben? Gewiss nicht, sondern ne 
dimiseris heisst “lass nicht fahren’’’ und 
ist punktuell, cave pertimescas aber ‘‘‘sei nicht 
(bestiindig) in Angst” und ist durativ.’ If 
Delbriick, at this point in his discussion, had 
had clearly in mind certain other parts of 
my article, he would not have written these 
words under the impression that the change 
of tense seen in this passage is opposed to 
the distinction that 1 make between the 
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tenses. So far is this change of tense from 
being opposed to my theory, that it is exactly 
what that theory would demand and is in 
strong confirmation of it. Compare, for in- 
stance, my words on p. 14 (146): ‘If my dis- 
tinction between the two tenses is correct, we 
should expect that a prohibition dealing with 
mere mental action e.g. “Do not suppose,” 
“ Do not be surprised,” “ Do not be afraid” 
would commonly take the present tense, be- 
cause such prohibitions would not commonly 
be accompanied by strong emotion, and, as far 
as the interests of the speaker are concerned, tt 
matters little whether the prohibition be com- 
plied with or not. Such a condition of things 
is exactly what we find,’ etc., etc. It will be 
clear from this quotation that cae per- 
timescas is in exact accord with my theory. 
The act referred to in ne dimiseris is some- 
thing that concerns the happiness and 
welfare of Cicero and his friends. Cicero, 
as is shown by the letters written by him at 
this period, is in terrible anxiety and 

suspense—he does not know whether his 
cause is, or is not, past all hope. The failure 
to comply with the prohibition ne dimiseris 
might mean utter despair, and, naturally 
enough, he throws his whole heart into the 
prohibition. But there is nothing about 
the idea of pertimescas caue to call for 
emotional expression; the mention of the 
leones is a playful allusion to a mere myth 
that Antonius was wont to ride in a carriage 
drawn by lions, and how lightly these words 
are uttered is shown by the sentence that 
immediately follows them, viz. nihil est illo 
homine iucundius. As regards the meaning 
of the present tense here and elsewhere, I 
am in complete accord with Delbriick as will 
appear more clearly in my Studies, above 
mentioned. 

Finally, I come to a state of things which 
Delbriick’s theory, as it seems to me, utterly 
fails to account for. He claims that, as far 
as the character itself of the perfect tense is 
concerned, it is merely ‘ punktuell,’ and that, 
if the speaker who uses it is frequently 
aroused with emotion and is speaking with 
unceremoniousness or with unusual earnest- 
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ness, this is merely incidental and this tone 
is not conveyed or suggested by the tense 
itself. How then will Delbriick account for 
the fact, brought out in my Latin Prohibitive ° 
that there is (at least prior to Livy) not a 
single instance in Latin literature (whether 
in prose or poetry) of ne with the perfect 
subjunctive used in a dignified, ceremonious, 
deferential style. Why does not Cicero, for 
instance, occasionally use it in addressing 
the judges? He addresses prohibitions to 
them with great frequency. Why does he 
always adupt some other form of prohibi- 
tion? It cannot be because he has any 
particular prejudice against ne with the 
perfect subjunctive, for he uses this form of 
prohibition very frequently in his colloquial 
styles. In his letters there are fourteen in- 
stances of this use and these, almost without 
exception, are addressed to- bosom friends 
with whom he was wont to throw off all 
ceremony, often indulging in good-natured 
raillery and abuse and unrestrained passion- 
ate outbursts. If, as I contend, the perfect \ 
tense came to be associated and identified \ 
with an unceremonious, energetic tone, the | 
absence of this mode of expression from ! 
ceremonious styles is fully accounted for. 
But if the force of the aorist is purely and 
simply ‘ punktuell,’ then I fail to see why 
Cicero, for instance, did not occasionally use 

it In addressing a judge as well as in writing 
to his legal friend Trebatius, whom he was 
so fond of hauling over the coals. 

It will also be noticed that Delbriick 
himself admits (e.g. pp. 377, 380) that there 
are passages which his own theory fails to 
explain. 

While I have felt inclined to question the 
justness of these few details of his treatment 
of the Latin perfect subjunctive, I cannot, 
in closing, refrain from expressing my pro- 
found admiration of, and my gratitude for, 
the monumental services which Delbriick has, 
by his latest volume, as by his preceding 
volumes, rendered to all students of 
language. 

H. C. ELMer. 
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. 

: in Fy 
r ‘S 

DE VITA CONTEMPLATIVA, 483, 46_f. 

“Ov evypgato Siadepovtws 7) oikeia Gewpetv. result differing from that reached by Mr. 
Conybeare, the most recent editor of the 
treatise. Philo is describing the allegorical 
exegesis of the Therapeutae, which, says he, 
rests upon the idea that the Jewish Law is 

A stupy of the form in which this passage 
occurs in Eusebius, H.#. ii. 17, has led me 
in view of the variants in the MSS. to a 
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like a living being, its body answering to 
the literal precepts, its soul to the unseen 
thought enshrined in the words—yvyxnv de 
Tov évaToKeievov Tats A€Leaw adparov vodv. 
Then Mr. Conybeare’s text continues, év @ 
npsato 4» AoyiKyn Wrxy SiadepdvTws Ta oiketa 
Gewpeiv Gorep Sua KaTorTpov TaV dvomaTwV 
egaicia KadAn vonpatwv éudepopeva Katidodvca, 
«.7.A. Taking this as it stands, as repre- 
senting some stage of the text, he looks 
about for the subject to npgéaro...xatidoica, 
and can only find it by going back four 
lines, changing the text on the sole 
authority of the Armenian version from ai 
b& efnyyoes...yivovrar to » dé e&yynoss... 
yiverar, and throwing the three lines which 
follow, as far as vody, into a parenthesis. 
Even so, as he feels in his note, é&jynovs is 
no fit subject to jpéaro Oewpeiv. And his 
real mind is given in the remark (to which 
he has not adjusted the text, however) that 
‘no change is necessary ; for it must be the 
logical soul, and not the explanation, which 
beholds through the names its kindred 
truths.’ The fact is that there is a corrup- 
tion of text in é&v 6...dewpetv. ‘The lacuna 
of the (Armenian) version must have also 
been in Eusebius’ text of Philo, and the 
confusion of that text is the result of 
efforts made by scribes to replace the words — 
omitted. Eusebius’ text and the Greek 
text of the Armenian must have flowed 

from a common archetype.’ 
Now what is the MSS. evidence for the 

whole matter, whether in Philo or in 
Eusebius? It may be set forthas follows :— 

ev © npéato 4 oyun Wyn diafepdovtws Ta 
oixeia Oewpetv AByP 

év évnpEaro 4 Wrxi) Siad. % oiketa Oewpetv OQ 
dv npgato dia.  OpynoKeia aitn Gewpeiv 

Kuseb. (B)C(D)F*>R* 
OV......4) oikia atty Euseb. GHOS! Arm. 
7 ea 7» oiketa Kuseb. AE. 

Rufinus’ version of Eusebius is rather 
obscure, reading quem illi ab auctoribus suis 
edocti sublimius et nobilius (velut inspicientes 
per speculum) contemplantur—a paraphrase 
which we hope to clear up in the sequel. 
The Armenian was less courageous and left 
the difficulty severely alone. 

Here AfyP really represent only four 
MSS. on Mr. Conybeare’s own principles: 
for Band y, though symbols for groups of 
MSS., go back to two archetypes parallel to 
those of AOPQ. Hence there is no decisive 

1 A Sinaitic MS. of the eleventh century, the 
reading of which I owe to the kindness of Mrs. 
Lewis and Mrs. Gibson of Cambridge, 
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Greek MS. evidence for preferring év & (‘the 
force’ of which Mr. C. admits ‘is not clear ’) 
to ov, read by MSS. which each preserve 
some very good readings, and in combination 
are of high worth. We take, then, the 
reading of OQ to be the best direct 

Philonian reading, which has also the 
support so far of the Eusebian MSS. Bout 
which of the Eusebian readings is best? 
And can one of them even preserve Philo’s 
actual words? 
My own view is that the reading of AE 

meets all the requirements of the Philonian 
autograph, and also of the Eusebian 
variants. It has the great merit of being 
at once good sense and yet not being too 
easily seen to be such. The soul (Wvx7) of 
the Mosaic Legislation consisted in the mind 
(vods) latent in its words, ov npgato diadhepov- 
Tws 7) oikela (SC. Wryi) Gewpeiv, ‘which the 
kindred soul par excellence begins to con- 
template.’ This terse clause might soon 
become a hard saying to copyists ; with the 
results shown in the apparatus criticus 
above. First we get 7 vy added in the 
thoughtful archetype of OQ: and along the 
line of transmission known to Eusebius we 
have sheer paraphrase represented by 7 
Opynckeia duty (in the most faithful or con- 
servative group of Eusebian MSS., and 
probably also in Rufinus’ ali ab auctoribus 
suis edocti). Next the connection of % oixeta 
with the added 7 wWvy7 is missed, through 
the intervening diadepovrws (now less need- 
ful); # oixefa becomes 7a oixeta, which in 
turn necessitates the substitution of év & for 
dv; and the whole is rounded off by the 
addition of Aoy.Ki to define the special sense 
in which yyy, now bereft of 7 oiketa, is to 
be understood. This gives us the reading 
of AByP. On the other hand, the tendency 
to assimilate the Eusebian extracts to the 
text of Philo himself is operating on the 
Eusebian MSS.: and we get the mixed 4 
oixia ( = ikea) avrn substituted for 4 OpyoKeia 
avty in GHOS Arm. Finally in the direct 
Philonian tradition, the Armenian version 
(though possibly at a date even prior to the 
ancestor of AByP) gave up the clause as 
hopeless, and so perfected its destruction. 
While on the contrary the development in 
the Eusebian line of transmission perfected 
itself in returning back, by complete 
assimilation, to the pure text of Philo, in 

the highly assimilative MSS. AE.? 
* [hold it probable that the assimilative zeal of 

the archetype of these codices did not quite extend 
to the restoration of évjptaro (as in OQ of Philo) for 
the tamer #ptaro. Hence the autograph of Philo 
most likely had ty évnhptaro dSiapepdvtws 7 oixela 
Oewpery, 
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If this be the true story of the fortunes 
of this poor reading, it is a very pretty one, 
and deserves to be told not only for the 
sake of a Philo pure and undefiled, but also 
for its own sake and possibly also for the 
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light it would shed on the MSS. of 
Eusebius. 

VERNON BARTLET. 
Mansfield College. 

HOMERICA. 

E. 723. yadxea dxrdxvynpa odypéw afore apis. 

Here we have a line with two metrical 
defects, the hiatus after the first and after 
the fifth foot—both dactyls. The first is 
defended as legitimate, though Bentley’s 
xaAxe’ would be an easy remedy. For the 
second, two defences are conceivable, neither 
of them very strong or convincing (1) that 
hiatus licitus might graciously extend the 
shelter of his shield even here, as a few 
examples may certainly be found of an open 
vowel in this position, (2) that the c¢ of the 
dative may in very remote times have been 
long, like the bows which our forefathers 
drew, though modern philologists sometimes 
take shots quite as long as they did. 

Then there is éxtdxvnua, about which a 
battle has raged. Cobet and Nauck would 
write éxroxvna with considerable force of 
analogy on their side v. Cobet, Mise. Crit. 
p. 413. It is impossible to avoid remarking 
on this adjective that xvjyar does not seem 
to occur with the meaning of ‘spokes’ in 
any author. Probably, however, the coiner 
of éxrdkvynpa or éxtwokvynpa felt that as kvyun 
denoted the ‘leg below the knee’ in 
speaking of a human being, it might safely 
be relied upon to denote the spoke and only 
the spoke in connection with a wheel, there 
being no other part of a wheel that bears 
even the remotest likeness to a man’s leg. 

The passage in which this line occurs runs 
thus :— 

"HBy 8 aud oxécoot Gods Bare kayrida KvKda, 
xXaAKea OKTAKVN LA, TLONpew ALove amis. 
TOV } TOL xpvaen its Apbitos, dvTap Urepbev 
XIAKE Exicowrtpa tpooapypota, Batya idécba.. 
arAjpvat 0 apyvpov iol mepiopopor ap.poréepwler. 

In these lines the wheels, it is to be 
observed, are described in considerable 
detail. The felloes are made of gold. The 
tires are of copper. The naves are of silver. 
Now is it conceivable that any poet, let 
alone Homer, or any prose author for that 
matter, could begin by describing wheels 
with such component parts—only the spokes 

have been omitted—as ‘bronze,’ ‘copper’ 
xdAxea? Assuredly not. Clearly, the in- 
ferior but stronger metal, yaAxkds, is only 
placed on the external surface of the wheel 
that would touch the ground, to sustain the 
wear and tear and protect the more precious 
and softer metal, ypvods. I do not believe 
for a moment that Homer meant that the 
spokes should be of copper ;, but let them be 
thrown in with the tire, still the whole 
wheel could not rationally or naturally be 
called a copper or a bronze one. 

The fact is, the whole line (723) is a 
transparent interpolation. The concocter of 
it was not satisfied with Homer's 

dud’ dxéecor Oods Bade kayrida Kikra 

‘She quickly put the round wheels on the 
chariot.’ He wished to define more speci- 
fically and accurately where the wheels were 
attached, and so he devised the luminous, 
if unmetrical, 

odypew afove duis. 

He doubtless thought this might pass 
muster even after dud’ dxécoor, especially if 
he made the delicate variation of audis for 
dugt, though it is obvious enough that the 
passage requires the preposition in both 
places. Then he had to fill up the line, the 
precise point at which an interpolation 
usually comes to grief. He evolved dxra- 
kvnpa or éxroxvypa not flawless, as we have 
seen, though the idea of doubling or in- 
creasing the number of spokes used for 
chariots on earth is not without merit. So 
far his work was tolerably successful, but 
the final touch ydAkea or ydéAxev’, which, no 
doubt, he fondly hoped would be taken to 
refer to the spokes alone, has proved fatal 
to the imposture. Alas! it too incontestably 
betrays the quality of the beast (pace tanti 
viri) masquerading in the lion’s skin. This 
one absurdity enables us to see at once why 
and wherefore the line is so fruitful in 
metrical and linguistic anomalies. 

T. L, Acar. 
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NOTE ON HORACE, OD. II. 17, 29. 

Horace, Odes II. xvii. 29. Faunus...Mer- 

curialium Custos virorum. 
This expression has much perplexed the 

commentators. Page says: ‘In no case 
can the phrase wiri Mercuriales be called a 
happy one, as a periphrasis for “ poets.”’ 
‘And the last editor, Dr. Gow, writes: 
‘This allusion is obscure.’ It is only ob- 
scure because the study of astrology has 
died out. This Ode teems with astrological 
allusions, of which I may say more presently. 
For the moment let me quote only 

Corporis exigui, praecanum, solibus aptum, 
Trasci celerem, tamen ut placabilis essem. 

. Epistles 1. xx. 24. 
Ego...lippus.—Sat. I. v. 30. 

Cui concredere nugas... 
rimosa in aure... 
scilicet egregii mortalem altique silenti. 

Sat. 11. vi. 43, 46, 57. 
Cena ministratur pueris tribus. 

Sat. I. vi. 116. 

MURRAY’S ANCIENT 

A History of Ancient Greek Literature. By 
Gitpert Murray, M.A., Professor of 
Greek in the University of Glasgow, ete. 
London: William Heinemann, 1897. 

Ir would be easy to find in this book, and 
in any book of equal scope, abundant ma- 
terials either for favourable or unfavourable 
judgment, for assent or dissent, if either of 
these, merely as such, could be supposed in- 
teresting to serious students. The author’s 
tendency, his method and habit, is described 
by himself candidly and correctly in the 
preface (p. xiii.) : 

I have tried—at first unconsciously, afterwards of 
set purpose—to realise, as well as I could, what sort 
of men the various Greek authors were, what they 
liked and disliked, how they earned their living and 
spent their time. Of course it is only in the Attic 
period, and perhaps in the exceptional case of 
Pindar, that such a result can be even distantly 
approached, unless history is to degenerate into 
fiction. But the attempt is helpful, even where it 
leads to no definite result. 

The book is just what, upon these lines, 
an able writer might be expected to make 

Add that Horace was a poet, and compare 
the following passage from The Secrets of 
Albertus Magnus, etc., London, 1632. 
‘Mercurius governeth in mannes body the 
tung, memory, cogitation, handes, and 
thighs. He hath dominion over the phrensy, 
madnesse, melancholy, Falling sicknesse, 
Cough, Rheume, and the abundance of 
distilling spittle. If hee be Lord of the 
nativity, hee maketh the children stoute, 
wise, and apt to learne, modest, secret, and 
eloquent. Of person small, leane, pale of 
visage: smooth heared: faire eyed: hard 
and bony handed.’ Thus Mercurialium here 
will be comparable to the original use of 
jovial, saturnine. 

If Horace imagined that Mercury was the 
Lord of his nativity, we shall see a particular 
reason for his address to that god in Odes 
E10: 

T. NICKLIN. 

GREEK LITERATURE. 

it, good or defective, that is to say, just in 
proportion as the subject in question lends 
or does not lend itself to this individual 
and, as it were, familiar manner of treat- 
ment. We shall expect to find a stimula- 
ting presentment of Pindar, Herodotus, 
Thucydides, Aristophanes, Isocrates. We 
shall be less hopeful about Sophocles or 
Demosthenes. We see that the writer is 
determined to be vivid, perhaps at some 
risk, and we shall not be surprised if occa- 
sionally he seems rather to ask whether a 
phrase or an illustration is striking, than 
whether it is exactly appropriate! The 
reader who turns to Pindar or Thucydides 
can scarcely fail to find Professor Murray 
suggestive, and it is possible (as I can 
warrant) that he will feel warm gratitude. 
The reader who turns to Sophocles will not, 
unless he is exceptional in his tastes, 
allow Professor Murray for an absolute 
guide, and it is not impossible that he will 
be angry. In general the poets seem to 
attract the author more than the prose- 

1 See, for example, pp. 60, 156, 171. 
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writers, and with the orators in particular 
he does not profess a keen sympathy. For 
my own broad judgment it is enough to say 
that I have read the book four or five 
times. and each time, as I thought, with 
much profit.. 

I mention summarily a few of the points 
which should be considered or reconsidered. 
The effect of the Ionian dispersion upon 
Athens (p. 18), though justly emphasized, 
seems to be post-dated. It must have begun 
at all events from 540 B.c. ‘Theognis of 
Megara.’ Which Theognis? And of which 
Megara? But perhaps Professor Murray 
does not think that this recent doubt has 
substance in it. The development and 
especially the beginnings of rhetoric need to 
be more fully and precisely treated, and the 
same perhaps may be said of ‘sophistic.’ 
It is a curious illustration of this point that 
the name of Gorgias (pp. 160, 163) ap- 
parently steals into the narrative without 
any special and distinctive notice at all. 
Is it known that the odes of the great 
melic poets were given by ‘ professional 
performers’ (p. 95)? How does this ap- 
pear? Of Stesimbrotus even one page 
seems too much, and that page (if I may 
say so) too ‘vivid’. And something some- 
where should if possible be curtailed to 
make more room for Plato, for Aristotle 
perhaps, and certainly for Theocritus and 
for Lucian. 

It is manifestly impossible to discuss 
here, in such a manner as will be either 
interesting or profitable to ‘the readers of 
the Review, more than one, if so much as 
one, of the many questions which must be 
raised by a general history of Greek litera- 
ture. And as the beginning is not a bad 
place to begin, I shall make no apology for 
devoting the rest of this article to some 
remarks upon Professor Murray’s view of 
the ‘epic cycle’. As a whole, his account 
of Homer and the Homeric question fulfils, 
better than could be expected, the exceed- 
ingly difficult task of presenting the problem, 
in the present phase of discussion, to readers 
who are to be presumed incapable of in- 
dependent judgment. Nor is he to be 
blamed, whatever may be the historic truth 
of the matter, for stating or assuming 

(pp. 9, 45) that the Cycle had no higher 
origin than a compilation or compilations 
of the Alexandrian age. He is perhaps 
heretical when he says (if I understand him 
rightly) that these abstracts or compendia 
of legend were from the first merely prose, 
and not even adaptations or arrangements 
of the original narratives in verse. But as 
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to the time from which they date, he re- 
presents the present orthodoxy, if orthodoxy 
there is. It is not indeed always easy (and 
for good reasons) to discover exactly what 
the makers of the Cycle, Dionysius, or 
Apollodorus, or whoever they were, are 
upon this hypothesis supposed to have done. 
But it is, I believe, generally understood 
that from what they did the Cycle derived 
its unity as well as its name, and that to 
Aristotle, for example, or Plato, or Herod- 
otus, neither thing nor title was known. 
Professor Murray therefore is justified, for 
the purpose of his book, in assuming this, 
more especially as he gives to the attentive 
reader a sufficient hint that it is open to 
question, when he remarks that Athenaeus, 
the chief or sole ancient author, whose opinion 
appears in his account, made ‘the odd 
mistake’ of supposing the word ‘cycle’ to 
mean the original poems. It would scarcely 
have been consistent with proportion to 
find room at the present moment and in 
such a summary for the view, hinted rather 
than advanced by Otto Seeck in the Quellen 
der Odyssee, that the HZpic Cycle, the Cycle 
mentioned by Athenaeus, Suidas, Proclus, 
and others, was the very oldest monument 
of Greek bibliography; that it dated not 
from the first or the second century before 
Christ, but from the sixth, and that it was 

nothing more or less than the Greek epos 
(or in popular parlance ‘the poetry of 
Homer’) thrown into a quasi-historical 
form by the first collectors of it, acting 
under the auspices of the successive rulers 
of Athens before, during, and after the 
reign of Pisistratus. 

Nevertheless, before the ‘Homeric ques- 
tion’ can be properly treated, room will 
have to be found somewhere for discussing 
this view, and discussing it thoroughly. If 
it has not sufficient evidence to justify a 
positive affirmation, it has at any rate all 
the evidence that there is. As to how, and 
at what points, the Cycle should be divided, 
what were the proper titles of the con- 
stituent parts, and to what authors these 
parts, when detached, should be respectively 
assigned ; on these points there was, among 
the scholars of antiquity, a great diversity 
of opinion. The criticisms, which have been 
made by modern scholars upon the account 
of the Cycle in Proclus, prove at any rate 
this: see pp. 44 foll. of Professor Murray’s 
book. Indeed it is certain that the very 
notion of providing the various parts of it 
with named authors was of late origin and 
the product of erudite or quasi-erudite criti- 
cism. ‘There is no proof that in the fifth 
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century the names of Stasinus, Hagias, 
Lesches, and the rest were so much as 
known, much less known as authors of the 
Cycle or any portion of it. To Herodotus 
‘the Cypria’ and ‘ the Zpigoni’ were already 
‘not Homer’, but he was content, so far as 
appears, to leave them anonymous ; and 
anonymous, as is well shown by Wilamowitz 
in his Homerische Untersuchungen, they con- 
tinued to be reckoned by prudent scholars, 
notwithstanding the fluctuating, and, so far 
as we know, quite arbitrary attribution of 
them to sundry personages, not reasonably 
suspected of being themselves fictitious. 
But what every ancient author, from He- 
rodotus downwards, agrees in and assumes 
is this, that all parts of the Cycle, by whom- 
soever composed, descended from the primi- 
tive ages of Greek literature, that all of 
them originated in times which we should 
now call pre-historic, or at least pre-biblo- 
graphic. Nor, so far as I am aware, is it 
anywhere alleged by an ancient writer that 
the parts of the Cycle, to the knowledge of 
any one, had ever within historic times been 
seen in any other than their ‘cyclic’ form. 
When Herodotus wishes to show that the 
Cypria is not by the author of the Iliad, he 
has to fall back upon a discrepancy of detail 
and allusion far more minute and less im- 
portant than many which, as a matter of 
fact, may be found within the Jliad itself, 
a discrepancy such as might be paralleled 
in almost any large piece of literature, 
however uniform and carefully composed. 
It is evident, therefore, that the Cypria of 
the fifth century, like the Cypria of Proclus, 

~ was related to the J/iad closely and, in fact, 
not otherwise than as one chapter in a 
novel to another ; the Cypria was already 
perfectly ‘cyclic’, and in this section at 
any rate the supposed Alexandrian com- 
pilers (whose operations, be it remembered, 
are absolutely hypothetical and untestified), 
had nothing to do. And already in the 
fifth century, as in post-Alexandrian times, 
the ‘Theban cycle’, or rather the Theban 
part of the Cycle, which in many particulars 
was connected with the Trojan part of it, 
agreed closely with it in these particulars, 
so that the one led naturally and historically 
as it were, to the other. Nothing less than 
this can be inferred from the admission of 
Herodotus, that the Hpigoni is perhaps by 
Homer, when we see upon how small a 
pretext he can be positive thatthe Cypria 
is not. Further, the very fact that Hero- 
dotus thinks it worth while to discuss the 
‘Homeric’ authorship of these supposed 

_ works, although it is by no means ‘his habit 
NO, CIII. VOL, XII. 
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to investigate such questions, suggests that 
there was some strong prima facie ground 
for the opinion which he rejects, the opinion 
that Iliad, Odyssey, Cypria, and LEpigoni 
had all one and the same origin. It has 
even been observed with truth, and must 
not be forgotten, that the titles ‘Cypria’ 
and ‘ Epigoni,’ as used by Herodotus, prove 
nothing as to the actual independent ex- 
istence of poems so called, any more than 
the similar use of ‘the Feet-washing,’ or 
‘the Exploits of Diomede’ proves that 
these parts of the Odyssey and the Iliad 
had an independent existence. All alike 
would appear to have been in origin mere 
distinctions for reference beween different 
parts of the epic history. In short, Hero- 
dotus speaks exactly as he would do, if the 
Cycle, exactly such as it is described or 
assumed by the scholars of Alexandria 
and of the decadence, existed already in 
his time, and was then vulgarly regarded 
as ‘the poetry of Homer.’ 

And this, whether true or not, the 
learned of the decadence undoubtedly be- 
lieved. Athenaeus believed it, as Professor 
Murray says, by ‘an odd mistake.’ When 
he tells us that Sophocles ‘enjoyed the 
epic cycle’, and made many plays out of it, 
he perhaps ought to have meant and said 
that Sophocles used many legends which 
were worked up into an epic compilation 
made some centuries after his death ; but 
he did plainly and admittedly mean that 
Sophocles read with pleasure The Cycle, 
which he himself had also read or at least 
read about. Suidas also, or his authorities, 

fell oddly into the same error, in saying 

that ‘the ancients (of dpxator) attributed 
the cycle to Homer’. The date of these 
‘ancients’ cannot, from the nature of the 
case, be any other than the sixth century. 

In the fifth century and later it notoriously 

was not the serious opinion of any one 

worth quoting that the Cycle as a whole 
was by:Homer ; and as to what was believed, 
on matters of literary authorship, earlier 

than the sixth century, we cannot in fair- 

ness and reason suppose that Suidas 

imagined himself to possess information. 

Still more strangely, Aristotle too, if he 

did not know the Cycle by name, if he did 

not know it as ‘ the poetry of Homer’ (and 

of course he did not, if until long after his 

time its component parts had not been 

brought together and adjusted to one 

another) used by pure accident language, 

which could not be better fitted than it 1s, 

to lead us into the error of Athenaeus. 

That ‘the poetry of Homer is a circle’ (7 
K 
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‘Opnpov roinots kvKAos), and that ‘ the Epics 
are a circle’ (ra éxn KvUKAos), are propositions 
which, in well-known passages, he uses as 

premisses of a certain syllogism, happily 
invented to illustrate a particular kind of 
fallacy. With. all possible respect for the 
authority of Mr. D. B. Monro, it is surely 
rather hard to believe, that the agreement 
of this language with the opinion -of 
Athenaeus and others about the date and 
origin of what they call the "Eidos Kv«dos 
is a pure coincidence, that Aristotle does 
not refer to The Cycle at all, but to a small 
and insignificant set of verses, which had 
the ‘circular’ quality of admitting any 
change of order without injury to the sense. 
It is urged as an argument for this, that 
Aristotle could not have spoken of The 
Cycle as identical with ‘the poetry of 
Homer’, because in his opinion the genuine 
poetry of Homer comprised almost nothing 
beyond the Jad and Odyssey. But why 
should this opinion of Aristotle restrain 
him from citing phrases, which are equally 
good, for the purpose to which he applies 
them, whether they are true or false? 
“The fourth book of Moses is Numbers. 
Numbers are a multitude. Therefore the 
fourth book of Moses is a multitude.” 
Would it be necessary or reasonable to 
infer, from the appearance of this, as a 
fallacious syllogism, in a book of logic, 
anything about the true and critical opinion 
of the writer upon the origin and author- 
ship of the Hexateuch? All that Aristotle 
implies—and this, unless we resort to some 
artificial and recondite explanations, he 
does imply—is that there was some piece 
of literature, known to his readers, which 
in fact did bear or had borne the three 
names Ta éry, 7 Opnpov rotynots, and KvKAos. 
That this piece of literature was not 
identical with the ’Emixds KvxAos is possible, 
but it is surely in the highest degree 
unlikely. 

To the same conclusion point the famous 
statements of Cicero and Pausanias that 
‘ Pisistratus ’ gave to the ‘ works’ or ‘ poems 
of Homer’ the literary shape in which they 
were preserved and known. In the copious 
modern discussion of these statements, the 

first step has almost regularly been to 
misrepresent and disguise them. Even 
Grote, a model of scrupulous accuracy, 
makes Cicero and Pausanias ‘affirm that 
Pisitratus both collected, and arranged in 
the existing order, the rhapsodies of the 
Iliad and Odyssey.’ Neither passage so 
much as mentions the //iad or the Odyssey ; 
nor can anything be more certain than that, 
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if the tradition is true, if it descends, as it 
well may and in that case must, from the 
commencement of Athenian history about 
the year 500, it cannot have been limited 
to the Zliad and the Odyssey, or have re- 
ferred to those poems exclusively and in 
particular. ‘The poems of Homer’ at 
Athens, in the sixth century and popularly 
at least for long afterwards, did not mean 
the Iliad and Odyssey as such; we do not 
even know that in the sixth century these 
titles were yet current; the ‘Homer’ of 
Athens in the sixth century extended cer- 
tainly far beyond these; and as we have 
seen, unless positive testimony is to be 
rejected without any positive ground, we 
must believe that it extended to The Circle. 

And why should we not believe this? Is 
it not altogether probable? At what other 
time, except the sixth century, could any 
one have been interested in the work of 
shaping, out of the varying traditions of 
reciters, an immense legendary chronicle? 
In the ages of erudition, in the second 
century, or the first, such a proceeding 
would surely have been futile and perverse. 
By whom in that age was such a compila- 
tion to be read, or how should it compete 
in interest, among the small circle of 
scholars and poets who had leisure for the 
subject, against the original poems from 
which it was framed? But in the sixth 
century there was a plain motive for bringing 
the varieties of popular narration into such 
harmony and union as might be possible. 
‘Homer’ was then universally supposed to 
be history, to represent in some fashion an 
authentic tradition of real events. If so, 
to extract the real truth, by making ‘a 
harmony’, was a task both conceivable and 
tempting. It was the first and obvious 
step towards the production of ‘history and 
of literature. 

Lastly, upon this view we can account for 
one fact about Zhe Circle, which upon any 
other offers no little difficulty. We can 
see why it was so called. Neither its ex- 
tent, nor its internal structure, so far as 
T can see, throws any light upon its title. 
A narrative is not circular or a circle be- 
cause it is large, or because it is complete. 
When a certain historical or quasi-historical 
compilation had once been called The Circle, 
we can understand how the name, or like 
names, should have been bestowed upon 
other summaries ; and this is all which has 
in fact been shown or explained. But why 
was the name bestowed in the first instance? 
The circumstances of the sixth century at 
Athens may answer this question. The 
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title referred not to the form of the com- 
pilation, but to the use which was to be 

made of it. As to the purposes to which 
the official Athenian ‘Homer’ of the sixth 
and fifth centuries was applied, we have 
evidence abundant and undisputed. It was 
framed to be recited solemnly on certain 
public occasions, and also—a use far more 
important—to be the staple of a new and 
literary type of education. It was intended, 
as we should say, to be read by public 
authority ‘in churches and schools’. It 
was the course which recitation and reading 
were to follow and, when it was finished, 
were presumably to repeat. In short it 
was the circle upon which Athenian study 
was to revolve. 

The supposition, that the unity and con- 
sistency of the Cycle was due in great part 
to harmonizing compilers, does not of course 
exclude, or rather it requires, the belief that 
in the mass of traditional poetry, out of 
which the Cycle was framed, there was 
already a community of subjects, personages, 
incidents, style, and colour. Without this, 
a harmony would have been impossible ; 
and this, from the circumstances under 
which the Epic narrative seems to have been 
first made and circulated, it is not difficult 
to presume, But that the corpus was actually 
constructed and formed by individual literary 
poets, consciously and systematically con- 
tinuing and completing the work of their 
predecessors—this appears to me _ incon- 
ceivable. There have been ages, since the 
foundation of fixed literature, when such a 
proceeding was possible and took place. But 
that the seventh or eighth century B.c. 
was such an age, there is neither proof nor 
likelihood. And indeed, since the Cycle, 
which was vastly more than a tale of Troy, 
seems to have included nearly all the poetry 
of the pre-bibliographic age, excepting the 
corpus (similar in character and probably in 
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history) called Hesiod, of which later times 
had any real cognizance, such a _ theory 
practically means, that in that age the whole 
business of poets was continuation. Doubt- 
less the reciters in general followed closely 
a common tradition, including, for certain 
parts of their narratives, many famous and 
successful variations. But probability con- 
firms authority in the assertion, that the 
final combination was a process distinct 
from the first composition, and that it was 
performed at Athens in the sixth century. 

It will be seen that, thus interpreted, the 
tradition does not give us any direct in- 
formation respecting the points to which 
the ‘Homeric question’ is often too much 
confined, the origin and composition, that is 
to say, of the /liad and the Odyssey. It is 
compatible with the tradition to suppose 
that these parts of Zhe Circle were incor- 
porated in it without alteration, and deter- 
mined the rest. But the foregoing sup- 
position will manifestly affect the spirit 
and expectation in which we approach the 
internal evidence of the Jliad and the 
Odyssey. Much that has already been done 
in this department may be seen, as it was 
seen by Seeck, in a new illumination ; much, 
especially in the Jad, remains to be done. 
Let these conceptions only be applied to the 
“evidence as it is presented, for example, by 
Grote, Professor Jebb, and Dr. Leaf; and 
let us see where it leads us, and whether 
we are thus enabled to make further steps 
towards the solution of the problem. But 
this must be for another place and time. 
We have already run far enough, perhaps 
too far, from Professor Murray, of whom in 
conclusion this may be said, that what he 
writes always represents the real genuine 
opinion and feeling of at least one competent 
person. This is not a universal merit; it 
is not even very common. 

A. W. VERRALL. 

FARNELL’S CULTS OF THE GREEK STATES. 

The Cults of the Greek States, by L. R. 
Farneth. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1896. Vols. 1 and 2. 32s. net. 

Mr. Farneti has essayed a very difficult 
task. To perform any large enterprise in 
scholarship to the satisfaction of every one 
is hardly possible, and probably there is no 
subject in which it is so entirely impossible 

as in the one which he has chosen. The 
persons who will use the book may be 
divided into two classes: those who intend 
to writé on Greek mythology, and those 
who don’t. A person who belongs to the 
first class could be satisfied with only one 
book, viz., the one he dreams of writing 
himself, or, if he has already published one, 
the revised edition thereof. As a rule, the 

- §) 
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critics of any book on Greek mythology or 

religion belong to this class; and, as a rule, 

they praise the book under review in so far 

as it carries out their own special theory, 

and blame it in so far as it differs from 

their opinions. The present reviewer has, 

what is, perhaps, not a disadvantage for the 

task of criticising: he has written his book, 

and recognised that it was not good enough: 

then, being forced to choose between two 

crimes, breaking an engagement and print- 

ing a book with which he was dissatisfied, 

he perceived that the latter was the greater 

crime, and placed the great pile of manu- 

script in the seclusion where it has lain 

nearly twice nine years. Chastened in 

spirit by his own failure, and having a 

wholesome fear of the difficulties which he 

found insuperable, he may perhaps be better 

qualified to represent the larger but less 

articulate class of persons, who do not even 

dream of writing on the subject, and are 

content to make the best of the existing 

books, and to find something useful in most 

of them. From this point of view, it may 
be confidently said that, so far as its range 

extends, Mr. Farnell’s book is the best in 

existence ; and the collections of authorities, 

grouped together conveniently at intervals, 

are wonderfully useful. 
The book is arranged according to the 

names of the great Gods; Cronos, Zeus, 

Hera, and Athena take up one volume ; 

and Artemis, Hekate, Eileithyia, Aphrodite 

fill a second. The author intends to com- 

plete the enterprise in a third volume ; but 

he will have to reduce his scale of treatment 

very much, if he is to compress the rest of 

the great gods into a single volume. The 

principle of arrangement can hardly be 

avoided, and yet it is not quite satisfactory. 

But there cannot at present be any really 

satisfactory treatment of Greek religion 

and the mythology that is inseparable from 

it. Mr. Farnell sees, and sometimes states 

very plainly, that the name is no index to 

the character of a god; that the god ex- 

presses the religious conception of a tribe 

or people at some period of its development ; 

that from some reason certain gods were 

fixed and stereotyped at a particular stage 

in the social evolution of the people, while 

in another god a more developed stage is 

crystallised. By what accident or through 

what cause is it that you find a Hera both 

in Samos and in Argos, nominally one per- 

sonality, really two widely differing con- 

ceptions of the divine nature, corresponding 

to the different character and civilisation of 

their worshippers? In the ancient con- 
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ception the divine nature was regarded as 
the prototype and guarantee of existing 
human nature, and the Greeks never thought 
of divine nature as a moral ideal beyond 
themselves towards which human nature 
should strive. It is clear that the goddess 
of one district took form when the tribe 
knew no true marriage, and that she ex- 
emplifies in the holy drama of her divine 
life the temporary relationships that filled 
the place of marriage. It is clear that, in 
another district, a more permanent concep- 
tion of marriage expressed itself in a dif- 
ferent divine idea. It is clear, too, as I 
think, that among some tribes their con- 
ceptions of a god or a goddess developed in 
such a way as to cause a development of 
the ritual; but that everywhere this de- 
velopment of the divine conception and of the 
ritual was arrested, sometimes at an earlier 

stage than in others. With much of what 

has just been stated, Mr. Farnell would, I 

imagine, agree more or less completely. 
But is it possible to arrange a systematic 
and complete account of the religion of the 
Greek states according to those ideas? Mr. 
Farnell thinks not, or he would doubtless 
have tried it. I agree with Mr. Farnell, 
for I spent great part of the years 1880 to 
1882 in the attempt, and abandoned it in 
despair. There are too many cross-currents 
of influence; there is too much room for 

subjective impression, too little certainty as 

‘to details; and, above all, our authorities 

are too 
inadequate. 

In using the book one feels, sometimes, 

that too much attention is given to 

theories which Mr. Farnell rejects, and too 
much space devoted to his reasons for re- 
jecting them. But, considering that the 
work is addressed to the entire body of 
persons interested in Greek mythology and 

religion, and that almost all books which 

treat systematically and in detail about 

that vast subject are dominated and guided 

by views which he rejects, one cannot fairly 

blame him for this method of unfolding his 

own views. A different method would be 

appropriate, if Mr. Farnell were setting 

forth a definite theory, and showing how 
many facts of Greek religion are illuminated 
and made intelligible thereby ; but, when 

his object is to discuss the entire compli- 

cated body of phenomena connected with 

the names of all the chief Greek deities— 
phenomena which cannot be all explained 
from one point of view or on one theory of 

origin—I do not see how he could avoid 
constant references to the views of such 

tantalisingly fragmentary and 
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writers as Preller, Roscher, etc. Theirs 
are the books that we always have had to 
turn to for a conspectus of the facts; and 
there is hardly a page in them that is not 
coloured and made misleading to the unwary 
reader by their theories. Perhaps some 
writers, more insignificant, but not more 
extreme or extravagant than Roscher, might 
have been with advantage left unnoticed. 

But many critics who are ready to blame 
the polemical form of setting forth one’s 
own views by stating one’s reasons for not 
accepting those of one’s predecessor, would 
be equally ready to say, ‘the author has 
apparently not observed the presentation of 
a contradictory view by the learned 7: 
if Mr. Farnell had not explicitly shown why 
he dissented from that learned gentleman. 
Moreover, where a subject is in the stage 
of growth, and has not yet arrived at the 
fully developed stage in which an accepted 
body of principles can be laid down as a 
foundation, polemic is unavoidable, for it is 
in many cases the best, and in some cases 
the inevitable method of placing one’s own 
view before the reader. 
A very large book like this, which has 

been written amid the pressure of college 
work, lecturing and administrative, and has 
not been a part of the author’s regular 
duties, but rather a relaxation from them, 
has necessarily taken a long time in com- 
position ; traces of development in the 
writer’s views and method might be found ; 
and perhaps that is the reason why some 
principles, with which one strongly sym- 
pathises, are used in one case, and not in 
another. But it is equally probable that, 
in Mr, Farnell’s opinion, a certain principle 
which explained the recorded facts in one 
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case, was inadequate to do so in the other, 
or that in one case there was sufficient 
evidence to establish it, while in another 
the evidence was so vague and so various 
that the principle of interpretation was not 
sufficient to explain the whole of them ; and 
he might declare that there is no single key 
to all mythology. Personally, 1 confess 
that I should be inclined to apply much 
more freely principles which he sometimes 
uses very effectively. 

There is, however, too much tendency 
among reviewers to yield to the temptation 
of picking out from a voluminous work like 
this points on which one differs from the 
writer, and concentrating attention on them. 
The readers of the Classical Review wish to 
learn what they will find in Mr. Farnell’s 
work, and whether it is usefully and sug- 
gestively set forth. From that point of 
view the reviewer’s duty is thoroughly 
pleasant. The reader will find a very com- 
plete statement of the facts, and judicious 
and admirable eriticism of the theories, 
prominent and sometimes even obscure, 
concerning the deities mentioned ; he will 
meet with many things said clearly and 
well, with some things better said than 
they have been said in any other place; and 
he will find a long and well-chosen series of 
illustrations, containing all the most im- 
portant artistic embodiment of the religious 
conceptions. The monuments are discussed 
with great care and skill; and often the 
reader feels that the part of his work which 
Mr. Farnell has performed with most love 
and most enjoyment has been the exposition 
of the developed Hellenic ideal, as set forth 
in the best art of Greece. 

W. M. Ramsay. 

MARCHANT’S THUCYDIDES, BOOK VI. 

Thucydides, Book VI. Edited by E. C. 
Marcuant, M.A., Trinity College, Oxford, 
Assistant Master in St. Paul’s School, 
Fellow and late Assistant-tutor of 
Peterhouse, Cambridge, late Professor of 
Greek and Ancient History in Queen’s 
College, London. (Macmillan & Co., Ltd. 
pp. liv. 299.) 3s. 6d. 

Mr. Marcuant’s close attention to matters 
of grammar and exegesis, his: knowledge of 
Athenian affairs and of the political situation 
in B.c. 415, and his acquaintance with the 

topography of Syracuse and its environs 
render his ‘Thucydides Book vi.’ a valuable 
addition to Messrs. Macmillan’s list of school 
class books. Indeed his familiarity with 
the labours of preceding commentators, his 
knowledge of MSS. and his genuine critical 
ability entitle this work to higher recognition 
than is claimed for it in the catalogue, and 
mark it as one in which scholars of every 
rank may take a respectful interest. 

The editor has included in this edition a 

new collation of M, the eleventh century 

codex Britannus, and has in two places 
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altered the text in accordance with readings 
found in M only, and hitherto unrecorded. 
Thus, c. 78, 4 he points drep<av>ci.., 
deopevor Gv érexaXdetabe, the inserted particle 
giving the sentence unmistakably a more 
Thucydidean ring; and c. 86, 5 dedpmevor py 
mpod.odvat, vouioat de (instead of voyica: Te) is 
another distinct improvement. 

The troublesome kai of all MSS. c. 64, 1 
(BovASpevor otpatdredov KatadapBavew ev 
eritndew Kal? yovxiav, €iddtes ovk av Spotws 
duvnbevres, kal «i...€xBiBalouv) is explained 
by the editor as an error arising from lipo- 
graphy. Others bracket the xat as unintel- 
ligible: he finds it to be a remnant of 
ICA<OICA>I of which four letters were 
lost by aslip. This seems natural when one 
reflects that in uncials xai=ioo. Emending, 
therefore, to xaOicat (Sc. To otparevua) he 
compares c. 66, 1 kal’ jovxiav Kabicav TO 
otparevja. This emendation appears to be 
as sound as it is ingenious. We might go 
on to multiply instances illustrating the 
merits of Mr, Marchant’s present work, but 
it would be superfluous. We turn therefore 
to cases in which he seems to have been less 
fortunate. 

Reference is made pp. lii., and 203, to a 
‘map’ or ‘plan’ of Syracuse, which is not 
included in the work or even mentioned in 
the table of contents. The absence of such 
a map constitutes a serious defect. We 
have noticed some printer’s errors: ‘scholium’ 
(p. 192), used of the famous poem of Calli- 
stratus ; €vvyxyoovtes (p. 202) for Evvorxnoor- 
tes; €vvtdén (p. 239) for évvrdéy. Perhaps 
it is by such an error also that eianyytéov 
appears in the note (p. 237) while éonynréov 
(the form of the preposition which Mr. Mar- 
chant prefers for Thucydides) is printed in 
the text. So zpoywpy (p. 155) refers to 
mpocxwpy in the text. In note p. 223 the 
word ovrws is explained by oixotvres rods... 
ovras, though in the preceding note and in 
Introd. p. xxxvii, the participle dvrwy just 
before is declared by the editor to be neuter. 
But there is a further question—indeed there 
are several questions—involved here which 
will require discussion later on. 

On c. 8, 3 (éxkAnola adOus éylyvero, Kad’ drt 
XP THY TapacKevyny Tals vavol TAXLOTA. ylyver Oa, 
kal TOls OTpaTHYOts, «i Tov Tpoctd<owTO, WydiC- 
Onvat és Tov exzAovv) our editor says ‘the 
dative orparnyots depends directly on éxxAnoia 
éy‘yvero.’ Of course it might do so in another 
context, such as that which he quotes from 
Andocides, but here tots orparnyois...wyduc- 
Ojve. corresponds to tals vavol...yéyverOa, 
whence it seems much more natural to take 
the preceding words together. The sense, too, 
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is in favour of doing so. Of the two declared 
objects of the éxxAyoia, one was ‘to vote, at 
the suggestion of the orpatyy ot, such addi- 
tional supplies as the latter might require.’ 
Nicias (c. 19, 2) thought he might divert 
the people from the expedition tapackevijs 
mAnOe, ci woAAHy eruragee, and (c, 25, 1) ‘a 
certain person coming forward bade him 
héeyew Qvtwa aitd TapacKeviy ’AOnvaior 
Unhiowvtra, In the face of this, we cannot 
doubt that rots orparyyois is dative after 
UndicOjve. But to pass on. The editor 
further says (with. Hude) ‘it is absurd to 
make wWydicOjvac depend on xpy,’ and it 
really, depends ‘on éxxAynoia éyiyvero, con- 
structed like é8oée,’ though a few lines above 
in the same note we read ‘the infinitive 
Undiobjvat, subject «i tov mpoadéowTo, is 
added as an epexegesis.’ All this seems to 
us very awkward ; nor can we perceive the 
absurdity of making xa@’ éri xp go with 
both members of the sentence. Previous 
public resolutions had narrowed the scope of 
debate for this assembly to two points, or 
‘terms of reference,’ which are the subjects of 
thetwoclauses respectively —éexxAyoia éytyvero 
xa@’ dru xpi...ylyverOar kat [Ka6? dru xpr]... 
UndicGjva. The people were to discuss and 
determine, how the rapackevy should be most 
quickly completed, and how any additional 
supplies demanded by the orparyyoi should 
be voted for the expedition. ‘The absurdity 
found by the editor in this construction of xa’ 
dre xpy...wydioOjvar is chiefly owing to his not 
connecting the infinitive with rots orparnyots. 
It might well be a question for debate how 
the additional supplies, as demanded by the 
atpatnyot, should be voted. Nicias, at all 
events, did not anticipate that what he asked 
for would be granted without a division. 
The question is not, as the editor strangely 
puts it, ‘how they should vote,’ but ‘how 
certain supplies should be voted.’ 

c. 14. xal ov, Orpiran,...erupypie...vopioas, 
ci dppwoeis 70 dvayynpioa, 7d mev Mew Tos Vopous 
pa) peta TOTOVS av papTvpwv aitiay XE, THS 
St mdAews Bovlevoapevns tatpos av yevérOan. 
Mr. Marchant renders ‘that illegal action 
would not be blamed where there are so many 
witnesses to its innocence,’ thus (with Poppo- 
Stahl, and others) taking pi with oye. 
But it appears to us that yy goes with pera, 
=dvev; cf. c. 86, 3 py pel? Suov=(as Mr. 
Marchant rightly notes) dvev ipov. The 
words p}...papTvpwv might almost have com- 

mas before and after them. Nicias argues 

that— the legal irregularity of putting the 
same question to a second vote would involve 
formidable responsibility if not done in the 

presence of so many witnesses; but when 
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done in the publicity of the éxxAyoia and in 
such a crisis of the national counsels, the 
man who took this bold step would [not be 
blamed, but would] be the saviour of his 
country.’ The contrast is not between 70 
Nvew and 70 pi Avew, but between 7d dvew 
py pera TooGvde paptipwy and 76 Avew pera 
rocavoe, 7.e. the whole éxxAyoia. The con- 
nexion pi...cxev is grammatically possible, 
the sentence having an imperatival cast, and 
py having some subtle intrinsic liking for 
the infinitive ; but the sense favours what is, 
on the whole, the more usual construction 

after ‘verbs of thinking.’ 
c. 15, 4. cat kpdricra Siabevri Ta TOD ToAEWOv. 

Our editor renders ‘though he [Alcibiades] 
administered the war (in Sicily) excellently.’ 
But Alcibiades did not administer the war in 
Sicily, or any part of it, though he made 
dispositions for it, whether or not these were 
excellent. Thucydides scarely thinks they 
were. Besides, the aorist participle could 
scarcely yield the sense of ‘was administer- 
ing,’ which the above translation comes to. 
Alcibiades sat in council at Rhegium with 
Nicias and Lamachus ; his proposals having 
been adopted, he went thence to Messéné, 
Naxos, and Catana, the last of which ac- 
cident, not Alcibiades, placed in the hands 
of the Athenians. He was recalled before 
active hostilities had begun. We therefore 
suggest that the editor should strike out the 
‘(in Sicily)’ and make dia6évre refer to the 
dispositions of affairs formerly brought about 
by Alcibiades, when he really exhibited rare 
power as adiplomatist. 7a tod rodépov refers 
to the former period of the Peloponnesian 
War not to the war in Sicily. 

c. 31,4. EévvéBy dé zpos Te odhGs adtovs Gua 
ow yeverOat, @ Tis Exartos TpoceTdxOy, Kal és 
Tovs GAXNous EdAnvas évriderEw paGAXov eixacOjvac 
Ts Suvdpews kal efovoias 9 emt oAeutous 
rapackeuyjv. This the editor renders (Introd. 
p. xxxiii.):—‘The result was that among 
themselves they fell to quarrelling at their 
posts (as to who was best equipped for the 
expedition), while to the Greeks at large 
(through the splendour of the equipment) a 
display was portrayed of their (internal) 
power and (external) influence rather 
than a force equipped against an enemy.’ 
Thus he gives the construction more cor- 
rectly than those do who (like Poppo and 
Stahl) supply todrov tov ordAov as subject of 
elxacOjvar, and understand civat to follow 
this. But he fails to do justice to the 
balance of the sentence. Coordinating its 
clauses, instead of subordinating the former, 
he misses the general effect. We agree 
with Jowett that the first clause (in épw 
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yevéc Oar) merely reproduces,in vividsummary, 
what has been just before described in 
detail : the energy of emulation with which 
the Athenians, individually and in their 
various naval and military departments, 
strove to outdo one another in magnificence. 
Nothing has been hitherto said of guarredling, 
nor is it again spoken of here. Indeed the 
introduction of this idea would be discordant 
with the whole tenour of the passage— 
Thucydides aims at describing not the folly 
but the enthusiasm of the people. “Epis can 
of course mean rivalry for good as well 
as for evil: cf. Aesch. Zumen. 975, where 
Athéné says vuxa 8 dyabav épis tyerépa dua 
zavrés. Thus the general sense is:—‘ While 
the Athenians in their several offices ex- 
hibited this heated rivalry among themselves, 
the effect produced on the imagination 
(éuxacOjvac) of outsiders was that of a 
demonstration (éridaéwv) of the vast wealth 
and power of Athens as a state, in com- 
parison with the other Hellenic states.’ In 
other words the first clause refers to the 
(already described) motives or feelings in 
the minds of the Athenians; the second, to 
the objective impression —the cixoy érdetEews 
—imprinted on the minds, or imaginations, of 
observers, depicting the comparative resources 

of the Athenian nation. By a familiar 
usage, te...dpa...kal seem to coordinate 
both clauses, but the true logical, as distinct 
from the grammatical, subject of fvvéBy is 
given in the second clause. Mr. Marchaut, 
however, says of Jowett’s interpretation, 
with which this is substantially identical, 
that ‘it is all wrong.’ His reasons for saying 
so rest mainly on his own assertions (Introd. 
p. xxxiv.): (a) that ‘prs cannot here mean 
that there was rivalry among the Athenians’; 
(6) that Thucydides is not describing ‘ what 
the Greeks thought on that day, but what 
the Athenians were doing’; and (c) that 
‘the rest of the Greeks were not there to 
see what the expedition’ looked like. With 
regard to (a) we have already said enough. 
With regard to (b) and (c) we quote from 
this very chapter 31, 1 and 6,—oi d€ Eevoi 
kat & GAXos dxAos Kata Oéav Kev Os emt 
GEidxpewv Kat amotov Sidvovay ; and—xai 6 

ardXos...7epiBdonros éyévero «.t.A. from which 
may be seen that there was a force of 
foreign opinion present in Athens highly 
interested in, and critical of, what was 
going forward ; and also that the report of 
the expedition had been noised abroad 
throughout Hellas. In explaining the gram- 
matical construction of the passage, the 
editor says rots A@nvaiors must be supplied 
with eixacOjvar: the sense being — rots 
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"AOnvaios mpds Te oPas avtors epis eyevero dpa 
Kat és Tovs aAXous “EAAnvas erideréis Kacy. 
But his translation gives no clue to the 
explanation of “this connection of rots ’A. 
with <ixacOjvar (or 7Kxdo6n) ; and the more 
one considers the matter the more impossible 
it appears to understand how such a dative 
could be explained if it actually appeared in 
the text. trois “A@nvaiois zpos odds adtovs 
épw yevéoOa is all right and perfectly in- 
telligible ; but rots “A. with eikao@jvar could 
neither be dative of the agent, nor of the 
persons to whom the similitude presented 
itself ; and what else remains ? 

ce. 34,9. & tav épywv TH dAKy. On this 
the editor remarks that adxy, which he here 
renders ‘resistance in action,’ is found= 
robur in Herodotus and Xenophon, but not 
elsewhere in prose. The remark is scarcely 
relevant to the passage here annotated, and 
is one which in itself challenges criticism. 
How would he translate aAxy in Thue. I. 80. 
3. mpos pev yap Tovs LeXorovvynciovs...7apopoLos 
nav 4 adn?  Poppo in his note there 
renders it robur; and at least it=‘ means 
of resistance in action,’ which comes to the 
same thing. For the phrase above év rév 
epywv 7m adAxy—we should prefer ‘plucky 
conduct in the battle-field’ as a rendering, 
but do not wish to find fault with Mr. Mar- 
chant’s phrase. The word occurs in almost 
the same sense in Aristotle Zth. Nic. 
iii., vi. 11158, 4, dua d€ kat avdpiLovrar év ois 
eoTw aAxy, v.e. as Prof. Stewart explains, 
‘men show courage where they can take up 
arms and defend themselves.’ We refer to 
this in order to correct the extraordinary 
mistranslation given of it by Liddell and 
Scott—men show courage ‘ where death 7s 
helpful. 

c. 62, 4. On the difficult drédocav here 
the editor mentions nearly all the views 
hitherto propounded, but evidently still 
dissatisfied remarks: ‘if Nicias left Hyccara 
before it fell, and rejoined the main fleet on 
its way back to Catana, ardédocay may mean 
—‘ They delivered the prisoners to Nicias.’ 
But the proper word in this sense would 
have been zapédocav, which is so used eight 
lines before, where we read that the 
Athenians, having captured Hyccara, de- 

livered it over to the Egestaeans’ (zapédocav 
’"Eyeotaiots). 

c. 78, 4. abrods 8 [eikds jv] pos Hpas 
parXov, idvras, arep av ei és tiv Kapapwaiav 
mpatov adikovto ot AOnvato. déopevor av 
erexadeiobe, Tatta €k Tov Spolov Kal vov 
TapakeXevopéevovs STws pndev 
évodacopev daivecGat. The editor 
translates the spaced words—‘ you ought to 
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be openly encouraging us, so that we may not 
give way.’ This is, to say the most for it, a 
very weak way of representing the impera- 
tival ‘ézrws py évddcere’ attributed to the 
Camarinaeansin the hypothetical case referred 
to, and here adopted by the speaker with 
the needful change of person. In such a 
case the Camarinaeans would have come to 
the people of Syracuse and said ‘do not 
yield—do not flinch.’ “Ozws here does not 
mean ‘so that,’ but prefaces the strongest 
form of Greek imperative. Indeed, Mr. 
Marchant in his note on the next page (218), 
appears aware of this, but his translation 
(p. 217) should have been accommodated to 
it more nearly. 2 

ce. 82, 3. adirot d€ trav id Bact zpdrepov 
OVTWV TYEMOVES KATATTAVTES OiKODMEV, VOMLTAVTES 
nxt av td eXorovvycios ottws ecivat. 
The editor (Introd. p. xxxvii.) argues that 
évrwv here is neuter, and adopts this view 
in his note, p. 223. He translates accord- 
ingly :—‘we being established as leaders of 
the cities that were formerly under the 
Great King’s power ourselves control them,’ 
adding ‘7év...dvrwy is neut., not mase.; 
oikovpev = duotkodpev, aS in tragedy often, and 
is trans., sc. aira, 2.€. Ta...mpdoTepov ovTa’ ; 
and concluding his argument (for dvrwv 
neut.) ‘in the present passage the use of 
oixotpev shows that the neuter is intended.’ 
But the use of oixodpev=diorxotpery here is 
itself matter of question, and cannot prove 
anything as to the gender of ovrwv. Before 
we discuss whether oixotuev here = diorxovper, 
and whether évtwv is really neuter (as the 
editor wishes to regard it) we must observe 
that on the same page 223, in the very next 
note, otrws in the above sentence is explained 
by @.€. oixodvres tovs...dvras. If oixotvres 
can thus govern the masculine in the note, 
why should not oixodpmev govern the masculine 
in the text (contrary to what we have quoted 
above, ‘The use of oikodyey shows etc.’) 4 
Some change of view through which the 
editor’s mind passed seems to have left its 
awkward impress here. This note on ovrws 
is doubly unfortunate (a) from its inconsist- 
ency with the preceding note and the Introd. 
and (6) from its making oixotvres thus govern 
the accusative of the person. For Mr. 
Marchant is quite right when he says, or 
implies, that oixelv (and we may add d.orxetv) 
can only be used of administering affairs, not 
of controlling persons. oixotvres Tovs...ovTas 
is bad Greek, not only on this account, but 
also because the verb oixely when transitive 
(and also d.orxeiv) always (as far as we know) 
refers to the administration of domestie or 
internal affairs: to the management of a 
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household, or the direction of the policy of a 
state regarded as analogous to a household. 
oixety (duorxetv) never strays so far from its 
origin (oixos) as to be used of the control of 
foreign states, or to describe the control by 
the Athenians of the guondam dependencies 
of Persia. oixely tavdov is right: oixetvy ra 

é&m éxrds or ra is wrong. We feel it 
necessary to emphasize the point because 
the editor (in his note on oixoduey here) 
neglects it, and says:—‘It is much more 
likely the verb is transitive sc. ra tro BP. 
mpotepov ovra = ‘manage their (external) 
affairs,’ as though he said oikotyey ra Tov 
évppaxwv, the word being used here meta- 
phorically, like rameveoGoa. and rapias (ce. 
18, 3; 78, 2).’ Let our readers consult the 
passages to which Mr. Marchant refers, and 
they will find that the rayreverPar and tapias 
are not ‘like’ oixodyev here in any respect 
bearing on the point before us. If, indeed, 
Mr. Marchant can produce, from a classical 
author, the phrase oikeiy 7a rév Evpupayor, 
or one exactly analogous, we are ready to 
concede all he contends for. At present we 
consider that oixetv ra Tav Evupdxwv is very 
questionable Greek ; although we say this 
subject to correction by any who may know 
better. But 7/ we are right, Mr. Marchant’s 
argument for making oixodmev transitive here, 
governing aird, (sc. ra imo Bacirel zpdrepov 
évra), at once falls to the ground ; nor need 
we be surprised at this, oixeiv not being else- 
where used by Thucydides for d.oixetv. Ac- 
cordingly, as regards the gender of d6vrwv, we 
must revert to the old view which makes it 
masculine, as indeed iyéuoves would seem to 
require. We may add a reference to Thuc. 
ii, 37, 1 dvopa pev did 70 py és dALyous GAN’ és 
tAeiovas oikeiv Sypoxpatia KéxAynrat, where 
oixety is used very much as it is here of ‘ the 
state regulating its policy,’ the verb contain- 
ing its own object in a way difficult to 
reproduce in an English version. L. and 8. 
wrongly render oixey by ‘manage,’ in 
Aristoph. Ran. 105: 

=: \ , 7 a Herae. 7) piv KoBadd y' éoriv, ds Kat cor Soxee. 
= ‘\ \ a . 

10, py TOV E“OVv OiKEL VodV" Exes yap oikiav. 

where Héraclés had presumed to utter what 
he conceived to be the opinions of Dionysus, 
and the latter, wishing to keep his thoughts 
as free from intrusion as his house, replies— 
‘dwell not in my mind, for thou hast a house;’ 
or without metaphor : ‘my opinion is not to 
be appropriated or expressed by you: ex- 
press your own if you choose; mine is private 
to myself.’ There is no suggestion of an 
attempt by Héraclés to manage the mind of 
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Dionysus, and this translation of olke: would 
be fatal to any pretension to wit which the 
passage may contain, 

ce. 91, 4, ads av...Evvragy. The editor’s 
remark is:—‘as av only here in Thuc.... 
The construction is poetical, os with fut. 
indic. being the ordinary prose form of 
expression.’ True enough, except for the 
words ‘only here in Thucydides.’ In i. 33, 1 
we find in Shilleto’s text éretw wept trav 
peylotwv Kwdvuvevovras Sefdpevor Os av pddiora 
...katabnobe. In the face of this Mr. 
Marchant’s remark ‘only here’ is too 
absolute. Shilleto says:—‘xard@yoGe vel 
katabjobe omn. ut vid. codd,’ and refers to 
the as dv of our passage as parallel. Even 
if our editor is convinced that in i. 33, 1 we 
should read xara@ycecGe, or Kxatabeiobe, and 
on this account ignores the instance, still, 
with the facts as Shilleto states them, we 
regard his above assertion as too absolute, 
when made in this curt’ and unqualified 
fashion. 

c. 96, 2. eénpryntar yap Td GAO xwpiov, Kai 

pexpl THS TOAEwS erLKALVés TE OTL Kal eripaves 
mav €ow. The editor says ‘méxpe THs Toews 
and gow are the opposites one of the other ; 
for ésw=landwards from the city.’ The 
scholiast’s note is katadavés eowfev, and 
other editors beside& Mr. Marchant follow 
this. Yet how can écw=éowbev? The line 
of vision—the point of view— appears to us 
to be quite the s&me in both clauses. The 
thought in the writer’s mind was, that if 
anyone approached the city from Epipolae, 
as the ground sloped downwards, he would be 
full in view cisy-wards, z.e. would project the 
appearance a “himself inwards, ¢.e. towards, 
or into, the city. The usage of émridavjvat, 
often followed by és or ézi with the name of 
the person or place to which one ‘presents an 
appearance,’ will be found to confirm this. 
Hence, however unaccommodating our 
English idiom may be, there is no need to have 
recourse to the desperate view that ¢ow here 
=éowfev. Of course the person descending 
would, as a matter of fact be in view éow6ev 
from the Syracusan standpoint ; but Thucy- 
dides is here speaking from the standpoint of 
the Athenians, whose hope of attacking 
Syracuse covertly from Epipolae was pre- 
cluded by the nature of the ground. 

In some of his translations the editor 
sacrifices elegance, and indeed perspicuity, 
to a demon of accuracy which ill rewards 
his devotion. For example the outburst of 
Alcibiades c. 92, 4 1d re giddrodt ovk ev © 

dduxodpar éxw, GAN ev © dodadrds eroAcrevOnr, 
is thus rendered :—‘ Love of country consists 
Jor me not in suffering injustice, as 1 am now 
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doing, but in the feeling that I once lived 
securely as a citizen.’ The question is not 
whether the italicised words represent the 
sense of the Greek, so much as, whether they 

represent any sense whatever. Alcibiades 
could hardly have been supposed to hold that 
his love of country ‘consisted in suffering 
injustice.’ He here regards (or pretends to 
regard) himself as a true patriot still, though 
now virtually in arms against his native 
land. He argues by ‘division of the records 
of the mind,’ separating the present when 
his country wrongs him from the past when 
it honoured him. He loves Athens in the 

7) 
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retrospect, as it were. He says :—‘ Though 
my patriotism revolts from the injustice of 
which I am now the victim, it still lives in 
the memory of the past, when my rights as 
a citizen were secure.’ 
We have, in what precedes, noticed almost 

all the points in this work which seemed to 
us to deserve unfavourable comment. They 
are not enough to alter the opinion which 
we expressed at the beginning, that it is a 
valuable addition to the series of classical 
school books in which it appears. 

Joun I. BEARE. 

HADLEY’S EDITION OF THE ALCESTIS. 

The Alcestis of Euripides. Edited with In- 
troduction and Notes by W. 8. Haptey, 
M.A., Fellow and Assistant Tutor of 
Pembroke College, Cambridge. Cam- 
bridge: University Press. 1896. [Pitt 
Press Series.] 2s..6d. 

Tu1s compact little volume is intended for 
the use of beginners ig the study of the 
Greek tragedy. Hence it addresses itself 
to a less advanced class of students than 
does the edition of Prof, Earle reviewed 
some time since in these columns. Mr. 
Hadley’s brief introduction is well adapted 
to give the young scholar a just idea of the 
surroundings amid which a Greek tragedy 
was performed, We note, however, that he 
maintains a very cautious attitude as to the 
much vexed stage-question ; although at the 
present time, when the victory seems so 
clearly to belong to the ‘no-stage party,’ he 
might, perhaps, have been safe in taking 
more decided ground. It is noteworthy, 
also, that while doing full justice to the 
brilliancy and acuteness of Dr. Verrall’s 
recent book on Euripides, Mr. Hadley tem- 
perately but decidedly rejects the new theory 
of the ‘ Alcestis’ therein propounded. The 
same note of conservatism is perceptible in 
Mr. Hadley’s treatment of the text. The 
departures from the reading of the MSS. are 
much less numerous than they are, for ex- 
-ample, in Prof. Earle’s edition. The explana- 
tory notes are, for the most part, clear and 
concise, and are well adapted to their pur- 
pose; but I have noted a few statements 
that seem to require correction or modifica- 
tion. At v. 321 the old explanation that 
és tpirnv refers to ‘the days of grace allowed 

to a debtor’ is revived. But what real 
evidence is there that the custom of allowing 
a three-day extension of time for the payment 
of a debt ever existed at Athens? In the 
note on BapBirov (v. 345) there is a good 
deal of information about the lyre and 
cithara, but very little as to the nature of 
the BapBiros. 

The explanation of the difficult construc- 
tion xatpAOov av in v. 360 is much too brief. 
Alcestis is not yet dead, and the speaker is 
addressing her. ‘The Greeks, having no dis- 
tinct form of expression for the conclusion 
of a contrary-tofact condition in future time, 
were obliged to use the aorist with dy in- 
this way; whether by a kind of ‘mental 
prolepsis,’ as Mr. Hadley seems inclined to 
think, or not is not so certain. What is 
the time of aapyv in v. 357% See for 
other instances Goodwin M/. and 7. 414, and 
add to the list there given Euripides Z. A. 
1211. In the note on 608 it should have 
been pointed out that zupdy does not neces- 
sarily imply the burning of the corpse. A 
grave might possess a tupa even though the 
body of the deceased was buried. ‘Thus in 
the Mycenaean graves there are distinct 
traces of burning although (Dr. Verrall to 
the contrary notwithstanding) the bodies of 
the occupants were not cremated. (See 
Rohde, Psyche pp. 31-2.) But these are 
minor points. The explanatory notes are 
followed by brief critical notes, which con- 
tain some good conjectures. A few conjec- 
tures made by the editor have also been 
introduced into the text. Noticeable are 
trav for r dv in 197; ovoa for ovre in 332 
with 7é 7 for ovr’ in 333 (but Wecklein’s 
brilliant eizpemis ovrw for cimperecorary seems 
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better) ; kvxAov, and #pa with the MSS., in 
449 (which may be right, though Kapvecov... 
pyvos is then awkwardly placed and deupopevas 
seems to require an object) ; taow for rawiv 
in 501 (anticipated by Wecklein); xvpiw 
with @ in 1140. The book is, taken all in 
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all, to be heartily recommended for the use 
of students beginning the study of the Greek 
drama. 

H. W. Hay ey. 
Wesleyan Univ., Middletown, Conn. 

CRUSIUS’ BABRIUS!. 

FirtrEN years have elapsed since Dr. 
Rutherford published his edition of the 
Babrian Fables, by which, and probably by 
which alone they are known to most English- 
men. Professor Crusius, whose monograph 
de aetate Babrit is allowed to be the most 
important attempt yet made to solve the 
difficult question of the period when Babrius 
lived, had preceded Rutherford’s edition by 
several years; whence it is evident that 
among the eminent Germans to whom the 
task of a new revision might fitly be assigned, 
he, if any one, had the first claim. It is 
therefore with great satisfaction that we 
hail at last the appearance of a work which 
cannot but revive interest in a poet whose 
fables, like those of Phaedrus possess an un- 
doubted literary charm. A new and extra 
circumstance of interest is the accidental 
discovery in 1881 of some Palmyrene wax- 
tablets containing fourteen Babrian fables ; 
these were presented by A. D. van Assen- 
delft de Coningh, brother of a Dutch 
officer into whose possession they first came, 
to the library of the University of Leiden, 
and Hesseling has edited them in J. of 
Hellenic Studies xiii. pp. 293-314. A fac- 
simile is given by Crusius at the end of his 
volume, which will be of some service for 
showing the shape of the letters, hardly for 
much more: a defect which is perhaps in- 
separable from such photographic repro- 
ductions, though the facsimile of the Athoan 
MS. seems tolerably, and is, certainly, com- 
paratively clear. 

The Prolegomena contain six chapters, i. 
on the MSS. of Babrius; ii. on the Para- 
phrases; iii. on the Excerptors and Imitators ; 
iv. on the Epoch of Babrius, his Rules of 
Metre and the principles to be observed in 
emending him ; v. on some modern critics of 
the fables; vi. on the Dactylic and Iambic 
versions. Those who have read Crusius’ 
masterly dissertation de aetate Babrit will, I 

1 [Babrii Fabulae Aesopeae. Recognouit Prolego- 
menis et Indicibus instruxit Otto Crusius, ed. Maior 
Teubner 1897]. 

think, be a little disappointed not to find it 
reprinted ; but this would have materially 
increased the bulk of the volume. The 
most important of the above chapters, next 
to that on the MSS., is ili., discussing the 
metrical laws observed by Babrius. 

After these six chapters Crusius prints 
the Testimonia beginning with Pseudo- 
Dositheus a.p. 207, then seriatim Emperor 
Julian, Libanius, Aphthonius, Themistius, 
Gregory of Nazianzus, Ausonius, Avianus, 
Suidas. The evidence of Avianus is parti- 
cularly important, from its circumstantiality : 
quas (fabulas) Graecis iambis Babrius repe- 
tens in duo volumina coartauit, the most 
explicit statement which antiquity has left 
us as to the form in which the Babrian fables 
were issued by their author. 

Then comes the actual text of the fables, 
with a full app. critic. of the reading of the 
Athoan and other MSS., including, where 
extant, those of the Assendelft tablets, a 
new feature of signal value, these tablets 
having till now only been accessible to a 
few. Pp. 112-123 contain the fables pre- 
served by the Vatican codex, eleven in all; 
124-129, the four new fables found in the 
Assendelft tablets ; 130, one fable extant in 
Pseudo-Dositheus, (paraphrased by Avianus 
34); 131, the single specimen preserved by 
Natalis Comes; what remains after this is 
merely a series of prose fables from which 
fragments of Babrian scazons may be cer- 
tainly or plausibly elicited, or actually occur 
in Suidas. Pp. 215-221 contain fragments 
of hexameter or elegiac, 234—244, of iambic 
fables. On pp. 242 sgg. C. Fr. Mueller has 
edited the iambic tetrastichs of Ignatius the 
Deacon or others. The work concludes with 
several indices, the most valuable of which 
gives a complete conspectus of the words 
used by Babrius. 

From the above analysis, which does not 
pretend to be minute, it will be seen that 
the new Babrius may serve as a general 
introduction to Greek Fable. 

xxxvi, 7, Aewtds te dv kal BAnxpos A. 
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Boissonade corrected 7’ édév, Fix tis av. The 
form éov is now confirmed by the wax tablets, 
though this fable is not in them, and is 
rightly restored by Crus. lix. 12, Crus. 
with considerable probability edits as dav 
Brérovro 7G weAas Ti Bovdevour, the Athous 
(A) having a m. pr. 76, changed later to rov. 
Ixvi. 6, (Fable of the two wallets) A gives 
iStwv 8 dricbev Aris HV ToAD peilwv, altered 
by Fix and Sir G. C. Lewis to idiwy dé tiv 
dricbev, nris Hv peiCov. It is a little dis- 
appointing to find a change so violent, 
accepted both by Ruth. and Crus, Possibly 
we should construct dmicOev yris Hv together, 
and for rod» should be written odw : idiwy dé 
(yépovgay éxeivny) yrs Hv Omiabev, OAw peiLov 
(rs mpdow). xvii, Fable of the lion’s share. 
How tame is Babrius here in comparison 
with Phaedrus, whose humour is so pre- 
eminently conspicuous in this fable; as to 
make the silence of Seneca quite astonishing. 
Ixxil. 21, yo vytiwy TépnBos dpvéwv tpné, 
corrected by Boissonade édedpos, cries for a 
new suggestion. Equally unsatisfactory is 
immetnv for immedow in lxxvi. 10 odynv de 
yotous épepev ovKed’ im, but trredwy (Ruth. 
Gitlb.) cannot be considered right: I believe 
it is immevew, an epexegetic infinitive ‘for 
horse-service.’ In v. 12 of the same fable 
odAmuyé 7 Téxéleve Tacw domida opel, 
Crusius writes éfove from the Bodleian 
Paraphrase: perhaps Babrius wrote éxdeZe, 
ef. iii, 1. Atyas zor eis eéravAw. aimddos 
kreiLwv. Ixxxiv. 3, The gnat and the bull, 
in which the gnat expresses its fears of 
weighing too heavily on the bull’s horn, A. 
gives «i cov Bapivw Tov TevovTa Kal catve : 
Crusius edits from Dositheus kat kdjivo. 
This is far removed from caivw: £aivw ‘fret’ 
may be proposed as at least possible. xcv. 
65, dAXous dé Bactr€ts trepebie kai mote, May 
not the right word be evOérige, ‘get ready 
and set up,’ cf. exvili. 2, Kadujy nidericev? 
xcvii. 12, contains a bold suggestion of 
Crus. The Athoan gives ov jv dpowov To 
Opa TO payeipe’y and 76 Oduo is confirmed by 
the wax tablets, in which this is the fourth 
fable. Crusius accordingly retains the ro and 
writes Ojua, comparing ctpeua, exfeua, ete. 
This point deserves a more full examination 
as Opa is at first startling. c.is in Avianus, 
of which fact Crusius gives no indication, as 
also of exl. xclix. 4, I am not satisfied that 
the dual tékurrépw (Rutherford) is im- 
possible. A has ra dkvrrepa, the Vaticanus 
toxuTrépwr: both forms find the explanation 
on Rutherford’s hypothesis: and certainly 
there is nothing in rerum natura which for- 
bids two prominent feathers being marked 
out from the rest and being accordingly 
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dualized. cii. 7-9, ra Léa ravra 8 ws tréoyov 
ciOdvas | AvKos pev dpvi, tapdaALs 8 ex’ aiydéypw 
| kadw de riypis, Crusius seems to accept 

Rutberford’s view that é’ is adverbial. 
Lachmann conj. d¢ y’ aiyaypw, and his feeling 
that é’ cannot here=‘ besides,’ seems to 
me well-founded. But retaining én’ I do not 
see why we should not translate ‘with’ or 
‘confronted with,’ whether the preposition 
extends to all the three pairs of opponents 
or only to the second. cvii. 6, 7, pvds 8& 
Seirvov ov) dKkpwv érupataa | xedv Tapeotwr. 
This is the m. pr. of A, corrected to duécouv. 
If duecrwy were a possible compound, which 
is hardly conceivable, though the verbal 
look of peoros might make it less outrageous, 
the idea would be similar to the Aeschylean 
éAris mpoonel xethos od TANpovpevw, ‘a Mouse- 
dinner ought not to touch.even the tips of 
your unfilled lips.’ As it is, l should prefer to 
write dvexrov; at any rate Eberhard’s dds 
cov does not satisfy. 

cix. is thus given in A. 

Mi Aoka Baivew édeye kapkivw pytnp 
bypy Te Tétpy wAGyLa KOAG pur) TUPELV. 
3 8) etme ‘untep 7 SiddoKados, tpwoTn 
épOnv amehOe, kal BAErwv oe TolnTw.’ 

This is a fair specimen of the chief 
difficulty which the Babrian collection 
presents. If it is compared with the more 
elaborate and highly-finished specimens, it is 
so little worthy of the comparison as to 
suggest the process which Rutherford aptly 
calls tetrastichism, i.e. reduction of a larger 
original to a total of four verses. In par- 
ticular the last words kat BAerwv ce Tointw 
are, so to speak, miserable : meaning, as they 
do, ‘and when I see you, I will do what you 
ask.’ Avianus, too, gives the fable in a 
much expanded form of twelve lines. We 
are obliged to fall back on the prose (Greek) 
paraphrasts. But here again the evidence 
is of an uncertain kind. The Bodleian, 
which is nearest to Babrius, follows the four- 
line version very closely : only in the fourth 
verse it has od, 7 SuddoKxovoa, dpha Badile kai 
Brérov ce fyhoow. Thereare some to whom 
the verse thus emended dp6yv Babdile Kai 
Brérov ce &prdow, may seem sufficiently 
Babrian to have come from him: and thisis 
the view of Crusius. I confess to siding 
with Rutherford against this view ; but the 
Bodleian paraphrast must, I think, have had 
the Athoan tetrastich, in a slightly different 
form, before him. On the other hand, the 
prose version in Halm (Fabulae Aesopicae 
187) is quite different, and must have come 
from another redaction. It seems probable 
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that a tetrastich redaction of the more 
prominent fables was made very early, and 
that these, perhaps for brevity or even as a 
cheaper school book for boys, obtained a 
large circulation, and were ultimately 
incorporated with the larger and unabridged 
fables. 

Something still remains to be said about 
the fables contained in the wax tablets. In 
correcting them Hesseling’s and Crusius’ 
account of the readings in them have both 
been studied, also Polak’s and van Herwer- 
den’s later emendation of the first of the 
series published in Cl. Rev. 1894, p. 248. 

7.  tuydov edrpyrov 7Alov 7Arpy, 

perhaps eveiAnrov, well warmed. 
13. kaxucre Onpov is, I think, beyond 

doubt. I had so filled up the lacuna of the 
tablets xkaxeioreé...... ovTOVWEvoTHVOVELPOVOY- 
pacu...tpos when I first read, several years 
ago, Hesseling’s collation in the J. of Hellenic 
Studies. But what follows is not so clear. 
Herwerden adds [dAAws] after dvepov and 
writes the whole passage thus :— 

/ IN > / XN \ 4 

kakuote Onpov [etre pas | ov Tov wevoTynv 

OVELpoV [aAAws| Oppaciv matpos deifas 

and so Crusius, except that for «fre gas 
he prints ¢izvev ds. If adddws (Herw.) is 
retained, I should prefer x. Onpav | etrev 7 lod 
tov Wetornv; ov. [addws|. It is, however, 
questionable whether so marked a word 
would have been omitted: my first idea was 
[etrev 4] od [yap Todrov| (the trochee here has 
its parallel in v. 6 dvdpéva) w. ov. It is, per- 
haps, more probable that <ize followed dvetpor, 
and that between rov and Wevorny [de Tov] has 
fallen out. 

kaxiote Onpav, [Hod tov[ de tov] Wevornv 
Ovelpov, €lrev, Oppacw Tatpos Sei~as. 

vv. 16 sqqg. I would write thus :— 

te] dp|r’ éry[a] (ere the tablets) cor Adyourr 
KOUK Epyov 

rote] ; TOLXw & [ 

ereBade xelpas, [xeipas éreBare tablets], rov 
deovta TupAdowv. 

TovTw okoAoy im’ ovexa [oKwAwde TovTwr- 
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mosuva the tablets, 6 marked with a point 
beneath by Hesseling] xal xa6’ aipddous 
THS Capkos ciadus. 

The last three words after cicdts cannot 
be restored with anything like certainty, 
only oj ~w (Polak, Herwerden, Crusius) 
seems to be likely. The tablets give, 
according to Hesseling, yonvvcOrowv. In 
the second fable of the tablets (Crus. 137), 
Hesseling gives the letters 7...racowdeurvov- 
aetos Sicew. Weil, after one of the prose 
paraphrases, conjectured jveyxe, Crusius 
drnye, Polak mée. A more natural supple- 
ment would be nyedAe, or as Babrius more 
probably spelt it gueAXe. The word, the 
tense, and the construction with fut. inf. 
are frequent in B. as Crusius’ index proves. 

In fab. 11 Hesseling gives azopvovonceio- 
deposdeTOvVWTOD. 

Crusius most cleverly conjectures dzop- 
pvetons and it appears nearly certain that it 
is either this or droppcovons. But for depos 
I would suggest d¢ppews, a somewhat un- 
frequent word which might perplex the 
transcriber of the tablets, and retaining the 
words in the order given by these, would 
write 

ry , ! \ A , 
aTTOPpEOVONS déppews be TOU VWTOU. 

In fab. 13 Hesseling (Crusius 123) the 
last four verses are given thus by the 
tablets :— 

, \ / 1 ‘ , 4 

Oicas O€ TaUTHV EvpEe THY PrTW Tacats 
opLotay 

ve + > / \ , péyiotov oyKov éAmicas TE Kal OTEVoAS 
dmreotepynOn Tov TH puKpa Kepdatvery. 

The Bodleian paraphrase (112 ed. Knoell) 
has vopicas dé évdov airas dyKov xpvaotov civat 
kat Ovoas etpev ovoav dpoltav tov XouTdv 
épvidwv. There is a semblance here of a 
scazontic original which might suggest 

Ovcas S& radrynv cipe tiv piow TAHOE 
Nourdv Spotav évrds ovaay dpvidov. 
péyrrrov 6dAPov (so Crusius) [8]’ eAmioas re Kat 

oTrevous 
> /s ameatepyOn K.T.X. 

Rosinson ELtis. 
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THE NEW EDITION OF PAULY’S ENCYCLOPAEDIA. 

Paulys Real-Encyclopidie der classischen 
Altertumswissenschaft, neue Bearbei- 
tung, herausgegeben von G. WIssowA 
(Metzler, Stuttgart. 1895-7). Volume 
II, 2862 columns (Apollon to Barbaroi) : 
Volume IIT, Part i, 1440 columns (Bar- 
barus to Campanus). 30 Mk. per volume, 
or 15 Mk. per half-volume. 

TuE first volume of this important Encyclo- 
paedia of classical learning was noticed in 
the Classical Review in 1895 (ix 113). The 
high expectations then formed have been 
amply fulfilled in the successive volumes 
which have appeared since. The whole work 
is estimated to consist of twenty half- 
volumes, so that the recent publication of 
the fifth half-volume implies the actual 
completion of a quarter of the work. To 
give any adequate account of the three half 
volumes which have appeared with such 
perfect punctuality during the last three 
years would severely tax the efforts of a 
syndicate of experts. All that need be said 
here is that, so far as the work has been 
examined or consulted from time to time, 
the articles maintain a very high standard 
of thoroughness and excellence. 

In the third half-volume (Apollon— 
Artemis) the first and the last article (both 
by Wernicke) are among the longest and 
most valuable of those connected with 
mythology. ‘The same half-volume includes 
Ares (by Sauer) and Argonaut in forty-three 
columns (by Jesson). Apollonius Rhodius 
(by Knaack) fills seven columns, followed by 
as much as two columns of authorities alone. 
Among others belonging to the Alexandrine 
period, Aristarchus and Aristophanes of 
Byzantium are very fully treated by Cohn. 
The article on the comic poet Aristophanes 
occupies twenty columns (by Kaibel), and 
that on Aristotle twice that amount (by 
Gercke). There is also a very complete 
article on Archontes (von Schoeffer), including 
a convenient chronological conspectus of all 
the Athenian Archons now known to us. 
Among the excellent articles on Greek law 
by Thalheim may be mentioned one on” Apetos 
mayos. Under Aquae no less than one 
hundred places are registered, and under 
Arabia there is a carefully constructed map 
of the region south of Damascus. 

In the fourth half-volume (Artemisia— 
Barbaroi) the longer articles include Asia 
and Asiarches (Brandis), Attika (Milchhofer 

and! Judeich), and Augures and Auspicium 
(by the editor, Wissowa, now a Professor at 
Halle). The article on Bakchylides (by 
Crusius), published before the recent re- 
covery of his poems, extends to eight 
columns, to which additions must presumably 
be made in some future supplement. The 
maps and plans in this volume include a large 
plan of Babylon, ground-plans of the 
‘Stabian Baths’ and the ‘ Central Baths’ at 
Pompeii, and of the Baths of Diocletian, as 
well as a map of Attica marking the position 
of all the known Demes. This map has 
been wrongly placed in the middle of the 
article on Athena, whereas it ought to 
accompany the tabulated conspectus of the 
Demes as distributed over the ten tribes and 
over the three districts of Attica on 
p. 2227 f, 

In the fifth half-volume, which has just 
appeared, the longer articles which may be 
mentioned are those on Basileus (von 
Schoeffer), Bathykles (Carl Robert), Biblio- 
theken (Dziatzko), ibeliibersetzungen (by 
Jiilicher), Bototia (Oberhummer and Cauer) 
with due notice of Professor Rhys Roberts’ 
interesting work on the ‘Character and 
Culture of the Ancient Boeotians’ (1895), 
Bosporus (Oberhummer and Brandis), and 
Lithynia and Byzantium (by several writers). 
The article last mentioned extends to forty 
columns, but for ‘ Byzantine literature,’ ete 
we have to wait for the article on Con- 
stantinople. The maps in this volume include 
Byzantium, the Thracian Bosporus, Brundi- 
sium, and the parts of Rome near the 
Forum Boarium. The disproportion in the 
space assigned to certain subjects is somewhat 
striking in the case of the articles on Bovdy 
and ‘ Beans’; the former subject is com- 
prised in only sixteen columns (by Oehler), 
the latter spreads over as many as eighteen 
(by Olek). Only three more columns are 
assigned to the article on Britanni, to which 
English scholars will turn with special 
interest ; its author is Professor Hiibner, 
who is already well known to them in con- 
nexion with his work on the Roman 
Inscriptions of Britain in vol. vii of the 
CEs 

It may here be suggested that it would 
add greatly to the convenience of those who 
use the work, if the editor were to make it 
a rule that all references extending over more 
than a line of print should not be allowed 
to appear as a parenthesis, but should be 
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reserved to the end of the clause, or treated 
as a separate sentence. The need of sucha 
rule may be exemplified by the following 
passage from the article on APPIANUS, 
p. 229 :— 

Die bei A. vorliegende Erzihlung lasst sich vom 
Tode Caesars bis zur Schlacht bei Mutina (26. oder 
27. April 43 nach Drumann I 309. Ruete Die 
Correspondenz Ciceros in den J. 44, und 43, Diss. 
Strassb. 1883, 81; 21. April nach L. Lange 
R.A. III 5388. Schelle Beitrige z. Gesch. d. 
Todeskampfes d. rom. Republik, Progr. d. Annen- 
schule Dresden 1891. O. E. Schmidt Der Tag 
der Schlacht von Mutina, Jahrb. f. Philol. CXLV 
321 ff.) genau, bis zum Consulat Caesars (19. Aug. 43) 
hin und wieder durch Ciceros Correspondenz und die 
Philippiken, sowie durch die Fragmente des Niko- 
laos von Damaskos controllieren, 

The article on Athens, promised by C. 
Wachsmuth, is deferred with a view to taking 
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proper account of the excavations proceeding 
on or near the western slope of the Acropolis. 
It is to be hoped that the main results of the 
French exploration of Delphi will be pub- 
lished before the article on that subject is 
due. 

With the latter part of the fifth half- 
volume we bid farewell for a while to Greece, 
all Greek words being reserved for K. In 
this exclusively Latin portion of the work, 
the article on the Caecilia gens (sixty 
columns) includes no less than 139 persons, 
and that on the Calpurnia (forty columns) 
only one less. Facts like these are enough 
to indicate the minuteness and fulness of 
treatment which are characteristic of the 
new edition of this important work. No 
scholar’s library is complete without it. 

J. E, Sanpys,. 

NOTES ON BACCHYLIDES, 

BY Dat: 

tous 0 wlAece potp 6Aou 
‘\ 8 + Xr Be ip. aN \ 

| rAdpova |s. 

Instead of tAdwovas (Mr. Kenyon’s con- 
jecture) Prof. Housman proposes zAcdvas 
(C. &. xii. p. 70), and this is, I think, right. 
The lacuna at the bottom of col. 29 does not 
seem too large for zActvas, considering the 
usual width of 7 in this hand. rods 30, 
however, which Mr. Housman takes to mean 
‘but others,’ is then awkward. Read ray 8, 
‘but more than these’ (viz. the two heroes 
just named in 117 as slain by the boar). 
Prof, Platt asks (C.R. xii. p. 60), ‘Does a 
poet worth his salt say ddgece dAda?’ 
Homer did not shrink from saying IIpd6o0s 
Gods (Il. 2. 758), nor Sophocles from éi8Aov 

- "Avdav (At. 607): so perhaps Bacchylides 
may still be allowed ada Aurov éréobew. 

V. 140-142. 

Kale TE SOatdadr€as 

€x Adpvakos OKvpopov 
gitpov éykAavoaca., 

aykAavoaca (a conjecture of mine, adopted 
in the editio princeps) is the easiest remedy, 
but I no longer feel much doubt that the 
original word was one which expressed the 
notion of ‘taking out.’ aie ...é« Adpvaxos 
...pitpov, though not impossible, is ex- 
tremely harsh. Mr, Housman’s é\kicaca 

(C.R. p. 70) is satisfactory in sense; the 
notion of frantic haste which it conveys is 
quite in place here. But (a) it is somewhat 
improbable metrically, since the + answers 
to a syllable which is long in verses 7, 22, 
47, 62, 102, 127, 167, 182; ze. in all the 
corresponding places except 87, where the 
first syllable of rovotrov is anceps. And (5) 
.€\xtvoaoa recedes rather far from the MS. 

éyx\avoaca: unless we assume an interme- 
diate corruption éxkAvocaca, which (since it 
would have satisfied the general sense) would 
not have been very likely to pass into 
éyxAavoaca. Prof. v. Wilamowitz-Mollendorfft 
(in the Géttingische gelehrte Anzeigen, 1898, 
p. 180) suggests eéyAvoaca (éxkX\’caca) or 
exkdgoaca, remarking that, though both are 
dubious, the latter, at least, is certainly 
admissible. To my mind, ékAvcaca is the 
more attractive of the two: durpdv éx Ndpva- 
kos ékA\voaca seems quite a possible phrase 
for poetry,—‘ released’ it from the Adpvagé 
by undoing the fastenings of the latter: but 
then there is the palaeographical difficulty 
noticed above,—of explaining how a fairly 
lucid reading like this should have generated 
éyxAavoaca in a MS. as old as circ, 50 Buc. 
As to EKKAAICACA, that is palaeo- 

graphically easy enough, but the drawback 
is the sense. éxkAccew always means, ‘ to shut 

out.’ Surely é« Adpvaxos éexxA\acaca could 
not mean, ‘having unlocked from (taken 
out of the locked) chest.’ This would be, 
at least, an unexampled use of the verb. 
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Prof. Tyrrell (C. R. p. 81) ingeniously sug- 
gests éyx\agaca (which is nearest of all to 
éyxAavoaca), in the sense, ‘she set to burning 
the brand which she had (formerly) locked 
up’ (ep. Aver wednoas in Soph. Ai. 676) : then, 
however, we are left with the old difficulty, 
that éx Adpvaxos must go with kate qitpov, 
and the notion of ‘taking out’ must be 
evolved from éx. The problem, I fear, has 
not yet been solved (unless éxAvoaca can be 
accepted). 

Wiel oD tr. 

reiGopar evpapews evkXeG KeAcVOov yAdooav 
o| taxootpodor | 

mepmew Lepwvt. 

The genitive xeAevov in the MS. helped 
to suggest Mr. Kenyon’s conjecture oiaxoo- 
tpodov : he understands, ‘I trust to send to 
Hieron an utterance of fair fame to guide 
his path.’ The difficulty which I feel about 
this is that I fail to see how the poet’s 
utterance could be described as a guide of 
Hieron’s path. Pindar, no doubt, gives 
plenty of good advice, though it may be 
doubted whether even he would have ven- 
tured on claiming to ‘pilot’ Hieron’s course. 
In Bacchylides also we find a gnomic 
element, but less of direct and definite 
counsel to the victor ; and in this particular 
ode there is nothing of it, except the indirect 
admonition to contentment in vv. 50-55. I 
believe that xeAevov ought to be xedevfor, 
and that the verse may have run somewhat 
as follows :— 

eikr€a, KeAevOov yAdooay o[ABio dépwv | 
mepmrew Lépwve: 

‘(Right willing am I) to bring blest Hieron 
the tribute of my voice, and to send it on 
a glorious path.’ See Pind. O. 9. 41 ¢épors 
d€ Hpwroyeveias | doter yAdooav, ‘bring the 
tribute of thy utterance’ (or ‘lend’ it) to 
the town of Protogeneia’ (Opus). xeAevfov 
is the path of song (a notion blended here 
with that of actual transmission from Ceos 
to Syracuse, see vv. 10 ff. tuvov ard Cafeas 
vacov x.t.\.): so Pindar fr. 191 (Bergk *) 
Awpiav xéXevfov tyvov: N. 7, 51 6d0v Kupiav 
Aoywv, etc. ; and evkdred, ‘glorious,’ implies 
that the song, thus sent forth on its way, 
gives glory, as in Pind. WN. 6. 29 é7éwv... 
ovpov | evkAeta (=evkAca): O. 2. 90 eixdéas 
diatovs (‘glorious shafts of song’). The 
corruption of xéAevfov into KeAe’Gov may have 
arisen from the fact of another accusative 
(yAéooav) following it. 
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VI. 1-4. 

Adywv Atos peyiotov 
axe Héptatov rddecar 
Kddos ex ’AAdeod zpoxoaia|s cepvais| 
dv doo x.T.X. 

An antecedent for 6cca is needed: Mr. 
Housman suggests in v. 3 mpoyxoais [d¢6dwv], 
the genitive depending on déeprarov: ‘a. 
glory the best of all the prizes on account 
of which,’ etc. ; but I should rather prefer 
here a supplement which did not introduce a 
second substantive. And if we read zpo- 
xoato|. révtwv|, the emphasis which belongs 
to ravrwy would serve to make the construc- 
tion with deprarov more evident. . 

VIII. 10-12. 

& Zed cepavveyxes, xa[t aud’ 
dxOarow ’AXdeod TéeAETTOV ........... S 
<odoro[ v|s edxas. 

Pindar speaks of @eddota épya, Oedadoros 
dvvayis, but it is hard to see how Geddoros 
could be epithet of edyy. In v. 12 we should, 
I think, write @eodoros, the s in v. 1] 
having probably belonged to a dative plur. ; 
e.g., teecocov [atte civ Tvyxats| Oeoddros 
edxas. 
XS es: 

ddéav, & xpvtaddKator Xdpites, 
teisipBporov Soinr’ eer [no accent in MS. | 
Movoay te ioBAepapwv Oetos tpodaras 

¥ a , \ y 
evtuKos PArovvTa Te Kat Nepeatov 
DPVELV. 

If the Movoav...rpoparas could be Apollo, 
then we might read (with Mr. Kenyon) 
evruxov in v. 4, and take the sense to be: 
‘Grant, ye Graces,—ye and the divine 
spokesman of the Muses,—persuasive bril- 
liance to my song, that I may sing (tuvety 
as epexeg, inf.) well-built (e’rvxov) Phlius,’ © 
ete. To say that evrvxos could not mean 
‘well-built’ is not (I think) correct, whether 
we do or do not accept Porson’s eirvxous 
ddpous (for L’s eitvxoven Sopuo.s) in Aesch. 
Suppl. 959: e’rvxos could assuredly have 
the sense of edrvxtos in the Homeric kAtoinv 
éituxrov. But it is quite true that evruxos 
ordinarily means ‘ready,’ and this fact con- 
firms the MS. here, which gives the nomina- 
tive. Everything turns on the meaning of 
mpodatas in v. 3. Apollo povonyérys is, of 
course, constantly associated with the Muses 
(e.g. Plat, Legg. 653 c), and represented as 
‘leading’ their song, in the sense of sounding 
the lyre to which they sing (Paus. 5, 18 § 4, 
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adovoat Motoa kat ’AroAwv eLdpxwv THs 
dq) : but this is a different thing from the 
function of zpodaras. The ‘spokesman’ of 
the Muses is the poet; as Pindar calls him- 
self dotdov TIIepidwv zpodaray (fr. 90). 
Similarly the singing birds are called ot tav 
Movodv mpodyra: in Plat. Phaedr. 262 D. 
There can be no doubt, then, I think, that 
the zpodaras here is Bacchylides himself, 
and that @eios means ‘ inspired’ (the epic 
Getos aoidds). But, if so, the re after Movaoav 
in v. 3 is certainly corrupt, as several critics 
have seen. Mr. F. W. Thomas defends it, 
indeed, but at the cost of a very bold and 
(to my mind) improbable change, reading 
Movoav te ioBrchdpwv 6 tuav (or tos, in- 
stead of the MS. @etos) zpodaras. Mr. 
Housman is, I think, on the right track in 
reading (with the ed. princeps) éra, and 
holding that te is the corruption of a relative 
word. He proposes Movoay 76 ioBrAeddpwv. 
The practice of Bacchylides as to compounds 
of tov allows us either to assume the 
digamma here (as the reading 7d would do), 
or to ignore it: idwAoxov has F in ix. 72, but 
there is no Ff before idwAoxo. in xvii. 37, 
iooredavov in xiii. 89, or iooredavwy in v. 3: 
just as Pindar has F with idzAoxov in O. 6. 
30, but no F with fomAokdywv in P. 1. 1. 
Hence we might also read Movoay or’ 
ioBAepapwv, which may have generated the 
MS. re through being written without elision 
(ore) by a scribe who assumed Ff in the next 
word: it also avoids the slightly harsh 
(though of course legitimate) construction 
bpvetv eros Pdotvra. Objection has been 
taken to the sing. ere, but groundlessly : 
Pindar uses it, of a poetical ‘utterance,’ in P. 
2. 66 Bovdral d& mpecBirepar | dxivdvvov enor 
eros oé Totl TavTa AOyov | érauvety TapéxovTt. 
Two other emendations of the passage should 
be mentioned. Prof. v. Wilamowitz (Gétting. 
Anz. p. 131) reads éet | Movody €AtxoBre- 
ddpwv, assuming ioBrepdpwv, as well as re, to 
be corrupt. Prof. Blass, éret Movoay ye 
ioBAepdpwv, where ye is surely quite in- 
tolerable. 

IX. 12 f. avOodepxys.. . 
flaming eyes’: cp. Bacch. fr. 46 (=13 
Bergk*) gav0a ddoyi. Statius seems to 
have had Bacchylides in mind, when, in 
describing this same monster, he wrote, 
Livida fax oculis (Theb. 5, 508). 

dpakwy, * with 

IX, 49 ff. ods yeveds Aurapo- 
Cévev Ovyatpav, &s Geot 
abv TUXMLS WKLTTAY apxa- 

\ > , > A 
yous amopOytwv ayuiav. 

These are the daughters of the Asopus 
No, CIII, VOL, XII. 
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(for it is clear that in v. 39 we must read 
ixer’ “Acwrdv). The best commentary on 
this passage is Diodorus 4. 72, where he 
says that Asopus, ‘ having made his home 77 
Phlius’ (év ®Xuotvt. xatouyjoas), married 
Meriry daughter of Ladon [the river of 
Elis], by whom he had two sons, Pelasgus 
and Jsmenus, and twelve daughters— 
Coreyra, Salamis, Aegina, Peirene, Cleone, 
Thebe, Tanagra, Thespia, Asopis, Sinope, 
Oinia, and Chalcis. 

This list well illustrates the poet’s state- 
ment that the daughters of Asopus had 
become dpxayot ayuav, while the wide 
range (from Corcyra to Sinope) adds signifi- 
cance to the verses (40 f.) which refer to the 
‘world-wide’ fame of Asopus. It is 
especially interesting to observe that 
Diodorus connects the Asopus, from whom 
these daughters sprang, with Phlius, not 
with Boeotia. Bacchylides was touching a 
legend familiar to the Phliasian victor’s 
fellow-citizens. 

Xe) f. cers v4 VETTEL 

KG raeoerea ] ov. 

Verse 25 =53 vorrepov edppoovva. Perhaps, 
then, rerp| axis dud |v eel | kdéplwev dpolpov : 
ep. Pind. P. 9.121 éet diye Aauwypov Spdpov. 
[My former suggestion, rtetpaxwAov, was 
made before [vore]pov had been restored in 
53, and assumed that a trochee, e.g. a@dov, 
might stand there. | 

X. 27 £. dis v[w dyx|apvgav ed Bov- 
Nov [Xapitwv] rpoparar. 

Mr. Kenyon’s restoration of Xapirwy is 
manifestly right : «iBovAwv, however, is not 
‘favouring,’ but ‘judging aright,’—2.e. giving 
the prize to him who deserves it. The 
Charites often appear as the givers of 
victory in the games (Pind. O. 2. 50 Xapires 
avOea teOpinrwv. . . ayayov: NV. 7. 54 hépew 
orepavepata av EavOais Xdpicow, etc.). 

The zpopara: of the Charites are the judges 
of the games, Prof. Platt thinks Xapirwv 
wrong, chiefly because he holds that this 
must be a logaoedic verse; it is, in fact, 

a verse composed of a dactyl and a ‘second’ 
epitritus, _-. J.J -, which ‘occurs else- 
where also in connection with logaoedic 
verses. He coins deb\dpxwv (a word too 
large for the gap), when zpodara: would 
be the heralds employed by the judges ; 
a change which turns poetry into prose. 

X. 45 f. 
70 [pw ]éAXov 

oe) / / \ 

5 OAKPLTOUS TLKTEL TeNEUTAS 

7a TVXA Ppioel. 
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So we must clearly read (not redevras. 
tat, Tvxa Bpice). 7a...Bpioe is explanatory 
of axpirovs, and serves to define its meaning, 
which would otherwise remain too vague. 
The metaphor is from a balance: Arist. 
Problem. 16. 11 (p. 915b 3) orav Bpion 6 
KUKANos émt Oarepov pepos. ‘The future is 
fraught with issues which cannot be judged 
beforehand, (so as to tell) in what way 
fortune will incline the scale.’ 
Me it 

tetxos b€ KixAwres Kdprov 
eX Oovres breppiador KAewa TOE. 

Prof. Platt, holding that the last syllable 
of v.77 must be long, alters xapov to kdpov7’. 
This is, indeed, the only emendation which 
will yield a long syllable without further 
changes of a drastic kind ; and it is there- 
fore the more important to consider how far 
it is tenable. It is (in my opinion) one of 
those changes which, though exceedingly 
slight in themselves, are seen on a closer 
examination to be extremely improbable. 
While éxapov is one of the commonest of 
words, éxayounv is found only twice in 
literature earlier than the third century 
B.C.; viz., (1) in Zl, 18. 341 ras adrot Kapo- 
peoOa, (the captives) whom we won by our 
own toil: and (2) in Od. 9. 130 of ke odw kai 
vyoov évKTimevynv exdpovto, literally, ‘who 
would have acquired for them by toil a well- 
settled island’ (z.e., whose labour would have 
made their island into a good settlement). 
Thus, in each of the two classical examples, 
éxapopnv has the proper middle sense (as 
distinguished from that of the active éxapov), 
to win or acquire by toil, not simply to 
fashion by toil: but that middle sense is 
unsuitable here. In Greek of the post- 
classical age, no doubt this distinction could 
be neglected: Apollonius Rhod. 4. 1321 has 
trepBia epy éxdyeoGe,—hardly more than 
éxapete: and this may be the case with 
éxapovto in Ap. Rhod. 2. 718. These are 
the only two places, in addition to the two 
Homeric passages, where éxayounv seems to 
be extant. It appears, then, that, for a text 
of the fifth century B.c., there is a very 
strong prima facie case in favour of the MS. 
reading xdémov, and against Prof. Platt’s 
conjecture xdyovr’. But this is a crucial 
instance. If the short syllable is admissible 
in v. 77, then it must be so also in v. 119 
(where the MS. has zpéyo-|vor), and in all the 
similar cases. 

XT. 115-122. 
abv de TUXa 

vatets Merazovtiov, o 
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xpucéa déorowa Nady. 
aXoos TE TOL tepoev 
Kdoav rap’ evtvdpov mpdoyo- 
vou €ooav enol, Upidtpou eet xpove 
Bovrator Oedv paxdpwv 
Tépoayv K.T.A. 

I am not yet prepared to say that I 
regard Palmer’s correction, éccav éuot for 
éoodpevor, aS certain: but I am not afraid 
to say (despite the off-hand manner in which 
some critics have dismissed it) that I regard 
it as immeasurably better and more probable 
than any other reading that has yet been 
proposed, and as deserving of the most 
careful consideration even from those who, 
at first sight, may be disposed to reject it. 
The main points are these. (1) Strabo says of 
Metapontum (p. 264), LvAiwy 6€ deéyerau 
Ktiopa Tov e& IXiov tAevodvTwv peta Néoropos. 
(2) Nestor, on the same return-journey from 
Troy, was said’ to have founded the iepdy of 
"AOnva Nedovota which existed near the town 
of Iloueooa in Ceos, the island of Bacchy- 
lides (Strabo, p. 487). This Cean tepov, 
as may be inferred from the ‘continuous 
maintenance, down to Strabo’s time, of the 
legend as to its origin, indicates the existence 
in Ceos of families claiming a Pylian or 
Nestorid ancestry; just as there were 
Nestoridae in Cos, Nelidae in Miletus, 
Athens, and other Ionian states. In fact, 
as Otto Crusius (who strongly supports 
Palmer’s éccav éyoi) says, ‘Neleus und 
Nestor sind die wichtigsten xricra. der 
ionischen Inselwelt’ (Philo. lvii.. VF. x1. 
p. 179). He aptly quotes the Ionian 
Mimnermus (fr. 9) :— 

Hpets Onvre IIvAov NynAniov aorv Aurovtes 
imeptnyv Acinv vyvolv adikopeba. 

By zpoyovo: é4oi Bacchylides would mean, 
not, of course, merely the ancestors of his 
own particular family, but the ancestors 
common to his family and to others in 
Ceos which claimed a Pylian origin ; pre- 
cisely as Pindar uses éwoi in the passage 
which affords so striking a parallel, Pyth. 
5. 74 ff, obev (.e. from Sparta) yeyevvapevor 
| txovro Onpavde Pores Aiyeidar, | euot rarépes, 

ov Ocdv adrep. If ancestors of Bacchylides 
emigrated to Metapontum, ‘how,’ asks 
Prof. Housman, ‘came he to be born in 
Ceos?’ If the Aegeidae emigrated to 
Thera, how came Pindar to be born in 
Boeotia? It ought not to be forgotten that, 
in the case of Greek lyric poets of this 
age, who depended much on the favour of 
the great,—finding many of their best 
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patrons among the rich and well-born,— 
in the oligarchic world,—a claim to 
heroic or eupatrid ancestry was a very 
useful recommendation. From this point 
of view, the vaunt (if such it can be 
called) of Bacchylides, in an epinikian ode, 
is just as intelligible as the similar vaunt of 
Pindar. (4) The last point which I shall 
notice in favour of éccay euoi is that, in the 
absence of any defining word, zpdyovor would 
be most awkwardly vague : it would have to 
mean the antestors of the present Meta- 
pontines (implied in Merazovruov, v. 116). 

Professor v. Wilamowitz-Moellendorff 
(Gétting. Anzeig. p. 132) reads zpoyovev 
écoapevov as genit. absol.: when éori, I 
suppose, is to be understood with adoos in 
118, since tou (=oo) would forbid us to 
govern it by vaiers. He does not alter xapov 
in 77. He holds (as he has kindly in- 
formed me) that in 35 f. the syllables 
-ot Bpotav a-, _._ , can answer to -es Kapov 
eA-, _.U_, In 77 f., and to -ov zpoyédvur (his 

own reading), also __LU_, in 119f. The 
apparent choriamb in 77 f. and in 119 f. 
may be regarded, he thinks, either as ‘a 
Siwetpov daxtvAkov katadjyov cis cvAAaBHV, OY 
as anaclasis of the trochaic metre, the so- 
called epitritus.’ Thus he differs altogether 
from Prof. Platt, who alters xémov in 77, and 
reads zpo yov-|vot’ in 119 f. What pod 
you-|vot’ means, he does not explain, and I 
failto understand. Prof. Housman, adopting 
it, completes the emendation by adding éuev 
(=civa.), instead of Palmer’s éyoé, after 

.écoav. The sense then is, ‘they founded an 
dAcos, so that it should be in front of a 
youves. An emulator of Prof. Platt’s 
vigorous style might be disposed to ask, 
‘Did ever any poet out of Bedlam, etc. ?’ 
(C. &. xii. p. 62). For my own part, I 
prefer to say that to describe zpd yovvoi 
egoav éuev as improbable would (in my 
opinion) be to employ the figure litotes. 
Before leaving this most interesting passage, 
I may observe that Prof. v. Wilamowitz’s 
view of the metre could be reconciled with 
Palmer’s view of the text by simply reading 
Géooay instead of éroav. If the 6 of beocay 
had been taken for an intrusive 0’ (re), éroav 
would have come; and, in reference to an 
aAoos, Geccar is as fitting a word as éocar. 

XII. 4-7. 
és yap 6A PBiav 

écivowwi pe wotvia Nixa 
vacov Aiyivas Tamapyxet 
eOdvra KoopHnoat Ocodpuarov ToXw. 

In Anthol. 9.189 amdpyew occurs in the 
sense of ‘leading a song or dance’ (like 
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eEdpxewv, katapxew): évOa kadov ornoerGe Gen 
xopov: typi O araper| Sarda, xpvoeinv xepoiv 
exovca Avpnv. But, before drdpxe here 
could be taken as = ‘leads the way,’ we 
should require é\@ovre in v. 7, with wou (which 
metre excludes) in v.5: for the construction, 
‘leads the way, (so that) I should go,’ would 
be too harsh. ddpye, then, is clearly 
wrong. My conjecture, azaret, has found 
favour with some critics, as with Prof. v. 
Wilamowitz (Gétting. Anz., p. 132). But 
another has since occurred to me which is 
palaeographically easier, viz. dmaipe, as = 
‘causes to set forth,’ ‘leads away’; we 
might compare, not only such phrases as 
draipev vnas in Her. 8. 60, but Eur. Hel. 
1519 ris d€ vv vavkAnpialéx rod amjpe 
xPoves; The corruption would then have 
arisen from the loss of 1, leaving drape, 
which might easily have suggested azap(x)e. 

XIII. 25-30. 

[ovrw Trap |a Bwpov apirtapxov Atos 

(= =]rpéder zavporcr Bporay [so the MS. ] 

[. Jee Kal OTAV K.T.A. 

In vv. 29 f. Mr. Kenyon prints zavpor 

Bpo-|tév [—] Kat drav Oavdrow «7.4. The 

restoration which (merely exempli gratia) I 
suggested was made on the basis of Mr. 
Kenyon’s division, and before I was aware 
that the letters €| (with a lacuna of one 

letter before them) had been deciphered in 
v. 30. It was as follows :— 

[rots 81) wap]a Bwpov apirrapxov Avos 
vikas éptix}vdéos av- 
rane avlea 
[dyAa lav ddgav rodvgavrov ev ai- 
dvi] Tpeper Tavpoucr Bpo- 
tov |Zeds|- kat orav x.7.A. 

IT meant: ‘for those who bring up their 
wreaths of victory to the altar of Zeus,’ ze. 
for the victors who come to offer thanks 
before the altar of Zebs Nepeatos,—Zeus 
nurtures a glory, such as is given to few 
mortals, so long as they live,’ etc. ; and I was 
led to suggest avayovow by the consideration 
that wapa Bwpov implied some verb or 
participle expressing movement. But (1) I 
now see that rapa Bwpuov does not require a 
direct reference to motion, but may be used 
as in x. 29 f. (dyxdpvédv viv) Znvds rap’ dyvov 

L 2 
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| Bwyov, and xvi. 22 cov KeAddnoav Tap’ 

dyaxhéa vadv : where motion, though implied, 

is not directly expressed, and where zapa, 

though joined with the acc., may be rendered 

simply ‘by.’ (2) It is now clear that v. 30 

began with [d]e/, so that my [Zevs] will not 
do. (3) It is also clear, from a comparison 
of vv. 95, 161, and 194, that in v. 29 we 

must correct the MS. zavpou. Bporév to 
motpos Bpordy. Prof. Housman restores 
thus :— 

[7a 8% rapa Bwpov apiotapxov Avs 
[vikas épuk |vdeos av- 

| debt ou avOeo. 
|ayAalav ddgav rodvgavtov ev ai- 

[avi] tpeper tavpors Bporav 
|aie’|, Kal Orav k.t.d. 

I do not stop now to inquire whether 
Prof. Housman is right in holding that a 
short év is impossible at the end of v. 26: 
that is a principle which involves changes in 
several other places, and which will cer- 
tainly require fuller examination before it 
can be accepted. Apart from that, however, 
Prof. Housman’s édvdebeiow is intrinsically 
better than my dvdéyovow: and so far 
I would acquiesce in his restoration (except 
as regards my own éyAadv, which he thinks 
probable, but which is open to the objection 
that after dvOea in v. 27 a word beginning 
with a vowel, though not unexampled, should 
scarcely be assumed without necessity : 
xpuoeay or the like would avoid this). There 
is, however, one serious difficulty, which 
seems to have escaped him. What is now 
the subject to tpépa? Not, surely, ovos 
supplied from zévov in 23; nor Zeds from 
Aws in 25; nor dvOea (nomin.) from dvbea 
(accus.) in 27. It had occurred to me that 
(keeping the rest of Prof. Housman’s resto- 
ration) we might in v. 28 read [eds cad Jar : 
Oeos is a monosyllable at the end of a verse 
in v. 50: and @edv is so at the beginning of 
a verse in v. 95. ‘True, the lacuna at the 
beginning of v. 28 is estimated at only five 
letters, and this supplement supposes seven : 

but ©, E, C are in this hand thin letters, 

and there seems to be room. (Moip’ afpar, 
another possibility, would hardly fit in, as M 
is wide.) Meanwhile, Prof. v. Wilamowitz 
has proposed another restoration, which also 
furnishes a subject for tpeper :— 

[ex rot rap|a Bwpov dpiotdpyov Avs 
[Nikas epex |vdcos dv- 
[di8w]ow dvOea, 
[kat kAut av dogav rodvavror év ai- 
[Ovi] tpeper ravpors Bpordv 
[a]ed, kat drav K.7.X. 
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The only drawback to this (and it is not 

a great one) is the comparative rarity, in 
Greek of this age, of the intransitive dvaé:- 
Sdvat (yh avadi8wow avy would be the normal 
phrase). In v. 28, [kat xad]iv (instead of 
kAvrav) would bring down the demand on 
the space to six letters. 

XIII. 36 £ 

ravOaréwv oTepavorrww 
3 Ul es > / 

[avOewy x lairav épepbets. 

It certainly looks as if Bacchylides meant 

ravoahéwy to be scanned ___. ‘The anti- 
strophic verse (48) is ev wdvrecow aeOXots, 
and a spondee stands first also in 69, 81, 
102, 114, 135, 147, and 168: in v. 15 alone 

is it possible to obtain a dactyl by writing 

Ilepoeidas. On the other hand in xiii. 196 
we have wav@aXijs with an undoubted a. ‘The 
compound zavOahys occurs nowhere else: but 

Pindar P. 9. 72 and Ar. Av. 1062 have 

eiGadys (Dor. for ct6mdyjs, from Ody), 
‘thriving’; while «d@uAjs (PéAdw) is used 
by Aesch. fr. 300. 5 (Nauck?). We are thus 
led to the conclusion that, in the same ode, 

Bacchylides could use both zav@aA7js and 

mwavOanrys. 

XIII. 62. d| €o |rowa, rat €e[ 

The corresponding verses 95, 161 and 194 
show that the scansion of the words lost 
after mat was __ J _ (in v. 29, as has been 

said above, ravpors Bporav must be read). 
The déorowa is Aegina: I propose rat &eivov 
matpos, #.e. of the Asopus (cp. xiii, 44 f. - 
rotapov Ovyatep | divavTos Aiyu’). But why, 
it will be asked, is Asopus called €eivos? 
Not, surely, simply because he was not of 
the island Oenone to which his daughter 
gave the name of Aegina! I can answer 
that question. We saw (on ix. 49 ff.) that 
Phlius, not Boeotia, was, as Diodorus shows, 

the centre from which the genealogical 
myths connected with Asopus chiefly radi- 
ated. Now the Phliasians had a legend 
that their Asopus was of Phrygian origin, 
having sprung from the Maeander and 
passed under the Aegean from Asia Minor 
to Peloponnesus ; from the Maeander, said 
this legend, the Asopus had received the 
flute of Marsyas, and wafted it to Phlius. 
See Paus. 2. 5 § 3 ’Agwzod 76 vdwp erydv kal 
ok éyxwpuov: cp. id. 2. 7 $9, and H. Curtius, 
Peloponn. ii. 470 and 581. [Prof. v. 
Wilamowitz, Gétting. Anz. p. 133, thinks 
that the name concealed in ée—is ‘die mir 
unbekannte Mutter der Aegina’: but, 
according at least to Diod. 4. 72, the mother 
of Aegina was Mera. | 
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XIIT. 76-83. 

76 Exropa xaA[Keouitpar|, 

‘77 émore I[nretdas| 

Compra. s\n spas Sts | 

79 d@petvar[o Aapdavidav| 

80 7 edvcev a[Axar]. 

81 oft ply pev [YY 77] 

82 [IA]iov Oanrov dorv 

83 [.]Aeurov: x.7.X. 

The conditions under which any restora- 
tion of this passage must proceed have been 
modified since Prof. Blass has (as I learn 
from Mr. Kenyon) effected a combination of 
frag. 18 (p. 205 ed. Kenyon) with verses 
76-81. The v which stands in the first 
line of that fragment was the final vy of 
xaAxeouitpay. (The identification rests, I 
understand, not simply on the letters in the 
fragment, but also on the way in which the 
serap of papyrus containing it fits on to the 
rent, and the traceable continuity of fibres.) 
The fragment shows that verse 78 ended 
with the letters which Mr. Kenyon read as 

AININ, but which Prof. Blass reads as ANIN 

corrected from HNIN (A written over H), 
making it pretty certain that the word was 
pavw. If so, v. 78 must have spoken of the 
wrath of Achilles, and there was no change 
of subject there (as I had surmised) from 
Achilles to Ajax. Further, verse 81 ended 

with a word of which the last letter was N. 
This may have been another epithet of ’IA/ov 
Oanrov dorv (82), as a plurality of epithets 
is frequent in Bacchylides; and it seems 
very probable that, with Prof. Blass, we 
should read in 83 <ot>Aeéimov. 

XIII. 95-99. 

Ajéev O& ovv hacoyu| Bpdra| 

‘Aol, ordpecev O€ te 76[ TOV] 

agar 
aan a F 4 a ele f 

otpia, vorou 8 éxov| Tos 
€ 4 

ioTlov apTaAéws a- 

eArrov é&(xovto | épaor| - 

Two preliminary questions arise. (1) In 97 
are we to read ovpéa with the first hand, or 
otpta with the corrector? If otpia, we 
might compare ‘ placidi straverunt aequora 
venti’ (den. 5. 763): but Boreas, the 
subject to Ajgéev, is also somewhat the more 
natural subject to ordépecey (ep. dewav 7 
ana mvevpdtwv exoipice | orévovta révTov, 
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Ai. 674). The place of dé as third word, 
which the dat. ovpia involves, is no difficulty 
(cp. At. 169 péyav aiyumiy 8 imodécartes). 
(2) The first hand wrote APTTAAE WT in 98, 

and the corrector has made the T into C 

(see the Facsimile, col. 26). Which is right, 
dprahéws or dptadéws 7? If the corrector had 
written o ubove 7 (as Prof. Platt, naturally 
enough, infers from the editio princeps, C.R. 
xii. p. 62), then the presumption in favour of 
dpwadéws t would have been stronger than 
it actually is. Still, the fact remains that 
the first hand wrote T,—a strange over- 

sight here, if he had only dpradéws before 
him, whereas an accidental omission of C is 

quite conceivable. And there is a small 
point in favour of dpwadews + which ought 
not to be missed. In v. 97 everything 
points to éxovres: if, then, we read dpradéws 
without 7’, the notion of willingness or joy 
would be expressed twice over in the same 
clause. On the whole, I incline to apradéws 
7. Then in 97 we may read otpéa vorov 8 
éxovtes e&eoav. The last of these words is 
due to Mr. F. W. Thomas, who compares 
Pind. P. 1. 91 é&e 3 domep KvBepvatas avnp 
| toriov avenoev. As to the short final 

syllable of éxovres, we find _ there in one of 
the corresponding verses, 163, prupiwv 7 73 
pirpacw dvOéwv, though in the others (31, 
64, 130, 196) it is long: I fear, however, 
that Prof. Platt’s xov¢uray (as = ‘ hoisted ’ ?) 
will not serve. 

XIII. 149-154. 

Kat pav epexvoea v| acov | 
Aiaxod tia, adv €d- 
rela d& piroated| ave | 
Todw KuBepve 
evvopia Te TAOPpwv" 
[a |Oadtas te NENoyxev k.T.A. 

The subject to ryzd in 150 is dpera in v. 147. 
In 153 the MS. has civopnia: edvouia is my 
conjecture, received by Mr. Kenyon. Can 
eivouia be retained without deleting re! 
Only in one of two ways. (1) We might 
take the sense to be, ‘she (dpera) governs 
the city, and (so does) Eunomia,’—when the 
latter is a second subject to xvBepva, added 
by a kind of afterthought. (2) The alterna- 
tive is even worse (indeed, to my mind, 
inadmissible): viz. to take the clause 
beginning with otvy ecixdea as referring 
to etvouda alone, which then becomes the 
only subject to xvuBepva: we must then read, 
not & Oadéas, but either cai Gadéas or evOadias 
in 154, and suppose hyperbaton of re, so 
that the constr. is eivouia KuBepva Te... Kat 
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Garias (or ecifadrtas te) Aedoyxev. Prof. 
Housman evidently saw that neither of 
these courses could well be adopted, and 
therefore, wishing to read civoyia, proposed 
to omit re, and to write caoci¢pwv. But can 
the unheard-of caocippwv be said to derive 
adequate probability from caociuBporos in 
Hesychius, or cwoirodis? Surely the best 
remedy is to read the dat. edvowia. The 
position of caddpwv is not then ‘intolerable’ 
(as Prof. Housman thinks it), because 
xuBepva stands so near; the sense 1s, 
‘governs... in a wise spirit,’ caddpov 
being practically equivalent to an adverb 
cudpovus. 

XIII. 187-193. 

eArride Oup.ov iatv| ev}, 

TG Kal éy ticvvol|s| 
C - 

owtKokpadepvor [Y — — 

190 ipvay twa tavde [vy -¥-v - 

daivo, Eeviay Te | pida- 

yAaov yepaipw 

Tov éuot Adprov k.T.A. 

In suggesting qouwkoxpadéuvors Xapicow, 
I had in view the fact that the rose was 
sacred to the Charites as well as to 
Aphrodite, and that they were often 
represented as young maidens decking 
themselves with flowers (cp. A. 8S. Murray, 
Manual of Mythology, p. 174). In the 
compound dourkoxpddeuvos, the second part 
would not here refer to xpyjdeuvoy in the 
technical sense, but to anything that ‘ binds 
the head’ (xdpa, d€w), and the epithet would 
mean ‘rose-crowned.’ Xapicow would 
depend on ricvvos in 127, where ra (se. 
édmidr) =‘in (or ‘ with’) that hope.’ The 
personification implied inthe epithet would be 
against taking ta with zicvvos and Xapiow 
as a modal or instrumental dat., as in Pind. 
I. 3. 8 xp pev tpvnca wodw, | xp dé Kopa- 
fovr’ ayavais xapitecow Bactaca. In 190 
I would suggest tuvav tiva, tavde [Te vikav 
Ilv6éa]. We expect another reference to 
the victor Pytheas, and indeed, the mention 
of his name, before the epinikion ends ; and 
the son’s victory would naturally be 
associated here with the hospitality which it 
evoked from his father Lampon. 

XIII. 195 f. 

TOV et K eTvpws apa Krei[ od] 
6 Ay > “ SLAY. & / tavOadns éwats eveoral Sev ppeciv], 

Tepyerrets viv | dou|dai 
Tavtt Kapvfovte Aao. 

THE CLASSICAL REVIEW. 

In the transcript as I first saw it the 
letters after érvpws were read as AOAKA, 

AO and the second A being marked doubt- 

ful: from these I conjectured APA KA, 

i.e. dpa KAfew|, and the E] was afterwards 
identified in a small separate fragment. At 
the same time I restored évéoraléev ppeoir], 
a conjecture which (as I afterwards learned 
from Mr. Kenyon) had been also made by 
Prof. Blass. As to e «’, I never had any 
doubt that it ought to be ei y’: insome of my 
MS. notes, dating from last summer, I find 
a y éripos...evectagev. The presence of 
xapvéovrt, indeed, makes the impossibility of 
ei x’ patent to any one. In sending my dpa 
Krew and évéecraéev, etc. to Mr. Kenyon, I 
probably forgot to change the « to y’: 
my eye certainly overlooked the «’ in reading 
the proof-sheet, and, so far, I am to blame. 
But how writes Prof. Housman? ‘d « 
éveotaée, kapvéovr,: such is the amazing 
solecism proffered by Messrs. Jebb and 
Blass.’ Any reader of this would infer that 
ei x’ was areading due to Prof. Blass and 
me, whereas it is the reading of the MS. | 
Another critic would have told his readers 
this, and would have assumed, in such a 
matter, either that we had not chosen to 
touch the MS., or that the omission to alter 
x’ was a mere oversight.- But Prof. Housman 
speaks of ‘an amazing solecism’ which we 
proffer—clearly suggesting that we ‘ proffer ’ 
it as our own conjecture. To say nothing of 
courtesy, this is a breach of fairness. Prof. 
v. Wilamowitz, who thinks that ¢ y ‘re- 
stricts too strongly,’ suggests that W. 
Schulze may be right in assuming a form eix 
(related to «i as ovx to ov) from the Arcadian 
cixav: but that scarcely seems likely for 
Bacchylides. 

XIV. 3-6. 

[a ]uupopa 8 ea OAov dpaddv- 
[ver BlapvtALar los porodca: 
|... .Jov ndy tyudary te 
|... KlaropOwbetca: 

This is what the first hand wrote. Note 
the point after podotca, which stands in the 

MS. Inv. 5 the corrector drew lines through 

HAH, and wrote xai above it.. Mr. Kenyon 

indicates a lacuna between the corrector’s 

kat and iyuparvn. A little bit of papyrus, 
just above the line, is torn out after Kat, but 
it is certain that the first hand’s HAH 

was immediately followed by Y YIMANH, 
and there seems no reason to suppose that 
the corrector had written anything after xai, 
which was merely his substitute for 737. 
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On metrical grounds I corrected écOAdv in 
v. 3 to écOAovs, which Mr. Kenyon reads : 
Prof. v. Wilamowitz (Gétting. Anz. p. 134) 
also approves it, remarking that éofAdv may 
have arisen from the singular in the parallel 
clause (v. 5). The choice seems, indeed, 
to lie between éoOdois and écOddv 7’ : for the 
point after ododca in the MS. (whose punc- 
tuation is, as a general rule, trustworthy) 
is against such a conjecture as Prof. 
Platt’s, éoOAGv apordv | ver BapvtAaTos porotoa 
|O@vpov, wat [au’] ddupavy: or any other 
which precludes a pause in the sense after 
podotoa. 

But what was the origin of the first hand’s 
HAH inv. 5? It can scarcely have come 

from a mere AE (as if, e.g., the text had 
been geuvov O€ kal tyudavy). I think, with 
Prof. Housman, that it is most likely to have 
come from ide : a word not elsewhere found 
in Bacchylides, nor anywhere in Pindar, nor 
in tragedy, unless Triclinius was right in 
correcting 79 (so L.) or 70 to id’ in Soph. Ant. 
969 ; Simonides, however, has “Opnpos 7é 
Sryoixopos (fr. 53). Prof. Housman restores 
thus :— 

avpdopa 0 écOdov [x'] dpaddv- 
[ve BlapvtAatos podovca 
| @anr lov id’ tyupavy te[v]- 
xol K atopOwheica. : 

i.e., disaster, ‘arriving with intent to crush 
him’ (dpaddvvew podotca), would, after all, 
exalt the man of worth. The main objection 
to this is the point after »odotca in the MS., 
confirming what the context itself suggests, 
that a new clause began with v. 5. But 
another possibility has occurred to me, 
which would enable us to use id. The 
lacuna before ov in v. 5 is estimated at four 
letters: but the letter I being thin, there is 
room (as I have tested by measurement) for 
KAEIN. Now suppose that Bacchylides 

wrote : 

ouppopa & éoOAov T dpaddv- 
ve. BapvitAatos podovaa, 
Kal KAewov tO trupavn Tev- 
xe karopOwleica.. 

In KAIKAEINON the resemblance of 

KA to KA might have led to the loss of 

KAI, leaving in papyrus 

KAEINON: and IA (perhaps written 

without elision | AE) may have grown into 

HAH (unmetrical though that was) under 

the hand of a scribe who noted only that in 

our only 
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the two immediately preceding verses — ~ 

was followed by --: this he thought to 
reproduce by xAewvov 73y. Then the cor- 
rector, finding xat xAewdov (with perhaps 737) 
in another MS., and seeing that 737 at least 
was wrong, may have concluded that kai 
ought to replace it. 
AAV > LO. 

[ds ye]rap xelpos KuPepva- 
[rau du]kaiaure ppevecow,. 

We must read, I think, os 76 (W. Headlam, 

A.C. Pearson), or ds 7a (v. Wilamowitz). As 
76 mop modos (Pind. P. 3. 60) denotes what 
is just before us, our ‘immediate future,’ 
SO 76 wap xepos might well mean, ‘what one 
has to do off-hand,’ one’s nearest or im- 
mediate task. But is xvPepvaror the right 
form? If so, it is pass., and 7d wap xetpds Is 
ace. of respect: ‘is governed im, as to, his 
immediate task.’ kvBepva, with ovy in v. 11, 
would be better: but then the corrector has 
deleted the I of KYBEPNAI: could he 

have done this if [YN had followed, showing 
that the verb was the pres. indic.? This is 
so improbable that the choice seems to rest 
between xvBepvarac and xvBépvacev (so V. 
Wilamowitz). Ishould prefer the latter, did 
not the gnomic aor. seem slightly out of 
place here. 

XV. 57-61. 

&. 8’ aiddos Wevdecor Kal adpoovvats 
eEaiciors OadXAOvo’ aOap.7s 
bBpis, & wALodrov] divapiv te Pods 

60 dAXdtpLov aracer, adris 
[3’] és Babiv réurer POdpor. 

In v. 59 I have thought from. the first 
that we must write &: d, as=‘she,’ empha- 
tically resuming the subject, seems to me 
impossible when 4...6aXovo’...UBpis has pre- 
ceded. Then 8 in 61 is the d¢ ‘of the 
apodosis’; we have to compare such pas- 
sages as Jl. 4. 438 adN ore di) 7O TETaprov 

érécovto..., | dewd 8 dnoxAjoas tporedy k.T.X. 

But I wish that we could adopt Prof. Platt’s 

emendation atris | [o¢’]. Unfortunately the 
facsimile shows (col. 31) that there is not 

room for 3, and the slight traces of the 

lost letter point to A: it cannot (I think) 

have been ®. 

».@'4 Eps 

~ = Jpov[< O]iparia. 

The metre is shown by v. 15, _. -_Vvv 
Prof, Blass restores IveptaGev 

vvuervv— 
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ert ppévas Oiparvia. The first word is (I 
think) certain: but é7t dpévas is weak and 
unsatisfactory. Read Iepiabev €bOpovos 
Otpavia. The Muse sends to the poet in 
Ceos a golden ship, freighted with songs, 
from Pieria in Thrace, where Apollo haunts ~ 
the banks of the Hebrus, rejoicing in the 
swans, and in the hymns of his votaries: 
tamovev (v. Wilamowitz) seems likely in v. 
8, especially as the « needed for yovwv is not 
in the MS. 

XVI. 11-15. 

Toa xopot AeAdav 
A 4 I 5s be is 

cov KeAddnoav rap’ ayakhéa vaov. 
mpl ye kNeomev uretv 

> / \ / 

Oixadiav rupt darropevay 
*Apditpvoviday K.7.X. 

mpiv ye in v. 13 is odd, and thus far I 
have seen only two attempts to explain it. 
(1) Prof. Otto Crusius (Philol. lvii. p. 170) 
accepts the full stop at vadv, and understands, 
‘we sing how, of yore, Heracles left Oechalia,’ 
so that wpiv is much like zoré: but I know 
of no parallel for this. (2) Prof. v. Wila- 
mowitz (Gétting. Anz. p. 135) takes zpiv with 
Aireiv: ‘ Before Heracles (thus we sing) left 
Oechalia’ [‘bevor Herakles, so singen wir, 
Oichalia verliess’|: then, he thinks, a 
parenthesis begins with ikero in 16, and 
goes down to Poty in 22: and at last, in v. 
23, 767’ dpuaxos daiwwv brings in the account 
of what happened before Heracles left 
Oechalia. I confess that this seems to me 
to pass the bounds of poetical license in the 
structure of sentences. 

The MS., be it noted, has no point after 
vadv. I suspect that zpiv ye xAéouev should 
be linked with what precedes. zpiv with 
the indic. is of course very rare except in 
negative sentences: Goodwin M.7. § 635 
brings only three instances of it in sentences 
which are ‘strictly affirmative’: and in all 
of these zpiv means (as in the negative 
sentences) wntil. Here, then, the sense 
(beginning with roca in v. 11) would be :— 
‘Thus far the Delphian choruses have 
hymned thee by thy glorious shrine—wnti/ 
we begin (as we now do) to sing how Heracles 
left Oechalia,’ etc. The limiting force of 
toca in v. 11 illustrates the negative feeling 
which may elsewhere be traced even in these 
affirmative sentences where zpiv takes the 
indic.: z.e, the choruses do not chant any 
longer—they cease—now that the moment 
has come to sing of Heracles. In short, 
apw ye is here the mechanism by which 
Bacchylides manages that transition, in 
which he was so much less skilful than 
Pindar from proem to myth, 
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In concluding this batch of notes, I: must 
ask leave to refer very briefly to an observa- 
tion made by Prof. Housman in the last 
number of this Review (p. 69). After re- 
ferring to the ‘metrical solecisms’ of which 
he holds Mr. Kenyon to have been guilty, 
he adds: ‘three or four supplementary viola- 
tions of metre are proposed in the notes by 
Professor Jebb.’ At my request, the Editor 
asked Prof. Housman to specify these ‘viola- 
tions.’ They are, it appears, the following 
four. (1) and (2): the short dy- of dvdéyovow 
and the short Bpo- of Bporay in my first 
restoration (exempli gratia) of xiii. 25-30 (on 
which see above): to these Prof. Housman 
again alludes on p. 72, as ‘false quan- 
tities,’ because they contravene his doc- 
trine (yet to be proved) that the last 
syllable could not be dduddopos. (3) rerpa- 
kwoAov in my first restoration of x. 25: 
on which see above. (4) On v. 193 I 
had suggested that either ov dap’ or zof’ dv 
could be inserted after Movoav: Mr. Kenyon, 
in his note, said, ‘dv dp’ (or zor’),’ where 
mot should have been zof’ ov: and Prof. 
Housman seized on the oversight as proof 
that I had proposed ov wof’. These are the 
four ‘ violations of metre’ to which, without 
specifying them, Prof. Housman made such 
prominent allusion. We learn from the 
same authority that there are ‘quite half-a- 
dozen scholars in England who understand 
these matters’ [of metre]. As we know 
that one distinguished College in Gower 
Street already claims two of these, there 
are only four left for the rest of England ; 
and no one of any modesty could feel hurt 
at being left out of such a group. Ireland, 
by the bye, we infer, cannot boast a solitary 
metrist ; while as to Scotland, we learn 
from Prof. Platt (C.R. xii. p. 58) that 
the very rudiments of metre are unknown 
in its Universities. I wonder whether he 
has ever seen a book called Hlosculi Graeci 
Boreales, edited in 1882 by one of the finest 
scholars in Britain, Principal Sir William 
Geddes, then Professor of Greek in the 
University of Aberdeen. It contains 
Greek and Latin verses, by ‘alumni A ber- 
donenses,’ comparable to the best work of 
the kind that has been done anywhere. 
It is indispensable to study metres in 
technical hand-books; but it is also good 
to aim at acquiring, by writing in those 
metres, some insight into their spirit, some 
perception of their rhythm, some sympathy 
with their flexible movement, some ear for 
their music; something, in a word, which is 
nearer to their essence than a doctrine 
which, when separated from the discipline of 
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taste and feeling, may sometimes incur 
the danger of becoming rashly dogmatic and 
pedantically rigid. 

R. C. Jess. 

In the February number of the Classical 
Review (p. 68) Mr. Housman says ‘ three or 
four supplementary violations of metre are 
proposed in the notes by Prof. Jebb.’ It is 
not for me to undertake the defence of Prof. 
Jebb on metrical points, where even those 
who claim to be authorities seem to differ 
not a little ; but I think it is only fair to 
explain that in one instance, where an un- 
metrical restoration is apparently ascribed 
to Prof. Jebb, the fault is not in his con- 
jecture but in my too brief statement of it ; 
while in another, a want of correspondence 
between the restoration of an epode and the 
text as it stands in the corresponding epode 
is due to his conjecture having been made 
on a proof that had not been finally revised. 

At the end of my note on v. 193 I mention 
that ‘Professor Jebb suggests dv dp’ (or zor’) 
aOdvaro.. The insertion in brackets was 
merely intended to signify that Prof. Jebb 
made no decisive choice between the two 
previously suggested stopgaps ; but if zore 
was chosen the order should have been 
inverted, so that I ought to have written 
‘or 706’ ov.’ 

The other passage is x. 25, where Prof. 
Jebb proposed to read rerpdxwAov érei, the 
corresponding line in the second epode (I. 
53) having [vore]pov etppociva. But when 
Prof. Jebb made his restoration, he had 
before him a proof in which the latter line 
stood as ...... ov evdpoovva, and he then pro- 
posed to read the first word as deOdov 
(scanned disyllabic). Subsequently 1 
discovered traces of a p, and restored 
torepov, but retained Prof. Jebb’s restora- 
tion of ll. 21-26, both on account of 
the uncertainty of my reconstruction of ll. 
51 and 53, and for the sake of its sugges- 
tions as to the general sense of the passage. 
I called attention, however, to the uncertainty 
of the metre of ll. 23 and 25, so that no one 
could have been misled. 

It may be worth while to remember that, 
in other passages as well as this, the gentle- 
men who were kind enough to help me in 
the preparation of the editio princeps were 
not working on the text as it now stands, 
but on one far less complete, and subject to 
alteration almost from day to day. To give 
but one other example: at xiii. 30 the 
(doubtful) letters « had not been inserted in 
the proof when Prof. Jebb conjectured Zeis, 
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but the conjecture was left on record because 
the reading of the MS. is uncertain. 

F. G. Kenyon. 

iii. 37. [yéyo]vev is almost impossible, but 
what on earth can the right word be? 
Niyauvevt 

v. 64. For édan see Pind. frag. 44. 
67. dpynoras is, I think, only another 

form of dpyeorys : cf, dpyere beside dpyjre. 
vii. 6. tal yvryra Te}. 
x. 51. Was the original reading of the 

first hand yAéocar tots ds! 
xii. 8. Newéa is an iambus, and this line 

the first of the antistrophe. 
xiii, 190. vuvwv twa Tavde.... 
The twa seems to me to require some 

rather strange metaphor to agree with it, ¢.g.: 

9 ¥ 7° \ / 

VEVOV TLE TaAvo exaev THY OAV VEWV. 

(Pyth.iv. 299) ékabev Housman. There can 
be no doubt I think that the same critic’s 
correction of tyvév to tuvwv is right. In 
189 I should prefer Mr. Nairn’s doutkoxpa- 
déuvors te Movorass. 

xvil. 17. peyadar ? 
xvil. 90. With Blass, Ellis, Housman, 

Pearson, Richards against me I may well 
speak with bated breath, yet I cannot be- 
lieve that Bacchylides would lengthen a 
short vowel before oda. We must not ap- 
peal to Homer unless we can show that the 
lyric poets scan on his principles. Homer 
will lengthen a short vowel before védos, 
peyas, Avapds, d€os, dnv, Atcooopar, any number 
more words; Bacchylides knew that as well 
as we, and he does not imitate him therein. 
I should propose rather to read ddpv, coe 
<6é> vw Bopeas. 

Before introducing a short syllable as 
anacrusis in a Dorian ode of Bacchylides the 
following facts should be considered. In all 
the Dorian odes of Pindar a short anacrusis 
is only found in these instances: the sixth 
line of the strophes of Olymp. vi., when the 
rhythm is peculiar and not at all like any of 
Bacchylides ; moreover it could not be long 
by any possibility, and so is not to the 
point ; Olymp. vii. 4 and perhaps 10, viii. 
22, the opening of the epodes of Nem. v., 
and Jsth. i. 5. Bacchylides is as strict 
in this matter. The anacrusis of the first 
line of the epodes of iii. is common as 
in Vem. v., and this is very natural as we are 

here making a transition from logaoedic to 
Dorian ; in xiii. despite the appearances in 
Mr. Kenyon’s scheme there is no instance, 
for synaphea exists between the first and 
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second lines of the strophe, and again be- 
tween the seventh and eighth, and in the 
epodes between the second and third, so 
that in all these couplets the first pecan os 
the second-line is not an anacrusis at all; 
83 [€]Aeroy is wrong (od detrov Blass) ; # 
xiv. epode 2 Kenyon’s s scheme is wrong, and 
in, 19 KXcorrodguw is a choriambus ; at xv. 
45 read probably Geotcw 8 davioyovres (Hous- 
man), or if we here admit an exception what 
is one to bolster up any conjectures? - Apart 
then from the peculiar case of the epodes of 
iii. it seems rather doubtful whether Bacchy- 

lides ever allowed this license at all. At 
any rate it is fifty or a hundred to one that 
when an anacrusis is to be supplied in these 
odes it must’ be a long syllable. This over- 
throws several conjectures already made, 
and may be useful to some future speculators. 

ARTHUR Puarv. 

1, 24. eOéda & (mXodros) afew dpévas 
avopds. 6 8 ed épdwy Oeods éAzidt Kvdporépa 
caiver keap. The last words are obscure both 
in meaning and in construction. Read 6eds 
for Meovs and everything becomes plain. Cf. 
5, 36 €d epdwv O€ py Kapor Oeds. 

3, 68. Hesych. taiverar yoXotrat, mKpat- 
veTat, Tapa Tov tov. Ppvyrxos Aiyumriots. 

96. mpagavte 8 ed od hepa Kdopov ow7d. 
atv 8 dAabeia KadOv Kal pedtyAdocov Tis 
bpvyjce xdpw Kylas andovos. I fully accept 
Mr. Thomas’ explanation of these words as 
meaning (in plain prose) that there shall be 
sung complimentary verses by Bacchylides 
on Hiero. This is much the most suitable 
sense. Also tyuvety in Pindar and B: means 
not simply celebrate, talk about, but celebrate 
im verse: if therefore we took the lines as 
Mr. Kenyon does, they would mean that B. 
counted on being himself made the subject 
of complimentary verses. But for xaddv I 
would not adopt Bary nor Aakév. Isuggest 
kadav or xada@s, the former being more 
poetical. 

5, 11. As to the conjectures wAc& and 
wAéwv for réurer, in Thuc. 8, 22, 4 rapaméprrer 
and mapéwec have certainly got confused, 
most MSS. wrongly presenting the latter ; 
and in 6,1, 1 wéemwavres is a vl. for wXev- 
cavtes. But wewre seems better here (cf. 
197); and, as either xAcevvay or kXewds must 
be wrong (Housman), I suggest something 
like wéuzei és Oeiav tohw. In the MS. lines 
35, 75, 115 have each a syllable that should 
have been given to the line following. In 
14 e@cAwy might stand. The fourfold wy 
would not be as disagreeable to the Greeks 
as to us, 
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131. od yap xaprepdOupos “Apys kpiver ptAov 
ev woAeum will bear on the question as to 
pvAo( Piro) Kpwvety. 

186. eidapovias méradov. As against 
Prof. Tyrrell’s interpretation, cf. 3, 92 dABou 
..avdea. 
9, 28. The moon dotpwv diaxpive ay. 

Possibly dcaxpirret. 
11, 86. Read feiva ré vw wrakéev peptpva. 

The dative pepivva seems metrically better 
than pépyva and was also the form first 
written in the papyrus. Was éeiva (&eiva) 
really B.’s word? Mr. Kenyon’s parallel is 
hardly parallel. Why should the anxiety 
be ‘strange’ ? 

17,112. d ww appéBadrev didva ropdupéar. 
It has occurred to me that aidva may be the 
remains of owddva. In that case read apdé- 
Bade roppupéav cwédova. 

HERBERT RICHARDS. 

ODE XVII. 

Ir will conduce to brevity as well as 
clearness if in what I have to say on this 
poem I pursue the following order: first to 
explain the metrical elements out of which 
it is constructed ; then to present a scheme 
of its metre; then to examine the questions 
of division and of antistrophic correspon- 
dence; and then to enumerate the conjec- 

. tural alterations which I have adopted from 
others and made myself, or have refused to 
adopt and refrained from making. 

The paeonic foot consists of five ypdvor, 
morae, units of time. The distribution of 
these five xpévoi into five syllables, ,L UCC, 
is found in Simmias and perhaps in the 5th 
(= 4th) verse of the strophe of Pindar’s fifth 
Pythian, but not in this ode. The forms 
here employed by Bacchylides are the 
following. 

eit pan QL, Tparos, 
in which the two first ypdvo. are contained 
in one long syllable. 

. GUL Talay TéTApTOS, 
in which one long syllable contains the two 
last ypovot. 

_uU— KpyTiKos, 
in which both the first and the last pair of 
xpover are contained in long syllables. Of 
all paeonic feet this is the easiest recognised 
and the oftenest used. The next variety is 
a foot which has the external air of a ditro- 
chaeus but the nature of a paeon : 

4. _ J. kpntikds kata ditpdxatoy, 

in which:one of the two trochees is a tpoxaios 
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Sionwos and has the length of two xpdvo 
only and not of three. Like this is the 
next : 
ees Rs 

which you may call yopiauBos revraonpmos OY 
KpyTiKos Kata xopiapfov, since it has not six 
xpovou like the choriambus proper, but only 
five. This foot, so far as I know, is not 
mentioned by the ancient writers on metre, 
but it is clearly employed by Pindar in the 
2nd and 6th (= 5th) verses of the strophe of 
the fifth Pythian. 

All these five varieties have this in com- 
mon, that they are divisible in two ways: 
either into a @éo.s (I use the term in its 
right and ancient sense for the stressed 
part of the foot) of three ypdvor and an apots 
of two, 

—_v —? 

or into a @éais of two and an dpous of three, 
—Ii ve’ 

The next two forms are divisible only in the 
second way. 

6. __ , Baxxetos, also called zadiuBak- 
xevos. Hephaestion says that this is avem- 
THOELOY Tpds peAoToulav, but Pindar and 
Bacchylides seem to have thought otherwise. 

1. Gua Tawy tpizos. 

These seven feet may all be found in the 
second Olympian or the fifth Pythian of 
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Pindar; and into these seven feet can the 
whole of this ode be mapped out, except the 
16th verse (7) of the strophe. At the end 
of that verse I think we have an eighth 
form : 

8. ui, papa TevTaxpovos, 
as it is called by Bellermann’s Anonymus de 
musica 1=83: a single syllable prolonged 
throughout five ypdvo, the length of one 
paeonic foot. This is employed with great 
profusion by Moritz Schmidt in scanning the 
second Olympian, though its importation 
there is not really necessary at any point. 

‘Such then are the bricks: now I will give 
a plan of the building. I retain, to avoid 
confusion, the MS division of verses, though 
it has no metrical significance: feet will 
therefore be found running over from one 
line into the next. Anacrusis I mark by 
setting the syllable further to the left and 
parting it from the sequel by the sign: in- 
stead of |. Where the end of one verse 
and the beginning of another are. visibly 
connected by synaphea, I write syn. after 
the former. In catalectic feet I use no 
special marks of quantity beside _ and J, 
because no one really knows which of three 
or four notations is correct. The overflow 
of feet from verse to verse prevents me in 
some places from using the special sign for 
the tpoxatos dicnuos, so I use it nowhere. 

STROPHE. 

AEN ss ORE rl Ra | 

—_vV— 

a, SN es on 

Se ahem eA 

—_vVv=— 

Ree ios. Goat 

we 

¢ Seen ees les 

Ee tn a Ee ee | 

Sy eee ere 

Soe ees 

Se rer cree 

Ht <2 ee eae 

—_Ve— wee 

_ 

syn. 2 25 68 91 

3 26 69 92 

syn. 5 28 yi 94 

syn 6 29 8672 95 

7 5800 93 96 

syn. 8 31 74 97 

9 32 75 98 

syn. 10 33 76 99 

11 34 hii 100 

12 35 78 101 

syn. 13 36 79 102 
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_— st am YY A ee 

Seg syn. 
Eas 

‘ 

Be eee nealteal 

—— ee 

Ee |e oe syn. 

es 

Ba seal) 

id Desa lite aha ap syn. 

_—S mm VY ~~ 

Wome —_wvVywvVvwvy 

—_—Y—m— YY 

pens Toile cee sade syn. 

— mm WY Vw YY eit, || oe | | | 

EPODE. 

. POONER E | ete 4 he 

Leelee | 

forte Pr RL | 

Sy ek, | tae CG Re Set aaa 

—Vv— 

CL SA ee syn. 

sehr oh Pa | RS 

eS Saal ata syn. 

EO ae i eA ey Meese vy syn. 

Seo pete le 81/Ne 

ar Oa ee ee he | 

LSS Se gyi. 

eae —— 

Ye 

Veron pent || ae ep al| 

me 

! 

Onn ates 

~_—VvY 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

37 

87 

88 

89 

103 

104 
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The chief divisions, which I mark by the 
sign || , are most of them rendered plain by 
hiatus or the lengthening of short syllables 
or a sequence of quantities unmetrical 
unless divided. Subdividing the periods 
into cola of two three or five feet can be 
done with ease by anyone and with certainty 
by no one. 
My distribution of the syllables into feet 

is in some places the only distribution 
possible, in others not: this rhythm, by 
reason of its nature, is often capable of 
partition in more ways than one, as may be 
seen in the many schemes of Pindar’s two 
paeonic odes. I do not speak of such 
arrangements as Rossbach’s, in whose hands 
a paeonic ode ceases to be paeonic at all and 
becomes an epitome of all metres; nor even 
of Moritz Schmidt’s method, who would 
almost have expelled the Baxyetos from this 
poem by employing the paxpa revtaxpovos : it 
is possible for anyone to follow as I do the 
practice of J. H. H. Schmidt and yet to 
diverge in many points of detail. For 
example: verse h of the epode may well be 
scanned 

ee ens se | Il 

At verses 7 and p of the strophe some may 
prefer 

wy 7 

atl WS ree tea 

where L VJ is not the spondee or dactyl it 
looks like, but a paeon beginning with a 
xpovos tpionpos. Verse p of the strophe 
may be made to end with the end of a foot, 
and verse vy to begin with anacrusis. In 
short, others will hit on arrangements 
perhaps as good as mine and perhaps better, 
but they will hardly hit on any arrange- 
ment which I have not considered. 
In antistrophic correspondence Pindar 
suffers no irregularity, except that _ may 
answer Uc. He thus allows the following 
equivalents : 

—_Vv— —_vvyvyYv 

H il il 
—_—-—v —-vvY 

vve-v’ —_-—-—vV 

But versifiers are divided into two classes, - 
one of which contains Pindar and Aeschy- 
lus, and the other the rest of mankind. In 
technical accomplishment Sophocles and 
Euripides are not more decidedly the 
inferiors of Aeschylus than Bacchylides is 
the inferior of Pindar ; and any expectation 
of Pindaric rigour is unreasonable in itself 
and soon dispelled by the witness of the 
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MS. The equivalents allowed by Bacchylides 
are the following: in the few places where 
the text which I adopt is conjectural I 
enclose within brackets the letter which 
indicates the verse. 

ert 

e(Orec oe es 
v Gh ae eR, 

(GD) D.0t gy ee, — ee BS 
P a eet, 

VU ea, 

é LR Sa site 

Several of these correspondences are found 
in Aristophanes: for instance Lys. 789 

Kat éAayoOyper LLC |b 

answers 813 

ovTos ovv 6 Tiwwyv _U UV | LL. 

Aristophanes indeed goes further, and 
allows an epitrite, ___ __, or a foot which 
is an epitrite to the eye, to stand in anti- 
strophic correspondence with a paeon. 

But lest it should still be thought that 
these loose equivalences arise from corrup- 
tion and must yield to conjecture, I mention 
one significant fact. The ode possesses two 
strophes and two antistrophes. The second 
strophe and both the antistrophes contain 
peculiarities of this nature : the first strophe 
(unless there is an exception in verse 14) 
contains none ; it always has at least one of 
the other systems agreeing with it, and 
generally more than one. This cannot be 
explained by the hypothesis of corruption. 
If indeed this were the first ode in the book 
you might say that the scribes wrote 
carefully at first and grew negligent as they 
proceeded ; but that is now impossible. 
Therefore I infer that Bacchylides meant 
the first strophe to be the pattern of the 
metre, and generally adhered to this in the 
sequel but indulged in variations now and 
then. From the epodes, since there are 
only two of them, no conclusion can be 
drawn. 

I now come to the emendation of the 
poem in detail ; and here I pass over such 
passages as 4, 74, 88, 91 (eforw), 93, 97, 
108, where the MS is obviously unmetrical 
and Mr Kenyon or others have made con- 
jectures which restore syllabic correspond- 
ence and seem to be right. But I comment 
on every place where metrical difficulty 
arises, and on several where the difficulty is 
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other than metrical. Almost all my correc- 
tions have been printed in the Athenaewm 
for December 25th, 1897. 

7 mlolAcuatydos ’A@avas. This adjective 
cannot well mean anything: write z[e]|d«- 
patyoos, which has the same relation to 
meAceuilwo as eAedixOwv to eAcrilw. 

iv, 18(p,/a;). 

per. |v 8 in’ ddptov 
divacev Oupe. 

Mr Kenyon prints ped[alv, which is un- 
metrical ; write wéA[eo|y, which makes the 
metre accord exactly with 40 xéAopas xrA: 
if the gap has room for a it has room for eo. 
For the sense see the oxérAtov adyos of 19. 

20, 21 (v, $) deprarov || davov. On account 
of this hiatus I have made the two verses 
asynartete and begun the second with 
anacrusis : thus Professor Platt’s deprarov’ 
is unnecessary, though it may be right. 
Reason against a third plan, to scan 
eptarov dc- aS _ J UV and allow this equiva- 
lent for the _L_¥v of 43, 86, 109, will be 
found in my note on 116. 

34-36 (A—+). 

IlirO€os Ovyarynp adveod 
tAabeioa Tovtiw TéKeV 
Tlocedavt. 

The long initial syllable of tAabcioa prevents 
the metre from proceeding: write puyeica, 
and see xiii 66 Aiak@ puybeioa, Pind. Ol. vi 
29 Tloveddwyt puxGeion. But how ex- 
plain the change? Four lines above at 
30 sq. (n, 6), are the words Aé€yer Atds bxd 
Kpotaov "Idas | pryeioa. puryetoa Nexen? Znvi 
Lshould have thought. In that verse the 
first syllable may be long or short as you 
please, for it is in anacrusis: compare 74 
with 8 and 97. So write zAabeioa in 31: 
the two participles have exchanged places. 

Here I will take out of their turn the 
corresponding verses in the second antis- 
trophe, 97-101 (6—p). 

épov de deAives dXu- 
vo.erar péyav Goas 
@noéa tarps iamt- 

/ ” 4 lol 

ov dopov: énodev re Oeav 
/ / ‘\ > , Peyapov. 70 KkAuTas idwv KrA. 

LOO-(A)rlias Joo. for - 62) which may be 
legitimate (see however on 116), but the 
beginning of 101 (4) has no metrical form 
at all. Exact correspondence will be effected 
by the transposition péyapov re Oedv | pdXer, 
or if you prefer it péyapdv 7’ éuodev | Oedv. 
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36-38 (v—o). 
xpvaeov 

TE of Odcav tomAoKoL 
KddAuppa Nypyides. 

Where in 37 we have the syllables -é7Aoxou, 
in 14 we, have 25% in103.$occ5 poe 

the letters EY AENAPON, which might be 

either J¥,_VU or ___v. There I am inclined 
to think Mr Kenyon right in proposing 
nvdevdpov to agree with the first strophe 
(against éddevdpov to agree with the second 
antistrophe, see on 116); but even that 
change is not strictly necessary, and it is 
not necessary to add to idzAoxor here : in the 
preceding foot of the same verse you find 
_v—v at 103 (unless you admit a Doric 

Kops, against which see on 116) answering 
_vcvv at 14, 37, 80. But where in 38 we 
have kaAvppa, in 15, 81, 104 we have __V, 

so here there is real necessity for change, 
anacrusis being impossible. The simplest 
amendment seems to me xaddAvopa (cf. 
novopa) an ornament: that the word would 
ever come to mean sweeping was what 
Bacchylides could not foresee. kopav dupa, 
would render the antistrophic correspondence 
exact, but I do not commend it. 

39 (1). ‘Kvwooiwy: scanned as a disyl- 
lable’ says Mr Kenyon. But Bacchylides 
does not treat vin this way, and he does 
allow _J_v to answer _L_; therefore -apye 
Kvwooi- is __U_V answering _.J_ at 16, 82, 
105. 

42 (7) duBporov éparvov. This gives __J_¥u 
answering .._V at 19, 85, 108: the same 
equivalence is found in 80=103 and in 
87 =21, 44 and in 102=13, 36, 79. Pro- 
fessor Platt’s duBpdrov will produce exact 
correspondence here, just as Mr Purser’s 
€Oope for Oopey at 94 and Mr Kenyon’s 
Nypyos for Nypéos at 102 will produce it 
there ; but since so many of these irregu- 
larities resist emendation I think it better 
to leave them alone in the few places where 
the change is easy. 

43 (v) ideiy is unmetrical. 20, 86, 109 
begin with __J, and to write éoWet will 
give the legitimate equivalent ___J: in the 
very next foot _L- at 109 answers UU_J 
at 20, 43, 86. The end of the preceding 
‘verse is torn away, and may have contained 
the éc-- An Homeric idcev is out of the 
question. i 

49 (c). Nothing could be more appropriate 
than Mr Kenyon’s [dvé]p[ds]; but the 
facsimile shows no room for the letters avd, 
nor have we any means of knowing whether 
the hiatus vavBara: | avépdés is permitted by 
asynartesia or forbidden by synaphea: for 
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two reasons therefore it would be safer to 

write [xeu]p[ds], objective genitive. -In the 

Athenaeum I suggested @Ootpov, but there is 

no room for ov. 

58 xai ce should be accentuated kat cé. 

60-63 (n—q) 

re , TOVOE XPVTEOV 
\ > \ 

xelpos ayAaov 
‘\ /, cal \ / 

duxov Opdoe capa tatpos és Sdpous 
” , / < re eveyKe Koopov Babeias aXos. 

In 62 (p) Mr Kenyon writes <ro> cépa, not 

at all in the lyric style, and so makes the 

second foot _U_v, agreeing syllabically with 
the second foot of 128. But __V answers 
_vu_v every whit as legitimately as JJ _¥v 
does, and of this latter equivalence we have 
three examples though of the former we 
have only this one. In my opinion dyAaov 
belongs to cpa and not, as Mr Kenyon 
makes it, to xdcpov. 

67-70 (a-8). 

, > »+ > ‘\ ‘ 

Adve 8 dpetpov edxav peyaoerys 

Zevs, b7époxyov te MINQ.I urevce 

Tysav, dirw OédAwv 
\ , / 

malot TavoepKéea Hepner. 

Mr Kenyon prints Miwi and says that the 
tis lengthened but does not add that the 
is shortened. In Bacchylides the shortening 
is improbable and the lengthening impossible. 
The MS reading may just as well mean 
Mivw, which gives _L_ for _J_¥ in the 
second foot of the verse. For Mivw here 
with Mivwi in 8 compare the varying datives 
in -ec and -ei from adjectives in -ys. Exact 
correspondence would be obtained by writing 
® yovw and expelling the proper name as a 
gloss; but this is unlikely when the word 
mais immediately follows. 

I do not understand the expression raidt 
mavoepxea Oepev (aitav), and I suggest piAov 
...zatoa. If this is right, the inflexion was 
assimilated to Mivo. 

72, 73 (Z 7). The foot which unites these 
two verses is __ J in 6 sq. and 29 sq. and 
95 sq., for in the last place Professor Jebb 
rightly scans ddéxkpy yeov as _ J_. Here 
Mr Kenyon’s emendation xe<ipe wérace gives 
vv—v» which is quite satisfactory: the 

xeElpas métacce of the MS has no metre. 

86-91 (v-y, a, B). 
7a| Elev de Atos vids evdobev 

/ 

Kéap, KeAevoe TE KAT’ Ov- 
+” 

pov icxev evdaidadrov 
a Lal ? 

vaa* poipa 0 érépav éeropavv’ door, 
7 S Claw) , , Leto 0 @kUTopTroV Oop’ odeEL 90 
ve Bopeas eforw mvéovo’ anra. 
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In 86 Mr Kenyon restores ragev but says 

that Professor Jebb’s yafev gives a better 

sense: ‘Minos rejoiced at Theseus having 

fallen into his trap, and ordered the ship to 

proceed without waiting ; but fate ordained a 

different ending.’ Bacchylides however says 

nothing about an ending, and what he does 

say, according to this conjecture and inter- 

pretation, is incoherent and _ self-contradic- 

tory: ‘Minos ordered them to sail on; but 

fate ordained a different course, and—on 

they sailed!’ Well then, fate did not ordain 

a different course, but just the same course 

as Minos. If fate ordained a different 

course, then Minos must have ordered them 

to stop the ship. And stop the ship is pre- 

cisely what icyev vaa means. The karovpov 

of the MS is not xar’odpov but kdérovpov — 

(compare ézoupos): ‘he ordered them to stop 

the ship, which was running before the 

wind,’ tyAavyéi yap év papel Bopyias airvov 

atpa. Without this correction the passage 

is nonsense, and from this correction it follows 

that raéev! is right and yafeyv wrong. Minos 

was filled with remorse, as befitted a son of 

Zeus, to think that he had sent a fine young 

fellow to his death. I remark, though I lay 

but little stress on it, that the MS has no 

stop at the end of 89. 
In 90 we have the verb odw, which is the 

active of codua: and means the same as cevw. 

Like cevw, it begins not with a simple o but 
with o and an invisible consonant: hence its 

compounds Sopvocdos and Aaocados are spelt 

with oo, like the augmented tenses of cevo, 

and here it lengthens the last syllable of 

Sdpv just as cevw lengthens short vowels in 

Homer. vew in 91 is obviously vw: cand eu 

are confused at v 154, viii 11, xi 68, 120, 

xii 6, xvii 107, xviii 36, xix 3, 15,35. But 

the tense should be the past, and the two sen- 

tences require a link: alter then one more 

letter and write ddpv, co’ ot vw «tA. Yet 

after all it is not likely that Bacchylides left 

a verb in -dw uncontracted ; so better keep 

oder as the imperfect of coew. 
In 91 dyjra makes the verse end with 

7. 2 Damnstead of = 3 _.c. itis true; though 

strange, that Aristophanes, as I have said 

already, uses _ J — - in antistrophic corres- 

pondence with paeons. But Bacchylides, far 

from admitting the correspondence, does not 

seem even to admit the foot. Therefore | 

propose here the Aeolic dra. This ap- 

parently occurs, as Professor Platt has 

pointed out to me, in Simon. frag. 41: the 

MS reading there too is of course ayra, but 

the dactylic rhythm seems to require ayra, 

which Bergk formerly proposed. In Bac- 

1 Or raxev, which Mr Blass reads in the MS. 
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chylides frag. i 15 I have conjectured 
Hipwrida = Eipwridns. 

100, 101 (A, pz). See on 34-86. 

102, 103 (v, €) édeure Nypéos oA- 
/ / 

Biov Kopas. 

Mr Kenyon writes éeoev Nypjos. Nypios, 
though unnecessary, may be right, since MS 
authority in such points is worth next to 
nothing. But édeacev ruins the metre which 
it was meant to restore. The text seems 
legitimate: -deioe Nyp- is _J_ answering 
_ Lu, -€0s GAB is CL. answering _ J _u- 
Exact correspondence in these two feet 
might be obtained by writing eéde.ev yépovtos 
and calling Nypéos a gloss. 

109, 110 (u, d). eidev re tatpds GAoXOV dirav 
\ rn 

TELVAV Boar. 

110 is unmetrical, but the emendation is 
very simple: put ceuvdy in the place of 
eldev and ide or tdev in the place of ceuvay (so 
also Platt): ide makes the metre agree 
syllabically with 21 and 44, ide with 87. 
The original reading in 109 seems to have 
been something like ‘dor. 

112 (wp). 

& vw dppéBadrev aiova. roppupeayv. 

Mr Kenyon’s aupéBadrev is required, not by 
the metre, but by the following éréOyxev. 
didva mopdupeav should be aichay zopdipay. 

In AIOAAN the A was absorbed by the A 

and AIOAN was made into the Greek word 

AIONA by transposing one letter: so at 120 

ATAAO- appears as ATAQ-, and at v 

117 ATEA AON has been corrupted through 

ATEAON to ATTEAON. Topphupay was 

then altered into an adjective agreeing with’ 
Pr 
GLOVa. 

114-116 (6-d). dodxov, 
TOV TOTE OL ev Yapw 
ddxe SdALs ’"Adpodira podous épepvov. 

d0Aus is altered to ddAvos by the second hand. 
This Euripidean feminine is not credible in 
Bacchylides, whose propensity is in the 
opposite direction: the metre too, if not 
impossible, is at least unique. - The two first 
feet ol uhe, verse are. 5s |e Gee an 
swering _._VJ|_VU_. The equivalence is 
allowable, but not so the six short syllables 

in a row: nowhere else in this long poem 
are there more than three. 1 would there- 
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fore restore exact correspondence by writing 
ddxev edvov ’Adpodira. I imagine that edvov 
was written évdov, dwxevevdov reduced to 
dwxevdov, the epheleystic v then discarded 
from d6axe, and AON mistaken for AOAI. 

LUT LES en 7): 
+ wa / , dmirrov 0 TL datpoves Oe- 
Awow ovdev dpevodpars Sporois. 

I have transferred the syllable 6¢ from the 
beginning of 118 to the end of 117: the last 
foot of this verse is then _ J _ J answering 
_c_ in 51. The subjunctive may be ir- 

regular, as Mr Kenyon thinks, but it is 
Pindaric and Bacchylidean: see ix 24. 
Palmer’s Adow is clever but quite unneces- 
sary. 

LT add a few notes ou other odes. 

vii 10, 11. Supply “Ap[toropeverjov [raid’] : 
see vi 12. 

ix 45, 46. Perhaps cotv, & zodvéjAwre 
dvaé ToTAapaV, eyyovoly (or éxyOvoty). 

xiii 61. The facsimile shows traces of 

C: write then redv réxos. lt appears too 
from the facsimile that Mr Kenyon’s 
measurement of the gap is somewhat 
arbitrary and constitutes no objection to 
Prof. Jebb’s xXéos. 

xiii 67. Perhaps vie’ dderoysdxw (or -a). 
xiii 96. The MS must have had ovpiat vorou 

8 ékdAmlwoay mvoat| ioriov. Prof. Blass’s 
éxdArwoay is confirmed by the facsimile, but 
the rest of his supplement is unmetrical. 

A. E. Housman. 

ODES VAT 

& Aurapa Ovyatep Xpovov Te k{ at] 

Noxtos. 

In place of ‘Hyuepa I would suggest 
Selene. Bacchylides himself (Frg. 66) calls 
Hecate dadoddpe Nuxtos peAavoxddrov Ovya- 
rep, and Hecate as dadophorus is practically 

Selene. Even Hecate in Homeric Hymn v. 

438, is Avrapoxpyjdevos: much more her 

specialised double, Selene. ‘Most of the 
children of Night,’ Mr. Kenyon notes, ‘are 

of ill omen’ (p. 64). True enough for the 
late canonical Olympian mythology, false 
entirely for that primitive faith in which 
holy Night was the all-mother—a faith 
revived by those Orphic-Pythagorean specu- 
lations in which Pindar was simply steeped. 
Language, faithful because unconscious, 
remembered that Night was ed¢povy, which 
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the lexicons in their complex fashion call a 
‘euphemism.’ They reveal the whole source 
of the inversion when they add ‘ cf. Eumen- 
ides.’ I should scarcely venture to suggest 
Selene but that in sense it is practically 
the same as Professor Jebb’s ‘Hpépa. I 
may add that zevrjxovra for the number of 
the chorus would agree well with the old 
50 moon period. Schmidt (Chronologie, p. 
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49) has pointed out how again and again 
the number 50 comes in in the old ‘ Kalen- 
darsagen,’ e.g. the fifty Danaides, the fifty 
daughters of Selene by Endymion. I do 
not fully understand the astronomy of the 
matter, but the wavvvxos oeAjvy was for 
most primitive festivals at once a practical 
and a religious necessity. 

JANE E, Harrison. 

MENANDER’S Tewpyds. 

THE subjoined attempts to fill up a few of 
the lacunae in the papyrus may possibly in 
some cases be near the mark, though the 
-chance of success in I Recto would have 
been increased if Prof. Nicole had given 
some intimation as to the number of letters 
deficient in each line. He has done this in 
II Verso, and might without much difficulty, 
I should imagine, have supplied similar 
information for the earlier page, where his 
own supplements vary from a single letter 
(1. 7) to no less than ten letters (1. 5). 

The opening clause might be restored 
thus :— 
3. ovo’ éddxovy [av éerureccty | 
4. [vay €]@ 6 pepaxicxos ev aypé SuereAeL, 
5. |rowdto olupPB_eBynKds, 6 py’ aroddAeke 
6. [otyope]vor eis KopwOov ert mpaéiv two. 

In 1. 4 év dow y would equally well serve, 
if the space requires .more letters. 1. 5 
would hardly accommodate M. Nicole’s jp) 
cidws TO o., unless it begins much more to 
the right than any of the others. 1. 6 
dzddnpov (Nicole) should clearly be a 
participle. oiyopevov fits the sense and only 
requires that the doubtful » should be 
read as v. 

The next two lines are hardly recover- 
able, but M. Nicole’s treatment is not 
convincing. They might be retained for 
the previous speaker without more severe 
dealing. 

Katiov 0 bo vUKTA yLyVopeEvoV ev TOLS yajLoLS 
KatadapBavw pa Tors Geods eoreupevov—. 

1,13 avticraGG, réxvynv tu’ ardjv ov Tus exw. 
ovK av yapely wept tHs TAvKepas ovdev 

ppacas 
tainv, mpodurov O€ K.T.A, 

_ In I Verso the break introduced into |. 2 
is of the harshest. I would suggest that 
Chresippos should be discharged altogether. 
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7 , e ‘ / ' 

6 KXeaiveros yap, ov TO petpaxiov ALav 
, a / 

TEPLEXETAL, TPWNV TOT ev Tals Gp7rehots 
lal / 

oKdrtuv éméexowe TO TKeAOS (a XUPOS TAVY. 

In 1. 11 I think we may safely read the 
letters thus :— 

2 ay) 2 / , 2A 
evTavd AXKPELAS yevopevns auTw TLVOS 

dxpeta may well mean ‘loss of faculty,’ 
‘unconsciousness,’ ‘symptoms of collapse.’ 
In that case xafaipovos (1. 12) may be dis- 
pensed with and a verb sought with perhaps 
dao. pev to follow. 

1. 17 wapeuvOev’ 5 avy pavdws exer May 
perhaps be maintained unaltered as meaning 
‘he told him to disregard what was a mere 
trifle.’ 

In IL Recto 1. 1 xadéoac’ eyo would 
perhaps be the simplest resource, with some 
such words as ériupo pada ending the 
preceding line and governing «imei (I. 2). 
Then in |. 3 &éAwva would be a vocative 
and the speakers would be women, which 

seems a more natural arrangement of the 

scene. 

/ , 

A. ovtos ye, Piduva, xatpEeTo. 
/ 

®. Ti xatpeto ; 
> a ES A 

olpwlerw Lev OvV, TOLOUTOS WY yapLELV. 

reads well enough, the explanation given by 

Prof. R. Ellis of the last words being 

accepted. 
1. 7 Perhaps éyyvev 6 Oeparrwv. 
In the last Verso 1. 4 yveoer’ is perhaps 

to be read for ducer’. 
1. 5 pve “xt cot, yépor, 1. 9 Sexopevor, 1. 13 

adaves. 
Unquestionably the absence of a photo- 

graphic reproduction of the papyrus is 

much to be regretted. 
T. L. AGAR. 

M 
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ARCHAEOLOGY. 
ROMAN SHOE FOUND AT BIRD- 

OSWALD. 

Roman shoes of various sorts have been 
found not unfrequently both in England 
and in various other countries. The shoe, 
of which an illustration is appended, was 
found last summer in the course of ex- 
cavations outside the Roman fort of Ambo- 
glanna (Birdoswald) on MHadrian’s Wall 
close to Gilsland. The illustration represents 
it half-size. It belongs to a class of shoes 
which are distinct from the calcei, caligae, etc., 
of literature, but which were widely used in 
ancient times, and are still common in many 
parts of Europe. It is made of one piece of 
leather without any special sole; there is a 
vertical seam, as in modern shoes, behind 
the heel, and the toe is cut into strips each 

%, 
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undressed leather, but their special feature 
seems rather to be that they are made of 
one piece of leather without any proper sole. 

F. HAVERFIELD. 

THE BASE OF THE POLYZALOS 
BRONZE. 

THE second line of the inscription on the 
base of the bronze dedicated by Polyzalos 
at Delphi, which was discovered by the 
French school in 1896, has caused some 
difficulty. In the'interesting report which 
M. Homolle furnished to the Academy of 
Inscriptions, he offered an explanation which 
is not satisfactory ; and it is clear that; it 
did not satisfy himself. The legend is :— 

AEZEYQNYMATIOA. 

RoMAN SHOE: BrRDOSWALD, 1897. 

of which ends in an eyehole for the lace. 
For the fastening over the foot there are 
two holes on each side, which, however, 
resemble buttonholes rather than laceholes. 
The leather has been tanned and to certain 
extent ornamented. Shoes of this class 
have been found at other places on or near 
Hadrian’s Wall, at the Saalburg fort on the 
German Limes near Homburg, and else- 
where. Of modern parallels the Scotch 
‘rivelins’ and ‘ pampoosties’ are, I am told, 
very similar, and so are the peasant’s shoes 
in parts of Italy, Austria and the Balkans. 
I have walked myself in such shoes in the 
northern Carpathians. The Greek and 
Roman name for this type of footgear seems 
to be xapBarwat and carbatinae, the latter 
used by Catullus xcviii. These are usually 
described by modern writers as shoes of 

M. Homolle explains: a] e& etwvipou 
’A7éMAwM, supposing that ef edwv’pou indi- 
cates the position of the bronze group to 
the left of another monument. There are 
three objections. (1) The elision of the 
genitive termination is unheard of ; and its 
accidental omission on a stone of this kind 
is incredible. (2) The first line is a 
hexameter; it is therefore practically 
certain that the second line was a hexameter 
or a pentameter. M. Homolle’s restoration 
does not conform to this condition. (3) It 
is hard to believe that such superfluous 
information was inscribed on the stone. 
Whoever looked at the group saw to left 
and to right of it. One is reminded of the 
famous fingerpost which advised those who 
could not read to inquire at the blacksmith’s 
shop. 
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‘We must divide and restore thus :— 

. def ebovupa ToA[Aa 

a prayer to the god to show favour to the 
city of Polyzalos. Perhaps the whole line 
ran :— 

oie, Lvpaxdcoaw aeF edwvusa woAAa. 
J. B. Bury. 

GARDNER’S SCULPTURED TOMBS 
OF HELLAS. 

Sculptured Tombs of Hellas, by PrRcy 
GarRDNER, Litt. D., Lincoln and Merton 
Professor of Classical Archaeology and 
Art in the University of Oxford. Mac- 
millan & Co. 1896. 8vo. xix. +259 pp. 
30 plates, and 87 illustrations in the 
text. £1 5s. 

Tuts account of Greek sculptured tombs is 
a survey and an exposition of the subject, 
rather than an investigation. The author 
explains in his preface (p. viii.), that for a 
long time past English-speaking scholars 
and ‘even tourists’ have felt a special 
interest in the sepulchral monuments of 
Athens, and for their benefit he has drawn 
up a concise account of the main facts 
connected with these tombs, to which he 
has added a slighter account of the tombs of 
pre-historic Greece, of Asia Minor, Sparta, 

Boeotia, and of the Sidon sarcophagi. An 
interesting chapter gives an account of the 
epitaphs, both of those known from the 
monuments and of those preserved in the 
Palatine Antholegy. Specimens are given 
of both classes, in graceful translations, 
partly by the author, and partly by Dr. 
James Williams. 

From this statement of its scope it will be 
seen that Professor Gardner has followed 
the model of some of Sir Charles Newton’s 
best known essays, and gives an account, in 
literary form, of the whole field. Such an 
account, by an archaeologist of wide know- 
ledge, has great use and value, but at the 
same time it has the necessary drawback 
that it must lay most stress on the familiar 
and the obvious, and can only make a 
sparing use of new material. 

This being the nature of the essay, the 
reader can but give his assent to the greater 
part of its contents. A certain number, 
however, of points suggest themselves for 
criticism. Prof. Gardner quotes the Rayet 

- terracotta (p. 6), and a black-figured vase as 
examples of an early Greek funeral pro- 
cession. He does not suggest any doubt as 
to the terracotta, but I have long thought 
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it questionable. While for some of its 
details it has a suspicious resemblance to 
the vase, it is least plausible in the points 
in which it diverges, and with respect to 
these, its nearest parallel is a version of the 
Electra group of the same provenience (the 
Piraeus) which does not stand scrutiny. 
(This was sold by Rollin and Feuardent, 
June 29, 1895. See plate in sale catalogue.) 

Mr. Gardner is inclined to give a wide 
extension to the view that figures sitting 
on tombs on the Athenian lekythi represent 
the deceased, although the standing members 
of the same group may be survivors and 
mourners. The two vases quoted to prove 
this point on pages 20, 21, do not carry 
conviction. In the one (Fig. 9), a youth 
with a lyre is seated on the steps of a tomb, 
near which flits a shade, while in the other 
(Fig. 10), is a seated lady with a maid. 
The author argues that since the latter is a 
portrait of the deceased, the former must be 
of parallel significance, and therefore repre- 
sent the proprietor of the stele seated beside 
it. But since the lady is admittedly repre- 
sented as alive, the parallel case would be 
to suppose that the figure at the tomb is 
also alive, and therefore presumably not its 
deceased occupant. On p. 19 it is implied 
that the lyre is usually held bya seated figure, 
supposed to be that of the deceased, but on 
one of the lekythi (White Athenian Vases in 
the B. M., Pl. xiii.), a lyre is held by a 
standing figure, while a second lyre lies at 
the tomb, to suggest the pursuits of the 
deceased. 
A curious view is put forward (p. 110) 

that the two rosettes which occur on an 
inscribed stele between the acanthus orna- 
ment and the inscription, seem ‘to repre- 
sent the two breasts, and we may here see 
a hint that the stele takes the place of a 
portrait-figure, just as does the turban 
which commonly surmounts modern Turkish 
tombs.’ No unconscious survival of the 
kind is too strange to be credible, if it can 
be confirmed by evidence showing the 
transition in progress, but withous such 
evidence (and none is adduced) it is hard to 
accept the suggestion, Prof. Gardner (p. 
ix.) expresses his special thanks to ‘ Dr. 
Conze and the German Archaeological 
Institute’ for permission to use the plates 
of their collection of the Attic grave reliefs. 
But surely the collocation, though familiar, 
is incorrect, and his thanks are due to Dr. 
Conze, and the Imperial Academy of 
Vienna. 

These are points of detail. As has been 
said already, no exception can be taken to 
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the greater part of the book. It is not 
only, like Sir Charles Newton’s work, an 
extremely well-informed survey of a wide 
field, but it has the further merit of 
being very well iilustrated with collotype 
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plates, and half-tone blocks. The book is 
self-contained, and access to a special library 
is not a necessary preliminary to its 
comprehension. 

A. H. Smita. 

CORRECTION TO THE ARTICLE ON THE ‘MUNICH CODEX OF PAEANIUS. 

In meinem Aufsatz ‘Hin neuer Codex des 
Pianius’ in der Classical Review 1897 s. 
382 ff. habe ich irrthiimlich dem Codex 
Monacensis als cexiii. anstatt ci. angefiihrt. 
Der Irrthum kam daher, dass ich diese 
falsche Nummer aus Mangel an geniigenden 
Quellen hier aus der Ausgabe des Paanius 

von Dukas hergenommen hatte. Die 
Berichtigung verdanke ich einer freundlichen 
Mittheilung des Herrn K. Direktors der K. 
Bayerischen Hof- und Staatsbibliothek zu 
Miinchen, Dr. Laubmann. 

Spyr. P. Lamspros. 
Athen. - 

SUMMARIES OF PERIODICALS. 
Neue Jahrbucher fur Philologie und Paeda- 

gogik. Vol. 155. Part 8. 1897. 
Der begriff des wissens vom wissen in Platons 

Charmides und seine bedeutung fiir das ergebius des 
dialogs, C. Schirlitz. Concluded from the last no. 
Entgegnung, K. J. Liebhold. Maintains his con- 
jecture alterius morientis <sors> prope totiws exer- 
citus fuit in Liv. xxii 50, 1 as against J. Franke. 
Ueber die messung der epitrite in daktylo-epitritischen 
strophen, C. Conradt. A protest against a funda- 
mental point of Christ’s rhythmical and metrical 
construction in his edition of Pindar. Zu Ciceros 
Briefen an Atticus, C. F. W. Mueller. In iv 7, 2 
proposes guid enim vereris? quemcumgue heredem 
Secit, nisi Publium fecit, virum fecit non improbiorem, 
quam fuit ipse. Die fragesdtze der lateinischen oratio 
obliqua, R. Methner. Maintains that the ordinary 
division into actual and rhetorical questions is 
unsatisfactory, but that all questions in or. obl. are 
rhetorical in the sense that they expect no answer 
but have the value of an assertion or a challenge. 
Die* zeit der=verbannung Ovids, K. Schrader. The 
most probable opinion is that the date is the autumn 
of A.D. 8. Zw Caesar de bello civili, F. Giesing. 
Some critical notes. Zw Ciceros divinatio in Caeci- 
lium § 63 und zur rede pro Flacco § 55 foll., W. 
Sternkopf. A comparison of these passages leads us 
to infer that Flaccus was governor of Asia B.c. 95-90. 

Part 9. Die dgyptische legio xxii wnd die legio iii 
Cyrenaica, P. Meyer. <A history of these two legions 
chiefly from inscriptions. Tullia wnd Dolabella, O. 
E. Schmidt. The divorce took place in Oct. or Nov. 
45, and the death of Tulliain Feb, 45. Zur erklaérung 
von Caesar de bello Gallico, J. Lange. On iv 14 and 
v 45. Das gedicht des Reposianus de concubitu 
Martis et Veneris, J. Tolkiehn. His version com- 
pared with Homer and Ovid. With the former R. 
shows no acquaintance. In diction he imitates Vergil 
and Ovid. Kata t1=senkrecht zu, M. C. P. Schmidt. 
Zur textkritik Platons, K. J. Liebhold. Macer und 
Tubero, W. Soltau. Concluded [Cl. Rev. sup. p. 

89]. V. The sources of Livy’s tenth book. Zu 
Ciceros Brutus, L. Polster. In § 129 for Juculentus 
patronus reads suculentus importunus. Der sturz des 
gardeprafecten Perennis, K. W. Strootman. 
Perennis was murdered in A.D. 186 by British legion- — 
aries in Rome. Zur textkritik des Lukianos, H. 
Bliimner. In Symp. 19 defends the text éuoidy re 
against P. R. Miller [Cl. Rev. sup. p. 89]. 

Parts 10,11. Die entstehwng des Homerischen hexa- 
meters, H. Draheim. In Greek poetry the hexa- 
meter arose from the accentuated tetrameter and 
stepped into its place. For Roman poetry Ennius 
introduced it and put it in the place of the accentu- 
ated tetrameter, namely the Saturnian. Zu Sophokles, 
A. Frederking. Various notes. In Aj, 651 conjec- 
tures Badels for Bap} comparing Hom. « 391 foll. 
Zum Adyos émitragios des Perikles, H. Meuss, Shows 
that there is no contradiction, as has been alleged, 
between Thue. ii. 35 and 45. Ueber den augbau der 
Sieben gegen Theben und der Schutzflehenden der 
Aischylos, C. Conradt. Zur erklérung von Sophokles 
Antigone, J. Wassmer. Maintains the genuineness 
of ll. 905 foll. Sokrates und Xenophon iv, K. Lincke. 
Concluded [Cl. Rev. sup. p. 89]. The Memorabilia 
is a contamination of the elder and the younger 
Xenophon. Die dramaturgie des Sophokles und 
Kaibels Elektra, Th. Pliiss. Zuwm_ rhodischen 
Kalender, EB. F. Bischoff. Zu Benedictus regula 
monachorum, E. Arens. Critical notes. Fasti 
Delphici. ii 2, H. Pomtow. On the archontate of the 
Amphiktyonic decrees of the third century B.C. 
(1) The composition of the Amphiktyonic council 
before and after the Aetolian supremacy. (2) The 
Aetolian period. Jrritare, A. Fleckeisen. Jrritare 
is the only correct spelling. The verb rito is a fiction 
of Priscian. Der philosoph Agatharchides in der 
ersten devade Diodors ii, E. A. Wagner. Zu Ciceros 
briefen ad Quintum fratrem, W. Sternkopf. In iii 8 
upholds Rauschen’s conjecture of quae adhuc non 
venerat for quia. nN. V 

3 

[A revised text of Bacchylides, with critical notes and commentary by PRorEesson JEBB, will 

be published by the Cambridge University Press in 1899.] 
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ATHENA POLIAS AT ATHENS. 

THE application of the title Athena Polias 
at Athens has been matter of controversy in 
recent years. Dr. Dorpfeld (Mittheil. d. k. 
deutsch. arch. Inst. Athen. Abth. xii. [1887] 
25 sqq., 192 sqq., 276 sgq.) has maintained 
that Athena of the Parthenon was called 
Athena Polias; on the other hand Mr. 
J. G. Frazer (J.H.S8. xiii. p. 153 sqq.) and 
Prof. J. W. White (Harvard Studies in 
Classical Philology, vi. p. 1 sqq.) agree that 
the term Polias designated only Athena of 
the Erechtheum or of the temple that 
preceded the Erechtheum on the same site. 
I desire to draw attention to a peculiarity 
in the language of Athenian inscriptions 
which, as far as I know, has not yet been 
pointed out, and to prove that under certain 
conditions Athenian official documents ap- 
plied the epithet Polias to the goddess who 
occupied the Parthenon. 

I will begin with the fourth century. The 
evidence principally consists of the inven- 
tories of treasures of various kinds, which 
were made out and inscribed on stone every 
year by the ten Treasurers of Athena. 
Now, if the chambers of the Parthenon had 
contained nothing but the property of the 
goddess of that temple, the officials would 
have had no occasion to mention ‘ Athena’ 
or ‘the goddess’ in the body of their cata- 
logues. But this was not the case ; votive 
offerings belonging to a number of gods and 
goddesses were at different times deposited 
in the ‘ great temple,’ and it was the duty of 
the Treasurers to keep separate and distinct 
the possessions of the various deities. Even 
this end might have been attained without 
introducing Athena’s name. ‘The cataloguers 
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might have kept to a settled plan of speci- 
fying the owner of an article only when it 
did not belong to the goddess of the temple. 
The lists of the fifth century were com- 
posed on -this principle, and followed a 
fixed order, so that they were open to no 
misconstruction. In the fourth century this 
continuity and system disappeared, and the 
disposition of the treasures was subject to 
frequent changes, the causes of which are in 
the main unknown. One result of these 
shiftings was that the Treasurers sometimes 
thought it desirable to state that this or 
that article in the inventory was sacred to 
‘ Athena’ or to ‘the goddess.’ A comparison 
of some inscriptions will show the nature of 
such exceptional circumstances. 

Consider the language and order of the 
following extracts from the Corpus Inscrip- 
tionum Atticarum : 

(1) IL. 660 (390-89 B.c.), 1. 39, é}ypappd- 
Tevev, aveOnkev’ aye 7 tmdpyvpos HEEFFIII" 
"Aptéu[dos Bpavpwvias xpuoides. . . . (about 
24 letters), 1. 40,. .. . (room for 8 letters, 
weight here indicated)]. “A@yvaias xpuatdes 
Tpels Kal Kovovlwrov: ore, pavos. . . . (about 
41 letters to end of line)]. 

(2) TH G61 ir. de, 1.7, eypappa|reve, ave- 

Onxev? “Aptéuidos Bpavpwvi- 1. 8, [-as ypuoides 
. . . (about 31 letters)- "A@yvaias] ypucides 
Tpets kal KovdvAwrov ev* alorata Tatra (?) 

(3) IL. 652, A. (398/7 B.c.), 1. 49, Kapyy- 
gov Avs Todds apyvpotv with weight, then 
"Aptéutdos Bpavpwvias ypu[oid- 1. 50,-e5. . . . 

(about 32 letters). ’A@nvaias] ypuaides II [. . . 
N 
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(4) IV. Il. 6526. (p. 176), ll. 3-4, a 
golden crown dedicated by Lysander (which 
appears in ll. 14-15 of ii. 660) then in 1. 4 
[’Aprépid0s Bpal]-, 1. 5, -vpwvias xpvoides [. . . 
(about 26 letters to end of line), 1. 6 FFFI* 
Then in ll. 6, 7, 8, 9 and part of 10, two golden 
crowns (which appear in ll. 15-16 of i1. 
652), and a golden ring (which appears in 
ll. 39-40 of ii. 652); next, 1. 10, xpvaides 
tpets kat [kovd]- 1. 11, -vAwrov ev: orépavos 
GadAod (a name here omitted by the mason) 
Aaprtpeds avébnxev, crab pov TovTwv K.T.X. 

The restoration of these inscriptions is 
due to the patience and acuteness of Koehler 
and Lolling and is, in my judgment, certainly 
right. We have before us the same articles 
but not in the same order. This is the reason 
why in (4) 1. 10, the name of Athena was not 
given, whereas in (1) l. 40 the addition 
"A@nvaias was, if not absolutely necessary, 
at any rate convenient and sensible. In (1) 
two sets of ypuaides were taken in succession, 
and since those of Artemis of Brauron were 
entered first, it was useful and conducive to 
clearness to note that the second set 
belonged to Athena. No such specification 
would have been required if Athena’s 
property had been put down in the catalogue 
before the property of Artemis of Brauron. 
In (4) no confusion could arise, because 

between the ypvoides of Artemis in |. 5 and 
the ypvoides of Athena in 1.10 were interposed 
articles of a different kind fully described ; 
hence the Treasurers did not waste space in 
1. 10 by the superfluous insertion of ’A@yvaias 
before ypucides. The principle may be ap- 
plied to other places, where ‘ Athena’ or 
‘the goddess’ is mentioned. Thus it may be 
that in ii. 678, A. i. ll. 17-18, we find 
[orépavos| xpvoots THs Geod adpirretov [ek 
Mavaby|vatwy ra[v] éxt Navow|i]xov [apxovros] 
because the preceding crown was dedicated 
to Athena Nike (1. 15, [’A@nva Ni]xn orédavos 
azo Ayiwv.). Note also the sequence in ii. 
701, col. i. (ii.) 1. 46, diary xpvon “AGnval[s] 
N[cxys, ll. 46-7, gpudAlar ypvolai] Aidromides 
(in a different position 11. 678, A. i. 13), ll. 
48-9, didrat xpvoat. . . .| ody by[telis "AOnvas 
otal Opnor, ll. 59-60, pidAar] ypuoat tov aANwv 
Gedv, and compare il. 737, A. ii. 30 (a list of 
silver vessels, probably ¢uaAau, first those of 
Athena, éf’ ais ériyéyparrar: iepal “AOnvas, 
then those of Asclepius, then those of 
Artemis of Brauron), ii. 725, A. (gold cups 
belonging to Athena, tepai ’AOnvas, followed 
by gold cups of Asclepius and of Artemis of 
Brauron), and ii. 668, 19-20 (ypvoides radar 
ts Ge00). In ii. 660, 1. 50, and ii. 667, 1. 42, 
(zapaxatabyky ’A@nvaias) it is probable that a 
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like explanation holds good (see ii. 661, 
ll, 18-9), but the context is too imperfect to 
justify confidence. 

These petty details of official inventories 
repay attention, because they furnish a proof 
that the goddess of the Parthenon was upon 
occasion styled Polias, and so render us the 
service of terminating a controversy. Several 
lists contain a set of silver hydriae, entered 
without the owner’s name. In iu. 660, ll. 
23-32, twenty-seven of these vessels are 
enumerated and the weight of each recorded ; 
they follow in the catalogue kapyjovov Aros 
TloAvéws dpyvpody, and precede oivoyda apyv- 
pat tpets (which in ii. 652, A, 30, ii. 667, 23, 
are in a different place), and are introduced 
with these words: idpia: dpylvpat: azpurns 
otdOuov. That the name of a god or goddess 
was not inserted after dpyvpat is shown by 
ii. 661, 1. 4, (6d|piat dpyvpalt rpor]n ora[Opov) 
and by ii. 695, 1. 10, [ddpéar] apyvpat, blank, 1. 
11, [zpérn o|ré6pov. The inscriptions quoted 
are records of treasures stored in what was 
called 6 vews 6 Exatopmedos, 2.€., in a chamber 
which is generally considered part of 
Pericles’ great temple. Consequently the 
silver hydriae in question belonged to the 
goddess who owned this chamber, for, if 
they had been dedicated to another deity, 
this fact would have been stated. Now, 
other catalogues present these twenty-seven 
hydriae belonging, as we see, to Athena of 
the Parthenon, in a different connexion, 
grouped together with hydriae of other gods 
and goddesses. In ii. 677, i. 9-35, we dis- 
cover twelve of Athena’s hydriae (from the 
15th to the 27th), then three new ones (ddpiat 
apyvpat xawvai), and next to these, 1. 38, 
[’A@nva]ias Nixys[bd]pia: (four). How, under 
these circumstances, did the list of the twenty- 
seven begin? From ii. 677 this cannot be 
learned, but the answer is given by ii. 678, 
A, ii. 1. 11, Sdpiau dpyvpat "AOy[vas IL]oA[c]a- 
[d]os, 1. 12, zpwry orabpov x.7.A. Further 
evidence is provided by ii. 699, col. ii. The 
order here differs in one respect from the ar- 
rangement inii.677. Athena’s twenty-seven 
hydriae were put first, the record of the last 
four being preserved, but for some reason 
the Treasurers postponed the new ones, 
which came next in ii. 677, and continued as 
follows: 1,5 [A@]nvas N[ixy|s tdpfa. (four), 
1. 12, “Ap[r]euid0s Bpavpwrvias tdpiar (seven), 
1, 21 [Anjp|ntpos Kal Depped[arr|ys [b8péac] 
(five), 1. 29, “Adpodirys tdpia (one), 1. 30, 
*Avaxow ddpiat (three). At the close of the 
whole list, 1. 86, a note was appended con- 
cerning Athena’s new or restored hydriae: 
fat|rar [Kat]vat “A@nvas Io[Aca]éfos], 1. 37, 
[xpwtn] orcOmov 0 Hyev tpoltepov. The reason 
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for the appearance of the epithet Polias in ii. 
678 and ii. 699 is obvious; the officials desired 
that the vessels owned by Athena of the 
Parthenon should be clearly distinguished 
from the vessels belonging to Athena Nike. 
There is, however, a difference between the 
two cases; in ii. 699 the word Polias is in- 
dispensable, in ii. 678 it is only a matter of 
convenience. Observe the treatment of this 
point in ii. 673, where the silver hydriae are 
mixed up with other articles: 1. 13, Re 
"AOnvdas idpifa, ll. 14-16, two censers and 
something of gold, 1. 17, |xai cvvapxovou 
Nikys t[dpia, 1. 19, ’Apréuidos Bplavpwvias 
bdpia. : 

In the fourth century, then, the Treasurers 
used the combination Athena Polias with a 
quite definite object, to guard against con- 
fusion with Athena Nike. The adjective 
was not affixed to distinguish Athena of the 
Erechtheum from Athena of the Parthenon. 
The inscriptions of the fifth century exhibit 
the same practice. The most important 
piece of evidence is C.J.A. i. 273, which 
records the vast loans, about 5,550t., made to 
the state from the wealth of Athena and other 
gods and goddesses in the eleven years from 
433-2 B.c. to 423-2 B.c. Iassume the general 
correctness of the reconstruction and interpre- 
tation presented in the Corpus, which, so far 
as I am aware, have never been impugned, at 
any rate in essentials. The language of the 
following extracts should be observed: 1. 50, 
[kebadauov Toxo xovpravtos ’AOe|vaias év Tots 
rértapow éreow é[x Ilav]abevaiov és Talva- 
Gevaa. 1. 51...] ’AOevaias Nixes e[zt és 
’Axapavtioo|s zputaveias (debt and interest). 
li. 96-7, [rade eAoyicavro of Aoyior lai ev z[ots 
rét|rapow erecw TOKov Tois Tes Ged & oF Tpdl TE- 
pot NoyioTat Aedoywrpeva Tape[docav [ev Tois 
élrra éreow. 1. 100, debt and interest due 
to ‘the other gods.’ Il. 104-5, ...]s ’A@evaials 
Nikes é€lv tois tértapow érecw & ot zpdr[epor 
Aoytotai AeAoyiopeva Tlapedocay e[v Tots Extra] 
éreow. 1. 113,’ AGevaias Nixes] kat IloAuddos (a 
sum of money in figures). 1. 114, Toda |dos 
kat Nix[es tox]o (a sum of money in figures). 
Here the Todds of Il. 113 and 114 is not 
different from 7 Oeds of 1. 96 and ’A@evaia of 
1.50. The substance of the document puts 
the identification beyond reach of doubt. 
The debt to Athena Polias and Athena 
Nike, which was recorded in 1. 113, was 
4777 t. 3248 dr. 2 ob. Of this only 28 t. 
3548 dr. 2 ob. was borrowed from Athena 
Nike. The remainder, 4748 t. 5700 dr., 
was the debt to the ‘Polias,’ which consisted 
of the monies called in 1. 96, ra rés 66, 
4001 t. 1522 dr., and of the loans from 
‘Athena’ added up in 1. 50, viz. 747 t. 
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4178 dr. Many scholars will doubtless con- 
sider this calculation superfluous, since 
every student of this document has hitherto 
taken for granted that the ‘ Polias’ is ‘ the 
goddess’ or ‘Athena.’ But it is not really 
irrelevant to the argument to insist on the 
enormous wealth of Athena Polias. Athena 
Polias, as her riches show, represents the 
Athenian Empire. She is ‘the goddess’ 
(C.I.A. i. 260) to whom the first-fruits of the 
tribute were paid. She is ‘ Athena,’ who 
drew large revenues from the spoils of war, 
and to whom her chosen people (of tpddijor) 
set apart sacred domains (reyevy, C.I.A. iv. 
3, 528, p. 157) wherever they made con- 
quests. What is the significance of Pericles’ 
Parthenon, if it was not designed to be a 
new and splendid home for the tutelary 
goddess who had so signally blessed Athens? 
Is it credible that the ‘great temple’ built 
in part, as the allies complained, out of 
money paid as tribute, did not house the 
goddess, who received every year part of 
that tribute as a thank-offering? The 
‘advocates of the doctrine that Athena Polias 

was the goddess of the Erechtheum, and of 
the Erechtheum only, fail to remove this 
serious objection. Thus Prof. White (op. 
cit. p. 37) writes as follows: ‘It was doubt- 
less the purpose of Pericles to transfer the 
worship of Athena Polias to the Parthenon. 
(That may have been the purpose also of the 
builders of the Hecatompedon in an earlier 
age.) But conservative religious feeling and 
party strife combined to thwart him. The 
Parthenon was built, but his intention was 
frustrated.’ Prof. White is of course thinking 
only of the cult of Athena Polias, which he 
considers to have been confined to the Erech- 
theum, on evidence which seems to me in- 
sufficient, but this only makes his admission 
of the purpose of Pericles more significant ; 
he cannot suppress the feeling that the 
building of the Parthenon is hard to explain 
if the new temple was not meant for the 
worship of the guardian goddess of Athens. 
Yet he cites no ancient authorities in proof 
of the statement that Pericles’ design was 
defeated by ‘conservative religious feeling 
and party strife.’ In my judgment the few 
facts known point to the conclusion that 
Athena Polias was not only set up in gold 
and ivory, but was honoured by worship, in 
the Parthenon. 

Another financial inscription of the fifth 
century must be quoted and examined, 

because it has apparently led a scholar so 
careful and solid as Prof. Busolt, to whom 
all students of Greek History are deeply 
indebted, to desert or modify what I believe 
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to be the only true doctrine. In the second 
volume of his History of Greece (ii.2 p. 339, 
pv. 1.) citing among other authorities C./.A. 
i. 273 he accepted the view which I am 
attempting to corroborate, that ‘the goddess 
worshipped in the “‘ Athena temple” was no 
less “ Polias” than the goddess worshipped 
in the “Polias cella” of the Erechtheum.’ 
But in the third volume recently published 
(iii. 1, p. 216, n. 1.) he seems to embrace the 
opposite theory. His words are these: 
‘Besides the property of Athena in the 
great temple, the Treasurers administered 
the property of Athena Nike and of Athena 
in the Erechtheum, who was styled officially 
Athena Polias and so distinguished from 
Athena unqualified, the proper tutelary 
goddess of the state.’ This statement is put 
forward in explanation of (./.A. i. 188. 
The inscription contains a series of payments 
amounting to more than 180 t.—to be exact 
to 178 t. 3864 dr. 24 ob.+x—which were 
made in 410-9 Bc. (O0. 92. 3.) by the 
Treasurers of Athena; and it is necessary 
to quote in full ll. 2-7, the part that has 
perplexed critics: tapia: tepoy xpeudrov Tes 
’AGevaias KadXiotpatos Mapafovios Kal xovvap- 
xovres tapedocav ék Tov érereiov poedicapevo 
TO d€0° ext Tes Aiavtidos mpoTes mpuTavevoces, 
‘BAAevorapiars mapedobe : Kaddyudxor “Ayvo- 
cio, Ppacited der’ Ikapiet : trois otros ed06€ : 
’Adevaias Mo[Aud]os (3 t. 3237 dr. 4 ob.) 
Nixes : (91 dr. 34 ob.) : ert rés Aiyetdos dev- 
tépas mputavevdces : AOAoberais rape[dd]Oe és 
Tavadévara 7a peytda : Pio Kvdafevaret cat 
auvdpxoow, ‘AGevaias Toduddos: (5 t. 100 
dr.) : teporouois kar’ éviavtov ? AwaAdXou ‘Epytet 
kal ouvdpxoow, és tev éxatouBev (5114 dr.). 
In the remainder of the inscription neither 
Athena Polias nor Athena Nike is men- 
tioned. This circumstance has given rise to 
various conjectures. Dr. Beloch (RA. Mus. 
39, (1884) p. 58 sqq.) objects on various 
grounds to Kirchhoff’s view that the phrase 
éx tov émereicov refers to drafts on temple 
revenues, and in particular argues that the 
addition of ’AGevaias ILoAuados or Nixes to 
three payments is a ‘clear proof’ that when- 
ever these additions are absent we have to 
do with money belonging to the state, not 
to the goddess. Prof. Busolt rejects this 
conclusion and substitutes another explana- 
tion, that the words in question are annexed 
to the three payments because the rest of 
the money, as much as 170 t., comes from 

the treasures of Athena of the Parthenon. 
Consequently he is driven to the supposition 
that Athena Polias, the goddess of the 
Erechtheum, was poor, and in fact uses this 
inference as an argument against a restora- 
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tion in C.I.A. iv. 3, 179 ¢. (p. 162). The 
supplement proposed in the Corpus [IloAuddos 
FP | is wrong, he observes, first, because 
there is not room, which is true, secondly, 
because ‘the Polias in the Erechtheum’ had 
not at her disposal a sum as large as 77 t. 
2034 dr. 4 ob, the total made up, if 50 t. 
be inserted in the gap. Now there can be 
no doubt that the Polias of i. 273 is rich, 
and it is very improbable that IoAvas means 
one thing in i. 273, and another thing in i. 
188. The error is to be sought in the inter- 
pretation of the latter inscription. Is it 
not more likely that the officials of the fifth 
century used the title Athena Polias in the 
same way and for the same purpose as their 
successors in the fourth century? In l. 5 
‘’A@evaias Iloduddos’ was added merely for 
the sake of perspicuity, because a draft upon 
‘’Adevaia Nixe’ was to follow immediately. 
I believe also that the second mention of 
Athena Polias was produced by the first and 
was not absolutely necessary, since a con- 
temporary reading the monument with 
ordinary care would have understood from 
the praescript that the money came from 
Athena, unless the contrary was stated ; but 
this is just what Dr. Beloch would deny, 
and I do not know how to convince him. 
This point, however, affects in no way my 
present argument. With regard to the usus 
uerborum it should be remarked that the 
Treasurers might have begun with ’A@evaias 
unqualified, and continued with ‘A@evaias 
Nixes as in i. 273, 50, but that the form 
chosen is much neater; also, that they 
might have omitted in the first place 
’A@evaias, if in the second they had given in 
full ’A@evaias Nixes. Traces of this latter 
style can be found in another financial 
inscription of the fifth century, i. 189a, 
which preserves an account of thirteen pay- 
ments ‘for the Diobelia’ made to the 
Hellenotamiae and their assessors in the 
second Prytany of a year which according 
to Kirchhoff was 407-6 B.c., Ol. 93, 2. 
Here in |. 3 Waddington finds on the stone, 
which is in the Louvre, és rév doBeAtav 
”AGeval ta |i INiKeby- |, ox oe This Kirchhotft 

accepts, and suggests that the extraordinary 
and very suspicious dative may refer to a 
largess granted im honour of Athena Nike. 
But Froehner gives és rév duvoBedlav ’AOevaias 
[. ., considering the rest undecipherable, and 
Dittenberger (S.J.G. 44 b.) follows him, 
proposing ’A@evaias [Nikes. There is a 
similar difficulty in ll. 6-7, where Kirchhoff 

after Waddington has és] rév S0Bedlav 
’"AGevatar Nixee [FHHHH «.7.A., but Ditten- 
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berger after Froehner és rév di0Bediav éx rés 
Atyives TTIPFHHHH «.7.A. In these two 
passages Dittenberger’s text seems to give a 
better sense, but in ]. 19, where Kirchhoff 
and Waddington read ’Adevai(a) [N]ixeu 
AMF], I think Dittenberger wrong in 
accepting from Froehner és rév dofPeAiav 
’"AGevaias TT XHHF'["F!, because in accounts 
of this kind I can discover nothing re- 
sembling this isolated mention of Athena : 
what is the true reading is another question. 
In i. 177, 8 the restoration of the context of 
]Adevatas z[ is uncertain. Ini. 191, Il. 1, 
7, 8, 9 where ’A@nvaias occurs four times, it 
is probable that Athena was opposed to 
Athena Nike; thus in 1. 8 we have ’A@nvaias 
Kvég[ixnvot orarjpes, and in 1. 9 we should 
restore ’A@y{vaias Nixys. The doubt about 
the supplement in iv. 3, 179 c. (p. 162) has 
already been noticed. 

The use of ’A@nvaia Niky, when neither 
"A@nvaia nor ’AOnvaia IloAus has been ex- 
pressed in the preceding clause is shown very 
clearly in Kirchhoff’s revision of i. 184, 
185 after Mr. E. L. Hicks’ more accurate copy 
of the stone given in Grk. Inscr. from the 
Brit. Mus. i. xxiv. pp. 51-2. He now pre- 
sents B, ll. 20-25 in the following form (iv. 
1, p. 34) :-— 

1, 20. [76 érereéo] 

6 avtol x[cvvedexoaper | 

Il Ill. "A@evalias Nixes 76 ézre]- 
Y e > ‘ -relo 6 av tol youveAcyoa |- 

1, 25. -wev dpyv[pio.......... | 

In 1, 20 ’A@evaias did not stand before the 
lacuna, and yet few, I think, will doubt that 
ll. 20-22 stated Athena’s revenue in silver, 
which in this year (411-10 according to the 
conjectures of Boeckh and Kirchhoff) was 
less than 100 t. Similarly in the earlier part 
of this inscription, A. 1. 15, from the phrase 
’Adevaias N[ckes, it may be guessed that the 
sum of money which precedes came from the 
resources of Athena. In B. ll. 26-28 I am 
dissatisfied with Kirchhoff’s restoration 
because twenty-two letters are given to 1. 27, 
and have thought of restoring the passage 
differently : 

126: ovp| ravtos kepadaror | 

1, 27. 16 dpyu[pio 76 rés Todd ]- 

1., 28. -[o]s Kat 7[6 tes Nikes.....|. 

But I fear that the problem is at present 
insoluble, 
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So far, only catalogues and accounts of 
the Treasurers have been adduced to show 
that the title Polias cannot be denied to 
the goddess of the Parthenon. The point 
can be established in another way and with 
the help of an inscription of a different kind. 
In C.L.A. iv., ii. 109 b (p. 37) will be found 
a decree of the Assembly passed in the eighth 
prytany of 347-6 B.c. (Ol. 108, 2)in honour 
of Spartocus and Pairisades, sons of Leucon, 
prince of the Bosporus. The mover, Andro- 
tion, familiar to us from the invectives 
of Demosthenes’ client Diodorus, proposed 
that the Athenian people should grant them 
the privileges previously conferred on 
Satyrus and Leucon, and crown each of them 

with a golden crown worth 1,000 dr. at the 
great Panathenaea. The crowns were to be 
an institution, and the athlothetae were 
instructed to get them made in the year 
before the great Panathenaea; for the 
approaching celebration in Hecatombaeon 
346 B.c. special provisions were inserted. 
The resolution proceeds thus, ll. 29-39: kai 

dvayopeve Ott oTepavot 6 Snuos 6 ’APnvaiwv 
Sraproxov kal Iarpuradnv tovs AevKwvos tratdas 
dpetis Kal evvoias evexa THS eis TOV Onpoy TOY 
’"AOnvaiwv. ered! d€ To’s oTepavovs avatt- 
Bact 7H AOnva 7H Modidds, rots aOAoberas «is 
Tov vew avatilevat Tors oTEpavors éerLypaavTas: 
Sraptroxos xait Lapuradns AevKwvos Tratdes 
avecav tH 'AOnvaia orehavwbevres td Tov 
Sypov tov ’A@nvaiwv. Here Athena Polias 
is surely the same as Athena without 
the epithet. But is this all? Is not ‘the 
temple’ the temple of Athena Polias? 
Where then were crowns of this kind 
dedicated? The catalogues of the Treasurers 
give the answer: in that chamber of the 
Parthencn which was called ‘The Hecatom- 
pedos.’ Out of the wealth of evidence I will 
select a few of the most pertinent illustra- 
tions. A list of 321-320 B.c. Ol. 114, 4 
(C.LA. ii. 719) records after ‘the image 
(dyaApa) in the Hecatompedos’ the golden 
crowns ‘ proclaimed ’ (avapynOevres sic) in the 
preceding year. The remains show that 
three of these crowns were given by the 
Athenian people (6 dj0s 6 ’A@nvaiwv) and it 
is possible that some of them were proclaimed 
at the great Panathenaea of 322-1, Ol. 
114, 3. It is not difficult, however, to find 
a certain case of a crown proclaimed at this 

1 The use of ée:5} c. indic. in place of éredav c. 
subj. has a parallel in the decree of Tisamenus 
inserted in the MSS. of Andoe. 1. 83-4; for I agree 
with Dobree in thinking that in § 84 ére.5) duwpdcaow 
ought to refer to the future. But in view of this 
passage it may be doubted whether he was right in 
substituting éredav duwudKwow, 
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festival and afterwards dedicated in the 
Parthenon. The Treasurers of 317-6, Ol. 
115, 4, ¢.e. of the year following the great 
Panathenaea, added to the treasures of the 
temple oréfavos ypvoods 6 [dvaxnpvxbets 
Ilavabynvaiwy tov pelyddov TO yupvixd [ayOve, 
o eatepavwcey 5 dypuos| 6 ’AOnvatwv Kovor[a 
(il. 728, A. ll. 18-23). The number of crowns 
so dedicated was sometimes considerable ; in 
345-4 B.c, the ‘annual crowns’ (orépavor 
érérevol) Were aS many as nine (ii. 701, col. i. 
ll. 19-34) ; and ii. 698, col. i. contains a list 
of crowns received between 371-70 B.c. and 
354-3 B.c. The mention of ‘Athena’ (not 
Athena Polias) in the formula of dedication 
appears in ii. 741, A. f. g. (see addenda p. 
511), erépavos dv NeolwroAcpos A |vtixA€ovs 
MeNuireds aveOy| Kev 7H AOn|va oredavwbels t7[6 
Tov Onpov| Tod ’APnvatuv. 

That the style of decrees differed in no 
way from that of the Treasurers, may also 
be shown from ii. 163. Dr. Dérpfeld has 
already argued (op. cit. pp. 192-3) from 
this inscription that the principal cult of 
Athena on the Acropolis was that of Athena 
Polias. I only cite it to illustrate the 
conditions under which Athenian officials 
found it convenient to introduce the quali- 
fication IloAds. The monument is attributed 
to the period of Lycurgus’ activity, and 
contains regulations for the better celebra- 
tion of the annual or little Panathenaea. 
Observe the changes of expression in the 
following passage, ll. 17-24: Bowvycavtes ot 
iepo[rowol peta tlav Bowvay méempavtes Tip 
ropmy mH OG Ovovtwy talitas tas Pods 
amrdoas ert TO Bope ris [’ AOnvas TO pelyddw, 

plav d¢ éxl To THs Nikyns zpoxpilvavtes ek Tov] 
kadducrevovsav Body, Kal Ovoavres TALL’ AOnva 
7] Words cat rH ’AOnva tH Niky dracalv 
tov Body Talv...€o[vynevov veulovrwy Ta Kpea 
TO Ojpw TO ’AOnvaiwv. The restorations are 
certain, for the space can be calculated with 
exactness. Is it not plain (1) that Athena 
Polias is the same as ‘Athena’ and ‘the 
goddess,’ (2) that the juxtaposition of 
Athena Nike caused the addition of the 
epithet Poliast I have gone through all 
the passages from inscriptions and ancient 
writers concerning the Panathenaea, which 
are collected in the 2nd Appendix of Prof. 
Michaelis’ book on the Parthenon, pp. 318- 
333. The usual description of the deity in 
honour of whom the festival was held is 
‘the goddess’ or ‘ Athena’; the one or the 
other of these occurs thirty-six times. On 
the other hand, certain inscriptions excepted, 
all of which I have quoted and discussed in 
this paper, the word Polias is only used 
three times, in the following extracts: (1) 
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Zenob. 1. 56. ’Akécews kal “EAtkdvos epya: 
ert tov Oaiparos agéiwv: ovTo. yap mpTou Tov 
THs mwoAuddos “AOnvas mémAov ednp.ovpynoav. 
(2) Aristoph. Birds 826 sqq. “Em. Aurapov 
TO xphpa THs TOAEWSs. Tis dat eds | woALodXOS 
eoTat; TO Eavodpev Tov wérAov; Le" TiO ovK 

"AOnvatay éOpev rodidéda; (3) Schol. R. ad 
loc. 7H ’AOnva rrodrdds ovon Térros eytvero 
Tapmoikidos, Ov dvédhepov ev TH TopTH TOV 
IlavaOyvaiwv. (I have excluded Hat. 5. 82, 
because the passage has nothing to do with 
the Panathenaea. ) 

The inscriptions already examined seem 
sufficient to prove that it is an error to tie 
down the word Polias to a distinct local 
sense, confined to one place, viz. the Erech- 
theum. But to complete the inquiry some- 
thing must be said concerning the formulae 
which are found in dedications. The title 
Athena Polias occurs occasionally in lists of 
treasures, not because the Treasurers inserted 
it to prevent confusion, but because the 
longer and unambiguous style had been used 
by the dedicators and was quoted in the 
catalogue. Part of the inventory of the 
‘old temple’ (dpyatos veds) is preserved in 
ii. 733 and 735, and ll. 17-22 of the latter 
inscription have been restored as follows : 
[pithy dpyvpa éd’] ef éexvyéypam[rau “AOnva 
TloAv]adu Ppvvicko[s....... dvéO|\nxe: érépa gia[An 
dpyupa, é’ ei] émyéypamrau [tiepa ’AOnvas 
TloAt]ados-.aveOnk[€...... 0.00 o|rpary. Similarly 
in ii. 724 B. 9-17, 737 A. 11. 9 (where 
Koehler’s supplement Iloduwéd: seems to me 
right) and 649, 14-5 (’A@nviatjo[c] dlvébecar 
Tlo]Atadu, though dve6ecay here is suspicious ; 
note l. 7 "A@nvaioe “AOn{vaia axpofi|vov) the 
word Polias was part of the inscription 
graven on the offering. Excavations on the 
Acropolis have brought to light very 
ancient examples of the fuller form of 
dedication e.g. iv. 2, 3731 (p. 91) [’Aorér 4] 
Gaddvrov wodteoxe woTv’ ’APava Spixpo Kat 
matdov pve’ éxou ede woAus, and iv, 3, 373%! 
(p. 180) Ac|xarev ’Adevata ToL xu 
[‘T]epoxAcides pp dveOexeyv : TAavxio. The 
second of these inscriptions is particularly 
noteworthy, because in seeking to explain 
the wealth of ‘the goddess’ or ‘Athena’ in 
the 5th century, historians always reckon 
the tithes of various kinds paid to her; see 
the references in Busolt, Gr. Gesch. iii. 1, 
p- 215, n. 2. The motives that led any 
particular dedicator to write Athena Polias 
or Poliouchos rather than Athena, are 
beyond speculation. It is enough to observe 
that it was easy to tag a verse with ’A@nvata 
rodwvxw, and that offerings were made on 
the Acropolis, not only to the guardian 
goddess, but to Athena Nike, to Athena 
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Ergane (iv. 3, 37321 [p. 205]), and to 
Athena Hygieia (i. 335). 

The result of this investigation, that the 
goddess of the Parthenon had a right to the 
title Polias, has a bearing on two topo- 
graphical controversies, the one about 
Athena’s temples on the Acropolis, the other 
concerning the nature and site of the 
Opisthodomus. I hold, agreeing partially 
with Dr. Dorpfeld, that a third century 
decree (ii. 332, 44) contains the complete 
and unambiguous official description of the 
Parthenon, viz. ‘the temple of Athena 
Polias on the Acropolis’ ; there wasa temple 
of Athena Nike on the Acropolis. I also 
think that the Parthenon was sometimes 
meant by ‘the temple,’ as in the decree in 
honour of Spartocus and Pairisades (iv., 11. 
109 b) and in an inventory of ‘the Treasurers 
of Athena and the other gods’ which pro- 
bably was made in 390-89 B.c. (ii. 660, 49), 
but only when the context removed ob- 
security. But Dr. Dorpfeld’s theory about 
the meaning of ‘the old temple’ I cannot 
accept, finding nothing in the inscriptions in 
favour of his view that ‘the old temple of 
Athena on the Acropolis’ in a decree sup- 
posed to be earlier than 460 B.c. (iv. 1. ©. 
28-9 ; the supplement dpyaio seems right) or 
‘the old temple of Athena Polias’ in a 
decree of the first century B.c. (ii. 464, 6; I 
accept the supplement) or ‘the old temple’ 
mentioned in a fourth century inventory of 
the treasures of Athena (ii. 733, A. col. il. 
6; in ii. 650, 2 (cp. 675, 2) and in ii. 163, 
10-11 the supplements are not to be trusted) 
was distinct from the Erechtheum or an 
earlier temple on the site of the Erechtheum. 
The fragment of a fifth century decree 
preserved in i. 93 is best set aside, because 
owing to the mutilation of the stone, it 
cannot be settled whether the phrase in a 
1. 6 was ‘the old temple’ simply or ‘ the old 
temple of Athena’ or ‘the old temple of 
Athena Polias.’ Further, whenever the 
words ‘the old temple’ are found in 
inventories of the Treasurers of the other 
gods (ii. 672, 43; cf. iv., ii. 672 c. 6) or of 
the superintendents (ériordra) of the 
Brauronium (ii. 751 B. col. ii. frg. d. 19, 11. 
758, col. ii. 7) it is prudent to suspend judg- 
ment; our knowledge of the history of the 
various temples in Attica is not exhaustive. 

The hypothesis that in inscriptions ‘ the 
temple of Athena Polias’ means the Par- 
thenon and ‘the old temple of Athena 
Polias’ the Erechtheum or an earlier temple 
on the site of the Erechtheum, has the 
merit of simplicity and is not contradicted 
by any of the few scattered facts at present 
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known. But the language of literature 
must be distinguished from the language of 
the monuments and measured by other 
canons. In inscriptions of the fifth and 
fourth centuries the word Parthenon denotes 
a chamber in the ‘ great temple,’ but the use 
of the name to designate the whole building 
was familiar in the age of Demosthenes, and 
could not fail to influence the popular 
nomenclature of Athena’s temples on the 
Acropolis. Men who were in the habit of 
speaking, just as we do, of the Parthenon, 
might without serious ambiguity call the 
Erechtheum ‘the temple of the Polias’ ; 
nothing was more natural, for the Erech- 

theum was indubitably the seat of the most 
ancient worship of the tutelary goddess. 
But the usage of literature has not the fixity 
and regularity of official tradition; the 
Erechtheum is sometimes styled ‘the old 
temple of the Polias,’ as by Strabo (ix. 16, 
p. 396), while Aristides (i. p. 548, 14 Dind.) 
refers to the Parthenon under the title of 
‘the temple of Athena.’ When the 
authority is not epigraphical but literary, 
no argument can be based on the meaning 
of the phrase ‘the temple of the Polias,’ if 
the context is lost or deprived of value by 
our ignorance of facts obvious to the writer. 
In my opinion the passages where this 
expression causes serious perplexity, are not 
numerous, but some there are, particularly 
in lexica and collections of scholia. 

One of these ambiguous extracts has been 
used recently in a discussion of the site of 
the Opisthodomus. Prof. White, believing 
with Dr. Milchhoefer (Philologus N.F. 7. 
1894, p. 352 sqq.) and other distinguished 
scholars that the Opisthodomus was not part 
of the Parthenon but a separate building 
complete in itself, seeks (op. cit.) to fix its 
position from a scholion on Aristoph. Plut. 
1193 rov dricOddopov det pvddttwv Tis Geod. 
On this verse the Venetws (V) has the 
following note, which I give as corrected by 
J. Meursius: ézicw tod ved THs Kadovpevys 
moduddos AOnvas Surdods Totxos  (oikos 
Michaelis and Prof. White) éywv @vpav, o7ou 

jv Onoavpodvdrdkiov. Prof. White starts 

from the doctrine that ‘the temple of the 

Polias’ must mean under all circumstances 

the Erechtheum. He therefore takes the 

scholion as proof that the Opisthodomus was 

‘behind the Erechtheum.’ But what was 

considered the front of this temple? The 

northern or the eastern portico? He thinks 

it ‘probable that at least in the time of the 

sources from which the scholiast and 

Harpocration and other lexicographers drew 

their information the front of the temple 
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was thought to be at the north’ (op. cit. p. 
39). The Opisthodomus, then, was to the 
south of the Erechtheum. Further, it is 
suggested on the strength of Hdt. 8, 55 that 
a Greek felt the Pandroseum to be part of 
the Erechtheum; and in the end the 
Opisthodomus is discovered to the south, 
not of the temple buildings, but of the 
precinct called the Pandroseum, on the site 
of the three western rooms and western 
portico of the old Hecatompedon. The theory 
is that these chambers which made up the 
Opisthodomus or ‘ back part’ of the ‘ ante- 
Persian’ temple of Athena, were rebuilt, 
after the devastation of the Acropolis by 
Xerxes’ army, to serve as a treasury of the 
gods and of the state, that they retained 
their old name, although the rest of the 
building was not restored, and that they 
constitute ‘the Opisthodomus’ of literature 
and inscriptions. Now, if it had been 
convincingly demonstrated that the western 
portion of the ‘ante-Persian’ temple of 
Athena was rebuilt between the years 
479 B.c. and 435-4 B.c., in order that Athens 
might not be without a treasury, it might 
be permissible to conclude that by the words 
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‘behind the temple of Athena called Polias’ 
the original author of the obscure definition 
reproduced in V must have meant ‘to the 
south of the Pandroseum,’ where ex hypothesi 
a structure stood that might perhaps have 
been called ‘the Opisthodomus.’ But it is 
precisely the existence of such a building 
that stands in need of proof. The restora- 
tion, partial or complete, of the old Hecatom- 
pedon destroyed by the Persians is merely a 
conjecture, not an unquestionable fact 
certified by ancient authorities and archi- 
tectural remains. When the position of the 
Opisthodomus is discovered, it will be 
possible to interpret the statement of 
Harpocration, Photius, Suidas, and Schol. R 
on Aristoph. Plut. 1193 that it was ‘ behind 
the temple of Athena’ and estimate the 
value of the unique note in the Venetus, on 
which Prof. White builds. But in this matter 
the lexica and scholia are worthless, since 
every critic can construe them in accordance 
with his own prepossessions.. My bias, I 
will confess, inclines me towards the 
Parthenon. 

W. Wyse. 

NOTES ON BACCHYLIDES. 

(Continued from p. 133.) 

XVII. 95-99. I wish to amend one 
detail in my note on this passage (C.F. xii. 
p. 129). In 97 I proposed to read ovpia 
votov 6’ éxovres eSeoav (the last word being 
due to Mr. F. W. Thomas). But the 
Facsimile (col. 26) convinces me that what 

was read as EKON is EKOAI, the last 
stroke being doubtless part of TT, so that 
Prof. Blass is right in giving ékéAvwoav. 
To this, however, he subjoins civ atpas, 

where the metre indicates only ~ - (cp. 31, 
64, 130,196). Read oipia vorov & éxdArucav 
tvon | toriov «.7.A.: ep. Anth. 9. 363 rvouq 
amnpdavtw Lepvpov iva KkoArdcarres. 

XVII. 7. T1.AEMAIFIAOC AOANAC. 
modepatydos (Kenyon) is, I think, right: 
‘with warlike aegis.’ For analogous com- 
punds of zdAeuos cp. Batrachom. 475 
TladAdda réppwpev rodeuoxovoy: anon. ap. 
Dionys. De comp. 17 Bpopie ..rodewonédrade : 
schol. Od. 1. 48 zodeuddpwv. Prof. Hous- 
man and Mr. W. Headlam propose 
OceApatyioos (‘aegis-shaking’), an ingenious 
conjecture, which Mr, Headlam illustrates 

by 12. 4. 167 (Zeds) airds emicceinow epeuviv 
aiyiéa acw: where the ‘dark aegis’ that 
Zeus ‘brandishes over’ the Trojans directly 
suggests the storm-cloud. But the aegis 
worn by Athena as part of her panoply was 
regularly depicted as a short cape or mantle. 
She can, indeed, spread this to the wind as 
a sail (po.Bdovca KoArov aiyidos, Aesch. Zum. 
404); but she could not well be described 
as ‘shaking’ it like a shield. As to the 
form reAeuaryis, Mr. Headlam remarks that 
(despite such exceptions as repzucépavvos) we 
might rather expect reAcuiéayis. No other 
compound with vedeu- or redewié- occurs. 
Athena, it may be noted, is here the sender 
of Boreas; and it might be argued, in 
favour of zeAeualyidos, that here, as in the 
Iliad l.c., there is a reference to the storm- 
cloud. ven if (as seems probable) the poet 
wrote oAenalyidos, that association with 
aiyis may, indeed, have been present to his 
mind. But that he should have conceived 
Athena (like the Homeric Zeus) as ‘ shaking’ 
the storm-aegis is most unlikely, when we 
remember that her cape-aegis was already 
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a fixed convention of contemporary Greek 
art. Thus on that very cylix of Euphronius 
(cire. 490-450 B.c.) which illustrates one 
scene of this poem—the reception of Theseus 
by Amphitrite—Athena, the hero’s guardian 
goddess, is wearing the cape-aegis (Baumeist- 
er, p. 1793). 

XVII. 20. efpev occurs again in 74. If 
sound, it may be explained by a wish to 
vary eizev, Which occurs in 47, 52, and 81. 
Prof. v. Wilamowitz assumes (as I did at 
first) that efpey is merely a corruption of 
etrev, due toa form of Pi (with the right- 
hand stroke shorter than the other) which 
went out of general use after the second 
century B.c. Hence he regards the (sup- 
posed) corruption as one of the documents 
for the antiquity of the source from which 
our MS. comes. But the change of such a 
Pi into P is not a very probable one And 
it would be a most singular coincidence 
which had preserved ecivev in 47, 52 and 81, 
but corrupted it in 74 to ¢ipev,—just in the 
place where the poet might naturally have 
wished to break the monotony. For eiper, 
indeed, he had no warrant (known to us) 
except the rare present «ipw (Od. 11. 137 
and 13. 7); but he may have thought that 
sufficient. 

XVII. 36-38. 
xpvcedv 

Té of ddcav idrAoKor 
KdAvppa Nypyides. 

A short syllableis wanting after idaAoxou. 
I agree with those who hold that ro will 
not serve; and as to another possibility, 

ka |Avup’ —Y Nypyides, I can think of no 
tolerable word to fill the gap. Now, Theseus 
is here insisting with pride on his parent- 
age ;—‘ Aethra became the bride of Poseidon, 
—aye, and the Nereids gave her a golden 
veil.’ idmAoxoi ye seems, then, possible. 

XVII. 74-76. 
Onoed, <ai> rade 

pev PAr€res cad7 Ards 
Sapa ov 0 dpyv’ K.T.A. 

After @yocd, the MS. has lost a short 
syllable (cp. 8, 31, 97): and od might easily 
have dropped out after -ced. Is od 8 dpyv’ 
in 76 conclusive against this view? I think 
not ; because od d€ with cmperative was an 
idiom (especially Ionic) in which the stress 
on the verb was much stronger than that on 
the pronoun ; see e.g. Her. 3. 68 «i pi) airy 
Spepdw . . ywookes, od 88 mapa ’Ardcons 
mvGev: id. 7, 159 €i 8 dpa pi) Sixaiors dpxeo- 
Gar, od dé nde Bonbee: cp. Il, 9. 300 Hf., 6. 
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46, etc. Hence ov 8 op’, with the chief 
emphasis on the imperative, is quite com- 
patible with ot rade péev Bréreis two lines 
before, where the emphasis on ov is normal. - 

Prof. Platt’s rad’ éua is a_ plausible 
conjecture (though he need not have altered 
@noed into @yoet). But this papyrus never 
had any letters after TAAE in v. 74 

(Facsimile, col. 34). We should have to 
assume, then, that the letters MA 

(required to complete ad’ éua) either were 
accidentally omitted by the scribe, or were 
absent from the MS. which he copied. 

XVIL. 86. 
ta . ev d€ Atos vids evdobev 
keap, KeAevoé TE KAT’ Ov- 

[plov tcxev eidatdadov 
vaa* Moitpa 5 érépay éxopavv’ dddv. 

The first word is read by Mr. Kenyon as 
ra(é)ev, and by Prof. Blass as r@(x)ev. I 
hold that it was ya(@)ev. Mr. Kenyon would, 
indeed, have placed this in the text, had it 
not involved the alteration of a letter in the 
mutilated word: few changes, however, are 
slighter than that of T to T. What would 
ragev (or taxev) kéap mean? The disguised 
Odysseus says to Penelope, pyxer viv xpéda 
kahov évaipeo pnd ere Ovpov | rhe moow 
yodouga, ‘nor waste thy heart with weeping 
for thy lord.’ So the sense“here would be, 
‘Minos wasted his heart within him,’—was 
consumed with gvief,—which cannot be 
meant ; or’possibly (though this would strain 
the phrase), ‘felt his heart melt within him’ 
from amazement or fear. (So Kenyon: 
‘Minos was taken aback and scared.’) But 
the whole context makes it clear that the 
sense required is, ‘Minos secretly rejoiced.’ 
It was with a malignant intent, as the poet 
hints, that he had challenged Theseus to ask 
a sign from Poseidon :—igauwe . . zorauwlav 
pirw (v.51). Theseus sprang from the deck 
into the sea,—and no sign of the sea-god’s 
favour was yet visible to the spectators. 
Minos was delighted. He thought that he 
had got rid of his foe. Instead of stopping 
the ship, he told his pilot to keep her on her 
way before the wind (xar’ otpov ioxev) : 
‘but Fate,’ adds the poet, ‘was preparing a 
different course,’—viz., other than that in 
which Minos was prematurely rejoicing,— 
another confirmation of y@@ev. Then the 
feeling of Minos is contrasted with the 
terror and grief of the 7c (92 ff.). Lastly, 
when Theseus reappears from the depths, the 
poet exclaims (v. 119), ded, ofaow ev dpovrict 
Kvicowv éoxacev otparayérav,—‘in what 
thoughts did he check’ Minos,—by abruptly 
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dispelling his sense of triumph and security. 
In view of all this, it seems pretty certain 
that B. did not write ra(E)ev or ra(k)ev: 
and, for my own part, I have little doubt 
that the word was ya6ev. 

In C.R. xii. p. 139 Prof. Housman argues 
in favour of 7aev (or téxev) as against yaGev: 
I wish to examine his argument. Dis- 
regarding the accent on xatotpoy in the 
MS. v. 87 f., he writes «xdrovpov, and 
explains the passage as follows. When 
Theseus, accepting the challenge of Minos, 
jumped overboard, ‘Minos was filled with 
remorse, as befitted a son of Zeus, to think 
that he had sent a fine young fellow to his 
death.’ So he ordered the crew to stop the 
ship, which was running before the wind 
(katoupov icxev.. vaa). ‘But fate ordained 
a different course. And what was this 
‘different course’! Simply, according to 
Mr. Housman, that the ship should sail on. 
But, if Minos told his men to stop the ship, 
why did they not do so? Did fate inspire a 
mutiny on board? Or, if the xvBepvyrns 
obeyed Minos, and put his helm hard up, 
did fate forbid the ship to answer it? In 
either case, the operation of fate was of so 
remarkable a kind that one might have 
expected the poet to say more about it. 
Then this sudden tenderness of Minos, 
though in itself an engaging trait, is 
surprisingly inconsistent with the rest of 
his conduct in this Minotaur business ; 
if he really stopped to pick up Theseus, 
his true motive (one might suspect) was 
consideration for the hungry Minotaur. 
Lastly, as to the change of xar’ otpov 
into xdtovpov (a word which nowhere 
occurs, but for which Mr. Housman com- 
pares érovpos): he assumes that toyev Kdtov- 
pov vaa means icyxe tiv Katoupiovcav vair, 
‘to stop the ship which was (then) running 
before the wind’; but, according to the 
ordinary idiom of classical Greek, the sense 
should be rather, ‘to keep the ship before the 
wind,’ katovpov being still equivalent to kat’ 
ovpov. In support of the MS. kar’ otpov 
isxev asS=‘to keep before the wind,’ it 
may be noted that the phrase éyew vady 
often occurs with reference to keeping a ship 
on a certain course: e.g. Od. 10. 91 &@ ot 7’ 
elaw mavtes éxov veas, (‘thereinto they all 
steered their ships’); Her. 6. 95 ob rapa rhv 
Hrelpov elxov Tas véas K.T.X. 

XVII. 95. Aepiwv. . . duparov. What 
is the meaning of the epithet? Suidas has 
Aetpodbadrpos (which, by the way, is not in L. 
and 8.), 6 mpoonveis exwov Tors dOadpors. 
This ought probably to be Aectp(:)opGadpos. 
The form Aepds is, indeed, given by Hesych. 

: 

tay me 
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(6 icyvos kat @ypds), and occurs (see L. and 
S.) in C. L. 6270a, rérmué. . . espa xéwv, a 
reminiscence of the cicada’s 67a Aepweroav 
in J/. 3. 152. But Aepds was presumably a 
rarer form than depios. The interpretation 
of Aepidd Gadrpos as denoting rpoonveis 6pOad- 
povs seems to be derived from that of oa 
Netpweroav asTiy tpoonvy Kal 7d<lav (Hesych.), 
a ‘soothing’ or ‘pleasing’ voice. This ex- 
planation of Aepies im that phrase is 
generalised in the gloss of Suidas, Aeupidevta- 
drahd, mpoonvn, Teprva, noea. It is unfortu- 
nate that we know nothing as to the age 
or source of depidOadpos : we can only say 
that it has the stamp of a late word. But it 
is quite intelligible that the old epic oma 
Nerpideooay (varied in later epos to dzra Nefpiov) 
should have been taken to mean, (1) a voice 
of delicate charm—the image being borrowed 
from the delicate beauty of the lily; ep. 
xpda Aepievta, ‘delicate skin,’ in Jl. 13. 
830: and then, by an easy transition, (2) 
‘a gentle or soothing voice, —zpoonv7,—which 
would well suit (¢.g.) the oma Xetpiov of the 
Sirens (Ap. Rhod. 4. 903). Next would 
come secondary phrases of a more artificial 
cast, such as Aecpia Oppata in the sense of 
blandi oculi, ‘gentle’ eyes. Is such a phrase 
too artificial_—too Alexandrian,—for a poet 

living in the first half of the fifth century 
B.c.? My own instinct would be rather to 
answer that question in the affirmative. 
But it remains a possibility that Bacchylides 
may have intended such a sense. The only 
alternative that I can see is to understand, 
‘eyes of delicate beauty. When Pindar 
calls the white coral Ae/piov avGepov rovtias 

. époas (VV. 7. 79) that notion is present ; 
there, however, the notion of colour also 
comes in. 

XVII. 123-129. 
dp- 

re 8 dud yviows Gedy dp’, dyAao- 
Opovol Te Kotpar avy €d- 
Guia veokritw 
ddoAvEav: ExAayev bé 
aévtos’ WOco 0 eyyvbev 
véo. radvigav épata orl. 

Who are the xotpa in v. 125% dydao- 
Opovos is an epithet of the Muses in Pind. 
O. 13. 96 ; and of the Danaides in J. 10. 1 
(with reference to their representation in 
sculpture). So evOpovos is said by Pindar of 
Aphrodite, the Horae, the daughters of 
Cadmus, and Clio. The epithet ayAad@povor 
strongly suggests, then, that the codpa: meant 
are divine (or semi-divine) persons; and 
these can here be only the Nereids. Op. 



Pind. WV. 4, 65 tWOpovev piav Nypyidov. In 
Eur. J.A. 239 ff. golden statues of Nereids 
are at the sterns of the ships of Achilles. 
Theseus found the Nereids in the halls of 
Amphritite (v. 101 ff.). If the epithet be 
pressed, they must be imagined as still seated 
there ; their cry of joy, mingled with the 
sound of the sea (éAayev), is heard from the 
depths : they rejoice in the honours shown 
to the son of Poseidon. But dydadGpovor 
might also be taken as merely an epitheton 
ornans ; just as the palace of Poseidon 
beneath the waves is called that of zatpos 
immfov(v. 99f.). The phrase ody eddvpce 
veoxtir» might naturally suggest that the 
kodpac are the seven Athenian maidens on 
board the ship: but dyAadfpovo. must then 
refer merely to their seats on the ixpia at 
the stern (as in Eur. Helen. 1571 Helen sits 
év pécos 5wd(ors): and considering their 
plight as victims destined for the Minotaur, 
the epithet would be strange indeed. 
Further, the term Oe in 128 would 
naturally denote both the maidens and the 
youths, as it does in v. 43 and 93, and as 
kovpous also does inv. 3. [Since writing 
this, I learn that M. Henri Weil also 
understands the Nereids to be meant. ] 

XVII. 131 dpeva iavOets. The hiatus is 
irregular, since iafvw had no fF. My sugges- 
tion ¢pévas is accepted by Prof. v. 
Wilamowitz (Gétt. Anz. p. 138). If dpeva 
be right, we can only compare v. 74 f., 
efeXero idv (ids, arrow, not having Ff). 

XVIII. 10. cevovr’ =-cevovrt. For the 
elision of . in the Doric 3rd pl., ep. Pind. P. 
4, 241 dyardfovr. aidrixa x.7.X. 

XVIII. 35. 7 potvoy ctv drAncw MS. 
Verses 5, 20, and 50 show the metre 

We need not change podvoy 
to povov here, nor kjutuxtov to KnurvKoy in 50. 
Kenyon gives 7) povov 7’ avorAov ré vw. Onthis 
view the ovy ézAaow of the MS. would be a 
dittographia from oiv7oXeuniors OrA Oot IN 33 f. 
Prof. Housman proposes 7) potvoy cvvorai- 
vov (cp. Soph. 0.0. 1250 dvdpav ye potvos); 
the corruption would then have started from 
a change of TTA into TTA, coupled perhaps 

with some mutilation or blurring of NW. 
An emendation which requires less change 
is 7) podvov ovvorAod vy: if the last O 

had become C, the first N of vw would have 

been deleted. This is due to A. Ludwich 
(Konigsberg programm, 1898, p. 13), who 
compares Az. 511 cod diolcerar povos. 
Against the distinct gain in palaeographical 
probability we have, however, to weigh the 
fact that, for a contrast with orpatidv 

OA 
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dyovra 7oAAdv in 34, a plural like cvvoTadvev 
is slightly better than the singular cvvomAovo. 

XVIIT. 50-54. 
KuTuKTov Kuvéeay Adka- 
vay KpaTos UTEp TUPTOXALTOV, 
xiTOva toppipeov 

1 >» Ns 
orépvots T Gude Kat ovAtov 
@cooahav xAapvd’* «.T.X. 

As to the last three of these verses, the 
obvious remedy has been proposed by Prof. 
v. Wilamowitz, and (independently) by Prof. 
Platt : we must write orépvois re toppvpeor | 
xitév’ dudu. The problem of v. 51 remains, 

where the ~ ~ — given by (xpar)és iép ought 

to be --~, as is indicated by vv. 6, 21, 
36. Prof. Crusius, indeed, holds (Philol. lvii. 
p. 175) that ‘Tonics with anaclasis’ form a 
characteristic element in the logaoedic style 
of this poem, and that anaclasis explains 
the metrical divergence between v. 51 and 
the triad of corresponding verses: but I can- 
not persuade myself of this. Mr. W. Headlam 
(C.R. xii. 67) says, ‘Possibly xpards xara,’ 
comparing Od. 8. 84 f. dapos .. | Kak kepadrs 
eipvoce (‘drew his cloak down over his head’): 
but this emendation would ‘bonnet’ Theseus. 
Prof. Housman (7d. p. 74) says: ‘ Write xpards 
0 iro in 51 and delete 7 in 53.’ But what 
sense results? ‘He had a helmet.., and 
beneath his head a purple tunic’, ete. Surely 
the simplest remedy is here the most prob- 
able, viz., to write kpards wept wvpaoyxairov. 
Mr. Kenyon objects that we should expect the 
dative (as in 47 f. epi dadiporcr 8 dors | 
éidbos éxew): and it is quite true that the 
dative would be normal. But the genitive 
also occurs, though rarely, with wep in the 
local sense: see Od. 5.68 % 8 airovd teravucro 
mept ometovs yAadupoto | juepis, ‘about the 
hollow cave trailed a garden-vine.’ Again, 
in Od. 5. 130 epi tpomios BeBadra (‘ bestrid- 
ing the keel’) is exactly parallel with aud¢’ 
évi Sovpare Baive tb. 371: but we know that 
dpdt xepartyj (in a local sense) was good 
Greek (J/. 18. 205). Is there, then, any 
reason to doubt that, under even a light 
pressure of metrical convenience, a Greek 
poet could have used zepi xpards in a local 
sense ? 

XIX. 12-16. 
ampere. oe hepTaray (rev 
600v mapa KadXtozas Xa- 
xotoav efoxov yepas* 
Trinvt “Apyos o@ irmov Aurotoa 
pevye xpvoéa Bods k.T.A. 

tinv in 15, i.e. ti Hv, has found two dis- 
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tinguished defenders—Prof. v. Wilamowitz 
(‘Was war... als Io. . ”), :and. . Prof. 

Crusius, who regards it as an old formula in 
beginning a story. (Both critics hold the 
iambus to be admissible.) But I agree with 
those who think tunv corrupt. Mr. Marindin 
proposes to read riev (Doric inf.), and to 
omit the point after yépas, so that the con- 
struction is, Aayotcav éfoxov yépas Tiev, 
quae rem eximiam celebrandam acceperis : cp. 
Aesch. Ag. 705 f. 7O vuuddripov | médos 
éxpdtws tiovras. The point after yépas in 
the MS. is not conclusive against this 
attractively simple correction ; for such a 
point would naturally have been added when 
TIEN came to be read as TIHN (ri jv). 
The connection, however, of "Apyos 60’ Urmuov 
x.7.A. With the preceding context seems then 

“not quite satisfactory. We have to take 
the sentence 67 “Apyos devye Bods as defining 
either 6ddv, the strain of song, or (which 
would be more natural) yépas, the choice 
theme: ‘(namely the time) when Io was 
fleeing,’ etc. This is not (I think) at all 
impossible ; but it is somewhat strange. 
I am much disposed to accept a con- 
jecture of Mr. W. Headlam (C.R. xii. 
p. 68), which allows us to keep the MS. 
stop after yépas : viz. jev, ‘There was a time 
when,’ etc. Mr. Headlam has cited several 
passages for the usage of jv ore. He has 
omitted, however, to observe that this usage 
exhibits two distinct shades of meaning. 
(1) Anthol. 1. 92 begins with jv ore 
Xpworos tavev x.7.’. This is exactly appo- 
site: for jv dre is there merely a formula 
prefacing a uarrative; ‘There was a 
time when’ (=‘ Once upon a time’). (2) In 
all the other passages it will be found 
that jv dre introduces a contrast between 
past and present; ¢.g., Anth. 8. 178 jv ore 
jv ativaxtos ... vov o€ pe Onp érivagev: 
‘there was a time when I was unshaken,’— 
but now it is otherwise. So also Anth. 12. 
44: 14.52; 9. 344 (jv_éqore): in Pind. fr. 
83 (B*) we have only the words jv ore ovas 
7d Bowtuiov éOvos éverov,—but that was mani- 
festly an instance of the same kind.  Pre- 
sumably, then, this antithetic use of jv dre 
was the normal one. But the single example 
(Anth. 1. 92) quoted above suffices to show 
that the purely prefatory use was idiomatic. 
As to the form jer, it occurs //. 12. 9, Hes. 
Scut. 15: an Ionic poet could certainly use 
it. Palaeographically, too, the correction is 

tenable. TIHN would come from HEN 
through H being read as TI (as Mr. Kenyon 

says, ‘ T| is very like H in the MS.’): and 

EN would then be read as HN. 
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XVIII. 29 er’ otv...33 7 fa...35 7 Meepides 
...87 enol pev ovv. 

In 83 we must certainly (I think) read 
n pa. In 29, where I accepted Mr. Kenyon’s 
reading of EITOYN as efr’ ovv, I now prefer 
my earlier view, that it should be read as 
cir’ ovv. The whole context from 29 to 37 
is then as follows :—‘ Now whether fate de- 
creed that Hermes should (unaided) slay 
Argus, or [7 in 33] whether the ceaseless 
cares of Argus finally exhausted him, or [7 
in 35] the Muses lulled him to sleep,—for 
me at any rate [éuot pév ovv in 37] it is safest 
(to relate only what is certain—or the final 
issue—viz., the arrival of Io in Egypt, and 
the birth of Epaphus).’ The defective verse 
38, dogadéoratoy daze, is thus completed by 
v. Wilamowitz, dep éxpavOn déyew (i.e, ‘to 
tell how matters were finally ordained’). 
[Seeking to preserve the sequence az, with- 
out inserting the conjectural iota which dep 
requires, I suggested dep ecidixpwh Aé€yew : 
but it has been rightly objected that the 
adj. isa prose word. I took -ovy dep to be 

vvvfor --. dep éudavy A€yew would be 
possible. | 

XVIII. 39-45. 
érel tap avOcna| dea 

40 Neidov adixer’[ 
"Id hépovoea ratd| 
"Exadov, év6a vif 
aivootoAwv pul, 
irepoyw Bpvovr| 

45 peyloray te Ov[ 

Much turns on the word in 43 which 
the ed. princeps gives as aivocréAwy. The 
first letter seems, however, to be A rather 

than A (Facsimile col. 39), thus giving uvo- 

otoAwv, which is read by Prof. v. Wilamowitz 
and by Prof. Blass. The epithet would be 
specially suitable to Egyptian priests; but 
might also be said of the Egyptians generally 
(Her. 2. 37 ciwara dé Aivea Hopéovor aiel 
vedrAvta). In an Egyptian Isis-hymn of 
circ. 350 a.v. (Kaibel Epigr. Gr. 1028) Isis 
is addressed as Aiyimrov Bacidew AwooToXe. 

But did wy in 42 refer to Lo or to Epaphus? 
If to Io, then Bpvov7’ in 44 must have 
been either Bpvovros or Ppvdvrwv. For 
Bpvovros (6ABw, or the like), we should need 
a subst. in the sense of yeveos: but this is 
not easy to fit in along with AwoordAwv. If 
the word was Bpvovrwy, then it must (for 
metrical reasons) have been the last of the 
verse (so that a subst. for imepdxw would 
have to be found in 42 or 43): and it would 
be an epithet of the AwocroAwv (the Egyp- 
tian priests or people); whereas the lauda- 
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tory epithet should belong rather to Epaphus 
or his royal descendants. Therefore it seems 
probable that vw in 42 referred, not to Io, 
but to Epaphus. 

If AwoordAwv was an epithet of the priests, 
we might restore (exempli gratia) thus :— 

41 Id pépovea raid’ [dreprarov Aros] 
¥- my” € / » Ezadov: ev6a vilv tepewy eOnxev| 
AwogroAwv zpv| Tavw | 
e , , , irepoxw Bpvovt|a tovTw |, 

45 peyicray te Ovlatav ktice oropay]. 

For iepéwv (--~-), cp. IL. 2 tepay (-- ). 
The subject to éOyxev and «tice would be 
Zevs, supplied from Avs in 41. If AwoordAwv 
referred to the Egyptians at large, we might 
suggest in 42 (with a different but equally 
possible rhythm), 

"Exadov: évOa viv eooe daporav. 

XVIII. 46-48. 
dOev Kal dyavope, 
év éxramvAoi[or OnBats | 
Kddpos SepelAav pirevoer]. 

Led by dyavope in the first transcript, I 
conjectured dyavdpeios. The Facsimile shows 
after AF ANOP a small vestige of the top of 

a letter which might be | quite as well as E, 

And since | is admissible, it is obvious that 

we should read ’Ayavopidas (as Crusius, v. 
Wilamowitz, and Blass agree in doing). 
Agenor, father of Cadmus, was grandson of 
Epaphus. 

XX. Idas and Lynceus were sons of 
Aphareus and ’Apjvy (a), a Messenian hero 
and heroine: hence the brothers are 
*"Adapytidar (Pind. NV. 10. 65). Idas and 
Apollo were rivals for the love of Marpessa, 
daughter of the Aetolian Evyvos. Evenus 
compelled suitors for his daughter’s hand to 
engage in some contest with him, slew them 
when they were vanquished, and roofed a 
temple with their skulls. This was told by 
Bacchylides (as we learn from schol. Pind. 
I. 4. 92), probably in a lost part of this 
poem. Idas, having received a winged 
chariot (imomrepov dpywa Apoll. 1. 7. § 8) 
from Poseidon, carried off Marpessa from her 
paternal home. Evenus pursued the couple ; 
at the river Lycormas in Aetolia, finding 
that he could not overtake them, he 
slaughtered his horses, and drowned himself 
in the river, which thenceforth bore his 
name. Idas brought Marpessa to his home 
in Messene. Apollo came to take her from 
him. The undaunted hero bent his bow 
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against the archer-god; when Zeus inter- 
vened, and allowed Marpessa to take her 
choice. She chose Idas, fearing that her 
immortal lover might forsake her in her old 
age. . 

Here is the text of the fragment :— 

Srdpta ror ev| 
EavOai Aaxedal 
Tovovee péXos KL 
dr’ dyero xahdural 

5 xdpav OpacvKap| 
Mdpzrnocay iol 
puyov Pavarou| 
dvaéiados Hoor, 
irmovs TE ot ivav 

10 TAeupadv’ és edt 
xXpvodomidos viol 

The restoration of the first five verses is 
easy, so far as their general sense is con- 
cerned (and that is all which we can hope to 
recover). They may have run somewhat as 
follows :— 

Srdpta mor ev [evtpvydpw v. Wilam., 
Headlam|] 

éavOai Aakedayroviov 
ro.ovoe peXos K[ dpar ddov v. Wilam. | 
67’ dycto KadAura[paov Platt] 
Kdpav OpacuKapd.os "Idas. 

To restore verses 6-11 is more difficult. 
Three conditions of the problem must first 
be noted. (1) We must have a verb to 
which [locwWav (Mocedav) in v. 8 can be 
subject, and tmovs in 9 object. (2) The 
place of ze shows that it cannot link this 
new sentence, in which Poseidon is subject, 
to the former sentence, in which Idas is 
subject and adyero verb. re must link trrous 
to another acc. (which may have either 
preceded or followed izrovs) ; and this other 
acc. was probably that of a word denoting 
chariot. Cp. Pind. O. 1. 86 (in the parallel 
story of Pelops being aided by Poseidon to 
win Hippodameia from Oenomaus), rov peéev 
dyddrwv Oeds | dwxev dSippov te xpvoeov 
mrepoisty 7 akdpavtas immous. (3) Whatever 
may have been the structure of the whole 
passage, IIXeupav’ és evxt| yxevar | cannot go 

with dyero in v. 4. It was to Pelopon- 
nesus, not to Pleuron, that Idas brought home 
Marpessa. Pleuron was near the river 
Evenus. Evenus figures in mythology as a 
king in Aetolia, great-grandson of Pleuron 
(Apoll. 1. 7. § 8). Pleuron is here mani- 
festly the seat of Evenus, to which Idas 
went for the purpose of winning Marpessa. 
Simonides had, indeed, named ’Oprvyiav tiv 
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év Xadxidu (in Euboea) as the home from 
which Idas carried her off (schol. J7. 9. 556); 
but, in placing her home at Pleuron, B. was 
probably following the more generally cur- 
rent version. (4) Evenus was the son of 
Ares and Demonicé (Apoll. /.c.). The last 
word in v. 11 was probably ’Apjos. We 
may now restore (exempli gratia) somewhat 
as follows :— 

Médpryocav iol zAoKapor], 
\ / / ec / , dvyov Oavdrov [réAos, ds Tope Sidpov] 

dvattados Toot dav] 
o / e*9) J c \ 3 ‘ imrous Té ot icav[ enous: 6 yap éAOov] 
TlAeupav’ és éixr{ evar], 

4 ex 2 a 

xpvodaomioos violy “Apjos] 

The ace. viov (which euphony as well as the 
context makes more likely than vids) prob- 
ably depended on a verb denoting some 
action of Idas of which Evenus was the 
object (e.g. yrnoe Kopav). B.’s account of 
the manner in which Evenus had dealt with 
former suitors (schol. Pind. J. 4. 92) may 
have followed in connection with this 
passage. 

The title of the poem in the MS. is 

IAA= AAKEAAIMONIOI2. The corres- 

ponding AQHNAIOI21 in the title of XIX 
is shown by the internal evidence of that 
fragment to be right. Even though we 
assume that these titles can claim no older 
authority than that of an Alexandrian editor, 
we may well suppose that, if XX had come 
down entire, we should have found in it some 
internal evidence confirmatory of what the 
opening lines suggest,—that it was written 
for a Lacedaemonian festival,and presumably 
for a festival at Sparta. The Lacedaemonian 
maidens sang how Idas carried off Marpessa 
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from Pleuron—to what place? To Messenia, 
as the old legend of Mecodvos “Idas (Theocr. 
22. 208) told? That is not likely. Pausa- 
nias (3, 13. 1) saw the tomb of Idas and 
Lynceus at Sparta. He remarks that one 
might have expected them to be buried in 
Messenia. [The tomb of their Messenian 
father Aphareus was the scene, in the old 
legend, of their death in conflict with 
the Dioscuri,—Lynceus perishing by the 
spear of Polydeuces, and Idas by the 
lightning of Zeus, Pind. W. 10. 66 ff.] 
But, adds Pausanias, the misfortunes of the 
Messenians, and their long exile from 
Peloponnesus, had dimmed their local 
traditions, and had made it possible ‘for 
any people who were so disposed’ to claim 
those traditions as their own. Ovid (Fasti 
V. 708) further illustrates this: he places 
the fatal encounter of ‘the Apharetidae 
with the Dioscuri at Aphidna—not the 
Attic, but the Laconian: cp. Steph. Byz. 
"Aduova Onpmos ’Artikns. éoTe Kat AaKxwvixys, 
dOev Hoav ai Aevkirmdes (the maidens beloved 
by the Apharetidae). There can be little 
doubt, then, that in the érifaddpuov of Idas 
and Marpessa, ‘sung of yore at Sparta by 
the golden-haired maidens of Lacedaemon,’ 
Lacedaemon was the home to which Idas 
brought home his bride. Simonides, if the 
schol. on J/. 9. 559 can be trusted, had made 
Idas a lLacedaemonian, but mentioned 
Arene in Messenia as the place to which 
Idas brought Marpessa. This fragment of 
Bacchylides has thus the mythological 
interest of affording the earliest testimony 
which we possess to the Spartan usurpation 
of the Messenian legend. 

R. C. JEBB. 

NOTES ON MACROBIUS. 

Fatuacy oF Homonyms. 

ALL readers must concur in Eyssenhardt’s 
eulogy on his predecessor : ‘ Ludovicus 
Tanius, cuius ingenti tot annorum diligen- 
tiae vix dici potest quantum debeant qui in 
Macrobio aut emendando aut enarrando ver- 
santur.’ 

It is only the more needful to warn stu- 
dents against occasional slips, even in so 
learned and vigilant a guide as L. Jan. 

In book vii. c. 8, we read : 

§ 9. Caecina subiecit: Dum de calore loquimur, 
admoneor rei quam semper quaesitu dignam putavi, 

cur in Aegypto, quae regionum aliarum calidissima 
est, vinum non calida, sed, paene dixerim, frigida 
virtute nascatur? § 10. Ad hoc Diarius: Usu tibi, 
Albine, compertum est aquas quae vel de altis puteis 
vel de fontibus hauriuntur fumare hieme, aestate 
frigescere. . . . § 11. Quod ergo ubique alternatur 
varietate temporis, hoc in Aegypto semper est, cuius 
aer semper est in calore. Frigus enim ima petens 
vitium radicibus involvitur et talem dat qualitatem 
suco inde nascenti. Ideo regionis calidae vina calore 
caruerunt.. 

Here vitiwn radicibus is evidently ‘ vine- 
roots. Yet Jan takes vitium as the nomi- 
native neuter of the second declension: 
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‘appositio est vocis frigus, ut fere idem 
valeat ac eas vitians.’ Some sixty-three years 
ago a grammatical puzzle was current in 
Christ’s Hospital, and perhaps in other 
schools, which might, had he known it, have 
saved Jan from this error. ‘Homo in His- 
paniam natura naturam vitium visum.’ ‘A 
woman (homo taken as epicene) about to 
swim into Spain to see the nature of the vines.’ 
Of all puzzles in language homonymy, the 
existence of words identical in sound or 
spelling, or both, but different in root and 
meaning, is perhaps the most ensnaring. 
Reformers of English spelling seem uncon- 
scious of the risk, Some time ago a Board- 
school master named seed, supersede, proceed, 
and recede as examples of words requiring 
to be reduced to a Procrustean uniformity. 
That the last two words stood on a different 
footing from the others, never entered his 
thoughts. No doubt exceed, proceed, succeed, 
ought forthwith to be conformed to accede, 
cede, concede, intercede, precede, recede, Our 
friend the schoolmaster would no doubt 
destroy all distinction between cession and 
session. The only time that I saw Robert 
Browning, he spoke strongly against pho- 
netic agitators: ‘Their success would be 
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disastrous; I rejoice to think that it is 
impossible.’ 

In another passage of the seventh book 
(c. 14, § 17), Jan has missed the meaning 
not less signally. 

Sicut igitur diximus, cum lumen quod pergit e 
nobis per aeris lucem in corpus inciderit, impletur 
officium videndi: sed ut possit res visa cognosci, 
renuntiat visam speciem rationi sensus oculorum, et 
illa advocata memoria recognoscit : ergo videre ocu- 
lorum est iudicare rationis. 

On the last words, Jan notes :— 

Infinitivi locum tenent nominum substantivorum. 
Vulgo post est ponitur comma, ut genitivi pendeant 
ab hoe verbo, sed videntur ii potius referendi esse 
ad infinitivos, ut videre oculorwm sit subiectum, et 
iudicare rationis praedicatum, das Sehen der Augen 
ist ein Urtheilen der Vernunft. 

Far from identifying the functions of eye 
and thought, Macrobius carefully discrimi- 
nates them (cf. § 18 ‘quia trinum est offi- 
cium quod visum complet ad dinoscendam 
figuram, sensus ratio memoria, sensus rem 
visam rationi refundit, illa quid visum sit 
recordatur’). Retain the old punctuation : 
‘Sight is of the eyes, judgement of thought.’ 
Eyssenhardt follows Jan. 

Joun HE. B, Mayor. 
Cambridge. 

PLUTARCH, ARISTEIDES, CH. 22. 

’ > 

€ Apuoreioys...ypadbet Wydiopo. KOW HV €lVvat 
‘A , \ \ A > > / 

Ti ToAlTElav Kal Tovs apxovtas e& “AOnvatwv 
a ? TAVTwV alpetobau. 

If we follow Dr. Sandys on ’A@. Hod. 22, 
§ 5, and take dpyovras ‘in the widest sense 
of the term,’ then we seem to make Plutarch 
contradict his own assertion in Cimon 8, that 
the strategi of 468 B.c. were ‘do gvAjs 
pds exacrov.’ 

If Plutarch meant by dpyovras the nine 
archons, then there is apparently a dis- 
crepancy between this passage and the 
statements of the AG. IoA. about the various 
changes in the mode of appointing the 
Athenian archons. 

Mr. Greenidge attempts to reconcile 
Aristotle and Plutarch by the conjecture 
that in 479-8 ‘a decree of the people 
introduced by Aristeides, changed the land 
census into a census of all property,’ Owilines 
of Gk. Const. Hist. page 141-2. Against this 
the reviewer in Class. Rev. May 1897, page 
218, raised serious objections, to which may 
be added the following :— 

In the first place the theory adopted by 
Mr. Greenidge fails to explain how Plutarch’s 
version of Aristeides’ Wjdicpa arose. Such 
a reformation of census methods would not 
per se make the dpxovres chosen from all 
Athenians: there would still remain Zevytrat 
and 6jres as ineligible after the change as 
before. 

Secondly, there is very little proof that 
Solon’s census had regard to land only. 
A. II. 7, § 4 ‘ ék ris oixecas’ seems to be the 
only passage quoted from ancient authorities 
that is anything like a clear statement of 
any such restriction to landed property. 

Further, if we adopt Mr. Greenidge’s view 
we are at once confronted with the question, 
why do not A.II. and other ancient authori- 
ties attribute this fundamental constitutional 
change to Aristeides? It wouldsurely have 
been important enough to attract notice, to 
be recorded under its proper date, and 
ascribed to its real author. 

As a matter of fact no ancient authority 
attributes the change from landed property 
assessment to an assessment of all property 
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to Aristeides, nor to anybody else. The 
natural inference from this silentium is that 
no such change was ever made at Athens at 
any one definite time, by any individual 
statesman. All property was intended to 
be counted from the first. The average 
yield of the harvest is said to have been the 
basis of Solon’s system, because that was, 
generally speaking, the only ready criterion 
for assessing a citizen’s wealth that was 
known to the fiscal authorities, such as they 
were, in those early times at Athens. Other 
kinds of property besides land were gradu- 
ally taken into account in the census, exactly 
in proportion as the census officials gradually 
acquired the means and ability to detect and 
estimate them. Meanwhile the purchasing 
power of money kept declining, as the amount 
of coin in circulation kept increasing, till the 
minimum riwnua recorded as fixed in money 
for each census class became ludicrously 
small for the purpose for which it was 
originally intended. But in democratic 
Athens no one dared propose to raise the 
minimum assessment for any census class, 
so the Solonian census classes became obso- 
lete so far as distinctions of constitutional 
status between individual citizens were con- 
cerned. The result was the state of affairs 
described in A. Il. 7 ad fin. kai viv éreidav 
pntar tov péAAovta KAnpotobal tw’ apxqy, 
motov TéAos TEAC, OVO Gy els EiroL Oytikov,’ and 
A. Il. 47, $1, which says of the rapiat, 
‘«d[npotrar] 0’ eis ex THs pudjs, éK TevTAKOTLO- 
pedipuvuv Kata Tov SoAwvos voplov (ere yap 6 
v]ép0s Kvpids eat), apxe 0’ 6 AaXov Kay avy 
TEVYS 7} 

But is Plut. Avist. 22 really at variance 
with the A. II.% The last change in the 
mode of appointment of the nine archons 
before 479-8 B.c. recorded in the A. II. is 
stated in ch. 22, § 5 in these words: ‘ ézt 
Tedecivov Gpxovros éxvdpevoav Tovs évveo 
dpxovras KaTa puAds, €&x Tov TpoKpiHevTwy 
io tov Sypotav wevtakociwv, TOTE peTa THV 
tupavvida mpatov (ot d& mpdTepo TavTEs ToaV 
aiperoi). ‘That is, the demes elected 500 
candidates, and out of those 500 the nine 
archons and their secretary were appointed 
by lot, one being taken from the fifty 
candidates of each of the ten Cleisthenian 
pvda. 

This, then, was the method adopted in 
487-6 B.c. Why should we not accept the 
obvious prima facie means of combining this 
with Plut. Avist. 22, and suppose that in 
479-8 Aristeides arranged that all the nine 
archons and their secretary should — be 
appointed by lot from the whole number of the 
mpéxpirot, ten being taken out of the 500, 
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without any regard being paid to the dudai at 
all? If Aristeides’ Yydicpa meant no more 
than this it becomes more conceivable how 
the author of the A. II., or his collaborators, 
might possibly have omitted it as unim- 
portant. The archons lost most of their 
political importance in 487 B.c. When the 
A. II. was written the archons had for some 
considerable time been appointed entirely by 
lot, and their appointment was so mere a 
formality that it was of little consequence 
whether they were allotted xara dvAds or e& 
aTaVvTOV. 

Have we any real evidence that the 
archons were appointed xara dvAds after 
478% Two passages in A. IL, 8, $1, ‘én 
Siapever tats pvdats TO déka KAynpotv Exdorny, 
cir’ ek rovrwv Kvapeve[wv],’ and 55, § 1, ‘ [viv] 
dé kAnpodtow Oeopoberas pev €€ Kat ypappatea 
TovTols, rt 0 dpxovta kat Baci[A€a] Kat mode- 
papxov, kata wepos €& ExdaTys <THs> pvdA7s,’ 
seem to say that in 329-323 B.c. the 
archons were appointed one from each 
tribe. But do they necessarily mean more 
than some such development as this !—As 
the archons lost political importance the 
nomination of zpdxprrot by the demes became 
a farce, so the rpdéxpirou themselves came to 
be appointed by lot at some date not speci- 
fied. Next the allotment of candidates by 
the demes was felt to be an unnecessary 
waste of time and trouble; to avoid this the 
preliminary sortition of candidates was 
conducted by the officials of the @vAai, each 
ovdy appointing by lot ten candidates. Out 
of the 100 candidates the nine archons and 
secretary were nominated by lot e€ amavruv. 

This guess would be confirmed if instances 
could be discovered where in any particular 
year, after 478, more than one archon came 
from one dvAy, as was the case with the 
strategi who were elected zpdrepov pev (e.g. 
469 B.C.) ad’ éxaorns THs pvdys eva, viv 8 
(329-323 B.c.) é€ dmdvruv, A. II. 61, § 1, 

On A. II. 55, § 1 Dr. Sandys’ note reads 
‘Tt has hitherto been uncertain whether in 
the annual appointment of archons, the 
holders of the oftice were taken from different 
tribes. Those who (like Schémann, p. 410) 
accepted this view, supposed that one of the 
ten tribes was unrepresented. We now learn 
that the tenth tribe supplied the ypayparteis 
to the Oecpobera.’ If that is to be accepted 
as authoritative, there stillremains a possible, 
and plausible, explanation of Plut. Arist. 22 
that will not be inconsistent with the data 
in A. II. 

Aristeides’ Yydicpa may have been merely 
a temporary expedient for appointment of 
state officers in the midst of the unsettlement 
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and confusion that must have prevailed in 
Athens and Attica just after the departure 
of the Mede. What more natural than a 
temporary resort even to election at such a 
juncture? Appointment by the ordinary 
methods of that date, but from the whole 
body of eligible citizens (e€ ’A@nvatwy ravTwv) 

A NOTE ON PLATAEA IN 

As the question of the accounts of the 
Battle and of the Siege of Plataea in Hero- 
dotus and Thucydides respectively is one of 
considerable historical importance, and 
one, moreover, with which I have some 
first-hand acquaintance, I should like to say 
a few words as to certain views which Dr. 
Frazer has put forward on some very im- 
portant points in the two narratives. Were 
it merely a question of the conclusions which 
he and [I have drawn from the evidence 
obtainable, I should not consider it necessary 
to say aught on the subject. Given the 
evidence, other students, who have not first- 
hand knowledge, can form a capable judg- 
ment. ‘But when those who have first-hand 
knowledge differ as to the evidence, it is 
desirable that the reasons for difference 
should be in so far as possible sifted. I 
think, I confess, that such differences as do 
exist in the present case, have arisen from 
a misapprehension on Dr. Frazer’s part of 
the real nature of this evidence. It would 
demand almost superhuman care to avoid 
such misapprehensions in a work of the 
magnitude of Dr. Frazer’s Pausanias, where 
the amount of material under review is so . 

vast and so complicated. 
The notes to which I am going to refer 

are in vol, v., § 2 of the Pausanias. 

1. The three Passes on to the Field of 
Battle. 

(1) On the Athens-Eleusis-Thebes route 
(Dryos Kephalae). 

(2) On the Athens-Plataea route. 
(3) On the Megara-Plataea route. 

‘With regard to the second of these, Dr. 
Frazer says that he follows me with some 
misgivings. He says that on the Austrian 
map, as well as on the French survey, the 
route to Plataea from Athens diverges from 
the Athens-Eleusis-Thebes route, not as I 
state it does, south of Eleutherae, but that 
it goes through the Dryos-Kephalae Pass, 
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instead of xara vdds from candidates 
elected by the demes, is still more easily 
intelligible. Many of the demes were 
probably still évéorarot, and their organisa- 
tion in confusion. 

E. J. Brooks. 

DR. FRAZER’S PAUSANIAS. 

and then diverges west along the line of the 
present loop-road to Kriekouki. 

The French survey I have not got by me. 
I have the map of the Austrian survey, 

viz. :— 
The well-known Austrian map of Greece, 

revised by Kiepert, 1885, scale 1 : 300,000. 
Which shows 

(a) The road via Dryos Kephalae. 
(6) Another road branching from this 

south of Eleutherae, going to Vilia, 
and then over Pass No. 2 to 
Kriekouki. 

But more than this, at the north end of 
this Pass No. 2, a little west of Kriekouki, 
are the tracks of wheels deeply worn in the 
limestone rock pointing right into this pass, 
and marking plainly the route of the Pla- 
taea-Athens road. 

2. The vqcos. 

I seem to have half convinced Dr. Frazer 
of the existeuce and identity of the vjcos. 
I need not now repeat the description of it 
given in the monograph the Royal Geo- 
graphical Society published forme, I do not 
think that anyone who had once stood at 
the point on the side of Kithaeron, where 
the streams part, and looked down on to 
the vijcos I have indicated could doubt 
for one moment that it is exactly the piece 
of gréund Herodotus describes, and exactly 
as he describes it (ix. 50). Dr. Frazer raises 
two difficulties :— 

(1) He says the streams do not unite 
until far down in the plain. 

That was true at the time I was at Pla- 
taea. But in the alluvial plain the water- 
courses are liable to rapid and frequent 
changes of bed. Leake’s map (Northern 
Greece) shows that these streams did join 
one another in his time close to the foot of 
the vacwos indicated. 

0 
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(2) Dr. Frazer says that this vjcos is 
thirty stades at least from the 
Asopus, and that ‘to meet this 
last difficulty Mr. Grundy is driven 
to suppose that Herodotus was 
here speaking, not of the Asopus, 
but one of its tributaries, which 
rises ten stades from the island 
so-called.’ 

I was not, however, driven to this sup- 
position by that difficulty ; but by a much 
more serious one, viz., Herodotus’ description 
of the second position of the Greeks. 

In ix. 25, he speaks of the Greeks being 
near the Spring of Gargaphia and the 
teuevos of the Hero Androcrates, which was 
at least from one and a half to two miles 
from the Thespian Asopus, and then says 
at the end of the chapter, otro. pev vv 
taxOevtes ert TO Aowre eotpatoredevovTo. 

This ‘ Asopus’ must have been the stream 
A lin my map; the stream to which I 
refer the measurement of ten stades in 
relation to the island. 

It was the commonest thing possible in 
our own country and elsewhere before the 
days of accurate maps for the name of a 
well-known river to be applied to several of 
the streams which form its head waters. 
The Thames is a notable case in point. In 
my paper on Plataea, I ascribed the so- 
called mistake to Herodotus. [ should now 
be more inclined to believe that the Plat- 
aeans did actually call A 1 the Asopus. It 
is one of the head streams of this river, and 
is much closer to Plataea than the others. 

3. The tombs of those who fell in the Battle. 

Dr. Frazer ascribes to me the opinion that 
the rock graves near which the Megara road 
must have entered Plataea, are the tombs 
of those who fell in the battle. He refers 
to p. 7 of my monograph. The opinion 
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there expressed is that of Dr. Merethides. 
I confess, however, that the language in 
which J stated that opinion might mislead 
the reader as to my own view. My im- 
pression is that a cemetery either previously 
existed or grew up round the site of the 
graves of those who fell in the battle. 
As to their position, Pausanias is singularly 
clear. Speaking of the road from Megara, 
he says kata 6€ THv évodov padiota THY és 
Iddrosav taco. tov tpos Mydovs paxecapéevov 
€lLOl. 

The position of the pass and of the ground 
in relation to it determines the line of the 
road, which passes close by these rock graves. 
I do not think anyone acquainted with 
Greek history would be likely to assert 
seriously that the whole of those slain in the 
battle were buried in such graves. As a 
fact, in discussing the topography of the 
battle-field, my interest did not lie in 
determining who was or was not buried in 
these rock tombs, but in discovering the 
locality to which Pausanias so clearly points 
as having been the site of the burial of 
those who fell in the battle. 

(4) The Siege of Plataea. 

I have indicated the north-west portion 
of the site, as cut off by what is called, as 
it seems to me, somewhat misleadingly, the 
lower cross wall, as having been the fortified 
city which was the object of attack in the 
siege. Dr. Frazer objects that the remains 
of this cross wall belong to a later date. 
That I have never doubted, but I think the 

fact that he mentions, viz., that all the 
walls on the site are eleven feet in thickness, 
would point to the later walls having been 
erected on the site of earlier ones, on those 
lines, that is, where the surface rock had 
been previously levelled for the reception of 
the earlier wall foundations. 

G. B. Grunpy. 

ayavy AND péya, avavra AND LAT. MONS. 

Rererrinc to Mr. Fay’s courteous reply 
touching tngens (Class. Rev. Feb. 1898, page 
17 f.) I wish to make a few remarks. 

I thought that all students of philology 
knew that ‘a large number of scholars 
recognise’ the certainty ‘of the existence of 
the gradation’ Skt. a | ma, Gk. a| pe, of 
which I hold that there are no certain 
examples. It seems, however, that for 

certainty I must substitute ‘plausibility,’ 
or ‘probability,’ so that Mr. Fay after all 
agrees with me. But we differ, in that he 
seems to live in hopes of being able to say 
‘certainty’ some day. 

The extension of meaning of Ger. wntar 
to ‘zwischen’ is no evidence for the identity 
of the fundamental meaning of Skt. médhyas 
with that of Skt. ddhas or Eng. under. 
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Mr. Fay is not sure about dppe, Skt. asmd- ; 
so that as far as Greek goes his only 
‘probable’ examples are dyav, dyapat, by 
péya, Skt. mah, avavra by Lat. mons. I 
cannot accept the view that Skt. medha is 
fundamentally identical in meaning withSkt. 
addha. These, with ingens by Skt. mahdnt, 
are all Mr. Fay’s select instances. 

I think that, but for deference to authori- 
ties, few would aver their mutual support 
is effective. Is not Skt. aghas = magha more 
probable than any of them? 

Mr. Fay’s identification of the redupli- 
cated form yiyas with BiBas ‘ high-stepping ’ 
depends upon a very free translation, as 
BiBas only means ‘striding,’ an action not 
peculiar to giants. But we know that the 
Greeks regarded them as yyyevets. 

LT hold that ingens may have originally 
meant indigena and that the -gens and ycyas 
are identical with gens in fundamental 
meaning, but applied individually instead of 
collectively as in the Lat. substantive. 

Mr. Fay’s objections as to Form, Significa- 
tion, and Composition thus seem to be 
irrelevant. Still, the alleged connection with 
Eng. ken, Ger. kennen, is possible. 

The Skt. addha, Avest. azd@=ovrws and 
may be developed from an atonic derivative 
of the root as ‘ be.’ 

As Mr, Fay equates dyapou with Skt. mah, 
he cannot object on phonetic grounds to the 
cognation of dyav, dyapar with Eng. awe ; 
and it is surely incumbent on him to dis- 
prove such a cognation (which is supported 
by aivas, Sevds, Ger. schrecklich = ‘ frightful,’ 
‘immense’). If éyav be ‘a neuter adverb of 
participial nature,’ its form would allow the 
signification ‘awingly,’ so that I can give 
up my suggestion as to form without 
damaging my main position. However, 
Theognis may have borrowed a Delphic or 
Boeotian form, while in Attic and Herodotus 
2-173, the familiar Delphic ‘ pydev ayav’ and 
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in Attic only also the a of dav might 
prevent the change to *dynv*. 

The instances adduced which concern 
nm instead of m are perhaps remotely 

relevant ; but, as I began by confining my 

statement to m, Mr. Fay cannot object to 
my continuing to let alone. I have briefly 
noticed such instances in my Jndo-Germanic 
Sonants and Consonants, § 26, p. 18, in which 
work the theory of Indo-Germanic sonant 
nasals is conclusively demolished. 

By committing himself te the view that 
Lat. mont- signifies ‘ peak,’ Mr. Fay raises a 
semasiological barrier between it and avavra 
‘uphill,’ O.H.G. andi ‘brow,’ Skt. anta-s 
‘end.’ The fundamental meaning of these 
three forms is ‘ opposition.’ A ‘brow’ is 
that which confronts; an ‘up-hill’ slope 
rises against one; a physical ‘end’ is 
primarily a line or surface which by op- 
posing itself limits motion or extension in a 
certain direction, and secondarily it means 
the ‘last motion’ of that which moves and 
is opposed, or the ‘ extremity’ of that which 
has its extension opposed. A ‘peak,’ qua 
peak, projects, stands out, rises up, but is 
not regarded as opposing. A brow, qua 
brow, though near the top, yet is not the 
top. A ‘peak’ isan ‘ end’ in the secondary 
sense, but an ‘end’ is only sometimes 
incidentally a ‘peak’ or ‘ point.’ 

Mr. Fay cites Prellwitz for pevOypn= 
‘brow,’ but according to Hesychius it means 
dpovris, pépysva. As the form of pevOnpy 
presents difficulties as well as the sense, it 
cannot be regarded as affecting the affinities 
of Lat. mons appreciably. 

A large percentage of the fallacies rife 
among German philologists and their fol- 
lowers seems due to loose treatment of the 
meanings of words. If Mr. Fay has not 
erred in good company he has at any rate 
erred in fashionable company. 

C. A. M. FENNEL. 

NOTE ON ARISTOPHANES HCCLESIAZUSAE, 502. 

"AXN’ éxe’you 
gy \ 4 /, La aT ATO. Kat ploeL TAKOV TpOs TOV yvabowy ExovTa." 

For the corrupt pice. Palmer wished to read 
mavoor: quod uerum uidetur to Blaydes. 

Read rather pi Get, ‘do not run about.’ 
The corruption is due: (1) to confusion of 

C and 9 (2) to itacism. 
J. A. Narn. 

o 2 
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CONWAY’S ITALIC DIALECTS. 

The Italic Dialects edited with a Grammar 
and a Glossary. By R. 8. Conway, M.A., 
Professor of Latin in University College, 
Cardiff ; late Fellow of Gonville and Caius 
College, Cambridge. 2 vols. (Cambridge, 
at the University Press, 1897. 30s.) 

For the study of Italic dialects we have 
hitherto had to rely on two manuals: 
Zvetaieft Inscriptiones Italiae Inferioris 
Dialecticae (Moscow, 1886, pp. 184), con- 
taining all the dialectal inscriptions except 
the Umbrian, and Buecheler Umbrica (Bonn, 
1883, pp. 224). Facsimiles of the Umbrian 
Inscriptions were given in Bréal Les Tables 
Eugubines (Paris, 1875, 25 fr.), and of the 
others in Zvetaieff Lnscriptiones Italiae 
Mediae (Leipzig, 1885, 30 m.). To the 
student of Umbrian, new publications are 
hardly necessary. Nothing could be more 
satisfactory than M. Bréal’s facsimiles, and 
little has been added to the explanation of 
the records since the careful and thorough 
edition by Buecheler. But Zvetaieft’s 
plates, which occasionally were photographs 
not of the inscriptions themselves but 
merely of drawings of the inscriptions, left 
something to be desired. And thanks to 
the impulse given by a course of lectures by 
Prof. Brugmann at Leipzig, the interpretation 
and analysis of the Oscan and other dialectal 
remains has made not a little progress, a 
work in which Prof. Conway has played a 
part along with other pupils of Prof. Brug- 
mann, such as Dr. Buck, Dr. von Planta, 

and Dr. Bronisch. The time might be said 
to have come for a new publication which 
should provide us with reliable reproductions 
or descriptions of the dialectal remains and 
with an improved interpretation and gram- 
matical analysis. And yet it is with a 
slight feeling of regret that one relinquishes 
the trim and handy manuals of Buecheler 
and Zvetaieff for the two peydra PiBdréo 
that have appeared almost simultaneously, 
Prof. Conway’s /talic Dialects (2 vols, pp. 
686) and Dr. von Planta’s Grammatik der 
Oskisch-Umbrischen Dialekte (2 vols, pp. 600 
and 772. 

Of the two books, Prof. Conway’s is un- 
doubtedly the more suitable for English 
students. Its clear arrangement and neat 
type give it an immense advantage over 
its German rival. But anyone who wishes 
to push his study of the Italic dialects to 
the furthest limits will have to proceed to 

the fuller, though more unwieldy, Grammar 
of Dr. von Planta. I do not know that 
it would not have been better if Prof. 
Conway had delayed the publication of his 
book until he could have availed himself of 
Dr. von Planta’s researches. For though he 
has paid a visit to Italy to verify the 
reading of a number of inscriptions, Dr. von 
Planta seems to have spent more time and 
labour over them; and where the two 
authorities differ, one is generally inclined 
to put more faith in the readings attested 
by the latter. It is annoying to find the 
unlikely form tiniveresim ‘universim’ in an 
Oscan inscription (No. 114, ‘now in the 
Naples Museum, where I read it in March, 
1894’) re-attested by Prof. Conway, while 
Dr. von Planta assures us that the true 
reading is inim verehias ‘et civitatis.’ I 
could have wished, too, that Prof. Conway 
had followed Dr. von Planta’s plan of 
appending to each inscription a Latin 
translation. 

One element of Prof. Conway’s book 
which is lacking in the German work is the 
Lists of Place Names (ancient and modern) 
and Personal Names of the dialectal dis- 
tricts. Dr. von Planta tells us in the 
preface to his second volume that he had 
intended to include lists of the kind, but 
had given up the idea, partly because he 
thought them more suitable for a separate 
publication, partly because it was impossible 
to secure a full list of Umbrian Names until 
the completion of Vol. xi. of the Corpus 
Inseriptionum Latinarum He has, how- 
ever, throughout his two volumes quoted any 
Personal or Local Names which threw 
light on the phonetic laws of the dialects 
or any other topic of discussion. For 
example, in illustration of the difficult 
words smursim-e, Coredier on the Iguvine 
Tables, he refers to the names of two places 
in the neighbourhood of Gubbio (Jguviwm), 
viz., Morcia and Gorregi, which I do not 
find in Prof. Conway’s lists. 

On p. xxv. Prof. Conway explains the 
principles on which his lists of Personal 
Names have been compiled. They are taken 
from the Indices of the Corpus Inscriptionum 
Latinarum, and are arranged in different 
classes accordingly as they occur ‘frequently,’ 

1 Prof. Conway (p. 4487.) says of these Umbrian 
Names: ‘without the aid of an index I did not 
think it worth while to attempt a collection of the 
cognomina.’ 
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i.e. at least six times, less than six times, or 

only once. The uncertainty of such an 
arrangement is obvious ; but it is better to 
have a ‘rough and ready’ list than to have 
no list at all, And it is extremely in- 
teresting to get a bird’s-eye view of these 
dialectal names Magius, Jubellius, Blossius 
and the like. They seem to transfer one to 
quite a new world of vocabulary; and a 
careful study of them could not fail to 
produce valuable results for the Ethno- 
graphy of ancient Italy. I trast that some 
reader of Prof. Conway’s book will be 
impelled to undertake for the Names of 
Italy what Prof. Fick has done for the 
Greek Names, and will add to the names 
supplied by the Indices to the Corpus those 
that are scattered through the writings of 
ancient authors. 

Here are some small matters which have 
occurred to me in reading Prof. Conway’s 
pages : (p. 31) proiecitad of the Luceria in- 
scription (C.1.L. ix. 782) will, if we admit 
Ose. tt for ss, be equivalent to *proiecissat 
(cf. inctpissat), as fundatid, parentatid of the 
same inser. to fundassit, parentassit ; (p. 42) 
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why Animula in Plaut. Mil. 648 rather 

than Animula?; (p. 50) Prof. Conway’s 

identification of Ose. Evkhit with Hesychius’ 

EvxoAos “Epps mapa Meraovrios seems 

certainly right ; (p. 223) the s of Lat. rosa 

has been admirably explained by Prof. von 

Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Comm. Jetr. ii. 

21; (p. 321) for *‘ Magulini’ read Magulnii ; 

(p. 512) how can Lat. pdr Neut. correspond 

to *pdros as vir to *virost; (p. 597) baetere 
not ‘betere’ seems to be the true form of 

the Verb, the ae becoming 7 in compounds, 

ad-bitere, etc. ; (p. 603) the connection of 

Lat. dignus and decet should, I think, be 

abandoned; (p. 615) the explanation of 

eehiia- as *eevehiia—connected with Lat. 

veho is supported by Skutsch’s discovery 

that akkato- was the Oscan form of Lat. 

advocatus; (p. 616) Ose. eituns would 

surely be Lat. *ttanes not *étones ; (p. 625) 

is Ose. Herukinai (epithet of the Oscan 

Venus) not to be explained as Hrycinae? ; 

(p. 637) why does the a of Nwmasioi show it 

it to be a distinct formation from NVwmertus % 

Would not Niimdsio- become Numerio- t 
W. M. Liypsay. 

HERWERDEN’S PAX. 

APISTO®ANOYS EIPHNH cum scholiorum 

antiquorum excerptis recognovit et ad- 

notavit H. vaN HerwerDEN. 2 vols. 
Lugduni Batavorum apud A. W. Sijthoff. 
£397> ~ 8 fi. 15. 

Tis is an elaborate but yet not quite a satis- 
factory edition of the Paw. The most valu- 
able part of the book should be the text, in 
constituting which Herwerden has used a 
collation of the Ravennas made by himself 
in 1856, and a collation of Venetus 474 
made by Cobet in 1842. Such a text ought 
to be distinctly in advance of those current, 
which still depend on Bekker’s collations of 
R. and V. 
When recently in Venice I was allowed 

through the kindness of the authorities of 
the Marciana to take about forty photo- 
graphs of the text of the Paw as given by 
V. Ihave compared Cobet’s collation very 
carefully with these. In many passages he 
restores to us the correct reading which 
Bekker missed :—e.g. 469 add’ aye tov Evvad- 
xerov (which perhaps supports Dobree’s aX’ 
ayete Evvavée\cere). 1040 OvdAjpara. 1195 
erecpdpe. 227 rapacxevacere. But I have 

noted the following passages in which the 

collation fails:—56 V. has yap not perv. 

113 V. has AdOpa. 133 V has aierod. 137 

V. has ped’ édy not pére dv. 246 It should 

be noted that V. has & Méyapa, Méyap(a), (a) 

being erased. The hiatus perhaps explains 

the corruption in émtpijec6’, 282 V antici- 

pates Porson byreading Aaxedaoviouww. 355 
TE 

V. reads xarrpippeOa (sic) in rasura. 374 

V. poe viv not viv po. 386 V. R. read eno 

not éuod ye (} ye comes from Ald.). 402 

kNérrar te V. The old report that au te are 

in ras. is correct. 446 The old report of V. 

macxouro toattal’ is right. 475 Tpvy. praef 

R.] so too V. 528 V. assigns to Tpvy. 984 
V. reads edpnev not edapynv. 628, 630 V. 

marks the speaker by a line only. 703 V. 

reads iddv not dpav. 704 V. reads yeyevno# 

év ry woke. 711 V. has xatayehaoas written 

in ras. 717 V has xaréde not xarédy. 939 

V. omits pév with S. (Ven. 475). 746 V. 

also reads éra’ (t corr.). 759 V. has apév. 

864 V. has gave. 932 V. has A€yy not 

héye. 953 V. has 7006’ cd. 986 V. 58. read 

fpw. 1144 V. reads dave not adeve. 1226 

V. rojon not rojo. 1240 ri 8 dpa V. as 
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S. 1344 V. mpreraypévor [zpoor. R.]. It is 
0 

worth noting that zp in V.=zpoo. Cobet 
was aware of this as is shown by his reading 
apocepet in V. in Vespae 21. 

Cobet’s collation of V. has been known 
hitherto only from the excerpts which he 
gave to his friend Hirschig for an edition of 
the Vespae published in 1847. These give 
the reading accurately in nearly every case. 
I can only suppose that he was not satisfied 
with the accuracy of the other parts of his 
collation as he never published them during 
his lifetime. 

I have tested parts of Herwerden’s own 
collation of R. by a collation of that MS. in 
my possession. In some readings not 
noticed by Bekker, they agree e.g. 379 ob 
458 xarois 808 city 1122 kwdiov. I 
have marked the following discrepancies. 7 
mepuxvkrjoas (H. repixvdicas). 52 imép rov- 
rourw (H.. ixép tovrow). 101 émixdelew (H. 
émuxdeinv). 163 @ (H. 8). 165 Tepaet. 
185 éorw (H. éo7’). 187 om.R. 314 kat 
om. R. 386 éuod (H. éuod ye). 553 R. also 
has kat dxovtiov. 568 R. om. airav. 943 
R. V. 7000’ && (H. todd’ cd). 1054 pacer’ 
(H. dpaced’). 

It must be confessed that neither Cobet’s 
collation of V. nor Herwerden’s of R. gives 
a completely trustworthy account of what is 
contained in those manuscripts. It is to be 
hoped that Zacher will not be long in finish- 
ing the critical edition of Aristophanes 
begun by Von Velsen. 

Herwerden gives no account of the 
manuscripts of the play beyond the 
bare enumeration on p. ii. Hence it 
is difficult to know whether he has any 
valid reasons (beyond deference to the 
authority of Blaydes to whom he dedicates 
his book), for treating S.! throughout as a 
manuscript of independent value. Certainly 
Cobet is in no two minds about the matter. 
‘Die codex [S.] is eene copie van den 
eersten [V.], gemaakt (zonder twijfel op 
last van Bessarion) door een Graeculus, die 
heerlijk mooi schreef, en vrij sterk was in 
het ontcijferen van compendia, quibus 
horrent maxime Scholia, maar die bitter 
weinig Grieksch kende of liever gedachten- 
loos en als een ware ezel overschreef, zoodat 
die varianten bespottelijk zijn. (Brieven 

1 7,e. Venetus Marc. 475 usually known as G. 
Blaydes quotes it as S. MHerwerden confuses his 
readers by quoting it sometimes as G. (¢.g. in crit. 
notes on Smo@éceis) sometimes as S., sometimes as 
Ven. 475. He adds to the confusion by calling the 
Florentine T sometimes G. (notes on 682, 752, 948), 
and sometimes Q. (n. 700). 
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p. 328). Zacher, while admitting that it 
contains corrections from the interpolated 
Parisian group, holds as strongly to the 
opinion that it is a copy of V. After 
examining the MS. for a considerable time, 
I see- no reason for rejecting this view. 
Where S. has a good reading, V. often has 
the reading, but has been wrongly reported 
by Bekker. [eg. Vesp. 1107, V. also 
reads évAXeyerres: ibid. 678 VY has av o€ 
not ov Sy’: in Paw 932 déyy isin V. I 
feel inclined to doubt Blaydes’ report of S. 
in Pax 584 where he credits it with the 
good reading édapyv for the corrupt dapy- 
pev]. Nearly all the variants which H. 
quotes in his excerpts from the Scholia as 
due to 8. will be found to resolve themselves 
either into readings which are actually in 
V. but have been wrongly reported or else 
into misreadings of what V. gives. In- 
stances of the former may be found in H.’s 
notes passim. I will merely quote 1. 870 
where V. has the note és 70 éxety ete. as 
well as S., and 1. 890 where V. also contains 
the words povopaxotvre THY dpxyv. A striking 
instance of the ignorant blundering of the 
scribe of 8S. in copying V. is to be seen in 
note on |. 735. Here H. prints, tapaBaow 
éxdAovv aro Tov tapafsalvey TOV Yopov ao THS 
vevopmiopevns <Koppaticns addit Ven. 475> 
otdcews xTé. On turning to V. it is quite 
clear what has happened. The scribe of V. 
has written in the left hand margin against 
729, where the chorus begins, xoppa(rov) 
xo(pov) [see also in R.]. This projects into 
the marginal scholia and comes between the 
line of the note which ends with vevoyiopévys 
and the line beginning with ordcews. The 
scribe of 8. has read the word as koppartikys 

and as part of the scholion. 
T think that what I have said will show 

that there are errors in the critical treat- 
ment of the text and scholia. The intro- 
duction to the book contains a_ useful 
summary of what is known or conjectured 
about the play. Perhaps undue prominence 
is given toa refutation of Paley’s views about 
the scenic arrangements. The commentary 
is certainly too long and contains many 
notes on the usage of compound words in 
Aristophanes that anybody could construct 
for himself with the aid of Caravella’s 
vocabulary. 

I should like to take the opportunity of 
suggesting two alterations in the text of the 
play which have occurred to me. 

eehionoey Tocovtov TdoAcov wWoTE TO 
KaTVYM 

awavtas EXAnvas daxptoa, Tovs 7’ exer 

tovs T evOade, 
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612. &s 8 daaé trd rpStov akovo’T é~odycev 

GpreNos... 
obker’ Fv ovdets 6 wavowv, nde 8 Apavi- 

Cero. 

. dxovo’] codd. except Parisinus B which 
has 7Kovo’. 

jxov Fl. Christianus. tpyGeio’ Reiske. 

Bao’ S. Widman. 
ddOeis Blaydes, (adopted by 

werden. ) 
Her- 

All these proposals depart too far from 

the reading in the manuscripts to explain 
the corruption satisfactorily. All assume 
that dkovo’ is the only corrupt word in the 
line. The only scholar who has suspected 
that the corruption has gone further is 
Richter who proposed as 6@ mbé Ta zpOTa 
mAnyeio or as O&€ 7. 7d mpOrov ddyoio’ 
‘inepte’ according to Blaydes who adds ‘sine 
causa in ds adzaké ro mp@rov offendit.’ R.’s 
conjectures were hardly felicitous, but I 
think he was rightly ‘offended’ with the 
phrase ws dz. 7d mp@rov, which seems as 
intolerable in Greek as ‘when once for the 
first time’ would be in English. I can find 
no closer parallel to it than the fragment of 
Sophocles quoted in Plutarch Q.C. p. 732 D, 
dmavra tayevnTa <Ta yévyn Tod codd. > zpatov 
7G <7AGe codd.> drag. Believing 10 
mparov to be corrupt I should like to suggest 
that the line be read 

SCHOEMANN—LIPSIUS’ 

Griechische Alterthiimer vonG.F.ScHOEMANN, 
vierte Auflage neu bearbeitet von J. H. 
Lipsius. Erster Band ; Das Staatswesen. 
Berlin, Weidmannsche Buchhandlung. 
1897. 12M. 

Tuts book is a worthy product of an age of 
re-editing, of a generation which seeks 
to save great scientific works from becoming 
partially obsolete. This process is, for 
obvious reasons, more necessary in Greek 
Constitutional History than in most kindred 
subjects ; and all who value Schémann will 
be thankful that this service has been 
performed, and should be grateful that it 
has been entrusted to the hands which 
produced the second edition of the Attische 
Process. But the problem of re-editing was 
not quite the same in the two cases. The 
Griechische Alterthiimer was a work of a 
more literary and in the best sense ‘ popular ’ 
character, and it required larger additions 
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os 8 dmaé 1d mip dxovovo’ (or axovcac’) 
eWopyoev ay.7r. 

In V. 75 zpdrov is usually written 76 zp + and 

more often than not the + is written above 
the line. A careless or ignorant scribe 
could easily mistake 7d zip for this com- 
pendium of 7d zparov, especially as in such 
handwriting as that of the scribe of the 
Venetus the letter v is so closely looped into 
the letter following that zp and zip are 
often hardly distinguishable. 

The corruption of dxovovo’ or dkovcac’ to 
dxovo’ will on this view be the result of an 
ignorant attempt to mend the metre. With 
this alteration the line becomes as natural 
as Acharn. 923 xetrep AdBowto TOV veav TO TIP 
amas. 

In 871 sq. I should like to suggest an 
alteration in the personae so that the passage 
should read, 

TPYT. 16: viv droddpev THvde Tiy Oewplav 
dvicavte TH BotA\n—OIK. tis abryc; 

(Dobree) 
<TPYT.> 7 dys; 

atrn Oewpla’otw. <OIK.> Hv ipets 
OTE 

éxalomev Bpavpwvad’ irorerwxdres ; 

F. W. Hatt. 

GREEK ANTIQUITIES. 

to be made to it—additions which could not 
well be specified by the sometimes con- 
venient square brackets ; hence the altera- 
tions in the present work have _ been 
incorporated in the text, and the notes have 
been fused with those of the original author. 
Only those who have attempted to bring a 
book ‘ up to date’ know how difficult it is to 
secure uniformity of style in such a case. 
This task the editor has most successfully 
accomplished ; the new matter has been 
skilfully interwoven with the old, and 
the occasional inequalities observable in 
the work are due to the fact that re- 
writing has been indulged in only where it 
was absolutely necessary. Some of the 
earlier portions of the book which deal with 
the general political development of Greece 
give the impression of not always containing 
the newest information. An editor may 
afford to neglect the passing vagaries of the 
archaeologist, interpreter and emender ; but 
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fresh sources of positive information might 
have been referred to in notes and 
appendices. The latter might have been 
placed at the end of the work and 
consequently the editor’s statement that the 
first sixteen sheets of the book were in print 
as early as 1891 furnishes no reason for a 
treatment of the connection of Greece with 
the East from sources almost purely 
mythological and linguistic (pp. 10 ff.), for 
touching on the art of Homeric times without 
any reference to its probable prototype (p. 
73 ff.), or for discussing the antiquity of 
writing in the Greek world without any 
appeal to the startling discoveries of recent 
years (p. 16). The occasional need of 
appendices is still more observable in the 
later portion of the work. As an instance 
we may cite the treatment of the Draconian 
constitution, which is drawn from the 
Athenaién Politeia. The editor accepts it 
in its entirety (p. 339); in a_ short 
note he regards it as an afterthought 
of Aristotle’s but as one whose details 
are sufficiently credible to be inserted 
without qualification in Schémann’s text. 
Nowhere, however, is there any indication 
of the reasons for the controversy that has 
gathered round this suspicious chapter. 
Occasionally the brevity of the notes makes 
the editor’s reasoning extremely difficult to 
follow. The discussion of the Athenian 
Straéegi (p. 457) is a case in point. The view 
is adopted that the Athenians sometimes 
violated their constitution by appointing one 
‘member of the collegium’ (presumably, there- 
fore, after election) as its head. Yet theeditor 

employs Beloch’sinstances,which show several 
cases of one tribe producing two stracegi, 
as a proof that there was no election e& 
amavrwv. If the occasional head was chosen 
€€ dmdvrwv, then these instances are 
intelligible ; they are incomprehensible if he 
was a member of a collegiwm chosen in the 
ordinary tribal way. But, apart from such 
trifling obscurities, which may be merely 
the result of undue reticence, the work is, so 

far as I am able to judge, extremely clear 
and accurate. The only inconsistency 
which I have observed is the treatment of 
Draco as merely a codifier in the early 
portion of the treatise (p. 163), while his 
moAureta is discussed in the later ; the only slip 
(one present in Schémann’s third edition of 
1871), the attribution of Teleclus’ conquest 
of Geronthrae to the strange date circa 700 
B.C. (p. 208). The description of the 
reforming King of Sparta as Agis IIL. 
(p. 301) is not quite accurate unless one 
adds ‘ of the Eurypontid house.’ 
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The portions of Schémann’s work which 
have attracted most attention and which— 
although in my opinion they yield in point 
of perfection to his account of Homeric 
society—have perhaps proved of most general 
utility, are the detailed descriptions of 
the constitutions of Sparta and Athens. 
Criticism of this new edition is hardly 
possible with respect to the first of these 
communities ; for, although certain judicious 
amplifications have been introduced by the 
editor, I have not noticed any alteration of 
Schémann’s views on the details of the 
Lacedaemonian polity. His description of 
Spartan social life is as excellent as before, 
the constitution he sketches as mysterious 
as ever. The Kings still preside over the 
council and share with the Ephors the - 
presidency of the assembly : while the Ephors 
themselves still wield vast coercive and 
executive powers unconnected with their 
dependence on the Gerousia and Apella. But, 
as a simplification of the Spartan constitution 
can rest only on conjecture, there is no solid 
basis for a criticism of views which give us 
scattered glimpses of uncoordinated powers 
as the only issue of the evidence available. 

With Athens the case is different. One’s 
chief attention is naturally attracted to the 
mode in which a great student of Athenian 
constitutional law has dealt with the - 
Athenaién Politeia, and to the question how 
far he has felt himself at liberty to incorpor- 
ate the information given by this treatise in 
what was one of the most authoritative 
accounts of the constitution of Athens. 
The secret is soon revealed, for the editor’s 
faith in this treatise is unbounded. He 
accepts even the view that the prae-Solonian 
Areiopagus was composed of ex-Archons 
(p. 507); this body he dissociates from 
the Ephetae and (setting aside the evidence 
of Pollux) thinks that these judges never sat 
on the Hill. He holds to the number 6,000 
for the dicasts of the fifth century (p. 518) 
and the sole concession that he makes to 
Frinkel’s discovery is to reproduce Gilbert’s 
view as to the modification in the constitu- 
tion of these courts which was effected at, 
or shortly after, the archonship of Eucleides. 
But, although too much faith may have 
been at times reposed in what professes to 
be history but is often reconstruction, the 
evidence is handled with great critical and 
literary skill, and it may be interesting 
—even in cases where the uncertainty is too 
great for criticism to be possible—to cite 
some of the editor's views on certain 
controverted points, Of the alternative 
accounts of the limitation of the Athenian 
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Se ee 8 

monarchy he thinks the Aristotelian 

theory of ‘assessors’ the more probable, and 

he holds that for the posts of Archon and 

Polemarch all the Eupatridae were from the 

first eligible (pp. 330 and 336). In treating 

of Draco’s constitution he takes the view 

that the legislator gave active citizenship 
to those who could provide themselves 
with a panoply (p. 339). He does not 
discuss the moot question of the tense (d7edé- 
Soro, Ath. Pol. 4); but, in spite of 
the form of the expression, he is 
probably right in his interpretation. The 
pluperfect implies the first and most funda- 
mental of the changes ; ‘ political rights had 
been given’ to this class—before the other 
more detailed regulations treated in the 
chapter were realised. 
chapter he reads dveyyvav and dexopevovs and 
thinks that the passage means that the (ex-) 
strategi, hipparchi and prytaneis had to give 
a guarantee for their successors, each of the 
latter having to furnish a security of the 
same census. It is certainly a singular 
institution, for there is no evidence 
that the principal of nomination, which 
(according to the Roman expression qui 
periculo suo nominat magistratwm) would 
seem to be the only justification for 
such responsibility, was recognised in 
the Draconian constitution. In the 
account of the limits within which the 
ostracised man might dwell (Ath. Pol. 
22) it is refreshing to find évros restored for 
éxrds (p. 426). I have always felt that the 
motive for the regulation was the danger of 
communication between the individual 
ostracised and Persia; the government 
cared nothing how far West he went. In 
the account of the admission of classes to the 
archonship the undoubtedly correct view of 
the change bought about by Aristeides’ 
psephisma is adopted, viz. that the measure 
allowed the enrollment of movable property 
in the census (p. 356). Less certain is the 
view that it was Aristeides who admitted 
the hippeis to the archonship and the thetes 
to the boule ; for these changes are less 
implicitly contained in Plutarch’s version of 
that statesman’s measure. But the latter 
admission would have accorded well with the 
circumstances of the decree. In the treat- 
ment of the revolution of 411 (p. 361) the 
5,000 of Ath. Pol. 30. who actually appear 
for a moment on the scene, seem to be 
identified with the same number which was 
to be chosen as the privileged class (c. 29), 
whereas they must have borne a greater 
resemblance (as Dr. Kenyon and Dr. Sandys 
have remarked) to of revrakuryiAuor ot €x TOY 
ory of c. 33, 

In § 2 of this fourth . 
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In dealing with recent speculations on 
points of Athenian history the editor is 
judiciously conservative. The Asiatic origin 
of the Ionians, whether as a race or as an 

aggregate of mixed elements, finds no favour 
in his eyes, and he will not even derive 
these late arrivals at Athens—the names of 

the Ionic phylae—from an eastern source 

(pp. 328-329). It is strange, however, that 

he should have stated as a fact the extremely 

probable but quite unprovable hypothesis 

that the yévy of Athens were composed only 

of Eupatridae, the Geomori and Demiurgi 

being outside the clans (pp. 334 and 339). 

But his most remarkable abandonment of 

traditional views is found in his acceptance 
of Wilamowitz’s idea that the dw edria 

introduced by Cleophon- was a_ gigantic 

pension scheme giving each Athenian two 

obols a day (pp. 358 and 477). It may at 
once be granted that, as two obols were paid 
by the state at Athens for very different 
purposes, the word diwfedda has no certain 
and constant signification. But the least 
probable of all its meanings is a payment 
which, as Beloch has shown (Giiech. Gesch. 
ii, p. 77), would, on the most modest 
computation of the number of recipients, 
have come to 240 talents a year. By the 
side of such a sum the 16 talents, 47 minae 
and 87 drachmae spent on the dwfed‘a in 
the four prytaneis of 410 B.c. (C. I. A. Tn. 
188) would have been a mere trifle. No 
mention is made, in this connection, of the 
mystical SiwBeAla ’APnvator Nike. of three 
years’ later (C.I.A. I. n. 189 a); yet, 
if that contested reading is correct, we 
should naturally understand, by this diwBedAta 
at least, a dole for sacred purposes. Beloch’s 
view, that the two obols of the former year 
were, in the main, jury-pay, is not in 
itself improbable: for, after the fall of 
the Four Hundred or of the succeeding 
government of the Five Thousand, 
payment may have been made to the 
dicasts at this rate; but what renders 
this interpretation of the passage in the Ath. 
Pol. (c. 28) unlikely is that ‘the dwfPedia 
now first introduced’ is described without 
any explanation or qualification whatever, as 
though it were something still in force at the 
time when the treatise was written ; yet the 
jury-pay of this period was three obols 
(c. 62). The dwfedia, too, of Aristotle's 
Politics (ii, 7, 19), which is adopted as a 
means of equalising property and which 
leads its unworthy recipients to demand 
still more, rather tends to show that, when 
the Aristotelian school used this word 
without qualification, they were thinking of 
the theoric fund. A. H. J. GREENIDGE, 
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MANITIUS’ EDITION OF HIPPARCHUS. 

‘Hipparchi in Arati et Hudoxi Phaenomena 
Commentariorum Libri Tres’ ad Codicum 
Fidem recensuit Germanica Interpreta- 

tione et Commentarilis instruxit CARoLUS 

Manitius. Lipsiae, in Aedibus B. G. 
Teubneri. 1894. 4 M. 

TuIs is an admirable edition of a book 
which has waited long for its editor. The 
Commentary of MHipparchus on Aratus 
claims our attention for many other reasons 
than because, out of all the works of the 
great astronomer it alone survives, preserved 
in the irony of fate by its connection with 
a third-rate poem. It is interesting as a 
fine and early specimen of polemical writing, 
his demolition of the older commentator 
Attalus showing that Hipparchus not only, 
as Ptolemy says of him, loved toil and truth, 
but also delighted in controversy with a 
zest not unknown to modern science. It 
has some bearing on the literary, as well as 
the scientific culture of its day; and the 
passage in which Hipparchus decides be- 
tween the two readings, dé zAarées and 3 
amAartées, is remarkable not only astronomic- 
ally but because the common reading, known 
to a later scholiast, is neither one nor the 
other, but dzAavees. It has still an interest 
not purely archaeological for the astronomer ; 
no one for instance, who knows that the star 
6 Ursae Majoris is ranked to-day among 
those with an extraordinarily large proper 
motion can fail to be struck by the remark 
of Herr Manitius that its position, as given 
by Hipparchus, appears to be wrong, while 
those of the stars culminating with it are 
right. And startling at least is his sugges- 
tion that a star in Cassiopeia, called ‘bright,’ 
which can hardly be identified with any 
now visible to the naked eye in that con- 
stellation may actually be the famous ‘new 
star’ of 1572, which to-day is perceptible 
only with the aid of a telescope. If so, it 
had disappeared by the time of Ptolemy. 
But of course the work is valuable chiefly 
to the student of astronomical history i: 
general, and of uranography in particular— 
how valuable may best be seen by applying 
some of the facts contained in it to the 
theories of those who have attempted to do 
without it. No one who has really studied 
it will have any difficulty, for instance, in 
appreciating at its true worth such an 
attempt as Mr. Robert Brown made, a few 
years back, before the Congress of Oriental- 

ists, to find a Chaldaean date for the globe 
of HKudoxus. 

The excellent preliminary essay of Herr 
Manitius on the MSS. of Hipparchus is in 
Latin, as are also the footnotes referring to 
the text, and the several indices, while the 
translation and the explanatory notes are in 
German. His edition of the text seems to 
me in all respects satisfactory. A work in 
which many words, such as the zodiacal 
names, are constantly recurring at short 
intervals, gives every excuse to the copyist 
for occasionally missing out a line or two: 
on the other hand the context generally 
makes it clear how the gap thus created is to 
be filled up, and indeed what look at first 
sight like audacious interpolations by Herr 
Manitius turn out on examination to be 
merely the actual words of Hipparchus 
introduced from corresponding passages in 
other parts of the book. 

Of the German translation little more 
need be said—except so far as the identifica- 
tion of stars is concerned—than that it is 
clear, and will be found helpful in the few 
cases where the Greek of Hipparchus pre- 
sents any difficulty. But one complaint 
must be made against Herr Manitius, and 
that is for his systematic use of the word 
‘Mondbreite’ to translate the juryxvov 
which Hipparchus employs to measure small 
angular distances, as those of culminating 
stars just east or west of the meridian. His 
argument is that a ‘cubit,’ which he takes 
as equal to two degrees—more exactly, as 
Schjellerup and Epping have shown, it was 
two degrees and a third—contained twenty- 
four “ digits,” twelve of which were supposed 
to measure the apparent diameter of the 
moon. It is indeed highly probable that the 
Babylonian inventors of this measure made 
the natural, and at first almost inevitable, 
mistake of overestimating the apparent size 
of moon and sun. But it is surely an in- 
justice to Hipparchus, who knew as well as 
we that the real breadth of the moon is only 
about half a degree, to represent him as 
continually using an expression which would 
imply that he took it to be a whole degree. 

With the aid of a globe adjusted to suit 
the age of Hipparchus, Herr Manitius has 
attempted the identification of every star, 
the rising, setting, or culmination of which 
is given in the book. Many of his results 
are highly interesting. To take two instances 
only, it appears clearly that the bright star 
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placed by the Greeks and Arabs at the end 
of Eridanus is not, as M. Flammarion, and 
even so careful a student as Schjellerup, 
have supposed, the modern a Eridani or 
Achernar—a southerly star far below the 
horizon of Rhodes, or even of Alexandria— 

but certainly, as Ideler discerned and as even 
Halley rightly conjectured, the third magni- 
tude star now marked in our maps as 6 
Eridani. To anyone who will carefully com- 
pare the evidence of Hipparchus, Ptolemy, 
Al Sufi and Ulugh Beg, the execution of 
Charles I. will not appear more certain than 
that this now feeble luminary was seen by 
the ancients as a first magnitude star. 
Again, it comes out that the bright star 
placed by MHipparchus and the pseudo- 
Eratosthenes in the forefeet of the Ram— 
where there are now no stars at all—is not, 
as Biot would have it, a Arietis, but the 
star 7 Piscium, which Ptolemy and all his 
successors place in the Fishes. It is, 
perhaps, worth notice that in the Babylonian 
tablets of the Greek period, translated by 
Epping and Strassmaier, this star belongs to 
a different group from those of our Aries. 
As to the three stars by whose aid 
Hipparchus indicates the place of the north 
pole for his time, I cannot doubt that 
Ideler was right in seeking them among the 
very small stars at the back of the Little 
Bear, perhaps the same as those in the 
catalogue of Heis, supposed by Herr 
Manitius in the notes. Had they been 
those bright stars of the Dragon and the 
Little Bear, supposed by him in the text, 
Hipparchus would surely have indicated 
them, in his usual way, by their places in 
the constellations. 

Excellent as are the notes and observa- 
tions at the end of the volume, they contain 
some statements which I think should not 
be allowed to pass unquestioned. Herr 
Manitius is no doubt right in pointing out 
that the commentary of Aratus cannot, 
as has been thought, be the very earliest 
work of Hipparchus, who actually alludes, 
in the course of it, to a former book which 
implies a great deal of previous labour. 
The most we are justified in saying is that it 
was written before its author had begun to 
suspect the precession of the equinoxes, but 
Herr Manitius seems to me wholly mistaken 
in assigning the year 134 B.c. as the earliest 
in which this suspicion can be supposed to 
have occurred to him. Pliny says that 
Hipparchus was induced to make his great 
catalogue of stars by a new and strange 
celestial phenomenon which convinced him 
that the heavens were not unchangeable ; 

iy 

and this story, wholly discredited without 
reason by Delambre, is generally held to be 
confirmed by the record in the Chinese annals 
of a new star seen in 134. Accepting it, Herr 
Manitius proceeds to construct history out of 
it after thisfashion. The new star’s appear- 
ance, he says, led to the cataloguing, the 
cataloguing led to the famous discovery that 
the star Spica had changed its place since 
the time of Timocharis, this discovery led to 
the recognition of precession, this to that of 
the distinction between the tropical and 
sidereal years, and so on. I do not hesitate 
to say that, plausible as all this sounds, it is 
not history, nor even beyond the reach of 
contradiction. Without disputing Pliny’s 
story, I cannot but think that Ptolemy, a 
far better authority than Pliny, has shown 
ample reason why Hipparchus, who divined 
the precessional movement, and suspected 
the proper motions of the ‘fixed’ stars, 
should have undertaken his catalogue even 
without the additional incentive of the new 
star, which very likely would be the only 
one that Pliny could understand. And it 
seems to me hardly possible to read the 
third and seventh books of the Almagest 
without coming to the conclusion that much 
of the work assigned by Herr Manitius to 
the years after 134 must have been at least 
begun before, especially if, as is generally 
supposed, Hipparchus died about 125. Ad- 
mitting that the catalogue of stars came 
towards the end of his labours, I would 
observe that by fixing the positions of the 
small stars which had never been catalogued 
before, Hipparchus might teach the law of 
precession to posterity, but could not learn 
it himself. He must have derived it from 
those conspicuous stars whose places had 
been already determined, and we know as a 
fact that he had taken the longitude of 
Spica as early as 146. Again, he justified 
his new measure of the tropical year by a 
comparison of a solstice observed in 280 by 
Aristarchus with one observed in 135 by 
himself; and that this latter observation 
was made for the express purpose of com- 
parison is probable, because we know that he 
thought it impossible to obtain the hour of 
a solstice with accuracy, and relied in 
general on his observations of equinoxes. 
We are told moreover that his detection of 
the difference between the tropical and 
sidereal years threw him into perplexity ; 
which it could hardly have done had he 
already clearly recognised the precession of 
the equinoxes, since the latter phenomenon 
gives the explanation of the former. 

After an interesting examination of the 
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various epithets—Aaprpol, expavels, dmavpot, 
—applied to particular stars in this book, 
Herr Manitius concludes that as yet Hip- 
parchus knew nothing of the classification of 
the fixed stars by magnitudes ‘as he applied 
it in his catalogue and as it is transmitted 
to us by Ptolemy.’ I should like to point 
out that, however probable, it is not really 
certain that the familiar division of the stars 
into six magnitudes goes back to Hipparchus. 
We know indeed that he classed them ac- 
cording to their lustre, but we do not know 
how. And if Herr Manitius means to imply 
that the magnitudes in Ptolemy’s catalogue 
are simply copied from that of Hipparchus, 
this, however confidently M. Flammarion 
may assume it, is only an assumption. 
There is even some evidence to the contrary. 
Hipparchus says in this work that to him the 
brightest star in the Little Bear was that at 
the end of the tail, which is our present 
pole-star, a Ursae Minoris. Now Ptolemy, 
as is well known, ranks this star a whole 
magnitude lower than # in the same group, 
which indeed, as the younger Herschel re- 
marked, is variable. 

Herr Manitius, following Delambre, 
makes WHipparchus the inventor of tri- 
gonometry, which certainly he employed, 
and which certainly cannot be much older 
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than he. M. Tannery has recently tried 
to deprive him of this glory, partly 
on the strength of a passage in Theon 
of Smyrna, which seems to me of little or 
no importance, but also on the general 
ground that if we attribute more to 
Hipparchus than we must, we raise him to a 

' stature something more than human. Indeed 
the work which we cannot help ascribing to 
him would seem enough to have fully 
occupied him during the whole of his 
laborious days—and nights. 

Herr Manitius is not the first commentator 
to find out that in one or two cases 
Hipparchus has misunderstood Eudoxus. 
It may be so, and looks as if it were so; 
but on the whole I must incline to the 
opinion of Delambre that Hipparchus 
probably knew more of Eudoxus than we, 
who indeed derive our knowledge of him in 
these matters from those passages only 
which Hipparchus happens to quote. 
However if there may be two opinions about 
the soundness of one or two of the theories 
held by Herr Manitius, there can be only 
one as to the excellence and utility of his 
work. He would be entitled to deep 
gratitude if he had given us nothing more 
than his admirable astronomical index. 

EK, J. WeEse. 

ERMATINGER’S A77TISCHE AUTOCHTHONENSAGE. 

Die attische Autochthonensage bis auf Huri- 
pides, mit einer einleitenden Darstellung 
der Bedeutung und Entwickelung der 
Attischen Sage bis auf Euripides—von 
Emit Ermatincer. Berlin: Mayer and 
Miller, 1897. M. 3. 60. 

In the preface to his valuable monograph, 
Herr Emil Ermatinger draws attention to 
a point of interest beyond the immediate 
sphere of mythology. The influence, nay 
the supremacy of Athens over the rest of 
Greece in the fifth century B.c., is, in the 
departments of politics, literature, and art, 
a common-place of criticism, but hitherto no 
serious attention has been paid to the pro- 
gress part passu of a like influence in the 
development of mythology. Mythology is 
the main subject matter of Greek literature 
and Greek art, it was by no means without 
influence on Greek politics. It is really im- 
possible to grasp fully the influence of 
Athens in politics, art, and literature with- 

out some comprehension of the fashion in 
which she absorbed, moulded, selected and 
rejected mythical material. Slowly, very 
slowly, in England we are beginning to 
realise that mythology is a factor in classical 
scholarship worthy of serious attention, and 
the present monograph, dealing as it does 
especially with the relation of the mythology 
of Euripides calls for detailed attention. 

The monograph falls into five sections, 
any one of which is fairly complete in itself. 
In the preface the general programme is 
set forth in a sketch of the development of 
Attic saga up to the time of Euripides ; the 
first chapter deals in detail with the special 
myth of Erichthonios, Erechtheus again up 
to the time of Euripides ; the second treats 
the figure of Erichthonios in the drama of 
Euripides, the third of the actual lost drama 
of Erechtheus and mythical basis, the fourth 
is devoted to the saga of Ion. 

Passing in review in the preface the 
general history of the development of Attic 
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saga in general, Herr Ermatinger notes, as 

every one has noted, the paucity of Attic 

myth in Homer, but he is strongly averse, 

and on this point we are heartily with him, 

to the practice, too fashionable, of explaining 
every allusion to Attic mythology as an 
‘interpolation.’ If an interpolation is sup- 
posed, strong motive for it must be shown. 
Now, e¢.g., the Attic hero Menestheus is 
mentioned Jl. ii. 352, iv. 327, xii. 331. 
What possible reason can be alleged for 
his interpolation? | Post-Homeric my- 
thology knows of him as the foe and: 
oppressor of the later Athenian favourite, 
Theseus—why put the halo of Homer about 
his head? Motive for suppression is obvious, 
for interpolation, none that we know of. 
With Menestheus are named the Athenians, 

Stichios, Pheidas, and Bias—in later Attic 
mythology they play no part—the better 
evidence of their reality, no one would 
trouble to interpolate these dead heads. 

In the ‘epic cycle’ there is a marked 
increase of Athenian mythology. Herr 
Ermatinger gives throughout a careful 
detailed enumeration of instances, and this 
in itself makes his book a valuable corpus 
of references. He goes on through the 
lyrists, logographers, historians, Atticcomedy, 
works of art, described or extant, and finally 
arrives at the tragedians. In the Aeschylean 
reuaxn tov “Opyjpov peyddov Seirvov Attic 
mythology plays, as was natural, but a 
modest part. There is something like a 
reaction to Trojan, Theban, Argive, Ar- 
gonautic material. All that we can cer- 
tainly collect is, the Alope of Choriclos, 
the Satyric Kerkyon of Aeschylus, two 
kindred myths. In the Eleusinians of 
Aeschylus, Theseus is introduced to rescue 
the bodies of the Seven ; Aeschylus wrote 
an Oreithyia; the Eumenides is concerned 
in great part with local mythology, and the 
Salaminian Womenisapproximately patriotic. 
The mention of these lost plays recalls to 
us, what indeed throughout the book is 
very sensible, i.e. how sadly fragmentary is 
our evidence, how different might our 
attitude towards particular myths have 
been, how altered the perspective of our 
outlook, had we possessed say the ‘Qpau 7) 
"EpexGevs of Aristophanes or the Oreithyia 
of Aeschylus. Still the fact remains that 
for Aeschylus, out of eighty extant titles, 

six only are of Attic significance. By the 
time of Sophocles there is a marked advance. 
Out of 100 titles we have sixteen that are 
Attic, The cause may be three-fold. Some- 
thing must be allowed for exhaustion of 
material, much for the development of 
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Athenian patriotism. Something, again, 

for the influence of the younger contem- 

porary of Sophocles, the innovator Euri- 

pides. With Euripides, according to Herr 

Ermatinger, culminates the otk dvev ye Oyo éws 
tendency, and for Theseus we may write 

also Erechtheus. There is an outburst of 

autochthonic sentiment. Theseus  inter- 

polates himself into Theban, Trojan, Argive, 

Argonautic sagas, he absorbs Heracles, and 

effaces him on his own ground in combats 

with Amazons and Lapiths. Everywhere 

Athene is champion and protector of the 

oppressed ; from distant: lands the cry is 

heard 
Tav KNeway €if’ EXOounev 
Oncéws eddaipova Xwopar. 

If they may not reach this Mecca in life all 

fugitives are fain to lay their bones there 

in death. 
In the first, perhaps the most valuable 

chapter, the author is brought face to face 

with the crucial question, Are Erichthonios 

and Erechtheus two or one? On this vexed 

question he throws much light. In a 

tabular view we are presented with the 

various myths with which either or both 

names are connected, and the general con- 

clusion, unquestionably sound, is that the 

personalities were originally identical and 

gradually differentiated. The distinction 

was emphasized, but by no means invented 

by Euripides. By the time of the Corneto 

vase the separation was so complete that 

the child Erichthonios and the grown man 

Erechtheus can be represented side by side 

on the same vase. As regards the deriva- 

tion of the name, Herr Ermatinger rejects 

the popular notion that ’Epex@evs is con- 

nected with the word épey#w in the sense 

of vending, tearing, as in dAyeou Oupov 

épéxdwv (Od. v. 83, 157), and believes that 

both names alike start from the idea of 

xddév strengthened by épu. ‘This does not 

imply an ‘agrarian deity,’ but simply an 

autochthonic one. This may not be capable 

of philological demonstration, it certainly is 

consistent with the mythological content of 

Erechtheus-Erichthonios. It also receives 

incidental confirmation from the fact that 

Erichthonios is a title of Hermes, the 

chthonic god (Ht. Mag. 371, 51.) The con- 

clusion arrived at by Herr Ermatinger as 

to the original identity and gradual differ- 

entiation of the two personalities is sub- 

stantially the same as that of the present 

reviewer (Myth and Man, Ancient Athens, 

xlvii—xlix.), only supported by far wider 

learning and more cogent reasoning. 
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In a book throughout admirable in its 
fulness we may note some small blemishes. 
First and foremost it is remarkable to find 
any one now-a-days discussing the Ion who 
has apparently never even heard of Dr. 
Verrall. The amazing indifference in some 
English minds to what is done in Germany 
is not often paralleled by the like ignorance 
in German scholars. It is time this chau- 
vinism ceased. Herr Ermatinger, like 
Dr. Verrall, sees in the Jon a ‘tendenz’ 
drama, ‘alle diese Stellen finden keine 
geniigende Erklarung wenn man nicht aus 
dern Rahmen des Stiickes hinausgeht und 
eine Tendenz der Dichter’s annimmt.’ He 
also sees clearly enough that this tendency 
is not ‘all glory to Apollo.’ ‘ Fur Euripides 
haben eben die Orakel ihre Heiligkeit ver- 
loren.’ ‘Apollo bleibt doch um _ nichts 
weniger ein Betrug’ ‘in Wahrheit aber hat 
Euripides mit dem  Volksaberglauben 
lingst gebrochen’ (p. 133), but the tendency 
he sees is an intense patriotism, a paean of 
autochthonism. It is worth considering 
whether this did not go some way towards 
palliating the ‘swinging fallacy of the 
goddess in the machine.’ We should like 
incidentally to indicate a third possible 
tendency, the glorification of Apollo as 
Patroos, the patronymic god ; here as in the 
Eumenides paternity with patriarchy covers 
a multitude of sins, as the Eumenides 
themselves bitterly felt. 

Another point, Herr Ermatinger is not 
so strong in archaeological as in literary 
evidence. Dr. Dérpfeld has identified the 
scene of the Creousan rape, 7a Jeod 7a pidtara, 
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with the ancient Pythion mentioned Thucyd. 
ii. 15, 4. The identification, demonstrated 
to our minds beyond the shadow of a doubt, 
rests ofcourse on complex archaeological 
evidence given fully in the Mittheilungen. 
Herr Ermatinger says ‘diese Annahme 
wird durch die Darstellung des Euripi- 
deischen Ion direkt wiederlegt,’ and this 
simply because Euripides says the scene 
took place in the Ilavos Oaxyjpara, a vague 
appellation for the whole district. If Dr. 
Dorpfeld is wrong it is not by this sort 
of argument that his conclusions will be 
upset. We feel, too, a certain archaeological 
weakness at times in the discussion of vase- 
paintings ; this weakness comes out in the 
space given (pp. 125, 126) to the discussion 
of vases in connection with the Ion saga 
that have manifestly no bearing on it. 
Herr Ermatinger knows this, but he seems 
afraid to leave them out ; he does not venture 
to omit opinions on the matter, now 
quite out of date, of Welcker Gerhard 
or Rochette. On the other hand, he com- 
pletely omits the remarkable and beautiful 
‘ Erichthonios’ vase in the British Museum 
published by Dr. Murray (J.#.S. Pl. Ixxii. 
111.) ‘The design is somewhat enigmatic, 
but the interpretation supported on it by 
Drs. Murray and Hartwig well deserves 
discussion. These are minor blemishes in 
a valuable and admirable book. Herr Er- 
matinger’s name is unknown to us, but we 
hope this is only a prolegomenon to further 
mythological work. 

JANE EH, Harrison. 

JUNG’S GEOGRAPHY OF 

Grundriss der Geographie von Italien und 
dem orbis Romanus, von JuLius JuNG. 
Zweite umgearbeitete und vermehrte 
Auflage. » Miinchen, Berk, 1897. 8vo. 
Pp. 178. 3 Mk. 50. 

BIBLIOGRAPHICALLY this book is the first 
‘Halfte’ of the third ‘ Abteilung’ of the 
third ‘ Band’ of the well-known Handbook 
edited by Dr. Iwan von Miiller. Practically 
it is a concise, lucid, and learned account of 
the Roman world from a geographical and 
statistical standpoint. The matter is well- 
selected and clearly put: the references to 
special treatises are copious and the book as 
a whole likely to be extremely useful to 
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students of the Roman empire. It can be 
bought as an independent work, with its 
own title page and index. As it will no 
doubt pass in due course into a third edition, 
I may perhaps venture to criticise one 
section which seems to me not to reach the 
general level of excellence distinguishing 
the book as a whole. I refer to the five 
pages devoted to Britain. There is a good 
deal in these few pages to which exception 
may reasonably be taken. The sketch of the 
Roman conquest of the island is not very 
clear and not very correct, or perhaps I 
should say in connexion with a difficult 
subject, not very probable. ‘Thus there is 
absolutely no reason to think that, as Dr. 
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Jung says, the Roman invasion had its 
earliest centres in Winchester and Silchester 
and there are strong reasons for thinking 
the reverse. There is no reason to think 
that Chester was first occupied by Suetonius, 
or that Agricola built a line of forts, 
garrisoned by legionary vexillations, between 
the Wear and the Solway: such a line 
would be marvellous, even geographically. 
Again, the section on the towns of the 
province needs correction. Chester, so far 
as we know, was certainly not a colonia. 
It is wrong to say that English place names 
ending in -cester, -chester, or the like, 
invariably denote Roman settlements. 
There is no evidence, again, nor any proba- 
bility that many river names lost their 
Celtic appellations and came to be called 
after towns on their banks, or that the 
many rivers called Colne are traces of towns 
styled or styling themselves coloniae. The 
literature of the subject again is inade- 
quately given. Not to criticize further, it 
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appears unfortunately true that here, as in 
so many German books, the antiquities of 
our island are unsatisfactorily treated and 
imperfectly known to the author. I should 
not dream of suggesting that this lapse 
relating to Britain damages the general 
excellence of the book. Britain was not, in 
most ways, an important province: the 
space allotted to it by Dr. Jung is naturally 
and rightly a small space, and the defects 
which it contains are therefore confined 
within narrow limits. But the book will, no 
doubt, reach a third edition, and in an 
English review it may be permissible to 
notice what concerns things English (or 
British) and to suggest some corrections. 
The rest of the book, as I have said, appears 
to me to be well done, and its contents to 
be both accurate and adequate, such as one 
would expect from a scholar who has done 
previously such good work as Dr. Jung. 

HK, HAVERFIELD. 

JANNARIS’'S HISTORICAL GREEK GRAUMAR. 

Historical Greek Grammar by A. N. 
JANNARIS, Ph. D., Lecturer on Post- 
classical and Modern Greek at the 
University of St. Andrews. Macmillan. 
1897. 25s. net. 

Tuts is a book which should be in the hands 
of every one who is interested in the study 
of later Greek. The object of the writer, 
as stated in p. x., is to show ‘how much of 
ancient Greek is still surviving in modern 
Greek, and how much has become extinct, 
and to indicate the period, cause, process and 
other attendant circumstances of such a loss 
or change.’ ‘To give precision to his state- 
ments he distinguishes seven periods in the 
development of the language: A. Classical, 
from B.c. 500 to 300; H. Hellenistic, from 
B.c. 300 to 150; G. Greco-Roman, from B.c. 
150 to a.p. 300; T. Transitional, from A.D. 
300 to 600; B. Byzantine, from a.p. 600 to 
1000; M. Mediaeval, from a.p. 1000 to 
1450; N. Neo-hellenic, a.p. 1450 to the 
present time. 

The book, which is closely printed in 
small type, and would have easily filled 1000 
pages of ordinary type, is made up as 
follows: Preface, Contents, very full Biblio- 
graphy, pp. i.-xxxviii.; Introduction and 
Phonology, pp. 1-101; Morphology, 101— 

311; Syntax, 312-504; Appendices on 
Accent, Quantity, Terminal Consonantism, 
Future Indicative, the Moods, especially the 
Infinitive in later Greek, pp. 507-580; 
Indices, pp. 581-737. The two things 
which to my mind constitute the special 
interest and value of the book, are (1) 

the abundant examples of post-classical 
forms and uses, and (2) the explanations 
given of etymological and syntactical growth 
and decay. The following may be taken as 
average specimens (slightly abbreviated) of 
the latter. P. 106 (on the progressive sim- 
plification of the Greek declension) ‘ besides 
the presence of an identical genitive plural 
-wv in all declensions, the first and third 
declensions generally had in the accusative— 
the most familiar of all cases—the common 
ending -as. This coincidence led in the 
post-classical period to a confusion between 
them. Such an interchange was to be ex- 
pected, since, with the retreat of the dative 
there remained only one varying case, the 
nominative, which ended in -a. (for the first 
declension) or -es (for the third declension). 
The homophony of a: and « was in itself 
suggestive, and the question at issue was, 
which of the two forms should prevail over 
the other. It was naturally -es, since this 
ending was far commoner, and had also the 
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advantage of a sibilant close (-s), a sound 
very popular owing to its presence in most 
of the other plural cases. Thus we find 
yevvddes, Ieépoes, ete. in the Transitional 
Period, and the change is completed by the 
end of the Byzantine period. P. 504 f. 
‘the history of the participle affords a 
parallel to that of the infinitive. As the 
latter was foredoomed to extinction in con- 
sequence of its indefiniteness and want of 
inflexion, so the participle, in particular the 
class termed adverbial or circumstantial, did 
not appeal to popular taste and needs because 
of its ambiguity and inconvenient inflexion. 
For apart from its vagueness in regard to 
person, it did not even specify its own nature 
and meaning, but subordinated it to the 
context. Thus A¢ywy could mean saying, 
‘who says or said, if he says or said, by saying, 
in order to say, etc. To avoid such ambigu- 
ities, as well as the mental strain involved 
by the frequent use of participles, even the 
classical writers, though fond of a participial 
construction, often resorted to the expedient 
of a lengthy but clearer and easier analysis 
into a subordinate clause, introduced by «i 
éret Os dru etc. Hence in the Greco-Roman 
period the place of participles is mostly 
taken by finite verbs with subordinating 
particles or coordinating conjunction ; and 
even the more careful and scholarly writers 
who still affect its use, frequently blunder 
in their way of using it.’ 

In p. vii. Dr. Jannaris says that his 
original plan was to adhere as much as 
possible to the methods and theories gener- 
ally received in our leading grammars, 
adopting even the Erasmian pronunciation 
(to which he had become a convert when an 
undergraduate in German Universities), but 
that he had not advanced far in his research 
when he began to light on phenomena which 
would not fit in with the received theories. 
He became convinced that the true grammar 
of the Greek language had yet to be written; 
and particularly blames the conventional 
grammar of the Western School for doing 
away with ‘the traditional pronunciation, 
which reflects perhaps the least changed part 
of the language.’ Hence we find him in the 
section on Phonology maintaining against 
Blass and Conway, the conclusion that the 
English e represents the true pronunciation 
of the sonants 7, 1, v, €t, ol, vl. 

What has been said will be enough to 
show the general character of the book. 
Among the innovations on conventional 
grammar mentioned in the last paragraph 
may be noted the transference of the sub- 
junctive and imperative from the aorist to 
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the future. The old classification is, he 
says, misleading, since from a logical and 
syntactical point of view we cannot well 
conceive a past subjunctive and past impera- 
tive, such moods, owing to the nature of 
their special case, always referring to the 
future (p. 179). Accordingly in p. 555 we 
find AdBu, AnhOG, avaBH, KateveyKys, avretry 
classed as future subjunctives. Still more 
extraordinary is the suggestion in p. 434, 
that xatapOe(pw in Gen. 6, 13 idod eyo 
katapbeipw adrovs, is fut. subj. Is he not 
here falling into the same fault which he 
condemns in the authors of our traditional 
grammar, and disregarding the fact of 
morphological connection to suit a precon- 
ceived theory? In p. 560 he confesses that 
the cardinal difference between the indica- 
tive mood and the subjunctive and impera- 
tive is that the former -may refer to all 
three divisions of time, while the other two 
refer only to the future, and may therefore 
be called prospective moods. But if so why 
are not the present subjunctive and imperative 
also made over to the future tense? Again 
in p. 486 he allows that the aorist infinitive 
is often used where we might have expected 
the future infinitive, yet he does not there- 
fore think it necessary to re-christen it as 
infinitive future. So far as my observation 
extends, he ignores the generally received 
characteristic of the aorist as expressing 
momentary action. 

I go on to notice other points in which I 
am disposed to question the views pro- 
pounded. P. 5, ‘the colloquial or popular 
language has left, and could leave, no repre- 
sentative specimens to distant posterity.’ 
The grounds for the assertion are given as 
follows: colloquial compositions, being of 
temporary and private character, have all 
perished in the humid soil of Greece ; more- 
over every scribe in committing his thoughts 
to writing unconsciously rises to a literary 
style. But surely Plato and Aristophanes 

give us specimens, not perhaps of the pigeon- 

Greek of slaves, but of the ordinary 

colloquial Greek, just as our dramatists and 

novelists do of colloquial English. P. 8, 

‘Christianity originated in Asia Minor’: is 

it then a myth that St. Paul was sent out 

by the Church of Antioch? P. 34, The 
Greek definition ypappatixy éeotw épzreipia 

Tov Tapa ToTals Kal ovyypahetow ws ext TO 

Tod Aeyoueévov is translated ‘grammar is the 
knowledge of the usual subject matter and 
diction found in the classical authors’: 

surely 7a Acydneva has nothing to do with 

the subject-matter. P. 101, ‘By the end of 

the fourth century B.c., the dual had entirely 
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disappeared from the language’: this is far 
too sweeping : the dual is not to be found in 
the N.T., but it is very common in such a 
writer as-Clem. AL, cf. Prot. p. 1, $ 1 dudo 
pev jotnv dduco tb. p. 42 eyevéoOnv Kat aAAw 
twe Ovo Kpytixa dvdpiavtorow...tovTw b€ Ta ev 
"Apye rotv Avooxovpow aydApata Kareckevacd- 
tnv, also pp. 39, 55, 57, 62, Paed. i. p. 98, 
iii. 276, etc. P. 163, ‘The forms tov and tw 
for twos and rwi disappear from the A 
inscriptions about 300 B.c.’ Since A stands 
for ‘classical,’ and the classical period 
(by definition) ends with 300 B.c., A has 
probably crept in by mistake. To prevent 
misunderstanding it should have been stated 
that these forms are found in literature at a 
much later period, e.g. in Clem. Al. we find 
ddAw two p. 153, wavTd tw 54 and 884. P: 
165, § 598 on the particle «dy is misplaced. 
P. 185, ‘No visible augment is taken by 
verbs beginning with w’: but reference is 
made just before, and in p. 189 to éd@ovv 
and similar forms. P. 321, ‘When relative 
pronouns came to be used for demonstratives 
(2038), the article naturally found a place 
before relatives also,’ The examples given 
are such as trav dep 7BovAcoOe. Turning to 
§ 2038 we read ‘the use of relatives in 
indirect questions brought them into associa- 
tion with the direct interrogatives, and thus 
rendered them admissible in questions also,’ 
which is illustrated by otros té movets; Ort 
wows; This of course has nothing to do with 
the use of the article before a relative clause, 
and also fails to explain that the dzu in ru 
wow; retains its indirect foree, implying 
‘(do you ask) what I am doing’? P. 421, 
iva is said to ‘stand for modal av’ and is 
illustrated by three quotations from Epictetus, 
i. 29, 16 Swxpdrns wa réOy tTadta in’ 
’A@nvaiwy ; where Schw. translates siccine 
Socrates tractavi debuit ? understanding it as 
a brachylogy for éea oy wva; ii. 19, 21 od 
yap wv’ ipets tiv dperiy maow Tots GAAows tony 
broddByre; which Schw. explains wbi enim 
est ut revera vos existimetis? i.e. quomodo 
credam vos etc.; iv. 1, 142 wva t1s...cot TovTo 
povov etry; Which Schw. again explains by 
utinam aliquis adstaret tibi! No doubt 
these elliptical uses of iva were partly sug- 
gested by the idiomatic uses of wt. I do not 
see that we should get any help in such 
sentences by the substitution of modal av 
for wa. P. 398 (repeated in p. 462), ‘ The 
monstrous construction trep éyd in 2 Cor. 
11, 23 rests on an itacistic misspelling for 
eirep eyo.’ There is nothing monstrous in 
the construction, if taken in connection with 
the preceding words dudkovor Xpiorod ciow ; 

trep standing for trep-dutKovos: etrep would 
NO. CIV. VOL. XII, 
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make no sense. P. 399, It might have been 
mentioned that as in the sense of zpds was 
used with the accusativus rei in some later 
writers, ef. Clem. Al. Protr. p. 4 ws Tov zpaov 
perdyov qpas Giyov, p. 6 mpovtperev ws Ti 
édjbeav. The daring correction of the text 
in the case of trep éyé may be paralleled from 
p. 478, where the use of «i as a direct inter- 
rogative particle in biblical Greek (¢.g. Acts 
21, 37 «i é£eariv poe cimety te tpds oe; Matt. 
12, 10 ed ééeorw tots cd BBacw Oeparrevet ;) is 
said to be based on an itacistic misspelling 
of the colloquial 7. Surely Dr. Jannaris 
cannot expect us to receive this simply on 
his Zpse diait. The construction is exactly 
parallel to that of the pleonastic om with 
quotations. Is he able to point to any un- 
certainty in the reading«i? Looking 
through Geden’s Lexicon I do not find a 
single various reading. Or is it the case 
that # is commonly used as an interrogative 

particle in the N.T.? On the contrary 

it is never found. Yet Dr. Jannaris has 

such a predilection for this unused particle, 

that he substitutes it for the interrogative 

# against both reason and MS. authority in 

Matt. 26, 53; Rom. 3, 29; 6, 3; 1], 2; 

WCor.6) 95 14 363.2. Cor: Ie isis Th: 

2,19; Jas. 4, 5; and with a still bolder 

defiance of authority, substitutes 7 pv 

(or iyjv) for dv, wherever the latter 

is found at the beginning of a sentence 

(cf. pp. 433 and 478). The double dun he 

explains as due first to some Xtian reader 

who wrote dv as an explanation of the 

obsolescent 7 pyjv, and second to a second 

copyist who gave both words in the text, 

the corruption being completed by a third 

copyist. It is extraordinary that it should 

never have occurred to him to ask why this 

plague of copyists should have been con- 

fined to St. John’s Gospel, in which alone 

the double duyjv is found. But it is not 

merely in the phrase 7 pjv that the favourite 

pov finds admission into the N.T.: wherever 

our present text has od pa we are told to 

replace it by od pay (p. 433) (1) because py 

is here inexplicable and od pa cannot be 

reduced to any principle of the language, 

(2) because the sense requires everywhere 

an emphatic asseveration in the negative, 

such as od pv bears in Soph. El. 817, (3) 

because the construction is like that of 7 

pv with a prospective mood, and for three 

other reasons which it is scarcely worth 

while to repeat. On the strength of this 

reasoning we are regaled (in p. 555) with 

such readings as otvov kal oikepa ov poy ain 

(Luke 1, 15), ob pay damdAwvrat eis Tov aiava 

(Joh, 10, 28). One more quotation and I 
P 
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have done. On p. 562 we read ‘As to Bibli- 
eal Greek there is not one authenticated 
instance of the use of the secondary sub- 
junctive (the optative) in dependent clauses,’ 
‘the four cases commonly adduced (Mark 
14, 10 aapAOev va wapadot, 2b. 9, 30 odk 7Ocrev 
iva Tis avTov yvot...) are obviously scholastic 
transcriptions of zapady and yvy (o=7), 
which latter are due to the analogy of other 
forms’ (!) Yet in the next page we have a 
list, said to be ‘nearly complete’ of 28 
examples from the N.T. where the secondary 
subjunctive is used with indirect questions 
or parenthetical clauses introduced by ei. 
A similir list is given in p. 474, where 
again it is suggested that some of the opta- 
tives may represent original subjunctives, 
the homophonous endings o and » having 
given rise to ‘itacistic misspelling.’ 

Dr. Jannaris takes credit to himself for 
baving devoted to his task more than five 
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whole years (p. vi.). I wish he had spent 
at least double that time upon it, and he 
might then have given us a far more satis- 
factory book. Still, with all its glaring 
faults, its unpardonable hastiness and rash- 
ness, 1t remains in my opinion the best book 
of its kind in English, the most useful help 
to all students of post-classical Greek. I 
may mention in conclusion that I have 
noticed three misprints: p. 216, § 8508, 
‘Popular speech substituted the sonant -ov- 
for -w-, that is -wyev for -ovpev, -wor for -ovar, 
-wpar for -ovpat, -wweba for -ovpeOa, -wvrat for 
-ovvrat, Where it is evident both from the 
general rule and the examples which follow, 
e.g. Tywouvres, pwrovv, that we should read 
-ousev for -wuev, etc.; p. 334, § 1292 for 
‘amuse’ read ‘accuse’; p. 453, § 1940 for 
ointo read otovro. 

J. B. Mayor. 

AUDEN’S EDITION OF THE PRO PLANCIO. 

Cicero Pro Plancio, edited with Introduc- 
tion and Notes by H. W. Aunpen, M.A., 
Macmillan. pp. lxxxiv. 150. 3s. 6d. 

Ir is impossible to say there is any real need 
for this book, for in no respect does it 
appear superior to Holden’s well known 
edition. By this it is not meant to 
disparage Mr. Auden’s work, which is not 
without merit, but it seems a pity that 
he has attempted to do over again what has 
already beendone so well. The introduction is 
excellent. The summary of the history of 
rhetoric contains a great deal of information 
clearly and concisely put. The editor has 
evidently studied the best books on this 
subject, and has thus been able to write an 
interesting epitome. The notes are fairly 
good and accurate, but in one or two cases 
there is room for improvement: e.g. in a note 
on page 57 it is stated that Continentia = 
Gk. cudpocivy ‘perfect self-control.’ It is 
more correct to say that Continentia = Gk. 

éyxparea and translate both words by < self- 
control,’ wherein is implied an effort which 
is not implied in ocwdpootvn, Latin 
Temperantia, ‘perfect self-control.’ On 
page 62 Medius fidius is explained as 
‘ Medius = me, a demonstrative particle, cf. 
mehercle mecastor etc., and dius an older 
stage of deus. If this explanation is prefer- 
able to the old one (which the editor seems 
to adopt on page 125) me deus fidius se. 
adiuvet, some more information on the 
‘demonstrative particle’ me might be 
expected. Scilicet (page 120) is explained as 
‘sci licet ‘ know, you may do so’: thus in 
general sense the same as scire licet, which 
the Romans themselves imagined to be the 
full form of it, cf. videlicet.’ In this case I 
think the Romans imagined correctly. Mr. 
Auden has qualification for editing a speech 
of Cicero; and this makes it the more to be 
regretted that he did not edit one which has 
not already appeared with English notes. 

W. E. P. Corter. 

HALL’S EDITION OF THE FOURTH VERRINE. 

The Fourih Verrine of Cicero, edited for 
schools by F. W. Hall, M. A. Macmillan. 
pp: Lx. Wsid 3s. 6d. 

Mr. Hall’s notes are short, but helpful, and 
he has wisely avoided encumbering them by 

the quotation of a large number of parallel 
passages. Those he does give are brief, and 
to the point. In a few cases brevity has 
been too much aimed at—e.g. the notes 
on cybaea (chap. &), divisores (chap. 20), 
discessio (chap. 65). The derivation of the 
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first word ought to have been mentioned, 
and more detailed notes might have been 
expected in a school edition on such 
technical words as divisores (the note on 
which is ‘bribery agents’) and discessio. 
Teachers, however, are not likely to find 
fault with notes which are short, and 
accurate, and such Mr. Hall’s are. The 
Introduction is very well written. All 
that the learner can want to know on the 

law ‘De pecuniis Repetundis,’ and the 
‘ Procedure in a Roman trial’ he will find 
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clearly stated in sections ii. and_ iii, 
Sections v. vi. deal with ‘the chronology of 
the trial,’ and ‘the Romans and the Fine 
Arts.’ A short account of the MSS. of Book 
iv. is given in section vii. The Archaeo- 
logical Appendix will be found useful. 
The editor has done his work well and as 
the speech has not yet been edited in 
English, his book will form a welcome 
addition to Messrs. Macmillan’s Classical 
Series. 

W. Ee BP: Corre: 

NOTES TO TYRRELL’S THIRD EDITION OF THE MILES GLORIOSUS. 

Tuts admirable school edition has already 
passed through three editions and three 
reprints, the last appearing in 1894. Inthe 
Preface to the last edition the statement is 
made: ‘I have now,I hope, removed all the 
errors of the Press which occurred in 
the earlier editions.’ A number of errors, 
however, still remain, chiefly of a metri- 
eal nature. The object of the present 
paper is to point these out, for the 
benefit of students who may be using the 
edition, and with the hope that the correc- 
tions may be of service when the time comes 
for a revision. 

The METRICAL ERRORS are of two kinds: 

_(a) The omission of an wtctus mark: of 
these there are sixty-seven :— 

Verses 156, 162, 164, 169, 175, 176, 181, 
187, 222, 230, 248, 284, 313, 339, 355, 356, 
387, 404, 413, 424, 436, 460, 507, 517, 522, 
540, 643, 679, 684, 699, 739, 773, 778, 791, 
809, 883, 893, 920, 935, 946, 949, 1004, 
1037, 1050, 1145, 11638, 1195, 1200, 1207, 
1218, 1307, 1317, 1321, 1327, 1328, 1344, 
1345, 1366, 1374, 1386, 1387, 1395, 1396, 
1408, 1417, 1425, 1428. 

(b) An excess of ictus marks : 
there are seven :— 

Verses 246, 322, 1003, 1021, 1331, 1402, 
1415. 
A few minor TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS have 

been noticed : 
Page 53, verse 598: period after doco in- 

stead of comma. 
Page 61, verse 685 is not numbered. 
Page 167, verse 296, ‘compound’ for 

‘ compounds.’ 
The following statements found in the 

notes need revision :— 
Page 137, verse 7: ‘Bx. recognises only 

of these 

one case of quod.’ Bx. Zin. 290, however, 
cites three examples. 

Page 144, 57, ‘ne=nonne, which is not 
found in old Latin,’ also on p. 169; ‘nonne 
is post-Plautine.’ But cf. Brix. Men. 283, 
Schmalz, Lat. Syntax, § 157, Lindsay, Lat. 
Lang. p. 605. 

Page 146, 84: the statement in regard to 
the occurrence of forms in -ai is inexact. 
It has a wider use than one would suppose 
from the note. 

Page 171, 357 : nunciam is explained as 
from nunci. But is this view tenable 2 (CE 
Lindsay, Lat. Lang. p. 610.) 

Page 176, 430: ‘persectari is dm. eip.’ 
But this word occurs twice in Lucretius, ii. 
165 and iv. 1010. (Munro, it may be noted, 
in his note to ii. 165 says this word ‘appears 
to be peculiar to Lucr.’) 

Page 185, 587: ‘A reference to the crit. 
note will show, ete.’ But where is this note 
to b2 found? Ihave been unable to find it 
in this edition. 

On Page 164, 273 the statement is made 
that ‘ Certo is found only in comic poets and 
Cic. (chiefly in his Zpp.).’ The same state- 
ment occurs in Tyrrell’s edition of The Corve- 
spondence of Cicero, vol. i. p. 60. It probably 
comes from White and Riddle’s Dictionary 
[‘found only in the comic poets, and sts. 
(most freq. in his Hpisté.) in Cicero’], and 
seems to be perpetuated not only here, but, 
implicitly, in the fact that Harper's Dic- 
tionary gives examples only from Plautus, 
Terence, and Cicero. The actual facts are 

otherwise, however. Georges (sub v. certo) cites 
Apuleius, nos certo certius dedere quam, ete., 

to be found in Met.ix.41 (Hildebrand). To 
this I wish to add Martial’s certo meruisti, 
iv. 75, 7; Val. Maximus, iv. 8, 5, ut certo 
constet ; Fronto i. 7 (p. 179, 6, Naber) certo 
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scio; Apuleius, Met. x. 5, damnatum iri 
certo sciebat. Neue, Formenlehre, IL.°, p. 
621, cites Sallust, Cat. 51,16 ;1 Jug. 9, 2.1 
As far as Cicero’s use is concerned, certo 
occurs thirty-four times in the Letters (cf. 
Neue II.° p. 620), fourteen times in the 
Orations, and five times in the Philosophical 

1 So Dietsch. 
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Writings (Merguet, Lexikon). Quasi certo 
occurs in Zusc. v. 81. Certo scio also occurs 
in Auctor ad Heren. iv. 56 (Marx). 

Of the book, as a whole, it need hardly 
be added at this late date that it merits only 

words of praise. 

Emory B. LEASE, 
University of Michigan. 

FUEGNER’S LEXICON LIVIANUM. 

Wiru the eighth part the first volume of 
this work, comprising letters A and B, has 
just been completed. Critics have repeat- 
edly warned the author that he planned his 
work on too large a scale. The publisher, 
Teubner, tells us that unless a considerable 
number of additional subscribers comes for- 
ward, he cannot carry the book to an end. 
The author gives a specimen of articles on a 
reduced scale, which would allow the com- 
pletion of the alphabet in four volumes 
instead of seven or eight. It will be a 

great blow to Latin scholarship if the ma- 
terials, which are ready, must be deposited 
in some library, instead of passing through 
the Press for the common good. 

The Tacitean Lexicon, by Gerber and 
Greef, published by the same firm, is nearly 
complete. New subscribers to Fiigner will 
not long have to bear the burden of the 
double subscription. 

JoHN E. B. Mayor. 
Cambridge. 

A PORTRAIT. 

That is his portrait painted by himself. 
Look on those manly curls so glossy dark, 
Those thoughtful furrows in the swarthy 

cheek ; 
Admire that stalwart shape, those ample 

brows, 
And that large table of the breast dispread 
Between low shoulders: how demure a 

smile, 
How full of wisest humour and of love, 
With some half-consciousness of inward 

power 
Sleeps round those quiet lips; not quite a 

smile ; 
And look you what an arch the brain has 

built 
Above the ear! and what a settled mind, 
Mature, harbour’d from change, contem- 

plative, 
Tempers the peaceful light of hazel eyes, 
Observing all things. This is he I loved, 
This is the man of whom you heard me 

speak.! 
‘TENNYSON. 

SIC ORA FEREBAT. 

ecce virum, sua quem pinxit manus! ecce 

virilem 
caesariem, crinesque nigros per colla fluentes 

sulcatasque genas curarum pondere : formam 
conspice robustam et spatia ardua frontis et 

inter 
summissos umeros latum se effundere pectus. 
circum labra viden, sapientia mitis amorque 
colludunt, tanquam ipse sua quae mente 

laterent 
divinaret opes, risu premeretque sereno— 

si modo risus erat—quanta cerebrum ecce 

columna 
pone aurem sese erexit! tum nescia labi 

mens contemplatur securo immota recessu 
res varias hominum et liquido splendore ni- 

tentes 

temperat informans oculos: ipsum aspice, 

qualem 
dilexi, quem te coram sermone ferebam. 

E. D. Stone. 

1 These lines, published in the Life of Lord Tennyson, are printed here by the kind permission of 
Messrs. Macmillan. 
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AR CHAT OL 0:.GrY. 

TSOUNTAS AND MANATT'’S 
MYKENAEAN AGE. 

The Mykenaean Age: A Study of the Monu- 
ments and Culture of pre- Homeric Greece. 
By Drs. Curestos TsounTas and J. Irvine 
Manart, With an Introduction by Dr. 
Dorpretp. London: Macmillan & Co., 
1897. [8vo. pp. xxxi. 417, xxii. Plates, 
169 Illustrations in the Text]. 24s. 

Tue earlier years of prehistoric archaeo- 
logy in Greece were so closely associated 
with the name and personality of Dr. 
Schliemann, that it was natural that the 
first attempt to review the results in this 
field of enquiry should take the form of a 
biographical rather than a purely critical 
memoir. Dr. Schuchhardt’s ‘ Schliemann’s 
Ausgrabungen, both in its original form, 
and in an excellent English translation, 
necessarily ignored much that had been 
done by other hands, even in Schliemann’s 
lifetime. And already before the book 
appeared, the supplementary excavations of 
the Greek Archaeological Society at Mykenae 
itself, and of individual investigators else- 
where, had further modified current opinion 
on a number of important points. 

There was consequently every reason for 
the publication of a more comprehensive 
treatise, when, some years ago, Dr. Tsountas, 
on whose shoulders in the directest sense 
the mantle of Schliemann fell, was asked to 
contribute an account of Mykenae to a 
popular series of ‘famous sites’ to be 
published in Romaic, and at Athens. The 
projected series came to nothing; but Dr. 
Tsountas modified and amplified his con- 
tribution, and published it separately in 
1893, under the title Muxjvar Kat Muxyvaixos 
moXutiop.0s ;} a Work in which, in spite of the 
careful recasting which it underwent before 
publication, the locality of Mykenae exercises 
almost as disproportionate an influence, as 
the personality of Schliemann in Dr. 
Schuchhardt’s book. 
How the work under review grew out of 

Dr. Tsountas’ original book is explained in 
Dr. Manatt’s preface. As it stands, it is a 
compilation from a number of sources, and 
by a number of hands, somewhat lightly 
compacted by a single editor. Dr. Tsountas 
has contributed the substance of his original 
book, apparently with some corrections, and 
also some additional material, including 

what are practically abstracts of Mr. Evans’ 
papers on Mykenaean writing, of Dr. Dorp- 
feld’s Troja 1893, and of M. Stais’ paper on 
the Attic Salamis in the IIpaxrixa. He has 
also seen the proofs ‘ without taking ex- 
ception to any point’; but Prof. Manatt 
expressly releases him from any more direct 
responsibility in detail. Dr. Dérpfeld has 
been prevailed upon to write a short Intro- 
duction, which is mainly a criticism of some 
of the architectural views expressed in the 
body of the book. Appendix B incorporates 
Prof. Frothingham’s summary of M. de 
Ridder’s excavation at Gha, and an abstract 
of Dr. Noack’s paper on the same site. For 
the remainder Dr. Barker Newhall and 
Prof. Manatt are mainly responsible, though 
the name of the former, as draft-translator 
from the Romaic, does not appear on the 
title-page. 

The book is copiously illustrated; a 
number of the drawings are new, and the 
photographic plates are well rendered, with 
the exception of Pl. iii., a difficult subject, 
but one in which the middle distance and 
background which are invisible, would have 
been even more valuable to the historical 
student than the foreground. It is a pity, 
however, that the sources of the remainder 
of the line drawings have not been indicated, 
at all events in the list on pp. v.—ix. ; if 
only in justice to the draughtsmen of the 
new ones. One or two slips may be noted : 
the line drawings figs. 6 and 135 are referred 
toin the text as ‘ photographic views,’ which 
is misleading ; after fig. 14, a reproduction 
of Schuchhardt’s fig. 286 seems to be 
promised, but does not appear ; fig. 120 is 
quoted in illustration of two types of 
ornament, neither of which appear in it ; 
and the ‘ Facade of a Beehive Tomb,’ fig. 46, 
might well have been described somewhere 
in detail, seeing that it represents the 
notable tomb at the Heraion. The map, 
Pl. ii, gives the railway and _ physical 
features imperfectly, and the modern roads 
not at all. It is ‘based upon Steffen’ and 
preserves B and Gb along with Mt: Kiatu 
should be Aiato, and Pronia, as in the text 
(p. 6), Pronoia. Lechaion is omitted, though 
there is a prehistoric site there. In pl. viii. 
the inner portico of the gate fails to cor- 
respond with the description in the text, 
though in pl. vi. it is right. On p. 26, 1.2 
from the bottom, and referring to pl. ix., H 
(y in Mux.) should be G. 
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The book is handsomely and carefully 
printed, and has upon the cover an effective 
reproduction of the scene on one of the gold 
cups from Vaphio. 
Asa popular illustrated handbook to an 

attractive period of ancient art and civilisa- 
tion, the work will probably succeed in 
maintaining itself ; but as a working text- 
book of our present knowledge of the 
Mykenaean Age, it is certainly in many 
respects disappointing, more especially con- 
sidering the materials more immediately at 
hand. Prof. Manatt has used his oppor- 
tunities of remodelling Dr. Tsountas’ work 
either too much or too little. If he and Dr. 
Newhall had been content with their 
original project of a teanslation, revised and 
enlarged, but still directly authorised, of the 
original essay, the large English-reading 
public would have been indebted to them 
for a direct introduction to the maturer 
views of one of the mo:t industrious and 
most fortunate of all the first-hand authori- 
ties in this field of research ; and, with the 
sixth volume of ‘ Perrot and Chipiez’ at our 
elbow, we might well have overlooked any 
lacunae which Dr. Tsountas’ pressing duties 
in the field might have prevented him from 
filling himself at second hand. 

On the other hand, if Prof. Manatt had 
been prepared to publish a ‘ Mykenaean 
Age’ of his own, we should no doubt have 
had a series of adequate abstracts of 
previously published work, with systematic 
references to the original publications of 
Dr. Tsountas and others; and a certain 
understanding that where no authority was 
quoted, Prof. Manatt personally was re- 
sponsible for the statement. And, as he 
spent some time in Greece between 1889 
and 1893, it is conceivable that such 
occasions might have been frequent. 

In the event, however, he has fallen some- 
what between two stools. It is seldom clear, 
except by comparison with the original 
Romaic, whether a statement rests on Dr. 
T'sountas’ authority, or on the joint au- 
thority of the collaborators, or on that of 
Prof. Manatt simply. In particular, the 
familiar ‘ we,’ which in the Romaic was idio- 
matic and convincing, is far too freely used 
in a joint work for which apparently neither 
collaborator accepts definite responsibility ; 
and is distinctly misleading in Dr. Tsountas’ 
original statements, e.g. pp. 150, 270, 284, 
or interpolated among them, e.g. p. 62; or, 
worse still, in testimony to discoveries and 
observations made after Prof. Manatt’s 
departure from Greece; e.g. pp. 135, 261. 
The absence of a bibliography, and of any 
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allusion even to Dr. Blinkenberg’s detailed 
analysis of the Cycladic data; the paucity of 
new references in the footnotes; and the 
omission of some of the most important 
references of the original ; e.g. Muxjvat, pp. 
8, 205, add to the uncertainties arising from 
this avoidance of explicit responsibility. 
The translation itself, even where it is un- 
interpolated for any considerable space, is 
curiously unequal, and contains a number of 
actual blunders. — évruzos (Mux. p. 50) does 
not mean ‘ incised,’ (#.7’. p.76) but ‘stamped’ 
or ‘impressed’ : dvo0 cupperpiKOv oiknpdTov... 
Exatepwhev (Mux. p. 200) is rendered ‘a 
smaller building...alongside of’ (#.7. p. 
252), without note of a correction : 7Aextpov 
in Od. iv. 71 ff. where it stands between 
‘gold’ and ‘silver’ is rendered ‘amber’ 
(Z.T. p. 62): at rerpumnpévar aiypal ris 
"Apopyov (Mok. p. 211) appears as ‘the old- 
fashioned spear-heads of Amorgos’ (£.7’ p. 
267): kowWorntes (Mux. p. 38) are not ‘grooves’ 
(Z.T. p. 60) but ‘hollows,’ or, more par- 
ticularly, ‘sockets.’ The abbreviations BA 
and NA are translated ‘eastern’ (#.7.. p. 7) 
and BA and BA are omitted (#.7. p. 27-8 = 
Mok. p. 15). 

Dates are very freely rendered: zépvaw 
means 1892 on p. 168, 1893 on p. 171 ; and 
the date of the excavation at Vaphio is 
differently given in Mok. p. 15, #.7. p. 7. 
Ed.’ Apy. 1877, in a note on p. 58, should be 
1887. 

More remarkable are some expressions in 
the English where no Romaic equivalent 
occurs in Mouxjva. ‘Votive’ for ‘votive 
offering,’ p. 143; ‘defense,’ p. 15; ‘ gew- 
gaws, p. 226; ‘measurably new’ p. xiv. 
(? perptws) ; ‘back of that decadence,’ p. 4, 
‘sea-food,’ p. 69 ; may be American idioms. 
‘The standard stuff’ (? An), p. 223; and 
‘bloomtime,’ p. 220, have a Teutonic air. 
‘A vacuum of 8-10 inches deep,’ p. 31n. ; 
‘ivory trimmings’ (koopyjpata, Mok. p. 51 = 
E.T. 78) ; ‘Palamedes,’ p. 6, for the ‘ Pala- 
midi’ of Baedeker, Schuchhardt, and others ; 
‘more or less fearfully and wonderfully gar- 
nished,’ of a leathern helmet, p. 196; 
‘cheek by jowl,’ of the figures on an ivory 
mirror-handle, p. 188 ; and ‘the “ graffito”’ 
method of fresco-painting’ (? sgraffito), p. 
233; are less explicable. The Trojan idols 
are not ‘chalked’ with owl-like features, p. 
296, but ¢dneised; and ‘he has chalked out 
a new chapter of Genesis,’ is neither an 
adequate account of the Pitane-vase, nor an 
elegant translation of the original French 
(Perrot-Chipiez vi. 932). 

More serious misconceptions are betrayed 
by the very loose usage, pp. 241, 244-5, of 
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the difficult words ‘glaze’ and ‘ varnish’ ; 
the latter being repeatedly used for Furt- 
wiingler’s Firnissfarbe ; of ‘enameled’ (szc) 
p. 202, forthe inlaid work on the dagger 
blades from the shaft graves; and of 
‘Mykenaean,’ without distinction, of the 
spoils of Mykenae itself, and of Aegean 
civilisation in general. Dr. Tsountas always 
uses rép7n for a fibula, and explains it (Mok. 
p. 57) by wapapdva ‘safety-pin.’ Prof. 
Manatt confuses this zépmyn with the repdvy 
of Hdt. v. 82, 87, a passage which he seems 
to regard, p. 163, as referring to the mythi- 
cal age of Greece. 

Other points in which revision is required 
are the interpretation of quite familiar 
floral ‘ Fiillen-ornamente’ on the golden 
diadem, pl. xii., as W-like and Y-like symbols, 
p- 177; and of the old man’s shield on the 
silver vase, p. 162, with a xAatva: the 
gold-wire theory of spiral ornament, which 

becomes increasingly difficult in face of 
Egyptian prototypes in stone; and the 
allusion to Meriones’ helmet (//. x. 362), 
which is exactly reproduced in the boar-tusk 
helmet inadequately described in fig. 85. 
The new painted stele, though it is actually 
mentioned, p. 153, is nowhere fully des- 
cribed, even in outline! The chapter on 
‘The Islands as Mediators in Art,’ serves to 
introduce some new data on Amorgos, but 
is barely adequate as a statement of this 
important question, and that on the ‘ My- 
kenaean World and Homer,’ with which 
the book ends, is of the very slightest 
texture. 

It is much to be regretted that a book so 
much needed, and in many ways so 

elaborately prepared, should have been 
allowed to appear with these many 
blemishes upon it ; and still more that Dr. 
Tsountas’ work and reputation should have 

been introduced to what must be a very 

large circle of readers, in so vague and 
elusive a costume. 

J. &. Myrzs. 

TWO BOOKS BY M. 8. REINACH. 

(1) Répertoire de la Statuaire Grecque et 
Romaine: Tome I. Clarac de poche, con- 
tenant les Basreliefs de l’ancien fonds du 
Louvre et les Statues antiques du Musée 

‘On p. 26 the hackneyed and wholly erroneous 
parallel between the ‘ galleries’ at Tiryns and certain 
chambers on the Byrsa at Carthage is repeated, 
though it is rejected by Dr. Tsountas (Mux. p. 227). 
When will compilers discover that these notorious 
structures are of late Roman Imperial date ? 
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de Sculpture de Clarac: Paris, Leroux, 
1897. 5 frs. 

(2) Chroniques d’Orient: documents sur les 
fouilles et découvertes dans l’Orient Hell- 
énique: deuxiéme série, Paris, Leroux, 
1896. 15 frs. 

THERE lie before me, unnoticed for too long 
a period, two volumes, published by 
M.S. Reinach in his great enterprise of 
making the materials for archaeological and 
topographical study accessible to ordinary 
scholars. A large fortune is required to 
purchase the elaborate and expensive folios, 
in which the results of travel and excava- 
tion are often enshrined—folios in which a 
comparatively slight text sinks into in- 
significance in comparison with a stately 
array of beautiful plates, containing photo- 
graphic representations of everything im- 
portant, and of some things that can hardly 
be called important, that are alluded to in 
the text. I confess that I feel much sym- 
pathy with the vigorous language in which 
M. Reinach sometimes expresses himself 
against the unnecessarily expensive character 
of so many archaeological works ; and every 
one must sympathize with his attempt, 
carried out with so much _ knowledge, 

patience, skill, and research, to counteract 

that great evil. 
The épertoire de la Statuaire is intended 

to be a collection (complete, or as nearly 
complete as care and work can make the 
first essay of such a gigantic scheme) of the 
types of Greek statuary. The present volume 
is the first of three, and each volume is to 
be sold at the ridiculously cheap rate of five 
francs. It is past my comprehension how a 
book like this can be produced at such a 
figure ; and, considering what the price is, it 
also passes my comprehension how any 
scholar can refrain from purchasing a copy. 
In this volume we have the whole of Clarac’s 
Musée de Sculpture, the one great collection 
of types, to which everyone must often turn. 
Naturally the reproductions are not good 
enough, or on a large enough scale, to show 
the style and character of each statue; but 
they are practically as useful as Clarac’s, 
and they are sufficient to be used as a basis 
for studying the types which were originated 
in the development of Greek Sculpture, and 
for acquiring some conception of the variety 
and locality of the existing specimens of 
each type. 

The second volume is to contain the re- 
production of six thousand statues in the 
Museums of Europe; and the third a de- 
scription and critical remarks of the whole, 
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together with a general index. But the 
first volume has already its own index of 
forty pages, together with brief Votices Pro- 
visoires, referring to important publications 
concerning many of the works reproduced 
from Clarac. 

The difficult problem of arranging on a 
scientific principle such a vast collection is, 
of course, not solved in this book, as M. 
teinach recognizes in his preface. I do not 

see how it could be solved without vast 
expense and much combination of labour ; 
and the only practicable method in a cheap 
book is a collection roughly classified and 
accompanied by indexes. If I were a 
working student, instead of a mere amateur 
in Greek art, I should keep several copies of 
the book, to cut up gradually and re- 
arrange on several principles of classification. 

An interesting account of the life of 
Count de Clarac, who ruined himself partly 
by his great book and partly by his inability 
to attain satisfaction with the form of his 
printed works, until he had seen and cut up 
a score of proofs and revises, is one of those 
pious duties to a predecessor which M. 
Reinach performs in so many cases and 
always with taste, felicity, and care. 

(2) The second volume of the Chroniques 
d' Orient contains an account of the dis- 
coveries in the eastern Greek world between 
autumn 1890 and autumn 1895; and I may 
venture to speak of it, even though M. 
Reinach has done me the honour to dedicate 
it to me. The same qualities, with greater 
experience and wider knowledge, characterize 
the new volume as the former one (noticed 
in the Classical Review, 1891, vol. v. p. 131). 
Whenever I have to speak or write about 
any place in the eastern Greek world, I turn 
to the Index to the Chroniques, and find 
thereby what has been done, and what dis- 
covered in recent years; and even with 
regard to central Asia Minor I have learned 
from M. Reinach about various publications 
and sources of information, which in the far 
north I might otherwise not have heard of 
for years. The incisive, but always straight- 
forward and sympathetic, criticisms with 
which M. Reinach interspaces his record of 
discoveries, are expressed in crisp, graceful, 
and delicate style, and make the Chroniques 
everywhere interesting and amusing reading. 
The volume, containing 662 large and closely 
printed pages, costs like its predecessor only 
fifteen francs. 

In two Appendices M. Reinach reprints 
his Mirage Oriental, and its sequel Les Déesses 
nues dans l Art Oriental et dans l Art Grec, 
in which clear perception of the essential 
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originality of Greek Art has perhaps led 
him too far in the direction of denying 
Greek indebtedness to the east. A pupil 
may learn much from a teacher, and yet 
remain essentially original and _ creative. 
But the view set forth in these two papers 
is worth study from many points of view ; 
and is a valuable corrective to an error, some- 
times admitted almost unconsciously, that 

when one has observed an analogy between 
an Oriental and a Greek type, the origin of 
the latter is discovered. Hven granting 
that the latter was suggested by the older 
type (and priority has to be proved), there 
still remains very much to be added before 
you have the whole Greek idea. 

W. M. Ramsay. 

MACDONALD’S TI7ULI HUNTERIANT. 

Tituli Hunteriani: an Account of the Roman 
stones in the Hunterian Museum, University 
of Glasgow, by James Macponatp M.A., 
LL.D. (Glasgow: Annan). Pp. xii. + 
102, 4to. 

Tue inscribed and sculptured Roman stones 
in the possession of the Glasgow University 
were for the most part presented in the 
eighteenth century (1694-1771) by various 
Scotch benefactors, who desired to place in 
safe custody various stones found along 
the Vallum of Antoninus Pius. When the 
Hunterian collections were presented to the 
University in 1783, the Roman stones, some 
thirty in number, were incorporated with 
them and acquired the name ‘ Hunterian’ 
though they had nothing to do with Dr. 
Hunter himself. Since 1783 over a dozen 
additions have been made, bringing the 
number of stones up to _ forty-five. 
Dr. Macdonald’s Catalogue of them, well 
printed in a fine quarto and most admirably 
illustrated, is a most adequate and usefui 
work. It does not, of course, include all 
the lapidary monuments of the Vallum, for 
some of these are in the Edinburgh museum 
and some still in private houses. But it 
includes enough to give any one a clear idea 
of what these lapidary monuments are. I 
must not praise it in detail, as I helped to 

read the proof sheets, but I may be allowed 
to point out two good features. Dr. 
Macdonald has bestowed real care on fixing 
the proper provenances of the stones, rather 
obscure in some cases, and he and his 
publishers have provided illustrations in 
photogravure of every stone. These 
illustrations are most admirable: I do not 
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know any epigraphic treatise which is better 
equipped in this respect. The publication 
of really scholarly and well-illustrated local 
catalogues is among the needs of the time: 
Dr. Macdonald has met this need for 
Glasgow University. 

F. HAVERFIELD. 

MONTHLY RECORD. 

ITALY. 

Savignano, near Rimini. Two large pavements 
with fine polychrome mosaics have recently been 
found here. The design on the larger consists of 
eight octagons surrounding a central one, three of 
them being now lost. They are divided by cable- 
patterns, and each contains an elaborate geometrical 
pattern. Along one side is a border of five circles 
filled with cable and other patterns. The other 
pavement is decorated with circles united by inter- 
twining cable-patterns; in the circles are fishes, 
amphorae, and quatrefoils. The pavements are 
probably of late date.? 

Barbarano, Etruria. An interesting bronze horse’s 
bit has recently been found here and acquired for the 
National Museum in Rome. It has a fine patina, 
and consists of two curved pieces ending in knobs, 
united by a twisted cross-piece with hooks in the 
middle; the construction is very elaborate. It 
belongs to the first period of the Iron Age, contem- 
porary with the Ronzano swords. Bits of similar 
date and character are discussed by Gozzadini, Mors 
de cheval italiques (1875); there are also examples 
in the Etruscan Room of the British Museum.? 

Sassoferrato, Umbria. A very interesting series 
of terracotta figures has come to light here. They 
were mostly in fragments, but have been restored 
and put together to form groups. The first group 
represents Ariadne sleeping in Naxos, and found by 
Dionysos with his accompanying thiasos of Satyrs 
and Seileni. A female figure which stands at 
Ariadne’s head has been interpreted as Aphrodite, 
but from the short chiton (€éwuis) which she wears, 
seems rather to resemble Artemis. One of the 
Satyrs holds up his hands in the amrooxoredwy atti- 
tude. The second group is similar, but has four 
figures as against six. The third group consists of 
two winged female figures raising heavy drapery 
between them over their heads; above them in the 
background is Eros holding out both hands, which 
appear to have held crowns. A winged youth with 
a torch (Hymenaeos ?) stands by. . The subject may 
be the marriage of Dionysos and Ariadne. These 
groups may have come from the pediment of a 
temple; the remaining figures seem to be from a 
frieze. These latter represent a battle with Gauls, in 
which Artemis takes part, and there seems every 
ground for identifying it with the attack on Delphi 
in B.c. 279 (Paus. x. 20, 3). Two of the Gauls are 
represented carrying off an amphora and a patera of 
metal, indicating the spoils of the temple. The 
figure of Artemis is evidently copied from the frieze 
of the Pergamene altar. 

Palestrina. Recent excavations have resulted in 
the discovery of several tombs containing Etruscan 
and other objects. In one tomb were found a pear- 
shaped gold bulla, a gold ring with a figure of a 

1 Notizie degli Scavi, Sept. 1897. 
* ibid. Apr. 1897. 
3 Notizie degli Seavi, July 1897. 
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Camillus holding jug and patera, an egg-shaped vase 
with paintings of two birds on a white ground, and 
a similar vase with diaper patterns in red and black 
on white. In another were two crescent-shaped 
granulated gold earrings of Etruscan type and other 
ornaments, and a piece of acs rude of the third 
century B.c. In a third were a balsamarium with 
egg-shaped body and chains attached, set in an open 
work stand (cf. Mon. dell’. Jnst. vill. 58) and a gilt 
ivy-wreath.4 

Benevento. A cippus miliarius of local limestone 
has recently come to light near here, bearing the 
name of Hadrian, and the distance MP XVDCCL 
(15750 paces). The milestones on the Appian Way 
were restored by Hadrian in A.D. 123. On the base 
of the cippus is inscribed cLXvi11I (169 miles from 
Rome), and above, v (five miles from Beneventum). 
Other milestones give Beneventum as 164 miles from 
Rome, thus confirming this one (C..L. ix. p. 602, x. 
p. 700).? 

Sala Consilina, Lucania. Finds of bronze, silver, 
and pottery have been made here: in silver, six boat- 
shaped fibulae, pendants, and ornaments ; in bronze, 
a hydria, an oinochoe with handle in form of a youth 
leaning back, a phiale of Apulian type on a tripod, 
a simpulum, and a fibula of ‘snake’-type. Among 
the vases are several of Italian fabric with geo- 
metrical decoration and patterns of leaves, mostly 
craters. ? : 

Tarentum. Considerable excavations were carried 
on during 1896, with the following results: A gold 
ring with paste setting, design of Aphrodite holding 
out crown to Eros; a terracotta comic actor with 
basket (a slave returning from market), and another 
holding a baby, perhaps a maiSaywyds ; a fragment 
of a Panathenaic amphora inscribed in graffito 

ONA@EN, completing another fragment in the 

Museum inscribed EBENA@®@VON ; a marble 

statue of Herakles reclining, of the type identified 
by Petersen with H. Olivarius; eight fragmentary 
b.f. kylikes, all of the ‘ Kleinmeister’ type. Two of 
the last-named bear the signature of a new artist : 

ANTIAOPOSE!OE, *Avridwpos erole:.® 
Pompeii. Some interesting wall-paintings have 

been discovered on the peristyle of a house, in panels 
on a black ground with red borders. One represents 
a poetess reciting to a companion, the other, two 
girls in picturesque attitudes (cf. Notizie, 1884, 
p 142)2 

Boscoreale. Further excavations have taken place 
on the site of a Roman villa, which consists of two 
parts divided by a peristyle, the eastern for the pro- 
prietor, the western for offices, etc. In the triclinium 
are paintings, representing landscapes, fishing-scenes 
and buildings, also a panel with a hoopoe and 
swallow, and another with a jay pecking at a plant. 
The torculariwm is well preserved ; in it is a paint- 
ing of Bacchus leaning on a Seilenos and giving wine 
to a panther. 

Torre Annunziata. An interesting mosaic has 
been discovered, representing a meeting of philoso- 
phers, like Raphael’s Scwola di Atene. In the back- 
ground is a rough representation of a walled citadel 
(the Acropolis of Athens ?), and columns surmounted 
by vases and a sun-dial. One old man of venerable 
aspect may be intended for Plato; there are seven 
figures in all.® 

Rome. Muchyinterest has been aroused by a 
recent discovery in the ruins of the Palace of 

4 Notizie degli Scavi, June 1897. 
5 Notizie degli Scavi, May 1897. 
6 Notizie degli Scavi, Aug. 1897. 

Q 
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Tiberius on the Palatine of a graffifo suppnsed to 
represent the Crucifixion. It isin a corner under a 
gallery made by Caligula to pass from the Palace to 
the Forum. It represents two high poles united at 
the top by a long cross-bar, with a shorter bar about 
one-third of the height down each pole, thus forming 
a cross of the traditional type. Against each of 
these cross-bars a ladder is placed, one of which a 
figure inscribed TERTIVS is ascending; another 
named PILvs stands on the other cross-bar wielding 
amallet. There are traces of a third ladder and a 
rope in the middle. From each cross-bar hangs a 
rope held by a figure named respectively FILETVS 
and NESTVLYs. Between them is a man named 
EVLOGYS grasping another, as if with the intention 
of removing his garments. Above is the remarkable 
inscription CRESTVS VIRGIS EXACT * COESVS * SECRETIS 
MORIS SVPER PALYM VIRVM FIXvM, and the inter- 
vening space is filled with an amatory couplet, which 
has of course nothing to with{the design. One 
other interesting feature may be mentioned ; a man 
ascends the ladder on the right carrying an oblong 
board, in which it is tempting to see a titwlus, the 
‘superscription’ of the Gospels. The genuineness of 
the whole design is said to be quite above suspicion.’ 

SARDINIA. 

Cagliari. A new inscription has been found, with 
a dedication to Domitian of A.p. 83, being a 
memorial of the public works carried out by the 
municipium. A new procurator’s name occurs, S. 
Laecanius Labeo. This inscription has an important 
bearing on the Roman administration in the 
island. It alludes to the laying down of streets 
and roads and the making and covering over of 
drains with public and private money, and further 
it shows that Vespasian had taken away the pro- 
vince from the Senate about a.p. 78, contrary to the 
view previously held. Under Marcus Aurelius it 
returned to the Senate, but was finally given back to 
the Emperor under Commodus or Septimius 
Severus.* 

GREECE. 

Athens. A series of archaic tombs has been 
discovered on the Areopagus, in which the bodies 
had all been burned. They contained vases of the 
earlier Dipylon style and swords of the same 
period.® 

A new inscription has been found during the 
excavations at the foot of the Acropolis to the north, 
where the inscription concerning the temple of 
Athena Nike was previously found. It has been 
restored by M. Kavvadias. It is a Whgioua of 
Alcibiades and concerns events alluded to in Thue. 
Vill. 23, 5, and 31, 1. In B.c. 412 the Athenians 
had again occupied the disaffected Clazomenae, 
while their enemies remained in Daphnus. On a 
later occasion we hear of an attempt by the Spartan 
fleet under Astyochos to take Clazomenae. A 

7 Daily Chronicle, 10 Feb. 1898. 
8 Berl. Phil. Woch., 26 Feb. 1898. 
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changein Daphnus follows this move, and it becomes 
the head-quarters of the partisans of Athens, but. 
Thucydides does not make it clear how this hap- 
pened. The gap in his narrative is filled by the 
wWhgioua, which is a ratification of the action of 
the Strategi in the time of anarchy following the 
revolutionary policy of Pisander®. 

H. B. WALTERS. 

Revue Numismatique. Partiv. 1897. 

E. Babelon. ‘La Collection Waddington au 
Cabinet des Médailles.’ A continuation of the ‘ In- 
ventaire sommaire’ describing coins of Ionia and 
Caria, with two Plates.—J. Martha. ‘Sur quelques 
types des monnaies de Brutus.’ The types referred 
to are Apolline and it is suggested that the gens 
Junia had some special connection with Apollo, 
dating from the time when L. Junius Brutus, accom 
panied by the sons of Tarquin, consulted the oracle 
at Delphi. ‘Apollo’ was the watchword of the 
Republican army at the battle of Philippi (Plut. 
Brutus, 24).—M. Rostovtsew.. ‘Etude sur les 
plombs antiques.’—R. Mowat. ‘Les noms de lim- 

pératrice Maesa.’ Coins of Ilium inscribed MAMIA 

MAICA. Unless the first word is a mistake for 

IOVAIA, the full name of Maesa must have been 

Julia Mamaea Maesa. 

Numismatic Chronicle. Partiv. 1897. 

W. Greenwell. ‘On some rare Greek coins.’ The 
coins are all in Mr. Greenwell’s collection. Among 
them may be noticed :—Cyzicus. A new electrum 
stater with a beautiful head of Demeter (PI. xi. 1). 
Phocwea? Electrum hecte, early fifth cent. B.c., 
representing three seals swimming in a circle; also 
an early hecte with a fibula, a new type on coins. 
Aenus. A tetradrachm with the usual reverse, a 
goat, but with a charming adjunct, a child (infant 
Dionysos ?) holding an ivy-spray to the goat’s mouth 

(Pl. xiii. 3). Olynthus. A tetrobol, before circ. 

B.C. 433, with the types of Olynthus (free horse anc 

eagle with serpent) but with the inscription Chath. 
Mr. Greenwell suggests that coin was struck at 
Olynthus for a confederation of the towns of Chal- 

cidice (cf. the fourth century coins of the Chalcidian 

league minted at Olynthus).—G. F. Hill. *Solon’s 

reform of the Attic standard.’ An important paper 

in which ’A@. Toa. c. 10 is considered in detail. 

G. F. Hill. ‘Cartimandua.’? On a small hoarl 

found in 1893 at Honley, near Huddersfield, consist- 

ing of Roman coins and five silver British coins. 

The latter pieces belong to the Brigantes, of which 

tribe only gold money was hitherto known. One 

coin inscribed CART or CARTI is attributed by Mr. 

Hill to Queen Cartimandua, ci7e. A.D. 69 (Tac. Ann. 

xii. 36; Hist. iii. 45). 
Warwick WROTH. 

9 Athenacwm, 5 March 1898. 

CORRECTION TO NOTE ON THE POLYZALOS INSCRIPTION (P. 142). 

UnrortunatE.y, M. Croiset’s restoration! 

of the Polyzalos inscription had escaped my 
no ice, when I contributed a suggestion to 
the last number of the Classical Review. 
Ses CO. R. de? Acad. des Inser., xxiv., pp. 214, 

376. M. Homolle’s communication, to which 
I referred, was published in the same volume, 
but I had read it in a tirage &@ part. 

Aj, 184° 1Bjuie 

1 Proposed also, independently, by MM. Pottier and Th. Reinach. 
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LIST OF NEW BOOKS. 

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN BOOKS. 

Alleroft (A. H.) and W. F. Masom. Synopsis of 

Grecian history to 323 B.c. Crown 8vo. 72 pp. 

Clive. 2s. 6d. 
Aristotelis de arte poetica liber, ed. I. Bywater. 

8vo. Frowde. 1s. 6d. 
Theory of Poetry and Fine Art; critical text 

and translation by S. H. Butcher. 2nded. 8vo. 

442 pp. Macmillan. 12s. 64. net. 
—— The Poetics, text, notes, translation by S. H. 

Butcher. 2nd ed. 8vo. 134 pp. Macmillan. 
4s. 6d. net. 

Crothers (G. D.) and H. H. Bice. Elements of Latin 

for students of medicine and pharmacy. 12mo. 
12, 242 pp. $1.25. 

Euripides. Medea, text, introduction, notes by C. 
E. S. Headlam. 12mo. 150 pp. Camb. Univ. 
Press. 2s. 6d. 

Gardner (E. A.) A catalogue of the Greek vases in 

the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. Imper. 
8vo.. Camb. Univ. Press. 12s. 6d. net. 

Greek Reader (Higher). 132 Extracts from the best 
Writers, with appendix containing the Greek 
Unseens set at B.A. London, 1877—1897. 2nd 
ed. Crown 8vo. 169 pp. Clive. 3s. 6d. 

Holm (A.) The history of Greece, translated from 
the German by F. Clarke. (4 vols.) Vol. I. 8vo. 
650 pp. Macmillan. 7s. 6d. 

Homer. The Iliads, translated by G. Chapman. 
2 vols. 18mo. 624 pp. (Temple Classics.) 
Dent. 2s. each. 

—— Odyssey, translated into English verse by W. 
Cullen Bryant. 8vo. Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 
$1. 

Lindsay (W. M.) Handbook of Latin Inscriptions, 

illustrating the history of language. 12mo. 140 

p>. Putnams. 5s. 
Marcus Aurelius Antoninus to himself, translated 

with introductory study on Stoicism and the last 

of the Stoics, by G. H. Rendall. Crown 8vo. 

342 pp. Macmillan. 6s. 
Mills (TY. R.) Greek verse Unseens. 

pp. Blackwood. 1s. 6d. 
Nepos (Cornelius.) Timotheus, Phocion, Agesilaos, 

Epaminondas, Pelopidas, Timoleon, Eumenes, 

Datames, Hamilcar, with notes and vocabulary by 

E. S. Shuckburgh. 12mo. 172 pp. Camb. Univ. 

Press. ls. 6d. : 

Ovid. Metamorphoses, Book XIII. With Intro- 

duction, notes, vocabulary, test-papers, and trans- 

lation by J. H. Haydon. Crown 8vo. 148 pp. 

Clive. 3s. 
Pausanias. Description of Greece, translated with 

acommentary by J. G. Frazer. 6 vols. 8vo. 

Maemillan. £6 6s. nett. 
Plato. aches, with introduction, notes, vocabulary. 

test papers and translation by F. G. Plaistowe anc 

T. R. Mills. Crown 8vo. 126 pp. Clive. 5s. 6d. 

Rouse (W. H. D.) Atlas of Classical Portraits 

Greek. Imper.16mo. 44 pp. Dent. 1s. 6d. 
the same: Roman. Imperial 16mo. 72 pp. 

Dent. 1s. 6d. 
Virgil. Works, with a commentary by J. Conington 

12mo. 156 

and H. Nettleship. Vol. I.  Eclogues and 

Georgics. 5th ed. revis. by F. Haverfield. 8vo. 

534 pp. Bell. 10s. 6d. 
Xenophon. Anabasis, Book IV., ed. by W. H- 

Balgarnie. Crown 8vo. 88 pp. Clive. 3s. 6d. 

FOREIGN 

Aristotelis parva naturalia, rec. Guil. Biehl. 12mo. 
xvii, 168 pp. Leipzig, Teubner. 1 Mk. 80. 

Aristoteles. Commentaria in Aristotelem graeca, 
Edita consilio et auctoritate academiae literarum 
regiae borussicae. Vol. 1V. Part 5. Ammonius, 
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AESCHY LEA. 

Prom. VINCT. 

118. repudviov tker’ ert wédor. pp: 
594. wdava te vot] schol. GAN’ otk epoi 

dua To vyorevev. Read NOY KENOI? cf, 

489 zava] schol. roy votv. 

1062 6s 60’ od retAacpeEVvos 
« /, > ‘\ \ / > , 

6 Kopros, GAG Kat Atay elpypevos* 
Wevdnyopeiv yap ovK érlorarau. 

M has boggled at the word foliowing iar, 
and cipypevos is written after erasure. We 
have here a rhetorical formula not hitherto 
illustrated : Deinarch. 99, 35 od yap Weddds 
éoriv, GAAG Kal Avav addynOes 76... Antiphon 123, 
15 ob yap adarvys, GAAG Kal Aiav havepos... ust. 
459 od zapépyws GAAA Kat Alay TeEpLepyus. 
Lucian iii. 586 od puxpov obd€ etkatadpdvyrov 
mpaypa avakvKXeis, GAAS Kat Mav TOV azroppyTwv. 
Eur. Ale, 822-3. It is clear that we want a 
word in direct opposition to zerAacpévos, 
meaning true, genuine, as Plat. Tim. 26 E 
py tracbevta piOov adr’ adrnOwov Aoyov, Rep. 
485 E pi) retdAacpevws GAN’ GAnOds, Legg. 
642 D dAnOas kai od tt tAacTas, Bato (Kock 
iii. 329) rerAacpevus...kovK aAnOuwds, Isaeus 
70,9 Adyos wetAacpEevols Kai padptvTw od 
TaAnO7 paptvpotow : and I do not doubt the 
word was ér7Tvpos, conjectured already 
by Hartung. 

PERSAE. 

In this play there is a point of style which 
(so far as I know) has hardly been re- 
marked: at any rate 1 am sure that critics 

NO. CV. VOL. XII. 

have not duly appreciated its bearing upon 
many single phrases. Portraying Persians, 
and laying his scene in their chief city, 
Aeschylus has sought to add local colour to 
his picture by using Ionic words and [onic 
forms: e.g. BaiZew 13, dvaoBaixrov 577, 

covvrat 25, cod 665, ocvdnv 483: oridos 20, 
20, 369 ; éxupds 79, 90, dpyauw 132, vapneprh 
249, diatverbe 261, 1039, 1048, 1065; Bods 
401, iravrialew 410, 856, xdpupBa 414, 662 ; 
pacowvy 443, 710; Odpuyé 464, éreore 555, 
39; duaprdaréovs 541, Bapides 556, 1076, 
Baew 596, Baypara 640, eoxey 659, BadrdAnv 
660, Baoxe 667, 675 ; iOuve T75, éexiOvvov 862 ; 
mwvoKere 832, éyav 934, iav 939, dypérar 1005. 
noe in lists 21, 22, 26, 887, 894, 896, 963, 
976, 998; é&exetvwoev 763, verbs in -o/aro 
363, 372, 454; genitives in -owo 110, 868,1 
1571. Constructions: d€ in apodosi 418, 
enol Soxety 249, as eye “Sdxouv dpav, Tevyew 
191, dua 8 "Tadvwv yepas tutOa di? 'xpvyetv 
avakt’ avtov, as akovopev (this is very frequent 
in Hat.) 567, ro8’ to@ with infin. 176, 454, 
1438 ; Katros dé 265, kayo 5€549 being a use 
so common with Xenophon, I take to be 
Tonic. 

I do not mean, of course, that none of 
these is found anywhere else in tragedy, 
though very many of them are, in fact, 
found nowhere else: my conclusion is 
established by their multitude; and the 
occurrence of an Ionicism in the Persae is 
no warrant for admitting it in other plays. 

The same thing is to be observed in Trojan 
plays of Sophocles: in the Tpwidos, the 

1 The metre of 866 sqq. is that of a geographical 
passage in Stesich. 5. 

2 As Bothe corrected tur0a & expuyety. 
R 
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BdpBapov Opyvnpa, iat fr. 574, daeckn 569, 
époodyyat 577 and in the “Edévys Tépos/r. 
184 ; in the Iopeves, 472 id BardAnv, 474 
BapiBas, 477 wapacayyar: and aydiBorys is 
recorded from the Tetxpos of Ion. The 
subject will repay further investigation : 
meantime I may point in the Supplices to 
the Cyrenaic Botvw 134, 784, Bapis 849, 885, 
893, duida or duada (HK. M. 75, 22) 855, 860. 

In the Persae this principle has important 
applications. It is plain now why we find 
the Ionic forms xvaveov 82, evareréos 97, Avyea 
335 (cf. ynpadéa 174, zropdupéa 320). There 
need not now be any objection to éov in 13 ; 
nor, I think, to érav éxkowfoiato (in orat. 
obliqua) 453 ; and we see now a design in the 
frequent omission of augment in narrative, 
313, 316, 370, 419, 461, 493,509. Usually 
it is Epicism; here it is to help out the 
suggestion of Ionia ; and it is probable that 
oixwke 13, dAAvoav 464, edyero 501, eitiye 
509, oiaxocrpdyouv 769 should not be 
Atticized. 

It is well known that the lengthening of 
a vowel before zp etc. was studiously avoided 
by Aeschylus. But in the Persae we find 
three notable exceptions: 220 airod ravd’ 
amotpotiv TeA€tv, 165 ’Aaidos pyAotpodov, 784 
Eépéns 0 euos mats véos eov véa dpovet. This 
last—where the lengthening occurs between 
two words—is unparalleled in Attic. But 
in Jonic it is quite natural; with the old 
Jonic writers this lengthening is normal, and 
is not affected by the division of the words. 
Finding, then, in the same phrase the Ionic 
eov, I take the whole, véos éov véa dpovet, to 
be an actual quotation—from ! Archilochus, 
most probably. In 765 we have the old 
Tonic epithet of Asia, Archil. 26 6 8 ’Acins 
Kaptepos pnAotpodov, and 220 I believe to be 
an established religious formula, since in 
Eur. Phoen. 586 we find & eo, yévow be Tavs’ 
GTOTPOTOL KAKOV. 

Finally, the passionate repetition of words 
259, 988, 993, 1002, 1056, is a representation 
of the Oriental style, and is employed for 
the same purpose by Euripides with ludicrous 
effect in his admirable burlesque-portrait of 
the Phrygian, Or. 1362 sqq. It is just as 
much dramatic characterization as the 
dithyrambics of the Asiatic mourners in Cho. 
422 sqQ. 

243 ovdap’, <adAd\’> éyyn 

296 opus 8 avdykn rnpovas Bpotovs épev 
Gedy diddvtwv: wav [8] dvarrvEas rabos 
deEov" 

1 JT suspect that ZYheb. 747 is borrowed from a 
trochaic of Archilochus metakdD © GAKH OC 
oAtyov 

a 

vm we 
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When a speaker turns and gives ap order 
as the outcome of a reflexion, no connecting 
particle is used ; Cho. 708, 903, Ag. 1657, 
1 Supp. 489, Eur. Bacch. 770, HF. 722, Ar. 
Lys. 424, Herodas i. 79, tv. 80. 

423 vavayiov 7’ avOotca kat hovov Bporav 

for zAjOovca followed by émAyjOvovt Cf. Ag. 
664, 1.7. 292, Nicephorus (Walz LRhet. i. 
495) vexp@v amrav 76 rediov avGet. 

THEB. 

25 schol. otk éumup ovpdpevos. Read ovx 
éurupevopevos. Verbs were formed at’ will in 
-evw, -evouo1, and another I restore in Aesch. 
fr. 60 tis wor’ éo6 6 povodpavtis; AXadXAOs, 
ddpatevuv cbéve (= ddpaveor). 

100. xrvmov dédopxa: ratayos ovx Evds Sopds. 

‘—that was never the clash of a single spear !’ 
Among the phenomena of panic terror, which 
Aeschylus is here portraying, exaggeration 
was so well recognised that it became a 
commonplace: see Drakenborch and Hein- 
sius on Sil. Ital. i. 500, iv. 8, Claudian i 
Eutrop. ii. 70, p. 347 Burm. Cf. Sallust 
Cat. 31, 58.2. A spear clanks, and in the 
disordered condition of their senses (favra- 
Covra S€ tadta wavta schol. 80) the women 
imagine that they hear an army. 

154 wédw Sopirovoev pn mpoddvt- 
es €TEpoO pow oTpaTe.. 
AuTHpio. <0’ > apdpuiBavres THAW 
dciEa? as didoToXeas. 

An interrupted sentence: ‘show your 
patriotism by not abandoning the city but 
protecting it.’ 

205. The schol. must be punctuated thus : 
ebtpov O& 6 AioxvAos Tapa TH “Opyjpw 0 ‘ Getov 
Sicovra dyava’—7apa yotv TO eis TO adTo 
dyelpecOau ‘ dyava.’ etrev—tHv ov K.T.E. 

230. Lycophr. 1411. 

254. édoAvypov tepov eupedAT Tardviroy (or 
ciped) for eipevn? Cf. Pers. 395 ob yap os 
poyn waav’ epipvow oe pvov “EXAnves TOTE, 
GAN és waxnv Sppavres erWxw Opava. Eteocles 

is appealing to the women not to shriek and 
wail in discordant notes of terror (avew, 
Aakdlew 169, roudr’ erevxov py pirocrovus 
Geois pnd’ év patacors Kayplors Todvypacw 266), 
but to raise a decent and harmonious hymn 
for victory. To the * Thesawr. add Pollux 
Vendo: 

2 Mosch. de pass. mul. p. 24. 12 iAedrara kal 
evmedéotata (cited by Hase) should be evpevéorarta, 
a regular combination. 
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269 schol. dare civar aitds ¢€Bdouos for 
éoriv. Theophr. Char. xx. vdwp...dakkatov 
[Gore civar Yoxpov]. 

273 Kat prveww % 

292 schol. “Apewov wediov mpoepytar. Men- 
tion of it has probably dropped out from 
schol. 102. 

292 wapa tév Troditav is a separate gloss 
on 7oXiraus. 

305 kat roAews pitopes <éor’> 

323 schol. repiooov. 

343 ti éx tOvd cixdoat TéXOS Tapa; for 

Adyos ? ef. 142. 

568 Gore wepi cod A€yeoOar is a separate 
gloss on Aéyew: cf. 984 schol. 

607 cuws dé kai To? cf. 540. 

679 schol. cis 76 airoxrovetv for eis tavTov 
> 

OUv. 

711 Karapas Oidirdda Tas repiOvpous TeAEcaL 
BraWidpovos- 

wavdoXerup 8’ "Epis €€oT pvvet, 

for 8’ gprs & drpvve. The correction is the 
easiest possible in the eyes of those ac- 
quainted with minuscule writing: consult 
Bast. Greg. Cor. p. 711, Cobet V.LZ. 68, 219, 
224, 236, V.LZ. 120, 289. For the function 
of “Epis see Hom. A 439-45, E 517, 
A 73, Y 48, & 535, Hes. Scwt. 148, 156, 
Quint. Smyrn. v. 31, vii. 166, Nonn. D. i. 
358, and (in reference to our story) Eur. 
Phoen. 351, 800. 

752 redevav yap taraipatwv apav 
Bapetar kataddayai 

(for réAeva*). reXevac would necessarily be a 
predicate. 

767 zatpodovw xept TOV 
KpELOTOTEKVWV T Gupatwv etrayxOy, 

804 dvomdrpws: cf. 822, Pers. 275. 

907 [as] ‘ép<e>arnv...’ Cf. Ag. 381. 

910 dveaiwy odé y a Texotoa! 

927 

976 The last word may have been roApy- 
parwv (Phoen. 1226) or one recorded by 
Hesych., 6rAnyatrwv: Kaxorabnuatwv, and the 
beginning perhaps d/dupa tporat’. 

996 Soxotvra kat dofov7’t Plat. Phileb. 
\ A ~ 12 A euol pev mavtws viKav 7Oov7 SoKet Kat 

dd€et. 

apa<s> ratpwous Tifels aabets. 

SUPPLICES. 

Study of the errors in this play—the last 
in cod. M—has convinced me that it was 
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copied directly, or certainly at no more than 
one remove, from an Egyptian papyrus. 

79 dda, Geol yeverat, 
KAver’ ed 70 Sikavov idovres: 
9 X / 

7Ba pa TéA€ov 
ddvres Exew Tap’ aicav 
9 er , 

UBpw & éripws orvyovtes 
/, >A 4 /, 

méXour’ av EvdiKoL yajous. 

Usually a comma is placed at iddévres and 
médor’ ay translated as though it were 
mé)ourTe. 

123, 134 tredpat. 

255 apos ratr’ dpeiBov kat Aéyer’ edGapceis 
éuot mpos tadta in its adverbial use always 
means ‘in face of this,’ trovtwy ovtws éxovTor, 
referring to a case already presented. What 
we require here is tovrwy dpeiBov y civer’ 
eiOapons euot ‘for that, you may answer 
with assurance’: see, for instance, Ar. 
Nub. 420-2 Blaydes. 

322 7d mévoodov viv dvopwa <Kat> tTovTov 
dpdcov. Cf. 324. wavoodoy is a compli- 
mentary epithet ; cf. Plat. Theag. 122 D, 
A.P. vi. 357, v. 308, Coluthus 266. 

327 Soxetre <yotv> por possibly. yoty is 
often corrupted through compendium to ye," 
which would easily have been omitted 
here. 

349 Does not Bapvs ye pevrou indicate a 
lacuna before this line ? ; 

499 roddOv Tad Hiv eorw HEwpéva, 
aidotov €b peovta mpogevov AaPetv. 

The point is, I think, a patron who is both 
gracious to suppliants (aidotwv pogelvev 
Hegesipp. A.P. xiii. 12) and strong, in- 
fluential, prosperous—who has at once the 
will and the power to protect. The reason 
for the many conjectures is the feeling that, 
though in Pers. 604 we have drav 8’ 6 daipwv 
eipon, ‘there daiuwv is not so much a per- 
sonification as a synonym of rx’ (Paley), 
and could not be said of a person. In the 
language of the Stoics however, ectpoety 
evpous, evpoia were commonly applied not 

only to things (in which sense evpoia was 

recognised by Phrynichus, Bekk. An. 29. 25 
Eipota: etdapovia kal edruxia: Tapa To Kad@s 
peiv tov Biov), but also to persons (Upton 

Index to Arr. Epictet.); and if the same use 

be admitted here, there is no need for the 

compound verb, as will be seen from the 

two following passages (which should be 

added to the Lexicons): Theognis 639 
> , - 

modAdke rap Sogav te Kal Amida yiyveTae €v 

1 Restore yoor for y’ in Eur. Heracl. 998, for re in 

Menand. 102 Kock. 
R 2 
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a pd) cielo’ ; 
petv épy’ dvdpav. Aristid. ii. 244 d6ev dara, 

a cal X» A + (nreiv, Kal wOTEpov pet TA TaVTA 7H Ov" EyVHraY 
MEVTAV KAKO@S PeovTA TA TAVTA aVTOLS. 

512 vatrnv ayovras tévd’ 

vavotnp (worshipper) Wecklein; vaornv 
might be suggested. But I suppose Danaos, 
who calls himself vavkAnpos 183, to have 

been presented on the stage vauxAxpov Tpdzots 
(Soph. Philoct. 128), ornatu nauclerico Plaut. 
Mil. 1177, where the garb is described. 

544 yevod rohupvjotup, eparrop ‘lodvs: 
Aiaé tou yevos edxope elvan 
yas amd Tac8’ évoixov 

for évoixo.: 7.¢. dm évoikov Taade yas, ‘we 
claim to be of thine own race, by descent 
from an inhabitant of this land.’ That is 
what they are claiming as the ground of 
their appeal throughout this chorus: see 
especially 588-600.  déar (sic) for dias is 
Pauw’s conjecture. 

563 Kat BabirAovrov xOdva Kat 
a? , , = 

tas ’Adpoditas rodvrvpov atav. 

Schol. 564 Dowiknv: jv tepav ’Adpoditns dyat 
dua. BYBAov «at A(Bavov—the famous seats of 
the worship of Adonis and Aphrodite, the 
Supia Geds (Hdt. i. 805 Stein, 131, iii. 8, 
Pausan. i. 14. 6, iv. 31. 2, vii. 26. 7, Sappho 
Walz Jthet. ix. 136): see Lucian zepi ris 
Supins Geod 5 and 8, Strabo 755, Eustath. on 
Dionys. Perieg. 912 p. 161 Hudson, 7... 
iii. 30, 569 (Philo Byblius), Nonn. D. iii. 
108, iv. 80, 243, xvi. 168, xx. 143, xxxi. 
1962202, xxx. 9.cxli. I-sgq:,- 101,427; a 
131, xvi. 202 (p. 355 Mackail), Themist. 
xxxill. p. 301 B, Callisthenes p. 11 Miiller, 
Claudian de Phoenice 66 p. 1046 Burm. 
(where more may be found). Paley is 
followed in a strange error by Wecklein 
and Tucker, imagining that PiBdrov Kat 
AiBavov (sic) refers to BafvirXovror. 

598-607 are a pair of questions and 
answers : 

otp. 598 ri’ av Ocdv evdixwréporow 
KekAoipav evAGyuws em’ Epyots ; 

X \ SN 

Tatynp puTovpyos <avTos>... 
avtistp. 603 im’ dpxas 8 ovtwos Godlwv 

TO [LELOV KPELDTOVOV KPATUVEL ; 
uM + ec 4 ' / ovTivos avwhev Huevov céBet KATY, 

mTapeot. © eépyov ws eos 
oretoal TL TGV BovALos héeper ppv. 

‘Is there none beneath whose rule he sits 
with power less than a mightier’s?’ ‘None 
is there upon a higher throne for him to 
hold in awe, but he may execute forthwith 
aught that his counselling mind may lay 
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before him.’ Cf. Pers. 244-5, Hum. 429. 
This arrangement gives a satisfactory ac- 
count of 605, which is otherwise sadly 
tautological, and still more so if kpary (or 
kparos) be a right conjecture for xatw. The 
language (BovAvs Auratus for dovAL0s) 
alludes to the functions of the two assem- 
blies at Athens: Aeschin. 71. 21 and the 
grammarians on zpoPovAcipa, tpoBovdcvew. 
Zeus requires no sanction for his policy ; he 
possesses not only the deliberative power 
but also the uncontrolled executive. 

642 ray Te or yay Te. 

760 Remove the stop at ovdé. Danaos 
interposes, completing the construction (cf. 
Plat. Gorg. 467 a); but the chorus them- 
selves continue their sentence at 763. So 
also in 767 there should be no stop at 
éralovres, Where they are again interrupted 
by Danaos. 

792 ddvkrov 0 ovkér’ Gy TéeAOL <Tédos>* 
KeAawvdxpov b& tadAeTar irov Keap. 

801 zpos ov6’ idpndra 

815 Schol. retrer <6 Kai>. 

817 deoreB7 as Ar. Av. 897% 

819 Avotyap’ dye’ ede, TaTEp. 

KATABAC €iC 

9 
€upw. 

839 ath KaBBas vadyv for 

KATAKQACEIC 
ave kakkas vu 

Cr. Stesich. 8 d€ras éoxatréBawev xpvoeov 
‘into the vessel.’ (kaBBas and xataBas 
Paley.) 

861 For ynovdoumiatarira 
Kedevw Bia pebeobar 
ixap ppevi 7 arav 

I conjecture 
ti ov, SovriaxaTita. ; 
KéAopar Boav peberbar 
(ti yap ;) ppevarrarar. 

gpevararav had been already discerned by 
Burges. 

876 Babéa, Babvpirpe, kaka rabov 4 

888 imé€poyy’ trAdoK. as pdprr 836, or 
brepoyxvAdcke t 

909 SdKos, ax<os méya> 

937 should be punctuated jxovea: Tovros 
(&’) ovdapds pro£evov, as the article shows: 
contrast 475 xovea paotixtipa Kapdias 
Aéyov, and cf. 465 jxovea: 473 aivrypat@des 
TOUTOS. 

972 povoppvOpovs ddmovs = povorpdrrous : 
cf. idudppvOpor)(KowoPBiaxol. 
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1001 rtipiw yépa? 

1012 xyrevpara.? 

1073 Zeis dvaé aroarepoi— 
n yap.ov Svodvopa 
Sdiov, daep Ia 

arnpovas eAvoat’ av 
xelpt mavmvia, KaTa&oxXETOV 
evmevel Bia KTicas. 

‘May Zeus preserve us, even as he delivered 
To again out of her aftliction, after making 
her possessed by kindly violence,’ dazep 
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is Auratus’ correction of do7ep, at mine of 
ev, and for xaracxéOwv Weil restored xardo- 
xerov :—the word must have been an adjec- 
tive, and no other is textually probable ; 
but the sense of it must be karoxov. Cf. 
Eum. 17 réyvyns 8€ vw Zeds evOeov xtioas 
gpéva, where the schol. notes that xricou= 
roujoat is a favourite use of Aeschylus (with 
an adjective, also Hum. 717, Cho. 1058, 
Pers. 292), 

WatLtTeR HEADLAM, 

(To be continued.) 

THE MINOR WORKS OF XENOPHON. 

(Continued from Vol. XI., p. 425.) 

X. ApontoGciA SocratTIs. 

WE will try this by the same test of 
language which we have applied to other 
disputed works. 

The ds =dore, Which X. alone, or almost 
alone, of Attic prose writers employs, is 
found in 16 (as tév aAXoTpiwv pndevds Tpoo- 
SetaOar). “Ev6a ‘where’ occurs in 23. 
icxupos=avv, opddpa will be found in 5 
(icxvpGs ayapevos) and 28 (émOupnrys pev 
inxup@s adrov): petov in 24 and 26: ovv in 
24 (Atos kat Hpas kat tov adv TovTots Gear); ered 
of time 3, 4, 14, 33. We have seen before 
that X. likes a construction such as 7 paora 
‘in the easiest way’ (7), where other writers 
usually employ not 7 but another word: 
and we have had occasion to notice the 
poetical Ajyw (8), eippoortvy (8), ebrabera 
(18), caradnAos (23), weyadtvw (32), as words 
which he rather affects. Awpeto@a: (17) is 
used chiefly by the poets, hardly ever in 
oratory (Isocr. 4. 26), never in comedy or in 
Thucydides, occasionally in X. and Plato. 
Still more uncommon in Attic prose is ot 
yewapevor (20) which even Plato does not 
use, but X. Mem. 1. 4. 7 does. “Oppa is 
often used by Plato, constantly by Aristotle, 
occasionally by X. (e.g. Symp. 1. 9: de Re 
Eq. 11. 9), otherwise uncommon in prose. 
Anyone who observes dupa and 6¢6adpds in 
Aristophanes and the comic fragments will 
be able to measure the extent to which each 
was in familiar use. Kvdpos (29) is known 
to us chiefly from poets: it occurs however 
de Re Eq. 10.16. The starting-point of the 

Apologia is the peyadAnyopia (1 twice and 2) 
of Socrates; the very word is distinctly 
Xn., for X. uses the verb peyadnyopetv three 
times (An. 6. 3.18: Cyr. 4. 4.2: 7. 1. 17) 
and the adjective peyadyyopos once (Cyr. 7. 
1. 17), while elsewhere it hardly occurs 
(Aesch. hed. 565: Eur. Heracl. 356). 

I will enumerate a few other uncommon 
words: Suacadyvifo (1: Mem. 3. 1. IL: 
R.L. 4. 3). The simple cadyvi~w occurs 
several times in X., otherwise usually in 
poetry : cf. cadyvjsin poetry and (cadyvéews) 
Herodotus: diay/yvopor with participle (3: 
half a dozen times in X., otherwise rare: 
ef. diaBeBioxévar with participle just before) : 
Buoredw (6: Oec. 15. 3: 20. 15 and often in 
X.): edpévera (7: cdperys rare in prose, often 
in poets and X.): zpogev@ (7: An. 6.5. 14): 
prodpovetoba (7: often in X. and Plato, 
not common otherwise: X. has ¢iAddpwv 
also half a dozen times): émioxeyis (8 : three 
or four times in X.): €rouudfopar middle (8 : 
Cyr. 3. 3. 5): dudirdeyw (12. An. 1. 5. 11. 
"Audio Byrd is the usual word. Cf. the Xn. 
dpiroyos): cvpBovrAevpa (13: de Re Lg. 9. 
12: a very rare synonym for cvpPovdz) : 
imephépw (15: Mem. 3. 5. 13 and twice in 
R.L.) + e& drov(wep) since (16 and 27: An. 7. 
8.4: Cyr. 8. 2. 15: quite rare) : icopoipia 
(21: Cyr. 2. 2, 21, 22): Aurapyréeov (23: 

Nurapeiv Occ. 2.16: Cyr. 1. 4. 6: Hell. 3. 5. 

12): épéreoOat, rapererOar (23 and 27: we 

have seen before that ézoua is not used 
freely in prose, though it and its compounds 

oceur often in X. and one or two other 

writers): mpooBards (23: An, 4. 3. 12: 8, 
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9): mpooebi~e (25: Hipparch. 1. 17: Cyr. 
8. 1. 36): dporoyoupevws (27: Cec. 1. Dye 
etrpayev (27: edpayia Occ. 9. 12): edbupy- 

réov (27: etOvpetoOar, edOvpia several times 
in X.): Sovdorpemjs (30: Mem. 2. 8. 4): 
kaxodoéia (31: kaxodokev Mem. i 7. 22and 

3. 6. 17: Kaxddoéos Ages. 4. 1: the words 
are very rare): éuadaxicato (33. This rare 
aorist middle instead of éuadaxicOyv is only 
quoted from Cyr. 4, 2. 21). 

@avdrov id cod SuwxecOa (21) is like 
Hell. 7. 3. 6 rovrovot duwxKopev Oavarov, unless 
rept Oavdrov is the right reading there: in any 
case we have iadyew Oavarov ib. 1. 3. 19: 2. 
3.12: 5.4.24. In 23 dre dé ovTws eyliyvwcke 
KaTadynAdrepov eyevero ered xK.7T.A. Is the 
irregular imperfect in oratio obliqua (for 
yeyveoxot or yryvéoxer) which we have seen 
before to be rather characteristic of X., 
here facilitated by its coming before the 
past tense on which it depends. For 
droxtetvw used of the accuser (26 and 29) 
cf. Hell. 2. 3. 32 (karnyopav dzéxrewwev adtovs) 
and 35. Oi éuot e’vot in 27 reminds us of 
oi tuérepor Svopevets in Hell. 5. 2. 33. "Ere 
Oupnris pev ixxupds avrod (28) ‘a great lover 
of his company,’ is like Mem. 1. 2. 60 
TodXors eribupntis AaBwv (also of Socrates) 
and 7b. 1. 2. 5 rots éavrod émOvpodrvras. 
With dppworos tiv Woynv (30) cf. Cec. 4. 2 
at Wvuxal odd dppwordrepar yiyvovra. The 
antithesis of é« rjs adyopas and ék THs Wryijs 
in 18 is found also in Symp. 4. 41. 

There are a few things that should be 
pointed out as slightly noticeable and not 
Xn. There seems no precise parallel any- 
where for éxA7On eis THY Séxynv (1) nor perhaps 
for Bpaxéa in cuveyevounv Bpaxea 7H “Avitov 
io (30). Ido not know if épp76y is else- 
where used impersonally (1 ottws éppyjOn io 
Swxpdtovs), but it is justified by eipyrat. 
This impersonal use, though much commoner 
in perfects and pluperfects, is also found in 
aorists. We have it again in jw viv Kxata- 
Kpi0n pov (7), with which cf. Plato Polit. 
299 A dv & adv xatabydicOy. “AAytvw (8) 
is just such a word as we often find in X., 
known to us otherwise from the poets, and 
we actually find in him ddyos (Symp. 8. 37) 
and aAyndwv (Mem. 1. 2. 54): oikrigw (4) is 
another word of the same kind. X. has not 
elsewhere civar after dvopalw (13 oiwvors... 
ovopalovet Tovs tpoonpaivovtas e«ivat), but 
Plato and Herodotus have. Symp. 6.2 orav 
diadizwpev (i.e. A€yovtes) is practically the 
same as ovruwore dueAurov Lntdv (16). Meya- 
Nivery €avtov (32) is usually expressed by 
peyadvverOar. Schneider says agvopaxdpirtos 
(34) is not Xn. It is not, but a&érawos, 
aéidKovaTos, agiepactos, afiobavpacros, and 
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half a dozen similar coinages are. In fact 
he is fond of making up these words with 
dévo-.  Olwvornpiov (12) is probably not 
found elsewhere in good Greek, but X. has 
olwviZopat, ® rare verb, two or three times. 
No other authority than 25 is cited for 
avopaTroouats. 

There seems to be nothing in the use of 
particles which is different from Xn. usage, 
and the absolute disregard of hiatus is quite 
in accordance with it. 

So far, therefore, as the language goes, 
there is, I should say, nothing against X.’s 
authorship, and a great deal in its favour. 
The language, like the spirit, of the work is 
quite Xn. Nor can I see anything else that 
need dispose us to doubt. The repetition of 
a few sections that occur in the Memorabilia 
seems a very insufficient reason. The two 
books may have been written at different 
times, and the sections they have in common 
are only a small part even of the short 
Apologia. Nor are these sections verbally 
identical: they vary a little in places, and 
in a way which perhaps suggests the same 
author writing at different times rather than 
a copyist, who would probably have varied 
either less or very much more. Thus it is 
the Apol. which tells us that ro daipovov 
stopped Socrates twice, when he was going 
to meditate on his defence, unless indeed dés 
should be added in the Wem. So again the 
words in 4 % é«k Tov Adyou olkticavres 7 
emixapitws eimovtas (dreA\voav) with their 
unusual but not unexampled construction 
(cf. Mem. 2, 2, 5 and 2, 7, 8) do not seem the 
work of a mere imitator. Oixticayvres is not 
at all an imitator’s word: he would have 
been much more likely to use éAejoartes. 
Indeed, as far as these things go, Geel’s 
contention that the passage in Jem. was 
added later from the Apol. seems at least as 
likely as the contrary hypothesis. In any 
case it is only about a fifteenth part of Apol. 
that is found also in Mem., and the rest of 
the matter is quite reason enough for separ- 
ate treatment. We may bear in mind the 
parallel case of the parts, much more 
extensive, which the Hell. and the Ages. have 
in common. It is, perhaps, not very good 
work, but the same may be said of portions 
of the Memorabilia; and in spite of Schneider, 
who finds ineptitude in every second sentence, 
it does not seem to fall conspicuously below 
the level of X. In general tone and spirit 
it agrees perfectly well with the Jem. 
Geel and Cobet (V.Z. p. 678) seem therefore 
justified in regarding it as a sort of con- 
cluding chapter to that work, if by this 
expression (Memorabilium partem ultimam 
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Cobet) they mean not strictly a chapter or 
integral part, but rather a closely connected 
pendant. , 

Since the above was written, I have been 
glad to find Schanz, for the completion of 
whose critical edition of Plato all Platonic 
students hope against hope, giving an 
opinion in favour of the Xn. authorship : 
see his Apologia (Platonis) of 1893, p. 83. 

Schenkl, who holds the Apologia to be a 
rhetorical exercise of the second century B.C., 
has given in the third part (1876) of his 
Xenophontische Studien a useful summary of 
a collation of the two MSS. on which the 
text mainly depends. 

1. &cdHOy «is rHv Siknv should possibly be 
<mpos> exA76y «is. See above. 

uid, wavres érvxov THs peyadnyoptas avTov: 
© kal dprov Gt. TO dvTL ovTws EéppyjOy b7o 
Swxparovs. 

Schneider takes érvyov to mean ‘hit,’ 
‘succeeded in representing,’ and this is the 
only meaning it could very well have. But 
the reasoning would be very bad. ‘All 
writers have succeeded in representing the 
dignity of his language, and this shows that 
it really was dignified.’ What they really 
did was somehow to bear witness to it. 
Some participle or participial phrase has 
been lost, which went with érvxov (‘they all 
agreed in’), but whether the missing word 
expressed ‘mentioning’ or, as others have 
thought, ‘admiring,’ or something else, it is 
beyond our power to say. 

5. ef cat TO Oecd Soxet ewe BeAtiov civar HOH 
TeNevTav. 

The sense seems to require enor. ‘ Better 
that I should die’ might mean ‘better for 
Athens,’ etc., not ‘better for me.’ The 
words in 33 point clearly to the change, éret 
éyvw tod ere Lav 70 TeOvavas ade Kpettrov evar : 
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cf. 1 gaurd jyeito aiperdrepov civar tod Biov 
Gdvarov. On the other hand we have the 
accusative in the parallel place Mem. 4, 8, 6 
ci TO OG Soxet BeAriov civar eve reAevTav TOV 
Biov 75n. I am inclined to éoc in both 
places. 

Y. ravrnv (rHv ddéav) avadaivev «i Baptvw 
Tous Sukaords, aipyoopat k.t.’. Read Bapvva. 

ll. éret Qvovra yé pe...kai ot adAou ot 
mapatvyxdvovres Edpwv Kat avros MéAnros, et 
eBovXero. 

Surely «i €BovAero implies an av with the 
verb of the apodosis, ‘might have seen me, 
had he wished.’ Kav airés seems better 
than xayv of dAXo. They did see him and 
Meletus might have seen him. 

14. dveitey 6’ArdAXOV pydeva elvar avOpo- 
mov éuov pyre ehevfepudtepov pare Sixarorepov 
pjre cwdpovéertepov. 

The conjecture may be hazarded that we 
should add pire codatepov. Wisdom 
certainly ought to be specified, and cwd¢po- 
véorepov does not express it. In 16 
SovAcvovTa Tais TOD GHpaTos ériGvpiars ANSWers 
to cwdpovéotepov, eAcvOepusrepov and dixar0- 
tepov are repeated, and we then come to 
codov Sé Tas obK ay TIs cikdTws avdpa Pycetey 
eéva. (where I am not convinced with 
Hirschig and Schenkl that éué should be 
inserted) «.7.A. 

20. dAXa vat pa Ala, ep 6 MedXyrtos, 
éxeivous olda ods ov méreikas col meiHer Oat 
padXov 7) Tots yewvapevots. 

Should éxetvous be éviovs ? 
22. éppyOn pev dndov ote x.7.X. 
Probably piv <otv>, or 6) has been lost 

before 87-Aov : pev 5y occurs 31 and 34. 
26. Probably otda <8’> dru. 
29. ovTds éote Kai 6 ViKOV. 
Perhaps gorau, ‘ will prove.’ 
33. mpos TGA’ ayaa would seem more 

proper than zpos Tada taya6d. 
HerBert RICHARDS. 

HERODOTUS ON THE DIMENSIONS OF THE PYRAMIDS. 

I venture, though neither archaeologist 
nor Egyptologist, to ask the attention of 
those who are such to a few remarks on 
the topic proposed above, because there 
seems to be at this time some danger that 
the gain of their rich discoveries may be 
turned unnecessarily to an indirect loss, in 
depreciating, or rather destroying at all 
points, the credibility of an author upon 
whom, after all, we depend for much 
information not to be had from hieroglyphs. 

The interpretation of what Herodotus says 
about the size of the Pyramids is disputable ; 
it is perhaps open to fresh light ; but of this 
at least I am sure, that, if we must accept the 
interpretation, which appears to content 
some recent investigators, the testimony of 
Herodotus is universally worthless. He is 
convicted of that ‘crass negligence’ 
which, in its effect upon the value of a 
witness, is as damaging as deliberate fraud. 

Describing first the larger of the two 
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great pyramids, the Pyramid of Cheops, 
Herodotus says (2. 125) that ‘every way 
each face of its square is 8 plethra’, rijs 
éotl mavTaxn pétwrov exactov oxTd mAEOpa, 
éovons tetpaywovov. Describing next the 
smaller of the two, the Pyramid of 
Chephren, he says (ib. 127) that ‘it does 
not come up to the dimensions of the 
other’s pyramid, for those of this one we! 
measured ourselves’ (és péev Ta éxeivov pétpa 
ovK dVvnKovcaV' TalTa yap Ov Kal Hes 
énerpyoapev), and that ‘in laying his first 
foundation (made of variegated Aethiopian 
marble) Chephren came forty feet short of the 
other, and then built it so as in the same 
size to keep near the big one’: izodeipas dé 
Tov mpatov ddpov AGov AiftoriKod roukidrov, 
TecoepaKovta Todas broBas THs éTépns, THUTO 
peyabos exomevnv THs peyadyns oikoddunoe. 
The last words are not clear and perhaps 
corrupt. But they are clear enough for our 
present purpose ; and if we make allowance 
for a colloquial writer not provided with 
mathematical science, they may appear not 
incapable of complete explanation. That 
exouevny THS peyadys, near to the big one, 
means something more and other than that 
the second pyramid stood near the first 
appears from the relation of these words to the 
context. The proximity of the two monu- 
ments in position is separately mentioned in 
the next sentence, ‘they stand both on 
the same hill’, éordou. d& emi Addov rod 
avtov apdotrepat. The nearness marked 
by éxyouevnv must therefore be a meta- 
phorical proximity, a proximity in size ; 
and indeed, unless we understand it so, 
Herodotus, after assuring us that he actually 

took the dimensions of the lesser pyramid, 
incomprehensibly omits all indication 
of them, except as to the size of the base. 
The metaphor seems to be that of a follower, 
who, starting at a certain distance behind 
another, €yerau airod ‘ keeps with him’, or 
maintains the same distance throughout. 
So Chephren, or his pyramid, beginning 
with a slightly smaller base, ‘kept’, so 
to speak ‘the same size near to’ the 
model which it followed. The accusative 
tavTd éyaos (if correct) gives the 
definition or measure of the proximity 
denoted by éxouévnv, as when one thing is 
is said tocovtovs mddas améyew, to be so 
many feet distant, from another. That is to 
say, in such more appropriate and technical 
language as would be used by a modern 
writer or a Greek of scientific times, the 

* The plural probably includes some guide or 
companion ; of himself Herodotus habitually speaks 
in the singular. 
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two pyramids were similar in figure, but 
with a difference, relatively small, in scale. 
If necessary (though I think otherwise), we 
may suppose that before tadutd péyabos, we 
should insert xara, or make some other 
correction in the same sense. This question 
however, for our present purpose, may be 
set aside. Since at any rate Herodotus 
notes the small difference of size in the 
bases, and notes no other such difference, 
distinct from the difference mentioned and 
not connected with it, he clearly meant to 
give upon the whole an _ impression 
approximately such as we have deduced, that 
the pyramids were similar in shape and 
proportions, and were nearly of the same 
bulk. 
Now in all this, his representation, within 

such limits of accuracy as he leads us to 
expect, is true; indeed it has more exact- 
ness than, all things considered, we should 
look for. The use of so large a unit as the 
100-foot plethron marks at once that Hero- 
dotus speaks in round numbers, and makes 
no pretence to a precision which was pro- 
bably beyond his means and opportunities. 
As to the form of the pyramids he is right, 
and as to their size and scale he is nearly 
right. To the pyramid of Cheops he gives 
a base of 800 Greek feet (i.e., about 776 
English feet) square; to that of Chephren 
a base of 760 Greek feet square. The pre- 
sent measurements appear to be, in Hnglish 
feet, about 755 and 706 respectively.2 At 
the most Herodotus is out by about 20 feet 
in ‘8 plethra’, and allowing for the uncer- 
tainty of restoration, his error may probably 
be less. So far then, he is at least as good 
as his promise. 

But in the description of the larger pyr- 
amid there are three words which we have 
not yet cited. ‘Every way’ he says ‘each 
face of its square is 8 plethra, and the height 
equal,’ ths eat TavTaXn péTwWTOV EKATTOV OKTM 
mACpa, Kal wwWos ioov. Taking these last 
words with the rest of his description, what 
sense are we to put on them? Recent Egypt- 
ology, as represented by the elaborate and 
useful commentary of Alfred Wiedemann,? 
seems content to say that, according to 
Herodotus, the vertical height of Cheops’ 
pyramid was equal to the side of its base, 
z.e., 800 Greek feet. The present vertical 
height is given as 4814 English feet, and 
the original height, in the feet of Herodotus, 
cannot have much exceeded 500. We are 
to believe then that Herodotus, while giving 

2 Flinders Petrie, Pyramids of Gizeh ; Wiedemann 
(cited below). 

3 Leipzig, Teubner, 1890, 
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the measure of the base with fair accuracy, 
has, roughly speaking, doubled the height. 
Now the point upon which I would insist 

is this. If Herodotus meant to combine 
this statement with the rest of his state- 
ments about the matter, then not any state- 
ment of his about anything deserves atten- 
tion in respect of its truth. The objection 
has been considered by many (Rawlinson, 
Blakesley, and Stein), but has not perhaps 
been presented with full effect. As a mere 
error in judging a great vertical height, the 
discrepancy would be pardonable, though 
excessive. We might excuse also, though 
surely with some difficulty, the utterly false 
picture of the object, which would result 
from the proportions alleged. We might 
perhaps suppose that Herodotus had not 
formed, and could not form, any notion of 
how a pyramid would look, if its vertical 
height were equal to the side of its square 
base. But what shall we say of his con- 
sistency with himself? If he allowed him- 
self to think that the greater pyramid (of 
Cheops) had 8 plethra of vertical height, 
then what, in the face of his own words, did 
he suppose to be the heiyht of that of Chephren ? 
The two are nearly of the same height, as 
any observer must see. In fact Chephren’s, 
‘The Great Pyramid,’ stands a little the 
higher by advantage of ground, and only 
measurement can discover that it is really 
less, a discovery which the generality of 
spectators do not make,! though Herodotus 
did. Now he says that he did ‘measure 
the dimensions’ of the lesser pyramid, and 
happens to be supported,? if he needed it, 
by a statement of Diodorus, that this one 
was accessible to ascent. The dimensions 
which he measured, in such fashion as he 
could, were necessarily the external dimen- 
sions, the principal lines of the monument. 
He knew then approximately, upon his own 
showing, that its measurement along the 
angle, from base to summit, was what it was, 

that is to say, a little less than 800 of his, 
feet. Yet in the face of this he is to tell us 

that the vertical height of the greater pyra- 
mid was 800 such feet ; and therefore, that 
the vertical height of Chephren’s (being, as 
he could see and gives us to understand, but 

little less) was little less than 800 such feet, 
the rule by which he calculates being appar- 
ently that the vertical height of a climbable 
hill is about equal to the length of the climb! 
What reason have we to suppose, that such 
was the measure of his intelligence ? 

Perhaps not many, if the case had been 

1 Wiedemann ad Joc. 
* Steine ad loc., Wiedemann ad loc, 
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fully stated, would have been content so to 
suppose. And even the alleged discrepancy 
between Herodotus and fact has encountered 
a fair suspicion. It has been suggested (by 
Rawlinson, Stein, and others), in order to 
diminish this discrepancy, that by ‘height’ 
he means ‘height of the side’, z.e., the length 
of an imaginary perpendicular drawn upon 
the face from summit to base. It must 
however be admitted that to this, the only 
conciliation proposed,? there are serious 
objections. One, founded upon the ‘ Greek 
usage’ of the word twos, is perhaps answer- 
able ; it shall be considered presently. But 
two others, I think, are not easily answer- 
able. First, as a defence of Herodotus, the 
conciliation is inadequate and scarcely ser- 
viceable. Even in ‘the height of the side’, 
the pyramid of Cheops did not much exceed 
600 Greek feet; and therefore that of 
Chephren also, in fact and according to 
Herodotus, was in this dimension not far 
from 600, and not anywhere near 800. For 
a length which in any fashion he ‘ measured ’, 
the discrepancy is still gross ; and, what to my 
mind tells more, it is strangely different from 
his approximations in the measurement of the 
two bases. Secondly, the ‘height of the side’ is 
a fictitious line, not suggested by the object 
itself ; and to measure the pyramid by this 
would be an artificial method, agreeable 
neither to nature nor to science. Science 
would measure by the vertical, the perpen- 
dicular from the summit to the plane of the 
base ; while to an unscientific observer, like 
Herodotus, the obvious things to measure 
were the real, visible, and palpable lines, 
that of the base and that of the solid angle. 

And surely this consideration justifies us 
in giving the one simple interpretation, 
which reconciles Herodotus both with him- 
self and (so far as he claims it) ‘with fact, 
to the words tis éort mavtayy péTwrov 
éxactov OKT wAOpa eovons TeTpaywvov, Kat 
twos toov. By the height ‘of the pyramid’ 
Herodotus means the actual ascending line 
of the pyramid, the line of the solid angle. 
What he says, translated into later language, 
is, that the two pyramids are similar, having 
each a square base and four faces, each face 
an equilateral triangle, and that the lines 
of the two respectively measure in round 
numbers 800 Greek feet and 760 Greek 
feet. A calculation, which any one can now 
make from the foregoing data (and which 
even in the fifth century B.c. could have 
been made by a professional man of science, 
though by Herodotus possibly not), will show 
that all this is as near the truth as in such 

3 Wiedemann ad loc, 
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a brief, unprofessional description could be 
expected ; and in fact, for common purposes 
it might well stand even now. As a fact, 
the pyramids were apparently not exactly 
and scientifically similar, and in neither were 
the triangular faces exactly equilateral, the 
ascending lines in each being something, but 
relatively little, less than the base. Taken 
rigorously, Herodotus must be held to say 
that in the edge of the lesser pyramid, 
which he measured, he found 760 of his feet. 
He should apparently have found less ; pre- 
cisely how much less, in the uncertainty of 
the most scientific restoration, it is impos- 
sible tosay. We do not know, for instance, 

how the pyramid was finished off or crowned. 
By the most unfavourable assumptions his 
error of measurement in the angle or edge 
cannot, I think, be made greater than 50 
of his feet ; while upon favourable and not 
unreasonable assumptions it may come but 
to about 20 such feet. At the utmost the 
error, for the purpose of picturing the pyra- 
mid and forming a conception of the labour 
spent upon it (and Herodotus, of course, 
aims at no more), is quite immaterial. 
All this we may say, if we take him rigor- 
ously. But in truth it is not fair so to take 
him, and he does not commit himself to the 
assertion that his measurement of the lesser 
pyramid gave him 760 feet. His whole 
history of both pyramids, including the 
description and measurements, is given 
avowedly from information received, and 
even written mostly in the form of quota- 
tion. The part relating to Chephren runs 
thus: “It is said that Chephren, as in other 
things he used the same fashion as Cheops, 
so likewise he made a pyramid, which does 
not come up to the dimensions of the other’s, 
for those of the smaller we measured our- 
selves (nor has it indeed subterranean 
chambers below it, nor is there a channel 
from the Nile, bringing a stream into it as 
into the other, which stream, passing in by 
a builded conduit, surrounds an island, 
wherein, as they say, is laid Cheops him- 
self). In laying his first foundation of Ae- 
thiopian marble, he came below the size of 
the other pyramid by 40 feet, and then 
built it so as [in the same size?] to keep 
near the big one. Both stand upon the 
same hill, which is somewhere about ‘100 
feet high.” Kat rotroy d¢ 7d aitd tpoTw 
diaxpacbar TO éETépw Ta Te GAG Kat TupdpLoa 
TOTAL, €s pev TA ekeivov LéTPA OVK GVHKOVTaV" 
TatTa yap Ov Kal Hels eweTpyoapev’ ovTE yap 
Ureote oikypata bd yiv, ovte ek Tod Netidov 
SiOpvE Heeu es aiTnv péovoa Sv oikodopnevov 
de atAdvos €ow vaoov Tepippée, ev TH adTOov 
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Néyovar keic Oar Xéora. trrodeipas Se Tov TpO- 
tov ddpmov Nov AifioriKod zroiKidov, TeroEpa- 
kovta 7odas troBas THs Erepys, TAYTO pLEyabos 
exomevny THs. wéyadys oikodopyoe. eoTAL 
dé éxt Addov Tov aitod dppotepat, patiota 
és Exatov mddas tWyAod. Attention should 
be given to the manner and place in 
which the writer introduces the remark that 
he himself took measurements. So far from 
founding upon this remark his account of 
Chephren’s building, he does not even attach 
the remark to the figures. It is remarkably 
and rather oddly detached from them, and 
tacked to the limited statement that the 
dimensions of Chephren’s pyramid are less 
than the (alleged) dimensions of Cheops’. 
Surely the purpose and effect of this arrange- 
ment are unmistakable. What Herodotus 
proved to himself by his ‘measuring’, the 
difficulty and imperfection of which, when 
applied to objects so vast and peculiar, he 
must have known, was just this, that assum- 
ing Cheops’ pyramid to be of the size 
alleged, that of Chephren, though it looked 
higher, certainly was, as it was said to be, 
somewhat smaller, And for this much his 
means may well have been sufficient. As 
to the figures, he doubtless thought it enough 
if, measuring as best he could, he came pretty 
near them, and therefore found no reason for 
not accepting them asround numbers. That 
the pyramids were exactly symmetrical was 
naturally the common belief, seeing how 
little, in proportion to their bulk, they came 
short of beingso. Indeed it is scarcely pos- 
sible to repress a suspicion, perhaps irre- 
verent, that the builders meant them so to 
be, and thought they were, but missed the 
intended perfection by a minute error in 
the angle of elevation. Herodotus makes 
them symmetrical, on the authority of his 
informant, and is as right as he pretends 
to be, that is roundly and approximately. 

It remains to consider whether this inter- 
pretation of his meaning, although it makes 
sense and truth out of self-contradictory 
falsehood, must be rejected on the ground 
that to describe the edge of a pyramid as 
its twos is not consistent with the ‘usage’ 
of the Greeks, which takes tos, as we 
should in such a case, for the vertical height 
of the solid. This objection has been brought 
against interpreting twos as the ‘height of 
the side’, and might therefore, I suppose, 
be alleged against referring it to the line 
of the angle. But I confess that I see no 
force in it. It depends on attributing to 
Herodotus and his age a scientific habit of 
mind and language, which did not belong to 

1 Wiedemann I. c, 
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them. The authority produced for limiting 
the use of twos, as we in the like case should 
now, is Euclid. Certainly no scientific writer, 
such as Euclid, nor perhaps any writer in 
an age when scientific conceptions were 
widely diffused, would allow to pass, in a 
matter of exact measurement, an expression 

so ambiguous as height for the length of a 
slope. But in the language of popular de- 
scription, such as that of Herodotus, it is 
still so used frequently, the ambiguity being 
determined by the context. ‘The height ot 
that hill is about half a mile’ is surely not 
a phrase that would surprise our ears. To 
my ear it is rather more natural than length. 
If Herodotus might not call the length of 
the pyramid’s edge a twos, by what term in 
his repertory was he to designate it? Nor 
in this case would it even appear ambiguous 
to him. It is so to us only because to us it 
is natural to think, in such a case, of the 
vertical height, the perpendicular to the 
plane of the base. But we think of this, 
and expect to hear of its measurement, only 
because we know that it can be easily 
measured. Herodotus possibly did not know, 
certainly most of his readers did not, any 
way in which it could be measured. Why 
then should he think of it in connexion 
with measuring, or expect any such con- 
nexion in the minds of his readers? Here 
therefore I see no objection; but even if 
there be, and if Herodotus is chargeable 
with an ambiguity which he could and 
should have avoided, this and no more is 
the extent of his offence. Of what he 
means there is not, upon his whole state- 
ment together, room for reasonable doubt. 

To establish this interpretation however 
is not our principal object, but rather to 
deprecate that attitude towards Herodotus 
which appears in the facile acceptance of 
the other. In the valuable commentary, 
to which I have chiefly referred, it seems to 
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be too often assumed, that (since we know so 
much better) what Herodotus said or meant 
is really of little consequence : of course he is 
wrong, and how far wrong, or with how 
much or little justification, we need not 
inquire. And thelike spirit has appeared too 
frequently elsewhere. Even Stein, though 
on the whole free from prejudice, must 
describe as ‘ self-laudatory ’ (se/bstberiihmend) 
the author’s remark, that of the lesser 
pyramid he ‘actually took measures’; and 
Stein is echoed by Wiedemann. Yet in 
what simpler or less pretentious language 
could’he' possibly state a thing which, if true, 
it would have been absurd to omit? The 
account which he gives, professedly at second- 
hand, of the works under the pyramid of 
Cheops, the subterranean moat and _ the 
conduit from the river, has perhaps no ele- 
ment of truth, and the modern explorations 
tend to prove this, though they have not 
proved it yet. But it is needless and 
prejudicial to discuss the way in which 
Herodotus ‘ may have been led to his idea’.! 
There is nothing to show that it was his 
idea. He gives it simply as the statement 
of his informants, which, as the thing was 
plainly possible, he was entitled, if not 
bound, to do, without affecting his personal 
credit. But he was not at liberty so to 
assert that the pyramid of Cheops had 800 
feet of vertical height, because, upon his 
own statements, he must have known that 
this could not possibly be true. To some 
therefore it will be a pleasure to notice 
that, as a fact, he does not assert this, and 
generally that his description is not only 
the best, in spite of its early date, which 
has descended to us from the Graeco- 
Roman world, but also, to such a degree 
as he indicates, true and correct. 

A. W. VERRALL. 

1 Wiedemann J.c. 

A NEGLECTED USE OF THE LATIN SUBJUNCTIVE. 

Tue purpose of this paper is to call 
attention to a use of the Latin Subjunctive 
which seems to me to be very common both 
in interrogative and in non-interrogative 
sentences, but which has not, so far as I 
know, been distinctly recognized at all 
except in interrogations of a certain type. 

And even in these interrogations the use is, 
as a rule, recognized not explicitly, but only 
tacitly by correct translations that are 
vouchsafed for them. Even when it is thus 
tacitly recognized, it is regarded as a 
development from a type of question, which, 
as I believe, is not remotely connected with 
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the use referred to either in meaning or in 
origin.! The use of the subjunctive to which 
reference is here made is that which 
expresses the idea of obligation or propriety. 
This discussion would naturally divide itself 
into two parts, (1) the range and frequency of 
this use, (2) the probable origin of it. The 
question of the origin of the use has been 
considered in Part II of my ‘ Latin Prohibi- 
tive’ (American Journal of Philology, Vol. 
XV) and is taken up again in my ‘ Studies 
in Latin Moods and Tenses,’ just published 
in the Cornell Studies in Classical Philology. 
In the present paper I must confine myself 
solely to the other part of my subject, 
namely the range and frequency of this use. 

The type of question which is universally, 
though tacitly, recognized as expressing the 
idea of obligation or propriety is that 
illustrated by cus non laeter? It is quite 
impossible to make any sense at all out of 
such a question except by translating it 
‘why should I (ought I to) rejoice? ’—that 
is, except by recognizing the fact that the 
subjunctive Jaeter deals purely and solely 
with the idea of obligation or propriety. 
This use, so far as independent sentences are 
concerned, is, for some inexplicable reason, 
supposed to be confined to such interroga- 
tive sentences. I say ‘for some inexplicable 
reason’; for there are non-interrogative 
sentences which seem to me, to show the 
subjunctive used, beyond all dispute, with 
exactly the same force—-sentences that can 
not be understood or satisfactorily explained 
except by supposing the mood to denote mere 
obligation or propriety. As these are the 
the passages to which I wish to call 
particular attention, it will be well to group 
them by themselves and I accordingly 
divide the instances about to be given into 
two general classes (a) interrogative 
sentences, (6) non-interrogative sentences. 
[have made no systematic attempt to make 
a collection of the instances under either 
one of these divisions. Those cited below 
are merely a few selections from such as I 
have incidentally come upon and noted down 
while reading for other purposes. Many 
others will be found in various lexicons (e.g. 
Merguet’s to Cicero), in Hand’s Twrsellinus 
and elsewhere (under cwr and non). 

1 Since the above was written, Delbriick (Verg- 
leichende Syntax, Il. p. 389) has accepted my con- 
clusions reached in ‘ The Latin Prohibitive’, that 
questions of obligation or propriety, e.g. cur ego non 
laeter? hune ego non diligam? represent a develop- 
ment from the Indo-European optative, and are 
therefore not connected with the volitive subjunctive, 
as has been supposed, 
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(a) Interrogative sentences : 

These are extremely common. I cite only 
a few of the many instances and for the 
most part those accompanied by negatives, 
as the negative non (neque) instead of ne 
(neue), shows that the mood is not felt by 
the speaker as involving any feeling of 
volition. I have elsewhere (American 
Journal of Philology Vol. XV, pp. 314 ff) 
called attention to the fact that there is in 
Latin no such thing as a_ negative 
deliberative question. 

As illustrations of questions that can 
not possibly be explained, so far as I can 
see, except by recognizing in the subjunctive 
the idea of obligation or propriety, may be 
cited the following : 

Plaut. Stich. 52 Nequest guor [non] 
studeam has nuptias mutarier ; 

Pers. 620 Qur ego hie mirer, mi homo? 
Poen. 152 Cur ego apud te mentiar ? 
Cf. also Ter. And. 103 Quid igitur obstat, 

quor non fiant ? 
Cie. Cat. 4, 1, 2 Cur ego non laeter ? 
de senectute 19, 67 quid timeam, si aut non 

miser post mortem aut beatus etiam futurus 
sum ! 

Ad. fam. 10, 23, 6 Pro urbis uero salute 
cur non omnibus  facultatibus, quas 
habemus, wtamur ? 

Ad fam. 14, 4,5 Quid nune rogem te, ut 
uenias, mulierem aegram et corpore et 
animo confectam’! Von rogem? 

Plaut. Most. 454 (455) 
Tr. Eho, an tu [te] tetigisti has aedis? 
Tu. Cur non tangerem 

Cie. pro. Cael. 29,68 at propinquis placuit. 
Cur non placeret, cum rem...a te ipsa 
compertam deferre diceres ? 

in Vat. 2, 4 sed quaero te: 
©. Cornelium non defenderem ? 

cur 

Fortunately. the presence of the intro- 
ductory word (cur or guid) in sentences like 
those just cited makes it impossible to 
explain the mood by any other interpretation 
than that for which we are here pleading. 
But if ewr non laeter ? means ‘why should I 
not rejoice’ without a hint of any 
other idea than that of obligation or 
propriety, would it not be very strange, if 
non laeter 2? without cur, could not equally 
well mean purely and simply ‘should I not 
(ought I not to) rejoice?’ i.e. would it not 
be (or is it not) proper for me to rejoice 4 
A comparison of the questions without cur 
about to be cited with those above must, it 

seems to me, convince anyone that the mood 
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has exactly the same force in both sets of 
questions. None of these questions has the 
remotest possible connection with the 
expression of anybody’s will. I select my 
instances again from those accompanied by 
a negative. On the impossibility of 
explaining questions with non, like the 
following, as deliberative questions, see 
American Journal of Philology Vol. XV, 
pp. 314 ff. 

Cie. pro Archia, 8,18 hunc ego non dili- 
gam? Non admirer, non omni ratione de- 
fendendum putem ? 

Here the will is not remotely involved, 
as the context clearly shows, nor is there 
any idea of deliberation, or even of doubt, 
as to a course of action. The questions 
mean ‘Ought I not to love this man? 
ought I not to admire him etc. ?’ and this is 
merely a rhetorical way of saying ‘ Surely 
T ought to love and admire such a man as 
this.’ 

Pro Archia 8, 19 Nos...non poetarum uoce 
moueamur 2 

Ter. Hec. 341-2 

So. Non wisam uxorem Pamphili, quom in 
proxumo hic sit aegra ? 

Par. Von uisas? ne mittas quidem uisendi 
causa quemquam. 

Phorm. 345 

Haec quom rationem ineas quam sint suauia 
et quam cara sint, 

Ea qui praebet, non tu hune habeas plane 
praesentem deum 4 

Cic. ad fam. 14, 4, 5 Quid nunc rogem te, 
ut uenias, mulierem aegram et corpore et 
animo confectam ? Von rogem ? 

Plaut. Trin. 133 

Non ego illi argentum redderem? Mr. Non 
redderes 

nec qui deterior esset fuceres copiam, 

‘Should I not have given up the money to 
him (i.e. was not that the proper thing to 
do)?’ Me. ‘You should not have given it 
up, ete.’ 

With these questions compare those where 
decuit, oportuit, or some similar word, is 
used side by side with the subjunctive and 
apparently in the same sense, e.g. 

Liv. 42, 41 Quid tandem me facere decwit, 
ie % Quiescerem et paterer, etc.? Compare 
also 

Liv. 45, 37 Non triumphum impedire 
debuit...sed postero die nomen deferret et 
legibus interrogaret. 
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(6) Non-interrogative sentences : 
It would seem strange if the subjunctive 

possessed the power of expressing obliga- 
tion or propriety in questions without being 
able to express the same idea in assertions. 
If cur non laeter? and non laeter? can mean 
‘Why should I not (ought I not to) rejoice?’ 
and ‘Should I not (ought I not to) rejoice 2’, 
there can certainly be no serious objection 
to supposing that non laeter may mean ‘I 
should not (ought not to) rejoice.’ As a 
matter of fact, instances of this use do occur. 
Indeed they seem quite as frequent in 
declarative as in interrogative sentences. 
But while Latinists have no difficulty what- 
ever with the interrogative sentence, at 
least as far as the translation is concerned, 
the declarative sentences, which will yield 
perfect sense if the mood is regarded as 
having the same force as in the interroga- 
tions, are either regarded as unsolved prob- 
lems or else are explained by distorting the 
meaning of words or by _ resorting to 
impossible theories. This failure to recog- 
nize what seems to me to be the clear 
meaning of the mood in such declarative 
sentences has been due to the feeling (an 
entirely unjustified one, as I believe) that 
the interrogative sentences under discussion 
must be connected with, and derived from, 
questions of deliberation. Anyone who has 
this conviction, when he approaches the de- 
clarative sentences referred to, is thereby 
effectually prevented from reaching the in- 
terpretation which alone, of all possible 
interpretations, yields satisfactory sense. 
If grammarians will cease to associate the 
two sorts of questions (and they are wont to 
be associated without any real reason and 
in the face of serious objections), then 
the relationship between the interrogative 
and declarative sentences, here classed to- 

gether, will at once be evident. 
The subjunctive in most of the following 

passages can not, I believe, be satisfactorily 
explained except by supposing it to express 
the idea of obligation or propriety : 

Plaut. Zrin. 1136 

sed maneam etiam, opinor. 

‘But I’d better (I should) remain awhile 
longer, I think.’ 

Cic. Att, 9, 6, 2 sed opinor guiescamus. 
‘ But I think we should keep quiet.’ 

Cic. Att. 2, 5, 1 sed opinor excipiamus et 
expectemus. 

Cic. pro Murena 14, 30 Quod si ita est, 
cedat opinor forum castris, otium militiae, 
ete, 
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Ter. Phorm. 140 

Gr. In me omnis spes mihist. 
Da. Laudo. Ger. Ad precatorem adeam 

credo, ete. 

‘T suppose I’d better go to some intercessor,’ 
ete.? 

Hale and (apparently) Rodenbusch 
would explain the mood in all but one 
of these passages as a subjunctive of 
resolve (see Hale, The Anticipatory Subjunc- 
tive in Greek and Latin, p. 14, and 
Rodenbusch de temporum usu Plautino 
questiones selectae, p. 60.) But this 
interpretation is open to very serious 
objections. To say nothing of the 
uncertainty as to whether the subjunctive 
was ever used in Latin to express mere 
determination or resolve, such an interpreta- 
tion of the passages in question necessitates 
assigning to opinor and credo a meaning 
which, at least so far as I know, these verbs 
never have. Credo and opinor indicate 
literal belief or supposition (in the strictest 
sense of those words) that some act is, was, 
will be, would be, ought to be performed, or 
that some state does, did, will, would, ought 
to, exist, as a@ mere matter of truth or fact, 
which is a very different thing from the 
meaning of the English ‘believe’ with 
expressions of resolve. Professor Hale 
himself, in the note above referred to, 
calls attention to the fact that in general 
‘both Greek and Latin take the same 
course and come to express resolve for 
one’s action by the future indicative.’ Can 
he, however, find any instance of credo 
or opinor used with this future indicative 
of resolve? Among the seven supposed 
instances of the subjunctive of resolve which 
he is able to cite from Latin literature, there 
are four instances of credo and opinor. In 
other words, 57°/, of the entire number (so 
far as cited) of supposed instances of the 
subjunctive of resolve are accompanied by 
one of these words. Surely, then, among 
the hundreds of instances of the future 
indicative of resolve there ought to be, 
accompanying such expressions, many 
instances of credo and opinor. Can any 
such instances be cited? I certainly know of 
none. It will not of course be claimed that 
such passages as that in Ter. And. 313 credo 
impetrabo are instances of such a use. The 
meaning here is clearly ‘I believe I shall 
prevail upon him’ i.e. I believe that he will 
grant my prayer. Unless the interpretation 

1 For another possible interpretation, see note on 
this passage in my edition of the Phormio. 
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in question can be supported by indisput- 
able instances of credo and opinor with 
expressions of resolve (which are extremely 
common), this alone, it seems to me, will 
prove that this interpretation of the mood 
in the passages above cited can not be the 
correct one. And if it is not, what possible 
interpretation other than the one I am now 
offering will make any sense whatever? In 
opinor quiescamus, for instance, how can 
quiescamus possibly be interpreted as a 
volitive without doing violence to the 
meaning of opinor ? But my interpretation 
suits the context perfectly and assigns 
to opinor its usual meaning. Furthermore, 
what would Hale and Rodenbusch do with 
the subjunctive in the fourth passage, 
cedat opinor ? 

The following passages are exactly like 
those cited above except that they are 
not accompanied by opinor or credo. The 
presence of credo or opinor in the one set 
of passages shows that they are not 
volitive in character; the absence of these 
words in those that follow should not tempt 
one to forsake this natural interpretation 
and adopt in its stead one that involves 
a use, the very existence of which is 
admitted, even by its advocates, to be 
uncertain : 

Plaut. Bacch. 1058 

Tantas turbellas facio. sed crepuit foris : 
Ecfertur praeda ex Troia. Yaceam nunciam. 

Here taceam seems to mean ‘I'd better 

(I should) hold my tongue.’ 

Ter. Heaut. 273 

Mane; hoe quod coepi primum enarrem, 
Clitipho ; post istue ueniam. 

‘Wait, I’d better tell first what I began to; 
T'll come to that point later.’ 

Cie. Verr. 1, 51, 133 nam mehercule sic 
agamus. 

Interesting and important in this — 
connection are translations from the Greek 
in which yp7 (with the infinitive) and other 
expressions of obligation or propriety are 
translated into Latin by the subjunctive. 
A collection of such translations would be 
very instructive and it is hoped some one 
may be induced to make one. I have 
incidentally noted twosuch translations which 
are in themselves enough to prove that the 
subjunctive has the force which is here 
claimed for it : 
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Cic. Tusc. Disp. 1, 41, 98 Ne uos quidem, 
iudices, mortem timueritis, which is Cicero’s 

_ translation of Plato, Apologia Socratis 33: 
"ANAG Kal Spas xpy, ® avdpes Sixacral, eveAidas 
elvat mpos Tov Gavatov. Here ne wos quidem 
timueritis is Cicero’s rendering of xpy with 
the infinitive, and is beyond all dispute used 
in the sense of ‘ even you should not (ought 
not to) fear.’ Even if the Greek passage were 
not preserved to us, other considerations 
would make it wholly impossible to regard 
timueritis as a volitive subjunctive (see 
American Journal of Philology, xv. p. 320). 

Cf. Ter. Hee. 342 

Non uisas? ne mittas quidem uisendi causa 
quemquam. 

Cic. de Off. iii. 21, 82 
Nam si uiolandumest ius, regnandi gratia 
Violandum est: aliis rebus pietatem colas. 
This is a translation from the Phoenissae 

of Euripides, vs. 524 

Eizep yap aoduxetv xpi) Tupavvidos répu 
KédXuortov adixetv: taAXa 8 eioeBety yxpedv. 

Here xaAXorov adixety and etoeBelv ypedv 
are both expressions that come under the 
general head of ‘expressions of obligation or 
propriety.’ The first of these Cicero has trans- 
lated by (tus) wiolandum est, the second by 
pretatem colas. ‘The subjunctive colas, then, 
is used to express the idea of obligation or 
propriety conveyed by the Greek; and, as 
if to make our case all the stronger, is used 
as a parallel to the participle in -dus 
(cf. uwiolandum est), which everyone must 
admit has the force we are claiming for 
the subjunctive. 

There are many other passages that 
should, it seems to me, be regarded as 
instances of the same use. Again I cite for 
the most part only those accompanied by a 
negative, because these are the most difficult 
to explain away :— 

Scipio apud Gell. 4, 18, 3 non igitur 
simus aduersum deos ingrati. 

Plaut. Bacch. 476 

nec tu creduas. 

© Ter. And. 787 

non te eredas Dauom ludere. 

Cie. pro Cluent. 57, 155 Quoniam omnia 
commoda nostra, iura, libertatem, salutem 
denique legibus obtinemus, a legibus non 
recedamus. 
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Hor. Lpist. i. 18, 72 

Non ancilla tuum iecur w/cereét ulla puerue 
Intra marmoreum uenerandi limen amici, 

ete. 

Hor. Sat. 2, 5, 91 
Cautus adito, 

Neu desis operae, neue inmoderatus abundes. 
Difficilem et morosum offendet garrulus ; 

ultra 
Non etiam sileas. 

Catullus 66, 91 

Tu uero, regina, tuens, cum sidera diuam 
Placabis festis luminibus Venerem, 
Unguinis expertem non siris esse tuam me, 
Sed potius largis adfice muneribus. 

Here non is certainly the correct reading 
instead of ne (see American Journal of 
Philology, vol. xv. p. 319). 

Cic. ad Att, 14, 13 (A) Patere, obsecro, te 
pro re publica uideri gessisse simultatem 
cum patre elus: non contempseris hance 
familiam. 

Ovid aut non tentaris aut perfice. ‘ You 
should either not try or else, if you do, 
effect your object.’ 

The use of the imperative perfice does not 
make it necessary to regard tentaris as a 
volitive. 

Sen. Q.N. 1, 3, 3 non dubitaueris. 
Rutil. Lup. ii. 9 non credideris. 
Sen. Hp. 99, 14 non imperemus. 
Vell. 1, 13, 5 non tamen dubitetis, quin, 

ete. ; 2, 12, 6 non tamen huius consulatus 
fraudetur gloria; 2, 26, 3 non perdat, ete. 

Quint. 1, 1, 5 non assuescat ergo sermoni, 
qui dediscendus sit; 2, 16, 6 non fabricetur. 

Quint. 7, 1, 56 non desperemus. 
See other instances of this use of non in 

Hand’s Tursellinus iv, p. 265 f., and in 
Draeger’s Hist. Synt. pp. 312 ff. 

The subjunctive is also used to state the 
existence or non-existence of a possibility in 
the past, e.g. :— 

Plaut. Trin. 133 

Ca. Non ego illi redderem ¢ 
Mr. Non redderes, 

nec qui deterior esset fuceres copiam. 

argentum 

Ca. ‘Ought I not to have given him the 
money?’ (7.e, was that not the proper thing 
to do?) Mr. ‘You ought not to have 
given it to him, etc.’ (7.e. it was not the 
proper thing to do). 
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Ter. Phorm. 468 

Nam utut erant alia, illi certe quae nunc 
tibi domist consuleres. 

‘ However other things were, you ought at 
least to have looked after the interests of 
that girl, etc.’ Cf. Phorm. 297, 299, 
ete. 

Numerous passages of a similar character 
are found in Cicero, with neque (nec) as a 
negative. As negue (nec) is in all proba- 
bility never used in Cicero with a volitive 
subjunctive of any sort, and certainly not 
in prohibitions (see a full discussion of this 
question in Part II of ‘Zhe Latin Pro- 
hibitive, American Journal of Philology, 
xv), these passages may also be classed 
here, though many of them are hardly 
distinguishable from the subjunctive of 
contingent futurity (translated by ‘ would’), 
in which, as I believe, the use we are 
discussing had its origin. 

Cic. de re pub. i. 2, 3 Et quoniam maxime 
rapimur ad opes augendas generis humani 
studemusque nostris consiliis et laboribus 
tutiorem et opulentiorem uitam hominum 
reddere...teneamus eum cursum, qui semper 
fuit optimi cuiusque neque ea signa audiamus, 
quae receptui canunt, ut eos etiam reuocent 
qui iam processerint. 

On this passage and others of a similar 
nature, see American Journal of Philology, 
xv, pp. 315 ff. 

de re pub. iv. 6, 6 Nec uero mulieribus 
praefectus praeponatur...sed sit censor, qui 
uiros doceat moderari uxoribus. 

pro Planc. 6, 15 cedat consulari generi 
praetorium, nec contendat cum praetorio 
equester locus. With this passage, compare 
Cic. pro Murena 14, 30 cedat opinor...forum 
castris, where it is impossible to regard 
cedat as a volitive. 

Acad. 2, 46, 141 nec putaueris ; de fin. 1, 
7, 25 nec dixeris; pro Sull. 8, 25 neque 
dixeris; Brut. 87, 298 nec dixeris ; de rep. 
6, 23, 25 neque dederis nec posueris ; ad Att. 
12, 23, 3 nec pertimueris ; and elsewhere. 

This use is also common in many poets 
who never use the perfect subjunctive in 
prohibitions. See the article above referred 
to. 

Finally it is interesting to note that 
oportet (with the infinitive) and the sub- 
junctive seem to be used sometimes side by 
side as practical equivalents, e.g. Plaut. Pers. 
123-125 

Cynicum esse <e>gentem oportet parasitum 
probe : 
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Ampullam, strigilem, scaphium, soccos, 
pallium, 

Marsuppium habeat. 

‘A parasite ought to be a needy Cynic out 
and out: he ought to have a flask, a strigil, 
etc.’ 

Cf. Liv. 45, 87 Non triumphum imnpedire 
debwit...sed postero die nomen deferret et 
legibus interrogaret. 

Ter. Phorm. 242-246 

Meditari secum oportet, quo pacto aduorsam 
aerumnam ferant : 

Pericla, damna, exilia peregre rediens semper 
cogitet ; 

Quidquid praeter spem eueniat, omne id 
deputare esse in lucro. 

This deputare is commonly explained as 
being in the same construction as meditari 
and depending upon oportet, but the inter- 
vening cogitet has caused a good deal of 
trouble among the commentators because it 
has been regarded as a volitive subjunctive. 
It will seem less strange, if regarded as a 
subjunctive of obligation or propriety, 
equivalent to cogitare oportet. Then all 
three expressions will be of the same char- 
acter and the idea of oportet will remain 
sufficiently prominent throughout the 
passage to make it natural enough to make 
deputare depend upon it. 

Important in this connection, too, is the 
fact that a question of obligation or propriety 
is answered sometimes by the use of the 
subjunctive, sometimes by the use of oportet 
with the infinitive ; e.g. Plaut. Trin. 133 Ca. 
non ego illi argentum redderem? Mu. non 
redderes; Ter. Adelph. 214 Sa. Quid facerem ? 
Sy. Adulescenti morem gestum oportwit. 
(Cf. Liv. 42, 41 Quid me facere decutt ? 
Quiescerem ?) 

The fact that such questions as quid 
faciam? (here represented, from a_ past 
point of view, by quid facerem?) may mean 
either ‘what shall I do?’, expecting some 
expression of the will in reply, or ‘what 
ought I to do?’, expecting in reply some 
expression of obligation or propriety, does 
not prove that the subjunctive of obligation 

or propriety is an offshoot of the volitive 

subjunctive. Anyone who would upon 

such grounds form such conclusions would, 

to be consistent, have to argue that the 

volitive subjunctive was developed from the 

subjunctive of contingent futurity (or vice 

versa) on the ground that guid fiat? may 

mean either ‘what shall be done?’ or ‘ what 

would be done?’ or that dicas may mean either 

‘tell me!’ or ‘you would say.’ There is no 
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objection to supposing that quid faciam ? 
may be used in both senses, representing at 
different times entirely distinct uses of the 
subjunctive mood. But the question of the 
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origin of this use has been discussed more 
fully elsewhere. 

H. C. Emer. 
Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. 

ON THE QUANTITY OF NAMES IN -u7s. 

On p. 20 of the Classical Review for 
February, Professor Gilbert Murray dis- 
closes his reasons for marking the penulti- 
mate of Aerrivys long. These reasons are 
(I) the fact that Fick, in his Personennamen 
(not ‘ Higennamen’ as quoted) gives -ivys 
(marked long) as a parallel form to -ivos, and 
‘quotes fourteen names in -ivys’, and (II) the 
‘usage’ of Rhianus. 

(I) The ‘usage’ of Rhianus is confined 
to a single passage in an epigram preserved 
in Anth. Pal. xii 93, where the editors print 
jv & éxt Aertivew at the beginning of a 
hexameter line. Now, (1) Aezrivew is not 
the reading of the MS, but a conjecture 
for Aerrjvew ; (2) even assuming the con- 
jecture is correct, it is a solitary instance, 
and it is only found in a poet of the Alex- 
andrine age; and (3) it is not conclusive, 
since Aerriveo may be scanned as four 
syllables, which was the view held by an 
eminent scholar who will be quoted below. 

(Il) The names quoted by Fick are 
’"Adkivns, Aatvys, ’EArivns, KadXivys, Kpo- 
kivas, Aevkivns, Mupivyns, Uparivas, Uv6ivas, 
Tluppivys, Spuxpivyns, TyAiys, Pirtivas. Most 
of these names occur only in solitary in- 
stances in Greek inscriptions which give no 
clue as to the quantity of the penultima. 
But they cannot be accepted as ‘14 names 
in tys.’ One, at least, of them Mupivys (the 
name of a wine) certainly has the penul- 
timate short in Poseidippus and Diphilus, 
as quoted by Athenaeus p. 32 6, 132 d; and 
another yipivns has the same syllable 
short in Meineke’s Com. vol. iv p. 120, 
As Prof. Murray himself has observed, 
neither Aioyivys nor Aerrivys is included in 
Fick’s fourteen names. The quantity of the 
former is determined by Theocr. xiv 2, 
which refutes the blunder of the Byzantine 
Christodorus, who makes the penultimate 
long; and any difficulty that may be felt 
about Aicyivadys in Aristoph. Pax 1154 
disappears, if we accept in its place either 
Aioxuvddov or ’Apyuddov. 

But Fick cannot really be quoted at the 
present date as holding that the penultimate 
of such names is long, We need only turn 

NO, CY. VOL, XII, 

from his first edition of 1874 (the work 
quoted by Prof. Murray), to his greatly 
altered second edition of twenty years later, 
to find that in 1894 the termination -ivys 
gives place to -ivys in the simple and un- 
impeachable statement :— 

‘Aus Verbindungen mit dem 7-Suffixe entstehen 
die Formen auf -itvos wie KaAAivos, und -iyns wie 
Aicxlvns, KadAivns’ (p. 28). 

There is nothing to prove the quantity of 
Kaddivys, but the fact that Aicyivys is men- 
tioned just before suggests that Fick had 
given up the view that cu in -ivys was long. 
In any case -ivys has disappeared. 

If we now turn from Fick to a scholar 
whose minute knowledge of all the bye- 
paths of Greek grammar is still unrivalled 
in Europe, we find Lobeck in his Pathologiae 
Sermonis Graect Prolegomena, p. 214, clearly 
distinguishing Greek names ending in -ivos 
with the penultimate long, from names 
ending in -ivyjs with the penultimate short. 
After pointing out that, in the names of 
certain foreign rivers (e.g. ’Axeoivys and 
Bapdivns) the penultimate is long, he con- 
tinues : sed Graecorum penultima brevis est. 

As examples he gives Suwxpivys (Meineke 
l.c.), Kpyntivas (Scymnus fragm. v 212), 
Aioyivyns (Theocr, xiv 2). 

In the passage of Rhianus, quoted above, 
he holds that all the vowels of Aerrivew 
should be pronounced separately, as in 
dxaivew at the end of a pentameter in Anth. 
vi 165, and in xeyxpivew in Nicander, Ther. 
464. Aemwrivyns igitur pronunciamus 
media correpta, et similiter alia quibus 
poetae abstinent, "AWivys, "EArivyns, Muxivas, 
TyrAdys. The short quantity of the penulti- 
mate in proper names in -ivys is illustrated 
by the short quantity of the penultimate in 
adjectives of the same termination, e.g. 
dputvys, keyxpivys, d&ivns, épyativys, Tupakivys, 
all of which have that syllable short in the 
poets. Metre and accent alike prove the 
quantity in xevrpivac (Oppian, Hal. i. 378) ; 
accent alone is enough in xavAiva and 
orabivat. 

The terminations -ivos and tvys are clearly 
distinguished by Blass in his edition of 

§ 
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Kiihner, vol. i 2, p. 280, where the examples 
given are ®.Aivos, Kparivos, and Aicyivys, 
Aertivys. (Ilparivas and IIpdrivos may thus 
exist side by side as parallel forms with 
‘penultimate syllables of different quantity.) 

English scholars who, in dealing with 
Demosthenes, have hundreds of times said 
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Leptines, may rest assured that in that 
pronunciation they have the approval 
of Lobeck, as well as of Blass, and may 
confidently continue to say Leptines for the 
future. 

J. E. Sanpys. 

PLATAEA. 

In reply to Mr. Grundy’s note in the last 
number of the Classical Review (April 1898, 
p- 161 sg.) I most willingly oer. 
that in his monograph on Plataea (p. 7 sq.) 
his reference to the rock-cut graves does not, 
strictly interpreted, bear the construction 
which I put on it. There is nothing in 
Mr. Grundy’s language to show that he 
supposed the graves in question to be those 
of the men who fell in the battle. I was 
therefore wrong in assuming that he 
thought they were so, and I beg him to 
accept my sincere expression of regret at 
having attributed to him an opinion which, 
it appears, he does not hold. 

On all other points Mr. Grundy’s explan- 
ations fail to convince me that I have mis- 
apprehended him, or that my attitude, not 
certainly of incredulity, but of criticism and 
reserve, towards his topographical theories 
was other than well founded. 

(1) As to the supposed ‘ Pass No. 2’ over 
Mt. Cithaeron, Mr. Grundy is mistaken 
in saying that the Austrian map shows a 
road going over Cithaeron from Vilia. His 
eye has deceived him. The line which he 
takes to be a road is merely the upper part 
of a stream which comes down from (but 
naturally does not cross) the mountain. 
The stream, Mr. Grundy will observe, is 
continued below the village and forms a 
tributary of the Kokinopotamos. Its line is 
quite distinct from that of the road which 
is shown running, as Mr. Grundy correctly 
says, from a point south of Eleutherae to 
Vilia. If on looking again at the map 
Mr. Grundy still feels any doubt about this, 
his doubt will be at once dispelled on 
consulting the larger and far better map of 
the French Survey, where the stream is 
indicated in a way not to be mistaken. In 
its bed a spring (Sowrce) is marked, and an 
aqueduct is indicated by a dotted line 
coming down from the spring to the village.1 

1 In case Mr. Grundy should imagine that this 
dotted line marks a road rather than an aqueduct, I 

But in the French, as in the Austrian, map 
there is no trace of a road crossing the 
mountain at this point. 

Why, by the way, does Mr. Grundy 
speak of the Austrian map as ‘the map of 
the Austrian survey’? Such language, he 
will admit on reflexion, might easily mislead 
readers who do not know that there never 
has been any survey of Greece as a whole 
except the French one of 1829-1831; that 
the map based on that survey (Carte de la 
Gréce, Paris, 1852) is still the only fairly 
trustworthy one that we possess; and that 
the Austrian map is substantially a reduc- 
tion of the French one, embodying, it is 
true, some new material, but marred by such 
monstrous blunders (Locris, e.g. 1s called 
Phthiotis, Eleusis appears in Boeotia, and, 
incredibile dictu, Delphi in Attica) as to 
render its testimony always open to suspi- 
cion.except where it either follows the French 
map or is confirmed by independent evidence. 
It is surprising that in his recent note as 
well as in his monograph on Plataea (p. 45) 
Mr. Grundy should have thought it worth 
while to refer seriously to this untrust- 
worthy map without checking it carefully 
by a comparison with its French original. 
In the present case, though the Austrian 
map happens not to be incorrect, the larger 
scale of the French map {would have saved 
Mr. Grundy from the mistake into which he 
has fallen. 

The ‘tracks of wheels deeply worn in the 
limestone rock’ which Mr. Grundy describes 
as visible ‘a little to the west of Kriekouki’ 
may or may not be good evidence of the 
existence of the pass for which he contends. 
Not having seen them I cannot pronounce 
an opinion. That they exist as Mr. Grundy 

will ask him to notice, (1) that the line begins at 
the spring and ends at the village ; (2) that roads 
on the French map are regularly represented by 
continuous, not by dotted, lines; and (3) that on 
the same section of the map a similar dotted line in 
the neighbourhood of Eleusis is identified as an 
aqueduct by the legend Aqueduc. 
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describes them I have no doubt; but as 
they are admittedly near Ariekouki, it seems 
quite possible that they belong to an ancient 
road which crossed Cithaeron, not by Mr. 
Grundy’s supposed ‘ Pass No. 2,’ but by the 
well-known ancient pass of Dryos-Kephalai, 
the modern highroad through which actually 
traverses, as Mr. Grundy is aware, the 
village of Kriekouki. Even if, as Mr. 
Grundy thinks, the wheel-marks point into 
another pass to the west of Dryos-Kephalai, 
it would still have to be proved that this 
rather than Dryos-Kephalai is the direct 
route from Athens to Plataea. 

A better argument, perhaps, in support 
of ‘Pass No. 2’ might have been derived 
by Mr. Grundy from Baedeker’s small map 
of Greece published to accompany the 1893 
edition of his Griechenland. Here the road, 
which the Austrian map shows running 
from near Eleutherae to Vilia, is represented 
as continued further to the west, then 
crossing Cithaeron and bending back east- 
ward so as to join the Dryos-Kephalai road 
above Kriekouki. As Baedeker’s guide is 
in general eminently trustworthy (the late 
admirable German scholar H. G. Lolling, 
who was mainly responsible for it, probably 
knew Greece better than any man of our 
generation), this route has accordingly been 
marked on my own maps of Attica and 
Boeotia, but I cannot vouch for it from 
personal knowledge. If the road is correctly 
indicated, it may cross Cithaeron either by 
Mr. Grundy’s ‘Pass No. 2’ or by his 
‘Pass No. 3’; the map is on too small a 
scale to admit of certainty on this point. 
It is to be wished that some classical 
student in Greece would visit this part of 
Cithaeron and clear up the matter. He 
should ascertain not only whether ‘Pass 
No. 2’ exists, but further whether, supposing 
it to exist, the nearest road from Athens to 
Plataea goes by it rather than, as I incline 
to believe, by the pass of Dryos-Kephalai. 

(2) As to the question of the ‘Island’ I 
see no reason to modify in any respect what I 
have already written on the subject. My diffi- 
culties in accepting Mr. Grundy’s theory were 
and are two. The first is that the streams 
which flow on either side of the supposed 
‘Island’ do not meet until far down in the 
plain, and that therefore the resemblance of 
the place to an island is not striking. That 
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the streams do not meet until far down in 
the plain, or at least that they did not do so 
when he saw them a few years ago, is 
admitted by Mr. Grundy himself, but he 
suggests that they may have met further up 
at an earlier time. Leake’s map of Plataea, 
he says, ‘shows that these streams did join 
one another in his time close to the foot of 
the vjcos indicated.’ Here again I am 
reluctantly obliged to differ from Mr. 
Grundy. In Leake’s map the streams 
appear to me to meet clearly and indubitably, 
not at the foot of the ridge which Mr, Grundy 
identifies as the ‘Island,’ but far down in 
the plain. Even if it were otherwise I 
should attach but little weight to the cir- 
cumstance. Leake spent only part of two 
days at Plataea, and his map, which covers 
a great area, cannot pretend to accuracy 

of detail. 
My second objection to Mr. Grundy’s 

‘Island’ is that the ridge which he 
would identify as such is twice or 
thrice as far from the Asopus as Herod- 
otus says the ‘Island’ was. (By the 
Asopus I mean of course the stream which, 
as Mr, Grundy says in his monograph, 
p- 45, ‘is conspicuously the main stream,’ 
and which was invariably pointed out to 
him by the natives as the Asopus.) The 
truth of this objection is not disputed by 
Mr. Grundy. His present proposal to take 
the name Asopus from what, in his own 
words, ‘is conspicuously the main stream’ 
and to transfer it to a tributary which 
would suit his theory better, is not one that 
commends itself to me. 

(3) To Mr. Grundy’s theory that only the 
north-west corner of Plataea—the corner 
now cut off by an inner fortification-wall— 
was the city besieged by the Peloponnesians 
in the fifth century B.c., I have objected 
that this inner wall is later than the fifth 
century, indeed later than almost all the 
rest of the walls. Mr. Grundy assents, but 
argues that this late wall may perhaps 
occupy the site of an earlier one. No 
doubt it may, but the reason Mr. Grundy 
gives for thinking that it does so (namely 
that the wall is of the same thickness as 
the others) seems to me far too slight to 
allow any stress to be laid on it. 

J. G. FRAZER. 
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THE DATE OF THE TEMPLE OF ASCLEPIUS AT ATHENS. 

Ir seems to me impossible that Aristo- 
phanes in the Plutus can be speaking of the 
’AokAntetov év acre, but I have never seen 
any objection made to that interpretation, 
and I find that Dr. Frazer in his great work 
on Pausanias accepts it. It may at any rate 
be worth while raising the question. 

In the Vespae 121 we are told that 
Bdelycleon took his father across to Aegina 
to place him in the temple of Asclepius, 
whence it may be inferred that there was no 
Asclepieum in Athens or Peiraeus for the 
reception of patients when that play was 
written, In the Plutus 655 sq. the words 

Lad ‘ 3 ‘ 9 EN / » TpOTov pev avTov emt OdArAatTay 7yopmev... 
y A > cal lol 

éreita Tpos TO TEwevos Huev TOV Geod, 

surely imply a neighbourhood to the sea- 
shore which can only indicate the temple at 
Peiraeus. The deductions would be that in 
422 B.c. there was no Asclepieum either at 
Peiraeus or Athens; that the temple at 
Peiraeus was built between 422 and 388, 
and that the ’AckAnmueiov év acres was built 
at some date after 388, though there may 
have been a smaller shrine and a sacred well 
earlier, to which possibly the passage in the 

NOTE ON PINDAR 

‘ .S ‘ ‘ > 92a, 

xpn O€ mpos Geov ovK Epilevy, 
< ew \ X ‘ s (pi) Van Ce A 

bs dvéxer Tore pev Ta Keiywv, TOT’ at’ ErEpas 
éOwKev peya 

Kvdos. GAX’ ovde TatTa voor 
taiver HOovepov? oTdOpas O€ TLvOS EXKO- 
EVOL 

a > / A > ‘ 

mepiooas évéwagav EXkos ddvvapoyr 
éG tpoabe xapd/a, 

mpiv daa ppovTide pytiovTar TUXELY. 
dépew 8 dadpas éravxéviov AaPovra Cvyov 
dpyye Tot Kévtpov d€ ToL 
Aaxricdepev TAC EL 
> \ - 6AroOypos otos. 

It is difficult to get any suitable meaning 
out of ll. 166-170 if ora6yy is taken as= 
ypappx, the line across the stadium at the 
starting or winning place (Fennell), and as 
Mr. Fennell says ‘dragging at a measuring- 
line is not satisfactory. But what is a 
measuring-line or plummet? A rope with 
one end weighted, podrBax6ijs ordbyn 

Memorabilia (iii. 13, 3) may refer. If this 
conjecture is right it will not controvert 
the evidence from style and material which 
are said by Dr. Frazer to suggest a date for 
the latter temple ‘not earlier than the 
fourth century.’ 

There is another bit of circumstantial 
evidence which tends to support my conten- 
tion that the temple is later than the date of 
the Plutus. It is said in an inscription 
(C.I.A. ii. 1650, noticed by Dr. Frazer) to 
have been founded by a Telemachus; and 
from 1649 and 1442 this Telemachus seems 
to belong to Acharnae. In fragments of 
Timocles, of the Middle Comedy, a Tele- 
machus of Acharnae is more than once 
mentioned : 

5 & ’Ayapvixds TyAguaxos ere Snunyopet, 
Koch, ii. 454, 

ef, 459,461. [For these references I am 
indebted to Dr. Rutherford.] If Telemachus 
was founder of this temple, and also a con- 
temporary of Timocles, it is not likely that 
it was founded until several years after the 
date of the Plutus. 

G. E, MarinD1n. 

PYTHIAN Il. 161 sqq. 

(Anthol. P. 6, 103). It seems no undue 
stretch of language to apply this word to 
the halter of a horse as used at the present 
day: it too isa rope with a weight at the end, 
otdOun tis. The unweighted end of the 
halter is passed through a ring at the 
manger and attached to the stall-collar of 
the horse. As the animal moves he pulls 
at the rope and the weight rises or falls 
according to his movements. If he strains 
at the rope the stall-collar would naturally 
gall his chest and inflict a €Axos—zpiv oa 
dpovrid. pytiovra tvxeiv. Thus the lines 
would form part of the equine metaphor 
which follows and all abrupt change of 
metaphor is avoided. Besides the idea of 
unduly straining after the impossible to 
one’s own hurt is thoroughly in keeping 
with the preceding lines and with the general 
drift of the ode. 

RacHeL EVELYN WGITE, 
Newnham College. 
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NOTE ON ARISTOPHANES, WASPS, 107—110. 

domep peditt’ 7) Boy Buvdwds civepxerat, 
ind Tois dvvEs Knpov avarreTacpEvos. 
Wjpuv de detoas pr SenOetn zroré, 
iv’ xo OuxaLerv, alyvadov évdov TpEedet. 

Is it possible that the bee simile is con- 
tinued in ll. 109-1102 Aristotle H. A. 9, 
40 says of bees :— 

drav 8’ dvewos W peyas, pepovor AiGov ed’ 
€avTots €pp.a mpos TO TVEdpA. 

So too Vergil Georgies iv. 194 sqq. 

(Apes) saepe lapillos 
Ut cumbae instabiles fluctu iactante sa- 

burram 

Tollunt, his sese per inania nubila librant. 

This use of ballast by bees seems to have 
been accepted as a fact by ancient popular 
science, and a reference to it in the mouth of 
the quick-witted Xanthias need not surprise 
us, though it might be out of place if it came 
from his duller companion Sosias. Similarly 
cranes were supposed to swallow stones for 
ballast, as we know from Aristoph. Birds 
1137 and 1429. 

RacHeEL Evetyn WHITE. 
Newnham College. 

PARALLELS TO VIRG. ZCLZ. I. 5 AND JUV. VIII. 20. 

Vira. Eel, i. 5 

resonare doces Amaryllida silvas. 

The commentators do not (so far as I 
have noted) quote, as parallels to this 
passage, the following lines from the Spanish 
poet Garcilaso :— 

Elisa soi, en cuyo nombre suena 
Y se lamenta el monte cavernoso— 
Y llama 4 Elisa: Elisa 4 bona llena 
Responde el Tajo. 

with these words compare Cervantes Don 

Quijote part i. cap. 51 (ad fin.) in the Goat- 
herd’s story. 

Juvenal viii, 20 

nobilitas sola est atque unica virtus. 

Compare of course Tennyson’s well known 

“tis only noble to be good’ ; and see, for an 

almost exactly similar passage, Cervantes 

D.Q. part i. cap. 36 (in Dorothea’s beseech- 

ing prayer to Don Fernando). Bacchylides 
(i. 22 ed. Kenyon) has ¢apl xai ddcw peye- 

arov Kddos éxew dperav. Cf Dante Convito 
(Trat. Quart. 101-2). 

E. H. BLAKENEY. 
Sandwich. 

ON THE WORD szpovcedotpev (AR. RAN. 730). 

TuE only other authority for this peculiar 
word is Aesch. Pr. V. 438 where we have 
mpovoedovpevov. Thereading in each ease isdue 
to Porson, the MSS. having zpoceAotmer and 
mpocedovpevov. L, and §. give for the simple 
verb *foeXciv, a form which they do not 
deign to support or indeed explain. *éceXeiv 
and *dceXciv are no better. So rpovocdotpev 
which Porson restored is nothing more or 
less than a fabrication metri gratia. 

Now Stobaeus 241, 37 (Meineke, vol. 2, p, 
84) in quoting Aristophanes writes zpovye- 
Aodwev, and MHesychius has _ zpovyedciv’ 
bBpilev. Following this clue I suggest that 
the true form of the word is rpoorodotpev, a 
compound of o7rodetv not hitherto found. The 

force of the preposition is illustrated by 
mpornAaxi~ew, Which indeed is also used by 
Hesychius to gloss rpovyeAetv. 

Compare PPOCMOAOY MEN 

with TPOOTEAOYMEN. 

We must suppose that the corruption in the 
texts of Aeschylus and Aristophanes set in 

very early. It is certainly curious that in 

each case it took the same form, omitting [ 

and changing OA to EA. 

Finally, orodetv is common to Aeschylus 
and Aristophanes: xatao7odeiv occurs once 
in each and nowhere else: the analogy seems 

to favour mpoo7odetv. J. A, NAIRN. 
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ORITICAL NOTES ON BACCHYLIDES. 

To the very great number of corrections 
proposed by English and foreign scholars I 
add the following observations : 

iii. 43. Perhaps :—@edripolv aor. 
2, ix. 98. 

57. amiotov ovoev 6 tt Oedv pepysva | TevxEL. 
I prefer the subjunctive revyy as in the 
similar passage xvii. 117 dmurov 6 7 dai- 
poves|@Oé€Xworv (no change is needed) 
ovdev dpevodpais Bporois. 

69. Possibly: [OcopiJAn pidurmov avép’ 
apyov (this with Headlam). @coguArjs is a very 
apt epithet for Hieron, whom the poet com- 
pares with the OeoduA7js Croesus. 

Cp. xi. 

76. 60 dvag—eire Bépy[ros vir]. Rather : 
00 Krée. Quod—dizit. 

87. edPpociva 8 6 xpvocs. These 
words without aiet offer no sense whatever, 
and the same objection can be made against 
Prof. Housman’s eidpocvvos 6’. One expects 
something like ot POdpipos Oé€ xpvrads, 
without the article. Xpvood ody drrerat ids. 
However, the article seems to be chosen in 

reference to vs. 17, and therefore I con- 
jecture with the slightest change: ov 
caret a (=de) eidpociva 8 6 xpuads. 
’Aé is a Pindaric form. The sense would be 
perennis fons laetitiae. 

v. 48. verar (rather terar) vedxporoy | 
vixav ‘Iépwv—rtiticxwv. Instead of the ob- 
secure vedkpotov I propose vedkputov. Cp. 
fr. 12, 6. Possible also is veoxt:tov. Cp. 
xvii. 126. 

65. oia te PUAN’ avepos | "Id0s ava pydo- 
Borovs | tpdvas dpyyoartas dovet. The metre 
favours rather more this reading: ota re vAAa 
mvéewv—Apynotas. The subst. avenos 
could be a gloss. 

106. Perhaps: és xadAiyopov Kadvédav’, 

<ds> | évOa tAnpipov cOever Kré. 
146. Write égevapifwy for egavapifuv. 

xiii. 118 and Pindar N. vi. 57. 
200. tovis—Zeis axwyrovs ev cipyvla dv- 

Adooet|. Rather dvrAdocy. 
vill. 6-9. I propose: ovris dvOpirwv 

k[Acev] | vas <rotd’ > év Gdixe xpdve | wats 
éov advyp te loot arepdvovs med] | vas 
edééaro vixas, admitting the correction «\cev- 
vas for kXeevvas and the insertion oct xré. 
of Prof. Platt. 

ix. 35, 36. aidép’ x xeipos, Boav<7r’ > dpwe 
Aady | 7 TeAcvTaias dudpvypa wdédas. For 7H 
there is proposed 67 or of or kai, but the H 
of the MS. signifies 7. Cp. Pind. O. xiii. 63 
and Bergk’s evident correction of N. iv. 64. 
The addition of 7’ and the reading dapwe 

Cp. 

instead of drpuve (the same has occurred to 
myself) are due to Prof. Housman. 

ix. 55, 56. In regard to the metre I 
should prefer peéy[iorov] | [Zyvos & rAabetoa 
Né]xer to & Ards tAaHeioa A€xer, proposed by 
Prof. Blass and other critics. 

63. Perhaps «[jvdat]s ai 7 dAAa Gedy. Cp. 
xiii. 63. In the preceding verse Aegina 
seems to have been mentioned, as in the 

other passage. 
96. Possibly: [k]at Awwv[voou’ iepav] Geort- 

parov woAw. Op. il. 2, x. 34, 35. 
101. Perhaps: [6r]ru kadov pp[dvidy 7’ |. 
102. aivéo. tino fee ASST a] Mr. Kenyon edits. 

But the iota in rium and its composites being 
long, 7. and po ought to be separated. 

x. 20. [va spotdynvas] “EAAacw xré. 
Write tpovdavas. 

cs Cg | | 8 aire Geary pov éAaly. 
The reading of the first hand ary pwv can 
be defended by aca, doa and similar 
Aristophanic forms. Op. danrds and da¢opar 
in Pindar. 

48. dvdpa roAXGv iz avOpworwv roAvljAwTov 
éupev. This single verse corresponds with the 
last two verses of the strophe. Therefore 1 
conjecture : 

48. avdpa roAXGv tr’ avOpwrev 

48h. <__ UL _U > rodvindutov éupev. 

The first hemistichion can have been for 
instance: dyacOev7’ audi vikas. 

xi. 26,27. dixas xéXevdov ei py tis 
dmérpawev 6pOas. A most awkward and 
unnatural expression! Read di/kav Ke 
NeVOov «ré., and all will be right. 

69-72. Alcoovro S& zatdas “ABavros | yav 
rodvxplov Kaxovras | TipvvOa tov dmdorepov 
| xriZew. Perhaps Aaxdvra. However, the 

plural may be right. 
85. tov 8’ eiAev dxos kpadiay, €etv|a TE vw 

magev pépysva. The accent of €eiva is 
added by Mr. Kenyon, who compares Aesch. 
Prom. 707, where nevertheless £évos has the 
usual signification of strange. I don’t hesi- 
tate a moment to correct: deuva Té vw 
TAGEEV LEpyLVa. 

xiii. 17-20. [od yap] dapaciuBporos aidwv 
| [xaAk]os adarAarov Oéder | [wet pelw dua 

owpaTos. 
Better would be, I think: [ywpeliv da 

TOMATOS. 
77-80. Perhaps: ér7ére II[nActdas] | [av ]a- 

[va]r’ a[AKay «np te wlav | dpivalro, Aapdan- 
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dav] | 7’ Avoev alrav]. To Prot. Platt are 
due 7jvdvar’ (but Bacch. and Pind. are using 
the Doric augment) dAxay and aray, to Profs. 
Blass and Jebb pavv. The reading of the 
MS. dpeiva... is the orthography of the 
imperial era, like repa, ete, not of 
the fifth century B.c. The inverse error 
Tlocwav for Ilocedav has sometimes been 
corrected by the editor, often not. 

150-153. odv ed | KAeca 8€ droored[ave| | 
7oAw KuBepva, ebvouia O€ caodpov. 

Rather eivopia te caddpuv. 
xiv. 23. Possibly : 

Os didogeivou Te Kat 6pHodéKov | 
[xarpos répuxev (or redukus)]... 

xvi. 6. dodryavyenn Ki[ ve] [d7i 7]deta ppeva 
tepropevos. The poet wrote xv[xvov], using 
the notorious transpositio epithetorum, and 
[a ]8cia. 

xvi. 34. or éri rotayd poddev Te Avkoppa. 
After first reading this passage, I pro- 

posed to Mr. Kenyon fo6éovr: or poddevri, 
and he answered me that poddcevre might be 
defended by avOeycevta “EBpov v. 5. Wild 
flowers on the banks of a river are not 
unusual, but roses, I think, very uncommon. 
Now Prof. W. Christ has also proposed the 
last conjecture fofdev7,; this offers the 
smallest change, but because this word 
is found nowhere, fofdovr, may seem still 
more probable. 

xvil. 41-45. ob yap ay OéAor| p’ ayBpdror’ 
épavvov dolts| ely Pados, éret tw’ 7Oewv]- 
|ovd dapdoeas déxov | Ta. 

I should like to read: iSety dados é€7, ef 
Tw’ KTé. 

77-80. Kpovi[das] | d€ ror zatnp dvak rede 
| Tlowedav imeptarov | kos yOdva kar’ 
evdevdpov. The metrical correction of 
Mr. Kenyon, 7Jdevdpor, is very unsatisfactory, 
because this is a most awkward epithet of 
the earth. If I don’t deceive myself, the 
reading EY AENAPON is a corruption of 

EYPYEAPON, xGova cipvedpory, as the 
poet wrote in imitation of his greater uncle 
Simonides, cited in Plato’s Protag. 345 C 
edpvedods doo Kaprov aivipeba xOovds, 
exactly as he imitates the same xiii. 72 by 
writing zavdapatwp xpdvos. 

xvii. 129. neo. 8 eyyvOev | veo maaviéav 
€paTa ort. 

T am at a loss to understand what éyyv6ev 
means here. Could it be said in opposition to 
the widespread and distant sound of the 
waves : éx\ayev d€ zovtos, or is the word the 
corruption of some other, for instance 82 
knpoGev (=ex xapdias) or 8& mdvrobev? For. 
the metre cp. 62,63. But a more probable 

correction seems to be & évdo6ery, said in 
antithesis to the waves out of the ship. 

132. orale Oedroprov €c OAXGv tvyav. I 
don’t believe that éoc6Aév is defensible, and 
should like to read éo OX av. 

xix. 9. tdawe vey ev rats roAvnparos Te 
KN ecvov oArABias ’APavais. 

With Prof. Tyrrell I prefer the reading 
of the first hand, xavvov. Op. Horat. 
Carm, ili. 26, 13 ; iv. 2,10. The novelty of 
this poem was perhaps the celebration of Io 
in her quality of zpoujrwp of Dionysos. 

29-36. eir’ otv—Apyov: 7 pa—, 7)—dava- 
mavow. These words contain a triple 
supposition of the poet, and therefore ought 
to be written : «iz’ otv—, 7 pa—, 7—. 

Fragm. 46, 6. év d& oWapoderos zopmaéw 
aifav | dpaxvav torot zéAovra. Are not 
Soph. fr. 264 (Nek.?) reAta 8 épifwv dpayvav 
Ppa and Eur. fr. 369 KelcOw dopv por pitov 
auditrexew apaxvas to be considered as 
imitations of this passage? V. 12 zavdsxoi 
P tuvo. prA€yovrar. Bergk’s correction 
dde€yovre seems indubitable. 

H. vAN HERWERDEN. 
Utrecht. 

» odot paxas. 

If the letter before oAa is B the word 
cannot well be anything but cvpBodrot. Mr. 
Kenyon says the first letter in the line is 
‘perhaps cancelled’ and I believe Mr. Nairn 
was on the right track in proposing ypeéa or 
something of the sort. Possibly ypeiauor 
ovpBorot, adopting the same scholar’s beauti- 
ful Oupov €xwv drore in the line before. The 
number of letters is just that marked by 
Kenyon, if we count. and was half one each, 
which they about are. But ypetaur is not 
quite satisfactory, | think, though I do not 
believe anyone would have challenged it had 
it been found in the MS. 

il, 33. ev0a abv addoxw Te Kedva 
, ’ > / u 

ov|v 7’ edAoKapots...Ovyatpact. 

The facsimile shows that there is not 
room for yr’ in 34, and Mr. Kenyon con- 
firms my opinion, We must read then ovv 
ev7Aokapos, the construction being ovv te— 
oiv=avtv te—xat. So at 15 of the same 
ode we have Bpver pev—Bpvovar= Spver wev— 
dé. For illustrations of both see C.R. vol. 
x, p. 38], 

ill, 55. Zeds émuoracas pedayxevbles vehos 
oBévvvev EavOav broya. 
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This detail of the cloud and rain which 
extinguishes the pyre of Croesus shows that 
already in Bacchylides the myth appears in 
a contaminated form. If Apollo carried 
Croesus off to the Hyperboreans it could not 
much matter whether the fire were put out 
or not. As both the poet and Herodotus 
agree in this detail, it is likely to be 
original, and perhaps the common founda- 
tion of the two different accounts was a 
story that Croesus was about to burn himself 
when a storm of rain came on and put out 
the fire and that Cyrus thus took him alive 
and treated him kindly. The natural orna- 
ment would be to ascribe the deliverance 
from death to the god Croesus had so munifi- 
cently honoured, and thence diverged two 
distinct legends. 

The words gav6av ddAdoya suggest that we 
should read Béas ot prAoy amd EavOav (EavOav 
vulg.) yevtwr zvéov at Pyth. iv. 225. If one 
thinks of it, av6av yeviwv is an odd phrase, 
especially of the fire-breathing bulls. Cf. 
also Bacch. frag. xlvi. 4. 

ii, 92. tpédee seems too short; rather 
Tpagel. 

WotGs detp abpnoov < civ > vow. 

No doubt vow was in the papyrus and Mr. 
Kenyon’s ovv is technically very good, but 
I think B. more likely wrote civdws. A poet 
does not say to a king ‘attend if you can,’ 
he asks him to listen graciously. Cf. Pyth. 
ii. 69. 

16. aivet ‘Igpwva first hand, rightly I sus- 
pect; the whole passage has got into such 
confusion that one cannot guess how it stood 
at first. Besides the metrical impossibilities, 
and xAcevvav and xAewos close together, 
surely yapuv éx otnféwy xéwv is a bald sort of 
of phrase. 

56. [7Anvat] would be a better supplement 
than [xai wav]. The first hand wrote éepeuji- 
mvAav corrected to épufirvdav ; was the cor- 
rection meant for épefiziAav? Fick would 
restore dvypewavro in Homer. If so it would 
mean ‘he who carried off or tore away the 
gates.’ More probably however the cor- 
rector was sconfusing the word with fizrw 
(cf. L. and 8. s.v. dvepefropat). It is curious 
that at Septem 867 the Medicean has éppw)i- 
taxo. corrected to éppuirorxo.. For the 
meaning of the epithet see Mr. Leaf on Jliad 
E 395; Heracles broke open the gates of 
Hades. 

ix. 35. Body 7’ dpwe (Housman) adv 
} TeAevTalas Gudpvypya mdAas. 

The subject to wpe (or arpuve either) 
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ought to be Automedes. To say that the 
wrestling roused the spectators to enthusiasm 
calls away our attention from the athlete 
himself to the struggle. This objection is 
obviated no doubt by Mr. Housman’s of for 
7, but do you like ot? I should prefer his 
xai. There is not much transcriptional 
probability about és but it would give better 
sense, ‘to the very end of the wrestling,’ 
and also gives much more force to reAevraias, 
which is plainly weak if it only mean that 
the wrestling came last in the pentathlum, 
Perhaps, however, the sense I desiderate can 
hardly be got fairly out of reAevraias wdXas. 

x. 15 é0c0a<kis> Nikas exart 
avOeow Eav6[ av] avadnoapevos Kepadav 
KdOos evpetars “APavais 
Ojxas, Oiveidas te d0fav 
év Ilocevdavos mepixetots a€0Xo1s, 

DO SC ea aes GreRthe as "EAXaow 7oddv Taxetav 
éppav 

5 \ , 

rigche Pf Rennes potow ert oradiov 
Geptr. olay oust s Tvewv aeANav 
> , > s > , 
CONG aban sie mete 8 avte Geatnpwv eAaiw 
Pape... & e v éuritvev op.rdov. 

20 TeTP... >» VETEL 
KG lash ere as pov "lo Om.ovikay 
OES ems ei dpvgav evBovdkwv...... 

wv Tpopharat. 

This passage is perhaps the most tantalizing 
in Bacchylides; it looks as if it could be 
filled up somehow with ease, and yet when 
one tries one is met by a veritable hedge of 
obstacles. I despair of making a satisfactory 
whole, but am in hopes of having at least 
made some way towards a restoration. Let 
us begin by distinguishing between the 
practically certain and the merely probable 
or purely speculative, though one cannot 
lay down strict bounds between them. 

Certain then appear to me to be the 
following points. First, we must put a full 
stop at the end of 18. It is impossible to 
suppose that the poet, when beginning a 
catalogue of the victor’s successes at many 
games all over Greece (19—35), started by 
saying ‘how often he won victories at the 
Isthmus.’ He said of course: ‘ We will 
sing how many crowns he has won. First, 
two at the Isthmus’ and so on. That 
bcoaxs (Tyrrell, Wilamowitz and myself) 
is right in 15 appears clear, but whatever 
you read there the general sense is the same. 
The second thing that appears almost certain, 
and for this I am indebted to Mr. Hous- 
man, is that in 21 we must accent ém and 
suppose... . pow. to bea dative governed 
by it, répyaow or the like being in the 
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lacuna. Mr. Jebb’s xovpouw looks very 

plausible at first sight but his restoration 
makes the victor run behind his competitors. 
And ézt oradiov is at least very strange. 
Thirdly in 23 we are bound to suppose 3’ (if 
for 5¢ and not the last letter of some other 
word) to be the second word in its clause, 
for Bacchylides scarcely ever puts it third; 
and when he does, it is in a _ very 
mild way, as at x. 46, xviii. 53. There- 
fore we must supply a verb before it, 
and this verb must have been something 
like faivey or piavev. Ridiculous indeed it 
appears to me to say that the victor ‘rushed 
into the throng of the spectators and 
smeared their garments with oil,’ but there 
seems no help for it. Fourthly in 24, as 
eumitvev cannot govern an accusative (at 
Nem. vii. 31 év=és), we must begin the line 
with ddpe’ és. Then 25 must begin with 
rerpax. and must go on with a connecting 
particle, for otherwise we have no connexion 
in the whole passage. In 27 vw (Kenyon) 
and dyxdpvéav (Jebb) are clearly right, and 
in 28 [ have before observed that we must 
read dywvdpywv or something of the kind. 
We have now got a considerable frame- 

work into which to fit some more guesses. 
At 20 we seem compelled to accept rpovdyvas 
(Kenyon) or some other second person. 
The difficulty is that we have got to shift 
from the second to the third somewhere for 
in 27 we have the third and apparently also 
in 25. And the transition seems very 
abrupt wherever we put “it. The only 
natural place for bringing in the third 
person seems to be this very line; hence I 
Jong tried to get some word in -avce (-ac’) 
but can find none that will do, and besides 
the papyrus so regularly marks elisions that 
it is great odds there was no elision here. 
The transition must be made then at the 
epode (21). In 21 I think réppaciy 7’ (or 8 
or even y’) dkpow emu otadiov extremely 
probable; compare Pyth. ix. 114, réppacw 
dyavos, 118, worl ypappa téAos akpov. In 
both these lines appears the verb écrace 

which reminds one of the ECTA here, but 

it seems impossible to get an accusative in 
if we read éoraco or éctacev). And 
another curious parallel between the two 
passages is Pindar’s Wavoee wérdois (120) 
beside the ¢dpea which the hero of Bacchy- 
lides apparently besmirches ; and again we 
have opiAov directly after in both poets. 
Had Bacchylides got the whole passage of 
Pindar in his head? If so the ode would 
probably have been written soon after 478. 

In 22 the only thing possible seems azro- 
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xvéwv. I had thought of ee zvewv, but the 

next line seems to bar that. In 23 faute de 

mieua I propose éora piavev (or piawev). If 

we accept 8’ atre, the reading of the third 

hand, and I think we are bound to do so, 

and if we look at the way aire is used by 

Pindar, it is clear that we want some con- 

trast of time; the meaning then would be: 

‘At the goal of the course, with hot tem- 

pestuous panting, he stood (a moment), and 

then again dashed into the throng of the 

spectators, smearing their dresses with oil.’ 

We often do see the winner of a race stand 

thus for a moment and then turn and run 

off among the spectators or to the dressing- 

room. And in the circumstances of Greek 

running a man might well amuse himself by 

scattering the spectators in their clean new 

cloaks, all of them flying right and left to 

escape his greasy body; nor is it incon- 

ceivable that a poet might deign to com- 

memorate the jest. The picturesqueness of 

the description is like the manner of Bac- 

chylides. But pavey is hardly the right 

word—if I could get it in I should prefer 

xpaivev. Possibly eoras, €xpaives. Cf. v. 44. 

For the rest I will simply write out the 

passage in the form I have got it into: 

15 éc0d<kis> Nikas exare 
dvoecw EavOav avadynordpevos Kepadav 

n > 

Kboos evpetats APavats 
OjKxas Oiveidars te SdEav. 
év Ilooidavos wepixAettots a€OXous 

20 rao. mpotdyvas “EAAaow mrodav Taxetav 

Oppay. 
, , ad 7] , 

réppacty 7 axpowww ere oradiov 
Oeppav aromvéwv ded\Nav 
” / ) > , > , gota, plavev 8 avre Oearypwv érAaiw 

/ anes) > \ > / o u 
dpe és ayNadv éurritvev opirov: 
retpaxid _ J ézret 
kdpwas Spopov, LoOp.ovicav 
Ol 3 / fe > , ° 

is vw aykapvsav evBovrAwv J _ _ — 7po- 

para, 

bo or 

We might also begin 20 with viv ye. To 

follow up 7’ by 8’ is common enough to need 

no apology. I am not aware of any evidence 

for arace of the length implied by rerpaxt 

kdpiyas Spopov, but it would be hard to say 

why such a distance should not be run 

sometimes. In 251 can think of nothing 

better than 8’ &vev, which seems too long for 

the gap and is the wrong tense ; 8’ dxiv looks 

harder still to get in. 
Mr. Jebb defends Mr. Kenyon’s xapirwv 

in 28, as more poetical, and thinks it is 

Dorian verse. He says truly that -ov xapt 

is a dactyl, and -rwv mpoparar a scond epitri- 

tus. But _.~|_vc|__| being what he 
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_ says and what I thought, the question is: Can 
this figure stand in a Dorian rhythm? Let 
him quote an example from Pindar or Bac- 
chylides and I give way, but there is none 
unless in the corruption of some fragment. 
(Nem, x. 1 is of course not to the point ; 
Pindar has other instances of a short intro- 
duction something like it, as in Pyth. ix., 
and the two short syllables before the dactyl 
seem essential), “AcOAdpywv he says is too 
long, but xapirwv is manifestly too short! ; 
considering the small space occupied by e, 6, p, 
I think deOAdpywv might go in; I certainly 
have much doubt whether dywvdpywrv could. 
To say that deAdpywv spodarar is too prosy 
is to appeal to taste; I appeal to Pindar 
who talks of the ‘EAAavodécas giving the 
prize at Olymp. iii. 12, and says Iv61ddos 
kdpvé dveerée vw in Pyth. i. 32. Doubtless 
deOAdpxwv tpoparys is more prosy than these, 
but not much; it stands to them as B. in 
general does to Pindar. And what were 
the Aevxizruv Muxnvaiwy tpodara: in Pindar, 
frag. 2162 If eiBovdAwv is not the prosiest 
word to apply to the Graces which any poet 
could have found by trying, it is hard to say 
what would be; Mr. Kenyon saw this and 
therefore forced the interpretation ‘favour- 
ing’ upon it. But I wish someone would 
hit on a better supplement than mine. 

x. 41. 4 twa Oevmporiay ecidds. 

Spoilt from Jdiad A 794, IL 36. There it 
is apt, because it is a question of a single 
oracle; here a single oracle would be 
nonsense, and the word must mean prophetic 
skill, the twa being a meaningless echo of 
Homer. 

xi. 77. retyos 6¢ KvxAwzes Kapov. 

Mr. Jebb objects to xduovr that the 
middle use of it in Homer precludes its use 
here, where the middle is inappropriate. 
But the Homeric use is not so very clear. 
At = 341 no doubt xapdpuerOa means ‘we 
won for ourselves by toil,’ but at « 130 the 
use is plainly different, for éxdyovro there 
does not mean ‘for themselves’; on the 
contrary odw is added, meaning ‘for the 
Cyclopes.’ And surely the real? middle 
force of the verb consists in its meaning for 
oneself. The old explanation of vicov 
eixkrysevnv éxdpovto was ‘tilled the fertile 
island’ and I believe it is right. (Hust. 

1 Of this an easy demonstration may be obtained 
by taking the measure of the same word lower down 
in the column and comparing it with the gap here. 
By similar measurement of Ge@A and apx in other 
passages it appears that &e@Adpxoyv will just go in. 
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1619, 49 apud Ebeling). Ebeling says 
further on: of Ké odw vacov évatysevnv 
éxdpovto Le. xKdpvovres éroujocavto. This 
predicative use of évxtievyv looks more 
Virgilian than Homeric ; however, let it be 
predicative, still if, as great authorities say, 
éxdpovto = kdpvovtes exornoavto, it is evident 
that x«dépovro exactly suits the sense in 
Bacchylides. 

Or again let us admit for a moment that 
Mr. Jebb is right in saying that éxdpovro 
in the Odyssey means ‘won.’ Well, in 
Apollonius it certainly does not. And 
Bacchylides is half way between the two. 
And why should he not have mistaken the 
meaning of Homer’s word as much as 
Apollonius, who was much more of a 
Homeric scholar in all probability ? 

Hence it seems that xdpovr’ does not 
involve any serious difficulty. Whereas 
xdpov does, for it involves such a piece 
of scansion as _|¥ ~_ = _V¥__ in Dorian 
rhythm.2 And it does not correspond 
to the third epode any better than to 
the first, for in the third we have _V¥VV! 

xi. 119. ‘ youvds (cum yovy componit Doed. 
Gl. 1011 cf. Curt. Et. 170) locus editus. I 
534 3 57 488 youvd dAwns—sch. A & 57 ro 
yovinw tow Ths yas, 2) TO dpyAotdte, peta- 
opikas do Tav yovaTwv Tov ev TO THpATL, 
dep e&éxer et: TO yovipw, TwWes OE TO yewogov 
kK.T.d., a 193 dvi youvov ddwAs oivorédoto sch. 

Q. rov yoviwwrarov té7ov, melius sch. A (La 

Roche) tov tWydov rérov 7 Tov Tpaxdy, cf. A 
193 h. Mere. 207, X 323 és youvoy ’AOnvawv 
ef. Apoll. Lex. 55, 20, Eust. 23, 28. 772, 28, 
Hes. utramque expl. habet E. M. 239, 4 et 
12 (Herodian.), Or. 38, 6. 39, 5. (Tovoecoa %).’ 
Ebeling. 
Why one should not make an dAgos in 

front of a hill as much as beside a river I 
do not see. 

xiii. 94. Possibly avamraddAopéevwv or -ous, 
‘rocked in the cradle of the deep.’ The 
plural refers to vavriAovs (Blass) in 91. At 
97 I agree with Blass and Housman in 
thinking that the MS. had 0’ éxéA7woav. 
Or rather 8 xdArwoav, as elision is almost 
always marked, and there is no mark here. 
And Bacchylides does not trouble himself 
about augmenting gnomic aorists. 

- xv. 57. 4 8 aiddos Wevderor kai appoovvas 
eEaucios OaAAovoe’ abapBijs 

2 Better to say the last syllable of kdpoy is 
lengthened by metrical ictus (I do not believe in it 
myself, but see Gildersleeve on Pyth. iii. 6). Of 
course the second syllable of xpé-yovo could not be 
so lengthened in any case. But I hope to say more 
on the metre on a future occasion. 
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UBpis, & tAOdrov Svvapiv Te Gods 
60. ‘aAAOrpiov dracev, adtis 

[3] és Babdy weurre POdpor. 
4 VS / 

Kelva Kal vTrEeppiadous 
yas Tatdas dAeooev yiyavtas. 

The trouble of this passage is caused by 
the relative & followed by 3’, to obviate 
which I proposed od’ in 61. But it certainly 
seems, as Mr. Jebb remarks, that & was the 
reading of the MS. I now suspect that & 
ought simply to be omitted, not merely 
because it introduces a construction foreign 
to our poet, but on metrical grounds. We 
learn from the only other surviving epode 
that lines 61 and 62 are not in reality two, 
but one. And hence one is naturally in- 
clined to suppose that the true division of 
lines is this: 

a0 aiddrous Wevderor Kal adpootvats e€aiciors 
Gadrovo’ abapBns 

UBpis & mAodvrov dvvauiv te Gods adXoTpLov 
OTacEev avTLs 

[8] és Babdy réurer pOdpov. 
duadous 

yas matoas wAeroev yiyavras. 

, \ 

KEV, KQL UTEp- 

For though there is the highest uncer- 
tainty about it, yet this arrangement seems 
to me at any rate far more reasonable than 
any other. But if so, 8 or o¢’ would either 
of them be very dubious. Pindar indeed, 
does not mind beginning a line with an 
enclitic or a particle like & ; Bacchylides I 
believe never does such a thing,! being by 
nature an easy-going man averse to any sort 
of boldness or harshness. Thus on converging 
evidence of grammar (somewhat strong) and 
metre (in itself most uncertain) we are led, 
it seems, to conclude that 3’ should be struck 
out. 

xvil. 43. idetv MS., éovdetv Housman metrz 
gratia. I should prefer émdciv, ‘I should 
not care to live to see to-morrow dawn.’ 

51. I should have expected 6 for re. 
Minos was angry, but instead of showing it, 
tried to catch Theseus in a trap. 

56. rupiGepay aorparav can hardly mean 
anything but a meteor. Hyginus (Kenyon 
p. 155) speaks of tonitrum et fulgorem caeli, 
Bacchylides says dotpawe at 71 which by 
itself would naturally mean lightning, but 
an explosion often attends the fall of a 
meteor, and lightning and meteors are 
popularly confused even now. 

Frag. xiii. 6. Probably éorépav. 
9. [a]v[8]ypous adds. I should be glad to 

_ | There are apparent but only apparent instances 
in the papyrus, as x, 36, 46, xi. 18. 
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restore this beautiful word to a more re- 
spectable poet than has hitherto guaranteed 
it. 

Frag. xlii. (Bergk 3). 

Tavpoct O€ Ovatav Tov amavTa xpovov TO 
daimove dOkev 

TpAToovTas ev Kalp@ ToALoKpoTadov 
ynpas txvetoOar, rpiv éyKipoa dva. 

The rhythm of the first line is very suspi- 
cious to say the least, and the sense still 
more so if any sense there be. Read daéuwv 
éowxey and all is smooth. Cf. frag.50. Nor 
does év xaupe¢ seem right in connexion 
with tov dmavta yxpovov; perhaps éyxaipds 

(ENKAIP WC for ENKAIP WI). 
The case for digammating iaivw is greatly 

strengthened by Mr. Richards’ reference to 
Hesychius. There is perhaps an instance of 
it in Pindar. In the older editions Olymp. 
ii. 13 runs thus: dé6Awv te Kopyday topov T 
"Added, iavOeis dovdats. In the modern the 
line is divided after “AAdeov, and so in all 
the other strophes. The only reason, I 
suppose, for this division is the hiatus after 

"Adder, but if iavOe’s was digammated there 
remains none at all. It is true that it 
upsets the colometry, as arranged by J. H. 
H. Schmidt, to go back to the old division 
of lines, but then the colometry of a 
Paeonian ode is another name for a kaleido- 
scope. 

Talking of the digamma, Bickh observed 
truly that this letter never makes position 
in Pindar, neither does it in Bacchylides ; 
hence I retract peyatvynros ‘I¢pwv at ili, 64. 

After working out the colometry of Bac- 
chylides I am more convinced than ever of 
the futility of that pleasing pastime. It is 
extremely easy in a way no doubt, but there 
is hardly a strophe in which there are not 
obvious alternatives between which it is 
absolutely impossible to choose with any sort 
of certainty. The following points are the 
only ones of much interest which I raised in 
the inquiry. The third line of the strophe 
in ode xili. is not to be scanned as I 
proposed in the February number, but as 
__| —cvcley. For this remarkable colon 

cf. the first line of the strophes of the eighth 
Nemean, the only other instance of it with 
which I am acquainted. (Even here the 
colometry is not decisive, but I do not think 
my former proposal will do any way; to 
discuss the question fully would take more 
space than it deserves.) At xvi. 19 as usual 
there are several possibilities,” but I think 
that péAAe is right; the second period of 
this strophe beginning at 17 and being 555. 
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4, It is the division of lines 19 and 20 that 
is wrong; they form of course one line in 
reality and if divided anywhere shonld be so 
after xopa. At xvi. 30 there is a very beau- 
tiful effect of a kind not uncommon in Greek 
verse, the first @ being double the value of 
the second; the most splendid of all such 
effects is probably ein Zed tiv etn avdavev in 
Pyth. i. 29, the first ei filling two bars and 
the second only one. In xvi. 35 I believe 
map (first hand) to be right; the period 
begins at 31 and runs 433433); hence the 
last line breaks rhythmically in the middle, 
whereas if we read zapa it breaks after the 
the second foot. 

ARTHUR PLATT. 

First let me restore to their rightful 
owners four conjectures which I published 
after they had been published by others: 
i 8 xaddv Blass, iii 63 ye péev Blass, vii 10 
’Apirtomevevov 7atd Wilamowitz, xvii 58 xat 
oé Platt. 

v 8-16. dedp’ aOpycov civ vow, | ei ov 
Xapitecot Babviavors idavas | tuvov amd La- 
Odas | vacov Eevos tperépay | méewrer és xdet- 
vav Todt. | xpvodparvKos Otpavias | kauvos 
Oepdrwv eOcder| yapuv ex ornbéwv xéwv | 
aiveiv ‘Iéepwva. In 12 I have written és 
kNewdv (és Oelav Richards) for xXeevvay es, 
since zéyzer must not be altered. Then in 
14 I have written xawds for cAwos. This is 
Bacchylides’ first ode to Hiero; and he 
begins ‘ You, Hiero, must be, if any one is, 
a judge of poetry : look hither and see if the 
Graces had a hand in the verse which a 
stranger sends from Ceos to Syracuse. A 
new poet would fain sing Hiero’s praises ; 
and a world-wide field for him they are.’ 
The metrical superabundance of 11, 14, 26, 
29, is due to a scribe whose ear was dis- 
pleased by the catalexis: when he came to 
the second strophe he desisted in despair. 

v 129. Ovid Meé. viii 304 has nothing to 
do with the name Aphareus or Aphares in 
this passage. It is true that the best MSS 
and most modern editors read ‘ duo Thesti- 
adae, profes Aphareia, Lynceus | et uelox 
Idas’; but when you come to 434 and 440sq. 
you find that the Thestiadae are not Lynceus 
and Idas, but Plexippus and Toxeus: there- 
fore Heinsius is right as usual in following 
those MSS which give prolesque. 

v 184. My conjecture (p. 706) should be 
printed 

[HAP |ev Bepevixo<s e>s eiwipyous. 

It is merely CECE for CE. 

“ 

| ig 
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xi 118-120. Write 

»” / c / 

adoos TE TOL LEpoeV 
A 

KaTEVTaYV EvVdpoY TPO YOV- 
are s / ie) \ vot éxodpevor, Ipudpou ézet xrA. 

kdrevoay scripsi, kécav rap’ MS. po youvot’ 
Platt, apdyovo. MS. The scribe glanced 
from the first ev to the second and wrote 
kamevvopov: then he added overhead the 
omitted cav, but forgot by a natural 
inadvertence to add also the other ev: then 
gav, wrongly inserted, gave xacavrevvdpor, 
and + was expanded to zap’. Certainly 
karevoav and evvdpov go well together: 
compare the dxyparos epov of Eur. Hipp. 
78, which Aidos totaplator KynTeEvEt 
dpocors: Pindar OV. iii 24 calls the adgos 
at Olympia a xazos. Our dAcos was in 
front of a youvds (=tyydds réros: the 
word has no other authenticated meaning), 
z.e. between the hill and the sea. 

‘Palmer’s von Kenyon aufgenommene 
Correctur scheint unmdglich’ says Blass ; 
£119 steht mpdyovo. éocapevor wider 
die Construction und wider das Metrum, 
von Palmer ungliicklich behandelt’ says 
Wilamowitz-Moellendorff. So far so good: 
but they both propose the violent alteration 
mpoyovev éooapévov, in which -ov zpoydvev 
corresponds to-es kaov eAO- at 77 and would 
fain correspond to -o. Bpordv apy- at 35, 
vv to _V¥_z; andon this I have to make 

the following remarks. 
No type of lyric metre is better known to 

metrists than the dactylo-epitrite : its nature 
is simple and its relics are abundant: they 
form more than half of Bacchylides and 
Pindar. This correspondence, _ .J_=_VU_» 
is so extraordinary that Christ, Metrik 
p. 93, declares that he knows no example of 
it. Crusius, in the paper on Bacchylides 
with which he has filled twenty-four pages 
of the first part of this year’s Philologus, 
adduces one’ instance, the last line of the 
strophes of Alcman’s Parthenion, frag. 
23 Bergk: that poem is not written in this 
metre, and even that instance is disputed by 
Bergk iii p. 27. As for the examples which 
can be quoted from the MSS of Bacchylides 
and Pindar, they resemble in nature and in 
number the examples of an anapaest in the 
third foot of the iambic senarius which can 
be quoted from the MSS of the Attic 
tragedians ; and if anyone is in danger of 
heeding them I advise him to write them 
out on a sheet of paper, look at them, read 
Porson’s preface to the Hecuba, and look at 
them again. When I say that in two out of 
the scanty sum the short syllable which 

P 
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should be a long one is the first syllable of 
"Odvpros, that fact is Pwvaey cvverotow. 
There are perhaps a couple of instances 
which cannot easily be corrected ; but hear 
Porson: ‘loca, quae huic doctrinae aduer- 
santur, tam pauca sunt, tam facilia 
emendatu pleraque, ut si unus et alter forte 
supersint, quibus nos mederi nequeamus, non 
idcirco sana iudicanda sint.’ In the present 
case however the question hardly arises : 
other things being equal, a conjecture which 
makes 119 tally with the normal metre of 
35 will be preferred before a conjecture 
which makes it tally with the abnormal 
metre of 77, even supposing 77 to be incor- 
rupt. Moreover there is another way of 
scanning 77 to match 35: not indeed a 
legitimate way, but at any rate a less out- 
rageous one. It is to reckon the -ov of xapov 
as long. The hypothesis that a short final 
syllable can be lengthened even at a point 
which is not the end of a measure has a 
larger number of MS corruptions to support 
it, and will help you to defend not merely 
kdpov at 77 but also wéAw at 114, peyaivyre 
at iii 64, drwodpevov at v 189, and écOddv at 
xiv 3, where the other theory will prove a 
broken reed. 

xiii 97. The MS, as I said on p. 1408, 
must have had ovpiac votov 8 éxoAm[woav 
mvoai|. But the position of d¢ is improbable 
and the change of subject in ékdArwoav and 
égikovro is awkward; therefore Bacchylides 
most likely wrote 

/ 

oTopecev O€ TE TOVTOV 
SOF, , + a er a “a ovpia, votov 8 éxkdATwoay Tv0a 

toriov KTA. 

and the scribes mistook TINOA!. Compare 

Meleager in Anth. Pal. ix 363 9 sg. quoted 
in the lexicons. Ludwich (February) has 
proposed ékdArwoev zvod, but that will not 

account for the ovpia. of the MS. 

xiv 1-7. Write 

ed pev etpapbar mapa datmovos dav- 
Opwrots apiorov’ 
avpdops. 0’, dv ed’ dpardd- 
ie BlapvrAatos podotca, 
Gant lov id’ iypava re|v-| 
[xe klaropOwbeioa. Tipav 
Qo »¢ 

adXos dAXolav ExeL. 

revxe. Platt and Wilamowitz (February). 
In 3 the accent on the last letter looks to 
me like a circumflex, so I write dpoaddivar 
rather than dyaddtvew. I have altered 
écOAov to bv eX’: as ECEAWN at x 47 
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stands for ECQAWN, so here does 

ECOAON stand for EOEA’ON, though 
Bacchylides hardly put the words in that 
order. The stop at the end of 4 marks off, 
as in many other places, the relative clause 
from the main part of the sentence. For 
the metre see iii 83 and xii 31; for the 
sense Hor. serm. ii 7 86 sqq. ‘in se ipso 
totus, teres atque rotundus...im quem manca 
ruit semper fortuna, where Bacchylides will 
defend quem against Lucian Mueller’s quo. 
The pev of 1 is answered by the d€ of 
7: ‘it is first and best to be a good piece of 
God’s handiwork, and then disaster does 
but exalt the man she meant to ruin; but 
there are more sorts of worth than one.’ I 
have given this paraphrase because, in the 
other conjectures which I have seen, I do 

not understand what is supposed to be the 
connexion in meaning between lines 3-6 
and the preceding and following context. 

xvii. My éovdety for idety at 43 becomes 
quite unnecessary if qeprdro’ (Platt and 
Wilamowitz) is read at 20; for the last four 
lines of the strophe, 20-23, 43-46, 86-89, 
109-112, can then be scanned thus (see p. 
136) : 

7 —_VvVve vy vue v 
. 

uv meV YL ee re _ 

Ve V 

mien | es ate 

Neos oily one eaters 

The penultimate of zarpés in 109 must still 
be reckoned long, to avoid the concourse of 
five short syllables. Then the following 
alterations will be made in the table of 
equivalents on p. 1370: 

éup Sieiedieed —SY— YY 

and the equivalent _JJC= will 

disappear. 
On this hypothesis Mr Pearson’s ra[¢]ev 

will be metrically admissible at 86 ; and it, 

like ra[E]ev, gives such a sense as the con- 
text demands. The purport of this simple 
tale is so much misunderstood that I must 
try to explain it, though I do not know how 
T am to succeed where so lucid a writer as 
Bacchylides has failed, Minos was sailing 
before a fair wind from Athens to Crete 

with the youths and maidens on board, and 

smitten with love he laid hands on Eriboea, 

who called to Theseus for help. Theseus 

cried ‘Hold: if you are Zeus’ son, I am 

vwev 
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Posidon’s; and sooner than suffer this 1 
will stand up against you and fight, let 
come what may.’ The seamen were astounded 
at such audacious words from a stripling to 
a warrior king: Minos was angered, as 
anyone would be; but he did not draw 
sword on the meddlesome youth, nor knock 
him overboard, nor even have him laid by 
the heels: he mastered himself and tdawve 
morawiav pytw. ‘Zeus,’ said he, ‘if I am 
your son, show me a sign from heaven,’—and 
immediately it lightened,—‘and Theseus, 
if you are Posidon’s, fish me up this ring 
out of your father’s realm.’ He believed of 
course that Theseus was the son of Aegeus, 
and expected him to shrink from the test: 
the young braggart, abashed by detection, 
would then sit still and hold his tongue. 
What other motive for the stratagem is 
conceivable? But Theseus plunged forthwith 
into the sea, and the heart of Minos was 
molten in his breast: Posidon’s son or not, 
thought he, this is a brave lad. Eriboea 
was clean forgotten: we hear her name no 
more: the return of Theseus finds Minos 
not pursuing his amour but sunk in thought. 
No correction of ra{.jev will be even suffer- 
able unless it signifies some strong revulsion 
which put Cypris and her gifts altogether 
out of his head. He accordingly did not 
order the ship to sail on, which she was 
doing already without his orders, but he 
ordered her to be stopped, xéAeucev icxev vaa: 
therefore kar’ otpov in 87, as I said on p. 
1390, is corrupt, and must either be made 

LUTOSLAWSKI’S ORIGIN AND 

The Origin and Growth of Plato's Logic, 
with an account of Plato’s style, and of 
the chronology of his writings, by Wun- 
ceNTY LutosLtawskI. Longmans, Green 
and Co. 1897. 

In this elaborate and learned work Mr. 
Lutoslawski fulfils the promise made in his 
tract Sur une nouvelle Méthode pour déter- 
miner la chronologie des dialogues de Platon 
(Paris 1896) and in the Classical Review for 
July 1897 pp. 284-286. A preliminary 
essay on the same subject had been printed 
in the Archiv fiir Geschichte der Philosophie, 
1895, pp. 67-114, and the substance of a 
considerable portion of the work has already 
appeared in the author’s native tongue. 
English scholars may consider themselves 
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into kdrovpov agreeing with vaa or else into 
some substantive like ériovpov or dkdrovpov 
(=vavd«Anpov) as object of ceAevoe. He gave 
orders, I say, to stop the ship; but fate 
ordained another course. The Greek word 
6ddv, between the words icyev vaa and ‘ero 
Sdépv, means the course of the ship. How 
did fate prevent the stopping of the ship? 
well, the simplest way of ascertaining is to 
read what Bacchylides has written. Com- 
pare Cowper, Castaway 19-24 : 

He shouted ; nor his friends had failed 
To check the vessel’s course, 

But so the furious blast prevailed, 
That, pitiless perforce, 

They left their outcast mate behind, 
And scudded still before the wind. 

On therefore they sailed, the youths and 
maidens trembling and weeping; but 
Theseus meanwhile was borne by dolphins 
to the palace of his father, and graced with 
gifts by Amphitrite, and lo, he reappeared 
of a sudden by the vessel’s side. Ah, in 
what a train of thought did he arrest the 
king of Cuossus! The sea-nymphs lifted 
up their voices, the youths and maidens sang 
in answer, and all was joy ; for the Minotaur, 
as Wilamowitz-Moellendorff observes, is 
thrown far into the background. So runs 
the story. The question is whether you will 
amend xar’ otpov and so remove the single 
incongruity which breaks its tenour. 

A. E. Housman. 

GROWTH OF PLATO'S LOGIC. 

fortunate that a writer who seems equally 
at home in all civilised languages should 
have selected English as the best medium in 
which to publish the first complete account 
of his investigations. 

In an introduction of sixty-three pages 
the author gives an able survey of earlier 
investigations into the logic of Plato and 
the chronology of Plato’s dialogues. The 
progress of this discussion affords an oppor- 
tunity of examining the tradition about 
Plato’s sojourn at Megara, which is accepted 
by Zeller and other Platonic scholars. Mr. 
Lutoslawski attempts to disprove the story, 
but (as it appears to me) without success. 
Hermodorus, according to Diogenes Laertius 
(ii. 106) ‘says’ (fyoiv) ‘that after the death 
of Socrates Plato and the other philosophers 
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visited Euclides of Megara, dreading the 
cruelty of the tyrants.’ The Hermodorus 
in question was Plato’s pupil (see Zeller* ii. 
1. 402 n.), and his testimony is therefore 
entitled to consideration. Mr. Lutoslawski 
attempts to invalidate this evidence by 
remarking that Diogenes’ statement is 
given ‘not as an unquestioned fact, but as 
an opinion of Hermodorus’ (p. 43). It is 
however a statement (dyciv), and not a mere 
opinion, of Hermodorus, and it is precisely 
because the statement is attributed to 
Hermodorus, and not given as ‘an un- 
questioned fact’ without authority, that it 
deserves to carry weight. Mr. Lutoslawski 
asserts that Cicero ‘contradicts’ the testi- 
mony of Hermodorus. The only passage 
which he cites in support of this contention 
is De Rep. I. x. 16 ‘audisse te credo Plato- 
nem Socrate mortuo primum in Aegyptum 
discendi causa, post in Italiam et in Siciliam 
contendisse ut Pythagorae inventa perdis- 
ceret.’ It is surely incorrect to say that 

_ Cicerc means to indicate Egypt ‘as the first 
place to which Plato travelled after his 
master’s death.’ Cicero is not professing to 
give a complete account of Plato’s absences 
from Athens; and ‘primum’ merely balances 
‘post.’ A visit to Megara would hardly 
seem to Cicero a case of foreign travel, like 
a voyage to Egypt or Sicily. Mr. Lutos- 
lawski further argues (with reference to 
the passage already quoted from Diogenes) 
that ‘it was not the “tyrants” whom Plato 
had.to dread, but the democracy as revived 
after the expulsion of the Thirty.” This 
difficulty, which Stein had already raised, 
has in my judgment been disposed of by 
Zeller, whose explanation of this matter is 
altogether ignored by Mr. Lutoslawski. 
The words dcfcavtas tiv eporyTa Tov TUpdr- 
vev are clearly taken from Hermodorus, and 
neither Hermodorus nor any other contem- 
porary of Plato used oi rvpavvor as a design- 
ation for the Thirty, who were known 
simply as of tpidkovra down to the time of 
Diodorus (Peter’s Chronological Tables, E,T. 
p- 8lv. 153. Aristotle Rhet. II. 24. 3 is no 
exception, for tpidxovra tupavvouvs is quite 
different from of tupdvvor. The word rupav- 
vous in this passage of Aristotle is only a 
figure of speech ; otherwise there is no point in 
Polycrates’ bon mot). The words rév rupavvev 
are therefore metaphorical, and may well 
refer to the rhetoricians and demagogues to 
whom Socrates’ condemnation was primarily 
due: compare Gorg. 466 C dzroxrwviacw ot 
pyropes ovs dv BovAwvra, Oomwep of TUpar- 
VOl, kal xpypar apaportvra Kat é&eavvovow 
€x Tov ToAEwv Ov Gv doxp adrots, and other 
passages cited by Zeller (l.c.). 
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Many writers on the chronology of 
Plato’s dialogues have treated Plato’s so- 
journ in Megara as an argument in support 
of an early date for the Vheaetetus and 
other dialogues. Mr. Lutoslawski is con- 
vinced that the Theaetetus is late, and 
accordingly thinks it incumbent on him to 
prove that the ‘Megara period in Plato’s 
life’ is a ‘myth.’ But Plato’s visit to 
Megara need not be in any way connected 
with the composition of the Theaetetus ; and 
Mr. Lutoslawski appears to me only to 
weaken his case by attacking so well-estab- 
lished a tradition. 

The body of the work falls into two parts 
—one critical and preparatory, the second 
dogmatic and expository. 

In the first, Mr. Lutoslawski attempts to 
establish the order and date of Plato's 
dialogues on the now well-known ‘stylistic’ 
method. From a review of forty-five publi- 
cations on Plato’s style the author estab- 
lishes a list of five hundred peculiarities, 
more than two hundred of which were 
observed by Campbell. Mr. Lutoslawski 
does not claim to have made any observa- 
tions himself, or to have verified those 
already made, but he attempts to improve 
the method of stylistic investigation and 
make it available for determining the chron- 
ology of an author’s works. His procedure 
is as follows. Four kinds of peculiarities 
are distinguished, viz. (1) accidental e.g. 
‘words or idioms occurring only once in a 
dialogue ’ (2) repeated (3) important (4) very 
important. Each ‘repeated’ peculiarity is 
counted as equivalent to two, each ‘impor- 
tant’ to three, and each ‘ very important’ to 
four ‘accidental’ peculiarities. By this 
means the relative importance of different 
peculiarities is estimated—a point which 
had received insufficient attention at the 
hands of previous investigators. A stan- 
dard of comparison, however, is still wanted. 
This Mr. Lutoslawski finds (for the next 
latest five dialogues) in the Laws, which is 
admittedly Plato’s latest work, and (for 
earlier works) ‘in the group of the six 
latest dialogues, Sophist, Politicus, Philebus, 
Timaeus, Critias, Laws.’ By measuring 
equal samples of text with one another 
according to these principles, Mr. Luto- 
slawski arrives at the following conclusions: 
(1) ‘The latest works of Plato are the 
Sophist, Politicus, Philebus, Timaeus, Critias, 
Laws:’ (2) ‘the latest group is preceded 
by a middle group, consisting of Republic B. 
Il.—X., Phaedrus, Theaetetus, and Parmen- 
ides:’ (3) ‘the middle group is preceded by 
a first Platonic group, consisting of three 
dialogues, Cratylus, Symposium, and Phaedo;’ 
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(4) ‘among the Socratic dialogues, the 

Gorgias appears with probability to be the 

latest.’ As to the order of the dialogues 

within each group, Mr. Lutoslawski regards 

it as certain on the evidence of style ‘that 

the Phaedo is later than the Symposium and 

Cratylus, the Parmenides later than Theae- 

tetus and Phaedrus, the Philebus later than 

the Sophist.’ He admits that ‘the relative 
position of Republic, Phaedrus, and Theae- 
tetus, of Politicus, Philebus, and Timaeus, 
cannot be decided on the above observations 
alone.’ 

So much for Mr. Lutoslawski’s conclu- 
sions. To those who have followed the 
course of recent. Platonic criticism, they will 
not seem startling ; but many even of those 
who are disposed to agree with the author’s 
chronological theory, will be unable to 
accept the arguments by which he endeay- 
ours to justify it. 

The fundamental principle of this new 
science of Stylometry, for which, ‘if properly 
directed,’ Mr. Lutoslawski claims infalli- 
bility, is thus enunciated: ‘Of two works 
of the same author and of the same size, 
that is nearer in time to a third, which 

shares with it the greater number of stylis- 
tic peculiarities, provided that their different 
importance is taken into account and that 
the number of observed peculiarities is 
sufficient to determine the stylistic character 
of all the three works.’ Is this an infalli- 
ble canon? Surely a great literary genius 
can, within limits, vary his style at will. 
Is it certain that Plato never did? And 
will not such ‘stylistic peculiarities’ as 
vocabulary, for example, differ according to 
the subject matter of which an author is 
treating? Nor is it difficult to imagine a 
variety of accidental circumstances which 
may easily interfere with the operation of 
such a law. ‘The peculiar method of 
research’ says Mr. Lutoslawski, ‘used in 
the present work is a result of the author’s 
previous study of natural sciences and 
mathematics.’ So likewise, as it seems to 
me, is the author’s ‘Law of Stylistic 
Affinity’ itself. But it is by no means 
obvious that mathematical principles and 
methods are applicable either to style in 
general, or to Plato’s style in particular. 
Plato himself, at all events, took the 
greatest pains to distinguish between mathe- 
matical and dialectical reasoning, nor would 
he, I think, have subscribed without demur 
to the fundamental canon of Stylometry. 

Mr. Lutoslawski’s principle would un- 
doubtedly (as he himself allows) carry more 
weight if it were successfully tested ‘on the 
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writings of a great modern writer like 
Goethe,’ the date of whose works we know. 
Something of this sort has lately been 
attempted by Zeller, who investigates the 
punctuation of D. F. Strauss’s writings, 
and finds that it has little or no bearing on 
their chronological order (Archiv fiir Gesch. — 
der Philos. 1897, pp. 1—12). Or does Stylo- 
metry refuse to recognise a ‘progress in 
punctuation’ as well as in style? In point 
of fact, many of the stylometric observations 
on Plato’s writings deal with idioms hardly, 
if at all, more important, than punctuation 
is in a modern writer. 

If, however, Mr. Lutoslawski’s funda- 
mental principle be provisionally accepted, 
it is open to doubt whether he fully con- 
forms to the conditions which he has pre- 
scribed. . 

The number of observed peculiarities 
which he takes into account is five hundred. 
Is this sufficient to ‘determine the stylistic 
character’ of twenty-two of Plato’s most 
important dialogues? Perhaps it is enough 
to raise a strong presumption, provided that 
each of the peculiarities is significant. But 
the majority of English scholars will not, I 
think, see any special significance in many 
of Mr. Lutoslawski’s ‘peculiarities. <A 
large number consists of rare or semi-tech- 
nical words, most of which are rendered 
necessary by the ideas which the author 
wishes to express. Evidence from vocabu- 
lary is, on the whole, perhaps the weakest 
evidence of date, unless we can show inde- 
pendently that the word in question came 
into vogue at such and such a time. I can 
see no significance, for example, in the follow- 
ing (among many other) ‘peculiarities’ of 
this kind: nos. 6—11 (pp. 78-79) nos. 28 
(roduds Parm. 1 Polit. 1 Tim. 1), 254—278 
(adjectives in -edjs and -adys) and many 
of those contained in nos. 458—500. The 
fact that a particular word occurs once (or 
twice) in each of two or three dialogues is 
surely too insignificant to count as evidence 
of affinity. Several of Mr. Lutoslawski’s 
instances are of this kind eg. nos. 459, 461 

(ioriov Parm. 1 Legg. 1) 464 (povws Parm. 1 
Tim. 1) 466 (ravrodaras Parm. 1 Legg. 1) 
485 (otx evxodos= difficult Rep. 1 Parm. 1 
Legg. 2). The same kind of reasoning 
would establish an affinity between dia- 
logues which Mr. Lutoslawski separates 
widely from one another eg. the Cratylus 
and the Zimaeus and Laws: for Céous (ac- 
cording to Ast) occurs only once in the 
Cratylus and once in the Zimaeus, and 
fpwxds, only once in the Cratylus and once 
in the Laws. Mr. Lutoslawski argues that 
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the Parmenides is late because it contains 

some forty-two words which occur mostly in 
the later group of dialogues. (A majority 
of these words, however, are found also in 

the Republic, which he regards as earlier 
than the Parmenides.) But has he ever 
investigated how many words are common 
to the Parmenides with so-called earlier 
dialogues, and not found in the latest group 
at all, or rarely? ‘Till this is done the 
evidence from vocabulary is altogether one- 
sided. We ought not to pronounce sen- 
tence before hearing both sides of the 
question. No sound conclusions can be 
drawn from evidence of this kind until the 
vocabulary of all the dialogues has been 
examined with the same care as Campbell 
bestowed upon that of his latest group. 

Mr. Lutoslawski’s observations on the 
usage of particles, formulae of replies, 
inflexions, prepositions etc., are (in my 
judgment) sometimes significant, but more 
often not. That xafamep gradually replaces 
éomep in a large group of dialogues (no. 199) 
is, I think, evidence of affinity; and so 
perhaps are the following viz. nos. 223 
(rovyapotv replacing tovyapro), 307 (the 
gradual recession of pévro.), and doubtless 
others. But what shall we say of nos. 
184—198 (various forms and usages of the 
dual, asserted by Mr. Lutoslawski to be 
‘peculiarities of later style,’ but happily not 
so styled by Roeper, who observed them), 
207—222 (where for example évretOev 75n is 
a mark of later style, because Jecht found 
it only in Theaet. Polit. Tim. Legg.—once in 
each of these dialogues, and 747 with the 
pluperfect is similarly so regarded, because 
it occurs five times altogether in Polit. Tim. 
and Legg. and only four times altogether in 
Euthyphr. Prot. Crat. and Rep.), {and other 
instances, which any reader will at once de- 
tect? Can it be seriously argued that the 
following perfectly natural collocations or 
expressions are proofs of the later origin of 
dialogues in which they occur? éri 61) Totvuy 
(286), rpdrov pev roivuv (288), put) Totvuv (294), 
nror—7 (300), roivyy more than four times 
oftener than pévror (306—as if roivuy and 
pevrow had the same meaning), etzes, eipyKas, 
jré\aBes in answers (347-348), aav Coov 
meaning ‘every animal’ (364)? These are 
only typical examples, and a careful study 
of Mr. Lutoslawski’s lists—see for example 
389 to 447—will furnish many more of the 
same kind. 

It seemed necessary to give a few speci- 
mens of the sort of stylometric observations 
on. which Mr. Lutoslawski attempts to 
determine the order of Plato’s writings. I 
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gladly allow that such broader considera- 

tions as are embodied in nos. 12—20 are 

highly important. But many of the partic- 

ular observations which have hitherto been 

made certainly tend to shew that Stylometry 

is still in its infancy. At present it savours 

too much of peaywyta rs Tpaywdias. If we 

may judge of Plato’s sentiments by the char- 

acteristic remark éore 8, ds wot doxel, od rept 

évoparos audio Byryots, ols TooovTwv 7TEpt 

oxais dowv jpiv tpoKera (Hep. 533 D), he 

would have sympathised with Aeschylus 

when Euripides proposed to apply stylome- 

try to his tragedies. 

Al. kal yap taddvtw povour oTabpyoerar— 

BA. ri Se; peaywyncover tiv Tpayydiar ; 
U a a 

AL. xat xavovas é€otcovat kai 77xELs ETOV 
‘\ / 4 — 4, 

kal TAatow Evprynkta—BA. tAWGevoover 
/ 

oe ij / X A < X > , 

AI. kal Stopeérpovs Kal odivas: 0 yap Evpurc- 

dns 
ter o, ‘ / 

kat’ eros Bacavety pyot Tas Tpaywdtas. 
> > 

ZA. 7 tov Bapéws oipar tad Aioxvrov pepe. 

But it is time to pass to the second part 

of Mr. Lutoslawski’s work. In this he 

attempts to give an account of Plato’s 

logical theories and their development, in 

accordance with the chronological order of 

the dialogues, occasionally supplementing 

the evidence of stylometry by a comparison 

of the contents of Plato’s works, and such 

other indications as are available. The 

whole of this discussion is full of interest, 

and abounds in acute and judicious criticism : 

I may refer in particular to pp. 327 note, 

and 393-394. The author’s conclusion is 

well expressed in the following passage, 

which may serve also as an example of his 

clear and vigorous style: ‘The system of 

latest Platonism is no longer a system of 

ideas, but a system of souls, of different 

and increasing perfection, from the lowest 

soul of a plant to the souls of stars which 

are termed gods. Above all rises the ruling 

soul of the universe, the world’s maker and 

ordainer, a divine providence, which places 

each soul in the right place, and allots it its 

proper task in a series of successive lives 

extending over millions of years, probably 

without beginning and without end. Know- 

ledge is acquired by each soul through its 

own exertions, increased by constant exer- 

cise and imparted by teaching. Ideas exist 

only in souls—they are eternal and un- 

changeable because their first model is 

created by God in his own thought. Thus 

ideas are the patterns of reality, and their 

existence in souls is named true Being. 
T 
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But they are not now suddenly perceived in 
ecstatic visions, as in the period of Middle 
Platonism. They must be created and 
elaborated by each soul in its own turn, and 
sought for by the logical exercises of classi- 
fication, generalisation, and division’ (p. 
523). 

Mr. Lutoslawski can hardly bring himself 
to admit the independence of the Ideas even 
in middle Platonism: ‘the separate exist- 
ence of Ideas outside any mind is a poetical 
absurdity which could subsist only for a 
very limited time in the imagination of a 
thinker like Plato, and which has never 
been expressly affirmed in clear words by 
him — because the poetical metaphors of 
the Phaedrus, Republic, Phaedo, and Sym- 
postum cannot be taken as literal expressions 
of abstract truth’ (p. 447). Such an inter- 
pretation is not new, and will always com- 
mend itself to a certain school of critics. 
To me it appears to carry allegory much too 
far. Speaking of the Phaedrus, for example, 
Mr. Lutoslawski declares ‘that “beyond 
the limits of the stars exist pure ideas 
without shape or colour, intangible and 
invisible, not fixed in sensible particulars, 
but free and independent’’ means only: 
that pure concepts of reason are never fully 
realised in the things to which they apply, 
as for instance, absolute equality is never 
found identical with physical equality’ 
(p. 340). If Plato meant only this, and 
nothing more, why did he take such pains, 
not merely to conceal his meaning, but to 
suggest a wholly different view? 

In later Platonism, Mr. Lutoslawski 
emphatically declares, there is no trace of a 
‘separate existence of ideas.’ ‘ We chal- 
lenge our readers and critics to point out in 
works written after the Parmenides a single 
passage supporting the assumption that 
ideas exist outside every soul, or contradict- 
ing our view that ideas are perfect notions 
of a perfect Being, natural kinds of particu- 
lar things in agreement with the thoughts 
and aims of their Creator’ (p. 448). What 
of Zimaeus 52 A 10 Kata Taira eidos €xor, 
ayevytov Kat avwAcOpov, ore eis EavTO ciadeXO- 
pevov GAXo addobev ovTE adToO €is GAAO 
Tot tov, aopatov b€ Kat aAAws avaicOyrov, 

TovTO & 6H vonots ciAnyxeVv ertG- 
kometv! Others may be more fortunate, 
but for my own part I cannot interpret 
Plato’s language in this well-known sentence 
except as indicating that the ideas are trans- 
cendental and independent, the eternal self- 
existent o/jects of all thinking, but them- 
selves distinct from thought (6 6 vonats €tAn- 
xev éemioro7eiv). In any case, if we are to 
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deny the self-existence of Ideas in later 
Platonism, it would be more reasonable to 
deny it throughout, as some writers have 
done. The allegorical method of interpre- 
tation may as well be applied consistently, 
if at all. 

To Aristotle, as everybody knows, the 
separate existence of Ideas is a fundamental 
axiom of Platonism. On any other hypo- 
thesis his criticism of the Ideal Theory is 
altogether misdirected. Mr. Lutoslawski, 
accordingly, appears to throw Aristotle over- 
board (p. 525). But is it credible that 
Aristotle should have misunderstood his 
teacher so grossly, and that on a point of 
such vital importance? Let us allow, for 
the moment, that Mr. Lutoslawski’s inter- 
pretation of the Platonic Idea correctly re- 
presents the element of permanent philo- 
sophical value in the Theory of Ideas. Are 
we justified in assuming that everything 
which Plato said was of permanent philo- 
sophical value? The poetical and mystical 
elements in Plato’s nature were hardly less 
remarkable than his scientific enthusiasm 
and insight. The doctrine of transcendent 
self-existent Ideas is a creation of the poet 
Plato and has a permanent poetical, if not 
philosophical, value. It is*the most power- 
‘ful stimulus to the artistic imagination 
which Philosophy has ever supplied. Mr. 
Lutoslawski’s characterisation of it as a 
‘ poetical absurdity ’ appears to me a singu- 
larly narrow and one-sided piece of criticism, 
even from the philosophical point of view. 
The ywpicnos of the Ideas is ‘poetical,’ 
perhaps, but not ‘absurd.’ 

The exposition of Plato’s logic which fills 
the second division of the volume touches 
on many other questions which have long 
been debated among Platonic scholars. Mr. 
Lutoslawski’s treatment is frequently in- 
complete and inconclusive, as could only be 
expected on so wide and thorny a subject. 
It is impossible, for example, to settle the 
disputed question of the connexion between 
the Eeclesiazusae and the Republic in a single 
page. Many of the author’s combinations 
and conjectures are plausible and interest- 
ing: I may refer in particular to much of 
what he has to say on the Phaedrus 
(pp. 826—362). Others are improbable or 
trivial, as for example when Plato is himself 
declared to be the ‘charmer’ in Phaedo 
78A! To my mind such a piece of self- 
advertisement in one of the noblest and 
most touching passages of all literature is 
utterly incredible in the most self-effacing 
of all ancient authors. Other examples 
will be found on p. 355 lines 2—10, and 
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p- 502 n. 269. Nor is the author’s scholar- 
ship always sound. Thus on p. 293 the 
words cadécrepov 70 t7d THs TOD diareyer Oar 
erioTHpYs TOD OVTOS TE Kal VONTOD Fewpovpevov 
(Rep. 511C) are paraphrased by ‘ this know- 
ledge of ideas is even much clearer than the 
ordinary knowledge based on perception,’ 
but what Plato says is that the superior 
vonrov is clearer than the inferior voy7t ov 
(3) 70 bd TOV TexvOv Kadovpévov K.7.r.). The 
words da tiv TovTov cadpyveray «.t.A. in Hep. 
524C are thus explained : ‘We owe it to 
the clearness of numbers that we distin- 
guish things which to our senses appear 
confused’ (p. 299). The meaning of course 
is ‘but with a view to clearing up this 
chaos of sense’ (rovrov Sc. Tod ovyKexupevov) 
etc., as Jowett and Campbell correctly 
explain. The most serious slip which I 
have observed is on p. 288, where the author 
remarks :—-‘ This’ (Krohn’s view that the 
theory of Ideas does not occur in the early 
books of the Republic) ‘would leave no 
room for—xad& nbn év TO ci det SporoyovvTa 
éxetvois Kal Evpdhwvoivta, Tod aiTod pet é 
Xovta Tirov, as a KéAACTOV Féeapa TO duva- 
pew Ocacba (Rep. 402D). This power of 
superhuman vision here invoked is certainly 
the same which we know from the Sympo- 
sium and Phaedo.’ What Plato says is 6rov 
av Evprinty & te TH Wx Kada Oy évovta Kat 
ev TO elder GpoAoyotvra ékeivors «.T.. What 
he means is simply that the combination of 
a beautiful soul and a beautiful body is the 

fairest sight for him‘ who has eyes to see,’ 
and efdos means of course ‘ personal appear- 
ance’andnot the‘ Idea,’ whatever view we may 
take of ra ris codpoovvys «<idy just before. 

To sum up, Mr. Lutoslawski’s main 

thesis as to the development of Plato’s 
teaching may or may not be true, but in my 
opinion he has failed to demonstrate it. 
Alike in the stylometry of Part I., and in 
the dogmatometry—sit venia verbo, for such 
it is—of Part IL, his arguments too often 
suggest the special pleader, and frequently 
ignore, or insufficiently refute, rival views. 
It is said that Chrysippus on one occasion 
impatiently exclaimed to his teacher Clean- 
thes ‘Give me your conclusions, and I will 
find the proofs’ (Diog. Laert. vii. 179). A 
perusal of Mr. Lutoslawski’s work may 
recall this anecdote to the minds of some 
readers. But Mr. Lutoslawski has done a 
real service to Platonic scholarship by col- 
lecting and classifying the valuable stylo- 
metric observations hitherto made on the 
text of Plato, and enabling scholars to esti- 
mate their bearing on the chronology of the 
dialogues. His results may not be convine- 
ing: work of this sort seldom is. But he is 
always interesting and suggestive, and few 
men know the literature of their subject so 
well. Mr. Lutoslawski has amply earned 
the gratitude of all students of Plato, and 
his further studies on the author he loves 
so well are sure of a hearty welcome wher- 
ever Plato is read. J. ADAM. 

BURY’S PHILEBUS. 

The Philebus of Plato. Edited, with Intro- 
duction, Notes, and Appendices, by R. G. 
Bury, M.A. Demy 8vo. Cambridge 
University Press. 12s. 6d. 

In this edition Mr. Bury has mentioned 
a vast number of perhaps ingenious 
but certainly unnecessary alterations of the 
text (this does not apply of course to all 
that are noticed) and a vast number of per- 
haps ingenious misinterpretations, collected 
from the writings of various commentators 
and essayists. It is true that he is 
judicious enough to reject nine out of ten of 
them, or nineteen out of twenty, or a greater 
proportion; but he would have done 
better service to the public, [ think, if he 
had speeded, at least not retarded, all this 
mischievous or useless ingenuity on its course 
to oblivion, 

The following criticisms may be offered : 
(1) Note 8 on 13 A tells the student that 

a mistake which Protarchus made was a 
hasty generalization. The mistake of Pro- 
tarchus consisted in assuming that generic 
similarity negatives specific dissimilarity. 
This is surely not hasty generalization. 

(2) wept tovtwy tv Evddov Kal TOV ToOLO’TwY 
4) OANA orrover peta Siaipéerews appa PyTHoXLs 
yiyverau. 10 A. 

The text seems really to require the 
emender’s hand. Dr. Jackson in the last 
number of the Jowrnal of Philology proposes 
to read: # woAAi) o7ovd?), 7. -.. But then 
it is not easy to say what meaning can be 
assigned to odd oovdy to make it a good 
antithesis to dudirByryots. 

Mr. Bury proposes 7 woAAi ovrovdy... which 
is good as far as it goes, but *) roAAy orovdp 
seems decidedly better. Controversy in real 
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earnest is contrasted with other controversies 
which have been pronounced to be frivolous. 
Translate: ‘Such Henads are the subject of 
really earnest controversy and division into 
adverse camps.’ The use of the technical 
term diatpecis in a non-technical sense could 
be easily paralleled in these dialogues. 

(3) «lv tus Tpomos EoTL Kal pnxavy THY jE 
TolavTnv Tapaxnv yuty ew Tod Adyou cipevOs 
mus amedGety, dd0v b€ Twa KalXiw tavrys ert 
tov Noyov avevpeiv, oY TE TPOHLpOd. . . Od yap 
opukpos 6 tapov Adyos. 16 A. 

Mr. Bur y annotates : ‘ Protarchus speaks 
as if tapayy were a goddess to be propitiated, 
in possession of the Adyos, a fort to be 
captured and a strong fort too.’ This 
is inexact. The confusion deprecated 
by Protarchus is confusion not inside but 
outside the fort, in the ranks of the as- 
sailants. The word Adyos is used at first to 
mean discussion or argumentation, and con- 
fusion is here deprecated : twice afterwards it 
means the problem to be solved, or, if we use 
Mr. Bury’s metaphor, the fort to be cap- 
tured. 

(4) Kat ovd ev érépw ye Tov’Twov éeopev Tw 
cool, ov8 ott TO areipov aitns iopev ov OTL 
Toe. 17 B. 

Mr. Badham says that the Greek for: 
‘neither of these things makes us scientific,’ 
is: ovderépw tovtwv éopev tw Godot, and 
accordingly rejects 000’ év érepw.. . which I 
had discovered to be the reading, overlooked 
by Gaisford, of the Bodleiau MS. Dr. Jack- 
son in the last number of the Journal of Phil- 
ology expresses his hearty concurrence with 
Badham. But is it not fallacious, from the 
datum that in certain circumstances the 
simple dative may be coupled with éricracGau 
and similar verbs, to infer that no other form 
of construction is legitimate? It is not 
always easy to find a quotation as apt as 
that which Dr. Jackson adduces for the use 
of the simple dative, to oppose to a hastily 
erected and false grammatical canon; but 
the first book I turn to gives the following 
expressions :— 

(a) avepov ort 
eriotacGal te TOV 
87 B. 

(6) davepov ore ov8 éerictacbat dv aicOjoews 
€OTLV. 

These show that to express an adequate 
ground of science the construction with a 
preposition is just as good Greek as the 
construction with a simple dative. Indeed 
Badham according to his own principle and 
his habit ought to have improved the latter 
part of the text by rewriting it as follows: 
OUTE TH TO GTELpOV avTHS Eid€vaL O'TE TO TO EV. 

5 , Lal > , 

advvatov TO aicbdaverbat 

arodextov. Anal. Post. 
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I therefore adhere to the Bodleian text and 
translate: ‘neither of these pieces of know- 
ledge is—amounts to—or, constitutes — 
science.’ 

Dr. Jackson’s suggested emendation here 
is not so happy as some of the others which 
he pr oposes in the same number. He would 
read ov évi érépw, and translate : ‘ by neither 
separately.’ It would be surprising if he 
found any scholar to agree that such a com- 
bination was possible, or, if possible, could” 
bear such an interpretation. 

Mr. Bury here truly observes that the 
tmesis of oid€repos was probably confined to 
a few stereotyped prepositional phrases, and 
proposes otdé & érepov: but no change of 
preposition is necessary. 

The preposition év is often used to indicate 
the cardinal point—the point on which a 
result hinges—the pivot in quo res vertitur, 
as in the following sentence: od yap év To 
oyy € earl 70 pos TV dudvovav civat, GN’ ev TO 
TOV GTOKPLVOPEVOV EXELY TWS Tpos TO. ScSopéva. 
Sophistici Elenchi 170 B. i.e. ‘the question, 
whether an argument is addressed to the 
thought of the answerer, does not depend 
on the argument but on the thought of the 
answerer. And éy is not of necessity 
ousted from its office even when it happens 
that the same meaning might be given, not 
perhaps quite so emphatically, by some other 
turn of expression ; when, as in the present 
case, for instance, the criterion of scierce— 
the title to the name of scientific—might be 
indicated by a simple dative. 

(5) Supptyvy dé ve eis adTHV TO per TAUTA 
TV av TOU TépaTos yevay. II po. Totay 5 Sw. 
qv Kat viv on deov Huds Kabarep tHv Tov 

ametpov cuvnyayopev cis EV, OUTW Kal THY TOD 
Teparoeidovs ouvayayely, ov oun yayopev. adn’ 
tows Kat VoV TOAUTOV Spacer: TOUTOV dpuporepov 

cvvayopevov Katadhavns KaKelvn yevnoerau. 
Ilpw. rotav kal ms Neyets; Sw. Tv Tov toov 
Kat OurAaciov Kal Oroon maver mpos a\Anra 
tavavtia Suadopws éxovta, ovppetpa b€ Kal 
cippova evOcioa dpibpov dmrepyalerar. 25 D, 

Any reader has good cause to be surprised 
at the statement of Socrates that the 
character of 70 wépas has not been reduced 
to a generic formula; for had he not 
recently said: ovxotv Ta pH dexopeva TadTa 
(75 padAXov Kal TO HTTOV) TovTWY bE Ta évayTia 
TavTa dexopeva, mparov pev TO icov Kat iodryra, 
pera de TO icov TO SurAdovov Kal TOV Srurep av 

™pos a.piO nov dpub pos 7 7 HeTpov 1) Tpos PéETpoV, 
ratta EvpravTa eis TO Tepas amohoyiCopevor 
Kad@s av doxoipev Opav totto. 25 A.t How: 
ever, it now appears that Socrates is dis- 
satisfied with this description, perhaps 
because part of it is merely negative, and 
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moreover a negation of the element inferior 
in excellence (7d dzepov); while the more 
positive part (rd icov, ete.) is rather a sub- 
division of the class than a statement of its 
genericformula. How then doesSocrates sup- 
ply the omission? The commentators quoted 
by Mr. Bury seem all to have overlooked 
the fact that Socrates, whose cue it was to 
represent Law (zépas) as akin to Reason and 
therefore a very luminous subject of concep- 
tion, throws in without further fuss or 
ceremony, and without, as it were, stopping 
to draw breath, the required definition of 7 
Tov Téparos OY TOD weparoedots yevva, in the 
words: éméan waver mpds GAAnAa TévavTia 
Siaddpws exovta, orvppetpa Sé Kal cipdova 
évOcioa apiOpov amepydferar. This is a new 
and extraneous idea, entirely independent of 
the former conception. The conjunction of 
the two terms, quantitative determination 
and concord of contraries, if they were 
united in a proposition, would not be, to use 
Kantian language, analytical but syntheti- 
eal: and it would be difficult to finda better 
general formula for 76 zépas or TO TEPATOELOES, 
particularly if we wished it to imply the 
Pythagorean identification of 76 zépas with 
T Ayafov. 

To remove an ambiguity in the word 
éxeivn, Dr. Jackson, followed by Mr. Bury, 
would transpose the sentence where it occurs, 
and bring it in after évOeica dpibpov arepyd- 
fera. Perhaps, if Plato had foreseen what 
alacrity of misunderstanding would be 
displayed by his modern readers, he would 
have assented to the transposition ; but it 
is not absolutely necessary. Nomore is the 
change of cuvayopevoy into cvppuryopevor, 
also recommended by Dr. Jackson, on the 
ground that Socrates was thinking of 
Mixture rather than of Generalization, for 
either thought fits sufficiently into the con- 
text. Nor does there seem to be any valid 
reason for questioning Stallbaum’s inter- 
pretation of rairdy dpace: ‘it will do as 
well.’ 

Mr. Bury devotes an appendix to this pas- 
sage, and the result of his inquiry seems to 
be that Socrates intended the following 
analogies :— 

(1) "Ev : HoAXa :"Areipa 
i.e. Genus: Species : individuals 
(2) "Azeipov : MGAXov kat —: Meppdrepov Kat 

*“Hrrov Woxporepov, &e. 
(3) Ilepas : [leparoedés  —: Svuperpa, Xe. 

z.e. mathemati- 
eal ratios 

This arrangement of terms is sufficiently 
neat, but breaks down on examination. 
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Not to insist that zeparoadés is probably 

only a synonym or alternative expression 
for mépas ; Td pGAXov Kal Hrrov are certainly 

not subdivisions or specific kinds of 70 

depov, but its generic character. Cf. 

émurdpaywbevta TG Tod paddov Kal évavTlou 

yéver bv éfdvn. Indeed Socrates does not 

treat 7d mépas and 70 dzepov in the way 

which he said was the only way of science: 

i.e. continuous and exhaustive subdivision. 

Such a dissection of nature and her laws 

perhaps seemed to present too formidable 

a problem even to the self-confident infancy 

of philosophy ; nor was it required for the 

purpose of this dialogue. 
(6) A note, p. 45, on 26 B. surely 

requires revision. ‘’Aperi is a ouppeTpla. 

arising from the infusion of the zépas €xov, 

which is rtdéis, into the aze:pov, which is 

UBps. According to this statement Virtue 

would be regulated Vice; which sounds 

somewhat unorthodox as an ethical doctxine. 

(7) Adov7 Kal Avan wépas €xeTOV, 7) TOV TO 

padXov Te kat HTTov SexoMEevov éotév; Pu. Nat, 

Tov TO WaAXov...Sw....TodTo 8) cou TOV amepav- 

twv yeyovos eotw. 27 EB. 
Mr. Bury agrees with Paley in interpreting 

the last words to mean, not that Pleasure 

must be placed in the class of dzetpa, but 

that the point may be taken to be as yet 

undetermined ; and he discovers a joke in 

the use of the word dzépavrov. 
Socrates does conscientiously admit, 52 

C., that pure pleasures possess éyperpia, and 

that only the mixed belong to the class 

depov; but at the close of the dialogue 

Protarchus is allowed to forget this, and to 

say: Woovys ovdev TOV OVTeY GeTpwWTEpPOV 

cipew av twa 65 D: so that the point—the 

class to which Pleasure is to be assigned— 

was really determined by the admission of 

Philebus in 27 E. Moreover other passages, 

strangely overlooked by Mr. Bury perhaps 

from too exclusive an attention to gram- 

matical problems, leave not a shadow of 

doubt that the classification of Pleasure is 

henceforth treated as a discussion that is 

closed : kal piv Hdovis ye Goavtwos waar TO 

yévos épdvy...pepvepeba d1 Ore Oovn a7reipos 

jv...31 A. odkodv kal Td8e eipytar Kal cvve- 

podoynpevov Hiv eumrpoobev KELTaL...0TL AUTH 

Te Kal WSov7) Tov azretpwr <ciryv. 41 D. 

(8) morepov...7a EdpravTa. ..eTUTpOTrEvELy 

hauev tiv Tod adoyov Kal ix) Svvapuv...7) 

ravavria,...voov...dvaxvBepvav; pw. Ovdev 

rov avrav. 28 D. 
For the last words, which are obscure, Mr. 

Bury proposes eight different emendations, 

all improbable. May not oidév rv abroy be 

equivalent to zav TovvavTiov, 2.e. to an em- 
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phatic acceptance of the second alternative 
offered by Socrates—ravaytia ! 

(9) ov yap mou Soxodper YE. TO. TETTApa 
exeiva, mépas Kal diretpov Kal KOLVOV Kal TO THs 

aitias yevos ev aTaAct TETAPTOV evov, TOUTO év 

fev Tols Tap’ yuiv Woxnv Te Tapéxov...Tdv 5 
avtOv TovTwY OvTwY év OAW TE Otpaya...Kat 
mpooet. KaNOv Kai eiAukpiwvOv...€v TOoUTOLs 6 OvK 
dpa peunxavnobat tiv tav KadXioctwv Kal 
Tyuwtatov pvow. 30 A. 

Here the word cidikpwav (if we may 
devote a few lines to an interesting recom- 
mendation of Dr. Jackson) recalls to 
our mind the word <idtkpwés, which had 
been recently used, 29 B, in connection with 
the four elements, earth, air, fire, and water, 
and suggests that Plato was now thinking 
of this quaternion rather than of the 
quaternion of Kinds, Limit, Limitless, 
Product, Cause. Dr. Jackson would ac- 
cordingly omit from the beginning of the 
sentence: 7a rérrapa ékelva Tépas Kal azreipov 
Kal Ko.VOV kal, AS an erroneous interpolation, 
and leave only 70 ris aitlas yévos ev amact 
téraptov évov. “Ev tovtows would then only 
refer to the four material elements; and 
this would be a natural and habitual use of 
the preposition. Against accepting the 
emendation, however, are the considerations 
(1) that the elementary quaternion is a sub- 
section of the drepov and might present 
itself to our thoughts whenever the larger 
class came under review ; (2) that Socrates 
would certainly not have considered 76 
Tépas OF Teparoeioes AS a dispensable condition 
of the evolution of life and consciousness. 
This consideration seems absolutely to 
prohibit any change of the text that should 
omit this factor from the list of potentiali- 
ties that Cause had at its or his command. 

(10) “Ev yap rovros otwar...etduxpwéou Te 
EKATEPOLS YiyVOMEvols, MS OOKEL, Kal G[LLKTOLS... 
eugaves ececOar TO Tepi tiv HOovijv, ToTEpoV 
dAov é€oTi TO yevos adoTacTOV, 7 TOUTO peV 
ETEPW TW TOV TpoELPNLEeVWY OoTEOV TLLY yevOv. 
32 C. 

Mr. Bury misses what seems the simplest 
interpretation of this passage and most in 
accordance with what follows, viz.: (1) that 
tovto.s refers exclusively to the second <«idos 
of pleasures, the expectations of good ; (2) 
that the words ws doxet are meant to impute 
error to the opinion that these pleasures are 
unmixed with pain; (3) that the érepov 
yévos is not 70 Kowov or puxtov, but the class 
of Reason and Knowledge. Cf. ras téyvas 
Tacas aBAaées Te Kal OPEAwov Hv éerictacOat. 
63 A 

(11) Mrjyns 8 avapvynow ap’ 0d diadépoveav 
Aéyomev ; 34 B 
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Mr. Bury annotates: ‘ dvapvyors differs from 
pvijpy in that it is a purely and independently 
mental action; while in pyjpy is involved 
aig@yos, and therefore bodily kivnots.’ This 
is altogether wide of the mark. Memory 
only involves past sensation, and may be 
called purely mental. Recollection or Re- 
miniscence involves in its middle terms or 
successive stages many more past sensations 
than Memory or Remembrance, and is no 
more independent of bodily impressions than 
they are. It results in Remembrance; but 
is something more; viz. the law of Associa- 
tion engaged in resuscitating Remembrance. 
There is no reason for altering, as Mr. B. 
wishes to do, the words kai tatra Svpravra 
avapVATES Kal pvypas mov A€yomev, but he is 
pomaps naturally surprised that Badham 
‘overlooked the ®%) difficulty.’ 

(12) rv dpa emd-youray ert Ta eee 
amobeigas pyvyjunv 6 Adyos Wuyns Eipracay THY 
TE Oppayv Kal eriGupiay Kat THY apxnv Tov Caov 
mavTos amepnvev. 35 D. 

A. note of Mr. Bury observes : ‘ pynynv and 
Yvxns, the emphatic words, are centralised.’ 
If so, the sentence is a monstrosity, to be 
pointed at as a piece of bad workmanship, 
probably unparalleled in all the remainder of 
Greek literature. But on examination it 
shows very markedly its obedience to the 
fundamental law of inflected language. The 
emphatic word of the first clause is érdyovcar, 
for the subject of the sentence is the dpyy 
Tov Cdov, and ézaywyi) is dpxiKov Ti. "Eayou- 
cav, accordingly, occupies the first place; and 
from it ért ra érifvypovmeva cannot be separ- 
ated, forming with it, as it were, a single 
word. Myyynv lays claim to the second 
degree of emphasis; but, to avoid a gross 
ambiguity, which would arise if it preceded 
aodetéas, Must allow this one word to take 
precedence of it. Wuyns, far from occupying 
a central position, stands very prominently 
in the forefront of the second clause. No- 
thing then could be more normal and 
exemplary than the order of words in this 
sentence ; and there is no ground for charg- 
ing it with the worst fault that could 
enfeeble or disable a sentence of an inflected 
language. In an uninflected language, ham- 
pered by conventions, such an arrangement 
is sometimes inevitable and excusable; but 
in ancient Greek—No. 

(13) 70 8€ trav adpover Te Kai bBpirrav péxpt 
pavias 7) opodpa ydov7 Katéxovoa TepuBonrous 
amepydtera. 40 H. 

Mr. Bury seems to think it a question 
whether Badhams’s ‘ frantic’ is not the right 
translation of repiBontrouvs: asif Protarchus, 
reported by Plato, was capable of saying that 
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pleasures which excite men to frenzy make 
them frantic. 

(14) zmparov pev Kata xpypata, dogalev 
civat tAOVTLWTEPOV 7) KATA Ti}V aiToV ovciay. 
48 D. 

Dr. Jackson’s defence of the reading 
aitév is convincing. He makes it neuter 
and equivalent to rév xpyuatwv, comparing 
ovaiav y’ €xovTa xpvoov 7 Tivos GAANS KTHTEWS. 
Phaedrus 240 A. Mr. Bury prefers the 
reading atrav, which is condemned both by its 
superfluity of emphasis and by differing 
in number from zAovewrepov. 

(15) riva d€ ravrnv (tiv Tov diaréyerbau 
Svvamwv) ad det €yew ; Bw. Ajrov bre 7) Tacav 
<dv> thy ye viv Aeyomeévyy yvotn, 58 A. 

Mr. Bury prefers this reading to 8)Aov 67) 
mas av... but does not explain why Philosophy 
should be defined by, and confined to, ex- 
amining the subjects of theoretical mathema- 
tics, apparently a minute and _ secondary 
branch of her speculations. 

(16) ratr’ dpa év rats epi 76 bv 6vTws évvotats 
coTw arnkpiBwueva ops Ketweva, Kadetobar. 
59 D 
Mr. Bury quotes Paley’s rendering: ‘Then 
such terms,in abstract conceptions, may, if 
rightly given, be called fitly applied.. Why 
not: ‘may, if fitly applied, be called rightly 
given’? a good specimen of translations 
which are hardly worth placing on record. 

Dr. Jackson is inclined to excise dp6as 
ketmeva. I would suggest that dayxpe 
Bwpévats, in spite of its position in relation 
to the article and substantive, may be the 
true reading. 

(17) ré wore &v te avOpwo7w Kal TO TavrTi 
méepuxey ayabov Kat tiva idéav abriy eivad wore 
pavtevteov. 64 A, 

Socrates having said that he shall use 
certain enemies of Pleasure as Diviners, 
divining in his favour; Mr. Bury comments as 
follows: ‘The real point of thus terming 
these thinkers diviners I take to lie in the 
fact that they treated jdov7 as a single in- 
distinguishable whole, a class of identicals,’ 
This treatment, or ‘this simple ultimate 
impression,’ is regarded, he says, as a divine 
inspiration. But if, as the whole drift of 
the dialogue is to show, this opinion is 
erroneous, if Pleasure is not a single indis- 
tinguishable whole, how could the inspiration 
be divine, and what support or backing 
could Socrates receive from those who held 
such a heresy 4 

Socrates makes the last term of a teleologi- 
cal series—the ascending scale of Goods—the 
object of wavreéa : aud consequently Mr. Bury 
thinks that, acccording to Plato, in every 
generalization the summum genus (the 
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generic unity—generic whole—pia idea) 
can only be apprehended by _ divina- 
tion. This involves the conclusicn that 
Letter, the summum genus of the alpha- 
bet, and Vegetable the summum genus of 
Botany can only be apprehended by divina- 
tion. 

‘ Logical discussion,’ he adds, ‘reaches its 
limit when it apprehends the ultimate 

unity. Did Plato then suppose that 
Classification is the whole of Science? 

Had he no glimpses, say, of the departments 
which in modern times are called Morphology 
and Physiology ? 

(18) “Hodovy Kripa ovk gate mpStov 00d’ ab 
Sevtepov, GAAG mpOTov péevi wy Tepl péeTpoV Kat 
TO pLétplov Kal Kaipiov Kal mavtTa é7d0a xp?) 
Toadta vomile tHv aidiov npyoOar pvovw... 
devTEpov pv mept TO oUppeTpov Kal Kadov Kal 
70 TéXeov Kal ixavov Kal trav?’ ordca TIS yeveds 
av Tavtyns éotiv. 66 A. 

The final scale of Goods was a foregone 
conclusion after the quaternion of yévy had 
been expounded, but it has much exercised 
commentators. The word xrjya implies that 
the inquiry is about mundane goods and 
goods attainable by human effort (zpaxra 
Kal kTnTta avOpwrw). But the words ézdéca 
xp!) Towatra vomiLew THv alovov ypyoba piow, 
whether they mean ‘whatever possess,’ or 
‘whatever are possessed by, the eternal 
sphere,’ are evidently intended to direct our 
thoughts to the dogma, Oeds tavrwv jéTpov, 
and to suggest the existence of an Airoaya- 
6év beyond the universe of time and change. 
Thus the first class has two sections: Good 
transcendent or beyond nature, and Good 
immanent in nature. 

A question now arises why only a second 
rank is allotted to 7d cipperpov Kal Kaddv ; 
and this may be merely due, as Badham 
suggested, to a logical priority implying a 
certain priority of existence, attributed to 
the higher class ; 7d pérpov being regarded 
as antecedent or causative and 7d xaddv as 
derivative or resultant. Cf. werpuorns yap Kat 
ocupmpetpia KaAXos by Tov Kal apeTi) TavTaXxov 
Eup Paiva yiyverOar 64 KE. Yet we read else- 
where of an Adroxadov occupying a supra- 
mundane sphere; so that the second class 
also must be allowed to comprehend two 
sections. 

The other classes need not be discussed 
here. Commentators raise other questions 
which, though strictly speaking extraneous 
to the Philebus, probably cannot but occur 
to the reader of it. For example, into 
which of the four classes must the Ideas be 
placed? In the first instance clearly into 
the class of Iépas. Butif they are regarded 
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as Noypara of the Supreme Reason, or if we 
may apply to it the Aristotelian dictum, 6 
vous Toros cid@v, Novs will be identified with 
the totality of Ideas, which thus enter, in 
the second instance, the class of which 
Reason is the principal occupant, viz. the 
class of Cause. To show that the four 
classes are not mutually exclusive it may be 
observed that, although pleasures as ze7e- 
pacwevar belong to the class Kowwov, yet, as 
elements of the puxtds Bids, both they and 
sciences must be classed as "Azreipa. 

Again, according to Aristotle, Plato made 
7a Ma@yparixa a group of entities mediating 
between the Ideas and the sensible world. 
Which of the four yévy; commentators 
inquire, do they occupy? If they are to be 
identified with anything mentioned in the 
Philebus, it must clearly be with 74 répara 
or weparoeidy: %.€. with the quantitative 
Jaws which, being immanent in sensible 
objects, make them more or less faithful 
copies or analogues of their respective rapa- 
dctypara or eternal archetypes. Mr. Bury 
has collected a number of opinions of various 
value on these matters in an appendix, from 
which it appears that the last of the above 
solutions are advocated by Schneider and 
Tocco. 

(19) Among statements which involve 
misconceptions the following may be 
selected: ‘To the Final cause belongs the 
attribute of Eternity,’ Introduction, p. 45. 
Why Eternity, of all others, is the attribute 
which cannot belong to the Final cause, an 
object which by its very nature can only be 
found in the sphere of yéveous cis odctav— 
the sphere of transient being. 

(20) Further on, p. 49, we are informed 
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that the aic@yros xéopos is the abrofdov of 
the Zimaeus—a proposition which, after all 
the eloquence expended by the Master on the 
contrast of aio@yra and voynrd, would 
assuredly not have been received with 
acclamations of assent in the groves of 
Academe. 

(21) Subsequently the editor says: ‘So 
far then we have assigned both Reason and 
Pleasure each to its appropriate Genus (viz. 
7 aitia and 76 drepov). This is, so to say, 
to have determined the formal cause of these 
two objects,’ p. 55. Neither of these tech- 
nical terms can be properly employed on 
this occasion. When Socrates speaks of 7d 
ameipov and 76 aitwov as yévy and says that 
Pleasure and Reason fall under these yévy, he 
only means that they are subjects of which 
these general terms can be predicated. He 
does not mean that 70 drepov and 76 airov 
are Genera of Pleasure and Reason in the 
logical or scientific sense—év rG ri éore 
Katnyopovpeva. Assuming that Socrates has 
established his thesis, Unlimited and Cause 
are, logically speaking, only Accidents (cup- 
BeBnxéra) of Pleasure and Reason: and 
neither Socrates nor any one else would 
dream of introducing them as Genera into 
the definition of those objects. 

But, secondly, even if we know the true 
genus of any thing, we may have made very 
little progress in the discovery of its formal 
cause. ‘To know this we must know every 
factor or character that enters into its com- 
plete definition. There may be twenty of 
them, and the genus the least important of 
the twenty. 

E. Poste. 

FRANCKEN’S LUCAN, VOL. II. 

M. Annaei Lucani Pharsalia. Cum 
commentario critico edidit C.M. FRANCKEN, 
Vol II. continens libros VI-X. Lugduni 
Batavorum apud A. W. Sijthoff [1897]. 
Mark 9. 60. 

IN scope and principle the second volume of 
this book closely resembles the first, 
reviewed by Mr. Heitland in the Classical 
Review for February, 1897. But in spite 
of the discussion of Dr. Francken’s methods 
to be found there, there are several points on 
which I feel it necessary to touch. 

First as regards the apparatus criticus. 

Is this intended to be complete? I imagine 
so: but in that case it requires revision. 
See eg. vi. 76 vii. 295 viii. 48 ix. 605 
where no mention is made of important 
MSS. (V, U, or G) which give readings either 
different to that placed in Dr. F’s text or 
otherwise interesting (as e.g. vill. /.c. where 
G is omitted though it coincides with M, a 
rare occurrence). Again, the apparatus is 
bulky, and clearness essential. F™ and 
Hosius’ F might be given a place in the 
Notae Codicum opposite p. 1. What MS. is 
referred to as F in viii. 192, 355% In x 
230 EF appears (from the note) to be a 
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misprint for T: is this so in vill. U/. cc! 

And. what is S, quoted on vi. 7, vii. 462, 

519, viii. 1771 etc? Above all, what is the 

reading of the important MS. G in vill. 2314 

One statement stands in the apparatus, 

another in the corrigenda (in which a 

misprint occurs) and a third will be found 
in Hosius’ edition! In vii. 331 Dr. F. gives 
us two accounts of the reading of his own 
MS. A: similar is the note on viii. 134 ira 
UV arma VRg. Some of these defects may 
be due to printers’ errors, which are rather 

numerous. The corrigenda for this volume 
start with the correction of a misprint on p. 
20. But, to confine myself to really mis- 
leading or confusing errors, before that page 
we have these :—vi. 58 PR—standing for 
PF or P®R 217 defuisse ete, words which 
belong to 1. 2072 295 erigit V egerit V 312 
exciri VRg (apparatus) VRb (note) 316 V 
mentioned along with O (which, ordinarily, 
includes that MS). 

These slips make one distrustful— 
especially as, in many passages, we have to 
decide between our editor’s account of a MS. 
reading and that given by other scholars. 
These cases seem to me rather frequent— 
whether more so than is to be expected, is 
not now the question.? I have before me 
seven passages, in all of which a choice has 
to be made between two possible readings 
and where, in consequence, it is most import- 
ant to know what our good MSS. read. The 
passages are vii. 303, 801, vill. 693, ats 
40, 880 X 136. Dr. Francken’s notes shew 
that in all these passages there is doubt as to 
the real reading given by M. Compare the 
note on vii. 395: ‘quo M (Stht.) G (Us.) in 
uiroque (sic) ego quod.’ Nor is Dr. 
Francken himself always confident of the 
accuracy of his own statements: see vii. 303 
‘recepi ex V et fortasse M’ ix. 605 ‘de M 
dubito’ 749 ‘M si recte tradit Stht. (where 
the question is, does it read agris or causis '). 
Was it not worth while to have these points 
definitely settled? ix. 40 is the only case 
I have noted where the editor is confident 
concerning his own collation. Moreover, 
there are cases where Dr. Francken does not 
mention that his account of a Ms. reading 
differs from that of other scholars. See 
(for M) vi. 330, ix. 541, x. 245, (for V) 

_ 7 In vii. 462, 519 it seems to be a misprint for C, 
in vii. 633 it stands for Servius! In other places one 
must await Dr. Francken’s explanation. 

* Similar displacements vii. 383, 868; ix. 651. 
8 Dr. Francken’s views may be gathered from his 

words in Class. Rev. 1897, p. 181: ‘Stht. de V. 
fallitur, ut cuiuis potest accidere: in quo facile est 
tragoedias excitare, praesertim si ipse codices non 
conferas.’ 
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vii. 159, viii. 95, 382.4. In x. 316 tantas is 
an emendation, not a reading of M. 

Passing to the text, we find numerous 
emendations of Bentley, Heinsius and others 
definitely adopted. The editor’s own 
corrections are generally reserved for the 
notes. A tendency to favour U _ is 
noticeable : cp. vi. 734, viii. 390, 529 ete. I 
think we get improvements upon Hosius’ 
text in the following places: vi. 200, 293,° 
313, 650, vii. 12, 462 (a well-known cruz), 
504, 575, 598, 616 (a rare case of return to 
O);> vali. 27, 563, 861 (and perhaps 

punctuation in 366, 417), ix. 38, 250, 329; 
406, 430, 454, 482, 569, 719, 758, 766, 840, 
937, 1105, x. 48, 117, 290. Iam not quite 
certain as regards vii. 607, vill. 51, 757, 

HO 
I pass now to the consideration of some 

passages where the editor fails to convince 
me. Even here the care bestowed on the 
work, the obvious desire to find out what 
Lucan really wrote which pervades it, and 
the intimate knowledge of his author, make 
Dr. Francken’s notes and discussions in most 
cases interesting and, above all, stimulating. 
The commentary is more exegetical than the 
average of critical editions leads one to 
expect. When the same has been done for 
Valerius, Statius, and even Silius, we shall 
be on firmer ground with regard to ‘silver’ 
poetry. How uncertain the footing is at 
present can be known only to those who 
work at these authors, the ordinary histories 
of literature treating them with confident 
and conventional inaccuracy. Even Dr. 
Francken seems at times to fail through not 
making sufficient allowance for the taste and 
mannerisms of ‘silver’ literature. I shall 
give a few examples below. The reading 
cited in brackets is that of Hosius’ edition. 

vi. 88 digerit artus| derigat (‘stiffens ’) 
is a bold emendation, more discreetly re- 

served for the note in ix. 676. 428 quis 
prodat aues| Dr. F, notes that the question 
is not ‘quis sit augur’ but ‘quid augurium 
prodat.’ Hence he reads guid prodat auis. 
But he cannot alter ‘quis fulgura servet’ 
just afterwards, to which he appends the re- 
mark ‘variandi causa,’ and why not allow 

variation to begin earlier? 596 mens dubiis 
percussa pauet rursusque paratast Certos 

4 In all these passages there is much doubt as to 
which reading should be adopted. 

5 I never believed Aetnacis could be right, for 
Aetna comes soon after and the Roman poets loved 
variety in proper names. Notwm need not be taken 
strictly, and it now appears that A has Hennaeis. 

6 In vi. 360 if emendation is necessary, read abducta 
with Sen. N. Q. vi. 25 (both passages refer to the 
draining of Thessaly). 
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Jerre metus] Dr. F. complains that ‘pauere ’ 
and ‘inetuere’ present no contrast, and 
reads Jabat. But surely the contrast lies 
between facing a certainty (metws = causa 
metuendi, almost death itself) and being in 
suspense. Pauor in this latter sense is 
common enough. 604 Here the order of 
words is changed, against the bulk of MSS. 
and without explanation. Exactly similar 
cases are vii. 048,! 559 : compare also vi. 810, 
vil. 623,” 828, viii. 618, 870 (2a misprint), 
ix. 29, 150, x. 268 where the readings in text 
have either no or only inferior authority. 
652-3. Dr. Francken here reads quod tras- 
erit and quod descenderat and in his note 
explains the difference of tense. But no 
explanation is given for the change of mood. 
Other passages where the changes seem ob- 
jectionable are 192, 286, 484 and 700. 
Hosius’ text in 550 and 565 is retained. 

vil. 32 fructum raperetis| Here Dr. F. 
with most MSS. reads caperetis, though in 
331 he reads rapiunt against all MSS., noting 
‘celeritas erat significanda.’ But this is 
much more the case here, and UG support 
raperetis. Compare V 794 perit fructus 
amoris, where perit =non rapitur, just as in 
x. 505-8 perdo and rapio are contrasted. 

. 768 nocentem| Dr. F. complains ‘cur terra 
nocens dicatur nemo dixit’ and emends. 
But 869 is a parallel and Dr. F. has 
actually provided another by emending to 
mocentem Hmathiam in 798. The changes 
in 2 and 764 do not commend themselves 
to me. 

vill. 229 Here is a serious error, Dr. F. 
reading in the text ab igne iam propior qua 
Persis eram—‘where I was nearer the sun 
than are the Persians.’ To avoid all 
possibility of mistake he notes Persis = 
quam Persae. Metrical points are strangely 
handled elsewhere: vi. 616 contentu’s and 
vill. 431 transiris Arawen would surely have 
surprised so correct a versifier as Lucan. 
The note on viii. 187 is strange : ‘contra 
usum im additum est ne ultima verbi ,e- 
spondit producatur.’ In the notes on ix. 
990 and 262 Ovid and Seneca are misquoted 
as writing respectively ‘hic locus est Vestae 
Palladem qui servat et ignes’ and ‘immane 
regnum est posse sine rege pati.’ 702 per- 
tulit| perculit Dr. F. who notes ‘ pertulit— 
Weis. explicat suppleto ‘ad exitum.’ Eodem 
(z.e. nullo) iure possis supplere ‘ad culmen.’ 
Dr. F. wars, and often with justice, against 
commentators who explain by supplying 

non illic is read by ald good MSS.: see the corri- 
genda in Francken. 

* quis transmittat only AC (see the corrigenda in 
Francken), 
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omitted words, but surely Aen. ii. 555 and 
Eclogues v. 34 justify the reading here. I 
cannot accept the changes in 41,3 390, 511 
and 529. Hosius’ reading in 567 is retained. 

ix. 9 Is not animas meant to stand in 
text? 43 momenta is a misprint. 153 
Pellaeis arcis is ingenious, but in viii. 736 
arca has a contemptuous force, out of place 
here. Nor does the vulgate seem objection- 
able to me. 211 scire mori sors prima uiris| 
uirt Dr. F, who notes ‘wrt in plur. opponitur 
vulgo mulieribus; uirilis praestantiae 
significatio solet singulari indicari.’ This is 
very new to me, and Lucan seems to ignore 
the rule in 406. Arbitrary distinctions of 
this kind abound in the notes (see further 
below): sometimes they are allowed to affect 
the text as here and viil. 529 where we are 
told ‘iacere sub aliquo figurate dicitur, sub 
ruina non item.’ 413 pars erit Huropae| 
par Dr. F. But Silius says of Libya ‘ aut 
ingens Asiae latus, aut pars tertia terris’ 
(i. 195). Another passage illustrated by 
Silius is 425, where Dr. F. keeps Hosius’ text 
nullo glaebarum crimine pura. Myr. Heitland 
has shown that the reading dives is supported 
by Ovid, but I think Silius gives even more 
certain evidence. In ili. 650 sqgq. he closely 
imitates Lucan: how closely, may be seen 
by the following table :— 

Sil ii: Lue. IX. 

655) 1—446 

655 = 449-50 

660 =3— se bo 

665. = 495 

O4t.-=  622 

688 = 452 

In the midst then of this passage Sil. 
writes (1. 673) ‘loca plena deo (= Lue. ec. 
564) dites sine womere glaebas.’ Mox is ve- 
tained in 776. 

x. 47 prope plus is surely very 
unnecessary: propius timuere sarisas is 
surely no harder than iam propius metuens 
and propius sperans in Sil. i. 32, xvii. 535. 
In 122 fulcit gemma toros is read, with V, 
but surely it can hardly stand. 

A number of lines are bracketed, or 
marked as being duplicates. Of the former 
I can only remark on vii. 759, where the 
process seems very unnecessary: sbi may be 
repeated with promiserit. As for passages 
which look like duplicates, the silver writers 

give plenty of scope for such conjectures, 
but it is very dangerous ground. ‘Take for 
example vi. 554-5. The sentiment is at 
once repeated in 556-7 and Dr. F. marks 

3 Surely stares in 1. 43 does refer to Cornelia ! 
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these lines accordingly. But do not lines 
560-1 deserve the same fate? In vil. 560 
sqq. the treatment is too ingenious: that a 
marginal note would get dovetailed into the 
text in this way seems to me improbable.! 
In vii. 257-8 Dr. F’s. note seems itself to 
provide material for defence of the lines in 
their present position.” 

I close with a word or two on the notes. 
They contain a good deal of exegetical matter, 
and to some of the explanations I must take 
exception. vii. 357 sacra antiquus imagine 
miles cannot mean ‘qui antiquitatis speciem 
prae se fert’: from Curios, Camillos in the 
following line it isclear Lucan has not finished 
with the clari wirt. viii. 121 templorum cultus 
is explained to mean ‘ divine honours,’ as 
though this would induce Pompey to stop in 
Lesbos. 541 Why is Haskins’ explanation 
of monstrum ignored? Cp. nefas 550. ix. 
866 ingressis is certainly not passive. 985 

1 The note on 567 is strange: premit surely = 
‘close ’—a friendly act, without any idea of * manus 
nocitura.’ 

2 571-8 are bracketed, but surely these lines do 
form the apodosis to the preceding ones and qui- 
cumque = quiuis is rare at beginning of clauses 
(V. FL. viii. 4 is quite exceptional). 
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uenturt me teque legent|. Can te=‘ your 
history of the civil war,’ as Dr. F. explains?’ 
As for the suggested alterations of the text 
to be found, one cannot but note once more 
the arbitrary grounds on which some are 
based. For instance can we assume that in 
vii. 295 the choice les between in tela 
ruentis or in bella furentis, and that in tela 
Surentis is out of the question? In viii. 66 
we are told ‘relativa sententia qua 
annectitur illud quod gravius est pregressis 
h.l. non est apta.’ Why less so than in 
vi. 250, vii. 764, ix. 911% I conclude with 

a very typical example, vill. 303 where 
Lucan writes Spicula nec solo spargunt 
fidentia ferro. Dr. F. suggests sidentia—an 
unlikely word in any case. But wherein 
lies, the peculiarity which he describes as 
admodum insolens? For the personification 
ep. e.g. Sen. Epp. xciv. § 57 nunquam pacem 
agens ferrum; V. Fl. vi. 124 inceptus iam 
lancea temnit ertilis, and many other similar 
expressions. Anyhow the text is rendered 
quite certain once more by Silius who writes 
(i. 219) nec fidens (tellus) nudo sine fraudibus 
ensi and (13. 198) nudo non credere ferro. 

Water C. SUMMERS. 

NEUE ON THE 

Formenlehre der lateinischen Sprache, von 
Frieprich Neuse. ODritter Band. Das 
Verbum. Dritte, sehr vermehrte Auflage 
von C. Wagener (Berlin 1894-7, pp. 
664). 21 Mark. 

Neve’s Formenlehre is too well known to 
need any fresh recommendation. It is 
enough to say of the third edition by Prof. 
Wagener that it maintains the high 
standard reached by the former editions and 
is absolutely indispensable to advanced 
students of Latin. In this volume on the 
Verb, for example, we have carefully 
compiled statistics on the Passive use of 
Neuter Verbs, e.g. regnata rura (pp. 1 sqq.), 
on the interchange of Deponent and Active 
Forms, e.g. assentio and assentior (pp. 17 
sqq.), on the use of the Tenses (pp. 129 sqq.), 
on the Person-endings, e.g. -rwnt and -re 
3 Pl. Perf., -+ris and -re 2 Sg. Pass. 
(pp. 111 sqq.), on departures from the usual 
Conjugation-type, e.g. cupiret besides cuperet, 
evenat beside eveniat, -ibo and -iam Fut. 
(pp. 241 sqq.), on the Gerund in -wrdum and 
-endum (pp. 331 sqq.), on Perfect formations 
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(pp. 340 sgqg.), on Verb-forms in -so, -sim 
(pp. 507 sgqg.) on Perfect Participles Passive 
(pp. 521 sqq.), on Unthematic and Defective 
Verbs (pp. 594 sqq.), to mention only a 
selection of the topics discussed. The 
difficulty of compiling such statistics may 
easily be imagined, To draw up _ lists 
without a flaw would require an accurate 
knowledge of the textual criticism of every 
Latin author, a knowledge which is clearly 
beyond the power of any one. It will 
always be advisable to verify the Neue- 
Wagener examples by consulting the best 
critical edition of each author cited, before 
pronouncing that this or that form is 
or is not found in a_ particular author. 
On p. 82, where proficisco is quoted from 
Plaut. Mil. 4. 8. 19, the remark ‘im Leipz, 
proficiscor’ is surprising. The Leipzig MS. 
(Ff) of Plautus is well known to be a 
copy of the Codex Ursinianus (/) in the 
last twelve plays, so that its departure 
from the reading of BCD is a tact quite 
unworthy of mention. Unless one verified 
this reference in Leo’s or the Ritschl 
edition, one might be misled into supposing 
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that there was evidence for the form 
proficiscor in this line of Plautus. I add 
a few other comments: (p. 87) ruror 
‘to live in the country’ quoted by Nonius 
from Varro suggests domatus sum, ‘1 have 
lived at home,’ as the true form in Plaut. 
Men. 105: domi domatus sum usque cum 
caris meis, which has been altered to 
domitus sum by some scribe who confused 
it with the Perf. Ind. Pass. of domo 
‘I subdue’; (p. 110) Latin participles 
like pransus, cenatus find a parallel in 
Umbrian cersnato- ‘having supped,’ in 
the phrase in the Iguvine Tables cersnatur 
furent ‘cenati erunt’; (p. 177) the 
collection of forms in -wiri (for -wm vi), 
e.g. reddituirt (Cic. Att. 5. 15. 3) 1s 
interesting. They are often changed. in 
MSS. to forms in -wrt as if Nom. PI. 
Mase. of Fut. Part. Act.; (p. 199) the 
old explanation of Passive -7* as_ the 
Reflexive pronoun se should be allowed 
to rest in its grave: (p. 295) in quoting 
examples of -d 3 Sg. in Plautus, it should 
be stated that the shortening is only 
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found after a short syllable, eg. dmdt 
but not curdt, and comes under the 
Breves Breviantes Law like dmd, vdlé, 
démi, puts and similar scansions ; (p. 298) 
Servius (ad Aem. vi. 779) tells us that 
vidén was the ordinary pronunciation of 
his time; (p. 331) ‘nach u, qu, und 
v ist auch in der ilteren Zeit undus nicht 
nachzuweisen, but, it may be added, 
secundus (the form in -wndus corresponding 
to sequendus, the form in -endus) shows 
that the formation was not unknown 
earlier; (p. 411) Oscan ‘fefacit’ should 
be jfefacid (Perf. Subj. 3 Sg.). If the 
Sefaked ‘fecit’ of the Praenestine Fibula 
be Old Latin, it is not true to say 
that ‘im Lateinischen nur fect vorhanden 
ist’ ; (p.;603) in connection with praesens 
might be mentioned its use as Part. 
of praeesse, ‘to be in command,’ on 
the Columna Rostrata praesented | Anibaled] 
dictatored olorom ‘under the command 
of H. their dictator.’ 

W. M. Linpsay. 

WELLS’ SHORT HISTORY OF ROME. 

A short History of Rome to the Death of 
Augustus, by T. Wells, M.A. Methuen 
and Co. pp. 353. 3s. 6d. 

To write a compendium of Roman history 
to the death of Augustus in an interesting 
manner is by no means an easy task, and 
Mr. Wells is to be congratulated on having 
produced a very readable work. Whether 
there is ‘at present no satisfactory small 
Roman history existing in England’ seems 
doubtful. We think there are several, but 
at any rate Mr. Wells’ book has sufficient 
merits of its own to render any apology for 
its publication unnecessary. * The chief 
events in Roman history are related clearly, 
and concisely. More attention has been given 
to the constitutional development of Rome 

than is usually done in books of a similar 
kind. In this feature the chief merit of the 
book consists. A short, but useful sketch of 
the different races of Italy is given in 
the Introduction. The various myths of 
the regal, and early republican period are 
treated very briefly, or omitted altogether. 
Want of space is pleaded as an excuse for 
this, which may also be the reason of the 
complete omission of the usual chapters on 
literature, but the book would be more 
serviceable had room been found for the 
latter. The historical parallels are to the 
point, and will be welcomed by 

practical teachers. There is a good index, 
and four useful maps. On the whole Mr. 
Wells has written a useful schoolbook. 

W. E..P. Corren. 
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ARCHAEOLOGY 

A RE-DISCOVERED INSCRIPTION IN 
THE ACROPOLIS WALL. 

- Mr. Brown of the American School of 
Archaeology at Athens has recently been 
examining the slopes of the Acropolis rock 
and the walls with great care, and in the 
course of his search has discovered a num- 
ber of inscriptions previously unknown. 
His investigations, conducted at considerable 
risk, have led to very valuable finds, and he 
has kindly allowed me to make known one 
of particular interest. He has found the 
inscription which Koehler failed to find 
(Lapidem frustra quaesivi), C./.A. il. 3. 
1263. It is built into the 8. wall of the 
Acropolis upside down and only a few 
courses above the rock, about half-way 
between the corner of the Nike-bastion and 
the S.W. angle of the Parthenon, and can 
only be reached by a long scramble along 
the rock from the Theatre of Dionysos, or 
by climbing down over the wall. In its 
present condition the stone is more complete 
than as Wordsworth gave it, and Pittakis’ 
copy is still more inaccurate. The inscrip- 
tion is crotxndov and reads : 

Kexpomis 7aid... 
Kryjourmos Xafp... 
éxopnye. Aa... 

To the left the stone is complete, to the 
right broken: there is room for one letter 
at the end of the first line, but no trace of 
the omega. The last two letters are either, 
as Koehler restores, the beginning of the 
name of the aiAnrjs, or of that of the dida- 
axados: the order seems to have varied 
(cp. 1267 with 1268) in different inscrip- 
tions. Wordsworth inferred from the in- 
scription that, as Ctesippus is here men- 
tioned as performing a liturgy, Demosthenes 
was successful in his speech against Leptines, 
and the law of the latter was repealed. 
The re-discovery of the inscription is im- 
portant from its bearing on this question. 
The date cannot be precisely specified, but 
the inscription is in good 4th century 
lettering, and I have the authority of Dr. 
Wilhelm, the chief epigraphist in Athens, 
to confirm me in saying, that the stone may 
quite well be placed before 355 B.c., the date 
of Demosthenes’ speech. This being the 

case, no inference whatever can be drawn 
as to the orator’s success from this stone, and 
the question must be discussed on other 
evidence. The obviously inaccurate state- 
ment of Dio Chrysostom must be weighed 
on the one side against the antecedent 
improbability on the other, that a young 
and unknown speaker succeeded in obtaining 
a victory over the party who then held the 
reins of government, a victory which no 
doubt would have surprised him as much as 
the rest of Athens. 

G. C. RIcHARDS. 
Athens. 

PERROT'S HISTOIRE DE PART DANS 
DANTIQUITE. 

Histoire de TArt dans UT Antiquité. Par 
Grorces Perrot. Tome VII., La Gréce 
de l’Epopée: La Gréce Archaique (le 
Temple). Paris: Hachette. 1898. 

M. Perrot’s elaborate work, great both in 
conception and in execution, requires no 
introduction to the readers of the Classical 
Review. The first ten parts of the new 
volume are devoted to the Homeric Greece, 
and do not complete that subject. The 
religion, the burial, the domestic architec- 
ture revealed to us in Homer, are discussed 
with great fulness; and a merited compli- 
ment is paid on p. 81 to Prof. Jebb’s article 
on the Homeric House in the Journal of 
Hellenic Studies, 1886. It is significant as 
to M. Perrot’s method and views that the 
Homeric House is treated in a different 
volume and a different section from the 
Palace of the Mycenaean period, while the 
various Houses in Homer are described with 
a minuteness worthy of a Homeric commen- 
tator. It is needless to add that the merits 
of M. Perrot’s work are fully maintained in 
the opening of this new volume; and that 
all who are interested in Homer will find in 
every page acute and suggestive remarks 
and comparisons drawn from a wide experi- 
ence. We do not attempt to criticise or 
characterise the book; we merely chronicle 

its appearance, which will be welcome to 
many. 

W. M. Ramsay. 
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SUMMARIES OF PERIODICALS. 

American Journal of Philology. Vol. xviii, 

8. Whole No. 71. Oct. 1897. 
The Ethies and Amenities of Greek Historiography, 

B. Perrin. The President’s address at the 28th 

annual session of the Am. Phil. Assoc. July, 1897. 

It is characteristic of ancient writers not to name 

sources at all, but to claim originality. Other writers 

are referred to only on trivial points, or to be cor- 

rected or ridiculed. With them the question of 

plagiarism did not arise. ‘ All the Greek historians,’ 

says Josephus, ‘seek not truth, but Adyer Suva, 

powerful expression, and each writer applies himself 

to eclipse in fame his predecessor.’ The Subjunctive 

in Independent Sentences in Plautus, ii, E. P. Morris. 

Continued from the last No. [Cl. Rev. xi, 462]. The 

subjunctive use consists of a great variety of more 

or less specialised usages, differing often but slightly 

from one another. We have reached no Grundbegriff, 

for what we call ‘the subjunctive’ has no objective 

existence. Caccilius of Calacte, W. R. Roberts. In 

the time of Augustus the leading critics were Cae- 

cilius of Calacte, and Dionysius of Halicarnassus. 

From what we know of them we gather that they 

had ‘something of the wide outlook and sympathy 

possessed by the best Roman writers, such as Cicero, 

for whom the adoption of a pure Attic standard had 

a living and not simply an antiquarian interest.’ 

Are the Letters of Horace Satires ? G. L. Hendrickson. 

That both the satires and epistles were considered in 
antiquity to belong to the department of poetry 
known as sativa, we may add the testimony of 

Statins (Sév. i. 3, 99 sqg.) to that of Quintilian, 

Suotonius, Porphyris and Sidonius Apollinaris. In 
modern times only Casaubon has supported this view. 
Notes on Horace, C. Knapp. On Od. iv, 3, 17-20 
dulcem strepitum, parallels between Horace and 

Sophocles, and some passages in the Satires. 
Norn. On Lucian’s Nigrinus, Emily James 

Smith. The Nigrinus not only has traces of the 

sophistic style, but is actually a sophistic work, L. 
never having in fact abandoned the sophistic system 
with which he begun. Among the books reviewed 
are Hillebrandt’s Ritwal-Literatur-Vedische Opfer 
und Zauber, which forms Vol. iii, part 2 of Grun- 
driss der Indo-Arischen Philologie und Altertwms- 
kunde, and Kaibel’s Sophokles Elecktra. There are 

Brief Mentions of Bréal’s Essai de Sémantique and 

Gallaway’s dissertation On the use of wh with the par- 
ticiple in classical Greck, and obituary notices of 
Professors G. M. Lane and F. de F. Allen. 

Part 4. Whole No. 72. Dec. 1897. The sub- 
junctive in Independent Sentences in Plautus, iii, HE. 
P. Morris. Concluded from the last No. This paper 
deals with the optative and potential usages of the 
subjunctive. The use of enim, in Plautus and 
Terence, W. K. Clement. The exx. of the corrobora- 
tive force of enim to the causal force are as 14 to 1 

~ in Plautus, and 13 to 1 in Terence ; the percentage 
of causal force is respectable enough not to be rejected 
through mere devotion to a theory. On the Char- 
acter of Inferred Parent Languages, H. Oertel. The 
distinct value of constructive parent forms is to 
enable us to classify a given number of existing 
forms. To claim more loses one ina maze of specu- 
lation, for the sum total of inferred forms cannot 
give us a true picture of any language ever spoken. 
Coneluding Notes on the Origin of the Gerund and 
Ferundive, Ll. Horton-Smith. A third and con- 
eluding paper [see CZ. Rev. viii. 474 and ix. 477]. 
The writer considers (1) that the Italic Gerundive was 

purely an Italic development, (2) that the Gerund 
was developed from the Gerundive, (3) that the 
Gerundive is compounded of the Prim. Ital. Accus. 
Infin. in -m and the verbal suffix -dd, (4) that the 
suffix -dd is the representative of idg. dd- from idg. 

dé. Negative Futures in the Greck New Testament, 

W. G. Ballantine. The contention is that whatever 
may be the origin and usage of od wi in classical 
writers, it was not emphatic to Hellenistic writers. 

Norn. On Latin nihil ‘naught, not,’ K. W. Fay. 
‘The evidence seems to warrant us in positing an 
Aryan base ef ‘small, a bit, whit.’ There is a review 
of Heinze’s 7’. Lucretius Carus de Rerum Natura 
Book iii, and Brief Mentions of Kenyon’s Bacchylides 
and Hill’s Sources of Greek History between the 
Persian and Peloponnesian Wars. 

Rheinisches Museum fur Philologie. Vol. 

o3; 1s 1898: 
Kritische und exegetische Bemerkungen zu Philo, 

ii, P. Wendland. Concluded from the last no. 
Quellenstudien zu Ciceros Biichern de natura deorum, 
de divinatione, de fato, R. Hoyer. Directed chiefly 
against Schmekel, who would build up Cicero’s 
philosophical system from Panaetius and Posidonius. 
But their doctrines cannot often be certainly dis- 
tinguished from those of others, ¢.g. Antiochus. 
Satura Tulliana, O. Plasberg. Various notes. Der 
Tod des Kleitos, R. Schubert. An attempt to ascer- 
tain the truth about this matter more accurately than 
has yet been done. Zu Ciceros Briefen an Atticus, 
Cc. F. W. Mueller. Many critical notes.  Drez 
boiotische Eigennamen (mit einer Beigabe Nad«papos 
vatkArapos vavxAnpos). EF, Solmsen. The names are 
bidadas, Fapurxos, and Bpduis. 

MiscELLEN, De Strabonis loco, R. Kunze. In 
book xvii (p. 797 Cas.) for the corrupt moAcrixdy 
conjectures moAvdicoy. TZ. Lucretius Carus bei 
Diogenes von Oinoanda? A. Koerte. There is no 
reason to suppose that 6 @avudo.os Kapos here men- 
tioned refers to the poet. Damasus und Dracontius, 
M. Ihm. Does not admit that Dracontius has used 
the epigrams of Damasus in his Christian and profane 
poems. Spartiaticus, F. B. The work of Musonius, 
in which allusion is made to Sp., was written during 
his own exile z.e. before A.D. 69. HAY3-@PAIKIAHS, 
O. Rossbach. So we must write ‘nomen caelatoris 
Hedys et gentis Delphicae Thracides’ for the mon- 
strous Hedystrachides in Plin. N. H. xxxili § 156. 
Kémovae, A. Bauer. This puzzling word in a medical 
recipe given by R. Fuchs (vol. 50, p. 577) is the 
Xilopia aethiopica, and is identical with the word 
cepula in Ducange. 

Archiv fur Lateinische Lexikographie und 

Grammatik, Vol. 10. Part 3. 1897. 

Zur Geschichte der Futura wnd des Konjunktivs des 
Perfckts im Lateinischen, H, Blase. A statistical 
paper. Manus tollere=mirari, BK. Wolfflin. Exx. 
from Cicero and Catullus. Swh sudo, A Funek. 
Defends this in Pl. Most. 765 against Leo in the last 
no. [Cl. Rev. xi. 85]. Usque ad quod, A. Funck. 
Occurs in St. Augustine = jusqu’a ce que. Zur 
Bedeutung und Schreibung der Partikel etiamnunc, 
A. Roosen. Vulgdrlateinisches felgerola = *filicarula, 
R. Fuchs. Fides als vox media, H. Kruger. This 
is shown by the expressions f. bona und f. mala, with 
which we may compare dolus bonus and d. malus. 
Storia, B. Kiibler. This word occurs Caes. b.c. i. 
9, 5, and in Bell. Afr. 47, 5 storiisque should be read 
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for scopisque. Beitrage zur lateinischen Glossographie 
iii, O. B. Schlutter. From Orosius. <Ambro, 
Bambalo, A. Sonny. Zur Differenzierung der latein. 
Partikein, E. Wolffin. Shows how the meaning of 
certain particles wasatfected by foreign influence even 
in the time of Cicero. Gerrae, gerro. Ardalio. 
Mutto. Mutinus Titinus. Tappo, A. Sonny. Lexika- 
lisches zu den Metamorphosen des Apulejus und zu 
Sidonius Apollinaris, J. van der Vliet. Der 
Accusativ der Richtung, G. Landgraf. (1) After 
verbs of motion, (2) after verbal substantives. 
Dioscorides als Quelle Isidors, H. Stadler. Proben 
der vulgdérlateinischen Mulomedicina Chironis, k. 
Wolfflin, Firmicus Maternus, E. Wolfflin. Reasons 
are given for believing in the identity of the author 
of the Christian tractate De errore profanarwm 
religionwm and the heathen author of the AMathesis. 

MISCELLEN.—Superne, supernas. Clausa, F. Leo. 
Lexikalisches aus einem Palimpsestsermonar der 
Ambrosiana, E. Hauler. Die jiingst gefundene 
Kollation der Turnebus-Hs. des Plautus, W. M. 
Lindsay. [See Cl. Rev. xi. pp. 177, 246]. Zu den 
Miscellanea Tironiana, H. A. Sanders. Critical 
notes on Part iv. of the Liber scintillarwm of the 
monk Defensor. Focaria, B. Kiibler. Jsse = zpsce, 
E. Ludwig. Senus=sinus, KE. Wolfflin. This vulgar 
form is to be retained in Cic. Fam. vii. 1,1 where 
some edd. read sinwm, others Misenwin. Levirdescere, 
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Frontinus, see also last no. [Cl. Rev. xi. 85]. Vitio 
mit Gen. =propter, k. Wolffin. 

Part 4. 1898. 

A, ab, abs, J. C. Rolfe. The history of the various 
forms, their meanings and syntax. Zur Latinitat 
des Augustus, E. Wolfflin. The poetical sponte swa 
in Monum. Ancyr. is due to Livy. Lexikonartikel 
A, ab, abs, J. C. Rolfe. Propter bei Tacitus, F. 
Poulsen. As propter in ‘Tac. is not found in a causal 
sense except Hist. i. 65, we should there read pro 
with abl. Zu den luteinischen Glossen, W. Heraeus. 
Some additions to and criticisms of Landgraf’s paper 
in the last vol. [See Cl. Rev. ix. 430]. Pararius, 
substantif, L. Havet. The word is derived from par 
not from parare. Sopio, -onis bei Catull., A. Sonny. 
Accorporo—accubitus, A. Funk. Indeklinables vetus 
bei Ortsnamen, M. Petschenig. An ex. from Victor 
Vitensis. 
MIscELLEN.— dn Herrn Dr. W. Kroll und wnsere 

Leser, E. Wolfflin. The question discussed whether 
Cassius Felix was an African. Si quid=quicquid, 
EK. Wolfflin. Addenda Lexicis Latinis, A. Souter. 
Betewerungsformeln im Lateinischen, H. Blase. 
Cremo=kpeuavyum, suspendo, P. Geyer. lnferias 
mittere, P. Geyer. Sanna, W. Schmitz. Trans- 
filuminianus, M. Thm, Strigo, M. Ihm. Ablutiv 
red bet Plautus, W. M. Lindsay. Zur Regula 
Benedicti, E. Wolfflin. 

LIST OF NEW BOOKS. 

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN BOOKS. 

L. Havet. Hques=cquus, G. Ries. An ex. from 

Aeschylus. Tragoediae, edited by Lewis Campbell. 
Crown 8vo. Parnassus Library. Macmillan. 
5s. net. 

Anthologiae Graecae Erotica. Love-epigrams or 
Book 5 of the Palatine Anthology edited and 
partly rendered into English verse by W. R. Paton. 
12mo. 212 pp. Nutt. 3s. 6d. net. 

Demosthenes. Select Private Orations. Part 1. 
including contra Phormionem, Pantaenetum, Lacri- 
tum, Boeotum de nomine, Boeotum de dote, 
Dionysodorum, edited by F, A. Paley and J. KE. 
Sandys. 3rd edition, revised and enlarged by J. E. 
Sandys. Crown 8vo. xv, 295 pp. Cambridge 
University Press. 6s. 

Euripides. Hippolytus, edited by J. Thompson and 
B. J. Hayes. Introduction, text, notes, vocabu- 
lary, test papers, translation. Crown 8vo. 178 
pp. (Univ. Tutor Series.) Clive. 5s. 6d. 

—— Medea, with English notes and a literal trans- 
lation by W. C. Green. 12mo. 104 pp. Simp- 
kin. 2s. 6d. 

—— Tragedies, translated into English verse by A. 
S. Way. Vol. 3 (in 3 vols.). Crown 8vo. 518 
pp. Macmillan. 6s. net. 

Horatius. The Odes and Epodes, translated by A. 
D. Godley. Crown 8vo. 122 pp. Methuen. 2s. 

—— The Epodes, translated into English verse by 
A. S. Way. Sm. crown 8vo. 78 pp. Macmillan. 
2s. net. 

Masom (W.F.) and W. J. Woodhouse. 
Rome (300-202 B.c.). Sm. crown 8vo. 
(Univ. Tutor Series.) Clive. 4s. 6d. 

Menander’s Play. Revised text of the Geneva frag- 
ment, translation and notes by B. P. Grenfell and 
A. S. Hunt. 8vo. Frowde. 1s. 6d. 

Mills (T. R.) Synopsis of Roman history (890-202 
B.C.). Interleaved with test questions. Crown 8vo. 

History of 
236 pp. 

28 pp. (Univ. Tutor Series.) Clive. Is. 6d. 
Plautus. Lindsay (W. M.) The Codex Turnebi of 

Plautus, 8vo. 68 pp. and numerous facsimile 
plates. Frowde. 21s. net. 

Sappho. Memoir, text, select renderings and a 
literal translation by H. T. Wharton. Fourth 
edition. 12mo, 242 pp. Lane. 6s. net. 

Vergil. Bucolica et Georgica, with introduction and 
notes by T. E. Page. 12 mo. 486 pp. (Classical 
Series.) Macmillan. 5s. 
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FOREIGN BOOKS. 

Altenburg (O.) De Sermone pedestri Italorum vetus- 
tissimo. 8vo. 87 pp. Greifswald. 

Ammianus Marcellinus. Michael (H.) Das Leben 
des Ammianus Marcellinus. 4to. 28 pp. Jauer. 

Aristophanes. Vahlen (J.)  Quaestiones quasdam 
Aristophaneas prooemiandi causa colligimus. 4to. 
18 pp. Berlin. 

Bacchylides. Ludwich (A.) Bemerkungen zu den 
Inschriften der ilischen Tafeln und zu Bakchylides. 
4to. 13 pp. Kdénigsberg. 

— Weil(H.) Sur l’édition des Odes de Bacchy- 
lide par F. G. Kenyon. [Extrait du Journal des 
savants (Janvier 1898)]. 4to. 14 pp. Paris. 

Bulle (Heinr.) Griechische Statuenbasen. Skizze 
zi einer Entwickelungsgeschichte der antiken 
Postamentformen. 8vo. 40 pp. Miinchen, Buch- 
holz. 1 Mk. 50. 

Buresch (K.) Aus Lydien, epigraphisch-geo- 
graphische Reisefriichte, herausgegeben von O. 
Ribbeck. 8vo. xxvi, 227 pp., map. Leipzig, 
Teubner. 14 Mk. 

Bynum (K. T.) Das Leben des M. Junius Brutus bis 
auf Caesars Ermordung. 8vo. 35 pp. 

Cagnat (R). L’Aunée épigraphique, revue des 
publications épigraphiques rélatives & Vantiquité 
romaine (1897), par R. Cagnat. 8vo. 59 pp., 
double columns, engravings. Paris, Leroux. 

Callegari (E). I Gracchi e Vopera loro politico- 
sociale. S8vo. 40 pp. Padova. 

Cicero’s Reden fiir Ligarius und den Konig Dejotarus. 
Mit Einleitung herausgegeben von K. Rossberg. 
8vo. xxv, 36 pp. Miinster, Aschendorff. 75 Pf. 

Corpus inscriptionum etruscarum ab academia lite- 
rarum regia borussica Berolinensi etc. pecuniis ad- 
jutus, administrante A. Danielsson ed. Car. Pauli. 
7. segmentum. folio. Paginae 395-474. Leipzig, 
J. A. Barth. 20 Mk. 

Eben (H.) Agis und Kleomenes. 
Oberstein. 

Furtwingler (A.) Neue Denkmiler antiker Kunst. 
8vo. 35 pp., 12 plates, engravings. Miinchen. 

Goedeckemeyer (A.) Epikurs Verhaltnis zu Demokrit 
in der Naturphilosophie. 8vo. 157 pp. Strass- 
burg. 

Hesiod. Devantier (F.) Die Spuren des anlautenden 
Digamma bei Hesiod. 4to. 52 pp. Eutin. 

Holm (Ad.) Geschichte Siciliens im Alterthum. 
Vol. [I]. (last). With Index to the 3 vols.  8vo. 
xvi, 787, 20 pp., map, 8 plates. Leipzig, Engel- 
mann. 18 Mk. 

Katrarius. Elter (A.) Jo Katrarii Hermodotus et 
Musocles dialogi primum editi. 4to. 54 pp. 
Bonn. 

Kohler (U.) Die Eroberung Asiens durch Alexander 
den Grossens und der korinthische Bund. 8vo. 
15 pp. Berlin, Reimer. 50 Pf. 

(Aus ‘ Sitzungsber. der Akademie der Wissen- 
schaften ’.) 

Monuments grecs, publiés par l Association pour I’ 
encouragement des études grecs en France. Nrs. 
23-25. (1895-97.) 4to. viii, 78 pp. Paris, 
Maisonneuve. 

8vo. 45 pp. 

Plato. UHartman (J. J.) De emblematis in Platonis 
textu obviis. 8vo. vii, 152 pp. Leiden, Sijthoff. 
4 Mk. 

Plautus. Hasper (T.) De compositione Militis 
Gloriosi commentatio. Adiectae sunt emendationes 
Militis Gloriosi. 4to. 28 pp. Dresden. ; 

Polemon. Jiittner (H.) De Polemonis rhetoris vita, 
operibus, arte. (Breslauer philologische Abhand- 
lungen, herausgegeben von R. Foerster. Vol. VIII, 
pt. 1.) 8vo. v, 116 pp. Breslau, Marcus. 5 Mk. 

Rayot (E.) Les auteurs philosophiques grees. 
fitudes analytiques et critiques. 12 mo. vii, 
243 pp. Paris, Delaplane. 

Statii (Papinii P.) Silvarum libri, erklaert von Fr. 
Vollmer. 8yvo. xvi, 598 pp. Leipzig. Teubner. 
16 Mk. 

Stirenburg (H.) Die Bezeichnung der Flussufer bei 
Griechen und,Rémern. 4to. 45 pp. Dresden. 

Sundén (J. M.) De tribunicia potestate a L. Sulla 
imminuta quaestiones. 8vo.. 37 pp. Upsala. 
90 Pf. 

(Aus ‘Skrifter utgifna af. K. humanistiska 
vetenskapssamfundet i Upsala.’) 

Terentii Comoediae, iterum rec. A. Fleckeisen. 
12mo. ix, 31l pp. Leipzig, Teubner. 2 Mk. 10. 

Pampirius (Jos.) De comoedia terentiana 
scriptiuncula. 8vo. 19 pp. Eporediae. 

Terentius. Schlee (F.) Jahresbericht iiber Terenz 
von 1889—1896, mit Anhang iiber Seneca’s 
Tragoedien und Publilius Syrus. 8vo. 50 pp. 
Berlin, Calvary, 2 Mk. 40. 

(Aus ‘Jahresbericht iiber die Fortschritte der 
class. Altertumswissenschaft.’) 

Tschernjaew (P.) Terentiana. De Ciceronis 
studiis Terentianis. 8vo. 104 pp. Casani. 
2 Mk. 50. 

Thucydidis historiae, rec. C. Hude, Tomus I. : Libri 
I.—IV. 8yvo. xvi, 352 pp. Leipzig, Teubner. 
10 Mk. 

Utzig (F.) Handlexicon der romischen Literatur- 
geschichte. 8vo. iii, 87 pp. Braunschweig, 
Wissmann. 1 Mk. 50. 

Valerius Flaccus. Harmand (R.) De Valerio 
Flacco Apollonii Rhodii imitatore. 8vo. 145 pp. 
Nancy, Berger-Levrault. 

Varro. Antiquitatum rerum divinarum libri I. 
XIV. XV. XVI. Praemissae sunt quaestiones 
Varronianae, auctore R. Agahd. 8vo. 381 pp. 
Leipzig, Teubner. 9 Mk. 20. 

(Aus ‘Jahrbiicher fiir class. Philologie,’ Suppl. 
Vol. XXIV.) 

Veryilius. Le Géorgiques de Virgile. Texte latin 
par A. Waltz. 18 mo. 228 pp., facsimile plate. 
Paris, Colin. 

Wachsmuth (C.) 
griechischen Geschichtsschreibung. 
Leipzig. 

Wagner (Jos.) Realien des griechischen Alterthums. 
8vo. vii, 127 pp., engravings. Briinn, Winiker. 
2 Mk. 40. 

Weinberger (W.) Adnotationes ad graecos Italiae 
codices spectantes. 8vo. 24 pp. Wien. 

Ueber Ziele und Methoden der 
Ato. 19 pp. 
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AN ITALIAN SCHOLAR ON JEROME’S LIFE OF LUCRETIUS. 

In Italy of late years Lucretius has been 
studied with extraordinary fervour. Gius- 
sani has published an elaborate edition of 
his poem and numerous dissertations have 
appeared dealing with his life and work. 
The most valuable of the latter is that by 
Professor Ettore Stampini! (Il Suicidio di 
Lucrezio. Messina, 1896) written partly as 
a criticism on a pamphlet with the same 
title by Giacomo Giri? according to whom 
Jerome’s data as to Lucretius’s periods of 
madness, the story of the philtre and his 
suicide are mere inventions, forming what 
he calls ‘the Legend of Lucretius.’ Stam- 
pini’s pamphlet is written with great ability 
and grasp: he shows much subtlety and 
penetration and equal breadth and balance 
of judgment in dealing with the few poor 
details which have come down to us about 
Lucretius. These details are so scanty, yet 
so sensational as to rouse our suspicion : 
they are worn threadbare in the course of 
long and fruitless controversy: yet Stampini 
has thrown fresh light upon them and has 
to a large extent succeeded in making them 
now for the first time coherent and consist- 
ent with the evidence of the poem itself. 
The sad and painful story outlined by 
Jerome is treated by him with fine sym- 
pathy and in the light of a searching study 
of Lucretius’s character as revealed in his 

1 T have specially to thank an accomplished 
Italian scholar, Mr. Francis Pearse, for sending me a 
translation of almost the entire pamphlet and also 
Mr. H. A. Webster, Librarian to the University of 
Edinburgh, for further. valuable assistance. 

2 Palermo, 1895. 
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poem. I wish at present not so much to 
criticise his explanation as to set it forth. 

Stampini begins by quoting Trezza’s 
remark that ‘a tragical silence surrounds 
the life of Lucretius and makes it sad and 
sacred.’ He then quotes the two ancient 
sources, approving Nettleship’s view that 
Donatus’s life of Virgil is in reality, ‘ the 
great bulk of it,’ the original biography by 
Suetonius or else is a revision or continua- 
tion of this. There may be errors of negli- 
gence in Jerome’s additions to the Chronicle, 
especially as to dates: ‘nevertheless it 
cannot be denied that really in the substance 
of the facts he has strictly followed Sue- 
tonius.. It is universally admitted that 
Suetonius used original sources with much 
diligence, faithfulness and acuteness, nor is 
he disposed lightly to accept as true all the 
information which he has gathered and still 
less to create sensational incidents in order 
to add to the interest of his narrative. ‘I 
say this,’ continues Stampini, ‘not so much to 
exclude the idea that the suicide of Lucretius 
could have been invented by Suetonius, 
which no one could reasonably think, as to 
assert that, if the historian included it in 
his biography of Lucretius, he must have 
done so not without good reasons and after 
accurately weighing the statement. Giri 
himself notes that “it is reasonable to think 
that Suetonius collected in his book those 
facts and anecdotes which were already 
current’; and we must at least admit that, 
when Suetonius wrote, the suicide of the 
great poet of Nature was regarded as a 
historical fact, fully trustworthy. Nor, in 

U 
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treating of an enlightened age, possessing 
so many literary monuments, can we accept 
the statement that at the time of Sue- 
tonius the life of Lucretius could be so 
little known that fanciful matter might 
easily be introduced into the biography of 
the poet.’ 

‘The points mentioned by St. Jerome are 
three. The first refers to a philtre offered 
to Lucretius ; the second relates his madness 
with intervals of quiet and mental clearness ; 
the third regards his suicide. Now I main- 
tain that no one of these facts can be 
reasonably judged to be without foundation, 
not even the first, although it may be 
differently explained, as may be seen farther 
on: I maintain besides that, if error there 
was, as I believe, on the part of St. Jerome, 
it lay merely in his abridging the account of 
Suetonius too concisely and in not distin- 
guishing with the needful clearness and pre- 
cision the order and character of the facts.’ 

The philtre might well have produced an 
unnatural excitement which led to the 
poet’s suicide, but the true cause of that act 
is to be sought long before this in the 
organic illness from which he suffered. St. 
Jerome in compiling has ‘confused and 
made into one the two facts, which were 
doubtless distinct in Suetonius: but he has 
not so confused them that the truth can- 
not be seen through.’ This view is confirmed 
by the fact that Jerome uses one word, 
insania, to describe the madness in the 
intervals of which Lucretius composed his 
immortal work and another, furor, to 
describe the fearful derangement of the 
nervous system, produced by the potion 
drunk. ‘This intense and unnatural excite- 
ment was the true cause of the poet’s 
suicide. We may compare Suetonius’s 
account of the effect of the potion given by 
Caesonia to Caligula—Creditur potionatus 
a Caesonia uxore amatorio quidem 
medicamento, sed quod in furorem verterit. 
Stampini refers also to Cicero’s definition of 
the two words at Z'usc. Qu. ITI. 5. 11.1 

Lucretius left the MS. of his poem in a 
disorder which cannot be explained solely 
through the lack of his last hand. ‘An 
Italian philologist who has distinguished 
himself by his studies on Lucretius, Carlo 
Giussani, admirably indicates the method 
followed by Lucretius in the composition of 

1 In the course of a long passage Cicero says, His 
rebus mentem vacuam (he has just said that 
philosophy regards the foolish and thoughtless as 
insane) appellarunt insaniam : and again, Qui ita sit 
adfectus, eum dominum esse rerum suarum vetant 
ducdecim tabulae: itaque non est scriptum, 
SI INSANUS, sed SI FURIOSUS ESCIT. 
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his poem.: “The poet at his death left his 
work completed in the rough but in no part 
brought to its final form. Even in the first 
composition he had no doubt worked upon a 
general plan, already determined on, but he 
had not worked consecutively ; and that is 
to be understood not only in the sense that 
his work may have been interrupted by 
periods of insania but more especially, that 
he frequently treated individual parts 
separately, as if each stood by itself (isolata- 
mente) without, for the time being, troubling 
himself about all the necessary con- 
nections with the rest of the poem, some- 
times even leaving such passages incom- 
plete or in part hardly sketched out. Later 
in the course of his work, he repeatedly re- 
turned to the parts already treated, now re- 
casting in a different form some paragraph 
or portion of a paragraph, now making 
additions, yet even these intended as pro- 
visional sketches: and, fond as he was of 
repeating certain expressions or formulae or 
verses or groups of verses which seemed to 
him particularly effective in conception or 
in poetic beauty, he even inserted such repe- 
titions in passages already written or wrote 
them on the margin for future introduction.”” 
In short it is a question of an entirely 
abnormal mode of composition, of workman- 
ship by fits and starts, disconnected, con- 
fused, which, if we grant the physical and 
psychical ailment mentioned by Jerome, is 
easily understood, but which becomes almost 
inexplicable if this cause is removed.’ 

(If Stampini means that the frequent re- 
petitions in Lucretius are ‘abnormal’ in the 
sense of being a symptom of insanity, this 
is a quite unwarranted inference. Such 
repetitions are common in Empedocles, whose 
poem ‘On Nature’ Lucretius, as Munro 
says, ‘no doubt looked upon as in some 
sense his poetical model.’ 

I believe Sellar is far nearer the truth 
when he-writes, ‘The supposition that the 
poem or any considerable portion of it was 
written in the lucid intervals of derange- 
ment, seems hardly consistent with the 
evidence of the supreme control of reason 
through all its processes of thought.’ After 
all, is the disordered state of the poem 
anything more than we ought to expect 
from the fact that the poet’s hand was 
suddenly stopped !—for he breaks off in the 
middle of a sentence, while describing the 
horrors of the plague of Athens. Probably 
he had only two or three hundred more lines 

2 Carlo Giussani in the Rivista di fil. Vol. xxiii. 
p- 427. 
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to write,! but he had done almost nothing to- 
wards the revision of his work. No great 
poem, if arrested at such a stage, could fail 
to show similar passages, two versions of the 
same subject both retained because the poet 
had not yet chosen between them, other pas- 
sages added in the margin and not yet fitted 
into their place. Especially, with such a 
monstrously difficult subject as Lucretius 
handles, (comprising LKpicurus’s whole 
system of physics with part of his ethics) 
might this be expected to occur]. 

Stampini believes that Lucretius suffered 
from ‘intermittent insanity’ (pazzia 
alternante) in the same way as did Tasso, 
who was subject from time to time to 
violent accesses of mental disorder, but in 
the intervals was able to write both poetry 
and philosophy. As Solerti says, ‘It was 
possible for Tasso to be both poet and 
madman, philosopher and madman, but for 
that very reason his work was bound to 
have and actually does have most 
extraordinary inequalities, both in concep- 
tion and in form.’ These words, says 
Stampini, are equally true of the spirit 
and condition of the work of the Roman 
poet. Even those critics who cannot accept 
Jerome’s statement as to Lucretius’s periods 
of insanity admit in the poet organic 
conditions which might induce intense 
hallucinations. [Here Stampini has evi- 
dently misunderstood Lucretius’s repeated 
references to terrible visions, seen both 
waking and in dreams which, as Munro 
says, ‘seem to confirm the story of the poet 
being subject to fits of delirium or 
disordering sickness of some sort.’] Sellar 
observes that the prevailing intensity of 
thought and feeling which marks the poem 
seems to indicate ‘an excessive strain of 
faculty,’ which might well have produced 
‘the loss or eclipse’ of intellectual power. 
The same scholar admits in a very guarded 
way that there are signs ‘in the later books 
of some failure in Lucretius’s power of 
organising his materials.’ 

‘I dare not positively state,’ says Stam- 
pini, ‘that Lucretius was epileptic: but 

everything leads to the persuasion that 
the diseased state of mind of which there is 
an account in St. Jerome, was or approached 
to a form of epilepsy and one of those forms 
which do not exclude great intellectual 
power, although with a disturbance of the 
balance of the different faculties... 

‘ According to my hypothesis, it was a 

1 What the subject of this conclusion would have 
been, I have tried to show elsewhere (‘The Atomic 
Theory of Lucretius.’ p. 168). 

kind of epilepsy in which maniacal acts, 
mental exaltation and painful hallucinations 
alternated with periods of extraordinarily 
active power of thought, in fact of all those 
psychical facts which concur in the elabora- 
tion of what is at once a great philosophical, 
artistic and poetical work.’ Caesar, Ma- 
homet, Napoleon the First, were all epilep- 
tics: Victor Hugo even wrote some of his 
most magnificent pages after violent attacks 
of epilepsy. It would be far less easy to 
explain the fact of the suicide of Lucretius, 
if he did not suffer from intermittent in- 
sanity, although the latter alone would be 
sufficient, without the provoking cause of 
the philtre, to bring on the catastrophe. 
Moreover, it is evident that Lucretius suf- 
fered from taedium vitae which is a recog- 
nised cause of suicide. His disgust of life 
and loss of hope in it is a real cerebral 
disease. In addition to this, Lucretius was 
not exempt, as Martha says, from ‘that 
moral malady which is not easy to describe 
because its features are always varying, 
Ennui.’ In Lucretius’s picture of the noble 
who, sick of the city, and his great mansion 
there, rides out in headlong haste to his 
country seat but the moment he reaches 
it, finds the same intolerable oppression 
return and hurries back to Rome—here 
Martha sees the involuntary confession by 
Lucretius of his own previous experience 
and weariness of life. The idea of the 
vanity of all human things, so to speak, 
dominates the poem and reminds us of 
Ecclesiastes. Even the eagerness with 
which the poet lays hold of the science of 
Nature in order to free himself from the sad 
illusions which torment the soul manifests a 
profound disgust of the world. Not that 
such feelings necessarily prove a decided 
tendency to suicide in Lucretius [any more, 
Stampini might have added, than we should 
be justified in drawing the same inference 
from the sadness of the Russian novelists of 
our day], yet they show that ‘the work of 
Lucretius does not of itself contradict the 
story of his suicide, but even hints, al- 
though distantly, at some vague predisposi- 
tion towards it. Meanwhile it is certain 
that all his ardent study of the ethics and 
science of Epicurus, all his earnest investi- 
gation of the inexorable laws of Nature did 
not suffice to bring peace to that agitated 
heart, which sought peace for his country 
and for himself.’ Stampini holds that at all 
events the poem contains nothing neces- 
sarily inconsistent with the tradition of the 
poet’s intermittent insanity or even of his 
suicide. 

u 2 
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As to the curious phrase aliquot libros, 
Stampini thinks Jerome could not have used 
it to denote the whole poem : he interprets 
it along with Lachmann as meaning that 
only certain books (apparently III. to VI.) 
were written after Lucretius’s mental ail- 
ment began. [This criticism appears to me 
strained. Cicero speaks of Lucretit poemata. 
Ovid and Suetonius (De poetis, p. 5, Reiff.) 
have Lucretii carmina—all in the plural. 
The ancients regarded the De Rerwm Natura 
as a didactic poem and therefore lacking the 
unity of a poem of action. Jerome may 
not have read and probably did not admire 
Lucretius. The vagueness of the phrase 
might spring from indifference or ignorance. | 

It is not possible to think that Lucretius 
committed voluntary suicide, suddenly for- 
getting the poem to which he gave his 
thoughts day and night, leaving the great 
object of his life all but finished. Only 
some special access of mental disturbance 
can explain such a deed in such circum- 
stances. Some scholars are surprised that 
no other Roman writer refers to so tragic a 
death of a well-known poet, but the suicide 
of Lucretius, committed in a state of 
abnormal excitement, when not himself 
‘might probably enough, not be regarded as 
a real suicide, but rather as a misfortune, 
such as might result from his disorder, or 

such as might arise from the excitement and 
exaltation produced by a potion which is 
reported to have been or really was an 
amatorium poculum. During the time which 
extends from the death of Lucretius to 
Suetonius and which is so fruitful of volun- 
tary deaths, carried out with deliberate and 
mature intention, with a calm and serenity 
of spirit which are really marvellous and 
therefore, as Giri writes, “apt for one reason 
or another to strike the imagination,” at 
such an epoch a suicide which may be con- 
sidered and called involuntary could not 
greatly excite the imagination because the 
poet evidently was but the blind and uncon- 
scious instrument of his own destruction.’ 

Again as to the notion that the story of 
Lucretius’s suicide was a legend created by 
thereligious reaction of the time of Augustus, 
since, a8 Martha says, ‘the popular imagina- 
tion which loves to mingle marvellous stories 
with the lives of heroes and saints, at times 
also is fond of composing a sinister legend 
regarding the famous despisers of divine 
things’—this notion which Sellar and Teuffel 
thought possible, is simply absurd. [Sellar’s 
view has been mistaken by Stampini. 
Sellar mentions the explanation just given, 
merely as an apparent and plausible explana- 
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tion of the origin of Jerome’s story. He at 
once discards it, naming various reasons 
which, he says, ‘incline us rather to accept 
the story as a meagre and distorted record 
of tragical events in the poet’s life, than as 
a literary myth which took shape out of the 
feelings excited by the poem in a later 
age’1]. There were masters of unbelief, 
such as Ennius, before Lucretius’s day. 
Owing to the spread of Hellenism, to dram- 
atic poetry and other causes, the spirit of 
scepticism already existed in the minds and 
consciences of many. If the legend were due 
to offended augurs, ‘how many madnesses, 
how many suicides must the augurs have 
been obliged to invent in order to punish 
the despisers of their charlatanry !’...‘ Nor 
could there in so short a time be kindled in 
the midst of paganism waning towards its 
decline a religious spirit so passionate and 
fanatical as thus to brand with madness 
and a tragical death the man who, without 
being an atheist, had written words of fire 
against sacerdotal impostures and _ super- 
stitious religion.’ Giri too rejects such an 
origin for his ‘legend of Lucretius,’ remarking 
acutely that the spirit of offended orthodoxy 
would have invented something worse than 
merely intervalla insaniae. He finds the 
source of his pretended ‘legend’ entirely in 
the poem itself, as simply springing out of the 
profound impression produced on the mind by 
the passages dealing with Love, and still 
more, by those on Eternal Death, since, as 
he says, ‘It is well-known that the human 
imagination creates legends when it is 
deeply moved.’ This is still more unreason- 
able. Strange indeed would be the forma- 
tion of such a twofold legend out of a 
poem which could not be and never was 
popular. A legend of such a kind is not 
created in the restricted circle of a knot of 
cultivated persons, who are the least acces- 
sible to the fantastic notions out of which 
popular legends take body and life. ‘Why 
should Lucretius have been sent down to 
posterity with the brand of a suicide caused 
by a love-philtre solely because he had com- 
posed poetry in his own manner on love and 
death ?’ 

It is now time to examine closely the 
question of the philtre. Stampini thinks it 
not unlikely that, in condensing Suetonius, 
Jerome may have omitted some such phrase 
as dicitur, creditux. He compares the 
passages referring to the philtre administered 
by Caesonia to Caligula. Creditur potiona- 
tus a Caesonia uxore amatorio quidem medi- 
camento, sed quod in furorem verterit. 

1 Roman Poets of the Republic. 1881. p. 278. 
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Incitabatur insomnia maxime: neque enim 
plus quam tribus nocturnis horis quiescebat 
ac ne iis quidem placida quiete, sed pavida 
miris rerum imaginibus (Suet. c. 50). 
[Munro on i. 132, long ago pointed out 
the similarity of these symptoms to those 
described by Lucretius cum saepe figuras 
Contuimur miras in speaking of visions 
seen both in sleep and waking. Stampini 
calls attention to the fact that Caligula, 
when a youth, was subject to epilepsy.] 
By using the word creditwr, Suetonius shows 
that he does not hold the effect exercised 
upon the brain of Caligula by the philtre to 
be a fact certain and historically established, 
but we may certainly infer from his words 
that in Caligula’s day philtres were com- 
monly believed to be able to turn the brain 
and to-occasion madness and even death. 
Their consequences were the more dreaded 
because of the superstitious notions bound 
up with the practice. According to the lex 
Cornelia de sicartis et veneficiis, the statutory 
penalty at Rome for administering an ama- 
torium poculum was, according to the rank 
of the offender, either the mines or banish- 
ment to an island with a heavy fine: if the 
result were fatal, the punishment was death. 
Quintilian even proposes as a subject for 
discussion in the schools of rhetoric an action 
brought in consequence of administering a 
philtre. Friedliinder in his History of 
Roman Morals from the time of Augustus 
points out that at Rome in the last days of the 
Republic! sorcery was exceedingly in vogue 
and in particular that ‘the belief in love- 
charms was extraordinarily wide-spread 
among women.’ Grave writers such as 
Plutarch refer to the frequent use of such 
potions and to their ruinous effects. 

Inde animi caligo et magna oblivio rerum 
Quas modo gessisti; tamen hoc tolerabile, si 

non 
Et furere incipias ut avunculus ille Neronis 
Cui totam tremuli frontem Caesonia pulli 
Infudit, 

says Juvenal in his terrible sixth satire, 
quoting what he regards as an authentic 
historical instance, that of Caligula. These 
potions were compounded from herbs, gums, 
and various monstrous ingredients. Refer- 
ring to the power attributed by Juvenal to 
these horrible Thessala philtra ‘to dull the 
intellect and destroy the memory,’ Dr. 
Dupouy? asks ‘Might not this Thessalian 

1 Part I. 6th. Edition. 1888. p. 509. 
2 In his interesting volume ‘ Médecine et Moewrs de 

Pancienne Rome dapres les Pottes latins. Paris, 
1885. Pp. 278 and 108, 
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love-philtre be a mixture, with a base of 
opium? This is not impossible.’ The 
naturalist, Pliny, mentions many herbs and 
parts of certain animals as possessing such 
a power. Dr. Dupouy suggests that in 
ancient times certain individuals, such as 
the sibyls and the priests may have known 
the power of certain herbs ‘to work on the 
imagination and the nervous system.’ Thus 
the philtres may have contained elements 
which ‘disposed the mind to illusions and 
hallucinations . . . Evidently poisonous herbs 
were employed: white, yellow or black hen- 
bane, hemlock and stramonium: it is not 
for nothing that the last is called “the 
sorcerers’ herb.”’ The use of philtres, in 
short, was no mere invention of the poets, 
but a very serious and disastrous reality in 
ordinary life in Lucretius’s time. Experience 
proved that their effect often was to produce 
mental alienation, more or less serious, com- 
plicated and lasting. 

Giri holds that, on account of the repug- 
nance which the poet shows for love, the 
germ of a legend might spring up which 
made him perish by a potion: an ethical 
reason and felt necessity causing the dis- 
dainer of love to be thus punished. But, 
supposing such a legend to have arisen and 
driven out the truth, can we _ possibly 
imagine, asks Stampini, that no one previous 
to Suetonius’s day should ever have detected 
the falsification of the poet’s life by means 
of these fantastic additions? It seems 
probable that Suetonius did not find his 
authorities throw doubt on the story of the 
philtre, or he would, as his manner is, have 
mentioned this, and Jerome would not have 
deliberately recorded a rumour which 
Suetonius quoted only to contradict. It 
seems on the whole probable that Lucretius 
was married, as the words conjugibus nostris 
(iv. 1242) and the context seem to imply. 
Whether married or not, the most intimate 

love relations must have existed between 
him and some woman, as evidenced partly 
by the poem itself and also by the belief, 

whether correct or not, that the poet's 

death was due to a philtre. ‘The ardent tem- 

perament of the poet, inclining him to 

indulgence, added to successive attacks of 

his epileptic ailment, more and more 

weakening his fibre, might explain the 

growth of a certain repugnance to the 

intimacy which formerly he had ardently 

sought ; it is not unreasonable to suppose 

that, in the fear of being forsaken by him, 

the woman whom he had loved might ad- 

minister to him a philtre in order to retain 

his affection,’ 
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[There is ample room for imagination in 
inventing a plot for the tragedy of the 
philtre, a repellent subject. The recent 
death of a noted man of science reminds us 
how innocent an origin may be possible for 
such a story. It is certain that several of 
the herbs mentioned by Dr. Dupouy produce 
hallucinations and violent delirium which 
might prompt to suicide. Regarding stra- 
monium, it is said that where death does not 
follow on a poisonous dose, it then produces 
‘prolonged mania’ (‘un état maniaque 
persistant.’!) | 

Not a few conjectures might be made on 
this subject, says Stampini, ‘but, unless we 
choose, without any sufficient reason, to 
discredit Jerome, we can establish it as an 
undoubted fact that the suicide of Lucretius 
was immediately caused by a lady who was 
attached to him, and in consequence of a 
potion which was, or was believed to be, a 
philtre. Now, in treating of a matter of 
this kind, it is not improbable that the 
careful Suetonius related it with the same 
caution with which he refers to the case of 
Caesonia, employing necessarily a suitable 
expression which St. Jerome in his epi- 
tomising omitted, either inadvertently, or 
because having ascertained with certainty 
from another source Lucretius’s suicide as 
well as the cause assigned for it, he did not 
think of relating the matter in a form which 
implied any doubt. Therefore I am of 
opinion that, when Lachmann writes, ego 
vero in Hieronymianis nihil omnino quod 
eredi non possit invenio, he approaches very 
near the truth ; at any rate it seems to me 
that the historical truth would have been 
somewhat better expressed by Jerome if he 
had condensed the narrative of Suetonius 
in the following manner :— 

Titus Lucretius poeta nascitur. postea, 
cum aliquot libros per intervalla insaniae 
conscripsisset, quos postea Cicero emendavit, 
amatorio poculo, ut opinio fuit,? in furorem 
versus, propria se manu interfecit anno 
aetatis xliiii.’ 

[The passage in Jerome runs thus : postea 
amatorio poculo in furorem versus cum 
aliquot libros per intervalla insaniae con- 
scripsisset quos postea Cicero emendavit, 
propria, etc. | 

In concluding, Professor Stampini refers 
to the life of Lucretius, recently found in the 
British Museum which he calls the Vita 
Borgiana. While admitting that Woltjer 

1 Les Plantes Médicinales by MM. Dujardin 
Beaumetz and E. Hgasse. Paris, 1889. p. 235. 

* Cf. Suet. Cal. 2. Obiit autem, ut opinio fuit, 
fraude Tiberi, 
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has succeeded in proving that this life con- 
tains mixed with it certain matter of late 
origin, he holds that Woltjer is wrong in 
assuming that therefore the whole of the 
life is to be condemned. He says 

‘If what Woltjer asserts is true [viz. that 
the Humanists of the Renaissance invented 
very many new details of this kind and 
perverted other data which are authentic] it 
is none the less true that sometimes those 
Humanists have preserved for us most 
valuable details taken from sources which 
are authentic though unknown to us, 
details which are therefore in no respect the 
result of caprice, error or fancy, so that I 
think we ought at the same time to proceed 
cautiously before including in the same 
judgment all the notices found in that life, 
as if they were all indiscriminately, as 
Woltjer says, “the mere inventions of 
Humanists.” ’ 

The anonymous Vita Juvenalis found by 
Diirr at the end of the Codex Barberinus is, 
say Stampini, ‘sufficient to prove’ that 
authentic new data may be found in such 
lives mixed up with matter evidently of late 
origin. Schanz in his History of Roman 
Literature, while admitting that this life of 
Juvenal is ‘one elaborated by a Humanist,’ 
recognises that the new data in it ‘spring 
from a genuine tradition.’ ? 

Regarding this question Prof. Stampini’s 
opinion carries the more weight since in 
several publications he has already dis- 
cussed the authority of the lives of the 
Latin poets. His attitude towards the new 
details given by Borgius is more truly criti- 
calthan that of Woltjer who, followed by 
Brieger, simply rejects the whole, chiefly 
because one item, which he has shown to be 
probably derived from a later source, is 
mixed up with the rest. The parallel which 
Stampini draws between these new details 
in Borgius and the novel data for the life of 
Juvenal is a cogent one. The Vita found 
by Diirr* is a somewhat long one and con- 
tains all sorts of inferences drawn from 
expressions used by Juvenal himself, from 
the words of Martial, Jerome and perhaps 
other writers, inferences which are related as 
facts, with which however some entirely 
new data are mixed up. This life with its 
arbitrary assumptions and parade of literary 
references is quite in the style of the fifteenth 
century Humanists. No scholar could take 
it for a genuine antique. In spite of this, 
Diirr, Stampini, E, J. Hardy and other 

3 Vol. ii. § 418. 
4 Das Leben Juvenals, von Dr. Julius Diirr. Ulm, 

1888, 
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scholars of standing do not reject the new 
data contained in it, regarding the life of 
Juvenal and his family, but hold that these 
were derived by the anonymous biographer 
from some ancient Vita, now no longer 

existing, which contained data ‘drawn from 
good and genuine tradition’ (Diirr, p. 30. 
See also the notice by E. J. Hardy in 
Classical Review for 1888). 
We have now set forth Prof. Stampini’s 

original, yet simple solution of the difficulty 
which many have felt as to Jerome’s life of 
Lucretius, viz. that it relates actual facts of 
the poet’s history but, as Sellar has said, 
gives ‘a distorted record’ of them. The 
story of the suicide may be regarded as cer- 
tain. Suetonius, we may be sure, ascertained 
and recorded the manner of the poet’s death. 
Moreover, the close of the poem impresses us 
like some suddenly abandoned dwelling, with 
every sign of abrupt and unintended depar- 
ture lying around. In the case of a writer 
so high-strung, so eager to complete the work 
for which he lived, we feel certain that 
death by his own hand, leaving his poem so 
nearly finished, could be no ordinary suicide, 
deliberately planned. 

Stampini’s explanation is largely based 
upon a certain understanding of Lucretius’s 
own personal history. How much of the 
latter can we accept? ‘Mere guess-work 
built upon conjecture!’ some one may say. 
No doubt Stampini has not proved any con- 
nexion, beyond a general one, between the 
evidence of the poem and the final tragedy 
of the philtre and the poet’s suicide. Yet 
guesses, when they are based upon the 
general principles of human nature, may 
come near the truth. Be it remembered 
that there is very weighty evidence as to 
the life of Lucretius in the poem itself, evi- 
dence which can only be judged of by those 
who have long and lovingly studied that 
poem. For others that evidence does not 
exist. Slight in themselves are the signs by 
which we read the characters of other men. 
Yet in the light of long and close inter- 
course their meaning becomes so unmis- 
takable that we have to accept it, however 
painful. The great work of Lucretius is 
deeply, uniquely stamped with his own very 
marked individuality. There is in the 
atmosphere of the poem an indescribably 
lurid element which tells of past storms in 
the poet’s history and may be thought to 
forebode a stormy closing. The story of 
the philtre and consequent suicide is a sad 
one. Yet, if that story were false, there is 
a background behind it which would appear 

to be sadder still. Stampini holds strongly 
that, as a great authority on mental diseases! 
has said ‘The poets, alas! have been an 
uncontrolled race.’ All poets however are 
not like Alfred de Musset. Yet the ardent 
temper of Lucretius tells of a nature not 
easily curbed. There is somehow a jarring 
element in the poem as of a noble nature, 
which has lived in an element unfit for it 
and has lost its buoyancy and natural 
gladness thereby. The poet speaks in 
the tone of one weary of worldly plea- 
sures and it may be that, before Epi- 
cureanism found him, Lucretius had sunk 
deep into the vortex of sensual life at 
Rome. The more we love and admire 
Lucretius, as indeed he deserves, the more are 
we pained that he could have written one or 
two brief sentences, which are like black 
flowers in the garden of his poem, the sign 
of some deep-seated flaw of character, which 
even the majestas cognita rerum was not able 
to cast out. And indeed his master’s teach- 
ing had great shortcomings on its spiritual 
side. For example, Epicurus explains the 
distress of mind felt by the criminal as 
solely and merely due to the fact that, until 
the day of his death, he never can feel cer- 
tain that he will not be found out. I have 
tried elsewhere to show? how far, on this 
subject, Epicurus, with all his stern asceti- 
cism, fell behind the Stoics who taught that 
sin is a disloyalty to an unseen Master and 
that the wrong doer is unhappy because he 
feels himself a lonely and a jarring thing in 
the universe. But Epicurus acknowledged 
no Power above us which claims our allegi- 
ance as a right and to obey which is glad- 
ness beyond all other joys: ‘ Nor know we 
anything so fair as is the smile upon thy 
face.’ But the flowers do not thus break 
into blossom nor the birds burst into glad 
songs round the stern path Lucretius goes. 
In such a system as Epicurus’s what stress 
could be laid upon personal purity ? 

Stampini’s explanation as to Jerome’s 
transposition of the data appears convincing. 
Why need he suppose Lucretius to have been 
subject to epilepsy rather than to attacks of 
melancholia, or merely of severe nervous 
depression, which last might produce on 
observers (even more than epilepsy) the im- 
pression of insania? Again, Stampini has 
misunderstood Lucretius’s reference to wak- 
ing visions. At I. 132 

1 Dr, Clouston. 
2 «#picurus and his Sayings’ (Quarterly Review, 

January, 1897). 
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quae res nobis vigilantibus obvia mentes 
terrificet morbo adfectis somnoque sepultis ! 

it is evident that the poet intends to connect 
such visions with illness, probably with the 
feverish weakness of recovery. Delirium is 
a symptom which is said sometimes (as in 
typhoid fever) to last long after the other 
symptoms of disease have disappeared. 
The lives of the early saints and hermits 
relate countless visions due solely to long 
fasting. Therefore, Lucretius’s reference to 
such visions does not necessarily imply (in- 
deed the tone of it is almost inconsistent 
with) any mental derangement. 

I shall refer in conclusion to Dr. Brieger’s 
extraordinary theory (Jahresberichte, 1897, 
p- 196), that Jerome’s details about Lucre- 
tius were not derived from Suetonius at all, 
and that Suetonius said nothing about the 
philtre and the poet’s suicide. This he con- 
cludes from the fact that Lactantius and 
Arnobius make no reference to these reports, 
and in particular from one or two passages 
in Lactantius, who contrasting the suicide 
of Democritus with the voluntary death of 
the Christian martyrs, says Quo nihil scele- 
ratius fiert potest. ‘It is psychologically 
impossible,’ says Brieger, ‘that Lactantius 
would have kept silence as to the suicide of 
Lucretius, if the merest rumour of this had 
been known to him.’ (To this very positive 
statement one objection, among many, is 
that, as Stampini points out, suicide com- 
mitted under an attack of mania is not re- 
garded as suicide.) If a writer so well- 
known as Suetonius, Brieger continues, 
mentioned the suicide of the poet, the fact 
must have been known to every Christian 
of culture, who must have hated Lucretius 
as the champion of unbelief. ‘Therefore,’ 
says Brieger, ‘one may, indeed one must 
conclude that if Lactantius knew nothing of 
that report, it either did not exist at all at 
that time, or at all events, was not men- 
tioned by any writer of standing. There- 
fore, the notice inJerome carries no authority 
whatever,’ though it is not impossible that 
it may preserve some trace of fact as in the 
remark about Cicero’s criticism. (The argu- 
ment, ex silentio, has seldom been more 
strongly pressed than here). Jerome’s data, 
Brieger says, were probably drawn from 
some commentary. Stampini reminds us 
that Jerome had ‘most certainly used a 
commentary on Lucretius,’ referred to in 
his Apolog. adv. Rufinum. (Migne, p. 410). 
Brieger (Jahresb. p. 194), says, ‘this com- 
It is clear that as Munro points out, vigilan- 

tibus and morbo adfectis are in apposition, See also 
IV, 38, 
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mentary was written by an unknown author 
of unknown date, and it is impossible that 
any authority whatever can be assigned to 
it.’ This verdict is hardly consistent with 
the tone of Jerome’s words, who begins by 
naming commentaries on Virgil and Sallust 
by a well-known grammarian, Asper. It is 
at least equally probable that Jerome refers 
to the well-known edition of Lucretius by 
Probus, a grammarian of high standing for 
accuracy and an older contemporary of 
Suetonius. Probus prefixed valuable lives, 
which still exist, to his editions of Virgil 
and Persius, and probably his edition of 
Lucretius also contained one. I shall not 
further criticise Dr. Brieger’s theory, which 
involves that, whereas Jerome’s details as 
to the other Latin authors are admitted by 
scholars to be excerpts from Suetonius, he 
chose to go to some nameless and inferior 
source for the life of Lucretius. 

~ In the article in the Jahresberichte already 
referred to, Dr. Brieger remonstrates in 
somewhat strong language against the 
justice of the notice of his text of Lucretius 
written by me, which appeared in these 
pages (Classical Review, May, 1895). While 
I readily admit the veteran scholar’s extra- 
ordinary erudition and industry, it is the 
more disappointing to find that his edition 
does not represent a step forward in the 
history of the text. If we compare with it 
Heinze’s recent edition of Book III., with 
its very conservative text, we shall see how 
strong is the reaction felt by his own 
countrymen against Dr. Brieger’s critical 
methods. Dr. Brieger suffers from an 
absence of mental perspective which leads 
him often to attach to all arguments, 
trivial and weighty alike, the same force. 
Many years ago Polle charged him with 
handling Lucretius as if he were not a poet 
at all but a mere logician. ‘Susemihl and 
Brieger,’ he says, ‘frequently apply as hair- 
splitting a logical knife as if they had to do 
not with a poem but with a treatise in 
strict syllogistical form’ (Philologus xxvi. 
p. 550). This criticism is as true of Brieger’s 
work to-day as it was when first made. 
Moreover, Dr. Brieger seems deficient both 
in ear for verse and in feeling for the 
possibilities of expression. Here is the style 
in which he emends one passage, vi. 81. 

Multa tamen restant et sunt ornanda politis 
Versibus ; est ratio caeli nubisque ponenda,* 
Sunt tempestates, etc. 

2 Bockemiiller thus emends the line : 
Est ratio caeli quassi statuenda, 

Cf. vi. 96, quatiuntur caerula caeli. This is at least 
ingenious, 
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T am anxious only to correct one im- 
pression which may possibly be carried away 
by foreign scholars who have seen not my 
review but only Dr. Brieger’s strictures 
upon it. No one who has read the notice 
itself can suppose that I have the smallest 
wish to undervalue the debt which Lucretius 
owes to German scholarship, both to the 
great scholars who have edited his poem 
and also to some less-known men, such as 
Polle and Bockemiiller. My very guarded 
commendation of the latter offends Dr. 
Brieger : it was, however, so far as it went, 
strictly deserved. When Dr. Brieger’s long 
expected commentary appears, it is to be 
hoped that his undoubted learning may be 
found used according to a more scientific 
method. 

In conclusion, may I ask if any of the 
readers of the Classical Review can inform 
me as to the following point? Some years 
ago, Dr. Radinger in the Berliner Philolog. 
Wochensehrift (1894, No. 39) spoke of copies 
of Lucretius containing MS. notes by Pon- 
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tanus as ‘existing in different libraries.’ 

Only two are known to me, one at Munich 

and the other in the British Museum. Is 

any other copy known? I hope ere long to 

publish the more valuable of the fresh 

readings contained in the British Museum 

copy of Pontanus’s text, and in the very 

complete copy of Marullus’s readings (partly 

in his own hand and entirely revised by 

himself) which I discovered last summer in 

the Bibliothéque Nationale. (See Classical 

Review, July, 1897.) The iatter volume 

bears on the first page the words ‘ Petri 

Martellij liber est.’ I now observe that 

Jovius in his ‘Elogia doctorum Virorum’ 

(Antwerp, 1557) says that Crinitus died 

shortly after a banquet at the house of 

Petrus Martellus. Crinitus was one of the 

most intimate friends whom Marullus had, 

and wrote some touching verses on the poet’s 

tragic and premature death. The volume 

probably belonged to this P. Martellus or 

a descendant of his. 
Joun Masson. 

AESCHYLEA. 

(Continued from p. 193.) 

AGAMEMNON. 

70 Quint. Smyrn. xii. 503. 

104 kdpuds cipe Opoeiv..., 
»” \ , , 

er. yap Oedbev Katarveiet 

reo, porTav <8’ > 
5 a“ 4 7 

GAKa TVLPVTOS alwv. 

6<d0ev katamveie. appears to be intransitive, 
to judge from the Epic phrases, Plat. Com. 
173. 14 pH cor vepeots Oedbev xatarveion, 
Archestrat, (Ath. 305 c) py cor vémeots 
katarvevon dewy am abavarwv. Trag. fr. 
adesp. 303 OedOev 8€ mvéovr’ otpov. This 
leads to my reading: ‘for still the divine 
impulse inspires me, and my life is yet knit 
up with power for song.’ That is, ‘ though 
I am now too weak to fight, I am still 
strong enough to sing,’ as the old shepherd 
says in A.P. vi. 73 cioére yap cvpryye pedio- 
Sopat, eloére hwva atpopos ev TpopepO THpaTt 
vaerder. The passage has echoes of Pind. 
O. i. 104-112, and seems to me to be itself 
echoed in Eur. Phaethon fr. 774. 44 Kkoopov 
d ipevaiwy dearoovvev ene Kal TO dikaov ayet 
Kal épws byveiv? Suwoly yap avaxtwv evapeplat 

a nw , ” ? Py. 

mpocotca, oATav Opaaos alpovs emt 

Xappacw (as I emend xdppar’ ). 

111 dcOpovov Kparos, “EAAddos Bas 

Edpdpov’ aywyav, 

for Evudpova tayav t 

287 Ado is a necessary emendation, 

made silently by Karsten, but adopted, I 

think, by no one else. 

319 opOmod karomryv pave. for katomtpov. 

358 éypyyopov is the seat of corruption ; 

for the chief emphasis, which the critics 
vainly seek to throw upon rév ddwdoTor, 

must, according to the order of a Greek 

sentence, fall upon this word. Rely on 

this, and you will see that what we require 

is not ‘dangerous’ or ‘hostile,’ but some- 

thing wholly in the contrary sense, as 

‘harmless’ and ‘assuageable’; and now, 

but not before, you can understand v. 359. 

The original word I do not determine. 

eijyopov (=etpypov, Eubul. fr. 71, where 

read edyydpus for edjyopos) might mean that 

the pjvis of the dead will learn good words 

(cf. Cho. 39), become appeased. Kirchhoff, 
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I find, had once proposed zapyyopov, which 
we should have to take in a passive sense ; 
mapnyopeiv...yevorr av (as 34) would be 
simpler. Possibly etvréu(p)eAov glossed by 
evrapyyopov. 

389 Punctuate orep 1 BéAticTOV, eoTw 
Blows 

428 dvetpodavror 5é recOjpoves 
mapeiot Odgar pépovoa xdpw pataiav 
parav yap, evr av éoOAd tis doKdv 

épav— 
TrapadAdgaca bua xepav 
BeBaxev oyis 

‘ For vainly, when, dreaming that he beholds 
his joy, (he would embrace her), the vision 
slips through his hands and is gone.’ The 
construction, which has given much trouble, 
is an ellipse, the verb being suppressed 
eidynpias evexa. This is quite common in 
Greek writing: Simon. Amorg. 7. 110 
Kexnvotos yap avdpds—ot dé yeiroves xaipovo”’ 
épavres. Philem. 126 pts Aevkds, dtav aitryy 
TIs—aAN’ aicxvvouai A€éyeww—xéxpaye...4. 15, 
Xenarch. 4. 16, Theocr. i. 105 od A€yerau Trav 
Kvzpw 6 BovxeoAos—; Lucian i. 242 eye de 
non Tore THY ’Adpodiryv—aAXr’ od xp adyety. 
iii. 178, i. 232, 274, A.P. v. 34, 184. 5, 128, 
Priap. 82. 6, Verg. Hcl. iii. 8. Ar. Vesp. 
1178 Blaydes. Soph. 0.7. 1288 rov zarpox- 
TOVOV, TOV LNTPOS—avoav avdcr ovde PYTA pol. 
Lucian ili. 296 odd 76 ‘ éav 6 raTyp—kai 
KUplos yevwpa ToY Tatpwwv, [Kai] mdvTa od.’ 
Ov. Heroid. xiii. 164. Cf. Ag. 503 (as Ar. 
Lys. 33, 37), 1095, Cho. 193,°1030, Eur. Z’ro. 
715. 

To the passages already cited in general 
illustration may be added Lycophr. 112-4, 
Eur. Hel. 35, Meleag. A.P. xii. 125, Hor. C. 
iv. 1. 37, Theocr. xxx. 22, Eur. Alc. 359- 
367. 

ecOXa 
ayaa. 

here and elsewhere=the Attic 

437 76 av 8 ad’ “EXdXados atas cvvoppevors 
mévOera tTAnouKdpo.os 
Sdpwv Exdorov Tpéret 
ToAXG yoov Ovyyaver mpds HTap. 

It has long been recognised that tAnouKapd.os 
is inappropriate. In P.V. 179 it means 
‘hard-hearted’; it might mean ‘stout- 
hearted,’ ‘patient,’ ‘long-suffering,’ as a 
synonym in Hesych. rAacig¢pova : tropovy- 
tiuxkév. We look for exactly the opposite, 
and nothing can be simpler than 4tA noe 
xdapocos ‘broken-hearted,’ the synonym 
of which is recorded by Hesych. arAnoidpov : 
obdemias TOAMNS Evvotav exwv (evidently a 
right correction of Alberti for drunoi¢pwv), 
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who gives also drAycia: dunyavia, avuToo- 
tagia.—It may further be _ considered 
whether the right reading is not revOeiv 
athnoukapdios doy ’v Exdorov mpéera: but I 
do not incline to this. dd’ must, I think, 
be an error for é¢’ governing the following 
dative. 

483 ei 8 éerntupos 
tis oldev 7 Te (OF 7 et TL OF Eire) Oetov 

éotarn WiOos for éor pi | 

528 ‘King Agamemnon comes’ proclaims 
the herald : 

GAN’ ed vw dordcache, Kat yap ody 
TpETEl, 

Tpolav katacKkdadwWavta Tov dKy- 
pdpov 

531 Aws pak eddy, TH KaTELpyacTat 
mT édov 

kal oT eppa maans efaToAXAv- 
Tat xOovos. 

After 531 the MSS. have Bwyot 0’ adicror kat 
Gedy idpvpara, a line identical with Pers. 813, 
There are two reasons which convince me 
that it was but an illustrative quotation. 
In the first place, it interrupts the metaphor 
of the mattock and the soil, to which the 
words I have indicated belong. Remove it, 
and the metaphor is continuous, with an 
excellent rhythm. Secondly, consider the 
effect of the line in the Persae : 

809 ob odw Kakdv tor’ erappever Tabeiv 
UBpews azrowa kabéwy hpovnpatwv 
ot yqv podovres “EAXGS’ od Gedv Bpéry 
noovvTo GvAGY oOvdE TYATpaVaL VEWS, 

‘\ t hows 4 4, 2 A 

Bopot 8 diorot, dapovev @ idpvpara 
/ 4 > , 4 

mpoppila hiponv egavertpartat Babpuv. 
lal ‘ 

Totyap KakOs Spacavtes ovk éAaccova 
TAT XOVTL 

That is the weighty condemnation pro- 
nounced by Darius on the acts of sacrilege 
committed by the Persians (Hdt. viii. 109, 
53, 33, ix. 42), acts which, including the 
burning of the temple on the Acropolis of 
Athens, had so deeply moved the feelings of 
the Greeks: see, for instance, Isocr. 73 b. 
The passage must have been familiar to 
nearly all who heard the Agamemnon, and 
the acts themselves have been within the 
memory of many. Is it probable that the 
line could have been placed as a proud 
boast in the herald’s mouth? I call it 
inconceivable. 

Destruction of sacred buildings had in 
fact no significance in the story of the sack 
of Troy. An act of sacrilege was indeed 
committed—by Ajax in the temple of 
Athena; but. it was for this one crime 
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(unius ob noxam) that the whole fleet 
suffered. 

561 7ié 8 ob orevovtes ad (for od) AaxdvTes 
npatos pepos; ‘What discomforts we en- 
dured by night, and what again when day 
was our portion!’ Or simply ciyaros. 

618 rowcd 6 Kopmross THs <d'> aAnbelas 
yéwv 

650 tov y’ ’Epwiwv. 

680 Most probably, I think, zparov re 
(ye?) kat padrtora py SdKer podretv, Since doxetv 
is often glossed by zpoodoxay to indicate the 
sense ‘ expect.’ 

704 nyayev? cf. Eur. Andr. 103, Hel. 239, 
Hom. 2 547. jvvce or yvercev would be 
easier than 7jAacev. 

740 dxacxatov <8>. 

796 If adidus is sound, I do not see how 
it can be construed unless the text was (as 
T believe it was) 

viv 0) ovk am’ akpas dpevos ovd adirws 
€OTL e7reElTrElv 
“ Eidpwv roves ed teAéoaow.’ 

emiAeyev is to pronounce a judgment, censure, 
eulogy or ‘epitaph: Plut. Mor. 704 §& 
TavTals povais TO ‘Kad@s’ ériAréyerOar. Arist. 
1323” 11 ef det Kal rovTous eriAeyew py povov 
To ‘kaddv’ GANG Kal TO ‘xpyomov.’ Philem. 
128 xaddv 70 OvycKew eotw eri TovTw éyew. 
Theb. 906 wapeotw eimetvy ém’ GOAwiow as... 
Ag. 379 “Avds wAayav éxovow’ eireiv Tapertiy. 
—ev¢pwv means pleasant, agreeable, welcome, 
=caive, mpocyeAa, arridet: as in 1577, 
Supp. 19, 383, 543, 983, Pind. O. ii. 40, ¥. 
vii. 67. 

857 kal tpavpatwv pev ci TOTwY eTVyXaVEV... 
Térpyt av or tetpyr adv dutiov mAew is, I 
think grammatically necessary. «i érvy- 
xavev, tétpyrac would mean ‘if he got as 
many wounds, he is riddled’; but the 
following clause 860-3 shows the meaning 
to be ‘if he had got..., he would have been 
riddled.—rérpyra, which H. L. Ahrens gave 
for the MS. rérpwra, is the right verb; a 
net is not full of wounds, but of holes: 
duxtvov toAvtpytov Babr, 4. 4. 

952 otxoe & imdpye Tavdc...éxew ‘there 
is the whole sea to draw from; and not 
only that but we have plenty of it in store.’ 

1 Whence in Anaxandrid. 1. 4 (II. 135 Kock) I 
restore B. & marep, €Xeye? em) Tq mivovTi Toy em- 
Sétia AEyouw’ A, “AroAAoy for Aéyeiw in both places, 

975 wapyBnxev for mapyBnoey is an easy 
correction (cf. Lycurg. 157, 22, Ar. Nub. 
1031) ; and the perfect tense appears to me 
to be required: cf. Hom. B 134 éwéa 8% 
BeBaacr...€viavtot, kat 87 Sodpa conte vedv 
Kal omdpta AeAvvTat. K 252 rapoynkev...vvé. 
Liban. Epist. 1205 rérapros évavros 7On 
mapeAnAvbe...€& OTOV... 

1083 +6 wév KXéos cov pavtiKoy mervo- 
pevou 

> , ’ ¥ , Heev? Tmpodytas 5 ovtTwas parevouer. 

NN N , 

iw iw taAatvas 

KQKOTOTHOL TUXAL— 

TO yap €“ov Opod 
/ >; 4 

mabos émey x voav— 
cal , a ‘ , »” 

rot On pe Oetpo Tiv TaAaway Hyayes ; 

1129 

seems to me the most probable correction of 
the unmetrical éreyxéaca, because such 
adverbs are commonly explained by partici- 
ples, e.g. Cho. 65 ob diappvdav] dvti rod od 
diappewv, Hesych. SrepyvAAddnv Kékpayas: 
ayavaxtyoas tAaktets ayav. For the sentence 
ef. Eur. Hee. 719 EK. dvornv’—epavtny yap 
Aeyw A€yovsoa c€—ExaBy, ti dpdcw ; 

1379 Punctuate ottw 3 érpaga Kai rad’, 
ovk dpvjcopar ws...‘This is the long-medi- 
tated issue of an old hostility; even the 
very blow had been carefully thought out.’ 

1394 cf. Ach. Tat. iii, 16 fin. 

1449 Yuynr epuddvvos 
pyre SeuvioTypys. 

1473 emi d€ cdpartos, dikav 
Kopakos €xOpot, orabeis éxvdmors 
Upvov tpvetv erevyeTar <vdpois>. 

as vopov avopov 1137. It is plain how easily 
vopois might be omitted; and the omission 
would lead naturally to writing éxvdpuus. 

1476 viv [8] bpOwoas ordpatos yvopnv 

viv y Auratus, but viv alone is the usage for 
‘now at last.’ 

1479 ék rod yap Epws aiparodorxos 
velpa Tpéherat, mplv katadj&ar 
TO TadaLov axos, véos ixwp. 

‘’Tis through this devil that in the maw is 
bred blood-thirsty craving, fresh...ere the 
old woe be done.’ What is ixép? It is 
taken to mean ‘ gore,’ ‘ bloodshed ’—a sense 
incredible. iydp is a humour, lymph, serum ; 
never blood, that it should be extended (like 
atua) to mean a deed of blood. And the 
phrase should naturally bea further account 
of gpws. I say, therefore, restore véov tx ap, 
or véos tyap ‘with fresh appetite.’ 
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ixap : ixavay :: ppyap : pnxavav. There is no 
such word as ‘yap (Dind. Lex. Aesch.) ; Supp. 
863, where it appears, I have dealt with 
above. 

1657 oreixer’, aidotor yépovres, tpos dopovs, 
TET PW{LEVOLS 

mpi mabey elfavTes Opa: xpnv Tad, 
wor erpagapev. 

‘Betake you, reverend sirs, to your homes, 
and ere you suffer, yield betimes to destiny : 
this was fated, and so we performed it.’ 
Kaipov or eis Karpov I take to have been a 
gloss on wpa or dpav (used as katpov Soph. Aj. 
34, 1316, dwpiav Ar. Ach. 23). Nothing else 
that I can think of will account for it. 

1667 otk eay daipwv <y’> ’Opeorny. 

CHOEPH. 

67 vécov mavupKods Tov aitiov Bpvev. 

108 6éyyou xéovo’ ap’ éo6Aa Toicw ev- 
ppoow 

for xéovca ceuva: ‘utter, as you pour, 
blessings.’ Theocr. ii. 21 zdaco’, dua Kat 
deve tadta. Attic would have dyafa : éoOda 
(147, Pers. 225, Ag. 362, 431) is the Ionic 
synonym ; in Pers. 221 rac6Aa 8 is rightly 
restored by Zakas for 7a 0’ ayaba &. 

110 schol. ceavryjv, Kakeivov SyAovore (sub- 
audi) dors... 

130 as av apéwpev dopocs ? 

282 dddAas 0 

381 

416 apos 7O gavetcbai por Karas. The 
schol, is tpos 7O Kada por évvoeiv, and what 
we find in the text is another paraphrase of 
the original. pos 70... is one of the regular 
formulae (others being «is 76 and @are) to 
explain an ‘ epexegetical’ infinitive : e.g. 966 
idciv] mpos ro idety. Pers, 594 édevOepa 
Balew|rpos 76 karnyopetv... Supp. 607 oretoa| 
eis 70 ouvteAeoat. Ar. Nub. 1172 idetv] cis ro 
isetv. Cho. 68 Bpvev] Aeirae TO GoTEe: sO 
Pers. 251, Kur. Hipp. 466, 1376. Ag. 1009 
ér’ aBdrafeia] dore pi...BAaBjva. Ar. Plut. 
1008 én’ éxdopa] zpos 7o expéepev. In Cho. 
956 [apa] 7o py...is a corruption of an 
inserted mpds. Ina paraphrase, xaA@s would 
be substituted for ev. The original, I think, 
may have been 

G [LTT E|LTrELV. 

> 3 / »” 

avis amérTacEv aXOS 

Oapoos, evppovyv epoi. 
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corrupted, as it would hardly fail to be, to 
eb ppoveiv éuot, and explained by zpos 70 add 
pot evvoety and zpos TO hpovetobai por KadGs. 

567 ri by 'v wvAaor! 

687 Perhaps eizadds or ebzerds. 

750 rpiBw dpevos? compare the schol. with 
that on 745. 

757 eye duds 5y...for de. 

782 7a cudpov’ at paopévors idetv ‘ longin p pavopévor ging 
to see decency restored again’: there is no 
meaning in ev. 

889 tdwper. 

956 

The schol. cvupBddAXrcTa ovv 76 Oetov suggests 
Kparel Tap’ tows OY Tapa ws, or (after Her- 
mann’s conjecture) kpatet tap’ eos TO Oeiov. 
But rapa is not necessarily implied any more 
than by schol. Supp, 114. 

967 oxrat 4 

Cf. Hum. 142. 

Lal Lal \ ~ 

Kpateitat Tas TO Oetov. 

EUMENIDES 

94 schol. 6 pev ’Opéorns gdryfj olxera 
"AOjvale mvOdpevos,...Read z(e)iouevos ‘in 
obedience to the god,’ as Lycurg. 161, 15 
where there is v.J. tvouevos, Eur. Jon. 572, 
Xen. Cyr. vii. 2, 15. 

161 Bapv ye? 

520 Wieseler conjectured éo8 drov 70 deuvov 
eyyvs hpevav éericxorov det peve for ev, Kat 
gpevav. More plausible than this would be 
eyxas dpevov, but I do not advocate it. 

541 és 76 way 8) A€yw. 

614 dozep cirov, restored here by Davies 
for worep éotiv, may be restored for dorep 

epyov in Ar, Thesm. 968. 

637 
a ‘\ 

TepovtTe AovTpa 
papos Kat eckyvocer. 

I write for repéoxyvwcev M (rapeckyvwcer dQ). 
In Cho. 996 Orestes calls the ddgos ‘ vexpod 
modevoutov dpoitns KatacKyvopa, Which the 
schol. explains as taparéracpa copod. Our 
word is explained rapecxyvycev. I suppose 
the text to have been caused by a gloss, 
TEpL 

rareGRaeIeny : cf. Hom. 6 84 diapos...Kax 
Kepadys etpvoce] schol. 7 kata avrt tis TEpl.— 
KaTEgK. TEPOVTL, AS KaTayew With dat. and 

gen. 

661-4 This doctrine came from Egypt : 
Diod, Sic. i, 80, 
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696 abrav roditov py ’TiKaLvovvTwV vopoUs 
_Kakats émppoaict: BopBdpw 8’ vdwp 
Naprpov puatvev ovrol’ etpycets TOTOV. 

That this is the right way to divide the 
sentence is confirmed, as Hermann points 
out, by the quotations of the Paroemiographi. 
It is confirmed also by the schol. on 693 6 
d€ dvri tod ydp, which is wholly inapplicable 
to that line, but is a very natural comment 
on the restored S¢€ in 697, to which I 
refer it. 

719 pavreia § obkel? ayva pavrevon prxav 1 

‘from the prophetic cell’ (170). 

753 yopns 8 drovons thpo ylyvetar peya, 
Barotcd 7’ oixov Widos ophwcev pla. 

‘If judgment be absent, great harm is done ; 
...a single vote has raised upa house.’ No 
explanation of Badotca will account for its 
emphatic position in the clause. The jury 
are not asked to decide whether to vote or 
to refrain from voting ; they are exhorted 
to vote according to the best of their judg- 
ment, dd yveuns pepew Widov ducaiay 677, 
youn duxatn Herodas ii. 86, which represent 
the Attic formula yvoyy tH Sukavotary or 
dpiatn (Cope Ar. Rhet. i. p. 271). The word 
natural to expect is toAAot oy, ‘ often,’ as 
we should say ; which supposes a confusion 
abnormal, certainly, but not unexampled : 
in Cram. Anecd. ii. 180, 10 zodAat Hoe Tupat 

...is a mistake for BaAN, aici d¢ tupal...(Hom. 
A. 52). 

903 XO. ti otv p? avwyas 778 epvpvpjcoe 
xGovi ; 
< a / ‘\ 4 > / 

A. o7zota vikns, py) KaKNS, ETLOKOTA. 

for vikys pn Kakns 

931 wavra yop atrar Ta Kat’ avOpurous 
eXaxov dtéretv: 
c be ‘\ , / , 6 6€ yy) KUpoas Papewy TovTOV. 

Bapéwv is mase., where the fem. is required, 
and rovrwy is superfluous. The sense is ‘he 
that finds them wroth,’ the opposite of 
eipevewv (Ar. Plut. 636 Blaydes, ztpodpdvev 
Moway tixoev Pind. J. iv. 43). We have, 
I believe, a corruption of a compound 
adjective, probably 6 ye piv kipoas Bap v- 
penvitwy, ‘resentful, as dévpynviros 475, 
or BapvavTytwv as dvoavt-, evavt- (Bapvop- 
yytov, Bapvadyntwv are less likely): 6 ye 
pyv was Linwood’s conjecture, and ipets 
ye pv édpiecfe is a probable correction by 
ane aaa of bets d€ pur) ebieo Pein Lucian i. 
235. 

941 droypos 7 duparootepys 
<8€xor>T0 

pn Tepav. 

gurav is apparently an insertion to explain 

épparootepys—not ‘blinding’ buat ‘bud- 

nipping.’ 

[ putdv] 

1045 orovdat 8 és TO wav evdatoes OLKWV 
IladAdSos dotots’ Zets 6 tavo7tas 
ovtw Moipa te cvyxateBa. 

dAoAVEaTE viv ert podrats. 

arovéat 8 eicédrw évdades troy Linwood, , 

approved by some. It is impossible, because 
the rhythm is not anapaestic but dactylic, 
___ uuu —~» a8 in the paeans (Bergk iii. 

676) Carm. Pop. 47 and Eur. Phaethon fr. 
773, 66 sqq. eiaomcyv I believe is right ; 
but it cannot mean what Linwood intended 
it to mean, ‘follow behind.’ ‘So a procession 
ends the Plutus of Aristophanes, det yap 
KatoTw Ttovtwv adovtas érecGat,’ says Paley, 
adopting Linwood’s conjecture. Yes, xaroxw 
no doubt ; but not cia dmv, which = és wep 
ézicow Hom. v 199, eicoriaw Soph. Philoct. 
1105, ‘in after time,’ ‘in days to come,’ as 
cicomw xpovov in Supp. 625; necessarily 
referring to the future, as cicaifis, eis 
éo7répav, eis tptrnv and the like. 

Now these lines are the conclusion and 
Amen to the whole matter. What is the 
agreement in which Zeus and Fate are said 
to have consented? It is the arrangement, 
surely, that in future the Erinyes shall take 
up their abode at Athens. That is the whole 
theme of the play from v. 807, where Athena 
offers them édpas kat kevOpavas évdixov xOovds, 
to the end. That is the proposal which they 
are gradually persuaded to accept, and the 
final acceptance of which is celebrated with 
songs of mutual congratulation. They are 
now to be évvoixjropes (837), xwpas peracxetv 
made (871), riod yapopor xOovds (891) : they 
become peroxo. (1012), accepting their 
évvoixtav (917), perouxiav (1019). Their 
dwelling, of course, is to be in the cave 
below (1024), yas iro xevGeow (1037). These 
are the reasons that lead me to infer 

A > >. 4 > - 

orovoal 8 eiaomiv €VOOMETOLKELY 
IladAddos acrots: 

‘A treaty is sealed (yeyevnvra dyX. or yevéo- 
Owoav) that in future we (for these are the 
words, I think, of the Eumenides) wii/ be 
denizens below among the citizens of Pallas.’ 
petoukelv, governing aorois, seems more 
natural than év6ad’ évoxetv: of the sense in 
general I have persuaded others, I hope, 
besides myself. 

WALTER HEADLAM. 
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PHILOLOGICAL NOTES. 

(Continued from Vol. X. p. 370.) 

In earlier papers I have adduced strong 
morphological reasons for holding that the a 
of the sigmatic aorist does not represent the 
nasal sonant but is identical with the a of 
the perfect. Streitberg in his article on the 
Greek representative of the nasal sonant 
(Indogerm. Forsch. vol. vii.) supplies me with 
a phonetic argument which seems to place 
my contention beyond dispute. He estab- 
lishes that the nasal sonant (final or before 
any consonant except 1) invariably appears 
in Greek under the form of a simple a, never 
as av. The termination ay in the third 
person plural of the sigmatic aorist and of 
the pluperfect would contradict this phonetic 
law if the av stood for the nasal sonant: 
the difficulty disappears if the a is (as I 
maintain) the original vowel. As soon as it 
is recognised that the sole representative in 
Greek of the nasal sonant (final or before 
any consonant except 4) is a simple a, the 
way is at once open to lay down an interest- 
ing and important law which may be ex- 
pressed as follows: Before a final 7, or, to 
speak more generally, before a tautosyl- 
labic 7, the nasal sonant cannot come into 
existence; but under the same conditions 
that transformed a vowel plus into the 
nasal sonant in the Aryan languages, in 
Greek not only is the vy retained, but the 
preceding vowel (at first no doubt reduced) 
preserves its original timbre and returns in 
the historical language to its former fulness. 

_ The retention of the vy will appear natural 
enough to an Englishman who remembers 
his own difficulty in pronouncing a French 
nasal before a final tenuis. The fact that 
the reduced vowel appears as e€ or o agrees 
with such forms as Oerds, dords, &e., in which 
most philologists are beginning to believe 
that Greek is truer to the original than 
Aryan or Latin. 

There are in Greek three classes of words 
in which a final yr is preceded by what we 
know from other sources to have been a 
reduced vowel, and the law holds in all 
three. 

(1) The third persons plural of the present 
optative active, with the analogical forma- 
tions, constitute the first class of instances. 
The same forces which have transformed 
Aeyotns and Aeyoty into A€yous and A€you, would, 
but for the presence of the final 7, have 
transformed Aé€yoev into A€yow (A€yota). 

For a long time it was usual to say that 
Aéyourv Was modified from Aé€youav, perhaps 
under the influence of dotev. But, when we 
remember that Aeyo/aro, the earlier form of 
the middle 3rd plural, was preserved into the 
classical period, such a change seems im- 
possible. The wonder rather is that déyouev 
was not altered into A€dyouay by the attraction 
of the corresponding person in the middle. 
But the contention is now, I think, aban- 
doned. At least Bartholomae, in a recent 
number of the Wochenschrift, lays stress on 
Aéyoury as a primitive form. At first sight 
it might seem that the 3rd plural optative 
of the sigmatic aorist, Adéevav, showed a ter- 
mination contradicting both Streitberg’s law 
and mine. But in the last article I wrote 
for this Review I proved, I think conclu- 
sively, that the ta in A€fevas and Acfeay (for 
AeEeowas, AcEeoray) is an optative suffix stand- 
ing midway between uy andi. Be this as it 
may, Adferay cannot represent, as once was 
thought, A€feow, inasmuch as w necessarily 
remains unchanged, unless it follows a vowel. 
Consequently the av does not stand for a 
nasal sonant, and there is no contradiction 
of the law in question. 

(2) The second class of words which 
support the law consists of the neuters, nom- 
inative and accusative singular, of adjectives 
in -es, as xapiev from xapies. The corre- 
sponding inflexion in Sanscrit presents 
reduced forms throughout, except in the 
nominative and accusative masculine and 
the nominative and accusative neuter plural. 
In Greek there is sufficient evidence of the 
early existence of similarly reduced forms 
in the feminine, yapieooa standing for yapi- 
acca (xapiaria), and in the dative plural 
masculine and neuter, inasmuch as yapieot 
similarly proves an original yapiact. Nor is 
there any doubt that the neuter, but for 
some hindrance, would have been yapia. 
That hindrance was the law we are now 
discussing. It has sometimes been said that 
xapia was transformed into xapiev by the 
influence of the other cases. But the only 
cases which, on this hypothesis did not 
exhibit a instead of the ev, were the nomin- 
ative and accusative masculine; and these, 
if unsupported by the neuter, would have 
been powerless to influence the inflexion, 
and would more probably have themselves 
succumbed to the predominant a. Briefly, 
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the case of xapéev runs on all fours with that 

of éyouev, and whoever accepts Acyouey as 

the true Greek form will also accept xapéev. 

(3) The third class of words which illus- 

trate the law that a nasal sonant cannot 

arise before a tautosyllabic vr is the most 

important and difficult of all. It consists in 
the neuters of participles in -wy. The ap- 
plication of the law enables us to steer a 
middle course between the opposing views 
of J. Schmidt and Bartholomae. With 
J. Schmidt I hold that the primitive femi- 
nine of dépwy was dépacca (eparia), and I 
am swayed not so much by the existence of 
Zacoa, déxacca, ériacoa (from iwv for icwv, as 
Solmsen points out) as by the combination 
mpddpuv, mpodpacea (cf. Ieprépacca). This 
instance shows that an inflexion -wy, -acca, 
was at one time so normal that it had power 
to attract other words in its train by a false 
analogy. If this view is correct, we may 
safely conclude from the reduced form of the 
feminine and the parallelism of the Sanscrit 
bhdvat, &e., that, but for the influence of the 
final r, the neuter would have appeared as 
dépa. As it is, the law we are discussing 
renders the nasal sonant impossible, and 
establishes the historical fé¢pov as the Greek 
primitive. No doubt the genitive and dative 
masculine and neuter substituted the nasal 
sonant for ov, but, as in xapées, the forms of 
the nominative and accusative prevailed. 
It might be asked why ¢épacca was not 
transformed by ¢dépor, dé€povtos, into dépocaa, 
as xaplacoa was by yapiev, yaptevtos, into 

xapiecoa. I suspect the existing relation 
between d.ddvros and d.d0tca, &e., was the 
cause that the language found it more 
obvious to substitute ov for a than simply 
to change the vowel. 

The nominative masculine, it is agreed, 
cannot stand for wy, wrts, ovr or ovts. Both 
J. Schmidt and Bartholomae unite in pro- 
nouncing it a primitive form. It is a sur- 
vival of an inflexion without 7, so that it 
bears the same relation to the ending ovr as 
ovopa (for dvowy) bears to évoyyr (in évoparos). 
It seems natural to compare the Latin ter- 
mination o in bibo, bibonis, &e.; but the 
length of the vowel in the oblique cases 
suggests further examination. 

The form évré (cio/) and its pendant jy, 
the old 3rd plural imperfect, which comes 
from an earlier év, augmented in Greek times 
after the disappearance of the o, are not 
illustrations of the law under discussion. 
The initial vowel in évri originally bore the 
accent, as in rifévte (tieior), so that the « is 
the final of a disyllabic stem éce. J. Schmidt 
holds that 7v, the 3rd singular imperfect, 
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was borrowed from the old 3rd plural in the 
room of the earlier 7s. His main reason 
for maintaining this is the permanence of 
the final vy. If he is right, as I believe he 
is, the same reason would lead us to hold 
that jev is also in origin a 3rd plural, aug- 
mented from éev, the alternative and more 
emphatic form of &. And further the 
anomalous éyv, of which 7yv is apparently 
but a metrical variation, is most easily ex- 
plained as a metathesis of jev, made perhaps 
under the influence of éjo6a. The existence 
of the disyllable éce-, especially in its enclitic 
form oe-, has been often overlooked. The 
first person singular of the imperfect jv (for 
énv), With éyoda, is obviously from oe. The 
normal subjunctive of this form is ew, found 
in the Homeric pere‘w, and corresponding 
exactly to detu. As Ociw has given birth to 
the later #é and 36, so ew would naturally 
produce the ordinary forms éo and @; and 
the law of parcimony requires us to attri- 
bute to them this origin, unless there is 
evidence to the contrary. The equally 
normal optative of jv is «inv (for secu), 
answering to Je‘nv. This explanation removes 
the difficulty which has always been felt as 
to the initial ¢ in «inv. 

If we knew that éué and éuev were original 
constituents of the Greek language, there 
would be a striking correspondence between 
ep, euev, evi and sum, sumus, sunt. 

J. Schmidt has laid down a phonetic law 
that Indogermanic of becomes os in Greek. 
His proof is drawn from the words jos, ios, 
pos, and the neuter singular of perfect parti- 
ciples active, as e«idds. That the original 
termination of eidds was o7 he establishes by 
a comparison with the oblique cases and with 
the Sanscrit vidvét. This is in opposition 
to Bartholomae’s view, who holds that «idds 
retains the original ending, and that vidvdt 
has borrowed its ¢ from the neuter of adjec- 
tives in -vant. JI think I have discovered 
evidence that the termination of the neuter 
perfect participle active was or and not os in 
the earlier period of the Greek language. 
But to show this I must go some way round 
and discuss the conditions under which a 
final . changes a preceding 7 into o. This is 
one of several questions which Kretschmer 
has treated in his valuable essay in Kuhn’s 
Zeitschrift, vol. x., and is perhaps the only 
one with regard to which he does not reach 
a satisfactory conclusion. 

Words ending in « preceded by an original 
t fall into two classes. The first class in- 
cludes the dative singular of the 3rd declen- 
sion and some indeclinables (ér1, apt, mport, 
dvri, doraxri, &c.). The words of the 2nd 
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class are the 3rd plural of the present and 
perfect active of all verbs, the 3rd singular 
present of verbs in -y, and one indeclinable, 
TEPUCLW. 

The common characteristic of all the 
words in the first class is that they have 
been inherited by Greek as ready-made 
formations, and that the c retains no trace 
of an independent existence or meaning. In 
these the 7 remains unchanged. 

In words of the second class the iota is 
really a postposition, and is in a sense 
isolated with a special demonstrative signi- 
fication. In this respect they may be com- 
pared to the datives plural in -o., which are 
by general consent a Greek formation in 
which an iota has been added to a form 
ending in sigma. 

In the verbal inflexions, which almost 
constitute the second class, the iota is Indo- 
germanic, it is true, but the presential 
character of the suffix has been emphasised 
and renewed by the contrast to the corre- 
sponding forms of the imperfect (cf. ériOev, 
rievti; eXeyov, A€yovtt). For repute (repor(v)) 
compare vuvt. 

It is the iota in these words of the second 
class that has in Attic and Ionic the twofold 
attribute of converting the preceding tau 
into sigma, and of taking the vi épeAkvatixor. 
So closely connected is the addition of the 
vd épeAxvorixov with the conversion into 
sigma, that as Mr. R. J. Walker has pointed 
out, there is reason to believe that in those 
dialects which preserved the tau the vi 
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épedxvortixdy did not appear. These facts 
taken together seem to indicate that the 
postpositional iota was in Attic and Ionic 
a nasalised and strongly palatal vowel. The 
retention of r in éor is regular. It is pre- 
served from change by the preceding o. 
Cf. riots, torts, Anotis, Xe. 

There is one striking exception to the law 
IT have ventured to formulate, viz. «ixoot, 
which is the Attic and Ionic modification of 
Fixare (vincati, viginti). The word deserves 
remark as presenting four anomalies within 
the compass of three syllables. The e ought 
to be 1, the o ought to be a, and if my con- 
tention is correct, the sigma ought to be tau, 
and the final iota incapable of taking the 
vi édedxvorixdv. It is evident that, as in 
almost all great irregularities, popular ety- 
mology has been at work. ‘kat: seems to 
have been taken as cixédr +1, a combination 
in which eixér was felt as the original 
neuter of éouxws, and as meaning ‘fair’ 
or ‘reasonable.’ The icta was felt as being 
the same demonstrative postposition as in 
mépvat. This eixdr I believe to have been the 
parent of the historical <fxoow. For the 
change of accent see Wheeler’s Vominal 
Accent, p. 106. That the vague notion of 
a fair or reasonable thing should be identi- 
fied with the special meaning of twenty is 
no more strange than that the equally vague 
idea of score should come to mean the same 
number in our own language. 

Frep. W. WALKER. 

HOMERICA. 

II. 

Iliad iii. 64 ff. 

, Ser) at ‘ , ij ’ ug 

py por dap’ épara mpodepe xpvoens “Adpodirns: 
» > / re ie wn > , Lol ov Tot awoBAnr’ erte Gedv epixvodea Sapa, 

a > \ A c ‘ 2 > » o 

doo Kev aiTol dact Exwv 0 ovk av Tis EAOLTO. 

‘Cast not in my teeth the lovely gifts of 
golden Aphrodite ; not to be flung aside are 
the gods’ glorious gifts that of their own 
good will they give ; for by his desire can no 
man win them’ (Leaf). This we may take 
to be the accepted interpretation. It is given 
by La Roche, Ameis-Hentze, Fisi-Franke, 

Heyne, Voss, ete. 
Now in the first place it seems more than 

doubtful whether éxév can legitimately bear 

this meaning ‘ by wishing for them,’ ‘ wenn 
er auch wollte’ (Curtius, Gk. Ht. p. 135). 
The only support for such a sense seems to 
be the rather curious statement of Aias in 
H 197 :— 

> , , , er N af 4 
ov yap TLS PLE Bin YE EKWV GAEKOVTD OLYTAL, 

where ékoév, for which Aristarchus reads 
éddv, although it may not be strictly logical, 
need not have any unusual sense, because it 
merely emphasises the contradictory term 
déxovra. In such contrasts the Greeks, 
certainly in later times, pushed matters a 
long way, as witness of 7’ dvtes ot 7’ dzovtes 
(Soph. Ant. 1109). Clearly then, even if 
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éxév be right in H 197, it affords no justifi- 
cation whatever for the peculiar meaning 

attributed to éxév in our passage. For my 

own part I have no confidence that it is right 

in H 197; but éréxwv ‘assailing’ (cf. 7 71 

ri pou GS’ éréxers KekoTyOTL Ovpa ;) would be a 

more probable suggestion than the unmetrical 

éddv of Aristarchus, which indeed pace tanti 
viri is nothing less than an absurdity, for 
no one could chase (dij7ar) a man after he 
had killed him (éAdv). Ajax, rough and 
blunt soldier as he was, may be supposed to 
have known his business better than to say 
that. 

But even if for a moment we agree to 
take this questionable sense, ‘by wishing 
for them,’ as a possibility, what is the point 
of the remark? The argument embodied in 
the accepted interpretation already given is 
absolutely unconvincing. There are a great 
many things—the moon for instance—that 
a man cannot get by wishing for them, 
épixvdéa in the highest degree, and yet might 
be very glad to be rid of, if he did get 
them. Accordingly we may safely say that 
this is certainly not what Homer meant by 
the clause, éxav & otk av tis eAoTo, and 
apparently we must be content to take it as 
a mere exegesis of the preceding airot, 
though it is not easy to see why airoé calls 
for any exegesis at all. This sense of the 
emphatic pronoun, ‘of their free will,’ 
‘spontaneously,’ ‘ultro,’ is common enough, 
nor is it of the nature of the Homeric 
exegesis to explain the usage of such a word 
as aités. So much then for the clause with 
éxov translated as above. 
Now let us see how the matter stands with 

éxév in its correct and ordinary sense 
‘voluntarily,’ ‘not under compulsion,’ 
‘being under no constraint.’ Mr. Monro’s 
version must not be left out of account. 
He says ‘the meaning is not “no one can 
get them by wishing,” but “ no one can take 
them as a matter of choice,” by willing or 
not willing: a man is wholly passive in 
regard to these gifts. Here the right 
meaning is given to éxwv, while the general 
interpretation of the clause remains not 
quite, but very nearly, the same. In the 
ordinary view the individual, the tus, is 

eager for the gifts and yet cannot get 
them. He would receive the offer of them 
with an enthusiastic ‘Oh thank you very 
much.’ In Mr. Monro’s view he is in- 
different about the gifts and would re- 
ceive the offer with an unruffled ‘ Well, 
I don’t mind if I do.’ Now to say ‘these 
things cannot be got by mere acqui- 
escence ’ is not only a far less forcible and 
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less adequate statement than to say ‘ they 
cannot be got by earnest wishing,’ but worse 
than that implies, if anything, that the 
converse of this indifferent assent would 
be successful in attaining them, which of 
course is far from being the meaning 
here. 

There is, after all, only one interpretation 
that can rightly be given to the words as 
they stand, éxiv 8 otk ay ts €Xorro. ‘No 
one would take these gifts, if he could help 
it, if he had any choice in the matter, unless 
he were compelled.’ Unfortunately this 
ruins the whole speech, for thereby Paris 
discourses in something like this strain: ‘I 
did not make myself handsome. No one 
would be so, if he could possibly avoid it. 
But as it is impossible to get rid of beauty, 
how unjust of you to reproach me with it! 
I have it, because I can’t help having it. 
The fault is Aphrodite’s, not mine.’ These 
ascetic sentiments, however laudable and 
appropriate in the mouth of a Simeon 
Stylites, are of course not in any degree 
suitable to the true character of the vain- 
glorious gallant, Paris. Nor, again, is there 
the slightest trace of an ironical or bantering 
tone to be found in the words. 

T conclude then that none of the above 
methods of dealing with the lines gives a 
satisfactory result, and accordingly it may 
be worth while to suggest that without 
touching a single letter of the vulgate, by 
simply introducing a note of interrogation, 
a natural, easy, and unexceptionable meaning 
would be forthcoming, thus :— 

, bo ts) DS / rd ? be a 

pr pou dap’ para mpdodepe xpvoens Adpooirys 
ob Tou drdBAnr’ éore Gedy epuxvdéa Sapa, 
o > \ a eLN ’ > ” ¢g 

daca kev aditot dacv Exwv 0 ovK ay TIS EXOLTO ; 

‘Do not cast in my teeth the lovely gifts of 

golden Aphrodite ; not to be scorned are the 

glorious gifts of the gods, those that by their 

grace they give us; for would not any one 

right willingly receive them!’ (sc. dépa 
’Adpodirys). The words from ov rox to dcr 
are virtually parenthetical ‘Opnpcxas. 

The tone of this is, I submit, in every way 

characteristic of the Trojan prince. He 

deprecates Hector’s reproaches and con- 

temptuous references to his personal attrac- 

tions, and he asks whether any one and 

every one would not be handsome, if he 

could. The speech almost amounts to a 

retort upon his detractors. They would not 

object to be as well-favoured as he is. There 

is not one of them but would readily change 

places with him. The emphasis on éxwy is 

well indicated by its position, The grapes 

are sour. 
x 
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Lastly, the absence of an interrogative 
particle is common enough in Homer, in fact 
rather more common than actually appears 
from the vulgate ; for the later Greeks could 
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not resist the temptation to turn Homer’s 
> > . | - > > > 6 ‘s ith 

ov otc 6a ; regularly into 7 ov« otofa ; with a 

crasis. 
T. L. Agar. 

NOTES ON BACCHYLIDES. 

iii. 7. Aewopéveos the papyrus, -evs Mr. 
Kenyon; cf. v. 35. This may be the better 
form, but the editor’s argument that ‘co, 
even when contracted by synizesis, remains 
short (e.g. Geos Pind. Pyth. i. 56)’ is vicious. 
In 6edripov xi. 12 Geo is anceps, but in xvii. 
132 Oedrourov is _ _ V and Geodirés xi. 60 is 

_vcv. Cf. Oevrporiav x. 41. At best the 
cases of short eo (that is, ¢o where « is treated 
like ») are rare. In Pyth. x. 28 for Bpdreov 
(Lv) many read Bpordv. In Praxilla 1 we 
have reov (.). In Bacch. viii. 12 I prefer to 
keep the epitrite unresolved. 

ix. 45. Following the papyrus, Mr. Kenyon 
reads gév, © todvéjdwr ava, rotapov. In 
the corresponding verse of epode a’ (v. 19) 
he reads & kat rér’ "Adpacrov Tad[aovidar | 

and notes the difference between the scansion 
of Tadaovidas here (U _ J V _) and in Pind. Ol. 
vi. 1D (,L_ UT _). In 19 I propose TaAaio- 
yidav aS in Pindar, and in 45 zodAvéjAwrte 
avagé. In iil. 76, v. 84, Bacchylides, it is 
true, does not admit hiatus before avaé. 
Still, his procedure is tolerably eclectic. We 
have te ioBAehdpwv ix. 3, Oévra idmXoxov 1x. 
72, Adpatpa ioorépavov iii. 2, but pév ioore- 
dhavov V. 3, AnEEv iooredavov Xiii. 89 ; be Exare 
frag. 1, 7; and ed keeps its length before 
eimeiv, Epdwv, eidvs, though here the ictus 
falls on the adverb. If Pindar shows hiatus 
before avag, why not Bacchylides ? 

BEATRICE REYNOLDS. 
Bryn Maur College. 

VON PLANTA’S OSCO-UMBRIAN GRAMMAR! 

Grammatik der oskisch-umbrischen Dialekte ; 
aweiter Bd. (Yormenlehre, Syntax, Samm- 
lung der Inschr. etc.) von R. von PLANT. 
Triibner, Strassburg. 1897. 20 Mk. 

THE completion of Dr. Von Planta’s great 
grammar deserves a cordial welcome. Every 
one who has used the first volume,—and that 
is the same thing as saying every one who 
has studied the Italic Dialects since its 
appearance in 1892—has waited anxiously 
for the second, which was to give us not 
merely a greatly needed revision of the text 
of the Oscan and Umbrian inscriptions, but 
also a commentary upon them, and an 
account of the morphology and syntax. 
And the volume now published will more 
than satisfy the expectation aroused by the 

1 [Professor Conway undertook this review in 
generous response to my urgent request, though his 
engagements made it quite impossible for him to 
deal with it until long after its publication.— 
G. E. M.] 

first. What was said in this Review (Decem- 
ber, 1893, vii. 465) as to the general 
advantages and drawbacks of the fulness 
of treatment, which is the most striking 
characteristic of that volume, need not be 
here repeated. Much the same criticism 
might be applied to the 400 pages which in 
the second are given to Yormenlehre ; but on 
the other hand the reader will find that in 
mechanical details, such as the divisions of 
paragraphs, and the use of various type, 
this instalment of the grammar is far better 
arranged ; and he will probably feel also that 
the discussion of forms actually occurring in 
the inscriptions is more practical, that is, it 
bears more on the interpretation of the 
inscriptions—which is after all the basis of 
every other kind of study of the dialects,— 
than the abstract elaboration of phonetic 
questions to which the first volume was 
devoted. But besides these the present 
volume, beyond all possible question, contains 
work of a very high order in quite a new 
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field; the author has subjected the text 
of a large number of the inscriptions! 
to a minute and searching revision at first 
hand, sometimes with brilliant results, as in 
the deciphering and partial reconstruction 
of what may perhaps be called the kulwupu- 
curse. 

It would serve no useful purpose to dwell 
on matters which I have discussed in ‘The 
Italic Dialects,’ especially the variant 
readings which Von Planta kindly allowed 
me to include in the Addenda to that edition. 
But mention may be made of some new and 
important suggestions of Von Planta’s, and 
then of one or two points in which our 
difference or agreement touches questions of 
special interest. The analysis of Latin 
semper on the pattern of parumper into a 
post-position with the neuter form corre- 
sponding to Gr. év so as to mean ‘for good 
and all, once for all, always,’ is, so far as I 
know, new and, I think, incontestable. The 
suggestion (p. 179) that Osc. serevkid, 
prupukid (with the very uncertain form 
medikid), are ablatives which show a con- 
fusion of the -io- and -2- stems would 
enable us to render the first word as equiva- 
lent to a Lat. serwicium, z.e. ‘ ministerium, 
administratio,’ which would make very good 
sense. The restoration osin[s] (‘ obsint, 
adsint’) in the third line of the Tabula 
Bantina for the corrupt osiz... is quite con- 
vincing, and adds a new word to the Oscan 
vocabulary, with a phonetic treatment of 
the group -ps- which is very interesting. 
But perhaps the most important of the new 
suggestions [ have noticed is the explanation 
which Von Planta offers (p. 352) of the 
difficult future perfect formation shown by 
Umb. purdinsiust, combifiansiust, etc. In 
these forms he sees an old infinitive or 
stem-noun in the accusative, like the regular 
Osco-Umbrian inf. erom (‘esse’) and the 
Latin ‘uenum’ in ‘uenum-ire, uenum-do,’ 
on which Postgate and Brugmann have 
respectively based their certain explanations 
of the Latin future inf. and gerund.? To 

1 Chiefly those of Sulmona, Capua, and the Naples 
Museum (though here with some omissions); the 
more outlying insce., in Rome, London, Berlin, 
and Vienna, and all the coins he has taken from 
other authorities, which are generally quite ade- 
quate. 

* Brugmann’s analysis of the ‘ablative’ of the 
gerund, e.g. regundo, into this inf. + the postposn. 
-d6, ‘to,’ appears to me to be established by one or 
two points in its usage which I have not seen quoted 
in this connexion; (1) by the fact that the abl. of 
the gerund is far more common than eg. the 
genitive ; (2) by the remarkable freedom of the 
use of the abl. as the equivalent of a modal active 
parte. (whence indeed the Italn. and Span. act. 

this infinitive we are to suppose was added 
as a post-position -ce (cf. Umbr. -com) 
meaning ‘to,’ and the following ~iwst is at 
once intelligible as the fut. perf. equivalent 
to or identical with Lat. cerit. Until further 
support is found in the Italic group or else- 
where for this post-positional use of -ce with 
a case, the theory can hardly be said to be 
proved, but its simplicity is strongly in its 
favour. Curiously enough, Von Planta, so 
far as I can find, does not cite what might 
surely be regarded as the strong confirmatory 
evidence of the Sanskrit periphrastie perfects 
like bédhayadm-asa, vidém-cakara which show 
a precisely similar accusatival infinitive form 
containing a long-stem vowel. Still the 
Latin forms like aman-do are much nearer 
evidence, though they do not show a con- 
jugational use. Verbal phrases in Latin 
like infitias ire are also good evidence, if 
such were needed, of this periphrastic type. 

I am very glad to find that I am at 
one with Von Planta in holding that 
Buvaianitd (p. 420) must be the name of 
a town, and that do-ni-que, do-ni-cum, con- 
tain the preposition dé. He recognises also 
that the stem of Lat. 7s, ea, id, is only used 
in Oscan and Umbrian in the nom. and 
ace. ; the remaining cases being supplied by 
longer compound stems (eiso- etc.). But 
the similar distinction which he assumes in 
Oscan only in the use of the stems ek o- and 
ekso- does not seem to me quite so certain. 
The most noteworthy of the author’s nega- 
tive conclusions is his rejection, im toto, of 
Zimmer’s theory of the Italo - Celtic 
passive in 7. He goes so far as to deny 
(p. 428) that wltiumam is the object of 
sakrafir in the well-known Jovila-in- 
scription (J.D. 113) except on the hypothesis 
that the verb is a personal deponent form. 
I cannot think that there is at present any 
evidence for the confusion of the personal 
(Umb. emantur) and impersonal (Umb. 
Jerar) classes of these forms on which Von 
Planta bases his objections; in particular, 
sakarater of the Tabula Agnon. must 
surely be personal, if the following list of 
nominatives are to have any construction 

partec. are derived) where, it is to be noticed, the 
gerundive is comparatively rarely substituted for it 
(e.g. Liv. 1, 8, conciendo ad se multitudinem, and 
continually in the historians) ; (3) by the far greater 
frequency of the use of the gerund with ad than 
with any other prepn., in which one may see an echo 
of the earliest use of the form in -dd to express 
purpose, as it still does in the ‘dative’ use. 

The gerundive, however, still seems to me to have 
been a present parte. in -onios, -enjos (for the phonetics 
ef. tendo: telyw), whose use was severely and pecu- 
liarly restricted by its association with the ‘ gerund’ 
forms, as Roby long since maintained. 

x 2 
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whatever; and with Buck 1 prefer to regard 
lamatir as a present, not perfect, subjunctive, 
and therefore personal. But even should 
such a confusion of usage come to light in 
fresh inscriptions, the balance of probability 
would still seem to me to lie with Zimmer’s 
view. Von Planta has undoubtedly put his 
finger on the weak point of the theory as at 
present stated when he demands some better 
explanation than Zimmer’s of the origin of 
the deponent use in Italic. But if one may 
venture to say so, without more knowledge 
of the Celtic languages than I can claim, 
Thurneysen’s ipse dixit (apud Brugmann’s 
Grundriss, ii. p. 1392) which Von Planta 
accepts without question, seems to offer very 
slight and unconvincing objections to the 
striking parallelism of the Celtic forms, espe- 
cially in Welsh. But in this as in other 
points where Von Planta’s own conclusion 
may not commend itself to the reader, the use- 
fulness of his grammar is not in the least 
diminished. It is characteristic of the book 
from first to last that justice is done quite 
as fully to the views which the author re- 
jects as to those which he accepts; and 
there is something almost pathetic in the 
generous temper which leads him to credit 
old and almost forgotten writers (like 
Huschke and Newman) with even the 
smallest suggestions of value which can be 
counted as theirs. And as regards living 
writers Von Planta is equally chivalrous. 
I note in passing that Elmer’s convincing 
discussion of the Latin prohibitive uses (in 
A. J. P. xv.) was unfortunately inaccessible 
(p. 484) to him, and his account of the 
Oscan and Umbrian prohibitions has suffered 
in consequence. 

In the collection of inscriptions the author 
is guided by the principle of inclusion ;1 
thus he prints spurious inscriptions, many of 
which have long fallen out of notice, side by 
side with the rest, generally warning the 
reader of their real character in a footnote.” 
Further, he includes one or two insce. from 
South Italy, of which it is still doubtful to 
what language they belong, e.g. the helmet 
inse. beginning with the word or words 
Fererife? and the still doubtful inse. of 

1 The only exception to this is the limitation im- 
plied in the title ; no dialects are recognised outside 
the Osco-Umbrian group ; thus those nearest to Latin, 
like Faliscan, are left out, save for one or two speci- 
mens thrown in at the end. 

2 To No. 296a toce stahu, which is given as an 
insc. not hitherto published, I venture to think a 
similar note might have been added. It looks like 
the work of a forger who took at random two words 
from known Umbr. insce. in Latin alphabet, produc- 
ing a fragment which declares that ‘I am dedicated 
to (or on) bacon”! 
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Castelluccio beginning with tours (Zour 2) 
and others which I need not mention. He 
includes also the large class of East-Italic 
or ‘Sabellic’* inscriptions, whose alphabet 
and language are still unsolved conundrums. 
The same method appears in his treatment 
of the difficult class of Etrusco-Campanian 
inscriptions collected in Nos. 172-177 hhh. 
It is now agreed that as a class they 
exhibit a mixture of language; but Von 
Planta abstains from any attempt to separate 
even individual inscriptions which might be 
regarded as having no Oscan characteristics 
whatever. In 165a, Von Planta gives as 
presumably Oscan the legend of a curious 
ring in the Pascale collection at Curti, which 
the present writer has reason to remember. 
The text as I read it*+ runs: pu Bexe vBe To 
tov Oeov ovoza oo(pis), but it is written from 
right to left in Greek character of the 
second century A.D. squared, so that 6 
appears as 8, anda as J. This I published 
in facsimile in the Athenaewm, April 28, 1894, 
calling attention to the apparently archaic 
alphabet but offering no _ transcription. 
It was at length explained by the Earl of 
Southesk in the Athenaeum for June 23 of 
the same year as a Gnostic charm, similar to 
others on rings which he had in his own 
collection ; the first words, pu Bexe vBe, he 
regarded as Koptic. 
Among the new readings in insce. already 

known, which the author proposes, are two 
in the very difficult text of the Tanternaean 
Jovilae of Capua. In the first of these he reads 
staief fud instead of Biicheler’s stazef 
Suf, which he thinks impossible: and if the 
correction holds, the new verbal form is one 
of great importance (cf. Skt. bhut). In the 
second inse. of the pair he gives the protasis 
of the last sentence thus: pun medd pis 
enim verehias fust (marking as doubt- 
ful only the first d, the p of pis, and the h 
in verehias) instead of Biicheler’s pun 
medd pis uintveresim fust, which 
he thinks impossible. In the ‘ Italic 
Dialects,’ No. 114, I marked the w, the s and 
the m of winiveresim as doubtful, and 
indeed, as I then lamented, certainty can 
hardly be hoped for, seeing the nature of the 
stuff in which this unfortunate inscription 
has been hewn—friable tufa full of ‘faults,’ 
that is, lumps of stone or other hard sub- 
stances which cannot be cut with a chisel, 
but which have in places sprung out alto- 

3 This thoroughly misleading term (now promoted 
to a third meaning) seems to die hard. 

41 can vouch for the last three letters as oot, 
though they are very difficult to make out on the 
edge of the gem. 
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gether from the face of the block, leaving 
shapeless cavities behind. The letters vere 
may be regarded as fairly certain, but I 
hardly think that Von Planta’s explanation 
of his in%m will suffice to defend it. He 
renders the clause ‘cum magistratus quis et 
(quidem) civitatis erit,’ the apodosis being 
sakrafir, ‘let a sacrifice be held.’ This I 
find hard to understand ! and still harder to 
parallel in any Latin or dialectic inscription. 
It would be useless to enumerate the large 
number of passages in which Von Planta’s 
corrections agree with my own. But I have 
already alluded to his brilliant transcription 
of the kulupu-curse, which is written on 
nine tiny fragments of lead and can scarcely 
be read with the naked eye. 

1 Von Planta suggests that it was written in the 
‘sad, meddix-less period’ of the siege, 214-211 B.c., 
but this does not seem to make the sentence much 
clearer. 
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The historical and archaeological aspects 
of the inscriptions lie outside the province 
of the grammar, which is an attempt to 
extract from these dialects the utmost value 
they possess, not so much for the study of 
Ancient Italy as for general comparative 
philology. But for this purpose Von Planta’s 
work has easily surpassed all previous 
attempts, and the book is a monument of 
devoted learning, sound judgment, and keen 
penetration. 

Sic vos non vobis ; in the very excellence 
of his work lies the certainty of its being 
superseded, for it has enormously promoted 
inquiry into every point of Osco-Umbrian 
grammar. And in this province the book 
represents for our generation the high-water 
mark of research. 

R. 8. Conway. 

TYRRELL AND PURSER’S EDITION OF CICERO’S LETTERS. 

The Correspondence of M. Tullius Cicero, 
Vol. V. Edited by Prof. R. Tyrret, and 
Prof. L. C. Purser. Dublin University 
Press, 1897. 14s. 

Everysopy will be glad to congratulate 
the scholarly Editors of Cicero on the near 
approach to completion of their great 
work in this penultimate instalment. We 
read with pleasure that ‘a considerable 
portion of the sixth and final volume of the 
(actual) correspondence is already printed,’ 
and that the task ‘will then have been 
completed, but for the Index, which must 
have a volume to itself’—an encouraging 
promise of thoroughness. 

The present volume only includes the 
letters of a year and a half, but they reach 
the enormous number of 242, extending 
from March, 45, at the time of the death of 
Tullia, to August or September, 44, just 
about the time of the delivery of the First 
Philippic. Those of the latter year—all but 
five of which are after the Ides of March— 
are it need scarcely be said, fully equal in 
interest to any portion of the great 
collection. But the case is very different 
with the letters of the year 45, which are 
perhaps the least interesting—as the period 
is probably the least useful—of all Cicero’s 
Life. It is worth notice that of the 163 
letters remaining from this year only nine 
find a place in Mr. Watson’s selection. ‘ 

The volumeis prefaced by two Introductory 
studies ; one a biography of the younger 
Cicero, which does not succeed in eliciting any 
new facts of importance, the other a 
moderate and ably stated essay, from the 
author’s point of view, entitled ‘Cicero’s 
Case against Caesar.” This latter is re- 
printed bodily from the Quarterly Review, 
which is, I venture to think, a mistake. It 
would have been better to write the essay 
specially in each case for its intended object. 
Where it first appeared, it was in part too 
technical and reference-loaded for its place. 
On the other hand where it stands now it 
has an uneasy appearance of writing down 
to a popular level. Perhaps this is the 
cause of the curious slip about M. 
Marcellus, so carefully condemned by our 
authors themselves in anticipation. On p. 
xiii. we read that ‘even he who is no 
scholar will see how misleading it is to write 
as if ‘ patrician’ and ‘plebeian’ were terms 
correlative with each other in the same way 
as the terms ‘rich’ and ‘ poor.’ Two pages 
further on M. Marcellus is described as ‘a 
great patrician.’ Mr. Froude would of 
course have forgotten, but our editors 
ought not to have done so, that the Marcelli 
were a great plebeian—not patrician— 
family. 

It is satisfactory to find that the Critical 
Introduction on the whole throws in its lot 
with the sound and almost convincing 
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position of C. Lehmann that a considerable 
class of MSS. of the letters to Atticus can 
be proved to exist entirely independent of 
the Medicean. That being so, too much 
space and attention seems to be devoted 
to the certainly unconvincing and perhaps 
merely fanciful theories of O. E. Schmidt, 
who would attribute every existing MS. to 
the Medicean or its archetype, the 
Veronensian. 

I proceed to notice a few out of many 
passages on which suggestions of interest are 
made. 

In the famous letter of Sulpicius (Fam. 
IV. 5. 3) the Edd. read cedo for credo. This 
has the advantage of avoiding the difficulty 
of the combination of an with credo, and if 
it were unusually inserted parenthetically 
would no doubt be liable to corruption. On 
the other hand, an instance of cedo paren- 
thetic seems much needed. I agree that 
Munro’s proposal ‘Cicero,’ is unconvincing ; 
perhaps it would be better if substituted 
for the second credo, a little below. So 
elaborate a letter is certainly not likely to 
have had a rare usage twice in six lines. 

p- 40. Habet enim qualem vult cannot 
possibly mean, as paraphrased, ‘his son is an 
ideal youth.’ The passage is so obscure that 
nothing better than a guess can be made ; 
but it seems to imply that the son has been 
‘amenable to handling.’ 

p. 71. Few probably will accept the 
suggestion of the Edd., coctiws=‘ more 
mellowed,’ for the corrupt octius, which 
they themselves half retract. LLehmann’s 
tectius or tectior, and Boot’s occultius, are 
both far better. I think that the adverb, 
though remarkable, is defensible, and that 
tectius carries most probability. 

p. 257. On the other hand, the suggestion 
of the Edd. that seditio has probably fallen 
out after sed ita is very much better than 
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Lehmann’s proposed insertion of concitatio, 
which gives no explanation of the corrup- 
tion. But are they right in saying that 
Wesenberg’s compressum est ‘is an awkward 
use of the impersonal construction’? Is not 
the preceding malum urbanum the subject ? 

In a few places the traditional reading is 
successfully maintained against proposed 
emendations. The most interesting of these 
is Dolabellae aritia (p. 261), for which 
avaritia (of course) and half a dozen Greek 
words have been substituted. But the Edd. 
cleverly suggest that Atticus through 
inadvertence actually wrote aritia for 
avaritia, and that Cicero rallies him on a 
slip of the pen, ‘ sic enim tu ad me seripseras.’ 
They rightly note that avaritia does not 
mean ‘miserliness,’ of which Dolabella was 
never accused, but ‘rapacity,’ and this was 

an endemic complaint of Romans. 
The volume is like its predecessors, 

printed with scholarly care. The only mis- 
prints of importance that I have noted are 
‘Atticus’ for ‘Attica’ on p. 328; and 
‘subject’ for ‘subjunct.’ on p. 195. One is 
staggered, however, by the grammar of “JI 
expect young Quintus is romancing’ (p. 329) ; 
and Milton did not call fame ‘that last 
infirmity of noble minds’ (p. 122), though it 
is often so quoted, but ‘of noble mind,’ 
whichis a different thing. Also one regrets to 
see still the ‘battle of Pharsalia,’ and 
the incorrect 7 in tenses of abicere. 

I am entirely unable to admit any force 
in the criticism of my method of translating 
Cicero’s Greek words, which the editors 
have (courteously enough) introduced into 
the preface to this volume. This however 
raises a separate question, which I will, 
with the Editor’s permission, discuss in some 
future number. 

G. E. Jeans. 

OBSERVATIONS ON THUC. BOOK I. 

Thukydides, erklart von J. CuassEn. 
Buch, bearbeitet von J. Sreup. 
1897. M. 4.50. 

Erstes 
Berlin, 

THE great quantity of new material that 
Steup has included in his revision of 
Classen’s Thucydides i., as well as the many 
difficulties of the original, render a some- 
what lengthy notice necessary. A noticeable 
change in the Introduction is the argument, 

as against Classen, in support of the 
Ullrichian hypothesis, of which Steup, of 
course, is an upholder. As the theory is 
rejected by Prof. Jebb (Hellenica, p. 272) 
and generally, I believe, by English and 
American writers, it may be worth while to 
mention the additional passages and argu- 
ments that Steup has adduced in its support. 
He holds that five of the passages cited by 
Ullrich as having been put into their present 
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shape before 404 B.c., namely 1. 10, 2; 1. 

23, 3 (eclipses of the sun); 2.1; 3. Sii2 ; 

4. 48, 5—have not been disposed of by 

Classen. The new passages he adds are five, 

being as follows, The statement about the 

earthquakes in i. 23, 3 can only apply to the 
ten years’ war: the allusion to the inhabi- 
tants of Potidea in i. 56, 2 must have been 
written before the fall of that city: 11. 23, 
3 was written before the capture of Oropus 
by the Boeotians in 411 (this is pointed out 
in my note ad loc.): ii. 94, 1 was written 
without knowledge of the revolt of Kuboea 
(a very strong point): and the expression o 
modenos apte kabiotdéuevos found in iii. 3, 1 
and iii. 68,4 can only apply to the Archi- 
damian War. This last phrase means, 
according to Steup, ‘the war being just then 
in the middle stage.’ 

Next, Ullrich rightly laid stress on the 
fact that only in v. 26 does Thuc. remark 
on the length of the war ‘between the Pel. 
and Ath.’ When he assumes the end and 
the length of the war as known ini. 13; 18 ; 
23, he cannot, as he gives no explanation of 
his meaning, be including the ‘half-peace.’ 
Steup, however, does not agree with Ullrich 
that Thue. broke off at about the middle of 
the Fourth Book ; and indeed this detail in 
Ullrich’s hypothesis may be regarded as 
finally abandoned. 

With regard to the alterations made in 
the First Part (i.-v. 25), Steup’s conclusion 
may be quoted, as it affects his notes in many 
places: ‘Perhaps the history of the ten 
years’ war was altered here and there after 
404 [sc. in places other than those that have 
been cited by Ullrich and himself], but 
Thue. certainly did not [as Classen holds] 
systematically revise this history then. 
Had he done so, he would not at the 
beginning have left us without an indication 
of the length of the war he was about to 
describe, nor should we find so many passages 
that will not apply to the twenty-seven 
years’ war. Nor yet would there be so many 
places in which traces of incomplete revision 
are unmistakeable.’ 

After all, the differences between Steup 
and Classen in this matter are not wide. 
Classen admits that portions of the work 
may have been put into substantially their 
present, shape before the end of the twenty- 
seven years’ war: Steup thinks that the 
whole of the history to v. 25 was written 
almost as we have it during the Peace of 
Nicias. Classen holds that Thue. was 
engaged at his death in the last revision of 
what he had sketched from the outset of the 
war, and did not live to revise all parts 

"BAAnot Kat pepe T. Tt. BapBdpov. 
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with equal thoroughness: Steup, that 
there was no revision worth the name, but 
only a few insertions (i. 89-118, 2; i, 65 
and 100, 2; and v. 21-24). 

I may add two points in support of Steup’s 
view. The description of the forces employed 
against Epidaurus in 430 (ii. 56) appears to 
be written without knowledge of the Sicilian 
expedition; otherwise Thuc. would surely 
have compared these forces with those 
described in vi. 30. In the latter place he 
refers back to ii. 56 for a comparison: yet 
at ii. 56 he says nothing to lead us to con- 
clude that the forces employed against 
Epidaurus were relatively so great as he 
afterwards found them to have been. Again 
the curious digression about Teres and 
Tereus in ii. 29 has all the appearance of 
having been written at a time when the 
mythical connexion between the two families 
was a matter of interest at Athens. After 
the end of the war, Thrace was of no 
importance to Athens. We can see from 
Xenophon that the friendship of Odysae was 
withdrawn—it was re-established subse- 
quently by Thrasybulus the patriot—and 
the kingdom no longer possessed the great- 
ness that Thue. ascribes to it. 

From the following remarks it must not 
be judged that the majority of Steup’s new 
notes are likely to arouse feelings of opposi- 
tion. But there is still something to be said 
on many passages in text and commentary ; 

and of such passages only a few can be dealt 
with here. In c. 1, Steup repeats his former 
objections to the words kai péper Tw. TV 
BopBépov x.7.A. It is indeed strange that 

nothing further is said of the effect of the 

war on the ‘barbarians’ in the historical 

sketch that follows. And it is probable that 

the statement xivyots attyn peyiotn 52 eyévero 

pepe twt tov BapBapwv is, taken strictly, 

untrue. To separate peyiorn 5) from pépet, 

as some critics do, is scarcely possible. But, 

as it is generally recognised that Thucydides 

exaggerates the importance of his subject, 

it seems both unsafe to attempt to fix the 

limits of his self-deception, and unprofitable 

to criticise with exactness the grandiloquence 

of his exordium. If we are to require 

exactness, it is not superfluous to ask what 

ém rAcioTov avOpwrwv ds <imeiv adds to rots 
The ex- 

planation of Steup and those editors who do 

not adopt some artificial explanation of 

peyiorn produces a tautology, and strictly 

requires something like maou rots "EAAyo« Kal 

peyddw—or ds de eizretv Kat peyloTw—Epel TOV 

BapBapwv, and there the sentence should end. 

Steup strains at the gnat and swallows the 
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camel. Far more serious are the objections 
to Ta yap mpd avrav Kai Ta éru madalorepa, 
which Steup marks as corrupt. Herbst’s 
Tpwixd for mpd airév is very unlikely, and 
Steup’s ra yap po aitav Ta madaorepa is a 
mere suggestion. Any one who will care- 
fully examine this passage will see, I think, 
that Thucydides ought to have said: ‘The 
history of the barbarians previous to this 
war and the early history of the Greeks 
themselves is obscure. Steup rightly notes 
that, if ra zpo airav means, or includes, ‘ the 

events between the Persian and the Pelop- 
onnesian wars,’ then gaddas ctpetv dua xpdvov 
mAnOos a&dvvata jv is inconsistent with the 
careful account of these years that follows. 
It appears to me that Thuc. must have 
dismissed the earlier affairs of the barbarians 
in this sentence. This would explain why, 
having once said ov peydda vouilw yevéo ba, 
he does not revert to the subject. But it 
does not seem possible to make ra zpo atrav 
refer only to the barbarians and to make 
Ta ért waXdavorepa mean ‘the remoter history 
of the Greeks.’ 

Inc. 3, § 4 of & ov os exaoror “EAAnves 
Kata méAes Te Got GAAHAwY Evvierav Kat Evp- 
mavtes torepov KAnOevTes OvOeV...4OpdoL Expagav 
is a very clumsy way of saying ‘The gradual 
extension of the common name and common 
language which partly led and partly fol- 
lowed on the advance of commerce and 
intercourse had not gone far before the 
Trojan war : consequently no united action 
was possible.’ Steup raises a series of 
objections to the sentence, and thinks that 
Kata 7oXes to KAnOevres may be spurious. I 
see no necessity for such a supposition. On 
cc. 5 to 8 Steup has an acute note, in which 
he points out that none of the editors have 
succeeded in making a consecutive narrative 
out of what Thucydides says. The passages 
that require to be reconciled may be exhibited 
in a table thus :— 

1. ot "EdAnves kal tov BapBdpwv ot Te ev TH 
qreipy mapabarddooor Kal doo vycoUs €ixov 
erpazrovTo mpos AnoTeiav. 

2. dyAovor O€ THY HrEe_pwTov TLVES. 
3. eAnlovto dé Kal Kar 7nTepov GAAyAovs. 
4. ai tadaat dua THV Anotelav aro Oaddoons 

parAov wxicOncav, at re €v Tals vycos Kal eV 
Tais NTEpos. 

5. kal ovy Hooov Ayotal Hoav ot vyoLrau. 

The current explanation is that Nos. 1 
and 2 refer to piracy by sea: that No. 3 
refers to piracy by land. But none of the 
editors say how the statement about the 
building of towns inland (No. 4) can be 
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reconciled with the assumption that Thuc. 
refers to piracy inland in No. 3.  Steup, 
explaining that No. 3 must refer to piracy 
by sea, and observing that No. 5 fits on 
admirably to No. 3 when xai kat’ nrepov Kat 
ovxy yooov is rendered ‘not only...but no 
less,’ pronounces al] that intervenes in the 
text to be ‘a provisional supplement ’ which 
the historian never revised and made to fit 
into the narrative. But I must point out in 
turn that Steup’s rendering of éAylovto Kai 
Kat 7reipov is impossible. kar’ yreipov = kara 
ynv: in 1, 142, the only other place in which 
Thue. uses the expression, the two are 
synonymous: here it is the same as 6’ 
nretpov Topevopevor (e.g. schol. on Aristoph. 
Vesp. 398). 2. az’ nreipov then does not refer 
to piracy by sea. But neither can it mean 
piracy by land at large:. that is clearly 
inconsistent with No. 4. It can only mean 
piracy carried on by land between the towns 
on the coast. Thuc. in effect adds a long 
parenthesis, which extends from these words 
to the end of c. 7, and he begins by saying 
‘The piracy (that affected the coast towns of 
the mainland—rév jreipwrav Twes—was not 
confined to the sea—rév Kkatardedvtwv—but) 
was carried on also by land.’ Steup says 
that Ayore(a must mean all through these 
chapters ‘piracy by sea’; but if you say 
Aynoreia Kat yrepov, you obviously mean 
‘piracy by land’: just as when you say 
mAetoa. alone you mean ‘sail on the sea,’ but 
when Isocrates says zActoor dia THs HrElpov, 
he means something different. 

Atc. 11, 2 Steup reads fadiws av [pay 
Kparowres eiAov]...7oAvopkia. [6’], thus going 
further than Kriiger. Inc. 12, 3 Bowroi re 
yap k.7.\. Steup brackets ydp, and attaches 
the section to the previous sentence, on the 
ground that the migration of the Boeotians 
is not attributed to ordois and cannot 
therefore be an illustration of it. But it 
seems to me that the details given in the 
text of the migration of the Boeotians and 
Dorians are wholly insufficient for any one 
to say that ordos is precluded. Inc. 13,5 
Steup introduces two alterations into the 
text ; but to neithercan assent. He prints 
éreidy Te of “EAAnves padXov error, [Tas vads 
kTnodpevor TO AnoTiKOV Kabypovv| Kal €uzrdpLov 
mapéxovres duorepa Svvatwraryy (for duvarny) 
écyov...tiyv wow. He finds the words 
bracketed inconsistent with the work of 
Minos and with the statement xatacravros 
tod Mivw vavtixod wAoipwrepa eyévero inc, 8; 
and he says that the sentence ought to 
explain how it was that the Corinthians were 
the first to get a large fleet, as it will very 
well do when the obnoxious words are 
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removed. Each of these propositions appears 
to me to be false. I do not see why after 
moipartepa éyevero Thuc. may not denote a 
subsequent further development by the words 
padAov érAwfov, and why the latter must 
refer to the same thing as the former. Nor 
do I see how 76 Ayorixov kafypovv is incon- 
sistent with Mivws xaOyper to AnotiKov é¢’ 
écov édvvato. He says that ras vats must 
‘refer to the great Corinthian fleet’: but I 
believe we ought to refer tas vats (2. 
Tpiypets) KTyoadpevor to oft “EAAnves paAdov 
ézAwfov. The Greeks used the sea more 
when they got themselves triremes. Then 
the Corinthians suppressed piracy and added 
greatly to their wealth by commerce. Hence 
Corinth became a great sea power. As for 
Suvatwrarny, after saying ‘they made money 
by overland commerce,’ Thuc. says ‘they 
made money by commerce in both ways,’ 7.¢. 
dpddrepa Suvarnv écxov is not a mere repeti- 
tion of what has been said. Worthier of 
consideration is Steup’s suggestion of a 
lacuna in the words trav zpocddwv peLovwv 
yryvopevov in § 1 of the same chapter. Itis 
not easy to see how these words can stand 
alone for ‘as the wealth of individuals 
increased,’ though of course to mpdcodos 
itself in this sense there can hardly be any 
objection. He proposes to insert tict tov 
evOatpLover. 

In c. 21, 1 Steup has bracketed airay 
after izo ypovov with van Herw. In 22, 2 
he reads ois te avros wapnv Kal <Ta> rapa 
tov dAdwv...ere€eAOov after Ullrich. The 
emendation is approved by van Herw. in 
his review of Hude in these words : ‘ rectis- 
sime Hude cum Ullrichsio xai <ra>...edidit’ : 
but Hude does not admit 7a into the text. 
In c. 23 Steup, unwilling to allow that 
Thue. is quibbling, regards dvotv vavpaxtaw 
kal meLopaxiaw as an adscript. In § 6 of 
this c. tv pev yap adybectatnv mpddacw... 
tovs ’A@yvaiovs yyotpar peyaAous yyvopevous 
.. .dvaykaoat és TO ToAewetv ‘the pres. partic. 
must be altered with Weidner into yeyevy- 
pevous, because cc. 88 and 118, 2 show that 
A. greatness is referred to, as an object 
achieved. The passages are doBovpevor Tovs 
"AOnvaious pr ert peifov SvvnfGor and oi ’A. 
eri peya exwpnoav duvapews, Of which the 
latter refers to the Pentecontaetia. Diony- 
sius quotes all three together (¢ud. Thuc. 
p- 331). His text gives yvyvopevous ; and I 
do not see why thé growing greatness of 
Athens may not be alluded to. ‘True, we 
afterwards find (c. 89 to 118) that they had 
already grown great; but were they not 
‘still growing’? We might look for peifous 
dei in place of peydAouvs; but as the expres- 

sion stands, it is merely a little inexact. 
And I believe that it is just this increasing 
greatness that Thuc. considered to be the 
GAnbertdrn mpopacis Tod woA€uov. It was 
the fear pi éxt petfov duvyfdor that drove 
Sparta into a corner more than ra Kepxvpaixa 
kal Ta Ioredaarixa Kal doa tpodacis KaréoTy 
(c. 118). Amongst the last, the growing 
greatuess of Athens is more than once 
alluded to : see especially c. 69. 4 povor ov 
dpxopevny thy avéyow tov éxOpGv, Sidao.ov- 
pevnv dé katadvovres, Which last agrees with 
peyaAous yryvopévous, and with 7 avéyots Tis 
moAews Which in Dionysius represents the 
dAnbectatyn tpodacrs of Thue. 
We may now takec. 25, 4 repuppovodvtes 5é 

a’rovs (the Corinthians) kat xpnydrwv duvdyer 
évres Kar’ éxeivov Tov xpovov Topota Tots 
‘EAAjvev zAovowrTdtos Kat TH és TOAEHLOV 
Tapackevn Suvatétepor—so Steup, proposing 
to read éuoto. with Linwood and to bracket 
tos ‘E. 7. It seems to me that Herbst is 
right in saying that the Corinthians them- 
selves must be meant in tots “E. wAovowwrta- 
ros. Stahl objects that it would be absurd 
to omit the Athenians. But the description 
may be a mere exaggeration, such as one 
finds when superlatives are used! I 
suggest however dpuot<o> a<trois> Tots 
x.7.A. In c. 26, 4 Steup does not throw 
much light on the much-discussed sentence : 
ot d€ "Exidapvioe ovdev aitav imyKovcay, adXAd. 
otparevovow er adtovs ot Kepxvupaio teaoapa- 
Kovta vavot. Comparing the corresponding 
sentence of the previous section, zAevoavtes 
evs TevTE Kal ElkooL Vavol, Kal VoTEpOV 
etépw aotddo, I think all difficulties 

would be got over by reading aX’ <adXais> 
otpatevovow x.T.A., So that the forty ships 
would be the érepos orddos. It is not 
unusual for Thue. to anticipate a statement. 
But in ec. 29 the whole number of ships 
engaged at Epidamnus is set down as forty ; 
so that it would be necessary to assume 
that the original twenty-five ships returned. 

ce. 30, § 3 is printed as follows: rod te 
xpovov Tov mXeloTov peta THY Vvavpaxiav 
éxpatouv <te> THs OudrAdoons Kal Tos Tov 
KopwOiwv Evapdxovs emimdéovtes edOetpov, 
peéxpe ov KopivOto. <rdAw> rrepuovte Td Oepet 
x.7.A. (‘when summer again ¢ame round’): 
but Steup rightly says that ‘in the re- 
maining part of the summer’ is an impossible 
rendering. 7epivT. of the MSS. must be 
an alternative spelling for repuovr1, whatever 
the sense may then be. The addition of re 
is an improvement, and I think with Steup 
that rod xpovov is explained by péxps ov: 

1 Cf. Andoec. 1, 1380 ‘Immévixos 8 Hv wAovaeidraros 
Tay ‘EAAVoy. 
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but Steup’s zadw wepuovr. makes it neces- 
sary to suppose—what is unlikely—that 
the Corcyrean ships held the seas and 
attacked Corinthian allies throughout the 
winter. 

In c. 33, 3 pyde dvotv POdcar dpapracw, 7) 
KakGoaL yas 7 ohas airois BeBawicacba, 
Steup is inclined with Wex to bracket 
placa. But he does not seem to have 
noticed that the alternative is preliminary 
to the contemplated attempt on Athens.! 
If dédca goes, then there is nothing to 
express the all-important words ‘before 
attacking you.’ The order of d6dca: does 
however raise a difficulty, and perhaps we 
might correct to dOacavres, ‘before we can 
combine against them.’ Inc. 35, 3 pas 8é 
aro TIS TpoKemevns Te Evppaxias eipEovor Kat 
amo THs GAAobey obey HpeAias, Steup under- 
stands évupaxias to refer, not, as is usually 
thought, to the contemplated alliance with 
Athens, but to the body of Corinthian 
allies. In this case the next words them- 
selves apply to alliance with Athens. Then 
for cita év dducnpare Onoovrat, rec bevrov Sav 
a& dedpeOa. odd dé év wAciov «.7.X., he gives 
Kriiger’s «i re x.7.X....70Ad 64, and, unless 

Thue. wrote an illogical sentence,? some 
correction is absolutely necessary. 

In c. 35, 5 an interesting grammatical 
difficulty occurs with regard to jcav: rod 
d€, domep ev apy imetropev, TA Evudépovra 
GmovEtKVUMEV, Kal peyioToV OTL of TE aiToL 
Tod€p.or nuiv [joav]...ckal ovTou odx dobeveis. 
First the ‘didactic’ imperf. occurs nowhere 
else in Thuc.; and secondly xai otrot otk 
doGeveis does not correspond to anything 
that has been previously mentioned. 
Classen’s explanation is much too forced to 
be possible. 

c. 36, 3 Bpaxutatw & av kepadaiw tots Te 
Evprract kat Kal’ Exactov Tad av pi Tpoecba 
npas paboure: tpia pev ovta Adyou aia K.T.A.: 
Steup (1) renders Bpay. xed. ‘a cardinal 
point put shortly’; (2) explains rots re & 
k.7.X. aS masc. ; with the schol. a dat. com. 
to xepadaiw. His first reason is that 
kedddatov here only applies to one point, 
the sea power of Corcyra. But then this is 
in fact the only positive point the speaker 
has made which is calculated to induce the 

1 Hude reads suas for quas: but probably he is 
mistaken. He however rightly ignores Wex here. 

2 The flaw is not removed by rendering e%ptovst... 
‘shall attempt to exclude us from alliance with 
Athens, and then blame us if Athens accepts us for 
allies’: for there is no inconsistency in the two 
actions. Moreover the addition of the ecira clause 
upsets the balance of the wev...5¢ that follow the 
dewdv. Hude accepts ef re, but retains roAb 5é in 
the text. 
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Athenians pn mpoecOar: for though in c. 35 
the cadeotaryn riots is said to be that the 
Spartans are enemies of Athens as well as 
of Corcyra, the admission is at once made 
that a refusal would not matter to Athens 
were it not for the fleet of Corcyra. His 
other reason has more force, that rots 

évurract Kat Kal’ exacrov as adverbial (Cl.), 
or as apposition (Kr.) is very doubtful. 
On the other hand, it seems to me that if 
the words are masc., we should decidedly 
expect of re vumavtes. If the text is right, 
I should prefer to take rots re Edp. kat Kal? 
é. with pafoure and Bpax. Ke. aS appos. : 
‘by our arguments as a whole and con- 
sidered singly, amounting as they do to the 
following brief summary,’ etc. 

c. 37, 1 GAN ds Kal jets Te adiKodpev Kal 
aitol otk eixétws modcpodyTar, punobevtas 
TpOTov Kai ypas. wept apdotépwv ovTw Kal 
él tov dAXov Adyov teva. Steup supposes a 
lacuna after és of something like kai és ra 
dAXa dyafot durédecay, for the following 
reasons: (1) xai after as is out of place; (2) 
the expressions ypeis Te ddukovpev and avrot 
ovk eikoTws 7. refer to the same thing, so 
that dudorepwv ought to be rovrov ; (3) the 
speaker does not confine himself to the 
point specified in the text before proceeding 
in c. 40, 1 to 6 GAAos Adyos. As to the first 
objection, the confusion of ws and xai is so 
well-known that we might transpose the 
words or think xai due to dittography. 
The second point is undoubtedly a good one 
(cf. c. 34, 7); and the Corinthian speaker 
perhaps shows at the opening of c. 40— 
aitol Te peta TpoonKovTwy eyKAnpaTtwv épxo- 
pea Kai ode Biavor Kat wAcovextar eiou—that 
he has gone beyond the single hypothesis 
that he stated, according to the text, in ec. 
37,1. It might however be that Bia. kai 
mAeovexta eigi is intended to recapitulate 
the words eixdrws zoAcuotvra, for nothing 
has been advanced by the speaker that may 
not with a little latitude be included under 
the hypothesis as stated. 

c. 37, § 2 Evppayov re ovdéva Bovdcpevor 
mpos TadiKnpata ovte (with Dobree for oide) 
paptupa éxew ovre rapaxadoivtes aicxvverGau. 
In addition to the recognised grammatical 
difficulty raised by ovd¢, Steup notices that 
the ‘ witness’ referred to must be himself a 
Evppaxos. 
aa * 37, 4 ody va py Svvaduynowow (leg. 

EvvadixGow) érépors mpoeBAnvta, aA’ o7ws 
Kata povas GOiKGot Kal Orws ev © pev GV KpaTact 
Bidlwvrar, ‘ddiKGor Kal dws is probably 
spurious.’ 

c. 40, 6 ei yap Tovs Kaxdv TL OpG@vtas K.T.A. : 
(1) disturbs the argument ; (2) the yap is 
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out of place; (3) davetrar kai & is a strange 

expression. All these three difficulties, says 

Steup, would disappear if the words were 

transferred to the end of c. 42. This looks 

very tempting, but if the section is regarded 

as a parenthetical comment on the previous 

section, and the ydp is elliptical (‘ You have 

good reason to follow us in accepting this 

principle ; for, etc.), the passage may very 
well stand where it is. Though davetras kai 
& is unusual, it is not on that account 

impossible. 
c. 42,4476 aibtixa pavepo érapHévras dua 

xwdvvev te (for 7d, after Classen’s conjecture) 
mhéov éxew. S. objects both to 76 méov and 

to éyew. A similar difficulty occurs in ii. 81 

ovr’ érecxov TO otpatoredov Katadafeiv, where 
perhaps we should read ré. 

c. 50, 1 rods abrav fidous odk aicOdopevor ote 
Hoonvro oi rl 7 SeEL@ Képa dyvootvtes ExTELVOY. 
Steup thinks oi spurious and takes éxrewov 
absolutely with Aken, Naber, and Conradt ; 
so that the Corinthians no longer kill their 
own allies. 

c. 57, 5 ’Apxeotpdrov tod AvKopdous pet’ 
dAXwv Séxa orparyyotvros. Steup heroically 
steps forward to defend déka. First he says 
that there could be more than ten strategi, 
and instances c. 116, where Pericles dxatos 
airds commands forty-four ships, while there 
are two other fleets at sea for whom strategi 
have to be provided. But, whatever be the 
precise meaning of dexaros airds, this much 
is at once clear that in c. 116, it is not 
necessary to assume that all ten strategi were 
employed on the forty-four ships : some of 
these ten may have commanded the other 
squadrons, especially if dékaros airos implies 
that Pericles held a superior position among 
the strategi. Steup further thinks that the 
form per’ dAAwv instead of évdexatos aids 
may show that airds was not used with 
ordinals above ten(!). It may be so; but 
as the formula is so frequently applied to the 
strategi, that would tend to show that it was 
at least very unusual to have over ten 
strategi; in which case we should expect 
Thuc. to have drawn special attention to the 
fact that eleven and subsequently sixteen 
strategi were employed in this year. A 
likely solution, it seems to me, is to suppose 
that ’ has slipped into the text by a very 
easy error from the margin, and that Thuc. 
wrote per dAAwy only, because he had not 
ascertained the number. 

At c. 58, 2 the editor is content with ris 
éavtod yis THs Mvydovias wepi tv BoABnv 
Aipvyv Soxe vewecba. What we want, and 
what is not forthcoming, is a parallel to the 
definition epi tiv B. Miuvyy added after this 

‘partitive’ gen. 
is required. 

c. 59, 2 é’ Srep ro mpdtepov éLeréepurovro, 

‘which was their original destination’: I 

think that 7d zpdrov, the reading of C., is 

right. c. 63, 1 ads és eAayiorov xwptov: ‘és 

nur von G. Einer jiingeren Hand des Cod. A 

und wahrscheinlich auch von M geboten 

wird.’ M has the és. 
c. 68, 3 ri Set paxpyyopety, av Tovs pev 

SeSoviwpevous Spare, Tas 8 érBovdevovtas 

abrovs, Kal ody HKLoTa ToIs HeTEpors Evppaxous. 

Generally dv is referred to jas, the implied 

subject of paxpyyopetv. As the pas must 

mean ‘the allies of Sparta,’ Steup objects 

that Athens had not ‘enslaved’ any of them. 

He therefore follows Conradt in referring év 

to the preceding ‘HAAdda, that is to the 

Greeks generally. Then ‘perepos € is 

generally supposed to mean Potidaea: but 

Potidaea was not a &vppaxos of Corinth, but 

of Athens (c. 56). Accordingly Steup 

accepts Conradt’s tuerépors, and the parallel 

passages show the change is necessary, 

though Hude ignores it. 
In c. 69, 2 Steup retains Classen’s text 

and notes, but thinks with him that some of 

the words are spurious. The sentence oi yap 

Spavres, BeBovevpévor mpos ov dteyvwxoras 707, 

Kal ov peAAovtes érepXoVTaL aS explained by 

Classen, seems most unsatisfactory, and it is 

better to follow the majority of the most 

recent editors—Forbes, Chambry, H. Stein, 

Lange—and to make the statement general. 

Passing over several minor points, I come 

to c. 73, 2 ra S& Mydixa kal doa avrot Evviote, 

ei al 80 dxAov padAov éorar aici tpoBadropeva 

(with Classen for MSS. apoBadXopevots) 

dvdykn déyew. Steup says that only van 

Herwerden has followed Classen, but he 

thinks the change necessary. I have before 

pointed out in this review (ix. 361) that it 

would be better to place the comma after 

Zorar; and I now think that aiet rpoBaddAo- 

pévors (mid., sc. jutv) belongs to évuore, and 

would render the sentence: ‘As for the 

Persian wars and what you yourselves know 

that we continually put forward in our 

defence even though it is certain that it will 

be an annoyance (to you), we are obliged to 

refer to the matter.’ 
c. 77, 1 Kal éAaccovpevor yap ev tats FvpBo- 

Naas pods Tos Evppdxous Sikars Kal wap’ Hiv 

adrois év Tats Spolos vopous ToujravTes Tas 

kpicers pidoduxeiv Soxotpev. Steup’s explana- 

tion, which in the main follows Gilbert, 

depends on the supposition that dé«ar é. 

means ‘suits arising out of commercial con- 

tracts.’ He renders: ‘Though we for our 

part are at a disadvantage in cases against 

I think Naber’s <ra> zrepi 
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our allies (viz. in their courts),and at Athens 
on the contrary have instituted proceedings 
in such cases so that both sides are on equal 
terms.’ Thus the whole sentence (1) refers 
to all the allies; (2) refers to the same class 
of suits. ‘We treat them fairly in our 
courts; but they do not (always) treat us 
fairly in theirs.’ 

c. 82, 1 Steup gives kal ra airod dua exropt- 
foépeba for the MSS. kai ra atrav. To the 
ordinary reading atrév he objects that Thuc. 
nowhere else uses the 3rd reflexive thus, and 
that 7a jérep’ avrav occurs just before in a 
different sense. The latter may be just the 
reason why Thuc. should here have written 
avrév in place of ypeérep’ adrav. 

c. 89, 2 of 8€ "AOnvaior kai oi amd *Iwvias 
Kat EXAnorovrov Ev pa Xx OL, Hon apeatnKoTeEs 

do Bacwéws. Steup thinks 707. . Bacirews 
spurious. I think Sppaxor. <oi> dy or 
else gvupaxor 75y, <ot> represents what 
Thuc. wrote. 

c. 90, 3 rexilew Sé wavras ravdnpel Tovds ev 
TH TOA, Kal adrovs Kal yuvatkas Kal mraidas— 
S. proposes to add kat oikéras (!). Ate. 91, 
6 S. reads, doxe? otv odio kai viv [apewvov civar] 
Tiv éavTav TOW TEixos Exew Kat idia Tots TOA 
Tals Kal és TOUS TavTas Evupayovs dPeAyLwTEpov 
éoecOa. His explanation makes it necessary 
to render és tovs 7. & @. écecOar ‘will be 
more advantageous for the allies’ instead of 
‘(for the Athenians) in their relations with 
the allies.’ For the unusual és he refers to 
ii. 89, 9 6 és Te Ta TOAAA TOV ToOAEMLKOV 
évpdepa Kal vavpaxia ovx yKicta, which, 
apart from the fact that the text there is not 
certain, does not support his view. His other 
passage is ili. 37, 2 émixwdivus és buas helps, 
but not greatly. What.S. does not notice is 
that by cutting out dewvor evar he destroys 
the very reference toithe interest of the 
Greek alliance that he so much wauts. 
dpewov etvat in the preceding section must 
stand for dpewov civac ofiow Te adtots kai 
7 kow®, and consequently it does so 
here as well. The vulgate is perfectly 
right. 

c. 93, 5 8. brackets dvo0 yap auagar évaytiat 
dAAnAats tovs Aovs érpyov, but I think 
Wachsmuth is right in supposing that the 
waggons moved, not along the top of the 
wall itself, as to which matter, as Herbst 
says, no hint is given in the text, but along 
the level. SS. objects that the number is 
then ridiculous: but this difficulty dis- 
appears if we suppose that two waggons 
abreast were required to carry the peydAor 
iGo. This view of the matter is strongly 
supported by the context, and I believe, has 
already been suggested by Bothe, who pro- 
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posed to read évdprio. dAAnAas. Just after 
8S. rightly gives évroyy eyydviot. 

ce. 105, 6 8. proposes kai <7déAw > mrapa- 
oKevacdpevor, Hyepas vorepov. In ec, 115, 5 
exparnoav tov mAdoTwy, he suggests tov 
avtopoAovvtwv, to which Kriiger’s trav roAAG@v 
is surely preferable ; but no change is really 
needed. When the details given are so 
scanty, it is risky to propose corrections 
that are merely based on the narrative. 
This remark applies also to c. 116, 2 where 
for ézo\dpkovy tpict tecxeou E. Fabricius has 
suggested to S. é zepirexice, and B has 
Taypac. as an alternative. 

c. 120, 1 ypy yap tots Hyeudvas Ta ida 
é£icov vémovras TH KOE TPOTKOTELY, WOTEP Kat 
év GAXows ék wavtTwv mpotiavTa. S. under- 
stands ‘the leaders’ duty is, while managing 
their own affairs in the’ same way (as the 
other members of the league manage theirs), 
to pay greater attention (than they) to the 
common interests, as they receive greater 
honour than the rest,’ e.g. in the command of 
the army. A weak point in this explanation 
is that éy dAAows remains unexplained. S. 
suggests év woAAois (neut.) in place of it. 
But éy dAAos may very well mean ‘in 
matters that do not concern the league’; 7.e. 
even when there is no thought of war, 
Sparta is more respected than the members 
of her league. 

c. 122, 2 viv d& mpos Evuravtds Te Nas 
*AOnvator ixavot Kat Kara ToAW ere SuvarwrepoL. 
The context, says 8., shows that ér: 6. is not 
strong enough, and the wording of it sug- 
gests that after ixavol something like kat 
kata €Ovn odd Kpeicoous is lost. But in the 
context the speaker is blaming the members 
of the league for want of spirit: he says 
just after «i pa Kat dOpdo. Kal Kata €Ovy Kat 
CKACTOV dOTY PLLa yvouy apvvovpeba, and this 
shows that by éru duvarwrepo. he is to mean 
‘still more powerful against us singly (than 
they would be if we were acting pug yvopy).’ 
At present, he means, diya éopev, which is 
an exaggeration of the facts, but is an effec- 
tive exaggeration. 

ce. 132, 5 twa, iv Wevoby (se. 6 ’ApyiAvos) 
ris Sd&ys 7) Kat éxetvos Te petaypdyar airyon, 
pi exvyva (sc. 6 Iavoavias) 8. proposes to 
insert 7 6 ’ApraBaos before 7 xat, and to 
read airjoas. I really cannot see the need of 
this. The Argilian forged the seal before 
he started. ‘If,’ he reflected, ‘the letter 
does not contain directions to kill me, I will 
take it to Artabazus, who will never dis- 
cover that the seal has been tampered with, 
and therefore Pausanias will not hear of it 
from him. If my suspicion is true, I will 
give information to the Ephors. But what 
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if P. asks for the letter before I start? Oh 
well, he won’t detect the forgery either.’ 
No doubt he might have reasoned: ‘Oh 
well, I can then go to the Ephors at once, 
whether my suspicion prove true or false,’ 
but, as he was not so logical as Steup, that 
view of the matter didn’t occur to him. 

c. 144, 2 wodguov dé dru ovk apopev, aipo- 
pévous (for dpxopévovs) d¢ dprvovpefa is a 
good emendation. 

These remarks give a wholly inadequate 
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account of Steup’s commentary, of which 
every page shows the results of his laborious 
revision of Classen’s work. The book, so 
far as the notes are concerned, ought to be 
named ‘a commentary on Classen’s edition 
of Thucydides.’ The number of small im- 
provements made in the text too is consider- 
able, though Steup has admitted very few 
conjectures of his own or of other critics 
that were not in Classen. 

KE. C. MarcHanr. 

WESTERN MSS. IN THE BODLEIAN LIBRARY. 

Mapan’s Summary Catalogue of Western 
MSS. in the Bodleian Library at Oxford, 
Nos. 16670—24330. Vol. iv. Oxford. 
1897. 25s. 

Vol. iii. of Mr. Madan’s great undertaking 
containing twenty collections or 7,959 MSS. 
acquired by the Bodleian in 1698-1700 was 
noticed by the present writer in this Review 
ix. p. 367. Vol. iv., Mr. Madan’s second 
instalment (vols. i. ii. will be completed 
later), deals with twenty-three collections, 
containing 7,661 MSS. Some of these are 
the most valuable which the library contains, 
e.g. the D’Orville, Clarke, Canonici, Malone, 
Meerman, and Douse collections. It is im- 
possible in so large a number to do more 
than select some of the most important MSS., 
but, speaking generally, the new volume 
will be found even more interesting than its 
predecessor. 

First among its treasures must be men- 
tioned the Clarke Plato, No. 18400, the 
description of which occupies half p. 309 in 
Mr. Madan’s octavo volume. It was written 
in Nov. 895 a.p. for Arethas of Patrae, subse- 
quently bishop of Caesarea, the same Arethas 
who bought the Euclid written in 888 a.p., 
also in the Bodleian, MS. D’Orville 301, No. 
17179 in the present volume. It contains 
the Luthyphron, Apologia, Criton, Phaedon, 
Cratylus, Theaetetus, Sophistes, Politicus, 
Parmenides, Philebus, Symposion, Phaedrus, 
Alcibiades i. and ii., Hipparchus, Hrastae, 

Theages, Charmides, Laches, Lysis, Euthy- 
demus, Protagoras, Gorgias, Menon. It was 
bought in 1801 by Dr. E. D. Clarke from 
the monks of 8. John the Evangelist at 
Patmos. The Euclid is described by Mr. 
Madan on p. 104 of the present volume. 
He there mentions some other MSS. which 
are known to have belonged to Arethas ; the 

Florence Aristides, the Venice Athenaeus, the 
Vatican Aristotle’s Organon (Urb. 35), the 
Paris Clemens Alexandrinus (MS. Gree. 
451), the Harley Lucian in the British 
Museum. 

Clarke’s collection includes some Latin 
MSS.; these are mostly of the fifteenth 
century. Among them is a MS. of Cicero’s 
Letters ad Familiares written in 1449 
(Madan 18386). 

Interesting to every scholar will be the 
account of D’Orville’s collection, and the 
short biography of D’Orville which precedes 
it (p. 37). Might it not be well to republish 
some of this learned Dutchman’s Miscellanea 4 
His period (1696-1751) was one of great 
philological activity in Holland, and his 
ingenuity was supplemented by an ample 
fortune. Well known to students of Latin 
fables is his discovery in 1727 of the 
Perottine collection, now generally appended 
to Phaedrus : I have given a short account 
of it in my lecture, The Fables of Phaedrus, 
recently reprinted, 

D’Orville projected editions of Theocritus 
and the Greek anthology. His collections 
are largely taken up with these authors, 
and seem to have been little used. 17115 
is a transcript of part of the Palatine MS. 
of the Greek Anthology: so also is 17116: 
both contain the Motoa zadixy. All the 
numbers from 17112 to 17143 bear on the 
Greek Anthology, as well as 17150-17168. 
Those on Theocritus form Nos. 17144—49, 
and 17169-17176: a proof of D’Orville’s 
incessant activity. 

There is among the Latin MSS. in this 
collection, Madan 17036, a Horace of the 
eleventh century, examined for C. Kirchner’s 
Nouae Questiones Horatianae (1847). The 
order of the poems is as follows: Odes, 
Epodes, ©. Saeculare, Ars, P., Sermones, 
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Epistulae. Another Horace, also mentioned 
by Kirchner, is of fifteenth century. 

In a copy of the Ovidian or Pseudo- 
Ovidian Sappho is added at the end ‘ Hic 
epistola fuit per Ovidium de greco in Latinum 
translata.’ From other indications given by 
Mr. Madan, I should suppose this MS. 
deserved special examination. It was written 
before 1453, (Madan 17044), 

Prudentius is represented in 20626 of 
tenth century and 17061 of twelfth. The 
former belongs to the Meerman collection, 
and is, if I am not deceived, one of the best 
MSS. of Prudentius extant. Two facsimiles 
from it have been published in my twenty 
facsimiles of Latin MSS. (Oxford 1891). 
It is perhaps not all written at the same 
period. The same collection (Meerman) 
contains :— 

20618, a codex made up of four MSS., 
A, B, C, D. D is about 900 a.p. It is the 
Physiologus de natura animalium uel auium 
sew bestiarum. The oldest MS. of this 
treatise, Berne 2331 is stated to be of the 
eighth century : the Bodleian codex is there- 
fore of little inferior age. A contains the 
De anima of Cassiodorus: B tracts by S. 
Augustine: C a sermon by 8. Augustine, 
S. Ambrose’s de Nabuthe Iezraelita, a sort of 
Sibylline prophecy in Latin verses, and 
some magical recipes of century xii. 

20621. Pliny’s Wat. Hist. from close of 
1. v. toend of xv. It is in double columns 
and of twelfth century. 

20622. Priscian, perhaps of early twelfth 
century. A most exquisite MS. in a 
beautifully clear hand. 

20623. Servius’ commentary on Vergil, 
written, partly by one Ingelrannus, in 
century x. 

20627. Fulgentius’ Expositio sermonum 
antiquorum (early tenth), Servius de centum 
metris (ninth) and an anonymous Latin 
grammar, by way of question and answer 
(about 900 a.p.). Like several other MSS. 
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of the collection it once belonged to the 
Collége de Clermont. 

20628. Glossae in Mart. Capellam: of 
century X or Xi. 

20629. Solinus, about a.p. 900. 

20631. Livy 1. i. to x. 22, with two leaves 
wanting. It was written, by two hands, about 
1000. Last but first in value, the Alpha 
and Omega of the Meerman collection stands 

20632. The Hieronymian version of 
Eusebius’ Chronicle, described by Mommsen 
and E. G. Hardy. Besides the Chronicle, 
it contains the Chronicon Marcellini, and a 
leaf containing a list of Christian persecu- 
tions. Most of this MS. is in uncials : parts 
are in a half-uncial hand. It is ascribed to 
the sixth ‘century. 

The Saibante collection (pp. 422, 3) con- 
sisting of fifty-two Greek MSS., includes one 
of signal value (20531), Arrian on Epictetus, 
‘the archetype of all existing MSS. of the 
work.’ These MSS. are not described in 
detail by Mr. Madan, but the name of the 
author or title of the work alone is given: 
the full description will be found in Coxe’s 
Catalogue of Greek MSS. in the Bodleian 
(1853). Among the Douse MSS. may be 
mentioned the French and Latin Bestiaries 
21706, 21725, 21741; the French Troubadour 
Songs 21843, 21882; a French translation 
of the Bible of century fourteen, 21785: an 
English translation of Vegetius (early 
fifteenth century) 21865; an English work 
on Hunting, with pictures of hounds and 
other animals, 21919. 

It is needless to say that the above sketch 
only aims at calling renewed attention to the 
vast stores of our library: the size of Mr. 
Madan’s work is meant to supplement Mr. 
Coxe’s larger catalogues, which by their 
costliness, are accessible to few. 

The Bodleian librarian, Mr. Nicholson, 
has added notes of his own at intervals 
throughout the volume. 

Rosinson ELuts. 

GARNETT AND STUART-GLENNIE'S GREEK FOLK POESY. 

Greek Folk Poesy: Annotated Translations 
from the whole cycle of Romaic Folk- 
verse and Folk-prose, by I. M. J. GARNETT. 
Edited with essays on the Science of Folk- 
lore, Greek Folk-speech, and the Survival 
of Paganism, by J. S. Sruart-GLENNIE, 
M.A. London, David Nutt: 1896. 2 
vols. Demy 8vo. Pp. xlv.+541. Nett 
LA 1a; 

{ 

THE very first lines of the Essay on Greek 
Folk-speech (that portion of the work with 
which the Classical Review is chiefly con- 
cerned) impart cheer and comfort to the 
heart, for from them we immediately learn 
that Mr. Stuart-Glennie holds the true and 
only view of the Greek language, namely 
that it is a ‘living speech’ which has enjoyed 
a continuous life for over 3000 years, and 
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that the Greek language of to-day is the 
duly-evolved and rightful descendant of 
the language of Pericles and Demosthenes, 
and not some spurious, illegitimate child 
that ought not to be recognised by well- 
educated folk, and cannot legally claim any 
relationship to that dead language, Classical 
Greek. This first section is devoted to the 
Past Development of Greek, the third one 
to its Future Development, while the second 
briefly treats of the chief characteristics 
of the Greek dialects. In Section I. the 
writer shows how ‘the greater stages of the 
development of Greek correspond with the 
Half millennial periods’ of Aryan history 
since the Asian-European revolution of the 
sixth century B.c., and distinguishes them as 
(1) the Classical, pc. 500-1 a.p., (2) 
Hellenistic or Graeco-Roman, a.p. 1-500, 
(3) the Byzantine, a.p. 500-100, (4) the 
Romaic, a.p. 1000-1500, and (5) the Neo- 
Hellenic or Modern, a.p. 1500 to the present 
time. In the most salient points this 
correspondence is striking, and to our mind 
Mr. Stuart-Glennie is undoubtedly justified 
in insisting that the Christian Era marks a 
new stage of linguistic development in 
contradistinction to Dr. Jannaris, who does 
not do so (vide footnote p. 433); for the 
rest his periods are in the main similar to 
those now indicated by Dr. Jannaris in his 
Historical Greek Grammar, where the latter 
dates the Neo-Hellenic period from 1450 a.p. 
andno longerfrom 6004.D. (to which objection 
is raised in the afore-mentioned footnote, p. 
433), and the first four periods are equivalent 
to Mr. Stuart-Glennie’s first two, except 
that 150 B.c. is chosen by Dr. Jannaris as a 
close of a period instead of 1 a.p. ‘ Romaic,’ 
too, is a more suggestive epithet for a 
linguistic period than Dr. Jannaris’ ‘ Medie- 
val.’ After summarizing the chief literary 
worksof each period, and pointing out that the 
result of these 2500 years of development has 
been comparatively slight change in the gram- 
mar and language of Greek, the writer next 
draws attention to the extraordinary contrast 
presented by the development of Latin, and 
explains it by the fact that the G'reek-speaking 
and -writing Culture-classes ‘exerted a 
powerful conservativeinfluence for a thousand 
years longer than the Culture-classes who 
wrote and spoke Latin.’ To one point, 
however, we take exception, for on p. 437 
he states that ‘the antecedents of variation 
were, in both cases, similar’; whereas we 
would suggest that in Latin the antecedents 
of, and tendency to, variation were already 
strongly developed even in the Classical 
period B.c. 500-1 a.p., because the bond of 
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union between the Latin Culture- and Folk- 
classes was a much slighter one than between 
the Greek. In Greece the public recitations 
of poetical compositions at the Olympian and 
Pythian games, the encouragement given, 
e.g. by the Dioboly at Athens, to the at- 
tendance of all citizens at the theatre, the 
duties of citizens as jurymen and ekklesiasts, 
and the free, open-air discussion of philo- 
sophical, religious and political questions 
must have kept the people in close touch, 
and in familiar intercourse with the cultured 
classes’; whereas in Italy the gulf between the 
two was not bridged over in a similar way, but 
on the contrary widened by the acquisition of 
wealth and the increase of luxury during,and 
after, the Punic wars by the upper classes, and 
the loss of land and independence and the 
consequent moral abasement of the others. 
Thus, too, after the commencement of the 
Christian Era, the preaching of the Evan- 
gelists and their disciples, the discussions at 

the Oecumenical Councils which were at- 
tended by bishops and priests from all parts 
of the Empire, the publication of the Gospels 
and Epistles which were read aloud to 
different congregations, must have been of 

the most vital importance in preserving 
amongst the Folk-classes a knowledge of the 
Literary Language. 

Owing to these circumstances which did 
not exist for the Latin peoples, there was 
probably, even from fairly early times, a 
distinct difference between the spoken 
language of the cultured and non-cultured 
Latin classes, which rendered the speedy 
disintegration of Latin into various dialects 
after the fall of the Western Empire a 
foregone conclusion. 

Section II. deals briefly but clearly with 
the chief Lexical characteristics of the 
Modern Greek dialects and the elisions, 
substitutions, &c., which are peculiar to the 
Folk-speech generally, and ends with a plea 
for a Lexicon of all the Greek Dialects, 
which would be a stupendous work, but one 
of surpassing interest. 

The question of the Future Development 
of the Greek Literary Language is a very 
difficult one. The Kontisti school advocate 
principles for the reconstruction of the 
Literary Language which would, if carried 
out, kill any chance of their literary works 
becoming in the real sense popular, and, as 
Mr. Stuart-Glennie says, must appear highly 
‘questionable to an Evolutionist’ ; whereas 
the Psicharisti, on the other hand, though 

they rightly urge that the morphology and 
Grammar of the language, as it has been 
historically developed, should be retained 
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and used as the vehicle for present literary 
attempts, are apt to adopt the Jowest form of 
the Folk-speech as their standard, with all 
its vulgar substitutions and ‘inaccuracies, 
instead of the ordinary conversational lan- 
guage of the middle-class, which is perfectly 
intelligible even to the very lowest, though 
perhaps not always spoken by them. This 
appears to us a mistake, for it is as if 
English writers were ordinarily to use the 
peculiar lingo of cabmen and bricklayers. 
Such a curious mixture of styles and forms 
prevails just now in literary Greek, that it 
will be interesting to observe which style 
finally prevails. As far as can be judged at 
present, it will probably be that of the 
Psicharisti, with some modifications. 

Now that English and American professors 
and students are beginning to visit, and 
study in, Greece, the development of modern 
Greek literary language ought and may, 
perhaps, ‘affect our theories with respect to 
the place of Greek in Modern Education, 
and the method to be pursued in learning 
it,’ but it will not do so until more are 
ready, like the writer and Dr. Lloyd and 
Professor Blackie, to acknowledge that 
Modern and Ancient Greek are one and the 
same language, and then impartially to 
thresh out the question. As regards the 
pronunciation that should now be taught 
for Classical Greek, the traditional one 
should be universally adopted in our 
opinion, for though we should hesitate to 
assert, for instance, that English e repre- 
sents the true pronunciation of 7, v and o 
in the sixth and fifth centuries B.c., and 
that other minor changes have not taken 
place, we should hesitate far longer before 
issuing a pamphlet entitled ‘The Restored 
Pronunciation of Greek,’ the very audacity 
of which title may raise in some minds 
a prejudice against it. Let us _ be 
satisfied, nay even proud, if we can 
pronounce Greek as did St. Paul and Marcus 
Aurelius, and admit that, though it may 
differ a little from the pronunciation of 
Aeschylus, it is the nearest to it that we 
can be sure of. That reading according to 
the traditional Greek pronunciation destroys 
our comprehension and enjoyment of the 
ancient metrical compositions, or makes the 
art of writing Greek verses difficult, is quite 
a mistaken idea, as anyone who has been 
taught from childhood to read Greek ac- 
cording to this pronunciation can testify. 
To Psichari’s suggestion that Ancient Greek 
should be taught with one pronunciation 
and Modern Greek with another, we can 
only reply that to teach students first an 
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imaginary pronunciation which must be dis- 
carded if they wish to make themselves 
acquainted with the younger forms of the 
same language, would be but a senseless 
waste of time, and is just what is already 
being done all over Europe and is so much 
to be deprecated. 

Whether Ancient Greek should be learned 
through, and after, Modern Greek, is a 
very debatable point, and we are inclined to 
think it would not be very feasible as long 
as the chief aim in studying Greek is to pass 
examinations which deal exclusively with 
the writers of the Classical period, and 
demand facility in writing both prose and 
verse according to strictly classical models. 
If first accustomed to the analytical style 
and the vocabulary of Modern Greek, the 
majority of school-boys would find it very 
difficult not to intersperse their would-be 
classical prose and verse with modern forms 
and turns of speech ; whereas if they studied 
the Greek grammar on both the Modern 
and Classical side of schools, then on the 
former side the study of Greek should be 
continued by the perusal of modern Greek 
literature and poetry in order to turn 
Greek to practical use, and on the latter by 
that of the classical authors only, to turn it 
to academic use. And provided it has been 
taught with the traditional pronunciation, 
no boy who has received a thorough classical 
education, will, on leaving school or college, 
find any difficulty in reading Modern Greek 
newspapers, as long as he notices the few 
essential points of difference, e.g. the loss of 
the infinitive and future, and the use of dev 
for ovk. 

We may say that Mr. Stuart-Glennie has 
very cleverly condensed into some forty 
pages matter which could scarcely be ade- 
quately treated in four hundred, in order, as 
he says, to collate and collect opinions, and 
may be to provoke discussion ; and if this 
result were obtained, and a really thorough 
and wide-spread discussion could be aroused 
as to whether and how Greek should be 
taught, Mr. Stuart-Glennie could feel that 
his Excursus had done valuable work, and 
we earnestly recommend everyone interested 
in Greek to read it. 

A few words must be said on the general 
character of the book, and the historical 
aims which Mr. Stuart-Glennie had in view 
when publishing it. These aims he ex- 
pounds in the essays at the beginning of 
vol, I. and briefly summarized they may be 
stated as follows: To ascertain Man’s Primi- 
tive Conceptions of Nature which are of 
the utmost importance for any verifiable 
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theory of the Origin of Religion or a verifi- 
able Law of History:—To shew that from 
the study of such Folk-poesies, as especially 
the Greek and the Keltic, these Conceptions 
may be more truly inferred than from most 
reports of savage notions:—And hence an 
endeavour to raise Folklore to the rank of a 
Science by a classification of Folk-expres- 
sions in relation to Folk-conceptions, and to 
set forth such a classified and representa- 
tively complete collection of Folk-poesy as 
that presented in these volumes. 

In accordance with these aims the trans- 
lations, both prose and verse, in these 
volumes have been grouped into three 
classes, I. Mythological: (a) Zoonist, (5) 
Magical, (c) Supernalist. II. Social: (a) 
Antenuptial, (6) Family, (c) Communal. 

III. Historical: (a) Byzantine, (6) Otto- 
man, (c) Hellenic; and the result has been 
such an analysis and definition of the funda- 
mental Folk-conception of Nature, as has 
not hitherto been obtained, but which is 
verified by the explanations which it gives 
of the most archaic Folk-customs, and must 
be taken into account in all scientific theories 
of the Origin of Religion and of Intellec- 
tual Development. 
We cannot conclude without mentioning 

the excellency of Miss Garnett’s transla- 
tions which not only testify to much serious 
labour but also to real appreciation of the 
originals, as is proved by the way she has 
managed to retain their feeling and spirit. 

Exizapeto A. 8. Dawes. 

DR. JANNARIS’ HISTORICAL GREEK GRAMMAR. 

Tue April number of the Classical Review 
contains a criticism of my ‘ Historical Greek 
Grammar,’ by Mr. J. B. Mayor. The 
author has, no doubt, written an elaborate 
and impressive review, but whether his 

criticisms are well-grounded is a different 
matter. At any rate, the gist of his views 
as well as the spirit of his treatment of the 
subject are indicated in the following pas- 
sage. ‘Dr. Jannaris takes credit to himself 
for having devoted to his task more than 
five whole years (p. vi.). I wish he had 
spent at least double that time upon it, and 
he might then have given us a far more 
satisfactory book. Still, with all its glaring 
faults, its unpardonable hastiness and rash- 
ness, it remains in my opinion the best book 
of its kind in English, the most useful help 
to all students of post-classical Greek.’ Now 
to begin, it is not fair to represent me as 
taking credit to myself; I merely state in 
my preface that ‘ having devoted to the essay 
more than five whole years I now lay before 
my readers the fruits of my arduous and 
unremitting labours.’ Surely my words indi- 
cate anything but self-complacency ; nor do 
they admit of misconstruction. Again a 
period of ‘over five years’ may appear in- 
sufficient for a scholar who spends the greater 
part of his time and energy in preaching 
from the pulpit, in teaching at school, 
or in some other ayocation; and only 
employs his spare hours in learned research. 
This, however, does not apply to me, for 
during the said period of ‘over five years’ I 
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had no other avocation whatever. I spent 
all that time in the Reading Room of the 
British Museum, working unremittingly 
each day from seven to nine hours, then 
every evening at home about two hours, and 
the whole of Sundays. I do not think I had 
more than six weeks rest during that whole 
period of ‘over five years.’ In these cir- 
cumstances, I believe such unremitting 
labour, extending as it does to over five 
years, is equivalent to almost fifteen years 
of incidental work. 

There is another point worth noting in 
the above quoted words of my critic. I 
refer to the dictum that after all my book 
is ‘the best of its kind in English.’ The 
reservations ‘of its kind’ and ‘in English’ 
are surely ungenerous, since Mr. Mayor 
knows well, or ought to know, that no other 
book ‘ of its kind’ has yet appeared ‘in any 
language.’ 

And now I pass over to the special part 
of Mr. Mayor’s criticism. After giving a 
brief summary of the contents of my book, 
he begins by censuring me for referring the 
so-called aorist subjunctive to the future 
tense and adds: ‘ still more extraordinary is 
the suggestion in p. 434 that xaradGe(pw in 
Gen. 6, 13 i800 [so he accents my idod] eyo 
katapbeipw aitovs is fut. subj. Is he not 
here falling into the same fault which he 
condemns in the authors of our traditional 
grammar, and disregarding the fact of 
morphological connection to suit a precon- 
ceived theory? In p. 560 he confesses that 

x 
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the cardinal difference between the indicative 
mood and the subjunctive and imperative is 
that the former may refer to all three 
divisions of time, while the other two refer 
only to the future, and may therefore be 
called prospective moods. But if so, why 
are not the present subjunctive and impera- 
tive also made over to the future tense ? 
Again in p. 486 he allows that the aorist is 
often used where we might have expected 
the future infinitive, yet he does not there- 
fore think it necessary to re-christen it as 
infinitive future. So far as my observation 
extends, he ignores the generally received 
characteristic of the aorist as expressing 
momentary action.’—Now all this mode of 
reasoning shows three things: (1) Mr. 
Mayor overlooks the existence of a durative 
(or present) future tense, which is expressed 
by the present tense (as feipw, I shall be 
destroying, cf. § 1836 ff.), by periphrasis 
(Zropa POetpwr, cf. §$ 690, 1883), or, incertain 
cases by a special future form (pOepotpau, ct. 
1882); (2) he overlooks the fact that all 
tenses and moods derive their respective 
names, not from their occasional or incideutal 
usage, but from their principal or normal 
function. Accordingly, the subjunctive, 
though often acting as an indeperdent mood 
(as: elrw; TL 7dOw ; inwev, pepe avayvo), is called 
subjunctive (or conjunctive), that is subor- 
dinate (ioraxtixy!), from its usual subordina- 
tion to particles (éav, iva, py, etc.). In the 
same way, the present tense, though very often 
referring to the finished past (historic present, 
cf. 1836 ff.), is nevertheless styled the 
present from its preponderating reference to 
present time. (3) Mr. Mayor imputes to 
me ignorance of the ‘momentary’ action of 
the aorist (?cf. €Bacikevoe TpLaKOVTAETY 
=a moment of thirty years! Hat. 2, 127 

Bactretdoat dé Tov Xéora Aiyirrioe eAeyov 
mevtnkovta éetea. 2,133 €Biwoarv 
Xpovorv moAAgv, so 157 éxt 
tretotov xpovov avrécyxe. Th. 2, 65 
Sacov xpdvov tpovaTy THs TOAEws. PI. 
Phaedr. 227A ovyvov duétpipa 
xpovov. Lys. 12, 4 6 éuos warip ETH 
TPLAKOVTG WKNGE Kal ovdevL THTOTE 
édStxacdpeba. N.T. John 18, 20 rav- 
Tote €01da€éa & ovwaywyy). But in so 
doing, my critic seems to identify me with 
English and German _ schoolboys whose 
language does not discriminate between the 
aorist and imperfect. In modern Greek, 
which fully preserves the aorist, verbal 
forms are never confounded. 

From these general strictures I now pass 
over to the special cases which Mr. Mayor 
singles out as glaring blunders. It is stated 

2 \ 
€7t 

she 
€KEL 
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in my grammar—and my statement is likely 
to be endorsed by every critical scholar— 
that ‘by the end of the fourth century B.c., 
the dual had entirely disappeared from the 
language,’ meaning of course the living lan- 
guage. Similarly I say in another place ($ 588) 
that ‘the forms rov and rw for twos and rut 
disappear from the classical Attic inscriptions 
about 300 B.c.’ These statements Mr. Mayor 
attempts to refute by the observations 
that ‘the dual is very common in such a 
writer as Clem. Al.,’ and that ‘vov and tw are 
found in literature at a much later period, 
eg. in Clem. Al.’ He might have safely 
said that both the dual and tov and rw 
(=rwés and tw?) occur even in late Byzan- 
tive writers. But then he should have 
clearly stated that he considers every lin- 
guistic form or phenomenon found in any 
post-christian writer as a faithful representa- 
tive of the language spoken at the time, and 
that the belief in an Atticist period from 
the third century B.c. onwards, though 
universally accepted, isa fiction. Accordingly 
Mr. Mayor holds that Clement of Alexandria 
was not an Atticist or hyper-Atticist 
(Clemens perdoctus homo est et pererudito 
sermone wtitur, Cobet in Mnemosyne of 
1862 p. 392), but on the contrary, that he 
wrote in the language spoken in his time, 
and that consequently forms like écy/6ATAI, 
retdpATAI, dvayeypapATAI, droreraxATAI, 

écxéSANTAI, and the expressions adduced 
from that author by Mr. Mayor, ‘OS 
(=zpds) Tov zpaov petayov jas Cbyov [write 
fvyov| and zpovtperev ‘OS tHv adnbaar, 
were really current in the Greek of the 
third century of our era. 

Again my statement that ‘no visible 
augment is taken by verbs beginning with 
w’ is objected to by my critic who says ‘ but 
reference is made just before in p. 189 to 
éé$ovv and similar forms.’ But since I treat 
these exceptional forms (ésfovv, éwvovpyy, 
édpuv, dvéwyov) in a separate section, is Mr. 
Mayor’s stricture justified 4 

Immediately after the above objection, 
my critic again adduces the following quota- 
tion from me: ‘When relative pronouns 
came to be used for demonstratives (2038), 
the article naturally found a place before 
relatives also ’,—where every one clearly sees 
that the reference § 2038 is made not to the 
article, but to the connection of relative 
pronouns with demonstrative pronouns. Yet 
my critic says: ‘turning to § 2038 we read 
“the use of relatives in indirect quotations 
brought them into association with the 
direct interrogatives and thus rendered 
them admissible in questions also” which is 
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illustrated by otros ti rovets; dru [I write 6, 
ti] zo; This of course has’ nothing to do 
with the use of the article before a relative 
clause, and also fails to explain that the 
éru in dre [I write 6, m1] zo; retains its 
indirect force implying ‘(do you ask) what 
I am doing?’ Now this is surely a 
grievous misrepresentation, seeing that I 
neither connect in the section quoted the 
article with relative clauses, nor do I mis- 
spell ore for 6, 7 (as my critic twice repre- 
sents me as doing), which makes all the 
difference. 

Mr. Mayor then continues: ‘p. 421 iva is 
said to stand for modal ay and is illustrated 
by three quotations from Epictetus which 
Schw. explains by assuming each time an 
ellipsis.’ But are we to abide by an artificial 
and forced explanation given by Schweig- 
hiuser in 1798% Has Schweighauser really 
said the last word a century ago? 

Then my critic goes on: ‘p. 398 (repeated 
[??] in p. 462) “the monstrous construction 
vrep eyo in 2 Cor. 11, 23 rests on an itacistic 
misspelling for cizep éyd.”’ There is nothing 
monstrous in the construction if taken in 
connection with the preceding words diéKovor 
Xpioctod ciow; vrep standing for Urep-Oud- 

kovos; eixep would make no sense.’ I hope 
Mr. Mayor will reconsider his bold assertion 
by remembering that a word like trep-d.é- 
xovos is absolutely impossible in Greek, first 
because tep is never, to my knowledge, found 
absolutely or adverbially used in any period 
of the Greek language, secondly because dud- 
kovos is a substantive so that an imepdidKovos 
could only mean a superintending d.dKovos, 
and thirdly because, even if it were an 
adjective, no parallel case can be adduced 
in Greek of a compound adjective being 
represented by its first or prepositional con- 
stituent alone (iep). Hence in Greek a word 
trep-duakovos (despite the admissibility in 
English of a word ‘hyper-deacon’) would be 
a still greater monstrosity than trep éyw or 
izep eyo. As to Mr. Mayor’s assertion that 
my reading ‘ eizep would make no sense,’ I 
beg to ask him to read again the page 
quoted and apparently misread. In that 
page 398 § 1685> I say ‘The monstrous 
construction of imép éya or vzep éyw, found 
in 2 Cor. 11, 23 rests on an itacistic mis- 
spelling of eizep éyw (1980").’ Now turning 
to the page 462 and sections (1979 ff.) 
referred to, we find: ‘The verb of the 
protasis [in conditional sentences] may be 
suppressed, when it is readily supplied. 
This blending has led to a number of pre- 
gnant and crystallized adverbial expres- 
sions :—(1) ei (or etep) tus Kal aAXos (if any- 
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one it is he) as much as anyone, more 
than anyone. On the same principle we 
must read in N.T. 2 Cor. 11, 23 eizep eyo 
(1658»),’—after which follow (2) «i 7, and (3) 
ef 5€ py, which do not concern us here. 
Now I ask my critic: is there really no 
sense in eizep éys 7.e. 1 am more of a dudéKovos 
than anyone else ? 

Cf. Aesch. Ag. 907 eirep tis cidws y & 
768. é&eirov téAos. Soph. Az. 1118 e&épuv 
matpos elmep Tivos, cbévovtos ev mtovTH 
Dpvyav. Ar. Nub. 224 Ere’ aro rappod 
Tovs Oeovs imepdppoveis aAN’ ovK aro THs is 

Pl. Rep. 6, 497E od 76 pi) BovrAecOar 
eimep TO pry Ovvacbar Kwdvoet 

Parmen. 150 é pév bdo dpa TG Evi odK ay 
cin opuxporns, GAN’ elmep, ev pepe. Arist. 
De Part. Anim. 1, 1 (=641” 2) tis yap 
airs wept vod kal Tod vonTov Hewpycat, etm €p 
mpos GAAnAa Kal 4 ait) Gewpia Tay Tpos GAAyA| 
aavtwv. De Gen. 1, 5, 9 (=321* 17) 7d vdwp 
obk nvqrat odd 6 dnp, GAAG TO pev drdAwX€ TO 
St yéyovevs 7O capa S€ elrep yvéyrat. 
Theophr. C. Pl. 5, 14, 8 77 rod Kavparos v7ep- 
Bod2...7a éppiLapéva kal €xovta péyefos ov 
pbeipa Sia ro py SvvacGar SiadverGar adr’ 
eirep Tovs BAactovs Kal Tovs KapTovs ériKdel. 
6, 5, 1 dAws pev yap 7 ovdev 7) Bpaxd Tu TapTrav 
éotlv év rots Gdoyous Loos TO THY edwdtav 
SuOkov airhs xapw, GAN’ eiwep Kata oupPe- 
Byxos Gv } tpodi) rova’ry. Frg. de Igni 3, 
63 ob pyv GAN eimep éxeivyy trodyrréov. 
Muson. ap. Stob. Flor. 1, 49 trocodrov ei re p 
dpa meputtevovea doov Kat arobecw tpodys 
dvOpwrivys éxirndeiav exew. Luc, Quo modo 
hist. 17 (26) 7d yap roiotrov, eimep apa, 
Hpiv ede katadurety NoyiLeaOar 7) avrov eizmeiv. 
Dion Chr. Or. 2 p. 81 ovd€ ye adew Ta Sardots 
}) ’Avaxpéovtos épwtixa pen mperov av ely Tots 
Bactretow, adXN’ citep apa Tov Sryorxopou 
perav 7) ILwddpov, éav tis avacyKn. 

The strictures about cizep are followed by 
the following remonstrance: ‘The daring 
correction of the text in the case of trep éy@ 
may be paralleled from p. 478 where the 
use of «i as a direct interrogative particle in 
Biblical Greek is said to be based on an 
itacistic misspelling of the colloquial 7. 
Surely Dr, Jannaris cannot expect us to 
receive this simply on his Jpse diwit. The 
construction is exactly parallel to that of 
the pleonastic dr. with quotations. Is he 
able to point to any uncertainty in the 
reading «i? Or is it the case that 7 is 
commonly used as an interrogative particle 
in the N.T.? On the contrary it is never 
found. Yet Dr. Jannaris has such a pre- 
dilection for this unused particle, that he 
substitutes it for the interrogative 7) against 
both reason and MS. authority.’ In other 
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terms Mr. Mayor rebukes me for refusing 
to acquiesce in the common but unfounded 
belief, which he shares, that: (1) « is 
directly interrogative by assuming every 
time an especial ellipsis in the spirit and on 
the analogy of German 0); (2) 7 as an in- 
terrogative, is used in single questions, 
which is of course’ inadmissible in 
Greek; and (3) that om is a_ parallel 
case to «i. Now there is no denying 
that these points require a fuller explanation 
than could be given in a grammar. Hven 
here I am bound (by the space allotted to me 
in these columns) to defer their treatment 
to some other occasion, when I propose to 
subject the particles 4, 7, «i (et), 7 pay, od 
pejv, dunv, to a special investigation. This 
much, however, I can already say, that the 
material collected by me since I wrote the 
respective sections of my grammar, is of 
such nature and quantity as to confirm 
abundantly my views. On the other 
hand I beg to remind my critic of 
the fact (1) that 7 and 7 in the MSS. 
appear both as H,—in fact H stands for 
% > 9, 7, also 7, y—sSo that he should 
not speak of MS. authority, nor of reason 
since 7) cannot introduce a single question, but 
only thesecond part of analternative question ; 
(2) that the case of ei is not at all parallel 
to or, because, apart from their intrinsic 
difference, the interrogative «i (it should be 
written at least «=7) introduces an inde- 
pendent clause, while or. supplements or 
closes a declarative sentence by forming the 
object of a verb of saying, and so belongs 
to that verb. 

Mr. Mayor closes the list of his criticisms 
by the words: ‘One more quotation and I 
have done. On p. 562 we read “As to 
Biblical Greek there is not one authenticated 
instance of the use of the secondary sub- 
junctive (the optative) in dependent clauses,” 
‘‘ the four cases commonly adduced (Mark 14, 
10 awnjdOev iva rapadot, ib. 9, 30 otk nOcrev 
iva Tis avTov yvot...) are obviously scholastic 
transcriptions of zapady and yvy (o.=7), 
which latter are due to the analogy of other 
forms” (!) [my own words are: on the analogy 
of other cognate forms]. Yet in the next 
page we have a list, said to be “nearly 
complete,” of twenty-eight examples from the 
N.T. where the secondary subjunctive is 
used with indirect questions or parenthetical 
clauses introduced by <i.) Now I am really 
at a loss what to call this line of argument. 
What I state in my book (p. 561 f.) is this. 
Among the moods the first to retreat was 
the secondary subjunctive or optative, and 
this retreat is best illustrated by Polybios 
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who ‘in the first five books of his history 
employs: (1) in declarative clauses (after 
671i, d.dtt, ws) the indicative only ; (2) in 
causal clauses (after 671, dud71, ws, ere, 
éreion), regularly the indicative, rarely the 
secondary subjunctive; (3) in temporal 
clauses (after éve/, émdre or OTE, ews, pur, 
ete.), regularly the idicative, rarely the 
secondary subjunctive ; (4) in final clauses 
(after iva, Omws), invariably the primary 
subjunctive....This is, however, the only 
construction found even in Aristotle and 
Theophrast...§ 86. As to Biblical Greek, 
there is not one authenticated instance of 
the use of the secondary subjunctive in 
dependent clauses. (However cp. 2039 
[=p. 474]....§ 8 The four cases commonly 
adduced as dependent secondar ysubjunctives 
(Mark 14, 10 dwfdOev wa rapadoi, ib. 11 

elnrer TOS EvKalpws avTov Tapadot, 9, 30 ovK 
nOchev iva tis avtov yvot, and Acts 25, 16 
mpw 7 €xor) are obviously scholastic 
transcriptions of zapadn and yy (o.=»), 
which latter are due to the analogy of other 
cognate forms. The same holds true of other 
Greco-Roman and Byzantine instances as : 
Mitth. xix. 252 [third century B.c., Athens], 
59-60 éay (otros) mpdrov Sot TH tepet TO 
ioyAvovov ; ib. 254, 1015 péxpls av amodot, 
dv Tis py Ovd ot, PEXPIS | av atodot; Mart. 
Pauli 112, 10 pexpis dv Stayvot (Cp. 
Bull. Corr. Hell. 1894, p. 145 [Pap. of 240 
B.C.], 4 prcOHI for pro Oot ( = pc) ; C. Lee- 
mans 15 [Pap. of third to fourth century A.D. |, 
3 iv amodots ; C. Wessely, Zauber aan " 
[fourth century A.p.], 17 dvrawodHTX...$ 1 
The only case where the secondary cee 
tive lingered as late as the transition period 
[z.e. 300-600 a.p.] is that of indirect quota- 
tions and parenthetical clauses introduced 
by ef (=whether perchance) in which it 
depends on some verb of interrogation 
expressed or implied, In N.T. the following 
list is nearly complete. Luke 120 
SueAoyilero wotamds cin 6 doracpds.’ (Follow 
27 more examples.)—I have quoted this 
lengthy extract here in order to enable 
readers of the Classical Review to compare 
my genuine words and statements with Mr. 
Mayor’s version, and thus form an opinion 
for themselves. 

These are, I believe, all the criticisms and 
strictures passed upon me by Mr. Mayor. 
It will be seen that he has refrained from 
touching pre-classical, Alexandrian, Byzan- 
tine, and modern Greek (all of which is 
abundantly discussed in my book), and that 
he has limited himself to that narrow part of 
the Greek language which is taught at school 
and so is familiar to ordinary students. 
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Even here, however, he has curiously dis- 
regarded all modern scholarship ; as a matter 
of fact modern philology and archaeology, 
such as phonetics, inscriptions, papyri, 
palaeography, colloquial speech, etc. have 
been utterly ignored by Mr. Mayor; his sole 
corrective test being Clement of Alexandria. 

A. N. JANNARIS. 
The University, St. Andrews, N.B. 

[I am sorry and, I must own, surprised 
that Dr. Jannaris should be so much dis- 
satisfied with a review, which was certainly 
intended to be favourable on the whole, 

though I could not in honesty conceal my 
opinion that the work reviewed showed 
marks of hastiness and rashness, such as 
must seriously impair our confidence in the 
author’s judgment. Much of the reply,e.g. the 
illustrations of the use of «izep and the 
lengthy quotation in the last paragraph but 
one, appears to me irrelevant. As to the rest I 
am content to leave it to the reader to form 
his own judgment on the questions at issue 
between us, as they have been already 
presented to him, merely adding one or two 
remarks in explanation of points in which 
Dr. Jannaris seems to have misunderstood 
my meaning. 

His book being entitled ‘An historical 
Greek grammar chiefly of the Attic dialect, 
as written | and spoken, from Classical Anti- 
quity to the present time,’ I welcomed it 
for the help it appeared to offer to students 
of the later Greek literature, especially of 
what he calls the Greco-Roman period, in 
which I was myself chiefly interested. Dr. 
Jannaris complains that I have ignored 
‘phonetics, inscriptions, papyri,’ etc. ; and 
it is true that in testing his book I have 
confined my attention almost entirely to 
grammatical statements bearing on Greek 
literature between, say, 500 B.c. and 300 
A.D. To have examined every part of the 
book with equal minuteness, supposing I 
had been capable of doing this, would have 
made the review of impossible length. I 
have however given a summary which 
enables the reader to judge for himself 
what the book contains outside of the 
particular subject with which I have dealt. 
Dr, Jannaris is mistaken in saying that I 
include among ‘ glaring blunders’ his state- 
ments as to the disuse of the dual, the use 
of Tou for twos, and the augment of verbs 
beginning in w. I called his attention to a 
carelessness of expression on these points, 

1 My italics. 

rather than to any serious error. His 
defence on the first point seems to me to 
limit very much the scope of his work, as 
given on the title page. In using the 
phrase ‘the dual had entirely disappeared 
from the language,’ he meant (so he tells us) 
‘of course the living language’; and 
Clement of Alexandria, being a learned 
Atticist, is not worth considering in a 
historical grammar. But the writings of 
Clement, call him an Atticist or not, are 
still a linguistic phenomenon which a 
historian of the language is bound to deal 
with. What are the peculiarities of his 
Atticism’? How does it differ from that of 
Plato or Lucian? W. Schmid has devoted 
four volumes to the study of the later 
Atticism. Are all the authors treated of 
by him, as well as the Greek Fathers 
generally, who are not, asa rule, more un- 
Attic than Clement, to be regarded as outside 
the range of a history of the Greek language ? 
What should we say of a historian of the Latin 
language who should omit all mention of 
Fronto and Apuleius because of their 
archaisms, or of Minucius Felix and 
Lactantius because they reproduced the 
classical style? Yet these writers are far 
less important than Clement. A_ historian 
has no business to pick and choose in this 
way. 
When I spoke of Dr. Jannaris’ ‘ glaring 

faults, I had in my mind his sweeping 
alteration of the ancient texts to suit his 
theories, e.g. his proposed excision of dpyy, 
od py, and interrogative 7 from our editions. 
As to the two former he reserves his defence ; 

as to the last he objects to my speaking of 
MS. authority in regard to the reading 7) or 
#, since both appear as H in the MSS. He 
means of course in the older uncials. If 
there were no later MSS. which gave the 
accents, how could he say in p. 478, ‘ the 
copiers of our MSS., in whose time 7 

(=évrws, dpa) had disappeared from the 
living language, finding H unaccented, and 
being unable to account for any other than 
disjunctive and comparative 7, either mis- 

took it for such, and transcribed 7, or 
where this was too obviously inadmissible, 
changed it to its homophonous <i’? But 
we have other evidence, independent of these 

later MSS., in versions coaeval with the 

earliest uncials, which prove beyond dispute 
that the words we now read as 7 and «i were 
understood in this sense, as far back as we 

have any knowledge of the text of the 
G.T. Thus interrogative 7 is confirmed by 
the Vulgate in James iv. 5, 7) doxeire ; an 
putatist? Rom. xi. 2, 7) ovd« oldare; an 
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nescitis? 2 Cor. xi. 7, 7) dpaptiav érounoa ; 
aut numquid peccatum feci? and similarly 
interrogative «i by Luke xiii. 23, Kupve <i 
éAiyo. of cwdopevor; si pauct sunt qui sal- 

vantur? L. xxii. 49, Kivpue ei rardgoper ; 8t 

percutimus, &e. Just as this sz is a Graecism 

representing interrogative «i, so the inter- 

rogative «i is itself a Hebraism representing 

(as a friend informs me) Heb. im, of which 

we have an example in I Kings i. 27: ‘Is 

this thing done by my Lord the King?’ 

where the Gr. is «i yéyove. When Dr. 
Jannaris goes on to affirm that ‘7 cannot in- 
troduce a simple question,’ I should like to ask 

him whether he allows that the Latin an can 

introduce a simple question. In my opinion 
7 and an stand on the same footing, both 
being used at times to introduce a question 
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in which only one alternative is stated, 
though as contrasted with dpa, num, etc., 
both suggest an unexpressed alternative 
preceding. 

A further word of explanation is perhaps 

needed on trep éys. In putting a hyphen 

between trep and didcovos I did not mean 
that these were necessarily to be regarded 

as a new compound (like imépaurxpos, tzép- 

Sovos), but that dwep was connected in 

thought with SudéKovos, not with éys, as Dr. 

Jannaris seemed to suppose, when he spoke 

of irep éy as a ‘ monstrous construction ’— 

a phrase which I think all scholars would 

hold to be much more appropriate to etrep 

éyo for eirep Tus, eyo. 
J. B. Mayor.] 

ARCHAEOLOGY. 

GREEK INSCRIPTIONS FROM EGYPT. 

Amone other objects acquired during the 
last few years by the Trustees of the British 
Museum are two Greek inscriptions from 
Egypt, both of which present several points 
of interest to the archaeologist. These two 
inscriptions differ considerably in purpose, 
workmanship, and antiquity ; the first being 
a well-engraved dedication of the Ptolemaic 
period, the second a carelessly-cut funerary 
stele of Roman age. The first, which is 
engraved upon a slab of coarse white 
marble, contains a dedication to Arés the 
Hunter by a party of officers and soldiers 
on their way to the Elephant-hunting- 
grounds of the Red Sea Coast: it is dated 
in the reign of Ptolemy IV. Philopator, and 
is cut in careful epigraphic characters with 
no variation from the regular style of the 
third century B.c. The second, which is the 
funerary stele of a Graeco-Egyptian child 
named Politta, has not, like the first, been 
entrusted to a skilful workman: instead of 
the regular characters of the earlier crafts- 
man, we have badly-cut and unequally-sized 
letters straggling between ill-drawn lines, 
and several omissions, even several actual 

mistakes, which look as if the mason had 
hardly understood the language which he was 
using. The epitaph was originally intended 
to be in elegiac verse, but is hardly recog- 
nisable as such as it stands. It is apparently 
of the first or second century a.D. Appended 
to this inscription will be found a dedication 
to Isis, of the end of the second century A.D., 
consisting of a single elegiac couplet, which 
is also of an interesting character. 

Such stelae as that of Politta are not rare, 
but the first inscription, that of the 
Ptolemaic elephant-hunters, has, as far as I 
am aware, only one counterpart, the in- 

scription of Lichas the Akarnanian. This 

first inscription is also interesting as 

containing the name of a man who more 

than once came to the front among the 
condottieri of his time; Charimortos the 

Aitolian mercenary of Philopatér and 

Epiphanés. 
These inscriptions are preserved in the 

Egyptian Saloon of the British Museum, 

and bear the numbers 1207, 1206, and 1043 

respectively. 
No. 1207 is an oblong slab of white 

marble, 19} ins. x 154 ins.; the inscription 
consists of twelve lines :— 
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YTTEPRASIAE LET* TAEMALSY KAIBA 

SIA[Z ZH TAPE INOHS KATE TARMAIOY 

TOV Y [PYOELNGIASTEANT 9P-ANT-ON 

EKTTTCAE MAIOYKAIREPENIKHS CE 
5 ONEYEPD E TNAPHINIKH$ 9P-IE YON PH 

PAEZANAP OF EY NAA] OY OPRNNE YZ, 

(OS YNATTOS TAAETZAIAA0 oF 

YAPIMP TEI TE TPA THE MET 
THN ®©HPAN T-LNEAE 9AN T-AN KA] 

10 ATT OAT |S MILOPRANASYE TENNEYS 

HIE M-ANKA FY TARY T NTE TA 
pes eee i EArt = TA) eiikaas 

The letters are well formed: 1. 5 

EYAPPn| andl. 6 AAE=A ... are cut 

over erasures. 

Yrép Baciéws roAenaiov Kat Ba- 
/ ? / »\ 4 

otitoons ‘Apowoys Kat Urodeuatov 
TOU vio Medv Dirowatdpwv Tov 
éx ILroAeuatou kat Bepevixns Oe- 
lal > r 4 / a7 

5 av Evepyerov. Apy Nexn pope Eidypo 
AXé~avdpos Suvdaiov ’Opoarveds 
6 cuvarocraXels duadoxos 
Xapiopto TO otparynye ert 

\ , lal > BA ‘ 

tHhv Onpav Tov éhepavTwv, Kat 
10 ’Amdacis MuopBorXov ’ Erevveds 

NYELOV, Kal ot Um’ adrov TeTa- 
YeEvol OTPATLOTAL. 

The inscription is dedicated to Arés 
Bearer of Victory and Giver of Luck in 
Hunting by Alexandros the Oroannian, son 
of Syndaios, who was sent with others! as 
successor to Charimortos the officer in charge 
of the Hunt of Elephants, and by the 
captain Apoasis the Etennian, son of Mior- 
bollos, and the soldiers under him. 

1 It would be quite possible to take ‘6 cvvarogra- 
Aels SidBdoxos Xapimdptw’ as ‘who was sent as succes- 
sor with Charimortos,’ but for a pre-designated suc- 
cessor to accompany his chief to the hunting-grounds 
would be curious, and, if Alexandros and Apoasis 
were simply in the suite of Charimortos, why has the 
latter, the chief of the expedition, no hand in the 
dedication of this tablet? On the whole, therefore, 
I should prefer to take the passage as meaning ‘ who 
was sent as Charimortos’ successor, with others’ (i.e. 
Apoasis and his soldiers). 

It is dated in the reign of ‘ King Ptolemy 
and Queen Arsinoé and Ptolemy the son of 
the Father-loving Gods born of Ptolemy and 
Bereniké the Beneficent Gods,’ 7.e. in the joint 
reign of Ptolemy IV. Philopatér, Arsinoé, 
and their son Ptolemy V. Epiphanés, whom 
we already, from several inscriptions, etc., 
know to have been after the old Egyptian 
custom associated with his father in the 
kingship from infancy. Arsinoé was not 
married to Philopatér till about 212 B.c. 
(Mahaffy, Péolemies, p. 265), and was 
murdered by Agathoklés about 206 B.c. 
Epiphanés was born about 210-209, and was 
associated, with his father about 208 
(Strack, Ptolemder, p. 30). ‘This gives 
208-206 sc. as the rough date of our 
inscription. 

As in the days of Sankhkara and 
Hatshepsu, so under the Ptolemies was the 
Red Sea coast and Somaliland sought by 
Egyptian traders and royal emissaries com- 
missioned to bring back to Egypt the spices 
and rare woods of the land of Pant. To 
these commodities the Ptolemaic explorers 
added elephants, which do not appear in the 
inscriptions of Hatshepsu. The institution 
of a regular royal Elephant Hunt in 
Ethiopia under the Ptolemies is known to 

2 Inser. of Komon, ‘ oixovduos ray kata Nadxpativ’ ; 
Amer. Journ. Arch. ii. 2: Inser. of Aristarché, from 
Sestos ; published by Lolling in Ath. Mitth. vi. 208: 
Demotic contracts published by Revillout, Revue 
Egyptologique, iii, 3: ef. Inser. Rosetta, ll. 46, 47, 
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us from several hints in the later geo- 
graphers, from the great hieroglyphic 
inscription of Ptolemy Philadelphos at 
Pithom,! and from the Greek inscription of 
Lichas the Akarnanian, son of Pyrrhos, 
who, ‘ dzoorade«ls eri THv Ojpav Tov eXepavTuv,’ 
dedicated to these same Ptolemy Philopatér 
and Arsinoé and to Sarapis and Isis ‘ rode 
devrepov.’? Prof. Mahatfy reads ‘...... TO 
devtepov, and considers that Lichas went on 
a second’ elephant-hunting expedition 
‘during the long preparations for the Syrian 
War and that some of the beasts which he 
brought in ships to Alexandria ran away at 
the battle of Raphia.’ But this dating is 
incompatible with the heading of the in- 
scription ‘ Baowet IroAcuaiw cat Baocd- 
ican “Apao.ivdn Q@eots Pirordropor’: 
Arsinoe was not queen till 212 B.c. ; Raphia 
had been fought in 217, when she was 
spoken of as merely ‘the king’s sister’ : 
the inscription of Lichas must therefore 
date after 212, and since the young 
Epiphanés is not mentioned, before 208 B.c. 
Lichas therefore set up his second dedication 
between 212 and 208 B.c., and was in charge 
of the elephant-hunt at some time between 
those dates. Alexandros succeeded Chari- 
mortos between 208 and 206 B.c. Chari- 
mortos was therefore in all probability the 
immediate successor of Lichas. Both names 
are mentioned elsewhere: Strabo (xvi. 774), 

speaking of the harbours, ete. of the Red 
Sea (Arabian Gulf), mentions that beyond 
the ‘ dpos “EXéedas’ ‘eioi kat ornAat Kat Bwpor 
IIvOoAdov Kai Aixa kai Iv6ayyédov kat 
Aéovtos kai Xaptipop Tov Kata THVv yvwpysov 
mapaiav tiv aro Aepys péxpr Noétov képus, 
TO O€ SidoTnua ov yvwpimov. mAnOta 8 édr€ 
dacw 7 xepa...” The ‘Hunt of Lichas’ is 
also mentioned a few lines before. The 
Lichas and Charimortos of Strabo are 
obviously the same men as the elephant- 
hunters of the inscriptions: we have yet to 
discover epigraphic traces of Pytholaos, 
Pythangelos, and Leén. This Charimortos 
is doubtless he who in later years was, 
himself an Aitolian, the friend and boon- 
companion of Sképas, the Aitolian general 
and minister of Ptolemy Epiphanés. Both 
bore unenviable reputations for greed and 
misgovernment: Polybios, speaking of the 
death of Sképas in 196 B.c., says (xviii. 55 
Hultsch) ‘raBov yap cvvépyov tHv aypioTnta 

1 Naville, The Store-City of Pithom and the Route 
of the Exodus (Eg. Expl. Fund, 1885), p. 18, Pl. X. 

2 Curtius, Woch. fiir Klass. Phil. 1887, iv. 827, 
who gives also a short notice of the Ptolemaic ele- 
phant-hunters : Wilcken, in Droysen’s Kleine Schrift- 
en, ii, Anh. 483: Mahaffy, B.C.H. 1894, xviii. 149, 
and Péolemies, p. 271: Strack, Ptoleméder, p. 237. 
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THv Xapipdprov Kai tiv peOnv, aponv e€erorxw- 
pvxnoe THV Bactreiav.’ It has been conjec- 
tured that the elephant-hunter Lichas was 
the Lichas whose troop or regiment is 
mentioned in the will of Menippos son of 
Deinias, twenty-five years before (237 
B.c., Mahafty, Petrie Papyri I. [47] (1) 
12: Ptolemies, p. 271). Of the others 
mentioned in this inscription, Alexandros 
the Oroannian, son of Syndaios, and Apoasis 
the Etennian, son of Miorbollos, we know 
nothing ; of their homes, however, we have 
some knowledge. The name Syndaios 
carries our mind at once to Asia Minor, and 
it is there that the birthplaces of Alexandros 
and Apoasis must be found, in Oroanda and 
Etenna, two frontier-towns of Pisidia, near 
the Kilikian boundary.? The ethnic form 
’Opoavvev’s given by this inscription instead 
of ’Opoavde’s establishes the correctness of 
the same form OPOANNEYS in the 

signature of a sculptor on a statue-base 
found at Halikarnassos, published by Haus- 
soullier B.C.H. iv. p. 401 (1880) and after 
him by Loewy, Bildhauer-Inschriften No. 
305, as follows: ‘ Aaipevns Aaipevov ’Opoar- 
ves éméyoe. This inscription probably 
dates from about the same period as that of 
the British Museum, and the evidence of 
the two shows that the assimilation of the 
dental in ethnics derived from place-names 
in -vda was usual at the time. 

The geographical position of Oroanda is 
not yet fixed. Hirschfeld identified it with 
the modern Arvan, on the southern shore of 
the Soghla Lake, the ancient Trogitis.* 
Professor Ramsay, however, takes a different 
view. In his description of Galatia Ptolemy 
mentions next in order after Lystra and 
Isaura ‘’Opovdixot vos Kai todas MioOov... 
IIdr7a.’® Prof. Ramsay shows that both 
Misthion (Mistheia) and Pappa lay to the 
north of Lake Karalis, astride the later 
Lykaonian border.6 It is in this position 
therefore that Ptolemy’s ’Opové:xoi are to be 
placed. But is this tribe identical with our 
’Opoavveis? Sterrett has published’ an 
inscription of Roman period, when Pappa 

3 J have to thank Mr. Cecil Smith, Assistant- 
Keeper of the Greek and Roman Antiquities in the 
British Museum, for drawing my attention to these 
Pisidian towns, and most kindly affording me in- 
formation respecting them. I am also indebted to 
M. Paul Perdrizet, and to Mr. G. F. Hill, of the 
Dept. of Coins and Medals, for suggestions. 

4 Monatsberichte der kgl. preuss. Akademie, 1875, 
p. 145. . Sterrett, Pap. Amer. Sch, iii. p. 180. 

© Geog. v. 4, § 12. 
6 Hist. Geog. of Asia Minor, pp. 332, 398. 
7 Pap. Amer. Sch. ii. No. 97. 
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had become Pappa Tiberia, which reads 
‘Tuynv edyevn TH Kodwveia TiBeprorodatav 
Tlarrnvav ’Opovdéwv Bovdy djpos.’ Here 
we have a form ’Opovdets( = ’Opovdixoi) which 
comes much nearer to the form ’Opoavdes 
used by Polybios (xxi. 44) and elsewhere. 
Prof. Ramsay, therefore, identifies the 
Oroandeis of Polybios with the Orondeis of 
the Pappan inscription, and so concludes 
that the true position of the Oroandians was 
not near Lake Trogitis, but to the north of 
Lake Karalis. He goes on to conclude that 
there never was any town ‘Oroanda,’ only a 
tribe whose towns were Misthion and Pappa, 
and yet further, that the correct form of 
their name was not ’Opoavdets but ’Opovdets.t 
If Prof. Ramsay’s identification be accepted, 
and the Oroandians shifted to the position 
indicated by him, still his conclusions as to 
the existence of Oroanda town and the 
original form of the tribal name can hardly 
be accepted without demur. The non- 
mention of a town Oroanda by Ptolemy 
seems hardly sufficient ground on which to 
base an opinion that no such place ever 
existed, in face of the express mention by 
Livy? and Pliny ? of the town of Oroanda. 
That ’Opovdeis was not the correct form of 
the tribe name would appear to be shown by 
the ethnic ’Opoarvevs of the Halikarnassian 
and Egyptian inscriptions: the Tiberiopolite 
Pappans were more likely to have been 
wrong herein than the Oroannians of over 
two centuries before. The correct form must 
have been ’Opoavdeis (’Opoavveis).* Hirsch- 
feld’s idea that the Oroandians were the 
same as the Homonadians,®° about whose 
position the geographers were so ignorant 
(Pliny, V.H. v. 23), can hardly be ac- 
cepted, alluring as an emendation of 
OMONOAEIC to OPOANNEIC may 
look, since Pliny mentions Oroanda as well 
as the Homonadeis and their town Homona 
(Z.c. v. 24). In literature the Oroandians are 
mentioned by Polybios (xxi. 44, 46), and by 
Livy (xxxviii. 18, 37, 39) in connection with 
Gnaeus Manlius Vulso’s final operations 
against Antiochos, B.c. 188, and by Pliny, as 
above noted. The epigraphic remains of 
them are: (1) the inscription relating to the 

1 Hist. Geog. p. 398. 
* xxxviii. 18: ‘L. Manlio Oroanda misso.’ 
3 v. 24: ‘oppida Oroanda, Sagalessos,’ 
4 The name may be connected with that of the 

river Oraendos, on the other side of the Limnai, 
about thirty miles from the Oroandian country, 
Pliny (v. 27) vaguely notes a range of the Taurus 
called Oroandés. This latter form occurs as a proper 
name; ¢.g. the Kretan merchant who so woefully 
deceived King Perseus at Samothrace (Plutarch, 
Aemil. Paul. c. 263; Livy, xly. 6). 

Be 2¢. ps 145. 
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Pappans, (2) the signature of the sculptor 
Daimenés at Halikarnassos, (3) the mention 
of the elephant-hunter Alexandros, son of 
Syndaios, in the new inscription of c. 207 B.c., 
nineteen years before Manlius’ invasion, and 
therefore the earliest trace of Oroanda which 
we possess. No coins ’Opoardéwy are known. 

Ktenna, the town of Apoasis, lay some 
eighteen miles south-west of Lake Trogitis, 
and so about sixty miles south of the territory 
of Oroanda, near its double, the town of 
Kotenna or Katenna, the modern Godena in 
the valley of the Melas.° In Byzantine 
times Etenna and Katenna were absolutely 
distinct cities (Ramsay, /.c. p. 418), and it is 
probable that this was already the case in 
Apoasis’ time, since ‘it seems impossible 
that the coins ETENNEQN can have been 

struck at the place the inhabitants of which 
are called KOTENNEI® in the inscription 

from Ormana’’ (Hill, Catalogue of Coins: 
Lycia, etc., p. exix.). It is, however, obvious 
that the two names were originally identical ; 
Ramsay considers that both places had been 
developed out of a single tribe of ‘ Heten- 
neis, the aspirate representing in Greek 
mouths the barbarian guttural which is 
dropped in the”*Ervevva-form and changed into 
a K in the Korevva-form.S This can only 
have been a Semitic yy: the variation of the 
vowels (Hieroklés calls the place Korava) 
points also to a Semitic origin. The name 
may possibly be the same as that of the 
well-known Palestinian town ‘Etam corny, 

Airay or Ethan, the modern Mee tt, ‘Ain 
‘Atan. The Pisidians and their ancestors 
the Solymoi (Pliny, /.c. v. 24), appear to have 
been of Semitic origin. Is the resemblance 
between the name of Apoasis’ father, 
Miorbollos, and the Semitic Sp 94% 

-I\I- eo = 

Mahérba‘al purely fortuitous? The first 
literary mention of the Etennians is to be 
found in Polybios (v. 73), who tells us that 
8,000 Etennians and 4,000 Aspendians 
reinforced Garsyéris, the lieutenant of the 
ill-fated usurper Achaios, in his expedition 
to help the Pednelissians against the 
Selgians, who were besieging Pednelissos. 
This was in 218 B.c., some ten years before the 
date of this inscription. The great strength 
of this Etennian hoplite division gives us 
some idea of the prosperity and war-power 

§ Strabo, xii. 570; Hirschfeld, Zc. p. 143. 
7 ib. p. 148, This inscription, recounting honours 

paid to various persons by the Senate and People of 
the Kotennians and Erymnians, dates from Roman 
times. 

8 In another form of the name, “Yrevva, the aspi- 
rate is kept. 
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of the little Etennian state at this time. 
We have earlier evidence of prosperity in 
the silver coinage of Etenna, the oldest 
known specimen of which dates to the fourth, 
i.e. preceding, century. I know of no 
epigraphic mention of Etenna or its in- 
habitants other than this of Apoasis and 
Miorbollos ; and the inscription of Ormana, 
referred to above, contains the only similar 
mention of the twin-state of the Kotennians 
known as yet. 

From the inscription of the Elephant- 
Hunters it is evident that Oroanda and 
Etenna, like the other towns of Pisidia, 
supplied mercenary soldiers to the armies of 
the Mediterranean world, which in the third 
century had become chiefly composed of the 
hardy mountaineers of Aitolia, Crete, and 
the uplands of Asia Minor. Among these 
mercenaries the Pisidian light-troops (and 
slingers especially) were well known. At 
this time one of the most important cities of 
the Pamphylian coast was the ancient 
Estvedys, or, as the name became on more 
purely Hellenic tongues than those of its 
inhabitants, Aspendos, near the mouth of 
the Eurymedén. To this, at the time 
probably the chief commercial outlet of 
Pisidia, flocked those Pisidian warriors who 
wished to seek their fortunes in the service 
of the great dynasts of the day, and here 
they found the recruiting-sergeants of the 
Seleukid or of the Lagid kings and even of 
the Judges of the Carthaginians, ready to 
enlist them for whichever service might 
please them best. From the fact that they 
were chiefly recruited at Aspendos, the 
Pisidian mercenaries were usually known as 
as ‘ Aspendians.’!_ The Aspendian soldiers 
seem, as usual, to have preferred the service 
of the Ptolemies to that of their own 
sovereigns, the Seleukids, and this predilec- 
tion was strengthened by the probability 
that Aspendos, like the other coast-towns of 
Asia Minor, had long had far-reaching 
commercial dealings with Egypt. So great 
indeed became the number of the ‘ Aspen- 

1 Lanckoronski, Stédte Pamphyliens und Pisidiens, 
i. 86. The military reputation of Aspendos dates to 
an earlier period, and we find a trace of it in the 
coin-types of the state. The earliest of these is a 
Fighting Man ; later a Slinger was adopted as a state- 
emblem, and though there is no doubt here a play on 
the word ogevddvn and on the name of the town, yet 
it is probable that the idea first took shape on ac- 
count of the fame of the slingers of Aspendos. The 
slinger-type was also used by Selgé. But far earlier 
than this had Pisidian mercenaries hired themselves 
out for war, if we are to accept the very probable 
identification of the Pidsa and Shakalasha who fought 
on the side of the Kheta against Egypt and raided 
the Delta circa 1300 B.c. with the Pisidians generally 
and Sagalasseis. 
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dian’ troops in the Egyptian service that in. 
the reign of Ptolemy Physkén the street or 
district which some of them had occupied 
was known as ‘ Aspendia’ (Athenaeus, iv. 
174 d.). Alexandros the Oroannian and 
Apoasis the Etennian were no doubt 
ordinarily, like other Pisidian mercenaries, 
classed as Aspendians,? but in a formal 
inscription they give their designations in 
the old time-honoured form ; first the name, 
then the father’s name, then the deme. 

The employment of these mercenaries on 
the service of the elephant-hunt was a 
frequent occurrence, for a force of trained 
war-elephants was still regarded as a military 
necessity, notwithstanding the bad behaviour 
of the great beasts at Raphia and the 
débdcle caused by them fifty years before in 
Italy, which apparently did not suggest to 
any of the military leaders of the time 
any doubts as to their real value in war: 
ten years after Raphia we find from this 
inscription that Philopatér, debarred from 
the hunting-grounds of India by the hostile 
power of Antiochos the Great, still needed 
African elephants for war purposes, in spite 
of the fact that, as Polybios remarks, they 
are far inferior in intelligence to their 
Indian congeners. 

The temporary closing of the Indian 
elephant ‘market’ would seem to have given 
some impetus to the exploration of African 
‘pastures new’ in the reign of Philopatér : 
it is noticeable also that this king seems to 
have turned his attention towards the south 
in the Nile Valley as well as on the Red 
Sea coast. We find him building at Dakkeh, 
which he apparently re-took from the 
Nubian chief Argimen (Ergamenés), or 
from one of his successors,? and elsewhere 

in the south. 
The field of operations of the African 

2 The Aspendian Eumélos whose epitaph has been 
found at Amathous (B.C.H. xx. p. 354), and the 
*A-vyaboxaAns *Aomévduos of an inscription from Larnaka 
(ib. p. 338) were probably mercenaries, 
_ 3 Prof. Mahaffy (Ptolemies, p. 273) wishes to place 
Arqamen in the reign of Ptolemy Philopator because 
both bore the appellation Meri-Asit, ‘Beloved of 
Isis,’ which he considers was copied by Arqamen 
from the cartouche of Philopatér. Diod6ros (iii. 6) 
places him in the reign of Philadelphos : Philopator 
added to a shrine at Dakkeh built by Arqamen. 
Prof. Mahaffy would make the very possible emenda- 

tion of the cursive 6’ of Diodéros’ text to 3’, and then 

supposes that Argimen revolted from Philopator and 

set up as an independent kinglet, imitating his late 

suzerain’s cartouche, and, further, that the ‘archi- 

tectural combination’ at Dakkeh ‘points to a peace- 

ful settlement between Ptolemy and the , Nubian 

prince.’- Undoubtedly the cartouche of Arqamen 

strongly resembles that of Philopator, and, as Prof. 

Mahaffy points out, it is unlikely that Philopator 
copied the cartouche of Arqamen. 
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elephant-hunters appears to have extended 
from the country of the Troglodytes, north 
of Sawakin, to the ‘ reAcvtatov a dpornptov THS 
mapahias tavtns, To Notov Képas’ (Strabo, 
xvi. $§ 774) which is probably Ras Hafan, on 
the Somali coast of the Indian Ocean. 
Somewhere near Sawakin was ‘7 Irodepats 
ert THY Ojpayv TOV ehepartov, erlopa Ebprjdous 
Tov Teudbevtos ext Tv Onpav itd PradeAgov’ 
(2b. § 770), the most northerly hunting post, 
mentioned also, as Ptolemais Epithéras, in 
the Periplis of the Erythraean Sea, and by 
Ptolemy the geographer. We possess a 
most interesting contemporary native 
Egyptian record of the founding of 
Ptolemais Epithéras and of the elephant- 
hunt in the before-mentioned great inscrip- 
tion discovered at Pithom (Tell wR) 
by M. Naville in 1883. In this inscription,' 
which celebrates the great deeds of the king 
in old Egyptian style, we read (/. 22) that 

Ped («SY 18) Tomes 
(ER (ES (BS 

eerie Ns 
aS Pemallllll Ko YU 

AS) IRS 
Be ee he Mo: 
Wiest 2a SiS 
Wsed mya SR LMS 

pal T= MeVoler 
Ta sage 

pee 

eB Xi) one" 
magn wl Sy hata 
See ag 8° | ee ed 6 nt 

1 Naville, Jc. 

x NWA <> 

co .b. =f =r 

S|uteKe TY Y 
SS See 
Ope lle 

‘He (sc. the chief general of His Majesty) 
proceeded into the Red Sea and reached 
Khathithet ; they (sic) reached Negroland, 
and there were brought to him all ‘the pro- 
visions of the King. He voyaged thence to 
the sea of .... on the Sea of the Scorpion. 
There was brought to him everything which 
is agreeable to the King and to his sister the 
King’s wife whom he loveth. A noble town 
was built there for the King, bearing the 
noble name of the King of the South and 
North and Lord of the Two Lands Ptole- 
maios. He took possession of it and organ- 
ized it with the soldiers of His Majesty, 
with all the workmen of Egypt and of 
the subject-countries. He brought cultivated 
fields into existence: he caused them to be 
ploughed with ploughs and oxen ; this had 
not happened (there) since the beginning. He 
netted elephants there in great numbers for 
the King ; they were brought in ships to the 
King, in his transports over the heart of the 
Very Green,? and were brought to him in 
the same manner through the Eastern Canal.* 
No such thing had been done by any of the 
Kings of the Land.’ ‘The chief general’ 
was Sony Eumédés. We are told simply 
that he ‘netted’ the elephants: it would 
have been interesting to have known 
whether tame elephants were used as decoys 
inthe Indian manner. The strange method 
of the Elephantophagi® was evidently not 
followed by the King’s elephant-hunters. 
Ptolemy Euergetés sent his hunters further 
south than Philadelphos: it was from the 
neighbourhood of Masawah that,’ according 
to the inscription of Adulis (near Zulla), 
handed down to us by the foreseeing pains 
of the travelled monk Kosmas Indikopleustés, 
Euergetés procured his elephants: ‘ é£eorpa- 
revoev eis TV ’Aciav,’ says the Macedonian 
pharaoh of himself ‘pera dvvdmewy metixov 

2 This inscription exhibits the usual Ptolemaic 

inaccuracies, ¢.9. for , &c. The text given 

above is that of the original monument as given by 
Naville: in Brugsch’s transcription (Agyptische Zeit- 
schrift, 1894, p. 85) many of the original mistakes of 
the stonecutter appear to be corrected. 

3 i.e, across the sea. 
4 So Naville, Z.c. This would be the canal joining 

the Nile to the Red Sea, through the Wady Tumilat 
(ef. Tozer, Hist. Anc. Geog. p. 146). But the trans- 
lation ‘canal’ is doubtful. 

5 Strabo, xvi. 772, 
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Kal immuK@v Kal vavTiKOU oTdAOV Kal elehavTwv 
TpwyAodutikdv Kat Aidtomixdv, ovs 6 Te TaTHpP 
avTov Kat atTos mpOtos ek Tov ywopov TovTwV 
eOnpevoav Kat Katayayovres eis Alyurrov Kateo- 
Kevacav Tpos THY ToNGuKHV xpeiav.! Further 
south Strabo mentions ‘ xvyyyia éhepavtwv ’ ; 
one, near Saba (Assab), he signalises as ‘70 
mpos TO peatr’; near here lived the 
elephant-eaters, whose method of hunting 
he describes with sundry marvellous details 
which he doubtless borrowed from some 
earlier geographer, probably Agatharchidés. 
On either side of Deiré (in the neighbour- 
hood of Obok) were two chases of elephants, 
the one of Pythangelos, the other of Lichas. 
Further on were the Watchtower of Leén 
and Pythangelos’ Haven: then ‘6 ’EXédas 
TO Opos éxkeiwevov eis OdAatrav’ (Ras Fil), the 
headland of Arémata (Cape Gardafui), and 
the ‘Horn of the South’ (Ras Hafin), 
beyond which the Ptolemaic elephant-hunters 
apparently did not pass. 

The names of the elephant-hunters, all, 
with the exception of the last, probably 
otpatyyot ert THv Onpav, Which are now known 
to us are, taking them in chronological 
order: Satyros, who was sent by Philadelphos 
‘ent Thy Suepetyyow Tis TOV éXehavtov Onpas’ ;? 
Eumédés, mentioned above, also sent by 
Philadelphos ;? Lichas, Charimortos, and 
Alexandros, sent by Philopatér; the un- 
placed Pytholaos, Pythangelos, and Leén, 
who probably ought to be placed between 
EKumédés and Lichas ; and, finally, Alexan- 
dros’ subordinate, A poasis. 

From the fact of Alexandros being sent 
out as ‘duadoxos’ to Charimortos* one might 
perhaps conclude that the soldiers of the 
hunt were kept in garrison in Erythraea, 
instead of being sent out specially from 
Egypt when occasion required, and that the 
otpatnyos émt tHv Onpav® was regularly 
relieved. Possibly also Apoasis and his 
soldiers were reliefs or reinforcements. The 
inscription was apparently set up in honour 
of Arés EKuagros by Alexandros and Apoasis 
before crossing the Eastern Desert to 
Bereniké to embark for Ptolemais or 

1 Boeckh, C.1.G. No. 5127. Salt, Second Journey, 
p. 452, speaks of a ruined town near Zulla, called 
‘Azoole’ (Azil). 

2 Strabo, xvi. 769. A simple dedication, ‘’Apowdn 
Oe piAadeApy Sarvpos,’ has been found at the desert 
temple of Redesiyeh. Letronne (ii. 241) identified 
this Satyros with the pioneer of elephant-hunting, 
but the name is a common one. 

3 Eumédés was something more than a mere 
oTparnyos em Thy Onpay, as his Egyptian title ha tep 
n hen-f, ‘chief general of His Majesty,’ shows. 

4 Cf. note ! above. 
& The ‘orparnyds kuvnyeclwv’ was the ordinary 

Greek equivalent of our ‘M.F.H.’ 
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Deiré, where Charimortos awaited his suc- 
cessors. 

II. The second inscription, No. 1206, is 
engraved upon an upright stele of limestone, 
fashioned in the form of a temple in antis, 
with a pilaster on either side, surmounted bya 
pediment with three akroteria. The inscrip- 
tion consists of twenty-five lines, carelessly 
ruled and cut. There are two or three 
miscalculations of space, necessitating the 
overflow of several letters on tothe r. pilaster, 
and of two lines on to the base, while ap- 
parently in order to cram in the inscription 
at least two lines or more have been omitted. 
The letters, of the first or second century 
A.D., were filled in with red paint, of which 
traces remain in them and on other portions 
of the stele. The inscription is the epitaph 
of a child named Politta, who died aged five 
years, the daughter apparently of some 
family of lower-class Greeks, the ‘mean 
whites’ of Egypt under the Romans. Her 
virtues are commemorated in twelve couplets 
of what was originally intended to be elegiac 
verse, but which has been so mutilated by 
the careless engraver that in places it is 
hardly recognizable as poetry at all, and can 
only with difficulty be reconstructed. The 
general sense is, however, obvious. The 
epitaph is of course purely Greek: there is 
no Egyptian trait in it. The monument 
measures 203 ins. x 10} ins. It was found 
at Memphis. 

i atisTPON MCNT@AN ; 
Vig& OACINACRPOTOIC : 
a ea erore ( ; 

—“FOVTO IN AOYACK 
! ae @NHT OC CLUNAYNATAI|: 
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1 3. — KAAYCATEMENOAITTAN. 

Here apparently an anapaest is substituted 

for a dactyl, which might be a possible 

license, with a proper name. 5.— 

THNMACIAPHPEKOC! must be zaow 

dpypexdow: THN is due to dittography 

after IloAurTAN. ’Apypexoow, however, 

cannot stand: it is evidently a mistake of 

the lapidary for zaow dpypexviav: for this 

expression cf. Kaibel, Hpigr. Gr. 64, 3 aow 
dpéoxuy and ib, 163, 2 maou Bporots apeoas. 

Instances are not uncommon in careless 

epigrams of a participle wrongly made to 

agree with the word immediately preceding 

it. 6.— must be inserted before 

MAPMHTPI. 8.—TIATPA = zapa: sug- 

gested by MATPI following. The mistake 

has been noted and the superfluous T halt 

erased. 7b. —MENTAETH: se. xpovov. 

9.—AIEILANANAHZAMENH: aiev arAnéa- 

péevn, ‘with never astripe.’ daAjé, aaAnKtos 
are classical, but no doubt dvarAnéapevn was 
more familiar to the stonecutter than the 
curious d7Angapevy, and so he read 

AIENAMiecs 3 25 ALECIANAM 2. 602. 

11.— ENKHNOICIKAAYKECOYETAI- 
POAON. The omission of KAAYKEC 

gives the original line ‘0d pévoy & Kirous 
pverar pddov’ certainly enough. The word 
KAAYKEC is here unmeaning, and is 
probably a mere interpolation of the stone- 
cutter, who had perhaps mistaken the 
meaning of ¢vera. 13.—AAAAKAINO- 
AITTA. Prose construction ; KAI to be 

omitted. 15.—KIMEAEICAIAA, te. Kal 
p(drev) «is ’Atday. For this emendation, 
which would appear to give the original form 
of this corrupt passage, I am indebted to 
Mr. F. G. Gordon, of St. John’s College, 

Oxford. 16.—After AIPNIAIWCAPNMA- 
COICCA, which is the beginning of a 

so-called hexameter, comes chaos. The 

following NOYCTOAAINOYXPYCIA 
would also seem to have been meant for the 
commencement of a hexameter (though we 
must not inquire too closely into the nature 
of its scansion), so that the stone-cutter 
appears to have left out a line and a half, 
z.e. the intervening pentameter and the last 
half of the preceding hexameter. 19.— 
After XPYCIA itis probable that rots should 

1 This correction of apnpexdow to apnpexviay was 
suggested to me both by Mr. Cecil Smith, to whom 
I am indebted for the two references to Kaibel, and 
by the Rey. S. C. Gayford, of Exeter College, Oxford. 

be supplied. The writer of the verses evi- 

dently scanned the final a of xpvovw long 

without hesitation. KOCMH6ICAYNO- 

NMNATPOC appears to end 1. (9) of the emended 

text below, so that 1. (10), a pentameter, is 

also lost. The last couplet was understood, 

and not garbled, TOANEIN only having to 

be corrected to 76 Oavetv, and ENEKAWCEHI 

to éxexhao Oy. 

‘Ayvopirou pilfns dyabov Bdaor\npa, 

TONELTAL, 

5 Kdavloaré pe, odcrrav, | <ryv> 

macu(v) dépnpeko|ou(v)* 

()) rap pytpt apepm|ros, aveyKAnros | 
Ta<T>pa TaTpl, 

10 revrlactA Lo, ait<ca>v | dadnfapery. 

(5) od pldvov év Kyrois<t>|<kddvces> pve- 
rau | pddov, dAAG <Kali> Woda 

15 avro|Gadrys dvépu, x(a)t | p(drer) 

eis Atda(v): 

aid|vidiws dprac6()ic|<o>a....-+.+0++- 

20 od crodat; zlod xpvara [Tots] Koopa- 

O(c)iloa bx warpos ; 
(10) PSHE ARV eo Fa MEU PLES. 

oilktpov pev 7(o) Gavetv, | raow de 
Bportois | érexAao On, 

25  rodro guyetv 8 ovdels | Ovntos eav 

_ Ovvarat. 

‘Weep, citizens, for me, Politta, fair off- 

shoot of a righteous stock, who, beloved of 

all, lived unblamed of my mother, unchidden 

of my father, five years (of life), with never 

a stripe. Not in gardens only springs the 

rose ; Politta too sprang up in full bloom, 

and is gone down to Hades, snatched sud- 

denly away... Where now is her gay clothing, 

where the golden ornaments (with which she 

was) decked by her father ?...’Tis piteous to 

die, but ’tis the web spun for all men, and 

this none that is mortal can escape.’ 

Ill. The third inscription mentioned 
above, the elegiac dedication to Isis (No. 
1043), was acquired by the Trustees of the 

British Museum in 1888, and comes from 

Koptos. It is engraved upon one side of 

what is apparently a small cylindrical lime- 

stone pillar or pedestal, 8 ins. high, in- 

tended to support the (probably metal) 

votive antelope mentioned in the inscription. 

At the top are traces of the two holes in 

which the base of the antelope was fixed. 

The inscription is of six lines ; the charac- 

ters, apparently of the second century A.D., 

are painted red. At the end of the last line 

is an ivy-leaf, outlined, also painted red. 
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ICLAITHNAANE 
OHKAMICOICAC... 
AOPKAAAEYXHN 
XWrFAYDIAITAA 
Y ACTONCTIXON 
AYTOLEDY A 

The only difficulty isin].2.—AMICOILA..: 

() would not scan, or “Apicourdw might have 
been the proper name of the Egyptian who 
dedicated the gazelle. Also the first trace 
appears to be more like C or € than W, 

Is the word some epithet of Isis in the dat. 
sing. (Apurourdds?), agreeing with ICIAI 2 

But the trace has little resemblance toa A, 

"Towde tHvd aveOyn’ Apicoioa t...dopKdda edynv 
XO yAvidi yAawWas Tov oTixov aires Ev. 

‘Amisoisa...(?) set up this gazelle as an 
offering to Isis, and has himself engraved 
the verse with a knife.’ 

In conclusion I must express my thanks 
to Dr. E. A. Wallis Budge, Keeper of 
Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities in the 
British Museum, for many hints and 
suggestions. 

H. R. Hatt. 

[Prof. Mahaffy, who has read the above 
article in proof, has kindly sent us the 
following notes :— 

(1) It is conclusively proved, by the dis- 
covery of Capt. Lyons at Philae, that Ar- 
qamen was contemporary with Ptolemy IV. 
A fuller statement of this will appear in 
Prof. Mahaffy’s new volume (in Petrie’s 
Hist. Egypt, now shortly to appear). 

(2) It is evident that Pisidian slingers 
would be specially useful against the huge 
bows and strong archers which were then 
to be found, as Strabo tells us, among the 
natives of Somaliland. 

(3) As to the suggestion that a garrison 
was kept in Erythrea and _ occasionally 
changed, Prof. Mahaffy calls attention to 
the important text in Petrie Pap. IL. xl. (a) ; 
a comparison with our inscription makes 
it seem possible that the arrangement of 
these changes was dependent on the seasons. 
—Ep.] 

MONTHLY RECORD. 

SWITZERLAND. 

Windisch, Canton Aargau, the ancient Vindonissa. 
—In digging a trench for a new water-course there 
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came to light some broken fragments of a stone with 
a Roman inscription : 

TI’ CLAUDIO ‘ CA[ESA]|RE * AVG ‘GERM 
TMBe kiln seeeNU NMP Ole.) Ll COS man tn wiPisbas 
sh en ateaen Me LE]G ‘AVG * PROPR 
MLL no NRVC AWG al|hy KO lena etroteA ts 

In the third line the name of Pomponius Secundus 
should be restored ; in the fourth was the name of 
an earlier imperial legate. The legion mentioned in 
the last line is the twenty-first, which is known to 
have been stationed at Vindonissa. The date of the 
inscription is A.D. 53. Pomponius Secundus oceurs 
on another inscription in Mommsen, Jnscr. Rom. 
Hlelvet. 248.1 

ITALY. 
Ostia.—On the road leading from the barracks of 

the Vigiles to the ancient theatre a remarkable brick 
construction has been discovered, also a well-pre- 
served public fountain with a bronze dolphin for the 
spout, and various marble sculptures, including a 
small headless Victory and an unknown portrait, 
dating about A.D. 200.7 

Cumae.—In a tomb eight rude clay figurines have 
been found, inscribed with male and female names 
in Greek. They seem to have served for the magic 
rites known as devotiones, which were used to conse- 
crate unpopular persons to infernal divinities.” 

GREECE. 
Eretria.—A remarkable vaulted tomb has been 

excavated, with small dpéuos, and covered by an 
elliptical tumulus, which also contains another 
building. In the tomb were five marble structures, 
two in the form of beds, two of chairs, and one of a 
chest. They bear inscriptions of the Roman period, 
which show that all the persons buried here were 
related. The walls are painted, and on them were 
suspended a lyre, a sword, and wreaths. The style 
of the tomb is more like those of Pompeii and the 
Cimmerian Bosphorus than of Greece. Among its 
contents were bronze vases, two terracotta shields 
with coloured reliefs and gilt rims, an inscribed gold 
ring, a slab of marble with reliefs of an Asiatic deity 
wearing a tiara, a Gryphon, and a horse or ox. The 
adjoining structure is square and made of clay bricks ; 
its purpose is unknown, but it may have been merely 
for supporting the earth thrown up to form the 
tumulus.* 

ASIA MINOR. 

Ephesus.—A theatre of the Roman period has been 
discovered, with auditorium of three rows of seats, 
and orchestra. Close by was a fountain in Ionic 
style, with spouts in the form of lions’ heads. It 
was choked with rubbish, in which were masses of 
earthenware lamps, fragments of stamped pottery, 
a statue of Nemesis with palm-branch and cornuco- 
pia, and a Gryphon holding a globe and steering-oar. 
The water was conducted through earthenware pipes 
to about 300 feet above the sea-level. The whole 
district round the Artemision was supplied with 
water from a great distance through stone pipes.? 

Journal of Hellenic Studies, vol. xvii. part 2. 
October 1897. 

12. The Greek Treatise on the Sublime : its author- 
ship. W. Rhys Roberts. 

13. Artemisium. G. B. Grundy. 
14. The account of Salamis in Herodotus (three 

cuts). G. B. Grundy. 

1 Athenaewm, 2 Apyil. 
2 Ibid. 26 March. 
3 Ibid. 16 April. 
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15. The Homeric Hymns: IV. T. W. Allen. 
16. Inscriptions from Mysia. J. A. R. Munro. 
Publishes inscriptions collected in the country of 

the Rhyndakos and Makestos in 1894 and 1896. 
No. 48 is important for the knowledge of the Phrygian 
religion and the cult of Men. 

17. Caeneus and the Centaurs: a Vase at Harrow 
(plate and cut). E, A. Gardner. 

Publishes a krater of the latest style of Euphronios, 
and discusses the mythology of the Centaurs. 

18. Votive Reliefs in the Acropolis Museum (two 
plates and ten cuts). C. A. Hutton. 

Describes various terracotta reliefs, principally re- 
presenting Athene. 

19. On the Tumulus of Choban Tepeh in the 
Troad (cut). F. Calvert. 

20. A Thracian Portrait (plate and cut). J. W. 
Crowfoot. 

Publishes a head at Athens and a coin representing 
a King Kotys of the time of Augustus; the head 
probably by Antignotos. 

21. Further Discoveries of Cretan and Aegean 
Script: with Libyan and Proto-Egyptian Compari- 
sons (two plates, thirty-five cuts). A.J. Evans. 

Publishes the results of his investigations in Crete 
in 1896, including the discovery of a table of offer- 
ings and a long inscription in a cave. 

22. A Summer in Phrygia: 1. (plate and cut). 
J. G. C. Anderson. 

An account of explorations in the Lykos valley in 
1897, with publication of new inscriptions. 

H. B. WALTERS. 

Journal international @archéologie numismatique. 
(Athens). Vol. i, Parti., 1898. 

The first number of this review has just appeared 
under the competent editorship of M. J. N. Svoronos. 
The number of existing periodicals devoted to numis- 
matics is not, perhaps, insufficient: the new journal 
will, however, be open to all the world and each 
contributor will write in his native language. The 
present part contains valuable articles by M. Babelon 
on the coins of Getas, King of the Edoni, by Dr. 
Imhoof-Blumer on Bithynian numismatics, and by 
the editor on Athenian admission tickets. It is well 
printed and illustrated, though the polyglot resources 
of the printer are too prominent in such a reference 
as ‘Journal of Hell. Stadies, Supplementa xa) Papers, 
Excavations an Megalopolis.’ 

Revue suisse de Numismatique, vol. viii. 

Imhoof-Blumer, ‘Zur griechischen Miinzkunde.’ 
A valuable paper (reprinted, Genf, 1898) dealing 
with the numismatics of Cappadocia, Syria, ete. 
Eusebeia Kaisareia.—A complete list is given of the 
autonomous coins of Caesarea in Cappadocia (origin- 

ally Mazaca). These are inscribed either EYZE- 

BEIAS or KAISAPEIA® and are in many 
cases dated by the regnal years of Archelaus, King of 
Cappadocia, B.c. 36—-A.p. 17. Imhoof shows from 
the dates on the coins that the name Eusebeia must 
have been changed to Caesarea between B.c. 12 and 
9, the change being made by Archelaus in honour of 
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Augustus. It has been supposed hitherto that the 
change took place in A.D. 17 or in A.D. 41 (cf. 
Ramsay, Hist. Geog. p. 303 f.). A new coin of 

Gordian III. inscribed ENTIXION shows that 

in the time of that emperor Caesarea became (or was 
already) a walled town. Elaiusa Sebaste.—A list of 
the coins of Elaeusa, renamed by Archelaus, king of 
Cappadocia, Sebaste, after he had received Cilicia 
Tracheia in B.c. 20. There is a gap in the coinage 
between A.D. 74 and Commodus which Imhoof pro- 
poses to fill by transferring to Sebaste various silver 
coins usually attributed to Caesarea in Cappadocia. 
These are, chiefly, the coins on which a prow occurs. 
Imhoof urges that such a type is not likely to appear 
at Caesarea, an inland town. I would remark, how- 
ever, that the prow and numerous other types usually 
attributed to Caesarea are borrowed from the coins of 
Rome, and are not chosen (as Greek imperial coin- 
types usually are) on account of their local appro- 
priateness. It hardly seems legitimate, therefore, 
to lay stress on the significance of the prow. 
Imperial coinage of Syria.—Additions to Imhoof's 
Griech. Miinzen, pp. 231-243 in which he showed 

- that many silver coins with the types of Antioch 
were struck at various Syrian mints (e.g. at Hieropo- 
lis, Beroea, etc.). Era of Paltos (in Seleucis).— 
Imhoof shows that the imperial coins of Paltos are 
dated from an era beginning (as at Aradus) in the 
autumn of B.c. 259 or 258. The two eras (i) B.C. 
239, (ii) B.c. 97-81 hitherto believed to have been 
employed at Paltos rests only on the evidence of 
mis-read coins. Gerasa (Decapolis)—Two new 

imperial coins with inscription AN. TW. TTP. 

XP. TW TIP. FE completed by Imhoof as 

’Avtioxéwv TaY mpos Xpuoopda Tav mpds Tepdcots. 
These must be of Gerasa itself or of some town in 
the neighbourhood. 

Revue Numismatique, 1898, part i. 

E. Babelon, ‘La collection Waddington au 

cabinet des médailles. Inventaire Sommaire’ (contd. ). 

Coins of Lycia, Pamphylia, Pisidia—K. F. Kinch. 

‘Le prix d’Achéloos.’—On the silver coin of Meta- 

pontum with standing figure of Achelous (bull- 

headed man) inscribed AXEAOIO AECGAON 

(in archaic letters). The inscription is usually 

interpreted to mean 'This is prize money of the 

games of Achelous.’ Kinch points out some diffi- 

culties in the interpretation, but it is doubtful if his 

own is to be preferred. He takes the words sepa- 

rately, treating the first as a descriptive label of the 

standing figure. This is possible ; but his reference 

of &e@Aov (‘prize’) to the patera held by Achelous 

(silver pateras being given as prizes in the games) is 

far-fetched and not in accordance with numismatic 

usage (the AQAA of Syracusan medallions is a 

different case). I should say that Achelous was here 

represented—as are numerous divinities on coins— 

awaiting a sacrifice or libation, not as displaying his 
prize patera. Rostovtsew, ‘Etude sur les plombs 
antiques.’ Part ii, Tessdres officielles. 

Warwick WRrorH. 
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Revue de Philologie. Vol. 21. Part 4. Oct. 

1897. 
Comment Poppée devint impératrice, Ph. Fabia. 

Continued from the last vol. [Cl. Rev. x, 267]. 
Poppaea was faithful to Nero. She was unchaste 
by policy not by inclination, and so cannot be com- 
pared to Messalina. The great blot upon her 
character is the murder of Octavia. Live dans 
Horace Sat. i. 10, 27 patrisque, latine e¢ non patrisque 
Latini, A. Cartault. A successful vindication of the 
former reading, though the latter has been adopted 
by several recent editions. 

Vol. 22, Parti.) Jan. 1898; 
L’art poétique @ Horace et la tragédie romaine, G. 

Boissier. We may reasonably believe either that 
Varius has in his Thyestes faithfully followed the 
advice of Horace, or that (if Thyestes preceded the 
A.P.) Horace has modelled his rules ace. to the 
practice of Varius. <Avillius Flaccus préfet de 
VEgypte et Philon @ Alexandrie, @apres un papyrus 
inédit, J. Nicole. Bought some years ago at Cairo. 
An official circular of A. F. who was governor of 
Egypt during part of the time of Tiberius and Cali- 
gula and was bitterly attacked after his death by 
Philo for persecution of the Jews. Vitruvius Rufus 
§ 39 mesure des hauteurs, et § 39 bis, formule de Vare 
surhaussée, V. Mortet. A fragment of a MS. from 
the library of Valenciennes. Le temple d’ Apollon 
Didyméen. Questions chronologiques, i, B. Haus- 
soullier. In this art. the text of two fragmentary 
inscriptions is translated and explained. Plautus 
Curculio, G. Ramain. Some critical notes. (wel- 
ques passages de Phéedre, L. Havet. On i, 16, 2 (is 
not now so certain of nos laqueare, see Cl. Rev. xi, 
369), iv, 9, 6 and iv, 21,5. Ad épnueptda apxato- 
Aoyixyv 1897, p. 177, B. H. In the decree which 
fixes the time of the construction of the temple of 
Athena Nike on the Acropolis of Athens, here first 
published, tov Seuoorov=Tdy Snudovov and not Tay 
Snuoclwy. Observations sur le texte de Dion Chryso- 
stome, H. Weil. Chronologie des oewvres de Tertul- 
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lien, P. Monceaux. The writings of T. are divided 
into four periods, (1) before 200, (2) 200-206, (3) 
207-212, (4) after 213. The last is the De pudicitia, 
between 217 and 222. 

Mnemosyne. N.S. Vol. 26. Part 1. 

De templis Romanis, J. M. J. Valeton. On the 
Pomeriwm (continued), On the extensions of the 
Pomerium. On certain questions pertaining to its 
history, (1) on the true boundary of the city, (2) on 
the measurement of the city given by Pliny (N. H. 
iii, 66 sqq.), (3) on the gates and stones of the 
Pomerium. Finally, a list of the various extensions 
is given. De codicum Aristophaneorum Ravennatis 
et Veneti (Marciani 474) lectionibus, H. van Her- 
werden. Ad Plutarchum, J. v. d. V. ‘Two emenda- 
tions to the Life of Galba, cc. 1 and 16. Scholiolwm 
Juvenalianum emendatum, J. v. d. V. On i, 22 for 
curatus read eviratus. Ad Thucydidem. De frag- 
mento papyri nuper reperto, J. v. Leeuwen jr. On 
the report of the Egypt Exploration Fund 1896-1897 
describing the finds of Messrs. Grenfell and Hunt. 
Mavojs 6 mpodjtns Kat vouoberns, J. C. Vollgraff. 
In Longinus De Sublim. ix, 9 for éxepnoe proposes 
EXpNTE. 

Part 2. De Horatii odis ad rempublicam pertinenti- 
bus, H. T. Karsten. Continued from the last vol. 
[Cl. Rev. xi, 462]. The first six odes of Book 3 are 
here dealt with. K, thinks that they were composed 
separately between 29 and 27, then published 
together in 27 with two stanzas inserted between 
odes 3 and 4 and 4 and 5, anda preface of two stanzas 
to the whole. Ad Plutarchi Galbam, J. v. a. V. 
Critical notes on cc. 5,9 and 15. Annotationes ad 
Aeneidem, P. H: Damsté. On i; 35, 321; li, 538; 
iii, 99, 445, 509; iv, 538, 587; v, 125, 426. 
Thucydidea, H. van Herwerden, With reference to 
Hude’s edition of Books I-1V. Lpistula critica de 
Aristophanis Nubibus, qua Mauritio Beniamin 
Mendes da Costa summos honores in litteris nuper 
acceptos gratulatur amico amicus, J. v. Leeuwen jr. 

[The Bibliography is held over for neat month. | 
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JULY 1898. 

Tt is with much regret that I find myself obliged to retire from the Editorship of the 

CiLassicAL REVIEW, for which f have no longer sufficient time at my disposal. IT am 

glad, however, to be able to annownce that my place will be taken in October by 

Dr. PostGats, and also that Mr. A. BERNARD Cook, of Trinity College, Cambridge, 

will be added to the Staff as an Assistant in the Editorial work. I cannot let this 
announcement go forth without adding an expression of deep gratitude, not only to my 

Colleagues on the Staff, but also to those many distinguished scholars, both of this country 

and of America, who, during the past five years, have contributed their writings, and in 

several cases have aided me by their counsel on matters of difficulty. 

G. E. MarinDIn. 

THE MINOR WORKS OF XENOPHON. 

(Continued from p. 195). 

XI. THe CyNEGETICUS. 

WE come lastly to the Cynegeticus. Two 
parts of it are so peculiar that great doubt 
has been felt as to their genuineness, and 
this doubt has sometimes extended to the 
body of the work. The latter is a very 
plain, business-like, technical account of 
hunting, chiefly hare-hunting, full of matter- 
of-fact details about hares, dogs, nets, and 
all the incidents and methods of the sport. 
But to this is prefixed a curiously high- 
flown introduction about the legendary 
heroes of Greece who were taught ‘hunting 
and other noble things’ by the centaur 
Chiron, Each of these heroes is briefly 
commemorated in a very artificial and florid 
style. The sudden drop from this ornate 
prooemium to practical hints on the con- 
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struction of nets is somewhat grotesque. 
When the practical details have been given, 
the writer goes on to remark upon the 
excellent training, bodily and mental, which 
young men get from their hunting, con- 
trasts it with other and inferior ways of 
spending time, and passes into a vehement 
attack upon the sophists and such men as in 
politics or private life seek their own ad- 
vancement by unfair means. This is so 
unnecessary an appendage to a book on 
hunting, that it has not unnaturally been 
regarded with great suspicion. 

It will conduce to clearness if we take the 
three parts separately. I will begin with 
chapters i-xi., the body of the work, and 
examine the language of it, trying to ascer- 
tain first what things it contains, if any, 
that are at all characteristic of X., or that, 

Z 
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being noticeable, are at least not inconsistent 
with his style: and secondly what there is, 
if anything, that points the other way. 

In dealing with the Cynegeticus I have 
derived some help from Brennecke’s dis- 
sertation de authentia et integritate Cyne- 
getict Xenophontei (Posen 1868) and from 
Vol. 3, Part 2 (London 1897) of Mr. 
Dakyns’ Works of Xenophon, containing his 
translation of the treatise with notes and 
other remarks. 

We have seen more than once that X. is 
fonder of éyxepety (2. 2) than most Attic 
writers, who prefer émyepeiv. My with 
third person aorist imperative, (2. 2 pdeis- 
vopicatw) is not at all common in prose, but 
X. has it sometimes: Kiihner § 397. 3 
quotes Cyr. 7.5. 73: 8.7. 26. In 2.5 tov 
Bpoxwv 7o diudorynpa (ze. in the dikrva) icov 
tais dpxvow is an elliptical form of expres- 
sion, and the same is probably the analysis 
of 9. 10 76 te Tdyos ovdevi cikds EotL TOV 
tyAukovtwv veBpav, where I take ovdevi to be 
short for ‘the speed of any animal,’ ovdevds 
taxet. This ellipse is found in X.: cf. Occ. 
7. 32 7 Wyepov eEoporodrar Tots epyots ols eme 
det mpatrew: Hiero 1. 38 éeuxaovew atrovs 
tats Tav diAovvtwv troupyias: Cyr. 5. 1. 4 
opotav tats dovAas cixe THY eoOHTa. oSpadrs 
(2. 7) =6padds is accepted by Hug in An. 4. 
6. 12. or. and dié7u in successive sentences 
(3. 1), both meaning ‘because,’ are found 
Symp. 8. 19. We observed on the Apologia 
S. that X., unlike most prose writers, but 
like the tragedians, prefers dupa to dpOadpos. 
Here oppa is used some nine or ten times 
(3. 3: 4. 1. 8, 4 ete.) and é6dOadpos I think 
only once (5. 11). The usually poetical 
adyos (3. 3) occurs Symp. 8. 87: Avan is the 
common prose word. The place of pe, dé, 
ovv, Which we notice several times in this 
and other chapters (3. 3 ai twyAat pev..., at 
awvxo O€ k7.A.: 3.4 7a Gta pev) is quite 
Xn.: cf. Kiihner § 528.1. Hist 8’ ai (3. 6. 
and 10), gore dé ots (11. 4), €or ore (5. 16) 
agree with X.’s preference of these forms to 
éviot (0. 18 MSS. éveor, edd. eviov: but see 
note below) and éviore (9. 19). So too I 
make the book to contain eight instances of 
apoobev (3. 6 etc.) against five of eumpoobev 
(4. 1 ete.) ; and this again, as we have several 
times seen, is characteristic of X. @apua 
(3. 7) = wodAdKis occurs four or five times 
in X., hardly elsewhere in prose (neither 
Plato nor Aristotle). “Hypevar (3. 11) is an 
uncommon use of ayeuw, bring up, educate, to 

be illustrated by ayOetca, also of dogs, in 
Mem. 4.1.3. Todd petfw (4. 1 and 5. 30) 
agrees with X.’s preference of zoAv to roAA@ 
with comparatives, but we find zoAA@ petlw 
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in 10. 12. The usually poetical zodaxns (4. 
2:5. 17: 9. 1: woddxea 5. 27) occurs in 
Mem. 3.11. 8 and De R. Hq. 3. 12: perhaps 
it should be regarded as more or less tech- 
nical. TTveva (4. 8, 5: 5. 11), like Oapwa, 
occurs a few times in X.: in 6. 22 we have 
the rare zuxvés. For the double comparative 
(4. 4) Oarrov hourdca padrrov cf. Mem. 3. 13. 
5 xapteorepov...paddov with Kiihner’s note. 
The Xn. use of ovv for pera appears in 4. 5 
aiv woAAn KAdyyn: 9. 6 civ Tovw SwKdpevos : 
less decidedly in 6. 16 civ tats otpats ra 
cdpara da ovverikpadatvovoa, tails and all. 
For the importance of this we must bear in 
mind such facts as Tycho Mommsen points 
out, e.g. that in all Lysias there are only two 
examples of ctv, and in all Isocrates no cer- 
tain example at all. But pera is also used 
here (4. 5,6: 9.8: 11. 3), as it is by X. 
Ilévrn (4. 5) is rare in most prose (e.g. never 
in Thucydides, Demosthenes, Lysias), but 
occurs now and then in X., more often I 
think in Plato and Aristotle, though in 
them it usually refers to manner, not to 
place. X. is rather noticeably fond of an 
accusative joined to verbs of motion to ex- 
press the ground traversed. Thus de &. Hq. 
8. 1 tpéxew Senoe...kai mpaviy Kal opOia Kat 
mrdéyia: Hipparch. 3. 14 ra dp0a taxv eAavveww 
xen: An. 4. 4. 1 mopevecOar wediov: tb. 2. 
4.27 ra SiaBata wopevov: Cyr. 2. 4. 22 ih 
Tv épewnv (yqv or xepav). This is a con- 
struction occasionally, though but rarely, 
found in poetry, both Greek and Latin (¢.g. 
il. 7. 6: Prom. V. 708: Aj. 30: Aen. 1. 
524: Prop. 2. 28. 19); in Greek prose I do 
not know whether it occurs except in X. and 
the Ionic of Herodotus (e.g. 7. 121 me ryv 
pecdyaav: 2. 24. 2 epxerar ris AiBvys ra 
dvw). But in the Cynegeticus we have it 
three or four times: 4. 6 7a dpy Geovoay : 5. 
17 Oéovor. . Ta dvdvTy 7) Ta Spada: 5. 18 orav 
Tovs AlOovs, Ta Spy, TA HeAXea, TA dacEs 
droxwpact (cf. particularly de R. Hq. 8. 10 
fhevyy ext tov immov mavtoia xwpia): in 4. 9 
it seems to be used once, if not twice, and 

perhaps in 5. 15. 
The poetical géyyos (5, 4: 10, 7), 

veoyvds (5. 14: 9. 1), van or vazos (9. 
15: 9. 11: 10. 19) are all found in X., 
the last several times. Texva is used here 
(5. 24) in the unusual sense of the young of 
an animal, but we have seen before that X. 
makes use of the word, although most prose 
and Aristophanes abstain fron it, presum- 
ably as poetical. Ta é€pydoya (5. 15) is 
found in Cyr. 1. 4. 16: cyds (5. 16: 6. 5) 
up-hill in Hell. 4. 3. 23: xaradmdros (18 bis) 
often in X. “Ezopa (5. 28 and seven or 
eight times in Chh. 6 and 10) we have seen 
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to be a Xn. word by no means in universal 
use. With édevyev dpOov in 5. 29 cf. An. 4. 
6. 12 faov opOrov ievar 7 Spares. ’Opilo, 
éyiZopat (6. 4) is scarcely cited except from 
An. 4. 5.5: Hell. 6.5. 21: and the disputed 
Resp. Lac. 6.4. “Api (6.5) is a preposition 
all but confined among Attic prose-writers 
to X., for with the doubtful exception of 
Menex. 242 E Plato uses it only in the 
phrase of audi twa and other writers not at 
all. ’Aévaos (6. 5) is a poetical word found 
not only in the disputed Ages. 1. 20 and 
Vect. 4.17 but also in Cyr. 4. 2. 44: Hell. 
3. 2. 19. Mevos (6. 15: 10. 16) is still 
more poetical, but occurs three or four 
times in X. (Hell. 7. 1. 31 etc.), and the 
mainly poetical xozos (6. 25: cf. taoxozos 
ibid.) may be found de Rk. Hq. 4. 2: An. 5. 
8. 3. dod near (6. 6) is very rare in prose, 
but occurs a few times in X. (Cyr. 3. 1. 2 
etc.) : so too éuobev (7. 8) in Cyr. 1. 4. 23 ete. 
With jpednpernv éobyra (6. 11), a sort of 
négligé, cf. An. I. 7. 19 eropevero jpednpevurs ; 
Gp’ yAtw avexovte (6. 13) occurs in the same 
form or with dvicxovte in An. 2. 1. 3 and 
Hell. 2. 1. 23. IodAAd = qwodAaks (6. 14, 
23: 8. 3) is rare in prose, but cf. An. 4. 3. 
2 wod\Aa tov TapeAndAvOdTwv TOvwV pvnpoved- 
cavres and one or two other places. Meéypu 
as a conjunction (6. 21 péype av cadds 
yvwpicwowy) occurs a good many times in X. 
and Plato, seldom elsewhere in Attic prose. 
For xaréyev in the unusual sense of 7i- 
stare (6.22 and the passive in 9. 20) ef. 
Cyr. 1. 4. 22. 

A remarkable phenomenon is the ap- 
pearance six times in the sixth chapter 
and three times later (6. 7, 8, 12, 23, 
Ppeeeo 95 12): 10. 7,) (8) of the, final 
conjunction dézws av with a subjunctive. 
Although 6zws av, not tva (which hardly 
occurs) is the regular final conjunction in 
Attic official inscriptions, it will be seen 
from the table which Goodwin has _ put 
together (Moods and Tenses p. 398) out of 
Weber’s statistics that in literature it is 
infrequent on the whole, occurring with the 
subjunctive four times in Demosthenes, 
twelve times altogether in the Ten Orators, 
never in Thucydides. Weber (Hntwicke- 
lungsgeschichte der Absichtssdtze 2. 74 foll.) 
cites outside the Cynegeticus five passages of 
X., namely, Hell. 1. 6.9: 3. 4.9: Cyr. 5. 
2. 21 and 4. 37: 8. 3. 6: also four passages 
where it goes with an optative (/ell. Cyr. 
An.). It is therefore very noticeable and, 
though rare in X., may be called Xn. _ Its 
extraordinary comparative frequency in 
these three Chh. is curiously paralleled by 
the unusual frequency (nine times) with 
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which it occurs in the Lysistrata (Weber 1. 
p. 115) and by the fact of its occurring in 
only five of the dialogues of Plato (ib. 2. 62). 

Weber’s statistics are useful to us on 
another point. We find in 7. 10 and 10. 14 
the use of 7 as a final conjunction = wa py, 
drws yu. Weber shows (2. pp. 70 and 92: 
cf. note in Goodwin p. 112) that this occurs 
twelve times in the works ascribed to X. 
(five times in Cyr. three in An., twice in 
Mem., twice here) and twenty-four times in 
Plato, but that otherwise it is almost un- 
known to prose (e.g. twice in Demosthenes). 
Its occurrence here is therefore certainly 
important. In 7. 12 the editors have no 
doubt rightly received the correction os Ta 
mo\Ad for eis Ta toAAd. This phrase, which 
is found again in 10. 7, is not a common 
one, but it occurs a few times in X. (e.g. Cyr. 
2.1. 30: 8 1. 14). Karacképaoa (9. 2) 
is an uncommon compound found in X. 
"Avrurépas (9. 3) is Xn. too. Weber (2. p. 
83) gives six examples from X. of a purely 
final Gxws with future indicative, one of 
which is 9. 4 tav Torwv evOvpovpevov, O7ws 

py dpapticerat. It was probably by an 
oversight that he failed to add 8. 6 77s wpas 
evOvpovpevov, Sus . . Eotar 7 Aevropery tkavi) 

repstnoacbar (i.e. Tas apxus). But in both 

places the use of évOvpetcGar seems to me to 

make the 6zws clause not purely final but 

rather what Weber calls an ‘incomplete 
final clause,’ by which he means the use 

after oxoreicOat, eryseAcioOar, etc., Goodwin's 

‘object clause.’ 
The re. . re of 9. 10 and 18 (instead of re 

xa‘) is occasionally found in X.: see the 

table in Roquette’s De X. Vita p. 39. He 

says there are six examples altogether in 

the book: I have not noticed somany. A 

single connecting te, which is also just 

noticeable and not un-Xn. will be found in 

10. 23. Neapés (9. 10) is mostly poetical, 

but see Cyr. 1. 4. 3. In 9. 10 and 11. 4 we 

have the plural verb with a neuter plural 

subject. This is much commoner in X. 

than in most authors. The rare dvcw7eicbat 

(9. 16) occurs Mem. 2. 1. 4, and the rare 

dXeewds, Woxewwds (10. 6) are both used by X. 

more than once. TIlepé (or much more often 

dui) 7 éxew is a regular Xn. expression for 

being engaged with something. With epi 

aitov éxew (10. 9) cf. for instance Hell. 7. 4. 

28 mepi tovs ’HAelovs etxov. ’Eykparys (10. 

10) very seldom means strong, but cf. de X. 

Eq. 7.8: Hell. 7.1, 23. With éxvedw (10. 

12) of. de R. Ho. 5.4. The poetical apde- 

Batvw (10. 13) reminds us of X.’s liking for 

dpoi: see above on 6. 5. PéperOar (10. 21) 

is used by him several times of a rapid on- 
z 2 
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set. “Exzoveiv tiv érOupiav (10. 21: cf. the 

disputed Ages. 11. 9) is an uncommon phrase, 

but X. like Euripides is distinctly fond of 

€KTFOVELV. 
I turn now to look for evidence on the 

other side: noticeable words, forms, phrases, 

constructions, not found in X., which can be 

regarded as grounds for suspicion. There 

are, according to Brennecke, not less than 

360 words in the Cynegeticus which are not 

found elsewhere in X., but of this great 

number much the larger part may be set 

aside at once as unimportant. Technical 

terms are of no value for our inquiry. X. 

has no occasion elsewhere to use them, and 

therefore their non-appearance elsewhere has 

no significance. Semi-technical perhaps are 

a few words like yeywveiv (6. 24), cxomi- 

petr Oar (9. 2), coverkpadaive (6. 1G). "The 

second of these occurs once in Aristophanes 

(Wasps 361 anapaests), and Ar. Ach. 965 

(mock-heroic) seems the only passage where 

kpasaivw is used by a good author in anything 

like the language of prose. Probably we 

may also set aside many late imperatival 

forms, such as mpoitwcav and zroueitwoay (4. 

3 and 4), which appear in the MSS. but have 

been held by editors to be due to copyists 

and do not now appear in editions. This, 

however, should not be taken quite for 

granted. A third class to be noticed is made 

up of words such as we have often seen to 

be really characteristic of X., though these 

particular examples do not elsewhere occur 

in him. They are words of a more or less 

poetical cast, otherwise known to us mainly 

or even entirely from use in the poets. In 

all the minor works which we have examined 

we have found such words, sometimes 

occurring only once in the Xn. corpus, some- 

times more often. Among them we may 

perhaps class wAdvos (3. 6), A€xpos (4. 3), 

Bpvw (5. 12), peiOpov (5. 15 and 34: 9. 11), 

peopa (5. 16: used two or three times else- 

where in X., but not in the sense of stream), 

vapa (5. 34: Plato), Opavw (6. 1), pods (6. 5), 

dvdoow (6. 17), mpooredd lo (6. 19), apetBopar 

(9. 14), tZopar (9. 14), though one or two may 

be uncertain. Such words as yeywveir, etc., 

mentioned above will have to be added, if 

they are not technical. The simple evdw (5. 

11) is also distinctly poetical, like the simple 

iCopat (xabervdu, xabiZoyar being the common 

prose words), but it follows immediately 

upon xaevdu, and there is reason to think 

the Greeks liked to put the simple after the 
compound instead of repeating the compound 

form. All these words, therefore, though 

not used by X. elsewhere, tell really rather 
for than against Xn. authorship. 
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The following words or expressions, not 
found elsewhere in X. so far as I know, 
strike me as worth noticing: dAAdrrew TH 
AAuxiav (2. 1) and the intransitive égadAarrwov 
diverging (10. 7): jovyn (2. 8) in the rare 
sense slightly or approximating to it: 
imephaprpivopar (3. 7: Aapmrptvopar is not 
found in X.), 7d dvjKxovarov (3. 8), orippds 
(4. 1), éimav (4. 1) and émt 76 duvardv (5. 8), 
yvopilw (4. 4), in the rare sense make known, 
aiwpetcOat (4. 4), eravevar, stop (4.5: 7. 1: 
10. 11), POworwpov (5. 9: perdrwpov a few 
times here and elsewhere), icdmedos (5, 18), 
and dzedos (6. 9: 10. 9), ryp& (6. 1), exepr- 
evar (6. 10: 8. 3, 5), dyvworos (6. 15), 

emvyvpilo (6. 23), évdedexas (7. 2), meprpo- 
BeicOa (49.17: repojoGo. Dindorf), purretv 
neuter (9. 20) and the compounds diappurrety, 
éxipputreiv, emavappitre (whether the con- 
tracted form is right is uncertain), cataepys 
(10. 9: cf. 5. 30), veoyevyjs (10. 23). 

I take finally a few points of a more 
grammatical nature. Four times (5. 8, 20: 
9. 8, 20) we find re dé meaning at other times 
and with no éré pev preceding. This éré is 
quoted (Kriiger 25. 10. 12) from Thue. 7. 
27. 4: Plat. Phaedo 59 A: Theaet. 207D ; 
but these examples, if right, seem to be the 
only other ones between Iliad 11. 568 (?) and 
Aristotle (see Bonitz’ Index). It is in fact 
a use characteristic of late Greek, and the 
absence of anything like ére nev makes the 
phrase somewhat more noticeable. "Evvov 
épvOnpa is read by both Dindorf and Sauppe 
in 5. 18, but the MSS. have évou and évov 
is extremely doubtful (see note below). 
"Evios in the singular seems not to be known 
before Aristotle. ’AdaipetoGar tiva twos, 
deprive a man of, is an unusual construction 
(6. 4). In érocaxq otdv 7 dv 7 (6. 20) the 
dy occupies an unusual position, but besides 
Pind. W. 4.91: Ar. 2. 259 there are parallels 
even in prose, cf. Laws 647 E éroow rhéov av 
édy (so too 850 A): 739C omov 76 wade 

Neyopevov av ylyvytat. Al tis ka 1S common 
in Dorie inscriptions (see Cauer’s Delectus 
passim, eg. No. 8, lines 120, 127, 152, and 

so in the Laws 862 D and 890 A ore tus av, 

909 E én tts av, Demosth. 2. 14 doe tus av. 
In X. we find Hiero 1. 38 4 paduor’ av 
Svvwvrat, Where I needlessly proposed to read 

4 dv: Cyr. 4.5.52 6 7 ado av: Vect. (1) 1. 
1. drotod twes av (cf. Platonic Apist. 13. 
362 c). Kdrwfev governing a genitive (8.8: 

4,1 is, I suppose, different) is found in 

Aristotle H. A. 8. 24. 604 a28. In8.8 

oxepdpevov ovv Set drrov av 7 Tepuicracba and 

9. 18 oxorovpevov Grou dv dépyta it certainly 
looks as if the clauses with dézov and 67ou 
were dependent questions, in which case the 
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subjunctive would be very remarkable: but 
perhaps it is not absolutely necessary to take 
them so. There is probably no _ precise 
parallel in X. to the use of the participle 
with éyw (10. 11 eav...éraveis éxy) as in 
tragedy, Herodotus, and occasionally, I think, 
Plato ; for in the nearest passages quoted 
Cagle (42) 427,.13 7: 1,27: cf. Good- 
win § 47) éyw hardly loses its own ordinary 
meaning, and here moreover the participle is 
neuter, which is unusual even in tragedy. 
The middle @ypac6a: of literal hunting is 
unusual, but cf. Ar. Zg. 864. A very well- 
marked grammatical peculiarity of the book 
is the incessant use of the infinitive in the 
rules laid down for the young huntsman. 
This is not precisely the infinitive for 
imperative that we sometimes find in Greek, 
because that infinitive does not take its 
subject in the accusative as here. It is the 
infinitive used in laws and proclamations (e.g. 
Dem. 23. 22: Ar. Ach. 172) ‘depending on 
some word (understood) like édofe or 
xeAeverar’ (Goodwin, § 750). It is said not 
to occur elsewhere in X., not even in the 
Hipparch. and de Ke Eq. which are similar in 
nature to the Cyn. and might be expected 
to contain it: but Aristotle occasionally has 
something like it (Bonitz’ Index, p. 343). 
This peculiarity of the Cyn. reminds one in 
a way of the peculiar imperative use of the 
future indicative throughout the epicure’s 
rules in Hor. Sat. 2.4. The only other 
thing which I have noticed in the grammar is 
the unusual amount of asyndeton, words and 
occasionally clauses being just put side by 
side without a particle to connect them. In 
a few cases (e.g. 7. 4) the text can hardly be 
right : in others, where there is an enumera- 
tion of qualities, the asyndeton is not 
unnatural, though, especially when only two 
adjectives are thus coupled together (e.g. 
6. 1 €orw d& Ta pev dé€parca padakd, tAaTEa: 
6. 8 croxilérw 5 paxpa iwyda), it deserves 
notice. Twice in 4. 1 we have a curious 
asyndeton, peradd paxpav Bpaxewy and petakd 
peydAwy pixpov. One or two other things 
will be noticed presently in the critical 
notes on separate passages. 

The facts of language, however, which 
tell most against Xn. authorship are of a 
negative, not of a positive, kind. There is 
a total absence of certain things which we 
have seen to be Xn. The particle py, of 
which X. is fond to excess and which he uses 
sometimes with extraordinary frequency (e.g. 
in the de R. Hq.), does not occur once, nor 
does xai—éé, to which he is much addicted. 
The figure called anaphora, very frequent in 
him, is not found either, but perhaps one 
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may fairly say there is little occasion for it. 

Final és is never used, though ta occurs 

often, simple ézws once or twice, and ozs 

dv, as we have seen, with noticeable frequency 

in certain chapters; nor does as ever take 

the place of dare (which is frequent) with 

either infinitive or indicative, though X. 

often makes it do so. There is no éore and 

no évOa, though there are many places where 

they might have been used. But with regar 

to piv and to final as the following facts 

should be borne in mind. In what Roquette 

calls the first part of Hell. (Books | and 2 

as far as ch. 3. 10), which in bulk exceeds 

Cyn. by about a third, piv never occurs : in 

Oec., which is twice the length of Cyn., it 

occurs only four times (Roquette, p. 39). As 

for final és, though it is conspicuous in An. 

and Cyn. and in proportion to their length in 

Hipparch. and de R. Eq., itis found according 

to Roquette only twice in Oec., six times in 

the whole of Hell., and only once in Mem. 

As to the other words mentioned, I am not 

aware of any statistics that give their dis- 

tribution. But perhaps these figures are 

enough to show that, though the occurrence 

of a word may be taken as in some degree a 

mark of Xn. authorship, the fact of its not 

occurring cannot at present be used as telling 

much, if at all, on the other side. I say ‘at 

present ’ because if further inquiry should 

ever establish clearly the chronology of the 

works of X., the case might then possibly be 

altered. Even as it is, the absence of piv 

has been taken as a mark that Cyn. was 

early in date, a subject to be touched upon 

below. 
On a eareful consideration of all the 

linguistic evidence for and against, so far as 

T have been able to marshal it, I come to the 

conclusion that chapters i.-xi. of the Cyne- 

geticus were written by X. This was not my 

first impression, but further study has 

brought out a good many things which I 

then overlooked, and I attach less importance 

now to the want of a very markedly Xn. 

diction. There are in point of fact a good 

many things in the language that point more 

or less to X., and we must remember that 

the nature of the subject debarred him from 

the use of many words and turns of expres- 

sion that we find in his historical and 

miscellaneous writings. With one or two 

exceptions the language is perhaps as Xn. 

as could be fairly counted upon. 
Cobet pronounced the Cynegeticus, the 

whole of which he held to be genuine (Nov. 

Lect. p. 774), to be the earliest of X.’s works, 

not on the ground of language, but because 

of the ‘ youthful fervour’ which he considers 
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it to breathe, If it really was in whole or 
in part an early work, this might further 
explain the less distinctly Xu. character of 
it. But the tone is rather that of an 
experienced huntsman, no longer young, 
advising beginners what to do, and the 
position taken up at starting in 1. 18 (éya 
fev ovv mapawvd Tots véeos K.t.’) would be 
rather ludicrous in a quite young man. 
Hare-hunting too cannot even in X.’s boy- 
hood have been a common amusement in 
Attica. The war must have prevented it, 
and hares must even then have been scarce. 
Aristophanes, Wasps 1203 (422 B.c.), puts 
the hunting ofa boar or a hare and running 
in the torch-race all together as rather 
creditable manly performances, nor does he 
seem to be joking. Nausicrates (probably of 
the Middle Comedy, that is of X.’s time) 
speaks of Attica as a land ob dacvrod’ eipeiv 
éoTw odxt padiov. This difficulty rises up 
against the theory which Mr. Dakyns briefly 
propounds, that the Cyn. ‘is probably an 
early work of X.’s rehandled and re-edited, 
with additions (not improbably) by himself 
or under his inspiration when an old man.’ 
For this and for other reasons, I think, it 
seems more natural to connect the book with 
his residence at Scillus in Elis, of which he 
himself records in An. 5. 3. 8 ey 8 76 & 
XKrXodtvre xwpiw kat Ojpar ravrwv éréca éortiv 
aypevopeva Onpia, and afterwards @rpav 
ETOLOUVTO Els THY EopTHV Ol TE RevodhavTos Tatoes 
Kat of Tov GAAwy ToduTav, ot 5 Bovddpevor Kat 
avopes cvveOypwv,and Diogenes 2.52 roivretbev 
dueréXer KuvyyeT@v Kal Tovs dirovs éotiav Kal 
Tas lotopias ovyypadwv, speaking of X. at 
Scillus. It is then or later that the two books 
relating to horses and cavalry are generally 
thought to have been written. The chapters 
on deer and wild boars are also evidently 
more suited to other parts of Greece than to 
Attica. I would add that the whole treatise 
breathes the spirit of the country, not of a 
big city. Nothing is said about going out of 
a town into the country for hunting 
purposes. 

We now turn to the concluding chapters 
of the book. It may be right to accept the 
twelfth and reject the thirteenth, or to draw 
the line after § 9 of the twelfth ; but I will 
take them together. 

Occ. 1. 8 dvri rod tpépew rewhy mapackevdlet 
is the best parallel I can find anywhere for 
the rather noticeable construction of the 
simple infinitive in 12. 1 dyiady te yap tots 
THpact Tapackevdter Kai dpav Kal dKovew 
paddov. “Evy, bed, sleeping-place is very 
uncommon in Attic prose, but occurs a few 
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times in Plato and X., and the use of 
eivalerOa: in 12, 2 agrees with this. (Eivalw 
in 9. 3, like etvaia tyvy which occurs 
frequently in the body of the work, should 
probably be regarded as technical). 12. 3 
gives us mpdcbev: 12. 4 a construction of 
mapexo With the infinitive (zapéxe adrois 
mov te cidevar), like that of zapacKevalw 
above, which is paralleled in the doubtful 
Vect. 4.12 (4 modus) mapéxe...epydlecbar ev 
tots petadAors: it is, I think, quite uncommon. 
’"ErpepOnv (12. 5) is as Xn. a formas érparnv. 
Avoyxwpia (12. 5) occurs several times in Cyr. 
In 12. 6 ciddres...67 evredfev nirixovr..., 
erueAevav...€rojoavTo seems an instance of 
what we have seen before to be much more 
common in X. than in any one else, the use 
of the imperfect indicative in oratio obliqua 
instead of the present indicative or optative. 
’"Evopucay in 12. 6 évopucay opus Tods Kuvyyetas 
py Kwdvew...dypevew means perhaps only 
‘they had the practice’ : vouifw in this sense 
with an infinitive is unusual out of Herod- 
otus, but perhaps occurs in Hiero 3. 3 rods 
porxovs vopifover woAXat Tov ToAEWV YyToLWi 
amoxteivev. It may, however, have the 
meaning to which I called attention in a 
note on #. LZ. 1. 7 of ‘laying down a rule.’ 
‘To make a thing a practice’ is equally 
ambiguous in English. In writing on the 
R. L. I overlooked the fact that at least one 
clear instance of the use is found in Cyr. 8. 
5. 3 edfis d€ totTo evéuile Kipos, mpds €w 
Bréroveav iotacba thy oxnvyv. Sturz and 
Holden explain the words in the Hiero in the 
same way, and may very well be right. 
"Aypevw in 12. 6 is a word found in the 
poets, but hardly to be found, I think, in 
good prose except An. 5. 3.8: Hipparch. 4. 
18: &. LZ. 5.3. Plato uses Onpevw frequently, 
but not dypevw ; nor apparently @ypa, which 
is common in X. In 12. 8 we find once at 
least the simple re, tacking on a clause to 
what goes before. This occurs again in 13. 
1l (ra te odparta). X.’s characteristic ctv 
presents itself in 12. 11 (werd in 12. 2: 13. 
15) ; poxbctv, a distinctly Xn. word, in 12. 
15. @cooeBys is uncommon, but cf. PeoreBis 
Cyr. 3. 3. 58 and OeocgBea An. 2. 6. 26. 
X. repeatedly uses ‘eofa: of rapid movement, 
rushing, ete., but except in him it is prac- 
tically confined to poetry. Ast gives it as 
occurring three times in Plato: two of these 
are purely etymological passages in the 
Cratylus, the third (Phaedr. 241 B) is part 
of a composition described by Plato himself 
as dOvpapBor (2b. 241 E). Its use in a frag- 
ment of Pherecrates is uncertain. We may 
therefore note particularly the occurrence of 
the word here in 12. 22, 
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Kodtvw with a genitive (13.2 érépwv cwdver 
xpnoipwv) is Xn.: ef. Hell. 4. 3. 4: An. 
1. 6. 2. With pefovws (13.3) cf. exOidvws 
Symp. 4. 3. Ido not know if X. has zapd, 
roughly equivalent to id, after ddaoKnecGar 
(13. 4), but he certainly has it after 
dporoyeicbat, A€yer Oar, onpuaiverOar, Sidocba, 
ddedrcicba. The plural verb sadevoeav 
(13. 5), with a neuter plural subject, if 
right, is not un-Xn._ ’AveééAeyxtos (13. 7) 
occurs Oec. 10. 8. ’EvOvpnua (13. 9 and 13) 
is found two or three times in X. He 
makes use of the poetical words ev«Xeua, 

edxAens, SvoxAens: here (13. 12) we have 
SvoxAea and ev’krAera. Proxéepdera (13. 12) is 
not elsewhere found in him, but he has 
diroxepdys, dtAoxepdety four or five times. 
With év icxw éoriv (13. 14) ef. perhaps év 
ddedeia elvare Cyr. 8. 5. 15: Vect. 4. 35. 
When Roquette (Vita X. p. 90, note) wrote 
pluralem maiestaticum praeter Cyrop. 1 apud 
Xenophontem non nisi in libro de re equestri 
legisse memini (x. im. 1. 1. sqq.), he might 
have added from 13. 13 here BeArious yiyvov- 
Tal...dt av diwatopev? éav yap «.t.A. The 
poetical roxevs (13. 17) occurs Mem. 2. 1. 33. 
Finally be it remarked that no attention is 
paid to hiatus in these chapters any more 
than in the body of the work. 

There are therefore various things point- 
ing to X. as the writer, and nothing I 
should say that points the other way. 
’Evavédvw (12. 9) is unique or very 
rare in good Greek, but not objectionable. 
The passive émoxometoGar (12. 21) is also 
very rare. The absolute use of évaytiov 
(ibid.) is a little curious, if right. With 
cecodiopevws (13. 5) cf. not only rerdac- 
pevws (3. 10) but many other such adverbs 
in X. (repoBnuevws, meprdaypevws etc. : 
Sauppe’s Lewilogus p. 19b). Tapayyedpa 
(13. 9) is not elsewhere used by X. nor the 
somewhat poetical everys (13. 16), but the 
latter is just his kind of word. I do not 
think he has parnv yiyveoOa (13. 14), or a 
plain infinitive after éuroddv (13. 16 ovdev 
eurodwy aoeBeiv), or the phrase Adyos Karéxet 
(13. 17 Adyou karéxovor). These are all the 
points I can see, and they are quite unim- 
portant. But we have to add, as before, 
the curious absence of the particle py. 

Certainly the contents of Chapter 13, 
directed against of codicrai kadovpevor, are 
at once violent and weak, but we do not 
seem warranted in saying X. cannot have 
written it. The sentiments are quite 
natural to him, much more so than to any 
"Iooxpatidevs, such as Hartman takes the 
author to have been. Such a person is 
indeed just the sort of man at whom they 
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are aimed. Chapter 12 is markedly Xn. 
in sentiment, at any rate in the earlier 
part. In Cyr. 1. 2.10: 1. 6. 28 and 39-41 
hunting is treated as training and education 
in just the same way. But the-manner in 
which the point is argued in the later part 
of this chapter is foolish. 

We come finally to the curious and 
tasteless mythological preface with which 
the Cyn. begins. It is to be observed first 
that a preface of some kind is needed. We 
could not begin abruptly with 2. 1 or 1. 18. 
If therefore the preface is spurious, it has 
ousted another which was genuine; unless 
indeed the treatise was never published or 
finished by its author. Secondly there is a 
distinct reference back to it in 12. 18 ot 
rapa Xeipwvr dav ereuvjocOnv. Unless we 
adopt the very unlikely theory of this being 
an interpolation, it shows that the writer of 
12 (and not of 12. 1-9 only) was the writer 
of 1. Thirdly we must observe that the 
writer of 1, whoever he was, clearly meant 
in some degree to suit his style to his 
subject, and in writing about heroes to 
adopt a more or less heroic or, as Plato 
might have called it, dithyrambic tone. In 
$$ 7, 10, 13 the expressions and the order 
of words appear to me to depart deliberately 
from the prosaic, though not in a very 
marked way, and though the vocabulary is 
not poetical. Other poetical touches are 
the plurals dypai (1: ef. Kuvnyeowa), aitiae 

(10), perhaps ydpou (7 cf. &s ror’ jpacby 
ydpov Senedns Kur. Hipp. 453 for the whole 
phrase) and the words x)éos (6), vetxos (17), 
avikytos (17). @ea (6), though not usual 
in prose, must be taken here as necessary to 
avoid the ambiguity that would have arisen 
from 6eds: we have the more usual 1 6eds in 
10. @eds ds (6) is borrowed from the poets 
almost as straight as épiZew (12) from Il. B. 
555. "Ervye tac Oar (8) is a very unusual con- 
struction, and perhaps not right, as rod may 
easily have fallen out. But possibly there 
was poetical warrant for it. On év Adyors 
jv (11) see note below. The most markedly 
poetical expression in the chapter is €yapy 
7@ Sdépw (2). Adpov itself is a word mainly 
poetical, except in the technical sense of 
bribery, which dépa bears in the orators and 
laws: Swped is the regular prose word. X. 
however and Plato make free use of dapov. 
But there is no mistaking the poetical 
character of éydpy (see Veitch, Greek Verbs, 

p. 696), whether we adhere to yap7s in Plat. 
Rep. 606¢e or alter it to xaipys. The writer 
certainly had poetry, perhaps some par- 
ticular passage, in his mind. ’Avayopevijvat 
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(14) is a somewhat disputed form, but 
similar ones appear in X. (Mem. 1. 2. 35) 
and elsewhere, and this may stand or fall 
with them. 

Atxaidérys (1) is an uncommon word which 
both X. and Plato use two or three times. 
The markedly substantival use of cadd with 
or without an article, sometimes with a 
pronominal or adjectival word attached to 
it (2. érépwv kadov: ef. 12. 8 r&v dAAwv KadGrv, 

and érépwyv xpyocipwv in 13. 2) is familiar, 
like that of écAd, in Pindar, but not 
common in prose. In X. cf. Mem. 2. 1. 27 
Kadov Kal ceuvav épyarnv: Symp. 8. 17 ra 
tov maidos kata: Hell. 2. 4. 42 mpos tots 
dAXows Kadots. For Oavpagérw poets (3) cf. 
the remark on 2. 2 above: for rod irepéryxe 
(11) that on 4. 1. Cf. odd dceveyxdvres (5), 
Tocovtov wimepeaxe (7), ToaovTov trepeBade 

(12). Airioe Tpotay éd@var (13) is paralleled 
by Hell. 7. 4. 19 (airwos eddxer elvan THY paxnv 
ovdya): 7. 5.17: An. 6. 6. 8, and the 
only parallel which I find quoted to rots 
matpwovs Kal pytpwous Oeovs (15) is Hell. 
2. 4, 21 mpds Oedv zatpwwv kal pytpwv. 
The single connecting re (cf. 10. 23: 12. 8: 
13. 11) occurs in 18. 

In spite of the ornate style, no attempt is 
made to avoid hiatus. Notice for instance 
10 zarpos 8’ ev ynpa érravOavomévov Tis Geod 
ovx avTOD aitias édvaT’XYCE. 

Without pretending then that in this 
chapter there is much to be recognised as 
Xn., I think we may say that it certainly 
contains nothing in the vocabulary which is 
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inconsistent with his authorship. He was 
at all times addicted to the use of semi- 
poetical words, partly perhaps from natural 
inclination, partly from having picked up 
outside Attica words and usages not so 
familiar in Attic speech as among other 
Greeks. As to the topics and tone of the 
chapter, it seems arbitrary to say that X. 
can never have written so. In the Cyro- 
paedia there are long passages of a tiresome 
and to some extent ornate kind. We have 
seen reasons for accepting the whole of the 
Agesilaus, which contains a good deal of 
writing not in his usual vein. There 
is indeed nothing in Cyropaedia or Agesilaus 
so bad as this. But we do not know at 
what time of his life X. may have written 
it. It need not have been composed at the 
same time as the body of the book. It 
may proceed from the immature taste of 
boyhood or the failing judgment of old age. 
We should be sorry to think that he 
composed it in the full vigour of his 
faculties, but still with all his merits X. 
was far from being a great writer, and 
there is no knowing what he might do in 
some ambitious attempt. The writer of the 
Cynegeticus carefully separates himself from 
the Sophists and modestly professes to be a 
mere layman in writing (13. 4): but a man 
does not always mean what he says, and he 
may very well have thought that he could, 
if he chose, beat them at their own weapons. 

H. Ricwarps, 

(Zo be continued.) 

UPON MANILIUS. 

i. 269, 9¢. 

in cuius caudam contento derigit arcu 
mixtus equo, uolucrem mittens 1am iamque 

sagittam. 

So we should write for the misswrus of the 
MSS. It is an insult to the memory of 
Manilius to suppose that he wrote the vul- 
gate with its postponement of que as feeble as 
it is licentious. Nothing parallel has been 
adduced. It is quite a different thing to 
place -gue where it can eke out a dactyl in 
the second half of the pentameter, an affec- 
tation of Tibullus found in some other poets ; 
and any one can feel that the position of -ne 
in Prop. 3, 16, 5 ‘quid faciam? obductis 

committam mene tenebris?’ bold though it 

is, is amply defended by the emphasis. The 

cause of the corruption is obvious, one of 

the two following iam’s was omitted and mis- 

surus was an inevitable metrical correction. 

If some prosaic reader had glossed mittens 

by misswrus, the corruption was still easier. 

I see that in essentials Bentley has anti- 

cipated this correction, though he writes 

with less probability iam mittens. For cam 

iamque with the pres. part., compare v. 435 

‘intentans morsum, similis iam iamque 

tenenti.’ 

i. 412, sqq. 
tum nobilis Argo 

in caelum subducta mari, quod prima cucurrit, 
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emeritum magnis mundum tenet acta peri- 
clis, 

seruando dea facta deos. 

Palaeographically nothing could be easier 
than Prof. Ellis’ proposal to read apta, in 
the sense of ‘adepta,’ for acta, which is quite 
indefensible (WVoctes Manilianae, p. 9). But 
the participle is weak and superfluous. No- 
thing else worth mentioning has been pro- 
posed. I would suggest that we should read 
‘emeritum magnis mundi tenet atta.” Though 
I change more letters than Prof. Ellis, [ 
obtain a construction which would have 
been very puzzling to a copyist and therefore 
very liable to corruption. For ‘emeritum 
magnis periclis’ is in apposition to the whole 
verbal notion ‘mundi tenet alta.’ The Argo 
has gained the heights of heaven—a distine- 
tion fairly earned by the great perils that 
she has undergone (periclis, it may be 
observed in passing is a quite indefeasible 
expression). The construction may .be 
illustrated from Hor. serm. 2, 1, 53 ‘dente 
lupus, cornu taurus petit, unde nisi intus 
monstratum %’ 

il. 581 sqq. 
In the Journal of Philology, vol. xxv. p. 

267, I have proposed a restoration of this 
passage which is not however complete, as it 
leaves the incoherent order of the manu- 
script. It should be read and arranged as 
follows : 

idcirco nihil ex semet natura creauit 

582 pectore amicitiae maius nec rarius um- 
quam, 

589 perque tot aetates hominum tot tempora 
et annos 

tot bella et uarios etiam sub pace labores 
591 cum Fortuna fidem quaerat, uix inuenit 

usquam. 
583 unus erat Pylades, unus qui mallet 

Orestes 
ipse mori: lis una fuit post saecula 

mortis, 

alter cum raperet mortem, non cederet 
alter. 

haec duo qui potuere sequi uestigia, 
poenis 

optauitque reum sponsor non _ posse 
reuerti 

sponsoremque reus timuit, ne solueret 
ipsum, 

592 at quanta est scelerum moles per saecula 
cuncta 

quamque onus inuidiae non excusabile 
terris | 

The three lines 582-591 clearly belong to 
the general statement of the proposition, 
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afterwards proved in detail, that nothing 
is so rare as true friendship. Not only 
so, but when they are placed in their true 
position, we can at once understand the 

cause of their displacement. It is that fre- 
quent source of error—homoioteleuton. The 
seribe’s eye travelled from the wmquam of 
582 to the usquam of 589. The omitted lines 
were inserted in the first convenient place, 
that is before 592. 

I should feel ungrateful if I failed to avail 
myself of the opportunity to thank Mr. E. J. 
Webb for the very full and kind review of 
my Silua Maniliana in the Classical Review 
of last July. At the same time I would adda 
few observations which were suggested by 
the perusal of that review. 

On li. 538 sqq. 

ipse suae parti Centaurus tergore cedit ; 
usque adeo est homini uictus. quid mirer ab 

illis 
nascenti Librae superari posse trigonum ? 

Mr. Webb dwells on the difficulty of the 
datives of the agent, homini, Librae, which 
seems to him increased by their occurrence in 
two consecutive lines. I confess that I do 
not feel that Jacob’s homini uictus ‘sub- 
jected to the man’ is a whit more difficult 
than ‘cuiquam genitus’ (iv. 896) which I 
quoted or ‘abreptusque patri Torquatus’ (v. 
107) of Torquatus ordered to execution by 
his father, and ‘indutusque Ioui est’ (ii. 491) 
of the Ram whose shape Jupiter assumed, 
which I might have quoted. As to ‘terrae... 
remissa’ 1. 759 it seems impossible to me to 
translate it ‘excused the earth’; but let that 
pass. However I do and did feel the ob- 
scurity of the second dative very acutely ; and 
hence in the Silua I proposed ‘ Libra’ which 
would do away with all difficulty, and though 
I said that Manilius ‘ perhaps’ wrote Librae, 
I am now prepared, it may be boldly, but I 

trust not audaciously, to maintain that the 
vicinity of nascentis corrupted Libra into the 
genitive. 

1 think Mr. Webb has hardly apprehended 
my argument on iv. 204 sqqg., which perhaps 
was not made sufficiently clear in my discus- 
sion. ‘The MSS. have 

Libantes noctem Chelae cum tempore lucis 
| per nova maturi post annum tempora Bacchi] 
mensurae tribuent usus ac pondera rerum. 

As the whole context shows, Manilius is 
speaking only of the effects which being 
born under a ‘ Balance’ would have upon the 
character and history of the partus, He 
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will be able to weigh and measure and 
assign. He will be a second Palamedes—a 
jurisconsult—a Seruius. Lastly he says 
‘denique in ambiguo fuerit quodcumque 
locatum | et rectoris egens, diriment examina 
Librae.’ Now it is quite true, as Mr. Webb, 
quoting iii. 662 and ii, 658 sqq., says, that 
Libra is connected with Bacchus as_pre- 
siding over the time of the vintage. But 
this reference is entirely beside the mark 
here where the essential potency of the sign 
is set forth. Hence I regard v. 205 as an 
interloper, which has found its way into 
the present passage, because Librantes, 
which has been restored to the text by con- 
jecture, was early corrupted into Libantes, 
the actual reading of every known manu- 
script of Manilius; and this corruption 
naturally suggested the connexion between 
Libra and the vintage. 

The star which rose with the 26th degree 
of Libra (v. 338) will I am afraid never be 
discovered. For Mr. Webb says that we 
have ‘no right to suspect that Manilius 
made Antares rise with the 26th degree of 
Libra.’ But my friends of the Greenwich 
and Cambridge Observatories (Silua, p. 68), 
unless I have altogether misunderstood 
them, said that in the time of Manilius it 
did approximately rise then. 

In conclusion let me touch on two literary 
points. Like Mr. Webb, I do not feel cer- 
tain that Manilius has imitated Proper- 
tius. I have always used the word ‘uidetur’ 
(Silua, pp. 23, 46, 70) in speaking of their 
resemblances, to which I would here add 
two: Manilius i, 326 sq. (of Orpheus), 
‘Manesque per ipsos | fecit iter domuitque 
infernas carmine leges.’ Prop. 4, 11, 3 
‘cum semel infernas intrarunt funera leges.’ 
Manilius ii. 24 ‘pacis opus’ may be a re- 
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miniscence of Prop. 3, 1, 17 sq. ‘sed quod 
pace legas, opus hoc de monte sororum | 
detulit intacta pagina nostra uia’ as the 
general subject of the whole context is the 
same. The difficulty of determining the 
question of obligation is that Manilius so 
frequently gives a fresh turn to a thought 
or expression of his predecessors which pre- 
vents its provenance from being apparent, 
and, as I have said in my preface, ‘ priores... 
non tam exprimit quam aemulatur.’ I be- 
lieve that he had read Catullus ; but I have 
only noticed one clear imitation, and that is 
not apparent until we have accepted Prof. 
Ellis’ excellent emendation of ii. 476 sq. 
‘affectus quoque diwisit uariantibus astris | 
atque aliorswum oculos, aliorsum contulit 
aures’ (aliorwm—aliorum) = Catullus in the 
epithalamium 62, 15 ‘nos ‘alio mentes, alio 
diuisimus awres.’ The resemblance is un- 
mistakable; but how different the sur- 
roundings! Finally as Mr. Webb has 
protested against my selection of 1. 715 
‘resupina facit mortalibus ora’ as a fine line 
(I am sure he would agree that it forms 
part of a fine passage), it may interest some 
of our readers to know that in the blank 
pages at the end of H. A. J. Munro’s copy 
of Jacob’s Manilius, a book now in my pos- 
session, there is only one entry and that is a 
transcript of the words in question. Though 
Munro was no great admirer of Manilius, as 
we know from the -references to him in the 
commentary on Lucretius, it would seem 
that he thought the line a remarkable one. 
The idea which it conveys is, it is true, a 
simple one, the upturning of the face to 
the sky; but the expression is vivid and 
novel. 

J. P. Postaare. 

CICERO, PRO CLUENTIO. 

§ 6. Tum si quid erit praeteritum animo 
requiratis. Some MSS. have a me for animo: 
read animo a me requiratis. 

§ 9. Quoniam caput illius atrocitatis...fuit 
innocentem pecunia circumventum. ST give 
quoniam illius caput etc. Read quoniam 
illud caput illius ete. 

§ 15. O mulieris scelus incredibile et 
praeter hance unam in omni vita inauditum. 
I incline to think that Cicero may here 
have written wnum instead of wnam, though 
the latter seems to occur in all MSS, 

§ 31. Hane a natura [propriam] l/ucem 
accipere. Propriam should be entirely re- 
moved from the text: it has probably re- 
sulted from the misunderstanding of an 
adscript propitiam. 

§ 34. Quid de Oppianico suspicatus sit 
videtis, [quid iudicarit obscurum non est] ; 
nam cuius ete. The parallelism with what 
follows (videtis...cognoscite) suggests that 
the words which I have bracketed are 
superfluous, and have come in from the 
margin. 
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§ 39. For tum suffragiis read tandem 
suffragis. 

§ 51. Quod non possim [implere]. Jmplere 
does not occur in ST, the archetype of which 
seems to have abounded in contractions : 
read quod non possim praestare. 

§ 53. Quaerebat cur in eiusmodi locum 
[tam abditum] cw solus cur cum obsignata 
pecunia venisset. Tam abditum has all the 
appearance of an adscript. 

§ 72. Hic ille planus improbissimus ...... 
condemnatum iri. In this passage Madvig 
proposed to delete sese ab Oppianico destitu- 
tum. But the source of the corruption does 
not lie there. Earlier in the sentence occur 
the words queritur se ab Oppianico destitutum. 
The removal of these words effects a great 
improvement in the whole period. And 
there can be little doubt as to where they 
came from. ‘They are obviously ‘index- 
words,’ written in the margin to serve as a 
guide to a famous passage. Another in- 
stance of such ‘index-words’ creeping into 
the text will be found in agitur causa § 58: 
possibly also aliqui Oppianicum gratis con- 
demnavit § 113. Cp. § 1738. 

§ 76. Statuerunt. Madvig proposed 
statuerent : perhaps rather statwerant. 

§ 79. Clamore hominum ST is probably 
right for the vulgate clamore. The source 
of the confusion may be looked for in the 
preceding line where opinionibus hominum 
should perhaps be opinionibus omnium. 

§ 83. Cur cum in consilium mittebant 
Staienum iudicem cui quod tu dicis pecuniam 
dederant non requirebant. Here 8 gives cui 
quod, T quod, and most codd. cw. Accept 
the reading of S and insert the words tw 
dicis after quod. Their resemblance to 
iudicem in what goes before may have 
caused their omission. 

§ 84. istam dedit conciliationis et gratiae 
fabulam. These words, rejected by most 
editors, do not seem to be of the stuff of 
which adscripts are made. ‘There is, in 
fact, something contemptuous in the repe- 
tition of the words used by Accius, which 
Cicero is, as it were, pillorying: cp. haec 
illius reconciliatio § 101. For dedit I should, 
however, read edidit. 

§ 98. Qui... . dixerunt, qui accusati sunt 
ab tis qui erant...condemnati, quos ego. 
Miller and Fausset retain this intolerable 
sentence in the form’in which it occurs in 
the MSS. But there should be a full stop 
at dixerunt, and perhaps the best way to 
emend what follows is to read Quid? <Ac- 
cusate sunt ete. 

§ 103. Potest .... accepisse tamen ob rem 
iudicandam pecuniam sicut causam pecunia 
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capta nusquam Staienus eadem lege diwit. 

The words which I suggest for insertion 

here in order to fill a lacuna in the text will 

be found to convey the essence of the argu- 

ment. The suggestion is of course based on 

the homoeoteleuton pecuniam—pecunia : cp. 

§ 66 ante iudicium datum, post tudicium 

ereptam, where the words datam, post vudt- 

cium have slipped out in ST. In the text, 

the first pecuniam is not essential, as accep- 

isse is often used absolutely. 
§ 107. Longum est de singulorum virtute 

ita dicere; quae [quia] cognita sunt ab omnibus 

verborum ornamenta non quaerunt. In this 

much discussed sentence, the simplest remedy 

is, retaining the ita before dicere (Madvig 

altered it to ila), to remove guia from the 

text. Its presence is probably due to 

dittography, and the reflection which Cicero 

intended to make was a general one. 
§ 113. Jam *putaretur aliqui.. . . sedisse. 

Putaretur occurs in ST. Now in § 31 ST 

and b? all agree in putaretur while the other 

codd. give videretur. Unless putaretur be 

a mistake for putetur (cp. arbitraretur in the 

codd. for arbitretur §§ 25 and 96) I am 

inclined to think it is the result of a mis- 

understood contraction for videtur (or viden- 

tur?). The other MSS. have worked out 

the problem to potuit, which Miiller adopts : 
but potuit sedisse is not likely,—poterit 
would be preferable. Read therefore cam 
videtur (videntur ?) aliqut . . 

§ 124. Read wnum denique aliquod a 
Cluentio aliquando profectae pecuniae vesti- 
gium ostende. T omits aliquod after dent- 
que: Shas aliquid after Cluentio. Probably 
both aliquod and aliquando should find a 
place in the text: cp. § 92 st im aliquam 
legem aliquando non turaverat. 

§ 127. Aliquid esse et quod de his duobus 
habuerint compertum de ceteris comperisse. 
The insertion of non (before comperisse) by 
editors, following Graevius, does not seem 
to be the true line of emendation for this 
difficult sentence. There is a parallelism in 
aliquid esse and comperisse which must not 
be overlooked. The insertion of e¢ before 
quod seems to be the first step required in 
order to recover this parallelism. Then if 
aliquid esse cannot mean by itself ‘that there 
is still a something’ (¢e. something not 
generally known, cp. § 149), which is the 
sense required by the context, it is here that 
emendation must be attempted.  Aliquid 
esse postea cognitum et quod... . habuerint 

understand it. 
§ 153. ceterique eiusdem ordinis. This 
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reading is now generally adopted by editors. 
Most codd. have ceterique hwiuscemodi (eius- 
cemodi ST) ordinis. Perhaps in a direct 
appeal to the representatives of the equest- 
rian order on the bench before him, Cicero 

may have said huiusce vestrt ordinis. 
Ibid. I suspect the words haec recusarent 

et: they may have arisen out of a marginal 
gloss on vecusando in the line above, cum 
haec recusarent. 

§ 173. There is something odd about 
Faciliusne potuit quam in poculo, which seems 
again a sort of abridgment of the whole 
argument that may have come in from the 
margin. Following venenwm at the close of 
the preceding sentence, | should propose to 
continue at once Num latius potuit abditum 
aliqua in parte panis ete. 

§ 192. Mulierem quandam Larinatem ilim 
usque a mari supero Romam proficisct. This 
is Miiller’s reading, adopted by Mr. Fausset. 
Madvig proposed Larino atque illim: the 
codd. give Larino atque illam. It seems to 
me that Zarino ought to stand: and the 
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exclamations of the bystanders might best 
be expressed by Mulierem quandam Larino 
adesse: illam usque etc. In the direct 
‘Mulier quaedam Larino adest’ would 
naturally be followed by some such ‘nearer 
definition’ as ‘Illa usque a mari supero 
Romam proficiscitur’ ete. 

§ 195. Vos iudices, quos huic A. Cluentio 
quasi aliquos deos.... fortuna esse voluit. 
‘Quasi aliquos deos’ is Halm’s emendation, 
and is accepted by Miiller and Fausset. But 
deos here cannot be disconnected from deos 
in the preceding sentence,—deos...aspernatos 
esse confido. The MSS. give quos alios T, 
alios S. Here alios is undoubtedly right, 
‘other gods,’—different, that is to say, from 
the di immortales of the previous sentence. 
I propose, accordingly, to return to the 
reading of Lambinus (adopted by Classen 
and Ramsay) quosdam alios deos, or rather 

(on palaeographical grounds) alios quosdam 
deos. 

W. PETERSON. 
McGill University, Montreal. 

QUIS FOR ALIQUIS? 

The following essay will treat either textu- 
ally or exegetically these passages : 

Plautus, Captivi 45 sq. 
4 (Rudens 925) 
3 Bacchides 274 
»  Mostellaria 655 (cf. Amph, 563, 

Pseud. 1130) 
Terence, Hunuchus 252 

» »» 511 
3 Heautontimorumenos 458 

» Adelphi 443 
Cicero, de Finibus 3, 21, 70-71 
Horace, Sermones, 1, 3, 63 
Cicero, ad Atticum 6, 1, 6 

= de Offictis 3, 6, 60 
* de Natura Deorum 1, 24, 66. 

It has been supposed that in these pas- 
sages we have quis used at random for 
aliquis, in exception to the well known 
substitution of quis for aliquis after (1) sz 
and its compounds, (2) negatives (né), (3) in- 
terrogatives (num, an etc.), (3) relatives. 

Plautus’s usage of quis has been studied 
by Prehn in his Quaestiones Plautinae.' 

1 Strassburg, 1887. 

He makes the following classification : 

it Gel quis 120 times 

ii quasi 55 . 

iii ubi fs 6(?),, 
iv quando e Dietekss 
Vv quom a eas 

vi num- Py very common 

vii ec- ” ” ” 

vili an a 3 times 

ix -ne ” 1 ” 

x comparative \ l 

“+ quam oy 7 

x1 ne - passim 
xil nisi Bs a 

None of these usages would be held to 

run counter to the classical prose style. In 

a few examples however an at random use 

of quis for aliquis has been claimed ; these 

Prehn reviews, and denies the claim. 

Capt. 43 sq. 

reducemque faciet liberum in patriam ad 

patrem 

inprudens, itidem ut saepe iam in multis 

locis 
plus insciens quis fecit quam prudens boni, 
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By denying the ‘Plautinity’ of the pro- 
logues Prehn removes the difficulty here. 
The question of the genuineness of the 
prologues may after all be an open one (cf. 
Leo, Plautinische Forschungen p. 184 sq.) 
and we need not go into it now. It may be 
that we should correct quis to qui in this 
passage, a correction involving no more 
than the assumption that qui/ fecit is 
dittographic for gui fecit. The passage lends 
itself to the following translation : 

‘And he will fetch him back free into his 
own country to his father, 

All unawares,—just as often times before 
now in many a place, 

The man who (qui) ‘ builded better than he 
knew.’ 

We may consent to waive the difficulty of 
the position of gui, I think, if we examine 
some of Vergil’s trajections; den x. 
530 sq. : 

Aeneas contra cui talia reddit : 
argenti atque auri memoras quae multa 

talenta ete. 

Aen. x. 708 : 

...aper multos Vesulus quem pinifer annos 
ete. 

Vergil may also be cited for a simile very 
like the one under discussion, so far as con- 
struction goes ; Aen. il. 379 sq. : 

improvisum aspris veluti qui sentibus anguem 
pressit humi nitens trepidusque repente 

refugit 
attollentem iras et caerula colla tumentem, 
haud secus Androgeos visu tremefactus 

abibat. 

For my own part I am inclined to doubt 
whether an indefinite aliqguis might stand 
at all in our passage. We know how in 
Greek the gnomic aorist arose out of the 
typical specific instance, and so here I take 
qui fecit as a gnomic phraseology such as we 
see in the gui pressit of the Vergilian 
sentence. 

The next passage cited by Prehn, Rud. 
925, falls away, for the manuscript reading 
does not give quid but quidem and so all the 

late texts read. 

At Bacch. 274 etiamn’est quid porro 1 

Prehn corrects quite unnecessarily by put- 
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ting a question-mark after esé, instead of 
simply referring the example to his class ix. 

The three remaining examples amount to 
but one, being but varieties of the same 
oath-formula. I cite only Most. 655 : 

malum !—quod isti di deaeque omnes duint. 

Prehn’s explanation of this oath is as 
follows : “ne id quidem constat, tres ultimos 
versus, in quorum introitu malum quod 
legitur, huic usui vindicandos esse. Fortasse 
‘quod’ illud nihil aliud est nisi particula 
aliqua optativa, ita ut idem fere atque ‘qui’ 
valeat.”” As my punctuation has already 
hinted I propose to take quod as a relative, 
interpreting ‘the deuce! may z take you 
(and not me) ete.’ 

From Terence Prehn cites Hun. 252: 

negat quis ; nego ete. 
and 2b., 511 

roget quis - - ne noram quidem. 

It does not seem to have occurred to him 
that these are protases, and that thus quis 
for aliquis gives a very broad hint that sz 
has been omitted. 

The examples for quid are as follows : 

Heaut. 458 : 
pytissando modo mihi 

quid vini absumpsit, ‘sic hoc’ dicens, ‘as- 
perum, 

pater, hoc est ete.’ 

Here quid is clearly equal to quantum. I 
compare Cic. Hosc. Amer. 133: quid prae- 
terea caelati argenti? guid stragulae vestis ? 
quid...9 quid...1 quid marmoris apud illum 
putatis esse? tantuwm scilicet quantum e 
multis splendidisque familiis in turba et 
rapinis coacervari una in domo potuit. 

The remaining Terence example is Adel. 
443 : 

haud cito mali guid ortum ex hoe sit publice 

and hereit is most easy to read mali<ali>quid. 
I feel some difficulty, however, in the 
interpretation of this line but chiefly if 
ortum...sit be taken as a perf. subj. ; I can 
see no reason why we should not confine 
ortum to predicative apposition with <ali>- 
quid, and render the verse as_ follows : 
‘there would not likely be any evil to the 
state with him as its source (ortum ex hoc).’ 

It is barely possible however to take cito 
as a verb, used here ina mock-solemn, mock- 
official sense ‘I will not undertake to pro- 
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claim ete.’ In that case hoc must needs be 
neuter referring to what has gone before, 
with the sense of ‘this ill custom.’ 
Terence seems however not to have used 
the verb cito, if the Delphin index can be 
trusted, though Plautus has it two or three 
times. 

Lewis’s article on quis in Harpers’ Latin 
Lexicon (q.v. i. A.) is particularly inadequate 
in its treatment of quis as a random substi- 
tute for aliquis: Plaut. Pseud. 1284 has to 
fall away since the Ambrosianus reads 
aliquis. The two citations from Tacitus 
show quis after guantum, and fall of course 
under the rule for relatives. Cicero de Yin. 
3, 21, 71 is a stock citation, but Riemann 
(Syntaxe Latine? §¢ 12 Rem. 1) tacitly 
explains it in explaining in the same con- 
nection de Fin. 3, 21, 70: fatentur alienum 
esse a iustitia—detrahere guid de aliquo: 
here detrahere quid is a substitute for si 
quid detrahas. 
An instance is cited from Horace Serm. i. 

oOo: 

simplicior quis et est qualem me saepe 
libenter 

obtulerim tibi, Maecenas, ut forte legentem 
aut tacitum inpellat quovis sermone: ‘ mo- 

lestus 
communi sensu plane caret’ inquimus etc. 

Here simplicior quis is a protasis with 
omitted si, just such as we saw in the two pas- 
sages of Terence’s Hunuchus cited above. 

The Latin grammars sometimes give the 
formula dixerit quis when they treat of the 
potential subjunctive, and some of them 
treat this subjunctive as apodotic, always 
implying an omitted protasis (e.g. Allen and 
Greenough 3lla). Roby (Latin Grammar 
ii. p. ci. sq.) makes a strong argument to 
prove that this is a future perfect. He 
could cite, in what is presumably a nearly 
complete list of examples, but two examples 
of dixerit quis, the rule being dixerit aliquis 
or quispiam ; the passages are Cic. de Off. 
lili. § 76: ‘non igitur faciat’ dixerit quis 
‘quod utile sit, quod expediat?’ immo in- 
tellegat nihil nec expedire nec utile esse, 
quod sit injustum, and 7b. § 102: ‘quid est 
igitur,’ dixerit quis ‘in iure iurando? num 
iratum timemus Iovem?’ To me it seems 
perfectly clear that in the former passage 
dixerit and intellegat are a protasis and 
apodosis, while in the latter dixerit is taken 
up at the end of § 103 in the apodosis (sed) 
prima videamus. 

I cite from Roby (§ 1545, 1542) the 
following examples with aliquis which seem 
to me to make for this explanation: Cic. 
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Verr. 4, 5, § 10: dicet aliquis; ‘noli 
isto modo cum Verre agere.’ sic agam 
etc., where agam is a clear apodosis to dicet. 
At Livy 37, 53,25: ‘quid ergo postulas ’? 
dicat aliquis. ego, patres  conscripti... 
nullos accolas nec finitimos habere quam 
vos malo etc. the apodosis in malo (= 
dico me malle) to dicat is very clear. 
These passages bring to mind the standing 
ellipsis with the parenthetic purpose clause 
of a principal sentence with dicam (dico), 
though Cicero uses the fuller form occasion- 
ally (cf. pro leg. Manil. § 20). The protac- 
tic nature of this construction is clear from 
the nearly fixed position of the pronoun 
after the verb, with the verb at the head of 
the sentence ; while the use of quis for alz- 
quis seems also to lend weight to this ex- 
planation. It may be noted however that 
dixerit quis is inserted within the bounds of 
the statement under quotation, and this 
seems not to be true of the longer indefinite 
aliquis, though dixerit quispiam corresponds 
in regard of this once to dixerit quis, 
and once to diwerit aliquis. Of course the 
greater frequency of dixerit aliquis shows 
that the Romans had lost consciousness in 
Cicero’s time of the finesse shown by 
Terence in using negat quis for siquis negat. 
The preference for aliquis was due to the 
formal absence of si, though we cannot 
doubt that in Terence’s time quis might 
have been used to palliate that formal 
absence. 

Zumpt’s Grammar cites Cic. ad Att. 6, 1, 6: 
[ His de causis| credo Scaptium iniquius quid 
de me scripsisse, but Nobbe reads de me 
aliquid and so do Boot and Wesenberg. If 
there is any manuscript warrant for quid 
here we may well believe that quid de me 
scripsisse stands for quid de me <seripserit> 
scripsisse, quid...scripserit echoing a ‘ quid 
Scaptius dixit ?’ that was floating in Cicero’s 
mind. 

Another passage is de Off. 3, 6, 30 where 
aut precedes guid: now in either a capital 
or minuscule manuscript aut is liable to be 
read alii and our manuscript may have 
stood originally AUTALIQUID, which would be 
shortened by haplography to aut quid (cf. 
Lindsay’s Textual Emendation p. 87). 

At Nat. Deor. 1, 24, 66 the text reads 
priusqgue te guis de omni vitae statu, quam 
de ista auctoritate deiecerit. Here we may 
argue that TEALIQUIS was the original read- 
ing and there was a skipping from TE past 
LI owing to their similar ductus. It is not 
impossible though that the text ran origin- 
ally QuEPRIUSQUIS which would be first 
copied que prius quis, and then corrected to 
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priusque<te> quis, te being an emendatory 
insertion from a grammatical scribe. We 
cannot justify priws...quam quis here as at 
Plaut. Men. 846 where priusquam...quid is 
equivalent to ne quid. 

I have now gone through all the cases of 
quis as a random substitute for aliquts, 
so far as I can trace them up in any books 
accessible to me. Every one of them is 
either capable of a syntactical interpretation 
that correlates it with the employment of 
quis as a regular substitute for aliquis, or 
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has a textual environment which would 
have let ali- fall away easily by haplography. 
Under these circumstances it seems to me 
that every such alleged use of quis must be 
subjected to an examination for itself; and 
in Plautus and Terence, for whom I have 
given above what are presumably all the 
occurrences, the evidence seems to me to 
permit us to deny any such usage ‘of quis 
altogether. 

Epwin W. Fay. 
Lexington, Va. 

NOTE ON A CAMBRIDGE MANUSCRIPT OF THE DE SUBLIMITATE. 

Tue Cambridge University Library pos- 
sesses a manuscript of the De Sublimitate 
which has often excited the interest of 
foreign scholars. There has, in fact, been 
some disposition, both at home and abroad, to 
hint that the manuscript is an insufficiently 
prized treasure. Early in the century 
Benjamin Weiske, in his edition of the 
treatise, expressed the view that an accurate 
collation of the entire codex was to be 
desired ; and his opinion has been echoed by 
subsequent editors, such as Spurdens, 
Vaucher, and Pujol. No report on the 
manuscript has, 1 believe, hitherto been 
published in response to these suggestions. 
I venture, therefore, to print a few memor- 
anda recently made at Cambridge. 

The general result of an examination of 
the manuscript is, I fear, disappointing. 
The Codex Cantabrigiensis—or Codex Elien- 
sis, as it is more usually called—is very 
late. It is an Italian manuscript, belonging 
probably to the early part of the sixteenth 
century ; the year 1530 a.p. might be named 
as an approximate date for it. The reputa- 
tion of late Italian manuscripts is well 
known ; and in the present instance all late 
manuscripts suffer from the inevitable com- 
parison with the early and excellent Codex 
Parisinus (P 2036) of the De Sublimitate. 

The cases in which Cod. El. presents 
a better reading than P 2036 are so rare that, 
when they do occur, they may pretty safely 
be regarded as corrections of a more or less 
obvious sort. In xxvii. 1, for example, 
Cod. El. has zpérovcav where P gives tpe- 
zovgav. ‘The former reading is clearly pre- 
ferable, and it now stands in the best con- 

tinental editions. But there is, neither here 
nor elsewhere, anything to lead us to suppose 
that El. is not derived, ultimately, from P. 

At the same time it is only proper that El., 
here as elsewhere, should receive any credit 
to which it is entitled. Jahn-Vahlen and 
Spengel-Hammer in their critical editions, 
and Rothstein in Hermes xxii. 544, attribute 
the reading zpézovoay to Robortello, not 
knowing (in the absence of the collation 
desiderated by Weiske) that any manuscript 
authority for it exists. Similarly in iii. 4 
Jahn-Vahlen report fozixov as the reading 
of P, and tpomxov as the reading of the 
remaining manuscripts. As a matter of 
fact, Cod. El. coincides here with P, as also 
in vii. 2 (avd@yya), in li. 2 (zapopioat), and 
in many other instances. 

Another case in which Jahn-Vahlen 
ascribe a reading to Robortello will be found 
in ix. 9. The late form 6ecpodorns, which 
Robortello there gives in place of Gecpoberns, 
is however found in El. In view of this 
and similar points of resemblance there 
seems some probability in the suggestion 
Dr. Rendel Harris makes to me that El. 
may have supplied the groundwork of the 
editio princeps published by Robortello at 
Basle in 1554. In xxii. 4 it is interesting 
to note that, in El, avyyow has _ been 
changed, by the scribe himself I think, into 
aiéjow. Rothstein (Hermes xxii. 537), 
together with Iahn-Vahlen and Spengel- 
Hammer, regards avéyow as a conjecture of 
Robortello’s ; and so it may have been if we 
may imagine that Robortello himself intro- 
duced the alteration into El., or that it was 
made at a later time from his edition. Of 
course we must not exclude the further possi- 
bility that El. is of an even later date than 
that above suggested. If so, it might be a 
transcript, instead of being the original, of 
Robortello’s edition. But if it is a transcript, 
it is certainly (as could easily be shown) not 
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an exact transcript. On the whole, the proba- 
bility appears to be that it had some share 
in inspiring Robortello’s text, which for 
that of an editio princeps is surprisingly 
good. Some of the references entered in 
the margin of the manuscript seem to con- 
nect it with Switzerland. For instance, in 
x. 6 El. gives a marginal reference, for a 
quotation from Aratus, to ‘137 in codice 
Basiliensi,’ where the number of the page 
(137) corresponds with that of the edition 
of Aratus published at Basle in 1536. 
Again, in xix. 1 a similar reference is given, 
for a passage from Xenophon, to ‘384, 1 in 
Cod. Genev.,’ where the page (384. 1) 
corresponds with that of the edition of 
Xenophon published (probably at Geneva) 
by H. Stephanus in 1561. It is a much- 
disputed question what Robortello’s source 
was, and the above considerations render it 
possible that El. may have contributed 
something to a text which tallies exactly 
neither with it nor with any other known 
manuscript, and which may be to some 
small extent the outcome of conjectural 
emendation on the part of the editor 
himself. 

In the margin‘ of El. there are not only 
references to authors, but also some Italian 
notes, written in a neat and elegant hand, 
apparently of a somewhat later date than 
the MS. itself. As these notes are of some 
interest and have not, as far as I am aware, 
been previously printed, I give them here. 
It will be seen that they seem to accord 
with the edition of Manutius rather than 
with that of Robortello. They all occur in 
the latter half of the treatise. The first 
(Cod. El. fol. 28 v.) refers to the long 
passage quoted (xxxii. 5) from the Zimaeus 
of Plato: tutto questo é confusamente preso 
da Platone. The criticism thus conveyed is 
just; the citation is a loose one. The 
second (fol. 31 v.) relates to the words 76 yé 
To. wept Ppvvyns (fpvyins P) 7» ’AOnvoyevous 
Noyidiov erixeipyoas ypadew et. padAov av 
‘Yirepionv cvveotnoey (XxXxiv. 3): tutto questo 
dubito che sia stato trasportato dal margine 
nel testo, et che sia giudicio di qualch’ uno 
che biasima Longino, perché da tante lodi a 
Hyperide. The relevance of this remark is 
not obvious, but Manutius acts in the spirit 
of it when he omits the suspected words 
from his edition. Robortello, on the other 
hand has them. The third note (fol. 57 v.) 
runs: in Herodoto non si leggono cost con- 
tinuate queste parole. ‘The words in question 
are those quoted from Herodotus in De Subl. 
xliii. 1. They are taken, as the note implies, 
from separate passages of Herodotus (vii. 
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188, vii. 191). The last note (fol. 40 v.) 
is: gui manca perauentura qualche voce sig- 
nificante altro witio che seguita le gran 
ricchexze, et pot uien dietro xat addXa. 
There certainly appears to be some slight 
lacuna in the passage, though opinions may 
differ as to what it is and where it comes. 
Both Robortello and Manutius retain d)Aa, 
which later editors, beginning with Pearce, 
have mostly altered into aya. 

These are all the Italian notes. A word 
may be added as to the general relation of 
Manutius’ text (as given in his edition) to 
that of the Codex Eliensis. There is no 
close conformity between them. Sometimes 
(eg. ii. 1 gyot, iii. 1 Kéxpaya mo, iii. 4 
pyrote) the manuscript gives the better 
reading ; at other times (e.g. ii. 2 deAdrepa, 
lil. 2 rodpy, ll. 2 Oe? yap avrots x.7.Xr., li. 1 
KatavOpakwoopai, iil. 3 dvogvAakroratov) the 
edition. In ii. 1 dyoi (singular) originally 
stood in EL, but it has been altered into 
gaci. It may be added that the better 
readings of Manutius are often found in the 
margin of El. 

The relation of El. not only to Manutius’ 
text and that of Robortello, but to P 2036 
and other MSS., might well be illustrated 
by a passage in i, 2, 3, where the correct 
text in all probability is: airds 6’ iptv, 
ETaipE, TA El Lepovs, WS TepvKas Kal KaOyKEL, 
ouvemikpweis GAyGeotata: ed yap 5) 6 aro- 
pyvapevos, Ti Peots Omorov €xoper, ‘ evepyeriav’ 
elmas ‘kal aAnfeav.’ ypadwv S€ pos cé, 
pirtate, Tov Taideias emioTyHpova, yEdOV 
amnAAaypat k.7.A. In this passage the best 
readings are in all cases preserved by P 2036, 

€ 

viz. wépuxas (weduxao P), €xouev, eizas, and 
didrare tov. In the first case and the last, 
El. and all the other MSS., together with 
Rob. and Man., give répuxe and ¢idrarov. 
In the remaining two cases Hl. resembles P 
in presenting the better readings €youey and 
cizas (dvrt rod eiwwvy in marg. P), while all 
the other MSS. give ¢yoysey and all (with 
two exceptions) give eize, which reading 
also appears in the margin of El. (ic. <ize). 
Both Rob. and Man. have the better reading 
éxonev, and both have the worse reading 
eize. The general conclusion to be drawn 
from an examination of this and other 
passages appears to be that, while El. cannot 
claim to have any independent worth when 
compared with P 2036, it is in some respects 
superior to the remaining MSS. and to the 
editions of Robortello and Manutius. 

The text of the De Sublimitate presents 
many points of special interest, with regard 
to which it is natural to interrogate any 
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unexamined manuscript. But if we look to 
Cod. El. for fresh light in such matters, we 
shall hardly find it. Its ascription of the 
treatise is the traditional one, the name of 
Longinus being found on one of the blank 
leaves at its commencement. Nor is there 
any variation from tradition in the form of 
the names KexiAfov and ®dwpevtiave which 
occur in the opening sentence. The usual 
lacunae, again, are indicated in ii. 3, ix. 4, 
xii. 2, xviii. 2, xxx. 2,xxxvii. The marginal 
additions in El. are couched, as has already 
been indicated, in Latin or Italian, while 
Greek alternatives are introduced by the 
customary contractions yp. or ic. In the 
earlier part of the text there occurs more 
than once a special symbol of which the 
significance is not clear; perhaps it is 
meant for the guidance of the printer, 
though it can hardly indicate the beginning 
or end of paragraphs. At the conclusion of 
the treatise El. terminates abruptly with 
the word jyiv, but a Latin note (‘nam 
cecilius aliter scribebat, uide 6, 7’) implies 
that Soxec must be added to complete the 
sense. 

With regard to the history of the MS. 
little is known. It owes its title of Hliensis 
to the fact that it was once in the possession 
of John Moore (b. 1646, d. 1714), a Fellow 
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of Clare College, who was bishop successively 
of Norwich and Ely. Mboore’s famous 
library of manuscripts and books was 
purchased by George the First, and by him 
given to the University of Cambridge. 
I see some reason to suppose that the Codex 
Eliensis thus acquired may be identical with 
that which since Langbaine’s time has been 
called Dudithianus or Junianus, but which 
exists nobody seems to know where. 
Andrew Dudith, the Hungarian divine, was 
a friend of Robortello and Paul Manutius. 
He had travelled in Italy, and was con- 
versant with the Italian language. In the 
year 1555 (the date of the publication of 
Manutius’ edition, that of Robortello having 
appeared in the previous year) Dudith was 
in England in the train of Cardinal Pole. 
That he was interested in ‘ Longinus’ to the 
extent of completing a translation of his 
work, we know from a passage in the 
Preface (1571 a.p.) to his version of the 
De Thucyd. Histor, Iudicium of Dionysius 
of Halicarnassus. It is possible that in 
translating the De Sublimitate he made use of 
the codex subsequently called both by his 
name and by that of the Patrick Young 
(Junius) from whose hands it passed into 
those of Langbaine. 

W. Ruys Roserts. 

MENANDER’S Tewpyos. 

Since Prof. Blass discovered that the six 
fragments of the Menander papyrus edited 
last year by Prof. Nicole, form only one 
leaf, and that the 87 lines or parts of lines 
are therefore to be read continuously, there 
is even less upon which to reconstruct the 
plot of the play than there was in Prof. 
Nicole’s arrangement of the fragments, At 
the same time, what there is is of course more 
intelligible, and the foundation given more 
secure. I venture to offer, not a recon- 

struction, which would be folly, but a few 
remarks on the situation, as it may be 
gathered from the fragments themselves. 
I give, in the first place, the situation as I 
gathered it from reading the text of the 
papyrus as edited by Messrs. Grenfell and 
Hunt, and from the ‘ other known fragments 
of the Tewpyds,’ printed at the end of their 
edition. I purposely refrained from reading 
their Note on the Dramatis Personae, 
Translation, and Commentary, until after I 
had arrived at the conclusions here offered : 

NO. CYII. VOL, XII. 

a fact I mention merely because any slight 
value that my remarks may have arises 
solely from the fact that they are an in- 
dependent corroboration of Messrs. Grenfell 
and Hunt’s view of the piece. 

The young man who is speaking when 
our papyrus fragment begins, and who may 
be called, for brevity, the Lover, is the lover 
of a girl (riyv Kopny |. 30, tiv ratda 1. 74), has 
already seduced her (7duxynxas 1. 30, ep. Frag- 
ments (2) (3) (4)), and would gladly marry 
her, as is evident from his desire to escape 
the ydwos arranged for him by his father 
(ll. 5-21): but though she is free-born 
(Fragm. (5) xopys éXevbépas), her family is 

poor (Fragm. (2) rij tmeréepav reviav, where 
iperépav implies at least two persons: cp. 
Fragm. (3) [P.S. also 1. 80 réu ductuxeiv : see 
below]), and the Lover has not ventured to 
tell his own father of the liaison (Fragm. 
(5): ep. the evident ignorance of the Lover's 
father in arranging the yaos for his son). 
» «xopn has a brother, o peipaxioxos (1. 4: 
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1. 18 rdv ddeAqoy, ll. 46, 67 7d pepaxtor, 1. 70 
Ths ddeApjs), Who at some time previous to 
the opening of the play has gone to work in 
the country on the farm of Cleaenetus, o 
yewpyds,—the title-réle (ll. 4, 18, 46). The 
mother of these two, Myrrhine by name, is 
one of the speaking characters of the papyrus 
(1. 58 6 petpaxiokos is called her son ; cp. her 
helpless grief in the scene with Philinna 
1]. 22-31, and ll. 86,87). Myrrhine is aware 
of her daughter’s condition, and knows who 
the seducer is; facts she has communicated 
to an elderly (1. 25 & réxvov, 1. 54 ypadiov) 
friend, Philinna, who is indignantly sympa- 
thetic and quite ready to bring tov dAaova 
(1. 26) to book. 

Matters have now reached a crisis, because 
the Lover’s father, taking the opportunity 
of his son’s absence on business at Corinth, 
has prepared a surprise for him on his return 
in the shape of a marriage with his own 
daughter, his son’s half-sister (1. 10 oo- 
matpia). ‘The papyrus introduces us to the 
Lover, lately arrived home to find the 
marriage preparations well advanced. In 
the conflict of his fear of disclosing his 
liaison and his desire to avoid the ydos, he 
has left his father’s house without making 
any disclosure or objection, and is now 
hesitating whether or no to knock at his 
sweetheart’s door. His hesitation is due to 
his ignorance as to whether the brother has 
come back from the country or not; but 
whether he wishes to find or to avoid the 
brother is not absolutely clear (see below). 
In these first 20 lines then, we have the 
normal young lover of the New Comedy, so 
familiar to us in Plautus, timid and hesi- 
tating, not at all devoid of good feeling, but 
incapable of forming a plan of action, and 
one feels sure that there was the confidential 
slave somewhere in the play to get him out 
of one difficulty and into another. 

As the Lover goes out, enter Myrrhine 
and her elderly friend, Philinna. Myrrhine 
has just confided her troubles to Philinna, 
who has more than half a mind to break in 
upon the marriage preparations with the 
announcement of the bridegroom’s ‘villainy.’ 
Myrrhine, of a temper more apt to lachry- 
mose resignation, is inclined to wash her 
hands of the young man. To these enters 
Davus, whom Myrrhine recognises at once 
as “the servant, Davus, coming from the 
country” (ll. 31, 32), and who, with an 
inferior fellow-slave, 6 Svpos, is bringing 
flowers and evergreens for the wedding. 
That Davus and Myrrhine are well ac- 
quainted is evident from the whole scene ; 
that Davus does not belong to Myrrhine’s 
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household follows of course from the situation 
as here conceived, because he is evidently a 
servant of the house where the ydos is to 
take place. Further, his mode of addressing 
Myrrhine, yevixy Kai Koopia yivat, is more 
natural if Myrrhine is a neighbour than if 
she is his master’s wife, or a lady of the 
family. Davus brings news from the farm 
of Cleaenetus : and in all probability it is 
the same farm which has supplied the 
flowers and which Davus characterises 
(11. 35-39) in the usual mocking manner of 
the comic slave. That there should be some 
connection between the Tewpyés and the 
Lover’s family on the one hand and the 
Tewpyds and the wronged girl’s family on the 
other, is probably one element in the 
entanglement of the plot. The news that 
Davus brings to Myrrhine is that, her son 
having nursed Cleaenetus through an illness 
consequent upon a self-inflicted spade-wound 
in the leg, the latter, in gratitude for such 
filial attention (1. 58 otovet vouicas éavrov 
marép’), has promised to marry the youth’s 
sister, Myrrhine’s daughter (1. 74). ‘They 
(2.e. Cleaenetus and 6 peupaxicxos) will be 
here directly,’ says Davus : ‘ he (Cleaenetus) 
will go back with the girl to the country’ ; 
and he apparently adds something to the 
effect that the family will be satisfied, and 
that the girl might do worse than accept the 
retirement that this match with an elderly 
farmer offers. Lines 77-79 are, however, 
almost entirely wanting. This news of 
Davus only sends the anxious and tearful 
mother into greater agitation, and the 
papyrus leaves her wringing her hands and 
exclaiming, ‘1 don’t know what to do now ! 

O dear, tivos 7) mats éori ; 
So far it seems fairly plain sailing. But 

lines 67-71 raise an interesting question. 
There we are told that the old farmer, as he 
lies idle and convalescent, ‘inquires into the 
young fellow’s affairs.’ ‘What affairs?’ 
says Myrrhine (according to the text of 
Grenfell and Hunt, which seems probable). 
Unfortunately the answer of Davus is con- 
siderably mutilated. He seems to say that 
perhaps the farmer was not altogether 
unacquainted with the young fellow’s affairs ; 
but that the latter told him about his sister, 
and (if Grenfell and Hunt are right in in- 
serting <7re >) about Myrrhine and somebody 
else whosename islost. Nowone’sfirstimpulse 
is to suppose that the perpaxicxos had learnt, 
either before leaving home or since he was on 
the farm, of his sister’s situation, and that 
this is the subject of his conversation with 
the farmer. But would it not be carrying 
gratitude to a high pitch of absurdity, even 
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for a sentimental dypouos of the New 
Comedy, to promise to marry the sister 
knowing that her good name is already 
compromised? And it is not necessary to 
suppose that the conversation between the 
invalid and his young nurse related to more 
than the poverty of the latter’s family, the 
charms of his sister, and his desire to see 
her comfortably settled. Whether we 
suppose the pepaxioxos to be acquainted 
with his sister’s situation or not, will depend 
partly on our interpretation of the Lover’s 
speech (1. 4 and ll. 18,19). It is evident 
from 1. 4 (whether & @ dé be the right 
supplement or not) that the pepaxioxos ‘ was 
still in the country’ at the time of the 
Lover’s visit to Corinth. And it is probable 
that in J]. 18, 19 the Lover is anxious to 
avoid the pepaxioxos. He hesitates about 
knocking because he does not know whether 
or no the pepaxioxos is at home again. 
Suppose he wishes to find the peipaxickos. 
Then what is he afraid of? Evidently of 
meeting some other occupant of the house. 
But that danger is present in any case, and 
therefore his ignorance of the presence or 
absence of the pepaxicxos would, on this 
supposition, be no reason (yap) for his 
hesitation. But if he wants to jind his 
sweetheart or her mother, and to avoid the 
petpakiokos, his hesitation is naturally caused 
simply by his ignorance of the latter’s where- 
abouts. Now why is it that the Lover wishes 
to avoid the pepaxioxos? From the indication 
afforded by ll. 4—6, connecting in some way the 
absence of both the pepaxioxos and the Lover 
with the paternally arranged ydpos, it is 
plausible to suppose that what the Lover 
fears is that the peipaxioxos, coming home, has 
learnt, from the marriage preparations next 
door, or from his sister’s confession, or both, 
to regard him as the treacherous seducer of 
his sister. This still leaves us in doubt 
whether the pepaxioxos was formerly (as 
would be quite in keeping with the typical 
New Comedy) an accomplice of his sister’s 
Lover, until he discovered the impending 
yépos with another; or whether the love- 
affair had been unknown to him. On the 
whole I prefer the latter alternative, partly 
because, if he had been the Lover’s accom- 
plice, the Lover’s first idea would probably 
be to find him and explain how matters 
stood, partly because the conversation of the 
pepaxicxos and the yewpyds seems to me 
better understood in accordance with this 
theory. 

The shorter fragments throw practically no 
light upon the plot, other than the slight 
indications I have noted above, (5) is ad- 
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dressed to the Lover, probably by his confi- 
dential slave. It might on the other hand be 
spoken by the Lover’s father after the dénoue- 
ment, the present tenses being merely exclama- 
tory. (1) is of course a remark of the farmer 
after he has come to town. (2) should also, I 
fancy, be given to the farmer. He addresses 
this bit of proverbial philosophy to Myrrhine 
perhaps, or to the pepaxicxos, but anyhow 
includes the family in its scope (imerépayr). 
(3) and (4), both addressed to Gorgias, whose 
name appears nowhere else, are both, I 
believe, spoken by one person on one 
occasion. The speaker is attempting to 
restrain Gorgias from resenting his wrongs 
in a rash or unmeasured manner: and he 
appeals to his reason, pointing out that, 
however much he may have right on his side, 
he is only a poor man, and eixatadpovyros in 
consequence, and, if he goes to the Lover’s 
father to complain, he will be treated as a 
mere ovxodavrys, telling his tale merely for 
the sake of rod AaBety. If this reading of 
the two fragments be correct, Gorgias can 
hardly be any other than the petpaxioxos 
himself (or his father, if his father is 
alive, which seems rather unlikely). The 
speaker is not unlikely to be a slave, 
whose object is to prevent an inopportune 
dénouement: if so he is probably in league 
with the Lover’s slave ; or maybe he is our 
friend Davus himself, who was evidently on 
friendly terms with Myrrhine’s household. 

Messrs. Grenfell and Hunt say (p. 17): 
‘following Nicole and Blass we should 
identify Gorgias with the father’ of the 
Lover. This, of course, is quite possible. 
But eixatappdvntos does not seem to me to 
be so naturally addressed to the Lover's 
father by someone attempting to win his 
attention to the tale of wrong, as to the 
girl’s brother burning to go to the Lover’s 
father with the said tale. And I venture 
with diffidence to suggest that the two pieces, 

both in tone and subject, harmonise very 
well in the account given of them above ; 
whereas the suggestion (Grenfell and Hunt, 
p- 26) that (3), as well as (4), is an ‘ ex- 
postulation addressed to Gorgias by someone 
who wished to reconcile him to the marriage 
of his son with the poor girl in place of the 
époratpia, seems to leave the expressions 
Kav mavu déyp Sikata, ovKopavrys, Kav doduKov- 
pevos TUXy, Quite untouched. 

In the above account I assumed that 
Davus was a slave of the Lover’s father’s 
household, I see that Messrs. Grenfell and 
Hunt (p. 17) make him the servant of 
Cleaenetus. Line 32, to which they refer, 
leaves this point doubtful, since e€ aypov may 
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be taken with zpooépxerar. But I prefer 
their assumption, because it suits the lines 
in which Davus talks about the farm better 
than the supposition that he is a town slave. 
And, if this is the right assumption, rod 
dvorvyeiv in 1. 80 probably refers merely to 
the poverty of Myrrhine’s family, which is 
clearly of great importance to the play, and 
which may have been the result of some 
special dvorvxnua and therefore particularly 
sensitive to rods dpavras. 

How the plot of the play was complicated 
and then unravelled it is impossible to say. 
No doubt a good deal was made of the old- 
fashioned honesty of the farmer in contact 
with the manners and customs of the town. 
And of course the marriage preparations 
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with which the play opens are not wasted ; 
nor can one doubt that the Lover and his 
sweetheart are finally united. ‘That the 
farmer should be tricked into courting the 
dporatpia instead of Myrrhine’s daughter ; 
or that there should be one of the favourite 
dvayvupices of the New Comedy and the 
farmer turn out to be Myrrhine’s husband, 
or the éporarpia’s true father, and the dépo- 
watpia be left to pair off with the pepaxioos 
(if he were old enough)—any of these and 
many other suppositions might be true and 
probably would be false. Messrs. Grenfell 
and Hunt must find some more of the 
papyrus ! 

Nowe i SMIrTH. 

THE NAME DOULICHION. 

In the long controversy concerning the 
site of the Homeric ‘ Doulichion’ scarcely 
enough attention seems to have been given to 
the name itself and its unusual termination. 
It is derived, no doubt, from doAryXés, ‘long,’ 
the ov being due to a lengthening of the o 
for metrical convenience, as in doArxdderpos. 
In this and similar words, e.g. UepiGoos, 
éXecixapros, We must suppose a variation in 
pronunciation which came to be marked in 
writing either by a ‘hybrid’ diphthong 
(IletptHoos) or a long vowel (aAecixapros).! 
Apart from its ending, the name sufliciently 
explains itself as a makeshift poetical de- 
signation of a ‘long’ coast-line, which I 
would identify on other grounds (see my 
‘Greek Epic,’ note on Od, ix. 1, ff.) with 
Leucadia. But we cannot regard the termi- 
nation as one which went originally with 
the name as that of an island or peninsula ; 
for all the names of Greek islands, which are 
adjectival, are feminines in -1a or -y, and the 
rest end in -os ; whereas -vov regularly belongs 
to a promontory, dkpoy being understood. I 
would meet this difficulty by two supposi- 
tions. First, that the region in question 
was called by the early Greek navigators 
and the poets after them simply AoAxy7, ‘the 
long,’ no authentic local name being known 
to them. Secondly, that one of its promon- 
tories (Kap Dukato?) was called correspon- 
dingly Aodcyiov, and this, though properly 
belonging to the promontory, happened to 

__ | Cf. Wilamowitz ‘Homerische Untersuchungen,’ 
li, 3, 

find its way into the loose Homeric nomen- 
clature and, in particular, into the recurring 
‘tag,’ Aovdixiv te dyn te Kai tAjecoca 
ZdxvvOos, denoting vaguely the coast lying 
somewhere beyond Same (Cephallenia) and 
Ithaca. The geographer of Od. ix., who 
placed Ithaca to the west instead of north- 
east of Same, must have known less of 
Leucadia, but he knew enough to group it 
with Ithaca as a Jand which might own 
Odysseus as suzerain. The name Leucadia 
only came in when Leucas, the city, was 
founded from Corinth in the seventh century. 
The germ of it, however, may possibly be 
found in the Aevki wérpa of Od. xxiv. 5 and 
the name Aevxds as a companion of Odysseus 
(il. iv. 498). If so, it may be considered as 
in favour of the view suggested that such a 
‘rock,’ i.e. promontory, appears in this con- 
nection as within the ken of the Odyssey. 
It may have been the same headland which, 
under the other name ‘ Dolichion,’ stood for 
the intermediate coast-land between the 
islands known by real names (Ithaca, Same, 
Zacynthus) and the more northerly and all 
but unknown ‘ Phaiakie.’ It is no wonder 
that a name so vague and, so to speak, acci- 
dental, disappeared without leaving any 
trace in Greek geography. As the true 
name ‘Leucadia’ took hold, ‘ Doulichion’ 
went adrift, and the geographers from the 
poet of the Catalogue to Strabo sought a 
place for it among the Echinades! 

G. C. W. Warr, 
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THE NATIONALITY OF HORACE. 

Since writing my article on the meaning 
of the word Sabellus (Class. Rev. for October, 
1897), I have received two communications 
bearing on the point, and both confirming 
the view which I expressed, that Sabellus 
means ‘Samnite,’ not ‘Sabine’ as our dictio- 
naries say. (1) Prof. Conway refers me to 
the second edition of Brugmann’s Grundriss 
vol. i. p. 128, which entirely supports my 
contention from the philological point of 
view. Brugmann derives Sabellus from 
Safno-los,* Samnium, Oscan Safinim. (2) 
Mr. Heitland refers me to Strabo v. 4, $ 12, 
p. 250. After speaking of the ‘ver sacrum’ 
which is said to have led to the establishment 
of the Samnites in Samnium as an offshoot 
of the Sabines of Sabina, Strabo goes on:— 
Bixos 5€ 81a rodro Kat YaPeAAovs adrovs to- 
KOpLOTLKOS GTO TOV yovewy TpocayopevOjnvat, 
Sapvitas 8 az’ adXAns airias, os ot “EXAnves 
Savvitas €yovor. His philology is at fault ; 
for he regards Sabellus as a diminutive 
formed directly from Sabinus. But that does 
not affect the main point, which is that we 
have here explicit testimony that Sabellus 
was a name applied to the Samnites (not the 
Sabines). As yet no scrap of evidence has 
been produced to show that Sabellus ever 
meant ‘Sabine.’ 

The inference is inevitable. When Horace 
calls himself a Sabellus (Epp. i. 16-49), he 
cannot be alluding to his possession of an 
estate in Sabina, but must be speaking of his 
connexion with Samnium. In what way 

SOPHOCLES, 7TRACH. 

kat 6 BeBaor, yo Aoyos onpawérw. Prof. 
Jebb rightly retains this, the MSS. reading, 
as against various needless conjectures. He 
translates ‘ Well, they are gone ;—so thy 
story can proceed’; and, for the use of 
onpawe he refers to 1. 598 ri xpy moev; 
onpotwe, Texvov Oivews. But it seems to me 
that the proper parallel is to be found in 
Thucydides in whom oynpaivw is absolute, as 
in ii. 8, 3 eddxer ext Trois peAAovor yevyoer Oat 
onphvat, V. 20, 2 és ra mpoyeyevnpéeva onpaiver, 
ii. 43, 3 (perhaps) od ornAGv onpaiver emrypady. 
The construe of the line should be, I think : 
‘Well, they are gone, and so let thy story 
be the token (viz. that they are gone)’: ze. 
‘speak out plainly and freely.’ 

was he connected with Samnium? Not ex- 
actly by the place of his birth ; for Venusia 
is in Apulia, and the places mentioned in 
connexion with his early childhood (Acheron- 
tia, Bantia, Forentum ; Qd. iii. 4, 14-16) are 
in Lucania; and when Horace speaks geo- 
graphically, he says of himself Lucanus an 
Apulus anceps (Sat. ii. 1, 34). I think, there- 
fore, he must be referring to his nationality ; 
and that in this passage (Epp. i. 16, 49) we 
have a direct but hitherto neglected state- 
ment by the poet himself as to his blood and 
descent. To ancient biographers the national- 
ity of the son of a dibertinus was perhaps of 
little moment ; but to us the question is more 
interesting. For it has been suggested that 
Horace was of Greek origin: so Dr. Gow in 
his recent edition. Prof. W. M. Ramsay in 
Macmillan’s Magazine for 1897, p. 450, 
speaks of Horace as an Apulian; but 
‘Apulian’ is, I take it, a geographical not 
an ethnological term. It is possible, though 
I cannot prove it unless by reference to the 
case of Horace himself, that there were 
Samnites as well as other nationalities in 
Apulia. The supposition that Horace was a 
Samnite is in perfect touch with what we 
know as to his personal character, and 
throws new light upon the passage in Sat. i. 
9, 29, where the Sabellian crone is mentioned, 
in connexion with his early childhood. I con- 
jecture that he came of a family which had 
been enslaved during the Samnite wars. 

EK, A. SONNENSCHEIN. 

345: PLAT. GORG. 470. 

Plato, Gorgias p. 470 A ovxotv, & Gavpaores 
Td peya Sivacbar radw ad cor patverat, cov prev 

mpatrovre & Soxet Erntat TO GPeAiwws TpaTTEL, 
dyaOov te €lvat Kal TOTO, OS €ouKev, €OTL TO 
peya Svvacba «i Se py, KaKovV Kal opLKpoV 
Svvacba. The position of piv and of re and 
the parallelism of the sentences seem to me 
to leave no doubt (1) that Plato meant «i dé 
pay (ererae k.t.A.), (7d péya SvvacGac aiverat) 

kaxov (elvac) Kat cpixpov SivacOa; (2) that 

Kal TovTo éort TO p. 5. is an afterthought sub- 

stituted for cat péya SivacOar. Accordingly | 

infer (1) that Plato intended to play on the 
double meaning of cpixpov divacGar a. * to 
have small power,’ b. ‘to signify little’; (2) 
that the construe is ‘So your view seems to 
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be that great power, provided that “ doing 
as one chooses’ is accompanied by “ doing 
as is advantageous” is both a good thing— 
and this is, as it seems, “great power”: but, 
if this condition is absent, great power 

HAVERFIELD’S REVISION OF 

Conington’s Virgil. Vol. I. Hclogues and 
Georgics, Fifth Edition, revised by F. 
HaverrieLpD, M.A., Student and Tutor of 
Christ Church, Oxford ; London, George 
Bell and Sons. 1898. 10s. 6d. 

Tue first volume of Conington’s Virgil, 
which had previously been re-edited by 
Prof. Nettleship, now appears in a fifth 
edition, which has been entrusted to the 
care of another Oxford scholar, Mr. F. 
Haverfield. The three names which thus 
appear upon the title-page suggest some 
natural regrets, but the succession of editors, 
though rapid, is a worthy one—wno avulso 
non deficit alter aureus—and long may the 
University preserve the ‘golden’ chain of 
Virgilian critics undeteriorated and un- 
broken. 

The appearance of this volume must also 
be hailed with satisfaction not only as a 
proof of the permanent value of Conington’s 
work but also because the demand for its 
publication seems to show that the Georgics— 
‘the best poem of the best poet,’ as Dryden 
calls them—do still find students, in spite 
of the efforts of schoolmasters and exam- 
iners to relegate them to obscurity in 
favour of the Aeneid. Doubtless the imag- 
inative power of the Sixth Book of the 
Aeneid and the splendid rhetoric of the 
Fourth are unsurpassed, but elsewhere in 
Virgil there is nothing which can rival the 
Georgics. Written at the average rate of 
one line a day they represent the most 
perfect artistic work of the greatest artist 
in words whom the world has ever seen. 
They deserve, but in comparison with the 
Aeneid have not received, the most careful 
criticism, so that the appearance of a new 
edition of what will be for long the standard 
English authority about them seems a fitting 
occasion to draw attention to certain points 
in which Conington’s judgment may reason- 
ably be questioned and this edition im- 
proved. There is all the more cause for 
doing so since, when an edition has secured 
general acceptance by its merits, there is a 
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appears to be a bad thing and to signify 
little’ This rendering is quite different 
from those given by Thompson, Stallbaum, 
Deuschle-Cron and others. 

KE. C. Marcuanr. 

CONINGTON’S VIRGIL, VOL. LI. 

strong tendency to elevate it into a sort of 
‘canonical’ book and—as I have often 
experienced personally—to treat any dis- 
sent from its conclusions as a sign of pre- 
sumption and almost heresy. To the classi- 
cal student, however, a contented acquiesc- 
ence in authority is fatal, and it is far better 
to err greatly than to accept blindly. Nor 
probably would any man have been more 
indisposed to consider his own judgment as 
final than Conington himself, and indeed, 
even where the grounds for a decision 
appear clear and cogent, he often seems to 
shrink too sensitively from expressing a 
definite opinion, for fear lest he should pre- 
judge a case on which the last word has not 
yet been spoken. Criticism moreover on a 
writer so subtle, so suggestive, and often so 
ambiguous, as Virgil cannot in every case 
hope to obtain finality, nor can any com- 
mentator hope to avoid mistakes which a 
fresh, though less competent critic, may be 
able toemend. It happens, too, that my 
own school edition of the Bucolics and 
Georgics synchronizes with the publication 
of Mr. Haverfield’s more important volume, 
but as my-rown work will not naturally 
come before scholars a notice of the latter 
in the Classical Review seems a fitting 
opportunity for referring to those points in 
which Mr. Conington’s opinion seems, either 
to Mr. Haverfield or myself, to need correc- 
tion. 

Before, however examining these points 
in detail it ought to be said generally that 
Mr. Haverfield’s very delicate task of 
revision has been excellently performed and 
with a degree of self-effacement which, 
while it greatly adds to the convenience of 
the reader, should not make him overlook 
the labour and learning which are required 
to produce a result at once so simple, 
accurate and clear. By breaking up the 
original notes into short paragraphs he has 
much improved their lucidity, to which also 
a much improved type greatly contributes, 
while throughout he has made a great 
number of short additions of his own on 
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special points, which are of high value. 
The following instances will illustrate their 
character : 

Grammatical— 

E.1, 18 qui deus ; 1, 67 en ungquam ; 3, 

21 non redderet ?; 4, 62 rideo with dat. ; 
5, 66 ecce with acc. ; 8, 102 rivo=i rivum ; 
9, 53 oblitus passive; 10, 12 ullus=ullo 
modo ; G. 1, 203 atque ; 1, 263 use of perf. 
impressit ; 3, 258 the dativus energicus (a 
new terror!) ; 3, 384 primum with no deinde 
or other particle to follow; 4, 117 nz 
traham...canerem ; 4, 159 saepta domorum. 

On special words— 

E. 7, 33 sinum; G. 1, 14 cultor ; 1, 93 
penetrabilis ; 1, 247 intempesta nox (an ad- 
mirable note); 1, 360 carinae; 1, 470 ob- 
scenus, importunus ; 1, 498 Indigetes ; 2, 
104 neque enim = ‘nor indeed’; 2, 364 
immitto ; 2, 403 olim cum; 3,12 palma= 
‘victory’; 3, 560 abolere; 4, 443 pellacia ; 
4,445 nam quis ? 

Orthography— 

E. 3. 84 Pollio; 4, 229 thensaurus ; 4, 

243 stelio. 

Botanical, Historical, &e.— 

E. 2.18 vaccinium ; G. 4, 271 amellus ; 
3, 338 aleyon ; 4, 307 hirundo ; 4, 511 the 
nightingale ; 13, 25-33; 3, 31-33 not ex 
post facto; 3, 38 Ixionis angues; 4, 48 
burnt crabs; 2, 161 the Lucrine harbour ; 
2,171 Octavian in the East; 2, 479 earth- 
quakes producing earthquake waves in 
Italy. 

His chief defect is too great tenderness in 
dealing with the notes added by Nettleship 
and the incorporation of fresh Marginalia 
from the same hand. These, as is_ well 
known, largely deal with rather minute 
textual and orthographical questions so that 
for non-technical students they often rather 
mar the effect of the commentary. Notone 
person in a thousand who reads Virgil cares 
at all how the MSS. spell sed, haud, and 
obliquus while, when a note on the ortho- 
graphy of formosus occurs eleven times 
within the first seven Zclogues, the feeling 
aroused is almost indignation. Such notes 
have their value, but their place is not in 
the commentary on an incomparable poem. 
They ought to be omitted or relegated to an 
Appendix, and then room might be found 
for some much-needed notes on some of the 
marvellous merits of the Georgics. True, 

the student ought to find these out for 
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himself, and it might be called impertinence 

in an editor to draw attention to them, but 

the plain fact is that they usually elude the 

observation of the general reader and often 

are but imperfectly grasped even by scholars. 

Two illustrations must suffice. The first is 

Virgil’s use of personification—the art by 

which he gives feeling and personality to 

every creature, animate or inanimate, which 

he describes, not merely to bees and cattle 

but to plants and shrubs, even to wines, as 

a careful study of the wonderful passage 

G. 2, 88-109 will show. The second is his 

astounding mastery over metre, which in 

the first Georgic may be illustrated by a 

greater number of passages than can be 

quoted from any Latin poem of twice or 

four times the length, although the average 

reader is only dimly conscious of the exist- 

ence of half of them while only devoted 

study can reveal the fulness of their perfect 

art. 
Appended are notes on some of the 

passages in which Conington seems to his 

editors or myself to need alteration or 

amplification. Even put most tersely they 

run to some length, but the interest of the 

subject is sufficient excuse. Conington is 

referred to as C., Nettleship as N., and 

Haverfield as H. 
E. 1, 46. ergo tua rura manebunt. Ergo 

here—admirationis cum maerore coniunctae 

exclamatio, Orelli—needs illustration from 

Hor. Od. 1, 24, 5 ergo Quintilium..., and 8. 

2, 5, 101 ergo nunc Dama sodalis nusquam 

est. In the next line C.’s description of 

Virgil’s farm as ‘covered with stones’ quite 

misrepresents lapis nudus=‘bare rock ’ 

which crops up and ‘ overspreads’ (obducat) 

the pastures. 
1, 65. H. rightly reads, and well ex- 

plains, cretae (not Cretae) rapidum ; but 

line 67 the purposely disjointed character of 

the shepherd’s broken utterance demands 

notice; it is quite in Virgil’s way ef. 3, 93 ; 

9, 2. 
1, 71. H. makes barbarus and impius 

excellently clear. 
2, 18. ligustra ‘privet.’ So C., but 

surely Martyn’s ‘ white convolvulus’ or 

‘bindweed ’ (cf. ligo) fits sense and deriva- 

tion better. 
2, 28. tantwm libeat tecwm mihi sordida 

rura... H. rightly quotes Martial, but 

should do so more fully, and refer to 

Friedlander on 1, 49, 27 for sordida in a 

distinctly good sense. 
2, 30. vwiridi compellere hibisco i.e. ad 

viride hibiscwm C. But C.’s quotation ‘ Hor. 

Od. 1, 24, 18 quam...nigro compulerit Mer- 
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curtus gregi’ is fallacious, for (1) surely the 
use of the dat. after compello when it 
describes driving an individual to join a flock 
is entirely different from its use when it 
describes driving the flock to the particular 
thing on which it feeds, and (2) the omission 
of the words virga aurea vitiates the quota- 
tion altogether, for they afford an exact 
parallel to viridi hibisco, if we render with 
‘a green switch of hibiscwm,’ and 10, 71 
shows that the plant was used for making 
baskets and therefore might furnish a 
switch. 

2, 47-50. It should be noted that there 
are probably two bouquets; the first is of 
flowers of contrasted hue mixed with scented 
plants, and the second, described in inverse 
order, of scented herbs and contrasted 
flowers. In 50 the difficult epithet mollia 
applied to vaccinia needs a note; surely 
Wagner’s quae coloris teneritate senswm 
molliter afficit is right. 

3, 79, 80. All discussion of these difficult 
lines is practically wanting in C. 

4, 4. The note on Cumaei carminis is 
excellently re-written by H. 

4, 11. decus hoc aevi. H. rightly notes 
‘may mean “This glory of the age”’,’ as it 
certainly does. C. gives ‘ this glorious age,’ 
comparing Lucr. 2 16 hoc aevi quodcunque 
est, which is not parallel, wevi depending on 
quodcunque. 

6, 2. Delete the full-stop after Thalia. 
The sentence is ‘At first my Muse was 
pastoral..., (but) when I began to sing of 
kings ete.’ 

6, 33. H. with H. N. gives his ex ordia 
primis, but would Virgil use this rare device 
twice in a few lines (cf. 19 ipsis ex vincula 
sertis), with such a rare word as_ ordia, 
and where confusion with exordia was 
certain } 

6, 34. omnia et ipse tener mundi concre- 

verit orbis. C. accepts Munro’s ‘elastic 
globe of ether,’ but omnia et ipse=ra Te 
dAdo mavta xat, and the earth is the only 
truly central object which can be contrasted 
with ‘all other things.’ Again concreverit 
better describes the formation of a central 
mass than of an unsubstantial enveloping 
ether. Again tener orbis naturally leads up 
to tum durare solum. 

6, 70. Ascraeo seni. H. rightly takes 
sent, not of antiquity as C. does, but of ‘ the 
venerable old age...generally associated with 
poets.’ 

8, 38-42. Macaulay’s famous praise of 
these lines (Life and Letters, 1, 371) should 
be quoted in any edition. 

9, 3. H. has an excellent note on possessor 
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‘a word associated with violence,’ e.g. 
Sullani possessores. 

9, 25. H. with H. N. reads antesinistra, a 
am. ey., on the authority of Servius. 
‘Learned’ poets no doubt like technical 
terms, but they use them with judgment, 
and a word so hideous as this is impossible. 
It is not criticism but eccentricity to split 
exordia into two and join ante sinistra into 
one word. 

9, 23. dum redeo. H. rightly renders 
‘until,’ this usage being certain. 

G. 1,4. H., with H. N., rightly refuses 
to follow C.’s identification of dwmina with 
Liber and Ceres. 

1, 20. et teneram ab radice ferens, Silvane, 
cupressum. C. writes ‘ab radice with ferens, 
condensed, as Cat. 64, 288 tulit radicitus.’ 
This is to me without meaning, and when I 
turn to Ellis on Catullus I am equally 
mystified. He writes ‘in Virgil however 
ab radice seems to be ‘from the root 
upwards,” whereas radicitus is rather ‘ torn 
from the roots”: in other words tulit 
radicitus is the more pregnant expression.’ 
Surely the god of forestry is carrying a 
‘young cypress’ taken up from the roots, 
v.e. So as to bring the roots away with it, in 
order that he may transplant it. It is the 
sign of his work, which certainly was not to 
pluck young trees from their roots ! 

1, 28. venias. H. rightly ‘thou comest,’ 
not as C. ‘become’; cf. Hor. Od. 1, 2, 30 
venias precamur...Apollo. This use of venio 
is pictorial and illustrates its use in Aen. 5, 
344 gratior et pulchro veniens in corpore 
virtus and 5, 373 qui se | Bebrycia veniens 
Amyct de gente ferebat (cf. 5, 400), where 
editors raise needless difficulties. 

1, 36. The use of nam needs a note. 
After mentioning earth, sea, and sky, Virgil 
says ‘(I do not mention the fourth division 
of the universe) for hell etc.,’ but this usage 
is not always clear, and in 1, 77 C. in 
consequence quite misses the point. There 
on writ enim lini...he writes ‘The general 
sense is that the same crop invariably 
repeated, will exhaust the soil etc.’ This is 
wrong, for every one knows that the same 
crop cannot be repeated invariably, and the 
whole paragraph is on ‘alternation’ or 
change, which land must have and may get 
(1) by the costly method of fallowing (2) 
by rotation of crops, e.g. by following wheat 
with vetches and lupine (but not with flax, 
oats, etc.) ‘for flax and oats exhaust the 
soil,’ though, Virgil adds, even these crops 
may be planted if you do not stint manure. 
The whole passage is strictly coherent and 
absolutely clear. 
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1, 80. ne satwrare fimo pingui pudeat sola, 
neve. The rugged rhythm of this rude pre- 
cept should be noted. 

1, 104-117. This disputed passage needs 
clearer treatment. The great point to notice 
is that it is in two accurately balanced halves 
of seven lines each, one beginning with quid 
dicam...qui the other with guid qui, one 
describing irrigation of light dry soil, the 
other draining of a rich wet one. This is 
certain, and therefore Mr. Long’s view 
(quoted by C.) that male pinguis harenae in 
the first half is=‘too stiff soil’ is hopeless, 
while in the second half bibula deducere 
harena is almost necessarily =‘ drain by the 
use of sand which drinks up the water,’ the 
reference being to closed drains ( = our ‘sub- 
soil drains’), made by digging a trench, 
half filling it with sand, gravel, &., and 
then filling it in, as described in Columella 
2, 2, 10 and Theophrastus, C.P. 3, 7. 

1,106. rivosque sequentes. H. with H.N. 
reads recentes against all authority and in 
defiance of Homer where cf. dxernyés and 
Hyepovevy, While the pursuing water at last 
‘outruns its guide’ (fOave. d€ Té Kat Tov 
ayovra). A worse alteration was never 
made. 

1, 169 seg. Much in C’s description of a 
plough needs revision. The common drawing 
of a plough as given in Smith’s Dict. of Ant. 
is from Martyn and so, I suppose, 150 years 
old. It sadly needs amendment and causes 
needless difficulties, e.g." what does C. mean 
by ‘The plural dentalia is used by this poet 
(Virgil), but it is probably nothing more 
than a poetic license’? Dentalia is plural 
because the word describes two pieces of 
wood fastened on each side of the bwris and 
holding the dens at the point of convergence, 
while at the other end they pass into the 
aures, together with which they form a 
duplex dorsum exactly as described by 
Virgil. A handy classical friend rigged me 
up a little model which showed them ad- 
mirably. 

1, 206. vectis =‘ voyaging’ ‘while sailing.’ 
C.’s difficulty as to the use of the past part. 
in a present sense is imaginary. Four 
similar instances occur in this Book, 293, 
339, 442,494. H. adds a note which shows 
this, but leaves C.’s comment, causing some 
confusion. 

1, 243. sub pedibus =‘ beneath ow feet,’ 
opposed to nobis sublimis ‘above our head.’ 
C. writes ‘sub pedibus is to be connected 
with videt, the feet being those of Styx and 
the Manes; but videt is not to be pressed, 
&e.’ Anyone who tries to realize these 
ghosts looking at a pole beneath their feet 
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will see how impossible it is. What, too, 

about the feet of Styx? 
1,277. H. on Orcus ="Opxos is excellent. 
1, 281-283. C. has a vague note on 

‘Greek rhythm,’ but the rhythm of these 

three lines deserves most careful study. 

The double hiatus between z and 7, o and o in 

the first is startling and in marked contrast 

with the triple caesura in the second. The 

first line—which must be read slowly— 

marks slow upheaval, the second ponderous 

settlement of mountain upon mountain, and 

then comes the miraculous third line—Ter 

Pater extructos deiecit fulmine montes. First 

the long gigantic effort then the consummate 

ease with which it is reduced to nothing 

could not be better expressed. Yet among 

all the comments on Virgil has anyone ever 

seen this third line noticed? I never did, 

and yet I think Virgil must have been very 

proud of it. 
1, 299. mnudus ara, ‘without the upper 

garment,’ C.and all editors. But if so, why 

did the wags in Virgil’s time scoff at the 

line? No one could laugh at you for telling 

a ploughboy to take off his jacket, but they 

could if you told him to ‘strip.’ Is not 

Virgil thinking of a ploughman wearing 

only the cinctus? Cf. cinctuti Cethegr Hor. 

A.P. 50 =nudi Cethegi Lucan 6, 704. 
1, 322. Much cleared up in H. 

1, 356. continuo, ventis surgentibus, aut 

freta ponti. H. gives continuo = ‘immediately, 

in quick succession,’ and suggests that it 

might be=airixa ‘for example.’ The mean- 

ing is clear. Continuo goes closely with v. 

surgentibus ‘the moment the winds begin to 

rise’; cf. 169 continuo in silvis ‘while still 

in the woods’; 3, 271 continuoque wbi ‘from 

the moment when,’ and above all 4, 254 

continuo est aegris ‘from the moment when 

they sicken,’ where Virgil is describing the 
first symptom of disease as here the /irst sign 

of wind. 
1, 362. densis alis. ‘looks like a mis- 

translation of rwagdpevor wrépa zuxta, C. TL 

cannot easily believe in the ‘ mistranslation.’ 

Surely Virgil deliberately alters Aratus to a 

phrase which fits in with the military words 

agmine magno and exercitus. 
1, 467. H. has a most interesting note 

to show that there was no solar eclipse in 

B.C. 44. 
1,500. cuvenem = Augustus. H. has a 

good note; the use of the word by both 

Horace and Virgil is too marked to be acci- 
dental. The emperor clearly liked it. 

1,513. H. with H.N. reads addunt in 

spatio and says ‘The Berne scholia explain 

thus: propria vox circi, equi enim cursus 
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spatio addere dicuntur. I cannot under- 
stand text or comment. 

2,47. H. has se tollunt in luminis auras. 
Surely this merely irritating alteration 
of a well-known Lucretian phrase is in- 
admissible. 

2, 53. sterilis, quae stirpibus exit ab imis. 
Remove the comma after steri/is. The shoot 
is not ‘barren’ in itself, but even when 
overshadowed makes efforts to produce some- 
thing (line 56). It ‘springs barren from 
the bottom of the trunk’ because wanting 
light and air; plant it out and it will show 
that it is not barren. 

2,62. cogendae in sulcum. C. ‘drilled 
into trenches,’ comparing cogere in ordinem, 
but that =‘reduce to the ranks.’ Cogendae 
is not used in a military sense here, but 
marks the strong effort needed, cf. labor 
preceding and domandae following. 

2, 93. tenuisque Lageos. Certainly not ‘a 
thin light wine’ as C., but, as Servius, pene- 
trabilis quae cito in venas descendit. A wine 
which will ‘ presently try your legs’ is not a 
‘thin light wine.’ Perhaps=‘subtle’; it 
looks light and tastes mild, but beware ! 

2, 123. aera vincere summum arboris. C.’s 
explanation is perplexing. Is not aer sum- 
mus arboris simply = summa aeria arbor ‘ the 
heaven-towering tree-top,’ which the archer 
‘conquers’ by shooting over it ? 

2,187. huc summis liquuntur rupibus 
amnes. ‘The sentence gives the reason for 
the moisture of the land so placed,’ C. No, 
but it gives the reason for its fertility. 
There is moisture but not stagnation and 
the rivers bring with them ‘fertilising mud.’ 

2, 192. H. rightly refers to Prof. Robin- 
son Ellis in Cat. 39, 11, for the ‘fat Etrus- 
can.’ 

2, 247. at sapor indicium faciet, manifestus 
et ora. 

tristia temptantum sensu torquebit amaro 
Editors discuss at length the readings 

amaro and amaror, but the real interest of 
the passage is in the imitative character of 
the second line. Especially if temptantum 
be pronounced strongly, the line clearly 
mimics the action of a person who has 
tasted something which he wishes to spit 
out. Many, of course, will call such a view 
fanciful, but the occurrence of such a line 
in a writer with such a sensitive ear as 
Virgil cannot be accidental. Unfortunately 
Hyginus discovered amaror, and so Virgil's 
comic line became merely a subject for 
critical controversy. 

C. says ‘manifestus seems plainly to go 
with faciet. Yet surely it is not the 
clearness of the taste which Virgil wishes to 
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bring out, but the clearness of the visible 
effect on the taster. The comma should un- 
doubtedly be after /aciet. 

2, 279. H. rather boldly doubts whether 
the arrangement of vines like an army is 
the arrangement im quincuncem, chiefly 
because ‘ the exact nature of the manipular 
system is disputed,’ and ‘it had certainly 
vanished before Virgil’s time.’ Yet Virgil 
must have had the guincunaz before his mind, 
for he clearly has Varro i. chapter 7 before 
him, as he gives exactly the same reasons 
for his arrangement as:Varro does for the 
arrangement im quincuncem, viz. (1) sym- 
metry, and (2) that it affords the maximum 
of light and space. As a matter of fact, 
too, the quincunaz arrangement is the one 
which will give each plant most room, as a 
mathematician demonstrated to me with a 
number of pennies. Quintilian too refers 
to the quincunx arrangement as combining 
the greatest beauty with the greatest 
economy of space. 

2, 302 seg. C. explains insere = intersere, 
though interserere occurs three lines pre- 
viously and inserere in this Book is regularly 
=‘engraft.’ But the error of his view is 
shown in 312, where he has ‘non a@ stirpe 
valent sc. vites, for the vines are strong 
from the root and might shoot again, but, 
if you engraft the olive on the oleaster, the 
olive after a fire, being burned below the 
graft, cannot shoot again. For caesae. . ., 
cf. Job xiv. 7. 

2, 341. H. rightly reads and supports 
terre. 

2, 350. halitus. C. ‘probably from the 
evaporation of the water.’ Rather halitus 
is used strictly =‘ breath’: the plant gets 
nourishment from the water; then begins 
to breathe ; then ‘ plucks up spirit’ (animos 
tollent). 

2, 362. parcendum teneris. ‘Deal gently 
with the young.’ Surely the ‘ personification’ 
here and in numberless instances deserves 
notice. 

2, 389. oscilla mollia. 
of wax or wool.’ 

2, 499. C.’s remarks, as though the rustic 
who does not ‘pity the poor’ showed ‘sel- 
fish indifference,’ are needless. He does not 
pity the poor simply because there are no 
poor to pity, as there are no rich to envy. 

3, 70. semper enim refice. C. has ‘ Hnim 
here seems to be added for emphasis. The 
words are to be connected with what 
follows.’ This is wrong, as is the remark of 
Servius that enim here has no force, and 
that of Pierius that it is=ztaque (‘for’= 
‘therefore’ !). ‘ You will always be needing 

H. explains ‘made 
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to change some of your herd,’ says Virgil, 

‘for (i.e. because) continual renewal is 

essential to prevent degeneration in a herd.’ 
Instead of writing semper enim reficienda 

sunt corpora matrum, he writes vigorously 

semper enim refice. 
3, 76. et mollia crura reponit. C. writes 

‘The meaning of reponit is very doubtful.’ 
H. strikes out ‘very,’ but the meaning is 
not doubtful at all. The colt picks up his 
feet clean, and puts them down as though 
he would not bruise a daisy. C.’s own 
explanation at the end of his note is right. 

3, 82. color deterrimus albis. Has any 

one seen a white race-horse of repute? The 
‘white horses’ of Homer are surely white as 
being divine, and literary tradition then 
kept up the phrase ‘ with white horses’ = 
‘at utmost speed,’ in defiance of fact. 

3, 82. duplea spina. See Liddell and 
Scott s.v. dais. 

3, 140. non illas needs its force -bringing 
out more clearly. 

3, 141. saltu superare viam—‘ to be taken 
with what follows of clearing, i.e. leaping 
out of the road.’ This is unintelligible to 
me. What is to ‘clear, 7.e. leap out of the 
road’? Surely the phrase is simply= 
‘gallop’ or ‘canter’ alonga road.’ Hither 
to ride a mare in foal fast along a road or 
let it get excited and gallop in the fields 
is bad. 

3, 193. sitque laboranti similis. ‘So Hor. 
Od. 2, 3, 11, obliquo laborat lympha fugax 
trepidare rivo, the stream being forced to 
bend, like the horse here, C. Surely 
laboranti is not in the least = ‘ forced to bend,’ 
but describes the horse ‘ chafing’ ‘ struggling 
to get his head.’ It ought carefully to be 
brought out in this elaborate passage that 
the comparison is not merely between the 
horse and the North Wind, but between the 
horse first walking soberly, then breaking 
into faster movement, and finally into a 
furious gallop, and the N. wind rising by 
similar steps into a tornado. The whole 
passage is worked out with the utmost care. 
Like many other passages in Virgil it needs 
explaining simply. Unfortunately if an 
Editor writes a clear and simple note every 
one says ‘Oh, that is as plain as a pikestaff,’ 
and the true road to reputation is learned 
obscurity. 

3, 217. dulcibus illa quidem illecebris. C. 
gives ‘illa quidem having the force of 
quamvis, “she wastes them away, though 
with a tender passion.’ The use of le 
quidem practically = quamvis is well known, 
but surely here it is a strengthened form of 
ille pleonastic, used to draw marked attention 
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to the subject—‘ she does not allow them to 
remember groves or pastures as she stands, 
look you! in her sweet witchery.’ The sight 
of groves and pastures is alluring, but when 
they look at her it is forgotten. Cf. 1. 500 
sudor, et ille quidem morituris frigidus 
‘sweat, aye and, mark you, when death 
approaches a cold sweat,’ where C. says 
‘compare 217’ but the explanation of 2/e 
quidem = quamvis cannot hold. 

3, 267. saww per et scopulos et depressas 
convalles Professor Robinson Ellis on 
Cat. 65, 23, says that ‘ the interruption of the 
dactylic movement by a spondaic rhythm 
expresses a sudden check....The rapid flight 
is arrested, and after a time becomes slower.’ 
Surely this is not so here. The opening 
dactyls express the leaps and bounds of the 

animals over ‘boulders and rocks,’ the 

balanced spondees of depressas convalles 
mark their smooth even gallop along the 
valley. Conington seems to agree in 
this view. 

3, 400-403. Notes on cheese admirably 
re-written by H. 

3, 518. Sellar’s admirable illustration of 
fraterna morte from Georges Sand must be 
inserted in every comment. It is worth 
sheets of ordinary notes. 

4, 39. fuco et floribus. H. rightly not 
‘ pollen ’ but ‘ propolis’ ; an important point. 

4, 74. spiculaque exacuwnt rostris. Must 

be ‘sharpen their stings with’ or ‘against 
their beaks.’ This is of course inaccurate, 

but H. notes Sidgwick’s remark that bees 
rubbing their bodies with their legs to 
remove dirt may be the origin of the error. 
The same suggestion was made to me inde- 
pendently by a scientific friend to whom 
I applied. 

4, 85. usque adeo obnixi non cedere, dum 
gravis aut hos | aut hos versa fuga victor 

dare terga subegit. CO. notes “we might have 
expected subegerit, and Kennedy regards 
subegit as = subegerit by Syncope. No doubt 

where the sense of purpose is clear dum would 
be followed by a subjunctive, but obniaus 
does not describe purpose so much as the 

actual attitude of a warrior who plants his 

feet and will not budge (Livy, 6, 12, 8 
obnixos stabili gradu hostium wmnpetum 
excipere), and Virgil simply records the fact 

that the leaders do so hold their ground. So 

too H. 
4, 86-87. hi motus animorum....‘ Here 

Virgil’s humour breaks out, relieving what 

would otherwise be mere exaggeration,’ C. 

The humour is obvious, but what about the 

pathos? Remembering what pulveris exigut 
tactu must suggest to a Roman ear (cf Hor. 
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Od, 1, 28, 35 iniecto ter pulvere), and how 
Virgil, throughout the Georgics, loves to use 
phrases which may be taken first literally and 
secondly with a deeper human meaning, I 
cannot believe that he wrote these wonderful 
lines without some thought of the ‘ passions 
and rivalries’ of human life, which are all 
laid to rest for ever ‘ with the flinging of a 
little dust.’ True, Varro and Pliny prescribe 
this ‘flinging of dust’ with absolutely no 
secondary meaning, but they were not poets. 

4, 2. H. rightly notes that Virgil is 
describing two sorts of bees, the common 
brown bee and the Ligurian. 

4, 153. consortia tecta | urbis habent ‘hold 
dwellings in common’; so H. also. C. had 
‘have dwellings united into a city.’ 

4, 170 seg. C. has along note on the 
disputed point whether this famous compari- 
sion is an exaggeration. Of course it is ; 
Virgil himself notes the fact line 176; it is 
exactly in his power to describe these tiny 
creatures in heroic verse that the poet 
finds his pleasure and pride. Is not Shakes- 
peare’s famous description of bees exaggera- 
tion? Is not ‘the tent-royal of their 
emperor ’ an exaggerated phrase ? Doubtless 
it is kind of Pope and Heyne (not Heine) 
to defend Virgil here, but their defence is 
not needed. 
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4, 227. angustam. It should be clearly 
shown that this reading and ora fove 
230 stand or fall together. The reading 
augustam....ore fave (‘ Pour approcher de la 
demeure auguste des abeilles il faut s’ etre 
purifié et garder le silence,’ Benoist) is so 
good that it cannot be neglected, and perhaps 
there is no passage in the classics where such 
slight textual alteration produces two such 
excellent readings. For myself I do not see 
much point in angustam, and prefer the 
humorous dignity of augustam....ore fave. 

4, 244. immunis. ‘The drones have not 
performed their munus of labour, C. Surely 
the word is = dovpodos ; the drones sat at a 
feast provided by others without ‘ paying 
their shot.’ 

4,250. H. gives foros=‘ passages,’ pro- 
bably rightly ; not ‘rows of cells’ as C. 

4, 337. caeseriem effusae. H. retains C.’s 
note on this construction, and adds H. N.’s 
note at the end of it. This is very confusing. 
Surely no one doubts the active (or middle) 
force of the participle in these cases ; in an 
Appendix to my edition of Aen. 1-6 I collect 
the instances in those books, and when 

printed together they seem irresistible. 
4,455. H. rightly prints ad meritum. 

Nothing else will put this passage straight. 
T. E. Pace. 

PAGE’S EDITION OF THE BUCOLICS AND GEORGICS. 

P. Vergili Maronis Bucolica et Georgica, with 
introduction and notes by T. E. Paag, 
M.A, Macmillan (Classical Series), 1898. 
Pps xls obo. 9 08 

Mr. Pace sets out to rescue the Bucolics 
and Georgics from the unmerited oblivion 
into which they have fallen at our public 
schools. The editor is worthy of the task, 
and the task itself is a worthy one, if it 
really be the fact that ‘young students seem 
now to limit their reading of Virgil chiefly 
to the Aenezd, while his other writings are 
comparatively neglected.’ There are indeed 
some who think that Virgil is too subtle, 
too fine, too difficult, to be of the slightest 
educational value to any but the very best 
sixth form boys: and personally I confess 
to believing that the best fate that could 
befall the poet himself and the public school 
boy, is that Virgil should be banished from 
our class-rooms for a century. But if he is 
to be read, then by all means let the Georgics 
be read at least as much as, if not more than, 
the Aeneid. For in them the poet writes 
always from his heart; and if his agriculture 

is somewhat remote from our own (Mr. Page, 
by the way, takes occasion to point out that 
in one respect at least he was in advance of 
at all events the eighteenth century, p. 
XXXVii.), it is not more remote from reality 

than is his fighting: and if the school-boy 
learns any moral lesson at all from what he 
reads it is better that he should learn to 
admire the glory of labour than the tinsel 
of mock chivalry. 

In the introduction Mr. Page gives an 
able and fairly concise appreciation of Virgil 
as a writer on the country, but I cannot 
help thinking that his 293 pages of notes 
are somewhat excessive in quantity. He 
most admirably illustrates Virgil from Virgil, 
but very often at extreme length, and while 
he seems to feel (alas, very rightly) that the 
average school-master will in all probability 
teach his boys too little, he himself is apt to 
try to teach them too much. The notes, 
too, are overburdened with translations, 
often of a most superfluous nature (e.g. 
‘qudentes “bellowing” or ‘‘belling,’”’’ ‘cae- 
dunt “slay,”’ ‘reges “kings”’), which, 
from an educational point of view are simply 
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disastrous. The subject matter is always 
well, if too fully, treated (the note on the 
plough G. i. 170, in particular, is excellent), 
and, as might be expected from the introduc- 
tion, the literary side of the poems receives 
due attention. Yet, in spite of its fulness, 
the book has all that amateurishness (if Mr. 
Page will allow me to use the word) which 
characterised his brilliant edition of the Odes 
of Horace: with this difference, that what was 
only an amiable failing in 1883 has become 
a serious defect in 1898. ‘This edition is, 
indeed, absolutely uncritical. It is true that 
at the foot of nearly every page of the text 
there are printed one or two Latin words 
which, from one’s previous knowledge of the 
subject, one is aware are variant readings. 
But not only in nine cases out of ten is 
there not a single word of explanation of 
them in the notes : but emendationsand MSS. 
variants are mixed up without distinction. 
For example “cl. vi. 33 on the word exordia, 
there is a foot-note ‘33 ex omnia; ex ordia’ 
i.e. the reading of P, and an emendation of 
Nettleship’s ; and the commentary contains 
this remark ‘ For exordia some MSS. give ex 
omnia: if so ef. the order of words in line 19.’ 
We hear vaguely of MSS. from time to time ; 
but they are never enumerated or described, 

and no attempt is ever made to discriminate 
between them: thus in Zc/, iv. 53 where he 
reads tam with a few libri deteriores, his 
note simply says ‘many MSS. read tum,’ the 
‘many’ being PRyabc; and again on Lcl. i. 
65, where he rightly reads rapidum cretae, he 
makes the most misleading remark ‘there 
seems about equal authority for reading 
Cretae. What kind of ‘authority’? Such 
defects as these should be remedied in a 
second edition, and either the ‘critical notes’ 
be removed altogether, or else remodelled 
in such a way as to stimulate instead of 
deadening the youthful reader’s critical 
instincts. 

In respect of orthography Mr. Page is so 
far in advance of some of his predecessors 
that he has attained a fairly complete degree 
of uniformity. Often, no doubt, at the ex- 
pense of truth, e.g. in the case of the ace. 
plur. in -es, where one could wish that he 
had followed the rough rules as given by 
Brambach. But, what is of chief importance 
in a school-book, having chosen one form he 
adheres to it (Jwwrus and lawros is the only 
exception I have found), and will have no- 
thing to say to those who uphold the theory 
that an editor should follow the spelling of 
the pro tempore best MS.—a theory which 
is particularly futile in the case of¢ Virgil 
owing to the fragmentary state of the older 
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MSS. Orthography is a branch of philology 
which is unduly neglected at schools, and 
which must sooner or later be forced upon 
the attention of the school-master. The 
difficulty is, of course, to find a standard: 
when the Romans themselves disagreed, 
who shall decide? Brambach’s system is 
well-known to all scholars, and has been in 
the main followed by our standard Latin 
dictionary. There is a good deal that may 
be said against it, but still it is a system, 

and something would be gainedif itsadoption 
for all authors later than Lucretius could be 
made more general. The Clarendon Press 
now have an opportunity of doing something 
of the kind in the series of classical texts 
which they are about to produce. These 
texts should have a very wide circulation in 
this country, and I appeal to the Press not 
to allow this opportunity of improving the 
standard of orthography to pass unused. 
The principles on which they might work 
are, it seems to me, these. First, that there 
is not sufficient evidence to fix in all its 
details the spelling of any particular author. 
Second, that, this being so, some authority— 
Brambach, or any one better who can be 

found—should be prescribed, whom, where 
he speaks decisively, all the editors should 
follow; while, in cases where two forms were 
equally in use (e.g. wrbes and urbis), some 
sort of agreement should be arrived at 
between the editors as to which should pre- 
vail. Third, that whether or not such a 
general agreement is arrived at, there should 
be absolute uniformity within the limits of 
each particular author. Aulus Gellius— 
whose work possesses about the critical 
value of Disraeli’s Curiosities of Literature— 
may tell us that Virgil wrote éris in one line 
and ¢res in the next, following his own ear 
rather than the rules of the grammarians. 
Our nineteenth century editor has not 
Virgil’s ear, and he should be content to 
take one thing and stick to it. The uni- 
formity arrived at by the observance of 
these principles will no doubt be arbitrary, 
and the discovery of further evidence may at 
any moment prove it to be entirely wrong. 
The editor of school texts, however, is work- 
ing not for eternity, but for time; and at 
the present time we have no system of ortho- 
graphy—nothing that can be taught—at all. 
But as truth emerges more easily from error 
than from confusion, such uniformity, how- 
ever arbitrary and erroneous in detail, is, 
I believe, at least a step in the right 
direction, 

F. A, Hirrzet, 
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VOLLMER’S STATIUS’ SILVAE. 

P. Papinii Stati Silvarum Inbri, herausge- 
geben und erklart von Friepricn VoLt- 
MER. Leipzig, Teubner. 1898. 16 Mk. 

We have to thank Herr Teubner, perhaps 
the greatest benefactor of classical scholar- 
ship in our century, for this new Statius, 
which will certainly supply a long felt want. 
The editor, Vollmer, is favourably known by 
a tract on laudationes funebres. Students of 
the Silvae have hitherto had to rest content 
with Markland, where criticism is the strong- 
est feature, or the four-volume edition of 
our author published in London a century 
ago, which however pleasant to the use is 
behindhand now, especially in the depart- 
ment of history and antiquities. Editions 
of single Silvae have indeed been published 
from time to time during the present century 
as doctor’s dissertations, &c., but it is obvious 
that a complete collection of such cannot 
take the place of a harmonious commentary 
to the whole. 

The book opens with an Introduction 
(pp. 1-52) dealing with (1) Statius’ Life and 
Works, (2) Appreciation and History of the 
Silvae, including an account of the MSS. by 
Moritz Krohn of Zittau, who is to bring out 
the new text of the St/vae in the Bibliotheca 
Teubneriana. The former contains a valu- 
able chronology of the several Si/vae and 
also of the collected books, and will prove 
very useful alongside of Friedlinder’s treat- 
ment of the same subject in the Sittenge- 
schichte, vol. iii. In the second chapter the 
speed with which the poems were written is 
rightly insisted on, and many scholars have 
been guilty both of shortsighted criticism 
and waste of time in the attempt to construct 
finished poems from the text we have. ‘The 
later authors who have alluded to or imi- 
tated Statius are next enumerated. It ap- 
pears (p. 34) that with the sixth century 
knowledge of the poems disappears, and it is 
not till the discovery of a codex by Poggio 
that we hear of them again. This codex has 
unfortunately been lost, and the readings of 
it which are written in a copy of the 
editio princeps (now in the Corsinian Library 
at Rome) are not so numerous as we should 
like. The best extant witness to the text is 
the codex Matritensis (saec. xv., Bibl. Nazion. 
M 31), which has bound up with it, among 
other works, the poem of Manilius. Of the 
latter Prof. Robinson Ellis has given a col- 
lation in the Classical Review (vols. vii. and 

viii., 1893, 1894), but a complete collation of 
the Silvae is yet unpublished, and for this 
we must wait till the edition of Krohn 
appears, unless some one anticipate him, 
Those who know the Silvae best will be least 
likely to quarrel with the statement (p. 36, 
repeated p. 37) ‘Gronovs recensio ist die 
beste, die wir haben’; the Teubner text of 
Baehrens is exceedingly careless, disfigured 
by more than his usual number of useless 
conjectures, the MS. reading having to be 
restored sometimes as often as six times on 
one page. Then comes an Appendix on ‘The 
Wars of Domitian.’ It is unfortunate that 
the editor had not seen Gsell’s excellent 
monograph till this was written. 

The text follows (pp. 55-202), and beneath 
it are printed select various readings, and 
also passages echoed by and imitated from 
the Silvae. A good deal has been done al- 
ready for the imitations, for example, by 
Peiper’s Ausonius, Liitjohann’s Sidonius, 
and Birt’s Claudian. The text is mainly and 
rightly conservative. We shall confine our- 
selves to a few remarks of approval or disap- 
proval of the treatment of selected passages, 
letting it be fully understood that we believe 
this to be the very best text of the poems 
yet published. i. 1, 1: geminata Vollmer 
and vulg. This is a very slight alteration of 
MSS. gemmata, which I would keep. 
Cf. lucem coruscam (v. 71) and the general 
expression in Gsell 127 that the architecture 
of the period showed ‘un goat exagéré pour 
les matériaux précieux, la surcharge de l’or- 
namentation.’ i. 1,25: MSS. discit e¢ should 
be kept with Skutsch, who styles discitur a 
worthless conjecture. i. 2, 202: the con- 
jecture coeptique labores was also made by 
Macnaghten (Journ. of Philol. 19, 130). 
i. 5, 39: the editor has given up his former 
conjecture guasque T'yros niueas and now 
reads cumque Tyri niueas. i. 6 is the most 
difficult, and perhaps the most interesting 
of all the poems. The editor has given up 
line 8 (laeti Caesaris ebriamque *parten) and 
line 15 (et quo percoquit *aebosia cannos) in 
despair. In no poem are the defects of our 

MSS. more conspicuous, and long pondering 

over it but serves to make its readings more 

mysterious. In line 17 the editor keeps 

gaioli in the sense of ‘ gebackene Minnlein,’ 

and probably this is allowable, though no 

parallel is produced, The ordinary reading 

molles caseoli is however powerfully supported 
by Plaut, Capt. 851 mollem caseum, and L. 
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Pomponius Bononiensis, v. 62 (Ribbeck, 
com. fr. ed. 3) caseum molle. The editor has 
omitted to mention that line 38 is a remin- 
iscence of Lucan vii. 411 hwne uoluit (Roma) 
nescire diem (the day of Pharsalus). On ii. 
5, 9 it should have been stated that the line 
is from Verg. IX. 553 (fera) saltu supra 
uenabula fertur. 

The commentary fills pp. 207-560, and is 
preceded by two and a half important pages 
of bibliography, where the editor might 
have included the convenient monograph 
of P. Rasi, De LZ. Arruntio Stella poeta 
Patavino (Patavii, 1890). We have nothing 
but praise for this lengthy and valuable 
commentary, including, as it does, notes 
from Biicheler, to whom the book is worthily 
dedicated, and employing the full resources 
of an up-to-date and splendidly equipped 
classical library. If we might single out 
one feature more than another, it would be 
the large number of passages in the neg- 
lected Thebais and Achilleis, which are 
referred to in illustration of usage. This 
will be found useful even by those who 
possess the splendid indea uerborum which 
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constitutes the fourth volume in Lemaire’s 
edition. It is pleasant to find a number of 
references in the notes to Prof. Mayor’s 
Juvenal. The name Violentilla is rightly 
derived from wiolentus (p. 237); Martial 
was wrong in dubbing her ‘lav6is (uiola). 
At the end of the notes is an appendix 
‘Prosodisches. und ‘Metrisches.’ Pp. 561- 
598 embrace the two excellent indexes made 
by H. Saftien, the first, one of proper names, 
which will save the reader the trouble of 
turning to the anonymous index at the end 
of Kohlmann’s 7hebais, and the second, an 
index to the introduction and commentary, 
which we venture to prophesy will be found 
serviceable in the study of other silver 
authors. This edition is to be cordially re- 
commended to British and American 
scholars, and may encourage some new 
readers to approach the Silvae, the matter 
of which is of considerable importance, 
even though their style be careless and 
excessively allusive. 

A. Souter. 
Aberdeen. 

THE ‘THOUGHTS’ OF M. AURELIUS. 

Marcus Aurelius Antoninus to Himself. An 
English translation with Introductory 
Study on Stoicism and the Last of the 
Stoics. By G. H. Renpatt, M.A., Litt. D. 
Macmillan. 1898. 6s. 

Lovers of the latest and most lovable of 
Stoics will welcome this translation as a 
worthy rendering of their favourite author. 
The translator is in thorough sympathy with 
his subject ; he is well equipped, as is shown 
in the Introduction, with the learning which 
is required for understanding him; and he 
is moreover master of an English style 
which, in its grave and quiet beauty, re- 
flects back the tone of thought of Aurelius 
far better than his own perplexed and 
crabbed Greek. Take the following speci- 
mens, two from the Introduction, and two 
from the Translation. 

‘On first perusal the ‘‘ Thoughts” probably seem 
too highly moralised to be entirely sincere or inter- 
esting as a self-revelation. They create an im- 
pression of formality, of reticence and schooled de- 
corum resulting from habitual self-restraint .. . 
Feeling and passion are hushed in principles and 
maxims, until the record of personal experience 

becomes upon the surface impersonal and colourless. 
But as tone and manner grow familiar, the individu- 
ality of the writer becomes distinct, intense, and 
unmistakable. Self-repression does not obliterate 
the lines of personality, but unifies and in a manner 
augments their effect ; and the thoughts ‘*'To Him- 
self” become the one authentic testimony and record 
of philosophy upon the throne. . . Behind the mask 
of monarchy the man’s lineaments are disclosed ; we 
overhear the wistful affections and the lone regrets, 
the sense of personal shortcoming and wasted en- 
deavour, the bitterness of aspirations baffled and 
protests unheeded, the confessions of despondency 
and sometimes of disgust, we realise the exhausting 
tedium of ‘‘life at Court lived well,” the profound 
ennui of autocracy in its enforced companionship 
with intrigue and meanness and malice and self- 
seeking, the stern demands of duty hampered by 
power and realised in renunciation, the pride and 
patience, the weakness and the strength, the busy 
loneliness, the mournful serenity, the daily death in 
life of the Imperial sage” (p. exiii. /.). 

‘The impressive pathos, which attaches to this 
convinced presentiment of death, is more than 
personal, ‘he funeral notes, which culminate in the 
Nunc Dimittis of the closing book, are the knell of a 
dying age. Over the tomb of Marcus, too, the 
historian might fitly inscribe the mournful epitaph 
Last of his Line. Last of Roman Stoics, he is also 
the last of Emperors in whom the ancient stock of 
Roman virtue survived. He stood, but half un- 
consciously, at the outgoing of an age, filled with a 
sense of transitoriness in all things human, of epochs, 
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®mpires, dynasties as well as individuals passing to 

dust and oblivion. The gloom of decadence haunted 

and oppressed him’ (p. exliii. /-). 
‘Constantly realize how many physicians are dead, 

who have often enough knit their brows over their 

patients ; how many astrologers, who have pompously 

predicted others’ deaths ; philosophers, who have held 

disquisitions without end on death or immortality ; 

mighty men, who have slain their thousands ; 

tyrants, who in exercise of their prerogative of death 

have blustered as though they were immortals ; 

whole cities buried bodily . .. Then, count up those 

whom you have known, one by one ; how one buried 

another, was in turn laid low, and another buried 

him ; and all this in a little span. In a word, look 

at all human things, behold how fleeting and how 

sorry—but yesterday a mucus-clot, to-morrow dust 

or ashes. Spend your brief moment then according 

to nature’s law, and serenely greet the journey’s end, 

as an olive falls when it is ripe, blessing the branch 

that bare it and giving thanks to the tree that gave 

it life’ (iv. 48). 
‘Say, men kill you, quarter you, pursue you with 

execrations : what has that to do with your under- 

standing remaining pure, lucid, temperate, just # It 

is as though a man stood beside some sweet trans- 

parent fountain, abusing it, and it ceased not to well 

forth draughts of pure water ; nay, though he cast in 

mud and filth, it will speedily disperse them and 

wash them forth and take no stain. How then can 

you create a living fountain within? Imbue yourself 

in freedom every hour, with charity, simplicity and 

self-respect’ (vill. 51). 

Of course, we here and there come across 
a sentence which falls below this high level. 
In viii. 36 for instance (where we are warned 
against magnifying present evil by thinking 
of the past or the future), I prefer Collier’s 
paraphrase ‘ This is strangely lessened, if you 
take it singly and by itself. Chide your 
fancy, therefore, if it offers to shrink for a 
moment and grow faint under so slender a 
trial’ to Rendall’s more exact but less 
natural rendering ‘ Even that you minimise, 
when you strictly circumscribe it to itself 
and repudiate moral inability to hold out 
merely against that.’ Once or twice I have 
noticed what seemed to be inaccuracies. 
Thus in i. 7 mepioma ti ce Ta eEwOev euriz- 

TovTa: GXoAHY TapeXe TEavT@ TOD Tpoopav- 
Oévew dyabov tH, kal ratoat pemPopevos, Long 
rightly takes the infinitival genitive as ex- 
pressing purpose, ‘Give thyself time to 
learn something new and good,’ while R. 
has ‘give yourself some respite from the 
taskwork of new good.’ In iii. 1 diarveto Par 
is translated ‘respiration’ by R., but more 
correctly ‘perspiration’ by Long after 
Gataker. In iii. 2 rots €avtod codpoow 
épOapois seems to me better expressed in 
Collier’s ‘with chastened eyes he will find 
beauty in the ripeness of age as well as in 
the blossom of youth,’ than in R.’s ‘the old 
woman and the old man will have an ideal 
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loveliness, as youth its ravishing charm, 
made visible to eyes that have the skill.’ In 
vii. 12 ‘Upright or uprighted’ is an un- 
satisfactory rendering of 6p60s 7 dpOovpevos 
even if we consider the stress to be laid on 
the voice (as is done by all the interpreters) 
and not on the tense, as I should prefer, 
translating ‘upright or in course of be- 
coming upright.’ No doubt in iii. 5 where 
the same phrase occurs, dpOovpevos is dis- 
tinctly passive, contrasting the man who is 
upheld from without with the man of inner 
rectitude, but the meaning there is deter- 
mined by the context: where it stands ab- 
solutely, I think we may give it a more 
natural sense. If however we are bound to 
adhere to the same sense in both passages, I 
should prefer to give 7 the force of ‘ than’ 
here, Self-upheld rather. than upheld from 
without. 

At the end of the volume we have a 
selection of emendations, some of the best of 
which are by the translator himself. Such 
is il. 6 bBpilyn; <py> wBpile ceavtyy, @ 
Woyy Tod S& TYysAoat ceavTHv odKETL KaLpov 
efes* ets yap 6 Bios éxdotw, Where the old 
text is UBpile, UBpie airy and either ed ydp 
or ov ydp. i. 16 In the list of good things 
received from his father Marcus includes 76 
Cytytikov...kal éripovov, GAN od TO Tp Oa 
nréoty THs epeivys, Where Gataker could 
suggest nothing better than dd’ dre od zp. 
R. has ézipovoy dv dv adAXos tis mpoaréory. 
Another happy restoration is in iii. 4 tr ¢ yap 
dAXov épyou atepn oVTws ETL Havralopevos 
for the impossible jro yap...rovréore pavt. 
Is there any reason for altering dvaywooxew 
in viii. 8% Marcus often speaks of the 
sacrifice he had made in discontinuing his 
studies (cf. ii. 2, 3); so here he says ‘ to read 
is forbidden you, but it is not forbidden to 
put in practice your philosophy.’ In iv. 18 
conv dcxodiav Kepdaivee 6 py BXr€rwv Th Oo 
mAnoiov etrev R, adopts Gataker’s edaxoXiav, 
on the ground, as he tells us in J. of Ph. vol. 
23, p. 133, that he can find no authority for 
kepdaivew meaning ‘to save.’ Is not the 
following from Heliodorus (Aeth. 4, 10) a 
case in point, éacov pe clwrdcay dvatvyxetv Kat 
Thy yoo aicxivny Kepdaive, kp¥rTovoay & Kal 
maoxew aicxpov I 

Since the above was written, I have come 
across another instance of this use of xep- 
Satvw in Aeth. viii. 8, where it is said that 
the murderous attack on Chariclea will save 
her from the guilt of suicide, xepdyoe 70 
évayés THs mpdgews, & Kal’ EavTis eyvoKe 
movely éTépwv TOTO SpacdvTwv. 

J, B. Mayor. 
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MUNICH DISSERTATIONS. 

form of a prose paraphrase. In _ the Tue University of Munich has been so 
prominent in other lines of work, especially 
in archaeology, that the unusual advantages 
which it offers for investigation in philology 
(using the term in its narrower sense) have 
only recently come to be appreciated by 
English-speaking students. 

The two dissertations which are briefly 
reviewed below are both dedicated to 
Professor Wolfflin, and each was awarded 
the unusual honor of a summa cum laude. 
The current view of the last forty years has 
been, that there were two Roman writers by 
the name of Julius Firmicus Maternus ; 
in other words, that the De Errore 
Profanarum Religionum and the Matheseos 
libri VIII were the work of different 
hands. The fifth edition of  Teuffel- 
Schwabe’s Geschichte der rémischen Literatur, 
for example, denies explicitly the identity of 
‘Der Heide ’and ‘Der Christ.’ The 
opposite view has not been without 
supporters, and has_ recently found 
champions in the two Breslau scholars, 
Kroll and Skutsch. 

Professor Moore first reviews the 
chronological difficulties which were 
supposed to stand in the way of the identi- 
fication, but were finally disposed of by 
Mommsen in vol. 29 of Hermes. He then 
considers the question from the only point 
of view which can lead to convincing 
conclusions, namely the similarity of the 
two treatises in language and in style. 
The result is not only to prove the writer’s 
main contention, and to establish to the 
satisfaction of the most sceptical reader the 
the identity of ‘the heathen’ and ‘the 
Christian’ ; but the collection as well of a 
great deal of interesting and valuable 
lexicographical and semasiological material. 
A second chapter discusses ‘Quellen und 

Litteratur Kenntniss.’ This part of the 
work is in the main carefully and 
thoroughly done, but as might be expected 
from the nature of the subject, is less 
convincing than the preceding chapter in 
some of its details. Dr. Moore believes that 
in the De Hrrore Firmicus made use of the 
Octavius of Minucius Felix, and that he 
consulted the Huhemerus of Ennius in the 

1 Julius Firmicus Maternus, der Heide und der 
Christ, von Clifford H. Moore, Inaug. Diss. Munich, 
1897; Die Quellen contamination im 21 und 22 
Buche des Livius, von Henry A, Sanders. Inaug. 
Diss. Munich, 1897. Published by Mayer and 
Miiller, Berlin. 

NO. CVII. VOL. XII. 

Mathesis he notices interesting parallels 
with Manilius and with others of the 
Roman poets. The Sulla-episode is given in 
full, with critical notes, and the view is 
expressed, against Vogel and Maurenbrecher, 
that Livy, or more properly speaking the 
lost Epitome of Livy, was the source 
followed, rather than Sallust. 

Dr. Sanders’ dissertation forms the first 
part of a larger work on the same subject, 
which is announced by Mayer and Miller 
for 1898. It deals with the difficult 
question of Livy’s use of his sources, a 
subject much discussed, as is shown by the 
three pages of bibliography which Dr. 
Sanders cites. The current views are 
summarized as follows: (1) Livy in his 
21st. and 22nd. books followed Polybius 
directly ; (2) Livy made no use of Polybius at 
all ; (3) Livy used Polybius indirectly, that 
is, through the medium of some historian 
who himself followed Polybius. Nissen, 
an adherent of the second view, maintained 
that Livy in the fourth and fifth decades 
of his work followed but one authority, 
whom he merely translated. This notion, 
that the historian was a mere ‘Copie- 
maschine,’ was applied by other investigators 
to the third decade as well, and is held 
responsible by Dr. Sanders for the lack of 
success which he believes has attended those 
who have previously discussed the question. 
In a long digression he describes the 
methods which the Romans followed in 
book-making in general, and particularly 
in the writing of history. He quotes a 
number of interesting passages, of which 
Pliny’s account of his uncle’s method of 
work, detailed in Ep. 3, 5, and Cicero’s 
request to Lucceius (ad Fam. 5, 12) may 
especially be mentioned. He finds that the 
collecting of excerpts as a preliminary to 
composition was in general use, and that 
the material thus gathered was used with 
considerable freedom, the writer not 
infrequently depending on his memory 
rather than on his notes. The difficulty of 
following one authority and checking him 
by consulting secondary sources at various 
points in the work is shown, and the 
conclusion reached that this was not done. 
Only in the late and degenerate times did 
the custom of transcribing a single source 
prevail. For the earlier times the example 
of Silius Italicus is quoted, who drew on 

BB 
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Ennius, Livy, and various of the annalists 
for his historical information. 

After this General Introduction the writer 
postpones his principal subject of investiga- 
tion, to discuss the lost Epitome of Livy’s 
history and its use by other writers who 
treat the second Punic war. In a series of 
discussions, illustrated by parallel passages 
which cannot here be given in detail, he 
shows that the Epitome was used by 
Orosius, Eutropius, the Pseudo-Victor, 
Florus, Quintilian, Firmicus Maternus, 
Lucan, Seneca, Appian, and Valerius 
Maximus. He thus places the date of its 
composition earlier than 30 a.pD., but for 

EDITION OF FIRMICUS 

Julii Firmicit Materni Matheseos Libri VIII. 
Ediderunt W. Krotiet F.Skutscu. Fas- 
ciculus Prior, Libros LV priores et quinti 
Prooemium continens. Lipsiae, in Aedibus 
B.G. Teubneri. Mbcccxcvil. 4m. 

Iv is remarkable that, after Firmicus had 
been for a very long time neglected, two 
editions of his first four books should have 
appeared within the last four years. In 
neither case do the editors seem to have been 
affected by that modern interest in occult 
learning which, in England at least, is bring- 
ing astrology once more into fashion ; 
but it is clear that in the present case care 
has been taken to compare Firmicus with 
what survives of other ancient astrological 
writers; and perhaps, when the work is 
complete, we may find that light has been 
thrown on some of the obscure questions 
connected with the origin of the science. 
In the way of criticism not much can be 
attempted as yet, since the editors have 
reserved their ‘preface’ till the second 
volume shall appear, and ask that till then 
judgment may be suspended even upon 
their emendations of the text. They have, 
however, given us, in the way of introduction, 
an enumeration of the MSS. they have ex- 
amined, of which Sittl treated somewhat 
more fully in his edition of 1894. The 
points to be noticed are, first, that of the 
eight books of Firmicus the older and better 
MSS. contain only the first four—and even 
those not completely—and, secondly, that 
the early editors were so liberal of conjec- 
ture, and so enterprising in the filling up of 

gaps as to have prepared occasional pitfalls 
for subsequent generations of scholars. Thus 

BY 
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stylistic reasons does not regard it as 
made by Livy himself. He believes that 
the Epitome was a school book and a 
reading book, composed by an educated man 
with rhetorical training, who made numerous 
additions and changes, just as Julius Paris 
did in his Epitome of Valerius Maximus. 
The work was therefore known by the 
general title of Historia Romana, and is so 
cited, for example, by Hieronymus. 

The second part of the work, as yet 
unpublished, will treat of Livy’s use of his 
sources, and will be awaited with interest. 

Joun C. Roure. 
University of Michigan. 

KROLL AND SKUTSCH. 

the dictionaries give ‘ spadicarius, one who 
dyes a chestnut-brown colour,’ on the auth- 
ority of Firmicus, in whose work no. such 
word really occurs. For purposes of refer- 
ence it is a misfortune, though an inevitable 
one, that the old division into chapters and 
sections cannot be maintained; indeed the 
present edition and that of Sittl differ con- 
siderably. Of points of interest brought out 
by the new editions two may be noticed : the 
first, that in the list of the 36 ‘ decans’ given 
in the fourth book, several of what we know 
to have been the ancient Egyptian names are 
plainly recognisable in the new text, which 
had been hopelessly disguised in the old. 
The second piaces the erudition of Prof. 
Mommsen in a light of what seems to me al- 
most supernatural brilliancy. In the second 
book is given the horoscope of a person 
whom Firmicus will not name, but whose 
honours and misfortunes he enumerates, 
ending with the remark that Lollianus, to 
whom his work is addressed, will know very 
well who is meant. It has been supposed, 
rather oddly that this person is Lollianus 
himself, and Sittl pointed out that, ifso, this 
part of the book was written later than the 
rest, since Lollianus was not consul, as was 
the hero of the horoscope, until some time 
after the death of Constantine, to whom 
Firmicus often refers as emperor. But 
Professor Mommsen’s acquaintance with the 
people of that age enables him to show 
clearly that the horoscope is that of Ceionius 
Rufius Albinus, consul in 335, exactly at 
the time required by the internal evidence. 
This is certainly a triumph of scholarship. 

E. J. WEBB. 
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LEO ON THE PLAUTINE CANTICA. 

Die plautinischen Cantica und die hellenis- 
tische Lyrik, by F. Leo (Berlin, Wetdmann, 
1897 )s0, My 7.50. 

THE present treatise is the first attempt to 
consider the metrical constitution of the 
Plautine cantica in the light of recent dis- 
coveries in the field of Hellenistic verse ; 
and it will be studied by students of Plautus 
as breaking new ground and raising,if not sol- 
ving, problems with which every future editor 
will have to reckon. At the same time it is 
a valuable supplement to the author’s edition 
of Plautus, which does not contain an ac- 
count of the metres. 

Ever since 1896, when Mr. Grenfell pub- 
lished the Alexandrian erotic fragment, the 
date of which appears to be about the same 
as that of the death of Plautus, the question 
has been mooted how far we have in it a 
specimen of the kind of verse on which the 
Plautine cantica may have been based. A 
certain similarity between the two was 
noticed by Crusius in his review of the 
fragment in the Philologus.1 A wide field of 
enquiry is thus opened up, the problem being 
to trace the relation between the lyrical 
measures of Plautus and Greek dramatic 
lyrics, as developed between the time of 
Euripides and the 2nd Century, B.c.; and 
this enquiry has an important bearing not 
only upon the question of Plautus’s origin- 
ality as an artist in metre, but also upon the 
reconstitution of the Plautine cantica them- 
selves. 

To this problem Leo now addresses him- 
self with characteristic boldness and in- 
genuity, and all students of Plautus will be 
grateful to him for the important light which 
he throws on the matter. But the difficulties 
of the problem are enormous. Neither term 
of the comparison is fully known ; and one 
of them is only just emerging from the total 
obscurity in which it has lain up to the 
present time. What may not the next few 
years bring forth in the way of new dis- 
coveries, which may throw wholly unexpected 
light upon Hellenistic verse ? 

The difficulty as to the other term of the 
comparison is illustrated by the fact that 
Leo has to begin by an elaborate examina- 
tion of the cantica of Plautus themselves, in 
order to determine first of all what metres 
he employed and how they should be regarded 
and arranged. As every editor of Plautus 

1 Vol. 55, pp. 353-384. 

knows, this is a question by no means 
solved, and every page of this treatise 
bristles with problems and possibilities of 
error. It has been the practice of the most 
scientific editors to accept as a rough basis 
of operations the division into lines and 
cola exhibited in the best MSS. and to scan 
them as best they may, acquiescing in any 
heterogeneity of metres to which they may 
thereby be forced, while at the same time 
attempting to reduce the many to one, so 
far as was possible by way of reasonable 
emendations and redivision of lines. Leo 
holds that the ‘ Kolometrie’ of the MSS. did 
not originate with Plautus himself, and it 
cannot do more than give us a basis of 
departure in the work of reconstruction. 
It is obvious that in such a modus operandi 
there is plenty of room for differences of 
opinion, even within the pale of strictly 
scientific procedure : and Leo would be the 
first to admit that his constructions are not 
the only possibilities. 

Still it must be confessed that the result at 
which Leo arrives is one which has much to 
commend it. Hitherto it has been supposed 
that the polymetry of the cantica—‘ mixed 
multitude’ or ‘ buntes Gemisch,’ as it has 
been called by some editors—is a distinctively 
Roman creation, due to Plautus himself, 
whereas the other metres of his plays are 
due to his originals. In opposition to this 
Leo maintains that the Plautine lyrics are 
the last outcome of a long process of develop- 
ment which began with the monodies of 
Euripides, and in which the erotic fragment 
of Mr. Grenfell is to be regarded as the 
missing link.2 Plautus is then neither an 
originator of an entirely new departure in 
this field, nor a mere adapter of existing 
metrical material, but rather the continuer 
of acertain line of development. His con- 
tribution to the process was similar in kind 
and extent to that made by some of his 
predecessors, whose claims to be regarded as 
original creators is generally admitted ; that 
is to say, he was original in so far as he 
isolated a type which he found in sporadic 
use before his time, and employed it in 
successive lines for the composition of oda 
dopara. Leo thus builds a bridge from 

2 Leo scans this according to the scheme of 
Wilamowitz - Moellendorff, who makes it mainly 
dochmiac throughout. It is to be noted that doch- 
miacs do not appear in Plautus, as Leo himself 
admits, 
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Euripides to Plautus: and even though 
further research may show that some of the 
piers do not rest ona very secure foundation, 
the general result of his enquiry seems 

likely to be established. 
From one point of view the upshot of this 

treatise is disappointing. Little or nothing 
is here done to reduce the apparently 
fortuitous concourse of metrical atoms to 
order and unity. Indeed, the general ten- 
dency of Leo’s procedure does not seem to 
lie in that direction. But it would be 
premature to pronounce finally on this point 
until the continuation of the _ treatise 
(promised on p. 112) is forthcoming. Mean- 
while, however, I confess that I am not 
satisfied with his treatment of the cola 
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commonly called trochaic (e.g. _ U _.v _) and 

the colon _ JVC _, frequently found in 
connexion with cretic verses. Leo contents 
himself with maintaining that they are of 
‘eretic character’ or a ‘constituent part 
(Bestandthetl) of cretic verse.’ But this does 
not enable us to see a unity, unless we are 
told how the apparent trochaicscan be reduced 
to cretics, or (it might be suggested) the 
apparent cretics to trochaics. I am far from 
intending to imply that such a reduction is 
impossible; but Leo has not given it, and 
perhaps was precluded from giving it by his 
antagonism to the ‘rhythmical’ school of 
Westphalia. 

KH. A. SONNENSCHEIN. 

BENNETT'S DE SENECTUTE. 

M. Tulli Ciceronis Cato Maior de Senectute. 
With notes by Cuarutes EK. BeEnnerv, 
Professor of Latin in Cornell University. 
Boston: Leach, Shewell, and Sanborn. 
1897. Pp. vili.+129. Sixty cents. 

Proressor Bennett has given us an edition 
of the De Senectute that is admirable for 
its brevity and conciseness. In an intro- 
duction of but four pages he tells the essen- 
tial facts about the Dialogue. In _ the 
commentary his aim is to give only such 
information as the student needs in order to 
understand the text. Most of his comments 
have to do with questions of language- 
interpretation and are unusually clear. We 
should be glad, however, for more references 
to the grammar in a book intended for 
comparatively elementary students. 

With most of the syntactical notes it is 
easy to agree, although in a few cases a 
different explanation might be preferred. 
Reid’s suggestion on cut qui pareat (i. 2, 7) 
brings out the thought better: wnde dis- 
cerem (iv. 12, 20) is characteristic rather 
than purpose; the mood of scandant (vi. 17, 
19) is subjunctive regardless of the indirect 
discourse ; the note on quicquid agas (ix. 27, 
11) is inadequate, and the statement that 
many editors explain serendis (vii. 24, 30) 
as an ablative absolute is rather non-com- 
mittal. Among many interpretations that 
deserve to be commended, that of guid est 
enim (il. 5, 20) seems particularly happy, 
and the note on cum..,fuisset (vi. 16, 13) 
which is founded on the classification laid 

down by Professor Hale in his ‘Cum-con- 
structions’ (pp. 184—189, American Edition), 
is a model of clearness and completeness. 
We are disappointed at the scarcity of 

literary comment and should welcome refer- 
ences to Latin and English literature, since 
the De Senectute so readily lends itself to 
this sort of comparison. To make room for 
such references we could well dispense with 
the too frequent translations found in the 
notes. Sentimental Tommy’s search for 
‘hantle’ must not be made too easy or he 
loses the desired training. 

The absence of quantity-marks over the 
long vowels and the relegation of the run- 
ning English analysis to the commentary, 
where it properly belongs, leave nothing to 
mar the beauty of the text page. The loss 
of a hyphen at the end of line 21, p. 28, is 
the only error in printing that has been 
noticed. Fuissem (p. 121, line 9) is doubt- 
less a mistake in quotation for essem. 

The text is mainly that of Mueller, but 
the critical material which has appeared 
since 1879 has been utilised and Bennett's 
text differs from Mueller’s in about fifty 
places. Bennett's own contribution is exer- 
cert videbamus for mori videbamus (xiv. 49, 
18). Most editors simply omit mori, al- 
though a few defend it. Some conjectures 
accepted are; Lachmann’s noenwm for non 
enim (iv. 10, 25), Bernay’s plusque for 
postque (iv. 10, 26), Ribbeck’s Lupo for /udo 
(vi. 20, 19), Reid’s quoniam for cum (xix. 
68, 22), Bergk’s dacrumis for lacrumis 
(xx. 73, 19). 
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In vi. 17, 21 the text is improved by 
reading facit.....facit, with Baiter, for 
faciat ....faciat of Mueller and most of 
the manuscripts. In v. 14, 16 suasissem is 
changed to suast. Sed, following Madvig’s 
suggestion. On rather scant evidence, 
though not unsupported, Bennett reads fe 

i, 1, 1: consolatione, ii. 4, 9: fuerat in arce, 
iv. 11, 29: ne sint, xi. 34, 8: vi evelluntur, 
xix. 71, 24. The text is altered by simple 
transposition in i. 2, 6: ii. 4, 31: v. 15, 23: 
xe fos 15 2 ei. 82, 6: 

M. 8. SLAUGHTER. 
University of Wisconsin. 

TWO EDITIONS OF CAESAR. 

C. Iulii Caesaris Belli gallici libri vii. A. 
Hirtii liber viii. recensuit, apparatu critico 
instruxit Henricus Meuse.  Berolini, 
Weber. 

C. Lulit Caesaris Commentarii ex recensione 
Bernardi Kiibleri. Vol. i. de bello Gallico. 
Vol. iii. pars prior, commentarius de bello 
Alexandrino rec. B. Kuper, de bello 
Africo rec. Ed. Wolfflin. Lipsiae, Teubner. 
1894, 1896. M. 2. 20. 

THE manuscripts of Caesar fall into two 
classes, rather like the manuscripts of the 
Acts of the Apostles: that is, one class con- 
tains a number of individual words, phrases, 
etc., which are absent in the other. Until 
recently, the shorter version was held both 
in the case of Caesar and in that of St. Luke 
to be the more genuine, and Nipperdey’s 
characterization of the longer Caesar MSS. 
as interpolated was generally accepted. 
Lately there has been a revolt in the criti- 
cism of both authors. Blass has tried, with 
indifferent success, I fancy, to sustain the 
correctness of the longer version of the 
Acts: others with better fortune, have re- 
stored the reputation of the ‘interpolated’ 

AD LUCANI 

In fasciculo M. Maii h. a. Doctissimus 
Watter C. Summers aliqua dubia movet de 
lectionibus MSS. Lucani, quae ego quantum 
sciam et potero solvam. Potissimum impro- 
bat quod saepius meae collationi codicis 
Montepessulani addidi diversum Steinharti 
testimonium, eoque, ut ait, lectori optionem 
dedi, utra lectio, mea an Steinharti, vera 
esset. Allatis quibusdam locis subiungit 
(p. 229, col. i.): ‘was it not worth while to 
have these points definitely settled?’ Et 
paulo ante me dubitasse de mea ipsius col- 
latione dicit ; ‘nor is Dr, Francken always 

MSS. of Caesar. The grounds for the latter 
revolt are perhaps better justified than those 
on which Blass rested. Since Nipperdey, 
the MSS. of Caesar have been more carefully 
collated and the lexica of Merguet and still 
more of Meusel have illustrated the style 
and diction of the great Roman. Hence it 
has become generally accepted that the ‘ in- 
terpolated’ MSS. deserve full consideration, 
with the melancholy corollary that all the 
manuscripts even of the Gallic War have 
been seriously corrupted at an early date. 
I need not further criticize the editions 
named at the head of this paragraph than to 
say that they represent the revolt against 
Nipperdey. Mr. Kiibler’s text is not yet 
completed but it is a valuable addition to 
the Teubner series and contains a noteworthy 
‘Praefatio’ of some length. Mr. Meusel’s 
work is terser in form and more attractive 
in appearance and is thoroughly worthy of 
recommendation as a scholarly and judicious 
edition. Both books have convenient indices 
and maps. 

LO a | 

LIBROS MSS. 

confident of the accuracy of his own state- 
ments.’ In hane partem afferuntur vii. 3035, 
ubi in annotatione commemorans, ubi lectio 
parata exstaret, dixi: ‘in V et fort. in M.’ 
Nempe sic retulit Steinhart, sed id mihi 
dubium videri ex verbis apparet ipsis. 

ix. 605. dixi ‘de M. dubito.’ M. scribit 
versum bis, secundum me utroque loco habet 
quam, secundum Steinh. altero loco legitur 
qua. De hoe Steinh. testimonio me dubitare 
dixi: de M. dubito an non habeat qua, certe 
altero loco habet quam. 

ix.749.‘exquireret causis’ lectionem ayerpov 
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testatur Steinhartus, quem exqguireretausis, 
‘exquireret ausis’ voluisse, utique errasse 
in Var. Lect. significavi. 

His et aliis locis Steinharti testimonium 
a meo diversum retuli, sed ubique meam ipse 
collationem secutus sum, unde me meis non 
diffisum esse manifestum est. Discrimen 
duarum collationum notavi, quoniam testi- 
monium Steinharti nova collatione explorare 
non potui: mea erat dudum confecta et liber 
MS. Montepessulam remissus, cum Hosii 
editio, Steinharti collationem continens, pro- 
diit. Testimonium viri, qui inde a disserta- 
tione pro gradu Doctoris defensa usque ad 
finem vitae in MSS. Lucani legendis versatus 
est, non licebat temere neglegere. Unde dis- 
crimen fortasse explicandum sit, dixi in 
Praefatione, sed certi nihil. 

Praeterea ad singulos quosdam locos 
non inutile erit animadvertisse : 

p. 228, col. 2, vi. 76 excidit : 

romae \ v7 sie mea, coll. 
terrae Jj ’ 

vii. 295. ruentis in V scriptum est non 
tanquam V.L., sed velut explicatio. 

viii. 48. vides G, ut est in textu; de erasa 
s nihil in mea coll. 

p. 229, col. 1. Quoties Hosii Vaticanum 
memoravi sic notavi: F. Hosii. Pertinet F 
ad codices Hosii ‘hic illic adscitos,’ quorum 
non magnum pondus est, eumque propterea 
omisi in ‘ Notis Codicum’ initio vol. ii. 
F igitur si legitur in Var. Lect. corrigendum 
est T=Taurinensis Dorvillii. Obiter addo 
hune, cuius collationem a Dorvillio factam 
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exhibui, re vera exstare etiamnunc Turini, 
de quo alibi referam. 

Sin Var. Lect. significat Scholiastam, non 
excluso Commento Useneri.—‘ In vii. 633 it 
stands for Servius!’ Adde: who two lines 
before was cited. 

vii. 331. ‘Two accounts of the reading of 
his own MS. A.’ Non duae relationes 
unius lectionis, sed una relatio duarum 
lectionum. A enim habet (referam ut est in 
mea coll.) : 

1 m. ceresque vires 
le 

inde factum : ceresque viris (sic !) 
2m. marg: ceris wiris. 
vi. 316. ‘ V mentioned along with O. V 

post O non significare posse Vossianum ani- 
madvertit Vir Doctissimus ; positum erat 
pro vulgo. Sic (vulgo) correxeram deleta V, 
sed operae non paruerunt. 

Denique Doctissimus vir: Moreover, in- 
quit, there are cases where Dr. Francken 
does not mention that his account of a MS. 
reading differs from that of other scholars. 
See (for M), &e. Ubi omisi M a Steinharto 
collatum, feci id quoniam de errore eius 
mihi satis constabat, aut quia mentio nulli 
bono fuisset.—Addit : see (for V) rell. Non 
eadem causa est librorum V et M; in hoc 
litterarum ductus non satis conspicui quid 
primitus scriptum fuerit saepe dubium 
faciunt, non item in V. 

C. M. FRANCKEN. 
TRAIECTI AD RHENUM, 

31 Mati 1898. 

ARCHAEOLOGY 

INSCRIPTIONS FROM PATRAS. 

THE castle at Patras is entirely of medi- 
aeval construction, but its walls especially 
on the north-west side are largely composed 
of fragments from ancient buildings. It is 
in the shape of an irregular triangle, and 
the upper part of it near the apex on the 
height of the ridge is used as a prison. 
Villehardouin, if as is probable he erected 
it, seems to have converted the ancient 
acropolis into a mediaeval fortress in a rough 
and ready fashion, not even sparing the 
church of St. Sophia, which was the successor 
of the famous temple of Artemis Laphria.1 

1 So Blouet, Haup. Scient. dela Morée, i. Introd. p. 
7. Leake, Morea, ii. 136 quotes Ducange to the 
effect that the church was destroyed, but I cannot 
find the passage. 

What subsequent alterations of the building 
took place under Venetian and Turkish occu- 
pations, it would take a learned expert to 
decide. During a few days of enforced 
leisure, while waiting for a steamer, I 
examined the walls as far as possible and 
copied the following inscriptions. 

(1) =C.1.Z. iii. 507 corrected in Suppl. i. 
-7261: on the west side of the round tower 
in the north-west face of the outer wall. 
(Letters ‘05 high. Stone °68 by 30). 

It is given in C.J.L. as 

L* VEIRIO:L: F*:QVI 

FRONTONI 

VECER - LEG XII. - FVL. 

The first two letters of the third line are 

now illegible, the fourth is certainly R and 
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there seems to be hardly room for five 
letters in the first word. It looks therefore 
as if the abbreviation of veteranus were here 
VETR. : 

(2) Statue basis built into the wall on 
the east side of the same tower (letters 
‘035 to ‘05 in height. Width of stone ‘35. 
Height ‘52). 

Badepiav 
Modeoreivav 
ot aredevOepou. 

W(ndicpare) B(ovd§s). 
(3) As posts of a doorway leading from 

onpetov avdevtov TavdovAdov 
maXdaov Latpav Tov avakat 
vaoy T® x\ALlocT® TEeTpaKocL 

(accents, as on the stone, wherever legible) 
Line 1. Not xopy]r[ols (C.LG.) but vre 

MadAaréorous = de Malatestis. 
2. Old Patras so-called (as in C.I.@. 8771) 

to distinguish it from Neopatras (Hypata) 
in the Spercheios valley. There is a sign of 
abbreviation over the pp of pntpomoAirov. 

INSIGNIV SEV ARMA 

ALATESTIS ARCHI 

HEDIFICATORIS HVI~ 

(shield) 

Line 1. The last letter of the first word is 
shown by the squeeze to be the same as the 
last of the second word, and in my copy 
appears what seems to be an abbreviation 
mark over it. The form ‘insignium’ is 
quite certain here for coat of arms. The 
last letters of the line are now illegible, but 
mM must be restored. Line 2. In the last 
word the fifth letter is certainly A (not as in 
Trézel’s copy); an abbreviation mark must 
be restored over the probable £ and we get 
Patracensis, the correct adjective, (Leyuien. 
Oriens Christianus, ili. p. 1023 Provincia 
Patrarum Veterum. Ecclesia Patracensis 
Metropolis). Line 3. The third letter of 
the second word is an ordinary I with a curl 
to it as compendium for huius. Over the 
m and vy of the date is 0, indicating millesimo 
sexto: if it existed over c and X, it is no 
longer visible. 

The interest of this inscription is that it 
marks the end of Frankish and Latin 
domination in Greece. Pandulph di Mala- 
testa of Pesaro was born in 1390 and is 
described (Litta, Mamiglie celebri) as ‘ gobbo, 
storpio, e di brutta faccia; cosicché il padre 

1 Those who care to see what it was like will find 
it in P. Litta, Fwmiglie celebri di Italia, Pt. 159, Tay. 
1 (L. Passerini). 

(shield) 
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the open court of the castle to the prison are 
two inscribed stones, which it seems worth 
while to comment on here, though they are 
not unknown. They seem to have been 
originally lintels to two doors of a church. 
Each inscription is divided into two parts by 
a coat of arms in relief, now almost ob- 
literated.? 

There is a facsimile in the Lapéd. Sev. de la 
Morée, vol. iii. pl. 85, but in the supplement 
p. 64, nos. 7 and 8 Blouet only mentions 
that they were copied by Trézel. 

(a) The Greek text is in C.1.G. 8776. It 
runs 

/ 

vre MaAateorots fipotoX\urou 
ficavtos Tov THde GéLov 
OOTWELKOOTW EKTW ETEL. 

3. or written in one character. The 
acute accent is placed over the first letter of 
the syllable accented, whether vowel or 
consonant, the grave on the last. 

(6) Latin text, in black letter, much worn 
and hard to read even in the French fac- 
simile 

DOMINI PANDVLFI DE [M]| 
EPISCHOPI PATRACE 
ECCLESIE MCCCCXXVI. 

non potendo farne un soldato ne fece un 
prete.’ His sister Cleope was married in 
1419 to Thomas Palaeologos one of the 
despots of Morea,? and no doubt because of 
this marriage he was made archbishop of 
Patras in 1424, governing the place ‘as the 
temporal no less than the spiritual deputy of 
the Pope’ (Finlay). The Latin influence 
was however nearly gone, and Pandulph was 
not a person to revive it successfully. This 
inscription tells us that he set to work 
immediately to rebuild the church within 
the fortress, as the only safe place for the 
metropolitan throne; thus we have an 
incidental proof how hateful the papal 
domination was to the obstinately orthodox 
Greeks of the Morea. After the completion 
of this work he seems to have retired to 
Italy, and in his absence Constantine the 
despot, who already ruled over Vostitza on 
one side and Chlarentza on the other tried 
to get hold of Patras. After an unsuccess- 
ful attempt, in which the chronicler 
Phrantzes was taken prisoner, the towns- 
people agreed that if the archbishop did not 
return by the end of May, they would sur- 

2 According to Phrantzes, Chronicon, ii. 10 to 
Theodore. Phrantzes also seems to imply that she 
died at Sparta, not at Pesaro. 
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render the town. Accordingly on June 5th 
Constantine entered Patras. A few days 
later Pandulph arrive in a Catalan ship but 
was unable to do anything to relieve the 
garrison of the fortress, which after holding 
out for about a year was obliged to surrender 
(Phrantzes ii. ce. 6-8). This was the end 
of the Latin hierarchy in the Morea, for 
though Lequien mentions the name of two 
more archbishops of Patras, clearly neither 
of them ever set foot in the place. 

To the scanty remains of antiquity in 
Patras mentioned by Dr. Frazer should be 
added the Roman mosaic in the square near 
Mr. Wood’s villa, which is now covered up 
but will probably be soon published. I 
regret to say that the marble casing of the 
seats in the Odeion has nearly all been 
stolen. 

G. C. Ricwarps. 

WEICHARDT’S POMPETI. 

C. WEICHARDT : Pompeii vor der Zerstorung. 
Reconstructionen der Tempel und ihrer 
Umgebung. Kohler, Leipzic, 1897. 50 m. 

Every student of Pompeii—one may almost 
say every serious visitor to Pompeii—endea- 
vours to restore the ruined city ; for without 
reconstruction Pompeii inevitably remains a 
mere collection of fragmentary ruins, capable 
of exciting only a temporary curious interest 
in the visitor. Yet not every Pompeian 
student, however well trained he may be in 
archaeology, has the ability to reduce to 
drawing the reconstruction he builds in his 
mind, so that he constantly labours under 
the disadvantage of never seeing clearly and 
objectively his restoration in proper relation 
to its surroundings. Weichardt, however, is 
fortunately well equipped in the direction in 
which so many investigators are weak. He 
is by profession an architect and a teacher 
of decoration and ornament in Leipsic, but 
has been compelled to spend much time in 
the South, where for some years he has 
given himself to the study of Pompeii. In 
the course of his investigations, the restora- 
tions which, with explanatory text, appear 
in the book before us, have been made to 
satisfy the investigator’s own needs, and not 
in the first instance for publication ; that 
they are now given to the public is due to 
the encouragement and urging of his fellow- 
investigators, and, one may conjecture, not 
least to the friendship of the first of Pom- 
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peian scholars, August Mau, to whom the 
book is dedicated. ; 

Weichardt has devoted the present volume 
to restorations of seven Pompeian temples. 
These restorations are presented in twelve 
folio plates made from water colours by the 
author, as well as in numerous smaller illus- 
trations, and are in the main superior to 
the olden restorations, such as Piranesi’s of 
the Temple of Isis, the work of Mazois and 
of Rossini, and the miniatures of Gell and 
Gandy. 

After an introduction, describing the 
origin and purpose of his work, Weichardt 
gives in chap. i. a brief account of the 
history of Pompeii and of its destruction ; 
in chap. iil. he discusses the situation of the 
city in relation to Vesuvius and the sur- 
rounding country, concentrating his atten- 
tion, however, on the so-called forwm trian- 
gulare. The text here, as throughout the 
book, is well illustrated by plans, sketches, 
and reproductions of photographs taken for 
the purpose. Even to one who knows Pom- 
peii well, the two folio plates will prove a 
surprise and pleasure. Pl. i. shows in the 
foreground a restoration of the platform and 
southern (rear) side of the four-storied house, 
commonly known as Casa di Giuseppe II. ; 
the middle of the picture is occupied by the 
Sorum triangulare, with the Greek temple 
upon it; beyond stretches the valley of the 
Sarno, shown at its ancient level before the 
lava stream of 79 A.D. had raised it some 
nine metres. The second folio plate presents 
a reverse view of that shown in the first: 
the spectator looks from a point south-east 
of the forum triangulare, past the forum, 
along the southern (s.w.) side of the city 
to the bay beyond. With these plates 
before him, one realises how the promontory 

of the ancient lava stream, on which Pom- 
peii was built, rose at this point abruptly 
from the valley, and becomes more favour- 
ably inclined to the theory, which Mazois 
first expressed, that this point formed the 
arx of the ancient settlement. 
he reconstruction of the south-east corner 

of the forum triangulare is a difficult pro- 
blem, which can be finally settled only when 
future excavations bring new remains to 
light. Weichardt has succeeded in showing, 
however, the probable manner in which the 
city wall, coming from the Stabian Gate, 
ran into the higher retaining wall of the 
forum. He then supposes, as Mazois and 
Fiorelli before him have done, that a flight 
of steps connected the lower level of the city 
wall with the forum plateau above, a theory 
for which no sufficient monumental proof 
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has yet been found. Mazois supposed a 
change in direction in the south-west (the 
outer) wall of the forum, and a prolongation 
of the wall to permit a flight of steps to rise 
from the lower level, and open into the 
peribolos above. Fiorelli proposed a kind of 
bastion tower, with steps within. Weichardt, 
however, makes the flight of steps rise 
directly from the terrace formed by the city 
wall, and lead at the top into a passage 
behind the peribolos, and above the gladia- 
tors’ barracks. This restoration must be 
regarded as uncertain for lack of evidence, 
as just stated ; furthermore, the necessity 
of supposing that any such connection 
existed at this place is not apparent. 

From the discussion of the forum plateau, 
Weichardt goes on to consider the Greek 
temple, and the buildings about it. Pl. iii. 
shows a restoration of the temple viewed 
from the south-east, with the round doric 
well house in the foreground, and the peri- 
bolos on two sides of the triangle. In his 
restoration of the temple Weichardt departs 
from the usual arrangement, which allots 
six columns to the ends,! and supplies seven, 
whereby the temple becomes properly a 
pseudo-dipteros. The arguments which Wei- 
chardt advances in favour of his arrange- 
ment are sound, and seem convincing; and 
the familar wall-painting, reproduced here 
after Gell, in which seven of the ten struc- 
tures represented, apparently temples, show 
facades with unequal numbers of columns, 
proves that the ancients had no deep-seated 
objection to such an arrangement. One 
must, however, remind himself while ex- 
amining the restorations shown in Plates 
iiii., that they cannot represent the Greek 
temple in the period 63-79 a.p., for this 
temple was apparently in ruins as early as 
the republican period, and had been replaced 
by a smaller shrine. 
A successful restoration of the Temple of 

Apollo and its court (chap. v., plates iv. and 
v.), is followed by an account of ancient and 
modern excavations in Pompeii. Weichardt 
then passes to the forwm civile, and the 
Temple of Jupiter, with its immediate sur- 
roundings. The reconstructions are ex- 
cellent. The restoration of the so-called 
arch of Nero, too, is more successful than 
that of Mazois or that of Rossini in some 
respects, especially in the arrangement of 
the columns ; but fancy has such free rein 
here that no restoration can be considered 

1 So Overbeck-Mau, Pompeii, Leipsic, 1884 ; Duhn 
and Jacobi, der griechische Tempel in Pompeti, 
Heidelburg, 1890; but Mau in his Fiihrer durch 
Pompeti, 2* Aufl, 1896, p. 35 shows seven columns, 
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to be of much authority. Pl. ix. and the 
corresponding chapter are devoted to the 
Temple of Fortuna Augusta. Weichardt’s 
attempt to use the rude relief found in the 

house of L. Caecilius Secundus for the re- 

construction of this temple, and of the arch 

which spans the Strada di Mercurio, seems 

to us hopeless. If the relief pictures any 

reality, it shows a part of the north end of 

the forwm civile. Equally unsuccessful must 

be any attempt to establish the so-called 

equestrian statue of Nero as a portrait 

statue of any member of the imperial house. 

In his study of the small temple on the 

north-east side of the forum civile, which 

since Maw’s investigations is regarded as 

a Temple to Vespasian, Weichardt was led 

to search in the National Museum at Naples 

for the slab adorned with ornamental relief, 

and for the pilaster capital, reported by 

Mazois as coming from the temple. Wei- 

chardt was so fortunate in his search as not 

only to rediscover the missing slab and 
capital in the court of the museum, where 
they have remained unnoticed apparently 
for over half a century, but also to find the 
correct application of the slab to the temple. 
The back of the slab proved to have the 
same ornamentation as the front, a fact 

which at once excluded the theory held by 
Mazois, that it belonged to a frieze. Fur- 
thermore, measurements showed that four 
such slabs, with the necessary five posts, 
exactly filled the front of the temple podium, 
while a slab at either side reached to the 
top of the steps leading to the ground, thus 

furnishing a complete balustrade for the 
temple. In the restoration (Pl. x.), the 

pilaster capital is not employed, as there is 
no certainty as to its proper place. 

The restoration of the Temple of Isis and 

its court is equally successful, although 

here, as elsewhere, many will raise objection 

to details, especially to details of ornamen- 

tation. The last restoration, that of the 

temple of the Capitoline Divinities (so-called 

Temple of Zeus Meilichios), is the least 

fortunate of all. As the ruins do not show 

the columniation, the restoration here rests 

only on comparison with other monuments 

and on general probability. Among the 
possible arrangements of the columns, that 

which Mazois adopted, @.e., four columns in 

front and two at either side, or even the 

plan shown by Weichardt, fig. 127 iii., 2e., 

corner pilasters with two columns in front 

and one on either side, is preferable to the 
arrangement of three columns flanked by 
pilasters which Weichardt employs. 

The book closes with a translation of 
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Pliny’s well-known letters to Tacitus, de- 
scribing the eruption of Vesuvius and his 
uncle’s death. 

As just stated, many will raise objections 
to details in Weichardt’s restorations. His 
ornamentation and pediment reliefs are not 
always happy ; but a careful study of the 
work will lead one to overlook these matters, 

which are of but slight importance com- 
pared to the service which he has done in 
rebuilding these ruined temples for us with 
so large a measure of success. Curtius, who 
saw some of these plates a short time before 
his death, declared that at last Pompeii 
came to him with a living meaning, a 
statement which will be repeated by many. 

Weichardt makes the welcome promise of 
a second volume, devoted to the private 
houses of Pompeii. One may venture to 
hope that in this second volume polychromy 
may be used without making the cost of the 
work too great; effective as the mono- 
chrome plates in the present work are, the 
successful use of colour would have greatly 
increased their value. 

CuirFoRD HerscHEL Moore, 
University of Chicago. 

FURTWAENGLER’S CATALOGUE OF 
THE SOMZEE COLLECTION. 

Sammlung Somzée: Antike Kunstdenkmaeler 
herausgegeben von ADOLF FURTWAENGLER. 
(43 Plates), Munich, Verlaganstalt F. 
Bruckmann, 1897. 80m. 

THe collection of M. Somzée in Brussels is 
the growth of recent years, consisting for 
the greater part of statues which once 
adorned various great private collections in 
Rome. Like Herr Jacobsen, whose Glypo- 
tothek at NyCarlsberg near Copenhagen, is 
now famous, M. Somzée has understood how 
to profit by the impoverishment of noble 
Italian families consequent upon the events 
of 1870, and by the impotence of the 
Italian government to prevent the ex- 
portation of works of art from Rome. 
Professor Furtwingler bids us view this 
traffic with impartiality: ‘we hail with 
satisfaction’, he writes in the preface to the 

publication before us, ‘ the fact that so many 
neglected statues, once improperly adapted 
to the indifferent adornment of the courts 
and gardens of the Roman nobility, should 
now have found their way to the North, 
where they are duly appreciated and under- 
stood.’ This proposition might be assented 
to, were only ‘courts and gardens’ robbed 
of their statues. But buyer’s opportunities 
have not been limited to those works—for 
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the most part of minor importance—which 
had been exposed to the open air. At 
NyCarlsberg, for instance, we find both the 
Hera and the superb Anakreon from the 
Villa Borghese, while the kernel of the 
Somzée collection consists largely of statues 
which once formed part of the Galleria Ludo- 
visi, the most celebrated of all the princely 
Roman collections.|_ When in consequence 
of financial losses sustained by its owners, 
the collection Ludovisi passed to its new 
home in the Museo Boncenpagni, it had 
already lost many of the works noted in 
Schreiber’s catalogue, and not a few of 
these now reappear in Brussels. Indeed 
this seems to be only the first stage in a 
process of disintegration: the Museo Bon- 
cenpagni which contains,—or did a short 
while ago contain—such ‘artistic treasures 
as the throne with the reliefs of the Birth 
of Aphrodite, the grand and _ original 
archaic head with its triple row of curls 
(Helbig, Coll. of Classical Antiquities 
in Rome, 882), the Hermes (Helbig 871) 
possibly after Telephanes of Phokaia, 
and the Athena signed by [Ant]iochos, 
has now been inexorably closed to the 
public for more than two years, and 
if report speaks true, its dispersion is 
imminent. If artistic and archaeological 
studies are to continue to have their centre 
in Rome, it is time that the Italian govern- 
ment should keep zealous watch over the 
private collections, and should enforce the 
laws it has passed against the secret sale 
and purchase of works of art. It is strange 
that in this respect, Italy should betray 
greater impotence than Greece. Meanwhile, 
if the works must go out of the country, we 

may so far agree with Professor Furtwiingler 
as to feel grateful that they should fall into 
the hands of collectors as enlightened as 
M. Somzée and Herr Jacobsen, who hasten 
to make them known far and wide by means 
of sumptuous publications. It is not 
possible in a review to do more than touch 
upon a few of the most important among 
the objects so admirably reproduced by 
Messrs. Bruckmann, and described by 
Professor Furtwingler. The work is divided 

‘into two parts: the first containing marble 
sculpture, for the most part Roman copies 
of Greek originals; the second smaller 
objects such as terra-cottas, vases, bronzes 
and miniature statuary. Among the Roman 

1 ©The Museo Ludovisi contained, perhaps, more 
masterpieces of Greco-Roman art than Sallust and 
his Imperial successors had been able to gather in 
the gardens.’—Lanciani, The Ruins and Excavations 
of Ancient Rome, p. 418. 
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copies especially interesting is the colossal 
statue of a nude, helmeted youth (Plate IV.) 
which Furtwiingler somewhat audaciously 
traces back to Mikon, painter and sculptor, 
the basis of whose Kallias at Olympia, 
reveals a pose identical with that of the 
Somzée warrior. On Plate VII. we have a 
beautiful replica of a Polykleitan figure ; on 
Plate VIII. a statuette of Aphrodite after 
an original of the Pheidian period. The 
new replica of the Athena Parthenos on 
Plate IX. 12 is poor and free, and obviously 
inferior to the replica lately discovered by 
Mr. Cecil Smith at Patras, and published by 
him in the Annals of the British School at 
Athens. On the same plate we have a 
replica of the Praxitelean Athena in 
Woburn Abbey, a work to which our author 
has lately discovered an interesting analogy 
in a statue of the [Museo Correr at 
Venice.! On Plate X. we note a superb 
bearded Asklepios, offering marked stylis- 
tic affinities to the ‘Apollo on _ the 
Omphalos’ now generally accepted as a copy 
after Kalamis. Furtwiingler finds external 
evidence to corroborate the Kalamidian 
origin of the Somzée statue : the right arm of 
this Asklepios is raised high as if to grasp 
a sceptre, the left is bent forward as if to 
hold an attribute, so that neither hand can 
have held the usual snake-wreathed staff of 
the god of healing. But this gesture of the 
hands would, as Furtwiingler points out, 
accord admirably with the description 
Pausanias gives of the gold-ivory Asklepios 
executed by Kalamis for Sikyon, since the 
god held the sceptre with one hand and a 
fir cone in the other (Paus. ii. 10, 3). On 
Plate XIV. we have a very lovely variant of 
the ‘Satyr pouring wine,’ commonly attri- 
buted to Praxiteles; on Plates X VII. and 
XVIII. excellent torsi of the Knidian 
Aphrodite of Praxiteles and of the ‘ Aphro- 
dite wringing her hair’ after Apelles. Plate 
XXI. shows a good replica of the charming 
statuette in the Uffizi (Amelung, Miihrer 
durch die Antiken in Florenz 84) of a nymph 
seated on a rock and tying her sandal. 
Amid so many copies we doubly welcome a 
superb original of the Hellenistic period, 
(Plate XXV.) representing a barbarian 
with long hair tied in a knot over the right 
ear, in the fashion recorded by Tacitus to 
have been peculiar to the German tribe of 
the Bastarnai whom Prof. Furtwingler has 
so ably identified on the monument of Adam 
klissi.” On Plate XXVI. we find one of 

1 See Griechische Originalstatuen in Venedig, von 
Adolf Furtwingler, Munich, 1898. 

” Intermezzi, No. 4, p. 67 ff. 
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the innumerable replicas of the portrait so 
long misnamed ‘Seneca,’ the interpretation 
of which is a time-honoured archaeological 
puzzle. As might be expected Prof. Furt- 
wiingler is ready with a new solution. The 
head, which is unanimously attributed to 
the Hellenistic period, and which has lately 
been interpreted as Philetas or Kallimachos 
(Helbig 459) he takes to be an ‘imaginary 
portrait’ (after the fashion of the portraits of 
Homer) of the Iambic poet Hipponax, giving 
late expression to the legend of his ugliness, 
preserved for us by Pliny and by Metrodoros 
of Skepsis (ap. Athenaios xii. 552,c). Hippo- 
nacti notabilis foeditas voltus erat, says Pliny, 
and the head certainly represents some very 
ugly person; so far, but no further, do we think 
Prof. Furtwiingler has grounds for his pro- 
posed interpretation, which, for the present, 

it will be prudent to count only as conjecture. 
The Somzée replica is fine, but (judging from 
the plate) scarcely so fine as the Florentine 
replica in the room of the Hermaphrodite at 
the Uffizi (Amelung 165), a head which Dr. 
Amelung esteems so highly as to suggest 
that it may be the original of the various 
replicas. That the subject was capable in 
the hands of a great artist of far higher 
refinements than are observable in any of the 
extant busts, is proved by the admirable re- 
production of it, after some replica that had 
found its way to Flanders, in the background 
of the picture by Rubens (in the Pitti) re- 
presenting himself with his brother and 
Justus Lipsius. The superb Antinoos 
deified as Dionysos, from the coll. Casali, 
of which Winckleman wrote that it was 
‘the finest of the statues of Antinoos,’ is 
given on Plates XXVIII. and XXIX. ‘To- 
gether with the grand head of Hadrian 
(Sciarra-Barberini) wrongly adapted to a 
bust of the Augustan period, it should suffice 
to give celebrity to the Somzée collection. 
Among the bronzes not a few are of original 
workmanship: so the remarkable archaic 
statuette of a youthful rider (Plate XX XIT., 
83) resembling a bronze from the Pelo- 
ponnesus now at Athens, and on _ the 
same plate (84) a work of the early 
part of the fifth century—a rare Corin- 
thian bronze representing a nude youth, 
designed as the support of a mirror. But 
the palm among the bronzes must be awarded 
to a lovely flying Ikaros (Plate XX VIIL.), 
found in Smyrna, a genuine little master- 
piece of fourth-century workmanship. The 
subject is unique, and from the provenance 
of the bronze, Furtwiingler aptly conjectures 
it to have come from Nikaria, the ancient 

Ikaria, the "Ikdpov édos of Aischylos, where 
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Pausanias records was the burial place of 
Ikaros. We close our notice of the sculpture 
with what is really the gem of the whole 
collection, namely a miniature bearded head 
of Zeus or Asklepios treated, in spite of its 
diminutive size, in the purest Pheidian 
manner. The likeness of the head to that 
of the Pheidian Zeus on coins of Olympia, 
noted by Furtwiingler is significant. The pre- 
present writer has repeatedly examined this 
head and can testify to its amazing beauty. 
The collection also includes not a few in- 
teresting vases. Let it suffice to mention 
here the Corinthian cylix decorated with the 
slaying of the Minotaur by Theseus, and of 
Acheloos by Herakles. Not only are sub- 
jects of rare occurrence in this class of 
vases, but the presentment of the Minotaur 
is unique; the monster, instead of wrestling 
with his adversary, is shown fallen to the 
ground, only painfully lifting himself on his 
right arm. The whole scene, indeed, is 
treated with a freshness of invention which, 
as the author does not fail to point out, 
should make us wary of believing, as some 
would have it, that the Greek vase-painters 
always confined themselves within the rigid 
lines of an established type. 

Even from these short and inadequate 
indications some notion may be formed of 
the materials gathered by M. Somzée and of 
Prof. Furtwingler’s comments and con- 
clusions. For the collection itself, and for 
the book which makes it known there can 
be nothing but praise. If some of us would 
prefer that many of these statues should 
have remained in Rome to adorn the Museo 
delle Terme, it is because they feel and 
believe that a number of scattered and com- 
paratively small collections, however well 
arranged and described, can never equal in 
point of interest or enjoyment, the imposing 
spectacle of conquering Rome led in triumph 
by Graecia capta. 

Finally, we note that the text is profusely 
illustrated with monuments from other 
collections, helping to throw light on the 
objects under discussion. This excellent 
method, which one could wish to see adopted 
in our English catalogues, had been in- 
augurated, if we mistake not, by Dr. Arndt 
in his publication of the Collection Jacobsen, 

and employed by Dr. Amelung in his Fiihrer 
durch die Antiken in Florenz. 

EuGENIE STRONG. 

THE CLASSICAL REVIEW. 

Epigrafia Latina, by 8. Ricci. Trattato 
elementare con esercizi pratici e facsimili 
illustrativi. Milano, 1897. 8vo. xxxii., 
447 pp. Con 65 tav. 61.50. 

Ricci’s Epigrafia Latina is similar in plan 
and scope to Egbert’s ‘ Latin Inscriptions’ 
and Cagnat’s Cours d’ Epigraphie Latine, on 
which Egbert’s manual is largely based. 
Though somewhat smaller than either of 
these books, it is well filled with interesting 
material for epigraphical study. The sub- 
ject is treated under six general heads with 
convenient sub-divisions and numerous ap- 
pendices. Inscriptions are classified according 
to time, subject and material. The literary 
and historical importance of the study is 
clearly set forth, and correct methods of 
work are outlined. An excellent biblio- 
graphy, a large number of practical exercises 
with references to authorities, and a full list 
of abbreviations make this a serviceable 
handbook for beginners. 

The facsimiles and illustrations on sixty- 
five plates, many of them double-page, are 
worthy of special mention. One would 
scarcely expect so much illustrative material 
at such moderate cost. In this feature the 
book is superior to Cagnat’s and nearly equal 
to Egbert’s. 

The list of additions and corrections is 
rather long; and a single reading reveals a 
few slips and misprints not included in the 
author’s list, though none of a serious 
character. It is, in fact, almost impossible 
to keep such a work entirely free from typo- 
graphical errors. Ina second edition, which 
ought to be reached in due time, these defects 
can be remedied. 

Professor Ricci dedicates his modest, but 
scholarly Manuale di Epigrafia Latina to his 
distinguished teachers, Lattes, de Ruggiero 
and Lanciani, honourable names in classical 
scholarship. One who has caught the spirit 
of such masters could hardly send forth a 
dull production. 

The book is supplied with a good index, 

and is neat and attractive in its mechanical 
make up. 

F. E. Rockwoop. 

Lewisburg, Pa. 
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SUMMARIES OF PERIODICALS. 

The Journal of Philology. Vol. xxvi. No. 51. 
1898. 

The Strong Hephthemimeral Pause in Latin 
Hexameter Poetry, W. E. Heitland. This pause is 
much more important in Lat. than in Gk. and occurs 
in two forms, in one of which (B) the break comes 
after an iambic word following a third trochee, while 
in the other (A) it does not. The hepthem. pause 
came more and more into favour after the publication 
of the Aeneid, with a preference for the B form, as is 
seen in Ovid. A New Homeric Papyrus, A. S. Hunt. 
The text is given of a papyrus acquired in Egypt last 
winter by Mr. B. P. Grenfell. It contains the 
ereater part of Iliad xiii and xiv. The hand is a 
tine specimen of the literary uncial and probably falls 
within the first century A.p. mendations in the 
First Book of Manilius, A. E. Housman. On a 
Fragment of Solon, A. Platt. A reply to Prof. 
Jebb’s criticism in the last no. but one [Cl. Rev. xi, 
227]. Orphica, A. Platt. Emendations of the Argon- 
autica. .4 Homeric Idiom defended, A. Platt. On 
the use of xev or &y with the aor. opt. in the same 
sense as a past tense of the indic. with the same 
particles. When a verb has no aor. of its own the pres. 
opt. may be used instead. On Cicero Pro Cluentio 
§§ 115, 116, J. P. Postgate. Reads non remittunt 
for non admittunt in § 116 on the ground of the sense 
required. Various Conjectures, iv, W. G. Headlam. 
In T 79 explains odd¢ orev as =odx Forney Sé in direct 
opposition to wey. Other conjectures are made on 
Simonides, Hermesianax, Athenaeus, The Anthology, 
Callimachus, Manetho, and Apoll. Rhod. Aetna 
171, 2 Munro, R. Ellis. Reads quassa citatw for 
quassat hiatu. Emendationes Homericae, (Od. i-v), 
T. L. Agar. These emendations are mostly directed 
against omissions of the digamma, the hiatus licitus, 
omission of «ev with the opt. in certain locutions, 
and other anomalies. On Some Passages in the 
Seventh Book of the Eudemian Ethics, H. Jackson. 

Neue Jahrbucher fur Philologie und Paeda- 
gogik. Vol. 155. Part 12. 1898. 

Fasti Delphici, ii. 2 (conclusion), H. Pomtow. 
(3) The Amphiktyonic states as members of the 
Aetolian league. (4) The dating of the Archontate, 
concluding with a table which gives the dates of the 
Delphic archons of five groups of decrees between 278 
and 220 B.c. [see Cl. Rev. sup. p. 144]. Zu Ciceros 
briefen, C. F. W. Miiller. Notices the superstitious 
reverence with which critics follow the traditional 
text in many places, Zu Ciceros briefen an Atticus, 
W. Sternkopf. In Aft. iv, 19, 2 [szc. iv, 18, 3 2] 
defends hibernam legionem of the text. Die litteratur 
der witzworte in Rom. und die gefliigelten worte im 
munde Caesars, H. Peter. Discusses the sayings 

attributed to Caesar, aveppip@w kiBos ; Kal ov, Tékvor ; 
and totto eBovaAnbnoav. Kleine beobachtungen zwin 
lateinischen sprachgebrauch, M. C. P. Schmidt. On 
exigo ut: posco and compounds with subsiantival 
clauses: invitare wt or with infin. : imperare and 
postulare with acc. and infin, pass.: quwogue in 
sentences of comparison. On putare, existimare ; 
summa, numeri, M. C. P. Schmidt. Zw den publica- 
tionskosten der attischen volksbeschliisse, E. Drerup. 
Grosz-Arabien, W. Schwarz. On some towns on the 
east coast of Africa mentioned by the geographer 
of Ravenna. Zu Ciceros rede pro Flacco, A. du 
Mesnil. Claims priority for the discovery announced 
by Sternkopf [Cl. Rev. sup. p. 144]. Zw Plinius 
naturalis historia, K. Mayhoff. Textual notes on 
viii §§ 34, 182, 61, ix §140, xi1§ 166. Zur textkritik 
Platons, K. J. Liebhold. Zu Plautus Truculentus, 
L. Reinhardt. On prol. 5 and wv. 257, 263. Die 
Polybios-handschrift im alten serail zu Constantinopel, 
Th. Biittner-Wobst. This MS., noticed by F. Blass 
in Hermes (1888), though it belongs to the younger 
MSS., is important for the criticism of the history of 
the text. ’ApximpeoBevrhs, F. Poland. On the 
meaning of this in Greek inscriptions, 

[With this vol. the Neue Jahrbiicher f. Phil. w. 
Paed. comes to anend. It is in some respects con- 
tinued by the following publication which is however 
only partially devoted to classical literature.] 

Neue Jahrbucher fur Das Klassische Alter- 
tum Geschichte und Deutsche Litteratur und 

fur Padagogik. Vol.i. Partl. 1898. 

Antike Humanitaét, Th. Zielinski. A review of 
the book of this title by M. Schneidewin. The sub- 
ject is treated in four divisions, viz. The relation of 
Man (1) to Man, (2) to State and Fatherland, (3) to 
Science and Art, (4) to Nature. Die soziale Dichtung 
der Griechen, R. Pohlmann. Prosopographia Imperii 
Romant, H. Peter. A review of the work of this 
title brought out by the Prussian Academy, Part 1, 
edited by E. Klebs, and Part 2 by H. Dessau. 

Part 2. Die soziale Dichtung der Gricchen, (con- 
tinued) R. Pohlmann. Virgils vicrte Ekloge, F. 
Marx. A critical analysis of the poem. The pwer 
is a son of Pollio, viz. C. Asinius Gallus. Aws dem 
Klassischen Siiden, A. Holm. A review of the book 
of this title written by some who took part in three 
Baden Studienreise and illustrated with photographs 
by J. Nohring of Liibeck. 

Part 3. LRémischer Gotterbilder, G. Wissowa. A 
paper read before the 44th meeting of German philo- 
logists at Dresden. Cicero und Terentia, O. E. 
Schmidt. Defends Cicero in the matter of the 
divorce. Die soziale Dichtung der Griechen, (con- 
cluded) R. Pohlmann. 

LIST OF NEW BOOKS. 

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN BOOKS. 

Auden (H. W.) Greek Unseens for the use of 
higher forms and University Students. Intro- 
duction, hints on translation. 12mo. 164 pp. 
Blackwood. 2s. 6d. 

-—— Higher Latin Prose. 12mo. 152 pp. Black- 
wood, 2s, 6d. 

Blass (F.) The Philology of the Gospels. Crown 
8vo. 258 pp. Macmillan. 4s. 6d. 

Botsford (G. W.) The Development of the Athenian 
Constitution. (Cornell Studies No. 4.) 8vo. 
8,249 pp. Macmillan & Co. $1 50c. 

Caesar. First Book of Caesar’s Gallic War, with 
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notes and vocabulary by A. W. Roberts. 
xv, 204 pp. Boston, Ginn. 50 cents. 

— The Gallic War, Book III. Introduction, 
Notes, and Appendices by John Brown. Map. 
12mo. 80 pp. Blackie. 1s, 

Cicero. In Catilinam I. with introduction, notes, 
test papers and translation by T. T. Jeffery and 
T. R. Mills. Crown 8vo. 98 pp. Clive. 3s. 

Letters to Atticus, Book II., with introduction, 
notes and appendices by A. Pretor. 12mo. 158 
pp. Cambridge Univ. Press. 3s. 

— Laelius, de amicitia, with introduction and 

16mo. 

notes by J. K. Lord. 12mo. II. 109 pp. 
American Book Co. 70e. 

Cleef (¥. L. Van). Index Antiphonteus. (Cornell 
Studies No. 5). 8vo. vi, 173 pp. Macmillan 
Cove ale 

Elmer (Herbert C.) Studies in Latin moods and 
tenses. (Cornell Studies No. 6.) 8vo. ix, 231 
pp. Macmillan Co. $1 50c. 

Fairbanks (A.) The first philosophers of Greece, 
an edition and translation of the remaining frag- 
ments of the pre-Socratic philosophers. 8vo. 
310 pp. Kegan Paul. 7s. 6d. 

Ferguson (W. Scott). The Athenian Secretaries. 
(Cornell Studies No. 7). 8vo, vi, 80 pp. Mac- 
millan Co. 50e. 

Gibson (J.) and W. T. James. Latin at Sight. 
Containing Passages recently set for Army and 
Civil Service Candidates. 8vo. 76 pp. Cornish. 
2s. 6d, 

Latin Retranslation or the English Version of 
Latin at Sight. 8vo. 84 pp. Cornish. 3s. 6d. 

Homer. Iliad, Book 24, with introduction and 
notes by J. H. Haydon. Crown 8vo. 86 pp. 
Clive. 3s. 6d. 

Huddiiston (J. H.) Greek tragedy in the light of 
Vase Paintings. Crown 8vo. 202 pp. Macmil- 
lan. 6s. 

Ince (J.) Latin Grammar of Pharmacy for Medical 
and Pharmaceutical Students, includ. Reading of 
Latin Prescriptions, Latin-English and English- 
Latin Reference Vocabularies and Prosody. Crown 
8vo. 3876 pp. Bailliere. 5s. 

Modlen (W.) A primer of Latin Grammar, 
by F. B. Jevons. Crown 8vo. 
ton. 2s. 6d. 

Preface 
248 pp. Riving- 
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Actna. Erklairt von S. Sudhaus. 
Leipzig, Teubner. Cloth. 7 Mk. 

Aly (Fr.) Jahresbericht tber die Geschichte der 
romischen Literatur 1891-1896. (Aus ‘‘ Jahres- 
bericht tiber die Fortschritte der class. Altertums- 
wissenschaft.”) 8vo. 382 pp. Berlin, Calvary. 
1 Mk. 20. 

Ammianus Marcellinus. Malotet (A.) de Ammiani 
Marcellini digressionibus quae ad externas gentas 
pertineant. 8vo. 70 pp. Paris, Leroux. 

Ardaillon (E.) Quomodo Graeci collocaverint portus 
atque aedificaverint. 8vo. 79 pp. Lille. 

Aristophanes. Lysistrata, traduction nouvelle par 
Ch. Zevort, avec des notes. 18mo. 181 pp., 100 
coloured engravings. Paris, Charpentier. 3 f. 
50 ¢., 

Aristoteles. Della Rettorica di Aristotile fatta italiana 
da Annibal Caro (testo di lingua), commento di F. 
Mastelloni. 8vo. xviii, 358 pp. Firenze, Le 
Monnier. 4 lire. 

Parigot (H.) Cujusmodi sit imitatio in illo 
Aristotelis libro qui de poetica inscribitur. 8vo. 
103 pp. Paris, Calman Levy. 
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Niebuhr (B. G.) Lectures on the History of Rome 
from the earliest times to the fall of the Western 
Empire. Edited by L. Schmitz. 5thed. Crown 
8vo. 840 pp. Taylor. 3s. 6d. 

Oman (C.) History of the Art of War: the Middle 
Ages, from the 4th to the 14th century. 8vo. 
684 pp., maps, engravings. Methuen. 21s. 

Oxyrhynchus Papyri, edited by B. P. Grenfelland A. 
S. Hunt. 

This volume, which will be published at the end 
of July, for the Egypt Exploration Fund, by Mr. 
Henry Frowde, will contain 158 texts, 31 being 
literary and including the early fragments of St. 
Matthew’s Gospel, Sappho, Aristoxenos, Sophocles 
and of other lost and extant classics. ‘The re- 
mainder is a selection of public and private docu- 
ments dating from the first to the seventh century 
of our era. The texts are accompanied by intro- 
ductions, notes, and in most cases by translations. 
The work will contain eight collotype plates illus- 
trating the papyri of principal literary and paleo- 
graphical importance. 

Ritchie (F.) Discernenda. Latin words liable to be 
confounded. Crown 8vo. 34 pp. 9d. 

Schmitz (L.) History of Rome from the earliest 
times to the death of Commodus, A.D. 192. 
Crown 8vo. 562 pp., engravings. Taylor. 3s. 6d. 

Smith (Sir W.) Initia Graeca. Part I. A first 
course for the use of the Lower Forms. 26th im- 
pression, thoroughly revised and in great part 
rewritten. Crown 8vo. 210 pp. Murray. 
3s. 6d. 

Smith’s Concise Dictionary of Greek and Roman 
Antiquities, incorporating the results of modern 
research, by F. W. Cornish. 8vo. 836 pp., en- 
gravings. Murray. 21s. 

Sophocles. The Plays and Fragments, with critical 
notes, commentary and translation (in English 
prose), by R. C. Jebb. Part 4, The Philoctetes, 
2nd ed. 8vo. 3834 pp. Cambridge Univ. Press. 
12s. 6d. 

Tacitus. Vita Agricolae, with introduction and 
notes by Hy. Furneaux. 8vo. 188 pp. Frowde. 
6s. 6d. 

Walton (A.) The Cult of Asklepios. (Cornell 
Studies No. 3). 8vo. viii, 186 pp. Macmillan 
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Bacchylidis carmina cum fragmentis ed. Fr. Blass. 
12mo. Ixv,200pp. Leipzig. Teubner. 2Mk. 40. 

Bechtel (F.) Die einstammigen, mannlichen Perso- 
nennamen des Griechischen, die aus Spitznamen 
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Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften.’) 
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The Editor of the CuasstcaAL REvIEw will be glad to receive short paragraphs (or 

materials for such paragraphs) upon classical topics of current interest, These should 

reach him as early as possible in the month preceding the publication of the REVIEW. 

THE classical event of the summer is the 
appearance of the first instalment of the 
Oxyrhynchus Papyri. A most lively and 
various progeny this, which Messrs. Gren- 
fell and Hunt, with Prof. Blass as ac- 
coucheur-in-chief, have given to the world! 
Its interest lies perhaps not so much in the 
illumination which its scraps of extant 
classical works—and imprimis the now 
famous fragment of Thucydides—throw 
upon Greek textual history and criticism, 
nor in the excitement of discoveries like the 
portions of a treatise upon metre and the 
twenty restored verses of Sappho, an etwa 
verblasstes Gedicht if one may say so with- 
out disrespect : but in the window which it 
opens upon the living ancient world. Here 
we may read the authentic account of 
the last scene in the career of the con- 
demned rebel Heliodorus, and witness the 
unequal conflict between Egyptian bravado 
and imperial dignity. Is our taste for more 
domestic incidents? There is the litigation 
between Pesouris the father and the nurse 
about the parentage of her foster-child. If 
we delight in the unconsciously humorous 
official, we may learn how the medical officer 
notifies the strategus of the nome that, 
having been directed to inspect the body of 
a man who had died from hanging, he found 
him hanged by a noose and reports accord- 
ingly. Here, too, are all sorts of epistles, 
the ruffled schoolboy’s ill-spelt effusion to 
papa, the formal epistle of the outraged 
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father who gives his congé to his son-in-law 
elect, invitations to a wedding breakfast or 
to dinner at the club. 

When we have read all these, we shall 
probably be conscious and a little ashamed 
of the partly priggish and partly dollish 
Greek in which we should ourselves have 
had to express our quotidian wants if the 
modern practice of ancient conposition bore 
any relation to actual life and living entities. 
This, however, is not precisely the complaint 
of the preface to Musa Clauda, the modest 
title of a book of translations into Latin 
elegiacs by Messrs. Owen and Phillimore. 
They say it is ‘to be regretted that the 
practice of verse composition has declined in 
England, and it is significant that a marked 
decline in English scholarship is coincident 
with this. Theorists and specialists we have 
many: scholars are a dwindling quantity.’ 
The lament comes from Oxford where verse 
composition should have all the fragrance of 
the violet, as it certainly has enjoyed 
all its seclusion; and of its local truth 
the fidicines of the Isis must judge them- 
selves. But so far as I can estimate the 
general position, the decline, if any, in the 
practice of versifying, has been accompanied 
by a noticeable rise in its standard. Less per- 
haps may be written ; but what is, is more 
strictly judged and on the whole better 
worth the writing. Both in fidelity and in 
accuracy there has been a gain, and not a 
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few ‘fair copies’ which did well enough 
twenty years ago could hardly pass muster 
now. 

But ‘the marked decline in English 
scholarship.’ That is more serious ; but 
frankly we do not believe in it. The ‘nineties’ 
certainly stand in marked contrast to the 
‘fifties’ and ‘sixties.’ The mode of work 
has changed. ‘Those earlier decades were 
discursive : the present one is concentrative. 
The difference is an inevitable result of the 
expansion in the field of classical learning 
and of a more general recognition of the 
importance of minute and conscientious re- 
search, The number of English workers in 
our field has greatly increased. To see this 
we need only compare the list of the contri- 
butors to the Jowrnal of Philology, say 
twenty-five years ago, with that of present 
contributors to the same journal and to 
the Classical Review. This multitude is it- 
self a sign of vigour. It is clearly the duty 
of our educators at school and at the 
universities to ensure that specialism does 
not begin too soon; and not less clearly a 
matter of individual prudence not so to de- 
vote one’s self to any department, however 
wide its ramifications, as to lose capacity 
and inclination for everything besides. But 
it is idle, in the present cycle at any rate, to 
expect that a mature student will not work 
by preference at what he knows best and at 
what interests him most. We need have 
no great apprehension about the future. 
Your true Englishman is a dilettante in 
grain. 

It is well known that at both the older 
Universities there is considerable dissatis- 
faction with the classical honours curricu- 

lum. At Cambridge the position is the 
more acute. After a long series of sittings 
the Board for Classics finally in May last 
elaborated a scheme ; there was a time fuse 
attached to the bomb to explode in October. 

At Oxford three desperadoes have assaulted 
the time-honoured arrangements of ‘ Mods’ 
and ‘Greats’ in a series of proposals which 

will be dealt with in the same Michaelmas 
Term. The friends of classics will do well 

to watch events at both these seats of 
learning. 

It is no secret that one of the causes of 
this ferment is the prospective Anglo-Indian, 
to whom neither the Oxford nor the Cam- 
bridge course is altogether convenient. 
Every one will be glad to see the way 
smoothed for the directors of our Indian 
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Empire to take their fill in the groves of 
Academe ; but the public will not be pleased 
if in their pursuit of competition wallahs 

the Universities forget their own ancient 

ideals. 

The following observations by Mr. W. M. 
Lindsay, who has recently returned from 
the United States, upon classical studies 

there will be read with interest. 
‘At school the classical training given in 

America is greatly inferior to ours. In 
Latin the schoolboy scarcely gets beyond 
Cesar, Livy and Virgil; in Greek, beyond 
Homer, Xenophon, and perhaps Kuripides. 
It seemed to me that the almost total ab- 
sence of entrance scholarships (in our sense 
of the term) at the Universities has the 
effect of making schoolmasters satisfied with 
a Pass rather than a Class standard. The 
want of a thorough grounding in Latin and 
Greek puts classical students at the American 
Universities at a great disadvantage. Nor 
does the American Honours man seem to 
read classical authors on his own account so 
much as is done at Oxford and Cambridge. 
In fact I doubt whether even the best 
American students, at the time of gradua- 
tion, know so many Latin and Greek books 
as the candidates for our University Prizes in 
their first year. Ignorance of ‘ quantities’ is 
a common failing, due only in part to, the 
absence of Verse Composition ; for in Greek 
the accentual pronunciation which makes 
dvOpwros a dactyl and codia a bacchius has 
certainly something to do with it.’ 

‘But the point in which we are inferior 
to our transatlantic cousins is postgradu- 
ate work. For three, or it may be four, 
years the best classical graduates go through 
a higher course of study, which includes 
subsidiary subjects like Palaeography and 
Textual Criticism, Epigraphy, Archaeology, 
and perhaps Comparative Philology. In 
the Classical Seminary they get that ac- 
quaintance with methods of work and with 
bibliography which enables any one who has 
ability, inclination and leisure, to extend the 
bounds of classical knowledge after he has 
left the University. This postgraduate 
course is in preparation for the Degree of 
Doctor of Philosophy, a necessary qualifica- 
tion for the higher educational posts ; and to 
obtain this Degree a thesis is usually required 
that embodies some original research. The 
uninteresting nature of the thesis is often 
complained of, But it is nofaultof the system 
if a candidate, feeling himself unequal to 
higher flights, has to descend to a mere 
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collection of statistics, useful indeed in its 
way, but hardly interesting or inspiring. 
The wider a candidate’s reading and the 
better his previous education, the more 
adequate will be his thesis.’ 

For the following paragraph I am indebted 
to my colleague, Prof. Seymour. In England 
too it is not so long ago that the Greek 
question was lowering over us; but the 
storm has passed—for the moment. 

* Most readers of the Classical Keview are 
aware that several of the most prominent of 
the Universities of the United States are 
discussing the removal of the requirement 
of Greek for the degree of bachelor of arts. 
In this connexion, and in its bearing on 
higher classical studies in America, although 
it belongs strictly to what is called secondary 
education, it is interesting to learn that a 
reaction in favour of the classics has sprung 
up where it was least expected—in the 
southern and western states, and under the 
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influence of the State Universities, which 
used to be thought the centres and hot-beds 
of the practical spirit of the times. In the 
extreme west, in California, three times as 
many persons are studying Greek as three 
years ago; in Wisconsin about four times 
as many are studying Greek as five years 
ago; while in Mississippi, though four years 
ago only two schools taught Greek, now 
Greek has been introduced into thirty-five 
schools. A similar report of encouragement 
comes from the extreme south, from Texas. 
The schools of Chicago are introducing Latin 
to a degree unknown before, and, according 
to the superintendent of these schools, with 
the best results. Thus many schools, which 
have had but a four years’ course on Latin 
hitherto, now have a five or six years’ course. 
The new interest in classical studies in the 
central, western, and southern parts of the 
United States may be expected to exert a 
strong influence on the institutions of the 
east.’ 

VARIA. 

J.—TueE SLaves IN THE Wasps. 

My friend Mr. R. A. Neil, of Pembroke 
College, Cambridge, in conversation recently 
expressed the idea that in Aristophanes 
Vesp. 433 two slaves are summoned, and not 
three. 

© Moda xai pv Bonbea deipo cai Macvrtia, 
kat AaBeobe TovTovi. 

This view prompted the following notes, in 
which I have the advantage of using sug- 
gestions of his. 

The two slaves who speak in the Wasps, 
Xanthias and Sosias, are the two persons 
summoned in 433. They are summoned in 
a line of somewhat mock-heroic tone: ! 
‘Midas Phryx, hither to my aid, and thou 
Masyntias.’ Then in the following line both 
are addressed in the plural, and in 453 in 

1 On the meaning of this line, see the sequel. For 
two slaves again in Aristoph., Mr. Neil quotes Aves 
656-7, tye 5h, ZavOla xa Mavddwpe, AauBdavere Ta oTpa- 
patra: probably Mavddwpos is the slave called Mavis in 
1311 and 1329. Here also we seem to have a Lycian 
and a Phrygian: on Manes see Cities and Bishoprics 
of Phrygia, i. pp. 294, 626. Mr. J. F. White men- 
tions to me Eur. Ale. 675, Avddy 4) pia apyupa- 
VnTOV. 

the dual, as Mr. Neil points out. That Midas 
Phryx is a single slave, and not two separate 
slaves, is shown by the singular Boye. The 
usual view is that Midas and Phryx are two 
distinct slaves, and Masyntias a third, while 
Xanthias and Sosias are a fourth and fifth ; 
and the latter pair are understood to be 
referred to in 453. Mr. Starkie in his learned 
edition takes this view. He defends 433 
(BonGer) by quoting other cases where a singu- 
lar imperative is employed when two or three 
persons have been addressed by name; but his 
examples are not so bold as this case, where 
we have first Midas Phryx summoned with 
a singular imperative, then Masyntias 
called, and then a plural imperative ad- 
dressed to them both, Still the argument 
based on the Bo7fe would not be conclusive, 
if it stood alone: but there are more weighty 
reasons. 

If only two slaves are summoned in this 
line, it is clearly implied that they are bar- 
barians: one is a Phrygian, and the other 
of some uncertain nationality. Now the 
two slaves, who speak in this comedy, are 
clearly marked out as foreigners: Xanthias 
is obviously a Lycian, ‘the man from 
Xanthos’ (Xanthos a Lycian slave is men- 
tioned in the remarkable inscription found 
at Laurion, see Foucart Associations Relig- 

co2 
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ieuses, p. 219): Sosias! is a Phrygian, and 
his name may possibly be associated with 
the Phrygo-Pisidian god who bears the 
Hellenized name Sozon. The Phrygian 
nationality of Sosias is marked in unmis- 
takable fashion in the opening scene, where 
Xanthias says to him 

> “ cal 

GAN’ 7) tapadpovels ereov 7) KopyPBavTias ; 

The Korybantes were a Phrygian analogue 
to the Cretan Kouretes (Preller Griech. 
Mythologie, i. p. 542: Lucian de Salt. 8 and 
79); and societies called Korybantes were 
probably attached to some of the Phrygian 
hiera (Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, i. Pt. 
ii. p. 359). 

The answer of Sosias makes his nation- 
ality still clearer : 

8 ovk, GAN’ tavos p’ exe Tis ex ZaBaliov, 

‘a sleep sent by Sabazios (the Phrygian 
god) has taken hold of me.’ It has been 
suggested that the name Sozon is a Grecized 
form of a native name Saoazos, which has 
also given origin to the ordinary Greek 
term for this deity, Sabazios (Cities and 
Bishoprics of Phrygia, i. p. 264); and this 
suggestion has been approved by some high 
authority (Petersen in Lanckoronski Stddte 
Pamphyliens, ii. p. 8). If it be true, then 
our derivation of Sosias, as the ‘man of 
Sozon—Saoazos,’ lends further point to the 

phrase éx ZaPaLiov. 
The Phrygian nationality of Sosias was, 

in all probability, made obvious to the 
spectators by dress and general equipment ; 
otherwise lines 8 f. and 433 would have less 
point. This makes it probable that the 
conjecture Spvyi? for tpvyé in 1309 is right. 
The very word ®pvé is almost equivalent to 
‘slave’; and, in this case, when one of the 
characters on the stage is a Phrygian slave, 
the allusion to ‘a Phrygian newly grown 
rich’ is all the more effective. 

Now, what is the meaning of 433% Mr. 
Starkie, in his elaborate and learned notes, 
seems to imply that the innuendo is, ‘Thou, 
Midas, and thou brutal one, come to my aid, 
and thou gormandizer ; and lay hold of this 
fellow.’ His note on ®pvé seems to me not 

1 Sosias a slave name in Athenaeus, xi. p. 469 
(Comedy of Philemon), Wescher-Foucart Jnser. rec. 
a Delphes no 429 (a Galatian slave manumitted) 
and many others, Plautus Amph. (from a Greek 
original), Ter. Andria (afreedman). On slave-names, 
see IIT, 

2 Mr. Starkie’s apt quotation from Lucian makes 
the conjecture almost a certainty, as he says. 

to prove more than that Phryx is a 
characteristic name for ‘slave,’ and connotes 
the slave nature as distinguished from the 
freeman’s nature; while he illustrates 
Maovvria by a number of words (indicating 
‘ gormandizer’) which have no resemblance 
to it except that they begin with MA. 

Line 433 seems to be amock-heroic invo- 
cation, ‘ thou Midas, who art also Phryx, to 
my aid! and thou Masyntias.’ I know no 
expression exactly similar to Mida Kat Ppv€. 
But, inasmuch as the nominative would be, 
according to the well-known idiom, Midas 6 
kat ®pvé,? the vocative can hardly be any- 
thing except Mida xat @®pvé. Some may 
prefer to avoid this unusual form by adopting 
Schneider’s conjecture © Mida rat Bpvgé: but 
this seems to me to sacrifice a most inter- 
esting grammatical feature and characteristic 
turn of expression : ‘Thou named Midas and 
Phryx, 7%.e. bearing the alternative names 
Midas (the King) in Phrygia and Phryx 
(the Slave) in Greece.’ Schneider’s conjec- 
ture, however, might also give a fair sense 
‘ Midas’s son Phryx, 7.e. King’s son Slave,’ 
but the other seems far more effective. 

Masyntias is obscure, but may be a parallel 
term, denoting Xanthias in mock-heroic 
style. lLycia and the relations of Lycia to 
Greece in the end of the fifth century are 
so obscure that we cannot understand its 
exact sense. May it be asort of patronymic 
indicating Xanthias’s descent from an ancient 
Xanthian hero or king, or an epithet derived 
from some local name? It is not improb- 
able that some legend of the great Lycian 
city may have been known in Athens at the 
time when Athens ruled the Aegean Sea and 
controlled the sea-borne trade of all the 
Aegean lands ; and that in later time, when 
Athenian relations with Lycia had almost 
ceased, this legend was no longer understood 
in the Greek city. We do not even know 
what is the Lycian name which was Grecized 
as EdvOos, but there is a certain resemblance 

between the second part of Ma-cvvria and 
the name ZavOias. The city was also called 
Arne, and coins were struck with the Lycian 

3 This formula is too common to need illustration : it 
was far commoner in the half-Greek countries than in 
Greece proper (Béckh on C.1.G. 2090), for it strictly 
belongs to the bilingual countries (Cities and Bishop- 
rics of Phrygia, i. Pt. ii. p. 637 f; St. Paul the Trav. 
p. 81ff.), Hence the phrase has a foreign ring, suitable 
to the general tone of the line. Strictly, it denotes 
an ‘alternative name’: see II. 

4 It is probable that Schneider intends his con- 
jecture to mean ‘ O Midas, Phrygian slave’; but my 
concern is to take what seems the least objectionable 
meaning of which the Greek words are capable, not 
the meaning which Schneider attributes to them. I 
know the conjecture only from Mr. Starkie’s notes. 

ee 
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legend (in genitive) Arnnaha (Hill, British 
Museum Catalogue: Lycia, p. 22 f.). 

The form Macvvria occurs in R, while V 
has Maowrva. It is a question whether V 
may not here be right: forms in -vys and 
-ovas, though not common elsewhere, are 
characteristic of south-western Asia Minor, 
e.g. Kudpapovas, Hovvapovas, ’Orpauoas, Ka- 
Sovas, and many other names in inscriptions.' 

It is therefore most probable that in 433 
a double-named Phrygian slave and a Lycian 
slave are mentioned ; and it is certain that 
Sosias and Xanthias were respectively 
Phrygian and Lycian. Hence it would 
appear that only two slaves are mentioned 
in the Wasps, though their ordinary names 
are varied in a mock-heroic apostrophe in 
]. 433. 

The use of the double name with xa, which 
must here, by a common idiom, be interpreted 
by the English ‘or,’ suggests some further 
remarks, in the following section. 

A word may be added as to the probable 
connexion of the word. The name Masyntias 
or Masintuas seems to be a derivative from 
Masas, which occurs as a personal name in 
the south-western regions of Asia Minor : 
it is found along with Opramoas, a name of 
thoroughly Lycian type, on the frontiers of 
Phrygia and Pisidia, see Cities and Bishoprics 
of Phrygia i. pp. 269, 272,? it is not men- 
tioned in Pape-Benseler, nor in the index to 
C.I.G. Masa as a feminine name seems to 
occur at Iconium, 0.7.4. 3998, and Masa as 
masculine is found in the bilingual Lycian 
inscription Limyra No. 38 (C.L.@. 43815], 
Schmidt 42), see Torp, Lykische Beitrdge, 
1898, p. 42. The name Masas was purely 
native Asianic ; and hence there is much 
diversity of inflexion when it is written in 
Greek: genitives Maca, Macados, and 
Macdvros all occur in the examples quoted. 
Masaris, a Carian title of Dionysos (quoted 
by Stephanus Byz. s.v. Mdoravpa), may be 
connected with it. 

Just as we find the personal name 
Kadouas or Kadauas (Cit. and Bish. i. 
p. 314) and the place name Kaduanda, the 

1 These are often formed from names of cities 
(Kidramos, Kadoi). Mr. Neil adds Panamyes son 
of Casbollis in the Lygdamis Inser. of Halicarnassus, 
Examyes is given as ‘Thales’s father in Diog. Laert. 
Kretschmer in JHinl. in d. Gesch. d. Griech. 
Sprache, p. 332 takes the affix as -mwva, pdas, -movas, 
-wins. Probably Panamyes was Grecized from the 
native Pounamouas so as to imply ‘the man _ born 
in Panamos-month.’ Compare Zeus Panamaros, 
Grecized into Panémerios. Should we read 
Hexamyes, a kosename for éfauhvios ? 

2 On p. 269, 1. 9, in the remarks on the name, the 
word ‘ perhaps’ has got out of place: it should come 
five words later, after ‘compare.’ 

divine name Thyia(?) and Thiounta (C%. 
and Bish. i. p. 144), or the place names Sala 
and Salouda, Sbida and Sibidunda (or Sibi- 

dinda), Kys and Kyinda, Oinia and Oinoanda, 
Karya and Karyanda etc., so it is possible 
that beside Masa or Masas there should bea 
local name Masinda or Masynda, in which + 

might be as readily used in Greek transcrip- 

tions as 6 (as in Thiounta). Then Masinta 

or Masynta would give a personal or ethnic 
name Masintyas or Masyntias, as Trokonda 

gives Trokondas, Kidramos Kidramoas, and 

a host of others.* 
In the preceding remarks much is tentative 

and uncertain ; but theysare printed in the 

hope of attracting criticism and improve- 

ment. 
The observation made by Miss White in 

the Classical Review, May, 1898, p. 209 (since 

most of this paper was in the editor’s hands), 

that Xanthias is the clever, and Sosias the 

stupid slave in the Wasps, isin harmony with 

my argument. The Phrygians were reckoned 

by the Greeks to be slaves by nature, be- 

cause Nature had made them dull and slow. 

Tl.-—Kat MEANING ‘OR.’ 

If the suggestion just advanced in a very 

hesitating way as to the construction 6 Mia 

kal Bpvé be right, this is the most extreme 

form known to me of the use of xai con- 

necting alternative names, corresponding to 

sive or seu in Latin; but it is, also, the 

solitary instance known to me of a person 

being addressed by the vocative of his two 

names. There is great need of some 

systematic treatment of the naming 

and double naming in the Greek, and 

more especially the Grecized lands of 

western Asia, where double or triple names, 

strictly alternative names, used as a rule in 

different circumstances, were common. 

The use of the alternative name must be 

carefully distinguished from the double or 

longer names used by Greeks in the later 

centuries in imitation of the Roman system 

of nomenclature with nomen and one or more 

cognomina ; and yet the distinction is some- 

times ignored by modern scholars. There 

are, indeed, cases where the alternative name 

is hardly to be distinguished from the double 

name: the former custom gradually fell into 

disuse, while the latter became more common 

3 Dr. Buresch (whose early death is a great sorrow 

to all who are interested in Asia Minor) has some 

excellent remarks on the relations of Asianic place 

and personal names in his just-published Aus Lydien, 

but at the moment I cannot find the reference. 
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as time went on ; and in many cases, owing 
to want of knowledge of the facts, we 

cannot tell whether a person mentioned in 
some inscription by two names has the 
alternative or the double name. 

Another difficulty is caused by the Roman 
praenomina. These were often taken as 
names by Romanized Greeks: e.g. Greeks 
often bear the name Markos, or Loukios, or 
Sextos. This must not be confused with 
cases where a Greek acquired Roman citizen- 
ship and necessarily took a name of the 
complete Roman type, as Tiberios Klaudios 
Mithridates. Yet here again the distinction 
is confused ; and the custom, which began 
about A.D. 215, of using Aurelios as a 
praenomen to mark the citizenship acquired 
in virtue of Caracalla’s action in widening 
the civitas, is often mixed up with the other 
custom, which originated much earlier, of 
using Aurelios either as a name after the 
Greek fashion, or as the nomen of a Greek 
who acquired the citizenship and took a 
proper Roman name, such as M. Aurelios 
Philippikos. 

The alternative name originated in bilin- 
gual and half-Hellenized countries, when 
people had often a sort of double life and 
double nature, and took a name in each 
language.! The names were really alterna- 
tive: the most characteristic expression of 
them is 6 xaé in Greek, and sive in Latin.? 
But Latin often borrows the Greek form, 
and uses the expression qui et, whose non- 
Latin character is shown by the fact that it 
is declined (regardless of grammar) T@ kat = 
cui et, and soon. “AzoAXwviw 76 kat ‘lovAiw 
is good idiomatic Greek ; but Apollonio cur 
et Julio is, certainly, grecizing Latin. 
Accordingly, Midas 6 cat ®pvé would be the 
full expression of an alternative name in the 
nominative. It will be gathered from the 
origin of the alternative name that it was 
practically confined to free citizens, and that 
to use it of a slave implied something of a 
mocking or mock-heroic strain (as we have 
already seen from other considerations). 

As we have nothing similar in nature in 
English to the alternative name, we cannot 
translate it precisely: but the nearest ap- 

1 See Boeckh on €.7.G. 2090, Reinach Traité 
@ Epigr. Grecque, p. 507, and my Cit. and Bish. i. 
pt. ii., p. 637 ff. 

2 émixadovmevos, and even 6 KaAovmevos simply, are 
also used; and éxfxAny is also found frequently in 
Christian inscriptions to indicate the baptismal 
name, rarely in pagan names (Cit. and Bish. i., 
pt. ii., pp. 522, 539). The nickname or familiar 
name, Latin signwm, approximates in character to 
the alternative name, without being exactly the same 
in nature. 
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proach to the sense is to use ‘ alias’ or ‘or.’ 
The Greeks think of the person as bearing 
the name A and in other circumstances the 
name B; we think of him as‘ A or B,’ A 
alias B; and the Romans similarly use sive. 
Such is the rule laid down in the manuals of 
epigraphy, eg. Cagnat, Manuel d’ Epigraphie 
Romaine, p. 57, Marquardt Rém. Privatalter- 
thiimer®, p. 27, and accepted by every one 
except some Theologians of the so-called 
‘critical’ school in Germany. 

I should apologize for wasting the space of 
the Classical Review in such elementary 
statements ; but it is forced on me, because 
when in another place I pointed out that it 
is a common practice in Greek to use kat to 
connect two alternative names or epithets 
applied to the same person or place or thing, 
I was rebuked in no measured terms ina 
well-known and esteemed German theological 
journal by a Swiss Professor, who seems to 
have so entirely concentrated his energy on 
a special department in which he has attained 
much reputation—viz. what is called New 
Testament grammar °—that he has had no 
time to spare for the department (not wholly 
unconnected by nature, but kept separate by 
the ruling tendency towards specialization) 
of Greek grammar. But it would seem that 
no weapon is too rusty to be used to destroy 
the reactionary critic who defends the 
authenticity of the writings attributed to 
Luke. 

To illustrate the view taken on this sub- 
ject by the archaeologists who study facts 
and have no critical or theological views to 
bolster up, I quote M. Bérard in the Bulletin 
de Correspondance Hellénique, 1892, p. 237: 
he translates the expressions ’Aptetmov Tod 
kat ’Awo\Awveidov and ’AmodAwvidns 6 Kat 
Avayépas as ‘Arteimas ow Apollonides,’ 
‘Apollonides ow Diagoras’; and every 
archaeologist would justify him, or (I should 
rather say) would think it unnecessary to 
justify him. 

There is, in the first place, nothing unusual 
in the use of xai, where in English we 
should naturally employ ‘or.’ Ina note on 
Aristophanes, Hg. 256, Mr. Neil in his 

“3 It is regrettable to see even Prof. Blass stooping 
to use this misleading title. We want two grammars 
in the New Testament: the first for the Greek of the 
Greek cities of Asia and Syria, with Luke and Paul, 
who use that Greek which they learned in childhood 
in such cities, the second for the foreigners of Syria 
and Palestine, who learned Greek as an alien tongue, 
and are continually influenced by Semitic modes of 
thought and grammar : these try to catch the Greek 
of the first class, but use it in a Semiticized style. 
But it is utterly misleading to quote St. John as 
proving the possibilities of Lukan grammar. 
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forthcoming edition speaks of this ‘ well- 
known idiom,’ which occurs in that line, kat 
Sixaca xdduka, and mentions the following 
analogous cases: Aesch. Sept. 414 f., 2b. 
1058, Eurip. Supp. 895, Iph. Aul. 643 (d7ws 
fo kat py pO), Plutarch Quaest. Conv. iv. 2, 
655 ¢. (ratra éfeore muotevew Kat py). In 
Thucydides the usage is common, e.g. il. 35, 
2, eb Te kat xetpov eizovtt, ‘ whether he speak 
well or ill.’ Dr. Postgate on Propertius 
v. 6, 51, says ‘eé, “or,” like Greek Kal, 

Thucyd. ii. 42, 3 zpory te pyvvovca Kat 
rerevtaia BeBarotoa, vi. 60, 1 ext Evvwpocta 
ddvyapxtky Kal Tupavvixy ;’ and he writes to 
me: ‘The denial of this and the corre- 
sponding usage of que in Latin (which is so 
common in Silver Latin poetry that it is 
impossible in many passages to decide 
whether gue or we should be read) comes 
from a curious pedantic inability to appre- 
ciate growth in language. Because xat 
primarily meant, and in general must be 
translated by ‘and,’ it is considered a point 
of fine scholarship to twist the translation 
of a passage until it can take ‘and,’ in 
oblivion of the fact that an English word 
is thereby fallaciously equated with a Greek 
one. I daresay you know a passage which 
well illustrates the growth of the idiom, 
though there xat does not indicate strict 
alternativeness, ypuads érépw xpvo@ tapateHeis 
kpeitrwv Te Kal ehatrwv aiverar (Dionys. Lp. 
ad Pomp.i. 7). We may add that several 
examples of the desire to explain away this 
use of «at may be seen in Poppo’s notes on 
the passages of Thucydides (in larger 
edition). 

I have never noted the many examples of 
xat ‘or’ which have met my eye; but, 
besides Thucyd. ii. 35, 2, I recall Soph. Ajax. 
476 mpocbeioa Kavabeioa Tov ye KatOaveiv 
(where Wunder translates ‘each day gives 
up to or rescues from death’), and Xen. 
Anab. ii. 1, 21 (xpovotar 8€ kat drioter TOE LOS, 
‘but war, if we advance or retire’), Some 
geographical examples may also be quoted : 
Strab. p. 195 7d pddov 6 viv TadAucdv te Kat 
Tadartixov xadeirat, ‘Gallic (according to the 
Roman) or Galatie (according to the Greek 
word):’ p. 788 (of the Nile-mouths) 70 pev 
IIjXovotakov Kadetrat, TO S€ KavwfBixov kat 
‘HpaxXewrexdv, ‘another mouth is called 
Canopic or Herakleotic:’ p. 802 Xois is 
defined as irép rod SeBevvutixod kat Parvirixod 
ordpatos ‘above the Sebennytic-Phatnitic 
mouth’ (in the upper part where these two 
branches are still joined and may 
bear either name): ‘ p. 670 rod KiArkiov Kat 
IlapdvAtov tpovov’ the manner of Cilicia or 
Pamphylia:’ p. 97 tiv SkvOucnv cai KeAtucnv 
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the northern zone which may be called either 

Scythian or Celtic after the two chief races 

that inhabit its eastern and western parts.’ 

I pass now to some other usages, which 

perhaps afford a certain defence to the sense 

attributed to 6 Mida Kat Bpvé. 

(1) According to the strict Greek idea, a 

man could not belong as a citizen to more 

than one 7é\us: his duty to his own zoAts 

absorbed him, and he must regard himself 

as bound to it against all other réAes. He 

must be a citizen of one zoAts or of another ; 

but he could not be simultaneously a citizen 

of two cities. Hence the earlier, and the 

strictly correct usage is 6 deiva "Edéouos 6 kal 

"A uopywos, Edéavos 6 kat MeAjovos, Nucopy- 

Seds 6 Kal Toptrns, MetAnovs 6 al’ Apopyewos 

Mewoyrys,2 denoting a person who in certain 

circumstances is a citizen of one city and in 

other circumstances of another city. These 

are alternative characters to the Greeks, 

though we now see no difficulty in calling a 

man a citizen of two or more cities ; but the 

word ‘city’ is not an accurate rendering of 

mods ; it is merely a vague approximation to 

a rendering, and we cannot really translate 

ots, because we have no 7oAes now. 

But, commonly, this cumbrous expression 

is not used : inscriptions generally speak of 

6 Seiva ’Edéowos kat Spupvaios. The change 

in expression was, indeed, partly due to a 

change in feeling: under the Roman rule 

the old meaning and nature of woAus was 

weakened, and its exclusiveness was for- 

gotten, so that it did not seem so inconsistent 

to make a man citizen of two zéAes. But, 

while this change in sense is admitted, may 

it not be that the change in expression is due 

in part to simplication, xat, like 6 kal, im- 

plying alternativeness ? 
(2) Again, for chronological preciseness, 

we often find dates by two distinct eras ; 

and the formula used is, in its fullest form, 

grous s&p' tov Kal Bro’. But sometimes the 

article is omitted, érous s&p kal Bro’., or even 

both the article and xai, érovs sép, Bao'.® 

This change is a fair parallel, for undoubtedly 

the reckoning by one era is an alternative 

rather than an addition to the reckoning by 

the other era. 

1 Such is, I think, the true sense of this passage ; 

but some may prefer to understand ‘the zone which 

contains both the Scythian and the Celtic race,’ 

which is, of course, perfectly correct in const ruction, 

though not, so far as I can judge, the thought in 

Strabo’s mind ; he is not thinking here of the extent 

of the zone, but of different terms by which it might 

be denominated with equal justice. 
° See examples quoted by 5. Reinach, Z'raité 

d’ Epigr. Gr. p. 507. 
3 For examples, see Kistner, de aeris quae ab ump, 

Caes. initiwm duxerint, p. 51 ff. 
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A typical example of this use of cat occurs 
in an inscription of the the Lydian Katake- 
kaumene, Le Bas Voyage iii. No. 1674, and, 
as it has been misunderstood by M. 
Waddington,! a paragraph may be devoted 
to it. It was copied by Hamilton at Geulde 
(a village near the site of Satala Lydiae), 
and is dated érous yf Kat 7’, wy(vos) Iavjpou 
e. The fifth day of Panemos in the year 
80 of the Sullan era (which was ordinarily 
employed in the eastern parts of Lydia) was 
either 28 May (according to the general 
view) or 5 April (according to the view 
which I have suggested? as possible) in the 
year 5 B.c, On either view, the date falls in 
the eighteenth year of Augustus according 
to the official reckoning. It is evident, 
therefore, that the thought in the inscription 
is, ‘in the year 18 (according to the Roman 
style) or 80 (according to the usual local 
era).’ 

(3) There is a well-known class of votive 
inscriptions in the Lydian Katakekaumene, 
dedicated to Men and Zeus, or other deities, 
such as Sabazios. It is clear that these are 
merely varying forms of the one great god ; 
and it is pleasant to find that this is as 
emphatically stated in Dr. Buresch’s Aus 
Lydien, as in what I have written on the 
subject. It would appear that the dedicators 
were quite aware that the various names 
which they use all belong to the one god. 
When we find a dedication Myvi Tupavvw Kat 
Adi ’Oypynvd Kai tots civ aita Oeots (Mous. 
Smyrn. No. ts’), it seems clear that this is 
equivalent to Myvi T. r@ Kat Avi O. Kat Tots 
adv até Geois (t.e. the cvvvaor, who make up 
the divine family). Moreover, the epithet 
Tvpavvos is sometimes applied to Men, as in 
this case, sometimes to Zeus, as in Le Bas- 
Waddington iii. 667 Kar’ émitayjv Tod 
Kowpiov Tupavvov Aws Macdadrarnvod 
<aito>? kal Myvi, ve. ‘according to the 
order of Zeus, a vow to Zeus and Men,’ as 
M. Waddington explains. In these cases, 
then, as it would appear, kai indicates that 
the names are merely indications of different 
attitudes or envisagements of the one god. 

It is possible, then, that xai may have 

1M. Waddington conjecturally alters the text to 
read 7’ kal 7’, a known but rare way of writing a 
date (not, however, so bien insolite as M. Wadding- 
ton says in his note, see Cit. and Bish. of Phryg. 
Pt. IL, p. 459); but there is no ground to 
change the text, for Hamilton’s reading gives an 
excellent sense. 

2 Cit. and Bish. of Phryg., pt. i., p. 204, supported 
by new evidence in an article soon to be published 
in the Bull. de Corresp. Hellén. 

3 The word has to be supplied in thought, in order 
to explain construction and sense ; see Waddington’s 
note. 

been used occasionally in place of 6 kad to 
indicate alternative names. This class of 
names was unfamiliar and strange in Greece 
proper, because in its origin and essence it 
belongs to the countries where Greek was 
used alongside of, and alternatively to 
another language. It is in the inscriptions 
of the Asiatic lands that the subject must 
be studied. 

Here I may notice a remark of Prof. 
Blass bearing on the question of names in 
Asia Minor, in the Philology of the Gospels 
1898, p. 220f. Discussing the statement 
made in a Greek catena* that John dictated 
his gospel to his disciple Papias Eubiotos of 
Hierapolis, he says that ‘it is impossible to 
take Eubiotos for a second name, or surname 
of Papias,’ because ‘a second name of Papias 
would also have the article, like Aiwy 6 
Kacouos or Saddos 6 cat Tatdos, I do not 
maintain that the anonymous Greek author 
was right in what he says; but what he 
says must be estimated according to the 
usage of the inscriptions of Asia Minor. 
Before Prof. Blass made such a sweeping 
statement about the usage in names, he 
would have done well to look into the in- 
scriptions, where he would find many ex- 
amples to justify a double name Papias 
Eubiotos, expressed in Greek without inter- 
vening xai. Further, the rule is usual 
that ‘Papias Eubiotos, son of Osais,’ is ex- 
pressed Ilamias ’Ocaet EiBiorcs: I need not 
quote examples of the universally admitted 
rule.© Whether the rule is an imitation of 
the Roman order, nomen—praenomen—/filia- 
tion—cognomen, or springs from a native 
Anatolian custom, Iam unable to say, and 
should be glad to learn of any evidence 
bearing on the point. The fact that in 
some inscriptions (e.g. Jnschr. Pergam. ii. 
no. 485, Hula-Szanto Bericht tiber eine Revise, 
in Wien. Sitzungsber. 1894, p. 17 no. 11) both 
forms, with and without 6 xai, occur side by 
side, seems to indicate some distinction in 
sense, as if the one indicated the strictly 
alternative name, the other the double 
name ; yet such cases as ‘Eppias “Exardpuvos, 
Pavias Kaonovs, Tpipwv Kopaddns, ’Aokdy- 
ads Tapis, show that even here the idea 
of alternative names in two languages is not 
very far removed. 

The subject is a dificult one ; and these 
notes are offered as professedly tentative. 
I should be glad to find that others would 
correct and complete what I have said. It 
is out of my province to study or collect 

4 Prof. Blass does not quote the words, nor give 
the reference, so that I cannot verify. 

5 Exception torule, Wien. Sitzwngsber. 1894, p. 8. 
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Greek. grammatical facts; and it is a little 
hard that, in presenting the case in favour of 
a particular view, not popular in Germany, 
about early Christian history, I should have 
to contend for every elementary point in 
Asian geography and in Greek grammar 
that comes up in the course of the argument. 
Time after time, when I state some point 
generally accepted among those scholars 
who are not Theologians, I find that it is 
denied in the most positive and confident 
way by a Theologian who has committed 
himself to the opposite view in early Christian 
history, and who fights for his view with a 
resolution and energy worthy of the bravest 
regiment of British soldiers, which contests 
every inch of ground, regardless of every 
consideration except resistance. As to 
the extent of the well-known geographical 
name Galatia, I stated briefly the view 
as to its wide extent, which has been a 
commonplace to everyone who studies the 
history of Asia Minor for its own sake. A 
distinguished professor barely restrained 
himself in the pages of a great theological 
German journal from calling me a ‘Humbug’ 
because I asserted this elementary fact in 
a positive fashion without formally proving 
it.! Another presents a pistol at my head, 
and asks how I dare assume that pevoty can 
be used without a following 62 A third 
heaps scorn on me for saying that the people 
of Galatia can be addressed as Galatians ; 
and a fourth for saying that [atAos 6 kat 
SatAos means ‘Paul alias Saul.’ The 
‘ North-Galatian Theory’ and the theory of 
the late date and composite character of the 
Book of the Acts of the Apostles would 
be better defended, if the knowledge of 
history, geography, and language which 
their champions undoubtedly possess were 
applied to the task. 

Il1.—Puryco-GauaTIAN SLAVES. 

The name of the Phrygian slave in the 
Wasps suggests an interesting point. <A 
large number of Galatian slaves are men- 
tioned in the Delphic deeds of enfranchise- 
ment, more than from any country except 
Syria and Thrace.? These slaves belong 

1 He has since then fully admitted that my use of 
the term was justifiable ; and that is now apparently 
universally admitted in Germany, though some of the 
English champions of the North Galatian theory 
still decline to acknowledge that they were wrong in 
restricting the name Galatia, ¢.g. Dr. Cheetham in 
Classical Review 1894, p. 396. 

* 33 Syrians, 28 Thracians, 10 Galatians, 8 Mace- 
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to the period B.c. 169-140, and it is remark- 
able that at this period such a large 
proportion of these enfranchised slaves 
should be Gauls. The question is, are they 

Gauls? or are they simply natives of Galatia 
belonging to that conquered class of 
Phrygians which formed the great mass of 
the population? I think a consideration of 
the circumstances will show that they are 
not Gauls by race, but Phrygians of 
Galatia.” 

It is naturally improbable that Gauls, 
those proud and untamable barbarians, 
should be found during the early second 
century in such numbers as slaves, and 
slaves who behaved so peaceably and well as 
to work out their enfranchisement. In 
Wescher-Foucart 429 there occurs a certain 
Sosias, 76 yévos Tadaray texveirav oxutn. It 
is ridiculous to suppose that one of those 
Gauls, of whose lofty and noble spirit 
Plutarch and Polybius tell such striking 
anecdotes, settled down quietly as a shoe- 
maker in slavery. The same remark applies 
to the skilled workwoman Athenais rexviris 
in Baunack 2154. 
We have only to look at the condition of 

Galatia. In a large and well-peopled country 
there was settled (either by force or, as 
Meyer thinks, by the action of the Pontic 
kings as lords of the land) a small conquering 
caste of Gauls, terrible from their strength, 
courage, and haughty untamable spirit, but 
not from their numbers. The first great 
army that entered Asia Minor numbered 
only 20,000, of whom only half were fighting 
men ; and there is no reason to think that 
any great additions were made to their 
numbers by greater armies, while constant 
war must have prevented any important 
internal increase between 278 and 200. 
There can be no doubt that, as Van Gelder ? 
says, they merely followed the usual prin- 
ciple (Caesar, Bell. Gall. i. 31), taking pos- 
session of one-third of the land, and leaving 

two-thirds to the original Phrygian popula- 
tion. It is also clear that some at least of 
the great cities retained their independence 
for a considerable time. Pessinus was not 

donians, 5 Sarmatians, 4 Illyrians, 4 Cappadocians, 
4 Armenians (besides a slave ’Apuévios, whose 
nationality, though not stated, can be gathered from 
his name, Strabo, p 304), and so on. The numbers 
are reckoned by Staehelin, Gesch. des kleinas. Galater, 
p- 57. Most of the inscriptions were published by 
MM. Wescher and Foucart, Jnscr. rec. & Delphes : 
all are given by Baunack in Collitz’s Sammlung der 
Gr. Dialektinschr ii, pts. 3-5. 

8 De Gallis in Asia, p. 183. He does not, how- 
ever, mention the division in parts, but says that 
they reduced the older population entirely to the 
condition of coloni. 
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under the Gauls in s.c. 190, but had come 
under their power before 164, probably by 
an agreement according to which one-half of 
the priestly college was to be Gaulish and 
one-half of the old Phrygian priestly 
families.' Gordium, stilla great commercial 
city in 190 (as in 334), was apparently con- 
quered and destroyed by the Gauls soon 
after. In uo other way can its utter 
disappearance from history, and the want of 
any remains other than very ancient on its 
site be explained. 

From Galatia there came numerous slaves, 
and the Greeks called all slaves from Galatia 
Galatians ; but the occupation and the good 
conduct of these slaves mark them as 
belonging, not to the Gaulish aristocracy of 
Galatia, but to the conquered Phrygian 
population. Next, look at the names. 
Among them we find the name Maiphatas. 
This is obviously not a Celtic name. 
Equally certainly, it is a Phrygian name, 
found in a Phrygian inscription (which will 
be published soon by Mr. J. G. C. Anderson),? 
and belonging to a class of characteristic 
Anatolian type, like Maibouzanes, Maidatas 
(B.C.H. v. 226, vii. 130), and Maiandros (pos- 
sibly we may add the Armenian Maipheracta 
Martyropolis). Comparing Maidatas, Mai- 
bouzanes with Mithradatas, Mithrabouzanes, 
we see that Mai involves a divine name— 
evidently Ma, the Great Goddess of Anatolia, 
the Mother. She is the Earth the Mother, 
associated with the Sky the Father. Now the 
Lydian word for Earth is Mwv (Hesych.) ; 
and the Ionic dialect which was seated on 
the Lydian coastlands uses wv for the ordin- 
ary av; hence we see that Mwv is equivalent 
to Ma-v (in Greek legend Maia), as in Mavo- 
owAXos (compare the numerous family of 
Carian and Lydian names with suffix 
-sowddXos, €.g. apavtoowAdos). Further, com- 
paring Maiavépos with Sxdpavdpos, we see 
two compounds with two words meaning 
‘ Earth,’ Ma and Skam (xv, yaa, ksham) : 
what the second element in these river- 
names may be, I do not venture to hold any 
opinion (‘the man of the Earth, 7.e. who 
rises out of the Earth’ seems an idea too 
purely Greek). 

Maiphates, then, belongs to a _ purely 

Anatolian class of names, which has no 
analogy in Celtic (see Holder’s altcelt. 
Sprachschatz), though as might be expected, 

1 See Korte, Athen. Mitthetl. 1897, pp. 16, 39: 
in Woch. f. Klass. Philol., 1898, p. 3 he accepts my 
suggestion as to the division of the priesthood. 

2 See Journ. Hell. Stud. 1898, p. 123, where 
Maipare: may be either gen. or fem. dative. But 
Maiciayn, which is there quoted, is the Latin 
Maeciana. 
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it has analogy in the Thracian MydagovAa : 
the class is Phrygo-Thracian. 

Now Strabo p. 304 points out that among 
the Greeks slave-names were either personal 
names characteristic of their nation as Midas, 
Mavys, or actually their race-name, as 
Avdds, Svpos ; hence we infer that Maiphates 
was a Phrygian slave by race. It is true 
that the master gave the name to his slave ; 
but it is clear that in some cases the name 
which had been given by the slave’s parents 
was allowed to remain. For example, when 
we find a Jewish slave Antigona with two 
daughters Theodora and Dorothea (Wescher- 
Foucart 57), we can hardly doubt that these 
names, so characteristic of Jewish habits, 
and obviously translations of Hebrew names,’ 
were given by the parents and permitted by 
the purchaser to continue.- Three Phrygian 
slaves (7.e. slaves from Phrygia Asiana) are 
mentioned in the Delphic deeds. They are 
called Menophilos, Diodorus Diodora (Wes- 
cher-Foucart 45, 257, Baunack 2289) : these 
are so characteristic of Phrygian religion 
that they are either the original names or 
are given by the purchaser’ from knowledge 
of Phrygian religion. 
Among Syrian slaves we find the names 

Kossypha, Manthane, Enome, Libanos, Zois,° 
(W. F. 426, B. 2175, 2183, 2184), which are 
probably pure Syrian ; Ladika, Asia, which 
are selected apparently as suitable to Asia- 
tics from the Seleucid realm; Hirana, (2.e. 
Salome), Boethos (Oser, Ezra), Hutychos 
(Naamon), Elaphion(Tabitha), Agatho, Theo- 
dosios, &c., which are probably translation 
of Semitic names (see Herzog, /.c.); Aphro- 
disia (twice), Sarapion, &c. which are con- 
nected with deities reckoned characteristic 
of the East.® 

There is therefore every probability that, 
among ten slaves, some would bear the 
names characteristic of their race; and 
among these slaves from Galatia the names 
Maiphates, and Artemon are characteristic 
of Phrygian language and religion, while 
Athenais is probably a translation of a Phry- 
gian name.’ Had there been Gaulish slaves, 

3 See Herzog in Philologus lvi., p. 50 ff. 
4 The slaves were bought from abroad : if born in 

Greece they were called évdoyevhs or oikoyerns, 
> Enome, perhaps a grecized form of Naomi, 

Libanos of Laban, or the mountain-name. 
6 Similarly we find in the Delphic lists Menophilos 

and Mithradates Cappadocian slaves, loudaios Jewish, 
3ithys Thracian, Ana and Ammia Illyrian, and 
so on. 

7 Compare Athenais 7 «al Ba¢efs in Cappadocia 
(Journ. of Philol. xi., 1882, p. 148); Bazis means 
‘belonging to the God’ (bagha), see Cit. and Bish. 
of Phr. 1. p. 153. 
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we should certainly have expected some 
indication of the fact. 
When the masters gave a name purely of 

their own choice, they selected as a rule one 
of good omen: hence there is a vast number 
of names connected with owfw, Soso, Sotion, 
Sosikles, Sosias, Sosicka, Sosikrates, Sosis, 
Soteris, Soteles, Soteridas, Sosila, Soto, 
Soterichos, Sokrita, Sokratis, Sopolis, Aga- 
thon, Eutychos, &c. Yet, even of these, 
some are probably the translation of Semitic 
names, as Herzog recognises in the case of 
Boéthos, Eirene, Eutychos &e. Now at 
Delphi among the Galatian slaves we find 
Sosias,! Sosos, Sosandros, Agathon, and 
twice Eutychos; some of these may be 
merely for good luck; but it seems not 
improbable that Sosias was partly suggested 
by connexion with Phrygian worship: the 
name sounded fortunate in Greek, and had 
at the same time a suitability to a person 
from the land of the god Sozon. 
We are forced, therefore, to the conclusion 

that early in the second century B.c., the 
word T'aAdrns was used among the Greeks 
simply in the sense of ‘sprung from the 
country called Galatia,’ without implying 
Gaulish blood. Further, this bears on the 
point, which I have elsewhere urged, that 
no term Ituraea is ever used by the ancients. 
The Ituraei were a tribe pure and simply, or 
perhaps a set of tribes, and certainly 
nomads: they had no settled territorial 
organisation, and therefore did not consti- 
tute a country, so that the noun Ituraea 
never came into existence. But Galatia was 
a country with a definite organisation ; and 
when the political term once establishes 
itself for the country, then the ethnic comes 
to be used in the sense of ‘ belonging to the 

1 The race to which the slaves named Sosias at 
Delphi belonged is not recorded in any other case, 
except this Galatian. 
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country.’ Yetdistinguished ‘North-Galatian’ 
scholars assert that, as late as a.p. 50, the 
term Taddro: could not be applied to any 
one who was not of Gallic blood, oblivious 
of the fact that, when Churches began to 
exist in the cities of North Galatia, they 
would probably to a large extent consist of 
persons who had not a drop of Gallic blood 
in their veins. 

In such a passage as Pausanias vii. 17, 10, 
Tadatov of Leoowotvta €xovtes, tov ovx 

daropevot, it is clear that Taddra is not 
restricted to persons of Gallic blood. 
Pausanias means to say that the population 
of Pessinus refrained from touching the 
flesh of the pig. As we have seen above, 
the Gallic element was weaker probably in 
Pessinus than in the other great Galatian 
cities Ancyra and Tavium; and there existed 
there even aristocratic Phrygian priestly 
families, while in other parts of North 
Galatia the aristocracy was Gallic, and the 
trading and working classes were Phrygian. 
The whole cycle of legend in which this 
passage of Pausanias moves is Phrygian, and 
he obviously uses the name ‘Galatian’ 
without any thought of birth, simply to 
denote the inhabitants of Galatia. 

The Galatian slave-traders seem to have 
been specially distinguished in their own 
line, to judge from Ammianus xxii. 7, 8 
(who speaks of them as specially concerned 
even with Gothic slaves). Considering the 
permanence of trades in Asia Minor, which 
is so remarkable a feature in the country, it 

is probable that the number of Galatian 
slaves in Greece in the second century 
B.c. is due to the fact that even then the 
merchants of Galatia (Phrygians or Greeks 
by race, doubtless) had a prominent place in 
the slave market. 

W. M. Ramsay. 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL NOTES ON BACCHYLIDES. 

As every Greek poet of the first rank, of 
whose works we have any considerable 
remains, has contributed something to our 
knowledge of Greek religious forms or 
religious thought, every scholar interested in 
Greek religion, immediately on the discovery 
of the new Bacchylides, would be naturally 
eager to learn what we can gather from him 
in this field. The result is somewhat dis- 
appointing, in spite of his bright and 
occasionally original treatment of certain 

myths. As regards religious poetry proper, 
the sphere in which his contemporaries, 
Pindar, Aeschylus and Sophocles, achieved 
much, we can quote nothing of first im- 
portance from Bacchylides. He moralises 
like the others on the divine government 
of the world, but his words do not strike 
home; he speaks without profound or 
original conviction and without the glow of 
inspiration. He follows the tendency of his 
age in the personification of abstract ideas, 
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and he says some graceful words about some 
of them such as Eipyvy; but moral forces 
are not living powers for him as for Aeschy- 
lus. His poetry teems with epithets of 
divinities, some of which have the merit of 
novelty ; for instance, Niky xvavorAdKapos, 
cepvoodrerpa pyyy, Leds BalvrdAdxapos, Kepav- 
VEYXNS, PEyLTTOTAaTMp, eVKAeELos, "Hpa peyioro- 
dvacca, ’AOnva xpvoaryts, xpyodpyaros, ToheE- 

paryis,  Avovycos dporBaxxys,  Uocedav 
épotados dapacixOwv avagiaros, “Aprepus 
dpirtomatpa, AevkwAevos, 'Adpoditn GeAEtp- 
Bporos, which will all go to enrich the new 
edition of Bruchmann’s ‘ Epitheta Deorum.’ 
The enquiry into the multitudinous epithets 

of divinities is important, because much 
religious thought or ritualistic observance is 
expressed or is latent in them. The Greek 

worshipper was careful in this matter ; so 
also as a rule were the Greek poets. Few 
epithets are fixtures; most are chosen with 
a strict sense of relevance. Bacchylides 
on the contrary is here most Jax and 
vague; he selects his epithets mainly for 
picturesque or decorative effect or for the 
purposes of metre, or to assist him in intro- 
ducing an irrelevant story. And his ac- 
cumulation of divine adjectives is frequently 
wearisome. The following notes may per- 
haps seem to justify these strictures. 

Bacchylides ii. 1 :—A[vgov, & o Jepvoddrepa 
¢jpa. Kenyon compares aivoddrepa—Epuves 
aivodoreipat, Orph. Argon. 354: Bapvdoreipa, 
Aesch. Sept. 975. The emendation seems 
inevitable, but the meaning K. suggests 
‘ giver of glory’ is open to doubt. 16 ceyvov 
is not an obvious expression for glory, and 
cepvoodterpa Ought to be translated ‘august 
giver’; for where the first part of a com- 
pound is an adjective, the normal meaning 
of the compound is the same as that of the 
adjective and noun uncompounded, e.g. Kad- 
dizais, KadXiroAts, mpoBovAcrats, aivdrapts, 

aivodewv. The other two compounds of dorepa 
that K. quotes may be translated in ac- 
cordance with this rule—aivodorepa fell 
awarder, Bapvdoreipa heavy awarder ; so also 
6pH0d0Te:pa, Which he does not quote, in 
Orph. Hymn 76, 5 (Motoar) diavoias dpfo- 
Sdreipar. ('OABoddreipa which he quotes 
from Euripides—an epithet of Eipyvy—is © 
obviously of different formation, cf. [[Aovto- 
ddreipa Carm. adesp. Bergk iii. p. 703.). The 
new-coined gepvoddrepa is either laxly em- 
ployed or is vague in its significance. The 
personification of iu, of which this is the 
first example in literature, is in accordance 
with a general tendency of contemporary 
poetry to present such abstractions in 
personal form. The scholiast on Aeschines 

in Timarch. (Dindorf, p. 33) tells us that the 
Athenians erected an altar to #77 in con- 
sequence of the miraculous rumour that 
reached them of Cimon’s victory ; assuming 
the statement to be historical, we are still 
uncertain whether the poem of Bacchylides 
was earlier or later than the erection of the 
altar. 

ili. 2. looréhavov te Kovpay: the absence 
of the article suggests that Kopy is a proper 
name, being probably used in this way as 
early as 500 B.c.; the epithet is merely 
decorative, the violet-crown being no special 

attribute of Kora. 
v. 33. kvavorokapov 6 éxate Nikas—a 

new-coined and irrelevant epithet, rather 
less natural than the xadAtodupos of Hesiod’s 
Nike, Zheog. 384. All the other epithets 
applied by the poets to this goddess are 
expressive, even his own yAvkvdwpos, x1. 1. 

v. 99. kadvkoorepavov cepvas "Apréusdos 
NevkwAévov: the accumulation of epithet is 
characteristic of his profuse decorative style : 
the first is a daa€ Neyopevov, the second never 
elsewhere attached to Artemis; neither has 
any significance for the context. 

v. 102. aiyév Ovolaor Kat Poov powikove- 
tov: the goat is the sacrificial animal 
especially appropriate to Artemis: the ox 
was rarely offered, but was proper to this 
occasion, for Oeneus had offended by neglect- 
ing Artemis in the @aAvova, the agricultural 
sacrifice. But it is doubtful, whether B. 
is writing with any careful attention to 
ritual. 

v. 123. dypotépa Aarots Ovydtyp: for once 
the epithet is appropriate, the legend re- 
ferring to the goddess of the wild; but 
Aadpia would be the title more strictly in 
accordance with local cult. 

v. 175. Kimpidos OeAEpBporov, ef. Orph. 
AiO. 315: epithet of Aphrodite not found 
elsewhere. 

v. 199. 6 peywororatwp Zevs—unique epi- 
thet : for the formation of the word, cf. 19, 
21 peywrtodvacca (’Hpa) and Orph. Hymn 15 
(2), 7 abrorarup. 

vii. 1. This passage and a fragment of 
Pindar (Plutarch 1007 b dvaxra tév ravTwv 
irepBddXovta xpovov pakapwv), are the earliest 
personifications of xpdvos in literature. 
Xpévos is here treated after the manner of 
Hesiod as an elemental power with a progeny. 
The personification appears in Sophocles and 
was frequent enough in Euripides to attract 
the sarcasm of Aristophanes. The phrase in 
Bacchylides is somewhat of a poetical con- 
undrum, for no ordinary Greek would know 
who was the daughter of Night and of 
Time. 

eS ee ee ee ee. Ie. 
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viii. 10, Zed cepavveyxés, unique epithet. 
xi. 1-9. A new genealogy is here given to 

Nike. While in the epigram attributed to 

Bacchylides (Bergk 48) he follows the 

Hesiodic tradition and calls her the daughter 

of Pallas the giant, he here affiliates her to 
Zeus. The latter genealogy appears only in 
much later literature (Himerius Or. xix. 3), 
unless the epithet cizarepa (Menander 
Incert. 218) may be supposed to allude to it. 
We may account for it through the close 
affinity between Nike and Athena. 9. 
Babvrdoxdpov Kovpa Avs dpGodixov. If both 
these epithets, which seem to be rightly 
restored, belong to Zeus, the incongruity in 
their juxtaposition may remind us of a verse 
ina Vedic hymn. But is Bacchylides capable 
of calling Zeus in a single breath ‘god of 
long tresses’ and ‘of upright justice’! 
Perhaps. The epithet BafutAdxapos is cer- 
tainly out of harmony with the representa- 
tion of contemporary art; but a poet need 
not follow the lead of the contemporary artist. 
Bacchylides might be content to follow 
Homer. Jebb’s emendation Pafurddxap’ & 
is intended to save the poet’s character as 
touching the choice of epithets ; but Bacchy- 
lides, although the sign Q for long O does 
not occur in the few inscriptions of Ceos 
that belong to the fifth century, would pro- 
bably use Ionic letters, and the two forms 
would not be liable to confusion. 

37-39. viv 8° "Aptepis aypotépa xpvoadd- 
katos Aurapav |[ypé|pa toedKAvTos vikav edwxKev. 
The restoration 7pepa must be right, for out 
of the multitude of Artemis epithets none 
other would suit the metre or the subtle 
purpose of Bacchylides. But the editor re- 
marks that juepa is a title specially appro- 
priate here. It would be truer to say that a 
more inappropriate title could not have been 
chosen. No passage betrays more glaringly 
the carelessnessof Bacchylides in his selection 
of the appropriate adjective. So far he has 
been dutifully pursuing his proper theme, 
which was the celebration of the Pythian 
victory of the boy-wrestler of Metapontum. 
There was no reason why he should bring 
Artemis into the poem at all, who had no 
connection with the Pythian or any other 
national festival. It may be that she was a 
prominent goddess of Metapontum, as we 
gather from Bacchylides but from no other 
author. It may be that he was aware that 
in many parts of Greece boys were specially 
put under the protection of Artemis, who as 
propetpag presided over the boys’ gymnas- 
ium in Klis. But, granting this, we cannot 
by reference to any fact or the suggestion 
of any hypothesis justify the grotesque ac- 
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cumulation of epithets which cloud his 
picture of the goddess. Toéé«Avros of course 
may pass, so may xpvoaddxartos, an appella- 
tive which few divine females in Greek 
poetry could escape. These two would 
suffice, but Bacchylides like the composers 
of the later Orphic hymns, demanded more, 
and he chooses the two most irrelevant to 
his legitimate purpose, and most incongru- 
ous in themselves, “Ayporépa and “Hyépa. 
As ’Aypotépa, Artemis should be slaying 
wild beasts and devouring goats and boars, 
not presiding at the games, and so far as 
she was ’Aypotépa she was decidedly not 
‘Hyépa. As “Hyepa she should be releasing 
someone from madness; and we dare not 
suppose that the boy-wrestler or that 
Bacchylides had recently been suffering. 
But Bacchylides is moved by a real motive 
other than the mere exigencies of metre ; he 
wishes at this point to find a stepping-stone 
to the story of the Proetides: in this story 
Artemis ‘Hyepacia or “Huépa was prominent 
(see my Cults of the Greek States, vol. ii. 
Artemis 2. 38) ; therefore he artfully suggests 
that it was Artemis “‘Hu¢pa who gave the 
victory in the wrestling-match. He now 
feels justified in telling us another story 
about Artemis “Hyepa, how she healed the 
daughters of Proetus and was therefore 
worshipped at Lousoi in Arcadia under that 
title. Having achieved this remarkable 
leap from the Pythian games to the Arca- 
dian city, he found it a light matter to bring 
in by the way the story of the foundation of 
Tiryns. Then having followed -Proetus as 
far as Lousoi in Arcadia he naturally wants 
to return to Metapontum. The clue for the 
return journey is given thus: (113): 
Artemis was so pleased with the Arcadian 
temple which Proetus and the Argives 
erected that she was willing to follow the 
Achaeans all over the world; therefore she 
dwells at Metapontum (which was built 
either by the Achaeans of North Pelopon- 
nese or by the Pylians according to Strabo 
p. 264, not by Proetus or the Argives). 
And someone’s ancestors (possibly the an- 
cestors of Alexidamos, scarcely of Bacchy- 
lides himself, see Revue des Etudes grecques 
1898 p. 25-26) built a shrine to Artemis on 
the river near Metapontum. The editor 
finds in Artemis a thread of connection in 
this labyrinth; but the thread is not dis- 
coverable by modern ingenuity. We must 
either suppose that Bacchylides is the most 
rambling and incoherent of poets; or we 
must defend him by the following hypo- 
theses: there was a worship of Artemis 
‘Hpépa at Metapontum, which was affiliated 
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to that at Lousoi in Arcadia: this latter 
shrine which Proetus built was a centre of 
Achaean worship and a starting-point for 
Achaean colonisation, or at least for the 
colonisation of Metapontum; therefore a 
citizen of Metapontum would be under the 
protection of Artemis “Hyépa. These hypo- 
theses have no shadow of probability about 
them; even if based on fact, they would 
only excuse Bacchylides to some extent ; for 
no poet who had any sense for the real 
significance of divine epithets could have 
written lines 37-39. The goddess who here 
is content with the modest style of these 
four epithets is allowed two more in 106-107, 
’Apiotoratpa and Onpockdros, and in these 
last lines her name is omitted altogether, for 
Bacchylides, like Lycophron, is fond of 
omitting the proper name and substituting 
vague appellatives for it (cf. 16, 19 and 18, 
30). 
os to the spirit of irrelevance we owe 

many interesting stories: and we have in 
this ode a detailed account of the myth of 
the daughters of Proetus who mock at Hera 
and give themselves over to orgiastic revels 
on the mountains and are finally cured by 
Artemis. The legend appears to have been 
already noticed by Hesiod (Apollod. 2. 2. 2); 
and Pherecydes handled it in much the same 
way as Bacchylides (Schol. Hom. Od. 15, 
225). I have pointed out the possible an- 
thropological significance of this story, in 
which the cult of Artemis is associated with 
a rebellion of the women of the tribe against 
the married state (Cults of the Greek States, 
vol. ii. p. 448). Bacchylides adds little to 
our knowledge of a very curious legend : 
and he does not allude to Teiresias and the 
dance of the young men. 

xiii, 25. Bwpov dpirtdpxov Aws. An 
interesting epithet of Zeus, derived very 
possibly from actual cult, cf. Simonid. Frag. 
231. The only clear cult-record appears to 
associate the word with Artemis. 

XViil. 22. Kpovida Avtaiov ceotxGovos Tékos. 
Does Avraios signify the god ‘ who loosens 
the land’ or the god of Lutai in Thessaly ? 
Steph. Byz. s. v. Avrai and Hesych. s. v. 
Avratn: see Kenyon’s note. It is natural 
that Sinis, like other violent characters, © 
should be the son of Poseidon, but we hear 
nothing elsewhere of Poseidon Avraios or of 
any connection between Sinis and Thessaly. 

Brace eae evi. Aws evkAelov O€ éxatu. 
Minos is said to have won the maiden 
Dexithea in the name of Zeus  evkXetos. 
This epithet of Zeus, hitherto unknown, can 
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scarcely have been invented at random. It 
may have alluded to the glory of the off- 
spring that was to come from this union, 
though Greek mythology seems to know 
nothing of Euxantios. We may rather 
perhaps believe that the title was suggested 
by the cult of Artemis evk\«a, the name as 
applied to Artemis possibly alluding to the 
honourable estate of matrimony, a meaning’ 
appropriate to the passage in Bacchylides. 

These disconnected notes may close with 
a suggestion about the Croesus-story which 
has naturally attracted attention since the 
new version given by Bacchylides. He 
believes that the king placed himself on the 
pyre, was saved by Zeus, and translated by 
Apollo to the land of the Hyperboreans. 
The poet was perhaps not alone in this 
belief, as the representation on the vase in 
the Louvre (Mon. d. Inst. pl. liv.) may show. 
Apart from Bacchylides, there were other 
writers who treated the Croesus story 
differently from Herodotus: Ctesias (Frag. 
29, Miiller) seems ignorant of the pyre 
episode ; he recounts how Croesus was again 
and again put in bonds by Cyrus and always 
miraculously released and at last forgiven 
by the Persian king and treated with 
reverence asa holy man, Later writers also, 
like Castor, ignore the burning, while others 

such as Plutarch, Diodorus, Ptolemaeus, 
Hephaestion, and Ausonius, follow Hero- 
dotus. What is singular is that both Hero- 
dotus and Ctesias are aware that Croesus 
survived the capture of Sardis and became 
the trusted friend of the Persian monarch. 
We can scarcely believe then that there is 
any historical basis for the appearance of 
Croesus on the pyre. The Persians might 
have put him there or he might have placed 
himself there ; but in that case we should 
probably have heard nothing more of his 
subsequent career. Bacchylides transplants 
the story into fairy-land. May not the pyre- 
episode be simply part of an Oriental and 
European myth of the self-immolation of a 
divine personage on the pyre, the story told 
of Sardanapalus, Heracles and Dido, and 
at last, singularly enough, attaching itself 
to the half-heroic figure of the last Lydian 
king? Mr. Frazer knows of certain gods 
of the people who were burned.! I would 
not venture to say that Croesus was after- 
wards regarded in this light: but the story 
probably belongs more to religious myth 
than to secular history. 

L. R. FARNELL. 
1 Golden Bough, vol. ii. p. 275. 
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ON THE WORD aapegeipecia AND ON GREEK SUBSTANTIVES COMPOUNDED 
WITH PREPOSITIONS. 

THe word zapefetpecia is usually ex- 
plained to mean that part of a ship’s upper- 
works which is either forward or abaft of 
the rowers’ benches, the ship’s bows or 
quarters. This is the explanation given by 
Suidas, by Stephanus, and all later lexico- 
graphers, by the Scholiast and all later 
commentators on Thucydides, by Dr. Warre 
in Smith’s Dict. Antigg. and by Mr. Cecil 
Torr in Ancient Ships. Hesychius gives 
the same meaning, but with the important 
difference that he calls the word zapefepé- 
c.ov, not tapeLerpecia. 

Dr. Assmann in Baumeister’s Denkmdler 
gives a different meaning. He translates 
the word ‘ Riemenkasten’ and explains it to 
mean a projecting part of the ship’s sides, 
built out in order to give room for the 
longest and most effective bank of oars. 
He compares its form to the closed key- 
board of the ordinary cottage piano, The 
meaning given by Dr. Assmann agrees 
perfectly with all the passages in which the 
word is found, and there are two at least 
which, so far as I can see, will admit of no 
other meaning. These are (1) Thucyd. vii. 
34, 5, and (2) Arrian, Peripl. Pont. Hux. p. 
4. Inthe former passage Thucydides says 
that the carrying away of the wape&epeoia 
made the ships dzAo, that is, crippled, 
unable to move, unmanageable; and this 
must of necessity mean that the rowing 
power was destroyed. A ship would cer- 
tainly not be rendered dzAoos by having 
either the forward or after part of its 
upper-works carried away, so long as the 
oarsmen’s part of the ship’s sides remained 
safe. 

Arrian, in the passage mentioned above, 
says that on one occasion the sea ran so 
high that not only did the water come 
through the port-holes, but the seas broke 
right over the ship’s sides—p2 Kata Tas 
Kwras povov GAG Kal trép Tas Tapeseiperias 
ereopeiv Hiv Exatépwhev adOdvws Tod Waros. 
It is evident that in this sentence the 
expression imép tus mapegeperias means 
something higher than the port-holes, not 
forward or abaft of them. (I am not able 
to refer to Agathias, but if he is correctly 
quoted in Stephanus he implies clearly that 
the rapefepecia was the part of the ship 
used by the oarsmen.) 

But even Dr. Assmann accepts the 
ordinary account of the origin of the word, 

and supposes it to mean literally the part 
of the ship which is outside the rowers’ 
benches; and it does not seem to have 
struck him that there is anything extra- 
ordinary in supposing that zapefepecia is 
equivalent, as Suidas says, to 70 mapeé Tips 
eipecias. And yet such a compound is 
almost unparalleled in classical Greek. It 
is true that the form zape&epéoov, given 
by Hesychius, might and probably would 
have that meaning, but wapegepecia, what- 
ever it might mean at the date of Suidas, 
in the time of Thucydides could only mean 
the ‘ outside rowing place’ or the ‘ outside 
crew.’ 

No rule on this subject has been given, 
so far as I am aware, by any writer on 
Greek grammar, and it seems desirable that 
it should be stated. It is this: (1) When 
a preposition is prefixed to a substantive so 
as to form a compound substantive, the 
form of the substantive itself remaining 
unchanged, the preposition must take an 
adjectival force. (2) On the other hand, 
when a preposition is combined with its 
case to form a new compound substantive, 
the compound takes a new termination, and 
this termination is usually either a neuter 
adjective form in -ov or -vov (sometimes -atov 
or -eov) or else a feminine in -is. Other 
terminations are rare, and when they occur 
they are probably to be considered not as 
original compounds, but as derivatives from 
compound adjectives or compound verbs, e.g. 
Tapavoia, exonpia, eupeTpla. 

Illustrations of rule (1) are so numerous 
that it is scarcely necessary to mention any 
of them. ‘Take for instance the various 
compounds formed by prefixing prepositions 
to 6d0s, €dpa, wAdos. In all of them the 
preposition has an adjectival force. 

Exceptions to these rules are both rare 
and late. For instance, the word ayvtutpa- 
tmyyos in Thucydides means an opposing 
general, but in Polybius, avrurtparyyos and 
dvOiraros are used as translations of the 
Latin propraetor and proconsul. Again the 
classical word for a pillow is tpooxepadatov, 
but in the Septuagint it is tpooxedaAn. 

The rules given above apply of course 
only to the formation of compound sub- 
stantives. The case is quite different with 
adjectives. In them, in the majority of 
cases, the preposition retains its preposi- 
tional force ; e.g. dvtiMeos, wapdvopos, Tapa 
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Aoyos, €xtoros, tpooydwos, trdamoveos. And 
in some cases adjectives formed in this way 
seem to be used as substantives. This may 
be the explanation of the words IIpoxiwy 
and Ipdrnbus, aoryp being used with the 
former and ypata with the latter; but I 
should be more inclined to treat these 
proper names as exceptions to the general 
rule. Cicero at any rate seems to take 
IIpoxvwy as a substantive, and translates it 
Antecanis, which is as great a rarity in 
Latin as Ipoxiwv and IpornOus, if they are 
to be considered substantives, are in Greek. 
With regard to avturtpatnyos and avOvraros 
and their Latin originals propraetor and 
proconsul, there can be little doubt that 
these titles were originally pro praetore and 
pro consule, but that almost immediately 
the necessity for case inflexions of these 
titles would be felt, and it would be inevit- 
able that they should be turned into 
compounds which could be declined through- 
out. They stand on the same footing as 
the proper names mentioned above. 

I have given rapdAoyos as an instance of 
an adjective normally formed from apo. 
Aoyov, but there is also a_ substantive 
mapdaXoyos, and it is possible that this word 
also may in some cases be an exception to 
rule (1), and may be equivalent to ro zapa 
Aoyov. But this is not at all necessary. It 
is more probable that the word always 
means, what it certainly means sometimes, 
not a surprise but a miscalculation. The 
word zpodouos again might be understood in 
two ways, but the existence of the synonym 
mpodwpatiov and the fact that zpdodouos is 
sometimes followed by the genitive ddpov 
both seem to imply that the preposition is 
used normally with an adjectival force as in 
the English ‘ante-room.’ 
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It is much to be regretted that neither 
Lobeck nor Donaldson, the two grammarians 
who might have been expected to deal 
with this subject, have given us any definite 
rules about it. Some materials may be 
found in Lobeck’s writings, especially in the 
Parerga, Cap. I., and in the Paralipomena, 
Diss. 5. There is nothing to help us, so 
far as I have been able to discover, in 
Buttmann’s larger grammar. 

I should like to take this opportunity of 
calling the attention of Latin scholars, 
before it is too late, to a class of abnormal 
compounds which have been introduced into 
the English language during the last fifty 
years. The compilation of the great Oxford 
Dictionary seems to offer an opportunity, 
such as may never occur again, for re- 
moving these anomalies.. I allude to the 
numerous adjectives like pre-historic, pre- 
Socratic, ete., which have been introduced 
into the language, I know not by whom, in 
defiance of grammar, and without any 
excuse on the ground of necessity or even 
convenience. Antelucanus and antemeri- 
dianus are normally formed from ante lucem 
and ante meridiem, and furnished examples 
which were followed by English writers 
down to the end of the first half of the 
present century. Why we should say 
prediluvian instead of antediluvian, or 
prehistoric instezd of antehistoric, is a 
question which I leave to be answered by 
those who use these words. So far as my 
recollection goes, the first of these mon- 
strosities was the word Pre-Raffaelite. I 
should be glad if the Classical Review 
would use its authority to check this 
growing mischief. 

G. S. SALE. 
Dunedin, New Zealand. 

CLYTEMNESTRA’S WEAPON. 

A DIFFICULTY, well known but not yet 
solved, is presented by the different allusions 
inthe Agamemnonand Choephori to the weapon 
or weapons employed by Clytemnestra in 
the murder of the King and Cassandra. 
The familiar idea that he was slain with an 
axe is not derived, directly at least, from 
Aeschylus but from his successors. In col- 
lating the Aeschylean references we have to 
distinguish (a) those which more or less dis- 
tinctly indicate a sword from (6) those which 
cannot be understood in that sense. The 

.a sword (ddcyavov) for her husband. 

former are three: (1) Agam. 1262, Cassandra 
prophetically describes the queen as whetting 

On 
the other hand, where she refers in the same 
context to her own impending death, it is 
not in connection with the sword. The em- 
ployment of two different weapons is thus, 
perhaps, implied. (2) <Agam. 1528, the 
Elders, immediately after the deed and while 
the two bodies are displayed, speak of the 
murder of Agamemnon as a ‘death by the 
sword’ (£idodsAnros Oavaros). (3) Choeph. 
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1009, apos 768’ ds éBawev Aiyicbov ios. 
From this it must undoubtedly be concluded 
that Clytemnestra borrowed and used the 
sword of Aegisthus. It is likely also that 
Aegisthus himself refers to this when he, 
boasts of having had a hand in the murder, 
though he was at a distance (Agam. 1608). 
If it is argued that in the first two passages 
the ‘sword’ need not represent that parti- 
cular weapon but merely a bloody death, it 
may fairly be answered that the third 
allusion is so definite as to give some eviden- 
tial value to the others. The sword, there- 
fore, must first of all be assumed. 

But there are two references to a different 
weapon, viz. Agam. 1520 dudiropov BedAcuvov 
and ibid. 1149 dudixer dopit. The epithets 
here are, no doubt, applicable to a ‘two- 
edged’ sword, but the nouns are not. 
Though the ‘sword’ may stand for any 
deadly weapon, it cannot be maintained con- 
versely that a sword can be indicated by 
terms properly denoting a spear or an axe. 
As to the first, indeed, there is some slight 
ground for doubt, because in another passage, 
Choeph. 164, as the text stands, we must 
assign the meaning ‘sword’ to the cognate 
word Bédos: cxedia 7’ attoxwra vopav Pedy, 
that is, as Butler translates, ‘quae in pugna 
stataria adhibentur, cum ad digladiationem 
ventum est, enses scil. quibus manubrium 
est.’ But, as the word is used just before 
in the same sentence with the meaning 
‘arrows,’ we may well dismiss it with Pauw 
asa slip of the copyist for é’py; and even 
if it is allowed, the meaning ‘sword’ really 
resides in the epithets cyédia and airoxwra, 
which serve precisely to exclude the ordinary 
sense of Bédos. In the other passage, how- 
ever, it is quite impossible to take ddpu for a 
sword. The word means primarily a wooden 
shaft and by extension a weapon with such 
a shaft ; but a sword cannot be so described, 
nor is the term anywhere open to that inter- 
pretation. Hence, unless Aeschylus wrote 
very vaguely here as well as in the prophecy 
of Cassandra just quoted, it results that a 
second weapon was used. 

So far as the bulk of the evidence goes, 
that weapon might be either a spear or an 
axe. ‘Spear’ is the first obvious interpreta- 
tion of dudyxes Sopv and of BéXeuvov, which 
does not really differ from BéAos, though in 
the singular it is somewhat more individual. 
The phrase é« yepds with Bedepuvov (1. 1520) 
is appropriate enough either to the throwing 
of a spear or to the wielding of an axe. 
But in favour of the axe there are two, if 
not more, strong arguments. First, the 
word cyicpos (dudyxer Sop/) in Cassandra’s 

NO. CVIII. VOL, XII, 

prediction of her own death decidedly points 
to that weapon, suggesting the downward 
blow cleaving the head, and still more the 
fuller description |. 1277 f.: she is to bleed 
on a block (érigyvov), as though she was an 
ox or a sheep. Secondly, in the narrative of 
Orestes, Humen. 625 (xomta redjcao avdpa 
xtX.), the verb at once recalls the axe, and 
that the axe of the butcher, as in Homer JJ. 
xvii. 521, cf. Od. xiv. 425. It might of 
course be used in the general sense of 
‘slaughter,’ but this would certainly weaken 

the description, which is otherwise highly 

picturesque in its definiteness. If the sword 

had been meant, another word must have 

been used (e.g. wadew). A spear is still more 

out of the question; the verb is only thus 

used in the sense of ‘smiting’ with a spear 
on the back (Od. viii. 528). 

While these two descriptions are directly 

in favour of the axe, we have another pos- 

sible indication of it in the weird vision of 

the King’s death Agam. 1127, where the 

murderer is compared to a bull goring him 

pedayképw pnxavipat. év mémout. What 

Cassandra ‘saw’ may well have been the 

erescent-bladed axe like the horns of a bull be- 

neath the robe. The words dzrédixes, arérapes, 

1. 1410, may also furnish evidence to the same 

effect. The ordinary explanation of the 

former, ‘thou didst fling him away,’ is al- 

together bad; for, if the ‘flinging away’ is 

taken to mean that she thrust him from her 

in a literal sense, the word is quite inappro- 

priate; while, if we understand it meta- 

phorically in the sense of ‘cast off,’ it is 

weak and pointless. In both verbs the 

preposition evidently has the same value 

and is simply intensive, being thrown in 

partly for the sake of alliteration with azo- 

modus. Thus, as dzérapes does not mean ‘cut 

off? from anything in particular, dzéuces 
should be taken equally simply, and the 

likeliest explanation of the two may be 

found, if we regard them as suggesting and 

suggested by a hatchet (8éeAAa) and a sword 

respectively: ‘thou didst hack and hew 

him.’ We have thus one of those verbal 

quibbles or assonances, which are a marked 

feature of the language of Aeschylus. The 

indirectness of the allusion in the first word 

is no more than is usual. The fancitul con- 

nection which Dr. Verrall has noticed as 

present to the poet’s mind between diky, 

Suety and SixeAda (see his notes on Ayam. 

560, Choeph. 946 and Septem c. Theb. app. ii.) 

would amply cover and explain the pun in 

Gr €OLKES. 
Coming lastly to Clytemnestra’s own 

description, Agam. 1384-6, we have an em- 
DD 
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phatic allusion to ‘two blows’ followed by 
a ‘third,’ which is intentionally separate. 
This surely accords well with the supposition 
that there were two implements: she first cut 
him down with two blows of the axe falling 
on the head, which was an easy mark; then, 
when he was down and at her mercy, she 
finished him with one thrust of the sword of 
Aegisthus, 
We can found only a general presumption 

on the fact that Sophocles (Zlect. 99) and 
Euripides (//ec. 1261) gave Clytemnestra the 
axe. But at any rate this cannot have been 
borrowed, as a scholiast suggests, by a hasty 
inference from Homer Qd. iv. 535, ‘he 
(Aegisthus) slew him like an ox at the stall, 
when he had feasted him’; for in the other 
version (Od, xi.), where the very same phrase 
is repeated, the sword is expressly mentioned 
(424). On the other hand it is likely enough 
that Sophocles and Kuripides followed a 
dramatic precedent and brought in the axe 
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as familiar, leaving out the sword. That 
Aeschylus placed both in her hands is the 
only theory which appears to fit with the 
data. His reason for adding the sword is 
obvious : it was to bring into clear relief the 
instrumentality of Aegisthus in the fulfil- 
ment of the inherited curse on the house of 
Atreus, to which he belonged. From this 
point of view Aegisthus was the chief agent, 
Clytemnestra the accessory. 

This solution involves no technical diffi- 
culty either as regards the execution of the 
double murder or the presentation by means 
of the eccyclema. We may conjecture that 
Cassandra was despatched with the axe after 
Agamemnon and the sword then used on 
Agamemnon’s body in gratuitous cruelty, 
and that Clytemnestra was exhibited with 
the sword in her hand and the axe lying at 
her feet. 

G. C. W. Warr. 

ON PINDAR PYTVZ. II. 161 agq. 

In a note on Pindar Pythia ii. 161 sqq. 
(C.R. vol. xii. No. 4, p. 208), ordOuas dé 
Twos €Axkdpevor mwepiooas «.T.A.. my first 
edition is quoted, though in the second 
(1893) I give a different explanation 
according to which the lines in question 
‘form part of the equine metaphor.’ A 
glance at Xenophon zepi iamucys, chap. v., 
shows that ora6yn could hardly mean ‘the 
halter of a horse as used at the present 
day’; and any groom or veterinary surgeon 

would assure us that a horse does not 
‘naturally gall his chest’ by straining at a 
weighted halter passed through aring. The 
‘weight’ on the said halter is as light as 
may be, and has very slight similarity to a 
plummet. The general meaning of 
‘measure,’ which I have proposed for ora6pa 
in this passage, is found in ora6par, 
aot dO untos. 

C. A. M. FEnne.. 

NOTE ON THE AOTTIA IHSOY. 

Amon the lately-discovered Adyia Ino0d 
one that has most excited speculation is 
No. 5 éyepov tov ov Kaéxetd ehpyoes pe, 
oxlcov 76 EvAOV Kaya exee eiuit. The doctrine 
is ridiculed by Lucian Hermotim. 81 dxovouev 

d€ avrov (a professor of philosophy) A€yovtos 
¢ ‘\ c \ > > > Ae 52 > ‘ bs 
ws Kat 6 Oeds odk ev otpave eotw, GAA Oia 

4 / e ms \ / ‘\ 

TavtTwv tepoitnKkev, otov EvAwy Kat AiGwy Kat 
Cowv, axpe kal TOV atTYwoTatwr. 

W. Herapiam. 
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SALLUST. ORAT. PHILIPPI IN SENATU § 7. 

At tum erat Lepidus latro cum calonibus et 
paucis sicartis, quorum nemo non diurna 
mercede vitam mutaverit: nunc est pro con- 
sule cum timperio... 

There is some MS. authority for omitting 
non after nemo, and editors have never 
known which reading to accept: the latest 
text that I have seen reads nemo. The 
meaning supposed by this must, I conceive, 
be ‘fellows that were not likely to sacrifice 
their lives for a mere day’s pay’—and there- 
fore were not formidable. Usage proves 
that this is not the point. Isocrates 109 b 
SayS Wyodpal...7oAAnv daAnotiav Exew Sorts 
mpoaipetrar KWovvevew wor 7) TadTa (t.e. Suvac- 
telav kat wAovtov) Aafely 7) aTepnOHvar Tis 
Woyns. Nothing is worth that price but glory, 
as a&tov 6peyopevous kal’ doov otot 7’ éopev GtLOvV 
mdacxyew. idots 0 dv kal Tov iduwT@v Tos émcet- 
Keatdtous brtp GAov pev ovdevds av ro Liv 
dvtikatadAagapévous, brép 5€ TOD TvxElV KaAyS 
ddEns droOvyjoKew ev Tots ToAEmoLs EH€AOVTAS... 
Similarly Lycurg. 159. 2, Kaibel Zp. 21, 

Verg. A.v. 230, xii. 49 vitam or letum pro laude 
pacisct. The patriot is described as willing to 
give his life, or body and soul, for his country, 
Dio Cass. xxxvi. 10, li. 14. -But the 
diAdpyvpos is the man who will sell his soul 
for gold: Pollux iii. 112 gives Attic phrases 
to describe him, tiv Wyn av avtadddgas Tod 
xpuaiov, THy Woxnv av apyupiov zpoeuevos. To 
that class belongs the latro, the mercenary— 
for that is the original meaning of the word 
(Servius on Aen. xii. 7 and the dictionaries), 
the needy adventurer ; Plaut. Stich. 135 vosne 
latrones et mendicos homines magni penditis ? 
And what is the contemptuous phrase for 
such a hireling? Bacchid. 20 latronem, swam 
qui auro vitam venditat ; a jesting description 
laboured in Mostell. 354-361 isti qui hosticas 
trium nummum causa subeunt sub falas. 
The phrase then, as one might expect, is 
Greek; and the point is that such hired 
assassins care nothing for the cause, but will 
sell their lives for money. 

W. HeEapiaM, 

I.—CICERO, AD ATT., I. 1. 2. 

Nostris rationibus maxime conducere 
videtur Thermum fieri cum Caesare. Nemo 
est enim ex iis, qui nunc petunt, qui, si in 
nostrum annum reciderit, firmior candidatus 
fore videatur, propterea quod curator est 
viae Flaminiae: quae cum erit absoluta, sane 
facile eum libenter nunc cetert consulr 
acciderim. 

The italicised passage has caused very 
great difficulties. For the various emenda- 
tions proposed I refer to T'yrrell’s Corres- 
pondence of Cicero, Vol. I.2 p. 148. Boot 
(Cic. Epist. ad. Att. p. 5) points with a 
comma after Flaminiae and writes quae erit 
tum absoluta sane facile ; eum libenter nunc 
Caesart consulem accuderim and Tyrrell 
(l.c.) seems to favour the same reading. It 
may be noted in passing that he ascribes 
accuderim, which is Bosius’s correction if we 
may trust Boot, to Boot himself. Exception 
can hardly be taken to twm for cum, and 
accuderim to acciderim is hardly liable to 
any objection on the palaeographic side, But 
accudere is a nonce-word at Plaut. Mere. 
432: 

tris minas accudere etiam possum, ut triginta 
sient— 

where accudere means ‘manage to raise 
(coin outright) ’and we have here no fit place 
for accuderim, though I am willing to allow 
all of Tyrrell’s claims for the correspondence 
of the diction of Cicero’s letters with the 
diction of comedy: only the diction must 
correspond. The charge of ceteri consuli to 
Caesari consulem is not easy to my mind. A 
variant reading in the margin of M changes 
nunc cetert of that manuscript to nuntitert, 
while Z, teste Lambino, reads nwnecitert 
consult acciderunt. I cannot see how we 
have any warrant here to change ceteri to 
Caesari. 

If, in spite of this scepticism, I may 
operate with all the emendations approved 
by Boot for this passage, save accuderim 
whose incorrectness seems to me certain, lL 

propose for acciderim to read addicerem, 
imputing to an ignorant and careless scribe 
first syllable transposition, adciderem, 
whence next acciderim, The confusion of 

Dp 2 
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-em with -im is too common to raise a 
question and may have antedated the 
transposition of -dic* to -cid-, thus giving to 
that transposition the character of an 
emendation on the part of the scribe. Thus 
my sentence becomes: eum libenter nunc 
Caesari consulem addicerem (sc. si. possem) ; 
here libenter addicerem is much like vellem 
addicere, and the whole means ‘I would fain 
make him over now to be _ Caesar’s 
colleague.’ 

I think however that we may mend the 
entire passage with very much less textual 
juggling than any of the corrections yet 
proposed has offered. Cicero has been 
saying: Thermus seems likely to be a 
stronger candidate than any in the present 
canvass if he should stand again next year 
when I propose to come up, and this because 
he is the superintendent of the Flaminian 
road: quae cum erit absoluta sane facile 
eum [libenter] nunc a/teri consuli addicerem. 
‘and, supposing him to have finished this 
road (by that time), I should be quite 
ready (sane facile) now to adjudge him 
(as colleague) to the other consul. 

In this reading of the passage libenter is 
excised as a gloss. The reading alteri for 
cetert is based on the common half-uncial 
and minuscule confusion of ‘open’ a with ci, 
according to which alteri would give ciléeri, 
whence, citert (as in Z and the marginal 
variant in M) by a haplography between / 
and the tall form of ¢ (cf. Lindsay’s Textual 
Emendation in Plautus pp. 82, 84). The 
cetert of M would be an emendation of 
ciltert. 

There is an anacoluthon in the sentence 
however, quae cum erit absoluta, a future 
perfect, is balanced by an unreal Apodosis 
nunc addicerem, but as sane facile...addicerem 
is practically equivalent to vellem addicere 
we can defend the combination of a not-yet- 
realized future protasis with an unreal 
apodosis. It does not commit us to any 
‘potential’ subjunctive speculations if we 
should supply here a fresh protasis to 
addicerem, viz: si possem. 

Bosius imagined there was a pun here 
between Thermum, which in Greek (6¢pov) 
meant ‘ lupine,’ and cicer ‘ vetch’ in allusion 
to Cicero’s name. One of Tyrrell’s ventures, 
based on that suggestion, is eo libenter 
<Ther> mum ciceri consulem obduxerint : 
‘therefore they will gladly enough run 
Thermus against Cicero, the lupine against 
the vetch.’ We might retain the pun and 
read cicert for citeri (ceteri). This would 
give us, still reading addicerem: ‘On the 
completion of his road I should be glad to 

“the following 7 stant. 
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set him down now (as colleague) to the 
vetch-consul, myself,’ that is to say ‘I wish 
I were as sure of election now as he will be 
on the completion of his road.’ 

II.—Plautus, Captivi 1-3. 

The editto minor of Goetz and Schoell 

reads these verses as follows: 

hos quos uidetis stare hic captivos duos, 
Tilli qui astant—7z stant ambo, non sedent : 
hoc uos mihi testes estis me uerum loqui. 

This is practically the consensus of the 
manuscripts save for the words in italics ; ¢ 
is a correction for hi and hoc a correction 
for hos; while J. reads-os quos for the 
third line. The other modern  text- 
editions agree with that quoted in 
pronouncing ili qui astant corrupt, viz: 
Leo’s and Sonnenschein’s. Schoell, in the 
triumvirate edition, reports various emenda- 
tions for this passage, and to these the 
reader is referred. His own proposal is 
wugati qui astant, which has nothing to 
commend it textually. Brix* reads im 
vinclis qui astant and Lindsay merely 
reprints the text of Fleckeisen which had 
been adopted for his school-edition, and so 
reads wuinctt quia astant. The above 
statement will serve to show that the 
corruptness of the passage is universally 
admitted, while none of the emendations 
stands in a conceivable relation with the 
uli that is rejected. 

I propose to emend the text as follows: 

1. hos quos uidetis stare hic captiuos 
duos— 

3. hoc uos mihi testes estis me uerum 
loqui 

2. illi<ec> qui asta[n]t<is>—i stant 
ambo non sedent. 

I remark that illi<c> for illi is not 
necessary to my conjecture as the adverb 
uli might stand without -c. My restoration 
of -is in asta[n]t<is> is based on the 
assumption of its loss by haplography with 

It is assumed that 
the copyist changed the resulting astat to 
astant by way of making the word construe. 
This was,complicated with a change of 
order. 

In the ultimate archetype of the Palatine 
recension I assume that verses 1-2 stood 
as follows in their initial words : 

HOSQUOS— 

HOCUOS— 
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This was very like a homoioarchaion. 
Now in B the second of these lines reads 
Hos uos (hoc uos being a correction in B?), 
and with it DE agree, while J reads os quos 
which shows even more the influence of the 
first line. The possibility of confounding C 
and Q in a capital manuscript is proved by A’s 
reading at Merc. 781 HaxQuassaA for haec 
uassa, and if, as seems to me not unlikely, 
this demonstrates rather the confusion of 
the group gu with cu, than of Q with C, why 
it is just that group we have here. 
We have seen that the initial words of 

what appear as lines 1 and 3 in the extant 
Palatine manuscripts show a corruption by 
way of the assimilation of 3 to 1 ; this may, 
I think, be taken to show that the similarity 
of their ductus made itself felt to the 
copyists. My emendation supposes that 
their order was | and 2, and this supposition 
throws light on the assimilation of the 
second to the first of these lines. 

Let us call the original manuscript as 
pictured above P. A copy of this read, I 
will assume 

1. HOsQUOS— 
Ss 

2. Hoquos—, and this copy we will 
call PF. 

InP® this second line was rendered 

hos uos— 

while still another copy, P’, got from it 

hos quos— 

Back of P® and P’, but subsequent to P?, 
let us postulate a copy P?. In this copy the 
scribe skipped line 2 altogether because of 
its homoioarchaion, but either put it in 
directly after line 3 or put it on the margin 
whence it got back into subsequent copies 
out of its proper order. 

The chief difficulty to be met here is that 
the mistake occurs so early in the play. It 
is easy to claim that a scribe would be less 
likely to make a mistake there, but this it 
would be hard to demonstrate when the 
mistake is of so nearly mechanical a nature. 
It would help us to form an idea if we 
knew whether the copyist was working by 
the hour or by the piece. In the latter case 
he might not have stopped to take a rest 
after the previous play, but have hurried on 
to finish his task. In Studemund’s 
Apograph fol. 432" (=Quaternion liiii, 8") 
lines 12-19 are devoted to a colophon of the 
following description : 

T[MACCI PLAJUTI 
MENAECKMI EXP[LICIT|INC(ipit) TRINUMMUS 

FELICITER 

503 

The next folio, 433"(=Quat. lv, 1") leaves 
one blank line at the top of the page, 
doubtless to have been filled out with names 
of characters, and goes straight on with the 
prologue to the Trinummus. To a copyist 
plodding on mechanically Trin. 1-3 would 
be as liable to offer occasions of error, I 
should think, as any other three lines of a 
play. 

Another objection arises, viz. whether wos 
can be combined with d/ic. In the last 
resort wlic might be corrected to istic, but 
that does not seem to me necessary. In my 
interpretation of this passage astatis refers 
to the late-comers at the extreme rear of the 
audience, cf. vss. 10-12: 

negat hercle ille f ultimus, accedito, 
si non ubi sedeas locus est, est ubi ambules, 
quando histrionem cogis mendicarier. 

Here it is perhaps fair for us to infer from 
sedeas and cogis that accedito is in the 2nd 
person. At any rate the man who is @/e in vs. 
10 has become ¢w (iste) in vss. 11-12. These 
lines therefore seem to me to give some 
warrant to the combination of wos and ¢élic 
in vss. 2-3. 

Two grounds of a general nature may be 
giveh for the use of id/ic: (1) As hic in vs. 1 
refers to the stage, it may be questioned 
whether any word but ¢d/ic would refer to 
the rear end of the audience ; (2) the wos of 
vs. 2 may not include all the persons in- 
cluded in the subject of widetis (vs. 1): 
uidetis, we will say, refers to the entire 
audience while wos refers to those only who 
are standing far back in the rear. In other 
words, istic would have referred to the entire 
audience and not to the late-comers only 
standing up in the rear; while if it was 
necessary to subdivide the audience, wos ili 
and wos hic would be used. 

It may be that this reasoning does not 
sufficiently explain why we have ¢dlic and 
not istic. In that case we can correct to 
istic, basing the change on Most. 1064, where 
A reads ILICOINTRALIMENISTASTATE, but P 
reads . . . astate illic. The editors very 
plausibly correct to ist<i> astate. 

I note that astatis may well be for apstatis, 
with the phonetic treatment of ostendere for 
*obstendere. The only use of this word put 
down in the lexica is in the form abstes 
(Horace). If it was spelt abstatis the writing 
adstatis, whence astatis, would come very 
easily. For the confusion of B with D I 
refer to A’s AgBIS for AEDIS at Truc. 252 (cf. 
Class. Rev. x. 155), and Lindsay (Text. 
Emend. p. 84) notes b/d. Doubtless either 
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absta or adsta was pronounced asta except 
when there was a special reinforcement due 
to the etymological consciousness. I do not 
doubt that the impv. a(b)sta occurs elsewhere 
in Plautus in the sense ‘stand off, back,’ 
Grk. daéorn6 (Aristophanes) and doora 
(Menander). The difficulty of 2éle astate 
(Rud. 836, cf. Bach in Studemund’s Studien 
ii. p. 268) will be greatly relieved if we may 
translate astate by ‘stand back.’ 

Our passage will then lend itself to the 
following rendering, reading tlic and not 
istic. 

‘These whom you see standing here, these 
captives twain, 

—I should like you to witness that I’m 
speaking truth, 

Those of you standing-back yonder—why 
they both stand and sit not down.’ 

With this interpretation the passage does 
not seem to me to lose in point. Indeed, 
the ‘gag’ seems to me very good. In 

none of the other prologues is the audience 
directly charged to look upon the actors 
already ‘made up’ for exhibition. Here after 
pointing out the two captives the prologizer 
solemnly tells the audience that he is going 
to tell them the truth. We may imagine 
him to proceed solemnly and the audience to 
fall agape till the prologizer comes out with 
the ponderous truism ‘they are both standing, 
not sitting.’ There may further be an adroit 
fling at the late-comers standing at the 
rear, first if the prologizer pointed them out 
far away (illic), and second when the actors 
are shown to be standing ready when the 
curtain rises while the spectators are not yet 
all seated. 

That a broad ‘gag’ of some sort should 
come at the very introduction of the prologue 
need not surprise us. I cite Men. 1-3. 

salutem primum iam a principio propitiam 
mihi atque uobis, spectatores, nuntio. 
apporto uobis Plautum—lingua, non manu. 

EpwIin W. Fay. 

NOTES ON CATULLUS AND ON THE AGRICOLA OF TACITUS. 

Catutius 39, 11 parcus Vmber codd. 
It is worth while noticing with regard to 

the much contested epithet that the MS. of 
Catullus which Petrarch had, or at least 
read, apparently gave parcus, thus removing 
the reading at least one generation further 
back toward the archetype than our exist- 
ing MSS. can carry it. See the gloss in 
Petrarch’s hand on his MS. of Vergil (‘the 
Ambrosian Vergil’), fol. 29, Geor. ii. 192 
(Aut parcus Vmber, aut obesus Etruscus) as 
mentioned by De Nolhac in his Pétrarque et 
0Humanisme, p. 140. I have not seen 
attention called to this point. 

Cat. 63, 77 lenumque (leuvumque G ?) pec- 
toris hostem GO. 

The reading in O is perfectly clear. In 
Clédat’s facsimile of G the reading appears 
to be the same, but as if corrected from 
leuumque. Yet all the editors so far as I 
know, who have examined the original, give 
leuumque. The MS. will evidently repay a 
new glance at this verse. The old emenda- 
tion of pectoris to pecoris, found even in at 
least two minor MSS., seems certain. But 
laeuum has never appealed to me as satis- 
factory. The augural explanations offered 
for it are too far-fetched. I have myself 
tried to explain it as a bit of realistic speci- 

fication, but without much conviction of 
success. More recently I have wondered 
whether Catullus did not write lentwmque. 
To the fierce resentment of the goddess even 
the natural ferocity of the pecoris hostis 
seems too slow and hesitating. So her 
hurrying words of eager urgency to rage 
flow on even while she is yet loosing the 
yoke from his neck, and she sends him off 
in a tumult of madness. 

Cat. 64, 309 roseo niuee codd. roseae 
niueo Guarinus et al. 

The emendation of Guarinus can hardly 
be supported by citing the reading of O in 
64, 31 as an instance of precisely similar 
confusion in the MSS., for in this case optato 
finitae is very probably what Catullus wrote, 
as Professor Ellis pointed out. The MS. 
reading in 64, 309 should, I think, also be 

_retained, as some few critics, though for 
varying reasons, have from time to time 
claimed. It may perhaps find some support 
in the verses given in Augustin. de Mus. iii. 2 
(Baehrens Fragm. P. R. p. 403, no. 175) ate 
igitur, Camenae |... quae lauitis capillum | 
purpureum Hippocrenae | fonte, etc. Here 
the roseate tresses of the Muses are not, I 
think, characteristic of their youthful beauty 
(for it is not the hair of youth that is 

— 
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proverbially rosy), but of the rosy effulgence 
of that divine nature, which they, like the 
Fates, shared. So Venus auwertens rosea 
ceruice refulsit, when she revealed herself as 
uera dea (Verg. Aen. i. 402). In Catullus 
the rosy locks of the Fates are specified to 
afford the familiar colour-contrast with the 
white fillets that matched the rest of their 
clothing. The crimson instita is mentioned 
to mark the dignity of their garb. 

Cat. 110, 2 accipiunt pretium quae facere 
instituunt codd. 

The device of accounting for quae by 
supposing it equivalent to eorwm quae (neut.) 
is at best objectionable. The reading in 
both G@ and O is que (in O in ligature), for 
which I would suggest quod, ‘they easily 
get their regular market price.’ Pretiwm 
Jacere, ‘to set a price,’ is supported by 
Plaut. Pers. 586 ‘indica; fac pretium.’ 
‘Tua mera est ; tua indicatio est’; and a 
similar error of gue (in ligature) for quod is 
found in both O and @ in 51, 5 miseroque 
(corrected in G to miseroquod), and in O in 
66, 41 feratque (where, however, G has ferat 
gd’). Ihave before mentioned this sugges- 
tion, but so briefly and in so obscure a place 
that I trust I may be pardoned for repeating 
it in this connection. 

Tac. Agr. 28 mox ad aquam atque ut illa 
raptis secum plerisque Britannorum codd. 

Halm’s egressi et cum seems as satisfactory 
as anything that has yet been proposed in 
the puzzling coil of raptis secum, and Selling’s 
utilia for ut illa appears to me certain. But 
ad aquam atque utilia needs no further ad- 
justment to fit in with egressi directly, as 
may be seen from such a passage as Liv. v. 
20, 10 ad praedam Veientem . . . proficis- 

cerentur. The only further change necessary 
is in the word following wttlia, which I 
should read as raptim (from raptz). The 
passage would then stand mox ad aquam 
atque utilia raptim egressi et cum plerisque 
Britannorum, etc. Rapiim occurs a dozen 
times in Tacitus, and always with the idea 
of something like disorderly haste, such as 
must have characterised these hurried land- 
ings of the Usipii. 

Tac. Agr. 34 nouissimae res et extremo 
metu corpora defixere aciem in his uestigiis 
codd. 

One must evidently choose between cor- 
pora and aciem, and corpora defixere sounds 
to me much more true in this setting than 
defixere aciem, though I cannot share the 
conviction of Wex that, leaving the question 
of corpora aside, defixere aciem would be 
impossible here. But the attempt to heal 
the difficulty by quietly dropping out aciem, 
with Rhenanus and others down to Wex, 
appears to me unreasonably arbitrary, nor 
am I satisfied with the suggestion that aciem 
is merely a gloss upon corpora. Perhaps 
aciem is simply an error for etiam, in which 
case the passage would run nowissimae res 
extremo metu corpora defixere etiam in his 
uestiguis, etc. Ht may be considered as a 
gloss of some student who imagined, and 
wished to point out, that their desperate 
plight and the extremity of their fear were 
co-ordinate causes in planting the Britons 
where Agricola found them. Yet there are 
other and common ways of accounting for 
the unauthorised appearance of an e¢ in the 
MSS. 

Eimer TRUESDELL MERRILL, 
Wesleyan University, Middletown, Ct. 

THE SEQUENCE AFTER VZ PROHIBITIVE. 

The question as to the sequence after Ve 
Prohibitive in Classical Latin is one of the 
most interesting that have emerged in recent 
years, and America has produced in the 
person of Professor Elmer a Protagonist ! 
whose verdicts on the subject command 
attention and cannot be ignored or over- 
looked. In the following papers it is in- 
tended to present the results of independent 

1 Professor Elmer’s views are found in American 
Journal of Philology, vol. xv. 2 (1894), and in 
volume of Cornell Studies in Cl. Philology, 1898. 

investigation in the same field, results that 
are found largely confirmatory of his main 
position, and it is singular that simul- 
taneously with the researches at Cornell 
University there should have been developed 
in the North of Scotland a kindred inquiry 
on kindred lines coming substantially to the 
same conclusion, viz. the overthrow of the 
Madvigian canon as absolutely controlling 
the sequence in question. 

The incidents which led to the critical 
inquiry in Aberdeen were originally local 
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and personal and need not here be detailed. 
Suffice it to say that Aberdonian scholars, 
with some trifling exceptions, adhered to the 
former lead of an Aberdonian scholar, Dr. 
Melvin, on the subject, and had dared to 
dissent from the Madvigian canon, thereby 
arousing some local controversy on the 
point. In the course of the controversy the 
present writer was delighted afterwards to 
tind that a strong diversion had set in from 
the Transatlantic side, and that although 
English scholarship seemed for a time to 
have succumbed to the Madvigian influence, 
the fastnesses of the North refused to accept 
the yoke, and Aberdeen can now claim to 
have been the first to maintain the old 
doctrine and disown the now crumbling 
heresy. 

The canon of Madvig which he sought to 
impose (Opuscula 2. 105) was that which 
enjoined the use of Ne with the Perfect 
Subjunctive as the proper form of prohibi- 
tion or deprecation, and denied or denounced 
the use of Ne with the Present Subjunctive 
(in prosa oratione prorsus inusitatum), except 
in what he chose to call general maxims of 
prohibition. The practical effect was to 
reduce almost every verb to the maimed 
condition of Preteritive Verbs, where of 
course Ne with the Perf. Subj. is, from the 
nature of these verbs, the recognised and 

Ne with Pres. Subj. 

Actum ne agas. 
Ad finem ubi perveneris, ne velis reverti. 
Aliena ne concupiseas. 
Ante victoriam ne canas triumphum. 
Aurea ne credas, quaecumque nitescere cernis. 
Cave ne quidquam incipias quod post poeniteat. 
Cave ne titubes. 
De re amissa irreparabili ne doleas. 
Esurienti ne occurras. 
Ignem igni ne addas. 
Leonis catulum ne alas. 
Maritimus quum sis, ne velis fieri terrestris. 
Mulieri ne credas, ne mortuae quidem. 
Ne, cinerem vitans, in prunas incidas. 
Ne credas undam placidam non esse profundam. 
Ne cui de te plus quam tibi credas. 
Ne cuivis invideas. 
Ne depugnes in alieno negotio. 
Ne despicias debilem. 
Ne gladium tollas, mulier. 
Ne quid expectes amicos facere quod per te queas. 
Ne quid moveare verborum strepitu. 
Ne sis unquam elatus. 
Ne tentes aut perfice. 
Ne vile velis. 
Neque nulli sis amicus neque multis. 
Nulli te facias nimis sodalem. 
Quod sis esse velis, nihilque malis. 
Rosam quae praeteriit, ne quaeras iterum. 
Uni navi ne committas omnia. 

30 Examples. 
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sole machinery. We memineris is the proper 
formula, but it does not follow that with 
another verb having ampler forms, don’t 
recall or don’t bear in mind should be 
limited, e.g. to ne sis recordatus, and 
that ne recorderis should be tabooed when 
addressed to an individual. On the con- 
trary, the absurdity of the canon should 
have been manifest when ne sis recordatus 
is pronounced the right thing, but not ne 
sis (stultus, e.g.) which on Madvig’s canon 
we must not address to an individual. For, 
if the canon were correct, ne fueris recordatus 
ought to be the sole formula, whereas ve sis 
recordatus, implying that me sis can speci- 
fically prohibit, is a demonstration of its 
futility, when imposed as absolute and 
indefeasible. 

In the present paper, which is merely 
preliminary, I give only a few salient facts, 
not from classical ground proper but from 
important outlying fields, showing the 
instinct of the Latin tongue as strongly 
opposed to Madvig’s dictatorship. 

In a fairly representative book such as 
Alfred Henderson’s ‘Latin Quotations,’ 
(1869) representing the cream of Latin 
diction in all the eras, I had the curiosity to 
count up the several instances of Ve Prohibi- 
tive. The following is the enumeration :— 

Ne with Perf. Subj. 

Ad consilium ne accesseris, antequam voceris. 
Amico ne maledixeris. 
Ne vidéris quod videris. 
Malum bene conditum ne moveris. 
Ne cuivis dextram injeceris. 
[Ne malorum memineris. | 
Nemini dixeris quae nolis efferri. 
Officium ne collocaris in initum. 
Quod dubites, ne feceris. 
Quod tibi fieri non vis, alteri ne feceris. 

9 Examples (ne memineris not being in dispute). 
N.B. Four of these instances are with the usually 

instantaneous verbs dico and facio. 
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In these 30 are included three Present 
Subjunctives where the negative is nec or 
nullus, virtually equivalent to ne, and two 
examples with cave prefixed which may be 
held as auxiliary in proof. Deducting these, 
however, for sake of Draconian rigidity, 
there remain 25, all with ne and Pres. Subj. 
against 9 with Perf. Subj.' Here, it is 
manifest, the artificial distinction which the 
followers of Madvig have rigidly formulated 
between general and particular prohibitions 
utterly breaks down ; for, if it were valid and 
binding, these current proverbs and maxims 
ought to be all in Pres. Subj., and not one 

_ ought to be in the Perf. Subj. tense. But the 
distinction is futile, and the real differentia, 
as Prof. Elmer has indicated, appears to lie 
in the conception of the action forbidden, 
according as it is instantaneous or continu- 
ous: in the former case the Perf. Subj. is 
naturally preferred ; in the latter the Pres. 
Subj. 

N.B.—In the same volume I noted, ina 
cursory examination, only one example of 
Noli (p. 169) but four of ne with Imperative 
(pp. 3, 145, 242, 243). 

Another important outlying field, though 
not strictly classical, is the Vulgate version 
of the Scriptures, which may be claimed as 
representing the outcome of the Latin Genius 
at the close of the old classical era and ought 
to yield evidence of an interesting and 
valuable kind. In the investigation pursued I 
have taken the Vulgate of Popes Sixtus V. 
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andClement VIII.,first for the Old Testament, 

and thereafter for the New Testament, with 

results almost uniform throughout the vast 

area. 
These results, which may be held as 

substantially correct, may be briefly sum- 

marised as follows :— 
1. Noli, very common, especially with a 

verb of fear (timere, pavere, &c.). 
2. Non with Pres. Subj. not infrequent. 
Non with Fut. Indic., not infrequent, as 

in the prohibitions of the Decalogue. 
Sometimes simply predicting, as Job 6, 30. 

Non with Imperative, only in limitation 

to individual word, as Non nobis, Domine, 

Psy 1b7 
3. Ne with Imperative seems not to occur. 

Ne with Pres. Subj. is vastly preponderant 

both in general and in individual pro- 

hibitions. Prohibitions of cwstoms or usages 

are as a rule so expressed as e.g. Deuteronomy 

145 vv. 3, 10, 12,21: 
Ne with Perf. Subj. occurs both in general 

and in individual prohibitions. Rapid and 

instantaneous prohibitions are for the most 

part so expressed. 
The examples in the Old Testament of 

Ne with Pres. Subj. or its equivalents are 

344. The examples of Ne with Perf. Subj. 

or its equivalents are only 24, and adding 

the 4 examples of Ne memineris not included 

as of no evidence, the total is only 28, as 

against 344 of the Pres. Subj. The following 

tables present details. 

VETUS TESTAMENTUM. 

I.—SECTION, 

No litmemee meatte re aeaetavces's o.0<<cen cance cescaradnaccencess cts 
INOnGwithe bres SUD]=: © ccnsstssscecrecangessasesscensesn er 
NonwELH Pres OUD] a sathcecece rece. sceatteecsccendeceeds ce 
— with cave, obsecro, quaero, XC. ............eee eee ees 
=D VATIOC HETIL OcCoda ett ian sateen se aleness sea cicssener “clos 

Woerwitht Berta SUD]iiescncececseesc seem ac cciesc+<sadssrcanes 
— with do. and) ODSECIO; GCs, ioc) seencennce «3 
em VMOU ACs. ates. Asia even sein senrde set deenbantsetiawulee © 

PENTATEUCH TO ESTHER INCLUSIVE 

a ee eS 3 

2 28 zs ey Aparna 
~~ ‘— 3 

a az | | Ses 
rath a 4 i fcafies| 

41 6 27 11 5 || 90 
12 J 9 1 Fee 25 
40 10 22 4 6 82 
26 7 1 0 7 it | ss |a40 

11 2 4 6 0 23 

0 0 2 2 O44) 4 
0 0 0 0 0 || of 4 
0 0 0 0 ort 0 

N.B.—The four occurrences of Perf. Subj. in this section are— 

I. Regum 3, 17; 20, 88; and II. Paral. 6, 42; 26, 18. 

1 A similar proportion of 3 to 1 holds in the case of the Latin Mottoes Heraldic in Burke's Peerage: viz. 

Pres. Subj. 

Ne obliviscaris. 
Ne tentes aut perfice. 
Ne vile velis. 

Perf. Subj. 

Ne te quaesiveris extra. 
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Il.—Srcrion. From Jos 10 MALACHI INCLUSIVE. 
m 
° 

é : A 
ie ie 3 n . = a =| 

= E S m a Da 
©. os Oy ene ead Hien EABs 

INL.) oousek seeeeseuceense ohare woes ieessres sev wes (abil ceases Lpseiltoye hike a 29 Oy S61, 3. 82,, Loe ele 

Non wathcPres.snby, eect, hee en keto: 0 Gt Sova ys eon OPP ea yy eae 
Ne with Prog. Babjicctiur usta ee B0e 48 tO PLO MON 2 mapas lh eas | 164 ) 
— with cave, obsecro, quaero, &c. .. .......... 1 0 Opns OOO NO sea raO 0 | 4-204 

=—mbvanec, Tl tl arc: a ealeme mere naseaaete raion ese cies 1” WOp tSyxo Bram wir Gh 1 || 36 { 

Ne with Pert /Subjscdet na ere eee ees 0) ee 26°O ZEUS AO OF 2 0 AO 1 19 

— with do. and obsecro, &¢24.-220 0 (020° 0 0} LOT OOO tnO On| ORO 

Ra lonely unl c5  -abpscc- 0 be cadaadooeeneo sceaos act (0. Og a0: 0 0, 10) LOOM TORSO i if 

The twenty occurrences of Perf. Subj. in this section are— 

Psalmi 22, 11, 19; 27, 12; 37, 1; 88, 21; 40, 17; 49, 16; 55, 1; 109, 1. (N.B.—In two of these 

there are variants by Pres. Subj. in Hieronymus [Migne, vol. x. p. 154]). 
Proverbia 6, 4; 25, 6; 26, 25; 27, 10; 30, 8; 31, 3. 
Eccles. 5, 5 ; .10, 20. 
Isaias 58, 7. 
XII. Minores, Osee 4, 15 bis. 
(Two occurrences of ne memineris in Isaias 43, 18 ; 64, 9, and two in Psalmi 25, 7 ; 79, 8.) 

ConsoInt RESULT IN OLD TESTAMENT, 
Total 

Examples. 

Noli ee 36h Se ae ake ae ar ee aes: i 200 
Non with Pres. Subj. ... P3. ep = Ris a vas RS 47 
Ne with Pres. Subj. and equivalents ... cee ie ee Pre a 344 
Ne with Perf. Subj. and equivalents ... se a Ree oe ois 24 

In the above we have not included, though we might have done so legitimately, oriental deprecations by 

the third person Pres. Subj. which, being indefinite, are virtually = ne with second person Pres. Subj.; 

viz. Exodus 32, 22; I. Reg. 25, 25; II. Reg. 13, 32 and 33. 

NOVUM TESTAMENTUM. 

Z : ee 2 
s 8 ) a Sarat ciate! ia oe 
ef leer fel nics toh NES STi ie ee ae le . . 
SO see ie el BO iS iy Eo PEW ere ee CB 7 ine ees 
= a S 5s 2 Bair HO eee «cst SS a a Oe eS = = 

beh Sy ey ee aiey ch eT ey en et louise aries 

INolitzeee: desssemse OF. ihe 27 Asad Bn Ae 8 80, Ow eal Onsig wo lee ume 139 

New. Pres. Subj. 9 5 18 i ae | DR Ome RDF eS a ae Oy 2 OOO eet 42 

New. Perf. Subj. 6 7 SACOM aL eZ I 2 A¢ee OW HO) OSLO es 5) 00h a ee ee 35 

N.B.—The 42 passages with Ne and Pres. Subj. are— 

Matth. 3, 9; 5, 42: 6,1; 6,13; 6,25; 7,6; 18, 10; 23, 10; 24,6; Mark 5, 7 ; 9) 25 ; 10, 19) (ter.); 

Luke 1, 13; 1, 30; 3, 18; 3, 14 (bis); 6,30; 8, 28; 9,3; 9,45 11, 4; 12, 4; 17, 23; 21, 8; Acts 7, 60; 

9, 38; 18,9; 27, 24; Romans 13, 8; I. Cor. 5,9; 10, 7; Gal. 5, 13; 5, 15; Eph. 3, 13; Philipp. 4, 6; 

I. Thess. 3, 14; Hebr. 12,5; 12, 25; Apoc. 11, 2. About one-half of these rest on aorists conjunctive, 

the rest on presents imperative, of the Greek. 

N.B. 2.—The 35 passages with Ne and Perf. Subj: are— 

Matthew 5, 36; 8, 4; 10, 5 (bis); 10, 26; 17, 9; Mark 1, 44; 8, 26; 9, 25; 10, 14; 10, 19 (bis) ; 
13, 7; 18, 21; Luke 3, 8; 9,3; 10, 7; Acts 10, 15 (11, 9 repeated) ; 16, 28; 23, 21; Rom. 10, 6; 13, 14; 

I. Cor. 10, 10; II. Cor. 6,°17,5°Coloss. 2, 21 (ter; )); 5. Tim. 5,005 5, 22 (bis) ; [. Peter 3, 14; II. John 

1, 10; Apocal. 5, 5; 19, 10; 22,9; 22,10. Of these, about 12 are with dixeris or feceris. 

In Greek original the Aorist Conjunctive is found in all these passages except Mark 10, 14; 13, 7; 

13, 21; Luke 9, 3; Acts 10, 15; Romans 13, 14; I. Cor. 10, 10; ME “Cor. 965, 1:7) sale tim sole 22e(bIs) ie 

II. Ep. John 10 ; and Apocal. 5, 5. In these last the Greek original has Present Imperative. In two of the 

former list the Greek is elliptic, presenting no verb, simply Spa mun, viz. Apoc. 19, 10 and 22, 9. 

Thus out of the 35 examples with Perf. Subj., all except 12 plus the two elliptic examples, rest 

on Aorists in the original. 

——— 
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N.B. 3.—Non (or nihil, &c.) with Pres. Subj. (Prohibitive or Deprecatory) has been noted only in N.T. 
in Luke 14, 8; John 3, 7; I. Peter 3, 14; I. John 3, 18; Apoc. 2, 10. If these, as being with Pres. Subj. 
are added as falling under the Ne group, the examples in N.T. of prohibition with Pres. Subj. number 47. 

ConsoInt RESULT FROM BOTH OLD AND NEw TESTAMENTS. 

Noli 3. =o i 
Ne with Pres. Subj., &c. 
Ne with Perf. Subj., &c. 

.*. Pres. Subi. 

The Books of the Apocrypha have been 
similarly examined in their Latin version, 
and the results need not be detailed, being 
kindred to those exhibited especially by the 
Old Testament, showing a considerable pre- 
ponderance for Ne with the sequence of the 
Present Subjunctive. Thus in the book of 
Ecclesiasticus (Sirach) the examples of Ne 
with Present Subj. amount to 77; of Ne 
with Perf. Subj.: 18. 

The futility of attempting to differentiate 
between general and special prohibitions is 
thus evinced by the interplay of the rival 
forms in such books as Proverbs, or Ecclesi- 
asticus, where maxims of life conveying 
general prohibitions to nobody in particular 
are frequently expressed in the Perfect 
Subjunctive, in entire discordance with the 
Madvigian canon. 

In particular, per contra, we call attention 
to the oldest prohibition, so reputed, in the 
world’s history, the canon against eating the 
forbidden fruit. It is the first occurrence 
in Scripture of the Prohibitive Ne, and if 
any prohibition was ever individual, it must 
be that addressed to Adam, apart apparently 

: Perf. Subj. : 

OMT UNL. 
200 + 139 = 339 
344 + 42 = 386 = (with non, &c., added 5) 391 
24+ 35 = 59 

: 891 : 59, or more than 6: 1. 

from Eve, for the verb is in the Hebrew as 
in the Latin, in the Singular number. But 
what do we find? in defiance of Madvig, 
there emerges in the Vulgate Ne comedas 
(Gen. 2, 17). 
How the LXX. Greek has adopted a 

plural od dayeoGe, it boots not here to inquire, 
neither need we remark that ‘noli,’ as a 
prohibitive form, would here be entirely 
inappropriate. 

On the whole, it appears probable that the - 
differentia is to be sought, not in the arbi- 
trary canon of Madvig, but rather in the 

nature of the action of the verb, the pro- 
hibitive of instantaneous actions falling 
chiefly into the Perfect, that of continuous 
actions or states falling chiefly into the 
Present Subjunctive. 

The above is only a preliminary recon- 
noitring of the field, a distant survey of the 
champ de bataille. In our next paper we 
hope to present evidence from the early 
Latin time, fairly conclusive in the same 
direction. 

Aberdeen. W. D. GEpDDEs. 

PRAETERPROPTER IN GELL. NOCT. ATT. XIX. 10. 

THE purpose of this note is primarily to 
call attention to a hitherto unused illus- 
tration of the connection between archaic 
and colloquial Latin, and incidentally to 
rescue from ignominy the reputation of a 
worthy Roman grammaticus. Gellius in his 
Noct. Att. XTX. 10 writes that on a certain 
occasion, when a few literary friends were 
gathered at the house of Cornelius Fronto, 

architects submitted to Fronto  specifica- 
tions for some projected baths. The story 
proceeds: Ha quibus cum elegisset unam for- 
mam speciemque veris, interrogavit, quantus 
esset pecuniae sumptus ad id totum opus 
absolvendum ? cumque architectus dixisset 
necessuria videri esse sestertia ferme trecenta, 

unus ex amicis Frontonis : ‘ et praeterpropter’ , 
inquit, ‘alia quinquaginta. Tum Fronto 
dilatis sermonibus, quos habere de balnearum 
sumptu instituerat, aspiciens ad eum amicum, 
qui dixerat, alia quinquaginta esse necessaria 
praeterpropter eum interrogavit, quid signifi- 
caret verbum ‘praeterpropter.  Atque ille 
amicus : ‘non meum’ , inquit, ‘hoe verbum est, 
sed multorum hominun, quos loquentis id 
audias ; quid autem id verbum significet, non 
ex me, sed ex grammatico quaerundum est’, 
ac simul digito demonstrat grammaticum haut 
incelebri nomine Romae docentem. Tum 
grammaticus usitati pervulgatique  verbi 
obscuritate motus : ‘ quaerimus’, inquit,< quod 
honore quaestionis minime dignum est. Nam 
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nescio quid hoc praenimis plebevwm est et im 
opificum sermonibus quam in hominwm doc- 
torum Wisputationibus notius. At enim Fronto, 
iam voce atque vultu intentiore: ‘itane’, 
inquit, ‘magister, dehonestum tibi deculpa- 
tumque hoc verbum videtur, quo et M. Cato et 
M. Varro et pleraque aetas superior, ut neces- 
sario et Latino usi sunt ?’ Thereupon also one 
of Fronto’s friends reads a passage from the 
Iphigenia of Ennius in which praeterpropter 
occurs. The story proceeds : //oc whi lectum 
est, tum deinde Fronto ad grammaticum tam 
labentem: ‘audistine’, inquit, ‘ magister 
optime, Ennium tuum dixisse ‘ praeterpropter ’ 
et cum sententia quidem tali, quali severis- 
simae philosophorum esse obiurgationes solent ? 
petimus igitur, dicas, quoniam de Enniano 
iam verbo quaeritur, quis sit ignotus huiusce 
VErSUS SENSUS : 

‘Incerte errat animus ; praeterpropter vitam 
vivitur. 

Et grammaticus sudans multum ac 
vubens multum, cum id plerique prolixius 
viderent, exsurgit et abiens: ‘tibi’, mquit, 
‘ Fronto, postea uni dicam, ne inscitiores 
audiant ac discant.’ On the one hand the 
colloquial or vulgar character of the word 
under discussion is abundantly proved by 
the remark of Fronto’s friend that it is 
multorum hominum quos loquentis id audias, 
by the confession of the narrator that praeter- 
propter is a verbum usitatum pervulgatumque, 
and by the scornful words of the grammati- 
cus who stigmatizes it as praenimis plebecwm 
et in opificum sermonibus...... notius. On 
the other hand it occurs in the classical Latin 
of Cato, Varro and Ennius and is used by 
pleraque aetas superior. Perhaps no better 
illustration can be found of the fact that 
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colloquial Latin and archaic formal Latin 
have muchincommon. ‘To put it in another 
way, the sermo cotidianus of a given period 
evidently preserved many words, expressions 
and constructions, which in an earlier period 
had been the common property of colloquial 
and literary Latin, but which contempo- 
raneous literary Latin did not use. This 
fact has been recognized by Schmalz (e.g. Z. 
Sd. Gymnw. 1881, p. 87), and by others, but 
the failure to recognize it constitutes in the 
writer’s opinion the fundamentally weak 
point in the attempt which Sittl has made 
(incthe Jahresbericht ti. Vulgdr- u. Spatlatein, 
1891, pp. 226-286) to prove that ‘das Vulgir- 
latein, mit welchem die Latinisten operieren, 
ist ein Phantasiegebilde.’ Words and expres- 
sions which are not found in the formal 
writings of men who are accepted as the 
literary models of a certain period are not 
necessarily vulgar or even colloquial, and in 
inveighing against the practice of those who 
would thus classify them Sittl is doing a 
service; but, on the other hand, to prove 
that a certain word in a piece of literature 
of Cicero’s time, for instance, occurs in the 
formal Latin of an earlier period does not, 
as Sittl tacitly assumes throughout his article 
(e.g. pp. 231-4), disprove its colloquial char- 
acter. The truth of this fact is well illustrated 
by praeterpropter. This brief discussion has 
perhaps also accomplished the secondary 
purpose of this note in showing that the 
judgment of the maligned grammaticus with 
reference to good usage was better than that 
of his critics. 

Frank F. ABportv. 
The University of Chicago. 

DOMI, DOMO (Cartuttius 31, 14). 

Tue use of domi denoting ‘of one’s own’ 

to which editors of Plautus have called at- 

tention (e.g. Tyrrell on Mil. 194, myself on 

Rud. 1335) is, I am persuaded, of wider 

extent than is commonly supposed, and is not 

limited to Plautus. 
The following list of passages is merely a 

‘prima vindemiatio.’ 
1. domi est: Plaut. Rud. 292, 357, 1335, 

Bacch. 225, 365, Pers. 45, 122, Mal. 1154, 

Poen. 867, Truc. 554; Cic. ad. Alt. x. 

14, 2 (nam id quidem domi est). But the 

most interesting passage under this head is 

Catullus 31, 14. I find I have been antici- 

pated by Prof. Tyrrell in my interpretation 
of the phrase guidquid est domi cachinnorum, 
but it seems worth while to put on record 
the results of an independent observation. 
I would punctuate the preceding line some- 
what differently from Prof. Tyrrell, so as to 
make the vos emphatic :— 

Gaudete vosque, o Lydiae lacus undae ; 
Ridete quidquid est domi cachinnorum. 

‘And do you too rejoice, ye Tuscan waters 
of my lake; laugh all the rippling laughter 
that you know’; the clause gusdquid— 
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cachinnorum 1 take as a cognate object of 
ridete. My interpretation of the first line 
agrees with that of Prof. Ellis; cf. too his 
note on 102, 3. But I wish it were possible 
to retain the guoqgue of the MSS. ‘The 
epithet Zydiae is not really suitable, because 
the Lago di Garda is not in Etruria as com- 
monly understood. Could not some epithet 
begining with a vowel be suggested to follow 
quoque? omeae departs a good deal from the 
ductus litterarum. Possibly albidae, sugges- 
tive of the fluctus fremitusque marinus of 
these waters; ef. 63, 87 wmida albicantis 
loca litoris. Umidae would perhaps be too 
colourless. 

2. domi habeo: Plaut. Mil. 191-194; Ter. 
Ad, 413. 

3. domi with other verbs: Plaut. Cas. 

NOTE ON VALERIUS 

nec iam nova morti 
hine erit ulla tuae: reges preme, dure, se- 

cundos. 

Neptune apostrophizes his son Amycus on 
the eve of the latter’s death at the hand of 
Pollux. Yielding to the higher power of 
Tupiter he resigns his son to his fate, and 
ends his farewell with the words above 
quoted. The words ‘reges preme, dure, 
secundos’ have given much trouble, some 
even applying them to Iupiter. But the 
change from ¢uae (Amycus) to dure (Lupiter) 
is intolerably abrupt.) Ellis (Journal of 
Philology, vol. ix. p. 56) cut the knot by 
proposing treme for preme. But the sense 
obtained is unsatisfactory, and no change is 
required. The words mean ‘do thou crush 

1 So Bury, Hermathena 8, p. 407. 
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924, Cist. 204, Juvenal 13, 57 (dome 
videre). The usage is here well illustrated 
and its origin shown by Cic. ad Fam. ix. 3 
sed quid ego nunc haec ad te, cuius domi nas- 
cuntur? yadk’ és ’AOyvas. In Livy vi. 56,9 
quod domi praeceptum erat we have a slight 
departure from the original sense of the 
word (‘what they had been told before- 
hand’). 

4. domo ‘from one’s own resources’ : 
Plaut. Bacch. 648, Cure. 685, Amph. 637 
(‘from within’), Zruc. 454, Poen. 216, 

Merc. 355. Livy xxii. }, 6 illustrates the 
origin of this use: magistratus id a domo Jerre 
‘brought it from home’=‘had it as their 
own.’ Numerous other instances could 
doubtless be quoted from Livy. 

E. A. SONNENSCHEIN. 

FLACCUS IV. 129—30. 

those princes only who are not thy match.’ 
From v. 151 we learn that Amycus fought 
with those who were ‘aequae uirtutis egentes,’ 
probably not as the result of deliberate 
choice, but expressing the simple fact that 
no one was fit to cope with him. J. 111 
indeed tells us that he selected to box with 
him only those who had ‘ forma praestantior.’ 
I do not understand the remarks of Mr. 
Summers (A study of the Argonauticon of 
V.F. p. 74) on these lines: but I do under- 
stand that ‘tortures’ is a mistranslation of 
‘torquet agens’ in v. 111 which surely means 
that Amycus hurled his victims into the 
sea. And surely the victims might have 
the ‘forma praestantior’ and yet be ‘aequae 
uirtutis egentes,’ relatively to Amycus. 

J. A. NAIRN. 

THE CARTHAGINIAN PASSAGES IN THE ‘POENULUS’ OF PLAUTUS. 

THE recent discovery of a collation of the 
_ lost ‘codex Turnebi’ (7) in a Gryphius 

edition of Plautus in the Bodleian Library 
(Class. Rev. xi. 177, 246) makes it possible 
to provide a more certain text of the Cartha- 
ginian passages in the Poenulus. With the 
help of Z’ we can trace the text of the 
‘ Palatine’ MSS. (B C D) further back than 
their common original (P). We can trace 

it as far as an archetype (P*) apparently 

little inferior in age to the Ambrosian 

Palimpsest (A), the sole representative of 

the other tradition of the text of Plautus. 

And we can detect the errors (e.g. /wewi for 

luful, v. 945) which were introduced into the 

text by the scribe of /, errors reproduced by 

all our extant minuscule MSS. 
Of the Carthaginian passage of ten lines 
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(Iambic Senarii), which are spoken by Hanno 
on his first appearance on the stage (Act v. 
Sc. i.), and which are followed by a Latin 
version in eleven (or ten) lines (vv. 950-60), 
there were two versions in antiquity. One of 
these (vv. 930-39), providing a smooth and 
intelligible text, was adopted by the arche- 
type of P4; the other (vv. 940-49), which 
offers more difficulty to interpreters, was 
adopted by the archetype of A. But this 
second version seems also to have been jotted 
in the margin of the archetype of P*, having 
been excerpted, we may guess, from a MS. 
of the A family. For it appeared in P* in- 
corporated in the text immediately after the 
first version, but with its first four lines 
written as three, and these grievously cur- 
tailed and corrupted.! 

In A each line is written continuously 
without division of the words. In P* both 
Carthaginian passages had probably the 
words divided. This division has been in 
the main preserved in our extant MSS. 
(B C D),? and seems to have been preserved 
in 7’ also. But it has probably suffered 
from the tendency of mediaeval scribes to 
write short words along with neighbouring 
long words and to break up foreign vocables 
into elements that might resemble Latin 
forms. Nor can we be sure that the variants 
from 7’, entered on the margin of the Oxford 
Gryphius, reproduce faithfully the word- 
division of 7. Here is a list of them, with 
the uncertain letters in italic type :—930 
ythalonium, 931 erybar, uimysthi, 932 ad ed 
in (adedin?) bynuii (bymy? possibly be- 
longing to v. 933), 933 bymarob hamolomin, 
935 yssiderbrum (-am 4), liful, 937 elycothi 
sith, 938 ydchid lithyly, 939 choth cufim 
(tu-?), 940 exalnim altimocum esse, 945 
butune celtummeco (celtu mmco?), mucro 
luful. We should expect to find, in ac- 
cordance with the ordinary practice of 
mediaeval scribes, confusion of the following 
letters in our MSS. :—(1) y, 7, u; especially 
substitution of ¢ for y, (2) ¢ and ch, ¢ and th, 
p and ph, (3) f for ph. And the transcription 
of foreign, unintelligible words would 
aggravate the tendency of a scribe to trans- 
pose the vowels of neighbouring syllables or 
to attach h to the wrong consonant of two 
consonants in proximity. In early minuscule, 
a script in which P and the original of 7’ 

1 How far the corruption is due to the torn or 
illegible state of the marginal jotting, and how far to 
erroneous transcription of un-Latin letters, or to an 
attempt to Latinize un-Latin words, is a point for 
Semitic scholars to decide. 

2 Notice the interpunctuation in B between these 
words of vy. 935 yth chil ys chon chem liful, and 
these of v. 936 yth binim ysdybur etc., ete. 
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were apparently written, c and ¢, y and 7, a 
and w were very similar in form. Both in 
minuscule and in majuscule script @ was 
easily mistaken for wu. 

Here is what seems to be the best avail- 
able text of the two versions, with a list of 
the more important variants. For a full 
list of variants the student must consult (1) 
Studemund’s Apograph of the Ambrosian 
Palimpsest (Berlin, 1889), (2) the critical 
apparatus of the large Teubner edition 
(Leipzig, 1884), (3) my ‘Codex Turnebi of 
Plautus’ (Oxford, 1898). Doubtful letters 
and words are in italics, 

First Version, contained only in P4* (the 
proto-archetype of (1) P, the archetype of 
our extant minuscule MSS., and of (2) 7, 
the ‘codex Turnebi’). 

930 ythalonimualonuthsicorathisymacom- 
syth 

chymlachchunythmumysthyalmycethy ba- 
ruimysehi 

liphocanethythbynuthiiadedinbynuii 
bymarobsyllohomalonimuybymysyrtho- 

ho 
bythlymmothynnoctothuulechantida- 

maschon 
935 yssidobrimthyfelythchylyschonchemli- 

ful 
ythbinimysdy burthinnochotnuagorast- 

ocles 
ythemanethihychirsaelychotsithnaso 
bynnyydchi/luchilygubulimlasibitthym 
bodéalytheraynnynnuyslymmonchothiu- 

sim 

Notes :—The Greek letter X, the ‘ nota 
personae’ of Hanno was prefixed to v. 930. 
The scene-heading was HANNO POENVS LOQUI- 

tvR. 930 ythalonim P, ythalonium 7. The 
reading of Z' seems at first sight to be con- 
firmed by the MSS. of Rufinus in Metr. 
Terent. vi. 560, 28 K. Rufinus quotes from 
Sisenna’s commentary on the Poenulus the 
explanation of haloniwm (so the MSS.) as the 
Carthaginian word for god, to be pronounced 
with the first (?) syllable? long: Sisenna in 
commentario Poenuli Plautinae fabulae sic. 
‘Halonium Poeni dicunt deum; et pro- 
ducenda syllaba metri gratia, sicut exigit 

iambus). But -iwm for -im is a natural 
change for a mediaeval scribe to make (cf. 

3 Beside the actually recorded variants of 7’, one 

may within limits infer the reading of 7’ from the 

absence of any record of its divergence from the 

reading of the Gryphius text. 
4 The lengthening of this syllable is mentioned 

apparently as one of a number of other metrical 

licences (real or seeming) of Plautus, such as the 

lengthening of the first syllable of latrones. 
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v. 1023 below) in order to adapt the ending 
to a Latin form, and may possibly have been 
made independently by the scribe of 7’ and 
the scribe of the archetype of the Rufinus 
MSS. Sisenna’s remark clearly proves that 
the Carthaginian lines are Iambic Senarii 
like their Latin translation (vv. 950-60). 
931. The marginal erybar (eiybar ?) uimysthe 
(winiystht ?) of the Oxford Gryphius may be 
miswritten for chybar wimysthi or the like. 932 
Whether the Oxford variant bynuii (bynuy ? 
byimy ? possibly for bymy) refers to this line 
or the next (hamolomim bymy ?) is open to 
doubt. P may have had bynuhit. 933. 
The ending of the Oxford marginal entry is 
difficult to decipher, hamolomim, or -dut, or 

-ine. It can scarcely be -inur. The urby 
of B for the uyby of CD is merely the 
common mistake of transcribing as 7 the 
early minuscule form of y. 935. In the 
Oxford marginal entries o is often mis- 
written as 7, so that yssiderbrum (-am) may 
represent yssidobrum or the like. The con- 
fusion of -wm and -im is frequent both in 
majuscule and in minuscule MSS. 936. 
thinnochot B, -chut CD. There is no evi- 
dence of Z'to enable us to decide; but the 
text of Bin the Poenulus is in much better 
repute than that of the original (P°”) from 
which C and D were directly transcribed. 
937. aelychot P, elycothi 7’. The initial ¢ 
of the Z'reading may have been ae in the 
original, 938. idchilliihily P, ydchid lithyly 
7; lasibit thim B, lasibit thym P°, 989, 
bodi B, body P”; mon P, Zn.l.; choth 
lusim P, choth iufim (tufim ?) 7. 

Second Version, contained in A (the Am- 
brosian Palimpsest), and, in a less perfect 
form, in P* :— 

him 
940 ythalonimualonuthsycorathiisthymaco- 

msyth 
combattumamtialme/lotiambeat 
dulecanthiconaalonimbalumbardechor 
batsellihunesobinesubicsillimbalim 
esseantidamasconalemuedubertefet 

945 oonobunthunecelthummcommucrolu- 
ful 

altanimauosduberithemhyacharistoclem 
sittesedanecnasotersahelicot 
alemusdubertemurmycopsuestitti 
ena orp elusellmienmn nen 

us 

Notes :—In P‘ was prefixed the Scene- 
heading HANNO (1) PoENVS PyNIcE (?) DV. 
(sc. ‘Diverbium,’ ¢.e. in Iamb. Sen.) The 
Scene-heading in A, perhaps identical, is now 
illegible. 940-5, For these four lines P?“ had 
only three, which in P appeared in this form :— 
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N. exanolimuolanussuccurratimistimaltim - 

acumesse 

concubitumabellocutimbeatlulacantic- 

hona 

enuseshuiecsilihcpanasseathidmascon 

The fourth line in P4 began with alem 

ete.; the fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth 

correspond closely with vv. 945-9 of A. 940 

The line began with exalonim in P*. Is the 

ex- a corruption due to a prefixed X, the 

‘nota personae’ of Hanno (see above)? The 

excessive length of the line in A and in 

P4 makes one suspect that a suprascript 

variant had been incorporated in the verse. 

If so, the al of altimacwmesse of P* may have 

been merely the symbol AL. (i.e. ‘aliter’). 

A has between sicorathi and syth the curious 

jumble isthymhimihymacom. 941 Unfortun- 

ately there are no 7'-variants for this line 

(nor for the three following). The P-reading 

is clearly Latinized (cf. sucewrrat for sicora- 

thi in the preceding line). Does eutim, com- 

pared with tiam of A, suggest some original 

like chthym? 942 iulecanthe(i!)cona 4, 

lulacantichona P. 943 The opening part of 

the line in A cannot be deciphered with cer- 

tainty. The P-text differs widely from the 

A-text of the remaining part. 944 (end) fet 

A, fel P. In majuscule writing ¢ and / are 

easily confused. 945 d(ojono A, ono P; 

bunthunec A, butune 7?“ ; celthumucommu- 

ero A, celtummcomucro P4. 946 duberi- 

themhu A, ouberhenthy P. 947 sittesedanec 

A, etteseanec (-nehe?) P; tersa A, ctelia P. 

948 temurmu 4A, termi P; titi A, tipti P. 

949 aocea A, aode P; iussilimlimmim 4, 

iussumlimnim P. 
What is the relation of this second ver- 

sion to the first? Of the end of the play 
there are also two versions ; though, unlike 

the two versions of the Carthaginian passage, 

both appear in A and in the ‘ Palatine’ re- 

cension. The earliest edition of Plautus we 

may conceive to have been made with the 
help of stage-copies; and where two stage- 
copies exhibited different versions, either a 

choice was made or the two rivals were 

adopted side by side. The determination of 

the relation of the second to the first version 

of the Carthaginian passage would throw 
welcome light on the history of the ‘ Pala- 
tine’ and ‘ Ambrosian’ recensions. 

It remains to exhibit the best available 

text of the other Carthaginian lines and 
words in Plautus :— 

Poen. 994 Auo (AP*). 
995 annobynmytthymballebechaedreanech 
(annobynmytthymballeudradaitannech A 
anno muthum balle bechaedre anech /*), 
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998 auo (AP*) donni (AP*). 
1002 meharbocea (mepharbua A, me har- 

bocca P*). 
1006 rufe (Latin?) ennyechoissam (ru- 

fee(y ?)nnycchoissam A, rufeen nuco istam 
A 

1010 muphursa (A?*) miuulec hi an na 
(P, AT nt). 

1013 lechlachananilimniichot (lechlachan- 
ane ie A, laechlachananimliminichot 
iP), 

1016 assam (assam A, issam P). 
1017 palumergadetha (palumzrgadetha 4A, 

palumergadetha P). 
1023 muphonnimsycorathim (mufonnim- 

si(y ?)ccoratim A, muphonnium suchorachim 
vel -him P*). 

1027 gunebelbalsameniyrasa (gunebbal- 
samemly(i?)ryla A, gunebelbalsamenierasan 
vel -am P*), 
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1141 auonesilli (auammailli A, haudones- 
illi P). 
hauonbanesilliimustine (hauonbanesill . . 
mustine A, hauon bene si illi in mustine /). 

1142 mepsietenestedumetalannacestimim 
(mi(e ?)pstaetemestwsdumetalan .... sti—A 
messiestenestedum—7’, mepsietenestedumet- 
alamnacestimim P). 

1152 lachanna (lach .. na A, lachanam P*). 

I may add that an ‘ African’ word mu, 
strangely included by Charisius (i. 240, 3 K.) 
among Latin interjections, appears in a 
play (the ‘Caecus’ or ‘Praedones’) at- 
tributed to Plautus :— 

A. Quis tu es qui ducis me? B. Mu. A. 
Perii hercle, Afer est. 

W. M. Linpsay. 

BLAYDES’ ADVERSARIA. 

Adversaria in varios poetas graecos et latinos, 
by Frep. H. M. Biaypes. Halis Saxon- 
um, 1898. 

Mr. Buaypes has given us some 200 
pages of notes and conjectures on the Latin 
and Greek poets of which the majority will 
be of value to many students. To some of 
the writers—and they are very numerous— 
he has paid greater attention than to others, 
and his work certainly deserves the attention 
of readers of Theognis, Theocritus, Pindar, 
Horace, of Aeschylus and of the fragments 
of the Greek Tragedians. It is not merely 

that many of his conjectures and emenda- 
tions of the texts of these writers are in- 
genious and sometimes almost convincing, 
but his pages in hundreds of brief notes 
contain the conjectures of others and happy 
illustrations or elucidations such as a per- 
usal of classical writers unremitted during 
a long life can alone furnish. 

Mr. Blaydes’ book is we notice printed 
and published at Halle and the type and 
matter is as gocd as the contents are on the 
whole interesting to students of the classics. 

F. C. ConyBEARE. 

ROHDEN AND DESSAU’S PROSOPOGRAPHIA IMPERII ROMANTI. 

Prosopographia Imperii Romani. Pars LII. 
(P—Z). Consilio et auctoritate Aca- 
demiae Scientiarum Regiae Borussicae. 
(Berolini apud Georgium Retmerum. 
MDCCCLXXXXvilI). 25 Marks. 

Witn laudable promptitude comes the 
third volume of a work which, as we can 
affirm from use of the earlier volumes 
(published last year), is invaluable for pur- 
poses of reference. Some notice of the 
general scope of the book appeared in the 
Classical Review for Dec. 1897. It is a sort 

of Dictionary of Biography, as complete as 
anyone could wish where the materials are 
quite solid and trustworthy, but omitting all 
theories and reconstructions of character, and 
giving chiefly facts of public, official, or 
historical value. It could never have been 
written without incessant and_ restless 
thumbing of indices to other works, as well 
as of the works themselves. But the labour 
has not been in vain. The preparation of 
the third volume was assigned to P. v. 
Rohden, and, on his illness, was completed 

by H. Dessau, the compiler of vol. ii, who 
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has of course had the use of v. Rohden’s 
papers. Vol. iii seems to be printed with 
the same remarkable care and accuracy 
which we noticed in the preceding parts of 
the book. A fourth volume is in prospect, 
to contain the fusti consulares and lists of 

\ 
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magistrates and officials, within the same 
limits as the rest of the work, z.e. the battle 

of Actium and the rise of Diocletian to 

supreme power. 
F. T. RicHarps. 

SEGEBADE AND LOMMATZSCH’S LEXICON TO PETRONIUS. 

Lexicon Petronianum composuerunt JOANNES 

SEGEBADE et Ernestus LoMMATZSCH, pp. 
vil, 274. Leipzig, Teubner. 1898. 

Mk. 14. 

Tuts lexicon is an indispensable adjunct to 
the study of Petronius. It was begun, and 
a third part of it (A to hic) written out in 
its final shape by Segebade before his un- 
timely death: the second editor then 
completed the work from Segebade’s 
materials. The plan is the same as that of 
Menge and Preuss’s lexicon to Caesar except 
that the German translations are omitted. 
The basis of the lexicon is Buecheler’s third 
edition (1882) but all the fragments are 
added which are contained in his editio maior. 
Full account is taken of recent conjectures, 
though the most improbable of the older 
ones are ignored. The ridiculous practice of 

enumerating every occurrence of the com- 
monest words in the language without 
classification is not adopted: thus the 
occurrences of esse with an adjective 
predicate are omitted, and those of e¢, which 
occupy six and a half pages of the lexicon, 
are distributed under the proper heads. The 
citations, so far as I have verified them, are 
accurate. The brief preface includes a short 
account of the vocabulary and grammar of 
Petronius which does not call for much 
remark. It may be doubted whether collo- 
cations like nemo nihil are grecisms: all 
over the world the vulgar tongue is fond of 
the reduplicated negative. The following 

_forms which occur in Mr. Lommatzsch’s 
preface are not in accordance with correct 
Latinity : impetratus swm—poematibus—dua 
(neuter)—ceperat (for coeperat or tnceperat). 

Be cael oe 

BRADLEY AND BENSON’S PHILOSOPHICAL LECTURES AND REMAINS 

OF R. L. NETTLESHIP. 

Philosophical Lectures and Remains of R. L. 
Nettleship. Edited by A. C. BrapDLeEy 
and G. R. Benson. London (Macmillan), 
1897. 

Tus is not the place to dwell upon the 
character and abilities of Lewis Nettleship, 
either from personal recollections going 
back to undergraduate days at Balliol, or 
from a general survey of what he wrote and 
spoke, and the admirable memoir of him 
contributed to these volumes by his friend 
Professor Andrew Bradley. His premature 
death on Mont Blanc in 1892 was a great 
loss to Oxford and above all to his college, 
and even here it may be permissible to refer 
to the striking and characteristic passage 
relating to him in Jowett’s College Sermons. 
He was not a rapid worker and his time 

NQ. CVIII. VOL, XII, 

was much taken up with teaching ; but it 

seems likely that, if he had lived, he might 

have produced some original philosophical 
work of considerable importance. 

In these Remains what seems to me of 

the greatest intrinsic value relates to logic. 

But much the larger part of the two 

volumes is occupied with Plato, and this is 

all that Iam entitled to deal with in the 

Classical Review. The first volume contains 

among other things a long essay on Plato's 

Conception of Goodness and the Good. This 

was meant to be a chapter of a book on 

Plato which Nettleship undertook for the 

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge. 

He had himself begun to cut it down con- 

siderably. It is easy to understand that 

the editors did not like to omit anything, 

nor could they, without to some extent 
EE 
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spoiling the form of the essay. But what 
might well appear in such a book as Nettle- 
ship had in mind is not equally well suited 
to the publication it has eventually found. 
The very long abstracts of such Platonic 
dialogues as the Gorgias, the Philebus, the 

Republic (part), though of course excellently 
done, hardly justify publication, when 
Balliol has already given us Jowett’s simi- 
lar analyses, not to mention the other books 
we have, such as Grote’s Plato, which con- 
tain the same matter. Nettleship’s work, for 
instance the essay of unusual length in 
Hellenica, had perhaps a tendency to diffuse- 
ness, and I am not sure whether the editors 
were right in restoring to this paper on the 
Good passages which, they tell us, the author 
himself had excised. 

It is natural to compare Nettleship’s 
paper with Mr. Shorey’s study, Zhe Idea of 
Good in Plato’s Republic (Chicago, 1895). 
The two studies have much in common, and 
their explanation of Plato’s meaning is, if I 
understand them rightly, to a large extent 
the same. Mr. Shorey writes that ‘as “the 
good of them,’ the purpose, the épyov, or 
the type is the chief cause of things in 
both the physical and the moral world, so it 
is their best explanation’: and again that 
the Idea of Good is ‘a rational, consistent 
conception of the greatest possible attain- 
able human happiness, of the ultimate laws 
of God, nature, or man that sanction con- 
duct, and of the consistent application of 
these laws in legislation, government, and 
education.’ Nettleship puts it that ‘to 
discover the truth of things is to discover 
their reason, that is, to see them in their 
true order and relations. And that which 
determines their order and relations is always 
some form of “good”’ (p. 362), and (p. 
363) the highest function of education is to 
supply man with an adequate object in ‘the 
ultimate Good or reason of the world,’ while 
‘the dictates of law and morality, if pressed 
for their final justification, lead to the con- 
ception of the same ultimate Good.’ I 
think mature scholars will hold Mr. 
Shorey’s paper somewhat the more valuable 
of the two, but the difference of conditions 
and aim must be borne in mind. 

The lectures on that great Oxford book, 
the Republic, filling the whole of the second 
volume, seem to me to deserve very high 
praise. They do not deal at all with the 
Greek text, nor is there any display of 
Platonic erudition or dialectical skill in 
citation of illustrative matter and in state- 
ment and discussion of various views. 
They are put together, we are informed, 
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from the notes of pupils, not from MSS. of 
Nettleship’s own; it may be presumed, 
however, that these topics were not handled 
by him. Butasaclear, sympathetic, skilful, 
and in a sense complete exposition, with 
some criticism added, of all the chief con- 
tents of the Republic, the lectures are 
admirable. No topic of importance is 
passed over, and, though one may not concur 
in every point of interpretation, it is an 
excellent piece of work. In this volume, 
which might well be published separately at 
a lower price, the teaching of the Republic 
is set forth in a way quite sufficient for 
most readers and intelligible to almost all. 
Not that it is at all ‘popular’ in the 
common sense of the word. It is thoroughly 
scholarly and requires close attention, but 
it has none of the wilful or careless obscurity 
that often renders such writing difficult and 
even unintelligible. Nettleship always 
knew what he meant and knew how to say 
it. If he was always careful about com- 
mitting himself, it was at any rate not to 
obscurity that he had recourse. Thus his 
comments on the more difficult parts of the 
treatise from the later pages of Book V. to 
the end of VIL. will be found of great 
assistance to the student. He is, by the 
way, when he makes the ‘ignorance’ which 
is correlative to not-being, as knowledge is 
correlative to being, simply ‘ blankness of 
the mind,’ surely more in the right than 
Mr. Lutoslawski, who in his recent and 
most valuable book on the logic of Plato 
says that ‘ignorance’ here is identical with 
wrong opinion. But on the vexed question 
of the exact difference between the ‘ justice’ 
and ‘temperance’ of the Republic I cannot 
think he has made everything clear by 
explaining justice as a sense of duty. 

The editors have done very skilfully their 
really difficult task of putting these lectures 
together from various people’s notes taken 
in various years. It is Mr. Benson who 
seems mainly to have undertaken this part 
of the work, and he is entitled to great 
praise for the way in which he has carried 
it out, not least for the exclusion of those 
repetitions which are not only unavoidable 
but often actually desirable in oral teaching. 
He has added a very few notes of his own, 
in one of which he seems to me to have 
fallen into an odd error. When Socrates 
speaks to Glaucon (534 D) of rots cavrot 
raidas ods TO Adyw TpEepets TE Kal waidevers, he 
does not mean Glaucon’s actual sons as Mr. 
Benson seems to take it (p. 289) but his 
spiritual children, the ‘airy burgomasters ’ 
of the ideal state. The translation of 

—_—e 
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Tavaykata Sikata Kadot kat kaka (493 C) by 
‘can only say that the just and good are the 
necessary ’ (p. 206 note) seems to be Nettle- 
ship’s, and is somewhat misleading. More 
serious are two misunderstandings of the 
Greek in the famous Theaetetus passage 
(176 A foll.) quoted at the end of Vol. I. 
The subject of ovyywpetvy in 176 D is ‘we,’ 
not the man spoken of ; in 177 A the mean- 
ing is that impure souls after death will not 

gain admission to the ‘pure region,’ but by 
reincarnation or otherwise will still, as in 
the Phaedo, haunt this unclean and evil 
earth, living as they did before. Both 
Nettleship and Jowett seem to take the 
time of this haunting to be before death, 
not after it; but perhaps their views are not 
quite clear. 

H. Ricwarbs. 

HEADLAM’S EDITION OF THE MEDEA, 

Euripidis Medea, edited with introduction 
and notes by C. E. 8. Heapuam, M.A. 
Pp. i-xxv. 1-124. Pitt Press Series. 
2s. 6d. 

THERE is a freshness and originality about 
this edition of the J/edea which makes it 
pleasant reading. The editor is not a mere 
compiler. In dealing with the many difficult 
passages which occur in this play, he has 
exercised his own judgment, and put forward 
his own views clearly and concisely, but 
without dogmatism, and with due deference 
to the opinions of others. The text is very 
conservative. The editor seems unwilling to 
accept an emendation, and he retains and 
defends the MSS. reading in several passages 
(137, 160, 843, 851, 1053) where the text is 
usually considered corrupt, and emendation 
necessary. 

Line 30. 7v py is retained, and defended 
as a colloquialism, 45. KadAduxov oiceras is 
translated ‘ win a prize of success.’ Neither 
of the passages quoted justifies this use of 
kaAAivixov without the article as a noun, and 
to take xaAAivixov With €xOpay, as Mr. Verrall 
does, is better. 

106. In this difficult’passage Mr. H. puts 
a full stop at oiuwy7js, and gives as a literal 
rendering ‘ plain it is that from a beginning 
is gathering a cloud of lamentation: I fear 
that presently she will make it blaze with 
access of rage.’ védos oipwyns is defended 
by édpvwv vedos (Hippol 173) and by roAgnov 
véhos. otevaypov védos in Herc. Fur. 1140 
might also be quoted. 

137. éred por pirov (sc. d@ua) Kexpavrat. 
The scholiast’s explanation of Kéxpaytai, 
TeTeAcoTat olov trdpxe is adopted. The sense 
is good, but the meaning of kéxpavtac more 
than doubtful. 

160. & peyara Mews kar wot “Aprew. The 
editor keeps the MSS. reading, and thinks 

Artemis is appealed to ‘with special reference 
to her magical aid in the domain of love.’ 
The difficulty which arises from the nurse’s 
mention of Zeus in 168 is got over by sup- 
posing that she inaccurately reports the 
words of Medea, and misses the significance 
of the appeal to Artemis. This explanation 
is certainly ingenious, but not quite con- 
vincing. The reply of the nurse is strongly 
in favour of Munro’s conjecture kai zdcis 
apt. pe, and may it not be urged against 
retaining zotvi "Aptew, that Medea would 
have appealed to the goddess under the name 
of Hekate, not Artemis, as it is under that 
name she appears as patroness of spells, cf. 
395. 

209. vvxuov is well defended by the remark 
that ‘a night voyage was a daring feat, and 
implies desperate effort to elude pursuit.’ 

215-18 is a well-known crux. Mr. H. 
reads dvcvo.av, tovs év Ovpaiors, and pabvutav, 
and translates ‘1 know that many people by 
a reserved demeanour get a reputation for 
sourness or slothful indifference—some who 
appear in public because men judge them by 
the eye.’ It seems simplest to translate rots 
pev oupatov aro—‘ Some through the fault 
of their eyes,’ as Mr. Verrall does in his 
school edition. No edition at hand points 
out that Ennius and Cicero seem to take 
eEnrAOov Souwv as meaning ‘I left my father’s 
home in Colchis,’ or that it is possible to 
take ceuvovs in a good sense: ‘I know many 
who have (left their country and gained) 
high respect.’ In this connection I would 
refer to a note on Cicero Fam. vii. 6 in 
Hermathena vol. v. where this passage of 
the Medea is discussed. 

305. eiut & ovK ayav cody. The MSS. 

reading is kept and translated ‘ others again 
find me disagreeable nor do [ seem to them 
particularly wise.’ If the clause is so very 
closely connected with what goes before the 

E=2 
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stop before e«izé should be omitted. Jt is 
better, however, to keep the stop. Medea 
is here attempting to disarm Creon of his 
suspicions. In 303 she admits she is cody, 
here she denies she is ayav cody. ‘ But in 
spite of the different opinions people form 
about me I am not so very wise.’ This 
rendering gives more force to 6é. 

841. Mr. H. defends the MSS. reading 
which is usually considered corrupt. He 
refers zodus to Athens, and ywpa to Attica. 
A comma is placed at éctav, and the difficult 
per’ addwv is treated as a prolepsis and 
translated ‘to associate with others.’ 

852. réexvwv of the MSS. is defended as an 
obj. gen. dependent on the idea of the clause 
xelpt...roApav. In spite of Mr. H.’s ingenious 
defence of this view, it is hard to accept it. 

905. In this difficult line the ingenious 
conjecture of Mr. Walter Headlam is adopt- 
ed ydapous mapeyrodGvr éremoaxtous moow. 
évetoaxtous is an excellent word, but it is 
hard to see why it was ousted by dAXo‘ovs, 
which however has no meaning here unless 
it can mean ‘wrong,’ we. different from 
right. ; 

1053. The MSS. reading éxet pel’ 7qyav 
Covres usually considered corrupt is retained, 
and defended by translating ‘ In the land of 
exile they will cheer thee, if they continue 
alive with me,’ z.e. as I continue. pel’ qpav 
is compared with pytpos pera in 892 ‘as your 
mother does.’ 

1104. otvrws is read, but the translation 
of dpotdos ‘the children’s spirit of Life 

vanishes to the world below,’ calls for some 
remark. ¢poddos means ‘ gone,’ ‘ vanished,’ 
i.e. has the meaning of a perfect tense. 
Here it may be compared with the use of a 
perf. for a future, cf. Soph. Philoct. 75. 

1216. rofewi daxptourr cvpdpopa is read, 
and explained as rofotca daxpva svpdopa, a 
poetical inversion. But as zoGeuwds is always 
passive, with daxpvour it could only mean 
‘desired,’ 7.e. followed by tears as L. and 8. 
translate. This is so harsh that few will 
accept it. 

In the very corrupt passage 1263-5 only 
one change is adopted zizva 7 émi for 
mirvouvr ext. Mr. H.’s translation: of the 
passage makes good sense in English, but it 
is hard to see how it is derived from the 
Greek. 

In a second edition, if the editor would 
add notes on the following lines he would 
make his book still more useful. On 228 
the reading yryvéoxew xedds for which the 
editor reads yryvéoxw, might be mentioned, 
and a longer note on cww7ydds codds (320) 
would be useful. Attention might be called 
to the quotation in 522. A note might be 
added on ecidapovoirny (1068) as contrasted 
with the reading eidapovotrov. 

1293. The construction of yjs and xpud- 
@yvar should be noticed. There is ro note 
on the metrical irregularity in 1393. It 
remains to add that there is an excellent 
introduction, and a copious index. 

W. EH. P. Corter. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
AN UNKNOWN MS. OF THE AGRICOLA OF TACITUS. 

Tue following note is from a dissertation 
by Dr. R. Wuensch on various MSS. of the 
Germania in Hermes xxxii. (1897) p. 59. 

‘Nach Abfassung dieser Zeilen hatte ich 
Gelegenheit, eine Germania-Handschrift der 
Capitular-Bibliothek von Toledo einzusehen, 
ueber deren Vorhandensein Herr Ober- 
bibliothekar Dr. A. Holder mich giitigst 
belehrt hatte. Sie ist signiert num. 49, 2, 
geschrieben 1468—1474 von M. Angelus 
Tuders, Stadtschreiber von Foligno, und 
enthalt ausser der Germania...den Agricola 
und einige Plinius-briefe. Einen besonderen 
Werth scheinen die Lesarten dieser Hand- 
schrift nicht zu haben.’ 

Editors of the Germania may probably be 

justified in thus summarily dismissing this 
MS. ; but to other students of Tacitus by 
far the most important fact is that it also 
contains the Agricola. Of this treatise 
only two MSS. are known, both of very late 
date, and traceable to some one wholly 

unknown original, and the existence of any 
third MS. of certainly not later date than 
these is a very interesting discovery. As 
the announcement does not seem to have 
been hitherto noticed, it is well here to 

direct attention to it, in the hope that some 
scholar may find an opportunity of giving 
us a full collation of this portion of the MS. 

H. Furneaux, 
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LEOPARDI’S ODE ON THE MONUMENT OF DANTE AT FLORENCE. 

The following version was made in con- 
nection with the Italian celebration of the 
hundredth anniversary of Leopardi’s birth 
at Recanati (June 29, 1898) and privately 
printed. Professor Jebb’s permission has 
been obtained for its publication in the 
Classical Review: and the subjoined brief 
summary is taken from the prefatory note 
to the private issue of the translation. 

The sequence of topics may be shown in 
outline as follows (the two principal parts of 
the ode being denoted by I. and IT.) :— 

I. Verses 1—17. Italy should honour her 
great sons who are gone; she has none such 
left now. 

18—34. The deep reproach that Dante 
has no memorial on Tuscan soil. 

35—73. The praise of those who are 
preparing to remove that reproach. 

SOPRA IL MONUMENTO DI DANTE 
CHE SI PREPARAVA IN FIRENZE. 

Perché le nostre genti 

Pace sotto le bianche ali raccolga, 

Non fien da’ lacci sciolte 

Dell’ antico sopor 1’ itale menti 

Or S’ ai patrii esempi della prisca etade 

Questa terra fatal non si rivolga. 

O Italia, a cor ti stia 

Far ai passati onor; ché d’ altrettali 

Oggi vedove son le tue contrade, 

10 Né v’ é chi @’ onorar ti si convegnay 

Volgiti indietro, e guarda, o patria mia, 

Quella schiera infinita d’ immortali, 

E piangi e di te stessa ti disdegna ; 

Ché senza sdegno omai la doglia 

stolta : 

oO- 

15 Volgiti e ti vergogna e ti riscuoti, 

E ti punga una volta 

Pensier degli avi nostri e de’ nepoti. 

D’ aria e d’ ingegno e di parlar 

diverso 

74—102. Apostrophe to Dante. If he is 

conscious of these destined honours, he 

values them, not as done to himself, but for 

the spur which they may give to the spirit 

of his country, now fallen so low. 
TI. 103—136. And happy indeed was 

Dante to have died before Italy became a 

prey to foreign invaders. 
137—170. The piteous fate of the Italians 

who perished in Napoleon’s Russian cam- 

paign. 
171—187. Will no one arise to rescue 

the fatherland of Dante from these mise- 

ries 4 
188—200. If the memories and monu- 

ments of Italy can no more rouse her sons, 

then let them pass out of the land, and 

leave it desolate for ever. 

TOIS, WAPASKEYAZOMENOIS 
TO EN ®AQPENTIAI TOY AANTE 

MNHMEION. 
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Per lo toseano suol cereando gia 

L’ ospite desioso 

Dove giaccia colui per lo cui verso 

Il meonio cantor non é pil solo. 

Ed, oh vergogna! udia 

Che non che il cener freddo e |’ ossa 

nude 

Giaccian esuli ancora 

Dopo il funereo di sott’ altro suolo, 

Ma non sorgea dentro a tue mura un 

Sasso, 

Firenze, a quello per la cui virtude 

Tutto il mondo t’ onora. 

Oh voi pietosi onde si tristo e basso 

Obbrobrio lavera nostro paese ! 

Bell’ opra hai tolta e di che amor ti 

rende, 

Schiera prode e cortese, 

Qualunque petto amor d’ Italia accende. 

Amor qd’ Italia, o cari, 

Amor di questa misera vi sproni, 

Vér cui pietade é morta 

In ogni petto omai, percid che amari 

Giorni dopo il seren dato n’ ha il cielo. 

Spirti v’ aggiunga e vostra opra coroni 

Misericordia, o figli, 

E duolo e sdegno di cotanto affanno 

Onde bagna costei le guance e il velo. 

Ma voi di quale ornar parola o canto 

Si debbe, a cui non pur cure o consigli, 

Ma dell’ ingegno e della man daranno 

I sensi e le virtudi eterno vanto 

Oprate e mostre nella dolce impresa ? 

(Quali a voi note invio, si che nel core, 

Si che nell’ alma accesa 

Nova favilla indurre abbian valore ? 

Voi spirera I’ altissimo subbietto, 

bo Or 
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Ed acri punte premeravvi al seno. 

Chi dira I’ onda e il turbo 

Del furor vostro e dell’ immenso 

affetto ? 

Chi pingera |’ attonito sembiante ? 

Chi degli occhi il baleno ? 

Qual pud voce mortal celeste cosa 

Agguagliar figurando ? 

Lunge sia, lunge alma profana. Oh 

quante 

Lacrime al nobil sasso Italia serba ! 

Come cadra? come dal tempo résa 

Fia vostra gloria o quando ? 

Voi, di che il nostro mal si disacerba, 

Sempre vivete, o care arti divine, 

Conforto a nostra sventurata gente, 

Fra I itale ruine 

GI itali pregi a celebrare intente. 

Ecco voglioso anch’ io 

Ad onorar nostra dolente madre 

Porto quel che mi lice, 

EK mesco all’ opra vostra il canto mio, 

Sedendo w’ vostro ferro i marmi avviva. 

O dell’ etrusco metro inclito padre, 

Se di cosa terrena, 

Se di costei che tanto alto locasti 

Qualche novella ai vostri lidi arriva, 

lo so ben che per te gioia non senti, 

Ché saldi men che cera e men ch’ arena, 

Verso la fama che di te lasciasti, 

e dalle nostre Son bronzi e marmi; 

menti 

Se mai cadesti ancor, s’ unqua cadrai, 

Cresca, se crescer pud, nostra sciaura, 

E in sempiterni guai 

Pianga tua stirpe a tutto il mondo 

oscura 
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Ma non per te ; per questa ti rallegri 

Povera patria tua, s’ unqua |’ esempio 

Degli avi e de’ parenti 

Ponga ne’ figli sonnacchiosi ed egri 

Tanto valor che un tratto alzino il viso. 

Ahi, da che lungo scempio 

Vedi afflitta costei, che si meschina 

Te salutava allora 

Che di novo salisti al paradiso ! 

Oggi ridotta si che, a quel che vedi, 

Fu fortunata allor donna e reina. 

Tal miseria |’ accora 

Qual tu forse mirando a te non credi. 

Taccio gli altri nemici e |’ altre doglie, 

Ma non la pit recente e la pit fera, 

Per cui presso alle soglie 

Vide la patria tua l ultima sera. 

Beato te che il fato 

A viver non dannd fra tanto orrore ; 

Che non vedesti in braccio 

L’ itala moglie a barbaro soldato ; 

Non predar, non guastar cittadi e cdlti 

L’ asta inimica e il peregrin furore ; 

Non deg!’ itali ingegni 

Tratte l’ opre divine a miseranda 

Schiavitude oltre |’ alpe, e non de’ folti 

Carri impedita la dolente via ; 

Non gli aspri cenni ed i superbi regni ; 

Non udisti gli oltraggi e la nefanda 

Voce di liberté che ne schernia 

Tra il suon delle catene e de’ flagelli. 

Chi non si duol? che non soffrimmo ? 

intatto 

Che lasciaron quei felli? 

Qual tempio, quale altare o qual mis- 
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-Perché venimmo a si perversi tempi? 

Perché il nascer ne desti o perché 

prima 

Non ne desti il morire, 

Acerbo fato? onde a stranieri ed empi 

Nostra patria vedendo ancella e schiava 

E da mordace lima 

Roder la sua virti, di null’ aita 

E di nullo conforto. 

Lo spietato dolor che la stracciava 

Ammollir ne fu dato in parte alcuna. 

Ahi non il sangue nostro e non la vita 

Avesti, 0 cara; e morto 

To non son per la tua cruda fortuna. 

Qui I’ ira al cor, qui la pietade abbonda : 

Pugno, cadde gran parte anche di noi: 

Ma per la moribonda 

Italia no’; per li tiranni suoi. 

Padre, se non ti sdegni, 

Mutato sei da quel che fosti in terra. 

Morian per le rutene 

Squallide piagge, ahi d’ altra morte 

degni, 

Gl’ itali prodi; e lor fea l’ aere e il 

cielo 

E gli uomini e le belve immensa guerra. 

Cadeano a squadre a squadre 

Semivestiti, maceri e cruenti, 

Ed era letto agli egri corpi il gelo. 

Allor, quando traean |’ ultime pene, 

Membrando questa desiata madre, 

Diceano: oh non le nubi e non i venti, 

Ma ne spegnesse il ferro, e per tuo 

bene, 

O patria nostra. Ecco da te rimoti, 

Quando pit bella a noi |’ eta sorride, 

A tutto il mondo ignoti, 
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Moriam per quella gente che t’ uccide. 

Di lor querela il boreal deserto 

E conscie fur le sibilanti selve. 

Cosi vennero al passo, 

Ki negletti cadaveri all’ aperto 

Su per quello di neve orrido mare 

Dilacerar le belve ; 

E sari il nome degli egregi e forti 

Pari mai sempre ed uno 

Con quel de’ tardi e vili. Anime care, 

Bench’ infinita sia vostra sciagura, 

Datevi pace ; e questo vi conforti 

Che conforto nessuno 

Avrete in questa o nell’ eta futura. 

In seno al vostro smisurato affanno 

Posate, o di costei veraci figli, 

Al cui supremo danno 

Il vostro solo é tal che s’ assomigli. 

Di voi gia non si lagna 

La patria vostra, ma di chi vi spinse 

A pugnuar contra lei, 

Si ch’ ella sempre amaramente piagna 

E il suo col vostro lacrimar confonda. 

O di costei ch’ ogni altra gloria vinse 

Pieta nascesse in core 

A tal de’ suoi ch’ affaticata e lenta 

Di si buia vorago e si profonda 

La ritraesse! O glorioso spirto, 

Dimmi: 

Di: 

d’ Italia tua morto é I’ amore ? 

quella fiamma che t’ accese, é 

spenta ? 

Di: né pill mai rinverdira quel mirto 

Ch’ alleggid per gran tempo il nostro 

male? 

Nostre corone al suol fien tutte sparte? 

Né sorgera mai tale 

Che ti rassembri in qualsivoglia parte ? 
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In eterno perimmo? e il nostro 

scorno 

Non ha verun confine ? 

190 Io mentre viva andrd sclamando in- 

torno : 

Volgiti agli avi tuoi, guasto legnaggio ; 

Mira queste ruine 

E le carte e le tele e i marmi e i 

templi ; 

Pensa qual terra premi; e se destarti 

195 Non pud la luce di cotanti esempli, 

Che stai? lévati e parti. 

Non si conviene a si corrotta usanza 

Questa d’ animi eccelsi altrice e scola : 

Se di codardi é stanza, 

200 Meglio l’ é rimaner vedova e sola. 
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NOTE ON CYPRIOTE POTTERY. 

M. E. Porrrer, to whose Catalogue des 
Vases Antiques de Terre-cuite du Louvre 
students of ancient pottery owe so many 
valuable observations, has been good enough 
to call my attention to a passage in my 
paper on ‘ Excavations in Cyprus in 1894,’ 
(J.H.S. xvii. 153), in which I have inad- 
vertently mis-stated his views as to the date 
of two classes of Cypriote pottery. 

First, I failed to state expressly, in the 
passage referred to, that the ‘red-ware’ to 
which I alluded is not the handmade ‘ red- 
ware, which M. Pottier rightly assigns to 

the pre-Mykenaean period (Catalogue, p. 84, 
No. A 24. 27. Album, Pl. 5 (=A 24. 27), 
but, as I thought might be inferred from 
the context, the Graeco-Phoenician wheel- 
made redware, such as Catalogue, p. 112, 
No. A 166-175: Album, Pl. 9 (=A 167), 
which does disappear, as I stated, in the 
eighth century or soon after, with the ex- 
ception of certain local fabrics, (such as 
Catalogue, p. 111, No. A 165. Album, PI. 
9) which M. Pottier is wholly justified in 
regarding as having persisted into the period 
when Attic fabrics of sixth and fifth century 
styles were being imported into Cyprus. 

These fabrics, however, are easily dis- 
tinguished from the purely Cypriote style, 
which, so far from being the ‘ perfectionne- 
ment de la fabrique 4 ton rouge,’ (Cat. p. 

112,=A 166-175) or indicating ‘ une époque 
assez récente ou l’on chercher 4 imiter le 
beau brillant des vases grecs du vi° et du v® 
siecle,’ had entirely gone out of use, at a 
period not much later than that of the 
Proto-Corinthian vases with ‘running dogs’ 
upon them, which are the only Hellenic 
fabric which occurs in the same tombs with 
them. 

Secondly, with regard to the ‘Cypriote 
bucchero,’ I stated (J.H.S. xvii. p. 153) 
that this ‘begins in the Mykenaean Age, 
and disappears earlier than the fibulae’—.e. 
in the eighth century or a little later ;—and 
I observed that M. Pottier regarded them 
as a Hellenistic fabric ; for he describes his 
‘quatriéme période,’ under which heading 
he classes this fabric, (p. 116) as ‘allant 
du v° siécle & IT époque gréco-romaine’ 
(Catalogue, p. 102). M. Pottier points out 
to me that he had himself contemplated the 
possibility of an earlier date, in a phrase 
which I confess that I overlooked, and 
which I take this opportunity, with his per- 
mission, of quoting in full. 

D. Quatriéme période (ci-dessus p. 102). 

253-255. ‘Je place ici quelques spécimens 
d’une catégorie toute particuliére ; ce sont 
les vases imitant la technique du métal dont 
deux (253, 254) pourraient appartenir a 
une époque ancienne si’ l’on en juge d’aprés 
la gaucherie du faconnage, la rudesse de la 
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terre ; mais il n’est pas toujours facile de 
dire si l’aspect grossier d’une poterie est di 
a une haute antiquité ou 4 une exécution 
négligée. On peut les compare 4 certains 
vases italiotes d’argile noire, imitant par des 
cannelures l’aspect du metal, et dont la date 
est relativement réceate. 

J. L. Myres. 

MONTHLY RECORD. 
Numismatic Chronicle. Parti. 1898. 
P. Perdrizet. ‘Sur un tétradrachme de Nabis. 

Interesting remarks on the unique coin with the 
portrait of Nabis published by me in Num. Chron. 

1897, p. 107; pl. v. 22 BAIAEQOS is not an 

engraver’s blunder but is shown to=BAHIAEOS 

the Laconian form of BASIAEQS. 

Part ii. 1898. 
W. Wroth. ‘Greek coins acquired by the British 

Museum in 1897.’ 836 Greek coins have been added 
to the collection, including 20 pieces in gold and 
electrum and 313 in silver. Among the specimens 
described are the following :—Delphi. A unique 
didrachm, cire. B.c. 480-450. obv. Ram’s head. 
rev. Ceiling of temple, with sunk panels. Tenea in 
Achaia. A rare imperial coin, type, Dionysos. Wicaea. 
Imperial, with rev. Lion’s head radiate, probably the 
lion of the Zodiac. Cyzicus. A fine stater with a 
bearded head in a conical cap, often called Ulysses, 
but probably a Cabirus. Ephesus. A gold coin 
probably struck B.c. 87-84. Erythrae. Imperial, 

with reclining river-god, inscribed AAEQN. 
This is the ‘Aleon fluvius’ of Plin. W.H. v. 117, 
elsewhere (xxxi. 14) called by him the Aleos:— 
‘Erythris Aleos amnis pilos gignit in corporibus.’ 
Rhodes. A unique gold coin struck B.c.189? Hiera- 
polis in Phrygia. A very fine specimen of an Im- 

petial coin representing the goddess EVTTOCIA. 
Syedra in Cilicia. Coin of Salonina, inscribed 

OEMIC, with two wrestlers: cp. the agonistic 
inscriptions of Syedra. Aegean Islands? A seventh 
century didrachm with a toad as type.—S. M. 
Alischan. ‘Posidium in Coele-Syria.’ An unpub- 
lished silver coin attributed to Posidium.—John 
Evans. ‘A hoard of Roman coins.’ 3169 silver 
coins, Nero to Severus Alexander, said to have been 
found in the east of England. The coins are Im- 
perial denarii and there are numerous specimens of 
the argenteus Antoninianus first struck under Cara- 
calla in A.D. 215. 

Numismatische Zeitschrift (Vienna). 
for 1897, published 1898. 

M. Bahrfeldt. ‘Nachtrige und Berichtungen zur 
Miinzkunde der romischen Republik.’ Pp. 1-150. 
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Additions to the coins described in Babelon’s Monnaies 
de la répub. rom. (continued).—A. Markl, ‘Ein Gold- 
medaillon von Claudius IJ.’ 

Zeitschrift fir Numismatik. (Berlin). Vol. xxi. 
Parts land 2. 1898. 

H. Dannenberg. ‘Alfred von Sallet.’ <A_ brief 
memoir of the late director of the Berlin coin-cabinet, 
b. 19 July 1842, d. 25 Nov. 1897.—U. Kohler. ‘Ueber 
die attische Goldpragung.’ The Athenian gold coin- 
age has been assigned by Head to B.c. 393 and by 
Babelon to B.c. 407. Kohler maintains that it 
consists of two classes, (i) struck in B.c. 407 (ii) 
struck in B.c. 339 and in B.c. 295. The dates 
assigned by Kohler for his second division may, 
possibly, be open to question, but there can be little 
doubt that he is right, on grounds of style, in divid- 
ing the Athenian gold coinage into an earlier and a 
later class.—O. Seeck. ‘Zu den Festmiinzen Con- 
stantius und seiner Familie.—H. Willers. ‘Die 
Miinze Thibron’s.’ The @:8paveioy vduioua mentioned 
by Photius appears from a notice in Pollux to have 
been a false or debased coin. Willers conjectures 
that it was a bronze coin, plated with silver, struck 
by the Spartan Harmost Thibron, B.c. 400, for the 
payment of his troops.—J. E. Kirchner. ‘Zur 
datirung der athenischen Silbermiinzen der beiden 
letzten vorchristlichen Jahrhunderte.’ Chiefly notes 
on the magistrates.—W. Drexler. ‘Tantalos auf 
Miinzen von Kyme.’ 

Revue Numismatique. Partii. 1898. 

E. Babelon. ‘La collection Waddington... Inven- 
taire sommaire’ » (continued). Coins of Cilicia, 
Isauria, Lycaonia and Cyprus.—P. Perdrizet. 
‘ Statére chypriote au nom d’Epipalos.’ Apparently 
a new king of Cyprus, nearly contemporary with the 
Cypriote Lysandros.—E. Tacchella. ‘Monnaies 
autonomes d’Apollonia de Thrace.’ Thisjpaper deals 
with the well-known series of coins with the type 
anchor and cray-fish. These coins have been attri- 
buted to Abydos, to Ankore, to Astacus, and are now 
generally assigned to Apollonia ad Khyndacum. 
Tacchella brings forward some important evidence as 
to their Thracian provenance and proposes to assign 
some of them to Apollonia Pontica in Thrace, though 
he would give other specimens to Abydos.—B. Pick. 
‘ Observations sur les monnaies autonomes d’ Apollonia 
de Thrace.’ Pick assigns the whole series of ‘anchor’ 
coins to Apollonia Pontica and rightly rejects the 
attribution to Abydos. On a silver coin now attri- 
buted to Apollonia Pontica he sees a reproduction of 
the colossal Apollo of Kalamis removed by Lucullus 
from Apollonia to Rome.—M. C. Soutzo. ‘Etude 
sur les monnaies impériales’ (continued).—R. Mowat. 
‘Arnasi.’ An inscription found on Roman coins of 
Trebonianus Gallus and Volusian. 

Warwick WROTH. 

SUMMARIES OF PERIODICALS. 
American Journal of Philology. 

1. Whole No. 73. April, 1898. 
The Bharata and the Great Bharata, E. W. Hop- 

kins. A review of Dahlmann’s Mahabharata. The 
Ayer Papyrus: a mathematical fragment, E. J. 
Goodspeed. Obtained in Cairo about three years 
ago. Perhaps a fragment of one of those early 
mathematical works whose materials Heron of Alex- 
andria organized and compiled. Semasiological 
Possibilities, F. A. Wood. The thesis is that differ- 

Vol. xix, ence in meaning is of itself no bar to connecting 
words, because each signification of a word is capable 
of development. I nune and i with another impera- 
tive, E. B. Lease. A statistical paper giving exx. of 
these expressions. J nunc denotes emotion and does 
not appear in prose till Seneca’s time, nor does it 
occur in Plautus or Terence. J with another imper. 
is much more common in poetry than in prose. In 
prose it is chiefly found in Livy. 
REVIEWS AND Book Norices. Among the books 
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reviewed are Buecheler’s Anthologia Latina, Con- 
way’s The Italic Dialects, Abbott's Selected Letters of 
Cicero, and Moore’s Julius Firmicus Maternus, der 
Heide und der Christ. There are Brief Mentions of 
Dittmar’s Studien zur lateinischen Moduslehre directed 
against Prof. Hale’s treatise on cwm- constructions, 
and of Starkie’s edition of the /Vasps. 

Revue de Philologie. Vol. 22. 
1898. 

Le Temple d’ Apollon Didyméen. Questions chron- 
ologiques, ii, B. Haussoullier. Other inscriptions 
explained [Cl. Rev. sup. p. 284]. APEINOS, H. 
Diels. This word in an inscr. of Delos denotes a 
species of wood. Julius Paelignus, préfet des vigiles 
et procurateur de Cappadoce, Ph. Fabia. On Tac. 
Ann. xii, 49 aud Dion Cassius lxi, 6, 6. Identities the 
Julius Paelignus of Tac. with Laelianus of Dion l.c. 
Alphabets numériques latins, P. Lejay. On the at- 
tempts that have been made to use all the letters of the 
Latin alphabet as numerals. These alphabets are of 
two classes (1) the signs of the Agrimensores, and (2) 
systematic alphabets. Notes épigraphiques, B. Haus- 
soullier. On inserr. to Apollo Kpareavés, Zeus Kep- 
covAAos, and Zeus ’Emxdpmos. Virgile, Ecl. 1, 5, 
G. Ramain. Translates ‘Tu apprends a la belle 
Amaryllis & faire resonner les bois.’ Sophocle, 
Philoct. 32, A. Dauphin. Suggests 6 8 évdov oikos 
moids éatt; tis tpopn; Phacder, Append. Perott. 8, 
L. Havet. Phaedrus l.c. refers to Varro ap. Plin. 
N.H. vii, 81 and the Tritanrus of Pliny is to be 
identified with the Trit. of Lucilius ap. Cic. Fin. 1, 
§9. Cicero, Fin. i, §§ 10, 11, 12, 20, 23, 24, L. 
Havet. Encore Herodote, i, 86, M. L. Karle [see Cl. 
Rev. xi, 174, 369]. Notes sur Bacchylide, A. M. 
Desrousseaux. 

Part 3. July, 1898. DeVorthographe des lapicides 
carthaginois, A, Audollent. A contribution towards 
our knowledge of the pronunciation of popular Latin 
by the African subjects of Rome. Le ‘ Protrepticus’ 
de Galien et Védition de Jamot (1583), M. Beaudoin. 
The ed. of Jamot is derived from the Aldine probably 
compared with the Basle edition. In most of the 
corrections the Latin translations of Erasmus and 
Bellisarius were used. Cicero, Fin. i, L. Havet. 
Various notes critical and exegetical. L’oracle 
d’ Apollon & Claros, B. Haussoullier. Five inscrip- 
tions explained. Questions de syntaxe latine, Ae 
Lebreton. (1) On the use of the tenses in the con- 
ditional comparatives (quasi tamquam ete.), (2) the 
use of the reflexive in apposition, and in the comple- 
ment of the attributive adjective. Notes sur Vl Hip- 
polyte d’Euripide, E. Chambry. Diéerectus, G. 
Ramain. Occurs twelve times in Plaut., once in a 
frag. of Varro, and once in the abridgment of Festus. 
It is not a mistake for derectws or directus. Encore 
Heérodote i, 86, J. Keelhoff [see above]. Arréddwpos, 
P. Perdrizet. The genuineness of this name in Diod. 
xviii, 7, 5 defended. 

Rheinisches Museum fur Philologie. 

53, 2. 1898. 
Die Hundekrankheit (kiwv) der Pandareostochter 

und andere mythische Krankheiten, W. H. Roscher. 
Against Kroll’s assumption of the late origin of this 
myth. An account is given of the chief exx. of 

Part 2. April, 
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mythological diseases. Oskisches aus Pompeji, F. 
Buecheler. On an inscr. lately discovered at 
Pompeii. Studien zu Ciceros Briefen an Atticus, O. 
E. Schmidt. Continued from the last vol. [Cl]. Rev. 
xi. 323]. 65 places from books xi-xviexamined. Der 
alte Tempel und das Hekatompedon auf der Akropolis 
zu Athen, G. Koerte. A polemic against Doerpfeld 
with an excursus on the Hekatompedon inscription. 
Textkritisches zu lateinischen Dichtern, J. Ziehen. 
On various fragments chiefly from Riese’s Lateinischer 
Anthologie. Bakchylides’ Gedicht auf Pytheas von 
Aigina, F. Blass. Does not consider that this ode 
is at all inferior to Pindar’s fifth Nemean and there- 
fore does not believe that on this ground B. was not 
called on to celebrate the victories of Pytheas’ brother 
Phylakidas. Der Thukydides-Papyrus von Oxyrhyn- 
chos, J. Steup. From this we know that the text 
of our MSS. of Thue. of the middle ages was essenti- 
ally in existence in the first or second cent. A.D. 

MIscELLEN. Varia, C. Weyman, Zu Bakchy- 
lides xi, O. Hense. Zu Bakchylides, J. M. Stahl. 
Die Abfassungszeit von Theophrasts Charakteren, F. 
Ruchl. No one date can be given. They were prob- 
ably composed at various times. Pisanders Athla 
des Herakles, E. Woelfilin. In Quint. x, 1, 56 we 
should probably read athla for acta. Epigraphisch- 
Kalendarisches, EK. F. Bischoff. 

Part 3. Géttliche Synonyme, H. Usener. Zur 
Datirung einiger athenischer Archonten, J. E. 
Kirchner. Those treated of here are Damasias, 
Urios, Sosistratos, Pheidostratos, Andreas, Herodes, 
Lysandros son of Apolexis, and Architimos. Das 
sogenannte Fragment Hygins, M. Manitius. The 
text of the Excerptum de astrologia |Arati] with 
critical notes. Der Kalender im Ptolemderreich, M. 
L. Strack. Concludes that in the kingdom of the 
Lagidae, during the first half of their rule, there 
were two Egyptian and two Macedonian years in 
use. Ueber den Mynascodex der griechischen Kriegs- 
schriftsteller in der Pariser Nationalbibliothek, H. 
Schone. Newe platonische Forschungen.  Zweites 
Stick, i, F. Susemihl. The first part was lately read 
before the University of Greifswald. This part is on 
the presentation of the theory of knowledge of the 
Protagoras in the Theaetetos. Das éyx@mov eis 
TIroAeuaiov und die Zeitgeschichte, H. v. Prott. (1) 
The cult of the 60! Swrijpes, (2) the family relation- 
ships, (3) the time of the composition of the poem. 
This is put 273-1 B.c. Noch ein Wort zur Topo- 
graphie Korkyras, B. Schmidt. A supplement to 
the writer’s Korkyracischen Studien. 

MIscELLEN. Coniectanea A. Meinekii inedita, A. 
de Mess. Zu Aristoteles Metcorologie i, 1, F. Suse- 
mihl. Ueber cine Stelle in der Politik des Aristoteles, 
U. Kohler. The passage is Pol. v, 4, 5. Zin Frag- 
ment des Demetrios von Phaleron, U. Kohler. Found 
in Plutarch’s tractate wétepov "A@nvaio: Kata méAcuov 

Kata coplav evdotdrepa cap. 5. Posidoniana, F. 
Malchin. An answer to Martini’s criticism of the 
writer’s Quaestiones Posidonianae. Zu Suwetons 
Caesares, M. Ihm. On the archetype of our 
Suetonius MSS. dapuot und apug, R. Fuchs. Quotes 
a passage from pseudo-Hippokrates to show that this 
word also= ‘entirely.’ 

LIST OF NEW BOOKS. 
ENGLISH AND AMERICAN BOOKS. 

Aeschylus. Prometheus Vinctus, with introduction, 
and critical, and explanatory notes by E, E. Sikes 
and St. J. B. Wynne Wilson, 12mo, 264 pp. 
Macmillan, 2s, 6d, 

Cicero, pro Marcello, with introduction, notes, 
vocabulary, test papers, and translation by T. R. 
Mills and T. T. Jeffery. Small crown 8vo. 86 pp, 
(Univ, Tutorial Series,) Clive. 3s, 
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OCruttwell (C. T.) History of Roman literature. 
6th Edition. 8vo. 522 pp. Griffin. 8s. 6d. 

Demosthenes. Androtion, with introduction and 
notes edited by T. R. Mills. Crown 8vo. 67 pp. 
(Univ. Tutorial Series.) Clive. 4s. 6d. 

—- Meidias. ‘Translation and Test Papers by W. 
J. Woodhouse. Crown 8vo. 68 pp. (Univ. 
Tutorial Series.) Clive. 3s. 6d. 

Liddell (A. C.) Latin Grammar Papers. 12mo. 
108 pp. Blackie. 1s. 

Ovid. Metamorphoses, 13th and 14th books, with 
introduction and notes by C. H. Keene. 4th 
Edition. 12mo. Bell. 38s. 6d. 

Palladius. Butler (C.) The Lausiac History of 
Palladius. (Texts and Studies, Vol. iv, 1.) 
Crown 8vo. Cambridge University Press. 7s. 6d. 
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Plato. Bryan (W. L. and Charlotte L.) ‘The 
republic’ of Plato; with studies for teachers. 
8vo. 10, 316 pp. New York, Scribner. $1.25. 

Plautus. Captivi, a translation with Test Papers by 
F. G. Plaistowe. Crown 8vo. 60 pp. (Univ. 
Tutorial Series.) Clive. 2s. 6d. 

Sophocles. Antigone. Close Translation in Metrical 
English. Founded upon the text and commentary 
of Prof. Jebb, by C. E. Laurence. Crown 8vo, 
48 pp. Simpkin. Is. 

Oedipus Coloneus, a translation with Test 

FOREIGN BOOKS. 

Aeschyli Agamemnon, cum annotatione critica et 
commentario ed. F. H. M. Blaydes. 8vo. xv, 
392 pp. Halle, Waisenhaus. 8 Mk. 

Ammianus Marcellinus.  Schickinger (H.) Die 
Gracismen bei Ammianus Marcellinus.  8vo. 
17 pp. Nikolsburg. 

Apuleius. Korompay (G.) Die Marchenallegorie 
des Apulejus ‘De Psyche et Cupidine’ nebst einem 
Anhang iiber Ursprung, Alter, Composition und 
Bedeutung derselben. 8vo. 16 pp. Teschen. 

Avistoteles. loArteta “A@nvaiwy, tertium ed. G,. 
Kaibel et U. de Wilamowitz-Moellendorff. 8vo. 
xvii, 98 pp. Berlin, Weidmann. 1 Mk. 80. 

Duprat (G. L.) Quomodo apud Aristotelem in 
ejus de anima doctrina Empedocles et Hippocrates 
auctoritate contenderint cum Platone.  8vo. 
64 pp. Paris. 

—— Vahlen (J.) Hermeneutische 
zu Aristoteles’ Poetik. 8vo. 20 pp. 
Reimer. 1 Mk. 

(Aus ‘ Sitzungsberichte der k. preuss. Akademie 
der Wissenschaften. ’) 

Commentaria in Aristotelem graeca, edita con- 
silio et auctoritate academiae literarum regiae 
borussicae. Vol. IJ. Pars III. Alexandri quod 
fertur in Aristotelis Sophisticos elenchos com- 
mentarium, ed. Max. Wallies. 8yo. (XXXil, 
238 pp. Berlin, Reimer. 10 Mk. 

Athenaeus. Meyer (J.) Spicilegium emendationum 
et observationum in novissimam Athenaei editio- 
nem. 8vo. 387 pp. Erlangen. 

Aust. Die stadtromischen Tempelgriindungen der 
Kaiserzeit. 4to. 380 pp. Frankfurt a/m. 

Bacchylides. Poemes choisis, traduits en vers par 
E. d’Eichthal et Th. Reinach. Texte gree revisé 
et notices par Th. Reinach. 4to. Vili, 85 pp. 
Paris, Leroux. 

Potmes, traduits par A. M. Desrousseaux. 
12mo, 124 pp. Hachette. 3 fr. 

—— Christ (W.) Zu den neu aufgefundenen Gedich- 
ten des Bakchylides. 8vo. 52 pp. Miinchen. 

—— Croiset (A.) Quelques mots sur Bacchylides. 
Suivis de la traduction des deux de ses odes par E. 
d@’Kichthal et Th. Reinach. 8vo. 16 pp. Leroux. 

Bemerkungen 
Berlin, 

Bardi (C.) Der Zinswucher des H. Brutus. 4to. 
8 pp. Berlin. 

Bawer (W.) Der iltere Pythagoreismus.  8vo. 
228 pp. Bern. 

Blass (Friedr.) Die attische Beredsamkeit. Part 
Subdivision II. Demosthenes’ Genossen 

Second edition. 8vo. vi, 422 pp. 
12 Mk. 
Adversaria in varios poetas 

III. 
und Gegner. 
Leipzig, Teubner. 

Blaydes (F. H. M.) 

Papers by W. H. Balgarnie. Crown 8vo. 56 pp. 
(Univ. Tutorial Series.) Clive. 3s. 6d. 

Xenophon.  Hellenics, Books I-III. Literally 
translated by Roscoe Mongan. 12mo. Cornish, 
2s. 6d. 

graecos ac latinos. 8vo. viii, 202 pp. Halle, 
Waisenhaus. 4 Mk. 4 

Borchardt (l.) Bericht tiber die Corrosion des Sand- 
steinmaterials der Tempelbauten auf Philae. 8vo. 
13 pp., 11 engravings, Berlin. 

Breitner (Ant.) Juvaviae rudera. 
stitten im Salzburger Flachgan. 

Romische Fund- 
8vo. 18 pp., 

5 plates. Leipzig, Baum. 1 Mk. 
Brunn (Heinr.) Kleine Schriften, gesammelt von 

Herm. Brunn und Heinr. Bulle. Viole aa: 
Romische Denkmiler.  Altitalische und etru- 
skische Denkmiler. 8vo. xiii, 277 pp., portr. 
and 65 engravings. Leipzig, Teubner. 10 Mk. 

Bruns (Ivo.) Die Personlichkeit der Geschicht- 
schreibung der Alten. Untersuchungen zur Tech- 
nik der antiken Historiographie. 8vo. vii, 
102 pp. Berlin, Besser. 2 Mk. 40. 

Buchheim (E. W.)  Beitriige zur Geschichte des 
delphischen Staatswesens. I. 4to. 26 pp. 
Freiberg. 

Burger jr. (C. P.) Der Kampf-zwischen Rom und 
Samnium, bis zum vollstandigen Siege Roms um 
312 v. Chr. 8vo. 80 pp., 2maps. Amsterdam, 
J. Miller, 2 Mk. 25. 

(Aus ‘ Verhandelingen der k. Akademie van 
Weteuschapen te Amsterdam.’) 

Caesaris (Julii) belli civilis libri III., rec. A. Holder. 
8vo. viii, 252 pp. Leipzig, Teubner. 10 Mk. 

Carter (J. B.) De deorum romanorum cognominibus 
quaestiones selectae. 8vo. 64 pp. Leipzig, 
Teubner. 2 Mk. 

Catullus. Rassfeld (F.) Die Stellung der Negation 
non bei Catull. 4to. 9 pp. Hoxter. 

Christ (Wilh.) Geschichte der griechischen Literatur 
bis “auf die Zeit Justinians. 3rd edition. 8vo. 
xiii. 945 pp. 28 engravings. (Miiller’s Handbook 
der Altertumswissenschaft, vol. vii.) Miinchen, 
Beck. 16 Mk. 50. 

Cicero. Gurlitt (L.) Textkritisches zu Ciceros 
Briefen. 4to. 16 pp., ] engraving. Steglitz. 

— Hoyer (R.) Die Urschrift von Cicero de officiis 
I—III. 4to. 24 pp. Kreuznach. 

Strenge (J.) Einige Bemerkungen zu Ciceros 
Rede pro Sulla. 4to. 25 pp. Parchim. 

Clemens Alexandrinus. Faye (E. de) Clément @’ 
Alexandrie. Etudes sur les rapports du christia- 
nisme et de la philosophie grecque au Ile siecle. 
8vo. iv, 324 pp. Paris, Leroux. 

Demosthenes. Schefezik (H.) Ueber den logischen 
Aufbau der ersten und zweiten olynthischen Rede 
des Demosthenes. 8vo. 16 pp. Troppau. 

Tvaruzek (J.) Zur Composition der XLIV. 
Rede des Demosthenes: ‘mpds Aewxapn mept rod 
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*Apxiddov kKAnpov. 8vo. 13 pp. Mihr.-Weisskir- 
chen. 

Domanski (B.) Die Lehre des Nemesius iiber das 
Wesen der Seele. 8vo. 40 pp. Miinster. 

Dressler (¥.) Constructionswechsel und _ Incon- 
cinnitat bei den roémischen Historikern. 8vo. 21 

Wien. 
Hichner (E.) Die lateinische Grammatik und die 

Satzlehre. S8vo. 79 pp. Inowraslaw. 
Empedocles. Diels (H.) Ueber die Gedichte des 

Empedocles. (Aus ‘ Sitzungsberichte der k. preuss. 
Academie der Wissensch.’) 8vo. 20 pp. Berlin, 
Reimer. 1 Mk. 

Eugippii Vita Severini, denuo recogn. Theo. Momm- 
sen. Accedit Tabula Norici. (Scriptores rerum 
germanicarum in usum scholarum recusi.) 8vo. 
xxxil, 60 pp. Berlin, Weidmann. 1 Mk. 60. 

Hunapius. Lundstrom (Vilelm.) Prolegomena in 
Eunapii vitas philosophoram et sophistarum. 
(Humanistika Veteuskaps Samfundet i Upsala.) 
8vo. 35 pp. Upsala. 90 Pf. 

Euripides, Oeri(J.) Die euripideischen Verszahlen- 
systeme. 4to. 34 pp. Basel. 

Faustus. Rehling (B.) De Fausti Reiensis epistula 
tertia. 8vo. 53 pp. Minster. 

Fritzsche (G.) Geschichte Platiais bis zur Zerstérung 
der Stadt durch die Thebaner im vierten Jahrhun- 
dert v. Chr. 4to. 28 pp. Bautzen. 

Frobeen (C.) Zur Lehre vom Pradikativum. Mit 
besonderer Beriticksichtigung der Kernschen Satz- 
lehre. 8vo. 42 pp. Konigsberg. 

Frohner (W.) Choix de monuments antiques avec 
texte explicatif. La Collection Tyskiewicz. 6th 
(last) part. Folio. pp. 39-46, 8 plates. Miinchen, 
Bruckmann. 20 Mk. 

Furtwangler (Adf.) Griechische Originalstatuen in 
Venedig. (Aus ‘Abhandlungen der k. bayer. 
Akademie der Wissenschaften.’) 4to. 42 pp., 
engravings, 7 plates. Miinchen, Franz. 5 Mk. 

Galenus. Miiller (J. v.) Ueber die dem Galen 
zugeschriebene Abhandlung ep) tijs apiorns 
aipesews. 8vo. 110 pp. Miinchen. 

Pohlenz (M.) Quemadmodum Galenus Posi- 
donium in libris de placitis Hippocratis et Platonis 
secutus sit. 8vo. 42 pp. Berlin. 

Gasquet (A.) Essai sur le culte et les mystéres de 
Mithra. Crown 8vo. 115 pp. Colin. 2 fr. 

Gemoll (W.) Kritische Bemerkungen zu lateinischen 
Schriftstellern. II. 8vo. 32 pp.  Liegnitz. 

Golling (J.) Einleitung in die Geschichte der 
lateinischen Syntax I. Die lateinische Syntax 
bei den romischen Grammatikern. 8vo. 10 pp. 
Wien. 

Gomperz (T.) Beitrage zur Kritik und Erklarung 
griechischer Schriftsteller. .8vo. 29 pp. Wien. 

Grabreliefs (Die attischen), herausgegeben von Alex. 
Conze. Part 10. Royal folio. Pp. 243-262, 
engravings and 25 plates. Berlin, Spemann. 
60 Mk. 

Haug (¥.) und Sixt (G.) Die romischen Inschriften 
und Bildwerke Wiirtembergs. Vol. I.  8vo. 
128 pp., engravings. Stuttgart, Kohlhammer. 
3 Mk, 

Homer. Becker. Die Vorgeschichte zur Haupt- 
handlung der Ilias. 4to. 29 pp. Neu-Strelitz. 

Ludwig (A.) Ueber das sechwanken der localen 
darstellungen in der Ilias. (Aus ‘Sitzungsberichte 
derk. k. bohm. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften. ’) 
S8vo. 20 pp. Prag, Rivnat. 40 Pf. 

Wessely (K.) Die Lesezeichen der Ilias-Hand- 
schrift wh. 8vo. 20 pp. Wien. 
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The Editor of the CLASSICAL REVIEW will be glad to receive short paragraphs (or 

materials for such paragraphs) upon classical topics of current interest. These should 

reach him as early as possible in the month preceding the publication of the REVIEW. 

Tue caged report of the Cambridge Board 
of Classics upon the classical honours exam- 
inations has now been let loose. The report 
is signed by nineteen of the Board of 1897-8, 
but by three with exceptions, which in two 

cases are considerable. Six apparently 
dissent entirely. The support and ac- 
quiescence (for in a case like this the two 
must be carefully distinguished), which it 
has secured, are probably as great as that 
which any other scheme would have re- 
ceived. To understand the situation with 
which it deals, a brief retrospect is neces- 
sary. 

The Classical Tripos in its beginning 
recognized only composition in prose and 
verse and unprepared translation from 
Greek and Latin authors. The candidates 
were arranged in three classes, and in the 
order of their marks. Under this system 
was developed that accurate scholarship 
which is one of the boasts of Cambridge. 
In course of time it was felt to be too 
narrow, and a paper of questions on ancient 
history was added. In 1872 the examina- 
tion was still further enlarged by the 
addition of a paper in grammar and com- 
parative philology, and two papers in 
prepared books of a philosophical or quasi- 
philosophical character. During this period 
the examination was held in February, and 
consequently the candidates had been in 
residence for three years and four months 
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when they presented themselves for exam- 

ination. This Tripos was swept away in 

1882, being replaced by a system which with 

certain modifications in particulars is the 

one that now obtains. The ‘order of merit,’ 

or marks, was abolished ; in place of it the 

classes were divided into sub-divisions, (which 

have never exceeded five in number), the 

names in each being arranged alphabetic- 

ally. The Tripos itself was split into two 

parts. Part I., which at present includes 

composition, unprepared translation, less 

advanced grammar, and the outlines of 

ancient history, together with original 

composition in English upon classical sub- 

jects, is compulsory on all candidates. The 

examination is held in May, and may be 

taken at the end of a candidate’s second or 

third year of residence: if taken at the 

end of the third year, and then only, it 

constitutes a title to the B.A. degree. Part 

II. comprises five sections, in one or in two 

of which a candidate may be examined ; 

these are scholarship, ancient philosophy, 

history, language (comparative philology of 

Greek and Latin), art and archaeology. 

This examination may be taken at the 

end of the third or the fourth year, and in 

conjunction with Part I. constitutes a title 

to a degree. In Part II. there are no di- 

visions within the classes, but the subjects 

taken by those placed in the first class are 

indicated, and an asterisk affixed in cases 

of distinguished performance. 
FF 
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The sequel should be full of instruction 
to the sanguine propounders of ideal 
schemes. The new arrangements were in 
more than one important respect an abrupt 
breach with the past. Instead of a com- 
pulsory course of three academical years 
and a half, a choice was allowed between 
one of three years and one of four. Asa 
rule, of course, the shorter one is chosen. A. 
choice was allowed between one examination 
and two: who can marvel that the two 
are not preferred? From the first the well- 
planned sections of the Second Part were 
placed upon an inclined plane, which they 
have descended more or less _precipitately. 
So that now, while Part I. can attract well 
over one hundred and thirty men, Part II. 
has to be content with well under twenty. 
For all this, Part I]. has proved a powerful 
stimulus to research: and it has been taken in 
addition to Part I. by all the foremost repre- 
sentativesof classical teachingand research at 
the University since the Tripos was divided. 
The shrinking in Part II. was soon appar- 
ent; but this produced no action until the 
fact was generally recognized that Part I. 
did not by itself supply an adequate classical 
training for the average student, and it 
was widely held that his needs would not 
be met by simply prescribing a course of 
reading for some section of Part II. 

The Board’s proposals for reform may be 
summed up as follows. The first part is 
left pretty much as it is, with two important 
exceptions. It is to be taken by all 
candidates at the end of the second aca- 
demical year, and it is no longer to qualify 
by itself for a degree. A candidate will 
accordingly have to take another part of the 
Classical Tripos, unless indeed he prefers to 
deviate into another Tripos, or to content 
himself with a modest ‘Special.’ If he con- 
tinues to read for classical honours, he will 
have a choice of alternatives. He can take 
one or two of the sections of the present 
Second Part (which is to be re-christened the 
‘Third Part,’ but is otherwise left un- 
changed); or a new examination, to be 
named the ‘Second Part.’ It is to consist 
of eight papers: (a) Two short papers in 
Greek and Latin prose composition ; (6) A 
paper on a ‘set’ philosophical work ; (c) A 
paper on a short period of Greek or Roman 
history, to be studied in connexion with the 
original authorities ; (¢) A paper on general 
Greek and Roman history ; (e) Two papers 
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on Greek and Latin literature, Greek and 
Roman philosophy,and Greek and Roman art 
(candidates need not attempt questions on 
more than two of these subjects); (f) An 
essay paper. There are to be three classes 
in the examination, the names being ar- 
ranged in alphabetical order. 

We have no intention of commenting at 
length upon these proposals, which will be 
discussed before the Senate which is fixed 
for Nov. 3. But certain observations at once 
occur. The Board propose to remove the 
anomalous and illogical regulation under 
which the Second Part has withered: this 
will probably be generally acceptable. In 
their proposals to provide for the wants of 
the class of students for whom the thorough- 
going specialism of the five sections is not 
desirable, they break with the past. In 
place of adapting these sections, or portions 
of them, to less advanced requirements (no 
impossibility, it might be thought) they 
erect a third competing structure on a dif- 
ferent plan with a different ideal. This 
experiment in educational architecture is 
one of undoubted boldness; perhaps not 
less bold would be a prophecy of its 
success. ‘To the general observer it is not 
without interest; it marks a reaction against 
specialism. 

In the Mélanges Weil forty of the most 
eminent Greek scholars of Europe join in a 
literary offering to the distinguished French- 
man upon the attainment of his eightieth 
year. The collection forms a handsome 
volume of 465 pages, with a number of 
plates and illustrations in the text, a por- 
trait of M. Weil forming the frontispiece. 
The topics handled are of varied interest, 
and we notice among the contributors the 
names of L. Campbell, R. C. Jebb, F. G. 
Kenyon and J. E. Sandys. 

It is not unlikely that before long there 
will be a boom in Theocritus. Two elaborate 
editions by English scholars are well ad- 
vanced towards completion, each with a spe- 
ciality of its own. One will, itis hoped, make 
contributions to our knowledge of the MSS., 
and simplify, we may trust, the present 
intricacies of the textual problem, while the 
other will throw light upon the background 
of manners, men and myth which adds so 
much interest to the poetry of the graceful 
bucolic. 
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THE MINOR WORKS OF XENOPHON. 

(Continued from p. 292.) 

XI. THE CyYNEGETICUs. 

Critical Notes. 

1. 3. After enumerating famous pupils of 
Chiron, the writer goes on: Oavyalérw dé 
pydeis OTe of wodXol aitdv apéoKkovtes Oeots 
Opus ereAcUTyTAaV* TOTO pev yap 7 Piats, GAN’ 
ot erauvor aitav peyddor éyévovto pnd OTe od 
Kal ai aitat 7AtKiau' 6 yap Xelpwvos Bios racw 
efnpKel. 

In rotiro 7 vais a verb (e.g. mpocéraée) 
may have been accidentally lost, but I 
think not. Though such an ellipse is less 
Greek than Latin, examples may be found. 

The meaning of ov kai ai avrad #AtKkiau is 
hard to fix. Mr. Dakyns says ‘that their 
prime of manhood so far differed,’ which I 
understand to mean that they were born at 
very different times. But the thing in- 
tended should be something which they 
experienced in spite of being pleasing to 
heaven, some real or apparent evil there- 
fore. With the word 7Auiéac I do not see 
what this can be excepting that some of 
them died young. The words will therefore 
mean literally that the ages they attained 
varied. But the expression is imperfect, 
and I suggest or: ovx ai airal airots HAtKiat, 
or perhaps waow for atrois. I omit xai as 
unmeaning and having arisen from an 
accidental duplication of a. The writer 
seems to say, ‘it is true some of them died 
young, but the length of Chiron’s life made 
up for it.’ 

1. 7. dv aire avtepacral éyevovto ot apirrou 
TOV TOTE peyioTWY ydpwv povos érvyev ’ATa- 
Aavrns. 

The sentence is somewhat awkward but 
not wrong. Meyictrwy ydywv is not in 
apposition to dy, but forms one expression 
with it, the antecedent ydwwv being taken 
into the relative clause as e.g. in Thue. 
8. 87. 5 Karadwpa dé partiota wv elze 
mpopacw = 7» mpodacis iv eize. Exactly 
parallel is Dem. 45. 74 ywpis av ovens Tis 
PyTpos Kuplas ovTos eykpatys yéyovey 7oANGV 
xenpatwv. “Araddvrys, explaining ydapov, 
might be a gloss, but is probably genuine. 
Of course rév tore goes with oi dpiorou. 

1. 8. érvye rapa Oedv dei Lav (detLus 
Dindorf) tipacOar. 
We should certainly look for rod with 

TyaoGa, but cf, Plato Phil. 50 D otyad cov 

reveecOar peGcitvai pe. LL. and S. also cite 
Pind. P. 3. 186, but that is an oversight. 
§ 6 here is of course different. 

1. 10. warpos 8 ev yipa érravOavopevov 
THs Geod ody avTod airias edvaTixnce. 

The construction is probably zartpos 
(airiats), ovx avrov, and there should be a 
comma after Geod. 

1. 11. i76 pev tis ’Aptéusdos érysaro Kal év 
Adyous Hv. 

Not ‘was talked about’ but ‘used to 
talk with her.” So Herod. 3. 148 6 8€...76 
KAcomevei tH “Avakovdpidew ev Adyourr eov 
x.7.A. It is an unusual phrase. 

1. 15. ddfav eioeBeias e&nvéyKato wate 
k.7.A. Read <rocaitnv> adore, as in 14. 

1. 16. peyata pynpeta tapéduxev. Here 
too there seems something omitted, e.g. rots 
emtytyvopevots.  Ilapédwxev could hardly 
stand alone. 

1. 17. otroe roodror éyévovto ex THs émye- 
Aelas THS Tapa Xeipwvos, dv of pev ayaboi Ere 
kal vov épaow, ot d€ Kaxol dOovotor. 

ov is shown to be neuter, not only by the 
parallels of 12. 14 and 18, but by the sense 
of épav, which almost always connotes desire. 
Men cannot be said to have épws for heroes 
who died centuries since. Hither therefore 
the construction is émmedeias (tovTwv) dv, 
‘Chiron’s attention to things which’ ; (ef. 
§ 5) or possibly rvxdvres has fallen out 
before dv. tvyxdvev is used several times 
in this passage of heroes obtaining distinc- 
tions and rewards. 

With this sentence compare Cyr. 8. 8, 12 
4 / 4 ‘\ ‘ “ \ 

et Ties HiAOTOVOL yEVOMEVOL KAaL DUY TOLS TEpL 
e ‘\ 7 “A ‘ Lal a“ 

avtovs immedor Gaya Onpdev, Oovorvres 
> a A > ar , eon 

avtots Ondo. joav Kal ws PeATiovas avTdv 
€uicouv. 

He goes on to say that in Greece «i rw 
cuudopat eyiyvovto 7 ToAe 7) Baorei, eAvovTo 
aitovs, where L. has the correction 6 
avrovs. I have thought of éxadotvro abrovs 
(Herod. 7. 189. 1 has xadgcioba side 
by side with ézixadcioGar) or of épvovro 
avrovs. Herod. uses piecfar; in Attic 
prose however Thue. 5. 63. 3 seems to be the 
only instance of its occurrence, and there 
the meaning is peculiar. In Plato Zim. 
22 D pvopuevos is a v. J. for Avopevos. The 
poetical word might conceivably be used 
here. But would he say that the hero 
always got people out of their difficulties ? 

1, 18. éya pev oty rapawad rots vows pr) 
FF 2 
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Katadpovety Kvvyyeriwv 
TraLdelas. 

As he is not concerned to recommend 
other branches of education, I think he 
wrote <dorep> pnde THs GAAns watdetas. It 
is remarkable how often in this chapter a 
slight addition will make everything right. 

ibid. éx tovtwv yap yiyvovrar Ta eis TOV 
moAEmov ayabol, eis Te TA GANA e€ dV avayKy 
Kadas voety Kat Néyew Kal mparrety. 

Hunting makes young men good in the 
accomplishments useful for war (ra «is Tov 
moAepov 1. 12: ra mpds Tov wodeuov 12. 1) 
and good for all other things which teach 
you necessarily to think and speak and act 
properly, z.e. good for other arts which are 
themselves an excellent education. It 
should be noticed that the last words are 
very much like the beginning of the 
Hipparchicus where the hipparch should 
pray the gods tatra diddvar kat voety Kal 
Ayer kal mparrew ad’ dv x.t.X. Perhaps els 
te ta GAXa Should be ra 7’ aAAa without cis, 

which we may suppose to have been repeated 
by mistake. 

pnde tas adAns 

an X > XN 2 a rps Ay 
2. 1. mp@rov pev otv xp edAOeiv ext 7d 

emiTnoevpa TO TOV KUVnYeTiwy Tov Hon eK 
ma.oos aAAatrovTa THY HAKiav, €iTa O€ Kal emt 
Ta GAXa Tavdetvpata, TOV meV exoVTA TKEPapLEVOV 
Ti ovoiay? @ pev eotiv ikavy, agiws THs abTod 
apedeias, @ S€ py eotiv, add’ ov tH ye 
mpobvpiav mapexeoOw pndev 
EavTov Ovvapews. 

In this unintelligible sentence the chief 
fault seems to be in tov peév éyovra, which is 
unmeaning and has nothing answering to 
the pwev. If we read ov peréyovra (or 
peOéEovra) and perhaps kal © per, or a second 
pev ovy as in 3, 11, things will go smoothly 
enough. Anyone sharing in these amuse- 
ments should take to hunting and then to 
the rest after considering his means. If 
they are ample, he should contribute in 
proportion to the good he gets: if not, he 
must at any rate be zealous and do what he 
can. 

eAXreirwv THs 

In the practical chapters that follow 
there are many things that seem wrong or 
doubtful. I do not venture to deal with 
technicalities, but leave them to critical 
readers whe have some knowledge of the 
subject. There are however many passages 
on which a conjecture may be hazarded 
even by the most unsportsmanlike of 
scholars. 

2.9. eorw d€ Kai ev btw ecovtar at dpKus 
kal Ta OlkTva év ExaTépois KvVODXOS poayXELOS 
Kal Ta Operava, iva K.T.r. 

"Ev €xatépos is unintelligible, and the 
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third kind of nets 7a évodia (4 ete.) ought 
also to be provided for. Without answering 
for the actual words, I think we should 
restore the meaning by reading something 
like €orw 6€ Kai €v 6tw EvovTaL at dpKus Kal 
ra dikrua Kal Ta evddia, ef Exaorous €TEpos 

Kuvodxos pocxetos. The ra before dpérava 
should be omitted. They are to take (some) 
dpérava with them. 

3. 3. ai ev ovv puxpat (TOV KuvGv) 7oANKIS 
ek TOV KUVNYETlWV GrOTTEpOtVTAaL THS epyacias 
dud TO puuKpov. 

There would seem to be some word or 
words missing after xuvyyeoiwv, in which the 
effect of their small size was stated. It 
would probably take a participial form and 
may have been dzadXatropeva. Cf. the 
use of the word in § 7. 

ibid. For puwroi d€ réad <ai> prvwrot ¢. 
So ai dWnAai péev and ai apvxo dé a few lines 
below, 7a dra pev in 4, and frequently. 

He says of the ayvxou that they Aetrover 
Ta épya kal adiotavtat Tov HALOV bd Tas TKLdS, 
where tov 7Avov may of course be defended 
by the occasional accusative after ééicracbau 
and drootpédecOar. But, as the accusative 

is not elsewhere found after ddicracOa, 
for in Anab. 2. 5. 7 there is not the least 
occasion to take it so, Weiske’s tod 7Adov is 
much more probable. It is curious that in - 
the passage (5. 64) in which Pollux touches 
on this point a similar corruption has taken 
place three times over. When he speaks of 
dogs as évduovcas iro Tov HALov, dropevyovoas 
b76 Tas oKids, paraKiovoas (read padkovcas) 
bd TO Kptos, eLavictapevas trod Tov duBpov, 
it is plain that in the first, third, and fourth 
places we must restore the genitive. 

3. 4. eiot d€ Kat rhs ixvevoews ToAAOL Tpdror 
€K TWV QAUTWV KUVWV. 

This may be right, but I suggest yevav 
for xvvév as going better with ék. Cf. §$ 1 
and 11 and more particularly 10. 1 yp etvau 
Tas KUVas €k TOUTOV TOD yevous K.T.r. (On which 
see note below. 

ibid. ai d€ Ta Gra povov diaxwovtor, TH b€ 
ovpav yovyn exovow: ai 6€ 7a Ota pev axivytra 
€xovolv, axpa d€ TH otpa celovow. 

"Axpav 6& THY ovpay was suggested long 
ago and should certainly be read, though 
neither Sauppe nor Dindorf adopts it, and 
in 6. 15 tats ovpais dtacefovcat should 
similarly be ras otpds. But apparently it 
has not been pointed out that we ought also 
(1) to read here in the first sentence yavxnv 
for 7ovxn: (2) in 4. 3 to alter rats otpats 
diacaivoveat tO Tas ovpas Siacetovea, like the 
Oppata Siaxwovoa. preceding it. In the 
latter place duacaivw seems to suggest a 
wrong idea. Dogs following a scent would 
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hardly be said caivew or diacaive. The da 
too is much more proper with ceiw than 
with caivw. In 6. 23 again we find d:ap- 
pirrovca. Tas ovpas Of dogs on a scent, and 
it should be noticed that A has there rats 
ovpats. 

3. 8. doa dé TOV KUVOV TA iyvNn TA [meV 
ebvata dyvootor, Ta de dpopata taxd diatpé- 
Xovatv, ovK €iot yvyowa. 

It seems to an idwrys that there is some- 
thing wrong with the sense, since (1) the 
edvata tyvn are necessarily much the more 
marked of the two (5. 7) and (2) taxb 
dvatpéxew would seem a merit rather than a 
defect. Cf. 6.22: 7. 6-9. Perhaps ra pev 
cbvata Taxv duatpexovor, Ta dé Spopata ayvoodot 
might be better, but I leave this to experts. 

4. 3 isan amorphous sentence in which 
participles and imperatives are jumbled up 
together. Observe the MS. confusion of 
diakwodoar and diuaxwovvtwv. We might 
insert de followed by a colon, after dzaA- 
Aarropevat, or something may have dropped 
out after diacatvovca. Perhaps too kvkdovs 
woAAovs should be the dative. 

4.4, drav d€ rept adtov Go Tov Aaya, dnrov 
TOLOVVTWV TO Komyery Oarrov porracat parXoyv, 
yropiovorat amo TOU Ovpod, a aro THS Kepadys; 

amo TOV Opparony, aro THs peTadddEens TOV 

TXNPAT OV cutis Kal aro TOU dn Gos non aiwpelo- 
Oat TV Wuxnv Kat trepxaipew o7t ToD Aayo 

eyyus ict. 
Unless the author wrote very badly, 

ddnGas non aiwpetoOar tiv Wuxnv Kat wrep- 
xaipew should be the thing indicated by 
their behaviour, and not itself one of the 

indications. The indications are the 
physical movements. If this is so, either 
kat do Tod Should be omitted or something 
has been lost after tov, the infinitives 
depending on yvwpifovoa as in 6. 23 on 
eriyvwpigovea. But the same objection 
really applies to @vpov, which is very oddly 
paralleled with head, eyes, &c., nor is the 
word used of dogs elsewhere in this treatise. 
I cannot help suspecting that rod cewrpod 
7s ovpas is what the author wrote, and 
that phrase (76 ceaopod THs ovpas) actually 
occurs, while @upds does not, in Pollux’ parallel 
passage} (61). Cf. civ rats odpats in the 
very similar 6. 16 below. It will of course 
be noticed that in the words of Pollux xiv 
eyyis H THS avevpécews troonpaivew, KaTa- 
VEvELY, brody ody, Siady ody ™T Xapa TiS 
Woxms, TO arndnpare TOD THpatos, TH PaLdpoTnre 
TOU Tpoowmov K.T.A. (a number of physical 
signs), the dative yapa supports do rod. 
aiwmpetoOac here. But ty xapa is really 
incongruous and Pollux may have written 
anv xapav, or may have been following an 
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already corrupted text of our treatise. Cf. 
Gratius 237, where the dog, as he gets 
nearer, effecta levi testatur gaudia cauda. 
These conjectures are perhaps overbold ; the 
objections to the text should however be 
well weighed. 

The following section (5) excites suspicion 
in quite another way. 

duwkovTwv O€ eppwuevws Kal pry eravetoat 
ovv ToOAAH KAayyn Kal tAaypa, cvveKTEepOcat 
peta TOU Aay® wavy? petabedvrwv Se Taxt Kat 
Aapmpas, TuKva peTabepdpevar Kat emavakday- 

yavovoat Oukaiws, mpos dé Tov KUVnyEeTNV [LA] 
eraviovTwv Aurovoat Ta txVv7- 
We seem to have here two versions of the 

same thing. Merafedvrwy corresponds to 
SwkovTwv, eTavakrayydvovcat dukatws to ovv 

TOAAH KAayyy Kal tAaypa, mpos Se TOV KvVTNYE- 
TyHV K.T.A. tO py emavietoal, TUKVA pLeTapepome- 
vat to cuvexrepOca x.7.A. Yet both versions 
are written in characteristic language (é7a- 
VLELT AL, TUV, TAVTY, TUKVG, eTavakArayyavoveat (6. 
23), ducacws) and seem to belong to one and 
the same hand, though they can hardly have 
been meant to stand | together. 

4, 6. evpuxot pay oov écovrat, eav pr) AtTwot 
TO KUV Yeo OTav 7 aviyn. 

The aorist is a mistake for the present 
(Neizwor). Cf. all the corresponding clauses. 
In 5. 32 xaradurdév should perhaps be xara- 
Aeizxwv, but that is less clear. 

Ibid. Tn airy Spa should I suspect, be riv 
aitiv wpav, for the accusative is the case in 
which this word is regularly used, and we 
have tavtyv tiv wpav 5.6 and 9.1, racav 
dpav 6 4, ras adAas dpas wb. 14. 

5. 3. Kat ot ouBpor ot yuyvopevor dua xpdvov 
Oopmas AYoVTES THS ys Tooter Svcoopov. 

Zeune éx intelligit says Schneider, and ap- 
parently he, Dindorf, and Sauppe are con- 
tent to do the same. The genitive ris yis 
is surely impossible. Read tiv ynv. So in 
9. 15 the MSS. have ris todoatpaBys for tHv 
TodoaTpafsnv. 

7. 7a pev yap edvaia (iyvn) 6 Aayas 
TOPEVETaLL ebioTapevos, TO. be dpopata TAXV. 

It is difficult to believe that such an ex- 
pression as tyvn ropeverOa is Greek. There 
is of course no objection to zopeverGar with 
an accusative of the ground traversed. It 
occurs in Cyr. 2. 4. 27 and belongs to the 
usage noticed above. The difficulty is in 
ixvy. You can only traverse what is already 
there, ground, hills, roads, tracks, &., ex- 
isting before you begin to traverse them. 
You cannot be said to traverse or travel 
over the very tracks which by moving i 
make. The only tyvy of its own which : 
hare could pass over would be old ixvy aide 
before. Schneider condemned the emenda- 
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tion zovetrat for opeverat, because zrovety 
(ixvn) is used just before; but the middle 
seems unobjectionable. Perhaps, however, 
mapexerae may be suggested, though TAX 
goes with it less well. 

5. 8, 9. (1) Probably a comma should be 
put after cueduxds, so that év rovrm may be 
constructed with xaraxdivovra. (2) If a 
full stop is placed after év rovrw, $ 9 is 
faulty in construction: either a verb is 
missing or zoovpevos should be zovetrar. I 
would put a less stop after év rovr» and carry 
on the force of xaraxAiverarinto § 9. In that 
case pev ovv=pev,as in De Re Hg. 6. 14. 
pddwora piv ov . . et Oe py, K.T.A. 

5. 10. There seems something wrong with 
cira 6¢€. What follows is not additional, but 
contained in what precedes. 

5. 13. wodvyovoy 8’ éotiv. Probably zodv- 
yovos, unless with Pollux 5. 73 we should 
add 76 @npiov. The neuter is not so used, I 
think, in this treatise. 

5. 15. This section, which contains a pre- 
cept, certainly comes in very oddly in the 
midst of pure description. Yet we cannot 
simply omit or transplant it, because airov 
in 16 would then have nothing to refer to. 
As a precept, its proper place would be in 
6. 12, 138. Another curiously detached pre- 
cept appears in § 34. In this fifteenth §, if 
there is nothing lost, tovs AeOvas etc. must 
be accusatives of space traversed: cf. 4. 9 
and remarks above. 

5. 16. rods dé peiLous emitpexovoat-at Kives 
apaipouvTat. 

They do not take the hares away: they 
destroy them, dvaipotvrar. So in 24 foxes 
dvaipovvrat hares and their young. 

5. 18. éav e€ywow evior epvOnua. 
For éviot, which is clearly wrong, editors 

adopt évov, but the singular eos seems not 
known in good Attic Greek. Can the right 
word be évév? We have three lines further 
on 70 yap davov 7d ev avrots évov avTiAdprel. 
But éywou évov is awkward. 

5. 25. kuviyyérar Oe eis prev Tas epypovs (Tov 
vnowv) dduyaKis adixvodvtat, ev b€ Tats oiKov- 
pevats oALyot GvTes Kal od PiroOypor ot odXot. 

Editors seem not to have seen that the 
predicate of the last clause is missing. He 
must have meant that, as the people were 
few and not much given to hunting, they 
left the hares to multiply. Something like 
daivovrar ot evorxo. might be inserted after 
oikovpevats OY 6ALyou OvTes. 

5. 27. wat y modwKea pos TO auBdvwrrev 
ait@ Todd cup PdddcTau: Taxd yap éxdorou 
rapaéeper THY Oy Tplv VonoaL O TL ear. 

The genitive éxaorov seems questionable 
in construction and in meaning. Perhaps 
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we should read <zap’> éxacrov, the loss of 
map being due to the very similar yap pre- 
ceding. Cf. 6.10 wapadedpdpynxe rapa rade : 
Cyr. 5. 2. 29 wap’ abtiv thv BaBvdAdva . . 
TapLeva. 

5. 29. od8ev yap tov évrwv icopeyebes TOUTH 
(dv) dpovov éoti mpos Opdmov. 

“Opouov is clearly needed, but, as all MSS. 
appear to have dvououv, we might perhaps 
consider whether icopeyebes TovTw dv opoLov 
should not be read. ov seems to me to be 
wanted. 

5. 31. «ai Oct (so most MSS.) seems better 
than 6c?. Otherwise some particle (kai, yap 
or 5¢) would seem needed with rifeis. But 
Occ is probably distinguished from yée. 

5. 33. otrw dé éxixape éoti To Onptov wore 
obdels doris odk dy idav ixvevdpevor, edpioKd- 
pevov, petabecuevov, aAwoKomevov émiAabour’ av 

el Tov épwyn. 
I quote these often quoted words only 

that I may take occasion to complete the 
emendation of a passage in which Plutarch 
refers to them. In Moralia 1096 c we read 
TO TOD Hevodavros éxetvo proc Soxodor Kal TOV 
épwra roveiv ewiavOdverGa:, where Cobet saw 
from this passage that épdra should be 
épavra. But one sees also that dy must be 
added (kav or épavr’ av) as the sense is that 
even a lover would forget. So Arrian 16. 6 
has émAdOo.r’ adv and again ovk av éxi ye 
TovTw emiAaberGar av. 

5. 34. "Ev 8& rots épyos Kuvyyerovvra 
aréxerOar dv Gpar pépovor kal Ta vdpara Kal 
Ta peiOpa éav. TO yap arrecOar TovTwv aicxpov 
kal KaKOV, Kal va py) TO vopw evavTion Gow ob 
idovTes. 
No one has discovered or ever will dis- 

cover what 7 vopw éevaytio. means, But the 
remedy is not far to seek. This is one of many 
passages where a negative prefix has been 
omitted. The author wrote 7 dvdpum, the 
lawless sportsman. Plato Laws 823 E calls 
pirates: Oynpevrat aol Kat avopo.. 

The tacking on of the clause by kai iva is 
more like Tacitus (e.g. Annals. 1. 47. 2 ae ne) 
than Greek of this kind. Should we omit 
xai and make 76 ydp . . kaxov a parenthesis ! 
Or should the words be joined with what 
follows, kal érav «.t.X., a full stop or colon 
being put after xaxov 4 

6. 1. éyxareppappévar dé éyxevtpides should 
be changed to the accusative. It is parallel 
to rovs tudvras and governed by €xovaa 
supplied from éyovres. 

6. 8. In the middle of various pieces of 
advice as to arrangement of nets we find 
interposed these incongruous words: év 6é 
tats ixvetais pip trepBadAcobar Eore yap Onpa- 
Tikov pev dirdrovov b& TO ek TavTOs TpdToU 
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édeiv tax’. Mr. Dakyns, following the 
editors, translates ‘In hunting, “uo pro- 
crastination ” should be the motto, since it 
is sportsmanlike at once and a proof of 
energy by all means to effect a capture 
quickly.’ On this it may be noted (1) that 
ixveca is not hunting in general but following 
the trail: (2) that Schneider has seen the 
remark to be quite out of place in a context 
referring only to nets: (3) that for the 
above sense te kai or xai-xac would be needed 
with @yparixov and ¢giAc7ovov, not pev and dé, 
which could not here mean both, and. Start- 
ing from these last words, we may, I think, 
arrive at a partial solution of the difficulties 
contained in the passage. From their 
nature the two epithets cannot be contrasted 
any more than with pe and 6é they can be 
simply coupled. What the author wrote 
was therefore <ot> diAdrovov dé: to insist 
on a speedy capture by some means or other 
may be Onparixov, z.e. result in a good bag, 
but is od diAdrovor, z.e. is an indolent, un- 
sportsmanlike practice. Of what then is he 
speaking? Not of procrastination, but 
trepBadXeoOar in another sense, akin to that 
of 13. 13 éav pi rovors kat évOvpjpacr Kat 
eripeAeiats ohAais brepBadAwvrar: cf. 1. 12. 
They are not to exceed in something, push 
something too far in an unsportsmanlike 
manner. But here we come to a final diffi- 
culty which I cannot quite solve. Tats 
ixvetats is clearly wrong, and Schneider was 
right in saying that something about nets 
was needed, though he failed to see the 
drift of the passage. Evidently it was that 
the nets were not to be put so as to give 
the hare no chance of escape: that would be 
Onparixov pev, ov dtAdmovoy o¢€. But what 
tais ixvetars stands for, I will not venture to 
suggest. Cf. however the note on 7. 10 be- 
low, and for ov diAdrovoy that on 6. 17. 

6. 10. duwxdpevov dé tov Aay@ eis Tas apKus 
eis TO tpoabev Tpoter Ow. 

The meaning drive forward for the middle 
mpotecGar is quite unsubstantiated (in Soph. 
Frag. 153 mpooieras is now read) and such 
action on the net-keeper’s part is also super- 
fluous. The dogs do it better. IpotécOw 
seems to bea mistake for zpoirw or ropever Gu, 
with which we should have to read diwxo- 
pevov tov Aayd, like the 
immediately following. 

Ibid. 8yrovTw Gtr ody éopaxev 7) ov Ka- 
TELOE. 

Editors usually write ot. I should rather 
regard ov xareide as a repetition of ox 
éopaxev and omit it. So in the schol. to Ar. 
Plut. 1045 €opaxévas is glossed by Geacacbar. 
Cf. however 19. o¥ xareide (1) would come 

€ TET TWKOTOS 
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out of its place, (2) has been anticipated in 
Tapadeopaynke Tapa Tad 7) TAOdE. 

15. From érydA\aypéva to ayvwora 
should be put after tpurAa. Both sense and 
grammar will gain by this. 

6. 17. éxipapotvra éx’ airov: 6 8 eaipvys 
avagas ed’ attov thaypov Toujoet TOV KUVOV. 

Ed’ airév seems very feeble. Should we 
read ix’ airév? We read of the dogs in 23 
that id? aitév dvacrjcover tov Aayd. In 
both places I suppose it to mean that he 
gets up just under them. “Avacryjoovo. may 
suggest dvactds here, and cf. égavacrynoerat 
in 10. 9, but there is no reason for sus- 

pecting dvaéas. 
6.17. éuBodvrov 8& airé (the hare) diwxo- 

pevo id Kves, id KaKds, caps ye & KuvEs, 
Kaas ye ® KvvEs. 

(1) All through these directions only one 
kuvnyérns is assumed. So in 16 and im- 
mediately below in this §. For éuBodvrwv 
therefore we must read éuBodrw or éuPoav. 
It does not seem possible that the dpxvwpos 
should be included : he is too far off. 

(2) For xaxés Sauppe and Dindorf in his 
Teubner text give xaxas, the unmeaning 
reading of V (the margin of A has xds). 
kadas would be much better, but not right. 
Without thinking it probable, I will just 
suggest that iw xives, i Nayds were the real 
words. Cf. Diog. 2.5.37. Ni Ad, etrev, w’ 
Huav muxrevdvrwv exactos tpav éyor Ed 
Swoxpares, ed ZavOirrn. ; 

(3) The correction cofds for cadds is of 
course right. Besides § 13 and 3. 7 ef. 
Pollux 5.-60 codas, cdpivas, evaroOrjrous : 
Arrian Cyn. 1.2: 3.1: 5.6: Ar. Nub. 773 
sodas ye vi) Tas xapitas etc. 

Ibid. kat kvvodpopetv . . 
py UTavTav’ aropov yap. 

For this use of xara cf. Ar. Pax 1050: 
Av. 1178. 

What is meant by saying that you should 
run with the dogs and not try to meet the 
hare coming back, because that is dropov? 
It cannot mean ‘would stop proceedings’ 
(Dakyns) and clearly does not mean ‘ hope- 
less,’ because he goes on to say that the 
hare usually does turn back. No doubt he 
wrote dovov: ‘it is an indolent thing to do.’ 
In Herod. 7. 26 R has zépov, other MSS. 

xovov. In Aen. Tact. 14. 2 wovwv is an ad- 

mitted blunder for zépwv. Only seven lines 
below he tells us xvvodpopety os TaXLoTa Kal 

pr adréevar GdX’ éxrrepav prrordvus, and drAo- 

xovia is really the point of the whole treatise. 
Cf. 1. 7 and 12: 13. 14: and many passages 
about évortand zovetv such as 12. 16, 17. 
Add the following passages of Plato: Lach. 
194 B rdv dyabdv Kuovyyéernvy perabety xpy Kai 

, \ Lol . 

Kata Tov Aay@ Kat 
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pay avevar: Rep. 5385 D.. ra pev jpioea 
pirorovov, Ta 5 Huioea amrovov: . . oTav TLS 
piloyupvactns mev Kat PiAOOnpos 7 Kal ravTa 
Ta Ov TOV datos diorovyn : Laws 824 A of 
different forms of hunting, » pev trav ebddv- 
Twv ad Kata pepy, vuKtepeta KAnOeica, apyav 
avOpOv, ovk agia émaivov, ovd 4 Tav (sic) dia- 
Tavpata Tovey €xovTa, apKvol Te Kal TdyaLs 
GAN od dirordvov Wuyxns vikn Xepoumevwv THY 
dypiov Tov Onpiwy poynv: in which dpydv 
avépav and ov diAordvov Wuyns answer ex- 
actly to amovov here. In Cyr. 2. 2.25 we 
hear of men Pdaxeia Kal arovia Kaxol. It 
may fairly be argued that ‘azovov here and 
<ot> ¢dAdrovov in 8 confirm one another. 

6. 18. The hare zwodw repifadrAc obev 
evpioKerat emt TO TOAd. 

Sir A. Grant and Mr, Dakyns understand 
that it returns to the place where it was 
found, but the meaning of dev and the 
tense of the verb forbid this. For etpioxerau 
read dAiocxerar, ‘and this usually causes its 
capture. Cf. 5. 29 mepiBaddAwv Kal dyarav 
Tovs TOmous ev ols eyeveTo Kal érpddy GALoKeETaL. 

6. 19. éay wédw aravraot dudkovcat airov. 
We seem to want something like zadw 

<zrepiBarovrr>, as in 18 wadw wepiBadre. 
That is the clear meaning. 

6. 20. mpos d€ Tots adAXows KeAcvopacw, éav 
ow év dpe at petadpomat, emixedevew Ode, 
Ed kuves, €b & kuves. 

Kv is certainly wrong. ’EmuxeAcvew im- 
plies an exhortation, not a laudatory ci. 
Moreover ¢d would almost certainly have ye 
added to it as it has in 19, and as xadds 
and codas have in 17: Cf. Arrian 18,1: Ar. 
Eccles. 213 ed y' ed ye vip AV’, eb ye: tb. 241 
etc. But I would not adopt the conjecture 
eva. (if indeed there was such a word). The 
Bacchic expression is unfitted for dogs. Eia 
is obviously what we want, and perhaps 
should be substituted for eta in Suidas. 

7. 2. AtadOapdor should have been ac- 
cepted for diapfetpwor. Arrian 28. 2 points 
to the former, not the latter. Cf. 7b. 17. 2: 
26. 4. 

7. 3. at yap Oeparetar at adAOTpiaL odK Eioiv 
avséuysou TO O€ TOV pyTépwv Kal Td yada ayabov 
Kal TO TVEvpa Kal al TepiBoral didau. 

Arrian 30, 2 quotes 76 6@ rév pyrépwv: at 
any rate his MSS. appear to give it. Is it 
the 7o d€ we sometimes find in Plato (Apol. 
23 A: Rep. 340 D: Theaet. 157 B) in the 
sense of ‘but in reality’? Cf. Ar. Hist. 
An. 10. 7. 11: fragm. 94. 

7. 10. Even Schneider’s transposition of 
$§ 10 and 11 will not make zpos tats dpxvow 
in the former into good sense. What is 
needed is zpds Tots txveow, and this has per- 
haps been corrupted through zpos rats dpxvat 
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occurring at the beginning of 11. Cf. 6. 20 
ev TO ixver Gow and mpos avrois Tots tyveot, and 
ib. 21 rpocoradar Tots ixvect. 

7. 11. dbeOnoovras € rovTou ray Hon k.T.X. 
If rovrov means the straying or the sub- 

sequent return (Schneider), we should ex- 
pect ddycovra. But it seems to me to 
mean the being fed at the nets. This is to 
last €ws av véat Gow, and to be discontinued 
OTav On K.T.A. 

In the clumsy phrase érieAevav rouncovrat 
tovtov . . ppovtifew should ¢povrifev be 
omitted? It is not however easy to see 
how it got in. 

8. 1. ixveverGar 88 Tovs Aayds Stay vidy 6 
Geos wote npavicbar thy ynvr «i 0 Eevertat 
peddyxia, Svalytntos éorar. eat O€ GTav pev 
erwidy kat 7 Bdopeov ta ixyvn e€w toAdv xpovov 
djda. od yap Taxd ovvTnKeTa ev be voTLOV 
Te 7 Kat NALos eriAdpmn, 6Atyov xpovov: Tax 
yap Siaxetrauy orav 8 exwihn cvvexas, ovdev 
det emuxadvrrer yap. 

As the opening words of this chapter 
stand, they mean that the time for track- 
ing hares is when snow is on the ground. 
One would think there must have been 
something to limit this statement, as he has 
previously been dwelling at considerable 
length on the tracking of them at other 
times of the year. The words are far too 
absolute. 

A careful reading of the passage will 
make us hesitate about oray pev éerwidy. 
’Ezuvidew is not simply to snow, but to go on 
snowing or snow again: and what is the 
difference between drav péev erwidyn and orav 
& érwidn ovvexos? Then, remembering that 
pev and yy sometimes get confused, we shall 
see that we ought to read drav py (or drav 
pev pi) éerwidy. The tracks are clear, when 
no more snow falls and there is a north 
wind: when it keeps on snowing, it is no 
good (ovdev det) to try. I hardly think éw 
can be right by itself. 

9.5. 60 é€ea drpena tuecas ws ert yqv. 
muecas neuter is probably right, but what 

is the meaning of as éxi? Should we read 
os <éyytvtata> or something similar ? 

9. 11. Should not xaé or re be added to év 
Tais duddots 4 

10. 1. ek rovrou Tov yevous. 
As he has just named four kinds, read 

e€ éxaorov for é€k TovTov. 
10. 4. rp&rov pev ovv xpi eAGdvras ov av 

olwvTaL elvat wTayew TO KUVHYyECLOV, AVoavTas 
play tov Kuvav Tov Aaxawdv, tas 8 GdAXas 
Exovras dedewéevas TupTrEpievat TH KUVL. 

Mr. Dakyns translates ‘the company 
being come to some place where a boar is 
thought to lie, the first step is to bring up 
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the pack, which done, they will loose a single 
*Laconian bitch,’ &c., and this, I imagine, 
represents the general view of. the meaning. 
There are at least two objections to it: (1) 
it is impossible without inserting a xat before 
Aicavras, (2) there seems no reason why 
the dogs should be carefully kept back until 
after ‘the company’ had arrived, but they 
would all arrive together. Taking 70 xvvy- 
yeovov to mean the quarry, I propose to omit 
eva. and make izdyew intransitive. It 
occurs often enough of people retreating, 

withdrawing, &c., and we may understand it 
here ‘wherever they think the game keeps 
itself retired, is lying concealed.’ This is a 
slight development of the more usual mean- 
ing. I believe we have the same sense in 
6. 12 ras xivas AaBdvra tévat rpds THY UTayw- 
yiv tov Kuvyyeciov, which is translated ‘to 
rouse the game’ or ‘intent on the working 
of the pack’ (Dakyns, who adopts the 
former), both translations being I think un- 
tenable. “Yraywy7 is the ‘retreat’ of the 
game. It may be noticed that irdyew and 
izaywyyn are used by Aristotle Hist. An. 
5. 2. 6: 6. 29. 1 of a certain squatting 
posture of animals. This is again a distinct 
sense, but it goes to show by analogy the 
possibility of the sense I assume here. 
Pollux 5. 11 cites trayev as used of such 
animals as are hunted, but in what sense he 
does not clearly indicate. I should like to 
find some good authority also for kuvyyéovov 
used of the game. But, though none is 
quoted, compare the uses of @ypa, aypa, 
venatio, venatus, chasse. It seems to be so 
used in 6. 11 zpos 76 Kuvnyéovov. 

If this is right, eva. may be a gloss on 
imayew. Cf. warny in 13. 2, which seems to 
be a gloss on dAAws, and perhaps ¢povtiZew 
noticed above in 7. 11. Or we might read 
<cixos> elvau. 

10. 5. It is not easy to make anything of 
Wyoupevy axoovbia. We might read iyyoupnevy 
8 dxoAovbotow éorar Kat «.T.A., OY eoTar Oe 

Kal TOls KUVNyeTaLs Hyoupevy akoAovHodat. 
10. 7. cuvéxovrac yap ev Tots Wrots at 

paxo. 
The verb seems unmeaning, but no good 

substitute has been found. ’Avépxovrar 
would be suitable enough, if legitimate: but 
I cannot find it used of plants except in Od. 6. 
163 and 167. Cf. Tac. A. 2. 14. 3 inter 
truncos arborum et enata humo virgulta. 

Ibid. iwép 5¢ Exaorns. For imep read epi. 
10. 11. évamels éyn. Only one example of 

exw with a present participle (Eur. 7'’o. 
317 Katacrévovo’ éxes) is cited by Kiihner, 
and it is certainly very rare. Perhaps there- 
fore we should read éraveis. ‘The use of an 
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intransitive participle with €yw is noticeable. 
10. 21. Reading xwdvvevovow, drav év x.7.X. 

with Schneider (MSS. orav dé, but cf. the 
impossible d¢ after cicBodai in § 19), we 
may add some such word as AaBovres after 
mpoBorw. Cf. §$ 11, 12. 

12. 1. Read zrepi pev <otv> airdv. So in 
§ 2 the MSS. gives pev only: peév yap is due 
to Stobaeus. 

12. 6. omavifovtes yap Kaptav To e& apyns 
EVOMLTaY GfLwWS TOUS KUVNYETAS pi) KWAVEL Sud TO 
pndev TOV ert TH yn Propwevwy aypevew" pods de 
TOUTW pn VUKTEpEvELY evTOS TOAAGY oTadiwr, iva 
py aaipotvto Tas Oypas aitav ot €xovTes 
TAUTHY THY TEXVYV. 

Omitting da or da 70, editors and tran- 
slators have given some very surprising 
interpretations of pydev...aypevew. Lenz 
(quoted by Mr. Dakyns) suggested what 
seems to me plainly right, the omission of ro 
only: but he failed to give the passage its 
true meaning, which is that they did not 
prevent them from following the chase on 
account of anything (da pydev) growing 
upon the ground. In other words huntsmen 
might go anywhere in spite of the ground 
being cultivated, or planted. Plato Laws 
824 B gives exactly similar liberty : pydeis 
Tovs tepovs ovtws Onpevtas KwAvETW, GTOV Kal 
omn Tep av eOeAwou Kvvyyereiv: and compare 
the advice given above (5. 34) év rots epyous 
KuvnyeTovvTa aréxecOar dv dpar dépovor. It is 
quite impossible that rév gdvouévwv should 
refer to animals: it can only mean vegeta- 
tion, and ézi 77 yn is used instead of éx rijs 
yns because it is the surface of the earth 
and the use made of the surface that are 
here present to the mind. The erroneous 
insertion of 7d is probably due to the 
frequency of dua 76 and an infinitive, a con- 
struction which occurs six times in this 
chapter. No instance is cited of dypevew 
used absolutely or intransitively, but there 
can be no objection to it. @npav and 
Onpevey have not always an object, nor has 
our hunt. 

The subject of vuxrepevew is indefinite ; in 
reality ot €xovres TavTynv Tiv Téxvnv are meant, 
There was to be no night-hunting, that the 
(professional ?) night-hunters might not spoil 
sport for the gentlemen who hunted by day. 
In the Laws u.s. night-hunting with nets is 
wholly forbidden, but apparently because it 
is dpy@v avdpav. 

12. 7. The pastime of hunting cadpovas 
Trovet Kal SuKaious Suda TO ev aAnOeia wadever Oar. 

Dindorf compares Thue. 1. 84. 7. év rots 
dvaykatoTatois mawWeverOar, and this is no 
doubt the general meaning, but how can it 
be got out of dAndeiat I suspect edredcta 
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was the original word. The confusion of a 
and ev is a familiar one, and dreAcia may 
have been corrected to dAnfeia. Xuvnbeia 
(12. 4) or einOeia (cf. 13. 16) has also 
occurred to me, but eireAeda seems just the 
right expression and much more likely than 
either of them. Cf, Thucydides’ jer’ 
evteXelas. 

12. 15. of pev ovy rapacyovres abrovs émt 
TO del Te poxGetv Te Kal OvddoKer Oar abrois pev 
pabnoes Kal weA€ras éxurdvous exovet, TwTNpiav 
d€ Tals avTav ToAcoW. 

Ilapéxew atrovs eri TO poxGety seems an 
odd expression and the datives with €xovor 
are clearly impossible. The MSS. are 
divided between zapacyxévres and rdcyxorrtes : 
I should conjecture that the real word, the 
source of the two false readings, was zapa- 
oxevalovtes. Iapackevdfew atrov emi te is 
an unexceptionable expression and we 
actually have a little before in § 11 zapa- 
oxevalovow attovs TH maTpiou ypyotpmovs elvat. 
Cf. $$ 1 and 7, where the word also occurs. 
Having thus got rid of wapéyev from the 
first clause, we are free to put it into the 
second; avtrois pev pabyoeas Kal ped€tas 
émimovovs <map>exovor. This phrase is 
slightly odd, but caused and excused, I 
think, by the antithesis with owrnpiav dé 
tals €avtav woAeow. If it were not for that, 
the writer would hardly have said zapéyew 
avrots pabycess. 

12.18. fs Gre pev épGou ravres evdyAov: 
Ore b€ Oud TOVwY etl TUXELV adTHS, of moAXOL 
adioravrar’ 

He does not mean that it can be got by 
hard work, but that it can only be got by 
hard work. Read therefore dua zdvwv 
<povov>, in which words a reason for the 
loss of pdvov is obvious, or <dvayxn> éortiv, 
or something similar. 

12. 21. imo 8& rhs aperjs od oidpevor 
emirkometo Oat TOAAG Kaka Kal aicxpa. evavTiov 
TOLOUGLY, OTL AVTIV EKELVOL OVY OPHOLW. 

He argues in a somewhat puerile manner 
that, if Virtue had a material body, men 
would pay more heed to her, eiddres ore 
womep avtois éxelvn eudavys eotiv, ovTH Kal 
avtot tr éxeivns épovta. Then follow the 
words above quoted. It is quite clear that 
éTL avTiv ékeivor ovx dpoow is not right, 
because éxeivor could not be used of persons 
who are also the subject of the main verb 
mzowovcw. The two pronouns have exchanged 
terminations and we should read ori airoi 
éxelvnv ovx Spaow, adrot and éxeivn being used 
as in the other words above quoted. ’Evavr- 
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tiov seems used somewhat oddly in the 
sense of ‘ publicly.’ 

After a few words we find in 22 «i ovv 
cidetev TovTO Ott Oearar aiTovs, tevro av emt 

Tos TOvous...kal Katepyafowro aitnv. The 
other optatives require ievro to be changed 
to an optative too, unless they themselves 
should be made indicatives, as in 19. The 
aorist optative of veuac is not found else- 
where except in compounds, @.g. mpdowrTo in 
11 of this chapter, and the right form of it 
seems rather doubtful. It is obvious how 
easily eivro might pass into evo. 

13. 4. wapa tis Eavtod picews. 
So Joannes Damascenus. But our MSS. 

lave zapa tis avtas picews. Was the 
original zap’ airs rhs Picews? This would 
perhaps suit better with the personifying 
Ta. a. ‘ 

13. 5. dy dé Sovran cis apetiv ot Kadds 
mremadevpevor Opbas éyvwopeva Cyt@ A€yev. 

The perfect zeraidevpevor certainly seems 
strange (Hartman). We should look for 
rradevOnodpevot. Ought we to read ot kadas 
ye wadevodpevor (Crito 54 A rawWetcovrat) or 
radevomevor? A simpler change would be 
Kaxas Or <piy> Kkadds mematdevpévor, but it 
would hardly give a satisfactory sense. X. 
is not correcting or supplementing a faulty 
education, but indicating what the right 
system is to be from the first. 

13. 6. Wéyovar 5é Kai GAXor ToAXOL TOUS Viv 
codiurtas Kat ov Tors dirocddous, OTL ev TOtS 
évopac. codilovrat Kal ovK év Tots vonmacw. 

It may be right to bracket these words, 
but a strong enough case is hardly made 
out against them. I should incline to make 
the minor change of omitting one Tovs, So as 
to get tos viv coduictas kal od piAocdgovs. 
There is no point in saying that people 
blame the sophists, not the philosophers. 
What follows, od AavOaver dé x.7.X., seems too 
corrupt or too imperfect for restoration. 

13. 10. yuyvdcKovrar pév ert ta PeArio, 
érimovol T €iciv. 

Obviously $é should be read for re. Their 
life is honourable but laborious and un- 
pleasant. ’Ezizovo. is not the same as 
dtAorovot. 

13. 13. otk dv eAovev aypas. 
Rather <ras> dypas, as in 12. 3. 
13. 18. Brennecke seems right in saying 

that the proper place for these words is in 
chapter 1, probably after § 17. 

In one more article I hope to conclude 
for the present my notes on Xenophon. 

HERBERT RICHARDS. 
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NOTE ON DION. HAL. DE DINARCHO IUDICIUM. C. 11. 

A passaGE from Dionysius’ catalogue of 
the public speeches falsely ascribed to Din- 
archus is printed by Sauppe (Or. Att. i. p. 
323) as follows: 

Kara Moc yiwvos, aroypayapévou aitov Niko- 
Sikov' vidv drowndiodpevov, @ avdpes, 
rovtovt Mocxlwvos cvpBarov. Kai 
odtos 6 Adyos Kata Tos avTovs Xpovous TO 
mpotépw eipytar. dyAodta 8 éx THS apxis 
airns ToD Noyou Kal ek TaY Eis. 

Here rovrovi is due to Sylburg : the MSS. 
have rovt. For viov drowndurapevov Sauppe 
suggests TOv drown pirapEevor. 

The preceding speech to which reference 
is made, and which according to Dionysius 

bore the title Kara Kypvxwv (see Lipsius, 
Att. Proc.2 p. 760 n. 38 a.) was spoken either 
in 345-4 B.c, or in 344-3 B.c., when Din- 
archus was not twenty, and was about a 
man expelled from his deme at the general 
revision of the rolls (diayyndiois), Which was 
decreed by the Athenian Assembly in 346-5 
B.c. on the motion of Demophilus (see 
Schaefer, Demosthenes u. s. Zeit. ii. p. 308 
sqq.). The speech against Moschion, Diony- 
sius says, belonged to the same period, and 
dealt with a similar case, and this is con- 

firmed by Harpocration, who s.v. “Epxevos 
Zeis quotes from it this clause: «i dparopes 
aitd Kat Bwopot Aws épxetov Kat ’A7oAAwvos 
matpwou eiciv. Moschion then, like Euxi- 
theus, the speaker of Dem. or. 57, having 
been condemned by the votes of the assembly 
of his deme, had availed himself of the right 
of appeal to the public courts, and the 
speech against him was that delivered by 
the person appointed to defend the decision 
of the deme. So far, everything is simple 
and intelligible. But what is the bearing 
of Dionysius’ phrase, droypayapevov airov 
Nuxodikov, ‘ Nicodicus having got him regis- 
tered’? Blass (Att. Ber.” iii. 2, p. 800) has no 
comment, and the only explanation I have 
seen is adumbrated in Haussoulier’s inter- 
esting essay, La Vie Municipale en Attique, p. 
49 n. 3: ‘Contre Moschion que Nikodikos avait 
Suit exclure du déme’. Le discours fut-al pro- 
noncé par Dinarque ow Nikodikos, nous 0 igno- 
rons: wu fut prononcé contre Moschion, qui 
avait fait appel aux héliastes de la sentence ren- 
due contre lui parle déme. The idea that Din- 
archus, an alien and probably at this date a 
minor, had any Jocus standi in such a trial, is 
plainly untenable, but the vé/e assigned to 
Nicodicus deserves consideration. Haussou- 
lier apparently conceives Nicodicus as de- 

nouncing Moschion in the assembly of the 
deme, when his name came up in the 
course of the voting (Dem. 57. 11, Aesch. 
1. 114, 2. 182), and afterwards acting 
as representative of the deme, when the 
appeal was tried by the ‘dicasts.’ Now, 
taken by themselves, the words, droypawa- 
péevov avtov Nuxodéckov, might mean ‘ Nico- 
dicus having got Moschion’s name entered’ 
by some magistrate with a view to a trial. 
The use is exceedingly rare, the more natural 
construction being shown in [Dem.] 47. 28 
(odd dreypdato Siadixaciavy pos ovdeva) and 
in Plut. Cie. 28 (8iknv aceBelas areypawaro Ta 
KAwdiw), but it flows easily from the notion 
of ‘registering,’ which underlies all applica- 
tions of dwoypddw, and is proved for Attic 
by Antiph. 6. 37, (xpoOvpor joav aroypadeo- 
Oat pe), where the charge is homicide (¢évos), 
and the king, exercising his discretion as 
presiding magistrate, refuses to enter the 
name. But such an interpretation runs 
counter to all we know of the procedure 
that was followed in 346-5 B.c., whenever 

the assembly of a deme had by a vote de- 
cided to strike a name off their register. 
The ejected member had the choice of losing 
his citizenship or of appealing; it was for 
him to take action. The deme at the trial 
seems, it is true, to have been prosecutor 
rather than defendant, since its spokesman 
had the first word (Dem. 57. 1), but it had 
no occasion to institute further proceedings 
against persons whom it had already pun- 
ished by a terrible sentence. Nicodicus, if 
he was Moschion’s successful assailant, did 
not go to a magistrate to get his enemy’s 
case re-heard. But, what if Nicodicus’ part 
was precisely the opposite? If Reiske and 
Sauppe are right in putting the colon before 
vidv, the words may mean ‘ Nicodicus having 
got Moschion registered,’ 7.e. {on the book 
of the deme. Of course the Attic term in 
such a connection is éyypadew, and nothing 
but éyypadew, but listen to Cobet: * Diony- 
sius, qui in Atticis Oratoribus, Historicis, 

Philosophis legendis et diiwdicandis aetatem 
contriuerat, qui Thucydidem, Demosthenem, 
Platonem tenebat memoriter, qui et ceteris et 
sibi egregie arrixiLew uidebatur, nihilo minus 
in multis spreta Attici sermonis ratione et 
usu witiosam aequalium loquendi consuetu- 
dinem (riv ovvibeav) securus sequitur (Ob- 
serv. ad. Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. p. 5). It is 
certain that Plutarch would not have been 
shocked by such a use of droypayapevov, for 
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he writes in Per.:c. 37, cuvexopnoav dazo- 

ypawacrba: tov vobov eis toils dparepas, dvopa 
Géuevov 76 abrod. Athenians said cicayew 
eis Tos ppatepas. 

If, then, nothing else followed, we might 
acquiesce in the view that Nicodicus was in 
collusion with Moschion and had managed 
the fraudulent insertion of his name on the 
register of the deme But Dionysius adds 
the opening words of the speech, and, with 

‘the traditional punctuation, the emphasis 
thrown on vidv is so astonishing, and the 
meaning so obscure, that Sauppe has pro- 
posed to substitute rav. I venture to offer 
a different remedy and to arrange the pas- 
sage as follows: Kara Moo xiwvos, emrypaya- 
pevov avtov Nuxodikov vidv: darowndicapevor, 
® avdpes, tovtovt Mocyiwvos TovpPadav. 
Moschion pretended to be an Athenian 
citizen, and styled himself (‘inscribed him- 
self’) Mocxiwv Nixodi/kov; the name of the 
deme may lurk in ovpBadov, which I think 
corrupt, but, before considering this point, 
it will be better to state the evidence for 
and against the correction érvypawapévov. 
The emendation is supported by the follow- 
ing passages: Lys. 13. 73, od« dv “A@nvatos 
kai edtkale Kal efexAnoiale kai ypadas Tas é& 
avOparrwv éypadero, érrypapopevos ’“Avayupacios 
eivat (Agoratus was a dnporoinros and pro- 
bably could not append the name of his 
father, an alien), ib. 76, éovxodavrer zoAXovs 
as ’A@nvatos Tovvoua émrypaddpevos, Dem. 57. 
51, od yap av Eevnv Kat E€vov Tos éuavtod 
yovéas émiypadmevos petexew Elow Tips 
ToAews, GAN’, Et TL TOLODTOV GUVNOELY, eLnTNS av 
av pyow yovewy civat, Isae. 4. 2, Opacvpaaxov 
ereypaiavto Tov Nukcotpartov, 2b. 4, ras oidv TE 
7@ dvdpt dvo warepas éervypawacbar, Plut. De. 
Gen. Socr. ¢. 13, ratnp tov cav viewv éxvypa- 
deis, Dio. Cass. 39.57. 1, Sédevxov 8€é twa 
() Bepevixn) petrareupaca avdpa te éreypawato 
Kal KoWwwvov THS Te BaciAeias Kai TOD 7oAEKOU 
erounoato, 2b. 37. 7. 3, Kat adtois os dAnOds 
SvairyTas ervypaidpevor tavta Ta Tpos GAARAOovS 
eykAjpara dueAvcav7o. Moreover, compounds 
of ypadw seem peculiarly exposed to corrup- 
tion in MSS. As examples of generally 
accepted corrections note [Dem.] 44. 42, 
ervypagetat (Lipsius) for aroypaderar, Andoc. 
1. 13, dwéypayav (Stephanus) for éréypalar, 
Artemidorus, 5. 58, aeypawaro (Hercher) for 
exeypaato, Isae. 3. 30, ereypaiaro(Dobree) for 
eypaato, Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 2. 76, aaeypa- 
govro (Cobet) for izeypadovro, Andoc. 1. 77, 
eyyeypappevov (Hmper) for emLyeypappevav, 
oan eveypady (Droysen) for e&eypady, Aesch. 
2. 43; eypacys (Sauppe) for eveypapns, [Dem.] 
52.8, yeypappevov (Keiske) for érvyeypappevov. 

In [Dem.] 58. 48, where Blass has yeypap- 
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pevor, the MSS. show yeypappevoi, eyyeypap- 
pevor and ervyeypappevor. In view of these 
facts and the stereotyped legal phrase tiunpa 
ervypadeoOa it does not appear rash to alter 
Plato, Laws, 845 E (dixaléobw mpos tovs 
aotuvopous tiv agiav THs BAGBys daroypado- 
pevos) SO as to square with Laws 915 A 
(adovs tHv SirAaciav Tod érvypadéevtos BAGBovs 
TO apaipebevre TwWeTw). 

But it will be said, and with justice, 
that there is a barbarous air about 
eriypadopat éeuavtov Nixodiékov viev. That 
it is Attic, I do not pretend. An 
Athenian would have said ériypadopar 
Nixodékov vids (warpos?) etvar or émiypadw 
éuavtov Nukodikov vidv (see Lsae. 6. 36, em 
ypavavras opas adtovs éxitporous, and compare 
Epictetus, 2. 16. 34, ré cavtov diAdcodoyr ee- 
ypaces é€ov TA Ovta érvypadev ; and would not 
have added the reflexive pronoun to 
the verb in the middle, unless two objects 
were contrasted. Compare [Dem.] 44. 55, 
ody atrov adhAa Todrov émeypdwato TH Sdua- 
paptupia with [Dem.] 59. 43, ypadomevwv 
puchod Kal dawovtwy Kal ériypadomevwv 
tats dAXotpiais yvwopas. Before, however, 
rejecting ériypadopar éuavrov as intolerable, 
we ought to look at the history of doypd- 
dopa. ‘I register myself’ is expressed by 
aroypadouat unqualified not only in Attic 
inscriptions (C./.A. ii. 334, 18 apds tods 
otpatnyous aroypawal cba) but in Ptolemaic 
papyri (Revenue Pap yrus c. 14. 3 amolypa- 
péo| dwcay | mpos Tov twAodwra ; note that the 
active is used of the officials c. 33, 9 of de 
BaoXikot ypappareis eayeabaeteed) and in 
census returns of the imperial age (Vew 
Classical Fragments, Grenfell and Hunt, 
xlix. 7. 141 a.v. eyo pev 6 Aidvpos aeyppa- 
Wapnv); not only in Lysias (25. 9), Xenophon, 
(Hell. 2. 4. 8), Aristotle (Pol. vi. (iv.), 13. 
1297 a 24), but in Polybius (10. 17. 10), 
Diodorus Siculus (8. 149), Plutarch (Cat. 
ut. 60) Dio Cassius (55. 13). In spite of 
this well-established practice the vulgarism 
aroypapomat éuavrov forced its way into the 
language. Its appearance in census returns 
(An Alexandrian Erotic Fragment and Other 
Greek Papyri, Grenfell, xlv. 6. 19 B.c. dzo- 
ypadhopar éuarov (sic) eis TO tals Kauo*, Berl. 
Ork. i. 26. 4. 1738/4 A.D. droypadopat émavrov 
Kal Tos €“ovs) was to be expected, and in 
time it invaded literature. Who will dare 
to apply the knife to Plut. Nic. c. 14, cavidas 
eis Gs amreypagovTo kata pvdds avTovs ot Zuvpa- 
covotot, or Anton. c. 71, dreypadovro ot Pidot 
cuvvarofavoupevovs éavtovs? The use was 
convenient, and occasions arose when the 
severest Atticist would have found his 
principles embarrassing. Think of the 
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difficulty of converting into Attic Zonaras’ 
phrase (7. 19. 8, trav pa aroypawapevwv Tas 
ovolas ev Tals amoypadais kai éavtovs) if the 
addition of the pronoun were absolutely 
proscribed. Similarly, if an index maker 
desired to attach to a name in the genitive 
a clause to this effect ‘having styled 
himself son of Nicodicus,’ I do not think he 
would have feared to write émiypapapevov 
attov Nuxodixov vidv. The phrase is unam- 
biguous and terse, and is justified by its 
convenience. 

The first words of the speech are perhaps 
beyond discovery. The plural arownduca- 
pHevov 18S an appropriate opening for an 
advocate whose office is to defend the votes 
of the majority in the deme. Compare 
Aesch. 1. 78: éredav yap etry 6 Katiyyopos: 
‘ avdpes Oukactai, TovTovt Katelnpicavto (aze- 
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Undicavto: Hamaker) oi dnpora, opocavres. 
ovdevos avOpwrwv ote KaTnyopyoavTos ovTE 
KaTapaptupyaavtos, GAN’ avtol auveldores, 
edOds GopuBetre dyets ws od petov TO Kpwvopeva 
Ts Tokews. But if the change be accepted, 
as it was by Sauppe, it is hard to imagine 
what place is left in the sentence for 
oupPadrdév. What is wanted is a genitive 
plural to go with the participle. No 
‘demoticum’ furnishes an entirely con- 
vincing restoration. The two forms nearest 
to ovpBadov are Shevdaréwv and Suradyrtriov, 
it being remembered that-in the first 
century B.c. the latter was sometimes 
written SvBadryrriov (C.I.A. ii. 470). But 
proper names, especially if they happen to 
be rare, are outside all rules of palaeo- 
graphical probability. 

Wiz iW. 

NOTE ON EUR. AZC. 501.1 

HERACLES, newly arrived at Pherae, con- 
verses with the Coryphaeus and is more 
nearly informed of the nature of his quest 
in Thrace. When told at length that the 
master of the man-eating horses is a son of 
Ares he says: 

\ / > ~ , / / Kal TOVOE TOVLOD Oaipwovos ovo NéyeLs* 
ak\npos (f. oreppos : cf. Androm. 98 et schol. 

ad loc.) yap aiet kat mpds aimos epyerar: 500 
el xpy jee Taioly ods “Apns éyeivaro 

4 , a X\ 4 paxny Evvawar mpdra pev Avkdovi, 
> ‘ , , >” , 

adOis dé Kixvan, tovde 8’ épxopat tpirov 
ayava Todos deorory Te TYUBadGv 
> ? ¥ 4 a ‘ ? a 7 / 
GAN’ ovtis Ext Os TOV ’’AAKHVNS yovov 
Tpécavta, xEipa toAculav rot’ oWeraL. 

505 

Ihave been at some pains to punctuate 
this passage accurately. It is a single 
sentence. V.499 is parenthetic and might, 
therefore, be set off by dashes as well as by 
the point above the line. The gist of the 
sentence may be given briefly thus: ‘ Just 
my luck—always hard—to fight with 
another son of Ares after fighting with two! 
But Pll never turn my back ona foe.’ I 
emphasise the fact that Heracles’s speech is 
a single sentence, because I conceive that it 
is the vicious modern tendency to curtail 
the comprehensive ancient sentence and to 
fail to grasp it as a whole that has led here, 
as too often in the Classics, to a serious 

* Read before the American Philological Associa- 
tion at Hartford, Conn., 6 July, 1898. 

misconception of the author’s meaning. To 
this misconception we owe it that the word 
marty in v. 501 has been called in question. 
Gilbert Wakefield in his TZragoediarwm 
Delectus (London 1794) was, so far as I 
know, the first of the would-be correctors of 
this word. He printed in his text zacu, 
annotating thus: ‘Erectiorem feci senten- 
tiam et loquentis menti accomodatiorem, 
restituendo ex divinatione propra (sic) taow 
pro inerti atque inutili dictione zacw: et 
quisnam adversabitur?’ G. A. Wagner in 
his edition of the Alcestis (Leipsic 1800) 
objected to Wakefield’s ‘ restitution,’ but 
without giving an adequate reason for his 
objection and—apparently—without fully 
understanding the passage. Monk merely 
notes ‘7aow pro mawiv edidit Wakefield.’ 
In our time, in which peace has not been 
given to this passage, at least two editors of 
the Alcestis have hit upon the same conjec- 
ture as Wakefield. In Dr. Wecklein’s 
edition of Wolfg, Bauer’s Alkestis (Munich 
1888) réow is printed and credited appar- 
ently to himself by Dr. Wecklein. Again 
Mr. W. 8. Hadley in his edition of the 
Alcestis (Cambridge 1896) prints 7waow with 
the explanatory note: ‘zaow, a natural ex- 
aggeration,’ and the critical note: ‘ For the 
MSS. zauiv I have read rdow; cf. n. in 
commentary; the enumeration of first, second 
and third makes the exaggeration natural : 
avo seems pointless.’ (Cf. also Class. Rev. 
xii. pp. 118-119.) By the rough rendering 
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I have given above of this passage, as well 
as by my preliminary remarks upon it, I 
have already sought to indicate the argu- 
ments against this persistent conjecture. 
Heracles complains not of fighting with all 
Ares’s sons, but of fighting with another, a 
third son of Ares. In a clearer and more 
prosaic form the sense of vv. 501-504 might 
be reproduced thus: «i ypy pe taiwWe tpitar 
mato. "Apeos paynv Evvawar dis ydn Taoiv 
"Apeos paxnv évvaiavra mpdta—Krixvar. The 
reading wauiv brings deororn: in v. 504 
among the ‘ sons that Ares begat’; the con- 
jecture zacw puts Lycaon and Cycnus among 
them ‘that Ares begat,’ but places the 
‘master of the foals’ in another category. 
If we try to reduce the proposed text to a 
more prosaic form we shall get something 
like this: «i xpy pe maow ods (dcovs) “Apys 
eye(vato =pdaxnv svvawavta, mpota—Kixvor, 
Tovd épxecOar xré. This reduction to prose 
is certainly a reductio ad absurdum. I do 
not, however, venture to hope that I shall 
have been able to banish this pestilent 
critical heresy for ever. 

I may add that this passage gives me 
another occasion to note what I have noted 
by implication elsewhere (Class. Rev. ix. 
202), that a translator may succeed when 
the commentators fail. Mr. Way does 
tolerable justice to the passage just discussed 
thus : 
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‘Thou say’st: such toil my fate imposeth 
still, 

Harsh evermore, uphillward straining aye, 
If I must still in battle close with sons 
Gotten of Arés; with Lycaon first, 
And Kyknus then: and lo, I come to 

grapple— 
The third strife this—with yon steeds and 

their lord. 
But never man shall see Alkméné’s child 
Quailing before the hand of any foe.’ 

It may be added to what has been already 
said about this passage—and perhaps the 
addition will put the case in even clearer 
light—that if Euripides had chosen to write 
matowv, instead of zamiv, there would have 
been no possible ground for emendation. 
The regimen of gvvdwWar before his mind and 
the consciousness that he was expressing 
himself somewhat indirectly caused him, I 
conceive, to prefer the dative. If we trans- 
late as though zaidwv were written—and in 
v. 504 zwAwv Seorornt—, we shall gain a 
clear understanding from another point of 
view of the difficulties of this passage and 
the reasons why editors have blundered. 

It may be noted in conclusion that M. 
Henri Weil in his edition of the Alcestis 
says nothing of the conjecture zaow. 

Mortimer LAmMson EARLE. 

LUCIAN: HERMOTIM. 81. 

Wirtn reference to Mr. Headlam’s note on 
p. 350, I should like to point out that Lucian 
is referring not to the Ady Incod, but to 
certain pantheistic utterances of the Stoics. 
The whole context in the Hermotimus is 
redolent of Stoicism, and the matter is put 
beyond dispute by a comparison with Clem. 
Alex. Protrept. 5, § 66 ot8 pny tots aro THs 
rods wapedevoopar dia waons tAns Kal dca 

Led > me \ “a / / 

THS ATLMOTATNS TO Getov dujpKew A€yovTas 

and Themist. de Anim. 725 raya dé Kai rots 
azo Znvovos aipdwvos 7 ddga 61a Taans 
ovalas TehortynKeva Tov Gedy tiene 
vos. The coincidence of thought with the 
passage in the Ady is no doubt striking, 
but not more so than, e.g. the similarity of 
Arr. Epict. ii. 8, 12, 13 with 1 Cor. vi. 
18-20. 

A. C. PEARSON. 

NOTES ON BACCHYLIDES. 

ix. 22 sqqg. Mr. Kenyon punctuates 
kAXewo|t Bplorav, | ot tprérer xré. Hither the 
comma should be omitted (cf. the punctuation 
of v. 50) or it should be placed between 
kAewot and Bpordv. The meaning is not 
‘ glorious among mortals are they that,’ etc., 

but ‘ glorious are those among mortals that,’ 
etc. It may be added here that the comma 
after Xda in v. 27 should be removed. It 
is immaterial whether or not a comma be 
placed after eOepay in v. 29. 

xi. 8 sg. [Sa6v]|rAoxdpov seems certainly 
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right. Professor Blass’s Srvyés in v. 9 gets 
rid of the difficulty about the appropriateness 
of the epithet. Professor Jebb’s Bafurddxap.’ 
6 spoils the rhyme with ép6o0d/cov, which may 
well be intentional (cf. vv. 22 sqg., where 
deAuos is answered by dati zpos). Besides 
Bacchylides’s manner of arranging words 
favours an adjective before xovpa, agreeing 
with the substantive after it. Cf. xi. 28 sq. 
mayéevwr xaitav éaiar yAavkar, v. 19 sq. 
eipvavaxtos ayyeXos Znvos épurpapayor, 
v. 98 sq. Kadvkootepavov ceuvas xodov 
’Apteutoos AevkwAevov. In the last example 
two adjectives come first. 

xi. 43-58. Perhaps Euripides did not 
have these verses in mind in writing 
Bacch. 23-38, but there are points of quite 
marked resemblance between the two pas- 
sages. ras €€ épatav épdByoe | tayKxparijs 
“Hpa peddbpwv | Ipotrov, rapardjye ppevas | 
Kaprepar Levéac’ avayxar in Bacchylides might 
very well have served as model for rovydp vw 
abras éx Séuov aiotpys eye | pavias: dpos 8 
oikodo. rapakoror dpevov in Euripides. Cf. 
the last verse and Bacch. 38 with Bacchy]l. xi. 
55. So too the daughters of Proetus were 
punished for something they said (aoxov 
Bacchyl. xi. 50), the women of Thebes for 
something they denied (oi« épacxov Kur. 
Bacch, 27). Add to all this the fondness 
of Euripides for describing madness and the 
consequent likelihood that the passage in 
Bacchylides would have stuck in his memory, 
and the resemblance between his verses and 
those of the older poet may well be thought 
more than superficial. 

xvi. 35. I fail to see that there is any 
objection to the expression daidviov Tépas 

* 
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here. It would mean a ‘portentous thing.’ 
It is used for a ‘portentous event’ (or 
‘sight’) by Sophocles in Ant. 375 (és 
Sapoviov Tépas auduwod). This poem seems 
to have been familiar to Sophocles. 

xvii. 20. Such a form as cipevy was not 
strange to the grammarians, to judge from 
the scholia on Hom. A 513 (kat elpero 
Sevrepov attis). Here the Venetian scholia 
give Anpiytpis 6 léiwy zporepiorat, tapa- 
AapBavwv +o Td apOpov and the Townleyan 
6 ’Iéiwv ‘Kat eipe 7d Sevrepov, Kaxds. I 
forbear to discuss the merits of ¢cipe 7d as 
opposed to eipero beyond remarking that 
Thetis does not properly ‘ask’ (in the 
sense of ‘enquire’) anything. But would 
the reading cipe 70 have been suggested or 
regarded at all had the form cipe been 
strange in itself ? 

xvii. 82 sqgg. AX’ ed-| taxrwv ex’ ikpiwv 
| crafeis dpovce. Here I venture to think 

we should substitute dz for én. In 
Euripides, Phoen. 1223 sqg., we find ’Ereo- 
kréns 8 Saqpé az’ dpOiov cradeis | ripyou 
KeXevoas otya Kypvga. otpatd., ‘nach der 
Vorstellung,’ as Dr. Wecklein says, ‘dass 
seine Worte von dorther gehért wurden.’ 
Cf. Phoen. 1009 oras €€ eradéewv axpwv and 
the other passages cited in Professor Jebb’s 
valuable note on Soph. Ant. 411. Perhaps 
in Phoen. 1091 we should correct ripywv éx’ 
dkpov otas to m. ax’ axpwv o. In Soph. Ant. 
132 Mr. Blaydes not unjustly queries 
whether we should not read dz’ axpwv for 
éx’ dkpwv, and az is found in V* according 
to Professor Campbell. 

Mortimer Lamson EARLE. 

ON THE SEQUENCE AFTER VEZ PROHIBITIVE. 

Ail 

In the previous article we presented the 
results of an exhaustive examination of the 
Latin Vulgate regarding this sequence, and 
found a considerable preponderance in 
favour of the Present as against the Perfect 
Subjunctive. Nor did we discover any 
sufficient ground for limiting the former 
usage, as Madvig wished to do, to a general 
prohibition addressed to a ris or ‘ficta 
persona.’ Such an example as ‘ ne respond- 
eatis iis’ =‘answer them not’, in the vulgate 
of Isaiah 36, 21 at the crisis of Jewish 

history is sufficient to raise doubts as to the 
soundness of the canon. Neither of the 
two usages however can be claimed as 
excluding the other; and both modes have 
their respective spheres, existing side by 
side, each having its function more or less 
clearly defined. 

For the sake of complete assurance, the 
fragments of the old Italic version in Saba- 
tier’s recension (which version was super- 
seded by the Vulgate), have also been ex- 
amined, and the results come out nearly the 
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same with no important modification, except 
that the balance inclines to increase the 
number of instances with the Perf. Subj. 

Thus, in the Old Testament, even in the 
Pentateuch, where the Vulgate shows no 
example, the Antiqua Italica presents Perf. 
Subj. viz. Genesis 48, 9 ne steteris and 
Exodus 3, 5 ne accesseris. On the other 
hand this is largely neutralised by the fact 
that the Antiqua has elsewhere the reverse 
feature, the Present Subj. occurring where 
Vulgate has Perfect, viz. Hosea 4, 15 (two 
instances). 

In the New Testament, the Antiqua shows 
the Perf. Subj. somewhat more largely than 
does the Vulgate. The enumeration shows 
eight examples of Perf. in Antiqua for 
Present in Vulg., viz. Matth. 5, 42; 6, 13; 
7,6; Mark 9, 24; Luke 9,3; 12, 11 and 
22; Philip. 4, 6; also three examples of 
Perf. in Antigua where Noli appears in 
Vulg. viz.’ Matth. 1, 20; Luke 12, 29; 
Apoe. 10, 4. 

Per contra, the Antigua presents three 
examples of Pres. Subj. for Perf. of Vulgate 
viz. Coloss. 2, 21 (bis) (ne tangas neque 
gustes); 1 Peter 3, 14; also four examples 
of Present Subj. where Vulgate has noli; 
viz. Luke 6, 29 ;:12, 29; Eph. 4, 25; Hebr. 
12,5. Balance therefore remains nearly as 
before. 

This feature of the partial increase of the 
Perf. Subj. in the Antiqua is in keeping 
with the evidence otherwise from the 
early Latin Father Tertullian, whose 
quotations were drawn from the earliest 
Latin version and frequently present the 
Perfect where the Vulgate has now another 
form. Thus in Ist Cor. 7, 27 (i. p. 679, 753 
etc. ed. Oehler), he repeatedly quotes it as 
‘ne quaesieris solutionem,’ where the Vul- 
gate has ‘noli quaerere,’ as the equivalent 
of pu) Gyre. On the other hand he himself 
uses the Pres. Subj. as on p. 425 of vol. i. 
(ibid.) ‘ expostula nec respicias,’ and on p. 562 
of same, interprets ‘ne nos indueas’ of the 
Lord’s Prayer by the words ‘id est, ne 
patiaris’ etc. At the same time this early 
Latin Father, partly from his impulsive and 
energetic temperament, partly perhaps from 
his proximity to the silver age where the 
Perf. Subj. form had a certain currency 
and even ascendency, exhibits side by side 
with the Present Subj. a goodly number of 
instances of what may called the energic 
form. 

The above evidence may by some be ruled 
out as unclassical, but to others it will com- 
mend itself as showing the unbiassed genius 
of the Latin tongue. We turn now to 
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evidence that cannot with fairness be set 
aside as unclassical; that namely from the 
early Latin period ; and the following series 
of enumerations presents the chief links in 
the chain. 

At the very inmcunabula of the Latin 
tongue, we meet with what seems an 
instructive instance of the Ne Prohibitive. 

I. Song of the Arval Brothers. 

In this venerable relic which we assume 
as substantially genuine after all allowance 
made for the rifaccimenti of time, we find 
the line occurring :— 

Neve luerve [or lue rue], Marmar, sins 
incurrere in pleores, 

usually interpreted to mean :— 

‘Nor suffer, O Marmar [Mars], a plague [or 
plague and destruction] to invade the 
people.’ 

This is repeated as a liturgic formula, a 
second time, in the same form; also it 
recurs, a third time, but with the substitu- 
tion of ses in place of sins of the first two 
occurrences. Assuming ses to be the true 
reading and not a mistake for sims, it must 

be a clerical error for sirs, i.e. siris or 
siveris. So Godfrey Hermann in his Lem. 
Doctr. Metricae interpreted it in the early 
part of the century, long before Madvig 
formulated his canon in favour of such 
formulae as ne siveris. 

But the question arises as to sims in the 
two not doubtful occurrences in the text. It 
is evidently a part of the verb ‘sino’ in the 
sense of allow or suffer, but two views have 
been entertained as to the form latent 
therein. 

One view, timidly put forth by John 
Wordsworth in his Fragments and Speci- 
mens (p. 393) is that sins is ‘probably’ for 
sines. It is difficult, however, to explain 

how neve, coming after a true imperative 
(juvate), could find itself linked to a future 
indic.! 

There remains only another view, that 
it is for sinas, and if so, we have here 
a specific individual deprecation or pro- 
hibition, expressed by the Present Subj.’ 

1 Ne...comprimes in Ritschl’s reading of Miles 
Glor. [571] ii. 7, 88, is in Weise nae, and the mean- 
ing is not deprecatory but minatory. 

2 In support of this view may be quoted the 
parallel prayer in Cato, de Re Rust. 141 (142) ad- 
dressed to Mars, where wi sinas occurs in the petition, 
according to the Gesner text, 
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This interpretation is given by four scholars 
whose conjoint agreement must carry con- 
vincing weight. Meyer (Anthol. Latin. i. 8 
note); Ramshorn (Lat. Gram. p. 1100); 
John W. Donaldson (Varronianus, p. 140) ; 
Mommsen, Rom. Hist. i. ch. 15 (p. 231 of 
English edition). (Mommsen’s interpreta- 
tion is endorsed by Sellar (Poets of Republic, 
p. 34). 

It is true that this early occurrence of 
ne sinas in a special prohibitive is found 
in what may be called a non-descript 
ditty, which may be taken as either 
prose or verse. In the early stages of 
the language it may be difficult to assign 
it to either species of literature, but the 
phrase must be conceded to be a notable 
phenomenon traversing the Madvigian 
canon, which confines ne with Pres. Subj. to 
a vague general recommendation to no 
specific individual. 

As for the doubtful ‘sers,’ assuming it to 
be genuine for sirs or siris, that may 
possibly be explained as a more forceful and 
impatient deprecation than the humbler ‘ne 
sins, and hence perhaps its position as 
coming last, as the energic stroke, in the 
supplication. 

Il. Inscription on Tomb of Young Scipio. 

(Wordsworth, Fragments, etc. p. 161). 

The elogium on his sarcophagus states 
that he died at the age of twenty, and 
implies that for all his virtue he was an 
heir of unfulfilled renown. The last line 
runs :— 

Ne quairatis honore[m], quei minus sit 
mandatus. 

This last 

Mommsen :— 

line is interpreted by 

Ne quaeratis honorem, qui minus sit 
mandatus. 

ae. quem non acceperit: ‘honour, which 
failed to be accorded.’ 

As a sequel to the statement, ‘ He passed 
away at the age of twenty,’ it is quite 
appropriate to interpret the closing line as 
an address to the bystanders! surveying the 
tomb, viz. :— 

‘Look ye not therefore for a record of 
honour, which fell not to the lot of the 
deceased.’ 

1 The famous epitaph on Pacuvius is in form of a 
request uttered by ‘hoc saxum’ (Sellar’s Pocts of 
Republic, p. 142). 
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This is preferable to Wordsworth’s flaccid 
interpretation, ‘Lest ye should look for,’ 
which is less lively and involves the clumsy 
insertion of ‘This is stated, lest’ etc. in 
order to obtain a proper transition. 

On the whole, though more doubtful, this 
may be quoted as a second example favour- 
ing the use of Ne with Pres. Subj. in a 
prohibition to specific individuals or a specific 
group of individuals. 
Among these relics of ancient speech, we 

may call attention, in passing, to the 
phraseology of an ancient oracle and an 
ancient decree, as throwing a certain light 
on the formulae of prohibition. ‘Cave 
sinas’ in the oracle in Livy 5, 16 is the 
equivalent of ne sinas, and though not 
equal to an example, is auxiliary in evidence 
as showing that the Present Subjunctive 
could be the vehicle of a special prohibition. 
Though much later in date the famous 
casual oracle ‘Caunias’ (C. Div. ii. 40) 
taken as ‘cauneas’ or ‘cave ne eas’ points 
in the same direction. The same remark 
applies to the enacting clause in the 
Senatus Consultum de Bacchanalibus, ‘ uti 
in conventione edicatis ne minus trinum 
nundinum.’ In the opposing scale for Perf. 
Subj. may be placed ‘neve pellexeris’ of the 
Twelve Tables (Tab. VIII. p. 163 of 
Donaldson’s Varronianus), but Wordsworth 
(p. 260) places the fragment as a gloss of 
Festus, and not as part of the oldest Text. 

III. Legend dating from time of Second 
Punic War. 

(Wordsworth, p. 346). 

This (the Dream of Hannibal), is narrated 
by Cicero, de Div. i. 24, 49, and the same 

basis of outline is found in Livy 21, 22. 

In both it is given in oblique narration, and 
according to the story, there were two 
divine prohibitions given to Hannibal in 

his dream, one not to look behind, and 

another not to trouble himself as to what 

was going on in his rear. These two direc- 

tions are contained in the words ‘ne 

respiceret,’ ‘ne laboraret.’ If converted 

back into the original direct, this ought 

naturally to run, ‘O Hannibal, ne respicias, 

ne labores,’ and the inference is that 

this is an early example of Ne with 

a Present Subjunctive, and therefore a 

special prohibition directed to an individual. 

The transition from ‘ne respicias’ to ‘ne 

2 Of course there is the possibility of ne respice 

having been the form in the original story, but that is 
equally irrelevant for the Madvig contention. 

G G 
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respiceret’ is easy and natural: the retro- 
gression from ‘ne respexeris’ to ‘ne respi- 
ceret’ is neither easy nor natural. Hence 
‘ne respiceret’ in the story may be claimed 
as a latent or inferential example of the 
Present Subjunctive usage. 

IV.—(Lragici Latini). 
Livius Andronicus, Naevius, Ennius, and 

the other Tragici Latini. 
Ribbeck, Wordsworth, ete. 

Present Subj. 

Nemo haec vostrum ruminetur! mulieri.—Livius 
Andr., Rib. 1. 8. 

Obsecro te, Anchiale, matri ne quid tuae advorsus 
fuas.—ZJd. Rib. 21. 

Cave sis tuam contendas iram contra cum ira Liber. 
—Naevius, Rib. 41, and Wordsworth, p. 297. 

Neque tuum unquam in gremium extollas * liberorum 
ex te genus. —Ennius, Rib. 363. 

Ne quid exspectes amicos, quod tu te agere possies.— 
Ennius, Wordsworth, p. 313 (Aulus Gellius, 2, 29). 

Ne qui attollat.—Pacuvius, Rib. 42. 
Nune ne illum exspectes.—Jd. Rib. 131. 
Ne istum numero amittas.—Attius, Rib. 144. 

(Ne here may be = lest.) 
Cave ne in turbam te implices.—Jd. Rib. 191. 
Ne cum tyranno quisquam...accumbat mensam.— 

Id. Rib. 217. 
Cave vestem attigas.4—Jd. Rib. 304. 
Reicias abs te religionem neve scrupeam imponas 

tibi.—Jd. Rib. 431. 
Artem ne pudeat proloqui, quam factites.—Incert. 

Rib. 34. 

The result in this head (No. IV.) sums up— 

Pres. Subj. 
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*,* Tragic, as well as Comic poets, as 
representing dialogue or conversation upon 
the stage, are an important source of 

evidence as to forms of speech, and although 
we are debarred from adducing lyric and 
epic poetry because of the poetic licences 
allowed in them, the same objection does not 
hold in the case of speech upon the stage, 
never very remote from the recognised style 
of the contemporary time. 

Perf. Subj. 

Hoc abs te oro, ni? me inexorabilem 
ni turpassis . . ., faxis, 
nive plectas . . .—Pacuvius, Rib. 122. 

Surge 
neu reliquias quaeso meas sieris divexarier. 

Pacuvius, Rib. 200, Wordsw. p. 315. 
Puer, ne attenderis, &c.—Attius, Rib. 279. 

Perf, Subj. 
8 with 2nd person, omitting two as doubtful. 4 
4 equivalent, with 3rd person indefinite. 

12 
1 adding ‘nive plectas’ from Pacuvius, Rib. 122, as belonging to this column. 

13 

Deduct 3 with ‘cave.’ 

10 

The preponderance of the Pres. Subj. with 
ne and kindred negatives in prohibitions is 
thus, after all due deductions, early and 
clearly marked. ven ‘noli,’ which comes 
to predominate later, was noted only once ; 
Ennius, 22). 303 ‘ Nolite, hospites, ad me 
adire,’ and the blunt Imperative after ne, 
which was freely allowed toepic and bucolic 

1 Although with 3rd person, this is equivalent 
to and) justifies Ne vos ruminemini, as containing 
vos not general but particular. A similar remark 
applies to the other examples of 3rd person in this list, 
viz. those in Pacuv. Rib. 42 and Attius, Rib. 217 
and Incert. Rib. 34 certainly specific, and on p. 138 
and 204 probably and most naturally specific also. 

2 Ni here = ne; as in Plaut. Menaech. i. 2, 1. 

poets and is supposed to be illegitimate in 
prose, occurs in one example. Attius, Rib. 
95, ‘ne retice, obsecro.’ 

V.—Comici Latini. 

The following is the evidence from the 
Comici Latini (Fragmenta, Ribbeck). 

3 This example is probably imprecative, a wish, 
rather than a prohibition. 

4 Schleicher, however, regards attiyas as a trace of 
a Latin aorist conj. rather than, as regarded by others, 
a Present Subj. ‘The presence of cave requires it in 
this instance to be dropped from the jina/ enumera- 
tion. 
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Pres. Subj. 
Naevius, 82— 

Cave ne cadas, amabo. 
Caecilius Statius, 22— 
Quanquam . . ., ne tibi me esse 
ob eam rem obnoxium reare. 

Id. 78— 
Quaeso, ne temere hance rem agas. 

Id, 116— 
Decolles cave. 

Ld. 125— 
Quaeso ne ad malum hoe addas malum. 

Sextus Turpilius, 106— 
Ne me attigas,? 
atque aufer manum. 

L. Afranius, 79— 
Ne tu summatim rationem putes. 

Id. 194— 
Illud memento, nequid inprimis blateres. 

Id. 280— 
Cave ne pendeas, 
si fuas in quaestione. 

Pres. Subj. Hise. San SP VC goa Ce mee 
Deduct instances with ‘cave,’ ‘ postulo,’ ‘quaeso’ 

The examples of ne with Pres. Subj. in 
Naevius 8 and Afranius 48 are probably 
not prohibitive and hence are not included 
in the above. 

Noli presents, among the Comici, four 
occurrences. 

85—Cave amicum credas, &c. 
86—Cave quicquam incipias, &c. : 
325—Nil proprium ducas quod mutari possiet. 

578—De inimico ne loquaris male. 
660—Nil turpe ducas pro salutis remedio. 

Pres. Subj. 
Deduct ‘ cave’ ... 

eo | bo on 

In Publilius Syrus one instance of noli, 
664, and one, 726, of Ne with Impera- 
tive. Here may be added, to complete the 
evidence from the earliest time, the examples 
from the Epic fragments of Ennius. These 
acknowledge both forms. 

cetera quae peperisti 
Ne cures (1. 48). 

Balancing 
nec mi pretium dederitis (I. 198, 

Wordsw. p. 302). 

399 

Perf. Subj. 
Naevius, 46— 

Cave verbum faxis. 
aecilius Statius, 140— 
Hoe a te postulo, ne cum meo gnato posthac li- 

massis caput. 

Perf. Subj. ORCL ec ee ta 
Deduct instances with ‘cave,’ ‘postulo’ 

o | bo 

Vi.—Mimi and Miscellanea. 

The evidence from Publilius Syrus, also in 
Ribbeck, is nearly equally balanced both in 
the fragments accepted as genuine and in 
those of more doubtful origin. 

281—Malum alienum ne feceris tuum gaudium. 
536—lIpse noris neminem. 

674—Nullum putaveris esse locum sine teste. 
786—Neminem cito accusaveris, 

neminem cito laudaveris. 

On Perf. Subj. 

The general conclusion hitherto may be 
thus summed up. Except in the fragments 
of Syrus and the Epic fragments of Ennius, 
where the evidence is equal, there is a con- 
siderable preponderance in favour of the 
usage with the Pres. Subj. in the remnants 
of Latin literature in the older time. The 
next article will deal with the evidence from 
the greater Dramatic Authors—Plautus and 
Terence. 

W. D. Geppes. 

1 On this form see note 4 on previous page. 

aa 2 
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COLLATION OF THE MADRID MS. (BIBLIOTECA NACIONAL, M 31) OF 

STATIUS’ S/LVAE. 

THE manuscript is a smal] folio, bound in 
flexible vellum, with two pairs of strings, 
which it is necessary to tie that the volume 
be properly closed. The inside of the first 
cover bears the name ‘Del S* Conde de 
Miranda.’ The material is good, thick 
paper. The volume contains Manilius 
(leaves 1-54) ; leaves 55-63 are blank; the 
Statius’ St/vae occupies the remainder of 
the book (leaves 64-114). The following 
title heads leaf 1: ‘Manilii Astronomicon. ~ . 
Statii Papinii Sylvae - Asconius Pedianus 
in Ciceronem (linea expunctum) - Valerii 
(linea expunctum) | Flacct nonnulla.’ A. col- 
lation of the Manilius was made by Professor 
Robinson Ellis and published in the Classical 
Review, vols. vii. and viii. (1893 and 1894). 
The second half of the volume, containing 
the works, whose titles are erased, has been 
at some time separated from the first part, 
and is now x. 81 in the same library. The 
present collation of the Statius was made by 
me at Madrid during August of the present 
year, It is a pleasure to record the great 
assistance afforded me by the officials of 
the manuscript department. 

The script is of the early fifteenth century, 
and is comparatively easily read. There are 
forty lines to the page. The writing is 
clear and good, but deteriorates towards 
the end, as if the scribe had become weary 
in well-doing. The marginalia are few, and, 
in the main, unimportant. The second hand 
is distinguished by the blackness of the ink, 
as compared with the yellowish tint of the 
first. J have endeavoured to separate the 
two hands throughout, both in text and 
margin, using the abbreviations 7. m. for 
prima manus, and 2. m. for secunda manus. 
There does not seem to be a third hand. 
The initial letter of each line is the only 
capital in >the line. Some idle person has 
drawn a red line through all these initial 
letters from the top to the bottom of the 
pages. The titles of the poems, and the 
colophons of the books are also in red ink. 
The following letters are difficult to distin- 
guish:—c and¢; y andr; yand 7; H and 
NV; clandd; and uw; and combinations of 
the last two, as also with m and 7. 

The importance of this MS. was seen by 
the lamented Gustav Lowe, the father of 
glossology, who discovered and collated it a 
considerable time ago. Professor G. Goetz 
acquired possession of the collation at his 

death, and handed it to Moriz Krohn, of 
Zittau, who is preparing a new text of the 
Silvae for the ‘ Bibliotheca Teubneriana.’ 
Readings of M have been published in A. 
Herzog’s edition of i. 2 (Leipzig, 1881), and 
A. Klotz’s edition of ii. 2 (Leipzig, 1896), 
for those poems only. Krohn, who, besides 
possessing Liwe’s collation, has made one for 
himself, lent the collations to Vollmer, who 
has naturally printed only se/ect readings in 
his recent edition (noticed in the Classi- 
cal Review for July). Full readings are 
expected in Krohn’s edition. I have 
thought that those interested in Latin poetry 
of the empire have already waited quite 
long enough for the readings of this manu- 
script, which is generally believed to be the 
best copy of the St/vae in existence. By 
the liberality of the Managers of the Craven 
Fund in Cambridge, I have been enabled to 
make the following minute collation, which 
I trust will prove of service. The text with 
which it is made is that of Baehrens. 

Lier I. 

STATIUS STELLAE SUO SALUTEM. 

: ie ar oO 

6 eminentissime peste et uoluisti; 7 calare ; 

8 pro (lacuna); 9 (lacuna post enim); 10 
1 u 

quo; 11 seliquerit; 12 batrachomachiam ; 
T r a 

13 inlustrium; nou; 14 semissiose; 15 ceste; 

16 sutt ; 20 qiia mi (marg. quamuis) meone ; 
er equum = 

22 cettti; 23 ecum; 25 iussum. att e uidisse 
Wy 

(marg. inte); 26 sespondebis; 27 diibio 

Tr 

(linea expunctum) exametros ; 29 et fostasse. 
1y 

Manlius ceste ; 31 pene ; 32 meogloriar (linea eM Ae : 

expunctum) meo gloriari jilla tibustina 

(v a 2. m.); 33 gallico est ualetti (marg. 

ualenti); 35 claudie ci (marg. étrusci); (post 

testimonium) domoimun ; 36 intra ; 37 sutt 
cre 

Kai déc; 38 ecodit (esa puto). felissimam ; 
39 (lacuna post inexpertam). 
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I. (nulli sunt numeri carminibus adfixt im 

hoc codice). 

ECVS (2. m. equs). 

1 super inposito sedes (d linea expunctwm) 
“f° 

moles; 2 celone; 5 palladie; 6 eftigere 
a 

(marg. “effinxere); 7 demas uidit (b et d 

2. m.); 10 Dindimon. iden; 11 nune (sie 7. 
m., hune 2. m.); 15 nune (sie 7. m., hunc 

2. m.). equos (marg. honos); 18 exhaustis ; 
23 adsertae; 25 discit et; 28 iret (-et a 

2. m. sub quo latet aliquid 1. m. prorsus 
incertum). castris; 32 septus; 33 super 
fulges; 34 comtemptis; 38 sequitur 36, 

tunc uenit 37; 37 pugnes lauium (marg. 
latium). uulgo; 38 grauat (gra- 2. m. tegit 

aliquid 1. m.). praetendit; 40 si; 42 et 
u 

qui. themes edidit hasta; 43 et. chlamys. 

(clamys Baehrensii fortusse error typographi- 
1 

cus) ; 46 equestris ; 48 regidis (corr. 2. m.) ; 
51 aenea. tegit; 53 ledeus; 54 mutauit ; 

56 iuss (linea expunctum) imsessaque (in- 

2. m.). toto; 57 supter. humus *aeterna 

Cous 2 m.). montis; 65 fingit; 71 at; 
te 

81 aod si nostra (signwm et si et © (in te) 
A 

sunt 2. m.); 82 pronando. 83 lacus et ; 

84 templax- diones (d 2. m.) ; 85 traderis ; 

86 Pelleo; 92 Tergemimum; 94 hoc; 100 

pelleae ; 107 iura. 

TE 

EPITHALAMION ‘IN °* STELLA * ET‘ VIOLENTILLA. 

2 umeroque ; 4 elicone; 5 solemnem; 9 
fac i 

futura (fac- 2. m.); 11 genetrix (i 2. m.). 
duxit ; 12 Lumine; 13 coetuque (que fic, wt 
semper, est contractum); 18 menalia; 23 
dominis ; 32 Noctis. optas de premissaque. 

dextra; 35 nusquam ge (linea expunctwm) 

ianitor; 41 pisea; 43 Nec (Z. m., Hec 

2. m.); 45 prensa ueheret; 46- uatis ; 
AT At tulit; 48 lumina; 60 lecto; 62 

frustrata ; 64 faretrati; 74 quondam. fare- 

tra; 82 attonito; 83 Urguentem; 86 Hippo- 
10) 

menen; 94 merere; 95 Indulget ; 98 Sic ; 
A 

100 aut externa; 103 Finis erat tenera ; 
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105 uultum; 107 cupit; 111 pugm (linea 

expunctum) pingui; 113 honores; 117 

ceruleis; 118 conca; 119 potuisset ; 122 

queritur ; 123 Augustum. deesse ; 124 in- 

lacrymare ; 126 cristalla; 127 Hine; 128 

hine iuda ; 129 Protheaque ; 131 dafnes in ; 

135 pennas ; 136 iuppiter ; 142 Amycleos ; 

148 frigiusque; 154 deuissa ; 156 syrius ; 
162 Quo nam; 164 numquamne (secundum 

n 2. m.); 169 clara; 170 dispexisse (/finis 

folii 67, sed despexisse initium folvi 68 : ambo 

eadem manus); 174 bissenos; 176 mouit ; 

180 et; 183 iugali; 189 frygio; 190 

thibris (b 2. m.) ; 191 septem geminae ; 192 

si; 194 honorem ; 196 lumina; 199 hilas. 
a 

asperit; 202 coeptique laboris ; 203 nitiadae ; 

204 Annus; 209 in; 211 cofubia; 212 

adnuit (signwm 2. m.); 213 amycleis ; 214 
e ti 

ideas; 215 palea (corr. 2. m.); 216 thean 
a 

hemoniis ; 220 (celer marg.) Lethous (cor. 

2. m.); 221 ortigia. alterwm mouet abest. 

nisa; 222 huic (u 2. m.). tymbrae; 223 

parnasis honos. Pangea ; 225 canoro (alterwm 
h 

0 2. m); 227 tyrsos. entxa; 229 uix dum. 

presto; 231 fronde (fronte Baehrensir est 

error typographicus). et fulgent; 234 phebeio 

territur ; 235 iuuenum questus hasta (/inea 

expunctum) stola ; 237 iam dudum. reclinis 

(1. m. -uis 2. m.); 240 insigni. taeda ; 242 

nosce; 244 strinxit; 248 entea; 250 prae- 

cipui; 252 choo. philetes; 255 thomis ; 

261 duscisque ; 262 uindum ; 264 sulpureis ; 

266 Heia; 267 legant; 268 decimum ; 

272 Formarit. 

te 

Idem titulus ac Baehr. 

2 insertog; 5 Syrius; 9 Tpsa manu tenera 

tecum scripsisse ; 10 Tunc; 11 comis. relin- 

quit (n linea expunctum ; corr. 2. m.). honor- 

em; 12 discedere; 16 artemque; 19 umbra. 

undas; 20 Ipsa autem; 23 habentes; 26 

fluuiorum optare ; 28 uictos; ephoebo; 31 

calchida ; 32 fluuii; 34 réquiescam ; 3D aura- 

tasne (n 2. m.). postes ; 37 nymphas ; 41 tota ; 

42 Mox. nigros mutantia murmura ; 44 ripis ; 

48 uiua “labor ‘modis; 52 omina; 53 nec 

opinus; 57 ingentia; 62 et; ignaro; 63 
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ubi. amadyias; 68 An; 69 aetneos; 70 

anienem (prius n 2. m.); 71 arcano (c¢ 2. m.). 
amictés; 74 recubat tiburnus; 75 sul- 

} 
‘ 0 

pureos; 76 egeriae. adiungere pheben ; 

78 lyceis; 79 tryintia; 86 Duluchiis; 87 

frygio; 89 Auia; 90 meditantur ; 91 prae- 
mitur; 92 genitor; 93 Diliciae. digressus ; 

94 gargeticus; 95 hyemes plyadumque ; 97 

si; 102 chelin tollis; 103 turbes; 108 
1 

spendente (1 2. m.); 109 detectus. 

LV: 

SOTERIA ‘ RVTVLI* GALLICT. 

1 cloto; 2 astrea; 3 Conciliata redit 

(prima manus habuerat cadit); 4 et. diues ; 

6 tua (1. m.) tui (2. m.); 9 chohortes; 11 

leges. rogatae; 13 Certant. nosteque: 14 

Confremat; 15 manent; 18 Haut (/. m.: 

corr. eadem manus Aaut); 19 phebum; 23 

Quis. docto; 25 entea; 

Pyrene. potius. Peehaee 29 qué (o 2. m. ; 

marg. dextr. quom, marg. sinistr. con), seu 

qua. arté; 31 lyeo; 34 quando; 37 riui; 

40 ignare; 49 fidit amori; 53 bissenis uix 

dum ; 59 apollineos st6 ; 60 précidem (marg. 

26 piplea; 27 

n 

2. m. pretium); 61 Progressusque. hune. 
epidaurea ; 62 alti; 63 ad orti; 64 Tendatis. 

Cc 
. . . . " 

ne; 65 laudauit iuppiter; 67 animam adeo 

breuiter atque; 68 permissaque; 71 quo- 
que; 72 exercita (prima manus est in fine 

uerbi mutata); 73 Occiduas primasque domos; 

74 Permetuit; 75 retingi; 77 

pamphilia fugaci (linea ex- (q % m.).  pamphilia fugaci 
86 thrasy- 

Me. per? 

m.). 

punctum) messes; 83 libici ; 
mennus ; 88 poscebat ; 90 ueldae; 92 lectus ; 

Ss 

94 rapiemus; 95 inclytus; 97 sonuisti 

(s 2. m.); 101 idea; 103 iungam (u 2. m.). 

benigne; 105 amfrisiaco. carpsit; 108 
0 

Paenio (o 2. m.); 110 rupuerunt; 112 

aste; 113 Telefus hemonia nequae; 115 

coetus; 116 Sic; 117 tymbree. omnis ; 
118 haeret; 120 Auguror. conexa; 121 

cumba (1. m.; 2 m. mutat cymba) ; 
129 prestent. clytumna. 
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y. 

(Idem titulus.) 

1 élicona. chelis entea; 3 dimittimus | 

euhan; 4 fere. tegees honore; 10 cyatos 
atque 

et3 enumerare; 13 mitis; 14 uerecundo// 

clyo (1. m.; 2. m. clio); 15 auertite; 16 

redemite (/. mutat vedimite). 

corimbis; 17 nih tectae (linea expunctum) 

m.; 2 Mm. 

nihil tectae; 18 amantes; 21 Salmagis 

crebre cuidos; 22 caedat; 29 ura. nulli; 

34 charistos ; 35 oficis; 37 frigiae; 38 lucen- 

tibus; 39 Quoque tiri niueas; 41 distruc- 

tum; 43 animoque. baeatas; 47 nussquam 

teumessa; 52 in fundyum summo _patet 
a 

omnis ab imo. ; 54 mollet; 55 per spicuum; 
56 echate; 58 pilas (2. m.) pylas (2. m.). 

h 
ubi; 59 ipocausta (1. m.), ypocausta (2. m.) ; 

61 dispiciet ; 64 Ingenio; 65 iam melius. 

Vit. 

(Idem titulus.) 

3 Iam; 7 beatum; 8 parten; 9 mouebat 

(m 2. m.; 1. m. obtegitur); 10 uellaria; 11 
t 

Hune. profudi. marg. teous; 12 Quitquid ; 

13 *Idvmes (v 2 m.); 15 quo. aebosia 
cannos; 16 cadet; 17 gaioli luguntulique ; 

18 perustus; 20 pregnates PaSanedee 24 

concudit serenam ; 25 iuppiter; 29 in signis 
species decora; 34 Ideos; 35 melior (m eé 

superior pars litterae e sunt a 2. m.); 36 

insemel; 38 nescit; 41 uina (n 2. m.); 42 

annum; 43 nescitur (wel nascitur); 44 

Parui ;. 46 uocare; 48 in isti; 52 effugit ; 

53 Stat; 54 improbus; 55 ferrumque fasim ; 

59 globvm (v 2. m.); 60 uulnera conferunt 

(1. m.; £ obtegitur litterd s secundae manus) ; 

61 quam; 67 Hic; 70 timentes; 71 LIllic 

symbala (7. m.; e— 2. m.): 74 sulpur; 77 
fasis; 84 liciere (maryg. licere); 85 Vix dum; 

89 Conlucet; 95 lycei; 96 tuaque; 100 

tibris. 

P - PAPINI ‘ STATII * SILVARVM ° LIBER * 

PRIMVS * EXPL * INCIP ‘ LIB‘ II ° 

STATIVS ‘ MELIORI * SUO * SALVTEM ° 

2 hec; 4 altae; 5 epistola expectet; 6 

gratissima infantia; 8 non tibi; 9 sumy; 
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n 

11 iudico (n 2. m.) nequis ne quis; 13 super 

uacua; 14 honore; 21 docissimum; 24 
e 

accepto. Excludit; 25 rarissima (? J. m. ; 

c est 2. m.); 26 consuleremus; 28 seius. 

exametros. 

I. 

(Idem titulus.) 

6 consero. plantus. mamis; 8 ab actis; 

11 ‘ut; 16 Iamque praeces (a linea expunc- 

tum); 17 Iam ne; 19 et enim. solemnia ; 

21 damnat; 27 uersa. tecumi; 28 diu; 

30 iam; 34 tu; 36 Iam dudum; 38 
in 

ui luihine (marg. ‘potius  limine’) ; 
nD 

39 Hic (n 2. m.); 40 probitas ; 45 ubi nam ; 
A 

c 

47 mixte; 48 Hybleis. mixta; 49 nouertae 

(c 2. m.); 50 ad fingo; 51 et Baehrensir 

abest; 58 ferat. timentem (marg. ‘timendum 

potius’); 59 abui (-ui linea expunctum) ira ; 

61 pm (linea expunctum) rapina; 65 

artis ; 64 atque; 66 umeros ; 67 fateor ; 68 
ia) 

mesta; 69 tante (o 2. m.). plus alter ; 
u 

70 Fnnere (u 2. m.); 73 uariis (/inea ex- 
punctum) phariis; 75 Quae sisti; 78 quae- 
rere (“quererere 2. m. i” marg.). sed ; 

Oo 

83 Tuque--que ora (o 2 m.). prima ; 

84 animus; 87 connexis; 89 hemonium ; 
Ss 

90 senior; 91 claro; 94 caesaret (s 2. 
u 

m.); 99 patris; 104 innctas; 110 Sine 

(u 2. m.). pelestris; 111 amyclea; 112 
mu t s 

mntare (mu et t 2. m.); 113 Alcidet (s 2. 

m.). gratus amittu; 116 Fregisset. talia ; 

117 Meonium sine; 119 stipuere; 120 in 

fausta; 123 et. infigere; 125 ad surgens 
ni 

sed. mxta (mi 2. m.); 128 Cum; 129 

herus. (h linea expunctum) leuis; 130 augusta 

telas. lacerna; 131 sinus; 132 leges; 156 
vne 

deerat ; 138 angues ; 140 procne ; 143 ad hoc 

(vne 2. m.) in sanos; 145 et (e 2 m.) 
frigiis ; 147 luno; 148 po (linea expunctum) 
tamen; 151 Reliquias; 152 Ex audit; 158 

mesto; 159 rogus; 161 palam est uidique 
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(1. m. quam mutat 2. m. iactique); 162 

comans (J. m.; quam mutat 2. m. comam) ; 
Ss 

164 exous; 168 tu re; 169 barbaris (/. m. ; 

quam mutat 2. m. -vs); 170 Dum modo; 

172 lambis; 174 mesta (2. m. inserwit o, ut 

moesta jieret.). ; 175 fle? ; 176 moluius; 178 

ac uoce; 179 isthamacos prolatus; 180 im- 

posita. palemon (e 2. m. contegit id quod 1. 

m. erat.) ; 182 ofelten ; 183 desistere (. . 2. 
m.); 185 adsurgentibus hidris; 186 cumbae ; 

s 

187 ad usta; 188 accendisse (s 2. m.); 189 

ther (a 2. m.); 190 est ne; 191 effigies. 
blessi; 194 lethei ; 196 adgnouit ; 197 tanto 

(1. m.; 2. m. mutat tacito) ; 201 blessi ; 204 

Helysii. multasque; 205 Porsit. optunso ; 
212 populus; 216 implacido; 219 eacus 

umbris; 221 cecae; 222 fatis; 223 meruitue; 

229 nam Baehrensti abest. 

ele 

(Idem titulus. ) 

2 tirrhenae ; 5 uritur (/. m. quae errorem 

suum priorem oblewit) ; prelis; 12 longarum 

(longarqm Baehrensii est error typographicus); 

15 unum; 19 Nympha; 21 unde; 23 solo ; 
ay 

34 ephires ; 35 lyceo; 36 elicon (v 2. m.); 
38 sedet ; 39 Femonoe. meos (J. m.; corr. 

2, m, mevs) ; 40 reine 44 lociue ; 47 uegat 

(1. m.; corr. 2. m. n-) ; 60 me tymnei. una ; 

62 sequuntur; 63 s (linew expunctum) 

referam. iaeraeque (1. m.; mutat 2. m. ¢-) ; 

64 appellei; 66 Phydiacae; 67 policliteo 

(1. m.; corr. 2. m. poly-); 78 nessis ; 79 

euboea; 81 et; 82 liman; 83 Una. dietis; 

85 delecta; 86 quot; 87 quot mesta 

frygiae; 90 amyclei. lygurgi; 95 spectare 

charystos ; 94 calchidicas ; 95 grata. grata ; 

100 lyeo; 105 midamque (i, mutat 

2. m. nudamque) ; 108 mutes (m. est 2. m.) ; 

109 tyrintia ; 110 Aula. isti; 111 therapnei 

placent ; 113 gargeticus; 118 rapidi ; 120 

delfines; 122 eufrate. diademate; 124 

terent; 125 tuto; 126 refelles; 127 dubio ; 

138 Ac; 139 iactantur; 142 dimittere ; 

143 Discite; 147 longae praecordia curae 

(uno uersw); 148 uestere; 151 auidique ; 

153 deo (1. m.; sed prior lectio deleta est). 

coherent ; 154 docuit, 

Mm. } 
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TEE, 

(Idem titulus.) 

1 opacet ; 3 curuata ; 9 et; 10 foloen. ét 

(marg. 1. m. hiiec); 14 celica tecta; 19 

cénubia (7 est 2. m.); iam iam; 22 auen- 

tineque; 23 Penituit; 25 petus ; 27 
fharetra; 29 ieuamque; 31 diem; 38 

bromium ; 39 Primeuam ; 43 memorabile ; 

45 decliuis ; Baehrensii et abest.; 47 dura; 

49 benigne; 50 tutabor (prius t 2. m.); 

53 animata; 68 Incorruptae ; 69 secrete ; 

74 helisia ; 77 reuiresset. blessi. 

TV. 

(Idem titulus.) 

ce 

2 solers. psittate; 4 Externa (r 2. m.). in 

isti ; 6 Errantemque (-rr- 2. m.) ; 7 ad fatus ; 
9 phaetontia; 10 cygni (cauda litterae y 

haud ita distincta est); 12 Conexusque ; 

14 quaerulae iam sponte; 15 augusti ; 

17 phoebeius (u 2. m.); 21 quaeritur; 27 

fasidis ;, 28 tmenti (v 2. m.); 31 Hunc; 
32 dilectae ; 37 Scandet. foenix. 

We 

(Idem titulus.) 

1 monstrata; 5 praedae (secundum e linea 
expunctum); 6 Incertasque; 10 ceco; 12 

clausas. portas ; 13 placidi timuere ; 16 Ac ; 

23 requirit; 24 solacia ; 25 mesti; 26 caderet 

(Z. m.; -eres 2. m.); 28 librasque in; 30 

Unius (iu 2. m.). leoonis. 

VA 

CONSOLACIO * AD * FLAVIUM * VRSVM 

DE * AMISSIONE * PVERI * DELICATI. 

1 minus (marg. nimis); 3 pignera. acce- 

dere; 5 mesta; 6 ad te. at; 8 quia; 10 

genus vrse (vr 2. m.); 11 stémate iuncto ; 

12 Libertas ; 13 diesque; 14 hominem genus 

heu mihi; 15 vrse (vr 2. m.) ; 16 sibi que ; 

17 quis nam; 19 molosi; 20 marone; 21 

habitusque ; 29 adsueta; 31 thethis; 33 

hemoniae ; 39 qualis; post; 40 toruaque; 

42 bellis iam casside uisu ; 43 Parthenopeus. 

herrore ; 45 ledeo; 47 adprobat ; 48 undae 

notae mentis ; 50 potasse queam. uolentem ; 

54 hemonium, et Baehrensit abest; 55 
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cecopriamque ; 57 eumelus (prius e 2. m.) ; 

58 causas; 62 Ructassent. uesuuina ; 64 ager. 
thibridis ; 67 Cretaque fere (fere linea ex- 

punctum) eyreneque ; 70 carmen ; 71 tempta- 
h 

bat; 73 ramnusia (h 2. m.) ; 74 nitorem (n 

2m.) ; 15 Guan (i 2. m.); 77 et. mor- 

temque ; 78 carpsitque (inferior pars litterae 
pest 2. m.). adunca (n est 2. m.) ; 79 quinta. 
fossoros(Z m. ; 2 m. fosf-). hora ; 81 Fylete. 
durumque ; 82 saeuius; 83 tibi; 90 quo 

tibi sestia; 93 ituat quid (marg. ‘hic 

melius quin’) ; 99 Helisiam clarosque ; 100 

illic ; 101 uernales ; 103 pileton ; 104 habi- 

ture ; 105 amori. 

Vik 

GENETHLIACON * LVCANI * AD * OPPIAM. 

2 isthimae ; 3 concitauit ; 8 paan. euhan- 

tiae; 9 nouate (o 2. m.); 14 pater (2. m. 
mutat patet) aut; 18 dirte (2 m. dirce). 
citheron; 29 betica; 31 plusquam; 34 

betis; 35 Betim; 48 frygum; 49 tardi; 

53 exeris; 55 Laudas; 58 In gratus; 60 

fulminibus ; 62 Hue; 63 Iucunda. allocu- 

tione ; 66 farsalica ; 67 Quo ; 72 sepulchrum ; 
n 

79 Quid (n 2 m.). loquor; 81 nitorem 
(secunda pars litterae n 2. m.); 82 tedis 

genitalibus ; 86 sequitur 83; tune weniunt 

84, 85; 85 decore ; 87 hymeneon; 90 festa ; 

93 Signatum ; 95 Augusto. sepulchro; 96 
praementis (a linea eapunctum) ; 101 laethen ; 

103 solacia. sepulchris ; 105 decidentes (ce 2. 

m.); 108 leuatum ; 110 Parisi. sepulchra ; 

112 helisti; 118 farsalica; 116 Tu; 117 

Nescis; 120 Ad sis; 121 silicentum; 128 

solacia uana; 131 mortes; 132 genitalis ; 
ery 

134 lassimae (cry widetur esse a 2.m., puncta 

Im.) ; 135 Quitquid. 

P ‘ PAPINI ‘STATII ‘ LIB ‘IL * EXPLIC. 
INCIPIT * LIBER III 

STATIVS * POLLIO ‘ SVO * SALVTEM. 

SILVARV 

5 haec; 7 temeranté (marg. temeritatem) ; 
di 

10 penetrali; 16 splendissimum (di widetur 
A 

io 

esse a 2. m.); 17 iucundissimum (io- 2. m.). 
mecium ; 19 claudi; 21 ligu (Jinea expune- 
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tum) lugeret. quod amarissimum ; 22 Ieri- 

nus; 24 quoscumque (marg. quiés cf). 
pixide ; 26 sedere (/inea expunctum) secedere. 

A 

(Idem titulus.) 

1 tyrinthie ; 6 tedis; 7 oetea; Stu ne; 9 

Luminis; 13 Ad sparsum. dimiss ; 15 quae 

nam ; 16 ditasit (marg. ditauit). tirione ; 17 

lira ; 18 augusti (1. m.: 2. m. ang-) bisseno ; 

19 Longeuum. attulit artes ; 20 atque prae- 

termissum supra linea adscriptum est; 24 

euristia ; 27 frige ; 30 ueniees (secundum e 

linea expunctum) (sic 2. m.; 1. m. habet 
uemees) ; 31 Tracia; 34 artus. faretrae ; 36 

Lustratumque umeris; 37 achanto; 41 

thiasis; 43 Thespius; 44 cestibus; 48 dolores ; 

49 quae nam ; 60 ethateidas ; 66 Assiduae ; 

67 floresi; 69 Augustasque. adsuetaque. 

grauatis; 72 at; 73 Immaduit; 75 nim. 

phae; 78 supernae; 86 coitusque; 91 
€ 

menta; 94 imtantia; 100 oras; 101 nim- 

phas; 108 aetherius; 110 ambo (Z. m. 
5S 

corr. 2. m. vmbo); 111 umquam. exeus ; 
A 

117 cum scripta formatur imagine tela ; 118 
cedere ; 120 umida; 121 Proctectura (primum 

e linea expunctum); 125 tirinthius; 126 
bipenni (-nn- 2. m.); 128 capre ; 132 egida 

celat; 136 tirinthius; 158 dignus; 140 piseus; 

141 cirrhae ; 143 nemees ; 144 puniceis (uel 

(pumeeis) ; 145 -que abest ; mneneibus ; 146 

palestras ; 149 limo numemique ; 150 frigio- 

que. graias; 151 Addisces; 155 digna’y ; 

156 zephiros; 157 libicas. palestras ; 158 

super sunt; 162 hic; 163 bacchathus ; 164 

ipse. ordo MS est 171, 174, 172, 173 (marg. 
corr. positis ¢ ante 174, a ante 172, b ante 

+ 
173) ; 178 umeris ; 180 templii~ (secundum i 

linea expunctum); 182 argu-. 186 stiga. 

aetherii. 

La 

PROPEMPTICON * MECIO * CELERI. 

4 leuis; 10 Obalii; 11 longae; 15 sedera 

(1. m.; 2. m. corr. i); 17 foeta; 19 qua; 24 

uiua; 25 giro; 28 zephiris; 30 explorent 

primos. arte molorchos ; 35 protheus; 37 

Glaucas, adlabitur ; 39 palemon ; 40 Annne ; 
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43 mundi; 44 at; 46 zephiro; 47 super 
natet; 49 Laeta paraetoniis adsignet ; 55 

augustum ; 56 Saeuus e puppi; 59 At tamen. 

60 nisi iam carina (secundum a uerbi carina 

2. m.; currente Baehrensii abest); 61 et 
abscisum ; 63 hiantes; 68 augustos; 75 

Audebant ; 81 Quaque. nostris (secundum s 

linea expunctum) ; 83 Quos ue; 84 facilis; 85 

caribdis; 95 Et si; 96 foenix; 97 thym- 

breaque; 98 aridae (linea expunctum) atridae ; 

100 Numquam ; 101 fvroneis ; 105 palestin- 

asque; 109 coercent; 111 therapnei; 112 

letheus ; 114 foenix; 115 uili; 117 adhe- 

mathios ; 118 hybleo; 119 Agniferamque. 

blando qua qua mersa ueueno; 121 assirias 

ce (linea expunctum) sedes; 123 armis; 
124 numine; 125 giro; 128 discedere ; 

129 Ac; 132 lira; 133 vumeris. ordo 

MS 135, 134. (marg. habet b ante 135, et a 

ante 134); 134 Incumbens. nonus; 136 

eufraten; 137 babilonis. zeuma; 1388 qua. 

idymes ; 139 Qua praetiosa tiros. qua. suco ; 

140 uadis. primum ; 142 pelagis. 

Il. 

CONSOLACIO * AD * CLAVDIVM * ETRYSCYM. 

7 Cerue; 16 eacon; 18 Leuiter implicitor ; 

21 nigrasque; 22 lethea; 23 Helysiae; 25 

et ; 27 Ter geminus; 33 larguis (i linea ex- 

punctum) ; 40 gemim (fortasse gemini) ; et 

Baehrensit abest. ignem; 47 famulantur ; 

49 geruntur; 52 dulcibus; 56 Et; 57 

tirintius; 61 Fonte. lilius; 64 gradu; 65 

Caesarium ; 66 herere. thybereia; 67 wix 

dum ; 68 uictiis ; 72 adfatu. tirannum ; 73 

Immanemque suis ut que; 76 merito sur- 

rexit inartus ; 77 demissus ; 78 transmittit ; 

82 adneptunia; 89 helberia; 93 lacede- 

monii; 96 nubibus; 98 uigilite animae. 

que; 99 Exitus; 103 laquaearibus ; 104 

wuultus; 105 igue monete; 111 etrusce; 

112 quaqua. nisu; 114 sibimet similis n. 

gm; 118 tiumpho; 119 quitquid; 124 

a; 130 tibi; 132 maternosque ; 134 fare- 

trae; 136 etrusca; 138 temperet; 140 

idymei; 141 et; 143 populos deduxit; 145 

celso. honore; 146 ottonis; 147 sine; 149 

adsuetus; 155 rependunt; 157 Errabit ; 

159 leuique; 164 longa; 167 haud; 168 

uictuis ; 172 in exorabile ; 173 mesti; 174 
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moderantur ; 176 Thereos ; 179 Sum mouet. 

periuria ; 180 egea; 182 Adfatur. cui; 189 

miceneae. reuentia; 191 lichi; 193 stiga ; 

194 Tracius; 201 caerae ; 202 fuulum ; 204 

Ad fatusque. morituraque; 210 mestique 

sitiss. sepulchri ; 212 assirios; 214 tumul- 

tum ; 215 sancit ; 216 sepulchro. 

inVe 

CAPILLI * FLAVI * IERINI. 

5 conea; 9 fratres. lyei; 18 Iuppiter ; 

21 ericis ; 22 sy (linea expunctum) cignos ; 

26 egregie; 30 exumeris; 32 tu ne; 34 

procul procul absit; 39 iam; 40 cedet. 

lanius ; 43 adprensa ; 45 lenes ; 47 ueFtres- 

que; 48 Euandi. orbis; 52 indigitis; 53 

tedas ; 55 tirios; 57 gregres; 58 cristal- 

laque ; 61 continguere 68 illi; 70 Leuiter 

haud; corpeus; 72 cithera ; 75 solos; 77 

ma (linea expunctum) famulae; 80 dd; 84 

cedet. faucia nisu (secunda pars secundi u 

linea expuncta); 87 umerosque; 88 Adcur- 

runt ; 91 cadentes ; 92 citherea; 95 patris ; 

96 potentius ; 97 hue ; 99 Ac; 103 ore. an- 

nus ; 104 piliosque. 

THE CLASSICAL REVIEW. 

Wi: 

VIA ‘ DOMITIANA (ste /). 

1 Quis. mesta; 5 in festo. ramnusia; 9 

interfectas ; 15 rapidi mulcem; 16 damosi ; 

20 thiles ; 21 septem gemini caput ut pene- 
trabile; 22 Hortarere. et enim; 24 in- 

senium ; 25 Intantum ; 28 premo ter. feren- 

tem ; 29 comes; 32 lirae. doleres; 34 totas- 

que in murmure ; 37 stigias ; 38 letheos ; 44 

perusus ; 45 graias heroidas ; 46 iliacos ; 48 

egiale. melibia; 49 seui. menada; 50 uic- 

tamque ; 55 “recedit corde; 56 penetrabili- 

bus ; 57 intracia ; 58 Alcione neruos. philo- 

melia ; 59 Circuuut ; 60 teuet ; 61 pulchre ; 

63 animaeque; 64 chelin. petit; 68 Non 
2 \/ 

ne. citherea; 70 toro. tedas; 72 uesuinus ; 

74 hic ; 75 mundi ; 80 dioneae. columbae ; 81 

trace; 82 libre; 84 imbelle; 86 peracti ; 

90 Templaque innumeris; 93 litus; 94 

grata; 97 Entea. sibillae ; 100 Theleboum- 

que; 101 farus; 102 leo; 104 Deuarum- 

que. stauiasque ; 105 amores ; 107 adstrinx- 

it ; 110 uenisicarissima. 

P *‘ PAPINI ‘ STATII ‘ SILVARYM * LIBER * 

Ill * EXPLIC * INCIP * LIBER * IIIT’ 
STATIYS * MARCELLO * SVO * SALVTEM. 

A. Souter. 

(To be continued.) 

NOTES ON PROPERTIUS IIL, IV. 

Corpora disponens mentem non ‘tuidit in 
arte :¥ 

recta animi primum debuit esse uia.—iii. 5, 9. 

That widit in arte is corrupt many editors 
have seen. We have hardly any accounts of 
the creation of man by Prometheus to help 
us to a restoration, and Hor. Od. i. 16, 13, 
really sheds no light on the passage. 
Following the lead given by disponens in 
line 9, and primum in line 10, I suggest 

corpora disponens mentem non diuidit ante. 

(It is of course also possible to retain the 
last word of the line as given in the MSS. 
reading dividit arte.) 

sunt Agamemnonias testantia litora curas 
qua tnotat Argynni poena minantist aquae. 

hoc iwuene amisso classem non solwit Atrides 
pro qua mactata est Iphigenia mora. 

iil. apes 

Here again we have to interpret an 
obscure legend mainly by the help of the 
context. The relevant points of the legend 
in Athenaeus xiii. 603 D (quoted by Roth- 
stein) are that Argynnus was drowned, that 
Agamemnon honoured him with a tomb and 
shrine; and we gather from the words of 
Propertius that Agamemnon was so anxious 
to find the body and perform the rites duly 
that he delayed the Greek fleet for the 
purpose. Argynnus thus forms a strong 
contrast to the shipwrecked and unburied 
Paetus. I should fasten on poena in line 22 
as the source of the corruption, and read 
there Argynnus, praeda. After praeda had 
gone into poena, Argynnus was pretty sure 
to go into Argynni. (Some MSS., Postgate’s 
A, read Argiuum poena, a reading probably 
due to the feeling that punishment of 
Argynnus is not to the point.) Next, the 
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Florentine MS. (F) has notat corrected into 
natat. There seems to be reason for thinking 
that the corrections in F have some in- 
dependent authority. This may be quoted 
then as some ground for reading natat here ; 
and it may be remarked that in ii. 12, 32 
only the MS. N has preserved the true 
reading natasse against notasse. There now 
only remains the correction (probable,though 
not perhaps absolutely necessary) of minantis 
into morantis ; and the line becomes 

qua natat Argynnus, praecda morantis aquae. 

quam multa ante meis cedent sermonibus 
horae, 

dulcia quam nobis concitet arma Venus / 
iii. 20, 19. 

I suggest meris for mets, which seems 
fo) ’ 

pointless. 

As regards iv. 1, it may save trouble in 
the future if it is recognized that it really 
consists of three poems, or fragments of 
poems, which should be separated: (A) vv. 
1-56, (B) vv. 57-70, (C) vv. 71-150. (Lines 
87 and 88 seem to me not to belong to the 
poem at all; but I cannot form any theory 
of their origin.) 

(A) is an early portion of the poem on 
the Origines of Rome, for which poems 2, 4, 
9, and 10 of this book were written. 

(B) is a sketch of a prelude to this work. 
But it was left unfinished, and possibly the 

lines were left unarranged by Propertius 
himself. The order in which they seem 
naturally to come is : 

69. Sacra diesque canam et cognomine prisca 
locorum : 

has meus ad metas sudet oportet equus. 
67. Roma, faue, tibi surgit opus, date candida 

clues 
omina, et inceptis dextera cantet auis. 

57-66. munere namque pio conor disponere 
uersus, etc. 

(C) ispractically an apology for abandoning 
the work, for which he felt himself unsuited, 
put into the mouth of the astrologer 
Horops. It seems to have been written 
before the death of Cynthia, but after he 
had broken off relations with her. 

nom mihi quo Poenis ttet purpura fulgeat 
ostro, 

crystallusque meas ornet aquosa manus ? 
iv. 3, 51. 

So N. Other MSS. give ¢ibi for te, and 
tuas for meas in the pentameter. Postgate 

reads with Housman nune for te (or ébz). 
We may also get a good sense by reading 
tua. A wife, writing to an absent husband, 
might well speak of ‘tua purpura,’ ‘tua 
crystallus’ in writing of things that he had 
given her. 

K. 8. THompson. 

CATULLUS 31, 14. 

In the October number of this Review 
(p. 360), Prof. Sonnenschein revives Prof. 
Tyrrell’s (on Mil. 194) .nterpretation of dom 
‘of one’s own’: in which I cannot follow him. 
Excepting in Plautus, it seems doubtful 
whether domi means anything but ‘at 
home.’ Certainly both in Cic. ad. Att. x. 
14, 2 and Juv. xiii. 57 this, the natural 
meaning of the word, gives good sense. 
And in this line of Catullus I think the 
word means ‘at my home.’ Further Prof. 
Sonnenschein writes: ‘I wish it were possible 
to retain the quoque of the MSS... . Could 
not some epithet beginning with a vowel be 
suggested to follow quoque?’ This is a 
little discouraging, as the very word required, 
Stalae, has been suggested and printed by me 

in the text of my edition (Lawrence and 
Bullen, 1893). Jtalae, I am convinced, is 
right, especially as it gives additional point 
to domi. I wrote in my note: ‘ Return to 
his home [domi ep. 1. 9 labore fessi venimus 
larem ad nostrum|, to the Italy that he loves, 
is the keynote of the poem ; thus the epithet 
Italae is quite appropriate.’ Read 

gaudete uos quoque Italae lacus undae, 
ridete, quidquid est domi cachinnorum. 

‘Rejoice too, ye Italian waters of the lake. 
Laugh with all the smiles my home can 
yield.’ 

S. G, Owen, 
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TWO EDITIONS OF SOPHOCLES. 

1. Sophocles. The Text of the Seven Plays. 
Edited with an introduction by R. C. 
JEBB. Cambridge, at the University Press, 
TS ONeemos: 

. Sophoclis Tragoediae. Edited by R. Y. 
TyrreLLt. London: Macmillan & Co., 

Ltd., 1897 (The Parnassus Library of 
Greek and Latin Texts). 5s. 

bo 

Tus ‘Textausgabe’ of Sophocles is not the 
least of Prof. Jebb’s contributions to the 
author he has made his own. It might be 
thought that after that classic commentary, 
that translation, and those introductions 

and excursus, well known to all of us, and 
to the younger of us by heart, a one-volume 
text with a brief apparatus criticus hardly 
claimed notice. But Sophocles has been 
singularly slow in reaching that definitive 
form—a modern text with readings beneath, 
and no explanations—which marks the end 
of one critical effort upon an author and 
stimulates the next. To the working 
student who désires to be ‘alone 
with his author,’ Prof. Jebb has given a 
long-needed benefit, and to such a reader 
this single volume is in some senses more 
useful than the eight of which it is the 
concentrated fruit. 

The book is admirably arranged and pro- 
duced. The text is essentially the same as 
that of the larger edition. The apparatus 
gives the readings of the MSS. with some 
fulness ; conjectures are admitted with a 
more jealous hand, If we compare the book 
with the first volume of Wecklein’s 
Aeschylus, and no more serious compliment 
can be paid it, one notices that in several 
points the German book is the superior 
critical instrument. Wecklein gives the 
scholia beneath the text, Prof. Jebb omits 
them. The scholia are a most essential part 
of the Sophoclean apparatus ; Prof. Jebb’s 
reader must therefore provide himself with 
Pappageorgius. But the arguments and the 
anonymous prefatory matter are not here 
either, and these Pappageorgius also omits. 
The reader, therefore, to start fair and with 
all the evidence in hand, must lay in some 
older and bulkier edition. The dramatis 
personae also wear a suspicious look ; they 
possess variants, and should have them 
stated. I suspect the Cambridge Press of 
being responsible for these omissions ; the 
British publisher, like the British cook, is 
ever eager to sacrifice the essential elements 

of a book or a plat to please the eye of the 
general reader or the uneducated guest. 
The space that scholia and arguments would 
have taken is ill occupied by 45 pages of 
preface, attractive indeed and written with 
full mastery, but accommodated to a juvenile 
audience, and minced small even for them. 
Surely the biographies of scholars, the in- 
formation about the meaning and history of 
the phrase ‘ Biblioteca Mediceo-Laurenziana,’ 
the real name of Aldus, and most of the 
palaeography, have a very loose connection 
with such a scientific and finely-edged tool 
as this volume. If ina second edition, which 
cannot fail to be soon called for, some of 
these defects were remedied, the book 
already so excellent would make a fair bid 
for perfection. 

Prof. Tyrrell’s text is smaller and more 
pocketable than Prof. Jebb’s, but the pub- 
lishers have penalised it with a soft paper 
which does not take ink, their own peculiar 
black type, unaesthetic and unhistorical, 
and two very inadequate representations 
of mythological characters upon the cover. 
There is no apparatus, and one need not 
look for scholia, though the arguments 
indeed are given. The text is preceded 
by 25 pages of vivacious girding at 
‘Germans,’ and a string of critical sugges- 
tions. The editor’s well-known genius has 
found surprising scope in his well-worked 
author. I give a selection of his conjec- 
tures, many of which are as convincing as 
simple, while all deserve consideration. 

O.T. 539 xovx retained with the MSS. 877. 
amoTopov <aAp’>, which is certainly better 
than Schnelle’s daotpotaray. O.C. 278 
potpas...pndapqs for the MS. pofpats pndapds. 
547 for the too celebrated kat yap adXovs 
édovevoa kal amoAeoa Prof. Tyrrell reads kap’ 
épovevo’ GAads Kat amrwo\eca; a bold and 
interesting attempt, and at least as likely 
as the curiously mechanical and unattrac- 
tive Kal yap av ols éepoverva eu’ arwdecay of 
Mekler. 590 ddAX’ @& Oedovrwv y’ for aAN’ «i 
Ochovr av y, again bold and ingenious. 
702 od veapds ovd€ yynpas | onpaiver, for yjpa., 
thus dispensing with the conjecture cvvvaiwv 
for the excellent word cypyaivwy. This 
appears to me almost palmary, since for 
ynpas=ynpat plenty of palaeographical evi- 
dence can be found. 1036 éev6ad’ ov for 
évOad’ av very probably. 1164 cot doy 
aitos és Noyous airety poddy | edOety for coi 
daciv avrov és Aoyous €AGeiv poddvt’ | aireiv. 
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The change to the singular and nominative 
and the transposition of the infinitives is 
slighter than it looks, while Vauvillier’s 

povov, the alternative, is unmotived. 1220 6¢- 
Novros is kept (as masc.) against the 
certainly very bad déovros of Reiske. 
1452 xpdvos émel pev erepa MSS. Hartung’s 
otpépov lacks any graphical justification, 
and should never have been accepted ; Prof. 
Tyrrell’s érudv, if not absolutely certain as 
to sense, is infinitely better. 1584 tov ye 
Bidrov for rov dei, very attractive and 
ingenious. 1756 Prof. Tyrrell reading rvp- 
Bov Oédopev mpoordety aital | ratpds. aN’ ov 
keioe prodetv Oepitov, drops indeed HLETEPOU 
but keeps the much more valuable words 
keioe prodety Which the ordinary arrange- 
ments acrifices. Antig. 452 od rovcd’ for the 
MS. of rovcd, a great improvement on the 
ordinary towed’. 613 sq. the words ovde 
pre Ovarav Bit éxros dras are taken to be 
the vépuos itself, aépaodvs (for mapoXis) 
being parenthetical. The imagination im- 
plied in this view of a hackneyed passage is 
equal to the invention of ye above. 966 sq. 
mapa S& Kvaveaty TteAdOwv didvpas adds | 
axtais Boomopiacw 6 OpyKov agevos for 
kvavewy TeAdyewv TeTpav | Ordvpas dAds aKTal 
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Boorépiu. Trach. 660 zavduepos (= 7av7- 
pepos ‘calm’) with the MSS. For zavipepos 
the vulg. there seems no_ justification. 
Philoct. 782 adda ded’ very neatly for ada 
Sé5oux’ which is unmetrical. 1092 at Onpac 
8 dvw again very neatly for <@ aifépos avo. 
1131 sq. Tov jpakdreiw | abAw rade cot | odKére 
xpnoopevov for tov npaxAevov | GOAvov Ge cot | 
ovrore xpyoopevoy ; the dative is less violent 
than LErfurdt’s dpOmov. 1149 dvyda for 
gvya (unmetrical), thus avoiding Jebb’s 
rearrangement. Ajax. 406 ¢idos dé toticd’ 
dpod yeAws for ¢idou Toicd’ Spod éAas. 
869 cuprabety for cuppafety. 885 rorapav 
dex (or vipa) evvdpos for rotapav iépis ; 
again a word (idpis) commonly left out is 
saved. 

Prof. Tyrrell professes a general agreement 
with Prof. Jebb, but he has accepted with 
some liberality the creations of other 
scholars. I must protest against Beller- 
mann’s é7A(ferar (for eferar) Antig. 3951. 
Prof. Housman contributes some conjectures ; 
the more important are O.T. 1494 rotow ois 
yovouow for tots mois yovedow, 1505 py ode 

61 wapys for pn ode tapidys. O.C. 133 api 
ovres for tevres. 

T. W. ALLEN. 

HUDE’S EDITION OF THUCYDIDES’ HISTORIES. 

Thucydidis Historiae, ad optimos codices 
denuo ab ipso collatos, recensuit Dr. 
Carotus Hupr. Tomus prior: libri i—iv. 
Teubner. 1898. 10 Mk. 

Most English Hellenists already know Dr. 
Hude’s work—the learning, the accuracy, 
the remarkable linguistic skill which he has 
brought to bear on the text of Aristotle, 
Thucydides and other authors. Not so 
many perhaps could answer the question, 
Who is Dr. Hude? It may be of interest, 
then, to state that Karl Hude is a school- 
master at Copenhagen and editor of the 
Athenaeum of Denmark. He is still young, 
one from whom much more may be expected. 
Some years ago he received from the Danish 
government the equivalent of a travelling 
fellowship ; and this stipend combined as it 
was with the right to provide a substitute, 
has enabled him to visit the libraries that con- 
tain all the chief manuscripts of Thucydides. 
These MSS. he has collated with great care 
and exactness; and the result is that he 
has laid all future editors of Thucydides 

under a heavy obligation. I have no doubt 
that Dr. Hude’s collations are final. He 
has in addition collected a vast number of 
Testimonia, and he has ransacked many tons 
of conjectures. How many felicitous con- 
jectures he has made himself, it is scarcely 
possible to imagine ; but I hope I shall not 
betray a secret when I say that the printer 
of the ‘tidskrift’ looks to its editor to fill 
up the little vacant spaces of that periodical 
with ‘little conjectures’ of his own. Not 
all the ‘little conjectures’ are convincing : 
but then they are never superfluous, and 
always exhibit the unusual linguistic ability 
of their author. 

It is here, however, that we come upon 
the only fault that seems to vitiate the 
new text. The editor has, I think, admitted 
too many conjectures into the text itself. 
I venture to give an instance of his ex- 
cessive partiality to guess-work, as it hap- 
pens to affect myself. In ii. 58, 2 all MSS. 
show émvyevouevyn yap 7) vocos évtad0a dx ravu 
éeriere Tovs ’AOnvaiovs. Dr. Hude has printed 
for émvyevopévn my conjecture émivepopevy ; 
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and this circumstance emboldens me to say, 
in spite of Herwerden’s objections, that my 
suggestion is very probably right. But if 
I were editing a Teubner text, T should not 
place Een above the critical appara- 
tus. But, after all, with so complete an 
apparatus, a tendency to excessive sub- 
jectivity matters little: and in view of the 
immense advance that this edition marks, 

this, its one blemish, is of trifling moment. 
To the text of the Histories, Hude has pre- 

fixed a revised text of the Zives. The MSS. 
of these biographical notices are very poor, 
and Hude has made many good conjectures. 
Perhaps the most startling and not the least 
convincing is the brilliant pvjow rovetras for 
the meaningless vyovus rout or oiket of § 49 
(€vOa. ra THS Twppocivys aiTod vncous oikel, TH 
8 dAXa otk axpBor). The preceding section 
stands thus: od yap éeryndevoe (6 O.) Tots 
adXows TavTOv cvyypadedow ovde LaTOpLKOls . . 
adn’ éxeivor pev ovtws, TO ovyypaded 5 ovK 
eweyoe mpos Tépw TaV aKovovtwv, GAG pds 
axpiBeav tov pavOavovtwy ypadev. Kal yap 
Ovopacey ayovcpa THv éavTod cvyypadyv. 
TOAAG yap Tov pos HOov_V amrépuye. In this 
passage I have no doubt that the sentence 
Kat yap . . ovyypadynv should be read as a 
parenthesis ; and éavrod should, I think, be 
corrected into <ép> éavrovd. Moreover for 
TO ovyypaget it is likely that <tToitTw> TO 
ovyypadet should be read: for though Thue. 
is, of course, often called 6 cuyypadeds, it is 
not correct to speak thus of him when he is 
compared tots dAXous cvyypadedow. 

A little further on we have 6 6 ovyypa- 
eds ovUTos . . dua pe TV dvayKny Neyer, diy- 
yetrau be pLovov eis yvacw TOV aKOVOVTWV a.cpik- 

vovpevos. For the last word H. conjectures 
amdopevos. 1 should prefer dxpiBoroyovpevos. 
In $50 epi pev otv tots pidous Tovodros, 
dewos d€ 7Ooypapycat, Kal év pev Tols péepece 
cays, id Oe THy ctvTagw eviote . . adndos 
eivat doxov. It is obvious that doxév ought 
to be doxet. In § 51 aodvedis b€ ev Tots 
TXHpact, TA TOAAG Kat Tov Topyiov pupovpevos 
I would bracket the xaé. The next sentence 
is printed oWe yodv rap’ aitd dpovnpa epix- 
éovs kai KX€wvos ovk 010 6 TL dy elzou TIS, 

"AXKyBiadov vedtnta, Oeuotokéovs TravTa. 
For zavra we should probably read dazaras. 

Id. § 53 pérXe dé aitd . . Kat . . Bpayv- 
THTOS ovvTagevs’ TA yap TOAAG TOV TpaypaTwv 
Kal Aefer detkvutat. ‘The Latin version for 
the latter sentence is Nam saepe multae res 
vel unica voce declarantur. Hither the Latin 
is quite wrong, or for kat Ae€fer we should 
read kal <pia> Ae. But I have no con- 
fidence in the correction. 

In the ‘Anonymous Life’ $2 Kat ov 
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aitd duepbdpyoav . . dv kat Kateoxadyoay Kai 
ai oikiat, Kat TO yevos TO pev dvePOapy, 70 de 
arynov éyévero, 1 propose [kat] ai oikiar. In 
§ 5 of the same, Bpacidas pev evixnoey adrov, 

Kréwv b€ arébavev . . BdrnOeis. od prjyy adda 
kat 6 Bpacidas tis vixns aicbopevos amebave, 
kal Apdimodts APnvaiwv aréorn, it seems clear 
that od pry GAda . . aréfave forms a paren- 
thesis. In $4 ob yap Kaipos abtO Kateureiv 
’"AOnvaiwy éyévero . . Todds ev Tots éyKAnpact 
tots Artixots eppvn . . Tas b€ cupdpopas niénoe 
tas ’ArtiKds, O7ov Kal Tas ev SuxeAia, 1 would 

suggest tas “Attias O7ov <Kalpos>, Kal Tas 
ev &. 

Book i., c. 16 § 2 kara ynv de modepOos, 
dGev tis Kal Svvapus Tepteyevero (Tournier for 
mapeyevero), ovdels Evveorn. H. gives «dy for 
kat with Siesbye. But oOev . . repueyévero 
stands as an epithet to w0Aeuos and really 
kal is as good as Kav. 

c. 49 $2 hv re 7) vavpayia Kaptepd, TH BEV 
TEXVN OvY Spots, TeLomaxia Oe TO TA€OV TpOT- 
depys ovoa. On this passage Herwerden 
remarks ‘ Non video quid faciat ars aut im- 
peritia ad majorem minoremve pugnae 
vehementiam. Expectabam fere TH PAV 
Téxvn ovy Spmoia tats vorepov xré. ; and Mr. 
Forbes says SA battle could hardly be said 
to be xaprepa téxvyn.’ But perhaps this rexvy 
is causal and co-ordinate with otoa, so that 
the rendering should be: ‘The naval battle 
was obstinate, in a less degree because the 
combatants were skilled in tactics, but 
rather because the engagement resembled a 
land battle.’ In every contest the connexion 
between kaprepia and réxyvy is acknowledged. 
There is probably, then, no necessity to alter 
ovxX dpotws—for example—into ovK« €xovo’ 
opotws (se. vaupaxia). Steup is right in say- 
ing that ovdx opotws 1s practically a simple 
negative; but it is meant to correspond 
with the 7d zA¢ov that follows. 

c. 91, 1 rav dé tadAdAwv adixvoupevwoy Kai 
capos KatnyopovvTwy OTL TevxtleTat KTE. 
Shilleto conjectured atromraév bé dAAwy, van 
der Mey ray dé dei db. It seems to me that 
a simpler conjecture is dz’ ’A@yvav for dAAwv. 
There is no doubt that the sense is ‘ Persons 
who came from Athens to Sparta.’ 

c. 91 §$ 4 ei 8é Te BovAovras AaKedaynoviot 7) 
ot Evppaxor, tpecBeveoOar rapa opas os pos 
duaytyveoKovtas TO Nourov ikvar TA TE OPLoOW 
avtots Evpdopa cal ta Kowd. By odiow 
avtots the Athenians are meant ; by ra Kowd 
the interests of Greece at large. As to the 
construction, the ordinary plan is to connect 
mperBeverbar with Bovdovrar; but the order 
of the words from és onwards then lacks 
justification, and the phrase «it tr. PovAovrat 
is more naturally taken as independent. 
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What we seem to require is &s zpos duayey- 
vooKkovras TO Nourov iG etvat TA TE THiow 
aitois Evpdopa Kal Ta Kowd, ‘to men who 
discerned that for the future their interests 
and the interests of Greece in general were 
similar.’ Whatever increased the power of 
Athens—it is argued—was of value to all 
the members of the alliance ; consequently 
the completion of the Athenian fortifications 
kat idta tots moAirais Kat és Tos mavTaS 
Evppaxous apedyoitepov ecerOar. The two 
sentences are well illustrated by ec. 120, 1 
Xpi) yap Tors Hyewovas TA tua. (7.e. the interests 
of the leaders) é& toov vésovtas Ta Kowa Tpoo- 
koreiv, where é€ icov vewew is not ‘to give a 
just share of attention,’ but ‘to give attention 
to them as being in agreement with (and not 
of greater importance than) the interests of 
the allies.’ This use of tacos is seen in Soph. 
Trach. 1164 hava 8 eye rovroue cvpBatvovr’ 
ica pavreta Kawd, Tots radar Evvnyopa. For 
the ievar of our passage H. reads civar. 

c. 95,5 perhaps xaryyopetro dé airov ovx 

nKioTa pydicpos Kal <TOA’> €EAdxe 
cadeotatov civat. ‘The parallel passages re- 
ferred to by Classen c. 127, 2 (see Steup 
there) and iii. 39, 3 are both doubtful. 

c. 118, 2 of dé Aaxedarpovine . . . yovxaov 
TO TA€OV TOD XpovOU, OVTES [EV KAL TPO TOD 21) 
Taxes i€vat és Tovs ToAgwous. The px here is 
desperate, and Arnold conjectured od for it. 
Surely the simplest correction is xpévov, 
<vopil>ovres KTé., voui~o being equal to 
elw6a. For this sentence we are to compare 
c. 132, 5 ypwpevoar TO TpoTH Orep cidbacw és 
odas uitous, pi Taxes elvar . . Bovdcdtoal tt. 

ce. 141 § 2 ra dé Tod ToA€MoV Kal TOV ExaTé- 
pos tmapxovrwv os ovk dobevéotepa eLopev 
yore Ka’ exactov axovovtes. Mr. Forbes in- 
dicates the current view of this when he 
directs us to render ‘as to the prospects of 
the war, and as to our respective resources 
generally.’ But this version involves, as 
Herwerden points out, ra rv Exatépors brap- 
xovTwv ovk acbevéoctepa e€opev, and Exarépors 
cannot properly be referred to efovev. This 
difheulty the editors avoid by saying that 
Ta. . UrapxovTwr is adverbial : but they over- 
look the fact that acdeveorepa ought then to 
be an adverb ; 7.e. it ought to be acdevéarepov 
or -ws (duaepdvTws Kai rode [rade Hude] 
€xopev ii. 40). It cannot surely be main- 
tained that the sentence as it stands differs 
from iii. 82 apeivous tas yvwpas exovor, and 
iv. 92 émuxwdvvotépay érépwv Tiv TapotKnow 
exopev, and vii. 77 7a emirpdeva Bpaxea Exoper, 
and c. 77 of this very book dpexra ra . 
voua éxere, and so on. I therefore am led 
to believe that xai means ‘also’ here, and 

that tov éxatepors iwapxdvtwy belongs to KaG’ 
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éxagtov axovovres. The construe is: ‘ when 
you hear also in detail the resources that 

belong to either side, know that the means 
of making war will not be weaker on our 
side.’ The «cat is in point, because hitherto 

the speaker has contrasted only the conduct, 
or demands, of the two sides. The order of 

the words is not surprising when we take 
into account the emphasis that falls on the 
various parts of the sentence. 

Book IT. c. 16 § 1 79 & otv ext todd Kara 

TV xXepav avrovomp oiKyoet [weretxov] ot 

’A@nvaioe xré. Since publishing, Hude has 

proposed Karexopevor for peretxov, comparing, 
for the confusion of per and kar vill. 72, 2. 
This fits in well with what follows. I had 
thought of oikyoe, per’ éexeivov ot ’A. kat 

ered EvvuxicOnoav Kté., exeivos being, of 

course, Theseus. 
ce. 41, 4 Tavrayot 6& prypeia xaxdv Te 

kdyabav aid Evyxatouioartes. It is strange 
that Hude did not think Herwerden’s xaAov 
for xaxav worthy of record. Is it really 

probable that Pericles would here play the 
Witch to the Manfred of the Athenian 
Demos !— 

“JT know thee, and the powers which gave 
thee power ; 

I know thee for a man of many thoughts, 
And deeds of good and ill, extreme in 

both ”’— 

or, again, that the sentiment of the line 
quae regio in terris nostri non plena laboris 
is really identical with the boast of the 
text ? 

ce. 52, 2 év xadvBas mveynpais wpa €rovs 
Siatopevov 6 POdpos eytyvero ovdevt Kiope, 
GAN Kal vexpot éx’ dddAjAoLs azrobvyoKoVTEs 
éxewTo Kal év tats Sdois exadwOodvTo Kal wept 
Tas Kpivas drdcas hpbvares Tod VOaTos azropia. 
I do not know why Gertz’s proposal to 
bracket vexpoé is thought by H. worth re- 
cording while my suggestion that amoévyc- 
kovres is a gloss on yuOvares and Stein's 
<te> before rats are to be passed over. 
However, Poppo says we must understand 
ér’-addijdows aroOvyokovtes ExewTo-vexpol. But 
the order of vexpod is intolerable and the in- 

ceptive dmobvyjcKxovres would have to be 
changed into drofavovres.' If then amo0vy- 

oxovres is not to be moved with Oncken (cf. 

Croiset and Steup), it must be altered—— 

and, possibly, into azoaernrores. 
c. 90, 1 érAcov . . tapa (with CG for éi) 

gow [em] tod KdArov. So H., regarding emt 

1 Stahl, to be sure, refers to the first fragment of 
Callinus, but with all respect, that is a wholly dif- 
ferent use of @v7jcKovTos. 
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as spurious with Kriiger. But compare 
Herod. 8, 18 dpynopov éow és tHv “EXAdOa. 

There are many passages in the book 
which like the above still require and will 
doubtless excite discussion. But, whatever 
be the verdict on isolated passages in Hude’s 
text, there can be but one opinion of the 
work as a whole. The book is essential to 
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every student of Thucydides; and though 
the text may not become the standard fol- 
lowed in this country, there is no doubt that 
the apparatus criticus must in future be the 
criterion for all readers and editors of what- 
ever nationality. 

KE. C. Marcuant. 

BLASS’S EDITION OF BACCHYLIDES. 

Bacchylidis Carmina cum fragmentis, edidit 
Frivericus Buass. Lipsiae. Teubner. 
1898. Mk. 2. 40. 

WE know what to expect from Dr. Blass— 
always sincerity and candour, often brilliancy 
rising sometimes to genius, occasionally 
views difficult to accept, which however he 
may be confidently expected genially to 
withdraw and recant, if they can be shown 
to be untenable or inferior to other sugges- 
tions. We take an example of the latter 
first, because the passage illustrating it 
occurs very early in the poems. In iii. 22 
the MS. gives 

_ @EONO.. TIS 
ATAAIZE@OTAPAPISTOSOABON. 

With a very slight correction, E for I and II 
for I’, the commonest of errors, we have 

Gedv OéXovres 
aydaile?’ © wap’ apirtos oABov. 

The use of OéXovres ‘ gladly’ is defended by 
eJcAwy in v. 169, and the sentiment is per- 
fectly natural. Dr. Blass reads 

Gedv Oeov tis 
ayAailetw, 6 yap apioros CABwv. 

The repetition of @edv is Palmer’s sugges- 
tion ; but surely ayAaiée6’ points to a plural 
participle, and ts can be maintained only by 
changing 6 of the MS. in dyAaiée’? to 7—a 
more violent alteration than ours. But the 
fatal objection to Dr. Blass’s reading is the 
striking metrical anomaly involved in making 
-rw 6 equivalent to a long syllable. Unless 
fortified by an undoubted example we are 
unable to accept such a metrical phenomenon 
as the evanescence of a short vowel 6 ina 
preceding long vowel -rw. The converse 
would be more possible, namely that the 
long vowel should lose its length and make 
with the short vowel following a_ short 

syllable. Let us hasten to set against this 
some instances of Dr. Blass’s shrewdness 
and good judgment. Inv. 193 he fills up 
the /acuna (an almost identical suggestion 
was made by Housman) by the words 

a aA 3 / 4 , 

dv av dOavaror Tl Oot, KEeivo 
\ a , oe 

kal Bpotav dypav é|eobar. 

The sentiment is ascribed to Hesiod by 
Bacchylides, but there is no trace of it in 
Hesiod. The ingenious suggestion of Dr. 
Blass is that the poet by a lapse of memory 
attributed to Hesiod a gnome which really 
belongs to Theognis 169, 

a \ \ lal > 7 \ / t) a 

OV be Geo TLUWO , OV KAL P@OPLEVMEVOS GLVEL. 

Perhaps, however, we should read tysdow 6 
Kal popevmevos aivet. Hven the captious critic 
praises him whom the gods delight to 
honour. 

In i. 6 (Kenyon) the MS. gives 

OIMOTE 
AXPEI [ |_ ] OAOIMAXAS. 

Dr. Blass’s remedy is drastic, introducing a 
quite new word, but of new words there are 
at least a hundred in Bacchylides. He 
would read 

OmroTE 

xpetov Te KepBoArXot payas. 

Undoubtedly there was a word kepBodeiy = 
keptouev. But Bacchylides would not have 
written the contracted form xepPodot, and 
Dr. Blass fairly infers a form kepPodXeuv 
from oxepGodAew found in Aristoph. Hq. 821. 
The winner is well compared in spirit to 
some lion when a call to combat taunts him 
to the fray. The form xepBodAdAor would 
certainly be strange enough (though quite 
defensible) to puzzle the copyist, who may 
have deliberately omitted the earlier part of 
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the word, which he could not decipher or 
restore. 

In iii. 5 Dr. Blass’s yévovro is not only 
closer to the MS. but more poetical than 
aevovro of the Ld. princeps ; and the same 
may be said of his restoration of 25-27 of 
the same ode (defended in brief but decisive 
footnotes) 

EUTE TAY Trer| pwpevav 
.s , , 

Znvos TeXeLov vevpa|ow 
, a ©. 353/='S / “A 

Sapdves Ilepoalv tm éxripriay otp aro. 

But we cannot accept his pond’ dv for podrdy 
ibid. 30. The Herodotean dy for oty has no 
place in the dialect of Bacchylides ; oty is 
found in xviii. 29, 37, as with characteristic 
candour Dr. Blass himself points out. He 
seems to accept pwide ibid. 90. Here and 
elsewhere we crave a text with full explana- 
tory notes, such as we hope soon to have 
from Prof. Jebb. For instance, in v. 186 
does zéraXov mean ‘a crown,’ which seems 
impossible in the singular, or ‘a vote’ as in 
Pind. Jsthm. viii. (vii.) 46% Again in xi. 
65 the meaning plainly required is ‘from 
their very infancy.’ But could this be con- 
veyed by the words dn xpas...dx’ dpxas? 
Could a lyric poet call a child’s infancy its 
BAnxpe épxa, ‘its weak beginning’? Would 
not the words necessarily mean ‘from a 
trivial origin’ tenwi ab initio? Unless the 
impugned sense of these words can be 
defended, we would certainly resort to con- 
jecture and read BAn xas...dm’ dkpas @ primo 
vagitu, ‘from their earliest infant cry.’ 
Pindar, Pyth. v.8 has aidvos akpav aro 
Babpidev from ‘the first step of life,’ and dxpa 
ov éorépa ibid. xi. 10 further fortifies the 
use of dxpos for ‘ earliest, first.’ The copyist 
who has given us kata xapdiav for kar’ 
’Apxadiav ibid. 94, and dppa for voypa ibid. 
54, may well in the same ode have errone- 
ously written BAnxpas...da’ dpxas for BAnxas 
...am dkpas, the more as the adjective 
BAnxpos, though rare, is found again in 
xiii. 194. 

As to the vexed question of the syllaba 
anceps, Dr. Blass does not deny it with Platt 
and Housman, nor does he allow it as readily 
as the editor of the editio princeps and the 
scholars who have assisted him. On p, xxviii. 
of the Praefatio he thus sums up his view: 
Ttaque etsi est aliquid periodus, intermedium 
illud quidem inter stropham et membrum : 
tamen non sunt ubique tales periodi, sed 
ovvadera ila, quae intra periodum est et cum 
deficit eius terminum designat, et per longius 
spatium interdum obtinet, et contraria ratione 
aliis locts ita saepe interrumpitur, ut ex colis 
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non periodis eae strophae vel totae vel magnum 
partem constent. Hence he does not find it 
necessary in xi. 119 to introduce a long 
syllable at the end of the verse to match the 
other epodes, and does not even mention the 
suggested changes of zpdyo|vo. into zpo- 
you| vot’ or zpoay|ov. On the other hand in 
i. 32 he reads vocwv for votowv with Housman 
and others. It is remarkable that of the 
odes containing more than one metrical 
system there is only one, the second, a very 
short ode presenting only one strophe of five 
lines with its antistrophe, which does not 
afford a case (or sometimes more than one 
case) of the syllaba anceps in the end of the 
verse—only one in which, in the language 
of Dr. Blass, the strophes seem to consist of 
periodi not cola, if we accept the testimony 
of the MS. 

In iv. 6 instead of 

> , 5) a Nie 
&kv700| wv apera.| OvV LTTWV 

we should prefer credavois to dpera, com- 
paring Pind. Fr. 221 (Bgk.) 

? dedroTrOduv pev TW’ eddpaivoicw imTwv 
av0ea Kai orépavor. 

In the same ode Dr. Blass makes ’Oprvyias 
dXéxrwp refer to Alpheus, quoting Soph. Fr. 
767 (W.) for ddXéxrwp in the sense of roaus— 
another new meaning to be added to our 
dictionaries, and (more questionably) ibid. 14 
he makes Tatas pvyoits = IlvOot, comparing 6 
Tlapvdcowos poyos Pind. P. x. 8. In the fifth 
ode he allows the hypermetric syllables to 
stand in the text. In ix. (viii.) 28 reading 
dotpwv Sixpwe dae he takes diaxp. from 
adj. Suaxpwys, and in the same ode 18 he 
prettily supplies 

éAris évOpazov tdatp| trar vonpa| 

referring to xi. 54, where however vdynya is a 
conjecture, though a certain one, for dupa of 
the MS. The middle verb is a great improve- 
ment. We regret that he does not accept 
the ingenious 76 zip yepds of several English 
and foreign scholars in xiv. 10, affording as 
it does a pretty parallel idiom to the 
mip wodds Of Pindar. In xvii. 97 he retains 
évadwvderat of the MS., comparing éurvpt7- 
ms Hom. © 702, éyxepiOeros Hdt. 5, 106; 

while ibid. 116 he gives against the MS., but 

apparently quite rightly, pddors eipevov (with 
xoAdOn kéap in the corresponding epode)—a 
great improvement on the fddos épepvov of 
the ed. princeps. His text, ibid. 118, presents 
Oéwow for Palmer’s \éow, which belcngs to 

HH 
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low Doric, and, though quite right in 
Theocritean and Aristophanean Dorie, is not 
found in Pindar. In xvii. 35 his potvov oty 
érdocw is very tempting, the meaning being 
‘having no one with him but his retinue,’ 
that is, no friend or equal; cp. Eur. Hee. 
1148 povev civ réxvoior adduced by Weil. 
The desperate 77 jv of the MS. is retained in 
xix. 15 as a rhetorical question like tis 
mpartos in xiv. 47. 

The edition of Dr, Blass is the more 
readable in so far as it admits in several 
places conjectural restorations of the text 
where Kenyon marks a lacuna. ‘The best 
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results of English and foreign criticism are 
embodied, and, in a word, the work is a 
great and important contribution to 
Bacchylidean literature. The fruitful 
labours of Jebb, Palmer, and Housman are 
acknowledged as amply as those of Wila- 
mowitz, Gomperz, and Herwerden. But, as 
we have said above, Bacchylides will not 
fully assert his place among the classics 
until the questions are faced which an 
explanatory commentary must raise. For 
this task we await with confidence the 
edition of Prof. Jebb. 

R. Y. TYRRELL. 

PATON’S ANTHOLOGIAE GRAECAE EROTICA. 

Anthologiae Graecae Erotica, W. BR. Paton. 
London. D. Nutt. 1898. pp. xii. 201. 
3s. 6d. 

THe writer of the Inscriptions of Cos has 
here made an excursion into more purely 
literary ground. He has ‘done _ into 
English’ a select number of the Erotic 
epigrams in Bk. v. of the Greek Anthology, 
and has given the text of the untranslated 
epigrams of the same book, with conjectures 
of other critics, and some few of his own. 

The style of the translation is very free, 
and, speaking generally, somewhat diffuse : 
one might say that in this respect some of 
the earlier translators produce a more favour- 
able impression by their mere simplicity. 
The fancifulness of many Greek epigrams 
will not bear minute scrutiny, and a para- 
phrase which aims at bringing out the 
meaning in full is apt to fail, even if it does 
not offend. As a fair specimen of Mr. 
Paton’s less ambitious style, Ep. cexiii, may 
be quoted :— 

Sdaipiotay tov "Epwra tpépw cot 6 “Hdtodwpa 
/ ‘ > > raY ie 4 

Bddrre tay év ewot TaAXopéevay Kpadiav 
3 ? 4 P; 2 , > ? > ‘ GAN’ dye ovpraixray défa: wd0ov- ei 8 aro 

owed pe 
es 3 4 X > 4 9 plats, od« otoe Tav Gmraatctpov UBpw. 

Tis I that taught young Love the art 
To aim so well and true, 

And straight to thee that quivering heart 
Plucked from my breast he threw. 

But quick his gage to Love return 
And cast me not away. 

No ruth has he for maids that spurn 
The courtesies of play. 

Great care has been taken with the 
app. ertt. which is, of course, drawn from 
Stadtmiiller. This part of the book should 
recommend it to scholars: Mr. Paton has 
given the MS. reading, just enough to 
stimulate curiosity, of his own conjectures 
enough to demonstrate his occasional eiaroyia 
and to prove his competence as an editor. 

R. Eis. 

PAULI'S CORPUS INSCRIPTIONUM ETRUSCARUM AND RECENT ETRUSCAN 

STUDIES. 

Corpus Inscriptionum Etruscarum. . . ad- 
ministrante Augusto Danielsson edidit 
Carolus Pauli. Leipzig (Barth), 1893 
sqq. (each part, 10 M.). 

Tue interpretation of Etruscan has come 
to be regarded as a hopeless problem, as 
hopeless as the attempt to square the circle 

or as the quest for the philosopher’s stone. 
But if we look into the matter, we see that 
this evil reputation has been acquired from 
two causes: (1) the unscientific methods 
followed by most students of the language, 
(2) the unsatisfactory presentation of the 
material for study. As soon as these two 
defects are remedied, there is no reason for 
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despairing of a successful issue. Prof. 
Pauli’s careful edition of all extant Etruscan 
inscriptions affords a thoroughly satisfactory 
remedy for the second defect. It is to be 
hoped that the appearance of a band of 
co-opérators with him, using his methods and 
following in his footsteps, will soon remedy 
the first. 

The hopes raised by the publication of Cors- 
sen’s Sprache der Etrusker (Leipz. 1874) were 
quickly shattered by Deecke’s destructive 
criticism, Corssen und die Sprache der Etrusker 
(Stuttg. 1875). Deecke exposed the utter 
insufficiency of Corssen’s arguments and 
demonstrated once for all that an interpre- 
tation of the Etruscan records which starts 
with the assumption that Etruscan must be 
an Indo-European language, and which 
proceeds to interpret them by referring each 
word to some Latin word of similar ap- 
pearance (e.g. puia ‘ young girl,’ Lat. puella ; 
clan ‘major natu,’ Lat. grandis) must prove 
a fiasco. And yet by some extraordinary 
infatuation Deecke himself, some years 
later, glided imperceptibly into this very 
position and issued treatise after treatise 
based on this unwarrantable assumption. 
Pauli, on the other hand, has throughout 
remained true to the principles which he 
laid down at the beginning of his studies, 
viz., that the Etruscan records must be 
interpreted by means of themselves, that 
the sense of an Etruscan word must be 
determined by a comparison of the various 
contexts in which it occurs, and not by a 
reference to a supposed Latin or Indo- 
European cognate. The absurdity of the 
method of Corssen and latterly of Deecke, 
he showed in an amusing skit in his 
Altitalische Studien, ii. 142, in which, pre- 
tending to regard Etruscan asa branch of the 
Baltic languages, he produced cognates from 
the Lithuanian for Etruscan words as 
readily as Deecke had produced them from 
the Latin. 

Nearly everything in Etruscan that has 
“been made out with some appearance of 
certainty we owe to Pauli. The student 
will indeed do well to read the monographs 
of Deecke as well as of Pauli, contained for 
the most part in three publications, viz. :— 

Etruskische Forschungen,ed. De ecke 1875- 
80. 

Etruskische Studien, ed. Pauli 1879-80. 
Etruskische Forschungen und Studien, 

ed. Deecke and Pauli, 1881-4. 
but he will utilize Deecke more for collec- 
tions of instances of words, Pauli for 
inferences of their meaning. 

And yet in spite of the fact that there 
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has been, I might almost say, only one 
scientific student of the language, a great 
deal has been achieved. The chief draw- 
back hitherto has not really been the 
inability to translate the Etruscan records ; 
for the greater part of the available records 
can be translated with a fair amount of 
certainty. It has been the inadequacy of 
the records themselves. Till recently they 
consisted, roughly speaking, of a huge 
number of epitaphs, with a few other in- 
scriptions. These epitaphs are usually of 
brief compass, giving the name of the 
deceased, his age and the like. Though 
almost every word admits of certain or 
nearly certain translation, our knowledge of 
the language, of its accidence and syntax, 
of its ethnical affinities and linguistic type, 
has not been greatly furthered. And 
scientific investigation has been hindered 
hitherto by the unreliableness of the 
material. ‘The Etruscan inscriptions had to 
be got from Fabretti’s Corpus Inscriptionum 
Italicarum (1867-80), a bulky collection of 
all kinds of inscriptions, Latin, Italic (Oscan, 
Umbrian, &c.), Messapian, Venetan (long 
regarded as ‘North Etruscan’), in which 
forged inscriptions stand side by side with 
genuine, and even the genuine are not always 
accurately transcribed. Small wonder that, 

under these circumstances, the Etruscan 
problem still remains unsolved. The wonder 
is rather that so much progress should have 
been made. 

In the new Corpus Inscriptionum Etrus- 
carum, edited by Prof. Pauli, with the help 
of Prof. Danielsson, of Upsala, we have at 
last a trustworthy collection of the material.' 
Alien matter, such as the Venetan inscrip- 
tions, is, thanks to Prof. Pauli’s investi- 
gations (Altitalische Forschungen iii. ‘Die 
Veneter und ihre Sprachdenkmiiler,’ Leipz. 
1891), now excluded. And the last few 
years have seen a great accession to our 
material. A linen cloth wrapped round an 
Egyptian mummy in the Agram Museum 
was found to be the relics of an Etruscan 
‘liber linteus,’ and to contain a large 
portion of some Etruscan Book of Ritual. 
The text has been published by Prof. 

1 Seven parts, containing some 3,700 inscriptions, 

have already appeared, The full number of inserip- 
tions to be included is given as 7,000. The costs of 
publication are defrayed by the Prussian Academy, 
Berlin, and the Saxon Society, Leipzig. I hope that 
the undertaking will meet with the favourable recep- 

tion that it deserves, so that no financial difficulties 
may arise. Curators of museums or owners of private 
collections in which there is any Etruscan inscription 
should let Prof. Pauli (address: Lugano, Switzer- 
land) know of it without delay. 

HH 2 
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Krall with characteristic accuracy: Dée 
Ltruskischen Mumienbindungen des Agramer 
National-Museums, Vienna 1892 (vol. xli. 
part iii. of the Denkschriften of the Vienna 
Academy). We find ourselves at last pro- 
vided with long continuous passages of Etrus- 
can, of much the same nature and extent as 
the Umbrian Tables of Iguvium. The same 
features as those which gave the clue to the 
decipherment of the Umbrian records, viz. 
the recurrence of phrases in slightly altered 
form, with a Nominative, let us say, in one 
occurrence, an Accusative in another, or a 

Singular Verb here, a Plural Verb there— 
precisely the same features seem to charac- 
terize the Etruscan documents. They 
cannot fail in time to supply us with the 
needful discriminations of Case, Gender, 
Number, Person, and the like ; in fact with 
elements of Etruscan Grammar. 

The present time is therefore a very 
favourable opportunity for taking up the 
study of Etruscan. We have now sufficient 
material for determining the nature of the 
language, and the material is in the new 
‘Corpus’ presented in a trustworthy form. 
It may not be amiss to give a brief account 
of the stage that investigation has already 
reached. 

The sources of our knowledge of Etruscan, 
previous to the discovery of the ‘liber 
linteus’ in the Agram Museum, were (1) 
Ancient Glosses, (2) Inscriptions. From 
ancient writers we get such glosses as aesur 
‘a god’ (mentioned by Suetonius in his 
story of the statue of Augustus which was 
struck by lightning, so that the first letter 
of the word CAESAR was destroved, leaving 
AESAR ‘Etrusca lingua deus’ Aug. 97), arse 
verse ‘averte ignem’ (Paul. Fest. 14. 11 
Th.; ef. Afranius: inscribat aliquis ‘arse 
verse’ in ostio), Juwcwmo ‘rex’ (Serv. ad 
Virg. A. 2. 278; 8.475; cf. Propert. iv. 1. 
75 ‘galeritus Lucmon’), as well as names 
like Tanaquil, Tarquinius, Porsenna (Por- 
séna), Arruns, Lars. 

Many of these words appear on the in- 
scriptions; ¢.g. on a sarcophagus from Vulci, 
now in the Museum of Fine Arts at Boston, 
U.S.A., the husband’s name is Laré Tetnies, 
the wife’s Oanyvil Tarnai. 

Of the Inscriptions the greater number 
are 

(1) Epitaphs. Some of these are bilingual 
(collected by Deecke in Ltr. Forsch. u. Stud. 
v.), e.g. 

(a) P. Volumnius A. f. Violens Cafatia 
natus||Pup. Velimna Au. Cahatial, 

which gives us Etr. Velimna= Lat. Volum- 
nius, Etr. Cahatial = Lat, Cafatia natus. 
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(b) L, Scarpus Scarpiae 1. Tucipa|\Larné 
Scarpal lautni, 

which seems to equate Etr. Jautni (of which 
the fem. form /autnida is found on women’s 
epitaphs) with Latin Jibertus, and marks the 
Ktr. ending 7 as a genitive ending or the 
like. 

Often, however, the Latin neighbouring 
epitaph seems to be not really a Latin ver- 
sion of the Etruscan inscription, but a 
separate epitaph of some one buried at 
another time in the same tomb. The 
Etruscan Vel. Anne Cupsnal seems hardly to 
refer to the same person as the Latin C. 
Annius L. f. Coelia natus. 

The Etruscan epitaphs frequently contain, 
besides the name of the person deceased and 
of his mother (cf. above Cahatial, Lat. 
Cafatia natus), his age (years, and occasion- 
ally also months) with now and then a 
mention of the magistracy which he had 
filled. They supply us with a multitude of 
Etruscan names, of which the Praenomina 
have been collected by Deecke in Fer. 
Forsch. iii., e.g. Arn ‘ Arruns’ (cf ¢‘ Arrun- 
tius, ‘Arrius’), Zar@ ‘Lars’ or Larné 
‘Laurens, Zarnéa ‘Laurentia,’ Hasti 
‘Faustia,’ Vipina ‘Vibenna,’ Zuveci ‘Lucius’ ; 
so that we can learn something of Etruscan 
phonetics and orthography by comparing the 
Etruscan and Latin forms of the same name. 
Thus Latin ae of ‘Caecina,’ ‘Caesius’ appears 
in Etruscan as ei in Ceiena, Ceisi; Lat. qu 
is written in Etruscan cv or cu, e.g. Cuinte 
‘Quintus’; Lat. vol- corresponds to Etrusce. 
vel- in Velyatini ‘ Voleatinia,’ Velsi ‘ Volu- 
sius, and so on (cf. also Etr. Rauf, Rafi, 
and Rufi for Lat. ‘Rufius’; Etr. Acsial, 
Ahsial, and Asial for Lat. ‘ Axia natus’ or 
‘Axiae’). They give us also words of re- 
lationship like puia ‘wife,’ see or sex 
‘daughter,’ clan ‘son’; e.g. the epitaph of 
Laris Pumpu is accompanied by that of his 
wife, Oana Setuni, puia Larisal Pumpus ; a 
lady called ‘Lartia Vibia’ is described as 
Larfi Vipi, puia Tites Satnas, Vatinial sec. 
Also words for ‘ year’ (77 and avil), month 
(tivr) ete. Conjunctions like -c ‘and,’ (e.g. 
clan puiac ‘son and wife,’ Vel. SeOre puiac 
‘Vol. Sertorius et uxor’), Verbs like lupuce 
‘died,’ amce ‘was,’ Numerals, both units 
(e.g. ci ‘two’) and decades (e.g. cealy- or 
cialy- * twenty’), the decades being formed 
by the suffix -aly-. They supply us too, 
with formulas which seem to correspond to 
our ‘here lies’ ete. (collected by Pauli in 
Ltr, Stud. iii.), viz. ecu sufi ‘ this is’ (1) (e.g. 
ect sufi @anyvilus Masnial), mi su6i ‘ this 
is’(?) (ag. mi sufi Lardial Mubikus; cf. 
mi Oanxvilus; mi Arnfial Usinies). The 
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word zila@ seems to designate some magis- 
tracy, e.g. ztla6 Tarynal@i amce ‘was xilat 
at Tarquinii’ (1). 

(2) Dedicative Inscriptions (collected by 
Pauli in Hir. Stud. iii.). These offer such 
words as turce ‘gave’ (e.g. mt turce or ecn 
turce ‘gave this’ (1), alpan turce ‘gave a 
gift or offering’ (?)). And often the name 
of the object given is supplied : for example, 
on statues we find the word j/leres so used 
that it can hardly be anything but the word 
for ‘statue.’ 

(3) Titles of Paintings of Vases and Walls 
of Tombs, or scratched on Mirrors. The 
words written are mainly Proper Names, 
the names of the personages depicted, often 
Greek or Roman deities or heroes, such as 
Menrva ‘Minerva,’ Xaru ‘Charon.’ Some 
deities seem to bear native Etruscan names, 
e.g. Fufluns, the Etruscan Bacchus, Uni, 
Juno, Zina, Jupiter, Usil, the Sun, Zuran, 
Venus. 

On a wall-painting of the sacrifice of Tro- 
jans to the spirit of Patroclus we find the 
figure of Patroclus accompanied by the de- 
vice hinfial Patrucles. A mirror with re- 
presentation of the soul of Teiresias giving 
answer to Ulysses has hin@ial Terasias. <A 
vase showing Charon ferrying a_ veiled 
female figure, designates the latter hin@ia 
Turmucas. The word hin@ia therefore has 
been with good reason explained as ‘ spirit,’ 
‘soul,’ ‘ghost.’ That the Etruscans shared 
in the wide-spread superstition that a per- 
son’s image in a mirror is the person’s soul 
is suggested by a mirror-engraving in which 
the Etruscan Venus (Zwran) appears with 
an attendant female divinity, who holds a 
mirror before the goddess (?) Malavisy, while 
over the mirror is written hin6ial. 

A few inscriptions, not yet interpreted, 
seem to belong to the class of 

(4) Official decrees, notices of ownership, 
etc. The famous ‘cippus’ of Perusia has a 
lengthy inscription of this sort, which offers 
favourable material for study. Something 
too might be made of 

(5) ‘Defixiones’ or leaden execration- 
tablets, two of which have been found in 
Etruscan tombs (C./.4. 52 and Rendiconti... 
Lincei 1891, p. 431). They probably con- 
tain the usual formulas of Greek and Latin 
‘ defixiones.’ 

Te these we may add 

(6) Dice. The names of the Etruscan 
units from ‘one’ to ‘six’ have for a long 
time been known from this source. But 
the order in which they were to be arranged 
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baffled all attempts of inquirers,! until Prof. 
Skutsch (Indogerm. Forsch. v. 256), taking 
as a clue the arrangement of the pips on 
those Etruscan dice which had pips instead 
of numeral-names, and confirming this with 
the help of epitaphs, demonstrated with a 
fair amount of certainty that the Etruscan 
numerals run in this order: may ‘one,’ ev 
‘two, Ou ‘three,’ hud ‘four,’ sa ‘ five,’ zal 
‘six. These numeral-names offer serious 
difficulty to the association of Etruscan with 
the Indo-European family of languages. 

(7) Coins (see Deecke Ltr. Forsch. ii.). 
Some names of towns appear on these, e.g. 
Velafri ‘ Volaterrae,’ Pupluna ‘ Populonia,’ 
along with a few other phrases less easy to 
interpret. 

(8) The bronze liver or ‘templum’ of 
Piacenza. In 1877 a curious bronze object 
was discovered near Piacenza, which has | 
been shown by Deecke (Ht. Forsch. iv.) to 
be a figure of the liver, used by Etruscan 
‘haruspices’ in their divinations. The 
various parts of the liver, corresponding to 
the various ‘regiones’ of the sky are 
marked off, each being designated by the 
name of the presiding deity or deities. The 
arrangement seems to correspond fairly with 
the Roman arrangement of the ‘templum,’ 
as described by Martianus Capella (i. 45— 
61). Thus in the second ‘regio,’ according 
to Mart. Capella, ‘Juno domicilium posside- 
bat,’ and on the Piacenza ‘templum’ we find 

Uni, already known as the Etruscan equiva- 
lent of Juno; in the seventh the Etruscan 
Fufluns corresponds with Capella’s ‘ Liber’ ; 
and as in the Roman ‘templum’ Jupiter ap- 
pears in several ‘regiones,’ so the Etruscan 
name Z%m- is found to recur more than once. 
The right under-side of the Piacenza liver is 
ascribed to Usil, the Sun, the left to Ziv, the 
Moon (whence ¢iwr, ‘a month’). Our know- 
ledge of the Etruscan Pantheon is greatly 
increased by this discovery. 

To this material has recently been added 

(9) A Lemnos inscription (see Pauli’s 
Altitalische Forschungen, vol. ii.) which shows 
great affinity with Etruscan (cf. owd,fi¢ 
with Ktr, cialyls ‘twenty,’ afc with Etr. 
avil ‘ year’). By its help we get some indi- 
cations of the course taken by the language 
on other than Etrurian soil. 

Although the Agram Mummy Inscription 
has not yet been fully utilized, the interpre- 

1 Deecke solved the problem in a characteristic 
manner. The word that looked most like a Latin 
numeral was 0uv, suggesting Latin duo. Deecke took 
this equation as the starting point of his investiga- 
tions. Unfortunately @w turns out to be ‘ three’ and 
not ‘ two,’ 
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tation of the other records has now advanced 
so far that the discovery of a single bilingual 
inscription which contained something more 
than Proper Names would probably give us 
all that is wanted in the way‘of further help. 
Unfortunately the excavations in Etruria 
are carried on at places in which bilinguals 
are not likely to turn up. The likely quarter 
for these is the border-region of the Etruscan 
and Latin territories. Until money (some 
£200 would be required) is forthcoming for 
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excavations in this region, we must content 
ourselves with the more lengthy process of 
sifting and re-sifting the evidence of the in- 
scriptions that have been already found. 
May Prof. Pauli’s edition of them in- 

augurate a new era of scientific treatment of 
the Etruscan problem, undisturbed by those 
random guessers who have done so much to 
bring Etruscan studies into disrepute. 

W. M. Linpsay. 

REGNAUD’S ELEMENTS DE GRAMMAIRE COMPAREE. 

Reenaup. Eléments de grammaire comparée 
du grec et du latin d’aprés la méthode his- 
torique inaugurée par Cauteur. Seconde 
Partie, Morphologie, pp. viii. 372. Paris, 
Armand Colin et Cie., 1896. 8 frs. 

An idea of the author’s method may be got 
from an extract from his discussion of the 
genitive singular. 

‘GtneTIr.—Ce cas se présente sous deux 
formes bien distinctes, lune simple, l’autre 
complex. 

‘I. ForME sIMPLE.—Primitivement dds, oes, 
01s, wis, ete. ; cf. sc. as et o(s) ; protogrec ws. 

‘Themes masc. en A.—Att. ’Avridarovs 
[*Avripate(c)-ws]| inserip.de Rhodes Yapuiasdevs 
(*Sapuade(o)-vs, Uodcrevs [*ILodure(o)-vs].— 
Avec perte de la consonne finale: Hérodote 
Seomdre(c)-w, Oddre(c)-w, Kap Bvoe(c)-w ; in- 
scription ion. v6é(c)-w et I1v06 ; att. woAtrou 
pour *rodure(c)-w; homér. odtrao [*rode- 
7a(c)-w, ’Atpeida(c)-o ; arcad. ras Capiav, pour 
*fapua(o)-w, ce que Suppose un nom. *apias ; 
aread. et cypr. KaAAta(c)-v.’ 

The rest of the work is of the same 
character. 

J. STRACHAN. 

IHERING’S ZVOLUTION OF THE ARYAN. 

The Evolution of the Aryan. By Rupoier 
von JneErinc. ‘Translated from the 
German by A. Drucker, M.P. London: 
Swan, Sonnenschein & Co. 1897. Pp. 
412. Price 10s. 6d. 

THis is a difficult book to read, and the 
same reason which makes it difficult to read 
also makes it almost impossible to say that 
the attempt is worth the labour. The 
principles and methods on which the book 
is written are so remote from those that are 
firmly established by the sciences of 
archaeology and linguistic palaeontology, 
the assumptions, peculiar to the author and 
certainly not demonstrated by him, are so 
numerous, that it is difficult to carry them 
all in one’s head sufficiently well to be able 
to say whether they really cover the 

conclusions which are set forth as being 
deduced from them; and one feels the 
less interest in that question, because one 
cannot put any faith in the author’s 
premises. Vaniczek is not generally recog- 
nised now as a final and infallible authority 
on philology. To speak of Latin words as 
derived from Sanskrit roots (p. 16) indicates 
that the author was scarcely familiar 
enough with the general principles of 
comparative philology to make any solid 
additions to linguistic palaeontology. The 
whole history of the alphabet will have to 
be re-written if the primitive Aryans were 
acquainted with letters, and if ‘marks of 
possession, painted on the skin of the cattle 
were the first written characters’ and the 
marks on ‘the hide of the live ox led to the 
use of the hide of the dead animal for the 



purposes of writing’ (p. 16). The psycho- 
logy of primitive man is a field offering 
much latitude to conjecture, as Mr. Andrew 
Lang shows in ‘The Making of Religion’ ; 
but it is hardly wide enough to contain the 
obiter dictum that ‘in the driving of the 
cattle man first became conscious of the fact 
of motion’ (p. 14). Few people, again, will 
agree that Sanskrit and the Vedas give us 
the earliest picture we can obtain of the 
original Aryans. Fewer still will be 
prepared to admit either that the Aryans in 
their primeva! home had a registration 
system, with lists of the members of every 
household and the number of cattle in the 
possession of each (p. 270), or that ‘statis- 
tics in their primitive state date back to 
the Aryan mother-nation’ (p. 272). Some 
readers, while admitting the importance of 
tribal custom, will dispute the existence of 
law in the original Aryan home; others 
will consider it more likely that the names 
of the Hirpini and Picentes point to some 
form of animal worship than that the 
Hirpini ‘were so called by their neighbours 
because of their rapacious tendencies’ (p. 
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300) and that ‘the Picts owed the name to 

their national characteristics expressed 

therein: it describes them as circumspect, 

cautious, cunning’ (p. 304). Anthropolo- 

gists, in view of the wide-spread occurrence 

of ‘holy days,’ are not likely to agree that 

‘the Sabbath was a purely social institution 

...an institution of a social and political 

kind, like our present labour regulations’ 

(p. 115); nor to accept the speculations 

about the ver sacrum which occupy a large 

part of the book and explain the institu- 

tion as commemorative of the first emigra- 

tion from the Aryan home—we must rather 

regard it as a taboo and as probably to be 

explained as one of the taboos, incidental to 

a state of consecration, which at first was 

the necessary consequence of engaging in 

the sacred function of war, and then became 

an optional engagement, in which the 

restrictions ‘ have to be expressed when the 

vow is taken’ (Robertson-Smith: Meligion 

of the Semites, p. 481). In conclusion it 

should be stated that the work is incomplete 

owing to the author’s premature death. 
¥. B. JEVONS. 

PAIS’S STORIA DI ROMA. 

Storia di Roma, di Errore Pats. Vol. I. 

Parte 1. Critica della tradizione sino alla 

caduta del Decemvirato. Torino. Carlo 

Clausen. 1898. 8vo. Pp. 634. Lire 16. 

Proressor Errore Pais, of the University of 
Pisa, is known to English scholars by the 
elaborate Storia della Sicilia e della Magna 
Grecia, of which the first volume was 

published some four years ago, and reviewed 
at the time in these columns. That work 
still remains a fragment, the second and 
third volumes being as yet only ‘in pre- 
parazione.’ But partly perhaps owing to 
his transference from a Sicilian to a Tuscan 
University, the author has now taken in 
hand a task of wider compass, of which, 

however, the earlier book forms an integral 
part, and proposes to write the Storia 
d'Italia dai tempi pit antichi alle fine delle 
guerre Puniche. The present volume is 
mainly critical. It narrates, with almost 
too much fulness, the traditional history, 
and submits it to a severe analysis. ‘To 
justify to the reader the reconstruction of 
the history of Rome which has taken shape 

in my own mind, it was necessary,’ he says, 

‘to set forth in detail the value and the 

genesis of materials very often spurious, 

which formed, as it were, the basis of my 

building, and I saw that it was impossible 

for me to lay its foundations without having 

first cleared the site of its rubbish. Thus 

this volume has grown to be much larger 

than I had desired.’ But even so he has 

found it necessary to throw a great deal of 

the discussion of details into a comple- 

mentary volume, entitled Fasti ed Annali, 

Culti e Legyende dell’ antichissima Roma, in 

which, or in a separate volume, the author 

promises to give his views as to the true 

history of the early years of Rome, It is 

unfortunate for the critic that this has not 

yet been issued, and that he has to report 

and to discuss theories without the author's 

final statement of the arguments on which 

they are based, and to consider merely or 

mainly the negative results of his researches, 

without knowing how much he thinks may 

be saved from the wreck of the traditional 

account. 

Prof. Pais sets about his work with 
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thoroughness and on sound methods. He 
examines first the materials which the 
earliest Greek historians of Rome may be 
supposed to have had at their command. 
The existence of the songs sung at banquets, 
as described by Cato, he does not deny ; but 
he denies that any definite trace of them 
can be detected, and points out that in any 
case their historical value would be 
worthless. The main sources for the early 
history of Rome were Greek writers of 
Sicily and especially of Syracuse; in their 
fragments we find some features of the 
traditional story already recognised. But 
the most fruitful period for the development 
of this story was the earlier part of the 
second century B.¢c., and it took its final 
shape in the hands of Pergamene or Alex- 
andrian scholars. As for the annales 
maximi, he says, ‘the little that we know 
of them reveals such a direct imitation of 
the Greek writers, such abundance of words, 
or, we might better say, such garrulity as 
was worthy indeed of that gossip of barbers, 
which Polybius censures in Sosilus and 
Chaerea, the historians of Hannibal, but 
which did not suit in any way the redaction 
of state-documents compiled at a tolerably 
early date.’ Again, ‘there has not come 
down to us a single fragment of the annales 
maximt Which can be referred to a redaction 
earlier than the third century’: Ennius 
indeed may well have had much influence in 
their compilation. In any case they were 
re-edited at a comparatively late date under 
the influence of family traditions, and the 
rhetoric of the Greeks. The very fact that 
Greek writers were beginning to collect or 
to invent various legends as to the early 
history of a power wiich was now taking a 
prominent place in the western world, led 
to the formation of an official and canonical 
tradition, which, however, was often based 
on authority no better than that of the 
conflicting stories which it tended _ to 
suppress, and which have often survived 
only by accident. Prof. Pais well discusses 
the part which the poets and the annalists 
took in moulding this tradition. Cato’s 
Origines he finds to have been, though 
written in Latin, an imitation of the Greek 
writers, from whom he largely drew. ‘To 
consider this work as a fruit of Roman 
erudition is a gross and vulgar error.’ 
Cassius Hemina, Calpurnius Piso, Caelius 
Antipater, are all regarded as largely 
dependent on the Sicilian writers. 

After treating of the various influences 
which led to falsification of the tradition, 
Prof. Pais goes on to discuss our chief 
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extant authorities. While recognising the 
justice with which modern critics have 
almost. unanimously preferred Diodorus to 
either Dionysius or Livy, he points out that 
this superiority is only relative: ‘non é¢ che 
un mediocre compilatore, il quale, come 
qualunque Greco culto, era in grado di sapere 
quali fossero le opere pit importanti che 
dovevano essere compendiata.’ He is not 
without diffuseness at times, and his brevity 
is often arbitrary. There are some excellent 
remarks upon Livy, the ‘rose-water re- 
publican,’ and his style of writing history. 
After touching upon the later compilers, 
the author goes on to treat of the materials 
at the command of the historians, the 
falsified monumental records, the exaggerated 
family traditions, repeating the same inci- 
dent again and again, the misleading 
etymologies of local and personal names, of 
festivals, and of ceremonies, the love of 
assimilating Roman with Greek history, 
and the perversion due to national pride, or 
to party feeling. ‘Quella storiagrafia che 
nelle sue origini era stata l’espressione delle 
pretese genealogiche e delle varie alleanze 
di famiglie, che non mano si era svolta sino 
al punto di diventare organo delle opinioni 
politiche dei partiti ed infine di tutto 
quanto lo stato, finiva per piegarsi ancha 
essa all’ impero nascente, e diventava uno 
degli instrumenti con cui Roma ed il 
cesarismo giustificavano davanti al mondo 
civile le loro nobilta a le loro vittorie.’ 

After the introduction (pp. 1-128) follow 
three long chapters dealing severally with 
the legends relating to the foundation of 
Lavinium, Alba, and Rome, the seven kings 
of Rome, and the period from the expulsion 
of the kings to the fall of the decemvirs. 
It is obviously impossible to do more than 
refer to a few of the more interesting 
points of the analysis. Prof. Pais brings 
out with great clearness the existence of 
discrepant and often contradictory legends 
as to the earliest history of Rome, and 
shows how the attempt of late historians 
was not to ascertain the real facts so far as 
possible, but simply to smooth over differ- 
ences, to remove chronological impossi- 
bilities, and to weave the whole into a 
story fitted to glorify the state and the 
ruling family in particular. He finds three 
main currents of legend, which were blended 
into one in the official tradition as it took 
shape in the hands of Naevius and of 
Fabius Pictor. First, the stories of Hercules 
in the West, sung first by Stesichorus, and 
coming from the Dorians, Magna Graecia 
and Sicily, associated with the Arcadian 
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Evander, who is subsequently identified 
with the Italian Faunus. Second, the myth 
of Aeneas and the cultus of Aphrodite, 
brought to Lavinium from Sicily, and then 
transplanted to Rome. Third, the legends 
attached to the foundation of Rome. The 
personages of the legends divide themselves 
into easily distinguished groups. Some, 
like Faunus, Acca Laurentia, Tiberinus, are 
personifications of natural forces, and 
topical deities, belonging to the earliest 
religious patrimony of the Latin race: 
others like Ulysses, Diomede, Aeneas, 
Ascanius were imported from the Greek 
traditions ; others like Evander and many 
of the Alban kings were products of later 
erudition. The blending of these different 
elements is in itself a proof of the late 
formation of the official legend. In most 
cases their successive acceptance was a 
result of the adoption at Rome of the cults, 
as of Ceres, Hercules, and Venus, with 
which they were severally connected. Prof. 
Pais has collected with great learning, 
though of course in this part of his work he 
has been largely anticipated by earlier 
scholars, the parallels to the various legends, 
which present themselves so abundantly in 
Greece and elsewhere; and comes to the 
conclusion that it was towards the middle 
of the fourth century B.c. that those con- 
stituents of the tradition came to prevail 
which were finally recognised as ‘canonical.’ 

In his discussion of the seven kings the 
most noteworthy points are the explanation 
which he gives of their original character, 
and of the genesis of the form which this 
legendary history ultimately took. Romulus 
is originally merely the eponymus of Roma ; 
the institutions ascribed to him are the 
result of a long historical development ; his 
life is only the daily course of the sun ; his 
identification with Quirinus is certainly later 
than the time of Ennius. Numa is originally 
a river-god, closely connected with Aeneas, 
who perished in the stream Numicius, whose 
source was associated with Egeria, and 
belonged to Lavinium and Aricia. Tullus 
Hostilius, in his actions a duplication of 
Romulus, has himself divine character, as 
the god of war. Ancus Martius is in many 
ways a duplication of Numa ; his military 
exploits are anticipations of events of a 
later date: his name points to the personi- 
fication of the cultus of Mars. Tarquinius 
is only another form of 'Tarpeius, the tutelary 
deity and eponymus of the Tarpeian rock, 
and the old rites associated with the Capitol. 
The later Tarquinius is but a duplication of 
the earlier, and the actions of both but 
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proleptic of much later incidents, Tarquinius 
Superbus is the old god Tarpeius, transformed 
into a maleficent ruler just as Cacus, the 
beneficent deity, associated with Vulcan,was 
degraded into a vulgar robber, and as the 
wicked Tarpeia was differentiated from the 
good vestal Tarquinia or Taracia. The seven 
kings are, in short, no historical personages, 

but are personifications of the seven hills 
and the worships connected with them. 
Their history has been contaminated by 
anecdotes of diverse origin and old Greek 
legends, transferred to Italian soil and often 
transmuted there; but the apparently his- 
torical incidents are anticipations of events 
of a later date, when the horizon was quite 
different ; and the whole was recast under 
the influence of historians of plebeian origin, 
who wished to find proofs that the constitu- 
tion, under which their claims were recog- 
nized, could be traced back to the earliest 
days of the state. 

The ingenuity of Prof. Pais’s combinations, 
and the wide range of learning with which 
he supports them, are equally undeniable. 
But in the nature of the case many of his 
theories must lack the evidence which would 
justify us in regarding them as proved. The 
destructive analysis may often be considered 
as final, and the influences which he postu- 
lates are undoubtedly verae causae, antici- 
pation, duplication, popular etymologising, 
imported legends, assimilation with Greek 
history or myth, family pride, the desire to 
account for customs, cults or political insti- 
tutions, all have been at work. But whether 
it is possible to determine in each case which 
has been the efficient cause isa very different 
question : and when we remember the small 
proportion of instances in which we have 
preserved to us, often by the merest 
accident, and in isolated passing allusions, 
the variant traditions, which were for the 
most part suppressed by the ‘ canonical’ 
account, it is impossible to feel much 
confidence in the reconstruction now offered 
us. On the other hand it would be unfair 
to reject Prof. Pais’s conclusions without a 
careful consideration, such as is impossible 
within the present limits, of the converging 
evidence on which he bases them ; and it is 
perhaps premature to express a judgment 
on his general view of the course of the 
early history until he has given that 
continuous account of it which he promises 
for the future. 

The fourth chapter on the history of the 
early republic contains most that is original. 
Prof. Pais has followed the lines marked 
out by Mommsen in his /orschungen, but 
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has pushed his suggestions further than his 
master. For him almost every incident and 
character in the sixty years preceding the 
decemvirate is a proleptic duplication of 
something really belonging to the subsequent 
century and a half. The ante-dating, which 
Mommsen ascribes, for example, to the treaty 
between Rome and Carthage, is given as the 
explanation, not only of campaigns and 
sieges, but also of laws and institutions. 
Every student knows how much there is to 
suggest such an explanation, how a Valerius, 
a Horatius, an Appius Claudius, reappears 
generation after generation, to play the 
same kind of part. Historians have often 
explained the fact by talking of the 
traditional policy of a family; but the 
explanation goes but a little way to account 
for the repetition not only of a general 
tendency, but also of incidents. Prof. Pais 
deals unsparingly with the whole history of 
this period. The traditional narrative is 
no whit more trustworthy than that of the 
kings, and has no kind of solid foundation. 
The incidents are composed of repeated 
variations on one or two themes, generally 
borrowed from later history. Brutus and 
Collatinus are as apocryphal as Horatius 
Cocles, who is only another form of Vulcan. 
The myths of Claudia and of Mucius contain 
both topographical and religious elements, 
and Minucius, who denounces the conspiracy 
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of Maelius, is Hercules Myviryns. Even the 
secessions of the plebs are a duplication of 
a similar incident at Ardea: and the story 
of Verginia, which is only another form of 
that of Lucretia, probably also had its 
origin at Ardea. Of this we are promised 
fuller proofs than are as yet offered. On 
the whole it may be said of this portion of 
Prof. Pais’s history, as of the work as a 
whole, that he has fully succeeded in his 
destructive analysis: but that in construction 
he has much more frequently arrived at the 
possible, than at the certain or even the 
probable. The work is certainly one which 
must not be neglected by students of Roman 
history ; it is written in a pleasant easy 
style, though not without some needless 
discursiveness and repetition, and with a 
full command of the ancient sources, and of 
the best German literature :—English and 
French scholars are rarely if ever quoted, 
a neglect which will be more serious, if it is 
continued in the more constructive part of 
the work ;—and a good table of contents 
somewhat, though not altogether, makes up 
for the lack of index. There is ingenuity 
and suggestiveness on every page, and even 
the boldest combinations are supported by 
arguments and parallels which claim for 
them careful consideration. 

A. S. WILKINS. 

MIDDLETON AND MILLS’ STUDENT’S COMPANION TO LATIN AUTHORS. 

The Student's Companion to Latin Authors. 
By GrorcEe Mippieton, M.A. and THomas 
R. Mints, M.A. London: Macmillan 
and Co., Limited. 8vo. 1896. Pp. xii. 
382. 6s. 

THE authors of this little book have under- 
taken a useful piece of work, and have done 
it well. It is not a history of Latin litera- 
ture, but a supplement to such a book as 
Mr. Mackail’s. It furnishes the dry bones, 
which it is the province of the historian to 
clothe with life. There is no attempt to 
give an estimate of the literary merit of 
the various writers, but the facts which 
bear on each author’s life and position are 
clearly stated ; and (an excellent feature) 
quotations are given in full, as a rule, not 
mere references. Naturally Schwabe’s edi- 
tion of Teuffel has been largely utilized ; 
but it would be unfair to speak of the book 

as merely an abridgement of that standard 
work : there is abundant evidence of a wide 
and varied reading. A few slips are to be 
found ; and one or two odd interpretations. 
Probably the authors are the first who ever 
suspected that Horace in his 

Bioneis sermonibus et sale nigro 

was referring ‘with proud humility’ to the 
story that his father had once made money 
as a ‘salsamentarius.’ There is something 
too a little comical in the suggestion that 
the poet -who wrote ‘non ego sanius bac- 
chabor Edonis’ and a dozen like passages, 
was priggishly reproving ‘the unrestrained 
bacchanalian spirit of Catullus’ in Od. i. 27. 
It is always a question how much should be 
introduced in a handbook of this kind. 
Some will think perhaps that if the Plautine 
prosody is to be expounded, it would have 
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been worth while to say something about 
his metres, even if the metres of Catullus 
or Horace were to be neglected. Others 
may think that the notices of the obscurer 
writers might have been left to be sought in 
a fuller authority. On the other hand a 
little information about the best MSS. of 
important authors would have been useful ; 
and the select list of editions would have 
been of more value, if there had been some 
attempt made (doubtless a difficult task) to 
discriminate them, if only by the use of the 

familiar asterisk. The editors have been 
hardly careful enough to avoid being misled, 
by the pernicious habit of publishers 
to alter the date, but nothing else, in a 
reprint. Haase’s Seneca dates from 1851, 
not from ’93-95; Wagner’s Zerence from 
1869, not from ’92, and so in many other 
cases. But on the whole the book may be 
recommended as meeting a real need of 
students. 

ASS WG 

SONNENSCHEIN’S BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PHILOLOGY AND ANCIENT 
LITERATURE. 

A Bibliography of Philology and Ancient 
Literature. W. Swan _ Sonnenschein. 
Pp. 373 (793—1009 and 619—775) being 
the sections relating to these subjects in 
The Best Books and The Reader’s Guide. 
Swan Sonnenschein & Co. 1897. 10s. 6d. 

THE separate publication of these extracts 
from the two well-known and valued guides 
to learning will be welcomed by those who 
do not care to buy the works in their com- 
plete form. That there must be flaws in a 
volume which covers so much ground as 
the whole of classical literature and the 
philology of ancient and modern languages, 
savage and civilised, is obvious to any one 
who has had experience of such work. It 

has amused the present writer to find from 
the section dealing with Latin that he has 
published with Messrs. Bell a ‘ recension of 
Catullus, Tibullus, and Propertius, in crown 
8vo., 1890,’ and also an ‘annotated text of 
Catullus with English notes and introduction, 
feap. 8vo., 1889,’ two phantoms which 
appear to have sprung from a small edition 
of Catullus with critical notes and brief 
praefatio. And the omissions are sometimes 
very strange, e.g. that of Vitruvius among 
Roman writers on architecture. So we hope 
that the support of the public will be 
sufficient to induce Messrs. Sonnenschein & 
Co. to issue continuations supplementing and 
correcting their useful compilation. 

Ue Ee: 

ARCHAEOLOGY. 

ON SOME SIGNED GREEK VASES. 

In the Dorchester Museum is a hitherto 
unpublished vase-fragment, which was 
brought from Italy many years ago. It is 
part of a late b.f. kylix signed round the 

rim with the provoking signature ... |$ 

EPOll... The design represents two large 
eyes and between them (in place of the 
conventional nose) a bearded man walking 
tor. ; he is clad in a richly decorated and 
fringed himation, wears an ivy wreath round 
his head, and carries a skyphos in his 1. 
hand, an oinochoe in hisr. ‘The drawing is 
good, if somewhat hasty, and from con- 
siderations of style the vase may be dated 
cire. 500 B.c. 

The British Museum has recently acquired 
two r.f. vases of importance, which formed 
part of the collection of the late Count 
Michel Tyszkiewicz (Frohner’s Catalogue 
nos. 14, 19, plates i. ii.). One is a stamnos 
found at Sorrento in 1891. Its principal 
face shows a beardless youth, brandishing a 
club and wearing incongruously enough a 
bow-case and sword at his belt, in the act 
of seizing a centaur: behind the group 
stands a man leaning on his staff; in front 
of it flees a woman with a gesture of alarm. 
The reverse has three draped ephebot in 
different attitudes, It is signed by the 
vase-painter Polygnotos, a contemporary of 

Pheidias: MOLVANOTO$S EARA EN. 
Klein Meistersignaturen® p. 199 records only 
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two vases by this master, a stamnos in our 
national collection (no. 755) now to be seen 
side by side with that described above, and 
a stamnos at Brussels which depicts two 
centaurs contending with the Lapith 

KAINEV$. But apart from its rarity the 
new vase possesses an interest of its own. 
What is the scene on its obverse? Fréhner 
says, Hercules attacking Nessus; behind, 
Dexamenus; in front, Deidameia (sic). 
But if so, it would be an unusually late 
example of the Herakles-Nessos adventure. 
It is tolerably clear that, where archaic art 
represented Herakles v. Nessos, ‘die Blii- 
tenzeit ’ illustrated rather the Herakles v. 
Eurytion version (Roscher Lew. I. ii. 2195, 
15-20, and 2229, 61-66). Consequently 
we should interpret the figures on the vase 
as the youthful Herakles grappling with 
the centaur Eurytion (elsewhere called 
Dexamenos, 7b. I. i. 1000, 5 ff.) in the 
presence of Dexamenos=Oineus and _ his 
daughter Deianeira= Mnesimache (7. I. i. 
998, 33 ff.): see further Stephani Compte- 
Rendu 1865 p. 102 ff. The closest affinity 
exists between this sfamnos of Polygnotos 
and the Naples vase figured in Millingen 
Peint. de div. collect., pl. 33. 

The other recent acquisition is a large 
campaniform krater sent from Athens in 
1895. It represents a priestly figure with 
upturned face, white hair, and wreath, 
standing at a lighted altar. In front of 
this is a nude bearded man holding a torch 
and wearing a diadem inscribed ANTIOX 
(is). Behind him comes Nike bearing a 
fillet. To the l. a nude ephedos retires from 
the group: his diadem reads AINII, pre- 

sumably a carelessly written AIA/// i.e. 
Aiynis, the last three strokes being a make- 
belief for letters. To the r. a standing 
ephebos makes a gesture of prayer: hig 
diadem has, if [ am not mistaken, the 

legend AC/// i.e. a similar make-belief for 

AK(apavris). It may, however, be read as 

1AC///, which would not suit any of the 
tribal names. The hrater is signed round 

its base: NIKIAZ E.. AOKAEOYE 

ANADAYETIO€E EPOIEEEN, ic. Nuxéas 
‘E[p]uoxAéouvs “AvaddAvorios éxoincev. The 
interest of this vase is twofold. On the one 
hand it is the work of an artist not pre- 
viously known to us: Nikias’ name does not 
appear in Klein’s list. On the other hand 
the design is almost, if not quite, unique. 
That it commemorates a victory of the tribe 
Antiochis in a Torch-vace will not be 
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doubted : it was natural for an artist of the 
deme Anaphlystos, which belonged to the 
victorious tribe, to paint the scene. But 
what moment has he chosen to portray? 
Some will doubtless think that the scene 
is proleptic: the athlete kindles his 
torch at the altar of Prometheus in the 
Academy, which seems to have formed 
the starting point of at least three of the 
Athenian Torch-races (schol. Ar. Ran. 131 
with Paus. i. 30. 2); his coming victory is 
indicated by the action of Nike and the 
attitude of his competitors. It is, however, 
possible and, I venture to hold, probable 
that we should refer the scene to the end, 
not to the beginning of the Torch-race. 
The goal of the race was also an altar, the 
fire on which was lit by, the foremost runner 
(Bekker anecd. Gv. p. 228, s.v. yupvaciapxor). 
Nikias may well have depicted the repre- 
sentative of his tribe at the moment when 
he had successfully completed his task and 
triumphed to the chagrin of his rivals. In 
favour of this is a vase-painting quoted by 
Mr. Frazer on Paus, loc. cit. (from Jahrbuch 
d.k. d. archdol. Inst. vii. 149 ff.); it shows 
‘a runner holding his torch over an altar, 
on the top of which two billets are laid 
across each other, waiting to be ignited. 
On the other side stands a winged Victory 
looking at the runner and pointing to the 
unlit altar with an imperious gesture.’ Our 
krater gives the scene an instant later, 
when the altar has been kindled and Nike is 
in the act of awarding the fillet. 

ARTHUR BERNARD CooK. 

A. MOMMSEN’S FESTE DER STADT 
ATHEN. 

Leste der Stadt Athen im Altertum, geordnet 
nach attischem Kalender, von Avcust 
Mommsen. Umarbeitung der 1864 erschie- 
nenen Heortologie. Leipzig, Teubner, 
1898. 16m. 

THE Leortologie der Athener by Herr August 
Mommsen has been for the last thirty-four 
years recognised as the standard work on 
the Athenian festivals. That work now 
disappears, and in its place we have the 
stately volume before us, in which the 
author has in a large measure recast what 
he had previously written, has corrected it 
in many details, and supplemented it by all 
the additional ‘information which has been 
made available during the long interval 
since 1864. The greater facility with which 
the Attic Inscriptions can now be studied 
owing to the publication of the Corpus, and 
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the discovery of the Constitution of Athens, 
not to speak of the special studies of 
eminent scholars on matters of detail, have 
caused the alterations and improvements to 
be many. In more points than one the 
work is of exceptional merit. It is of 
course superfluous to praise the learning of 
the author: but it is not often that one 
meets with a work in which the single- 
minded desire for truth, the utter absence 
of personality is more signally displayed. 
‘My criticisms’ says the author, ‘are 
always connected with the subject matter ; 
and I have always treated the author of 
the Heortologie like any other writer.’ 

The Feste der Stadt is the first volume of 
a series. It gives an account of the Athen- 
ian festivals arranged according to the 
Calendar. The author hopes to follow it by 
a second volume containing an account of 
the other cults of Attica, the ceremonies of 
the guilds, and those of the Ephebi: and 
after that by yet a third volume containing 
a historical account of the origin of the 
several Attic festivals. The latter is occa- 
sionally handled in the present volume: 
but for the full treatment of it we are to 
look to a future work. 

Before the author discusses the separate 
festivals he devotes an important section to 
the cycles of celebrations in honour of 
Athena, Demeter and Bacchus, and to the 
very perplexing blending of the worship 
of Demeter and Bacchus which appears 
in the Greater Mysteries. The series of 
feasts in honour of Athena (Apaturia, 
Plynteria, Panathenaea) represent, ac- 
cording to the author, the various stages of 
the growth of corn. So, too, the destinies 
of Cora in the Demeter-stories are but the 
destinies of the sown corn. And the Bacchie 
eycle of festivals (Smaller and Greater 
Mysteries, Haloa, Country Dionysia, Lenaea, 
Anthesteria) celebrate the vintage. The 
explanation of the Greek legends connected 
with these divinities as agricultural processes 
is worked out in a most interesting manner, 
though we confess to a feeling of occasional 
uncertainty. For example, Semele is the 
vine; the cut grapes are the vine’s off- 
spring, but like the young Bacchus they are 
immature and still require careful treatment. 
The produce of the pressed grapes is stowed 
away in vats—even so Zeus sewed up 

. Bacchus in his thigh until he was fully 
matured (21-23). Similarly every salient 
point in the stories is found to be the 
personified representation of some agricul- 
tural process. If they are such, we may 
possibly conjecture that the doctrines taught 
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in the Mysteries were the marvellous 
changes in Nature, growth and decay, birth 
and death, ‘ an infinite ocean.’ 

To come to some points of detail.—The 
difficulty that Proclus fixes the date of the 
Lesser Panathenaea to Thargelion is admir- 
ably solved (52'n.). Proclus quotes authorities 
for the statement that the 7imaeus of Plato 
was not considered as finished during the 
Bendidea but the interlocutors continued 
the dialogue into the Panathenaea—‘ if that 
is so’ says Proclus ‘it must be the Lesser 
Panathenaea ’—a festival long in disuse in 
the time of Proclus, about which he does 
not speak positively; but from the sentence 
‘if they are right’ he seems to think that 
his authorities are wrong. So Proclus can- 
not be quoted in support of the theory at 
all. The proverb éx rév Ilavafynvaiwy 6 rods 
merely means ‘after the feast we must to 
our work again’ (57). The evidence of 
Himerius and the author of the Ciris to a 
Panathenaea in the spring in Roman times 
is explained not (as usually) by supposing 
that the Roman Quinquatria were called 
Panathenaea after the disappearance of the 
latter, but by supposing that the Athenians 
celebrated a ship-procession in spring in 
imitation of the navigiwm Isidis of March 
5; for Athena was identified with Isis from 
the times of the Diadochi (pp. 60, 116). 
That the Musical Contest of the Panathenaea 
was held in an old Odeon rests apparently 
on the unsatisfactory evidence of Hesychius, 
and must be considered as unproved (63). 
Plutarch (Perici. 13) is in error in implying 
that Pericles was the founder of the Musical 
Contest; he made it more important but 
did not establish it (62-64). The statement 
of Diog. Laert. that there were dramatic 
representations at the Panathenaea is 
rightly rejected (67). The iros adndadyos of 
the inscriptions is a race-horse who eats but 
does not bring his master any return in the 
shape of work (86 n. 3). The relation of 
the Euandria and the Lampadedromia is 
interesting. The former was not a contest 
of individuals, but of tribes; each tribe that 
competed furnished a troop. The members 
of the victorious troop contended among one 
another in the evening in the Lamp-race, 
which consisted in carrying a lighted lamp 
from the altar of Prometheus in the Academy 
to some undefined point in the city (Paus. 
i. 30. 2), the first who reached the goal with 
his torch alight winning the race, The 
religious signification given by the author 
(104) to the Lamp-race, connecting it with 
the relations of Athena and Hephaestus, 
seems doubtful: much more satisfactory is 
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Wecklein’s view, advocated by Mr. Frazer 
on Paus. lc. Similarly questionable is the 
author’s supposition that the litanies sung 
on the 28th (Eur. Heracl. 782) were sung to 
Athena as the moon (106), The author 
satisfactorily shows that the wérAos was only 
worked for the Greater Panathenaea during 
the flourishing period of Athens. We do 
not hear of a yearly wérXos until the end of 
the fourth century; so that the second 
interpretation of the Schol. on Aristoph. 
Hq. 566 must not be taken as true for the 
poet’s time (113). As to the Boat-race, the 
boats entered for it were those of separate 
tribes, and the tribe was considered the 
victor. The Boat-race was a late addition 
to the festival, probably made by Themis- 
tocles the founder of the Athenian naval 
power (148). 

As regards the Mysteries, it is established 
by C.LA. iii. 1, p.5 n. 5 that the iepa of 
Jacchus were not brought from Eleusis on 
the 19th of Boedromion, but on the 14th 
(212). Another important view put for- 
ward is that the Epidauria, a festival of 
Aesculapius on the 18th, was incorporated 
(apparently about 420 B.c.) in the Greater 
Mysteries. It was virtually a repetition, a 
sort of supplemental celebration, of the 
Lesser Mysteries at Agrae which were held 
seven months previously ; and the object of 
its incorporation was to allow the strangers, 
who could not remain in Attica for such a 
long interval,a means of going through both 
stages of initiation at the same time (30, 
214, 277). The difficult ert Ovoia Sevrepa 
in Philostratus Apollon. iv. 18 (p. 72 Kays.) 
is interpreted (p. 216) ‘along with another 
sacrifice’ which the author thinks may be 
some sacrifice to the dead (pda). The 
administration of the Epidauria was not 
given to the Kerykes, who had already such 
& prominent position in the celebration of 
the mysteries; and the author interprets 
the fragment in C.J.A. ii. 3, p. 99, n. 1649, 
frag. a, 1. 14 Kijprxes tydeoB[nt...] as 
referring to formal objections on the part of 
that yévos to this infringement of their 
rights (247). That the higher priests of 
the mysteries held their offices for life is 
not disproved by dadovyyjoas in C.L.A. ii. 3, 
p. 62, n. 1413. That means a dead, not an 
ex-daduchus (253). 

An important view with respect to the 
Thesmophoria—which the author thinks (pp. 
14, 15) was an insignificant festival—is the 
position of the much-vexed Scira. He holds 
that oxipa are offerings of oxitpos ‘ white 
earth’ ‘ gypsum’ (ep. Frazer on Paus. i. 36, 
4); and supposes that the earth—which 
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was also used in agriculture to improve the 
fields—was thrown on the carcasses of the 
pigs (referred to in the celebrated scholion 
on Lucian) so that the putrified remains 
might become less foul and more fit to be 
handled by the ladies who took part in the 
Thesmophoria (315). The author fixes the 
date of the Thesmophorian Skira to Pyane- 
psion 4-7, three of the nine days of prepara- 
tion for the Thesmophoria proper, owing to 
the statement of Athenaeus xi. 92, p. 495, 
where the Oschophoria (which certainly 
took place on the 7th) is said to take place 
Skeippots (310, 319). The author does not 
appear to give any explanation of the word 
Sryvia. He also holds that unmarried 
women did not take part in the Thesmo- 
phoria (316). ‘The scholion on Theocrit. iv. 
25 and Lucian Dial. Meretr. ii. 1 (on which 
passage is the celebrated scholion) seem to 
be opposed to this view. The female 
attendants on Jacchus, who are called 
Koupotpogos and daepiris (Pollux i. 35), are 
explained as representatives of the two 
mothers of Bacchus, Persephone (who is the 
Bpipo xovpotpodpov of Apoll. R. iii. 861) and 
Semele, who is called Daeira because she 
‘learned’ to her cost what Zeus was in 
all his majesty (381). This is some- 
what hypothetical. The author assigns the 
ceremony wherein the image of the Eleu- 
therian Dionysus was brought each year on 
appointed days to a little chapel outside the 
city (Paus. i. 29, 2) to the Greater Dionysia, 
not to the Anthesteria, as he had done in 
his previous work. He considers Philo- 
stratus Vit. Soph. ii. 1, 3 (p. 235 Kays.) éxdre 
8é How Avovtowa kal Katiow és ’Axadnulay 76d 
tov Avovicov édos proof that the ceremony is 
to be referred to the City Dionysia (394, 
436). But the most interesting view which 
the author entertains (402 f.) about the 
Anthesteria is (if I understand him rightly) 
that the Pithoigia, in its patriarchal cus- 
toms, was originally a feast in honour of 
Kronos; that the other solemnities, the 
Chytroi and the Choes, with their references . 
to Deucalion’s Flood, were originally por- 
tions of a festival to Zeus; and that an 
extensive festival to Zeusin mid- Anthesterion 
was, when the worship of Bacchus was 
introduced, divided in such a way that part 
of the ceremonies were transferred to the 
Bacchic Anthesteria and part retained for a 
festival to Zeus, the Diasia, which was © 
held at a later day in the month. (Inci- 
dentally the author notices that xvtpar are 
manufactured vessels, xv7po. naturally 
formed ones, cp. Herod. vii. 176). Another 
example of a great festival transferred to 
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Bacchus is the City Dionysia, which before 
472 was a festival to Apollo (444). As 
regards the Thargelia, the author is rightly 
of opinion that the sacrifice of the dappaxoc 
was not real (476). 

The above are a few specimens of the 
views of the author. But every page will 
be found rich in interesting details for the 
specialist, as may be reasonably expected 
from the work of the acknowledged master 
of his subject, 

L. C. Purser. 

MONTHLY RECORD. 

ITALY. 

Vetulonia.—Signor Falchi has-issued a report of 
excavations in the ancient city and the cemeteries in 
1895-7. An accurate ground-plan of the city can 
now be given. In one part were two adjoining walls 
of Cyclopean masonry, forming part of a subterranean 
construction, apparently for the conveyance of water, 
and therefore a reservoir. The find of small objects, 
both in the city and in the tombs, was very meagre. 
In the city, near the reservoir a bronze right arm of 
good style was found, and in a neighbouring house a 
fine bronze club from a colossal statue of Herakles. 
Among the tomb-finds of 1895-6 may be mentioned 
twelve small bronze quadrupeds, bored through from 
end to end, probably from a necklace, and a terra- 
cotta female head thrown backwards, with an ex- 
pression of dignity and scorn ; it is of a Greek type, 
and probably represents Niobe. In the 1897 excava- 
tions the only objects from the tombs worth mention- 
ing are a bronze figure of a nude man thrown back on 
his hands, a ring being fixed to his belly ; a boot in 
buechero ware, decorated with stamped circles; : 
rude bronze warrior ; and fibulae of early types.! 

Montepulciano, Etruria.—A series of tombs have 
come to light, of two periods, the earlier of the 
chamber type, the later with niches. In the latter 
were several cinerary urns of terracotta, eight of which 
were decorated with reliefs of Kadmos and the Giants 
(or perhaps Echetlos at Marathon), and another with 
the combat of Eteokles and Polyneikes. In one 
tomb was a bronze candelabrum with the figure of a 
youth at the top, dancing with castanets ; in style it 
resembles a Hermes Kriophoros from Civita Castel- 
lana in the Brit. Mus. (Cat. 555). The dates of the 
two series of tombs are the fifth and fourth centuries 
respectively.” 

Montepagano, in the AbruzziimAmong a recent 
find of bronze objects are a large lebes, containing a 
plain dome-shaped helmet, with fragments of a neck- 
piece, engraved with rude figures of animals and gilt 
over, and a bust of a beardless man of the time of 
Augustus, with an ornament of a flower and volutes 
on the top. The helmet appears to be of a barbaric 
type, such as occurs on the column of Trajan. On 
the top of the lebes were found a flask with long neck 
and conical mouth, and an elegant lamp with two 
wick-holders and a crescent-shaped handle with a 
bust of a bearded man in the middle, of the type of a 
fourth-century Asklepios. ? 

1 Notizie degli Scavi, March 1898; see also Athen- 
aewn, 3 Sept. 

2 Notizie degli Scavi, Jan. 1898. 
% Ibid. Oct. 1897, 
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Bitonto, Apulia.—Among vecent finds are a 
Corinthian helmet, well preserved, and remains of 
another, Graeco-Italian, with two plumes; a krater 
of local fabric with geometrical patterns in brown ; a 
kyathos with flat eared handle and patterns in red 
and purple; and an oinochoe with geometrical 
patterns, as the krater. They were found partly 
within, partly outside, a tomb.® 

Palestrina.—Two important new fragments of the 
calendar of Verrius Flaccus have come to light, con- 
taining an indication of the feasts proper to August Ist. 
The larger fragment runs as follows: AEGYPTVS IN 
POTESTATEM PO[PVLI * ROMANI * REDACTA | EK * 
AVG * ]N | VICTORIAE * VICTORIAE | VIRGINI ° IN 
PALATIO *SPEI IN | FORO ‘ HOLITORIO ‘FER ‘[EX‘S~ 
c*] | Q.E.D.1mP* CA[ES * REMPVBLICAM TRISTISSIMO* 
PERICVLO ‘LIBERAViT. The restorations are made 
from the calendars of Amiternum and Antium. The 
first line, taken in conjunction with the last four 
words, appears to refer to the death of Mark Antony 
and taking of Alexandria in B.c. 30. The sacrifices 
to be performed are (1) to Victory, whose temple on 
the Palatine is well-known; (2) to the Virgin Victory 
who had an aedicula adjoining the temple of Victory, 
erected by M. Porcius Cato (only mentioned by 
Livy, xxxv. 9); (8) to Spes in the Forum Olitorium. 

The smaller fragment runs:.. SARI. |. SvF°L° 
Shs spa OVEN CORY «0c [ics LL CAMBARY 225: sei 
refers to the Consular fasti. In A.p. 18-19 the con- 
sules suffecti were L. Seius Tubero and T. Rustius 
Gallus ; it may be that they are here mentioned, if 
C-rv can be regarded as a lapidary’s error for 
T -Rv.? 

Frascati.—An interesting leaden tessera has been 
found in the Via Torlonia. On one side is Diana 
running, with a crescent on her forehead; in the 
field, four stars, and round the edge, two palm- 
branches. It is described svBcvra, by which we 
may understand SVBCVRATOR on the analogy of other 
tesserae on which cvraA occurs. These tesserae are 
characteristic of Tusculum, and were probably dis- 
tributed at the feasts and annual merry-makings of 
the societies of zwvenes Tusculant by the curatores 
iuvenum at the Emperor’s expense. ‘They date from 
the first century of the Empire. 
Rome.—In a wall of the piazza of the Ara Celi an 

inscription has been discovered, which runs: TI* 
IVLLO ‘ BALBILLO | S * SOL * ELAGABALI | EVDEMON * 
LIB * | PATRONO * [opTrmo. It was first found in the 
fifteenth century, and copied, but since then has 
been lost except for a publication in the C.J. L. vi. 
2269 with slight variants. The words s ‘son stand 
for sacerdoti solis. The same Balbillus is mentioned 
in C.L.L. vi. 708, 2129, 2130, 2270.° 

Some new fragments of the tabulae arvales have 
recently been acquired by the National Museum. 
No. 1 refers to the cycles of the feast, and to the 
annual sacrifice at the altar of Pax Augusta in the 
Campus Martius (cf. C.2.Z. vi. 20280). No. 2 prob- 
ably to the natales divi Augusti; it mentions L. 
Salvius Otho, flamen and pro magistvo im A.D. 39. 
No. 8 is concerned with the annual vofa for the 
health of Nero, and must be earlier than the year of 
Agrippina’s death (A.p. 59). No. 4 mentions the 
consul suffectus of A.p. 78, and refers to the second 
and third days of the feast in honour of Dea Dia ; 
No. 5 to the third day of the same feast ; this last 
dates from the end of the second century of the 
Empire.! 

Pompeti.—Part of Insula xv. (Regio 6) has re- 
cently been excavated; it is chiefly composed of 
shops. On the walls of one shop were various 
grafitti: the word conrigv[ERe (from Virg. Aen. 2, 
1), 2 human foot, and two men’s heads in profile, 
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In a small house a sacrariwm domesticum was found, 
well preserved, containing an altar covered with 
white stucco and painted with two serpents erect 
about to devour offerings on an altar between them. 
On one side of this was a painting of a genius famili- 
aris ; inaniche of the wall, one of a draped figure 
ona couch. An Oscan inscription has lately been 
brought to light on a tufa pilaster; it runs; eksuk * 

amviannud | eituns* amat . . tribud | tuv * amat ° 
mener.4 

Puteoli.—A find has been made of small rude clay 
human figures, on which names are incised in Greek 
letters, viz., ’Aya@dmous, ’Adpoderola, Téweddos, 
Thords, Mpémovoa, bir€reipa, ‘Iepat, Tika. They are 
probably examples of devotiones, or images of people 
consecrated to the infernal deities; compare Virg. 
Eq. viii. 80, and the common practice of making 
waxen images of personal enemies to stick pins into, 
known as Sympathetic Magic. 

Ostia.—Excavations on the line of one of the 
ancient streets have been resumed from 1889. The 
chief discovery was a public fountain, rectangular in 
shape, made of brick covered with stucco, the top of 
travertine with a covering of tiles; a bronze dolphin 
formed the water-spout. Several lamps were found, 
one with a Genius, others inscribed crRISPINI and 
C IVN BITI; also a Roman foot-measure of bone, the 
existing piece being about 64 in. in length, and 
divided into nine equidistant spaces by incised circles, 
with a pattern of the same to mark the half-foot. 
Several sculptures were found, including a bust of 
Greek marble, a statuette of Victory, an archaistic 
head of Bacchus, and part of a sarcophagus with 
Bacchic reliefs. 

Civita Lavinia.—A votive tablet to Bellona has 
been discovered, dedicated by L. Sextius Eros and 
P. Accoleius Larisc(olus). The Gens Accoleia is a 
very rare one; the member of it here mentioned is 
supposed to be the one who was triwmvir monetalis 
in B.c. 48, whose denarius is almost unique.® 

SARDINIA. 

Seulo.—A new military diploma has turned up, in 
addition to the ninety-seven already published in the 
C.I.L. (vol. iii.), seven of which have been found in 
Sardinia. It is on a bronze tablet, but is not entire ; 
the piece of bronze has been cut off from a larger 
tablet on which was an inscription; of this the 
words C ‘AES TRIB“ MIL PRAEF ‘C remain, at right 
angles to the present inscription. This latter is dated 
13 May, A.D. 173 with the name of C. Tarcutius 
Hospitalis, and on the back, the names of seven 
supporters.” 

SICILY. 

Syracuse.—Dr. Orsi has issued a report of excava- 
tions in several smaller cemeteries, to supplement 
his more extensive operations; the objects found, 
although fairly numerous, are of no special archae- 
ological importance. From the Fusco necropolis: a 
kelebe with geometrical decoration ; an askos in the 
form of a crouching lion, in imitation of the Rhodian 
porcelain fabrics; a Greek scarab with imitation 
hieroglyphics ; a Proto-Corinthian lekythos; three 
seated women in terracotta, and a fourth figure of a 
woman in labour ; and two small vases of blue glass. 
From Tor di Conte: A fragment of a limestone 

4 Notizie degli Scavi, Nov. 1897. 
5 Notizie degli Scavi, Dec. 1897. 
§ Ibid, Feb. 1898. 
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cornice painted with rosettes and egg-and-dart, per- 
haps a funeral stele; a skeleton with six coins of 
Syracuse in its mouth, dating 345-317 B.c.; a 
Campanian lekythos with Eros (2) unwinged ; and a 
ickane with three gryphons’ heads projecting. From 
the Teuevitis &kpa: terracotta grotesque man and 
old woman; a late b. f. lekythos with ivy-leaf on 
white ground ; and a hoard of coins of Hiero II. and 
the Mamertines, with Roman asses. From Scala 
Greca: a small lekythos with crow, and another 
with swan, imitating b. f. technique (cf. Brit. Mus. 
Cat. of Vases, iv. ¥ 516-520); an Apulian lekythos 
(imitation Attic) with courting-scene ; a woman with 
basket of fruit (terracotta); and parts of a cippus 
inscribed AKE ... | KAAA.. . | OSTOA[E] | 
SHM(A...|EPI@P...| OHM... | MI. .4 

Palazzo-Acreide, near Syracuse.—A treasure of 
silver coins, 460 in number, has come to light, 
mostly didrachms of Corinth with Pegasos. Among 
them are six tetradrachms, one of Agathokles, one= 
Head, Coinage of Syracuse, pl. 8, fig. 4, and one 
Siculo-Carthaginian with female head and _horse’s 
bust. Later, an intaglio gem avith eagle and a bod- 
kin inscribed AQPON were found here.* 5 

AFRICA. 

Eil-Alia, Tunis (the ancient Achalla). A Roman 
country house of great size has been excavated, with 
an extensive system of baths; twenty rooms have 
been laid bare, with wall-paintings and mosaic pave- 
ments, one of the latter representing a landscape.? 

Journal of Hellenic Studies. 
1898. 

1. Death and the Horse. A. W. Verrall. 
A study of “Adns xAurdérwaAos and similar expres- 

sions in Homer, showing that the Greeks did not 
associate horses with Death. 

2. The double city of Megalopolis. J. B. Bury. 
Shows that there were a federate city and a federal 

capital, divided by the river Helisson. 
3. The Text of the Homeric Hymns. 

T. W. Allen. 
4. The Greeks at Plataiai. 

With plan. 
5. Excavations of the British School at Melos; 

the Hall of the Mystae. R. C. Bosanquet. With 
three plates and eight cuts. 

A description of the mosaic pavements in the Hall 
and various finds on the spot. 

6. A Summer in Phrygia, ii. 
Two plates. 

Discusses the frontier of Phrygia and Lydia, the 

Vol. xvili. Part 1. 

Part VY. 

W. J. Woodhouse. 

J. G. C. Anderson. 

Eastern Highway, and Phrygia Paroreies, and 
publishes ninety-two inscriptions. 

7. The Game of Morra. P. Perdrizet. Four cuts. 
8. Note on some Attic Stelai. J. F. White. 
Discusses gesture of laying hold of wrist. 
9. Boreas and Oreithyia on a late Attic vase. P. 

Gardner. Plate and cut. 
Publishes a Krater in Ashmolean Museum. 
10. A Head in the possession of Philip Nelson, 

Esq., M.B. E. A. Gardner. With plate. 
Attributes the head to a pupil of Polykleitos. 
11. Pylos and Sphacteria. R.M. Burrows. Four 

plates. 
Resumes controversy with Mr Grundy. 

H. B. WALTERS. 

7 Athenaeum, 3 Sept. 
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The Editor of the CLassicAL REVIEW will be glad to receive short paragraphs (or 

materials for such paragraphs) upon classical topics of current interest. These should 

reach him as early as possible in the month preceding the publication of the REVIEW. 

THE agitation to change the Honour Clas- 

sical course at Oxford has begun to simmer. 

The Civil Service candidates and the Re- 

search students may share the responsibility 

between them. The Civil Service examina- 

tion takes undergraduates from the Uni- 

versity at the end of their third year of 

residence. Candidates for the new Research 

Degree feel the need of getting their 

ordinary Graduation course over in three 

years in order to devote the fourth to 

research. Hence the cry for a three years’ 

course. 

A tentative scheme has been put forward 

Pelham 

They propose to abolish 

Honour Classical Moderations and to in- 

recently by Professors Bywater, 

and Stewart. 

stitute a single Final Examination, to be 

taken in three years and to comprise all 

the subjects now required for Moderations 

and for the Final School of Literae Hu- 

They claim that ‘the fusion of 

the two examinations would be, 
NO. CX, VOL. XI] 

maniores. 

in our 

judgment, a distinct gain. At present the 

study of the languages and literature of 

ancient Greece and Rome is not only 

divorced from the study of ancient history 

and philosophy, but is aiso arbitrarily ar- 

rested at an early stage. In the scheme 

now put forward the existing artificial 

separation disappears, and the study of 

language and literature takes its proper 

place by the side of history and philosophy 

in a Final Honour Examination.’ 

Another proposal, which requires a much 

slighter change of the existing regulations, 

is to put Honour Classical Moderations at 

the end of the Summer Term, instead of in 

the middle of the Spring Term, as at 

present, and to allow the examination to be 

taken at the end of one year of residence 

by any candidate who wishes. If this new 

date were appointed for Moderations, it 

might be found desirable, in the interests of 

the Final Schools, to make a slight alter- 

ation in the books prescribed for the ex- 
II 
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amination. Thucydides and Tacitus’ Annals 

might be substituted for Demosthenes and 

Cicero’s Orations in the list of works pre- 

scribed for translation without notes. This 

change would probably be acceptable to the 

Modern History tutors, whose pupils often 

take Honour Classical Moderations before 

beginning their historical studies. 

The report of the Cambridge Board of 

Classics referred to in our last issue has 

been discussed in three debates, reported in 

full in the Cambridge University Reporter 

of Nov. 15 and 29. Its reception was hardly 

as favourable as its supporters would have 

desired. The report will be referred back 

to the Board, and its proposals, after 

reconsideration, will probably be voted upon 

next term. 

An interesting proof of the vigour of 

classics in America (which was referred to 

in our October issue) is the Praeco Latinus 

of Philadelphia. As we learn from a 

pamphlet by its editor entitled Zhe Inter- 

national Latin Academy, it is a journal 

devoted to the 

as a living tongue. 

dissemination of Latin 

The organisation which 

it represents is hardly an academic one; 

its patron is an M.E., ‘one of the most 

clever business men of Philadelphia, a 

manufacturer of nails and rivets.’ In spite 

of tall talk and that ignorant abuse of 

established methods which appears to be 

inseparable from propagandism, there is 

real stuff in the movement. It has already 

developed a series of teaching manuals, from 

which the pamphlet gives not unattractive 

specimens. Its principle, that the best way 

of learning a language is to speak it, is hard 

to gainsay ; and those teachers of Greek and 

Latin who have to face the now acute 

question ‘ How shall these dry bones live?’ 

will do well to regard the Philadelphian 

solution. 
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These praeconia classica have wakened an 

echo in Rome, and the Vox Urbis has spoken. 

It will be heard twice a month if its due 

sustenance be provided. The first number 

contains, inter alia, a blessing from Cardinal 

Parocchi, an editorial by P. Caesar de 

Angelis in which a tribute is paid to K. H. 

Ulrichs, the ill-fated editor of the Alauda, 

the first instalment of a Latin feuilleton, a 

charade, and two Latin poems, one addressed 

to His Holiness Pope Leo XIII., and the 

other to the Italian ‘scorchers.’ From thelast, 

entitled Birota Velocissima, we may quote 

the second and last couplets : ‘Insilio sellam : 

Sub pedibus 

tellus aufugit ; ecce volo!—O magni et fortes 

vix dura manubria movi: 

salvete iterumque iterumque, Ac natibus 

The Latin 

is easy and fluent, and there are two illustra- 

tions of Rome. If however the Vou Urbis 

is to become the Vox Oris, it must spell 

Catholic with a small ¢. Verb. sap. The 

subscription outside of Italy is 12s. or $3, 

which should be sent to ‘ Aristides Leonori, 

eques, Romae, Via Alessandrina 87.’ 

vestris sit pia semper humus!’ 

And if Neo-Latin is to revive, why should 

Mediaeval Latin be neglected? It was a 

living language beyond all question—an 

adaptation to the actual needs of life of a 

continuously spoken tongue. Even the rigid 

classical in the 

language expires with the last flicker of 

paganism, must recognize that for centuries 

his texts had to run the gauntlet of 

mediaevalism, and that if they are to be 

restored to their pristine purity, the know- 

ledge of the medium in which they were 

corrupting is not without utility. Du Cange, 

it is well known, is imperfect and anti- 

quated. 

scholar, whose interest 

A new dictionary of mediaeval 

Latin is urgently needed,—perhaps more so 

even than a new one of classical Latin. The 

work would undoubtedly be a great one; 

but are England and America between them 
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incapable of undertaking it? Its magnitude 

and its necessity are well shown by Mr. 

J. H. Hessels in No. 1 of his Memoranda on 

Mediaeval Latin, just published by the 

Philological Society, which includes two 

excellent specimens of word-lists from the 

Lex Salica at the beginning, and from Brac- 

ton at the end, of mediaeval Latinity. 

Prof. Moritz Cantor, of Heidelberg, the 

great authority on mathematics in antiquity, 

attains next year his seventy-first birthday. 

His many pupils throughout the world 

intend to celebrate the occasion by present- 

ing him with a literary Festgabe, a volume 

of original monographs on subjects con- 
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The 

editor in charge of the volume is Prof. 

M. Kurtze of Thorn. We are glad to learn 

that it will include English and American 

contributions. 

nected with his favourite studies. 

The difficulties which classical education 

in France is at present contending with are 

strikingly shown in a recent book by M. 

Alfred Fouillée, member of the Institute, 

Les Etudes classiques et la Démocratie. This 

work, to which we hope again to refer, is 

not without instruction to all who have 

educational responsibilities on this side of 

the Channel. 

HOMERICA. 

Z 506. 

< 2 ¢ \ 9 ss / oar , Gs 8 GTe Tis OTATOS im7TOS, GkooTHTAS eT Hatvn, 
Seopov azroppyéas Gein wedio1o Kpoaivor, 
eiwhaws Aovec bai evppEetos ToTapoV10, 

id e “A XN / »” > ‘\ X\ cal 

kvoiouwv: bod de Kapy Exel, dui dé xatrou 
»” 3/ < Et) A /, 

Gpots diaoovta: 6 8 ayatnde rerobus 
e7 ec cal / /, ? » \ ‘ 

piuda € yowva pepe peta 7 yOea Kat vopov 
ino" 

ds vids Ipiajoto Idpis kara. Wepydpov axpys 
, 7 LA 2s: / > / 

Tevxeot Tapdaivoy &s T HAEKTWp eBEBrKEL 
Kayxadowy, Tax€es d€ TddEs HéEpov. 

‘As when a stalled horse, high-fed at the 
crib, breaks his tether and runs neighing 
o’er the plain—'twas his wont to bathe in 
the clear-flowing river—exulting joyously : 
he bears his head high, and his mane floats 
about his shoulders ; confident in his beauty 
his legs carry him swiftly to his old haunts, 
the horses’ pasture:ground.’ 

This splendid simile, so wonderfully ap- 
plicable in more than one point to the hand- 
some Trojan prince, clad in his shining 
armour and Jaughing aloud in the pride of 
his heart, as he hastens with swift steps to 
join his brother and his comrades in the 
battle-field, is yet in some respects not quite 
satisfactory. Poetically it is a masterpiece 

(III.) 

worthy of the greatest of poets. No one 
even of those who feel most its deficiencies 
can fail to recognise in it at least the disjecta 
membra poetae. Still the defects are none 
the less real, and the high poetical merit of 
the whole need not interfere with their re- 
cognition. They are faults of arrangement 
and construction, culminating in a violent 
disregard of grammar, which we vainly cover 
under the learned term, anacoluthon. For 
the sake of those who are tender of a great 
poet’s fame let us say that the merits are 
Homer’s, while the demerits are due to the 
interference of the permanent committee of 
poetasters, who having charge of his pro- 
ductions thought themselves competent to 
make small changes, improvements, as they 
supposed, in their great master’s work. This 

verdict I will now proceed to attempt to 
justify so far as possible. 

Let us consider the six lines of the simile 
as it stands. Im the first clause we have 
immos serving as a peg, whereon to hang no 
less than four participles (dxoorjcas, dzop- 
pyéas, elwOdis, xvdiuwv). This is a liberal 
allowance even for a beast of burden, and 
rather too liberal to be genuine, if we may 
trust the general usage of Homer. The 
moment our suspicions are turned in this 

1 Ly: 
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direction they inevitably fall upon ciwfas 
Noveobar evppetos toTrapoto. The strangeness 
and abruptness of this line here is shown 
without, [ am sure, any exaggeration in the 

version given above, in which it stands as a 
parenthetical clause. Moreover the bearing 
of it on the whole sentence is not altogether 
clear. It is made clear enough in Virgil’s 
version, Aen. xi. 492 :— 

Qualis ubi abruptis fugit praesepia vinclis 
Tandem liber equus, campoque potitus 

aperto, 

Aut ille in pastus armentaque tendit 
equarum, 

Aut adsuetus aquae perfundi flumine noto 
Emicat arrectisque fremit cervicibus alte 
Luxurians, luduntque jubae per colla per 

armos, 

Homer therefore merely saying that the 
horse was accustomed to bathe in the river 
implies that the runaway was bent on doing 
sonow. I submit that this method of in- 
forming by implication instead of direct 
statement, though it may be Virgilian, is 
entirely alien to the Greek epic, especially 
.when the desired sense, always supposing 
this was the intended meaning, could have 
been expressed with the utmost facility by 
the use of another participle instead of 
etwOws thus :— 

, an a 

i¢wevos Aover Oar EvppeEios ToTapoL0. 

Still even so it would be exceedingly strange 
to find Homer dealing with the motives of 
his runaway horse, which Virgil disposes in 
two consecutive lines, in two widely detached 
phrases—the third line of the simile and the 
concluding words of the sixth line, pera 7’ 
nOea Kat vopov imrwv. This objection alone 
is surely very damaging, if not fatal, to the 
eredit of 1. 508 as commonly understood. 
Furthermore it must not be forgotten that 
the two motives are necessarily, as Virgil 
has seen, incompatible with one another and 
therefore alternative. But how does this 
appear in Homer? ‘There is not a trace 
of it. For these reasons then I think we 
may fairly conclude that this line, though 
I do not for a moment question its genu- 
ineness, is hardly entitled to retain a 
position in which it is neither Homeric nor 
logical. 

Now let us turn to 1. 511 with the 
extraordinary nominativus pendens in front 
of it :— 
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6 8 dyhatnds reroBas, 
es e la) I? / ’ ” \ \ pippa € yotva depen pera 7’ nea Kat vomov 

(rT. 

The instances that can be adduced of ana- 
coluthon are wholly insufficient to justify 
this flagrant incongruity. I find B 353, EH 
135, a 275 are referred to, not a very con- 
vincing assortment, when they come to be 

examined. Briefly, B 353 is’ regarded by 
many as an interpolation, which is probable 
enough, E 135 is a question of punctuation, 
and in a 275 there is traditional authority 
for pyryp. It would be easy to collect from 
later writers a formidable list of these gram- 
matical audacities. To go no further, they 
are rife in Thucydides and Aeschylus, e.g. 
Thue.ii. 53; 5 5 1136, ) iv. LOS 45 eAesen: 
Eum. 95,100,477; Choeph. 520; Supp. 446. 
But enough of them. They are all beside 
the mark here ; for it will readily be granted 
that Homer is not one of the ‘grammar- 
defiers,’ who either accidentally, or de- 
liberately for the sake of effect, indulge in, 
what Clough calls :— 

‘Forced constructions strange and _ plus- 
quam-Thucydidean.’ 

Zenodotus ventured to read pip’ a yotva 
péper, sua genua fert, thus making the 
horse carry the legs instead of the legs 
the horse. So unnatural and violent is the 
anacoluthon—and the only justification for 
an anacoluthon at all is its naturalness—that 
Bentley accepted even this rash expedient. 
But we cannot thus reverse an established 
usage, attested only three lines further on 
by ddes fépov, even though pedem tetult 
(Ter. Andr. 808) is good enough Latin. 

At two points then reasonable objection 
can be taken to the passage as it stands. 
The ancoluthon has long been a stumbling- 
block: the difficulty of 1. 511 has not, I 
believe, previously been remarked. Both 
these defects may be remedied by a very 
simple method. I suggest that the original 
sequence of the lines was this :— 

e ae, ‘ o. 3 / SesaN 
as 8 OTE TIS OTAaTOS im7Tos, akoTTHTAS ETL 

parvy, 
\ sre , , , , 

Seopov aoppynéas Gein Tediovo Kpoatvev. 
2/ c A / : LAs ary, ‘ \ 

piuda € yotva éper peta 7 nOea Kal vopov 

Uru 
xvduovd’: tod d€ Kdpy exer, api dé xatrar 
” 37, ¢€ ) ah / dpows atocovta 6 0 ayAatnde wérobev 
ciwOas over bar evppetos zroTapoL0. 

Now if this be the real arrangement of the 
clauses, how comes it that the sequence of 

4. 

r i) i 
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these lines was ever disturbed? Possibly 
and probably, as I will show, from the mis- 
understanding of éyAaindu rérouev (rerouFas). 
The meaning was supposed to be, he trusts 
in his beauty for the attainment of some 
ulterior object, and the line specifying this 
object, piuda € yoova Pépet xrA., of course had 
to be brought into immediate sequence. But 
dyAatng. wérofe does not necessarily mean 
more than ‘he has full assurance of, he ws 
certain of, his handsomeness,’ in other words, 
‘he knows he has a shining coat.’ Just as 

‘in B 588 :— 

> 3 oy / e 4 , 

ev 8 abtos Kle Hot Tpobvpinor TeToLWus, 
oTpvvev TrohepLovoe* 

the meaning is not ‘trusting to his zeal for 
success’ but ‘with conscious zeal,’‘ filled with 
zeal,’ or simply ‘zealous.’ The emphasis is 
clearly upon the noun and not upon the 
verb. So it is also, although not perhaps to 
the same unqualified extent, in our passage. 
A rendering of the lines with the suggested 
changes would be to this effect, ‘As when a 
stalled horse, high-fed at the crib, breaks his 
tether and runs neighing over the plain 
exultingly: he carries his head high, and 
his mane floats over his shoulders, for he is 

in the glory of his beauty (A horse dealer 
would say ‘he is in the pink of condition’) 
being wont to bathe in the clear flowing 
stream.’ 

It is perhaps worth noting that Aover Gar 
is a late form, which has probably ousted 

hogcacba: from a mistaken notion that the 

present tense is required after ciwfws. The 
main change in the reconstruction is that ll. 

508 and 511 are transposed. Two minor 
changes necessarily accompany the trans- 

THE FRAGMENT OF 
: \ 

Tue following remarks and suggestions 

were sent privately to Mr. Grenfell in April 

last. As many of them have since been 

made by foreign scholars (Weil in Kevue des 

Etudes Grecques, van Leeuwen in Mnemosyne) 

I wish to record them very briefly. 

14. Something like é&jA@ov é« Tis oikias 

ovdey ppdoas ayy, Aurov de TOV yapov" THWV 

didtatyy ok dv mor (or <@s> ovK av) 

Gdixjoay’ av ov yap eboeBes. Ct. diabvyety 

pe tov ydpov in 21. 24. ev totod’ eyw viv 

ci. 29, Put a stop after dv. What follows 

is very obscure. In 31 should we read xara 
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position. The first of these xvdiwv6’ for 

xvo.dwv is very slight and is little likely to 

be objected to. The second zérobey tor 

rerouws is more considerable, but can hardly 

be regarded as improbable. zemou#ws appears 

in 1, 505. 
There is an obvious improvement in point 

of construction in the opening lines down 

indeed to dtccovra, an improvement so ob- 
vious, that no more need be said about it: 

but the last clause presents ciwfads over Oar 
«rv. in a light so entirely different from 

that in which it is usually regarded that 

some defence is necessary. The meaning I 

take to be this: the horse is proudly con- 

scious of his good condition, that his coat is 

sleek and glossy. Now eiw6ss «rd. gives the 

reason why the horse’s coat has this healthy 

sheen. He has bathed regularly in the clear 

stream. The bathing may have taken place 

before he became orards, stalled ; but it does 

not seem to me in any wise improbable that 

the bathing would be continued afterwards. 

In either case the bathing accounts for the 

healthy condition, the éyAain, of the horse, 

and does not allusively give the reason either 

for his breaking away or for the direction he 

takes when he is free. All that is amply 

accounted for by 

e/ e a / / 3.» ‘\ ‘\ 9 

pippa € yoova peper peTa T nOea Kat VOHLOV L7- 

TV, 

though I must strongly demur to the 

Virgilian idea that try is necessarily or 

even probably feminine. Both the runaway 

horse and the hurrying prince simply desire 

to rejoin their comrades in the field. 
T. L. Acar. 

MENANDER’S Tewpyes. 

tixnv mporepxetart 34. Kaddov y av ein v7) 

A? is ironical and goes with what precedes. 

35, No need for ovdévas: d&ypds is usually 

the land of one owner. 40. The first tavra 

is perhaps a mistake : cioéveyy’ ops (4 the 

word is poetical, chiefly epic, not found in 

comedy or prose) dca epopev <i> Tavra 

mdvr’ eis Tovs ydpous? 59. dv (not am) 

opbdcas: but I doubt the word. At any 

rate dvopOdcew would be better, or oiov av... 

dvopOaca Of. dvéoryo’ in 62. 63. obroaé (1) 

cannot refer to the distant Cleaenetus. 

65. cxodiy tpiBuv? 67. The question is out 
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of place and also unheeded. Read 71a 
mpaypat avakpive tiva, like pH Aevooew Grou, 
etc. In the next line 7a pe will not do. 
tax’ dv? 69. duadeyopevovt T1. wer’ ék 
mavtos Adyou Oey. 82. Ta Towwi7’? 87. If 
Tivos 7) wats eoris right, it must point toa 
coming dvayvwpio1s. She is not Myrrhine’s 
daughter in reality. Lines 5-6 and 12-13, 
as restored, can hardly be right. Davus is 
servant not to Cleaenetus but to the ‘ father’ 
of 10. 

I add now three fresh emendations. In 
42 I think ooyexafewpovy, in which Messrs. 
Grenfell and Hunt mark the o and y as 
doubtful, should be interpreted not as ds ye 
Kkafewpwv governing ti mparres, to which 
there are many objections, but as ov ce 
kaewpwv, ‘I did not see you.’ At 33 the 
women withdrew a little. The words pro- 
bably belong to Davus. In 56-58 the editors 
give ot pev oikérat kal BapBapor ‘ eno’ éxetvos 
€or oipwlew praxpav’ €deyov aavtes (the 
quotation marks are my own). With the 
exception of a letter or two missing in 
BdpBapo, waxpay, and éXeyov this seems to 
be the clear reading of the papyrus, and the 
editors translate it ‘It is all over with him. 
We can do nothing but raise a long lament.’ 
Van Leeuwen rightly points out that oiwoélew 
paxpav €Aeyov (should it not be paxpa? the 
mistake occurs elsewhere in the comic frag- 
ments) must be taken in its usual sense of 
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telling him to go and be hanged; but for the 
earlier part of the line he has nothing better 
to suggest than a parenthetic das (dyovos) 
exetvos eotw. For éfno’ I suggest és, to be 
taken with dmravres in a way familiar in 
Demosthenes (e.g. Mid. 79 and édeéjs ib. 
190: ef. Blass-Rehdantz’ Indices s.v.) and 
elsewhere. We may then read the lines 
with a slight further change thus : 

* 

ec XN > / \ , ol pev oikerar Kal BapBapor 
ens éxetvor ‘ covativ oipolew pakpa.’ 
eXeyov arravres. 

covortiv is coi éorw as in Ar. Ach, 339. 
The same change as that of eyo’ to é&js 

will probably put right the very difficult 
line 62. The editors give us: 

60. qreey eEétpiBev awenley dayetv 
/ Afi a / / 7 mpooepepe Tapeuvberf’ 0 trav pavrus EXEL, 

... Cavr avégtns’ adrov éripeovpevos, 

indicating that the w in f@v7’ is wholly 
conjectural and that before évra there is 
space for about three letters, of which the 
first is perhaps A. In 61 the papyrus has 
really rapeuvdeir o. I suggest wapenvbeiro, 
mavy gavdAws exe Sdgavt’ avéotyno’ avrtov, 
unless doxodvr’ should seem better. 

HERBERT RICHARDS. 

CORRECTIONS TO KENYON’S CATALOGUE OF BRIT. MUS. PAPYRI (IL). 

Tue following is a selection of improve- 
ments which have occurred to us during a 
first reading of Mr. Kenyon’s new Catalogue 
of British Museum Papyri, vol. ii. The cor- 
rections in nearly all cases have been verified 
in the facsimiles. 

Page 2. 219 (a). verso 7 and 10. Cf. our 
Greek Papyri II. No. 15 col. 1. 13, Mépons 
tov IroXcuaiov Kat Tov vidv. ; 

eno melon Dad. <1, ed0up| wv foriep6) «il «27 5\| 

4. tetpynmévos is correct, cf. op. cit. No. 15 
col2o 2) Tasos. 651. [ou] Hep for e[ es] 

pe ev. 
P. 11. 402 verso 6.1. év di Odpag. 16. 1. 

ev nu twd(riov), xAa(pvs). 17. 1. ramidiov for 
tayedvov. 22. The doubtful symbol is pu- 

(xpos); cf. line 33. 29. 1. zap’ "Ivapare 
KELLEVOS. 

P. 15. 218. 3. The abbreviated word is 
mpooypda(dwv). It is written out in full in a 
Gizeh papyrus, No. 10366. 

P. 70. 340. 1. 1. d(eypawe) Acoyévys éxe- 
Kad(ovpevos) Etzropiwy, the nominative by a 
common mistake in these tax-receipts being 
written for the dative. 

P. 73. 309. 20, 21. 1. “Hpax{A(eidys) Ba- 
(aiduKds)| -ypa(ppareds) (a) 7 Appw(viov) 
Bo[nO(0d)] e&y(piOpnxa) o(vpddves). 22. 1. 

enpiO(uyKa). 
P. 80. 319. 7. 1. eixoorod for €€ uxoorov. 
P. 87. 318. 3. 1l. KXavdiou Av.. a mpay(pa- 

tukov) for KXevd.ov azevbepov. 
P. 90. 315. 3. 1. [Hoao]r(cados) for [ex 

Apo|. The double name Bacchias Hephae- 
stias occurs in several of the papyri which 
we found there in 1896. 9. 1. [kw]apx(dv). 

P. 92. 346 (b). 6. 1. &a7d for &eatw; so 
also certainly in 217. 15 and 180. 19, and 
probably in 346 (a). 4, (c) 4, 471. 7, and 
351. 9. 

P. 94. 180. 16. 1. MéAan for Medavos. 
P. 99. 256 (a). 11. 1. [-axov] xaGadod 

ad[d]Aov dxpiHov. xabadov is for xabapod. 
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12. 1. yadxepAéTw, perhaps for yadkyddro ; 
cf. Pap. Oxyrh. 101. 40, pérpw... xadxoo- 
TOMY. 

P. 102. 475. 2, sqq. ? é€odudcae rapa Ta(v) 
épyemia(ratav) 8 (€rovs). 

P. 105. 321 (b). 5. 1. Meéyx(us) Sroron(r10s) 
tr(ép). 

P. 108. 474. 10, 11. 1. Ilavexaés for Ia- 
mexas. 27. 1. Iap6cx[od Meyi|oro[v]. 28. 1. 
S<Baordv for Bice ods]. 

P. 110. 451. 8. 1. zpoa(diaypaddopeva) A, 
KoM(AvBov) 1, cvu(Borka). Tpvdo(v). 

80. 6. xadxiv(n) is a copper drachma of 
6 obols; cf. Pap. Oxyrh. 9 verso 2. The 
sign following (as printed) stands for 5 
obols, but it must here mean 6. 

217 (b). The rédos eyxvxAvov is mentioned 
in several of the Oxyrhynchus papyri of 
the Roman period, and was a tax of 10 per 
cent. on sales. 

P. 113. 353. 10, 11. 1. ypjadiv [xepropod 
..., Which occurs in a similar return in the 
possession of Mrs. Lewis. 

329. 4. 1. dpi6(unow) Meco(pn). 
P. 116. 164. 1. Probably 76 dévtavaipov- 

pevov should be read; ef. the Ashmolean 
papyrus published by Mahaffy in TZrans. 
Royal Irish Acad. xxxi. p. 198. 

P. 118. 255. 14, 15. 1. peéfy]pr ews. 
P. 119. 306. 13. 1. z[A]npotvros. 19. 1. 

éoviov for oitovov. 22. 1. to (=70) aipody, 
cf. 286. 19, where also it is misread. 

P. 147. 181. 9. 1. yivov(rar) 76. z(av). 
P. 149. 276. 14, 15. 1. émoxeupevas oO 

éxatov|t|a[pxnu av jadepen. 
P. 151. 299. 17, 18. Probably a ured |v. 

Bovdopeba ad[Aorpid |oar. 
P. 153. 196. A good deal more can be 

made out of the first column, though the 
difficulties are increased by defective 
mounting, which obscures several letters of 
the papyrus. In 9 d{zoreA]écar is too long 
for the lacuna ; 1. d[zapr]ioa, cf. 17. Lines 
9 to 17 should run as follows: ’IovAtavds 
eirev, 7|O|s dvvarar otparevope|vou] tovrov Td 
mpaypa ex[t tov|s torovs dvarenpOjv[ae ; 
K JadAtvetkos, o[ ..... keAe|icov yeveo Oar. “I ovAr- 
avo|s, évOade dvv[ aac TO mpay |jna Téepas exe. 

eheobe [riva] Bovdecbe peloirnv. ...].vriov 
éhopévov Aopl[irioly tov eEnynted[oajvz7[a Kat] 
"Aypirreivov cuveatabewevov ‘lovAtavos €izev, 
Aloué|rios [e]ai? peourevor ....v Kal xpwvel. 
kat [é|vros [de|karevre qpepav daapticOn ro 
&[.... Julianus is the strategus who has 
been ordered by Neocudes, the d:xaroddrns, 
to appoint a Aoyoférns (line 8). Callinicus 
is probably the advocate of Agrippinus, the 
soldier whose absence on service is the 
cause of the delay (cf. lines 10 and 15). The 
last sentence appears to be a command of 
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the strategus that the dispute should be 
settled by the arbitrator within 15 days. 
araptic0y to is perhaps for daapricbijrw 
TO. 

P. 154. 331. 13. 1. wapadaBwor for zape- 
AaBopwnv. 16. 1. éu for ev. 17-8. 1. tovs 
icous for ovovs t... 

P. 160. 213 verso 4-6. 1. zepilypad lopev 

...ka[t 70] xa’ &. In his note on line 13 — 
of this papyrus Mr. Kenyon speaks of ‘the 

éppacbai ce edxouar of the fourth century.’ 

That phrase, however, occurs in an Oxy- 

rhynchus papyrus of the reign of Trajan, 
and was certainly common in the 3rd 
century. Cf. introd. to 190 (P. 253). 

P. 162. 214. 21. 1. évrvyety for evexew. 
23. 1. droraynvae for amayaynvar. 25, 26. 1. 

év[ypddlws. [€]vypada should also be read 
in line 20. 

P. 172. 358. 11. 1. fvika wepiqv for yvixa- 

topmv. 15. 1. tréypaye for eveypaye and 

Kpeto7vw for xpatiotw. 16. 1. deopevov for 

ded[o]ucvov. 17-18. 1. d&a rovrov 7{0] toco[v]. 
20. 1. Suacrodp for duvacrop.; cf. 361. 16. 
21. 1. évyp[d]arov for evz[e}rrov. 

P. 173. 342. 1. The symbol appears to 

be a 8 with a line through it, ie. bene/ict- 

arius ; cf. Pap. Oxyrh. 32. 
P. 177. 262. 6. At the end of the line 1. 

dpxirTo\aT 7s. 
P. 179. 154. 7. 1. EvAucé for vdArko. 

P. 187. 216. 30. 1. éav daivytar picbdoat 

for exipaar tas picOwoe{s]. 31. The latter 

part of this line has been omitted by the 

editor. After ’Ep:éws 1. ds (érv) v [ov]A(7) 

Sa(krvdw) pu(Kpd) 4 xu(pos) dpurr(epas). 

293. 4. 1. yaorpoxvnpials for avrexvnpww. 

P. 199. 333. 20. Obviously z[pds] adrds. 

P, 203. 142. 7. The final s of yetpos is not 

omitted. 24. 1. ds kai. 
P. 206. 298. 5, 6. x[polradw for [a|v- 

ti Kvn]. 
P. 215. 348. 6. Why not fepovixdv Kai 

atedov ? 
P. 217. 277. 6. 1. && otkov (sic). 

éarijs (sic). 
P. 219. 311. 5, 6. 1. pléow] to praix 

cf. 142. 6. 23 sqq. 1. [Sroroq]ris e[r|paga 

(or ely |paga for éypaya) kal [ iarép THs | pentpos 

pov dypayuparov (sic).  Tavedpepputs [ evry |va- 

pat k[abes 7 |pdxerat. [“Qpos] é&js évy[vJopac 

kaos mpoxira. “AAKiyos yp(apparedrs) Tod 

mpox(eyevov) [ypa(petov) eypaya x.7.X. CE. 

308. 24. 
P, 256. 479. 17, 18. 1. rod dvadidovros wor. 

P. 271. 245. 3. 1. évrmous (sic). 5. 1. 

[or]patusrov. 12. 1. Katy yovae 

P. 275. 242.5. 1. vuxrds for ovros. 2. 1. 
25. 1. of adrot 

15> A 

ate dl 
kaxwrpayjovas, SO in line 1). 
€...Ws Tov apLOpov >. 
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P. 276. 403. 7. 1. [vuxro]s yxpnodpevor; cf. 
245.10. 8. 1. pov 7a] aypo. 

P. 278. 240. 12. 1. dréBara earn (Ze. 
euauTnv). 

P. 282. 411. 27. 1. we re[7]pwpevov. 
P. 284, 408. 6. 1. Jrous for Jores. 10. 1. 

éerérpewas for ereypaias. 
P. 290. 235. 10. 1. kat airds. 11. 1. pera 

& jpepas v0. 17. 1. Oco€evidos. What looks 
like a v is the tail of the iota of Sodvat. 

P. 291. 236. 9. 1. dua ’Ayabod for dia 
adXov. 

P, 293. 237. 7. ére[cjdy pereddOn. 31. 1. 
otparevbévra for beparevbevra. 

P. 295. 405. 13, 14. 1. wept dv Bovdn 
Kedevev (7.e. keAevew). There is no reference 
to a Bovd#. 

P. 296. 232. 4. 1. & otv for ex ovr. 
P. 298. 239. 12. 1. cxouréws (sic.). 15. 1. 

exovow of otpovdot. 17. 1. péyadou Kayo. 
‘Let them alone till they get big and I 
come.’ 18. 1. év éru[plos; 7.€. év éroiyw. Ta 
cowm7ta is a mistake for 7a otirmia (otuT- 
meia). 23. 1. [.. |e d& dvrwAdBev for ...€. 7 
Ta Bev. 

P. 299, 417. 11. 1. wavoera (te. ratvon- 
tat) for wevoerat. 

P. 300. 243. 3. 1. xpd tov (ie. rav). 7. 
evxepiav 18 for edxaipiay, cf. Pap. Oxyrh, 123. 
3. 22. The correction is misunderstood by 
the editor. The scribe wrote first pods oi 
adeAgoi, and then inserted oé. 

P. 301. 413. 3. 1. eyfopjar ey]o, or 
edylalpio[r]o. 4. 1. dAo[KAlpptas. 22. 1. 
éppa veva (1.6 dépyara taivia) du. “YetBews. 
P. 303. 418. 3. 1. [edx]apirrotpe 7d bed. 

4. 1. xaiz[n(sic)] orovdyv. 12. 1. edo, 15. 
]. aira ama wiwv py (sic). 17-18. 1. odx 
etpile (for ebpéOy) cor. 23. 1. va yiverar py 
dpehnons. 

P. 306. 248. 18. 1. Aurpdv for titpwv. 20. 
l. rod for odov. 
~=P. 308. 249. 10. What the editor prints 
as a Coptic letter is really a y with anv under 
it, 2.e. dexaddpyys, as in line 23. The symbol 
is incorrectly explained on p. 289 as equiva- 
lent to yAéapyos. 

P. 321. 480. 8. 1. Alo}yov for z[ou]rov. 9. 
Probably ravrn. 

Pp. 324-9. 483. 2. 1. yadnvorarov for 
kAewotarov. 4. 1. éavrovs Tor exacrous. 32. 
l. cupzAnpdow for eutAnpwow; so in 34. 
72. 1. dtapaprupias. 81. 1. dvddéouey for 
puragopeva. 85. 1. ei dé tus for a 6 erepos. 
86. 1. tapaBdoews for rapaBaceas. 88. 1. 
mavTaxov...ep amac. tos. 91. 1. rHs ov 
O(ed) exrys. 

P. 329. 391. 2. wiAwvos and BirtoKov are 
no doubt for rvAdvos and 6BeXickov. 

P. 331. 394.12. Probably dvacadcdou, 

not avaraXevoat; cf. 483. 84. 14 1. as 
vop| ut Jevovrat. 

B. P. GRENFELL. 
A. 8. Hounr. 

BACCHYLIDES XVI. 112. 

Baccuynipes xvi. 112 (Blass’ notation) 
has hitherto remained an unsolved enigma. 
The papyrus reads ‘ dvwapdeBaddevaidvarop- 
dupeav’’. Prof. Blass edits ‘d vw dupéBadev 
aiova moppupéay, adopting Mr. Kenyon’s 
necessary restoration of the aorist for the 
imperfect, and comments thus: ‘ didva vesti- 
mentum quodcunque significat, sed prorsus 
ignota vox est.’ 

But didva cannot be an accusative, as the 
metre demands the scansion 4@dva (for an 
iota subscript appearing as i in the papyrus, 
compare line 128 of this ode, where }6éor is 
written yifeo). This &dva cannot to my 
mind be anything else than the Doric form 
of ’Hidvy, the name of one of the Nereids 
(vid. Hesiod). 
We thus arrive at the reading: ‘& vw 

dppeBarev “Avova copdupéay,’ to which, I 
suppose, the scribe attached the sense 
‘where Eione threw a purple cloak about 

him.’ It would be easy to give @ an iota 
subscript, but hardly, I think, necessary, in 
view of the variation between 77 and 77, To 
and 79, etc. 

It is now easy to see the general sense, 
but an accusative feminine substantive 
meaning ‘a garment’ seems to be missing. 
There is only one such word that at all 

closely resembles the apparently corrupt 
substitution dvw, viz. GAXAix’, the accusative 
of ad\\dé This word was used by Calli- 
machus and Euphorion, and it is stated in 
the Ltymologicum Magnum that one of its 
meanings was ‘zopdvpa, ‘a purple cloak.’ 
It is supposed by some to be the origin of 
the Latin word ‘alicula.’ I therefore ven- 
ture to suggest that Bacchylides not im- 
probably wrote: ‘aAdiK’ daudeBadrev ’Arova 
mop pupeav.’ 

éA\uEé is Thessalian, and in xvii. 54, 
Theseus wears Oeooaday xAapvoa. 

a 

: 
< . 
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The absence of a connecting particle is 
characteristic, in descriptive passages, of the 
author and the style. See line 119 (and 
perhaps line 90) of this ode, and also v. 144 
and 155, x. 22 and 92, xv. 23 and 31. 

That aidva is "Hiovy seems to me certain: 
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dAXu’ is merely a consequential emendation. 
If I rightly understand Hyginus (referred 
to by Mr. Kenyon), a Nereid and not 
Amphitrite must necessarily be the subject 
of the sentence. 

R, J. WALKER. 

BACCHYLIDES XVII. 35. 

In connexion with Dr. Tyrrell’s remark 
upon the reading of this line in the new 
Teubner text and its explanation, I may be 
permitted to mention that the proposal otv 
émdoow was sent by me to Mr. Marindin 
last January, and that among the arguments 
advanced in its support was the consideration 
of the perfect contrast it afforded between 
the general advancing at the head of an 
army arrayed in all the panoply of war, and 
the solitary knight-errant whose attendants 
were his only companions. Unfortunately, 
the note was received too late for insertion 

in full, but the emendation itself was printed 
by Mr. Marindin’s kindness in a foot-note 
on p. 74. Mr. Housman’s suggestion (7 
potvov cvvoradvev) is very ingenious, if I 
may indulge in a ‘ trifling’ proposition, but 
seems to be put out of court by the com- 
parison with the wandering merchant, who 
would assuredly have some servants with 
him. Cf. Soph. Ph. 547. We see by lines 
46 f. that as a matter of fact Theseus was 
accompanied by two attendants. 

W. A. GOLIGHER. 

CORRIGENDA TO TYRRELL'S SOPHOCLES. 

Wiru the kind permission of the editor I 
make a few corrections of my Sophocles pub- 
lished last year in Macmillan’s Parnassus 
Library of Greek and Latin texts. 

p- viii. 1. 12 from bottom read ypépa. 
Oed. Rk. 598. The reading of L. is not 

avtoiot wav, as 1 have given it, but airots 
azav. Mr. Housman’s conjecture is not ac- 
curately recorded. It should be cot, tovf’ 
arav. |This conjecture assumes that the last 
syllable of daav could be lengthened by 
Sophocles. | 

Lb. 1136. I now accept Heimsoeth’s vépnwv 
for 6 pev as the medela of a difficult verse. I 
prefer it to Margoliouth’s which is in my 
text. 

Ant. 1301. Dele the stop after rrépvé. 
Aj. 646. To this line should be prefixed 

AI. to indicate the name of the speaker, 
Ajax. 

Oed. C. 540. érwdédnoas in text should 
be éxwdpeAjoas. It is rightly accented in 
the Introduction. 

In Zrach. 196. zofotv should be zd6ovr. 
I regard it as the 3rd pers. plur. of the im- 
perfect, and 70 as the relative. 

Oed. C. 133. One of my critics sees no 

difficulty in the phrase tévres ordpa, which 
seems to me impossible, and regards as im- 
possible Housman’s conj. mpiovres oropma, 
though it is actually found in “rag. 777. 

Ib. 547. It is objected that the hiatus 
vitiates the metre of 

Kap’ edoveva’ dads Kal drwrera. 
But in dactylic verse the epic usage is 
invariably followed. One at once remembers 
Kur. Hipp. 1106 
Aetropar & Te TUXaLs avOpOVv Kal ev Epypact 

Nevoour. 
Phil. 1181. A critic in the Atheneum 

objects that Heracles could not have applied 
the word rade to his bow, inasmuch as it had 
already been carried off by Neoptolemus. 
But the question really is whether rode is 
the right reading. I feel convinced it is, 
and I conceive that the poet represents the 
distracted Heracles as fancying for a moment 
that he holds in his hands the bow which he 
apostrophises; I would translate r@de ‘come, 
let me clutch thee.’ The poet who said 
(O.R. 438) ‘This day shall be thy getting 
and undoing’ might here make Her. say 
‘this my bow.’ Let me quote a parallel 
case in modern poetry. ‘he critic of the 
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Atheneum, by parity of reasoning, would be 
bound to correct the fine passage in Tenny- 
son’s Dream of Fair Women, where Cleo- 
patra says to Rosamond 

*O, you tamely died ! 
You should have clung to Fulvia’s waist, and 

thrust 
The dagger thro’ her side.’ 

The critic would be bound to say ‘ Fulvia 
must be wrong; she was Cleopatra’s rival, 
not Rosamond’s ; for Fulvia’s we should read 
Lleanor’s.’ Such an expression as the ‘ dumb 
mouths’ of Milton’s Lycidas would have 
hardly a chance of survival in ancient 
poetry. 

R. Y. TyRRE.t. 

THE AD ATTICUM SUPERSCRIPTIONS. 

While it is generally believed that Cicero, 
following the Roman custom, used super- 
scriptions in his letters to Atticus, never- 
theless the superscriptions which precede 
these letters in our extant MSS. have been 
pronounced wholly or in part spurious. 

Boot, in the preface to his edition of this 
collection, p. x., says, ‘tamen non est veri 
simile Ciceronem, qui saepe in epistolis eum 
alloquitur mi Pomponi (vid. IIT. 4. 9, 2. 22, 
Bre NitOre set eh vil. .8, 1. Vallse7 7) et in 
culus epistolis ante annum DCCIV. Attici 
nomen non invenitur (primum VI. 1, 20), in 
inscriptionibus semper solo cognomine usum 
esse. Neque adducor, ut eum semper con- 
tentum fuisse credam simplicissima salutandi 
formula, quae indicatur litera S nomini 
subiecta, quum in epistolis ad alios datis, 
quibus non minus familiariter utebatur, 
saepe S. D. vel 8S. P. D. adscripserit, quae 
medium locum inter nomen scribentis et 
eius, ad quem scribitur, occupare solent.’ 
And Tyrrell, The Correspondence of M. Tullius 

Cicero, vol. I. p. 48, says, ‘ Cicero Attico Sal., 
as a heading to each letter to Atticus, is 
probably not genuine, for Cicero never uses 
the name Attice in the body of a letter until 
we come to the year 704 (B.c. 50) (Att. VI. 
1, 20). Mi Pomponi is the nearly invariable 
form of address, even after the year 689 
(B.c. 65), before which he must have received 
his surname Atticus; therefore it is not 
probable that this surname was used all 
along by Cicero in the headings of his letters 
and nowhere else.’ In a note on the same 
page he says further, ‘In the whole of the 
sixteen books to Atticus, containing 397 
letters, he apostrophises his friend by name 
only 22 times.’ 

The arguments here employed in support 
of the theory that the headings are spurious 
are three in number, viz.: (1) that the super- 
scriptions are uniform, (2) that Cicero very 
rarely uses Attice by way of address, and (3) 
that while the name Atticus appears through- 

out in the superscriptions, it does not occur 
in the body of the letters before VI. 1. 20 
in 704 a. u. ¢. 

If uniformity be urged against these 
superscriptions, the same objection must be 
made to the ad Brutum collection, in which 
there is not one change in form, and to the 
ad Quintum fratrem letters, where the 
uniformity is broken in only [. 1 and 
2, where Salutem becomes Sal. But why 
should any of the superseriptions be accepted 
and all these rejected as spurious? And yet 
it is clear that letters had superscriptions, 
and that some of the genuine forms have 
been preserved seems certain ; for no later 
hand could have written Cicero Appio 
Pulchro, ut spero, Censori S. D., ad Fam. 
III. 11, or the jesting superscriptions to 
Caelius, for example UM. Tullius WU. F. M. N. 
Cicero Imp. S. D. C. Caelio L. F. C. N. 
Caldo Quaest. of ad Fam. If. 19, or Curius 
Ciceroni suo Sal., followed by ‘S. v. b.; 
sum enim ypyoe pev tuus, kryoer dé Attici 
nostri,’ in which tuus of the letter corresponds 
to suo of the superscription, ad Yam. VIL. 
29, or M. Cicero S. D. L. Valerio Iurisconsulto ; 
‘cur enim tibi hoe non gratificer,’ ad Ham. 
I. 10, where the superscription is a part of 
the letter, or finally ad Att. III. 20 Cicero 
S. D. Q. Caecilio Q. F. Pomponiano Attico, 
‘quod quidem ita esse et avunculum tuum,’ 
on which Boot in a note, p. 150, says, 
‘ Cicero novum nomen et hereditatem festive 
nunc amico gratulatur. Nam initium epis- 
tolae pendet ex inscriptione ut Fam. I. 10, 
ubi nihil deest, et VII. 29, cuius initium: 
Sum enim xpynoa pev tuus referri debet ad 
id, quod in inscriptione est: Ciceront suo.’ 
Further there is not unbroken uniformity 
in the ad Atticum collection. In addition to 
ITI, 20, given above, VIII. 16; XIV. 18-22 
omit Sal.; XI. 6 has Salutem Dicit ; XIV. 
5, 6, and 14 have S. D.; and XVI. 16 has 
Sal. Dic., making twelve in all. Again this 
particular type, cognomen, cognomen, Sal., 

ee ee 
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is the one most commonly used. It appears 
in all of the ad Brutum collection. The ad 
Fam. collection contains 62 letters written 
to Cicero, in 22 of which this type is 
followed, while in the remaining 40 letters 
there are representatives of 22 varieties of 
superscriptions. This type is the model for 
the superscription to 9 of the 26 letters 
written to Tiro, which present in all 14 
varieties of headings. In the rest of the 
ad Fam. collection, while 49 is the number 
given to the form of superscription next in 
favor, this one is found 68 times. And 
still further, an investigation of the corres- 
pondence with Lentulus in Bk. I, Caelius 
Bk. VIII, Varro Bk. 1X, Plancus Bk. X, 
Cassius and Cornificius Bk. XII, Servius 
Bk. XIII, reveals a tendency to uniformity 
in the case of a considerable correspondence 
with one person, and that, too, in favor of 
the forms, cognomen, cognomen and cognomen, 
cognomen, Sal. Lack of variety then can 
hardly be sufficient ground for rejecting the 
ad Atticum superscriptions. 

If Cicero had always used Z%te or Pompont 
in the letters, still it would have been quite 
possible for him to use Atéico in the super- 
scription, since that is the formal part of 
these letters, and it would not be out of 
harmony with ad Fam. VI. 12, where Ampro 
of the superscription is followed in the first 
line of the letter by mi Balbe. But he does 
not always nor almost always use 7ite or 
Pomponi. In the years indicated, he uses 
Pomponi in (696 a. u.c.) III. 4; IIL. 9. 2; 
2 ao: be 23.12 5 TET b> 75 11T. 19, 
3; (697) IV. 2.5; (700) IV. 18.2; Attice 
memos nV id. 205 VE, 2.8; VI- 279 5° V1. 
eae 706)) Vid. « 134 EX. 6.7 5°(708) 
BOtlero rk; (709) SAT 19) 45 XIT. 23.°'T; 
PUB AOs (110). SEV, 12. 157 RTV. 16. 
poem Ws OV. 20).3 5 eV. 20. 2°; 
Dawalae:, 2c VEL Gs) Qe KVL 3; XVI. 
15.5; and Zite in (705) IX. 6.5. Of these 
28 cases of address, one is Z%te, 8 are 
Pomponi, and 19 Altice. Six of the eight 
cases in which Pomponi is used are in the 
third book which belongs to the period of 
anxiety in exile in the year 696, eight years 
after the date of the earliest extant letter, 
and the other two are in book four in 
passages of deepest feeling. In all these 
cases it would be perfectly natural for Cicero 
to call his friend by his nomen as a more 
intimate form of address. There is no other 
case of address until VI. 1. 20 in 704, where 
there is no hint whatever that the use of 
Attice is an innovation. The fact that at 
this period he begins to send greetings to 
the little daughter of Atticus and to nick- 
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name her Atticula and Attica (first in VI. 5. 

4) not only may account for the fact that 

Attice is, with one exception (IX. 6. 5), the 

only form of address used afterwards, but it 

also shows that Cicero had recognized this 

name of his friend. In addition to the 

references already given Pomponius and 

Titus, not in direct address, are found but 

four times (II. 8. 1 in 695; IV. 15. 1 in 

700; VIL. 7.7 in 704; XVI. 3.1 in 710) 

and Atticus, after VI. 1 in 704, three times 

in letters to Atticus (VII. 1.4 in 704; XV. 

15.2 in 710; XVI. 13. 1 in 710) and 18 

times in quoted letters (XV. 14; XVI. 16). 

The preponderance of Pomponius does not 

seem to prove that the superscriptions are 

spurious. 

But before 704 this name Adtiicus occurs 

not only in ad Fam. (703 a. u.c.) XIIT 1. 5 

and VILL. 8. 2, but also even in the letters to 

Atticus, viz.: (1) In 694, before any other 

mention of a name has been made, Cicero 

says (I. 19. 10), ‘quod homini Attico minus 

Graecum eruditumque videatur,’ which must 

be a pun on his friend’s name. (2) In 695, 

before any further mention of a name occurs 

except that made in II. 8. 1, Cicero writes in 

II. 19. 5, ‘in iis epistulis me Laelium, te 

Furium faciam,’ but in the next letter, 

written the same month, (II. 20. 5) he 

remarks, ‘Quod scripseramy et Furio serip- 

turum, nihil necesse est tuum nomen mutare : 

me faciam Laelium et te Atticum.’ Here 

Cicero himself makes the definite statement, 

and that too before the occurrence of Mz 

Pomponi, to the effect that he will continue 

to use the name Aéticus. (3) Still further in 

III. 20 (696 a. u. ¢.) there is the superscrip- 

tion Cicero S. D. Q. Caecilio Q. F. Pom- 

poniano Attico, in a special case where it is 

a part of the letter and must be genuine, 

as Boot’s note given above implies. It 

appears then that Atticus was a name 

commonly used by Cicero long before Vi-e 

20 of 704. Furthermore, since Atticus 

first went to Athens in 669, i.e. before 

Cicero knew him, while the earliest date in 

the letters is but 687, it is quite possible 

that all the  superscriptions contained 

Attico. 
From Cicero’s direct statement in II. 20. 

this cognomen in I. 19. 10 and in the pet 

names for the daughter, from the fact that 

this name occurs much oftener than any 

other in the body of the letters, together 

with the tendency to use cognomina in 

superscriptions, it seems certain that Attico 

should be regarded as a part of these super- 
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scriptions. Accordingly the presence of 
this word Attico in these superscriptions 
ceases to be a reason for rejecting them. 
Further, there seems to be a marked ten- 

dency to uniformity of superscription in the 
case of letters addressed to a person with 
whom there is a considerable correspondence. 
For letters which exhibit this tendency to 
uniformity the particular type of super- 
scription, cognomen, cognomen, Sal., used in 
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the ad Atticuwm collection, is the favourite. 
Again this superseription is the most 
frequent among those regarded as the least 
formal in Cicero’s time. From all these 
facts it is quite fair to assume that these 
superscriptions which have clung to the 
letters are genuine. 

Cora M. Porrerriexp. 
Chicayo. 

ON THE MEANING OF SICUT. 

Tuis word often marks a transition from 
a general statement to a particular case 
illustrating it, as has been shown by P. 
Langen, Beitrige zur Kritik und Erkidrung 
des Plautus, p. 249. This usage has been 
often neglected, which has resulted in error 
in both lexicons and editions of particular 
authors. JI propose to illustrate the ex- 
planatory meaning of sicut, to explain 
three passages hitherto unsatisfactorily dealt 
with, viz. Plaut. Pers, 135-138, Cic. ii. in 
Verr. il. § 34, and ITuv. xv. 98, and in- 
cidentally to disprove the assertion that 
sicut is sometimes equivalent to siguidem, 
quoniam, as is stated by Forcellini-De Vit 
and Lewis and Short; both of which 
authorities thus wrongly explain Plaut. 
Lpid. ii. 2, 87, Mil. iv. 1, 28. 

Sicut in its explanatory sense may be 
translated ‘as for instance,’ ‘for instance,’ 
‘I mean,’ ‘namely.’ So Plaut. Zpid. 271 
(ii. 2, 86) nune occasiost faciundi, prius- 
quam im urbem aduenerit, | sicut eras hic 
aderit: hodie haud uenerit. ‘Now’s your 
chance for acting, before he arrives in the city, 
I mean he'll be here to-morrow: he won’t 
come to-day.’ Hpid. 543 (iv. 1, 17) si is est 
homo. | sicut anni multi dubiam me dant, 
animi pendeo. ‘If he is the man. I mean 
the length of years makes me doubtful; I 
hesitate in my mind.’ Miles 974 (iv. 1, 27) 
quin tw ilam iube abs te abire quo lubet: 
sicut soror | evus huc gemina aduenit Ephesum 
et mater areessuntque eam. ‘Tell her pray 
to go away from you whither she chooses. 
For instance her twin sister and mother have 
arrived here from Ephesus, and wish to take 
her away.’ Poen. 1192 (v. 4, 20) ut uolup 
est homint, mea soror, si quod agit, cluet 
wictoria. | sicut nos hodie inter alias prae- 
stitimus pulcritudine. ‘How pleasant it is, 
my sister, for a person if he wins victory in 
his attempt. or instunce, we have to-day 

surpassed other girls in beauty.’ Other 
instances are Menaech. 588 {iv. 2, 20). Miles 
518 (ii. 6, 38). © Most. 381 (i. 1, 384). Poen. 
506 (iii. 1, 3). Pseud. 374 (i. 3, 140). If 
Seyffert’s restoration, accepted by Sonnen- 
schein, is right, sicwt is similarly used in 
Rudens 187 (i. 3, 3). 

I now come to the consideration of Persa 
135-138 (i. 3, 55), thus printed by Ritschl- 
Schoell, 

Sat. tun tlam uendas? Tox. immo alium 
adlegauero, 

gui uendat: qui esse se peregrinum 
pracdicet : 

sicut istic lenc haw dum sex mensis 
Megaribus 

huc est quom commigrauit. 

The lacuna, indicated by Ritschl, makes 
nonsense of the passage: but if no lacuna is 
supposed, and sicué is understuod as ex- 
planatory, all is clear. S. ‘Would you sell 
her’? 7. ‘No. I'll despatch someone else to 
sell her, who shall assert that he is a 
foreigner. JZ mean it’s only six months 
since this pander settled here’ [and so it will 
be easy to deceive him, as he does not know 
the people]. The substitution of siguidem 
for sicut, proposed by Camerarius, is there- 
fore unnecessary. 

The following passages of Cicero illustrate 
this use: De Orat. i. § 238 quibus quidem in 
causis omnibus, sicut (as for instance) ir ipsa 
WCuri... et in C. Hostili Mancini con- 
trouersia.. fuit...summa de vure dissensio. p. 
Flacco § 86, p. Cluent. § 67, p. Rabir. Post. 
8 
The following passage is thus printed by 

Miiller, ii. im Verr. ii. § 34 selecti ex conuentu 
aut ex negotiatoribus propositi iudices nulli ; 
huec copia, quam dico, tudicum, cohors non 
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Q. Scaeuolae, qui tamen de cohorte sua dare 
non solebat, sed CO. Verris. cwius)(modi cohortem 
putatis hoc principe fuisse ? * sicuti uidetis 
edictum: SI QVI PERPERAM IVDICARIT SENATVS. 
eum quoque ostendam, si quando sit datus, 
coactu. istius, quod non senserit, iudicasse. 
Here Mommsen conjectures si uti uidetis 
edictum est SI QVI PERPERAM IVDICARIT ? 

senatum quoque ostendam. 
lacuna before sicwti (sicwt Kayser). But 
neither conjecture nor lacuna is needed if 
sicuti be taken as explanatory. ‘No judges 
were chosen from the circuit or nominated 
from the men of business. The numerous 
judges, of whom I am speaking, were picked 
not from the staff of Q. Scaevola, though as 
a fact he never used to take judges from his 
own staff, but from the staff of C. Verres. 
And imagine what a staff it was with such 
a chief! For example, you see the words of 
the edict: “Supposing a town-council pro- 
nounces a wrong verdict.” I will even 
prove that if ever he did appoint a town- 
council to judge, he forced them to record a 
verdict contrary to their own convictions.’ 

The following are further instances of 
this use: Hor. Saé. i. 1, 32, Quintil. Znst. 
pp 419, v.71, 6,4x. 2,62, ix. 3,. 16. 

Finally I consider the use of sicwé in 
Juvenal. The word occurs six times; in 

Others mark a- 

44] 

three places it means ‘ just as,’ ii. 79, vi. 65, 
x. 90. In the other three places it means 
‘for instance.’ These are vi. 107 praeterea 
multa in facie deformia, sicut | attritus galea 
mediisque in naribus ingens | gibbus et acre 
malum semper stillantis ocelli. ‘ Besides 
there are many disfigurements on his face, 
for instance the big swelling from the 
rubbing of the visor of his helmet on the 
middle of his nose and the painful affliction 

of an ever rheumy eye.’ vii. 203 paenitutt 
multos wanae sterilisque cathedrae, | sicut 
Lysimachi probat exitus. ‘ Many have tired 
of the useless and profitless teacher’s chair, 
as for instance the end of Lysimachus shows.’ 
xv.97 huius enim quod nunc agitur, miserabile 
debet | exemplum esse cibi, sicut modo dicta 
mihi gens | post omnis herbas, post cuncta 
animalia...membra aliena fame lacerabant, esse 
parati | et sua. ‘ For the case now before us 
of this sort of food (cannibalism) ought to 
move our pity, J mean, the people I have 
just named, after devouring every kind of 
vegetable and every sort of animal...began 
to tear the bodies of other men, with a 
hunger which made them ready to devour 
even their own.’ ‘The last passage has been 
singularly unsatisfactorily handled by the 
commentators, including Mr. Duff, in his 
recent edition. S. G. Owen. 

COLLATION OF THE MADRID MS. (BIBLIOTECA NACIONAL, M 31) OF 

STATIUS’ STLVAE. 

(Continued from p. 406). 

re 

6! reor (superius re est 2. m., quia e 1 m. 
mi 

simillimum est litterae 0); 7 maximum (mi 
m 

2. m.); opus culuim (linea quae s et ¢ 

coniunget et m sunt 2. m.); 8 habet 

se quam quod quartia ad honorem tuum 
pertinet. primo efc.; 11 epistolis; 12 

harenarum; 13 quo qe (qe est 2. m.); 
14 meam. aneapoli; 15 liricum ; 17 quidem 

s .- 

et condicipulum (s 2. m.). contra; 18 
A 

Cc 

artissime (c 2, m.); 21 niuium (J. m.; mutat 
A 

2. m. uinium); 24 rererti (1.m.; mutat 2. 

m. veu-); 25 menetratem ; 27 numero (n 

- 1 [For the superscription of the prefatory epistle 
to book IV. see p. 406.] 

2. m.); 28 gripo; 29 endecasillabos ; 30 

hinc; 36 ioco. et spheromachias; 937 

palaris. admittit; 39 ita. Quare. insummam ; 

40 ergo Baehrensii abest ; 41 defendes. et si 

uidetur hactenus. sin minus reprehendemur. 

lis 

(Idem titulus). 
t 

1 ottonis ; 5 gaudere (t 2. m.) ; 6 septem 

gemino ; 9 praecibusque ; 11 immensi; 12 

et (t 2. m.); 21 umeros ; 25 Moribus atque; 

31 latio; 32 faces; 34 praecibusque; 35 

Promittitis ” saepe htne (signa super hune 

scripta sunt 2. m.); 38 parentis ; 39 tropea, 

promitte ; 40 babilonia; 41 in abest ; 45 

patuere, 
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iE 

EVCHARISTICON * AD ° IMP ‘AVG * GERM ° 

I v 

DOMITAN 

4 ruducem; 5 caenae; 6 consurgere ; 

9 odoratas. smirna (7. m.; smy- 2. m.); 
12 Immortale; 13 hic; 14 Te ne; 15 

curam ; 17 adsurgere; 22 nec. excedere ; 

24 campi. operti; 25 Nenieres (i 2. m.); 

27 libis. post nitet lacuna est; 28 duos. 

doride ; 34 laborat ; 37 lyeus ; 38 in nixa ; 

41 uultu sed; 48 Menbra therapnea; 54 

sacro: 56 palleneos phebum; 61 Lumina ; 

66 flaca ; 67 induet. 

EE 

VIA ‘ DOMICIANA. 

2 aequoris; 4 libicae; 13 Quis; 19 

lumina. caluum; 20 seuis. grauatas; 21 

Et; 23 graues; 24 sibillae; 27 uno; 33 

tacentes ; 40 lalor inchoare; 43 fossos; 46 

Et ; 48 gonfis; 50 cedunt; 51 leuant; 52 

saxal (i linea expunctum); 53 sordidoque 

tofo; 57 mestum; 59 cleuiae; 62 Et. fra- 

gror; 63 ethon. hinc hine et ; 64 marsicus ; 

65 crine; 66 sason; 67 At. umidumque ; 

68 ulms; 70 reclinus; 73 Quis; 74 It; 

78 per uiusque; 80 Adsueram; 81 struc- 

tusque ; 83 arbiteri (i linea expunctum) ; 

86 siuis; 87 pudorem; 88 caelo; 89 Tirr- 

heni. obluat ; 90 ciniphius tacente ; 95 par- 

iterq(ue) (e 2. m.); leuarat ; 96 mamorata ; 
98 belligeris. tropeis ; 100 imbri; 101 fecti- 

tur ; 104 ipso; 112 thiberim ; 114 uno; 118 

Profest calchidicas ; 119 ropone ; 125 fauete ; 

126 harenas ; 132 quaerens (a 2. m.); 138 
hemus; 140 conditumque; 141 chartis ; 

143 Per lustra ; 145 Vidi. series merentis ; 

146 Pro nectant ; 150 adisse ; 151 seuectus ; 

153 arctus; 156 siderar (r linea expune- 

tum) ; 159 Sandes. abnuesque ; 162 gerente ; 

163 senescat. 

FY’. 

EPISTOLA * AD * VICTORIVM * MARCILLYM. 

3 harenas; 5 Contimuo. thibridis; 6 

coercet; 8 Ille; 9 uertite; 10 primam ; 

13 lantrantibus ; 16 horreus ; 17 amenaque ; 

18 quae nam ; 21 morum ne ; 22 Ingeniiue ; 

23 An ne; 24 Tyrihenasque ; 26 geminas 

30 aperit faretras ; 32 Alpheos per mulcet ; 

33 chelis ; 36 postis ; 37 tacitae ; 38 solidos 

nomis ; 40 labet ; 46 eliconia; 47 imbelles 

(le 2. m.), rlaurus ; 53 ignano. cordas ; 57 

sic. pergant ; 58 post habito ; 60 obliquae ; 

62 thiles; 63 datus; 64 pontentis; 65 

menbra ; 66 haut Baehrensii abest. ; 67 pedes 

(d 2 m.). est; 68 Nittaurus; 70 arims; 

71 Ipsa. paruaque ; 73 auos prestatque ; 76 

tirio. gloria; 78 calchidicis; 79 ue suus 

eriget ; 80 trinacrius; 81 credet ne; 83 

toto; 84 nec dum; 85 tuos in fata teate ; 

86 maur (linea expunctum) marucinos. in 
sania ; 87 quaesint ; 90 eliconide ; 92 Voti- 

feraque ; 98 umeri; 101 penitus (en 2. m.) 
uoti. honorem ; 102 tirintius. 

V. 

(Idem titulus.) 

8 zephiros aquilone fractos ; 9 ueris ; 10 

Crinitus ; 16 Quo. fer uerat lyeus ; 17 lauant 

lapigeri; 19 si quando; 21 est (linea ea- 

punctum) post ; 22 hine ; 24 peramauit ; 28 
Bebriciae strepitus harenae ; 29 Te ne. sir- 

tibus ; 30 nidicas ; 32 sabeis ; 34 Raptasse ; 

38 nesciet ; 42 artae Baehrensti abest. ; 43 

inmensos ; 47 turbae ; 48 libram ; 49 hilaris ; 

52 ne; 54 Nunc et in; 58 Passum. interum ; 

60 ingeminas. 

VI. 

HERCYLES * EPITRAPEZIOS * NOVI * VINDICIS. 

n 

2 septis; 3 caena beuigni; 5 manent; 6 
a; 8 fasidis ; 10 p (linea expunctum) gener- 

osior; 11 concylia; 12 elicone; 14 sum- 

mum ; 15 helisiis; 17 tirintia ; 18 eritreis ; 

19 habitumque; 21 corpere caeras; 25 

Haec ; 26 caeli; 27 piseo; 28 Quid poli- 

cliteis ; 29 apellen ; 30 Monstrauit. chelin ; 

33 Amphitriomades ; 35 artus; 36 seseque 

uidendum ; 37 Indulssit ; 39 Stett. pedum ; 

40 menbra; 43 Ac spatium. forme; 45 

curis ; 47 ideis. thelcines ; 48 stolidus; 51 
parti. admisata ; 52 taleae. tegea ; 53 oeteis ; 

55 uultus; 57 leuae. sedis; 58 et cultum 

nemeo ; 59 polleus; 62 Prestabatque; 64 

eter t. - 
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ad; 65 Hine. opinas ; 67 magna ; 78 italiae 
per fusum; 79 portentem; 80 et cum. et 

cum lenea; 81 merens comis ire nep (?) 

(linea expunctum) nefandis ; 82 sacrilegas. 
artes ; 83 meritaeque. sgunti; 84 immisit ; 

85 aera; 86 Egregia. domos (J. m. ; -us 2. 
m.). conuiuia sibillae; 88 Adsuetum; 90 

tirintia ; 91 castra ; 94 s (linea expunctum) 

uestinus aquis; 95 incarae; 96 diuumque 

(que linea expunctum) ; 98 chelin; 99 solemni. 
carmine ; 101 Strymphalon. erimanton; 103 
Quem (a linea expunctum) ; 105 libres cithiae- 

que; 107 syllae. 

VeLE: 

ODE ‘ LYRICA * AD ‘ VIVIVM * MAXIMYM. 

1 sociata ; 2 herois; 4 giros ; 5 liricae ; 

9 tempto; 10 mrito; 15 fessor ; 19 latice- 

mue motus; 20 amnis; 24 Heret; 27 

Temptat ; 34 imyucus; 35 propinquo; 36 
amici ; 46 eum tuleras ; 47 frenate. 

VILE 

GRATVLATIO * AD * IVLIVM ‘ MENECRATEN. 

1 Pandere (re linea expunctwm) sorores 

(linea expunctum) fores. sabeis ; 2 imple; 3 
menecrates ; 6 secreta ; 8 dicachen necnon ; 9 

Surrentiua ; 11 Cirecumit; 12 libica. hastai 

(i linea expunctum) ; 15 dulcis. tumultus ; 19 
lauro ; 21 ger (Jinea expunctum) tergeminae. 
letabile ; 24 mutata ; 25 uirili; 26 Robore 

sed iuuem letam dat; 28 palestris; 29 

amycleos ; 32 rarissime ; 34 Tanta ne; 38 

redmiere chelin ; 40 cantu. sed; 41 tua. 

(tu Baehrensii est error typographicus) ; 46 

ab anxia; 49 eumeliss; 50 acea; 52 ly- 

gurgi; 53 Targeta; 54 patrii; 55 fossam ; 

57 placidus ; 59 hac. 

IX. 

ENDECA ‘SYLLABI ‘ I[OCOSI‘ ADPLOTIVM ‘GRY PYM. 

2 gripe; 4 post hoe aliquid mih (mihi 
nrg. 2.m.) remittas ; 5 gripe; 7 cartha; 8 
umbilicus ; 11 libicis; 12 miliacum; 13 

bizantiacos colunt; 21 libelliones; 22 

gaiano; 23 adeo ne; 24 Caesis. sicca ; 

25 Iluridae ue; 26 Carthae thebaicae 

ue caricae ue; 28 cattanorum; 29 euly- 
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china; 30 Bullorum. tantum; 31 leues ; 

34 graue debiliY ue perua; 35 falisci; 36 

oxyforum ue caseus ue; 37 nitidantis af- 

pronitri ; 38 ums; 39 defructa. ceno; 40 

nec. caereos; 41 Cutellum; 43 patiuas in ; 

44 sinthesin ; 46 certa (c 2. m.); 49 Inla- 

tam (finis folii 103.) sed In latam (initiwm 

folii 104). dixere ; 53 gripe ; 54 me. lepori ; 

55 endecasyllabos. 

P ‘ PAPINI ‘ STACII ‘ SILVARVM * LIBER 

TIlE EXPLICLY “INCIP ~ LIB V > 

STACIVS ABASCANTO SUO SALUTEM. 

6 prestas ; 7 et. pars et nulli; 9 uolup- 
n 

tas=. hinc; 10 uec (n 2. m.); 11 priscilla ; 

12 post hoc; 14 cofiitor; 16 uisum. iam 
inu 

pridem ; 17 iuuenisse (inu 2. m.). 

I. 

EPYCEDION ‘IN * PRISCILLAM * VXOREM. 

1 caeras; 3 Huic; 4 moretur (~ 2. m.) ; 
n 

6 Fidiaca. uata (n 2. m.); 11 rarissima; 13 

lira ; 15 aut. sepulchro ; 19 Nigra. quaestu 
miseramque accessus. ; 22 ui (/inew expune- 

in 

tum) j iustos (in 2. m.) ; 25 Ad foret ; 27 fl 

(linea expunctum) fila; 28 comis (prima 

linea litterae m est 2. m.); 32 habent ne. 

etiam num haec ; 33 si pelea ; 34 mesti ; 36 

adfrangere ; 39 uidet; 44 in abrupta. ca- 

tenae (e linea expunctum) ; 45 nuptuque ; 49 

praecatur ; 51 proaui seu ; 52 falsoque ; 07 

frigids ; 58 Dulichii ue; 59 miceneo; 60 

babilonos. lidae; 61 Tudorumque; 64 

maioribus ; 66 et maiora uacasset ; 74 ad 

oras ; 76 uauamque ; §1 arctos ; 82 rotagae ; 

83 iubatis ; 84 umeris. tempus ; 89 eufrates ; 

91 thyle ; 92 laceras ; 93 fumosa ; 96 Inter- 

missus (quis Bachrensii abest) ; 100 libre ; 

102 excelsis; 104 giro; 106 uelut; 110 

cene; 112 merentis; 113 ausonio; 114 

Quem ; 115 cuius. thirsi; 117 probitas ue ; 

122 mouet; 123 parti. Sabino; 125 ad 

esse ; 126 redeuntibus; 127 illa; 130 fare- 

tras ; 13] inter cludere ; 132 puluerea; 153 

Caesari; 136 mestaque; 139 nullam ne 

notauit ; 143 mestum; 144 “dextro ‘tam ; 

147 Adflantur ; 148 rapidae; 156 tendun- 
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tur ; 161 nequiquam ; 164 eS ; 165 est 

ne; 168 baratro; 172 reuersa; 173 ulms ; 

175 dulcti; 176 Tum; 177 possim; 179 

praecor; 180 Poctora; 181 mostis; 188 

Inrequietus (r 2. m.); 191 signet; 193 

helisias ; 198 Aidiids (a 2. m.) clamare (J. 

m.; 2. m. clamore); 202 agit. conspecta 

coniuge segnis; 203 Odrisius; 205 LIllae. 

“recte ; 207 Sec (uel Set). ducis mirandaque ; 

211 sabei; 213 palestinis. hebreique; 214 

Corstiaeque. cynireaque ; 215 serium tirio- 

que; 218 adbusta; 224 ideos; 230 Sicca- 
r 

tum. mamor; 232 Effugies. gnosis; 233 

tolo; 234 haud; 237 Assidue. sepulchri; 

238 haec. piefate (marg. 2. m. pietate) ; 

245 augusta; 252 cumba; 253 siquando ; 

255 eoridas ; 257 helisios; 261 Placantem. 

Le 

LAVDES * CRISPINI * VETTI * BOLANI * FILII. 

1 tirrhena; 3 Et; 4 impellunt ; 5 egeas ; 

7 longon; 11 Quos ue. etiam ne. ppinqui ; 12 

ut ottonos ; 13 augustus ; 14 Succumbitque ; 

15 in honora; 17 tretus; 18 trabeque ac 

remis et; 19 Augustam; 21 ingera; 22 et 

Baehrensti abest. generosiss ; 23 stammate ; 
1 

24 demeritos ; 27 cura; 29 tirios; 30 umeri; 

32 faretratum; 39 exorto quae nam; 40 

suscepta; 42 querere. lastris (postea mutatum 

verbo castris) ; 43 Metiri; 44 Tot rerum. 

uerend’; 48 friges ; nemea ; 49 cleoneusque ; 

50 alcidae; 54 negantem; 55 Fluctibus. 

fessusque. thylen; 56 potentes; 58 tibi; 

61 alio; 62 iuuente; 63 Inrepsere; 65 

Occidio et geminam ; 67 umeros ; 68 corri'pit ; 

73 Tune. probitas; 74 tenens; 75 domos; 

77 tibi ne. nefonda; 79 praecertere (poste 
mutatum, ut uerbum praeuertere fieret) ; 81 

mertioque ; 84 Parte; 88 Excitat illa die 

saeuo; 97 sed; 99 sodales; 100 Immeritae. 

pallerent crimae; 105 leges seueras; 107 

Haud. romulos (secundum o operit litteram 

ue); 109 temptamina; 110 nec; 112 

sequuntur ; 113 thiberino ; 114 Qui tirihena; 

115 Tendentem. unda; 117 distis. arma- 

tumque; 118 Getulo; 119 inagros; 120 

flagrabat ; 121 haud. giro leuiore; 123 

ogigio, metas; 124 tiriae; 125 magno, 

pulsat ; 128 acteaque: 129 eques umeris ; 

130 Quis ; 131 Nubi geras. caedimus arma ; 

133 Arctoosue; 134 librae. armis; 136 

ante ; 137 umbroso. pauce; 138 solidum ; 

140 magne; 141 Accipiat ; 142 calidonios ; 

143 terre; 145 Adfari uitae specula; 148 
h 

uacantibus; 149 toraca; 150 inteucros 

uictricia. parentis ; 151 foenix ; 156 pilades ; 

157 quippe et cordia uobis ; 159 notis; 160 

Et. questus ; 162 deeris; 163 circum spec- 

tabit ; 166 cingitque ; 168 Si; 175 Unde; 

178 fortis ; 180 Cassidad. 

iG 

EPYCEDION ‘ IN ‘ PATREM ‘ SYYM. 

2 Helisio; 3 praedocte Hrae. moueri; 4 

cryyham ; 5 Tesine coryicia; 6 Quitquid. 

monstrabrat ; 7 mens pernasia ; 8 inrepere ; 

9 trepidamque; 10 Certe; 12 merso; 13 
produxa ; 14 sonanté; 17 Astitit; 18 im- 

motos ; 19 omissus ; 23 notique ; 24 lethei; 

26 Meonium ascreumque; 28 magna. in- 

genium dolori; 29 caelo; 30 eliconide; 32 
Inrubuit. umentibus hausit ; 33 immunera 

soluo; 34 tacitis que. curis; 35 habente. 

nunc; 36 adclinis. quiestis; 38 Stellatus; 

39 frigio ; 42 si tibi rara sabei ; 43 decerpsit ; 

44 laudae laci sed; 45 o Baehrensii abest. 

uulnera ; 46 quam; 51 sepulchri; 52 sole- 

mina; 54 unda; 55 fossa; 57 tibi; 59 

Praecinerem gemitum ; 61 tibi. me Baehrensii 

abest ; 62 magniloquio; 63 toruo; 64 aena 

(prius a 2.m.); 68 inardentem. moritura ; 
69 aliis; 71 eat. modo; 72 iniusta; 76 
frigia ; 77 Astranacta; 80 morte canura ; 

82 Tirihenae; 84 durae philomelia; 85 

Nata. cuncto; 86 Eliadum; 87 frigium ; 

88 fida ; 89 Tepietas; 91 eliconia ; 92 seuo ; 

ducere ; 94 Cydalibem; 96 Quis. domos; 

97 coturno; 98 qui. tenuere; 99 oroos, 

leones ; 100 utor; 101 uis; 102 ceu; 105 

adflato ; 107 moniciae quitquam prestantias 

artes ; 108 cirene sparte ue ; 109 uetas ; 112 

prestat sed. seris; 114 Ora super gressus 

pilii gregis; 115 specieque. utrogue; 118 
extensis et enim ; 119 Ponere. legit amittus ; 

122 puerique chelin ; 123 mihi; 125 et. cer- 

taminae ; 126 suum latus; 127 sele grauis; 

129 atinde, post 129 nulla lacuna indicata est ; 

ae 

' 

TET Se ee 
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130 Meoniden ; 132 Versus. uictos imma- 

nis; 133 ubi; 135 festina sed ut dux; 138 

in gloria; 139 giro; 140 cestu. clausero ; 

141 Siu. achea; 143 atamantea ; 144 Cum; 

147 mores et ; 149 equus; 150 Meonides ; 

151 Ascreus; 152 Pyndaricae. lirae; 153 

Obsicus ; 154 Stesychorusque ; 155 calchide 

saffo; 157 batthiadae. lycofronis ari; 158 
Sofronaque ; 159 adsuetus; 161 Versibus ; 

165 euertice ; 166 tiriheni; 167 propiore ; 

168 ausoni; 170 permissus; 171 aquas 

(linea expunctum) aquis. domos. seruant ; 

172 sibillae; 174 partarumque. canebant ; 

175 decepto; 178 oportae ; 180 probatur ; 
181 Monstrastis aliis; 182 calchidicum. 

uolucre ; 183 Cur frigii lateat coma; 186 

hiberas; 187 achemenium. zeumate; 192 

foenix; 194 Eaciden; 196 phlegreaque ; 

197 Proeligia. rhedis; 199 duorum; 205 

uesumnace; 207 monte ; 209 luotaque ; 211 

mihi; 213 Sed. lirae ; 214 sepulchro; 215 

eraf ; 216 ad esses; 218 Nota; 219 unis; 

222 Ceditur. achates; 223 hausti; 226 

calchidicae cerialia ; 252 dulYe ; 235 Inuida ; 

234 urguebat ; 235 tua (a linea expunctum) ; 
240 inthalamos; 241 si iungere; 242 et; 

251 tristem; 253 crinisque; 255 opilias ; 

258 segnes labe; 259 sepulchro; 266 si 

Baehrensti abest; 267 helisia; 269 moli- 

tum intartara; 271 Sic chelin odrisiam ; 

272 sic thessalicis admetus inoris; 273 

Silua. filacaeida retulit ; 274 nihl. chelis ; 

277 aetneaque ; 279 ianrior; 280 Centau- 

rus bydraeque. scillaeque ; 281 caelent ; 284 

Itepii; 285 Inlustremque. letheis; 286 

inrupit ; 288 parte ; 289 inimagine monstrat ; 

293 Creditur. nec non siue. silla. 
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IV. 

(Idem titulus.) 

2 Quo ue; 5 trucibiss; 6 adelinata 

8 oeteae. reuisent; 10 spargit; 11 si; 14 

heus ; 17 precatur. 

V. 

EPYCIDION * IN * PVERVM * SVVM. 

1 solemnibus; 2 nec; 6 in accesso; 8 

tantis. lacestis; 9 animaque; 10 quidem ; 

12 orbi; 14 cineremque oculis et crimina ; 

15 uberi (linea expunctum) uberibus. funerar 

(v linea expunctum); 17 papillas; 18 Quis 

quis. tenere; 20 malas; 24 cum |j 

(lac.) terdaua ; 25 Adclinis tumul (Jacwna) 

netus, ete.; 26 m (lacuna) singultantia 

uerba ; 27 ly (/acwna) est atque ira tacendi ; 

29 uictatus ; 32 incertam ; 33 Sciedo chelin ; 

34incomite. laudare; 35 merui ; 37 Eaciden. 

manabat; 38 blando; 39 uiuos; 45 exso- 

luite ; 46 Ni mirum. mestus. post 46 nulla 

lacuna indicata est ; 47 dolens; 48 serua ; 

49 erat absumptae; 51 nox. omina; 52 

maestu ; 53 duro; 54 tracius; 58 rependis ; 

63 Fulmina deinneus. obstesl; 65 causae ; 

66 puppe; 67 Aedituas. uili; 68 sumum ; 

70 Aspexi; carmine; 74 heu; 75 Rideres 

ingatus ; 76 unum Laehrensii abest ; 77 inde 
Baehrensti abest ; 80 Concupii. gemitum qui ; 

81 Implicuit fixitque. et; 82 questusque 

uulnera caeca ne soluam; 83 uestra; 84 

cadentes Baehrensii abest ; 85 Excepere ; 86 

tenebo. post 87 nulla lacuna est signata. 

FINIS ADEST VERF PRECIVM VVLT 

SCRIPTOR HEBERE. 

A. SOUTER. 
Aberdeen. 

A BODLEIAN COLLATION OF A TIBULLUS MS. 

THE written marginalia in printed editions 
of classical authors deserve almost as much 
attention as MSS. themselves, for they may 
contain the collation of some lost MS. or the 
unpublished emendations of some famous 
scholar. Among the Bodleian marginalia of 
this kind have been discovered in recent 
years, (1) extracts from the lost Paris MS. of 
Pliny’s Letters to Trajan (see Journal of 

NO. CX. VGL. XII. 

Philology, xvii. 95), (2) Politian’s collation 
of the lost Marcianus and Mediceus of Ovid 
(see Owen’s edition of the 7'ristia, prolegg. 
p. Xiv.), (3) a collation of the famous ‘ Codex 
Turnebi’ of Plautus (see Class. Kev. xi. 177), 
to mention but a few instances; and it is 
probable that a systematic search through 
those early editions of the Classics which 
are in the catalogue designated ‘cum notis 

KK 
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MSS.’ would result in equally valuable dis- 
coveries.! A large number of these copies 
provided with marginalia passed into the 
Bodleian from the Library of Dr. Ed. Ber- 
nard (died 1697). He made extensive pur- 
chases at the sale of Nicholas Heinsius’ 
Library in 1683, and seems in fact to have 
secured the cream of the collection.2 I do 
not know whether students of Ovid are 
aware that many of Nicholas Heinsius’ 
copies of Ovid partly with his own marginal 
collations? of numerous MSS., partly with 
collations made by other scholars,’ passed 
through this channel into the Bodleian 
Library. 

From the same source comes the Bodleian 
volume (Auct. ii. R 6. 28) which forms the 
subject of this article. It is an Aldine 
edition of Catullus, Tibullus and Propertius 
(Venice 1515) which contains, written in its 
margins by Octavianus Ferrarius (1518— 
1586), a collation of a ‘codex Romanus 
vetustissimus’® of Tibullus. I give a full 
list of the variants ascribed to this codex, 

1 Let me call attention to a copy of Statius’ Silvae, 
Florence 1480 (Auct. N. inf. i. 6), with this entry at 
V. ii. 48 ‘in antiquo erat venivea.’ 

2 Not however No. 112 of the ‘Poetae in Duo- 
decimo’ in the ‘ Bibliotheca Heinsiana,’ viz. ‘'Teren- 
tius, exc. Rob. Stephanus, 1540...Perpetuus Jos. 
Scaligeri comes, cujus multa leguntur.’ What has 
become of this volume ? 

3 Here are their present press-marks: Auct. 8 v. 
10-12 (=Bibl. Heins. ‘Poetae in 12mo.’ No. 37), 
Auct. Siv. 7-9 (=do: No. 38), Auct. Si v.95 (=No. > 
648 of ‘ Poetae in 8vo.’), Auct. S v. 2 (=No. 637 of 
do.), Auct. S v. 1 (perhaps=No. 355 of do.), Auct. 
ii. R 6. 25 (=No. 641 of do.), Auct. ii. R 6. 23 (per- 
haps=No. 640 of do.). A good deal may be learnt 
about the several MSS. from the descriptions jotted 
on fly-leaves by Heinsius. And the enquiry of a 
recent editor, whether Heinsius’ ‘codex Neapolitanus’ 
definitely ascribed the ‘de Medicamine Faciei’ to 
Ovid may be answered from Heinsius’ entry on p. 
823 of Auct. S v. 10: ‘In cod. Neap. 8. Johannis 
Carbonarii post Artem et Amores leguntur, OVIDIVS 
DE PHILOMELA, DE PVLICE, DE MEDICAMINE AVRIVM 
(constat versibus 21), Dz sPECVLO (est de medicamine 
faciei), DE NVCB, DE CVCVLO, DE HVMORIBVS, DE 
LVDO SCHACCORVM. Omnia nugatoria.’ 

4 Auct. S v. 18-15 (=Bibl. Heins. ‘ Poetae in 12 
mo.’ No. 36), Auct. S v. 6 (‘ Poetae in 8vo.’, No. 631), 
Auct. ii. R 6. 21 (=do., No. 639). But Auct. S v. 
3 and 4, with collations, apparently by Nic, Faber, 
do not seem to have come from the ‘ Bibliotheca 
Heinsiana.’ 

5 So styled in the last marginal note (on Dom. 
Mars. 3.). Elsewhere ‘codex vetustus,’ ‘codex 
veterrimus,’ ‘codex vetus,’ c. antiquissimus, &c. 
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with reference to the lines in Baehrens’ 
edition (Leipz. 1878): 

I. i. 14 deum, 57 curo, Delia; ii. 4 amor, 
10 neu, 16 Audendum est fortes adiuuat ipsa 
Venus, 65 non ego, 80 possit, 97 circumterit® ; 
iv. 83 turpis; v. 7 parce (‘ex codice spectate 
fidei’), 11 te, 35 eurus; vi. 5 Nam, 11 nunc, 
ut, 12 tum, 34 Seruare frustra, 40 lassa, 48 
sparsit, 71 putor ; vil. 23 possim, 42 cuspide, 
57 nec taceat ; viil. 2 leuia, 22 faciat, 29 ne, 
31 lenia, 49 seu, 57 leuis, 76 dura; ix. 51 
cura, 57 semper sint externa, 80 regno, 81 
dum ; x. 8 dum, 12 micante, 18 ueteres edes, 
65 monuisse. 

II. i. 22 Ingeret, 27 ueteris, 45 antea, 56 
ab arte, 61 exhibitiva, 65 alia; i. 4 e, 6 
mollia, 7 illius puro, 16 quo; ii. 1 rura 
meam cornute tenent, 2 heu heu, 5 cum 
aspicerem dominam, 11 armenti, 12 pro- 
fuerant, 30 phyton, 34 puella est, 47 mille ; 
iv. 4 remittet, 5 urit, 31 sensit, 36 abdidit, 
40 eripiat ; v. 13 presensit, 15 est deest, 21 
Nec, 47 rutilis, 70 portaret, 71 Haec (ut 
vid.), 82 omnis, 86 deficiant, 96 lenis, 97 sua, 
108 heu heu, ista, 122 tua ec. s.; vi. 2 ferat, 
6 iuga, 8 portet, 20 et fore cras semper ait 
melius, 23-4 desunt, 36 lenta, 47 duro, 52 
malis. 

Lygd. El. i. 21 meritam; ii. 1 primus, 8 
tedia nata, 9 Ergo cum, 10 supra, 24 pinguis; 
iii. 29 iuuant; iv. 1 mihi somnia, 9 natum 
in curas hominum, 11 monenti, 22 fessa, 39 
ac, 45 semele, 59 impia, 96 impia; v. 11 
sacrilegi (-is ?), egros ; vi. 2 semper sic. 

Pan. Mess. 18 dictat, 20 defl., 64 arces, 
68 undis, 72 serperit (ué vid.), 83 prod. 104 
sinister, 112 fame, 136 alii, 139 thereo, 
142 ardet, 152 toto, orbe, 160 properet 
deducere, 174 in str. 

Sulp. i. 23 hoc fumet; ii. 1 campi, 19 
nune, 20 tange; iii. 17-19 At nunc tota tua 
est te solum candida secum | cogitat et 
frustra credula turba sedet | Phoebe faue. 
etc., post v. 16; iv. 4 dederant, 7 per te; v. 
7 neue id, 19 ueniet. 

Sulp. Epist. iii. 2 sinet; v. 5 ah. 
Fpigr. i. 1 nobis, 15 hoe tibi, 17 heu heu 

(ut vid.), cedo, 22 nocte. 
Dom. Mars. 3 miseros. 

W. M. Linpsay. 

6 Ad. ii. 26. Securum... Venus] sic Aurispa Seneca 
aliter presidio noctis sentio adesse deam. 
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THE ‘CODEX ROMANUS’ OF CATULLUS. 

In the Classical Review for July, 1896, I 
published a brief statement to the effect 
that I had found, in the Vatican Library 
in Rome, a Catullus MS. ‘of high import- 
ance,’ which I thought to be ‘at the least 
next to O and G in rank, and, in all proba- 
bility, of the same rank,’ and which prom- 
ised “to be of great service, not only in 
confirming O and G where they agree, and 
giving a ‘casting vote’ where they disagree ; 
but also in throwing light upon the relation- 
ships of other MSS., and upon the history 
of the marginal and interlinear variants in 
various MSS.” I added that my collation, 
together with a discussion of a number of 
points of interest, would appear in the 
following winter in Vol. I. of the Papers of 
the American School of Classical Studies in 
Rome. The date of the announcement now 
seems remote, and I have for some time felt 

that I owed it to students ‘of Catullus, and 
especially to the readers of the Classical 
Review, to state that I was not, as might be 
surmised, seeking a quiet oblivion for a 
regrettable rashness of judgment, but that 
the busy cares of a professorship in a new 
University, and the responsibility of the 
Chairmanship of the Managing Committee 
of the School in the service of which I 
discovered the MS., have left me little time 
for the very considerable labour of the 
preparation of my collation for print, and 
the incorporation with it of the collations of 
four other Vatican MSS. of Catullus, made 
at my suggestion by students of the 
School. This feeling received confirmation, 
when, on my return from a vacation in 
which I was beyond the reach of classical 
journals, I read the article of Professor 
Schulze in Hermes xxxili., 3. In this 
article Professor Schulze says that, some- 
what more than a year and a half ago, there 
ran through the daily papers, as well as 
through the classical journals, a statement 
that I had had the good fortune to find a 
MS. of Catullus, ‘durch welche die Hand- 
schriftenfrage des Dichters endlich gelost 
sei:’ that the announcement aroused a 
pleasurable interest among all students of 
Catullus ; that a fuller statement had been 
made by me in the American Journal of 
Archaeoloyy, Second Series, 1897, 1, p. 36 ff., 
‘leider ohne genauere Angaben dariiber, 
wodurch sich denn eigentlich die neu ent- 
deckte Handschrift vor allen iibrigen aus- 
zeichne ;’ and that, so far as he was aware, 

no further communication had been made 
upon the subject. He adds that, being in 
Rome in the Easter vacation of the present 
year, he collated the greater part of the MS. 
‘Leider,’ he continues, ‘ wurden meine hoch- 
gespannten Ewartungen vollig enttiuscht. 
Die Handschrift des Mr. Hale (cod. Ottob. 
1829) stimmt mit den anderen bereits 
bekannten Codices des Dichters, namentlich 
dem cod. M in Venedig’ (which, it will be 
remembered, Professor Schulze collated for 
his edition of the year 1893, after Professor 
Ellis had called attention to it in his edition 
of 1878) ‘so sehr iiberein, dass ich nicht 

sehe, wie die Kritik des Catull durch sie 
weiter geférdert werden kann.’ He then 
cites a number of readings which M and R 
have in common, and goes on: ‘Ich habe 
den grissten Theil der Gedichte verglichen 
und kaum eine neue, jedenfalls keine werth- 
volle neue Lesart gefunden, wohl aber 
iiberall dieselben Liicken, dieselben Schreib- 

fehler, dieselben Versuche Unleserliches zu 
entziffern, dasselbe Aeussere sogar der 
Handschrift wie in den anderen. Sie bietet 
Varianten zwischen den Zeilen und am 
Rande, aber auch sie sind meist bekannt.’ 
Specimens follow, and a brief note upon the 
divisions of the poems by spaces or marginal 
indications. Professor Schulze adds that 
the codex is soon to be published in fac- 
simile by Danesi in Rome, so that every one 
will be able to form his own judgment of 
the value of the ‘merkwiirdige Handschrift,’ 
and concludes as follows: ‘Aufgabe des 
Mr. Hale aber wird es sein nachzuweisen, 

was diese Handschrift gerade vor den 
anderen voraus hat und inwiefern der Text 
der Gedichte Catulls durch sie eine neue 
kritische Grundlage gewinnt.’ 

The unfavourable opinion of Professor 
Schulze, especially within the lines of a 
province to which he has for so many years 
devoted himself, ought naturally to carry 
weight, and would seem to have disposed of 
the merkwiirdige Handschrift, and of its 
discoverer. An immediate rejoinder, or an 

immediate confession, seemed advisable. 
But it was too late to hope to get an answer 
into the following number of the Hermes,— 
the place where it should properly appear,— 
and I must therefore ask students of 
Catullus to suspend judgment, and wait for 
the appearance of a brief article which I 
trust the editors of the Hermes may accept 
for a later number, and for the collation 
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which I hope will appear before many months 
in the American Journal of Archaeology, 
Second Series,—the official journal of the 
American Archaeological Institute and of 
the American Schools of Classical Studies 
at Athens and Rome. Meanwhile, post- 
poning for the present certain very impor- 
tant points of fact which will be at issue 
between Professor Schulze and myself, I 
beg to comment briefly upon the general 
scope and method of his article. 

That it should have appeared at all 
excited my surprise. I should rather have 
expected a private letter, asking me if the 
collation would not soon be ready,—such a 
letter, in fact, as I have received from 
Professor Ellis, who, though so deeply 
interested in the new MS. as to have gone 
to Rome to study it personally, was not 
only unwilling to put the statement of his 
own opinion into print until I should have 
an opportunity to express mine in con- 
nection with my collation, but, with the 
greatest delicacy and consideration, would 
not even discuss the MS. in a public lecture 
before the University of Oxford, until he 
had my consent,—of course most willingly 
given,—to do so. 

If, however, Professor Schulze was to 

write upon the subject at all, I should not 
have expected that he would content himself 
with remarking the correspondence of the 
readings of R with those of other known 
MSS., and especially with those of M. I 
should have expected him to settle in his 
own mind precisely what these corres- 
pondences mean. In his edition of Catullus, 
he has treated M as the best representative 
of one tradition of the lost Verona MS., 

distinct from those represented by O, G, and 
D. RK, which agrees with M as no other 
MS. does, would seem to offer him,—if he 
could no longer wait for the appearance of 
the collation of R, and the expression of the 
views of its discoverer,—a most interesting 
field of inquiry. Is Ra copy of M, or M a 
copy of R, or how are they related? And 
is either of them a copy of the lost Verona 
MS., or are they copies or more remotely 
related descendants of a lost copy of that 
MS.? The settlement of this question 
might also lead the way to the settlement 
of another question which certainly is not 
without bearing upon the text of Catullus, 
namely that of the origin of this and that 
among the variants found in the various 
MSS. Professor Schulze dismisses this 
matter lightly with the statement ‘sie bietet 
Varianten zwischen den Zeilen und am 
Rande, aber auch sie sind meist bekannt.’ 
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But it is not sufficient merely to possess a 
coliection of variants. The question is, 
what is the value of each of them, 7.e. what 
is its origin? Does it come down from the 
lost Verona MS., or is it an emendation by 
an Italian scholar of the fifteenth century ? 
The settlement of this question is not to be 
reached by the mere remark that most of 
the variants found in R are already known, 
but through the determination of the rela- 
tion of the existing MSS. to one ancther, 
and to the lost Verona MS. 

Again, I find it remarkable that Professor 
Schulze speaks of tue new MS. as having 
even the same external appearance as the 
others. As what others? He has especially 
mentioned O and M. O and M have uot 
the same external appearance. M, though 
IT shall at a later time be able to date it 
with a good deal of probability before 1412, 
is written in a humanistic hand much in 
advance of its time, while O is written in a 

North Italian Gothic hand. If, on the 
other hand, the external appearance of KR is 
like that of O, the circumstance is certainly 
noteworthy. Asa matter of fact, O, G, and R 
resemble one another in their style of writing, 
and all three are obviously older than any 
other Catullus MS. known to exist. This 
should be evident to the eye, even if one 
fails to see the very striking internal 
evidence of the same thing. Moreover, I 
am surprised that Professor Schulze should 
have seen no significance in the fact that, as 
mentioned in my Report in the American 
Journal of Archaeology to which he refers, 
the MS. once beionged to Coluccio Salutati. 
Coluccio died in 1406. This brings the MS. 
pretty near to the dates assigned hitherto 
to O and G. Further, Coluccio himself 
cites Catullus, in a letter written as many 
as ten years before this time (Novati, Epis- 
tolario di Coluccio Salutati, III. p. 36). 
Thus the probable latest date of the writing 
of R is pushed pretty well back. Further, 
how could Professor Schulze, with the fact of 
Coluccio’s ownership in mind, help being 
forced to pause and consider the meaning, 
for this MS., of the letters written by 
Coluccio to Benvenuto da Imola on the 25th 
of July, 1374, and to Gaspare de’ Broaspini 
on the 20th of July, 1375, and the 16th of 
November, or the 17th of October (for 
there is a doubt about the month), 1375 % 
How could he then, recalling Chatelain’s 
comment on the probable meaning of the 
etc. in the qn casignorius laborabat in 
extremis etc. on the last page of G, have 
failed to surmise that (as 1 myself have 
come to believe probable), a copy of V was 
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made under the direction of Gaspare, 
finished on the 19th of October, 1375, and 
sent to Coluccio; and that from this copy 
a scribe wrote the MS. which has now been 
found in Rome, leaving out entirely, as 
unessential, the address to the reader at the 
end, while another copyist, at this time or 
later, wrote the MS. G, copying most of the 
address to the reader, but dismissing all 
that came after the laborabat in extremis 
with the phrase efc.? If these surmises are 
probable, they certainly open up considera- 
tions which are not without consequence for 
the critical foundations of the study of the 
text of Catullus. In a word, Professor 
Schulze ought, in my opinion, to have seen, 
on many grounds, that the MS. deserved 
a good deal more than the passing glance 
which his work shows that he has given it. 

As for myself, my belief is that the 
collation of R, while it, of course, will not 
transform the text of Catullus (Professor 
Schulze himself has pointed out, in urging 
the value of M in an earlier article in the 
Hermes, xxiii. p. 591, that not even the 
discovery of O was able to do this, since all 
our MSS. go back to a common source), 
will, taken in connection with other colla- 
tions that need to be made, enable us to 
determine once and for all on what the 
critical foundations of the restitution of the 
text shall be based. I believe that I see, 
with great probability, what these founda- 
tions will be. But complete certainty can 
be attained only by one who has before him 
complete collations, not only of the three 
great MSS. (for I still, in spite of Pro- 
fessor Schulze’s disappointment, regard R 
asa MS. of the same rank with O and G), 
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but of a sufficient number of the seventy 
or more secondary MSS. to represent fairly 
well the whole mass of tradition for which 
they stand. Messrs. Burton, Denison, Tam- 
blyn and Holmes, members of the School 
in Rome during my Directorship, collated 
four MSS. in the Vatican, to which I shall 

attach the sigla W, X, Y, and Z. Messrs. 
Shipley and Dixon, likewise members of the 

School, collated A and B respectively, soon 
afterward. Mr. Dixon has since that time 
returned to Europe to make collations of 
P (Parisinus 7989), C, A (Hllis’s La!) La?, 
Rice. 606, Vaticanus 1630, D, H, L, and M. 
He was recalled to this country before the 
last four collations were made, but | have 
since provided for them. With the help of 
Mr. Dixon and Mr. Washburn, Fellows of 
the University of Chicago, I plan to put out 
a complete collation of ABCDGHLA 
La? MOP RT Vat. 1630 W X Y Z and 
Rice. 606, together with the conclusions to 
which we come with regard to the main 
lines of descent, and the very complicated 

inter-relationships, of the secondary MSS. 
This done, I propose to publish a continuous 
restored text of the lost Verona MS. 
(uncertain restorations being indicated by 
underlining), with a critical apparatus 
comprising the readings of those MSS. 
which have survived the tests. 1 hope 
that by that time Professor Schulze will 
have been able to give a little more thought 
to the matter, so that he will not say of these 
things, as he has done of R, that he does 
not see ‘wie die Kritik des Catull durch sie 
weiter geférdert werden kann.” 

Wm. GarDNER HALE. 

The University of Chicago. 

STARKIE’S WASPS 

The Wasps of Aristophanes: with Introduc- 
tion, Metrical Analysis, Critical Notes, 
and Commentary, by W. J. M. Srarkir, 
M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Trinity College, 
Dublin, Late Scholar of Trinity College, 
Cambridge. (Macmillan & Co.’s Classical 
Series. 1897.) 6s. 

THE preface states that this edition ‘is in- 
tended to supply a general introduction to 
the study of Aristophanes.’ It may be 
doubted whether the Wasps is the best play 
with which to introduce a beginner to 
Aristophanes: the details of the Athenian 
law-court system are not of much interest 

OF ARISTOPHANES. 

to modern readers, and there is nothing in 
the play, except the Marathon chorus, which 
is up to the poet’s highest level. Apart 
from this there can be little fault to find 
with the way in which the editor has done 
his work. The book is not, like so many 
publications intended for school use, a mere 
epitome of matter to be found in previous 
editions. Mr. Starkie shows a thorough 
acquaintance with the literature bearing on 
Aristophanes and his times, and he has pro- 
duced an edition of first-rate importance 
which should satisfy the requirements, not 
of beginners only, but of advanced students. 
A specially valuable feature of the book is 
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the introduction, which contains a full 
account of the structure of an Aristophanic 
drama and of the metres employed, giving 
much information not hitherto brought to- 
gether in a form accessible to English 
readers. The bibliography of Aristophanic 
literature will also be found very useful. 
In an edition meant for beginners it might 
have been well to add a short sketch of the 
development of Athenian comedy and_ of 
Aristophanes’ career: nearly all that 
would be needed is to be found scattered 
through the notes, but it would have been 
more conveniently available if brought to- 
gether in the introduction. 

The text has been carefully treated. The 
more important variant readings and sug- 
gestions are given at the foot of the page, 
and points of special difficulty are thoroughly 
discussed in a critical appendix. The new 
emendations proposed are not numerous, but 
are in every case worth consideration. Mr. 
Starkie has followed Zielinski in transposing 
lines 1265-91 and lines 1450-73. The 
alteration is a plausible one and would cer- 
tainly have been worth mention in the 
notes ; but it is doubtful whether rearrange- 
ments of this kind deserve to appear in the 
text. The gain in logical connexion is 
slight, and the departure from the old num- 
bering of the lines produces a good deal of 
confusion. 

The notes are full and accurate on both 
grammatical and historical points: the 
translations given are usually vigorous, and 
succeed very satisfactorily in preserving the 
order of the words, a point of much impor- 
tance for the appreciation of Aristophanic 
humour. Mr. Starkie has perhaps now and 
then gone rather too far in his attempts to 
give his commentary an up-to-date flavour : 
for instance his explanation of the pavreéa of 
Eurycles by a reference to Trilby (note on 
line 1022) is unnecessary and will, we may 
hope, before long be unintelligible. On the 
other hand all students of Athenian history 
will be grateful to him for the note (line 
895) in which he illuminates the description 
of Cleon as xiwy 700 Sijov by quoting Heine’s 
picture of Cobbett. 

The passage in the Wasps which presents 
most points for discussion is no doubt 
Bdelycleon’s speech (lines 650-718). It 
seems clear that Bdelycleon is here the 
mouthpiece of the political views held by 
Aristophanes and the party of young aristo- 
crats with whom he was in sympathy; and 
the speech is consequently of first-rate im- 
portance for the comprehension of the poet’s 
general standpoint, as well as for the light 
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which it throws on questions of Athenian 
economy. Mr. Starkie’s notes are here as 
usual careful and instructive, but it seems 
to me that he has not quite grasped the true 
force of the argument. He adopts Rogers’s 
view that the dpxaia vocos attacked by Bdely- 
cleon is not the jury system in general, but 
the alliances between the demagogues and the 
dicasts ; and, if I understand him rightly, 
he thinks that Aristophanes wishes to break 
up this alliance by showing that the dicasts 
are unjustly deprived by the demagogues of 
their due share of the state revenues. 
Surely the more obvious view is the right 
one, and what Aristophanes means to attack 
is the jury system as a whole; though no 
doubt the attack is to some extent masked. 
But when he complains with mock sympathy 
that the jurymen’s fees do not amount to so 
much as a tenth of the entire revenue of the 
state, the irony is unmistakable: the 
audience are meant to feel, not that the 
dicasts are underpaid, but that they are 
scandalously overpaid. If this is the inten- 
tion of the passage, we must make allowance 
for it in drawing conclusions from the 
figures quoted. It is to Aristophanes’ in- 
terest to make as high an estimate as 
possible of the expenditure in dicasts’ fees : 
consequently we may expect to find that the 
figures on which this estimate is based are 
considerably exaggerated: and this fact has 
been generally recognized, though on Mr. 
Starkie’s view of the passage the exaggera- 
tion would be inexplicable. It is also to 
Aristophanes’ interest to give a low estimate 
of the total revenue, so as to make the dis- 
proportion between the two senses appear 
more glaring ; and this is a strong ground 
for believing that the 2000 talents is an 
understatement, rather than, as usually sup- 
posed, an overstatement; though in the 
absence of corroborative evidence the point 
must remain doubtful. 

The note on line 56 makes I think an 
unnecessary difficulty of the relations be- 
tween Eupolis and Aristophanes. We know 
that the two dramatists were political allies 
and collaborated in the Knights: and we also 
find that they seem to take every occasion of 
attacking one another in their plays. Mr. 
Starkie and others have invented a breach of 
friendship to account for this: but it seems 
more natural to suppose that these attacks 
were merely an ingenious arrangement for 
mutual advertisement. Most of the criti- 
cisms which Aristophanes brings against the 
dramatic methods of Eupolis would apply 
equally well to his own. In lines 407-8, 
where the best MSS. give dAAa Gaara 
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haBdvres ds TaxvoTa, Tadia, Oetre Kal BoGre, 
Mr. Starkie has adopted the reading Badorres. 
It is no doubt true, as he says, that the 
iuatia must belong to the chorus, but I do 
not see that this is inconsistent with the re- 
tention of the reading AaBovres. The old 
men would certainly wear their cloaks while 
waiting in the streets in the early morning: 
then when they prepare to use force against 
Bdelycleon, they give them to the boys to 
hold: this is not incompatible with the fact 
that the boys, or some of them, are to run 
for help. In line 536 the reading of the 
MES., ctrep, 6 py yevoil’, odtds o° €béAoL Kpa- 
thoat, is corrected by the ingenious emenda- 
tion o &’ ou xpatjoas, which is almost 
certainly right. In the difficult passage 
1017 seqg. Mr. Starkie provides a satisfac- 
tory construction by altering «is to dare 
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(line 1020): but his further suggestion of 
kopnjoa (line 1024) is hardly convincing, 
though éxreAéoa is no doubt wrong. In line 
1290 érOyjxica is taken as referring to the 
Clouds, but this hardly seems likely in view 
of the fact that Aristophanes elsewhere 
prides himself on the xawdrarar diavorae of 
that play. 

I have noticed the following misprints. 
In the text line 659 xai should be omitted : 
in the notes, on line 849 for Bdelycleon read 
Philocleon, on line 1312 for Philocleon read 
Sthenelus: on p. 395 for ‘ eiagopa line 60’ 
read ‘ciogopa line 41.’ By a curious slip 
Mr. Starkie speaks throughout the book 
of H. (instead of U.) von Wilamowitz- 
Méllendorff. 

R. J. G. Mayor. 

HILL’S SOURCES FOR GREEK HISTORY. 

Sources for Greek History, B.c. 478-431. 
Collected and arranged by G. F. Hit, 
M.A., of the British Museum. Oxford, 
Clarendon Press, 1897. 10/6. 

Mr. Hitt is a specialist in coins, a subject 
in which the student, if he is to work at it 
at all, must ever be face to face with his 
original sources. It is this, perhaps, that 
has inspired him to come over and help the 
unhappy Greek historian, who is ordinarily 
removed from his evidences by a cloud of 
commentary, and can only get at them by 
undergoing the maximum amount of un- 
necessary labour. Mr. Hill has earned the 
gratitude of all students of the zevrijxovra 
érn. It is possible now to read one’s Busolt 
with profit, without an armoury of books by 
one’s side. I do not say that for a final 
decision on every disputed point it would be 
wise to take this list of sources as exhaustive. 
Space has compelled a certain amount of 
selection, and here and there, as I shall show 
later, perfection will only be reached in a 
second edition. But it would not be going 
too far to say that in nine cases out of ten 
the researcher or lecturer who wishes to 
shake himself free for a moment from other 
men’s theories, and review the evidence for 
himself without prejudice, will find this book 
clear and adequate. He would, too, be 
indeed a well-equipped historian if he did 
not here and there find an inscription or a 
reference that had previously escaped him, 

The interesting record of the construction 
of a guard-house on the Akropolis é[zos] av 
Spaméres pe élot ler pede Aorwodvz[ es] (Ch. iv. p. 
196 = C.J.A. iv. p. 140, 26a) will be new to 
some, while many will not yet have read 
their last edition of Busolt thoroughly 
enough (iii. 1, pp. 426, 7) to realise what a 
gap has been filled in our knowledge of the 
events of 446/445. Even in that dry light 
the story reads vividly enough, of how the 
three tribes honoured Pythion the Megarian, 
who saved them in that great débacle, éx 
Llayav ayayov da Bowrédv és “A@jvas (Ch, iil. 
p- 131=C./.A. ii. 1675). Though Kohler 
published the article which interpreted the 
epitaph aright in Hermes for 1889 (p. 92 
seq.) this most exciting of inscriptions 
has not found its way into Beloch (1893), 
Holm (Eng. Trans. 1895), Forbes, Thue. i. 
(1895), nor even into Frazer’s note on 
Pausanias x. 15, 1 (1898). Classen-Steup. 
Thue. i. (1897) mentions it, but dismisses it 
summarily in the most uncritical fashion. 
It will be worth while then for everyone 
—except perhaps Professor Busolt—to read 
through this book on the chance of adding 
to knowledge. 

Mr. Hill himself, however, disclaims 
writing this book for the advanced scholar 
except in a secondary degree. Its main 
object is to be a reference book for lecturers 
and their pupils. There is certainly no book 
in existence on ancient history which could 
be used so well for developing the historical 
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sense and training the power of balancing 
evidence. University teachers could not do 
better than place this in the hands of 
their more advanced students, and set them 
towork out some point from the evidence here 
given. What, for instance, could be better 
practice for a student than to be turned on 
to the three pages on HupPodal . . . Zup- 
Boro dika (pp. 40-42) or the list of 
inscriptions grouped under the heading 
‘Share of Byzantion in the Revolt’ (p. 141), 
and to be asked to form a judgment as to how 
much and how little they proved? Those of 
us who had the good fortune to get our 
introduction to Greek History from Prof. 
Case, will remember that he used to do 
something of the sort with us. But Hicks’ 
Inscriptions, which was our Text Book, is 
for the purpose inferior to the present work. 
It gives only one side of the evidence, and 
it gives too much help. Hicks is indeed for 
this very reason not superseded. Its great 
value lies in its commentary, and commentary 
is of necessity excluded from the present 
work. One can refer a student to Hicks for 
the Chalcis or Methone inscriptions without 
lecturing on them in detail. But Mr. Hill’s 
sources must be added to Thucydides plus 
Hicks as the whole duty of man for the 
Athenian Hegemony. 

On one point a concession may be made 
to commentary without departing from the 
plan of the book. Chapter ii., on the Quota 
Lists, with its excellent section on the means 
for determining dates, is too good not to be 
made better. In its present form its pure 
severity is such that the (.J.A.is a popular 
handbook by its side. That Mr. Hill should 
print inscriptions on Dittenberger’s system, 
with as near an approximation as possible to 
the original alphabet, has many advantages. 
But the old Attic letters are one thing, un- 
explained money symbols another. There 
are many of us, let us frankly confess it, who 
will copy out a section of Hicks’ ‘ Notanda’ 
over the heading of the chapter, even if we 
do not hunger after Kirchhoft’s Index ii. 
I confess that I should be grateful if Mr. 
Hill were to adapt and revise Index ii. for 
his next edition. There are few things more 
stimulating, more suggestive of points of 
research. 

The most obvious point for criticism in 
the whole book is the choice of passages for 
printing in full. Inscriptions have all that 
is relevant in them given at length. But 
in the case of the literary sources, the full 
text is given only for the less accessible 
writers, and mere references for Thucydides, 
Herodotus, and the ’A@yvatwy Todurefa. It 
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certainly is a shock to find under the heading 
‘The Revolt of Samos,’ one line of Refer- 
ences to Thucydides Book I. and four and a 
half pages of long quotations from Diodorus, 
Plutarch, Aelan, Text and Scholia of the 
Vespae, and Scholia of the Pax. Mr. Hill, 
however, is probably right in the case of 
Thucydides. There will be no reader of the 
book who will not have Thucydides to hand, 
and know to start with, that he is the prim- 
ary authority for the period. If by any 
possibility he does not know it, the pre- 
cedence which Mr. Hill gives the references 
over the quotations will at least challenge 
enquiry. There is not room for everything, 
and the most important has to be assumed, 
taken for granted. We make a present of 
Mr. Hill to Dr. Verrall as an argument for 
his Euripides. The references to Herodotus 
on the other hand, do not seem numerous or 
long enough to justify the same treatment, 
and we are convinced that it is not applic- 
able tg the ’A@yvatwy Todite’a. Important 
as that is for the fourth century, Plutarch’s 
Life of Perikles is a far better authority for 
the wevrjKovra érn. As for accessibility, is 
there not Dr. Holden and the Red Mac- 
millan? Not that it would be wise to give 
the Life of Perikles in references only. But 
a recognition of the fact that Plutarch is 
not rare even in an Undergraduate’s Library 
in the same sense as Diodorus and Justin, 
would make it easier to reorganize the most 
diffuse portion of the book, Chapter VI. 
Whole pages at a time are given from 
Plutarch on Themistokles, and there are 
too many biographical details even about 
Perikles. Space might be better spared for 
the quotation of a batch of out of the way 
references to ‘Athenian Trade with the 
West’ on p. 160. In general, however, Mr. 
Hill has followed the sound principle of 
paying greater attention to the unknown 
than the known, to the doubtful than the cer- 
tain, the scattered than the continuous. It 
is for this reason—and also perhaps because 
numismatists have a special affection for 
Sicily—that he has devoted ample space to 
the Western Greeks. The ten pages on 
Empedokles are a monograph, and an ex- 
tremely interesting one. His manufacture, 
however, of a confectioner’s Bots for sacrifice 
at Olympia does not surely show his ‘ liber- 
ality’ (ch. viii. 175-176, p. 349)% We 
imagine that it was the usual thing for 
victors at the games to offer as good sacrifices 
as that. It should be headed ‘ Vegetarian- 
ism’ or ‘Consistency to Principle’ or classed 
among his ‘ other works.’ 

So much for general criticism. It may be 
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useful to notice a few points of detail that 
call for zorrection in a second edition. On 
p- 14 (ch. i. 71) the ‘thousand cities’ of 
the Vespae will mislead the beginner if it is 
left as the only quotation under ‘ Number of 
the cities.’ A cross reference to the Zuvre- 
Nea of p. 20 (ch. 1. 93) would help to put 
him on the right track. On p. 19 (ch. i. 84) 
the quotation from Suidas is by itself ob- 
scure. A cross reference should be given to 
Harpocration p. 20 (ch. i. 90), where it is 
stated that Antiphon’s speech was about the 
®opos. Chapter iii. 95 on p. 104 is mis- 
leading. First comes the Record of the 
Kleonaeans who fought at Tanagra for the 
Athenians, and then in the same section 
‘Note Boiotian Contingent at Tanagra. Cf. 
Plat. Ale. i. 112 C.’ Nine beginners out of 
ten would assume that Kleonae was in 
Boeotia. The ‘cf.’ in front of the Plato 
Reference distinctly implies that the Boeo- 
tians have been already mentioned. It 
should be put into a separate section with 
the note attached. On p. 109 (ch. iii. 112), 
p- 119 (iii. 148), and p. 136 (iii. 230) we 
have Andocides de Pace. 3. quoted for 
the occupation of Troezen, the Five Years 
Peace, and the Thirty Years Peace. It is 
doubtful whether it is fair to spring this 
appalling passage on the beginner without 
some warning. For the mass of contradic- 
tions and confusions it contains, see Jebb, 
Attic Orators i. pp. 150-1. Mr. Hill may 
answer that to annihilate it will be useful 
work for the youthful critic. But he would 
not be prepared for such gross ignorance in 
a man who lived in the fifth century, and I 
should rather not run the risk of his absorb- 
ing as history that after the battle of 
Salamis, but before the fortification of the 
Peiraeus, Miltiades the son of Cimon was 
recalled from his ostracism in the Cher- 
sonnese to make the Five Years Peace, and 
succeeded in preserving it for thirteen years 
till the Aeginetan War broke out, and was 
succeeded in its turn by the Thirty Years 
Peace! A heading ‘Confused allusion to’ 
would meet my objection. In any case, 
however, if the passage is to be quoted for 
the Five Years Peace, the éry zévre of the 
MSS. had better be retained. It is true 
that Aeschines, who was unfortunate in the 
choice of a passage for his egregious plagiar- 
ism (De Fals. Leg. 172), says omrovdas revry- 
xovtaereis. But that may have been the one 
thing Aeschines altered. Though nothing 
was too bad for his history, it may have 
struck him as odd that a Five Years Peace 
should last for Thirteen. Andocides on the 
other hand would not have said ‘ Fifty.’ The 
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one point that is clear is that he did not 
invent, but strung together in a stupid and 
thoughtless way, all sorts of vague things 
he had heard in childhood, probably (in- 
ternal evidence would suggest) from 6 
nammos 6 perepos. The events happened, 
but differently, and in another order. He 
had heard of a Five Years Peace, of a Thirty 

Years Peace, and of a Peace lasting Thir- 
teen Years (cf. Thue. i. 87, 6), as he had 
heard of the occupation of Troezen by the 
Athenians, of the connection of Miltiades 
with the Chersonnese, and of an ostracism 
in which his name occurred. He was not 
troubled with arithmetical scruples. He 
could indeed have argued that a Peace may 
go on indefinitely beyond its first appointed 
term. But no ‘Fifty Years Peace’ would 

be simmering in his hazy brain. The only 

examples of a ‘Fifty Years Peace’ were 

those of 421, a date far too near that 

unlucky horse accident of his to be ‘An- 

cient History. He had to remember 

very sharply the events of his early youth. 

Besides in point of fact his subsequent 

allusions to the ‘Peace of Nicias,’ though 

not luminous, show a marked advance in 

accuracy on all that has gone before. After 

all, the real significance of the whole passage 

is the light it throws on the ignorance of 

the history of his country possessed by the 

average Athenian. If Aeschines had not 

done us the kindness of copying, editors 

would have emended Andocides wholesale. 

The excellent collection of evidences for 

and against the Peace of Kallias may be 

slightly improved. On p. 127 (Ch. iii. 184) 

Thue. v. 1, 1, viii. 5, 5 and vill. 56, 4, are 

grouped together under the heading ‘ The 

Greek Cities in Asia regarded as Persian.’ 

viii. 5, 5 should alone be retained under this 

heading. v. 1, 1 proves that some Greek 

cities were in fact Persian, and vill. 56, 4 

that the Athenians did not regard the bulk 

of them, if any, as Persian, that the Per- 

sians knew this, and that in spite of not 

expunging their names from the Roll Books 

of the Satrapies, they would have valued an 

official renunciation of the Athenian claims. 

In fact it is the strongest argument for the 

existence of the Peace (see Beloch i. p. 489 

n. 3, Busolt iii. 1, p. 353 n. 1). On p. 142 

(iii, 248, 249) the heading ‘ Disaffection in 

Chios’ is not justified by the passages 

quoted. That one of the Athenian generals 

—it so happened that it was Sophokles— 

should meet Ion at dinner in Chios during 

the Samian War, seems to me the most 

natural thing in the world, especially as we 

are told that he was stopping there on his 
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way to Lesbos. There is no hint elsewhere 
(pace Busolt iii. 1, p. 545) that the attitude 
of Chios was uncertain, till the winter of 
425/424 (Thue. iv. 51), and the passage in 
the Ides of Eupolis (Kock 232 = Hill, Ch. 
i. 48), whether written before or after this 

suspicion of disaffection, shows at least that 
the general character of the Island for 
loyalty was not low : 

avtn Xéos, Kadi 7oAts * 
TréeuTe. yap tvpiv vads paxpds, avdpas 0 drav 

denon, 
Kat TadAra rreifapxe KadGs, amrAnKtos womep 

Ur7ros. 

On p. 145 (ch. iii. 261) ‘ Boundary of the 
Land of the Athenian Eponymoi in Samos,’ 
is obscure for beginners. They will take 
it as referring to Kleruchs. Write rather 
‘Eponymous Heroes.’ On p. 153 (ch. iii. 
296), to the cross references for the 
Tribute of Lemnos and Imbros should be 
added C.I.A. i. 239, iv. p. 72 (ch. ii. 14), 
and also a quotation from the ragéis ddpov of 
425/424 (C.I.A. i. 37), where Bockh reason- 

ably reads [HJE@[AIZTIES]. In a deli- 
cate matter such as the Tribute of the 
Kleruchies it may be misleading to stop 
short of the full evidence. ‘ Hephaistioz’ 
of the Heading is of course a slip. On p. 
155 (ch. iii. 306) a ‘Settlement of the 
Athenians’ at Nymphaeum is not proved 
by the tore ris réAews exovons 7d ywpidv 
tovro of Aeschines in Ctes. 171 (ch. iii. 298 
not 294). Nymphaeum was a Tribute City 
(ch. 11. 807, 8), with perhaps a ¢povpd in it, 
as Byzantium and Kyzikus (Aristoph. Vesp, 
235, and Eupolis odes Kock 233 =ch. ii. 
154 and 155). This is more probable than to 
see a connection with the settlement at 
Sinope (Plut. Per. 20 =ch. iii. 297). 

On p. 169 (ch. iii. 373) the passage in 
which Siris is claimed by Themistokles as 
an Athenian possession should be included 
under the heading ‘Herodotus at Thurioi,’ 
as well as under ‘ Themistokles’ designs on 
and relations with the West’ (ch. iii. 
322). It is probable that the claim of 
Thurioi to the Siritis in the struggle 
with Tarentum was based on some 
version, possibly an exaggerated version, 
of a project of Themistokles (see Busolt 
il. 1, pp. 518 n. 5 and 536), and that Hero- 
dotus is here repeating a local story. On 
p. 206 (ch. v. 58) ‘The Marine Class’ is a 
bad translation of 6 vavtikds dydos. One 
thinks at once of émBara. On p. 208 (ch. 
v. 75) Mr. Hill reads in 0.2.4. i. 61 vs. 11, 
[Alixaley 3€ rds PBacréas aut[c|é[v] o[vov] 
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e[Boretoeos tos det PBacr|Acvoavra(s), and 

notes ‘EY ZANTA lapicidae errore scriptum 

videtur pro EYONTAS. Kirchhoff.’ This 
proposal of Kirchhoff’s was, to say the least 
of it, drastic. Mr. Hill’s reading is, how- 
ever, itself not free from objections. I do 
not know what parallel can be given for 
this use of the Aorist Participle, ‘ those who 
have at the given moment entered upon 
office,’ in a legal formula. But if it were 
allowable, it would surely be better to read 
tov det Baowevoavta and save the stone- 
mason’s honour, Gilbert (Eng. Trans. p. 
125) holds with reason that the reference is 
to the dpxwv Bacred’s, and not to three or 
all the archons, and if so the plural of rods 
Bacwreas would merely be a variation for 
det with the singular. Asa matter of fact, 
however, the right reading is to be looked 
for on other lines. In C./.A. iv. p. 18 
Kirchhoff himself accepts Sauppe’s con- 
jecture €[éav Tis dutiarar Tov Bo|AevoarTa. 

On p. 230 (ch. v. 199) Mr. Hill quotes 
C.I.A. i. 188 for ‘Expenditure on Festi- 
vals.’ If the duwBedA‘a here mentioned refers 
to the ewpixov at all, it cannot lightly be 
predicated of the Periklean period in face of 
the direct statement in the ’A@nvaiwv Todureia 
28, 3, that Kleophon tiv diwBodAtay erdpice 
aparos. As Gilbert (Eng. Trans. p. 338 n. 1) 
notices, it seems more than a coincidence 
that the first trace of the word dwfedria 
should be in an inscription from 410-409, 
the date when in all probability Kleophon 
was just rising to power. Wilamowitz- 
Mollendorff, indeed (Arist. und Athen. il. 
p- 212), does not believe that the duwfedria 
has any connection with the fewpixdv. But 
on either theory Mr. Hill is in the wrong. 
It is an interesting point that in the same 
inscription (vs. 12-14) the younger Perikles 
is mentioned as President or Senior Member 
of the Hellenotamiae in connection with 
the disbursement for this diwBedia. The 
name has betrayed Mr. Hill into a mistake, 
for on p. 267 (ch. vi. 85) we find another 
mention of Perikles from the same inscrip- 
tion referred to the Elder instead of to the 
Younger. It is probable too, that the 
occurrence of the name of Perikles four 
times on this inscription influenced Mr. Hill 
in his dating of the @ewprxov. I wish it 
could seriously be maintained that Plutarch 
(Per. 9), our principal authority for its 
ascription to Perikles, had made the same 
mistake. I fear that the chance that he 
noticed the inscription in situ is a remote 
one, and though certainly the tapiau Tov iepov 
xenedrov tis A@nvaias rapédocav €x Tov éme- 
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telwv Ynpicapévov Tod Onj.ov, We cannot assume 
it as probable that Craterus included it in 
his collection of Yydiopara. 

It remains to add a few new passages 
which might be included. On p. 24 (ch. 1. 
110) the references to Thucydides on ‘The 
Character of the Athenian Rule’ are inade- 
quate, representing as they do merely the 
arguments with which the Athenians them- 
selves justified it at Melos and Kamarina. 
On the one hand we might have a selection 
of passages, such as Thuc. i. 8, 5-8 ; ui. 10, 
3; viii. 2, 2 and 48, 5-6 showing that the 
dominant class in the allied cities felt their 
position as one of degradation, followed by 
the impartial rapa 7d KabeornKds edovlwy of 
Thue. i. 98. On the other hand might be 
noticed that the poorer classes were in many 
if not all cases Phil-athenian, preferring the 
whips of a foreign djuos to the scorpions 
of their own xadol kayaGoi (Thue. ii. 27, 2 ; 
vill. 9, 3 and 14, 1-2). This, however, does 
not prove much as to the actual character 
of the yepovia, the patriotism of Greek 
parties being largely dependent on the fact 
of dominance, with its accompanying sense 
of possession. The oligarch of Athens was 
as ready a traitor to airovoyia as the demo- 
crat of Chios. Some passages are needed 
which will give an idea of material benefits 
or hardships. The locus classicus for this 
is of course the dra6j otcay aro Tov Mydixdv 
of Thuc. viii. 24, 3-5, and this, combined 
with the aAovowrato dvres tov “EAAjvov 
of Thue. viii. 45, 4 might well be brought 
into connection with the recorded contvri- 
butions of Chios to the allied forces. <A 
few typical figures, too, from the Quota 
Lists, might suggest the small price which 
commercial cities paid for a security such 
as is represented by the dreyiorov yap 
ovens THs Iwvias of Thue. iii. 33, 2, the 
naiveté with which the traders of the 
Aegean assumed that any ship of war that 
came their way must be Athenian (7b. iii. 32, 
3), and the attempt to cope with the piracy 
of even the Karian coast (7. ii. 69,1). The 
xgdAXAa and Ayorai of the Teian Inscription 
of 470 (C.1.G. 3044) may well be quoted here 
in full, instead of being merely referred to in 
ch. ili. 286a. A cross reference however, to 
ch. i. 221, 235, 309 and 310 would show that 
this commercial security was partly balanced 
by commercial restrictions. A quotation 
or two from the smuggling scenes of the 
Acharnians would also be valuable, as the 
Aeves of the Empire must have felt the pres- 
sure and the irritation even more strongly 
than the Attic dyopa itself. Part of the 
Methone Inscription (C./.A. i. 40), already 
utilized to point other morals, might be 
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quoted under a new heading ‘ Relations of 
the Cities of the League with the Interior.’ 
Some cross references to the passages dealing 
with the connections of the Asiatic Cities 
with Persia and the ‘ Demonstration’ made 
by the Athenian fleet in Pontus would make 
this a valuable section. On p. 160, under 
the heading of ‘ Athenian designs on Sicily’ 
might be added ‘the Treaties with Rhegion 
and Leontinoi (C./.A. i. 33, iv. 33a, p. 13), 
which were made in the Archonship of 
Apseudes, 433/432, and therefore fall within 
the period. The Acharnians 606, trois 0 é&v 
Kapapivy kav eda xav KatayéAa might be 
quoted in illustration. On p. 172 should be 
mentioned the Inscribed Stones found in the 
Themistoklean Walls, confirming as they do 
in the most direct way Thue. i. 93,2. They 
are C.I.A. i. 479, 483 ( = Hicks 13, 14. 
Roberts “pig. 57, 61), C.L.A. iv. 1 4776 
(Roberts 44a) and 7. iv. 2, 477h (see Lolling 
ad loc.). On p. 192 quote the Acharnians 
508. dyvpa tov aorov for the pérouo, and 
for the important part they played in 
Athenian life note the fact that the word 
and its cognates occur nine times in our 
remains of Aeschylus, and five times in 
those of Sophokles, and in probably every 
case with a consciousness of their technical 
meaning. On p. 207 it was surely an over- 
sight not to quote the Humenides 684-709, 
under the ‘ Fall of the Areiopagos.’ Ch. v. 1. 
‘ Position of the Areiopagos after the Persian 
War’ should be moved from p. 199 to p. 207. 
On p. 209 (Ch. vi. 54), the reference to 
Rhousopoulos for Themistokles and the bull 
will in future, of course, be followed by one 
to Wachsmuth ([heinisches Museum, 1897, 

p- 140) or Perey Gardner (C.R. Feb. 1898, 
p. 21). Their explanation of the origin of 
the suicide myth is convincing. 

If an inscription is needed on p. 267, in- 
stead of the unfortunate (./.A. i. 188, to 
introduce Perikles’ Deme, the Theatrical 
Record of his xopyyia for Aeschylus, C./.A. 
ii. 971a, could be inserted with advantage. 
It is of great general interest, and the tact 
that the stone only dates from the fourth 
century detracts little from its value, as it is 
almost certainly an authentic republication 
of contemporary records. On p. 285, the & 

peylotn yA@tra tv “EAAnvidwv of Kratinus 
(Fr. 295 Kock) may be added under the 
heading ‘ Perikles’ Rhetorical Style.’ 

In conclusion let me add that this some- 
what long list of criticisms and suggestions 
is only an index of the fact that personally 
I have found Mr. Hill’s book of the greatest 
value, and have had it constantly in my 
hands for several months of lecturing. 

2R0NALD M. Burrows. 
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WESSNER’S FULGENTIUS. 

Fabii Planciadis Fulgentii Kaupositio Ser- 
monum Antiquorum, von Dr, Pau Wess- 
NER (pp. 82) (from ‘ Commentationes 
Jenenses,’ VI. ii.). Jena, 1898. 

AurHoucH this edition of Fulgentius’ Dic- 
tionary of Old Latin Terms does not claim 
to be final, it is so greatly superior to any 
previous edition that we can now be said to 
have a fairly satisfactory text. And a 
satisfactory text 1s worth having, for how- 
ever careless in his quotations Fulgentius 
may have been, he cannot be safely ignored 
by students of the earlier Latin writers. 
His illustration in the ‘ Vergiliana Conti- 
nentia’ of the word caiave, to flog: (ad Aen, 
vil. init.) apud antiquos ‘caiatio’ dicebatur 
puerilis caedes, 

quid tu amicam times? ne te manuleo caiet 4 

has been vindicated from the suspicion that 
has long attached to all his statements by 
the partial decipherment in the Ambrosian 
Plautus Palimpsest of a line of the Cistel- 
daria (v. 252): 

QUIDTUERGO * * * * * *« * TEMANVLEO, 

which can hardly be anything else than the 
passage quoted. 

Lersch’s denunciations of Fulgentius as a 
swindler without a swindler’s cleverness 
(ein hoéchst geistesarmer Filscher), are a 
good deal weakened by Wessner’s demon- 
stration of the utter incorrectness of Lersch’s 
theory of the text. It may be well to 
reserve judgment on the extent of Fulgen- 
tius’ inaccuracy until in the first place we 
have a text based on the collation of a 
sufficient number of MSS., and in the second 
until the relation of the text contained in 
our MSS. to the text actually written by 
Fulgentius has been satisfactorily deter- 
mined. The improved text of Nonius (Bks. 
i.—ill.), which Onions derived from a collation 
of all the extant MSS. of importance, 
relieved that author from a good many 
imputations of misquotation and misinter- 
pretation. It was found that a lost ‘codex 
optimus’ gave many quotations in a correct 
form which had been perverted in other 
MSS., and that some absurd interpretations 
of Old Latin terms were marginal adscripts 
of Carlovingian monks, adscripts which did 
not appear in the archetype of our existing 
MSS. As Helm has pointed out (in his 
review of Wessner in the Berliner Philo- 

logische Wochenschrift, xvii. 554), the head- 

ings of the paragraphs of Fulgentius’ ‘ Ex- 
positio,’ e.g. (§ 46) QVID SIT EXERCITYVS. QVID 

SIC NICTARE, QVID SIT (sic) VALGIA, look like 
marginal index-jottings of a later date, which 
have found their way into the text; and it 
may ultimately be ascertained that the 
extant version of Fulgentius’ ‘ Expositio’ is 
as much a recast of the original as Paulus 
Diaconus’ epitome is of the work of Festus. 
The carelessness ascribed to Fulgentius may 
in great part be really due to some mediaeval 
abbot who produced this version for the use 
of monastic students. Besides, there is 
every likelihood that the errors of scribes 
have often distorted the author’s statements. 
In the paragraph just cited Wessner elicits 
from the MSS. this text: Exercitus dicitur 
contemptus. Unde et Plautus in Milite 
glorioso ait, 

itane nos nostramque familiam habes 
exercitam 4 

et ubi supra ait, 
plus uideas ualgis quam sauiis, denique 

omnes nictant eum. 

But it seems to me quite conceivable that 
plus is a corruption of Plautus and has 
occasioned the insertion quam, so that the 
passage may properly run as follows : 

et ubi supra ait Plautus: 
uideas ualgis sauiis, 

denique omnes : 
nictant ei. 

And I am not at all sure that editors of 
Plautus are right in ignoring the testimony 
of Fulgentius to the reading nictant for 
ductant in Mil. 93-4: 

itaque hic meretrices, labiis dum ductant 
eum, 

maiorem partem uideas ualgis sauiis. 

Here ductant of the Palatine MSS. is con- 
firmed by Charisius (p. 103 K). We have 
not however this passage preserved in the 
Ambrosian Palimpsest, which so often ex- 
hibits a rival version to the Palatine (e.g. 
Epid. 620 grauastellus P, rawistellus A ; 
Bacch. 518 dicat iocum P, narret logos A) ; 
and the use of nictare by the older writers 
in the sense of ‘et oculorum et aliorum 
membrorum nisu saepe aliquid conari’ is 
abundantly evidenced by Festus (188, 7 Th.). 
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It seems to me more possible that nictunt et 
was an ancient variant of ductant ewm in 
this line of Plautus, than that Fulgentius 
introduced this word of all others into this 
line of all others through knavery or forget- 
fulness. 

But the question of our author’s trust- 
worthiness cannot be rightly settled till we 
have that complete critical edition of the 
‘ Expositio,’ which it is to be hoped will in 
time be provided by Prof. Wessner. 

Let me offer two contributions to it from 
the Bodleian Library :— 

(J) A collation of a Bodleian MS. (Auct. 
T. 2, 18). This MS. which, like so many 

others, has been brought into notice by Mr. 
Madan’s Summary Catalogue of Western 
MSS., is in that catalogue numbered 20627 
and referred to the first half of the tenth 
century. 

$$ 1-23 are in excerpt form, with the 
examples omitted, e.g. ($ 1) Sandapila feret- 
rum mortuorum in quo plebeiorum atque 
dampnatorum cadauera portabantur. 

§§ 24-fin., collated with Wessner’s text: 
24 Quid sint; 25 memmius; 27 ubi tum 
bacade ; 28 antistans (n alt. in ras. ut vid.) ; 
29 erisalo; 30 nauiculae quas drom. 
auerso ; 32 epicarmine pluuiosa ; 32 dio- 
ualares (passim, sed 1. 17 diowole) —pamma- 
tius ut paratam (om. Dircen) Nam 
egoita utsunt nunc; 33 gabius nomen 
om.te fori conficiam ussoricina ; 34 0m. 
ait om. omnis ; 37 coralaria ; 39 lent- (passim) 

sicca. Lisimachus (sic) ; 40 ed. ab eden- 
do dictum asinaria; 41 om. ait; 43 mi- 
ropola dicuntur sicut sunt dioualaria ; 
44 Quid sit celox nauiculae quod 
nos blamplum ; 45 om. in libro; 46 
quid nictare quid ualgia. Exercitus dicitur 
contemptus exercitam contemptam nic- 
tare uero ualgia enim; 47 quid sim- 
plones __ simpilones conuiuae (om. dicuntur) 

tab. dicitur ; 49 Quid sit congerra 
butrianes ; 50 cistella dicitur capsella ; 51 f. 
scire pec. et haberi cus sydinitam 
fabre dic (sic) ; 52 conopus coptti me uernali 
alicite (can the original have had copertwm ?) ; 
53 om. ait; 55 uiuat; 56 sudum ora; 57 
tietis biiugis ; 58 sairius mero leta ; 
59 amitenodolo tenebant; 60 manubies 
(passim); 61 Aumatium dicitur — in auma- 
tium ; 62 quorum. 

(2) Marginalia in a printed copy from the 
Rawlinson collection in the Bodleian. 
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In a Plantin edition (Antwerp 1565) of 
Nonius Marcellus and Fulgentius, with 
shelf-mark, ‘8° Rawl. 297,’ are written the 
following variants of a ‘vetus liber manu- 
scriptus ” :— 

Tit. Fulgentius episcopus ad Chalcidium 
grammaticum de abstrusis et inusitatis nomi- 
nibus. 

(The preface is written in full. I give 
merely a collation of it with Wessner’s 
text.) 

Praef. Domine praeceptorum in ob- 
edientia decurtasse abstr. et inusita- 

tis sermonibus interpretari fal. uer- 

borum studens dans § 2 Vespil- 
lones baiulimortuorum  tamen Nasaetas 
seribit in Europ. libro; 3 plaut. Menae- 
(c)hmis sicut pollinctor dixit ; 4 Bachidis 

uere opus; 5 éxatov zepdovevpa (¢) 
apud ins. Blennam sacrificabatur a 

duobus Cretensi uno et uno locro id est 
Timaeo Gortiniensi et proculo locro sicut 
polycrates offerre sine renibus 

Settium econtra ; 6 am- 
biguas uocari; 7 quaesieris; 8 cernentes 

exsultauit ; 9 Larentina; 11 Epona (?) 
Vertunnus (-unus!?); 14 tutabant; 16 
fratri; 19 Tellestide; 20 Textiuill.; 21 
Ennius battenda battatur; 22 
infrontate girare quid meam uxorem 
mittam catillatum ; 23 forent ; 24 cellarium 
dicimus; 25 Memmius; 26 parasiticiam ; 
28 antistans; 29 Istega est nauis post- 
cenium uel tabul. ego ut in istega 
consedi; 33 Gabius; 37 Coilaria (wé vid.) ; 
38 flocci q. rer. (wt vid.); 39 Gentaculum 
gustatio sicca Lylimachus (sic) in Zesti 
gent. ; 40 oppipera exc. (om. opipare id 
est lucide et delitiose); 41 hae escae  fauore ; 
43 ut sunt; 44 quam lembum; 45 pellere ; 
46 et ubi supra ait plus uideas ualgii quam 
sauii denique omnes nictant eum. Nictare 
enim dicimus cinnum facere. Valgia vero 
sunt labeorum in subsannatione pacti sicut 
et petronius ait obtorto ualgit (sic) labello ; 
47 Simpolones simpolator ; 49 bru- 
trianes ; 51 antidamas Aricinashom ; 
52 Alucinari die. alucitis me 
uernales ; 54 cessit filios ; 58 Sarius 

Maetenia; 59 penes; 62 Delinif. 
litrecius. 

Occasionally the readings of an ‘ alter lib. 
Manaseas scribit 

58 Methema 
MS.’ are noticed, e.g. 2 
Merope libr(o); 4 Baccittidis ; 
(-nia ). 

W. M. Linpsay. 
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DITTMAR’S STUDIEN ZUR LATEINISCHEN MODUSLEHRE. 

Studien zur lateinischen Moduslehre, von 
Dr. Pui. Armin Drrrmar. 1897. 
Leipzig, Teubner. Pp. xi. and 346. 8 m. 

THE subordinate subjunctive still remains 
the great crux of Latin syntax. It may be 
questioned whether with our present termin- 
ology it will ever be satisfactorily explained. 
But the present work, in spite of serious 
defects, certainly makes an advance in the 
discussion, 

It is in the first part (pp. 1-76), devoted 
to a criticism of Hale’s theory regarding the 
subjunctive after guc and cwm, that the 
author is seen at his best. With great force 
and acuteness he assails one after another of 
Hale’s positions, and it must be admitted 
with regret that one more elaborate theory 
has followed those of Hoffman and Liibbert. 
According to Hale the subjunctive in suné qui 
clauses, and in qualitative clauses generally, 
of which the causal and adversative clauses 
are special cases, is in origin consecutive ; 
the narrative cwm-clause derives its subjunc- 
tive from the twm, cwm construction, which 
in its turn is due to the analogy of that 
following ts, qui. Thus qui ec. indic. defines 
the person, gui c. swhj. describes him ; cum e. 
indice. gives the date, cum c. subj. expresses 
the time-quality, or situation. As regards 
chronology, the narrative cum c. subj., like 
the qualitative is, gui c. subj., was developed 
in the period between Terence and Cicero. 
This theory Dittmar attacks on both its 
historical and its explicative side. His first 
object is to show that apart from differences 
of style the Latin usage remained unchanged 
from Plautus to the Augustan and the silver 
age, and that therefore no development can 
have taken place. Even the narrative cwm- 
clause, in denying which to the comedians 
Hale could rely upon the long and careful 
monograph of Liibbert, is supported by 
examples from those writers. [Cf. also Hoff- 
mann’s reply to Hale p. 41.] Further, his- 
torical and other inconsistencies are urged 
against Hale’stheory. It must be admitted 
that, though not all the examples quoted are 
to the point, the probability of a historical 
development in the time between Terence 
and Cicero is reduced to a minimum. 

Next, Hale’s terminology is subjected to 
criticism. By the terms essential and wnes- 
sential Hale distinguishes the relative clauses 
in such cases as ‘the man whom you mention,’ 

as compared with ‘Caesar, whom also you 

mention.’ This is a real distinction, ex- 
pressed in English by difference of sentence- 
accent: but Dittmar urges that it does not 
correspond to the distinction between 
subjunctive and indicative in Latin. The 
term predicative (implying that the subord- 
inate clause plays the part of a predicate in 
the sentence) as an explanation of the 
subjunctive is also questioned. But when 
we come to qualitative we are really on wider 
ground, since the theory thatin swnt qui non 
habeant, and vatem egregium, cui non sit 
publica vena the qui-clause qualifies is the 
property of all Latin grammarians. Never- 
theless it is not only unproved but untrue. 
Sunt qui non habeant does not mean sunt 
homines tales ut non habeant, nor even sunt 
homines quorum ea ratio est ut non habeant. 
It means simply swnt gui non habent, and the 
problem is to show how it comes to do so, 

Thirdly, the consecutive origin of the subj. 
in nemo est qui faciat is discussed. We see 
that (1) there is no reason why ‘there is no 
one who would do ’ should come to mean 
‘there is no one who does; (2) that the 
transition is no easier in the cases with a 
negative (nemo &c.) than with a positive 
antecedent. 

Two things now are plain. In the first 
place we must, as is generally assumed, derive 
the subordinate subjunctive from an inde- 
pendent traceable use of the mood. Secondly, 
what we really require is a habeant which 
practically means habent. This is the busi- 
ness of Dittmar’s second and constructive 
part, occupying the bulk of the book, pp. 
79-208. The terms employed are ‘ polemical ’ 
and ‘sovereign.’ In replies of the types 

(1) A. Bonus est hic vir. 
B. Hie vir sit bonus ? 

Ter. Andy. 915. 

(2) dA. Audistine tu me narrare haec 
hodie ? 

BL. Ubi ego audiverim ? 
Plaut. Amph. 749. 

(3) A. Vicine, ausculta, quaeso. 
BL. Ego auscultem tibi ? 

Plaut. Wil. 496. 

Dittmar finds what he calls a ‘ polemical’ 
employment of the subjunctive, mentioning 
a supposition which the speaker forcibly 
repels. The same polemical force is to be 
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traced without the idea of repulsion in the 
type 

Mane: hoe quod coepi primum enarrem, 
Clitipho. 

Ter. Heaut. 273. 

where the meaning is neither ‘I should like 
to finish my story’ nor ‘I might finish my 
story,’ but ‘I will, mark me (or ‘ whether you 
like it or not’), finish my story.’ The 
indicative enarro is, on the other hand, 
spoken in a calm, non-controversial, or 
‘sovereign’ tone. This difference Dittmar 
proceeds to follow through the whole range 
of the subordinate subjunctive (and indica- 
tive, pp. 209-310). It is impossible not to 
admire the thoroughness and courage with 
which this enterprise is carried out. But 
nevertheless it starts with a fallacy and 
involves endless artificialities of interpreta- 
tion. A theory which must find a special 
insistence in every quae cum ita sint and 
quae cum diaisset reduces itself to absurdity. 
The initial fallacy, moreover, is patent. In 
positive sentences the polemical tone is 
wholly imaginary: enarrem means not ‘1 
am, mark me, relating,’ but ‘let me nar- 
rate’ (jussive or rather hortative). In the 
negative sentences, on the other hand, where 
it is really present, it is due, not to the mood, 
but to the context and intonation. Dittmar 
treats as the essential force of the mood 
what is the accident of certain passages. 
This is as if from the casual mention of 
black horses we should insist on all horses 
being black. We may therefore spare our- 
selves the trouble of exemplifying the errors 
of this method in detail. 

It is however worth while to point out 
that there is a subjunctive which may help 
to explain some of the subordinate uses. 
The common senses of an independent 
faciat are 

(1) he may do (potential), 

(2) he might do (remoter potential), 

(3) he would do (optative), 

(4) may he do! (optative), 

(5) let him do (subjunctive), 

Of these, Hale, while admitting (pp. 106-7) 
that there are dependent uses derived from 
(1) (2), (2) and (5), traces the consecutive sub- 
junctive to (3). Dittmar, besides adding a 
use which we think imaginary, admits (3) 
p. 68 and in certain cases (st faciam &c. pp. 
178 sgqg.) a modification of (2), which he 
calls the optative of ‘Phantasie’ or, after 
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Lange, of imagination, But there is a sixth 
employment of faciat 

(6) suppose him to do (subjunctive). 

This is derived from the jussive subjunctive, 
which we shall rather, cf. Dittmar p. 92, 
term hortative, since it expresses not merely 
will, but an urging or exhortation. The 
hypothetical sense is a weakening of this 
(as in esto éorw of the imperative), and is 
found in such cases as 

(1) Verum anceps pugnae fuerat fortuna. 
Fuisset : 

Quid timui moritura ? 

(2) Merses profundo : exiet 
(or exilit). 

pulchrior 

Naturam expellas furca ; tamen usque 

recurret. 

It is clearly present in s¢ sentences of the 

type 
Si fractus illabatur orbis, 

Impavidum ferient ruinae 

and it may be suggested that we have the 
same in (1) guod sctam and other restrictive 
clauses (2) quae cum ita sint, (3) quae cum 
dixisset ‘imagine him to have now said this,’ 
(4) in quod sentences of the type guod dicat 
‘suppose him to say,’ and in fact in all sub- 

junctive sentences (not optative) belonging 
to what Delbriick calls the prius class. This 
would be not so far from Dittmar’s view, 

as he admits that in some cases the sub- 
junctive is an expression not so much of 

amazement as of reflection, hesitation, un- 

certainty (p. 206, cf. p. 192). But what 

of the posterius clauses? It is possible 

that the consecutive is derived from the 

final, sc. jussive, sense, as the two are 

very often indistinguishable (cf. Dittmar 

p. 91). Thus sunt qui non habeant would 

mean ‘there are some who are not to have,’ 

and the jussive sense passes, as in indepen- 

dent sentences, into the hypothetical. In 

the well-known line of Horace 

Sunt qui non habeant, est qui non curat 

habere.—Lp. ii. 2, 182 

it is impossible not to admit that the two 

moods are contrasted, and the meaning will 

be, ‘There are those who, let us agree, have 

not, (Anglice ‘who shall not have’) yet here 

and there is one who cares not to have,’ It 

is in fact a case of protasis and apodosis. 

For that est qui does not mean a definite 
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person, sc. Horace himself, is plain from 
other passages, e.g., Hp. 2, 1, 63 

Interdum volgus rectum videt, est ubi peccat, 

and humorously evident, as Dittmar ob- 
serves, p. 17, in the passage Od. i. 1 

Sunt quos curriculo pulverem Olympicum 
Collegisse iuvat. 

This hypothetical subjunctive may therefore 
help to explain some of the subordinate 
constructions. Note that it explains why 
the Romans never used the perfect subjunc- 
tive after the narrative cwm. In hypotheti- 
cal sentences dixerit | is nearly equivalent to 
dicat, and is a primary tense. 
We must however observe that the occur- 

rence of cum c. subj. in other Italian 
dialects (cf. v. Planta Osc. Umbr. Gramm. ii. 
p. 483, Dittmar p. 323), places the construc- 
tion, as well as others for similar reasons, on 
a new basis and requires us to trace it back 
to a much earlier stage than has yet been 

1 Elmer, however, seeks (‘Studies in Latin Moods 
and Tenses’ pp. 176 sqq.) to prove this to be fut. 
perf. indicative. 
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done. The Osco-Umbrian syntax appears 
to be practically identical with the Latin. 
Among the details of Dittmar’s work, 

which contains many valuable collections of 
examples, we may call attention to his ex- 
cellent explanation of ut c. conj. after non 
vereor, as a case of the indignant hoc ego ut 
faciam become hypotactic. Also, his short 
chapter on the acc. c. inf. agrees with the 
article in the Classical Review for November 
1897, in regarding the construction as 
originally exclamatory. He dismisses his 
work in these terms: ‘And so pass forth, 
my book, into the world, put Error to rout, 
advance the Truth, for the welfare of Edu- 
cation and of Science! God’s blessing attend 
you on your way!’ ‘To us the chief merit 
of its constructive part seems to be that it 
seeks the explanation of ‘the subordinate \/ 
subjunctive in the mood itself. It has 
therefore, the opposite merits and defects to 
Hale’s work. For whereas Hale gives us 
much ‘development’ of the constructions 
and scarcely sufficient explanation of the 
exact force of the mood, Dittmar, in his zeal 
for the latter, holds to it too rigidly to 
allow sufficient scope for development. 

F. W. Tomas. 

KRETSCHMER’S ZINLEITUNG IN DIE GESCHICHTE DER GRIECH. SPRACHE. 

Einleitung in die Geschichte der griechischen 
Sprache, von Paut KretscHMER. Gittin- 
gen.) L896. Oim: 

Tuts remarkable and delightful book seems 
to have attracted at present very little 
notice among scholars in this country. It 
must be said at once that the book marks 
an epoch in the study by linguistic methods 
of the early development of the peoples of 
Europe, and does so more decisively than 
any which have appeared since the days 
when the first great comparative grammars 
gave form and substance to the conception 
of the common origin of the Indo-European 
languages. Kretschmer’s masterly collection 
of evidence from every accessible source,— 
tradition, archaeological exploration and 
language,—and his brilliant but cautious 
analysis of its meaning have opened up a 
new province of research, in much the same 
way as did Ridgeway’s application? of the 

Sent for review to this journal at the beginning 
of the present year. 

? In his Origin of Metallic Currency and Weight 
Standards, Camb. Univ. Press, 1892. 

comparative method to the study of numis- 
matics. Both books point a long way 
beyond their own limits. 

The reason why Kretschmer’s work has 
met with so little recognition in this 
country is not far to seek. ‘The title is so 
modest as to be quite misleading, especially 
to those who knew the author only through 
his admirable monograph on Greek vase- 
inscriptions, and one or two essays on points 
of Greek phonology. He has indeed ‘ intro- 
duced’ the reader ‘to the history of the 
Greek language,’ but he has done not a 
whit less for the ancient languages of Asia 
Minor, the Balkans, Italy, and Central 
Europe. ‘To all these the book supplies, in 
outline, an historical background which is 
both striking and, so far as it extends, 
quite incontestable, though itis here built up 
for the first time. All earlier writers on 
Indo-European origins down to the laborious 
pages of Schrader and the fascinating 
guesses of Canon Isaac Taylor, have felt 
bound to work downwards from the begin- 
ning of things; and even Hirt’s ingenious 
papers in /ndogermanische Lorschunge have 
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not altogether escaped from this sterilising 
prepossession. We have been asked to 
summon before our minds a single people, 
speaking Indo-European (of a sort); and 
then to cross-examine them as to where 
and when they lived, what they did, and (in 
particular!) what their children did after 
them. But these ungrateful folk kept on 
saying nothing, or next to nothing, to 
all comers. Kretschmer, for the first 
time, has seriously set himself to work 
upwards from the known historical periods 
through the periods of tradition, which 
immediately precede, to further stages 
which his careful methods are beginning to 
reveal. Schrader and Hirt have asked, 
like so many before them, Where did the 
Indo-Europeans live? Kretschmer prefers 
to enquire, for instance (p. 150), where 
were the Germans living when they bor- 
rowed from the Italians their name for 
‘oil, which the Italians in their turn had 
borrowed from the Greeks (Gothic alev, Old 
Latin olevwom, Greek éXafov). The phonetic 
changes implied can be shown to have 
happened sometime in the course of a com- 
paratively short period,—600 to 150 B.c. ; 
and it is not the least important of the 
objects which the author has set before him, 
to fix as far as can be done with safety, the 
date of the phonetic changes he discusses. 
Again, how comes it that there are no less 
than forty-six close correspondences in 
vocabulary (with others in inflexion) between 
the Aryan ! and the Italo-Keltic groups, and 

between these only? Some of them are 
most suggestive from the historical stand- 
point ; e.g. Lat. réx, O. Ir. rig- (whence Gothic 
reiks was borrowed before the ‘sound- 
shifting’): Skt. raj-, and the use of the 
kindred verb (Lat. vegere, etc.) in a political 
sense, which appears in these languages 
alone (contrast the physical meaning of Gr. 
dpeyw). Similarly Lat. fldmen=Skt. brah- 
man-, Skt. darya- ‘noble’=Gall. ario- in 
Ariovistus ete. ; Lat. argentum = Skt. rajata-, 
Zd. erezata- (contrast the different suffix of 
Gr. apyvpos).2. The answer is stated (pp. 
142 and 144) with characteristic caution : 
‘these phenomena can scarcely be explained, 
save by supposing very ancient migrations 
which rendered possible the exchange of 
certain elements of language between the 
most easterly and the most westerly mem- 

1 Tt is perhaps hardly necessary to state that 
Aryan is used in the now established sense of Indo- 
Persian. 

2 Some of the more striking of the rest are 
caesaries : Skt. késara-, res: Skt. ras-, castus: Skt. 

Sistas, rus: Zd. ravanh-, probus : Skt. pra-bhu-, erus; 

Zd. anhu-. 
NO. CX. VOL. XII. 
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bers of the Indo-European family.’ But 
the historical fact thus established is of the 
greatest importance, and it is only one of a 
whole series of equally interesting con- 
clusions based on equally keen scrutiny. 
With regard to the Greeks and Italians he 
concludes (p. 166) that there can never 
have been a unity of language between the 
two groups, but that at some _ period, 
probably a remote one, the physical boun- 
daries between them were far narrower 
than in historic times. 

It would be unfair to the author not to 
describe the plan of his work as a whole, 
though it can only be done briefly. The 
first three chapters are occupied with nega- 
tive criticism, which is almost painfully 
complete, though there is not a little humour 
in the way in which the author has set the 
rival schools of anthropology to annihilate 
one another. The reader cannot resist the 
conclusion that all their methods (skulls, 
noses, skin, hair) have, for the time, broken 
down ; since, from their own declarations, it 
is anything but clear that any one race of 
men is really uniform in any one of these 
particulars, The most important chapters 
are perhaps the two following (4 and 5) on 
the Inter-relations of the Indo-European 
languages,® and the Partial Correspondences 
between non-neighbouring languages, from 
which the examples cited above were taken ; 
but the seventh and tenth chapters on the 
‘Thraco-Phrygian group’—driven across the 
Bosphorus into Asia-Minor like a wedge— 
and the ‘ Asia-Minor Group,’ divided by the 
Phrygian invasion into an Eastern half 
(Lycians, Cappadocians, etc.) and a Western 
(Carians, Lydians, Mysians)—are equally 
models of acute but everywhere prudent 
linguistic research. And the conclusion 
that this Asian group is non-Indo-European 
(p. 873) must, I think, be admitted, in spite 
of the authority on the other side (Ramsay, 

Brugmann, and Torp) ; at least, if it be inter- 
preted in the sense that these languages, if 
they have any relation to the Indo-European 
group at all, are enormously further re- 
moved from it than any member of that 

group is from the rest. And after all this 

is the only sense in which such a proposition 
has any practical value. Single chapters 
are devoted to ‘the Relations of Greek to 
neighbouring languages,’ ‘the Illyrians,’ ‘ the 

3 This chapter concludes with a rather grudging 

recognition of the importance of conquest by alien 

races as a cause of phonetic changes, on which Hirt 

has laid stress. Yet Kretschmer seems to be con- 

vinced that nothing else can account for the ‘ sound- 

shifting’ by which the original ‘mediae’ [voiced or 
voiceless ?] became ‘tenues’ in Germanic. 

LL 
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Macedonians,’ and ‘the pre-Greek original 
inhabitants (Urbevélkerung) of Hellas,’ who 
are identified with the Carians and the 
Eteocretes. 

This last chapter is more conjectural, and, 
as it stands, less convincing, since the two 
chief suflixes which Kretschmer would 
identify as ‘Carian,’ -vOos and -ooa, occur, 
as he frankly admits, in some genuine Greek 

words (e.g. pivvvOa, pjpwOos, "Apdicca). 
The further linguistic considerations ad- 
duced are full of interest, but need to be 
supplemented by a consideration of the 
archaeological and traditional data in the 
same way as was done in the case of the 
Thracians. 

In passing, I note that the evidence given 
on p. 235 as to the origin of the sign 4 
for digamma,! may be combined with Ram- 

1 Whence, through BH, it came to denote f in 

the Faliscan alphabet, just as F did, through B 4, 
in the Roman. 
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say’s note in Journ. Hell, Stud. 10, 187 on 

the name ’ApiatovoDos i.e -voFos at Caere, to 
settle the question asked in /¢. Dial. p. 463, 
and against the view to which I there in- 
clined. ‘In Phrygian’ (Prof. Ramsay 
writes l.c.) ‘the same word twice occurs 

beginning Kp and KM which must = 

qui-, Kappa Kopp. together being equivalent 
to qu-. Hence by an easy development 
the Koppa was used alone as a symbol 

for digamma (Pamphyl. @Pvxarc) and its 
use in Phrygia and Caere” I shonld 
explain by common origin from Cumae in 

Aeolis.’ The change from P to { was a 
very simple and desirable differentiation. 

R. 8S. Conway. 
CARDIFF, October, 1898. 

* Also Nuceria Alfaterna and Capua Jé. Dial. 
pp. 463 and 525. 

CARTER’S DE DEORUM ROMANORUM COGNOMINIBUS. 

De Deorum Romanorum Cognominibus Quaes- 
tiones Selectae, scr. Jesse BENEDICTUS 
Carter. Pp. 64. 8vo. Leipzig, Teub- 
ner 7 L898. Mi, 2: 

Tuts is a book of the right sort. Pro- 
fessor Carter treats his subject en pleine 
connaissance de cause, and with admirable 

lucidity and method. He has selected for 
study only the public deities, and these he 
judiciously divides into (1) those indigenous 
to the Roman people, (2) the Italic, (3) the 
‘abstract,’ (4) the Greek. To prevent con- 
fusion, he gives supplementarily a list of 
other foreign deities whose Latin names 
mask their foreign origin. The cognomina 
selected for discussion are then classified as 
erixAnoes, erovuptat, and ériGera, and to these 
is added a list of epithets derived ‘ex 
fabulis anilibus vel ex deorum simulacris.’ 
In chapter I. the cognomina of the oldest 
deities are studied. Professor Carter is a 
strong supporter of the ‘ Sondergottheits- 
theorie,’ in the development of which he 
shows that Iuppiter Liber, the giver of in- 
crease, on the one hand is represented by 
the deity later isolated as Liber, and on the 
other reappears later as Iuppiter Libertas, 
from whom sprang as an offshoot Libertas. 
Faunus, specialised as Faunus Silvanus, is 

the god later isolated as Silvanus; lanus, 
specialised as Ianus Portunus, is the parent 
stem whence sprang the offshoot Portunus. 
Summanus (7.e. Submatutinus) is Iuppiter 
having the attributes implied in the title 
Summanus; and Terminus is originally 
Iuppiter Terminus, a title for which an 
ingenious explanation is offered. Next are 
studied the general titles of gods, which 
are unconnected with place or function— 
Lucetius (Iuppiter), Lucina (Iuno), Gra- 
divus (the title of the war god, be it noted), 
Inuus (Faunus), Mulciber, and the Praes- 
tites. Diespiter is shown to be not a cog- 
nomen but a secondary name, and the un- 
authorised Lucetia is definitively relegated 
KelOev OOevrep ye. Next comes Patulcius 
Clusivius, the title of Ianus, which defines 
the function of the ianus ; and this leads to 
the consideration of other double titles of 
the same character. These are Anna 
Perenna, the goddess who as Anna typifies 
the beginning of the year, as Perenna its 
end; Genita Mana, the birth-goddess in- . 
voked as having power to give life or death ; 
Mutunus Tutunus, the deity presiding over 
the mutual functions of sex; Panda Cela, 
the earth-goddess ‘quae pandit et celat’ ; 
and Vica Pota, who is perhaps to be con- 
nected with Victa Potua, the goddess who 
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presides over eating and drinking. In two 
cases an originally double cognomen of this 
sort has been broken up, so that one god- 
dess has become three ; the instances are (1) 
the title of Carmenta, Porrima Postverta, 
from her obstetric powers, (2) the title of 
Parca, Decima Nona, derived from the two 
periods of gestation. In other cases a title 
implying a general function which applied 
to one deity has originally been derived 
from the name of another god or goddess 
who possessed similar attributes. Thus the 
cognomen of Ops, Consiva, is due to the 
identical agricultural functions of Ops and 
Consus; Here Martea derives her name 
from kinship with Mars; from association 
with Erinius Pater and Semo Sancus come 
the respective cognomina of Vesuna and 
Salus, Erinia and Semonia. With these 
are compared Herie Iunonis, Hora Quirini, 
Tursa Martis, and others of the same class. 

The second chapter discusses the less 
ancient cognomina of the indigenous, the 
Italic, and the Greek deities. The Italic 
gods here studied are Fortuna, Venus, 
Minerva, Diana, the Greek Hercules, 
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Apollo, Aesculapius, Mens, and the Great 
Mother. Then follows a list of abstract 
deities, whose relations to the more concrete 
divinities are explained. An index giving 
a complete collection of the literary and 
epigraphic sources concludes a book the value 
of which we can best sum up by saying 
that it is in every way worthy of the school 
of the master to whom it is dedicated, 
Georg Wissowa. 

To a slight error, which is tacitly cor- 
rected in the Index, is due the equation of 
Apollo Medicus with the Greek ’AXcEtkaxos ; 
he is of course the raudévios. It is doubtful 
whether Iuno Iuga is a Greek importation, 
as Professor Carter thinks; I have a vague 
suspicion that the Iuno Sororia whose altar 
stood by the Tigillum Sororium (was the 
latter a fetish, like the oar of Odysseus ?) 
was originally uno Iuga., And is it not pos- 
sible that Mercurius Menestrator was a 
translation of “Epps Updgevos? The latter 
epithet may be conceivably implied in the 
wordplay of Aeschylus, Suppl. 920. 

L. D. BARNETT. 

ROUSE’S ATLAS OF CLASSICAL ROMAN PORTRAITS. 

Atlas of Classical Portraits (Roman Section), 
with commentary by W. H. D. Rouse, 
M.A. (Dent and Co.). Is. 6d. net. 

Tuts little book provides, for the sum of 
eighteen pence, nearly a hundred portraits 
of celebrated Romans, most of them 
authentic, most of them well-produced, and 
all furnished with a neat biographical note. 
It is bound to be useful and interesting to 
any student of Roman history or literature, 
and its price exempts it from very close 
criticism. Nevertheless, as 1 have used it 
in teaching for a term, 1 shall venture to 
point out two respects in which Mr. Rouse 
might bave improved it for school purposes 
without taking much more pains than he 
appears to have done already. In the first 
place Mr. Rouse declines to discuss questions 
of authenticity, for which he refers the 
reader generally to Bernoulli and other 
critics: but a sharp boy, on seeing this col- 
lection of portraits, will immediately ask how 
they are identified. He will find, moreover, 
that Mr. Rouse himself has doubts about 
some of them (e.g. Hannibal, Seneca, Ovid, 
Vergil), and that, where two portraits are 
given of the same man, they are sometimes 

extremely unlike one another. For instance, 

Sulla, on the coin here photographed, has a 

long thin face and a large beak, resembling 

very much the portraits of Lord Nelson : 

whereas in the Louvre statue, which is also 

photographed, he has a short square face not 

unlike Mr. J. L. Toole. Secondly, Mr. 

Rouse, though he has some curious remarks 

on physiognomy, does not give such aids to 

the imagination as are really required before 

we can construct a live man from a marble 

bust. There are many minute descriptions 

of famous Romans in the pages of 

Suetonius and Plutarch, but Mr. Rouse 

quotes none of them. Tt would be 

interesting, for instance, to a schoolboy 

to know that Sulla wasa fair man with blue 

eyes and pale pimply face, that Pompey was 

shy and much given to blushing in company, 

and that Julius Caesar was tall, had black 

eyes, and used to brush a wisp of hair from 

the back of his head over his bald pate : and 

such information is really more to the pur- 

pose than a brief biography, for the student 

will not usually turn to the portrait unless 

he is already reading the history of the man, 

Among the portraits, | miss most that of 

Maecenas, J. G, 
LL2 
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OWEN AND PHILLIMORE’S MUSA CLAUDA. 

Musa Clauda, by 8S. G. Owen and J. S. 
PHILLIMORE, Students of Christ Church. 
Clarendon Press. 1898. 3s. 6d. 

Tus little book contains thirty-eight pieces 
of English verse, ranging in length from 
Gray’s Elegy to quatrains by Herrick, all 
translated into Latin elegiacs, The authors 
represented are of all dates and styles from 
Campion to Mr. Rudyard Kipling. The 
left-hand side of the page, on which the 
English is printed, is generally good 
reading : some fine verses by Miss Lawless 
(‘Dirge of the Munster Forest’) are re- 
printed from Literature ; the stanzas headed 
‘Patience, which have no author here 
assigned to them, were written by Clough, 
whose own title for them was ‘ In a London 
Square.’ 

The preface states that the translations 
are modelled mainly upon Ovid; yet the 
translators differ remarkably in style. 
Mr. Owen’s familiarity with Ovid is well 
known, and he writes the couplet with ease 
and grace, and with a complete knowledge 
of its resources. Mr. Phillimore writes 
with much pith and force; yet his elegiacs 
somehow suggest that he would move more 
at his ease in a different metre. While he 
does excellently in single lines, none of his 
pieces, taken as a whole, reproduces the 
rapidity of movement which is the most 
marked characteristic of Ovid’s style. Sunt 
qui Propertium malint, as we know; and 
Mr. Phillimore has a translation (p. 17) of 
Campion’s ‘O sweet delight,’ which is very 
good and much more like Propertius than 
Ovid. Again, Ovid is clear as well as 
rapid ; but Mr. Phillimore is very obscure 
on occasion. In Browning’s ‘ Lost Leader,’ 
the lines 

‘Best fight on well, for we taught him— 
strike gallantly, 

Menace our heart ere we master his own,’ 

are themselves not easy ; but, if we turn to 
the Latin, hoping that it may help us, we 
find this :— 

nec quod noster eras pudeat certare feroces : 

imperium in sese te potiturus agat. 

The second line is a mere riddle. There 

seems no classical authority for the form 

potiturus, by the way; nor should effossisse 
(p. 31) have survived the proof-sheets. 

Mr. Owen has studied Ovid to purpose 
and can imitate the movement of his model. 
A favourable specimen of his powers is the 
translation (p. 42) from Moore: these are 
pretty and graceful verses. Yet Mr. Owen 
is in some respects disappointing. Too 
many of his verses convey the impression 
that they were written in haste and never 
revised ; they are like the work produced 
by a clever undergraduate under stress of 
examination. But it is reasonable to re- 
quire more than this in the published 
verses of a mature scholar. To give an 
example: a familiar stanza from Gray’s 
Elegy is thus rendered : 

dis aliter visum. neque sola coercita virtus, 
eruminibus raris area parva data est. 

sceptrorum cupidi spissa non caede madebant, 
non fessos venia destituere viros. 

Here revision might have removed the 
cacophony of varis area parva, and given a 
better position to mon; it should at least 
have struck out viros, which is bad in itself 
and made worse by its emphatic position. 

Mr. Owen is excessively fond of what 
may be called the ‘slang’ of the elegiac 
couplet—the misplaced que, the use of wsque 
as the penultimate of the pentameter, and 
such pentameter endings as vile sibi iste 
cupit. Ovid employs these devices com- 
paratively seldom in his best and most 
careful work; and Martial’s avoidance of 
them shows that they were not thought 
beauties. It is true, of course, that Martial 
often plays tricks with the metre in the last 
line of an epigram, as that is one of his 
common ways of conveying the point. 

Mr. Owen’s preface is too rhetorical, as 
where he speaks of ‘the faultless style,... 
the strange imaginative power...of the 
classical writers.’ So far as the Latin 
poets are concerned, and the context seems 
to show that they are specially meant, this 
language needs large abatements and quali- 
fications. What has Lucan to do with 
faultless style, or Ovid with strange 
imaginative power? ‘To the latter gift, 
indeed, even the greatest of the Roman 
poets have little claim. 

J. D. Durr. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

CATULLUS 31, 14. 

Mr. Owen is quite right: I ought cer- 
tainly not to have neglected his conjecture 
(Italae for Lydiae), and my only excuse is 
that I had not got it in my mind at the 
time when I wrote. Whether it is con- 
vincingly right [ do not venture to say; 
but it is certainly appropriate, and it fulfils 
the conditions which I laid down.—As to 
domi, ‘at home,’ in the sense of domi meae, 

‘at my home,’ I incline to prefer the inter- 
pretation which I gave before: but it is 
impossible to dogmatize—the line of demar- 
cation is so fine. Similarly in Plaut. Capt. 
190 curato aegrotos domi, one cannot say 
whether the meaning is ‘keep that for 
hospital patients of your own’ as distinct 
from at your home. 

E. A. SONNENSCHEIN. 

THE UNKNOWN MS. OF THE AGRICOLA OF TACITUS, 

Since attention was called to this in the 

October number of the Review (p. 368), I 
have received a letter from Professor Alfred 

Gudeman, of Philadelphia (dated Oct. 31), 
who had noticed and acted upon Wuensch’s 
note long before I saw it. He has made 
two attempts to procure through friends a 
collation of this portion of the MS. and has 
good hope that one of them, who is experi- 
enced in MSS. and now resident at Madrid, 
will be able to visit Toledo in December, and 
to send him a collation by about January 
next. I have also received a communication 

(dated Nov. 12) from Professor W. G. Hale, 

of Chicago, saying that Professor F. F. 
Abbott, of that University, would go to 
Toledo in the early spring to collate the 
MS., if he should not have been already 
anticipated. There is thus a double ground 
for hoping that we shall before long know 
whatever the MS. has to tell us respecting 
the text of this treatise. It is not, however, 
stated by Wuensch where he or Holder saw 
(as they appear to have seen) not merely a 
transcript or collation, but the MS. itself. 
Is it possible that it may have been sent on 
loan to Germany ? 

H. FuRNEAUX. 

ARCHAKOLOGY. 

FRAZER’S PAUSANIAS’S DESCRIP- 
TION OF GREECE. 

Pausanias’s Description of Greece, translated 
with a commentary by J. G. Frazer. 
Tn six volumes. London: Macmillan and 
Co. 1898. £6. 6s. net. 

To review such a work as Mr. Frazer's 
Pausanias is no light task. I have chosen 
to criticize it on a knowledge as yet very 
imperfect, rather than to postpone the 
notice to next year, because I am anxious 
speedily to express my appreciation of so 
vast and learned a work, a book so valuable 
to all archaeologists. One may best judge 
of it by comparing Mr. Frazer’s notes on 

Attica with the first volume of Hitzig and 

Bliimner’s Pausanias, and with Miss Harri- 

son’s Mythology and. Monuments of Ancient 

Athens. Miss Harrison’s book has great 

merits; it is fresh and interesting and full 

of appreciation. But compared with it Mr, 

Frazer’s shows far greater solidity of judg- 

ment, power of weighing evidence, breadth 

of view. When Mr. Frazer’s work is 

placed beside that of his German prede- 

cessors his advantage is still more apparent. 

He speaks of the cities of Greece from 

closer personal acquaintance ; and he is not 

only much wider in his studies, but he 

shows a clearer and surer judgment, and is 

even a more complete master of the litera- 

ture of the subject. 
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There is something very impressive and 
manly in the way in which Mr. Frazer deals 
with the hundred bitter controversies as to 
topography, art and antiquities in Greece. 
He gives an excellent summary of all that 
has been said on each matter by every 
important authority ; then he sums up with 
judicial nicety, and gives a verdict ; very 
often, with native caution, he gives a verdict 
of not proven. For example, in dealing 
with the Theseum, he sums up thus (ii. 
155): ‘The view which identifies the so- 
ealled Theseum with the temple of He- 
phaestus, though it is not free from difi- 
culties, seems less open to serious objection 
than any of the others. It may therefore 
be provisionally accepted.’ Miss Harrison 
had accepted it with fervour: but Mr. 
Frazer’s well-weighed words express the 
exact truth. So in dealing with the Hrid- 
anus (ii. 201) Mr. Frazer says that Dorpfeld 
has established his view in regard to it: 
Miss Harrison says he has done so ‘ beyond 
possibility of doubt.’ In my opinion one of 
the main uses of archaeology is to train the 
mind to weigh evidence, and estimate de- 
grees of probability: if so, Mr. Frazer's 
caution is justified, even though it gives a 
somewhat cold and severe air to his work. 

The three commentaries on Pausanias 
which I have cited may be well compared in 
the place where they speak of the Stoa of 
Attalus. This building is not mentioned by 
Pausanias. Hitzig passes it by ; Mr. Frazer 
(ii. 54) gives a brief summary of fact in 
regard to it; Miss Harrison describes it 
more in the manner of a guide-book, and 
brings in for illustration a passage from the 
Characters of Theophrastus, a passage which 
is quite appropriate. 

Mr. Frazer is naturally at his strongest 
when his knowledge of the early history of 
religion comes into play. For once, at v. 
509, he uses strong language in criticizing 
the views of predecessors in this field. ‘To 
discuss the traces of. savagery in ancient 
Greece without some knowledge of savage 
life and modes of thought is perfectly futile.’ 
This lash comes down on the backs of 
learned writers, but one must confess that 
the blow had justification. Excellent is Mr. 
Frazer’s note on lycanthropic disease at v. 
382. And he throws real light on the myth 
of Phaethon at ii. 60 by help of the lore of 
the Indians of British Columbia. Had 
Prof. Furtwingler known of these savage 
myths he would probably have modified his 
assertion (Roscher’s Lexikon, i. 396), ‘ unter 
Phaethon zweifellos der Venusstern zu ver- 
stehen ist,’ 

On the other hand Mr. Frazer is at his 
weakest when dealing with works of art. 
He has read, it is true, almost all that is 
published about each monument that he has 
to notice, and he sums up the views of 
critics with admirable perspicuity. But a 
certain experience in dealing with works of 
sculpture and painting was also necessary ; 
and here perhaps is Mr. Frazer’s tendo 
Achillis. I will give a few instances. In 
describing (ii. 53) the votive relief from the 
Piraeus, on which a reclining Dionysus and 
three actors are represented, Mr. Frazer 
calls the latter actresses. The drapery, hair 
and forms of the figures sufficiently show 
them to be male: besides, of course actresses 
were unknown in Greece. On the next page 
Mr. Frazer describes the subject of a well- 
known relief as Icarius welcoming Dionysus 
to Attica. This view, I imagine, is ex- 
tinct. The tablet is no doubt votive, and 
the feaster is not Icarius, but, as Milch- 
hoefer has suggested, a deceased Dionysiac 
artist, or perhaps, as Wolters suggests, a 
living actor. At ii. 68 Mr. Frazer is dis- 
posed to accept Pliny’s view that the statue 
of Nemesis at Rhamnus was really by 
Pheidias, but that out of complaisance he 
allowed the credit of it te Agoracritus, his 

pupil. This view is quite contrary to the 
principles of modern criticism, which has 
learned by experience that when there is a 
question between master and pupil as to the 
authorship of a work, it is almost invari- 
ably by the pupil. Moreover the statue 
bore the signature of Agoracritus, so that 
we cannot doubt that the assignment to 
Pheidias belongs to the local guides. When 
at v. 264 Mr. Frazer writes that the dedi- 
cation of stars in honour of the Dioscuri at 
Delphi affords ‘interesting confirmation of 
the view that the twins Castor and Pollux 
were the Morning and Evening Star,’ the 
phrase sounds odd, because the association of 
stars with the Dioscuri is so familiar to us 
on hundreds of monuments of most periods. 
At v. 307 Mr. Frazer accuses numismatists 
of overlooking a passage in Pausanias when 
they call the youth on a dolphin of the 
Tarentine coins Taras: but it is no case of 
overlooking: numismatists have preferred 
in this case to follow a direct statement of 
Aristotle, rather than an inference from a 
statement of Pausanias. At ii. 159, where 
mention is made of the detention of Theseus 
in Hades, Mr. Frazer does not mention the 
interesting vases which represent Theseus 
in the lower world, though he has just 
described in detail other vases representing 
the visit of Theseus to Poseidon. 

4 

4 

a. 

os. 
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I have selected almost at random these 
few instances in which Mr, Frazer seems 
not quite at home in dealing with archaeo- 
logical evidence. But on the whole they 
really tell greatly in his favour. In spite 
of want of complete familiarity with the 
monuments, he has by sheer width of know- 
ledge and clearness of thought contrived 
almost entirely to avoid actual mistakes ; 
and only an expert would detect an occa- 
sional shortcoming. If then this is Mr. 
Frazer’s weakest side, it is easy to judge 
with how great mastery he deals with most 
of the multifarious questions raised by the 
text of Pausanias. 

The word ‘ text’ reminds us of one other 
imperfection in Mr. Frazer’s work. He has 
not felt himself able to supply us with a 
new Greek text of the author. He has 
translated the text of Schubart, only occa- 
sionally departing from it for reasons stated 
in the critical notes at the end of the first 
volume. When Mr. Frazer has given us so 
much, it seems ungrateful to regret that he 
has not given us more. but yet in the case 
of Pausanias many and difficult questions 
depend on the readings adopted in various 
passages, and these Mr. Frazer has felt 
unable to discuss at length. For example, 
the whole subject of the statues of a Satyr 
by Praxiteles largely depends on the inter- 
pretation of the passage, Paus. i. 20, 1; and 
it is not satisfactory to discuss the subject, 
as Mr. Frazer does, without a thorough 
examination of the text. So at Paus. iii. 
25, 13, the words tév azd Aatdadov te Kal 
épyaotnpiov Tod Arrixov certainly require a 
critical as well as an explanatory note. At 
Paus. ix. 39, 4, Mr. Frazer renders the words 
Kops €oTl kadovpéevy Oypa Kat Aws Baoréws 
vaos, ‘ what is called the Maid’s chase and a 
temple of King Zeus;’ but he does not pause 
at the oddity of the collocation, nor discuss 
the various readings and renderings which 
have been suggested as alternatives. 

As regards Mr. Frazer’s translation one 
need not say much, It was particularly 
desirable to have a sound and _ scholarly 
English version of this writer, since Greek 
art is studied by many who are not good 
Greek scholars. Hitherto, there was only 
the wretched version of Shilleto. It is a 
pity that Mr. Frazer’s translation should 
not be sold as a separate inexpensive volume. 
There is one point in which Mr. Frazer 
seems to go too far. He sometimes over- 
translates, as when he calls the Greek Under- 
world ‘Hell’ and speaks of ‘ chandeliers.’ 
No doubt the phrase ‘He descended into 
Hell’ occurs in the Creed; but it is very 
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misleading: and the Greeks did not have 
chandeliers, but lamp-stands. I fully sym- 
pathize with Mr. Frazer in his opposition to 
the growing custom of introducing mere 
transliterations of Greek words: he does 
not talk of nekropoleis and stamnoi and 
proedriai. The convenience of technical 
terms to specialists makes them sometimes 
necessary : but it is also necessary to make 
a stand against such a polyglot decadence 
as has overtaken the German language, in 
the pages of some learned writers. Whether 
however this principle makes it necessary 
to use constantly such terms as Athena 
Serve-them-right and Dionysus of the Black 
Goatskin may be doubted. It is to be 
hoped that Mr. Frazer’s book will be used 
in many countries, and this over-Englishing 
is scarcely suitable to an international work. 

Mr. Frazer’s introduction is a_ truly 
delightful dissertation, free from pedantry, 
full of knowledge and of ‘saving common- 
sense,’ inspired by the true historic spirit. 
He lets a flood of light into the subject by 
insisting on the difference of origin between 
the descriptive and the historic parts of 
Pausanias’ book, by demonstrating in mas- 
terly fashion the author’s independence of 
Polemo, and by correcting the extreme of 
scepticism to which some German authors, 
notably Kalkmann, had gone in their criti- 
cism of Pausanias. It would not be easy to 
find a terser, more accurate piece of writing, 
or one which is thrown into more perfect 
perspective. 

I add a few comments on Mr. Frazer’s 
treatment of some of the vexed questions 
in archaeology: such comments might be 
multiplied to any extent ; but I will confine 
myself to a few instances. 

Mr. Frazer does not discuss one question 
which has often puzzled me: how it came 
about that after the complete destruction of 
Corinth by Mummius and its long lying 

waste, Pausanias can have found in the 

restored city so many ancient shrines and 

archaic images. The coins of Corinth under 

the “Emperors prove conclusively that 

Pausanias is not merely copying from a 

guide-book written in the days of the 

Achaean League, for they give a large 
number of reproductions of these works of 

early art. There must be some explanation 

of this curious fact; but I certainly have 

none to suggest. 
Mr. Frazer briefly discusses at ii, 129 the 

origin of the cult of Aphrodite, with his 

usual moderation and clearness. He is not 

led away by the prevailing fashion to 

exaggerate her Hellenic character, but sees 
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clearly that a great deal of Semitic influence 
was certainly present. The question, how- 
ever, whether the main source of Aphrodite 
worship was to be found among the pre- 
Hellenic races of Greece and Cyprus he does 
not consider : but this is the view which now 
seems likely to prevail. Among the books 
cited it is curious that Enmann’s Kypros und 
die Ursprung der Aphrodite has no place; a 
one-sided book, but full of matter and of 
ingenuity. 

At ili, 623, in speaking of the Philippeum, 
Mr. Frazer mentions the view of von Duhn 
that a seated statue in the Torlonia Museum 
is a copy of the statue of Olympias there set 
up. This view he rightly rejects as un- 
tenable. But he does not mention the far 
more maintainable view,advocated by Koepp, 
that the standing figure of Alexander the 
Great at Munich is a copy of his statue in 
gold and ivory in the Philippeum. Attitude, 
style, time of life are all consistent with the 
view that the Munich statue is a close copy 
of the great work of Leochares. 

To come to the great crux of the statues 
of Damophon at Lycosura (iv. 370), we find, 
as might be expected, that Mr. Frazer is 
disposed to uphold the fourth century date 
for the artist. Specialism in our day is apt 
to say, ‘The arguments derived from my 
particular study uphold such and such a 
view ; as to the arguments to be derived 
from other studies, I cannot appreciate 
them.’ Yet surely if the object of research is 
the attainment of truth, all lines of argument 
must be temperately considered, before we 
make up our minds. This is just Mr. 
Frazer’s attitude. He sees clearly the 
immense force of the historical argument for 
the early date of Damophon, and decides to 
go by it, even if specialists in architecture 
and sculpture may find certain difficulties in 
the way. Their views, even when based 
upon correct observation, are usually found 
in practice to be flexible enough to fit into 
any fairly established historic framework. 
In denying a likeness, however, between 
the head of Anytus and the Otricoli Zeus, I 
think Mr. Frazer unnecessarily rejects the 
opinion of specialists in a matter in which 
they are most competent to decide. 

Dr. Dorpfeld’s view as to the absence of 
the stage from the Greek theatre is discussed 
in several passages of Mr. Frazer’s work 
(ill, 254, v. 582, 622, &c.), and here he gives 
no uncertain sound. With a decisiveness 
which is the more impressive because his 
tone is usually so judicial, Mr. Frazer rejects 
the Dorpfeldian view, both before the 
publication of Dorpfeld and Reisch’s work 

on the Theatre, and (a perhaps easier 
feat) after reading that book. The 
question whether there was a stage in the 
fifth century may be still open to dispute : 
but opinion, in this country at least, seems 
to be steadily settling to the conviction that 
there was a stage in the fourth century. 
The only hesitation of Mr. Frazer can, I 
think, be easily removed. This hesitation 
arises (v. 622) from the plan of the 
skanotheka at Megalopolis. ‘The existence 
of the long low foundation-wall in the 
skanotheka is explained by Dr. Dorpfeld 
in the same way as by Mr. Schultz; and on 
this explanation of it he justly lays weight 
as a strong argument in favour of his view 
that when the theatre was built there was 
no raised stage. For it is to be observed 
that the foundation-wall is on a level with 
the floor of the orchestra. Hence if the 
wall in question supported, as seems 
possible, the movable scenery which could 
be run in front of the portico when it was 
wanted, it follows that the scenery also, 
when it was in front of the portico, rested 
on the floor of the orchestra, and that 
accordingly the players appearing in front 
of it must have been in the orchestra, not 
ona raised stage.’ The argument is very 
well put, but its whole cogency depends on 
the assumption that the wall in the 
skanotheka supported movable scenery. 
This assumption Mr. Frazer characterizes as 
‘possible,’ and certainly it is possible, but 
not as I think probable, and other possi- 
bilities are to be preferred. Thus it may be 
held that the wall in question supported 
not scenery at all, but a wooden stage-front, 
to be run out on occasion in front of the 
stone steps of the Thersilion. This change 
of assumption would make the arrangements 
of the skanotheka an argument not against 
but for a raised stage at Megalopolis. 

Others of the very striking and stimu- 
lating theories of Dr. Dorpfeld are submitted 
by Mr. Frazer to a friendly but searching 
examination. Of course Dr. Doérpfeld would 
not for a moment wish to escape such 
careful scrutiny ; and he changes his views 
himself so rapidly that none but a very 
rash follower would venture to set up his 
opinions as final. Mr, Frazer’s discussion 
of the difficult problem of the Enneacrunus 
(ii. 117) leaves the competing theories and 
the difficulties attaching to each standing 
side by side, without an attempt to decide 
between them. On the other hand he has a 
decided opinion as to the history and the 
fates of the early temple of Athena on the 
Athenian Acropolis. Here his verdict is 
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hostile to the views which Dr. Dorpfeld 
has from time to time successively set forth. 
The appendix of Mr. Frazer dealing with 
this temple is one of the most compact and 
admirable pieces of reasoning which I have 
ever found on an archaeological subject. 
No pronouncement on such a subject can be 
quite final: but the student who has care- 
fully read what Mr. Frazer has to say 
about it may be excused if he is disinclined 
to reopen his mind in regard to it, unless 
some quite new piece of evidence makes its 
appearance. Among Mr. Frazer’s minor 
merits may be reckoned his custom of 
referring as fully and as respectfully to 
good English papers on the subjects with 
which he deals as to German articles. This 
is a part of his complete fairness of mind: 
but the custom is anything but usual among 
English scholars. 

It remains to speak of the illustrations. 
We must give Messrs. Macmillan much 
credit for their liberality in this matter. 
At the same time, it is of course to be 
regretted that, as a result of lavish illustra- 
tion, the price of the book places it out of 
the reach of many. Mr. Frazer’s plan has 
been to include in his illustrations all pub- 
lished plans of sites and buildings, and all 
important works of art which bear on 
Pausanias, including coins, but to exclude 
maps and views of landscape and buildings. 
On the whole this is a reasonable scheme: 
since in England it is easy to procure maps 
and photographs of Greece: while the plans 
of sites and learned restorations are mostly 
stored in the pages of foreign periodicals. 
As to the inclusion or exclusion of particular 
subjects, there must always be differences of 
opinion. Prof. Robert’s restorations of the 
paintings of Polygnotus, though an admir- 
able piece of work, are perhaps too theoretic 
for a place in a commentary on Pausanias, 
and the same may perhaps be said of Mr. 
Stuart Jones’ restoration of the Chest of 
Cypselus, though it is less conjectural than 
Robert’s work. On coins Mr. Frazer has 
relied greatly ; and he is quite right. Coins 
are serious official monuments, and free from 
all suspicion of mere archaizing or of any 
restoration. Unfortunately, most of the 
copper coins of the Roman Age, which Mr. 
Frazer has frequent occasion to cite, are in 
very bad preservation, and the ordinary 
process of mechanical reproduction on which 
he relies is, in dealing with such, unsatisfac- 
tory. Under it many important coins become 
little better than blurs. 

In doing my duty as a critic, I have 
pointed out a few shortcomings in Mr. 
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Frazer’s book. But they are very trifling 
in comparison with the massive excellence 
of the whole. In this book English scholar- 
ship has done a really admirable work, 
which will hold its own for a long while to 
come. Of course it is not one of those 
great original treatises which form land- 
marks in historic science, but as a comment- 

ary and asa summary of existing knowledge 
it will not easily be surpassed. The author 
contributes to the progress of learning just 
that which may most fairly be expected of 
English Universities, an open mind, a judicial 
temper, accuracy and admirable method. We 
must heartily congratulate the author, and 
with him the Society of Trinity College, 
Cambridge, without whose help this work 
could scarcely have been carried out. 

Percy GARDNER. 
OxrForD, October, 1898. 

BRUNN’S ALEINE SCHEIFTEN, I. 

Hernricu Brunn’s Kleine Schriften. Erster 
Band. Leipzig, Teubner. 1898. M. 10. 

BRUNN was never weary of impressing on 
students of classical archaeology the import- 
ance of approaching every work of ancient 
art in the spirit of an artist, or as one of 
the editors of this volume puts it ‘to ex- 
plain works of art from themselves and from 
comparison with other works of art, not seek- 
ing the aid of literary sources till after that 
process had proved insufficient.’ A very simple 
illustration of his method will be found at 
p- 252. It is a question of explaining a 
bronze Etruscan mirror on which are en- 
graved figures of Jupiter, Venus, and Pro- 
serpina, their names inscribed beside them. 
The motive of each figure is carefully 
analysed. But neither this nor a com- 
parison with other known representations of 
these deities affords the necessary clue. He 
then turns to literary sources and finds in 
Apollodorus a passage before which the 
difficulties vanish. 

As if fearing that this method of Brunn’s 
might imply an indifference on his part to 
classical learning the editor to whom I have 
referred hastens to add that quite the opposite 
was the case, as indeed, would have been 
expected from a favourite pupil of Welcker 
and Ritschl. During the early years of 
Brunn’s residence in Rome the first require- 
ment of an archaeologist was an elaborate 
apparatus of learning. It was then that he 
proclaimed: ‘For works of art, artistic 
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criticism first,’ if we may so sum up his 
teaching in those days. Subsequently, when 
released from the daily task of the Institute 
in Rome this spirit grew stronger upon him 
and to this we owe the unrivalled papers of 
almost pure artistic criticism which are to 
re-appear as a series in the next volume. 
He was a man of meditation rather than of 
research. The wish of his heart was to be 
able to identify the style and the personality 
of each of the great artists of Greece. 
Hence he wrote, not at first a history of 
Greek art, but a ‘ history of Greek artists,’ 
that book which has charmed as much as it 
has instructed the present generation. In 
later life, urged on from many quarters, he 
set himself to compose what every one ex- 
pected would be the standard history of 
Greek art. But fastidious to the last de- 
gree as to his mode of expression, and find- 
ing himself obliged to go back continually 
over what he had written so as to bring it 
abreast of the ever increasing discoveries on 
Greek soil, he has left that work a frag- 
ment. 

In art criticism it has often happened 
that erroneous results have been reached by 
methods apparently faultless. Nor was 
Brunn always exempted from this untoward 
fate. A case in point is his Probleme in der 
Geschichte der Vasenmaleret. Fascinating as 
a piece of art criticism, and so far as that 
goes, convincing, its results, nevertheless, 
have been denied general acceptance on 
what appear to be perfectly satisfactory 
grounds. He did not make a wide enough 
review of the facts and in this, as in other 
instances, his fame has suffered dispropor- 
tionately to the services he rendered in the 
establishment of true artistic data up to the 
point where he drew his inference. For 
after all it matters little whether the so- 
called Theseus of the Parthenon really 
represents Mount Olympos or what not, 
compared with a criticism of his artistic 
structure which shall stir within us some 
comprehension of the might and grandeur 
of Greek art. That is what Brunn did. 

In the book before us the first half is of 
no very vital importance at the present 
day. Roman sarcophagi, the reliefs from the 
tomb of the Haterii and such like, were in 
Brunn’s earlier years regarded as of more 
importance for the subject than for the 
manner in which the subject was presented 
by the sculptor. Nor did he, as in other 
instances, set himself to combat that view in 
detail and to put foremost the artistic 
character of these works, as is being actively 
done now. In the second half of the book, 
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however, we find ourselves in the midst of 
those still unsolved problems of early Etrus- 
can and Italic art, and here it is not too 
much to say that the two articles on 
‘Etruscan Paintings’ (pp. 154-192) are 
almost as valuable now as when they were 
written (1859and 1866). Recent research and 
a large increase of new material enable us 
to go farther than he was prepared to go in 
tracing a relationship between those paint- 
ings and the pictorial art of Asia Minor. 
Nevertheless, it was by these two articles 
that he laid the foundation of the present 
mode of criticism in such matters. We 
welcome the re-issue of them, all the more 
because of the happy idea of the editors in 
printing in the text the illustrations which 
formerly had to be looked up in the heavy 
volumes of the Monwmenti. That is, indeed, 
a most praiseworthy feature throughout the 
present volume. 

Most of the articles are written in Italian: 
that was a condition of their appearing in 
the Annali of the German Jnstitute in Rome 
of which Brunn was at the time one of the 
secretaries. Among those which appear in 
German we observe two which had been com- 
municated to the Stuttgarter Kunstblati 
(1844 and 1848). That is to say, they had 
been addressed to a wider audience than that 
of the Institute. In those years he wrote 
much of an even more ephemeral character. 
He loved his native tongue, and from the 
first was ambitious of distinction as a writer. 
We all know how splendid was his success. 
But everyone does not know that Brunn 
himself attributed much of that success to 
his early experience in writing for a far wider 
circle than that of archaeologists. It is 
true that in a letter to Welcker in 1850 he 
disclaims ‘Gewandtheit des Schreibens’ 
(Preface p. v.). But I speak of what he 
told me about twenty years after that. 

The portrait which forms the frontispiece 
bears no date. I suppose it is a photograph 
taken in later life when the face had lost 
something of the expression which I re- 
member illumined it so strikingly in the 
winter of the Franco-German War and in 
the year following when he paid his only 
visit to London. 

A. S. Murray. 

THE TRUE SITE OF LAKE 
REGILLUS. 

I po not propose to enter here into the 
question whether the battle of the Lake 
Regillus is a historical fact. In any case, 

A+ ae 
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it is natural to suppose that Livy and 
Dionysius—the only authors who give any 
indication as to its site—in writing of a 
district so well known to the Romans as the 
neighbourhood of Tusculum, had in their 
minds some actually existing lake. 

Livy states that the lake was ‘in agro 
Tusculano’ (ii. 19): Dionysius gives a 
lengthy account of the battle, from which 
we learn (a) that it was fought in hilly 
country, (6) that Corbio—which is generally 
placed at Rocca Priora—was the Latin base 
of operations, The details of the battle 
itself, even if authentic, are of little value 
for our present purpose. 

The sites that have been at various times 
proposed are seven. (1) Laghetto della 
Colonna, on the east of the Via Labicana, 13 
miles from Rome, (2) Lago di Castiglione 
(Lake of Gabii), (3) Lago della Cava d’Aglio, 
and (4) Lago della Doganella, the former on 
the north, the latter on the south of the Via 
Latina, at the east end of the Valle della 
Molara (Albana Vallis, Liv. iii. 7), (5) the 
basin of Prata Porci, about 24 miles north 
of Frascati, (6) Pantano di Borghese, south 
of Gabii, north of the Via Labicana, (7) 
Pantano Secco, about 2 miles north of 
Frascati. 

(1) The first site was preferred by the 
earliest investigators, Biondo and Alberti, 
by Cluver and others, at first even by Nibby 
(Viaggio Antiquario, p. 250). Probably, 
however, this small ‘lake’ was originally a 
quarry, connected, as Nibby suggests, with 
the maintenance of the Via Labicana. That 
the quarry is not modern is shown by the 
discovery, during the past winter, of exten- 
sive constructions in opus reticulatum, which 
follow the curve of its upper edge. It is 
better, perhaps, not to make too much of 
Strabo’s failure to mention Lake Regillus in 
his description of the Via Labicana. 

(2) The second site is the only other pro- 
posed before the present century. It seems 
to be put completely out of court by its 
neighbourhood to Gabii, which would cer- 
tainly have been mentioned in the account 
of a battle which took place near the lake: 
and, further, it is not ‘in agro Tusculano,’ 
but ‘in agro Gabino’—for that Gabi, not- 
withstanding its proverbial desolation, con- 
tinued to exist as a municipium under the 
Empire is shown by inscriptions (C./.Z. xiv. 
2801, etc.). 

(3, 4) Holstenius, writing in the seven- 
teenth century, speaks of the first of these 

as ‘arte factus ad usum molarum,’ but 

Cannia strongly maintains its claims to be 
an actual lake; Kiepert (Carta dell’ Italia 
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Centrale, 1882) marks the second as Lake 
Regillus. An examination of the place is 
decisive against both sites: had the water 
attained any depth, it must have collected 
on both sides of the Via Latina, and neces- 
sitated a causeway or embankment, of which 
there is no trace. Further, the ground 
slopes gradually down to a natural outlet, 
which would prevent the formation of a 
lake. 

(5) The chief advocates of this site are 
Abeken (IMittelitalien, p. 67) and Tomassetti 
(Via Latina, 171 note, etc.). It is, however, 
doubtful whether this basin, though clearly 
the crater of an extinct volcano, can ever 
have contained a lake. It is drained by 
a stream running through it; and, besides 
this outlet on the north side, there is another 
gap on the west. Further, the remains of a 
Roman villa have been discovered in the 
basin itself (Wotizie degh Scavi, 1897, p. 498, 
Mittheilungen des Rim: Arch: Instituts, 1897, 
p. 83) including lead waterpipes and stamped 
bricks dating from the second century, and 
columns of peperino coated with stucco, 
which point to the existence of buildings in 
the first century. 

(6) This is the site adopted by Rosa (see 
Dyer’s History of Rome, p. 62). It is, how- 
ever, too much in the plain to suit Dionysius’ 
description: it is too near Gabii to be ‘in 
agro Tusculano’: an ancient paved road 
has been discovered crossing it : and, finally, 
had it been a lake at all, it would have been 
of such enormous extent that it would cer- 
tainly have been mentioned by Strabo in his 
description of the Via Labicana. 

(7) This site was discovered by Nibby in 
1822 (Dintorni di Roma, iii.9). It is preferred 
by Gell and Bunbury to site (1) as being 
certainly ‘in agro Tusculano,’ and accepted 
by Kiepert (Latii veteris tabula in usum 
scholarum descripta 1888), An examination 
of the ground leaves no doubt that this 
basin was originally a voleanic crater, and 
afterwards a lake. Its outlet was on the 
west side, until it was drained by an emis- 
sarium, still in existence, the date of which 
is uncertain. Abeken considers it of Roman 
date, though he does not accept this site. 

Even now, though thickly planted with 
vines, the basin would hold 15 or 20 feet of 
water. The most decisive proof that it 
was a lake in Roman times is the existence 
all about it of hard calcareous water deposit, 
in one piece of which a fragment of an am- 
phora was found imbedded. A specialist to 
whom Prof. Lanciani submitted this piece 
stated that the basin had been fed by 
springs, slightly impregnated with sulphur 
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and strongly charged with calcium, which 
ascended through the volcanic strata forming 
the surface of the district. The stratifica- 
tion of the deposit shows that the lake must 
have existed for a considerable period. 

It is possible that a memorial of the 
battle itself still exists. On the low ground 
to the north are the remains of a platform 
supported by walls of rough polygonal stone- 
work of very early style. This platform, 
Prof. Lanciani thinks, may have been an 
altar erected after the victory. 

The conclusion, then, is as follows. None 
of the proposed sites can be said with cer- 
tainty to lie ‘in agro Tusculano,’ except 
Prata Porci and Pantano Secco: but the 
former—in common with all the rest except 
the Lake of Gabii and Pantano Secco—can- 
not be safely said to have been a lake in 
Roman times. It follows, therefore, that 
Pantano Secco is the only site that can be 
accepted as Lake Regillus. 

(For further details on this subject see 
my note in the Rendiconti della R. Accademia 
det Lincei, 1898, p. 103, presented to the 
Academy by Prof. Lanciani.) 

Tuomas ASHBY, JUN. 

MONTHLY RECORD. 

GREECE. 

Athens.—The discovery is reported of the pedestal 
of the chryselephantine temple-statue of Zeus 
Olympios. It was found in sitw under the existing 
temple, on the spot indicated in the account by 
Pausanias (dmobev rod vaod, i. 18, 6), who states 
that it was set up by Hadrian. The base is therefore 
not the work of Pheidias (sic), nor probably is any 
part of it in gold and ivory technique, as stated in 
the announcement, but further details are not as yet 
to hand.? 
Paros,—The excavations here under Herr Ruben- 

sohn have been brought to a conclusion. They 
include the discovery of a shrine of Asklepios, with 
adjacent fountain and limestone basin; the founda- 
tions consist of layers of clay on which the marble 
walls were erected, and are of excellent masonry, 
probably dating from the fifth century B.c. A rect- 
angular courtyard was also excavated, with founda- 
tions of an altar in the centre, and on the shorter 
side walls of a building that may have formed a 
double hall. On this site were found fragments of 
capitals and marble shafts, and a rich supply of in- 
scriptions. Among the latter were many dedications 
of the usual type, a decree as yet undeciphered, and 
a very archaic circular base of a statue, of Parian 
marble, with inscription in two lines. It is imper- 
fect, but the names Mexxiddns and &o0:8.. can be read, 
and it is therefore doubtless a dedication te Apollo. 
There is no evidence that this Mikkiades is identical 
with the known Delian sculptor. An archaic statue 
of the ‘ Apollo’ type has also been discovered, which 

ranks only second to the Apollo of Tenea at Munich 
for artistic merit and preservation. 

The city walls of Paros were laid bare on the three 
land-sides ; they are laid on clay, and date from the 
fifth century B.c., being no doubt the same that 
Miltiades unsuccessfully attacked. Near the city a 
dedicatory inscription to Aphrodite was found built 
into a modern chapel on a hill-top; and on an 
adjoining hill was a precinet with oval altar in the 
centre, partly built, partly of rock. ‘his was 
probably a shrine of Aphrodite, and below it was 
one of Eileithyia, with niches in the walls, in which 
reliefs and inscribed stones have been inserted. 
Various statuettes and votive inscriptions have been 
found, the former being partly archaic terracotta 
figures of a seated goddess (sc. Eileithyia), partly 
crouching infants, parts of the female body, doves, 
ete. 

No more fragments of the Parian marble have 
come to light, but an official notification was found 
imposing a penalty of fifty-one drachmae on any one 
defiling the public roads, in fine letters of the begin- 
ning of the fifth century B.c.? - 

H. B. WALTERS. 

Numismatic Chronicle. Part iti. 1898. 

George Macdonald. ‘The legend IATON on 
coins of Himera.’ It has always been assumed that 
this legend was authentic, and much ingenuity has 
been spent in explaining its meaning. Mr, Mac- 
donald, after a well-directed and careful study of the 

evidence, is able to prove that |ATON is a myth, 

and that the true reading is J4[TO2> ze. the word 

SOTHP (already known on coins of Himera) written 
retrograde.—J. P. Six. ‘Monnaies grecques, inédites 
et incertaines’ (continued). Scione in Pallene.— 
Cyzicus. The remarkable electrum stater (Brit. 
Mus. Cat. Mysia, pl. viii. 9) with a bearded head, 
laureate, is discussed. This head has all the ap- 
pearance of being a portrait, though the occurrence 
of a portrait-head is strange, if not unexampled, on 
a coin of this period (B.c. 400-350). Six supports 
the conjecture of his son Dr. Jan Six, that the head 
is Timotheos, son of Cimon, who forced the Persians 
to raise the siege of Cyzicus in B.c. 363.—Lycia.— 
Babylon. Coins of this mint attributed to Antigonus, 
Antiochus I. B.c. 293-281, ete.—Coins of Antiochus 
Hierax.—G. F. Hill. ‘ Posidium in Syria.’ Suggests 
further reasons for assigning the unique silver coin 
published by Alischan to Posidium (el-Bouscit). The 
type of a bearded head in a pilidion is discussed. 
This type, at Cyzicus and Lampsacus, has often been 
described as Ulysses, but there is much to be said for 
the view that it is Kabiros. The youthful head 
(found e.g. on coins of Berytis in the Troad) in a 
similar pilidion would be Kadmilos-Pais (son of 
Kabiros).—Hermann Weber. ‘A small find of coins 
of Mende, etc.’ Chiefly small silver coins of Mende, 
circ. B.C. 440 with the ass type, etc. The forms 

MENAAION and MINAAION seem to have 
been used contemporaneously. 

Revue Numismatique. Partiii. 1898. 

E. Babelon. ‘La collection Waddington au 
Cabinet des Médailles ; Inventaire sommaire’ (con- 
tinued).—J. Rouvier. ‘Les monnaies autonomes de 
Béryte (Phénicie).’—M. Rostovtsew. ‘ Etude surles 

1 Daily Chronicle, 5 Noy. 1898. 2 Berl. Phil. Woch., 8 Oct. 1898. 
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plombs antiques’ (continued).—M. Soutzo. ‘Etude 
sur les monnaies impériales romaines’ (continued).— 
M. Blanchet publishes (p. xliii ) a stater of Leucas 
in Acarnania (Corinthian types, Athena, and Pegasos) 

with the graffto co) INTEPA. ‘C'est le féminin de 
gtvrepos, forme dorienne poétique de piArepos, com- 
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paratif de pfAos.’ But possibly it is a woman’s name. 

Similargrafition coins are known: —AAAA oy) IAA 

(Metapontum); AEINIZ KAAA 

Y YXH (Naples). 

(Scotussa) ; 

WaRwIcK WROTH. 

SUMMARIES OF PERIODICALS. 

Vol. 26. Part 3. 1898. 

De monumento Ancyrano, sententiae controversae, 
part 2, J. W. Beck. Concluded from last vol. It 
is clear that the Mon. Anc. was from the best sources, 
among which it is probable there was a book (or 
books) by Augustus, but it is doubtful whether this 
commentary is by Augustus. Observatiunculae de 
jure Romano, continued, J.C. Naber. (1) De judicati 
actionis natura, (2) Cui detur et in quem judicati 
actio, (3) De actionibus utilibus Cea legis 

er 

Mnemosyne. 

Aquiliae. P. Annii Flori. Veryitius orator an 
poeta, J. v.d. V. Twoconjectures. Durievio paren- 
tatur, S. A. Naber. Contains some notes on Sym- 
machus. De nuptiis herowum, J. W. G. van Oordt. 
Points out that marriage customs in Homer may be 
illustrated from customs in use among the Kaffirs 
to-day. Ad Menandri fragmentum nuper repertum. 
J. van Leeuwen J. f. Gives the text of the fragment 
of Menander’s Tewpyds with critical notes. Hmen- 
datur Marcellini Vitae Thucydidis, § 7, J. C. Voll- 
graff. After of uev obv inserts udvov. De Nerone Poppaea 
Othone, J. J. Hartman. On the different accounts 
of the Histories and the Annals, with reference to 
Fabia’s paper in Revue de Philologie, vol. 20 (1896). 
Thucydidea, J. C. Voligraff. Critical notes on the 
first book with reference to Hude’s and Steup’s recent 
editions. De Horatii Carmine, i. 28, J. J. Hartman. 
Maintains that we have here two odes, the second 
beginning at 1.21. &y—e 4d Homeri 2190, J. v. L. 
Defends his conj. of 4 fa xé wor here and A 93 by 
the fragment of = lately published by Mr. A. S. 
Hunt. Ad Bacchylidem, A. Poutsma. Two critical 
notes. ‘Gers’=itaque. J. v. d. V. This is founded 
on a corrupt reading in Quaestiones grammaticae cod. 
Bern. 83. AaBhv dodva ansam dare, J. v. L. 

Part 4. Tawrinensis (7) Lucani, C. M. Francken. 
This MS., till now only known through a collation 
of D’Orville, has been found at Turin, and some 
readings are given from it. Ad Dionis Chrysostomt 
editionis Arnimianae, vol. ii., H. van Herwerden. 
Critical notes. Observatiunculae de jure Romano, 
continued, J. C. Naber. Ad hereditatis petitionem. 
Noniana, C. M. Francken. Notes with reference to 
Onions’ edition by W. M. Lindsay. De locis quibus- 
dam Aeschyli Persarum, J. J. Hartman. Considers 
that ll. 285 and 824 have reference to the story that 
Darius ordered his servants to remind him of the 
Athenians. Lorica Leidensis, J. van der Vliet. 
Gives the text of this poem with some emendations. 
Ad bellum Trojanum, M. Valeton. Advocates a 
middle course between the views of Ed. Meyer on 
one side and of Beloch and Cauer on the other, Ad 
Odysseae libros posteriores, H. van Herwerden. Con- 
tinued from vol. 22. Various critical notes. De wsu 
verbi inquit in Apulei Metamorphosibus, J. van der 
Vliet. Verg. Aen. iii. 509, R. C. Seaton. Ad 
Aristophanis Nubes observationes, J. van Leeuwen 
J. f. Continued. 

Archiv fur Lateinische Lexikographie und 

Grammatik, Vol. 11. Part 1. 

Die Latinitét der verlorenen Epitoma Livii, E. 
Wolfilin. The epitoma may have been an abridge- 
ment of Livy with additions from Valerius Antias. 
Prorsa, prosa, K. Wolfflin. The form prorsa (from 
provorsa) eccurs in the best MSS. of Quintilian and 
Pliny. Zur Konstruktion von licet, EK. B. Lease, A 
history of the word through Latin literature. Zu- 
phemismus als Grund der Ellipse, E. Wolfflin. This 
is found in expressions like ad Dianae, where no 
special word is to be understood. Zum Asyndeton bet 
Sallust, E. Wolfflin. This feature of Sallust’s style 
is due to his love of archaisms. <Actutwm. Lancino, 
O. Hey. Actutum = attutum = ad tutum, ‘in a 
moment.’ In Celsus i. pr. we should read dancinantis 
medici for latrocinantis m. Zu Serenus Sammonicus, 
R. Fuchs. (1) The poetical power of the writer, 
(2) peculiarities of language. Zu Serenus Sam- 
monicus, vers. 507, R.:Fuchs. Bracchium. Gracchus, 
E. Wolfflin. In neither word is the cch etymologically 
justifiable. Zur Appendix Probi, W. Heraeus, 
Lecticocisium, W. Heraeus. ‘This word should be 
read in Servius—Scholia to Verg. Aen. viii. 666 for 
laeta occisia.  Einige sprachliche Eigentimlichkeiten 
des Mythographen Fulgentius, R. Hehn. Zur Epi- 
toma Livii, E. Wolfflin. The inconsistencies between 
the epitoma and Livy are due, not to the carelessness 
of the epitomator, but to the contamination of Livy 
with other sources. Dediticius, dediticiorum numero, 
daticius, C. Moore. Dediticius stands to deditus as 
libertinus to libertus, and denotes a class. Dedit. 
num. is first found in Gaius. Daticiws is a late- 
Latin form. Quingenta vota, J. Haussleiter. In 
Cyprian Ep. 21 pro sedunta numeravit is a corruption 
for pro se D vota num. Ueber den pseudocyprianischen 
Traktat ‘adversus Judaeos,’ G. Landgrat. This was 
written by one in the immediate circle of Novatian, 
if not by N. himself. Magis und minus ohne kom- 
parative Bedeutung, Quisquis=quisque, A. Sonny. 
Various exx. of these uses given. Lucretiana, K. J. 
Hidén. (1) In v. 1221 membra is not a (so-called) 
Greek acc., but the object of corripiunt. (2) On 
quique asabl. (3) On quodasabl. Der Accusativ 
des Zieles nach vocare und hortari, G. Landgraf. 
This is an archaism, ¢.g. in the legal formula (Cic. 
pro Mur, § 26) ‘ex jure manum consertwm vocare. 
Nachtrag zu den lateinischen Pflanzennamen tm 
Dioskorides, H. Stadler, 

Misce,tuEN. Nimbus, Heiligenschein. Der Name 
Tlaliens, K. Sittl. Lat. an=atne, A Dohring. Ueber 
die Linge des plautinischen ‘dat,’ W. M. Lindsay. 
Das and dat are always long in Plautus, 'otidem= 
cadem. Multus, einflussreich, A. Sonny. The 
former is found often, the latter in Catull, 112. 
Coemptare? L. Havet. In Cic. Verr. 4, § 138, 
would read coemptabant for coemebant on the ground 
of rhythm. Atribua, W. Heraeus. Suggests this 
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word in Auson. epist. 22, 9, where MSS. have artubus 
and Scaliger conjectured atubus. 

Rheinisches Museum fur Philologie. Vol. 
58. Part 4. 1898. 

Euripides und die Mantik, LL. Radermacher. 
Euripides on this subject makes himself the mouth- 
piece of popular opinion, and in parts has a distinctly 
political object. Zwm ersten Buch des Velleius 
Paterculus, ¥. Scholl. Various passages considered. 
Neue Platonische Forschungen, Part 2, F. Susemihl. 
Concluded. The criticism on Protagoras in the 
Theaetetus. Ovid. Trist. iv. 10, 43 sqq., K. P. Schulze. 
Contrary to the general opinion it is maintained that 
two and not three works of Macer are here referred 
to. Zur Handschriftenkunde und Geschichte der 
Philologie V, B. Foerster. On a Greek MS. in 
Russian-Poland, and the Anthologion of Orion. 
Apuleiana, W. Kroll. On passages in the Asclepius 
and De mundo. Fdlschungen in den Abschriften der 
Herculanensischen Rollen, W. Cronert. Caeles Vibenna 
und Mastarna, ¥. Miinzer. On the evidence derived 
from the speech of the emperor Claudius on the Jus 
honorum of the Gauls and from a tomb at Vulci. 
Stilpon, O. Apelt. On the well-known passage in 
Diog. Laert. (11. 119), and Zeller’s criticism of the 
writer. 

MIscELLEN. Die Lebenszeit des Eudoxos von 
Knidos, ¥. Susemihl. His birth must be assigned to 
395-390 B.c. probably nearer to 390. Ad Gelliwm, 
E. Goebel. On xix. 1 §§ 21, 2 and 3. Die Olymp- 
ischen Solymer, O.Rossbach. In Servius ‘interpolatus’ 
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on Aen, v. 118, we should read Olympios for the 
corrupt tympios. emaccdirepot, K. Brugmann. Con- 
nects the word not with doodrepos but with 
“er-av-oout. Epiyraphische Miscellen, B. Ziebarth. 
(1) From the Museum Ramusiorum, (2) From the 
Museum Nanianum. emiviros pidoxtiorns, F. Riihl. 
Epigraphica, F. Vollmer. Der Staatsstreich des 
Septimius Severus, A. v. Domaszewski. 

Neue Jahrbucher fur das Klassische Alter- 

tum Geschichte und Deutsche Litteratur und 

fur Padagogik. Vol. 1. Part 4. 1898. 

Die nenentdeckten Gedichte des Bakchylides, H. 
Lipsius, Linenewe Auffassungder Antigone. E. Bruhn. 
On ll. 905-920, a criticism of G. Kaibel’s Gottingen 
programm 1897. De Sophoclis Antigona, Die Anlage 
des obergermanischen Limes und das Rémerkastell 
Saalburg, KE. Schulze. A criticism of Jacobi’s Das 
Romerkastell Saalburg, Homburg v. d. Hohe, 1897. 
Zur Aesthetik des Tragischen, V. Valentin. On 
Volkelt’s book of this title, Miinchen, 1897. 

Part 5. Das Problem der dsopischen Fabel, 
A. Hausrath. Jtalienische Fundberichte, H. Graeven. 
Schiller wad Plutarch, K. Fries. Shows how many 
ot Schiller’s classical allusions are taken from 
Plutarch. 

Parts 6 and 7. Die Siegesgittin. Entwurf der 
Geschichte ciner antiken Idcalgestalt, F. Studniczka. 
With twelve plates here described. Zur Geschichte 
der Lehrdichtung in der spitromischen Litteratur, 
J. Ziehen. Schiller wnd Plutarch, K. Fries. Con- 
cluded. 

LIST OF NEW BOOKS. 

Part 
(Classi- 

Anecdota Oxoniensia. Texts, documents, etc. 
VIII. Edited by F. C. Conybeare. 4to. 
cal Series.) Frowde. 7s. 6d. 

Antoninus (Mareus Aurelius). See Tertullian. 
Aristophanes. The Clouds, with introduction and 

notes by C. E. Graves. (Pitt Press Series.) 12mo, 
184 pp. Clay. 3s. 6d. 

Bacchylides. A prose translation by E. Poste. 
Crown 8vo. 48 pp. Macmillan. 2s. 

Blass (F.) Grammar of New Testament Greek, 
translated by H. St. John Thackeray. 8vo. 850 

». Macmillan. 14s. 
Burton (EK. de W.) Syntax of the Modes and Tenses 

in New Testament Greek. 38rd edition. 8vo. 
238 pp. Clark. 5s. 6d. 

Caesar. De bello gallico, Books 1—7, according 
to the text of Em. Hoffmann (Vienna, 1890). 
Edited with introduction and notes by St. George 
Stock. 8vo. Frowde. ~10s. 6d. 

Cicero. In Catilinam oratio prima. Edited, with 
notes, introduction, and vocabulary, by J. H. 
Flather. 12mo. 80 pp. Cambridge Univ. 
Press. 1s. 6d. 

Digest IX., 2. Lex Aquilia, translated, with notes, 
by C. H. Monro. 12mo. Cambridge University 
Press. 5s. 

Euripides. Alceste, ed. with an introduction and 
notes, by H. W. Hayley. 
Boston, Ginn. $1.60. 

Homer. Iliad, edited, with introduction, notes, and 
Appendices, by W. Leaf and M. A. Bayfield. 
Vol. II. 12mo. 688 pp. Macmillan. 6s. 

12mo. 87, 178 pp. 

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN BOOKS. 

Homer. The Iliad, rendered into English prose by S. 
Butler. Crown 8vo. 440 pp. Longmans. 7s. 6d. 

Horace. Odes, Book I. Edited by St. Gwynn. 
Illustrated from antique gems. 12mo. 148 pp. 
Blackie. 1s. 6d. 

Juvenal. Fourteen Satires, with introduction, notes 
and index, by J. D. Duff. (Pitt Press Series.) 
12mo. 522 pp. Clay. 5s. 

Livy. Book I., edited by A. F. Hort. (Middle 
Form Classics.) Crown 8vo. Rivington. 2s. 

North (M. A.) and Hilliard (A. E.) Greek Prose 
Composition for Schools. Crown 8yvo. 280 pp. 
livington. 3s. 6d. 

Ovidii Opera ex Corpore poetarum latinorum a J. P. 
Postgate edito separatim typis impressa. 38 vols. 
18mo. 830 pp. Bell. 6s. 

Plaistowe (F. G.) Tutorial Latin Dictionary. Small 
4to. 536 pp. (Univ. Tutor. Series.) Clive. 
6s. 6d. 

Stedman (A. M.) A shorter Greek Primer, revised 
by C. G. Botting. Crown 8vo. 106 pp. 
Methuen. Is. 6d. 

Stewart (T. A.) New First Greek Course, comprising 
accidence, syntax, and exercises, with vocabulary. 
8thed. 12mo. 178 pp. Oliver. 2s. 6d. 

Tertullian. Apology, translated and annotated by 
W. Reeve. The Meditations of the Emperor 
Marcus Aurelivs Antoninus, translated by Jer. 
Collier. Crown 8vo. 286 pp. Griffith & F. 1s, 

Vergil. Aeneid, Book J. Edited, with notes and 
vocabulary, by A. Sidgwick. 12mo. 104 pp. 
Cambridge Univ. Press. 1s. 6d. 

on ee! 
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FOREIGN BOOKS. 

Abhandlungen des archaeologisch-epigraphischen 
Seminars der Universitit Wien. Herausgegeben 
yon O. Benndorff und C. Bormann. Part XIII. 
8vo. x, 86 pp., engravings, 7 plates. Wien, 
Holder. 6 M 

Contains : Brunsmid (Jos.) Die Inschriften und 
Miinzen der griechischen Stadte Dalmatiens. 

Altenburg (O.) De sermone pedestri Italorum vetus- 
’ tissimo. 

(Aus ‘ Jahrbiicher fiir class. Philologie.’) 
54 pp. Leipzig, Teubner. 2 M. 

Aristidis (Aelii) Smyrnaei, quae supersunt omnia 
ed. Bruno Keil. Vol II. Orationes XVI[.-LIII. 

8vo. 

continens. 8vo. xlii, 472 pp. Berlin, Weid- 
mann. 20 Mk. 

Aristophanes. Zacher (Konr.) Aristophanes-Stu- 
dien. Part I. Anmerkungen zu Aristophanes 
Rittern. 8vo. iv, 147 pp. Leipzig, Teubner. 
5 M. 

— See Dissertationes Halenses XIV., II. 
Aristoteles. Sakellarios (A.) Untersuchung des 

Textes der "A@nvalwy TloA:tefa des Aristoteles. 
8vo. iv, 37 pp. Jena, Haerdle. 1M. 

Babrii Fabulae Aesopeae, rec. O. Crusius. Accedunt 
fabularum dactylicarum et iambicarum reliquiae 
Ignatii et aliorum tetrasticha iambica rec. C. F. 
Mueller. Crown 8vo, 314 pp. Leipzig, Teubner. 
4M. 

Bakehylides. Jurenka (H.) Die neugefundenen 
Lieder des Bakchylides. Text, Ubersetzung, 
Commentar. 8yvo. xv, 161 pp. Wien, Holder. 
7 M. 

Billeter (G.) Geschichte des Zinsfusses im griechisch- 
romischen Altertum bis auf Justinian, 8vo. 
xii, 381 pp. Leipzig, Teubner. 12 M. 

Briefe (ausgewahlte) aus Ciceronischer Zeit. Her- 
ausgegeben von C. Bardt. Kommentar. I. Brief 
1—61. 
1 M. 80. 

Burckhardt (JSak.) Griechische Culturgeschichte. 
Herausgegeben von Jak. Oeri. 2vols. 8vo. ix, 
370, 443 pp. Berlin, Spemann. 14 M. 

Caesar. Gurlitt (L.) Auschauungstafeln zu Caesars 
Bellum Gallicum. Plate I. Castra Romana. 
Plate II. Alesia (cap. 69-90). Size: 60, 5 to 
91cm. Each plate with a leaf of letterpress in 
4to. Gotha, Perthes. Each, 3 Mk. 

Cuesaris (C. Julii.) Commentarii cum supplementis 
A. Hirtii et aliorum. ‘Tertium ed. E. Hoffmann. 
Vol. II. Commentarii de bello civili. Accedunt 
commentarii de bello alexandrino, africano, his- 
paniensi. 12mo. 321 pp. Wien, Gerold. 
1 M. 60. 

Cauuer (P.) Grammatica militans. Erfahrungen 
und Wiinsche im Gebiet des lateinischen und 
griechischen Unterrichts, 8vo. vi, 168 pp. 
Berlin, Weidmann. 5 Mk. 60. 

Cicero. Bornecque (H.) La prose métrique dans la 
correspondance de Cicéron. 8vo. Xvili, 357 pp. 
Paris, Bouillon. 

Ciceronis (M. Tulii.) Scripta quae manserunt omnia. 
Recogn. C. F. W. Mueller. Partis ILI. Vol. LI. 
Epistolae. Crown 8vo, clix, 565 pp. Leipzig, 
Teubner. 4 M. 20. 

Corpus inseriptionum etruscarum, administrante 
Aug. Danielsson, ed. C. Pauli, Part VILI. Folio. 
Pp. 475 to 554. Leipzig, Barth. 20 Mk. 

Damascius Diadochus. Problémes et solutions 
touchant les premiers principes, par Damascius le 
Diadoque. Avec le tableau sommaire des doctrines 

8vo. xxxix, 236 pp. Leipzig, Teubner. 

des Chaldeens, de Michel Psellus. Traduits pour 
la premitre fois et accompagnés de commentaires 
et d’un index trés développé par A. E. Chaignet. 
Vol. III. 8vo. iii, 311 pp. Paris, Leroux. 

Denkméler (antike), herausgegeben vom _ kais. 
deutschen archaeologischen Institut. Vol. IL. 
Part III. Royal folio. 12 plates, 17 pp. of 
letterpress, engravings. Berlin, Reimer. 40 Mk. 

Delattre (R. P.) Fouilles dans l’amphithéatre de 
Carthage. (1896-97.) 8vo. 55 pp., engravings. 
Nougent-le-Rotrou. 

Dissertationes philologae Vindobonenses. 
8vo. iii, 190 pp. Wien, Holder. 

Dissertationes philologicae Halenses. 
Partes I. II. 8vo. Halle, Niemeyer. 

I. Reinhold (H.) De graecitate patrum apos- 
tolicorum librorumque apocryphorum Novi Testa- 

Vol. VI. 
4 M. 80. 

Vol. XIV., 

menti quaestiones grammaticae. 114 _ pp. 
2 Mk. 80. 

II. Schwandke (G.) De Aristophanis nubibus 
prioribus. 72 pp. 1 Mk. 60. 

Euripidis. Fabulae edd. R. Prinz et N. Wecklein. 
Vol. I. Parts ¥V.—VII. Vol. II. Part I. 8vo. 
Leipzig, Teubner. 

Contains: I, V. Ion. v, 83 pp. 
VI. Helena. v, 88 pp. 

VII. Cyclops. v, 37 pp. 
II, I. Iphigenia Taurica. 

2M. 40. 
Euripides. Grueninger (Aug.) De Euripidis Oreste 

2M. 80. 
3 M. 
1M. 40. 

v, 88 pp. 

ab histrionibus retractata. 8vo. 52 pp. Basel. 
1 Mk. 50. 

Fowillée (A.) Les études classiques et la démocratie. 
8vo. vii, 255 pp. Paris, Colin. 3 fr. 

Fritz (W.) Die Briefe des Bischofs Synesius von 
Kyrene. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des Atticis- 
mus im IV. und Y. Jahrhundert. 8yvo. v, 230 
pp. Leipzig, Teubner. 8 M. 

Frochde (Osk.) Beitriige zur Technik der alten 
attischen Komidie. (Berliner Studien fiir classische 
Philologie und Archaeologie von O. Seyffert, Neue 
Folge, Vol. JII, Part 1.) 8vo. viii, 215 pp. 
Leipzig, Reisland. 6 M. 

Gemini Elementa astronomiae, rec., Germanica inter- 

pretatione et commentariis instr. Car. Manitius. 
Svo. xliv, 369 pp., diagrams. Leipzig, Teubner. 
8 M. 

Grunauw (G.) Inschriften und Darstellungen romis- 

cher Kaisermiinzen von Augustus bis Diocletian. 

8vo. xvi, 152 pp. 4 plates. Biel, Kuhn. 3M. 

Horace. Welzhofer (K.) Die ars poetica des Horaz. 

Kritischexegetische Untersuchung. 8vo. iii, 64 

pp. Straubing. 1 M. 
Hultsch (Fr.) Die Gewichte des Altertums, nach 

ihren Zusammenhange dargestellt. (Abhdlgn. der 

k. siichs. Gesellschaften der Wissenschaften, 

Philol.-historische Klasse. Vol. xviii, 2). Royal 

8vo. xiii, 205 pp. Leipzig, Teubner. 10 M. 

Imagines inscriptionum graecarum antiquissimarum 

in usum scholarum a. 1894 iterum composuit H, 

Roehl et jam auxit supplementis Theraces et 

Meliis. Imperial 4to. iii, 92 pp. Berlin, Reimer. 

6 M. 
Jahrbiicher fiir classiche Philologie, herausgegeben 

von Prof. A. Fleckeisen. 24 Supplt.-Bd. Part ii. 

8vo. pp. 383-634. Leipzig, Teubner. 7 M. 60. 

Klein (Wilh.) Die griechischen Vasen mit Lieblings- 

inschriften. 2d. Edition. 8vo. ix, 178 pp. 

Engravings. Leipzig, Veit. 10M. 
Klement (K.) Arion. Mythologische Untersuchung. 
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8vo. 63 pp., engravings. Wien, Holder. 1 M. 
60. 

Meyer (P.) Lateinische Schulgrammatik : Syntax. 
8vo. x, 69 pp. Bern, Wyss. 1 Mk. 50. 

Uebungssiitze zur lateinischen Syntax. $8vo, 
iv, 65 pp. Bern, Wyss. 1 Mk. 50. 

Michaelis (W.) De origine indicis deorum cogno- 
minum. 8vo. 90 pp. Berlin. 2 Mk. 

Ovid. Fabricius (V.) De diis, fato Joveque in 
Ovidii operibus quae supersunt, $8vo. 58 pp. 
Leipzig. 1 Mk. 20. 

Ovidius Naso (Des P.) Metamorphosen. Vol. ii. 
Books viii.-xv. Im Auschluss an M. Haupt’s 
Bearbeitung der Biicher i.—vii. erklirt von O. 
Korn, 3 Aufl. neu bearbeitet von R. Ehwald. 8vo. 
iv, 429 pp. Berlin, Weidmann. 4 M. 50. 

Pindar. Schwickert (J. J.) Quaestiones ad carminis 
Pindarici olympici primi emendationem spectantes 
atque explanationem. (Extract from: Compte 
rendu du 4. congrés scientifique international des 
catholiques.) 8vo. 51 pp. Fribourg (Suisse). 
1 M. 50. 

Platons ausgewihlte Dialoge, erklirt von H. 
Petersen. Vol. II. Protagoras. Text and notes. 
8vo. vii, 75 and 36 pp. Berlin, Weidmann. 
1 Mk. 20. 

Platon. Teuffel, Priparationem zu-Platons Apologie 
und Kriton. 8vo. 20 pp. Leipzig, Teubner. 
40 Pf. 

Plinius. Allain (E.) Pline le jeune et son temps. 
Etude sur la correspondance de Pline avee Voconius 
Romanus. 8vo. 66 pp. Besancon. 

Kalkmann (A.) Die Quellen der Kunst- 
geschichte des Plinius. 8vo. viii, 260 pp. 
Berlin, Weidmann. 9 Mk. 

Posidonius. Pohlenz (M.) De Posidonii libris zep) 
mabev. Svo. 100 pp. Leipzig, Teubaer. 3 M. 60. 

(Aus Jahrbiicher fiir class, Philologie). 
Ptolemact (Claudii) Opera quae exstant omnia. 

Vol. I. Syntaxis mathematica. Ed. Prof. J. L. 
Heiberg. Pars I. libros 1-6 continens. Crown 
8vo. vi, 546 pp., diagrams, plate. Leipzig, 
Teubner. 8 M. 

Juintilian. Dessauer (H.) Die handschriftliche 
Grundlage der 19 grésseren pseudo-quintilianischen 
Declamationen. 8vo. vii, 103 pp. Leipzig, 
Teubner. 3 M. 60. 
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Die Staatsvertrige des Altertums. 
xv, 226 pp. Leipzig, Teubner. 

Scala (R. von). 
Vol. 1. 8vo. 
8 M. a 

Schenkl (H.) Zur Kritik und Uberlieferungsges- 
chichte des Grattius und anderer lateinischer 
Dichter. 

(Aus ‘Jahrbiicher fiir class. Philologie.’) 8vo. 
98 pp. Leipzig, Teubner. 3 M. 60. 

Schulten (A.) Die romische Flurteilung und ihre 
Reste (Abhandlungen der Gottingischen Gesell- 
schaft der Wissenschaften Philologisch-historische 
Klasse, neue Folge, Vol. II. 7.) 4to. 88 pp., 7 
maps, engravings. Berlin, Weidmann. 5 M. 

Statius (F. Papinius). Vol. III. Lactanti Placidi 
qui dicitur commentarios in Statii Thebaida et 
commentarium in Achilleida ree. R. Jahnke. 
Crown 8vo. xii, 522 pp. Leipzig, Teubner. 
8 M. 

Studien (Leipziger) zur classischen Philologie. 
Herausgegeben von O. Ribbeck, H. Lipsius, C. 
Wachsmuth. Vol. XVIII. Part Il. 8vo. iii, 
and pp. 209-324. Leipzig, Hirzel. 4 M. 

Studniczka (F.) Die Siegesgottin. Entwurf der 
Geschichte einer antiken Idealgestalt. Royal 8vo. 
v, 27 pp., 12 plates. Leipzig, Teubner. 2 M. 

Thucydides. Lange (E.) Die Arbeiten zu Thucy- 
dides seit 1890. Eine Kritische Ubersicht. Part 
iL 

(Aus ‘ Philologus.’) 8vo. pp. 436-500. Leipzig, 
Dieterich. 1 M. 60. 

Widman (S.) Praeparationen zu Thukydides. 
Part IV. Book VII. 8vo. 28 pp. Leipzig, 
Teubner. 40 Pf. 

Torp (Alf.) lLykische Beitrige. I. (Videnskabs- 
selskabets skrifter. 
Nr. 4.) 8vo. 46 pp. 
1 M. 60. 

Vergil. Sbiera (R. I.) Die prosodischen Functionen 
inlautender muta cum liquida bei Vergil. 8vo. 
60 pp. Czernowitz. 2 M. 

Xenophontis de re publica Atheniensium qui inscri- 
bitur libellus. Rec., apparatu critico instr. E. 

II. Histor.-filol Klasse. 1898, 
Christiania, Dybwad. 

Kalinka. Editio minor. 8vo. 51 pp. Wien, 
Holder. 1 M. 10. 

Xenophon. Dippel (R.) Quae ratio intercedat inter 
Xenophontis historiam graecam et Plutarchi vitas 
quaeritur. 8vo. 116 pp. Giessen, 2 Mk. 
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I.—GENERAL INDEX.’ 

A. 

Abbott (Frank F.), on practerpropter in Gellius 
Noct. Att. (xix. 10), 359 f. 

accudere, 351a, b 
accusative with infinitive, the construction of, 4605 
Acropolis wall, a rediscovered inscription in the, 

233a, b 
actutum, 4736 
Adam (J.), notice of Lutoslawski’s Origin and 

Growth of Plato’s Logic, 218 ff. 
Ad Atticwm superscriptions, the, 438 ff. 
Adversaria in varios poctas graecos et latinos, Blaydes’, 

noticed, 364a, 6 
Aegean Islands, didrachm of, 376a 
Aenus, coin of, 1860 
Aeschylea (W. Headlam), 189 ff., 245 ff. 
Aeschylus Persae, Jonicisms in, 189 f. 

Supplices, Cyrenaic words in, 190a 
Aesica, discoveries at the fort of, 83a 
tyay and pweéeya, &vavra and Lat. mons, notes on, 

162 f. 
Agar (T. L.), Homerica, 106a, b, 252 ff., 431 ff. 

note on Homer JI. (xiv. 139 sqq.), 31 f. 
notes on Menander Tewpyds, 141a, b 

Agram Museum, Etruscan ‘liber linteus’ in the, 
415), 416a 

Agricola of Tacitus, an unknown MS. of the, 368a, b, 
465a, b 

notes on the, 355a, b 
Alcibiades, Whoioua of, 186a, b 
alev, oleiuom, €raFov, ‘oil,’ 461a 
Alexandrian erotic fragment and _ the 

cantica, 319a, b 
alicula, 4366 
Allbutt (T. Clifford), notice of Payne’s Harvey and 

Galen, 52 ff. 

Plautine 

Allen (Thomas W.,), notice of Jebb’s and Tyrrell’s 
Texts of Sophocles, 408 f. 

notice of Zereteli on Greek tachygraphy, 57a, 
alternative names in Greek, 337 f., 3396, 3405 
amaror, 310a 
Amboglanna, discoveries at the fort of, 835 
ancient views on the reasoning faculty in dogs, 93 ff. 
anhélare, 18a (n.) 
annales maximi and early Roman history, the, 420a 
antesinistra, 308b 
Anthesteria, the, 4265 
Anthologiae Graecae Erotica, Paton’s, noticed, 414a, 6 
aorist injunctive in Latin, the, 100 ff. 
Aphrodite, the cult of, 467, 468a 
Apologia Socratis of Xenophon, critical notes on the, 

193 ff. 
A Portrait, Tennyson’s, 

Hexameters, 180a, 0 
Appleshaw (near Andover), Roman villa at, 84), 

87a, b : 
archaeological notes on Bacchylides, 84 ff., 140 f., 

343 ff. 
Archaeology, 83 ff., 142 ff., 181 ff., 233a, 6, 274 ff., 

322 ff., 375 f., 423 ff, 465 ff. 
Ardoch (near Dunblane), discoveries at the fort of, 84 
Argive exclusion of Attic pottery (Hdt. v. 88), the, 

86 f. 
Aristides, decree of (479 B.c.), 159 ff., 169@ 

Plutarch and Aristotle on, 159 ff. 
Aristophanes Ach. (709), note on, 32a, b 

Eccl. (502), note on, 163 a, b 
Pax, van Herwerden’s ed. of, noticed, 165 ff. 
Ran. (780), note on mpoveeAoduer, 209a, 6 
relations between Eupolis and, 450 
Vesp. (107 sqq.), note on, 209a, > 

Starkie’s ed. of, noticed, 449 ff. 
the slaves in, 335 ff. 

rendered into Latin 

1 The Index is by W. F. R. Suitnero, M.A., formerly Foundation Scholar of Christ’s College, Cambridge. 
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Aristotle and the decree of Aristides, 159 ff. 
on the Greek theatre, 8a, b 

Arnold-Conway’s Zhe Restored Pronunciation of Greek 
and Latin, noticed, 57 f. 

Aryan and Italo-Keltic groups of languages, corre- 
spondences between, 461a 

evolution, the, 418 f. 
Asclepius’ temple at Athens, date of, 208a, b 
Ashby (Thomas, jun.), on the true site of Lake 

Regillus, 470 ff. 
Asia Minor, theatres of, 10) 
Asian group of languages non-Indo-European, the, 

4616 
‘ Aspendians,’ the, 278a, } 
Assmann on the meaning of wapete:pecia, 347a, 
Athena Polias at Athens, 145 ff. 

temple of on the Acropolis, 4680, 469a 
Athenaeus [de machinis] on the Greek theatre, 60 
Athenian constitution, the, 168 f. 

festivals, 425 ff. 
gold coinage, 3760 
rule, character of the, 455a 
stage-buildings of the fourth century, 10a 
strategi, 168a 

Athens, discoveries at, 186a, b, 472a 
Atlas of Classical Portraits (Roman Section), Rouse’s, 

noticed, 463a, b 
mee and the Argive Heraeum excavations, 

86 f. 
Auden’s Cicero Pro Plancio, noticed, 178a, 6 
augment of verbs beginning with w, 177a, 2700 
Avillius Flaceus, 284a 
Ayer papyrus, the, 3764 

B. 

Babrian Fables, Crusius’ ed. of the, noticed, 119 ff. 
Palmyrene wax-tablets containing, 119a, 

Bacchylides and the fate of Croesus, 84 f., 346 
archaeological and mythological notes on, 84 ff., 

140 f., 343 ff. 
Blass’ ed. of, noticed, 412 ff. 
critical notes on, 58 ff., 123 ff., 152 ff., 210 ff, 

2544, b, 394 f., 436 f. 
divinity epithets in, 344 ff. 
ode xvii. considered metrically, 134 ff. 
vase-paintings and, 84 ff. 

Barbarano (Etruria), discovery of bronze horse’s bit 
at, 185a 

Barnard’s ed. of Clement of Alexandria Quis Dives 
Salvetur, noticed, 45 ff. 

Barnett -(L. D.), notice of Carters De Deorum 
ae a Cognominibus Quaestiones Selectae, 
462 f. 

Bartlet (Vernon), on Philo de Vita Contemplativa 
(483, 46 sq.), 104 ff. 

base of the Polyzalos bronze, the, 142 f., 186a, 6 
Beare (John I.), notice of Marchant’s ed. of 

Thucydides (book vi.), 118 ff. 
Benevento, discovery of cippus miliarius at, 185b 
Bennett's IW. Tulli Ciceronis Cato Maior de Senectute, 

noticed, 320 f. 
Benson-Bradley’s Philosophical Lectwres and Remains 

of Kk. L. Nettleship, noticed, 365 ff. 
BE TARhY SIMie MS fit., 2ooml.,) Zonta oie ls. 

74 ff. 
Libliography of Philology and Ancient History, 

Sonnenschein’s, noticed, 423a, b 
‘Bibliotheca Heinsiana’ in the 

(and nn.) 
Birdoswald, discovery of Roman shoe at, 142a, b 
Birrens (near Ecclefeechan), discoveries at the fort 

of, 836, 84a 

Bodleian, 446a 
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Bitonto (Apulia), discoveries at, 4276 
Blakeney (E. H.), on parallels to Virgil (Ze. 1. 5) 

and Juvenal (viii. 20), 209a, 6 
Blass on a form of alternative names, 340) 

on the quantity of names in -ws, 205), 206a 
on the syllaba anceps in Bacchylides, 413a, 6 

Blass’ Bacchylidis Carmina cum Fragmentis, noticed, 
412 ff. 

Blaydes’ Adversaria in varios poetas yraccos ct latinos, 
noticed, 364a, b 

Bodleian Library, collation of a Tibullus MS. in the, 
445 f. 

collations of two MSS. of Fulgentius in the, 
457a, b 

marginalia of printed edd. of classical authors in 
the, 445 f. 

Western MSS. in the, 265 f. 
book-making among the Romans, 3170 
Boscoreale, excavations of another villa at, 87b, 1856 
Bradfield College, the stage at, 6a 
Bradley-Benson’s Philosophical Lectures and Remains 

of R. L. Nettleship, noticed, 365 ff. 
Britain, discoveries of Roman remains in, 83 f. 

Roman coin-find in east, 376a 
British Museum, acquisition of Greek coins by in 

1897, 376a 
recently acquired vases in, 423 f. 

British Musewm Papyri, corrections to Kenyon’s 
Catalogue of (vol. i1.), 434 ff. 

Brooks (E. J.), note on Plutarch Arist. (22), 159 ff. 
Brunn’s Kleine Schriften (Erster Band), noticed, 

469 f. 
Burrows (Ronald M.), notice of Hill’s Sowrces for 

Greek History, 451 ff. 
Bury (J. B.), on the base of the Polyzalos bronze, 

142 f., 186a, b 
Bury’s (R. G.) The Philebus of Plato, noticed, 223 ff. 
Buscemi (E. Sicily), discovery of grottoes at, 87) 

C. 

Caesar, Kiibler’s and Meusel’s edd. of, noticed, 
321a, 6 

Cagliari, discovery of inscription at, 1864 
caiare, 456a 
Cambridge Board of Classics, Report of the, 381 f., 

430a 
MS. of the de Sublimitate, a, 299 ff. 
philosophy act (March 1614-15), 93 f. 

Cantor (Prof. Moritz), literary Festgabe to, 431a 
carbatinae, 142a 
Carter’s De Deorum Romanorum 

Quuestiones Selectae, noticed, 462 f. 
Carthaginian passages in Plautus Poenulus, the, 

361 ff. 
Cartimandua (Queen), coins of, 186 
Catalogue of British Museum Papyri (vol. ii.), cor- 

rections to Kenyon’s, 434 ff. 
Catalogue of the Somzée Collection at Brussels, 

326 ff. 
of Western MSS. in the Bodleian Library, 265 f. 

Cato’s Origines, estimate of, 420a 
Catullus xxxi. 14 (domi, domo), note on, 360 f. (see 

also 407a, b, 465a, b) 
Codex Romanus of, 447 ff. 
notes on, 354 f. 

certo, 179 f. 
Cervantes referred to, 2090 
Charimortos, 274), 276a 
Chester, discoveries at, 84a 

north city wall of, 83a 
xAwpatxnv in Simonides and Bacchylides, the word, 

37a, b 

Cognominibus 
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Chroniques d’ Orient (deuxieme série), Reinach’s, 
noticed, 184a, b 

Cibber and Dr. Johnson, 59d 
Cicero ad Aft. (i. 1, 2), note on, 351 f. 

the superscriptions to, 438 ff. 
de Senectute, Bennett’s ed. of, noticed, 320 f. 
Fourth Verrine, Hall’s ed. of, noticed, 178 f. 
Letters, Tyrrell-Purser’s (vol. v.), noticed, 257 f. 
pro Cluentio, notes on, 294 ff. 
pro Plancio, Auden’s ed. of, noticed, 178a, 6 
use of sicut in, 4408, 441a 

Civita Lavinia, discovery of votive tablet at, 428a 
Classen’s Thucydides (book i.), Steup’s revision of, 

noticed, 258 ff. 
classical studies in France, 4310 

in the United States, 334 f., 430a 
Clement of Alexandria Quis Dives Salvetwr, Barnard’s 

ed. of, noticed, 45 ff. 
Clytemnestra’s weapon, note on, 348 ff. 
Cobet’s collation of the Venetus 474 (Ar. Paz), 165a, 
166 

Codex Eliensis of the de Sublimitate, 299 ff. 
its history, 301la, b 
its relation to the Codex Parisinus, 3000 
marginal notes in Italian, 300a, b 
Manutius’ text and, 7b. 
Robortello and, 299 f. 

Romanus of Catullus, 447 ff. 
Taurinensis of Lucan, 473a 

coins with the type anchor and cray-fish, 3766 
coilation of a Tibullus MS. in the Bodleian, 445 f. 

of the Madrid MS. of Statius Silvae, 400 ff., 
441 ff. 

of two MSS. of Fulgentius in the Bodleian, 
457a, b 

concessive particles in Martial, 30 f. 
Conington’s Virgil (vol. i.), Haverfield’s revision of, 

noticed, 306 ff. 
Consus, 20a 
Conway (R. S.), notice of Kretschmer’s Zin- 

leitung in die Geschichte des griechischen Sprache, 
460 ff. 

notice of von Planta’s Osco-Umbrian Grammar, 
254 ff. 

Conway’s The Italic Dialects, noticed, 164 f. 
Conway-Arnold’s The Restored Pronunciation of 

Greek and Latin, noticed, 57 f. 
Conybeare (F. C.), notice of Blaydes’ Adversaria, 

364a, b 
Cook (Arthur Bernard), on some signed Greek 

vases, 423 f. 
Corpus Inscriptionum Etruscarum, Pauli’s, noticed, 

414 ff. 
corrections to Kenyon’s Catalogue of British Musewm 

Papyri (vol. ii.), 434 ff. 
Correspondence of M. Tullius Cicero (vol. v.), Tyrrell- 

Purser’s, noticed, 257 f. 
corrigenda to Tyrrell’s Sophocles, 437 f. 
Cotter (W. E. P.), notice of Auden’s ed. of Cicero 

pro Plancio, 178a, b 
notice of Hall’s ed. of the Fourth Verrine of 

Cicero, 178 f. 
mou is Headlam’s ed. of Euripides Medea, 

67 f. 
notice of Wells’ Short History of Rome, 232a, b 

critical notes on Bacchylides, 58 ff., 123 ff., 152 {f., 
210 ff., 254a, b, 394 f., 436 f. 

on the Minor Works of Xenophon, 193 ff., 
285 ff., 383 ff. 

Croesus myth in Bacchylides and on a vase-painting, 
the, 84 f., 346d 

Crusius’ Babrii Fabulae Aesopeae, noticed, 119 ff. 
Cults of the Greek States, Farnell’s, noticed, 111 ff. 
Cumae, discovery of clay figurines at, 2820 
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Cynegeticus of Xenophon, critical notes on the, 285 ff. 
383 ff. 

Cypriote pottery, note on, 375 f. 
Cyrenaic words in Aeschylus Supplices, 190a 
Cyzicus, coins of, 186, 376a, 472b 

D. 

da Costa-van Leeuwen’s Homeri Odysseae Carmina 
(second ed.), noticed, 54 f. 

Damophon, statues of at Lycosura, 468a 
Dante referred to, 209d 
Dante’s Monument at Florence, Leopardi’s Ode on, 

transl. by Jebb, 369 ff. 
das, dat, quantity of in Plautus, 4730 
date of Eudoxus’ birth, 474a 

of Horace Od. (ii. 6), 885 
of Juvenal’s Satires, 51a, b 
of Plato’s Dialogues, 219), 220a 
of Tertullian de Pudicitia, 2846 
of Theocritus’ birth, 89d 
of the temple of Asclepius at Athens, 208a, 
of various Greek tragedies, 39 f. 

Dawes (Elizabeth A. S.), notice of Garnett and 
Stuart-Glennie’s Greek Folk Poesy, 266 ff. 

decline in English scholarship (2), 334a 
De Compendiis seripturae codicum graeccrum, Xc., 

Zereteli’s, noticed, 57a, b 
De Deorum Romanorum Cognominibus Quaestiones 

Selectae, Carter's, noticed, 462 f. 
dediticius, daticius, 473b 
defixiones, 417a 
Delbriick on the aorist, 100 ff. 
Delos, the theatre at, 7a, 6 

contrasted with that at Termessos, lla, } 
Delphi, didrachm of, 376a 
Delphic Hymn to Apollo, the, 100a 

the second, 100a, 6 
[Demosthenes] (42, 25), note on, 36a, 6 

Leptines and an inscription in the Acropolis wall, 
233a, b 

Dessau-Rohden’s Prosopographia 
(pars iil.), noticed, 364 f. 

de Sublimitate, note on a Cambridge MS. of the, 
299 ff. 

devotiones, 282b, 428a 
Die attische Autochthonensage bis auf Euripides, 

Ermatinger’s, noticed, 172 ff. 
Die plautinische Cantica und die hellenistische Lyrik, 

Leo’s, noticed, 319 f. 
Die Quellen contamination im 21 und 22 Buche des 

Liwiws, Sanders’, noticed, 317 f. 
dicrectus, 3774 
dimensions of the Pyramids, Herodotus on 

195 ff. 
Dionysius Halicarnasseus de 

(ec. 11), note on, 391 ff. 
Dittmar’s Studien zur lateinischen Moduslehre, noticed, 

458 ff. 
dixerit quis, 298a, b 
dogs, the reasoning faculty in, 93 ff. 
domi, domo (Catullus xxxi. 14), note on, 360 f. (se 

also 407a, b, 465a, b) 
Dorchester Museum, vase-fragment in the, 428a 
Dorpfeld’s theory of the Greek stage, 1 ff. (see also 

468a, b) 
Doulichion, the name, 304a, 

identical with Leucadia, 74. 
Draconian constitution, the, 168a, 169a 
Duff (J. D.), notice of Owen-Phillimore’s Musa 

Clauda, 464a, b 

Imperii Romani 

the, 

Dinarcho Iudicium 
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E. 

Earle (Mortimer Lamson), note on Euripides 
Alc. (501), 3938 f. 

notes on Bacchylides, 394 f. 
notice of Haigh’s Tragic Drama of the Greeks, 

37 fff. 
earliest sources of Roman history, 420 f. 
Egypt, Greek inscriptions from, 274 ff. 
Einleitung in die Geschichte der griechischen Sprache, 

Kretschmer’s, noticed, 460 ff. 
ex T@V Tlavabnvaiwy 6 mAovs, 4256 
Elaeusa Sebaste, coins of, 2830 
El-Alia, Tunis (the ancient Achalla), discovery of 
Roman villa at, 428) 

Eléments de Grammaire comparée, &c., Regnaud’s, 
noticed, 418a, 6 

Ellis (Robinson), notes on Bacchylides, 64 ff. 
notice of Crusius’ ed. of Babrius, 119 ff. 
notice of Madan’s Catalogue of Western MSS. in 

the Bodleian Library, 265 f. 
notice of Paton’s Anthologiae Graecae Erotica, 

414a, b , 
Elmer (H. C.), on a neglected use of the Latin sub- 

junctive, 199 ff. 
on the aorist injunctive in Latin, 100 ff. 

Empedocles, repetitions in, 16 f. 
Ephesus, discovery of Roman theatre at, 282) 

gold coin of, 376a 
‘epic cycle,’ the, 108 ff. 

Athenian mythology in the, 173a, 6 
Epidauria, the, 426a 
Epigrafia Latina, Ricci’s, noticed, 328 
epilepsy combined with great mental activity, 2395 
Eretria, excavation of vaulted tomb at, 282d 
Erichthonius and Erechtheus, 1730 
Ermatinger’s Die attische Autochthonensage bis auf 

Euripides, noticed, 172 ff. 
Erythrae, imperial coin of, 376a 
Escurial MS. of Clement of Alexandria Quis Dives 

Salvetur, 45 f. 
Etenna and the Etennians, 277 f. 
Etruscan ‘liber linteus’ in the Agram Museum, 4158, 

416a 
studies, recent, 416 f. 

etymological notes (Fay), 17 ff. 
(Fennell), 162 f. 
(Strong), 20a, b 

Eupolis and Aristophanes, relations between, 4506 
Euripides Alc. (501), note on, 393 f. 

Alcestis, Hadley’s ed. of, noticed, 118 f. 
Medea, Headlam’s ed. of, noticed, 367 f. 

Kusebea Caesarea, coins of, 283a, b 
Evolution of the Aryan, von Thering’s, transl. of by 

A. Drucker, noticed, 418 f. 

F. 

Fabii *Planciadis Fulgentii Expositio Sermonwn 
Antiquorum, Wessner’s, noticed, 456 f. 

Fairbanks (Arthur), on repetitions in Empedocles, 
16 f. 

Farnell (L. R.), archaeological notes on Bacchy- 
lides, 343 ff. 

Farnell’s The Cults of the Greek States, noticed, 
ba lnie 

Fay (Edwin W.), etymological notes, 17 ff. 
note on Cicero ad Aft. (i. 1, 2), 351 f. 
note on Plautus Capt. (1 sqq.), 352 ff. 
on quis for aliquis (2), 296 ff. 

Fennell (C. A. M.), note on Pindar Pyth. (ii. 161 
sqq.), 350a, b (see also 208a, b) 

on &@yav and puéya, dvavra and Lat. mons, 162 f. 
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Ferrarius’ (Octavianus) marginalia to a codex of 
Tibullus in the Bodleian, 446a, b 

Feste der Stadt Athen, A. Mommsen’s, noticed, 424 ff. 
Fick on the quantity of names in -wns, 20a, b, 

205a, b 
Firmicus, authenticity of writings of, 317a 

indebtedness of, 317a, 6 
Kroll-Skutsch’s ed. of, noticed, 318a, 6 
Moore’s dissertation on, noticed, 317a, 6 

forum civile at Pompeii, the, 325a, 6 
triangulare at Pompeii, the, 3246 

Fouillée’s Les Etudes classiques et la Démocratie, 
4310 

Francken (C.M.), ad Lucani libros MSS., 321 f. 
(see also 228 ff.) 

Francken’s M. Annaei Lucani Pharsalia (vol. ii.), 
noticed, 228 ff. 

author’s rejoinder to the above, 321 f. 
Frascati, discovery of leaden ftessara at, 4276 
Frazer (J. G.), note on Plataea, 206 f. (see also 

161 f.) 
Frazer’s Pausanias’s Description of Greece, noticed, 

465 ff. 
the topography of Plataea in, 161 f. (see also 

206 f.) 
Friedlinder’s D. Junii Juvenalis saturaram libri », 

noticed, 50 ff. 
Fuegner’s Lexicon Livianum, note on, 180a, 6b 
Fulgentius’ Dictionary of Old Latin Terms, Wessner’s 

ed. of, noticed, 456 f. 
two collations of Bodleian MSS. of, 457a, 6 

Furneaux (H.), on an unknown MS. of the 
Agricola of Tacitus, 368a, b, 465a, b 

Furtwangler’s Sammlung Somzée: Antike Kunst- 
denkmaeler, noticed, 326 ff. 

G. 

Garcilaso quoted, 209a 
Gardner (Percy), notice of Frazer’s Pausanias’s 

Description of Greece, 465 ff. 
on a Themistoclean myth, 21 ff. 

Gardner’s Sculptured Tombs of Hellas, noticed, 148 f. 
Gardner-Jevons’ A Manual of Greek Antiquities, 

noticed, 41 ff. 
Garnett and Stuart-Glennie’s Greek Folk Poesy, 

noticed, 266 ff. 
Geddes (Sir W. D.), on the sequence after ne 

prohibitive, 355 ff., 395 ff. 
Gellius Moct. Att. (xix. 10), praeterpropter in, 359 f. 
Tewpyds of Menander, notes on the, 141a, 0, 301 ff., 

433 f. 
Gerasa (Decapolis), newly found coins of, 2830 
Goligher (W.A.), note on Bacchylides (xvii. 35), 

437a, 6 
Gospel according to the Egyptians and the Logia Lesu, 

the, 35a, 6 
Gow (J.), notice of Rouse’s Atlas of Classical 

Portraits (Roman Section), 463a, 6 
Gradivus, 20a, 6 
Graeco-Roman hymns, the, 1000 
grafito at Rome supposed to represent the Crucifixion, 

185d, 186a 
Granger (Frank), on the text and interpretation of 

Logia Lesu ii., 35a, b 
Greek and Roman theatres, 1 f. 

alternative names, 337 f., 339), 3406 
antiquities (Gardner-Jevons), 41 ff. 

(Lipsius-Schoemann), 167 ff. 
aor. subj. as future, 176a, b, 269b, 270a 
coins acquired by the British Museum in 1897, 

376a 
cults (Farnell), 111 ff. 
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Greek—continued. 
mee progressive simplification of, 1750, 

76a 
drama from circ. 300 B.c., 1 ff. 

of the fourth and fifth centuries B.c., 8 ff. 
dual, 1760, 177a, 2706 
folk poesy (Garnett and Stuart-Glennie), 266 ff. 
grammar (Jannaris), 175 ff., 269 ff. 
history sources (Hill), 451 ff. 
inscriptions from Egypt (Hall), 274 ff. 

from Phrygia, metrical (Souter), 96 ff. 
literature (Murray), 107 ff. 
music (Williams), 98 ff. 
participle, history of, 176a 
secondary subj. in dependent clauses (Biblical), 

178a, 272a, 6 
stage, Dorpfeld’s theory of, 1 ff. (see also 468q, 6) 
tachygraphy (Zereteli), 57a, 6 
theatres, modern excavations in, 10, 3 f. 
tragedies, date of various, 39 f. 

symmetry of form in, 400 
tragic drama (Haigh), 37 ff. 
vases, some signed, 423 f. 

Greenidge (A. H. J.), notice of Lipsius’ ed. of 
Schoemann’s Griechische Alterthiimer, 167 ff. 

Grenfell (B. P.) and Hunt (A. S.), corrections to 
Kenyon’s Catalogue of British Muscwm Papyrt 
(vol. ii.), 434 ff. 

Griechische Alterthiimer, Lipsius’ ed. of Schoemann’s, 
noticed, 167 ff. 

Grundriss der Geographie von Italien und dem orbis 
Romanus, Jung’s, noticed, 174 f, 

Grundriss der rémischen Geschichte nebst Quellenkunde, 
Niese’s, noticed, 55 f. 

Grundy (G. B.), note on Plataea 
Pausanias, 161 f. (see also 206 f.) 

in Frazer’s 

Hi. 

Hadley’s The Alcestis of Euripides, noticed, 118 f. 
Hadrian’s Wall and Vallum, discoveries along, 

83a, b 
Haigh (A. E.), on Dérpfeld’s theory of the Greek 

stage, 1 ff. (see also 468a, b) 
Haigh’s The Tragie Drama of the Greeks, noticed, 

37 ff. 
halare, 18a (n.) 
Hale (Wm. Gardner), on the ‘Codex Romanus’ 

of Catullus, 447 ff. 
Hall (F. W.), notice of van Herwerden’s ed. of 

Aristophanes Paw, 1665 ff. 
Hall’s (F. W.), The Fourth 

noticed, 178 f. 
ERIS R.), on Greek inscriptions from Egypt, 

Mahafly’s notes upon, 282a 
Harcourt’s (the late E. W.) issue of John Ball’s Life 

of Preston, 93a, 94a (nn.) 
Harrison (Jane E.), archaeological and mythological 

notes on Bacchylides, 85 f., 140 f. 
es oe Ermatinger’s Adtische Autochthoncensage, 

172 ff. 
Harvey and Galen, Payne’s, noticed, 52 ff. 
Haverfield (F.), notice of Friedliinder’s ed. of 

Juvenal, 50 ff. 
notice of Jung’s Geography of the Roman 

Empire, 174 f. 
notice of Kiibler’s and Meusel’s edd. of Caesar, 

321a, b 
notice of Macdonald’s Vituli Hunteriani, 184 f. 
on a Roman shoe found at Birdoswald, 142a, 6 
see co of Roman remains in Britain, 

Verrine of Cicero, 
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Haverfield’s revision of Conington’s Virgil (vol. i. 

Eclogues and Georgies), noticed, 306 ff. 

Hayley (H. W.), notice of Hadley’s ed. of Euripides 

Alcestis, 118 f. 
Headlam (C. E. S.), note on Aristophanes 4ch. 

(709), 32a, b 
Headlam’s (C. E. S.) Euripidis Medea, noticed, 

367 f. 
Headlam (Walter), Aeschylea, 189 ff., 245 ff. 

note on Logia Iesu v., 350 a, b (see also 

394 a, b) 
note on Sallust Orat. Philippi in Senatu (§ 7), 

351la, b 
notes on Bacchylides, 66 ff. 

Henderson (Bernard W.), on the use of place- 

names in history, 11 ff. 
Herodotus (v. 88) corroborated by excavations in the 

Argive Heraeum, 86 f. 
on the dimensions of the Pyramids, 195 ff. 

Herwerden (H. van), notes on Bacchylides, 210 f. 

Herwerden’s (van) APISTOPANOTS EIPHNH cum 

scholiorum antiquorum excerptis, noticed, 165 ff. 

Hessels’ Memoranda on Mediaeval Latin, 431a 

Hierapolis (Phrygia), imperial coin of, 376 
Hill (G. F.), Monthly Record, 87 f. 

Hill’s Sources for Greck History, noticed, 451 ff. 

Himera, legend on coins of, 4726 
Hipparchus, Manitius’ ed. of, noticed, 170 ff. 

the inventor of trigonometry (#), 172a, 6 

Hirtzel (F. A.), notice of Page’s ed. of the Bucolics 

and Georgics, 312 f. 
Histoire del Art dans V Antiquité (tome vii.), Perrot’s, 

noticed, 2330 
Historical Greek Grammar, Jannaris’, noticed, 175 ff. 

(see also 269 ff.) 
historical place-names, the use of, 11 ff. 

History of Ancient Greek Literature, Murray’s, 

noticed, 107 ff. 
Homer Jliad (vi. 506 sqq.), note on, 431 ff. 

(xiv. 139 sqq.), note on, 31f. 
Odyssey, van Leeuwen-da Costa’s ed. of, noticed, 

54 f. 
Homeric papyrus, a new, 329a 
Homerica (Agar), 106a, b, 252 ff., 431 ff. 

homonyms, the fallacy of, 158 f. 
Honley (near Huddersfield), coin-find at, 1860 

Hoppin (Joseph Clark), on the Argive exclusion 

of Attic pottery (Hdt. v. 88), 86 f. 

Horace Ars Poet. and the Thyestes of Varius, 284a 

nationality of, 305a, 6 
Od. (i. 28), divisions of, 473a 

(ii. 6), date of, 88 
(ii. 17, 29), note on, 107a, 6 

Odes, divisions of, 2846 
on the Greek theatre, 3a 

Housman (A. E.), notes on Bacchylides, 68 ff., 

134 ff., 216 ff. 
Hude’s Thucydidis Historiae (tomus prior: 

i.-iy.), noticed, 409 ff. 
Hunt (A. S.), on the Oxyrhynchus papy ri (Abstract 

of a Paper read before the Oxford Philological 

Society), 34 f. 
and Grenfell (B. P.), corrections to Kenyon’s 

Catalogue of British Museum Papyri (vol. ii.), 

434 ff 

hypate and mese in Greek music, the notes, 98 ff. 

libri 

le Al 

James I. on the reasoning faculty in dogs, 94a 

Jannaris’ Historical Greek Grammar, noticed, 175 17. 

author’s rejoinder to the above, 269 If. 

reply of reviewer, 273 f. 
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[his scholia and Baechylides, the, 66a 
Jeans (G, E.), notice of Tyrrell-Purser’s The Cor- 

respondence of M. Tullius Cicero (vol. v.), 257 f. 
Jebb (R. C.), notes on Bacchylides, 123 ff., 152 ff. 

transl. of Leopardi’s Ode on the Monument of 
Dante at Florence, 369 ff. 

Jebb’s Sophocles. The Text of the Seven Plays, 
noticed, 408a, b 

Jerome’s Life of Lucretius, an Italian scholar on, 
237 ff. 

Jevons (F. B.), notice of Meyer’s transl. of The 
Voyage of Bran to the Land of the Living, and 
Nutt’s essay on The Happy Otherworld, 48 ff. 

notice of von Ihering’s Lvolution of the Aryan, 
transl. by A. Drucker, 418 f. 

Jevons-Gardner’s A Manual of Greek Antiquities, 
41 ff. 

Thering’s (von) The Evolution of the Aryan, transl. 
of by A. Drucker, noticed, 418 f. 

Ilium, coins of, 1860 
imperfect in oratio obliqua, use of in Xenophon, 

194, 2900 
indigetes, etymology of, 19 f. 
-wns, quantity of names in, 20 f., 205 f. 
ingens, etymology of, 17 f., 163a@ [see Cl. Rev. xi. 

300a, b] 
inscription at Cagliari, 186a 

in the Acropolis wall, a rediscovered, 233a, 6 
of a Graeco-Egyptian child from Memphis, 

274a, b, 280 f. 
of Isis from Koptos, 2816, 282a 
of Lemnos with Etruscan affinities, 417) 
of Lichas the Acarnanian, 2746, 276a 
of Ptolemaic elephant-hunters, 274 ff. 
of Ptolemy Philadelphus at Pithom, 276a, 

279a, b 
of the Lydian Katakekaumene, 340a (and n.) 

inscriptions from Eeypt, Greek, 274 ff. 
from Patras, 322 ff. 
from Phrygia, Greek metrical, 96 ff. 

insigniwm (‘coat of arms’), 323a 
z nune and 7 with another imperative, 376) 
Johnson (Dr.) and Cibber, 594 
Jones (H. Stuart), on Bacchylides and the fate of 

Croesus, 84 f. 
Jonians, Asiatic origin of the, 1695 
Ionicisms in Aeschylus Persae, 189 f. 

in the Trojan plays of Sophoeles, 1896, 190a 
Isis, Koptos inscription of, 2816, 282a 
Italian scholar on Jerome’s life of Lucretius, an, 

237 ff. 
Italie Dialects, Conway’s, noticed, 164 f. 
Italo-Keltic and Aryan groups of languages, corre- 

spondence between, 461a 
Jung’s Grundriss der Geographie von Italien und dem 

orbis Romanus, noticed, 174 f. 
Tuno Tuga, 4630 
Juvenal (viii. 20), parallels to, 2096 

date of Satires, 5la, b 
Friedlinder’s ed. of, noticed, 50 ff, 
rhythm of, 510 
sketch of life, 51a 
use of sicwtin, 441a, b 

K. 
kat (‘or’), 337 ff. 
Kenyon (F. G.), note on Bacchylides, 133a, b 
Kenyon’s Catalogue of British Musewm Papyri (vol. 

ii.), corrections to, 434 ff. 
Kontisti and Psicharisti schools of literary Greek, 

the, 267b, 268a 
Kleine Schriften 1., Brunn’s, noticed, 469 f. 
Koptos inscription of Isis, 2816, 282a 
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krater from Athens in the British Museum, 424a, } 
Kretschmer’s Hinleitung in die Geschichte der gricchi- 

schen Sprache, noticed, 460 ff. 
Kroll-Skutsch’s Julii Firmici Materni Mathescos 

Libri viii., noticed, 318a, b 
Kiibler’s C. Lulii Caesaris Commentarii, noticed, 

3214, b 

L. 

Lake Regillus, the true site of, 470 ff. 
Lambros (Spyr. P.), correction to the article Hin 

newer Codex des Péanius (Cl. Rev. xi. 382 ff.], 
144a, b 

Lampadedromia at Athens, the, 4250 
lancino, 4736 
Latin aorist injunctive (Elmer), 100 ff. 

hexameters (Stone), 180 
strong hephthemimeral pause in, 329a@ 

subjunctive, a neglected use of (Elmer), 199 ff. 
verb (Neue), 231 f. > 

latro, 351b 
Lease (Emory B.), notes on Tyrrell’s third ed. of 

Plautus Wil. Gl., 179 f. 
on concessive particles in Martial, 30 f. 

lecticocisium, 473b 
Leeuwen (van)-da Costa’s Homeri Odysseae Carmina 

(second ed.), noticed, 54 f. 
Lemnos inscription with Etruscan affinities, 417) 
Leopardi’s Ode on the Monument of Dante at Flor- 

ence, Jebb’s transl. of, 369 ff. 
Leo’s Die plautinische Cantica und die hellenistische 

Lyrik, noticed, 319 f. 
Leucas (in Acarnania), stater of, 473a, 6 
Lexicon Livianwm, Fuegner’s, note on, 180a, b 
Lexicon  Petronianum,  Segebade-Lommutzsch’s, 

noticed, 365a, b 
Lichas the Acarnanian, inscription of, 2746, 276a 
Lindsay (W. M.), notice of Conway’s Jtalic Dia- 

lects, 164 f. 
notice of Neue’s Formentehre der lateinischen 

Sprache, 231 f. 
notice of Pauli’s Corpus Inscriptionwm Etrus- 

carum (and recent Etruscan studies), 414 ff. 
notice of Wessner’s ed. of Fulgentius, 456 f. 
on a Bodleian collation of a Tibullus MS., 445 f. 
on classical studies in the United States, 3340 
on the Carthaginian passages in Plautus Poenulus, 

361 ff. 
Lipsius’ ed. of Schoemann’s Griechische Alterthiimer, 

noticed, 167 ff. 
Livy xxi., xxii., sources of, 3176 

the lost Epitome of, 318a, b, 4730 
Lobeck on the quantity of names in -iwns, 2050 
Avyetoyv in Greek theatres, the, 2b, 7b 
Logia Iesu ii., on the text and interpretation of, 

35a, b 
v., note on, 350a. 6 (see also 394a, 5) 
and the Gospel according to the Egyptians, 

35a, b 
Lommatzsch-Segebade’s 

noticed, 365a, b 

Lucan, Francken’s ed. of (vol. ii.), noticed, 228 ff. 
author’s rejoinder to the above, 321 f. 

imitated by Silius Italicus, 2300 
Lucian Hermotim. (81), note on, 394a, b (see also 

350a, b) 
Lucretius and Tasso, 239a 

madness and suicide of, 237 ff. 
Dr. Brieger’s theory on, 244a, 

Lutoslawski’s The Origin and Growth of Plato's Logie, 
noticed, 218 ff. 

Lexicon Petronianwm, 
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M. 

Macci’s De Bello Asdrubalis, 12 ff. 
Macdonald’s Vituli Hunteriani: an account of the 
Roman Stores in the Hunterian Museum, Uni- 
versity of Glasgow, noticed, 184 f. 

Macrobius, notes on, 158 f. 
Madan’s Summary Cataloque of Western MSS. in the 

Bodleian Library at Oxford, noticed, 265 f. 
MS. of Fulgentius in, 266a, b, 457a 

aries MS. of Statius Silvae, collation of, 400 ff., 
441 ff. 

Madvig’s canon on ne prohibitive, 356a 
sie Graecia vase-paintings and the Greek theatre, 

a, 60 
magnitudes of fixed stars, the, 172a 
Mahaffy’s notes to Hall’s article on Greek inscriptions 

from Egypt, 282a 
Manatt-Tsountas’ The Mykenacan Age: a Study of 

the Monuments and Culture of pre-Homeric 
Greece, noticed, 181 ff. 

Manilius, influence of Propertius on (?), 294a, 0 
notes on, 292 ff. 

Manitius’ Hipparchi in Arati et Eudoxi Phaenomena 
Commentariorum Libri Tres, noticed, 170 ff. 

Manual of Greek Antiquities, Gardner-Jevons’, 
noticed, 41 ff. 

Manutius’ text of the de Sublimitafe and the Codex 
Eliensis, 300a, 6 

Marchant (E. C.), note on Sophocles 7vach. (345) 
and Plato Gorg. (470 A), 305 f. 

notice of Hude’s Thucydides (i.-iv.), 409 ff. 
notice of Steup’s revision of Classen’s Thucydides 

(book i.), 258 ff. 
Marchant’s Thucydides Book VI., noticed, 113 ff. 
Marcus Aurelius Antoninus to Himself, Rendall’s 

transl. of, noticed, 315 f. 
marginalia of printed edd. of classical authors in the 

Bodleian, 445 f. 
to a codex of Tibullus in the Bodleian, 446a, 6 

Marindin (G. E.), on the date of the temple of 
Asclepius at Athens, 208a, 6 

on the word yAwpa’xnv in Simonides and Bacchy- 
lides, 37a, b 

Martial, concessive particles in, 30 f. 
Masson (John), on an Italian scholar on Jcrome’s 

Life of Lucretius, 237 ff. 
Masyntias or Masintuas (Ar. Vesp. 433), the name, 

3370, b 
Mayor (John E. B.), note on Fuegner’s Lexicon 

Livianum, 180a, 6 
notes on Macrobius, 158 f. 
on ancient views on the reasoning faculty in 

dogs, 93 ff. 
Mayor (J. B.), notice of Barnard’s ed. of Clement 

of Alexandria Quis Dives Salvetur, 45 ff. 
notice of Jannaris’ Historical Greek Grammar, 

175) she 
reply to author’s rejoinder, 273 f. 

notice of Rendall’s Thoughts of Mareus Aurelius, 
315 f. 

Mayor (R. J. G.), notice of Starkie’s The Wasps of 
Aristophanes, 449 fi. 

Mediaeval Latin, a plea for the study of, 430), 
431a 

Megalopolis, the theatre at, 6b, 74, 4680 
Mélanges Weil, the, 382 
Memphis inscription on a Graeco-gyptian child, 

274a, b, 280 f. 
Menander, notes on the Tewpyds of, 141a, b, 301 ff., 

433 f. 
Mende, coins of, 4720 
Merrill (Elmer Truesdell), notes on Catullus and 

on the Agricola of Tacitus, 354 f. 
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mese and hypate in Greek music, the notes, 98 ff. 
Metapontum, silver coin of, 2836 
Metaurus, battle-site of the, 11 ff. 
metres of the Plautine cantica, 319 f. 
metrical inscriptions from Phrygia, Greek, 96 ff. 
Meusel’s C. Julii Oaesaris Belli Gallici Libri vii. 

A. Hirtii Liber viii., noticed, 321a, b 
Meyer’s transl. of The Voyage of Bran to the Land of 

the Living, and Nutt’s essay on The Happy Other- 
world, noticed, 48 ff. 

Middleton-Mills’ The Student's Companion to Latin 
Authors, noticed, 422 f. 

Mills-Middleton’s Zhe Student's Companion to Latin 
Authors, noticed, 7. 

Milton quoted, 62a 
Minor Works of Xenophon, critical notes on the 

[continued from vol. xi. ]:— 
X. The Apologia Socratis, 193 ff. 
XI. The Cynegeticus, 285 ff., 383 ff. 

Mommsen’s (A.) Feste der Stadt Athen im Altertum, 
geordnet nach attischen Kalender, noticed, 42¢ ff. 

mons, ‘peak,’ 18 f., 1630 
Montepagano (in the Abruzzi), discovery of bronze 

objects at, 427a 
Montepulciano (Etruria), discovery of tombs at, 

ab. 
Monthly Record, 87 f., 185f., 282 f., 376a, b, 427 f., 

472 f. 
Moore (Clifford Herschel), notice of Weichardt’s 

Pompeti, 324 ff. 
Moore’s Julius Firmicus Maternus (‘der Heide und 

der Christ’), noticed, 317a, 6 
Moschion, the speech against, 391 ff. 
MS. of Catullus, 447 ff. 

of Clement of Alexandria Quis Dives Salvetwr, 
Vatican, 45 f. 

of Longinus de Sublimitate, 299 ff. 
of Statius Silvac, Madrid, 400 ff., 441 ff. 
of Tacitus Agricola, an unknown, 368a, 4, 

465a, 0 
of Thucydides (M), new collation of a, 11388, 

114@ 
of Tibullus, collation of a Bodleian, 445 f. 

MSS. of Aristophanes Pax, 165 f. 
of Caesar, 321a, Db 
of Catullus, 448 f. 
of Clement of Alexandria Quis Dives Salvetur, 

45 f. 
of Homer Odyssey, 54a, 6 
of Lucan, 228 f., 321 f. 
of Statius, 314a@ 
of the Acts of the Apostles, 321a, 0 

mu, the African word, 364) 
Mulvany (C. M.), notice of van Leeuwen-da Costa’s 

ed. of the Odyssey, 54 f. 
Munich dissertations, two recent, 317 f. 
Murray (A. S.), notice of Brunn’s Kleine Schriften 

I., 469 f. 
Murray (Gilbert), on the quantity of names in 

-wns, 20 f. (see also 205 f.) 
Murray’s A History of Greck Literature, noticed, 

107 ff. 
Musa Clauda and the decline (?) of verse composition, 

3330 
Owen-Phillimore’s, noticed, 464a, } 

Mykenaean Age, Tsountas-Manatt’s, noticed, 181 ff. 

Myres (J. L.), note on Cypriote pottery, 875 f. 
notice of Tsountas-Manatt’s Mykenacan Age, 

181 ff. 
Mysteries at Athens, the, 426 
myth of the seven kings of Rome, 421a,) 

of the subsequent republic, 421 f. 
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Nairn (J. A.), note on Aristophanes Zecl. (502), 
163a, b 

note on Valerius Flaccus (iv. 129 sq.), 36la, b 
on the word mpovoedAoduey (Ar, Ran. 730), 

209a, b 
name Doulichion, the, 304a, b 
names in -ins, the quantity of, 20 f., 205 f. 

of places in history, 11 ff. 
of slaves, 342 f. 

nationality of Horace, the, 305a, 6 [see Cl. Rev. xi. 
339 f.] 

navigium Isidis, 4256 
ne prohibitive, sequence after, 355 ff., 395 ff. 

with perf. subj. in Cicero, 1040 
neglected use of the Latin subjunctive, a, 199 ff. 
Nettleship’s (R. L.) Philosophical Lectures 

Remains, Bradley-Benson’s, noticed, 365 ff. 
Neue’s Kormentehre der lateinischen Sprache, noticed, 

231 f. 
‘neumatic’ notation, 99a 
Nicaea, imperial coin of, 376a 
Nicklin (T.), note on Horace Qd. (ii. 17, 

107a, b 
nictare, 456b, 457a 
Niese’s Grundriss der rémischen Geschichte nebst 

Quellenkunde [‘ Handbuch der Klassischen Alter- 
tumswissenschaft’], noticed, 55 f. 

non vereor ut, the construction of, 4600 
Nutt’s essay on the Irish Vision of the Happy 

Otherworld and the Celtic Doctrine of Rebirth, 
noticed, 48 ff. 

and 

29), 

O. 

Ode on the Monument of Dante at Florence, Jebb’s 
transl. of Leopardi’s, 369 ff. 

‘oil’, alev, oleiwom, €ratFov, 461a 
Olynthus, coin of, 1860 
Onions’ text of Nonius, 456a 
Opisthodomus, site of the, 151 f. 
Origin and Growth of Plato’s Logic, Lutoslawski’s, 

noticed, 218 ff. 
Oroanda, site of, 276 f. 
orthography, a plea for uniformity in, 313a, } 
Osco- Umbrian Grammar, von Planta’s, noticed, 

254 ff. 
Ostia, discoveries at, 282b, 428a 
Owen (S. G.), note on Catullus (xxxi. 14), 407a, b 

(see also 360 f., 465a, b) 
on the meaning of sicuwt, 440 f. 

Owen-Phillimore’s Musa Clauda, noticed, 464a, b 
Oxford Honour Classical course, proposed changes in 

the, 429a, b 
Oxyrhynchus papyri, the, 34 f., 333a 

le 

Page (T. E.), notice of Haverfield’s revision of 
Conington’s Virgil (vol. i.), 306 ff. 

Page’s P. Vergili Maronis Bucolica et Georgica, 
noticed, 312 f. 

Pais’ Storia di Roma (vol. i. 
419 ff. 

Palazzo-Acreide (near Syracuse), find of silver coins 
at, 428b 

Palestrina, discoveries at, 87b, 185a, b, 427) 
Palmyrene wax-tablets containing Babrian Fables, 

119a, b 

parte 1), noticed, 
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Paltos (Seleucis), coins of, 2835 
Pandulph di Malatesta of Pesaro, 328 f. 
Pantano Secco, the site of Lake Regillus, 4716, 

4724 
papyrus-symbol for beneficiariws, 43856 

for dexaddpxns, 4365 
Paragraphs, 333 ff., 381 f., 429 ff. 
mapetetpecia and Greek substantives compounded with 

prepositions, note on, 347 f. 
Paros, Antiparos, Despotiko, excavations at, 88a 

excavations at, 472a, b 
Paton’s Anthologiae Graecae Erotica, noticed, 414a, b 
Patras, inscriptions from, 322 ff. 
Pauli’s Corpus Inscriptionwm Etruscarwm (and recent 

Etruscan studies), noticed, 414 ff. 
Pauly’s Real-Encyclopddie der classischen Altertums- 

wissenschaft, Wissowa’s ed. of, noticed, 122 f. 
Pausanias’s Description of Greece, Frazer’s, noticed, 

465 ff. 
Payne’s Harvey and Galen [the Harveian Oration for 

1896], noticed, 52 ff. 
Peace of Kallias, evidences as to the, 4536 
Pearson (A. C.), note on Lucian Hermotim. (81), 

394a, b (see also 350a, b) 
notes on Bacchylides, 74 ff. 

Perrott’s Histoire del Art dans V Antiquité (tome vii. ), 
noticed, 2330 

persectart, 1796 
Perusia, ‘cippus’ of, 417a 
Peterson (W.), notes on} Cicero pro Cluentio, 

294 ff. 
Petrarch’s MS. of Virgil and Catullus (xxxix. 11), 

3b4a 
Philippeum, statue in the, 468a 
Phillimore-Owen’s Musa Clauda, noticed, 464a, b 
Philo de Vita Contemplativa (483, 46 sq.), note on, 

104 ff. 
Philological Notes (Walker), 250 ff. 
Philosophical Lectures and Remains of R. L. Nettle- 

ship, Bradley-Benson’s, noticed, 365 ff. 
Phlyakes, the, 5a 
Phocaea (?), coins of, 1865 
Phrygia, Greek metrical inscriptions from, 96 ff. 
Phrygo-Galatian slaves, 341 ff. 
Piacenza, bronze liver or ‘templum’ of, 4176 
Pindar Pyth, (ii. 161 sqq.), note on, 208a, b (see also 

350a, 5) 
Pithom inscription of Ptolemy Philadelphus, the, 

276a, 279a, b 
place-names in history, the use of, 11 ff. 
Planta’s (von) Grammatik der oskisch-umbrischen 

Dialekte, noticed, 254 ff. 
Plataea, the topography of, 161 f., 206 f. 
Plato Gorg. (470 A), note on, 305 f. 

Philebus, Bury’s ed. of, noticed, 223 ff. 
Plato’s Dialogues, chronological order of, 2193, 

220a 
‘stylometry ’ as applied to, 220 f. 

logical theories, development of, 221 ff. 
sojourn at Megara, 218 f. 

Platt (Arthur), notes on Bacchylides, 58 ff., 133 f., 
Zilles 

Plautine cantica, Leo on the, noticed, 319 f. 
usage of guis, Prehn’s classification of, 296 

Plautus Capt. (1 sqq.), note on, 352 ff. 
Mil. Gl. notes on Tyrrell’s 

179 f 
Poenulus, the Carthaginian passages in, 361 ff. 
use of sicwé in, 440a, b 

Plutarch Arist. (22), note on, 159 ff. 
Pollux on the Greek theatre, 2a, b, 4b, 5b, 6b 
Polyzalos bronze, base of the, 142 f., 186a, b 
Pompeii, discovery of wall-paintings at, 185 

excavations at, 427), 428a 

third ed. of, 
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Pompeii vor der Zerstérung: Reconstructionen der 
Tempel und ihrer Umgebung, Weichardt’s, noticed, 

324 ff. 
Porterfield (Cora M.), on the dd Aiticum super- 

scriptions, 438 ff. 
Posidium (in Syria), silver coin of, 4726 
possessor, 308a, b 
Poste (E.), notes on Sophocles Phil., 36a, b 

notice of Bury’s ed. of Plato Philebus, 223 ff. 
Postgate (J. P.), notes on Manilius, 292 ff. 

notice of Segebade-Lommatzsch’s Lexicon Petron- 
ianum, 365a, b 

notice of Sonnenschein’s 
Philology and Ancient History, 423a, 6 

Praeco Latinus of Philadelphia, the, 4300 
Praenestine Calendar of M. Verrius Flaccus at 

Palestrina, 876 
praeterpropter in Gellius Noct. Att. (xix. 10), note on, 

359 f. 
precession of the equinoxes, the, 171a, 6 
pre-historic, pre-Socratic, &c., the formation of, 

34 
pretium facere, 355a 
Propertius iii., iv., notes on, 406 f. 

(iv. 1), subdivisions of, 407a, b 
prorsa, prosa, 473b 
proscenium in Greek theatres, the, 1 ff. 
Prosopographia Imperii Romani (pars iii.), Rohden- 

Dessau’s, noticed, 364 f. 
mpovoeAodpev (Ar. Ran. 730), note on the word, 

209a, b 
Psicharisti and Kontisti schools of literary Greek, 

the, 267), 268a 
Ptolemaic elephant-hunters, inscription of, 274 ff. 
Ptolemy Philadelphus, Pithom inscription of, 276a, 

279a, 6 
pulpitum, 3a 
Purser (L. C.), notice of A. Mommsen’s Feste der 

Stadt Athen, 424 ff. 
Purser-Tyrrell’s The Correspondence of M. Tullius 

Cicero (vol. v.), noticed, 257 f. 
Puteoli, discovery of clay figurines at, 428a 
Pyramids, Herodotus on the dimensions of the, 195 ff. 

Q. 

quantity of names in -ivys, the, 20 f., 205 f. 
quis for aliquis (?), 296 ff. 

R. 

Ramsay (W. M.), notice of Farnell’s Cults of the 
Greek States, 111 ff. 

notice of Perrott’s Histoire de UV Art 
V Antiquité (tome vii.), 2330 

notice of Reinach’s Répertoire de la Statuaire 
grecque et romaine (tome i.) and Chroniques 
@ Orient (deuxiéme série), 183 f. 

Varia, 335 ff. 
Real-Encyclopddie, Wissowa’s ed. of Pauly’s, noticed, 

dans 

reconstruction of Pompeii, Weichardt’s, 324 ff. 
rediscovered inscription in the Acropolis wall, a, 

233a, b 
Regillus (Lake), the true site of, 470 ff. 
Regnaud’s Eléments de Grammaire comparée du Gree 

et du Latin d apres la Méthode historique inaugurée 
par ’ Autewr (seconde partie), noticed, 418a, 

Reinach’s Chroniques d’Orient (deuxitme série), 
noticed, 184a, b 

Repertoire de la Statuaire grecque ect romaine 
(tome i.), noticed, 183 f. 

Bibliography of 
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Rendall’s transl. of Marcus Awrelius Antoninus to 
Himself, noticed, 315 f. 

Répertoire de la Statuaire grecque 
Reinach’s (tome i.), noticed, 183 f. 

repetitions in Empedocles, 16 f. 
Restored Pronunciation of Greek and Latin, Arnold- 

Conway’s, noticed, 57 f. 
Reynolds (Beatrice), notes on Bacchylides, 254a, ) 
Rhodes, gold coin of, 376a 
Ricci’s Epigrafia Latina, noticed, 328) 
Richards (F. T.), notice of Niese’s Grundriss der 

rémischen Geschichte, 55 f. 
notice of Rohden-Dessau’s Prosopographia Im- 

perii Romani (pars iii.), 364 f. 
Richards (G. C.), on a rediscovered inscription in 

the Acropolis wall, 233a, 6 
on inscriptions from Patras, 322 ff. 

Richards (Herbert), critical notes on Xenophon 
Apologia Socratis, 193 ff. 

critical notes on Xenophon Cynegeticus, 285 ff., 

383 ff. 
notes on Bacchylides, 76 f., 134a, 6 
notice of Bradley-Benson’s Philosophical Lectures 

and Remains of R. L. Nettleship, 365 ff. 
on the Tewpydés of Menander, 433 f. 
Varia, 27 ff. 

Roberts (W. Rhys), on a Cambridge MS. of the 
de Sublimitate, 299 ff. 

Robortello and the Codex Eliensis of the de Sublimt- 
tate, 299 f. 

Rockwood (F. E.), notice of Ricci’s Epigrafia 
Latina, 3286 

Rohden-Dessau’s Prosopographia Imperti Romani 
(pars iii.), noticed, 364 f. 

Rolfe (John G.), on two recent Munich dissertations, 

37 fe 
Roman geography (Jung), 174 f. 

history (Niese), 55 f. 
(Pais), 419 ff. 

remains in Great Britain, discoveries of, 83 f. 
shoe found at Birdoswald, 142a, 6 
stones (Macdonald), 184 f. 
‘templum,’ 4176 

Rome, discoveries at, 4276 
grafito at, supposed to represent the Crucifixion, 

185), 186a 
Rouse’s Aélas of Classical Portraits (Roman Section), 

noticed, 463a, b 

et romaine, 

S. 

Sabellus=‘Samnite,’ testimony of Brugmann and 

Strabo, 305a 
sacrariwm domesticum at Pompeii, 428a 
Sala Consilina (Lucania), discoveries at, 185) 

Sale (G. S.), on the word mapefeipecia and on 

Greek substantives compounded with prepositions, 

347 f. 
Sallust Orat. Philippi in Senatu ($7), note on, 351a, > 

Sammlung Somzée: Antike Kunstdenkmaeler, Furt- 

wiingler’s, noticed, 326 ff. 
Sanders’ Die Quellen contamination im 21 und 22 

Buche des Livius, noticed, 317 f. 

Sandys (J. E.), notes on Bacchylides, 77 f. 

notice of Gardner-Jevyons’ Manual of Greek 

Antiquities, 41 ff. 
notice of Wissowa’s ed. of Pauly’s Real-Eneyclo- 

padie, 122 f. 

on the quantity of names in -wns, 205 f (see 
also 20 f.) 

Sassoferrato (Umbria), discovery of terracotta figures 

at, 185 
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Savignano Rimini), discovery of mosaics 
at, 7b. 

Skxavo0jna at Megalopolis, the, 6 f., 4680 
Schoemann’s Griechische Alterthiimer, Lipsius’ ed, of, 

noticed, 167 ff. 
scholiasts on the Greek theatre, 2) 
Scira, the, 426a, b 
Sculptured Tombs of Hellas, 

1438 f. ‘ 
Segebade-Lommatzsch’s Lexicon Petronianum, noticed, 

365a, b 
semper, 255a 
sequence after ne prohibitive, 355 ff., 395 ff. 
serere proclia, 33b 
sers, sins, in the Song of the Arval Brothers, 396b, 

3974 
Seulo (Sardinia), military diploma on bronze tablet 

at, 428a 
Seymour (Prof.) on the revival of classical studies in 

the United States, 355a, b 
Shakespeare quoted, 59) 
Short History of Rome to the Death of Augustus, 

Wells’, noticed, 232a, b 
sicut, on the meaning of, 440 f. 
signed Greek vases, on some, 423 f. 
signum (‘nickname’), 338a (n.) 
Silchester, excavations at, 84a, b 
Silius Italicus an imitator of Lucan, 2300 
site of the Lake Regillus, the true, 470 ff. 
Skutsch-Kroll’s Julii Firmici Materni Muathescos 

Libri viii., noticed, 318a, b 
Slaughter (M. S.), notice of Bennett’s ed. of 

Cicero de Senectute, 320 f. 
slaves in Aristophanes Wasps, the, 335 ff. 

Phrygo-Galatian, 341 ff. 
Smith (A. H.), notice ot Gardner’s Sculptured 

Tombs of Hellas, 148 f. 
rate on the Tewpyds of Menander, 

301 ff. 
Somzée Collection at Brussels, catalogue of the, 

326 ff. 
Sonnenschein (E. A.), notice 

plautinischen Cantica, &c., 319 f. 
on domi, domo (Catullus xxxi. 14), 360 f. (see 

also 407a, b, 465a, 6) 
on the nationality of Horace, 305a, b [see Cl. 

Rev. xi. 339 f.] 
Sonnenschein’s (W. Swan) Bibliography of Philology 

and Ancient History, noticed, 423a, b 
Re eee, Jebb’s and Tyrrell’s Texts of, noticed, 

408 f. 

(near 

Gardner’s, noticed, 

of Leos Die 

corrigenda to latter, 437 f. 
Phil., notes on, 36a, 6 
Trach. (345), note on, 305a 

sordidus, 3076 
Sources for Greek History, Hill’s, noticed, 451 ff. 
Souter (A.), collation of the Madrid MS. (Biblio- 

teca Nacional, M 31) of Statius Silvae, 400 ff., 
441 ff. 

notice of Vollmer’s ed. of Statius Silvac, 314 f. 
on og metrical inscriptions from Phrygia, 

96 Ff. 
spadicarius, 318b 
stamnos from Sorrento in the British Museum, 4230, 

424a 

Stampini on Jerome’s Life of Lucretius, 237 ff. 
Starkie’s The Wasps of Aristophanes, noticed, 449 ff. 
Statius Si/vae, collation of the Madrid MS. of, 400 ff., 

44] ff. 

Vollmer’s ed. of, noticed, 314 f. 
Steup’s revision of Classen’s Thucydides (book i.), 

noticed, 258 ff. 

Stone (E. D.), rendering into Latin Hexameters of 
Tennyson’s 4 Portrait, 1800 

THE CLASSICAL REVIEW. 

Storia di Roma, Pais’ (vol. i. parte 1), noticed, 
419 ff. 

Strachan (J.), notice of Regnaud’s Eléments de 
Grammaire comparée, &e., 418a, b 

Strong (Eugénie), notice of Furtwingler’s Catalogue 
of the Somxée Collection, 326 ff. 

Strong (H. A.), etymological notes, 20a, b 
strong hephthemimeral pause in Latin hexameters, 

the, 329a 
Stuart-Glennie and Garnett’s Greek Folk Poesy, 

noticed, 266 ff. 
Student's Companion to Latin Authors, Middleton- 

Mills’, noticed, 422 f. 
Studien zur lateinischen Modusichre, Dittmar’s, 

noticed, 458 ff. 
subjunctive of obligation or propriety, the, 199 ff. 

(a) in interrogative sentences, 200b, 201a 
(6) in non-interrogative sentences, 201 ff. 

subordinate subjunctive, Dittmar’s views on the, 
458 ff. 

Hale’s theory, 458a, 6b 
Summaries of Periodicals :— 

American Journal of Philology, 234, 376 f. 
Archiv fiir lateinische Lexikographie und 

Grammatik, 234 f., 4730 
Journal international d’Archéologie numis- 

matique, 283a 
Journal of Hellenic Studies, 282 f., 4284 
Journal of Philology, 329a 
Mnemosyne, 284), 473a 
Neue Jahrbiicher fiir das klassische Altertum 

Geschichte und deutsche Litteratur und fiir 
Padagogik, 3290, 4746 

Neue Jahrbiicher fiir Philologie und Paedagogik, 
89, 144, 329 

Numismatic Chronicle, 886, 186), 376a, 472b 
Numismatische Zeitschrift [Vienna], 376 
Revue de Philologie, 284, 377a 
Revue numismatique, 88, 1866, 2836, 376, 

472 f. 
Revue suisse de Numismatique, 283 
Rheinisches Museum fiir Philologie, 88f., 2340, 

377, 474 
Zeitschrift fir Numismatik [Berlin], 376a 

Summary Catalogue of Western MSS. in the Bodleian 
Library at Oxford, Madan’s, noticed, 265 f. 

Summers (Walter C.), notice of Francken’s ed. of 
Lucan (vol. il.), 228 ff. (see also 321 f.) 

superscriptions to Cicero Epp. ad Att., the, 438 fi. 
Syedra (Cilicia), coin of, 376a 
symmetry of form in Greek tragedies, 40 
Syracuse, Report of excavations at, 428a, b 

dik 

tabulae arvales at Rome, 4276 
Tacitus Agricola, an unknown MS. of, 368a, b, 465a, 6 

notes on, 355a, 6 
Hist. (v. 11), note on, 336 

Tarentum, excavations at, 1850 
Tasso and Lucretius, 239a 
temple of Asclepius at Athens, date of the, 208a, 
Tenea (Achaia), imperial coin of, 376a 
Tennyson quoted, 2090 
Tennyson’s 4 Portrait, rendered into Latin Hexa- 

meters, 180a, 0 
tesserae of Tusculum, 4276 
Themistoclean myth, a, 21 ff. 
Theocritus, forthcoming edd. of, 382 
Thermon (Aetolia), excavations at, 870’ 
Thermopylae, discoveries at, 7b. 
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Theseus, myth of in Bacchylides and on vase- 
paintings, 85 f. 

Thesmophoria, the, 426a, b 
thetic and dynamic notes in Greek music, 98 ff. 
Thomas (F. W.), notes on Bacchylides, 78 f. 

notes on Vergil and Tacitus, 33a, b 
notice of Dittmar’s Studien zur latetnisshen 

Moduslehre, 458 ff. 
aorta as (E. S.), notes on Propertius iii., iv., 

406 f. 
a om i., Steup’s revision of Classen’s, noticed, 

258 ff. 
i.-iv., Hude’s ed. of, noticed, 409 ff. 
vi., Marchant’s ed. of, noticed, 113 ff. 
chronological order of the history, 89a, 5 (see 

also 258 f.) 
papyrus from Oxyrhynchus, 3776 
the Ullrichian hypothesis on, 258 f. 

Tibullus, variants of a ‘codex Romanus vetustissi- 
mus’ of in the Bodleian, 4465 

Tituli Hunteriani, Macdonald’s, noticed, 184 f. 
topography of Plataea, the, 161 f., 206 f. 
Torre Annunziata, discovery of mosaic at, 185) 
re Drama of the Greeks, Haigh’s, noticed, 

37 ff. 
Tralles hymn, the, 100a 
Tsountas-Manatt’s Mykenaean Age, noticed, 181 ff. 
Tucker (T. G.), various emendations, 23 ff. 
Tyrrell (R. Y.), corrigenda to writer’s Sophocles, 

437 f. 
notes on Bacchylides, 79 ff. 
notice of Blass’ ed. of Bacchylides, 412 ff. 

Tyrrell’s Plautus Mil. Gl. (third ed.), notes on, 
179 f. 

Sophoclis Tragoediae[Parnassus Library], noticed, 
408 f. 

corrigenda to, 437 f. 
Tyrrell-Purser’s The Correspondence of M. Tullius 

Cicero (vol. v.), noticed, 257 f. 

WEA 

Valerius Flaccus (iv. 129 sq.), note on, 361a, b 
van Herwerden : see Herwerden (van) 
van Leeuwen : see Leeuwen (van) 
Varia (Ramsay), 335 ff. 

(Richards), 27 ff. 
(Tucker), 23 ff. 

Varius, the Thyestes of and Horace Ars Poet., 284a 
vase-paintings and Bacchylides, 84 ff. 
Vatican MS. of Clement of Alexandria Quis Dives 

Salvetur, 45 f. 
ver sacrwm, the, 419d 
Verrall (A. W.), notice of Murray’s History of 

Ancient Greek Literature, 107 ff. 
on Herodotus on the dimensions of the Pyramids, 

195 ff. 
Vetulonia, Report of excavations at, 427a 
Vica Pota, 4625 
Violentilla, 315d 
Virgil and Tacitus, notes on, 33a, b 

Aen. (ii. 77 sqq.), note on, 33a 
(vii. 503 sq.), note on, 33a, b 

Conington’s (vol. i.), Haverfield’s revision of, 
noticed, 306 ff. 

Ecl. (i. 5), parallels to, 209a, b 
(iv.), the pwer in, 329) 

Page’s ed. of the Bucolics and Georgics, noticed, 
312 fi 

Vita Borgiana of Lucretius, 242a, b 
Vita Juvenalis discovered by Diirr, 242 b, 243a 

Vitruvius on the Greek Tneatre, 1 If 
viverra (‘ ferret’), 205 
Vollmer’s P. Papinii Statii Silvarum Liber, noticed, 

514 f. 
von Ihering : see [hering (von) 
von Planta: see Planta (von) 
Ullrichian hypothesis on Thucydides, the, 258 f. 
United States, classical studies in the, 334 f., 430a 
unknown MS. of Tacitus Agricola, an, 368a, 3, 

465a, b 
Vox Urbis, the forthcoming, 430 
Vulci, sarcophagus from, 416a 

W. 

Walker (F. W.), Philological Notes, 250 ff. 
Walker (R. J.), note on Bacchylides (xvi. 112), 

436 f. 
Walters (H. B.), Monthly Record, 185 f., 282a, 3, 

427 f., 472a, b 
Warr (G. C. W.), on Clytemnestra’s weapon, 

348 ff. 
on the name Doulichion, 394a, d 

Wasps of Aristophanes, Starkie’s, noticed, 449 ff. 
Webb (E. J.), notice of Kroll-Skutsch’s ed. of 

Firmicus, 318a, 
notice of Manitius’ ed. of Hipparchus, 170 ff. 

Weichardt’s Pompeti vor der Zerstorung: RKeconstruc- 
tionen der Tempel und ihrer Umgebung, noticed, 
324 ff. 

Wells’ A short History of Rome to the Death of 
Augustus, noticed, 232a, b 

Wessner’s Fabii Planciadis Fulgentit Expositio Ser- 
monum Antiquorum [‘Commentationes Jenenses’], 
noticed, 456 f. 

Western MSS. in the Bodleian Library, 265 f. 
White (Rachel Evelyn), note on Aristophanes 

Vesp. (107-110), 2094, 6 
note on Pindar Pyth. (ii. 161 sqq.), 208a, 6 (see 

also 350a, 6) 
Wilkins (A. S.), notice of Arnold-Conway’s Restored 

Pronunciation of Greek and Latin, 57 f. 
notice of Middleton-Mills’ Student's Companion 

to Latin Authors, 422 f. 
notice of Pais’ Storia di Roma (vol. i. parte 1), 

419 ff. 
Williams (C. Abdy), on the notes mese and hypate in 

Greek music, 98 if. 
Windisch (Canton Aargau), discovery of Roman 

inscription at, 282a, b 
Wissowa’s ed. of Pauly’s Real-Eneyclopidie, noticed, 

122 f. 
Wroth (Warwick), summaries of numismatic 

periodicals, 88a, b, 186), 283a, b, 376a, b, 472 f. 

Wyse (W.), note on [Demosthenes] (42, 25), 36a, 0 

note on Dionysius Halicarnasseus de Dinarcho 
Tudiciwm (c. 11), 391 ff. 

on Athena Polias at Athens, 145 ff. 

X. 

Xenophon, accus. with verbs of motion in, 286) 

Apologia Socratis and the Memorabilia, 1946 
authorship of, 1940, 195a 

critical notes on, 193 ff. 
diction of, 193 f. 
disregard of hiatus, 1940 

asyndeton in, 289a 
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Xenophon—continued. 
Cynegeticus, authorship of, 289b, 290a, 292b 

composition of, 290a 
contents of ch. xili., 29la, b 
critical notes on, 285 ff., 383 ff. 
diction ot, 286 ff. 
disregard of hiatus, 291la, 292a 
mythological preface to, 2916 

poetical words in, 7, 
double comparative in, 2860 
editorial ‘we’ in, 29la 
ellipsis in, 286a 
neut pl. with verb pl. in, 2876, 291a 
position of wév, dé, ete., in, 286a 

Xenophon—continued. 
unusual position of ay in, 288 
use of imperfect in, 194, 2900 
use of infinitive in giving rules, 289a 

Z. 

Zereteli’s De Compendiis scriptwrae codicum grae- 
corum praectpue Petropolitanorum et Mosquensium 
anni nota instructorum, noticed, 57a, b 

Zeus Olympios, pedestal of the temple-statue of, 
472a 

Panamaros, 3374 (n.) 



Il.—INDEX LOCORUM. 

_ Note.—References to the Orators are given by number of speech and section, to 
Aristotle by the paging of the Berlin edition, to Cicero by section, to Plato by Stephanus’ 
paging, to Plautus and Terence by the continuous numeration where such exists. 

Aeneas :-— 
Tact. (14, 2), 3876 

Aeschylus :— 
Ag. (70, 104), 245a@; (111,, 287; 319), 2456; 

(358), 245b, 246a ; (389, 428), 246a; (437), 
246a, b; (483, 528, 531), 246b; (561, 618, 
650, 680, 704, 740, 796, 857, 952), 2470; 
(975, 1083, 1129, 1379, 1394), 2470; (1410), 
349b ; (1449, 1473, 1476), 2470 ; (1479), 2478, 
248a ; (1657, 1667), 248a 

Cho. (67, 108, 110 schol. on, 180), 248a; (164), 
349a; (282, 381, 416), 248 ; (567, 687, 750, 
757, 782, 889, 956, 967), 2480 

Ewm. (94 schol. on, 161, 520, 541, 614, 637, 
661 sqq.), 248); (696, 719, 753, 903, 931), 
249a ; (941, 1045), 2490 

Pers. (220, 248), 190a; (285), 473a; (296), 
190a, b; (423), 1905; (567), 1895; (655), 
25b, 26a; (676), 25b; (784), 190a; (824), 
4730 

Prom. (118), 189a@ ; (438), 209a ; (594 schol. on, 
1062), 1894 

Suppl. (79, 128, 184, 255, 322, 327, 349, 499), 
191b; (512, 544, 563), 1920; (598 sqy.), 
192a, 6 ; (642, 760, 767, 792, 801, 815 schol. 
on, 817, 819, 839, 861, 876, 888, 909, 937, 
972), 192b; (1001, 1012), 193@; (1073), 
193a, b 

Theb. (25 schol. on, 100, 154, 205 schol. on, 
230, 254), 190b; (269 schol. on, 273, 292 
schol. on, 305, 323 schol. on, 343, 568 schol. 
on, 607, 679 schol. on, 711), 19la@; (747), 
190a@ (n.); (752, 767, 804), 19la; (867), 
212a ; (907, 910, 927, 976, 996), 191la 

fr. (60), 1906 
Actna (171 sq.), 329a 
Anaxandridas (1, 4=ii. 135 Koek), 247a (n.) 
Andocides :— 

De Pace (3), 453a, 6 
Appian :— 

Syr. (55), 89a 
Aristophanes :-— 

Ach. (709), 32a, 6 
Eecl. (502), 1630, b 

Aristophanes—continued. 
Pax (7, 52), 166a; (56), 165d; (101), 1660; 

(113, 133, 137), 1656; (163, 165, 185, 187), 
166a ; (227), 165a; (246, 282), 1655; (314), 
166a ; (355, 374), 1650; (379), 166a; (386), 
165d, 166a ; (402, 446), 1655; (458), 166a; 
(469), 165a; (473, 528), 165); (553, 568), 
166a; (584), 165d, 166b; (612), 1670, 0; 
(628, 630, 703, 704, 711, 717), 165b; (735 
Herwerden’s n. on), 1660; (746, 759), 165d ; 
(808), 166a; (864), 1655; (870), 166); 
(871 sq.), 1675; (890), 1660; (932), 1658, 
1660 ; (939), 1655; (943), 166a ; (953, 986), 
1650; (1040), 165a; (1054, 1122), 1660; 
(1144), 1655; (1195), 165a; (1226, 1240), 
1650 ; (1344), 166a 

Ran. (105), 117a ; (730), 209a, b 
Vesp. (21), 166a; (107 sqq.), 209a, b; (407 sq.), 

450b, 45la; (433), 335 ff; (536), 451q; 
(650-718), 450a, b; (678), 1665; (765 sqq.), 
23a, b; (1017 sqq.), 451a, b; (1107), 166d ; 
(1265-91 and 1450-73 transposition of), 450w ; 
(1290), 4514; (1309), 336a 

Aristotle :— 
Magna Moralia (1204 b 8), 286 
Tlep) trvov (455 a 16), 7. 
Probl. (33, 7), ib. 
Rhel. (1408 a 9), zd. 

Arrian :— 
Peripl. Pont. Hux. (p. 4), 347a 

Athenaeus :— 
Deipnosophistae (507 C), 29a 

Ausonius :— 
Epist. (22, 9), 474a 

B. 

Babrius :— 
Fab. (36, 7), 1190; (59, 12: 66, 6: 72, 21: 

76, 10, 12: 84, 3: 95, 65: 97, 12: 99, 4), 
120a ; (102, 7 sqg. : 107, 6 sq. : 109), 1200 

Assendelft tablets: Hab. 1 (7, 18 sq.), 121a: 
(16 sqq.), 121la, 6; 2[=Crus. 187], 121 ; 11, 
1b, ; 138 [=Crus. 123], 2. 
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Baechylides :-— Baechylides—continued. 
Ode i. (1), 58a, 68b ; (2-9), 58a, , 77a, 2116, 61b, 72b, 76b, 79a, 126 f., 214b, 2160, 2174, 
HOS 4126 ; (24), 134a ; (32 58a, 68d, 4136; (125), 720 
4130 ; (34), 69a ; (42), 58a, 66a, 69a Ode xii. (4 sqq.), 79a, b, 81 b, 1274, b; (8), 133d 

Ode ii. (1), 344a, b; (4 sq.), ue 77a Ode xiii. (6 sq.), 79b: (19 sq.), 816, 82a, 2106 ; 
Ode iii. (2), 3440 : (5), 58a, 413a 5 (7), 254 (25 sqq.), 616, 72b, 766, 127 f., 346a; (36 sq.), 

(16), 76a; (21 sq. an 58a, es 74b, 75a, i6a° 128) ; (388), 76; (39 sg.), 82a; (46), 760; 
7ia, 78a, 80a, b, 4124; (25 sqq.), 58b, 69a, (48), 616; (49 sq.), 616, 82a; (53), 61b, 670; 
413a; (80), 413a ; (33), 77a, 2110 ; (37), 1330; (58), 676; va sq.), 72b, 75a, b, 776, 82a, 128b, 
(43), 210a; (44), 77a; (48 sq.), 58b, 69d; 1406 ; (64), 676; (67 sqq.), 73a, 75b, 1405 ; 
(54 sq.), 646, 2116, 212a@; (57), 210a; (62), (77 599.), 616, 62a, 77b, 129a, 2106, 21a: 
696 ; (63 sqq.), 586, 59a, 66a, 69b, 76a, 77b, (81), 62a; (83), 77b; (84), 62a, 77b, 790; 
78a, 216a; (67), 59a, 666, 75a, 770 ; (68), (85), 62a; (91), 62a, 77b; (94), 2146; (95 
69b, 134a ; (69), 776, 210a ; (71), 59a ; (73), sqq.), 62a, b, 75b, 77b, 79b, 129a, b, 140b, 152a, 
646 ; (76), 210a 5 (77), 59a; (78), 7765 (81), 214b, 217a; (100 sqq.), 626, 77b, 796; (117), 
59a; (87), 69b, 780, 2100; (88), 59a, 764 ; 62b, 73a; (119), 760; (122 sqg.), 62b, 82a; 
(90), 59a, 660, 69b, 76a, 418a ; (92), 212 ; (124), 626, 796 ; (125 sqq.), 626, 766, 776, 82a ; 
(96 sqq.), 59a, 70a, 78b, 1344 (134), 770; (142 sqq.), 73a, 82a; (145), 620; 

Ode iv. (4), 776 ; (6, 14), 776, 4136; (19), 76a (149 sqq.), 73a, 129b, 130a, 211a: (160), 63a; 
Ode v. (6), 59; (8), 59b, 76a, 212a ; (9 sqq.), (166 sqq.), 78a, 6; (175), 776; (187 sqq.), 730, 

59b, 70a, 80b, 134a, 216a; (16), 78b, 2122 ; 130a, 1336; (193 sq.), 68a, 79b, 82a; (195 
(26 sq.), 596, 76a; (28), 595; (88), 3440; sqq.), 63a, 73b, 766, 130a, b 
(48 sq.), 596, 60a, 70a, 75a, 76a, 210a; (51), Ode xiv. (1), 63a, 656, 676, 217); (3 sqq.), 63a, 
806 ; (56), 212a ; (60), 60a; (62), 75a; (64), 656, 736, 1380 f., 217a, 6; (5 sq.), 63a, 650, 
60a, 1330 ; (65 899-), 80d, 1336, 210a; (80), 67b; (8 sqq.), 650, OU 74a, 75b, 76b, 820, 
660 ; (91), 806; (99, 102), 3440 ; (104), 70a ; 1310, ey 5 (12) ‘saqqz), 63a5> (17); 68a, 670; 
(106 sq.), 60a, 70a, 75a, 806, 210a@; (110), (22); 7711b)5(23),, 21a, (59) 76D 
60a, 666, 75a, 76a, 77b ; (121 sq.), 60a, 70a, Ode xv. i is 770; (13), 68a, 74a ; (48 sq.), 74a ; 
76a, 123a@; (128), 3440; (129), 8la, 216a; (57 sqq.), 63a, 1316, 2146, 215a 
(131), 806, 1346; (140 sqq.), 666, 70b, 76a, Ode xvi. (3), 776, 1316, 1382a; (6), 21la; (11 
8la, 123 f.; (146), 800, 8la, 210a; (151), sqq.), 63a, 1382a; (20), 68a; (22), 795; (29), 
66b, 696, 76a, 780; (160), 60a, 70; (161), 63a; (84), 21la; (35), 395a, b 
76a ; (171), 806 ; (175), 60a, 3446 ; (182 sqq.), Ode xvii. (4), 656; (7), 676, 1388a, 152 f. ; (10), 
70D, "21 6a ; : (186), 80, 81a, 1340, 413a; (189), 656, 76b, 78a; (17 sq.), 183b, 138a ; (20 sq.), 
60a, 70b ; (191 sqq.), 700, 776, 4120; (195 sqq.), 188a, 153a, 395b; (34 sqq.), 1388a; (36 sqq.), 
60a, 76a, 124a; (199), 3440 ; (200), 210a 63a, 6, 65b, 76b, 1386, 1538a; (89), 630, 1380 ; 

Ode vi. (1 sqq.), 70b, 71a, 81a, 1246 (41 sqq.), 766, 1886, 21la, 215a, 2176; (49), 
Ode vii. (1), 64b, 65a, 666, 140 f., 3440; (6), 636, 13886; (51, 56), 215a@; (58), 636, 139a, 
133) ; (7), 666, 776; (9), 71a; (10 sq.), 1400, 216a ; (62), 63a, 656, 75b, 82b, 139a; (67), 
2164 65b, 78a; (68, 72), 766, 1389a; (74 sqq.), 630, 

Ode vill. (6 sqq.), 606, 77b, 210a ; (10 sqq.), 1246, 650, 76b, 158a, b; (77 sqq.), 656, 211a; (82 
3450 sqq-), 895b ; (86 sqq.), 75b, 76b, 78a, 1394, 6, 

Ode ix. (1 sqq.), 71a, 776, 786, 79a, 1246, 1254 ; 1536, 154a, 2170, 218a, b; (90 sq.), 630, 650, 
(10), 60, 666, 71a, 76a, 776; (12 sqq.), 600, (40, (ov, Tia, (8a, 820) 1330, Hl39bEw (93); 
65a, 666, 67a, 71a, 125a; (18), 77b, 4130; 7ia; (94 sqg.), 77a, 154a, 6; (97 sqq.), 1384, 
(21 sqq.), 776, 394a, b; (28), 77b, 79a, 81a, 4136 ; (100 sqq.), 63a, 77a, 140a ; (108), 77a; 
1346, 4136; (80-46), 7la, b; (30), 65a; (109 sq.), 68a, 77a, 140a; (112), 66a, 676, 
(85 sq.), 71b, 210a, 212a, 6; (37 sqq.), 65a, 82b, 88a, 13846, 140a, 436 f. ; (114 sqq.), 1402, 
67a, 716, 776 ; (39), 71b, 776; (40 sqq.), 710, b, 4130; (117 sq.), 68b, 676, 77a, 140b, 4130 ; 
76a, 6; (45 sq.), 606, 716, 816, 140, 254a, 6; (123 sqq.), 1546, 155a, 21la, b; (181), 155a@ ; 
(49 sqq.), 125a, b; (55 sqq.), 65a, 67a, 710, (132), 2110 
75a, 770, 79a, 2100 ; (61), 67a; (63), 2100; Ode xviii. (9 sq.), 63b, 155a; (22), 346a; (27 
(64, 66), 67a; (72), 776; (81 sq.), 67a, 79a, sqq.), 66a, 74a; (83 sqq.), 630, 74a, b (and n.), 
81b; (86), 606, 67a; (88), 6la, 77b; (96), 155a, 414a, 437a, 6; (89), 636, 670; (41, 48 
2106; (100), 67a; (101, 102), 2106 ; (104), sq., 46), 636 ; (50 sqq.), 630, 67b, 74b, 155d 
67a Ode xix. (5), 63b, 74a; (7) 88a; (9), 68a, 2110 ; 

Ode x. (1 sq.), 6la, 67a; (6), 6la; (10), 61a, (12 sqq.), 68a, 746, 155b, 156a, 414a; (21), 
75a, 776; (11), 67a, 816; (12), 6la; (13 sqq.), 63b; (29 sqq.), 1566, 2116; (38), 64a; (39 
6la, 76b, 81b, 212b; (18), 2120; (20), 2100, sqq.), 156b, 157a; (48), 78a; (46 sqq.), 78a, 
23a, 05 (21); 2120; 28a: (22), 2i3a, 6); 157a ; (50), 78a 
(23), 2106, 213a, b; (24), 2138a; (25 sq.), 61a, Ode xx. (title), 158a, b; (1 sqq.), 64a, 68a, 78a, 
1256, 213a, 6; (27 sq.), 61a, 766, 1250, 213 f. ; pe (6 sqq.), 836, 1576, 158a 
(37), 766, 77b, 81b; (41), 214a; (45 sq.), 776, fr. (2, 3), 64a: (7), 846, 6: (15), 64a, 680; 
79a, 1256, 126a; (47), 6la, 770; (48), 2100 ; ei (VOB) Ss Ghee vats ((D)), Was 8 sbsy dae B dahl, (1D) 
(51), 6la, 65a, 67a, 71b, 77b, 1336; (53), 6la ab. ; Xili. (6), 215a: (9), 68a, 215a; xv. (2), 

Ode xi. (1-9), 345a; (1) 61a; (8 sq.), 72a, 778, 68a 3 xvii. (1), 2b. ; xxxvili. (2), 2b.; xli., 2b. ; 
3946, 395a; (11, 24 sqq.), 72a ; (26 sq.), 2106; xlii. [= Bergk 3], 2150; xlv. (2), 68a; xlvi. (6, 
(30), 616, 766, 776 ; (32 sq.), 81b; (37 sqq.), 12), 21105 xlix., 68a5 lui. 26.5) exit (2); 20: 
345 f.; (48-58), 395a; (43), 61b, 76; (47), 
61b; (54), 4136; (65), 810, 4130; (67 sq.), 
72a ; (69 sqq.), 2106; (77 sq.), 616, 726, 126a, C: 
214a, b; (85 sq.), 184b, 2100; (87), 616; Caesar:— 
(102 sqq.), 65a, 72a; (106), 610; (110), 61d, Bell. Afr. (47, 5), 2346 
72a, 75a, 77b; (113 sqq.), 72a; (118 sqg.), Cato (4), 108a, b 
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Catullus xxxi. (14), 360 f., 407a, b, 4650, b; xxxix. 
(11), 354a ; 1i. (5), 355a ; Ixiii. (77), 354a, 6; Ixiv. 
(31), 3545: (809), 354d, 355a; Ixvi. (41), 3550 : 
(91), 2030; ex. (2), 355a 

Celsus (i. pr.), 4730 
Cicero :-— 

Brut. (129), 1446 
De Fin. iii. (21, 70 sq.), 298a 
De Nat. Deor. i. (24, 66), 298b, 299a 
De Off. iii. (6, 30), 2986: (21, 82), 203a 
De Senect. (1, 1), 321a; (2, 4), 3210; (4, 10), 
320; (4, 11), 3210; (5, 14: 6, 17), 320a; 
(6, 20), 3200; (11, 34), 3210; (14, 49: 19, 
68), 320 ; (19, 71), 3216; (20, 73), 3200 

Div. in Caecil. (63) coll. Pro. Flacc. (55 sqq.), 
1444 

Epp. ad Ait. i. (1, 2), 351 f. ; iv. (7, 2), 1440; 
v. (15, 3), 232a; vi. (1, 6), 298; x. (18, 1), 
1030, 104a; xii. (81, 1: 46, 1 = Tyrrell-Pur- 
ser’s Corr. of Cic. vol. v. pp. 40, 71), 258a ; 
xiv. (19, 1 = Tyrrell-Purser’s Corr. of Cic. 
vol. v. p. 261), 2580 

Epp. ad Fam. iv. (5, 3), 258a ; vii. (1, 1), 235a ; 
viii. (17, 2), 880; xii. (1 = Tyrrell-Purser’s 
Corr. of Cic. vol. v. p. 257), 258a, 6 

Epp. ad Q.F. iii. (8), 1446 
In Verr. ii. (2, 34), 440b, 441a; iv. (5, 10), 

298b: (133), 4736 
Pro Cluent. (6, 9, 15), 294a; (25), 2956; (81), 

294b, 295b; (34), 2940; (39, 51, 53, 58), 
295a ; (66), 2950; (72, 76, 79, 83, 84), 295a ; 
(96), 295b; (98), 295a ; (103), 295a, 6 ; (107), 
295b ; (113), 295a, b ; (116), 329a ; (124, 127), 
295b ; (153), 295b, 296a; (173), 296a; (192), 
296a, b ; (195), 2960 

Pro Mur. (14), 201b, 202b, 204a; (26), 4730 ; 
(30), 2010, 202d, 204a 

Tusc. 1. (41, 98), 203a 
Clement of Alexandria :— 

Quis Div. Salv. (§ 1), 476 ; (§ 2), 47a; (§ 3), 45d ; 

($§ 8, 10, 12), 46a; (§ 13), 46a, b, 476; (§ 14), 
47a ; (§ 18), 460, 47a; (§ 19), 47a, b; (S$ 20, 
21), 46 ; (§ 25), 46b, 476; (§ 26), 47D; (§ 28), 
46a, 47b ; ($30), 46a; (§ 31), 460, 470; (8§ 32, 
33), 46) ; (§ 36), 47a; (§ 37), 46a; (S$ 38, 39), 
470 

Strom. ili. (15, 99), 35a, b 
Cyprian :— 

Ep. (21), 473b 

Demosthenes ([42], 25), 36a, 0 
Phil. i. (22), 27a, b 

Diogenes Laertius 11. (46 : 100), 29a 

EK. 

Empedocles (1. 85 Stein), 17) 
Eubulus :— 

kuBevtai fr. (1, 1), 23d 
Euripides :— 

Alc. (197, 332 sq.), 118); (449), 119@; (501), 
119a, 393 f. ; (1140), 119 

Her. (998), 1910 (n.) 
Hippol. (1106), 4376 
Iph. T. (407 sqq., 419, 856, 895), 25a; (910), 

25a, b 
Med. (30, 45, 106, 137), 367a; (160), 367a, 0 ; 

(168, 209, 215 sqq.), 3676 ; (305), 367), 368a ; 
(841, 852, 905, 1053), 368; (1104), 368a, b; 
(1216, 1263 sqq.), 3680 

Phoen. (1091), 395b 
Troad. (317), 389a 
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G. 
Gellius :— 

Noct. Att. xix. (10), 359 f. 

H. 

Herodotus i. (83), 276; ii. (8, 1), 26a, 6: (22, 2: 
25. 1: 39, 3); 260: (78, 1), 266, 27a: (111, 3); 
o7a.> (116, 1),: 27a, b: (125, 127), 196 7. ; vin. 
(26), 3870 ; ix. (122), 29a, b 

Homer :— 
Iliad iii. (64 sqq.), 252 ff. ; iv. (93), 473a@; Vv. 

(723), 106a, 6; vii. (197), 2526, 253a; xiv. 
(139: sqq.), 31 f.: (190), 478a;- xix. (79), 
3290 

Odyssey xiii. (295), 546; xvii. (347), 54 f. 5 xxi. 
(421 sq.), 89a 

Horace :— 
Ep. 1. x. (24), 459b; xvi. (49), 305a, 6; II. i. 

(68), 460a; ii. (182), 459d 
Od. 1. i. (2 sq.), 460a; II. xvii. (29), 107a, b ; 

III. iii. (7 sq.), 4596; IV. iv. (65), 2. 
Sat. I. iii. (68), 298@; ix. (29), 3050; x. (27), 
284a ; IL. i. (84), 305d 

Te: 
Isocrates :-— 

In Nicoel. (2, 45), 28a 
Panath. (12, 131), ab. 

Juvenal i. (22 schol. on), 284 : (67), 52a, b: (155), 
52b: (158), 52a; ii. (85), 520; ili. (64), 2b. ; xv. 
(97 sqq.), 4416 

L. 

Livy xxii. (50, 1), 144a; xxxvii. (53, 25), 2980 ; 
xlii. (41), 201la, 2040; xlv. (37), <b. 

‘Logia Lesu’ (ii.) cold. Clem. Alex. Strom. (iii. 15, 
99), 35a, b; (v.) coll. Lucian Hermotim. (81), 
350a, b (see also 394a, b) 

Longinus :— 
De Subl. (i. 2 sq.), 3000; (ii. 2: iii. 4: vii. 2), 

299b; (ix. 9), 2846, 2995; (xxii. 4), 2990; 
(xxvii. 1), 299a, b; (xxxii. 8), 24a, b; (xxxiv. 
2), 246 

Lucan :— 
Pharsalia vi. (76), 228b, 322a: (88), 2290: 

(316), 229a, 322b: (860), 229b (n.): (428), 
229b: (596), 229b, 230a: (604, 652. sq.), 
230a ; vii. (32), ib. : (295), 2280, 2310, 322a : 
(303), 229a, 3216: (881), 229a, 3226: (768), 
230a; viii. (48), 228b, 322a: (303), 2310: 
(702), 230a ; ix. (153, 211, 413), 2300: (605), 
229a, 321b: (749), 229a, 321b, 322a; x. (47, 
122), 2300 

Lucian :— 
Hermotim. (81), 350b, 394a 

Lucretius v. (1221), 4730 

M. 

Manilius i. (269 sq.), 292a, b: (412 sqq.), 2920, 

293a ; ii. (476 sq.), 294b: (533* sqq.), 2980: (581 

sqq-), 293a, b; iv. (204 sqq.), 2930, 294a ; v. (338), 
2940 

Mareus Aurelius :— 
Meditationes (i. 16 ; ii. 

8), 3160 
Menander :— 

Tewpyds I. recto (ll. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 sq., 13), 14a: 
verso (1. 2), 141a, 6, (ll. 11, 17), 1416; IL. 

6: 43 iv. 185" yuu 
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Menander—continued. 
recto (lS 75. 2b: 
13), 7b. 

(14, 24, 29, 31), 4338a; (84, 35, 40), 433d; 
(42), 4340; (56 sqq.), 484a, b; (59), 
433b ; (60 sqq.), 484b; (63, 65), 4330 ; 
(67 sq.), 433b, 434a; (69, 71, 82, 87), 
434a; (102 Kock), 1910 (n.) 

Mosechion :— 
De Pass. Mul. (p. 24, 12), 1906 (n.) 

IV. verso (ll. 4, 5, 9, 

ING 
Nepos :— 

Dion (1, 4), 896 
New Testament Writers :— 

St. Matthew xii. (10), 1776 
St. Luke i. (15), ib. 
St. John x. (28), 2b. 
Acts xxi. (37), ib. 
2 Corinthians xi. (23), 177a, 271a, b 

O. 

Old Testament Writers :— 
Genesis vi. (13), 1766, 2696, 270a 
1 Kings i. (27), 274a 

Ovid :— 
Met. iii. (29, 33), 89b; xiii. (294, 794), 89a 
Trist. iv. (10, 43 sq.), 474a 

PE 

Pausanias i. (18, 6), 472a: (20, 1), 467a: (23, 10), 
28a, 6; ili. (25, 18), 467a; vii. (17, 10), 3430; 
ix. (39, 4), 467a 

Phaedrus :— 
Perottine coll. (viii.), 377a 

Philo :— 
De Vita Contempl. (488, 46 sq.), 104 ff. 

Pindar :— 
Pyth. ii. (161 sqq.), 208a, b, 350a, b 

Plato :— 
Gorg. (470 A), 305 f. 
Laws (845 E), 392d 
Phaedo (82 D), 29a 
Phil. (13 A), 2236 ; (15 A), 2230, 224a ; (16 A), 
224a ; (17 B), 224a, 6; (25 D), 224 f. ; (27 E, 
28 D), 2250; (30 A, 32 C), 226a; (34 B), 
226a, 6; (35 D, 45 E), 2260; (48 D, 58 A, 
59 D), 227a; (64 A), 227a, b; (66 A), 2270, 
2284 

Rep. (402 D), 223a, b ; (493 C), 367a; (511 C, 
524 C), 223a; (5384 D), 366 

Theact. (176 D), 367a; (177 A), 367a, b 
Plautus :— 

Amph. (749), 4586 
Bacch. (274), 297a, b; (518), 456d 
Capt. (1 sqq.), 352 ff. ; (43 sqq.), 296b, 297a; 

(190), 4650 
Cist. (252), 456a 
Epid. (620), 456 
Men. (105), 232a ; (i. 2, 1), 398a (n.). 
Merc. (781), 3530 
Mil. Gl. (93 sg.), 4566; (496), 458); (571), 

396d (n.) ; (iv. 8, 19), 2810 
Most. (655), 2976 ; (765), 2346 ; (1064), 353d 
Pers. (123 sqq.), 204a, b ; (135 sqq.), 4400 
Poen. (930-939), 362f. ; (940-949), 362a, 363a, b; 

(945), 3612; (994 sqq.), 363); (998, 1002. 
1006, 1010, 1013, 1016, 1017, 1023, 1027), 
364a ; (1141, 1142, 1152), 364d 
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Plautus—continued. 
iud. (187), 440b ; (925), 2970 
Trin. (133), 201a, 2036, 2046 
Trucul. (252), 353d 

Pliny :— 
Hist. Nat. xxxiii. (156), 2346 

Plutarch :— 
Arist. (22), 159 ff. 
Mor. (1096 C), 3866 

Pollux v. (61), 385a : (64), 384 
Propertius III. (IV.) i. (7 sqq.), 89a; v. (9), 406a; 

vii. (22), 406 f.; xii. (82), 407a; xx. (19), ib. ; 
IV. (V.) i, 407a, 5 ; iii. (51), 4075 

(Op. 
Quintilian :-— 

Inst. Orat. x. (1, 56), 3776 

Ss, 
Sallust :— 

Orat. Phil. in Sen. (7), 351a, b 
Sophocles :— 

Ai. (406), 4090 ; (651 coll. Hom. Od. ix. 391 sqq.), 
1446 ; (869, 885), 4090 

Ant. (132), 3956; (351), 4092 ; (368 coll. Plat. 
Protag. 322 C), 89b; (452), 409a; (519), 24; 
(613 sg., 966 sq.), 409a 

0.C'. (133), 409b, 437a, b; (278), 408; (547), 
4086, 437b; (590, 702, 1036), 408d ; (1105), 
24a ; (1164), 408, 409a ; (1220, 1452, 1584, 
1756), 409a 

0.T. (539), 408b; (598), 4374; (625), 240; 
(877), 4082; (1136), 4374; (1494, 1505), 4095 

Phil. (32), 377a ; (782, 1092), 409B; (1131 sq.), 
4096, 437b, 438a, b ; (1149), 4090 ; (1153 sqq.), 
36a; (1358), 36a, b 

Trach. (196), 4374; (345), 305a ; (660), 4095 
Jr. (153), 387a 

Statius :-— 
Silv. I. i. (1, 25), 3146; ii. (202), ib. ; v. (39), 
- ab. 5 vi. (8, 15, 17), 2b. : (88), 315a3 IT. v. (9), 

ab. 
Stobaeus :— 

Flor. (241, 37=Meineke vol. ii. p. 84), 209a 
Strabo v. (4, 12), 305a ; xvii. (p. 797 Cas.), 234d 

aT 
Tacitus :— 

Agr. (28), 355a, b; (34), 3556 
Ann. xii. (49) coll. Dio Cass. Ixi. (6, 6), 3774 
Hist. i. (65), 2350; v. (11), 336 

Terence :— 
Adelph. (443), 2976, 298a 
Andr. (915), 458b 
Hum. (252, 511), 2976 
Heaut. (273), 459a ; (458), 2970 
Phorm. (242 sqq.), 2046 

Theocritus :— 
Idyll. xiii. (8-15), 236, 24a; xiv. (51), 24a; 

XVii. (2), 7b. ; xxiii. (49), 2b. 
Thucydides i. (1), 2595, 260a: (3, 4), 260a: (5-8), 

260a, b: (11, 2: 12, 3), 2600: (13, 1), 26la: 
(13, 5), 2600, 261a: (16, 2), 410b: (21, 1: 22, 2), 
261a: (23, 6), 26la, b: (25,4: 26, 4), 2610: (30, 
3), 2616, 262a: (33, 1 Shilleto on), 117): (33, 3: 
35, 3, 5), 262a: (36, 3), 262a, b: (37, 1, 2, 4), 
262b: (40, 6), 2626, 263a: (42, 4), 263a: (49, 2), 
410b: (50, 1: 57, 5: 58, 2), 263a: (59, 2: 63, 1: 
68, 3: 69, 2: 73, 2), 268b: (77, 1), 2636, 264a: 
(82, 1: 89, 2: 90, 3), 264a: (91, 1), 410: (91, 
4), 4103, 41la: (91, 6: 93, 5), 264a: (95, 5), 
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Vergil—continued. Thucydides—continued. 
Alia: (105, 6: 115, 5: 116, 2), 2640: (118, 2), 
41la: (120, 1: 122, 2), 2640: (132, 5), 2646, 
265a: (141, 2), 41la, b: (144, 2), 265a; i. (16, 
1), 4116: (87, 1), 117a@: (41, 4: 52, 2), 4110: (58, 
2), 409b: (90, 1), 4110, 412a; iv. (36, 3), 29; vi. 
(8, 3), 114a, 6: (14), 1146, 115a: (15, 4), 11l5a: 
(31, 4), 115f£: (34, 9: 62, 4), 116a: (64, 1), 
1l4a: (78, 4), 114a, 116a, 6: (82, 3), 1166, 117a: 
(86, 5), 114a: (91, 4), 117b: (92, 4), 117), 118a: 
(96, 2), 1176; vii. (84, 5), 347a; viii. (22, 4), 
184a: (72, 2), 4110 

Anon. Vit. (8§ 2, 3, 4), 410 
Mareellini Vita (§ 7), 473a; (§§ 49, 50, 51, 53), 

410a 

UeaNe 

Valerius Flaccus :— 
Argonautica iv. (129 sq.), 361a, b 

Vergil :— 
Aen. ii. (77 sqq.), 3843 iv. (603 sqg.), 4590; v. 

(118 Servius ‘interpolatus’ on), 4745; vii. 
(503 sqg.), 88a, 6; viii. (666 Servius and schol. 
on), 4730 

Eel. i. (5), 377a: (46 sq.), 3070: (65), 3070, 
3138a; ii. (18), 307): (80), 3070, 308a: 
(47 sqq.), 308a; iv. (11), 308@: (53), 313a; 
vi. (2), 308a: (38), 308a, 313a: (84, 70), 
308a; ix. (15, 23), 3080 

Georg. i. (6*, 20, 29*, 36, 77), 3080: (104 sqq., 
106, 169 sqq., 206), 309: (243), 309a, 5: (281 
sqq., 299, 356, 382*, 513), 3090; ii. (47, 53, 
62, 93, 123, 187, 246 sg.), 310a: (279, 302 
sqgq., 341, 350, 499), 3100; iii. (70), 3100, 
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83lla: (76, 82, 141, 193), 31la: (217), 311a, b: 
(276), 3116; iv. (89, 74, 85), 7.: (86 sq.), 
311b, 312a: (153, 170 sqq.), 312a: (228, 244, 
250, 337, 455), 3126 

Vitruvius :— 
De Architectura v. (6, 7), 16 

X. 
Xenophon :— 

Anab. vii. (6, 38), 27h: (7, 24), 24a 
Apol. Socr. (1), 195a; (5), 195a, 6; (9, 11, 14, 

20, 22, 26, 29, 33), 195d 
Cyneg. (1, 3: 1, 7), 388a; (1, 8), 383a, 6; (1, 

LOr elle iels 1, 16> de 17), S680 40s 
18), 3836, 384a ; (2, 1), 384; (2, 9), 384a, b; 
(8, 3), 3840; (8, 4), 3846, 385a ; (3, 8: 4, 3), 
385a 3 (4, 4 sq.), 385a, b; (4, 6: 5, 3), 385) ; 
(5, 7), 385b, 386a@; (5, 8sq.: 5, 10: 5, 18: 
5, 15: 5, 16: 5, 18: 5, 25), 3862; (5, 27); 
386a, 6; (5, 29: 5, 31), 3860; (5, 32), 3850; 
(5, 33: 5, 34: 6, 1), 3866; (6, 8), 3860, 
387a; (6, 10), 387a; (6, 15), 3846, 3870; 
(6, 17), 3876, 388a; (6, 18: 6, 19: 6, 20), 
388a ; (6, 23), 385a; (7, 2: 7, 3), 388a ; (7, 
10), 388a, 6; (7,11: 8,1: 9, 5: 9, 11), 3880; 
(9, 15), 3855; (10, 1), 3885; (10, 4), 3888, 
Bisa Ralls 5g 1K yee TO, Te eis (ali 2! 3 
12, 1; 12, 6), 3896; (12, 7), 3896, 390a ; (12, 
15: 12, 18), 390@; (12, 21), 390a, 6; (13, 4: 
13, 5: 13, 6: 13, 10: 13, 13: 13, 18), 390d 

Cyrop. viii. (8, 12), 3830 
Hellen. i. (7, 8), 27a; iii. (2, 18), 26a: (29), 

260 ; vi. (4, 24), 26a 



IIL—GREEK INDEX. 

A. yiyas)(BiBdas, 184, 1630 

aBpoBarns, 58b yvwpiCey (‘make known ”), 288d 

&yav (Gyapar), 18b, 1630 ypdow-compounds in MSS., 3920 

&yew (‘bring up,’ of dogs), 286a 
uyvwotos, 288) 
aypeverv, 2905 A. 

aévaos, 2870 ; 

atrios (with inf.), 292a daixrhs, compounds of, 66) 

aiwpeicbar, 288 d:aBiody (with partic.), 1930 

a&xpos (‘earliest, first’), 413a diaylyvecda (with partic.), 7. 
&rryos (-nddv, -vverv), 1940, 2860 SiaAurety (Aéywr), 1940 
GAeewos, 2876 diacadnviCev, 1930 
arékrwp (=mdots), 413) dixadTns, 2920 
AAaTTEW Thy HAtkiay, 288 SiwBeAta, 169b, 454d 

&AALE, 4360 SovArxdderpos (SoArxo-), 3040 

dpelBeo Oar, 288 dovAotperns, 1940 
auepotyauos (Nonnus), 73a dvtxmpia, 2900 
&uepotvoos (Nonnus), 2. Svoewmetcbat, 287 
auepoippwy (Hesych.), 7b. dwpciobar, 1930 
dw’ HAl@ avéxovte (-loxovtt), 287, dapov (Swped), 2910 
&urtpov (Hesych.), 65d 
aupt (Xen.), 2874 E. 
audiBalverw, 2876 €=a in inscrr., 98% 
auptaoyos (-Aeyetv), 193d eyypapev, 3910 
évaBatvew (Aristoph.), 80 eykparnhs (‘strong’), 2875 
avaryopevOjvat, 2915 eyxetperv, 2860 
évavra (mons), 19a, 163d env, 2516 
ay ‘coe, 2880 ei (interrog.), 1775, 2716, 272a, 274a 

nvdpamdd.o1s, 1945 eldds, 2510 
avekeAeyxtos, 291 elxoot (Fixar), 2520 
aviKovatov (76), 288 eivat év..., 2914 
avOitaros, 347b, 3484 elrep eye (2 Cor. xi. 23), 177a, 271a, b, 2745 

avtimépas, 2876 eioly of, Zotw ois (bTe), 2860 
aytioTpaTnyos, 3470, 348a eiadmiv, 249b 
a&to- compounds, 1940 efw, 2510 
aétouakapioros, 7b. exvevery, 2870 
&medos (tcdmedo0s), 288 éxmepuevat, 288) 
anjpxev (Hesych. ), 810 éxmoveiy Thy éemOuuiay, 288a 
amoypaperOat)(emvypaperbat, 391 f. Exrnudpor)(Extnudptor, 435 
amoxretver (of the accuser), 1944 ex THS &yopas)(ex THS Wux7s, 194a 
Uppwotos thy wuxiv, tb. éuadrantoato, 1940 
ataAnota (Hesych.), 2465 é€urodeéy (with inf.), 291a 
arAnotppwy (Hesych.), 246a zumpoabev (mpdcbev), 286a 
adaipetobal Twa Tivos, 2885 évayttov (absol.), 291a 
axetpés (Hesych. errore), 67a évavédvery, ib. 

evdedex@s, 288) 
év@a (Xen.), 1930, 289 

B. evOvunua, 291a 

Buorevew, 193) évios, 288b 
Body evaryiCew)(Ovew, 22b év Adyots eivat, 383) 
Bpaxéa (ovyyevérdat Tivi), 1940 evr (eiol), Av, 251a, b 
Bpédiov, 98a efadAdrrwy (‘diverging’), 288) 
Bpvew, 2884 e& btou(mep), 1930 

eravievar (‘stop’), 2885 
Iya emacavtepos, 4740 

yeywveiv, 2880 emet (Xen.), 1938¢ 
vyewdpevat (ot), 1950 eretoddiov, 400 



€rec Oar, 193b, 2860 
emiyvwpiCew, 2885 
émiOuunths ioxupas avrov, 1940 
etikAny, 338a (n.) 
émimayv, 288) 
émicxedis, 1930 
émiorxotreio Gai (pass.), 291a 
ém) 7b Suvatdv, 288) 
*"Epyddes)(’Apyadeis, 43a 
épydoima (ra), 2860 
*Epex@evs, 1730 
éppnén (impers.), 194a 
€pp@cbal oe cdxouat, 4350 
éoOAds (=ayabds), 2460, 248a 
éooonuevov (Hesych.), 75) 
éore (Xen.), 2890 
éroua ler bar, 1936 
erpepOny (erparnyv), 290) 
éruxe Tinacba, 2910 
evdev, 288d 
everns, 2914 
evOuula (-efcat, -nréov), 1940 
evxAeia (Svo-), evxdens (Sva-), 291a 
evuerns (-era), 1930 
evvacey (evvata txvn), 291b 
evn (evvaer@at), 2910 
evrabea, 1930 
evmparyia (-etv), 1940 
evpoeiy (-ous, -ofa), 1910 
evppocvyn, 1930 
epemec bau (map-), 193d 
éxw (with partic.), 2890 

H. 

H, 4 (interrog.), 1770, 271b, 272a, 273b, 2740 
7 (Xen.), 1984 
jhev, 2510 
HucaAnuern eoOns, 287a 

H why (aunv), 177d 
huimnxiov, 1706 
jv ote, 1560 
novx7 (‘slightly’), 2886 

e. 

Oayive, (= 7oAAGKts), 2860 
Gavatov brd Tivos SimketOa, 1940 
GeooeBis (-@s, -e1a), 2900. 
OécKkeAros, 96a 
Oespoddrns, 299) 
Onpay (Onpevery), 290d 
Onpacbat, 289a 
O:Bpéveov voutoua (Photius), 376 
Opavew, 288a 
Odvos or @vvds (Hesych.), 68 

yy | 

t=e. in inscrr., 98a 
-. preceded by an original 7, 251), 252a, 
tea Oa, 290b 
iCecbat, 288a 
iva ‘ for modal ay,’ 177, 271a 
iva, Omws (Xen.), 289) 
iamos adnpayos, 425) 
igouotpta, 193d 
ioxupas (=mavu, opddpa), 1930 

INDEX. 

K. 

kat (‘or’), 337 ff. 
kal...d€ (Xen.), 289a 
kakddokos (-la, -eiv), 1940 
kadd (subst. ), 292a 
KaAdetoOat eis THY diknv, 1940, 195a 
KkapBativa, 1420 
KaTadnaos, 1938a, 286) 
KkataocKkeWacba, 2870 
Kkatapepns, 2880 
katéxew (instare), 2874 
Kkatwoev (with gen.), 2880 
ke (av), with aor. opt. (Hom.), 329a 
KepBoAdew, 4126 
Kepdatve (‘save’), 316) 
Kémos (bmdKoTos), 2874 
Ktloat=moijnoat (Aesch.), 193 
Kudpds, 1930 
KwAvw@ (with gen.), 291la 

Aaotoy KHp, d2B 
Aavpdotarat, 10a, b 
Aévyotev, 250) 
Aeipidevta (Suidas), 154d 
Aetpdés (Hesych.), 1540 
AeipdPOarpos (Suidas), 7). 
AeAtavds (= Laelianus), 96b 
Aexptos, 288a 
Anyew, 1930 
Aurapetv (-nréov), 193 
Aoyetov, 2b, 7) 
Adyos karéxet, 291a 
Avrai (Steph. Byz.), 346a 
Avtain (Hesych.), 7. 

M. 

barny ylyvec@a, 291a 
meyaAdnyopos (-erv, -ta), 1930 
peyaduve (Eavtdov), 193a, 1940 
perCovws, 291a 
petov, 1930 
pwevOhpn, 19a, 163) 

Hévos, 2874 
etd: See ovy)(ueTa 
petémwpov, 288) 
Béexpt (conj.), 287a 
uh (=iva wh, brws uH), 287) 
pndels vourcatw, &e., 286a, 2920 
pny (Xen.), 289a, b, 291a 
pivivOw or mivvvbéw, 69) 
oxGetv, 2900 
Mav (Hesych.), 342¢ 

vawa, 288a 
varn (-os), 2860 
veapds, 287) 
veoyevns, 288) 
veoyvos, 2860 
voapews (Hesych.), 670 
voutCew (with inf.), 2900 

O. 

of éuol edvor, 1940 
oiktipery, 7b. 
oiwvlCouat (-ornpiov), 194d 
oxTakrenua, 1060 
buadrnhs (=dpuards), 286a 
juua)(dp0aruds, 193a, 286a 

495 
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bud0ev, 2874 
buoroyoumevws, 1940 
éuov (‘near’), 2874 
évoudcew (with efva), 1944 
émws (with final fut.), 2870 
dxws ty, 2870 
dmws, tvo (Xen.), 2890 
br& 5é (omisso STE per), 288 
ért...51671, 2860 
étAnudtwv (Hesych.), 191a 
ov uh (ov unv), 1770 
owicew (-ecOa), 2870 

maddun (‘child’), 986 
mavtTn, 286) 
napa (=v1d), 291 
maparyyeAua, 1D. 
mapaAoryos (subst.), 3480 
mapeteipetia, 3470, D 
mapetetpeatov (Hesych.), ib. 
mapexew (with inf.), 2900 
Tlecpi@oos (Iepi-), 3040 
mepl (aul) te Exew, 2876 
mept avroyv Exe, wb. 
mepipoBeiabat, 288 
mAavos, 288a 
modaKns (-e1a), 2860 
ToAAG (=moAAd«Kts), 2874 
moav (with compar.), 286a, 292a 
mos (=mpds), 98b 
mpddouos (mpodwudriov), 3480 
mpoltwoay, moreitwoav, 288a 
TIpoxvay, 3480 
mpodoros, 40a 
mpokeveiv, 1930 
apoaBarés, ib. 
mpocebiCew, 1940 
mpdabev (€umpocber), 286a, 2906 
mpookepaarn (mpookepadatoy), 347) 
mpoomeAa ev, 2880 
TIpoTnéus, 348a 
mpouyeAdetv (Hesych.), 2090 
auKva (=muKva@s), 28606 

Pe 

petOpoy (pedua, povs), 288a 
pimteiy (neut.), diappurrety (emip-, emavap-), 288) 

>> 

caociuBpotos (Hesych.), 73a 
caonvife, 193b 
secohicuevws ct similia, 291a 
onuatvew (Thuc.), 305a 
gies, 286b 
okipa, 426¢ 
skoTiwpercbat, 2880 

THE CLASSICAL REVIEW. 

amepxvddaony (Hesych.), 2476 
ard0un, 2080, b, 350a, b 
otaoimov, 40a 
otippds, 2880 
svpBovaAevua, 193) 
avv)(ueta, 19380, 286b, 290d 
cuvemixpadatvery, 2880 

. taxa (in Hom.), 97a 
te (connective), 290), 292a 
Te...Te (Xen.), 2870 
TeOpeumevos, 98a 
texvoy (of animals), 2860 
TéAos eyKUKALOY, 4350 
Tnpeiv, 288) 
tAacippova (Hesych.), 246a 
tokevs, 2914 
tov, Tw (=Tivds, Tit), 177a, 2705 
tp, vowel-lengthening before, 190a 

ee 

brayew, braywynh (of animals), 389a 
bmayew Oavarov, 1944 
bmepAaumpvved bat, 288) 
breppéperv, 193) 

beyyos, 2860 
péperbat, 287 
pevyew opbdv, 287a 
pbivdrwpov, 288D 
ptdokepons (-etv, -era), 2910 
birdopav (-oveic@at), 1936 

X. 

xarnivn, 4350 
xaptey, 2506 
xAwpnis, XAwpavdxny, 37a, b 
xUTpat)(xXUTpot, 4260 

rxewds, 2875 

a. 

@Aeotkapmos (dAeot-), 3040 
-wy, neuters of particce. in, 251a 

s (=mpds), 177b, 2706 
s (=éoTe), 198a, 2895 
s (final), 2890 
s Ta TOAAG, 2870 E> Es Eo Eo 
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